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PREFACE

This 19-volume compilation contains historical documents pertaining to P.L. 104-193,
the "Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996." The books contain
congressional debates, a chronological compilation of documents pertinent to the
legislative history of the public law
law and
and relevant
relevant reference
reference materials.
materials.
Pertinent documents include:
o

o
o
o0

Differing versions of key bills
Committee reports
Excerpts from the Congressional Record
The Public
Public Law

This history is prepared by the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Legislation and
Congressional Affairs and is designed to serve as a helpful resource tool for those
charged with interpreting laws administered by the Social Security Administration.
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We need to evaluate the success of
welfare, as the gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. J.C. WA'rrS has said from
our freshman class.
class, not by how many
people are on AFDC or on food stamps
or in public housing. but how many
people are no longer on AFDC, food
stamps, and public housing.
stamps.
housing.

In that spirit and with the help our

REPORT ON RESOLUTION PROVID- good colleague from Arizona.
Arizona. the
the eses-

ING FOR FURTHER CONSIDER- teemed Member of the House of RepATION OF H.R. 4,
4. PERSONAL RE- resentatives.
resentatives, J.D. HAYWORTH, I would
SPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1995
like to yield to you to discuss the imMr. SOLOMON,
SOLOMON. from the Committee portant cash welfare block grant program. of which you have been a leader.
on Rules, submitted a privileged report gram,
Mr. HAYWORTH. I thank the gen(Rept. No.
No. 104—85)
104-85) on
onthe
theresolution
resolution (H.
really,
Res. 119) providing for further consider- tleman from Pennsylvania. and really.
Speaker, before we get into this
ation of the bill (HR.
(H.R.4)4) to
to restore the Mr. Speaker.
American family,
family. reduce illegitimacy,
illegitimacy. discussion. I see our good friend
control welfare spending and reduce uncharacteristically sitting to the left
welfare dependence. which was referred of me, the esteemed chairman of the
to the House Calendar and ordered to Committee on Rules, the Honorable
JERRY SOLOMON of upstate New York.
be printed.
You have something you would like to
say now, at thisjuncture?
Mr. SOLOMON. I want to commend
MEANINGFUL WELFARE REFORM
you for this special order,
order. but I am still
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under waiting for the papers to file on the
the Speaker's
Speakers announced
announced policy of Jan- rule that will take up exactly what you
uary 4. 1995, the gentleman from Penn- are talking about here tomorrow. I
sylvania [Mr. Fox)
Fox] is recognized for 60 thank the gentleman.
minutes as the designee of the majorMr. HAYWORTH. I thank you very
ity leader.
much. We all wait with interest to see
Mr. FOX of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chair- what is hot off the presses in the Comman. tonight with me are the gen- mittee on Rules, and we thank
thank the
the gengentleman from Arizona [Mr. HAYWORTH] tleman from upstate New York for his
and the gentleman from California [Mr. valuable service as the chairman of the
RIGGS] in support of meaningful wel- Committee on Rules.
fare reform that will help all of the Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, it is good to see you in
people of the United States. We are the chair tonight, as you represent so
here to speak Out for a compassionate capably the good people of upstate
system which does not simply
simply hand
hand Out
out South Carolina.
Carolina, and it is good to join
cash and create a desperate cycle of de- my good friend from Pennsylvania
pendence, but instead strengthens fam- standing in the well of the House, to
pendence.
ilies. encourages work, and offers hope address this topic.
for the future.
not my
my intent
intent to
to invoke
invoke any
It isisnot

As you can see from this diagram type of negativity in this debate toright here, the poverty paradox, the night. Mr. Speaker. but I listened with
poverty rate and welfare spending. In great interest to the gentleman on the
the years of the Reagan administra- other side of the aisle who calls
calls the
the
tion, you will see we did not spend as
tion.
much money on welfare, yet welfare
went down. In the last 2 years. in the
Clinton administration, more has been
spent. and yet it has been a failed system of welfare.

State of New York his home, and lis-

tened to so much
much name
name calling,
calling. so
so

much myth making,
making. as we enter
enter this
this

great debate on welfare reform. Arid let

there be no mistake, this will be a
great debate.

We are offering an alternative here
But again. I would issue a challenge
challenge
this week in the House of Representa- to our friends on the other side of the
tives that
that we
we think
think is
is going
going to be aisle to come forth with positive. posimeaningful for all families. We must tive welfare reform, because as my
bring an end to our current welfare friend from Pennsylvania will attest,
system, which abuses its recipients. and indeed, since we are in our first
Nothing can be more cruel to children term in the Congress. we have seen and
and families than the current failed certainly our friend who is the chairpolicies.
man of the Committee on Rules has
Tonight my colleagues and I will dis- been time and time again the phenomecuss various sections of the Personal non in this new 104th Congress of folks
Responsibility Act which the House is who I believe fairly could be referred to

considering this week. The bill addresses cash welfare, child protection,
protection, child
child
care, family and school nutrition, alien
eligibility, commodities and
and food
stamps. SSI.
SSI, and child support enforce-

fare reform.
reform, but, the positive plan for
change being offered inflicts too much
pain."
pain.' Indeed,
Indeed, I listened with interest
to my good friend the Democrat from

comes would work.

of our society being threatened.
threatened, but

Yeah. buts. "Yeah, we need welas the Yeah,

ment. Our bill, when it is passed, will New York just a moment ago talk
allow millions of Americans to escape about the civility of this society being
the cycle of poverty and learn the free- threatened.
dom, dignity,
dignity. and responsibility that Mr. Speaker, not only is the
the civility
civility

March 21, 1995
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FOR CONSIDERATION
PERSONAL RESPONRESPONPERSONAL
SIBILITY ACT
ACT OF
OF 1995
1995
SIBILITY

PROVIDING

OF H.R.
OF
HR.

4,

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker. by di-

rection of the Committee on Rules,
Rules. I
call up House Resolution 117 and ask

for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:
H. RES. 117

Resolved.That
Thatatatan
any time after the adopResolved.
tion of this resolution the Speaker may, pursuant to clause 1(b) of rule XXIII,
XXII!, declare the

House resolved into the Committee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union for
consideration of the bill
bill (HR.
(HR. 4)
4) to
to restore
restore
the American family, reduce illegitimacy.
control welfare spending and reduce welfare

dependence. The first reading of the bill

shall be dispensed with.
with, General debate shall
be confined to the bill and the text of the bill
(HR. 1214) to help children by reforming the

Nation's
welfare system
system to promote work,
work.
Nations welfare
marriage, and personal responsibility, and
shall not exceed five hours,
hours, with
with two
two hours
hours
equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority
minority member
member of
of the
the
Committee on Ways and Means and three
hours equally divided among and controlled
by the chairmen and ranking minority members of the Committee on Economic and Edu-

cational Opportunities and the Committee
on Agriculture. After general
general debate
debate the
the
Committee of the Whole shall rise without
motion. No further consideration of the bill
shall be in order except pursuant to a subsequent order of the House.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York IMr. SOLOMON]
is recognized for 1 hour.
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker. for pur-

poses of debate only. I yield the customary 30 minutes to the gentleman
gentleman
from California [Mr. BEILENSON pend-

ing which I yield myself such time as I
may consume. During consideration of
this resolution, all time yielded is for
the
the purpose
purpose of
of debate
debate only.
only.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker II yield
yield myself such time
as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker. House Resolution
Resolution 117
117 is
is
a rule providing for genera1
generai debate
debate on
H.R. 4.
4, the Personal Responsibility Act
of 1995.

H3344
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The rule provides 5 hours of general reform the welfare system has been
Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker. I
debate, with 2 hours allocated to the outrageous.
yield myself
myself such
such time
time as I may
Committee on Ways and
and Means
Means and 1½
Mr. Speaker. H.R. 4 tackles some of consume.
hours each to the Committee on Eco- the most difficult issues of our day diMr. Speaker,
Speaker. we support this first
nomic and Educational Opportunities
Opportunities rectly and head-on.
part of the rule providing for considerand the Committee on Agriculture.
The bill makes fiscal sense by con- ation of the Personal Responsibility
Debate must be confined to the bill solidating numerous major programs Act. The 5 hours of genera] debate
and the text of H.R. 1214. which the into block grants directly to the times it provides
essential for the
are essentia)
Committee on Rules intends to make States, and that's
thats the
the way
way it should be. thorough deliberation that is required
in order as original text for amend- Layers of bureaucracy in Washington for legislation as comprehensive and as
ment purposes in a subsequent rule— will be made unnecessary.
drastic as this.
which we will put Out
out of
of the
the CommitCommitThe savings will be phenomenal—and
tee on Rules at about 5 p.m. this after- the States
0 1500
States will
will maintain
maintain maximum
maximum
noon. After general debate, the rule flexibility to help the poor in their
As
has
been
true
of most of the eleprovides for the
the Committee
Committee of the areas,
areas. and they know how best to do it,
it. ments of the Contract With America,
America.
Whole to rise without motion.
not us inside the beltway.
this legislation was hastily drafted and
No further consideration of the bill
The bill requires welfare recipients has been sent to the House without the
shall be in order except by subsequent to work within 2 years. and bars re- benefit of thorough and public discusorder of the House.
ceipt of benefits for more than 5 years. sion or debate. We hope these 5 hours
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. the Personal ResponReasonable restrictions are applied of debate 'ill help clarify the consibility Act that the full House will to recipients on AFDC to encourage troversies surrounding this overhaul
overhaul
begin debating today is an extremely self-sufficiency:
self-sufficiency; in other words, to stop not only of AFDC. the program
program most
most of
of
complex and important piece of legisla- them from being second.
second, and third and us think of when we talk about
we]about
weltion.
fourth generation beneficiaries of wel- fare, but also of the entire child welThe House has considered this bill to fare.
fare system. of disability benefits for
date in a detailed and thorough manMr. Speaker, H.R. 4
4 makes
makes badly children, and of all the major nutrition
ner.
needed reforms to the Federal food programs our Nation has provided for
Republicans promised a com- stamp program. to the Supplemental many years.
House ReDublicans
prehensive reform of our 1ation's
lation's abys- Security Income program and
and family
family The Committee on Rules heard
heard aa full
full
mal welfare sYstem,
system, and we have deliv- nutrition and child nutrition programs. day of testimony from Members of the
ered.
Mr. Speaker, as the House debates
debates House.
House, Democrats and Republicans
H.R. 4 was introduced on January 4.
4, welfare reform this week, the public alike, about the need for substantive
1995. the opening day of
of this
this session.
session.
should take note of which of these pro- changes in the legislation before us.
Three House committees—Ways and posals honestly addresses
adoresses the problems There was bipartisan support for
Means, Economic and Educational Op- of poverty
poverty in
in the
the United
United States of changes in several parts of the bill, inpor-tunities. and Argiculture—held ex- America.
dud
ing the
cluding
the paternity
paternity establishment
establishment
tensive hearings on welfare reform. All
Mr. Speaker, the American people section,
section. which is so restrictive in nathree committees conducted gruelling will be asking.
asking, and Members had better ture that even if a mother fully coopermarathon markups, often deliberating be asking ourselves, which alternative ates, she and her child could be punlate into the night.
defends the status quo. That is the ished by the denial of cash aid,
aid. if a
Chairmen ARCHER, GOODLINC, and question right here tonight, which al- State dragged its feet on establishing
establishing
ROBERTS then merged their versions of ternative defends the status quo that paternity.
the package into one new
new bill.
bill. H.R.
H.R. 1214
1214 has failed so miserably, and which alThere was
also bipartisan
bipartisan support for
vas also
before us now. The Committee on Rules ternative wrestles with the issues of il- amendments to strengthen the child
intends to make this new bill in order legitimate births, welfare dependency. support enforcement section.
section, and for
for'
as original text for amendment pur- child support enforcement, and putting amendments to provide
more funding
poses
poses on the floor.
low-income people back to work.
for child care for welfare recipients
recipients so
so
The committee is scheduled to meet
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. the Personal Respon- the mother is able to work
work or
or to
to get
getjob
job
at 5 p.m. this evening to report a rule sibility Act will prevail when
when scrutiscruti- training.
providing for the amendment process nized in this manner.
manner, I ask my
my colcol- Unfortunately.
Unfortunately, the Personal Responfor the bill.
leagues to do this. During the recent sibility Act fails to deliver what the
The Committee
Committee on
on Rules
Rules held
heldaa7'/27½- debate on cutting spending I asked this American people want: A welfare syshour
hour hearing
16. House
hearin2 on Thursday.
Thursday, March 16,
House what
what isis compassionate about tem that expects parents to work to
and took testimony from no less than adding another trillion dollars to the support their families, but that also
60 witnesses,
witnesses.
debt on the backs of our children and protects vulnerable children.
Members on both sides of the aisle our
our grandchildren.
grandchildren. Is that compasWe need to pass legislation that ensuggested constructive amendments sionate? The answer was no then. I ask sures parental responsibility while also
and there
therewas
as an excellent
and
excellent debate
debate my colleagues today now what is com- protecting children.
children, encourages State
about the many issues the bill address- passionate about continuing failed wel- flexibility'
flexibility without
without totally
totally abdicating
es
es head-on.
head-on.
fare programs that encourage a second. Federal oversight, and protects taxMr. Speaker,
Speaker. to demonstrate the im- and third and fourth generation of wel- payer resources by applying fairness
portance of this legislation to
portance
to the
the fare
fare dependency?
dependency? I say to my col- and common sense.
American public, the Republican lead- leagues. "You know, and I know, the
Not only is the Personal Responsibilership has set aside an entire week on answer is
is 'nothing.'
'nothing.'"
ity Act weak on work requirements.
the House floor for consideration
consideration of
of Mr. Speaker, that is why we must not but it contains no requirement for eduthis bill.
defend the status quo. We must make cation. training, and support services.
If anyone should
snould claim that this we]wel- the
the changes
changes that
that are
are so necessary
necessary If we want poor parents to work, they
fare reform legislation has been hasty today. We can do it by voting for this will
will need
need these
these services.
services. They
They will
will need
need
or ill-conceived,
ill-conceived, II would
wouldask—"Where
ask—Where bill.
child care and transportation, for exwas the
was
the welfare
welfare reform legislation
Mr. Speaker, this rule was voted ample.
when the Democrats held both Houses unanimously out of the Committee on
The goals
goais of the bill include preventof Congress and the White House?"
House?'
Rules on Thursday afternoon on a bi- ing teen pregnancy and out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock
Mr. Speaker, we certainly do not partisan basis. The House is eager to births. Unfortunately and incredibly.
have the time to recount the Presi- begin this debate. We should do it now family planning services, theincredibly,
key to redent's many broken campaign prom- and get on with it.
ducing out-of-wedlock births, the vast
ises. but the Clinton administration's Mr. Speaker. I reserve the balance
ises,
balance of
of majority of which are unintended, are
failure to make good on its pledge to my time.
not even mentioned in this bill, which
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does away with the 30-year-old require- holic has to admit that he has that for 8 years. We could not even get a
ment that States offer family planning problem before we can ever do any- squeak Out of him about making any
services to all AFDC recipients.
thing to help him or for him to help changes in that program. But during
Meanwhile, in just the past decade himself to a recovery. It is true of any the Bush administration, in 1988 we
the percentage of all children born in other drug addict. It is equally as true made substantial reforms to the wel-

the United States Out of
has
of wedlock
wedlock has
doubled,
doubled, more than doubled, to 32 percent. Thirty-two percent of all the babies born in this country are
are born
born Out
out
of wedlock, and there is nothing in this
so-called reform bill that even
even tries
tries to
to
deal with this enormous problem.

Mr. Speaker, for these reasons and

many others, the Personal Responsibil-

ity Act requires the lengthy debate

that this rule provides. We support the
rule and urge our colleagues to approve
it so that we may proceed with consideration of this important and controversial legislation today.
Mr. McINNIS.
McINNIS, Mr. Speaker. I yield

such time as he may consume
consume to
to the
the
fine gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
GOODLINIC]. the
tne chairman of the com-

mittee.
Mr.

GOODLING.
GOODLINC.

Mr.

Speaker,

I

thank the gentleman for yielding
yielding time
time
to me.

This
This is probably the most important
debate and perhaps the most important
issue that we will face, perhaps during
my lifetime, certainly the most important since I have been in the Congress
of the United States.

What is at stake? Well, basically,
what is at stake is this: What do we do
to free millions of Americans from the
shackles that
tnat the Federal Government

with the legislation we are dealing fare program and crafted in it the rewith today.
quirement of work. But it was put in
So I would call on my colleagues to there in a workable manner so that if

listen carefully and participate intel- the woman needed a job and was able
ligently. Let us not get up and give a to work and had to have child care belot rhetoric that has nothing to do cause she just could not leave
leave her
her child
child
with the facts. We know the facts. We or her infant at home unattended,
unattended. she
know the
the facts
facts of
of how
how we
we failed,
failed, and
and we
we could get that,
know
that. or if she needed trainknow the facts of what it is we are try- ing,
ing. she could get that. So the myth
ing to do to see whether we can help that we in the Congress have done
the most vulnerable in this country re- nothing except perpetuate this is.
is, I
ceive a portion of the American dream hope,
hope. punctured.
that we on the Federal level have deLet us look at the bill before us. This
nied them from receiving all of these is a cruel piece of legislation. It punyears.
ishes the children,
children. the innocent chilMr. BEILENJSON.
BEILENSON. Mr.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, for dren,
dren. because of the errors of their parthe purpose of debate only. I yield 4 ent or parents. It punishes them not
minutes to the distinguished gen- just at birth but it punishes some
some for
for aa
tleman from
from Florida
Florida[Mr.
(Mr.GIBBONS},
GIBBoNs], the lifetime, and certainly it punishes
punishes othothranking Democratic member
member of
of the
the ers through all of their childhood
childhood era.
era.
Committee on Ways and Means.
It will deprive them of the basic necesMr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. I thank sities for food, of clothing,
clothing. of housing,
housing.
the gentleman from California [Mr. of education,
education. of love,
love. That is what this
BEILENSONI.
BEILENSON}.

bill does.

the first thing we
There is a better way,
way. a far better
should do in starting the debate on as way.
way, and we have put that forward. We
serious a subject as this is to puncture will have alternatives for this program
the myths that surround this debate. on the floor here, but they will receive
The first myth I would like to puncture scant notice. They will have perhaps an
is that the Democrats support the sta- hour or so of debate time,
time. and then it
tus quo. That is absolutely not true.
will all be over. But this bill will never
As recently as last year. I introduced become law. There is hope Out
out there
there
and held hearings on a very substantial that something sensible will become
welfare reform program. Unfortu- law.
Mr. Speaker,

has placed them in? All of the
the proprograms were well meaning. Over the nately, it ran into a hurricane of ReMr. Speaker,
Speaker. let us get on with the
years I sat
satbehind
behindseveral
several chairmen.
chairmen. publican filibuster.
filibuster, and it got nowhere. debate.
used to
to say.
say. "Bill,
'Bill, these proone who used
But it was not that we did
did not
not try.
try.

grams just aren't working the
the way
way we
we Second,
Second. the myth is that the Demohad intended them." And that is true. crats have held control of this since
So year after year.
year, generation after 1935 and we have done nothing except
generation. we
generation,
we have
have enslaved
enslaved these
these perpetuate poverty and the
the miseries
miseries of
of
people, so. unless we make a change. welfare.
they will never have an opportunity to
That is not so. In the Johnson
Johnson and
and
get part of that American dream. That Kennedy eras, we made substantial reis destructive to them. That is destruc- forms in the welfare program, and we
tive to our society and to our
our country.
country. created such programs as Head Start
Making changes is very, very dif- and Upward
Upward Bound
Boundarid
and the
the Follow
Follow
ficult. Change is something that people Through Program and programs for aid
fear, and that is true in no place worse to college-bound students and for those

Mr. McINNIS. Mr. Speaker, I yield

myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. of course, I take strong
exception to the comments about the
Republican filibuster in the last year.
There is no filibuster in the House of
Representatives. Rather, it is the Republicans who are taking the bull by
the horns.

Furthermore, as to the bill,
bill. the punishment to our children is, if we do

nothing, if we maintain the status quo.
nothing.

punishment to
to
is where the real punishment
than in the Congress of the United
United who should be bound for college but un- that
our
Frankly.
II
children
comes
from.
Frank'y,
States. But if we do not change,
change. then.
then. fortunately could not go.
think it is somewhat baloney when
of course, we are going to continue to
As recently as in the 1970's, a Repub-

enslave the very people we have sent lican President,
President. President Nixon, sent
over $5 trillion to try to help. Year us a comprehensive welfare reform bill
after year we will be doing this, and it that unfortunately
unfortunately we
we rejected.
rejected. It
is totally unfair to hose people in our came to us at a time when President
society.
Nixon was encumbered by the WaterSo it would be my hope that we get gate scandal, and the bill got polluted
away from the rhetoric and
and pay
pay aa little
little in that environment,
environment. At that time,
time. it is
attention to the facts and see whether important to note, the President sugwe can do better than we have done in gested that we federalize welfare, that
the past. I think those people that we we not dump it on the States
States as
as our
our
have tried to help are depending on us Republican colleagues would do today.
to make that change.
and that we take the entire responThe first thing we
we have
have to
to do
do isis sibility
sibility because he thought. and I
admit that we failed. That should not think, that every child is a citizen of
be so difficult. It does not matter the
the United
United States and every child
which side of the aisle we sit on. Just should have a government that cares
passing more programs and more pro- for him in a humane way. That was the

they say this bill takes away love from

children and will leave children
children Out
out
there hungry, and so on,
on. and so forth.

I think that is political rhetoric,
rhetoric. and
we need to get beyond that to the meat
of the bill.
In that regard,
regard. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3

minutes to my good friend.
friend, the gentleman from Florida, [Mr. Goss).
(Mr. GOSS asked and was given per-

mission to revise and extend his remarks.)
marks,)

Mr. GOSS.
COSS. Mr. Speaker. I thank the
distinguished gentleman from Colorado
[Mr. MCINN!S]. a new and hard-working

member of the Committee on Rules.
Rules, for
yielding me this time.

Speaker. we are today indeed
Mr. Speaker,
grams and adding more money and thought of President Nixon, and we un- launching
debate on
on
a very historic debate
more money has not worked. It has disadvantaged the disadvantaged. So it is

fortunately did not adopt it,
it.

welfare reform.
reform, as
as Chairman
ChairmanGOODLINIC
GOODLING

Well, as we all know, Reagan was has outlined.
outlined, We are going
going to
to be
be strugstrug-

time to make that change. An alco- elected in 1980, and so we did nothing gling with some of the most
most vexing
vexing and
and
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challenging
issues
challenging issuesofofour
ourtime
time that lars over the next 5 years. we have think we tried to fashion legislation
confront our country arid,
and, more impor- managed to increase spending for imwe tried to get Republicans to
tantly. confront the people of our coun- portant programs like WIC and school and
come around.
try.
lunches, despite
lunches,
despite the
the rhetoric
rhetoric to the
not, I Iwould
But even if you think not.
would
One thing is very.
very, very clear: In this contrary we keep hearing, and we have
most imporzai-it
important comprehensive
comprehensive reform changed the carrots and sticks to move say to the Republicans that it is a time
accomplish in
in
on welfare programs that we have ever people off welfare roles and on to pay- that what we all want to accomplish
this is to try to make sure that we
attempted in the House. there is no ul- rolls.
rolls,
move people off welfare into the pritimate wisdom. There are going to be
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I spent a good deal of vate
sector workplace,
workplace. if possible. That
disagreements.
time this weekend meeting with people
No one has all the answers, and it is in southwest Florida in my district is what we all want to accomplish in
and the
the PerPerlikely that we will not get it exactly
exactly who are right on the front lines.
lines, people
people this welfare reform bill, and
sonal Responsibility
ResponsibilityAct,
Act, it does not
right on aP
all fronts the first time
time we
we go
go working within the current system sonal
through this, but we have got to start who know the issues, who have the ex- address that.
because we owe it to our children
children and
and pertise to redflag
The work requirements are such that
redflag possible
possibleproblems
problems
others in need to make the best pos- with this reform. And there are some people canjust roll off of welfare.
welfare, move
sible attempt to fix what
what isisbroken.
broken. serious and legitimate concerns, espe- into no jobs at all, and therefore, under
And what is broken is the system
system that
that cially about the block grant approach your work requirements,
requirements. that will be
we have now. It is clearly broken, and and the potential for abuse and unfair counted. We have not placed people in
it isisfailing.
failing.Doing
Doing nothing
nothing is
is not the distribution of funds within States.
the workplace. We have not identified
right answer.
a link between welfare to work at all.
We
have
to
make
sure
we
build
this
As the gentleman
gen:leman from Colorado [Mr. into the block grant approach,
some I think Democrats have said all along
approach.
MCI.JNIsj said
MCINJNI5J
saidand
andas
asmany
manyothers
others are
are kind of safeguard to make sure dollars that we want work first,
first.
going to say,
say. doing nothing only leads flow
to
the
areas
where
they
are
most
If
Republicans,
we could sit down
to more grief for more Americans, beAnd I support that. That is just with Chairman SHAW and others and do
cause we can see that we are running needed.
one area
area that
that we need to explore that. But just look at one thing. When
out of money and we casi
can see that we one
through this process.
we reported this bill,
bill. the formula has
are not succeeding in what we are tryBut we have so many opportunities changed four times on the allocation of
ing to do.
make improvements and
and do
do things
things the $15.4 billion.
billion, We see now that under
This rule allows 5 hours of general to
better. I sat at a Headstart luncheon the changes that have been made from
better.
debate to get the process started, and I yesterday
with youngsters in the pre- what we reported from the subcommitlook forward to a truly deliberative kindergarten
kindergarten and
and kindergarten
kindergarten pro- tee, we see
see Speaker
SpeakerGINGRICH'S
GNCRrnH'S State
State of
and productive process, bringing
bringing toto- gram.
is a program that works. Georgia gained $45 million in the back
gether the best judgments of every We areThis
keeping
it.
We
make
sure
it
is
rooms of the Committee on Rules. His
Member ofoftrils
institution.
Member
s institution.
State is picking up an additional $45
But first, let us review the facts,
facts. Mr. funded.
things that work, we are trying million.
We see that those same private
Speaker. in the early
ear]y 1970's the United toThe
save. It is the things that do not million,
deals reduced California's block grant
States declared war on poverty. That work
we
are
trying
to
excise
and
refunding over
over aa 55 year
$670
year period by $670
was the cry, and
arid despite
despite the
the best
best intenintenmillion, In every public discussion on
tions and S5
Si trillion
trillion of taxpayer funds, place with something better. I think million.
the authors of our proposal have done this subcommittee, it was very clear
we just about have to say that we lost yeoman's
work
workinm bringing
bringingus
us to
to this
this that California's share was higher.
the war, that it is time
time totosurrender
surrender yeoman's
and do
and
dosomething
something different.
different, Illegit- point. Obviously, it is not a finished
Look at the other
other ways
ways under
under 'the
the
imacy rates and welfare rolls continue product, but it is a place worthy of be- Committee on Rules, in the back room
debate,
ginning
debate.
Let
the
debate
begin
to soar and as everybody knows, more
of the Committee on Rules, we see New
people live in poverty today than when and support the rule.
will take a hit of $275 million.
Speaker, for York
we started the war arid before
before we
we spent
spent Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker.
we see the gentleman from Texas
purposes of debate only.
only, II yield
yield 33 minmin- But
the S5
Si trillion.
trillion.
Mr, ARCHER]
Mr.
ARCHER) took care of himself. He
utes to the distinguished gentleman added
an additional $20 million in the
0Q 1515
1515
from Tennessee [Mr. FORD].
FORD).
back
room
of the Committee on Rules.
Worse still.
Speaker, I thank the
Worse
still,the
the current
current system
system hurt Mr. FORD. Mr. Speaker.
the subcommittee, not the
the full
full
some of the very people it was intended ranking minority member of the Com- Not
committee,
committee. but in the back room of the
to help. The Republican welfare
welfare reform
reform mittee on Rules,
Mr. Speaker, I support the rule for Committee on Rules.
bill focus on three imPortant
important things.
Speaker, I think it is very clear
debate on
on the
the Mr. Speaker.
First. it consolidates programs to min- the 5 hours of general debate
First,
imize bureaucracy, fraud, and hope- Personal Responsibility Act of the wel- that we are in the protecting the chilfully gets rid of some of the waste we. fare bill, but I must rise in strong op- dren of this country. We see the first
have got. in order to ensure that our fi- position once again to the Personal Re- State allocation of allocation formula
nite resources, arid
and they are increas- sponsibility Act because when we see being changed, just in back room dealwou]d be ings by the Republicans. You too are
ingly finite, reach those who truly need how cruel this particular bill would
the help. In other words, we are not to children in this country,
country. and Repub- ashamed of this bill you are bringing to
going to deal with the marginal cases. licans are saying that Democrats real- the House floor today.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker: I yield
Mr. MCINNIS.
McINNIS. Mr.
We are going to deal with the needy.
ly do not want a welfare bill,
bill, that
that they
they
Second. the Republican plan is legis- have had all of these years in
Second,
in order
order to
to myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, while I am a little baflation that allows States the flexibility pass one. But I have chaired this subto enact programs that are best suited committee for many. many years. and fled by the gentleman from Tennessee's
to their individual needs while at the we have tried to work with the Repub- allegations about the back room drafts
same time providing accountability at licans in the past to structure a wel- on this, the rule has not even been rethe local
local level.
level.ItIt is not exactly the fare reform system that wou]d
would respond ported. The Committee on Rules meets
same in New York City as it is in Alas- to the human needs of people in this at 5 o'clock.
oclock. II invite
invite you
you to come up
ka, Florida. or someplace in the Mid- Country.
ka.
country.
and see about the back room thing.
west. We need that flexibility.
I think when we see the Family Sup- There is going to be media there. There
Finally, the bill does away with port Act of 1988. which was brought on is no back room drafting.
many of the destructive disincentives by the Democrats,
Democrats. or we have seen cerMr. Speaker,
Speaker. I yield 5 minutes to the
that have helped to perpetuate genera- tain things put in place,
place. and even gentleman from Delaware [Mr. CAStions of dependency, and we
we all
all know
know under the Clinton administration. TLE).

that.
when he was elected President and he
CASTLE. Mr. Speaker. I thank
Although this bill is estimated to campaigned on the fact that we wanted theMr.
gentleman
from Colorado for yieldsave taxpayers tens of billions of dol- to end welfare as we know it, and I ing.
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Mr. Speaker. I would like to discuss
This bill does represent fundamental tually make progress for many people
this bill. I am in support of the rule and dramatic change. We are going to in America.
which we have before us. I do disagree have to talk about it. In its best light
I look upon
upon this
this in
in an
an optimistic
optimistic
with those who would say
say that
that this
this bill
bill this bill could provide opportunity for sense, not in the pessimistic sense that
is cruel, and
and 1I would hope
hope that
that our
ourdede those who have none. Democrats and this is a bill to suppress people. I realbate through the general debate and Republicans, all agree by removing ize there is a different point of view on
through the amendment process which welfare recipients into work we can that. But I hope we listen to each other
we are going to undertake will be one help place welfare recipients on the and balance this and carry
carry itit Out
out before
which is constructive. Because
Because maybe
maybe road to self-sufficiency.
self-sufficiency. opportunity.
opportunity, the week has ended and we actually
this is not the final bill, and I think and hope for their future, where cur- can adopt a piece of legislation that all
there are some very good ideas. Lord rently frankly there is none. And this of us can be very proud of.
only knows there are a lot of people is not mean-spirited Republican philos- Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. for
here who have worked in this particu- ophy. but American values.
purposes of debate only.
only, I yield 5 min•

lar area, and we need to work with
them as well.

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Speaker, will the utes to the distinguished gentleman

from Michigan lMr. LEVIN].
gentleman yield?
(Mr. LEVIN asked and was given perMr. CASTLE.
CASTLE. II yield to the genmission to revise and extend his retleman from Florida.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I would like marks.)
Mr. FORD. Mr. Speaker, will the gengentleman, you have
to mention to the gentleman.
not only been a tremendous and a very tleman yield?
valuable member of the team
team which
which Mr. LEVIN. I yield to the gentleman
has been working over the last year to from Tennessee.
craft the bill and to get us where we Mr. FORD. Mr. Speaker. I would like

But welfare as we know it today has
basically continued people in poverty.
There has been a sense of
of hopelessness
hopelessness
attached to it. No real opportunity to
leave or really to improve your life unless you are so self-motivated you can
do
so.
Frankly. it has been
generational to some degree.
In Delaware. we put together a protoday, but your model, the Delatoday.
gram in 1987 under a blueprint for are
model, which is continuing now
change and it became one of the model ware
the present Governor,
Governor. but from
States for the Family Support Act of under
Delaware.
1988.
1988. We developed an employment and the seeds that you planted in Delaware,
have set the pattern, as a few other
training program to target the needs of you
have in this country. in
hard-to-employ long-term welfare cli- Governors
welfare should be. and taking it
ent. We developed a case management what
dependence to
to aa proproapproach to service delivery. We raised from a program of dependence
gram
promoting
independence.
independence.
I
I
would
would
the case assistance standard of need to just like to compliment the gentleman
bring benefits in line with neighboring
States or the national average, and we in the well for the great work he has
developed indigent medical care pro- done as a Governor and a Member of
grams and other programs to help peo- this House in reforming this very difficult task of reforming welfare as we
ple off of welfare.
The
statistics are
The statistics
are interesting on know it today.
Mr. CASTLE,
CASTLE. Mr. Speaker, I thank
that. Since 1986,
1986. over 5.600 clients have
distinguished chairman
chairman for his
benefited, with 2.779,
2,779, and that is about the distinguished
one-half, of course, working full-time compliments, unsolicited, I might add.
respect to
to that,
that. II
and 2.075 leaving welfare all together. I might just say with respect
Additionally. child care for families think we as Republicans have a responAdditionally,
monitor
and work education and training has sibility to make sure as we monitor
been increased substantially. We dealt this bill to make absolutely positive
with the problem in the State of Dela- that the kinds of programs we want are
ware, and I was pleased to be able to be being put into place in the States, with
ware.

to thank my colleague who is in the

well now,
now. one who has worked on the
Subcommittee on Human Resources of
the Committee on Ways and Means and

one who has been in the forefront_of

the work component of the Democratic
piece for welfare recipients in this
country.
country. I thank our colleague from
Michigan, who has worked so hard with

the full committee ranking member
and the ranking member of the subcommittee. So I just wanted to first
commend the gentleman.
gentleman.
I want to refer to my colleague from

Colorado by saying what I am really
afraid of in all of this is if the formula
allocation was changed four times from

the subcommittee, what bothers me is

what the gentleman from Delaware
[Mr. CASTLE] talked about earlier.

Surely, I want to say we Democrats

want to work with the Republicans.
talk this Out,
out. work
work itit out,
out, craft
craft aa welfare reform package that will put peo-

to work and put work first.
first. But
But
care. the training, the edu- ple
the Governor
Governor during
during that
thatperiod
period of
of the child care,
what
we
do
not
want
to
do
is
to
see
cation
which
is
necessary; that we when we go back to the Committee
necessary:
time, and I think we dealt with it sucCommittee
on
on
hardship. and we
make sure there is no hardship,
cessfully.

Now we look at this program and we are trying to do something about rainy
look at what we have. We are going to day funds. But that we give people that
have a lot of rhetoric about it. The opportunity.
truth of the matter is the President of I think that is what this is all about.
the United States of America.
America, a good I think there has been some misrepreproposal by the gentleman from Geor- sentation, all the way from the food
gia [Mr.
[Mr. DE?.LLwhich
whichwe
weare
are going
going to nutrition programs, which has been I
hear about,
about. and this bill are not as dif- think misrepresented as to its potenother
ferent from each other as we are prob- tial growth, through a lot of other
things that are happening.
ably going to hear about.

Rules that we are going to continue to
bring a bill to this floor that will con-

stantly change in the allocation formula, and other things that will
mula.

change in this bill,
bill. that we did not report Out
of the
the full Committee on Ways
out of
Ways
and Means,
Means. It was a bad bill that we re-

ported out. It is tough on kids, it is
cruel to kids in America, and I think
we have to continue to discuss this.

The Personal Responsibility Act is a
I would hope. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. as this bad bill for kids in America.
welfare at some period of time for all day wears on and as the next few days Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, let me just
comes Out.
out. If talk about welfare reform for a few
families. They all call for work after a wear on. that that story comes

They essentially call for an end of

couple
couple of
of years
years so
so people
people would
would have
have to
to there are amendments we should adopt,

go to work. It is a big-bang solution to so be it. we should adopt them. But
solving the problems of welfare.
when it is all said and done, I hope we
The Republican bill does
does call
call for will have a welfare system in place in
block grants
and gives
block
grants and
gives more State this country that will allow people to
flexibility. But today the House does look at it and know this is giving
giving us
us
begin consideration of some very im- hope,
hope. it is giving us sustenance,
sustenance, itit is
is
portant changes in our Personal Re- going to carry us through. we are going
sponsibility Act and a dialogue with to be able to take care of our families,
the American people and our welfare but at some point we are going to have
recipients on replacing that failed wel- the hope to be able to grow through it.
fare system with one based on work, to be able to be employed, if one is emindividual responsibility,
responsibility. family.
family, hope.
hope, ployable. and take care of those who
and opportunity.
are not employable, and be
be able
able to
to acat-

minutes.

Look, the status quo is dead.
dead. The
The

only issue is what is going to replace
the present welfare system. and here is
the quandary before the Committee on
rules. We have only a partial rule, but
they are faced with a bill that is extreme. It is extreme.
The school lunch program was just
the tip of the iceberg. Then over the
weekend we heard complaints about
the provisions on mothers under 18.
18.
kids being punished if they are mothers
under 18. or if they are the second kid
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in the family, forever. Well, now there
In the 16th district of Illinois.
Illinois, which country. That is what the Republicans
seems to be kind of a retreat from that I represent:
Project Prosper
Prosper is enjoying are eager to do.
represent Project
extreme provision.
fantastic success and job training
training and
and
fundamental flaw of this
Then we also heard over the weekend placement of their welfare recipients, billTheisfirst
that H.R. 4 ignores the very
about day
-care. The
The troops are a little
day-care.
littie and Project Prosper uses no Federal basic reason
most Americans berestless over there on the Republican funds. Why? Because the developers of come welfarethat
recipients
stay on
side with the extreme provision. We that project work day to day with the welfare. They cannot findand
jobs. There
had urged in committee
committee and
and sub- welfare recipients and are able to con- are very few low-skill, entry-level
entry-level jobs
jobs
committee, make welfare reform work. centrate on individual needs of particunowadays that pay a living
living wage,
wage, but
but
have day-care. Now maybe you are be- lar circumstances.
instead
of
improving
our
job
training
ginning to get the message.
I stand firm with my colleagues here program or increasing the minimum
The trouble is that you have
have many
many in Washington,
Washington. my constituents back wage, or providing affordable child care
other extreme provisions in your bill. home and many people across the na- wage.
offering aa possible
possible
For example, there is no linkage of tion in my Conviction
that the
the States
States or creating jobs or offering
conviction that
welfare to work. States can meet the are in a much better position to create alternative to poverty, this bill, which
participation requirements simply by and operate welfare programs
programs that
that best
best is a hatchet act, punishes Americans
knocking people off the rolls. Period. suit their constituencies. These local for being poor. This bill fails to create
creates aa whole
whole
There is not one more dollar, in fact programs provide the necessary incen- a single job and still creates
there are dollars less, for work to give tives that move the welfare
welfare recipients
recipients list of reasons to cut Americans and
States the ability to link welfare with in the direction of financial independ- their kids off the welfare rolls.
work.
This cut and slash bill guts our
our curcurence.
SSI. there is a potential of knocking
The welfare reform debate
debate continues,
continues. rent system of a safety net for the
700,000
700.000 kids off the SSI rolls. There is and it is important to keep in mind needy by carrying a bad idea to the far
some abuse in the program.
program, but do not that since 1965, when it first began, the extreme. It just
just wipes
wipes Out
out the critical
punish truly handicapped children be- Federal program
program has
hasspent
spentaatotal
totalofof$5
5 entitlement status of most of our curcause of the abuse of some families.
trillion. For cash welfare programs rent systems and replaces them with
alone, the Federal Government has State block grants and Federal
Federal funds
funds
D 1530
spent $1.3
spent
$1.3 trillion: for medical pro- with no strings attached. Anybody in
That is harsh. Foster care, we put a grams. $1.8 trillion:
trillion; for food'programs.
foodprograms,
State could do whatever they wantprovision in the bill so you could not $545 billion: and for housing assistance, the
ed
to
these things. There are
divert moneys from foster care to some nearly $½ trillion dollars. With all the major with
problems
with completely abolother program and you delete that.
money plowed into the programs, what
the Federal Government's most
Legal immigrants, this bill takes bil- do we have? The same poverty rate in ishing
successful programs, such as the
lions and billions, about $15 billion 1966 as we do today.
today, 14 percent.
Lunch Program, the Breakfast
under some estimates, in terms of ben- We want to change the system, give School
Program. the WIC Program and so
efits from
from legal
legal immigrants. There children of this country an opportunity Program,
forth. and putting them into State
State
needs to be reform, but there does not and incentive to enjoy the American
funds that are already inadequate or
need to be a drastic, drastic kind of dream, to get off the welfareAmerican
system.
to
be inadequate because they are almeasure here.
know what the free enterprise system will
ready
going to be cut and monitoring
monitoring
The bill that was presented by
by the
the is about. That is the purpose of H.R. 4.
4,
gentleman from Georgia (Mr. DEAL] to imbue that sense of personal respon- or establishing no kind of quality
standards or no kind of monitoring
and the gentleman from Texas (Mr. sibility back into the welfare system.
by which the States can be
STENHOLMI,
STENHOLMI. unlike the GOP bill, in my
Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. for standards
accountable.
judgment has attempted to face these purposes of debate only.
only, I yield 5 min- held
Let us take the School Lunch Proissues fairly and squarely. When it was utes to the distinguished gentlewoman
today that
that II
urged that they fell short, their spon- from Illinois (Mrs. COLLINS].
COLLINS), the rank- gram. I mentioned earlier today
sors had an open mind, rather than a ing minority member on the Commit- had gone to the Henry Suder School in
deaf ear. The Republicans, in contrast.
contrast, tee on Government Reform and Over- my district. In that school. 488 kids out
of 501 are on the School Nutrition Prohave it backwards. Weak on work and sight.
tough on kids.
gram. II see
see some
some of
of my
my Members
Members on
on the
the
(Mrs. COLLINS of Illinois asked and gram.
The only hope for a bipartisan re- was given permission to revise
revise arid
and ex- other side of the aisle laughing.
sponse now is to set aside this
this bill
bill arid
and tend her remarks.)
I ask this question, how many of
see if we can put together one that will
Mrs. COLLINS of Illinois. Mr. Speak- them have ever been hungry? How
truly put into effect workable welfare er, I rise in support of the rule and 5 many of them have ever known what it
reform. We owe it to our constituents hours of general debate.
was not to have a meal? How many of
to do that. The bill before us miserably
what itit was
was not
not
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. if Attila the Hun were them have ever known what
fails.
fa±ls.
alive today and elected to Congress,
Congress. he to have decent shoes, decent clothing.
We Democrats stand ready to work would be delighted with this bill that is a nice place to live? I will bet most of
with you. Tne problem is,
is. you have before us today and proud to cast his them have had a nice room of their
been totally unwilling to work with us. vote for it. H.R.
4, the
the Personal Re- own, not shared with any brothers or
HR. 4,
Mr. McINNIS.
McrNNIS. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. I yield 2 sponsibility Act is the most callous.
callous. sisters, maybe five or six, have always
minutes to the gentleman from Illinois coldhearted.
if they
they
coldhearted, and mean-spirited attack been able to get their shoes if
(Mr. MANZULLO}.
MANZULLO].
wanted. the clothing that they wanted.
on this country's children that I have wanted,
Mr. MANZULLO. Mr. Speaker. I want ever seen in my life.
food that they needed, et cetera. They
to take this time to commend my col- You know.
poverty.
know, I cannot help but wonder do not know about poverty.
leagues for working so hard to develop how that could be? How people could be
So I challenge them to come to the
a welfare reform proposal which takes so insensitive to the needs of kids.
kids. Seventh Congressional District of Illigreat steps in reforming the welfare Now, this bill is touted as welfare re- nois, in my district, and walk in the
system. I support H.R. 4 for many rea- form. It is intended to move Americans path of these children that they are
sons.
Out of
of the
the welfare
welfare system. Well,
Well. if cutting off on welfare. Walk in the
out
One of the main
main reasons
reasons isis that
thatH.R.
HR. throwing children and low-income peo- path of the truly needy people who live
4 reforms the welfare system by provid- ple in the streets is reforming the sys- by welfare because they have no other
ing incentives that move people off tem.
tem, then I guess this bill succeeds at means by which to live. Not everybody
welfare into work. Many States have what it purports to do.
stays on welfare eternally. We all know
already developed welfare to work proWhat the bill really succeeds in doing that. Some people do get off.
off. OccasionOccasiongrains that have experienced high suc- is something that is not discussed.
grams
discussed. ItIt ally people get off of welfare because
cess rates, my State of Illinois in- creates $69.4 billion in savings
cess
savings to
to pay
pay they do find a job. because they are
cluded.
cluded.

for tax cuts for the rich folk of this able to get a GED.
GED, because they are
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able to get their education. And it hap- than a complete overhaul. It traps re- and that the Republican welfare bill is
pens more than once. It happens time cipients in poverty, it denies them op- going to pass.
and time again.
portunity and it has directly contribI urge my colleagues to support H.R.
There are some people,
people. of course, who uted to the moral breakdown of the 4 and to help end welfare as we know
have been on welfare for a long period family.
it.
of time, but that is not the norm.
norm. And
And It is time to end welfare as we know

we all know it is not the norm, and it.
why we stand here and say that it is
Recent Federal attempts to reform
does not make any sense at
at all
all to
to me.
me. welfare have gone absolutely nowhere.
Let me tell you. IIhave
have to
to wonder So the Republican welfare bill takes
when I see young bright kids who have the logical step of giving more authorevery
every opportunity
opportunity to learn in this ity to the States so that they can
country but who are not able to do so shape effective programs that really
because they live in hunger. because work.
they live in poverty, because they have
Everyone acknowledges
acknowledges that the
no real life, no real life, if you will, States have taken the lead in proposthat we are accustomed to denied the ing bold changes to welfare. The real
opportunity to live to be full
full AmeriAmeri- innovation in welfare has been going
cans because of their lifestyle, because on in the State capitals, not in Washof what they do not have, because of ington.
the things that are not given to them,
them.
The Republican bill
bill acknowledges
because of the enrichment programs
programs this by taking away power from Washthat we send our kids to but
but that
that they
they ington bureaucrats and giving it to
do not happen to have because they are local officials who actually have to
to
poor and because they are on welfare. I make assistance programs work on a
dread to think of the time when a child day-to-day basis.
of mine or yours, in fact,
fact. would be deThis is a practical solution to a pracnied an opportunity to feed your grand- tical problem.
child or my grandch'fld
child
grandchTld or anybody
Mr. Speaker. President Clinton and
else's because they have not been able the Democrats in Congress had their
to find a job. because they have been chance to reform welfare and did nothlaid off from their job for aa small
small pepe- ing. Talk about cruelty to children. In
riod of time, a short time.
1992. the President campaigned hard on
These are the things that we are a promise to end welfare as we know it.

talking about today. We are not talk- But it was not until last June that we
ing about welfare forever. We are talk- finally saw his proposal, and then the
ing about welfare as a gap. a bridge,
bridge. a Democratic
Democratic Congress
Congresssat
saton
on it and
bridge over troubled waters.
every other welfare reform bill. It did
If you have never been there. do not nothing to change the status quo.
knock it. You might drown.
Now the Democrats are still talking
Mr. McINNIS. Mr. Speaker. I yield a pretty good game. and in the
the next
next
myself 20 seconds.
couple of days they are going to comMr. Speaker, as to the gentlewoman's
gentlewomans plain a lot about the Republican procomments from the State of Florida. I posal.
take strong exception to her
her comments
comments
But the fact is that it is the Repubthat there is laughter on this side of licans who are moving ahead and rethe aisle. While we may disagree with forming welfare. If it was not for the
her point, her comments are taken Contract With America and the Nowith respect.
vember 8th electoral earthquake, I am
I rather suspect that her comment sure that we wouldn't be having this
about laughter was probably written debate today.
into her speech.
Mr. Speaker, I yield 4 minutes and 30
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Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker. for
purposes of debate only. I yield 5 min-

utes to the gentleman from Georgia
[Mr.
iMr. DEAL].

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. I thank the
gentleman for yielding me the time.
First of all. I would like to thank the

Committee on Rules on both sides of
the aisle and their staff for allowing
allowing aa
substitute that I have proposed to be
considered and hopefully we will have
the opportunity to debate that and proceed with determining where we stand
on this issue.

Mr. Speaker. I think it is somewhat
ironic that we come here to discuss a

system that we call

well-fair. Rec-

ognizing that my comments are a play
on the phonetic pronunciation
pronunciation of
of that
that

word rather than its literal spelling.

nevertheless I would suggest that it is
a system which is neither well nor fair.
It is not well in that it has placed actually a plague on our society that has
condemned many generations to repeat
and to fall into its prey. It is certainly
not fair,
fair. in that it does not reward
work. In many cases it does exactly the
opposite. But I would concur with the
comments of our colleague
colleague on the
other side of the aisle, the gentleman
from
from Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania iMr. CO0DLING].
G00DLING].
earlier today in which he said that we

do not need to spend our time with

rhetoric discussing the failures
failures of
of the
the
current system. I do not come here to
justify the status quo. I come
come here
here to
to
change it. Our efforts in this debate
should be focused on how do
do we
we best
best
change the current system to secure
for ourselves and for our constituency
the kind of system that is humane,
humane. the
kind of system that rewards work, and
a system that moves people Out
out of
of this
this

The Members on the other side of the cycle of welfare.
this issue
issue and
and
aisle had their chance on this
I have offered as I indicated a subseconds to the gentleman from Ken- they dropped the ball. And now that stitute that is the work of many of my
tucky [Mr. BUNNINC].
BUNNING].
they are behind the curve, they are re- colleagues that has grown out over a 2(Mr.
(Mr. BUNNING of Kentucky. asked sorting to distortions and false
false attacks
attacks year period. We will propose this suband was given permission to revise and like the bogus charge that the Repub- stitute and I would briefly like to adextend his remarks.)
lican welfare bill cuts funding to the dress some of the areas that
that II think
think its
its
Mr. BUNNING of Kentucky.
Kentucky. Mr. Student Lunch Program.
strengths are embodied in it.
Speaker, I rise in strong support of the
Speaker.
By now, everyone on Capitol Hill
First of all is that we emphasize
Republican welfare reform bill.
should know
know that
that this
thisbill
billincreases
increases work. We think that work should pay.
Our welfare system has failed us. Ev- funding for child nutrition programs by That the only true way to break welerybody agrees on that. Since Presi- 4.5 percent per year for the next 5 fare is to put people into work.
work. But
But we
we
dent Johnson launched the War
War on
on years.
years, and increases WIC spending by recognize that for many mothers with
Poverty in the 1960's.
Poverty
1960s, America has 3.8 percent per year over the
the same
same pepe- dependent children that there are two
spend over $5 trillion on welfare pro- riod.
critical ingredients that are presently
grams.

But.
But, over the last 30 years. the poverty level has actually increased, and
America's poor are no better off now
than they were then.
When you spend $5 trillion on anything.
thing, you are bound to get something
back. And there have been some cases
where people on welfare managed to

But the cold, hard fact is that since
Republicans have stepped up to the
plate on welfare reform,
reform. the Democratic leadership's only response has

disincentives that we need to change
into incentives. First of all, they need
child care. Second, they need to make
sure that by going to work, most of
been to respond with misleading, par- which will be at low-paying jobs. that
tisan attacks like the school lunch
lunch they do not lose health care coverage
issue since they were unable to pass for their children. Our
Our bill
bill signifi-

welfare reform when they had the cantly addresses both of these.
chance.
First of all, CBO has estimated
estimated that
that
climb Out
out of
of poverty.
poverty.
Mr. Speaker, it is time to move past if we truly wish to move people
people out
out of
of
But, as a whole, the welfare system all of this and face the fact that the welfare and into work, that the cost for
that we have now deserves nothing less time for real welfare reform has come.
come, child care alone will be increased by
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approximately $6.2 billion. We provide think there are enough changes in cer- sponsibility. What they end up doing
the funding in our proposal
proposal for
for doing
doing tain areas that we all know need not only is not supporting their chilthat. We also consolidate our child care changes.
dren but also with their irresponsibilprograms into one particular and sinThe American people want people ity requiring that these kids stay
stay on
on
gle program.
who are on welfare and can work to welfare. Not only that, Mr. Speaker.
Speaker,
Second.
we
recognize
that
we
need
an
Second. we recognize that we need an work. They want more responsibility
responsibility but they also end up requiring that the
additional year of transitional Medic- for the
the individual.
individual. They definitely Government take responsibility as the
aid so that these mothers will not lose want to strengthen the family.
family, and parent for these children.
all health care benefits for their chil- they want to protect children.
I support this rule because I think we
dren. We likewise recognize that if you
When I look at this bill that we are need to have open debate on this issue.
are going to move into the
the work
work force.
force. going to have in front of us by the ma- Title VII is the child support enforceyou must have training. We have a 2- jority.
jority, some of these things are being ment part of this bill. The plan that we
year time period for a work first pro- done, but some are very definitely not. have put before the Congress and will
gram. We make those programs truly I listened to the gentleman from Dela- be debating in the next few weeks retailored to the needs of citizens
citizens who
who ware [Mr.
IMr. CASTLE)
CASTLEI asking us to listen quires a Federal parent locator
locator service
service
are going to be trained to go into the to each other. We have a rule
rule in
in front
front to be set up at the Federal level that
work force. At the end of that 2-year of us today that is only partial. There will allow the States to access informaperiod if an individual has not found a was something like 130 amendments tion and locate where those
those parents
parents are
are
job in the private sector, States will upstairs at the Committee on Rules. I to make them pay up. I think
think itit is
is very
very
have two options. One is a private am convinced we can make some good responsible, Mr. Speaker. A lot of the
voucher that can be taken to a private changes. The gentleman from Florida information in this title VII has come
employer to be used if they hire a wel- [Mr. SHAWI,
thechairman
chairman of
of the
the subsub- from work between the parties. So this
SHAwJ the
fare recipient. Second is to place them committee that did welfare, accepted can be our bipartisan core of
of this
this bill
bill
in a community service program where child support enforcement as part of that we all agree on to force these parthey can likewise learn job skills and welfare reform, and that was a very ents who have given up all responsibillater move into the private sector mar- good move. So I would hope that before ity for their supporting their flesh and
ket.
we finish we could accept amendments.
amendments, blood children to get back in the sysAnother important distinction is that could make this a better bill. We tem and keep these kids off welfare.
that we think we can pay for a change need to improve the work section
section 50
so That to me. the ultimate cruelty is
of the welfare system within the wel- that it helps people really go from wel- something we can take care of in supfare system itself and we do not need fare to work. We should accept amend- porting this bill this week.
to reach outside into nutrition pro- ments so we really protect children. To Mr. BEILENSON.
BEILENSON, Mr. Speaker, for
grams.
grams, and we do not.
take away the minimum standards for purposes of debate only. I yield 3 minWe also in the process of doing this safety,
safety. Federal standards for children utes to the gentlewoman from Arkancut the programs by about $25 billion is absolutely wrong. We know
know in
in our
our sas IMrs. LINCOLN).
within the welfare system. We spend own States,
States. every State. these systems
(Mrs. LINCOLN asked and was given
$15 billion of that making the changes are overburdened,
overburdened. we need this last permission to revise and extend her refor additional child care and additional safety net for abused children, Federal marks.)
training, with a net of approximately oversight. So I would hope that as we
Mrs. LINCOLN. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. today
$10 billion which will be used for deficit look at this bill now, as we talk about we will prove to Arkansans and to all
SlO
reduction, and our proposal will be the the rule,
rule. that as the day goes on. we Americans that we have heard their
only plan that will apply the savings to have improvements we can all agree frustrations and are finally prepared to
deficit reduction.
on.
take action on welfare reform.
reform, Since
Since II
As I said, we do not tamper with the
When I say they are not dramatic,
dramatic. let came to Congress in 1993.
1993, I have talked
children and elderly and WIC food pro- me tell you block grants are not dra- almost daily with constituents
constituents who
who are
are
grams. We think that they are working matic. What they do is take everything tired of sending their tax dollars
dollars to
to
and that they are working well and do together, send it back to the States Washington to give people something

not need to be brought into this net. and say. "Now it's your problem." I for nothing. I join the people of the
We do strengthen child support en- think we can do better and I hope as First District of Arkansas today in enforcement provisions. Currently
Currently itit isis the process goes on in the next couple thusiastically
thusiastically saying,
saying, "It's
1ts about time
estimated there are about $48 billion in of days we will.
child support payments Out there, only
Mr. MCINNIS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
$14 billion of which are actually col- minutes to my good friend, the gentlelected. We have a very tough provision woman from Washington [Ms.
IMs. DUNN).
for a registry for enforcing child supMs. DUNN of Washington. I thank

port. We likewise recognize that teen the gentleman for yielding me the
pregnancy is aa big
bigproblem.
problem. We
We devote time.

much of our attention to that. We

Mr. Speaker, I am very tired of hear-

think it is an issue that we should not ing the Democrats talk about cruelty
mandate but give States the flexibil- to children. I think we have got to get

for welfare reform."
It has all been said, just everyone has

not said it, but I will say it again here
today. Welfare was intended to be a
safety net for widows and children, but
it has become a hammock that has encouraged laziness and idleness. Less
than 12 percent of the people who receive welfare benefits today are actually working and that is why
why we
we focus
focus

ity.
squared away on just where this debate our intentions on work.
Mr. MCINNIS.
McINNIS. Mr.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker. II reserve
reserve is going.
We
We have
have been
been paying
paying the
the other
other 88
88 perperthe balance of my time.
II will tell you.
you, Mr. Speaker, that cent to sit at home and watch their

Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker, for what I consider cruelty to children is
purposes of debate only. I yield
yield 22 mmmin- that $34 billion owed to these children
utes to the gentlewoman from Con- by deadbeat parents, who have not paid
necticut [Mrs. KENNELLY].
up and who have not been checked in
Mrs. KENNELLY. I thank the gen- recent years. In this Republican weltleman for yielding me the time.
fare approach, we have taken a long,
long.
Mr. Speaker, the American people hard look at deadbeat dads and moms
are
are demanding
demanding dramatic
dramatic change in and how to get those $34
S34 billion back
their welfare
welfare system.
system.They
Theyk.now
know itit is
is into the system because that is $34 bilbroken and they are calling upon us in lion that could be used to keep these
the House of Representatives now and children out of the welfare cycle, out of

later in the Senate to fix it. Unfortu- poverty.
nately, I do not think we are
nately.
are doing
doing itit Mr. Speaker, of that amount,
amount. $11 bilin exactly the right way. I do not think lion leaves the system as deadbeat parit is
is dramatic
dramatic enough
enoughand
and II do
do not ents leave the State to evade their re-

mailboxes. The Federal Government
has been making bigger promises than
Publishers Clearinghouse. But after

this debate ends and the votes are
counted. I am confident that the House
of Representatives will have sent a
message to their home districts,
districts, "No
'No

more something for nothing."
Over the next few days. we will talk

about several proposals for changing
our welfare system. I challenge all of
my colleagues to look beyond their
party identification and listen closely
to the merits of each plan, to check
their party affiliations at the door and
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look to program reform that is both reYou look back at some of the good
Mr. MCDERMOTT. As I understand
alistic and puts principles and values welfare proposals that have come down it. Mr. Speaker.
juSpeaker. the
the committees
committeesof
ofjuback into our families.
the pike,
pike. some that really helped. Take risdiction reported
reported out three other
The Deal substitute, which I helped the earned income tax credit. That was bills, none of which is before
before the
the House
House
to write and cosponsor, puts more peo- a Republican proposal. Take the child today. Am I correct that H.R. 4 has not
ple to work than the current system. care that has been put in place.
place. And
And rere- been reported out by any committee of
while making it possible for people to member the great fight that we had jurisdiction?
find aajob
job and
and stay
stay in
in it.
it. We
We offer
offer more
more with the committee,
committee. and we worked toThe SPEAKER pro tempore. The genjob training and more child care than gether on that particular bill. That was tleman is correct.
bipartisan
in
nature.
and
it
was
signed
the status quo,
quo. and for the first
first time
time
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Speaker. conwe set a lifetime limit of 2 years on into law by a Republican President.
tinuing that inquiry, is it true that the
Now the time has come to change the Budget Act points of order
welfare.
order which
which are
are
program. to change. designed to assure that the budget
Your choices are simple, if you look balance of the program,
beyond party lines. Put more people to truly change welfare as we know it rules we established for ourselves are
work in less time, or put fewer people today. For the Republicans to carry adhered to apply only to measures that
to fulfill
fulfill the
the 1992
1992 platform have been reported by the committee
to work over more years. Put these op- forward, to
tions with another favorite
favorite theme.
theme. pledge of the Democrat Party.
ofjurisdiction?
greater State flexibility, and you have
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
0 1600
an even easier choice.
Chair observes that sections 302, 303,
303.
This
is
the
Republicans
Republicans
carrying
carrying
The substitute that will be offered by
311. 401,
401. and 402 of the Congressional
through
on
the
pledge
of
the
Demothe gentleman from Georgia (Mr.
[Mr.
Act of 1974 all establish
establish points
points
crats because of the Democrats' failure Budget
DEAL],
DEAL]. myself,
myself. and other conservative to
of order against the consideration of
do
this.
We
are
going
to.
I
hope
and
to,
Democrats allows States to tailor wel- pray that we do pass a welfare bill.
or joint resolutions as reported.
bill, bills
fare to fit their needs. We give States that we get rid of the cruelest system
That is. in each case the point of order
the option of denying benefits to teen- that has ever been known.
against consideration operates
operates with
with rereage mothers, we let the States decide
spect to the bill or joint resolution in
The
cruelest
system
system
that
that
is
is
Out
out
here
whether to continue giving
giving more on the floor is existing law
the case
case of
of
law and we its reported state. Thus, in the
money to mothers who have more chil- must change isit.existing
an unreported bill or joint resolution,
resolution.
we
must
work
todren while
while on
on welfare.
welfare.We
Wealso
also let gether. we must move this process for- such a point of order against consideration is inoperative.
States decide whether they want to ward.
keep people in welfare programs for a
Mr. MCDERMOTT. In other words.
We have worked long and
and hard
hard on
on the
the
additional 2 years under community Republican side in order to change wel- Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, if we had followed the
service. And we give them the option of fare. The bill of the gentleman from regular order and reported either HR.
recycling a few needy people back into Georgia [Mr. DEAL], which will I under- 4 or HR. 1214 from the committees of
the welfare rolls after their time limit stand be offered as a substitute some- jurisdiction, several
several points
points of
of order
order
has expired.
time later this week, that bill itself
itself would have applied. To get around
We are also the only plan that dedi- comes a long way from where the Dem- those rules, the majority has instead
cates the moneys that we save to defi- ocrat
ocrat party was just a few
few short put before the House an unreported bill
cit reduction. You will hear more months ago when we could not short
get a making it impossible for those of us
about our plan and the differences be- bill to the floor, when we could not re- who believe the House should be bound
by the rules it sets for itself
itself to
to exercise
exercise
tween the Deal substitute and the form welfare.
other welfare reform plans that are ofA few short months ago in the last those rights.
Mr. MCINNIS. Regular
Regular order.
order.
fered. I encourage you to think of your years when the Democrats were in
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
constituents before your party identi- charge, we would have been glad to
fication and to look at the reality of come forward and work on a bill such House has just adopted House Resoluour plan and what it does for the future as that. But I tell all of my colleagues tion 117.
Mr.
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
MCDERMOTT.ItItisis my
my underundernot only for us,
us. for this country but for to read it carefully: come in with speour children and our children's chil- cifics. The Republican bill is weak on standing that we went around the rules
dren.
work? Read the Deal bill. The Repub- because we did not follow the rules.
tempore. The gengenMr. McINNIS. Mr. Speaker. I yield lican
lican bill
bill is the bill that stands for The SPEAKER pro ternpore.
the balance of the time remaining to work. It stands for real reform and it tleman has not stated a parliamentary
the gentleman from Florida [Mr. stands for the empowerment of people. inquiry.
Mr. MCINNIS.
McINNIS. A point of order. Mr.
SHAW].
SHAWl.
Let us break the chains of slavery
The SPEAKER pro tempore. (Mr. that we have created with welfare in Speaker. I thought it was a parliamenDooLrrrL.E).
The gentleman
gentleman from Flor- this country and let us work together tary inquiry, not a speech.
DooLrrrLE). The
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The genida is recognized for 2½ minutes.
for a better Arnerica.
America.
Mr. SHAW. I thank the gentleman
Mr. McINNIS. Mr. Speaker. I move tleman is correct.

for yielding me the time.

the previous question on the resoluMr. Speaker, in listening to the de- tion.
bate from this side of the aisle, you
The previous question was ordered.
would think that one of the words that
The resolution was agreed to.
really sticks in my head was
was one
one of
of the
the
A motion to reconsider was laid on
speakers, the gentlewoman from Illi- the table.
nois. for whom I have a great deal of
respect. referred to our idea as some-

thing having to do with Attila the Hun.
I hear the gentleman from Tennessee

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
PARLIAJvIENTARY
INQUIRY

HOUR
HOUR OF
OF MEETING
MEETING ON
ON TOMORROW
TOMORROW
Mr. MCINNIS. Mr. Speaker, I ask

unanimous consent
unanimous
consent that
that when
when the
House
House adjourns
adjournstoday
today itit adjourn
adjourn to

meet at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there

objection to the request of the gen-

Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. II have
have aa par- tleman from Colorado?
refer to us as mean. And I hear the liamentary inquiry. Mr. Speaker.
There
There was
was no
no objection.
objection.

other speakers refer to us as being

The SPEAKER pro tempore

(Mr.

tough on children and weak
weak on
on work.
work.
DoourrLE). The
DOOLITTLE).
The
gentleman
gentlemanwill
will state
state
I would notice, however, a resounding it.
silence in this Hall when it comes to Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. Mr.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, does

anybody defending the system that we the rule we have just adopted make in
have today. defending the system that order general debate on H.R. 4 or H.R.
we
we were
were unable
unable and unwilling to 1214?
change while the Democrats controlled
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The rule
this
this body.
body.
makes in order debate on H.R. 4.

GENERAL LEAVE

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. speaker.

I ask
unanimous consent all Members have 5
legislative days in which to revise and

extend their remarks and include extraneous material on H.R. 4, the Personal Responsibility Act of 1995.
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The SPEAKER
SPEAKERpro
pro tempore.
tempore. Is there
there personal responsibility, the character most. My own mayor in Houston, TX. a
objection to the request of the gen- trait that build this country.
country.
Democrat, talked to me several weeks
tleman from Texas.
The current welfare system destroys ago and said you can cut the amount of
There
There was
was no
no objection.
objection.
families and undermines the work Federal money coming to Houston by
ethic. It traps people in a hopeless 25 percent. but give me the flexibility
bill replaces
replaces without the Federal regulations and I
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT cycle of dependency. Our bill
this destructive welfare system with a will do more with 25 percent less.
OF 1995
new system based on work and strong
Some say, however, that only
only those
those
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursu- families.
Washington
in their ivory towers in Washington

ant to House Resolution 117 and rule
XXIII. the Chair declares the House in
the Committee of the Whole House on
the State of the Union for the consideration of the bill, H.R. 4.

o
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OF THE
THE WHOLE
IN THE COMMITrEE
coMMrrTEE OF

Accordingly. the House resolved itAccordingly,
self into the Committee of the Whole
House on the State of the Union for the
consideration of the bill (H.R.
(HR. 4)
4) to restore the American family, reduce illegitimacy, control welfare
gitimacy.
welfare spending,
spending, and
and

Virtually every section of the bill re- care enough to help the needy and aid
the poor: the only caring people in all
of government throughout the United
are only here right in Washingholics
holics are
are no
no longer
longer rewarded
rewarded with
with cash
cash States
ton. That is what they say. They say
payments that are often spent on their you
cannot trust the States. These peohabit.
habit. Aliens
Aliens who
who were
were allowed
allowed into
into the
the
ple
seem
to think that the Governors
country because they promised to be
self-supporting are held to their prom- are still standing in the schoolhouse
ise: fathers who do not live
live with
with their
their doors not letting people in. But rather
children are expected to pay child sup- it is the Democrats in Washington who
port or suffer severe consequences;
consequences: and are standing in the doors of our Naghettos and not letting people
tions ghettos
welfare can no longer be a way of life. tion's
out.
After 5 years no more cash benefits will Out.

quires more personal responsibility.
Recipients are required to work for
their benefits. Drug addicts and alco-

reduce welfare dependence, with Mr. be provided.
LINDER in the chair.
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the This bill will reverse the decadesrule, the bill is considered as having long Federal policy of rewarding unacceptable and self-destructive behavior.
been read the first time.
will no longer reward
reward for
for doing
doing the
the
Under the rule,
rule. the gentleman from We
Texas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr. ARCHER)
ARCHER] and
and the
the gentleman
gentleman wrong thing.
The second underlying principle of
from Florida [Mr. GiBBONS]
will each
each be
be
GIBBoNsI will
recognized for hour: the gentleman our bill flows naturally from the first.
from
from Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania IMr.
IMr. GOODLINGJ.
GOODLINGI. the Able-bodied adults on welfare must
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. CLAY),
CLAY], work for their benefits. Here it appears
the gentleman from Kansas
Kansas [Mr.
[Mr. ROBRoB- that the Democrats have surrendered
ERTSI. and the gentleman from Texas completely to Republican philosophy.
ERTS].
[Mr. DE LA GARZA) will each be recog- On work we are all Republicans now,
1

The current regulatory morass is
shown on the chart standing next to
me. It shows that the welfare system
Republicans inherited consists of at

least 336 programs in 8 dgmains
dpmains of wel-

fare policy. The Federal Government
expects to spend $125 billion on these
programs this year. Here it is, proof of
the ridiculous tangle of overlapping bu-

reaucratic programs that have been
thrust upon the Nation since the begin-

fling of the war on poverty, and the
ning
worst part is that the American
American taxtax-

but it was not always so.
nized for 45 minutes.
payers. working Americans are paying
payers,
During the welfare debate
debate of
of 1987
1987 and
and the bill.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
1988, Democrats perpetuated a system
1988.
Texas [Mi-.
[Mr. ARCHERI.
from Texas
ARCHER].
But these 336 programs are only the
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield in which able-bodied adults could stay tip of the iceberg. Imagine how many
on
welfare
year
after
year
after
year
myself such time as I may
may consume.
consume.
regulations had to be written to impleMr. Chairman, the Republican wel- without doing anything. Now the Clin- ment these 336 programs. Just let me

fare revolution is at hand. Today begins the demise of the failed welfare
state that has entrapped the Nations
needy for too long. Today we begin to
replace that disaster in social engineering with a reform plan that brings
hope to the poor of this Nation
Nation and
and reretaxpayers. Working
Working
lief to the Nations taxpayers.
Americans who carry the load will get

ton administration and Democrats in show you. These are the regulations
the House are finally claiming they from just 2 of the 336 programs.
programs. They
They
want mandatory work too, but the substanding right next to me here on
stitutes they will offer later do not re- are
the desk. They weigh 62.4 pounds. I
quire serious work.
That is
is not surprising. Conflict guess I could probably lift them, but it

among Democrats on the basic issue of
work was one of the reasons they did
nothing on welfare reform in the last
relief.
Congress. Another was the fact that it
Government has spent S5.3 trillion on took the President almost 2 years to
bill, which he then let
welfare since the war on poverty began. write a welfare bill.
the most expensive war in the history die without so much as a minute of deof this country, and the Census Bureau bate in the House or the Senate.
tells us we have lost the war.
war. The
The bill
bill If the Democrats were serious about
we bring to the floor today constitutes welfare reform, they would have taken
the broadest overhaul of welfare ever action last year when they had the
proposed. The status quo welfare state chance. To the Democrats, welfare reis unacceptable.
form is not a policy objective,
objective, itit is
is aa
Today we have the chance to move political platform. It is an empty
beyond the rhetoric of previous years promise, it is a campaign device
device that
that is
is
of endless campaign promises
promises to
to end
end put on hold once they get elected.
welfare as we know it. Today there House Republicans signed a Contract
must be no doubt. The rhetoric
rhetoric is
is stopstop- With America that promised we would
ping. the solution is beginning.
provide a vote on the House
House floor
floor on
on
Our
Our bill
bill is
is Constructed
constructed on three prin- true welfare reform, and we
we are
are now
now
ciples which strike at the very founda- fulfilling that promise within less than

would be easier with a fork truck.
I can think of no more fitting symbol

of the failed welfare state than these
pounds of Federal regulations. It is

time to remove the Federal middleman
from the welfare system. We
We can
can cut
cut
these unnecessary regulations, eliminate Federal bureaucrats and give our

States and communities the freedom
they need to help their fellow citizens.
Our bill will end 40 of the biggest and
fastest growing programs and replace
them with 5 block grants. By ending
counterproductive overlapping and redundant programs,
programs. we will win half of
the battle. We are proud. though.
though, that
we have hit upon a much better approach to helping the poor than this
top-heavy Federal system.
Our new approach recognizes that the

action on welfare reform today is in
tions
UonSof
ofthe
the Nation's
Nation's failed
failed welfare 80 days. We are proud to move forward the States already. While Washington
state. The three principles are personal
responsibility,
responsibility, work, and returning
power over welfare to our States and
communities where the needy can be

to change America's failed welfare sys- twiddled its thumbs for the last several
tem.
years. States all over the country were
The third principle which forms the engaging in actual welfare reform.
foundation of our bill is our commitThe laboratories of democracy are in
helped the most in the most efficient ment to shrink the Federal Govern- the States, not Washington.
Washington, DC. Block
way.
way.
ment by returning power and flexibil- grants will bring the decisions closer to
The first and most fundamental prin- ity to the States and communities the people affected by them, they will
ciple captured by the title
titie of our bill is where the needy can be helped the give Governors more responsibility and
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resources to design and run
run their
their own
own child support enforcement.
enforcement, Thank
Thank you
you for
for changes to ERISA section 609 that will be

programs.
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And once we have given the State

not objecting to the inclusion of this provision,
sion. and
and for
for bringing
bringing an
an additional
additional technical
technical
correction to my attention.
attention. I understand
understand
that
that in order to expedite Floor consideration
of
of this
this legislation,
legislation, your
your Committee
Committee will
will not
not

this flexibility and eliminated the need be
markingup
upH.R.
HR. 1157.
1157.
marking
for them to beg Washington for permis- beSimilarly.
HR. 999.
999, as reported by the

necessary to remove current ambiguities to
this
this section of ERISA Title 1I over
over which
which our
Committee's exclusivejurisdiction has never
been disputed.
Sincerely.
BILL COODLINC.
GOODLINC.

sion to operate outside the stack of Committee on Economic and Educational
rules in that pile on the desk, the re- Opportunities, contains provisions that fall

Chairman.

COMIflTrEE
ONWAYS
WAYSAND
AND MEANs.
MEANS.
COMTrEE ON
forms they have implemented thus far within the jurisdiction of the Committee on
Washington, DC, March
will be
March 21.
2J. 1995.
be dramatically
Specifically, HR. 999 ends
dramatically expanded
expanded and Ways and Means. Specifically.
the at-risk child care and the AFDC and Hon. FLOYD D. SPENCE.
spread to every State.
Chairman,
Committee on National Security.
Mr. Chairman, welfare today has left Transitional child care programs for consoliRayburri
House
Rayb urn House
Mouse Office
Office Building, U.S. Mouse
into a Child Care Block Grant,
Grant. HR.
a sad mark on the American success dation
of Representatives. Washington, DC.
includes mandatory work requirements
story. It has created a world in which 999
DEAR CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMAN SPENCE:
SPENcE: Thank you for
to the JOBS program. These provichildren have no dreams for tomorrow relating
consider.
sions were later harmonized with similar writing me regarding committee consider-

and grownups have abandoned their provisions from H.R.
HR. 1157
1157 in
in the
the leadership
leadership ation of H.R. 4. the Personal Responsibility
hopes for today.
bill,
Act. In response to your letter,
letter. I would like
bill. HR. 1214. HR. 999 also includes provi- Act,
The time has come to replace this sions authorizing the transfer of child care to clarify certain jurisdictional
jurisdictional issues
issues sursurand
family
and
school
nutrition
block
grant
rounding this unprecedented effort.
failed system with a new system that
Nations poor,
uplifts our Nation's
poor, a new system

that turns the social safety net from a
trap into a trampoline, a new system
that rewards work. personal
personai responsibility in families, a new system that
lifts a load off of working.
working, tax-paying
Americans. It represents a historic

funds to the temporary assistance, child protection. and Title XX block grants.
Because of our prior consultations and to
expedite consideration of this legislation on
the Floor, the Committee on Ways and
Means
Means will
will not
not mark
mark up
up H.R.
H.R. 999.
999. However,
However.

the forbearance in this case should not be
considered
considered as
as aa permanent
permanent waiver
waiver of
of this
this
Committee's jursidcition over these provishift long overdue.
overdue,
not preclude
preclude the
the ComComsions. and it sho,ijld
should not
Mr. Chairman. I submit the following sions,
mittee from legislating in
in this
this area
area in
in the
the
correspondence for the
the RECORD.
RECORD.
COM!CTrEE
ONWAYS
WAYSAND
ANt) MEANs.
MEANS.
C0MMrrrEE ON

Washington. DC. March
Washington,
March 21,
21, 1995.
J995.
Hon. WILLIAM
Hon.
WIu..11 F.F.GOODLINC.
GOODLINC.

Chairman. Committee
Committee on
on Economic
Economic and
and EduEducational Opportunities,
RaybumMouse
House ofOpportunities Raybum
fice Building. Mouse
House of Representatives,
Representatives.
Washington, DC.
DR
CHAIRMAN
GOODLINC:
I am
DEAR
CHAIRMAN
G000uNc:
I amwriting
writing to
to
congratulate you for your
your leadership
leadership in

bringing H.R. 4,
4. the Personal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility

Act, to the floor for a historic vote this

future should the need arise.

ing diligently to combine social programs

Opportunities
Opportunities favorably
favorablyreported
reportedH.R.
HR. 999
999 on
on

February 23. A leadership working group
then combined these provisions, along with
those
those of
of the
the Committee
Committee on
on Agriculture
Agriculture and
and
others interested in
in welfare
welfare reform,
reform, into
H.R.
1214. The
The text
text of
of HR.
HR. 1214
1214 will be conHR. 1214.
sidered as the base text for floor consideration of
of H.R.
HR. 4.

Thank you again for your leadership and
As you noted, during its consideration of
cooperation on this landmark legislation. the child support enforcement title of HR.
With warm regards.
Sincerely.
BILL. ARCHER.
ARcHER,

Chairman.

CoMjn- ONON
CoMJaTrEE
EcONoMIc
EcONonc
AN1 EDUCATIONAL
AND
EDUCAflONALOPPORTUNI-rIES.
OPPo-ruNrrIEs,

Washington, DC.
DC, March 17. 1995.
Washington.
J995.
Hon.BILL
BILLARCHER,
ARCfR,
Hon.

week. This achievement could not have oc- Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,
Means.
curred without the close working relationLongivorth
House Office Building. U.S.
Longworrh Mouse
U.S.
ships developed between the Members and
House
Mouse of
of Representatives,
Representatives. Washington,
Washington. DC.
DC.
staffs of our two committees. Thank you for
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is to alert you to
the outstanding cooperation we have enjoyed a provision
in HR. 1214.
1214. the
the Personal
Personal ReRein developing this landmark legislation.
Act of 1995. as reported by the
I would also like to clarify
clarify certain
certainjurisdicjurisdic- sponsibility
on Ways and Means which is in
tional issues surrounding this unprecedented Committee
need of correction and involves an amendeffort, and to acknowledge your recent cor- ment
ment to Title I of ERISA.
respondence. On March 8.
8, the Committee on
As contained
contained in
in Section
section 711 of
of the
the bill.
bill, SubsubWays and Means favorably reported HR. 1157 title
Utle H—Medical
H—Medical Support,
Support. the provision in
portion of
as Its
its portion
ofwelfare
welfare reform
reform legislation.
legislation. question amends Section
section 609
609 of
of Title
Title II of
The
The Committee
Committeeon
on Economic
Economic and
and EduEdu- ERISA
ERISA to
to add
add aa judgement.
judgement. decree,
decree, or
or order
order
cational
cational Opportunities
Opportunities favorably
favorably reported
reported issued by an
an "administrative
'administrative adjudication"
adjudication"
HR. 999
H.R.
999 on
on February
February 23.
23. A
A leadership
leadership work- to the criteria required for such an order to
ing group then combined these provisions, be considered a "qualified
'qualifIed medical
medical child
child supsupalong
along with
with those
those of
of the
the Committee
Committee on
on AgriAgri- port order."
order.'
culture and others interested in welfare readministrative adjudication" is
The term 'administrative
form. into H.R. 1214. The
The text
text of
of H.R.
HR. 1214 not defined in the bill or under current law.
will be considered as the base text for floor However, the intent appears to be to expand
consideration of
of H.R.
HR. 4.
consideration
As you know. Republicans have been work-

On March 8. the Committee on Ways and
Means favorably
favorably reported
reportedH.R.
HR. 1157 as its
its
portion of welfare reform legislation. The
Committee on Economic
Economic and
and Educational
Educational

1157, the Committee on Ways and Means included a provision dealing with enforcement
of
of the child support obligations of members
of the Armed Forces falling within the jurisdiction of the Committee on National Secu-

rity.
rity. II want
want to
to thank
thank you
you for
for waiving
waiving your
your
committee's
committee's jurisdictional prerogatives in
this instance to expedite Floor consideration
of this legislation, and I understand that you

are reserving your Committee's jurisdic-

Uonal prerogatives
tional
prerogatives for future consideration
of this provision.

Thank you again for your leadership and
cooperation on this landmark legislation.
With warm regards.
regards,
Sincerely.

BILL ARCHER,

Chairman.
Chairman.
COMMrFTEE ON
oN NATIONAL
COMMITTEE
NATIONAL SECURITY.
SECURITY,

Washington,
Washington, DC,
DC, March
March13,
J3, 1995.
J995.
Hon. BILL ARCHER,
ARCHER.

Means.
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,
Washington, DC.
Washington.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Committee on

Ways and Means has recently ordered reported H.R. 4,
4. a bill that would reform the

welfare system. During
During markup
markup of
of the
the legislegis-

the definition to encompass orders issued lation,
lation. the committee adopted a provision
through an administrative
administrative process
process estabestab- dealing with the enforcement of child suplished under state law.
law.
port
port obligations
obligations of
of members
members of
of the
the armed
armed
Although our Committee
has no objection forces.
committee has
forces. This provision falls within the legisat this time to the inclusion
inclusion in
in H.R.
HR. 1214 of lative jurisdiction of the Committee on Nathis amendment to ERISA Title I,I. over tional Security pursuant to House Rule X(k).

with similar or identical purposes into block
grants. The procedure has
has been
been to
to identify
identi1,
all the programs with a similar purpose, end
the
the spending
spending authority
authority for
for all
all but
but one
one of
of the
the which the Committee on Economic and Educommittees desire
recognition of your committee's
programs with a similar purpose,
purpose. and fund cational Opportunities has exclusive juris- toIn
this legislation
legislation expeditiously
expeditiously before
before
the resulting block grant at roughly the diction, it is our opinion that the technical thebring
House of Representatives.
Representatives. and
and with
with the
the
level of funding for all the constituent pro- flaw should be corrected before the bill is understanding
that a clause in the above degrams combined. Unfortunately, this com- considered in
in the
the House.
House. In
Inthis
thisregard.
regard, II
provision to which this committee
mon sense approach is not easily accom- have referred the following technical correc- scribed
has been removed from the bill, the
plished within the existing committee struc- tion to the House Legislative Counsel for in- objects
Committee on National Security will not
ture.
clusion in the final bill—ERISA
bill—ERI5A section 609 seek a sequential referral of HR. 4. This forI want to thank you for agreeing to have (a)
(2) (B) (ii) (II).asasadded
addedby
by section
section 771(q)
(3) bearance should not, of course, be construed
(a)(2)(B)(ii)(II).
771(q)(3)
the Committee on Ways
Ways and
and Means
Means consoliconsoli- of H.R.
1214, should
should be amended to read
HR. 1214,
read "(II)
'(II) as a waiver of this committee's
committee's jurisdiction
jurisdiction
date certain child protection
protection provisions
provisions into
into is issued through an administrative
administrative process
process over the provision in question. This commita Child Protection
BlockGrant
Grant in
in Title
Title II
II of established under state law and has the force tee will seek the appointment of conferees
Protetjon Block
HR. 1157.
1157. In
In addition,
addition,l-1.R.
HR. 1157
1157 contains
contains pro- and effect of law under applicable state law." with respect to this provision during any
visions authorizing the transfer of funds
This is also to inform you that the Com- House- Senate conference.
conference.
from the temporary assistance block grant mittee on Economic and Educational Oppor- House-Senate
I
would
appreciate
your including this letto food and nutrition programs and the child tunities will request that its members be am ter as a part of the report
report on H.R.
H.R. 44 and
and as
as
care block grant. It also contains a technical pointed as the exclusive conferees on section part of the record during on
consideration of
correction to
correction
to ERISA
ERISA Title I. concerning 771. inasmuch as there are other technical the
the bill
bill by
by the
the House.
House.
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With warm personal regards.
regards. II am
Sincerely.
Sft'Icerely.
SPENCE.
FLOYD
FLoYD D.
D. SpE?.cE.

Chairman,
Chairman.
COMMITrEE
COMUTrEE ON WAYS AND MEANS.

Washington. DC.
DC, March 21.
21. 1995.
1995.
Hon. THOMASJ.
THOMASJ. BULEY,
BULEY, Jr..
Jr.,
Chairman. Committee
Committee on
on Commerce,
Commerce, Rayburn
Rayburn
House Office
House
Office Building,
Building, U.S.
U.S. House
House of
of RepRepresentatives.
resentatives, Washington. DC.
DEAR
DEAR CjRJ,taJ
CF{AIRMAN
BULEY:
BULEY:
Thank
Thankyou
you for
for

sharing with me your recent correspondence
with the Speaker regarding committee con-

sideration of HR. 4. the Personal Responsibility Act. In response to
to your
your letter.
letter. II
would
would like
like to
to clarify
clarify certain
certain jurisdictional
jurisdictional

MarCh 21, 1995
March

fall within the jurisdiction of the Committee HR. 1214 or to any of the legislative issues
concerned.
-.
addressed therein in the future,
future. In addition.
addition,
Staff of the Commerce Committee has the Committee respectfully requests that if
carefully reviewed both the text of HR. 4 H.R.
HR. 44 or
or HR.
HR. 1214
1214 or
or any
any amendments
amendments thereand H.R.
HR. 1214
1214 and
and has
has worked
worked with
with the staff to should be the subject of a House-Senate
of the Committee on Ways and Means in conference,
conference. the Commerce Committee shall
drafting language contained
contained in
in H.R.
HR. 1214 as it receive an equal number of conferees as
relates to provisions within this Commit- those appointed for any
any other
other House
House ComCorn'
tee's jurisdiction. Specifically, the following mittee with respect to the provisions conprovisions of HR. 1214 have been identified tained in HR. 4 or HR. 1214. and any Senate
as falling squarely within the Commerce amendments thereto,
thereto. which fall within this
Committee's jurisdiction:
Committee's jurisdiction.
TrrLE I
Sincerely,
THOMAS J.J. BLILEY.
THOMAS
BULEY. JR..
JR,
Section 106: Continued Application of CurChairman.
rent Standards under Medicaid Program
TITLE II

Section 203: Continued Application of Curissues
issues surrounding
surrounding this
this unprecedented
unprecedented effort.
effort.
On March 8. the Committee
Committee on
on Ways
Ways and
and rent Standards under Medicaid Program

Means favorably
Means
favorablyreported
reportedH.R.
HR.1157
fl57 as its
TITLE IV
IV
portion of welfare reform legislation. The
Section 401:
401: Ineligibility
Ineligibility of
of Illegal
Illegal Aliens
Aliens
Section
Committee on Economic and Educational for Certain Public Benefits Programs
Opportunities favorably reported HR. 999 on
Section
Section 401(a):
401(a): In
In general:
general: Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding
February 23. A leadership working group any other provision of law, any alien who is
then combined these provisions, along with not lawfully present in the U.S. shall not be
those of the Committee on Agriculture and eligible for any Federal means-tested public
others interested in
in welfare
welfarereform,
reform, into benefits program.
H.R,
1214. The
The text
text of HR.
H,R.1214
1214 will
will be
be conconHR. 1214.
Section 401(b): Exception for Emergency
sidered as
as the
the base
base text
text for
for floor
floor considerconsider- Assistance
sidered
ation of HR. 4.

Section 402: Ineligibility of Nonimmigrants
As you noted, during its consideration of for Certain Public Benefits Programs
1l. the
Means
HR. ll5.
the Committee
Committee on Ways and Means
Section 402(a): Notwithstanding any other
included provisions dealing with the Medic- provision of law,
law. any alien who is lawfully
aid program. I want to thank you for waiving present in the United
United States
States as a nonjurisdictiona' prerogatives immigrant shall not be eligible for any
your Committee's jurisdictional
Fedin
in this
this instance
instance to
to expedite
expedite Floor
Floor considerconsider- eral means-tested public benefits program.
ation of this legislation, and
and II understand
understand
Section 402(b): Emergency Assistance—
you are reserving your Committee's jurisdic- emergency medical care

COMMrTTEE ON
COMMITrEE
ON WAYS
WAYS AND
AND MEANS.
MEANS,

Washington.
Washington, DC, March 21. 1995.
Hon. HENRY J.
J. HYDE,
HYDE,

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary.
Judiciary, Raybum House Office
burn
Office Building,
Building, U.S.
U5. House of
Representatives, Washington. DC.
DEAR CHAIRMAN
DEAR
CaAJIAN HYDE:
HYDE:I Iam
amwriting
writing to
to concon-

gratulate you for your leadership in bringing

HR. 4, the Personal Responsibility Act, to

the floor for aa historic
historic vote
vote this
thisweek.
week, II
would also like to clarify certain jurisdic-

tional issues surrounding
surrounding this
this unprecedented
unprecedented
effort,
effort.

On March 8,
8. the Committee on Ways and
Means favorably reported HR. 1157 as its
portion of welfare reform
reform legislation.
legislation. The
The
Committee on Economic and Educational
Opportunities favorably reported HR. 999 on

February 23. A leadership working group
then combined these provisions,
provisions, along
along with
with
those of the Committee on Agriculture and
interested in welfare reform, into
tiona1 prerogatives
tional
prerogatives for
for future
future consideration
Section 403: Limited Eligibility of Immi- others
HR. 1214. The text of HR. 1214 will be conof these provisions.
provisions,
grants of 5 Specified Federal
Federal Public
Public Benefits
Benefits sidered
sidered as
as the
the base
base text
text for
for floor
floor considerconsiderThank you again for your leadership and Programs
ation of HR. 4.
cooperation on this landmark legislation.
Section 403(a)
403(a)(4):
(4): Notwithstanding any
As you know, Republicans have been workWith warm regards.
other provision of law, any alien who is le- ing
diligently to combine social programs
Sincerely,
gally present
present in
in the
the U.S.
U5. shall not be eligible
BILL ARCI-IER.
ARCHER.

Chairman.
Chainnan.
COMMITTEE
COMN'rTEEON
ONCOMJRCE,
CoMICE.
Washington, DC. March 15. 1995.

Hon.
NEwi-GINGRICH.
GINGRICH,
Hon. NEwF

Speaker. US.
Speaker.
U.S.House
Houseof
ofRepresentatives,
Representatives, The
Capitol, Washington.
Capitol.
Washington, DC.

DEARMR.
DEAN
MR.SPEAKER:
SpKs: I am
I am
writing
writingfor
for two
two
purposes: first, to indicate
indicate that,
that, in
in order
order to
to

for Medicaid.
Medicaid,
Section
(4): Exceptions
Section403(b)
403(b)(4):
Exceptions (Emergency
(Emergency
Assistance, including emergency
emergency medica1
medical
care)
Section 403(b)(5):
Section
403(b)(5):Transition
Transition for
for Current
Current
Beneficiaries
Section 431: Definitions
TITLE VI

with similar or identical purposes into block
grants. The procedure has been to identify
all the programs with a similar purpose,
purpose. end
the spending authority for all but one of the
programs. and fund the resulting block grant

at roughly the level of funding for all the
constituent programs combined. Unfortunately, this common sense approach is not
easily accomplished within the existing com-

Section 601(d): Funding of Certain Pro- mittee structure.
I want to thank you for agreeing to have
expedite Floor consideration,
consideration. the Committee grams for Drug Addicts and Alcoholics
Section 602(b): Establishment of Program the Committee on Ways and Means to conon Commerce will waive its right to mark up
HR. 4,
both H.R.
4. the
the Personal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act. of Block Grants Regarding Children With solidate certain child protection programs
under your Committee's
jurisdiction into the
Committee'sjurisdiction
and HR. 1214. the Personal Responsibility Disabilities
Section
Section 1645(b)(2):
1645(b)(2): Medicaid
Medicaid Program:
Program: For
For Child Protection Block Grant in Title III of
Act: and second, to indicate the Committee's
XIX. each qualifying child HR. 1157.
1157, I understand that in order to expeinterest
interest in
in preserving
preserving its
its jurisdictional
jurisdictional prepre- purposes of title XIX,
rogatives with
with respect
respect to
to aa House-Senate
House-Senate shall be considered to be a recipient of sup- dite Floor consideration of this legislation,
rogatives
your Committee
Committee will
will not
not be
be marking
marking up
up this
this
conference on either of these
these two
two bills
bills and
and plemental security income benefits under your
this title
legislation. Specifically.
Specifically. HR.
l-I.R. 1157
1157consoliconsoliany Senate amendments thereto.
Section
602(c):
Provisions
Relating
to
SSI
dates the missing and exploited children proHR. 4,
H.R.
4. the
the Personal
Personal Responsibility Act of
of
gram. grants to improve the investigation
gram,
4, 1995.
1995. was introduced on January 4.
1995. and
and Cash Benefits and SSI Service Benefits
"Treatment
Assets
and
Trusts
of
Certain
Assets
and
Trusts
and prosecution of child abuse cases,
cases. and the
referred, by title, to the Committee on Ways
in
Eligibility
Determinations
for
Children"
children's advocacy centers program. In adMeans. the Committee on Agriculture.
Agriculture,
and Means,
Section
602(e):
Temporary
Eligibility
For
dition.
dition,
you
you
requested
requested
that
that
the
the
Committee
Committee
ininand the Committee on Economic and Edu1157 provisions
provisions concerning
concerning welHR. 1157
cational Opportunities, as well as to other Cash Benefits For Poor Disabled Children clude in H.R.
immigration. and the treatment of
Committees. The Committee on Commerce Residing in States Applying Alternative In- fare and immigration,
aliens,
received an additional referra1
referral on 'two of the come Eligibility Standards Under Medicaid
Thank you again for your leadership and
TITLE \uI)
'/1)
eight titles:
tides: Title 1'V,
1V. Restricting
Restricting Welfare to
Aliens,
Aliens. and
and Title
Title VIII,
VIII. Effective
Effective Date,
Date. Within
Within
Section 701(a)(l):
70l(a)(l): State Obligation to
to ProPro- cooperation on this landmark legislation.
With warm regards.
regards,
the Committee,
Committee, the
the bill
bill was
wasreferi-ed
referred to the vide Child Support Enforcement Services
Sincerely.
Subcommittee
Subcommittee on
on Health
Health and
and Environment
Environment
Section 702(b): Definition
Definition of
of Federal
Federal MediMedi-

and the Subcommittee on Energy and Power
for those provisions which fell within their
respective
jurisdictions.
respectivejurisdictions.
HR. 1214 was introduced in the House on
March 13. 1995, and represents a consensus
bill developed by the three Committees with
pnmary jurisdiction for consideration on the
House Floor
Floor in
in lieu
lieu of
of H.R.
HR. 4. In addition to
House
the three primary Committees, H.R. 1214 was

BILL ARCHER.
ARCHER,

cal Assistance Percentage
Percentage
H.R.
H.R.1214
1214 are
are an
an essential
essential comHR. 4 and HR.

ponent of the House Republican Contract
with
with America.
America. The
The Members
Members of
of the
the ComCommerce
merce Committee
Committee have
have no
no desire
desire to
to delay
delay the
the
House's
House's consideration of this important
measure. Therefore, at this
this time,
time, II am
am

waiving this Committee's right to take up
both HR. 4 and HR. 1214. I wish to make

also
also referred
referred to
to the
the Committees
Committees on
on ComCom- clear that by waiving its opportunity to

Chairman,
Chairman.
CO
COM1vOTTEE
TTEE ON
ONWAYS
WAYS AND
AND MEANS.
MEANS.

Washington,
Washington. DC, March 21,
21. 1995.
LEACH,
Hon. JAMES A. LEACH.

Chairman.
Chairman. Committee on Banking.
Banking, Rayburn
Raybum
Ho use Office
House
Office Building.
Building. House
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.
atives.
DEAN
CHAIRMANLEACH:
DE CHAIRMAN
LEACH: I am writing to
congratulate you
congratulate
you for
foryour
your leadership
leadership in

merce,
merce, the
the Judiciary,
Judiciary, National
National Security,
Security, and
and mark up these bills.
bills, the Committee does not
Government
GovernmentReform
Reform and Oversight, in each
each in any way prejudice the Commerce Commit- bringing HR. 4, the Personal Responsibility
case for consideration of those provisions as tee's jurisdiction with respect
respect to
to HR.
HR. 44 or
or Act.
Act, to the floor for a historic vote this

March 21, 1995
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Chairman, II yield
yield tee to say to those mothers who want
Mr.
GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
risdictionai issues surrounding this unprece- 6 minutes to the gentleman from Tenrisdictional
to go to work that we guarantee a mindented effort.
nessee lMr.
[Mr. FORD].
FORD]. the ranking Demo- imum child care component in the welnessee
On March
On
March8.8. the Committee
Committee on
on Ways and
and
Means favorably
favorably reported
reportedHR.
H.R.1157
1157as
as its crat on the Welfare Subcommittee of fare reform package. Democrats, once
week.
week. II would
wouldalso
also like
like to clarify
clarify certainjucertainju-

portion of welfare reform legislation. The the Committee on Ways and Means.
again, we put people first through a
arid Educational
Educational
(Mr. FORD asked and was given per- self-sufficiency plan that will place
Committee on Economic and

mission to revise and extend his re- them in the work force.
February 23. A leadership working group marks.)
The self-sufficiency plan would put
then combined these provisions, along with
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, we have
Opportunities
999 on
Opportunities favorably
favorablyreported
reported1-LR.
H.R. 999

people to work immediately, and those
would be able to go to work.
work,
the House floor, which is the Personal recipients
and if they needed education.
education, training,
training.
Responsibility Act.
Mr. Chairman, as we go through this and child care, the Democrats wanted
bill over the next 5 hours tonight and to provide that. Democrats put work
use caseload
caseload
as we take amendments on this bill to- first, because we do not use
morrow and maybe Thursday,
Thursday. we, as reduction to fulfill the work requirement.
Democrats want to point out to the ment,
And like II said
said earlier,
earlier, Democrats
American people that what the Repubsector, to
licans have brought to this House floor want to include the private sector.
sector can
can
is a bill that is weak on work require. make sure that the private sector

those of the Agriculture Committee and oth- now brought the welfare reform bill to
ers interested in welfare reform, into H.R.
1214. The text of H.R. 1214 will be considered

as the base text for floor consideration of

H.R.
H.R. 4.
4.

As you know. Republicans have been work-

ing
ing diligently to combine social programs

with similar or identical purposes into block
grants. The procedure has been to identifS'
all the programs with aa similar
similar purpose,
purpose, end
end
the spending authority for all but one of the
programs, and fund the resulting block grant

at roughly the level of funding for all the
jobs that
that
constituent programs
Constituent
programs combined. Unfortu- ments. The Republican bill does not help us create some of the jobs
nately, this common sense approach is not put work first, and the Democrats, we will be needed in order to put people to
easily accomplished within the existing com- have said all along, if we are going to work.

mittee structure.
I want to thank you for agreeing to have
the Committee on Ways and Means consolidate the Family Unification Program under
your Committee's
Committees jurisdiction
jurisdiction into the Child
Protection Block
Block Grant
Grant in
in Title
TitleUIl of
of H.R.
HR.
1157.
1157.I Iunderstand
understandthat
thatin
in order
order to
to expedite
Floor
Floor consideration
consideration of
of this
this legislation,
legislation, your
your
Committee will not be marking up this legislation.
lation.
Thank
Thank you
you again
again for
for your
your leadership
leadership and
and

And let us go on a little further
further than
than
enforcement, itit was
was
tion. is that we must make sure that that. Child support enforcement,
tion,
those who are able to work should go the Democrats who insisted upon the
reform the welfare system in this Na-

to work and that the State and the Republicans bringing this provision of
Federal Government should participate this title to the bill to the House floor.
in making sure that we link
link welfare
welfare to
to We are proud of the fact that you did
work.
included 90 percent of what the DemoWhen we look at the Republican bill, crats wanted,
wanted. but the other 10 percent
there is no requirement that any AFDC is what the children of this Nation are
actually go to work.
work. States
States in
in need of.
cooperation on this landmark
landmark legislation.
legislation. recipient
can fulfill there work requirements by Why not put the drivers's license, atWith warm regards,
regards.
Sincerely.

BILL
ARcR,
Bru ARcHER,
Chairman.
COMMrt-J-EE
CoMMrr-lta
ON
ONWAYS
WAYSAND
ANDMEANS.
MEANS.
Washington, DC,
DC, March
March 21. 1995.
Hon.
Hon. WIw.4j1
F. CLINGER.
CLINGER. JR.,
WIw,sji F.

cutting people off the welfare rolls. tach them to make it possible to hold
They can meet that 50-percent require- up those licenses or to make sure that
ment by the year 2003, yes.
yes, you just
you get a ticket, in one State and
roll them off, no work requirements for when
you
do
not pay it, is that your license
the first 2 years.

will be revoked until that ticket is

Democrats are saying what we want paid? We are saying the professional liis a self-sufficiency plan. The day that
Chairman, Committee
Comn,jttee on Government
Government Reform
Reform you enter the welfare office is that you cense. why not, in the child support enand Oversight. Raybum House Office
forcement bill.
Building. House of Representatives, Wash- will have to sign up in a self-suffiBuilding,
I commend you. I say to the genciency plan
plan which
which means
meansthat
that the
ington, DC.
the tleman
tleman from
fromFlorida
FloridaIMr.
IMr.SHAw)
SiW) and
CHo.ntc..r' CLINGER:
DEAR CHanets..r,
CLINGER: II am
am writing
writing to
to States would have a responsibility. We the gentleman from Texas [Mr. ARthank you for your assistance in bringing would also fund the States to make
CHER), for bringing the title to this bill
H.R. 4.
4, the Personal Responsibility Act, to sure that they would have the moneys CHER],
the floor for a historic vote
vote this
this week.
week. II necessary to do just that. For the first that will address child support enforcewould also like to clarify certain jurisdic- 2 years.
years, as I have said, under the Re- ment, but, you know, and we know as
tional issues surrounding this unprecedented
Democrats. that you did not go
go far
far
publican bill recipients need not work. Democrats,
effort.
There is
is no
nowork
work requirement
requirement that enough.
On March 8. the Committee on Ways and There
Or when we look at how you want to
States, "You
You must
Means favorably reported HR. 1157 as its would say to the States.
must
portion of welfare reform legislation. The place someone in the work force." and punish children. I mean, why take inkids. why should we take innocent
Committee on Economics arid Educational after 2 years under the Republican fant kids,
Opportunities favorably reported H.R. 999 on plan.
kids, infant kids to say that because of
the
State
only
has
to
obtain
4plan,
February 23.
February
23. A
A leadership
leadership working group percent work participation: after the 2 the behavior of your parents
parents you
you will
will
then combined these provisions, along with years.
only a 4-percent work participa- be penalized? Why would we say to kids
those of the Committee on Agriculture and
who are born to welfare families in
others interested in welfare reform, into tion.
The Democrats think that Repub- America that we are going to penalize
H.R. 1214. The text of HR.
H.R.1214
1214 will
will be
be conconH.R.
sidered as the base text for floor consider- licans ought to come together and let kids?
'

ation of H.R. 4.

During its consideration of the child sup-

port enforcement title of H.R. 1157. the Committee on Ways and Means included a provi-

sion dealing with enforcement of the child
support obligations of members
members of
of federal
federal
employees falling within the jurisdiction of
the Committee on Government Reform and
Oversight. I understand that in order to expedite Floor consideration of this legislation,
uon, your Committee will not be marking
marking up
up
this legislation.

Thank you again for your leadership and
cooperation on
on this
this landmark
landmark legislation.
legislation.
cooperation
With warm regards.
Since rely
Sincerely.

Bru ARcHER,
Bu..L
ARca,

Chairman.

Chairman. I reserve the balance
Mr. Chairman,

of my time.

Republicans
us pass a bill that would say to the The rhetoric that the Republicans
able-bodied men and women on welfare have given us in saying that we need to
that, "You must work, and we
we are
are change welfare, we would agree with
that.

going to assist you in placing you in that, but there is no need of us saying
the work force."
that we will not link welfare to work
And when you look at the Repub- and make work first in priority in a
licans, they have no commitment to welfare package. Democrats want a
move people from welfare to work. welfare reform bill,
bill. but we want a bill
They only move you off of
of welfare,
welfare, and
and that will send people to work, hopethey will place the problem and the fully in the private sector.
burden on the cities and counties and
We want to make sure that the day
neighborhoods throughout America. No you enter into the welfare office that
resources are provided under the Re- you sign up with a plan. and that will
publican plan to help States provide be a self-sufficiency plan that will put
education, training,
training. and there is no you to work.
work, keep ypu in the work
work
child care under this bill.
force, and for you to provide for your
Democrats offered amendments in children and not be mean to children,
children. I
the subcommittee and the full commit- mean,
mean. just plain mean to children,
children. like
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this Personal Responsibility Act that be barred from doing so. As a result, work. That is why you come across as
is before this House today.
today.
the Deal substitute would prolong, not soft on work, because you are, and that
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman. I yield shorten, families time on welfare.
is why you come across as harsh.
harsh, bemyself
myself 55 minutes.
minutes.
Further, under the Deal substitute, cause you are. Firmness, yes: harshMr. Chairman, today we begin taking simply searching
searching for
for aajob
job satisfies the ness, no.
the final steps to revolutionize welfare. supposed requirement that people on
And a rainy day
day fund?
fund' The
The RepubWe are keeping
keecing our pledge to the AmerAmer- welfare
welfare work first.
lican
Governors
themselves
said $1 bilican people to replace
replace the
the current
current
Finally, because the Deal substitute lion over 5 years is not enough to profailed system with one that encourages allows States to count everyone who vide in cases of recession,
recession. in cases of
personal responsibility, family unity. leaves welfare as meeting
meeting the
the work
work rere- inflation, and you just look the other
and work.
quirement, the number of people re- way.
way.
Under our proposal dozens of pro- quired to work by the bill is actually
Now. why tough on kids? Look,
Look. we
we
grams are merged into block grants to lowered
lowered by 500,000 per month. Even if a have done a lot of work on SSI. There
provide States flexibility in meeting State somehow found a way to fail to is abuse in this program for kids. Some
the cash welfare, child protection. meet this so-called requirement,
requirement, no
no families are gaming the system,
system. but
child care,
care. and nutrition needs of their penalty would result.
most of these families are handicapped
residents. Overnight.
Overnight, States would
Whether these and other flaws in the kids, parents struggling to provide a
have real incentives to get welfare re- Deal substitute are due to drafting er- decent life for their handicapped chilcipients into work. States that are suc- rors.
rors, oversights, or intentional omis- dren, and SSI says what you do to
cessful can save for recessions, expand sions,
sions. the effect is the same: the Deal them:
them; 21 percent would
would still
still qualify
qualify
child care, or invest in more job train- substitute offers too little.
little, too
too late
late on
on under the present program.
program.
ing. Individuals would have to work to requiring work for those on welfare.
0 1630
keep cash welfare, food stamps and This debate will bring that into focus
other benefits.
for many of my colleagues who I know
And the rest of them would be at the
Working families will stop seeing want to support real welfare reforms. mercy of a State bureaucracy
bureaucracy or
or off
off the
the
Federal tax dollars subsidize behavior Unfortunately, especially on work,
work. the
altogether. Those are the facts.
they know is destructive: Unmarried Deal substitute is right on rhetoric but rolls
You are going to eliminate from
from the
the
children will not receive
receive welfare wrong on substance.
substance,
700,000 kids by the year 2000.
rolls 700.000
checks and an apartment if they have a
It's not hard to see which bill pro- Now,
Now. look,
look. there is abuse,
abuse. let us
baby:
baby; families already on welfare will vides real welfare reform—the Personal make that clear:
clear;
you are abusive in
not get added payments for having Responsibility Act. Our plan is nothing getting at abuse,but
you are harsh. You
more children they cannot
cannot support:
support; and
and short of a revolution in social policy use a meat ax against handicapped
aliens will no longer be eligible for sev- that replaces the current failed welfare children and their parents. Arid they
eral welfare benefits. Welfare will be system with one that will better meet say they do not want a bureaucracy.
transformed into temporary help,
help. not a the needs of the poor and get millions State or Federal, telling them what to
way of life.
into work and off welfare. That is the do. They will account for the money,
money.
Supplemental Security Income
Income benebene- only way to solve the welfare mess,
mess. and but they know best for their kids.
fits are reformed to protect taxpayers we are here to deliver on our promise
You turn your back on kids,
kids. you are
and target help to the truly disabled. to dojust that.
soft on work, and that is why your bill
Drug addicts and alcoholics will no
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield is not worthy of passage.
longer
longer receive monthly disability 3 minutes to the gentleman
gentleman from
from
Mr. SI-JAW.
SNAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. II yield 2
checks because of their addiction. And Michigan IMr. LEvIN].
LEvIN], aa member
member of
of the
the minutes to a member of the commitby refocusing SSI children's
children's benefits.
benefits. welfare subcommittee.
subcommittee, the Human Re- tee,
tee. the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
we provide more help to severely dis- sources Subcommittee of the Commit- CA].
abled children while protecting tax- tee on Ways and Means.
Means.
(Mr. CAMP asked and was given perpayers against fraud and abuse.
abuse.
(Mr. LEVIN asked and was given per- mission to revise and extend his reChild
support
enforcement
is mission to revise and extend his re- marks.)
strengthened to achieve better coordi- marks.)
Mr. CAMP. Mr. Chairman, I thank
States. surer tracking
nation between States,
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. you know, the gentleman from Florida for yieldof delinquent parents,
parents. and more effi- as I listened to the majority, this is, I ing this time to me.
cient collection of support. All agree think,
think. very clear, Americans, the
the
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. we stand here today
that holding absent fathers account- American people,
people. want firmness. They at the threshold of righting a wrong.
able is critical to any real welfare re- do not want harshness. And you come We have the opportunity to reverse an
form, and our proposal does just that.
across as harsh,
harsh. harshly partisan,
partisan. and injustice that has plagued this country
Under our proposal families on wel- also harsh on people and soft on work. for decades. We can,
can. and will, fix a
fare are expected to work, just as taxAnd let me explain why you are soft broker welfare
welfare system
systemthat
thathas
has litpaying families must work to support on work. It is very simple. The struc- erally trapped generations of Amerithemselves. So after a maximum of 2 ture of this bill and other bills requires cans in a cycle of dependency from
years on welfare, and less if States States to meet participation rights. It which there is little chance of escape.
choose,
choose. families must work or lose is a certain percent the first year, a
We must not let
let this
thisopportunity
opportunity
their welfare checks. After 5 years of certain percent
percent the
the second
secondyear,
year, et
et pass.
cash welfare,
welfare, families
families must become cetera into the next century.
The Committee on Ways and Means
free of government dependence,
dependence. period.
Under the Republican bill,
bill. the States took testimony from 170 witnesses. No
Despite these unprecedented changes.
changes, do not have to put a single person to one defended the status quo.
Democrats, who won the White House work to meet participation requireSo we know the current system is
pledging to reform welfare
welfare and
and then
then did
did ments,
ments. not a single person.
person. That
That is
is just
just broken, but what's wrong with it?
nothing for 2 years. are charging that the truth.
First, it discourages work. Second.
Second, it
Republicans are soft on work. This
On page 22 of the bill it says that in fosters out-of-wedlock births. Third.
Third, it
charge is simply incorrect.
incorrect, for
for numernumer- plain English.
English.And
Andwhy
whydoes
does it say is anti-family. And fourth,
fourth. by the Fedous reasons.
that? Because the majority bill
bill does
does eral Government deciding on a one size
Under the Democrat substitute of- not provide any money to the States to fits all
all welfare
welfaresystem
system for
for everyone
fered by
byCongressman
CongressmanDtAI..
Di., States
fered
States are
are help them put people on welfare to kom Los Angeles to Boston,
Boston, it is
required to provide 2 years of education work. It was in your bill of a year ago. anticommunity.
and training, not work,
work. for all recipi- What happened to it?
In our welfare reform package, we
ents. So States like Massachusetts
You want to save money. I guess.
guess, for not only encourage work. We demand
that want to get welfare recipients into tax cuts for a privileged few instead of it from able-bodied people. Those who
work after 2 months, not 2 years, would helping people get off of welfare into can work will work.
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Unlike the Democrats whose answer provide the same amount of resources
Mr.
Mr. MCCRERY.
McCRERY. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
to work is temporary subsidized em- currently existing in the system, they thank the gentleman for yielding this
ployment we give people the dignity of block grant it. send it to the States
States time to me.
work.
with very few restrictions or very few
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
Our package fights illegitimacy by standards.
Responsibility
Personal
ResponsibilityAct.
Act.H.R.
HR. 4.4,
not giving cash benefits to children
Well, how are you going to get people but I rise particularly, Mr. Chairman,
having children. And let me
me preempt
preempt to work? We all know that in order to to discuss the portion of the bill dealthose who try to paint us as cruel or create jobs. in order to create people in ing with SSI disability for children.
mean: Noncash benefits such as Medi- the work force, you have to provide job
This program has experienced explocare. Food Stamps and child care will training, you
you have
have to
toprovide
provideeduedu- sive growth over the past few years.
continue, to ensure the child is cared training,
cation. you have to provide day care Since 1989, both the costs of the profor. But giving 15-year-olds cash pay- and
even transportation, because most gram and the number of children qualiments so they
they can
can move
move Out
out of their
these people on welfare do not have fying for the program have tripled.
parents' home and into Government of
Why? Two
Twothings:
things:First,
First, this
this is
cars. So you have to provide them bus Why?
is the
apartments or trailers, is the cruelest tokens.
most sought after welfare program in
thing you could do to that young par- tokens.
The Republican bill does not provide America. The average monthly cash
ent and their baby.
benefit of
benefit
ofabout
about$450
$450 per
per child
child per
By encouraging independence and any of that.
Nevertheless they expect within 7 month is the most generous cash payconcentrating on keeping families toof the
the American
American ment in our welfare system. Second, a
gether. we provide recipients dignity,
gether,
dignity. years to get 50 percent of
1989. the
opportunity, and hope. Three charac- people on welfare off of welfare to jobs. Supreme Court decision in 1989,
teristics missing from the current sys- We know that is not going to happen. Zebley decision, radically liberalized
In fact, the reason the Republicans are the criteria under which children qualtem.
The other side of the aisle hold tight making that proposal without any ad- ify for the program.
Besides the wasteful drain of taxto their belief that Federal bureaucrats ditional resources is because in 2 or 3
based here in Washington are somehow weeks on the floor of the House of Rep- payer dollars, consider the harm this
more compassionate. and
and more
more capable
capable resentatives we are going to be debat- Federal program does to too many children. In testimony before a Federal
of caring for the needy. To hear them ing a tax bill. That tax bill will cut dren,
commission.studying this program, Dr.
tell it.
it, our communities, local govern- taxes by $188 billion over 5 years, or commissionstudying
Bill Payne, a physician who oversees
ments, and Governors will starve the $640 billion over 10 years.
Arkansas. said,
children and give the money to the Bear in mind this is not going to go disability decisions in Arkansas,
'There is no doubt in my mind that
rich. Drop the heated and
and false
false rhetoric
rhetoric to the middle class. In fact, the top I "There
that receive
receive
and let go of the status quo.
quo.
percent of the taxpayers in America there are a lot of children that
Let us bring Government closer
closer to
to will get 20 percent of that tax cut, and disability checks who are not really
home. The welfare needs in the Fourth those that make over $100,000 a year disabled at all."
Willie Lee Bell, principal of an eleDistrict of Michigan are different from will get 58 percent of that $640 billion
mentary school in Lake Providence.
those in Detroit. Just as the needs in tax cut.
New York are different from those in
So this is not a program to move peo- LA. said students were refusing to perthey could
could
Dallas. Let us give these communities ple from dependency to independence. form academically so that they
qualify for disability checks. Mr. Bell
the freedom and flexibility to create from welfare to work.:
this
is
a
prowork.;
innovative new
innovative
new programs
programsbased
based on
on gram basically to give tax cuts to the told of a Lake Providence child who.
their specific needs. By cutting
cutting Out
out the very wealthy. We knew they were prompted by a mother seeking SSI
checks. fabricated a story of bizarre beFederal middle-man, we can save 10 to going to do that when they took power checks,
15 percent of administrative costs right on November 8. and they are doing it havior so convincing that doctors comoff the bat.
him to a mental hospital, fearThe American public should begin mitted
We're not cutting welfare benefits; now.
ing that he was a threat to his family.
to
realize
that.
and in some cases we are increasing
psychologist in another Louisiana
I might just conclude by making one A
them. What we are cutting is bureauc- final
Parish.
Parish, Ray Owens, also said that parobservation.
We
have
a
safety
net
racy and that is driving the defenders in America. When a child
ents were coaching children to do pooris in an ly, saying "The
of big Government arid redtape crazy.
"The children
children are
are being
being
ly'
abused
family.
family,
we
put
him
either
in
By giving hope and opportunity, we
doomed to failure.'
failure."
again make welfare a safety net and a foster care or provide adoption services
Mr. Chairman, this is an abused prohim. The Republicans are going to gram
helping hand, not a life sentence to to
which begs for reform. Thankeliminate
that
program
program
and
arid
block
poverty.
fully. some Democrats have also recoggrant
it.
Those
standards
to
the
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield
nized the
the need
need for
forreform.
reform, I want to
3 minutes to the gentleman from Cali- States—and you know the reason we thank Mr. KLECZKA and Mrs. LINCOLN,
LINCOLN.
fornia
fornia [Mr.
[Mr. MATSUT],
MATSUT], aa member
member of
of the
the had to do this in the first place was, in particularly,
particularly. for their assistance in
th reSubcommittee on Human Resources of 1980, 1980, the States were doing such a searching the problems in this program
terrible job with these children that we and in helping to craft a thoughtful rethe Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. MATStJI.
Mr.
MATSIJI.I Ithank
thankthe
theranking
ranking had to take over and set forth national sponse to those problems.
standards. In fact, standards—little
member
member for this time.
The solution to the explosion
explosion in
in the
the
things, what they would call additional growth of this program, Mr.
You know, it is very interesting. I things.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.
heard during the debate on
on the
the rule
rule the
the paperwork, things like providing medi- and to the harm it is doing to
to otherotherwhen the
the child
child wise healthy children, is to overturn
gentleman from Delaware [Mr. CASTLE] cal records for the child when
say there is really not much difference moves from one foster care family to the Zebley decision,
decision. and to offer cash
between the different bills
bills we
we have
have bebe- another, or maybe the child's eduedu- payments to only the most severely
fore us. Second.
Second, he also said that this cational records.
disabled children who,
who. absent the cash
is just the first step of the legislative
That is what we are really talking assistance,
assistance. would have to be instituprocess so that any imperfections or about here. That is why this bill is tionalized. For other,
other. less severely disflaws could be changed as we move mean-spirited and that is why this bill abled children, we will provide medical
along.
should not pass.
and nonmedical services designed to
I might just have to make a couple of Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield 33 cope with the child's disability. These
observations. First of all, there is a big minutes to the gentleman from Louisi- changes in SSI disability for children
difference between what the Democrats ana [Mr. McCRERY],
McCRERy], a member of the will restore integrity
integrity to
to this
this Out
out of
are proposing and what the Repub- committee.
control Federal program, while providlicans are proposing.
(Mr. McCRERY asked and was given ing even more helpful resources to the
examp]e, on the issue of work, permission to revise and extend his re- most severely disabled children in
For example,
the Republican proposal, all they do is marks.)
need,
need.
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Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman. I yield
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 3 system that was supposed to help free
3 minutes to the gentleman from Mary- minutes to the gentleman from New them and countless individuals
individuals who
who
land
land[Mr.
[Mr.CARDIN).
C.DiNJ. aa member
member of the Jersey [Mr. ZIMMER],
ZIMMER). aa member
member of
of the
the have been forced to trade self-reliance
Subcommittee
Subcommittee on
on Human Resources of committee.
and self-respect for dependency as the
the
the Committee on Ways and Means.
(Mr. ZIMMER asked and was given price for receiving help.
Mr. CARDIN. I thank the ranking permission to revise, and extend his reMr. Chairman, we can do better. a lot
marks.)
member for yielding this time to me.
better. We must do better, and that is
Mr. Chairman, both Democrats and
Mr. ZIMMER. I thank the gentleman why the Personal Responsibility Act is
Republicans want to end the
the welfare
welfare for yielding this time to me.
us today.
system as we know it today. Both Mr. Chairman, as we debate the Per- before
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield
Democrats and Republicans
Republicans understand
understand sonal Responsibility Act. I hope we do 3 minutes to the gentleman from Georthe need to enact new legislation.
not lose sight. in all of the rhetoric, of
LEwIsI. a member of the Com[Mr. LEwISI.
But there is a major difference on why we are here in the first place. We gia
on Ways and Means.
restructuring welwel- mittee
how the Democrats and Republicans are not here because restructuring
Mr. LEWIS of Georgia. Mr. Chairwant to proceed on ending our current fare will save Federal dollars, even man, I rise in strong opposition to this
welfare system. The Democrats want though a bankrupt Nation cannot feed mean-spirited Republican bill.
It is
to require work, to get people off of its children or protect its needy. We cruel. It is wrong. It is downbill.
right low
welfare, to work. The Republicans re- are here because welfare as we know it down.
is
unmitigated failure
is an unmitigated
failure and, if we do
ward States for doing nothing.
The Republican welfare proposal deThe requirements on the States not uproot it. we will condemn lit- stroys
the safety net that protects our
erally
millions
of
children
to
a
life
under the Republican bill states that
Nations children,
Nation's
children. elderly. and disthey are successful if they get a person without hope and without access to the abled.
abled, It is an angry proposal, a prooff welfare even if that person does not American dream.
posal devoid of compassion, and feelbecome employed, even if that person
0 1645
ing.
becomes
becomesaa ward
vard of local government.
Hubert Humphrey once said that
The
Personal
Responsibility
Responsibility
Act
Act
is
is
The Republican bill rewards the States.
the moral test of government is how
The Republican bill is weak on work. not a perfect document. But it reflects "the
the determination and courage of a that government treats those who are
The Democrat bill is tough on work.
new 'majority
majority to
to address
address a critical in the dawn of life-the children: those
Both Democrats and Republicans es- new
elderly,
that, until now, has simply
simply who are in twilight of life—the elderly.
that.
tablish national standards the States problem
been a priority for Congress.
Congress.
and those who are in the shadow of
must meet in order to participate. notWhat
sick, the needy,
needy. and the
Make no mistake about it. It may be a forward: it proposes is very straight- life—the
handicapped.'
block grant. but the States still have It asks that people assume ownership handicapped."
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. this welfare proposal
requirements they must meet. The Re- of their own lives and not always exattacks each and every one of these
publican bill micromanages the plans pect others to pay for their mistakes.
groups. It takes
takes money
money Out
out of the pockof the States by requiring the States to
It asks that parents be parents
parents and
and ets of the disabled. It takes heat from
meet certain tests as they relate
relate to
to that
both mothers and fathers take re- the homes of the poor. It takes food
teenage moms, how the States handle sponsibility
for the children they have out
Out of
of the
the mouths
mouths of the children.
family caps.
into the world.
I am reminded of a quote by the
The Democrats establish national brought
And it asks that we, as a society,
society. re- great
great theologian,
theologian. Martin Niemoller.
Niemoller,
standards on work. It requires the indi- establish
certain
values
that
agree during World War II:
vidual able-bodied person to work. It must guide us—including bothwe
compasIn Germany.
Germany. they caine
In
cainefist
fistfor
for the
theComComrequires the States to have programs sion and individual responsibility.
munists. and
munists,
and II didn't speak up because
because I
so
so that
that people
people can
can work.
work.
What
the
Personal Responsibility wasn't a Communist. Then they came for
the
for
The Republican bill does not provide
does not do is perpetuate three Jews.
Jews. and I didn't
didn't speak
speak up because
because II wasn't
the resources to the local governments. Act
Jew. Then
Then they
they came
came for
for the
the trade
trade unionunionthat have made the current a Jew.
Even though H.R.
HR. 55 did,
did, there was a mistakes
didn'tspeak
speak up
up because
because I wasn't
wasnt aa
system such a disaster: First,
it does ists, and I didnt
First.
change made. The Republicans all of a not assume that simply pumping more trade unionist,
unionist. Then they came for the
sudden needed some money for a tax money into a failed system will make Catholics. and
and II didn't
didn'tspeak
speak up
up because
because I
cut. So they cut the program even it work.
was a Protestant.
Protestant. Then they came for me.
me,
to speak
speak up.
left to
though they know it is needed. The
Second, it does
Second.
does not assume that and by that time no one was left
Democratic bill provides the resources patchwork efforts such as demonstraMr.
Mr. Chairman, this Republican proso the States can provide the programs tion
zion projects
projects and
and pilot programs,
programs. which posal certainly isn't the Holocaust. But
to get people back to work. That is. have taken the place of reform in the I am concerned,
concerned. and I must speak up.
day care, health care benefits so that past. will add up to real reform. It pro- I urge my colleagues.
colleagues, open your eyes.
welfare people can work.
work, The Repub- poses systemic reform instead,
Read the proposal. Read the small
small
instead.
lican bill dumps the problems on local
Third, it does not assume that Wash- print. Read the Republican contract.
governments.
They are coming for the children.
ington knows what is best for everyWe have a clear choice. The Repub- one,
one. Rather it restores to the States They are coming for the poor. They are
lican bill gets people off of
of welfare,
welfare, the
the the power to make decisions about the coming for the sick, the elderly,
elderly. and
Democratic bill gets people off of wel- needs of their own people.
people.
the disabled. This is the Contract
Contract With
With
fare. The Republican bill gets the peoNo one can guarantee that welfare America.
ple off welfare to nowhere: the Demo- programs
pie
programs run
run by
by States will outI say to my colleagues—you have the
Outcratic bill gets people off welfare to perform those run by Federal bureau- ability, the capacity, the
thepower—to
power—to
work.
crats.
crats, and that unknown is what has stop this onslaught. Your voice
voice is
is your
your
We are going to have a chance to caused much of the apprehension about vote. Vote against this mean-spirited
come together. Democrats and Repub- this bill,
bill. I think. But one thing I do proposal: raise your voice for the chillicans.
licans, during this debate. It is called know is that no State can mess up wel- dren, the poor,
poor, and
and the
the disabled.
the Deal substitute, sponsored by the fare as badly as the Federal GovernA famous rabbi, Rabbi Hillel,
Hillel. once
once
gentleman from Georgia
Georgia [Mr.
[Mr. DEAL.J.
DEALJ. It ment has done. It is time to
to let
let innovainnova- asked, "If
'If II am
am not
not for
for myself.
myself, who
who will
is an opportunity for us all to come to- tion by the States take hold and
arid give
give itit be for me? But if I am only for myself.
gether on a bill that is tough on work. a chance,
chance. and it has begun to succeed what am I?"
gets people off of welfare but gets them in many States, including my own
What am
What,
am I,I, Mr.
Mr. Chairman?
Chairman?
to work, rather than becoming a ward State of New Jersey.
I am for those in the dawn of life,
life. the
of our local governments. I urge my
There are millions of men,
men. women, children. I am for those in the twilight
colleagues to support the bill that will and children now receiving welfare in of life,
life. the elderly. I am for those in
be offered by the gentleman from Geor- our country. Among them are count- the shadow of life.
life, the sick,
sick, the
the needy
needy
gia, Congressman DEAL.
'less families who are now trapped in a and the handicapped.
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Yes II am
Yes.
am proud
proud to
to be
be a liberal Demo- system is too bureaucratic,
bureaucratic. too oppres- who is 11. My wife and I love our
crat. I stand with the people and not sive,
sive. and
and prevents recipients
recipients from
from daughters dearly and have tried to infor corporate interests.
working. They feel that welfare can be still good values in them. We
We have
have
Mr. SI-{AW. Mr. Chairman, I yield transformed and recipients can be taught them the difference between
between
myself 20 seconds.
given new life if the Federal.
Federal. State,
State, and
and right and wrong and trust they will
Mr. Chairman. I would like to say to local governments will only remove make the right decisions. And we make
the gentleman on the floor, the gen- the obstacles to work, empower
empower the
the every effort to nurture them
them and
and see
see
tleman from Georgia
Georgia [Mr. LEWIS]. people,
people. and provide the means and that each receives the attention and
There is no one in this House that I tools by which recipients can
can become
become encouragement they need. But, as
have had more respect for than
than you.
you. self-sufficient.
every parent knows,
knows. no matter what
But for you to come on this floor and
But. there are an equal number who you do. there comes a time when your
But,
compare the Republicans to the reign feel that the current system is built on children must be disciplined. Elizabeth
of the Nazis is an absolute outrage. and the notion of getting something for and Rachel know that we have rules

I'm surprised that anybody with your nothing.
nothing, that the system is plagued
distinguished background would dare with fraud and abuse, and leaves them
to do such a horrible thing.
wondering why their hard-earned dolMr. Chairman, I reserve the balance lars continue to support this bureauof my time.
cratic nightmare. They support tough
ANNOUNCENTBY
ANNOUNCENT
BY ThE
THECHAIRMAN
cHAXRMAN
measures that require recipients to do
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would something to get benefits. They feel
tell the visitors in the gallery that. that the solution lies in turning
turning the
the
while we welcome you to enjoy these welfare programs over to the States
proceedin, you
proceedings,
youare
arenot
notsupposed
supposed to
to be with little or no influence by the Fedinvolved in them, and, any more ap- eral Government.
plause. and we will have to empty the
The States,
States. cities,
cities. localities, and
—

galleries.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 10 seconds.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I can only repeat
repeat the
the
old truth: "Sometimes the truth

hurts."
Mr. Chairman. I yield 4 minutes
minutes to
to
the gentleman from Tennessee
Tennessee [Mr.
CLEMENT].

followed, and that my
which must be followed.
wife and I have certain expectations of
them. They also know that they will be
held accountable if these guidelines
guidelines are
are
not adhered to.

Our bill takes this same approach.
We make every effort possible to ensure that each recipient has a real opportunity to return to the work force
permanently. In return, we ensure that
they are aware that there are specific

expectations of them and that they

counties which administer welfare pro- will be held accountable for their acgrams argue that they are faced with tions and disciplined when
when necessary.
necessary.
the prospect of providing to a growing
Specifically,
Specifically. every recipient must
population while dealing with inflexi- sign
sign an
an individualized
individualized contract deble rules and regulations and a chron- signed to move them into the
the work
work
ically
ically insufficient
insufficient supply
supply of
of funds.
funds.
force. Each recipient must complete 30
And what do I see?—I see all these hours of work and 5 hours
hours in
in job
job search
search
things.
during the Work First Program and 35
Government has failed! Something hours of work and 5 hours ofjob search
must be done.
during Workfare. Minor parents will be
I believe that neither argument is en- denied public housing and
and must
must live
live at
at

(Mr. CLEMENT asked and
and was
was given
given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
tirely right or wrong and that on the
Mr. CLEMENT. Mr. Chairman. I be- whole these arguments all have merit.
lieve restoring American's trust in gov- That is why I joined five of my colernment is the single greatest chal- leagues in drafting a bill of our own.
lenge facing this Congress. The Amer- We sought the middle ground. a truly
ican people are perilously close
close to
to loslos- centrist position, a compromise being their faith in this institution
institution and
and tween these diverse schools of thought.
Members ability
its Members'
ability to
to effectively gov- I believe that we have achieved our
ern.
goal.
The American people feel we have We will bring a substitute,
substitute, known
known as
as
been too consumed with preserving and the Deal substitute, which will not
promoting government rather than the simply reform the current system
system but
but
will and liberties of the
the governed.
governed. replace it with a partnership of mutual
Many have come to feel that the Wash- responsibility.
ington Beltway which encircles this
Our proposal is based on three funcapital city has become a physical bar- damental principles: Work, individual
rier to real change.
responsibility,
responsibility. and State flexibility.
One need look no further than our The cornerstone of our plan is work.
welfare system to find an illustration Our substitute places an emphasis on
of the disconnect between the people moving recipients into the private secand their government. Reforming
Reforming welwel- tor as soon as possible,
possible. includes real
fare is not a revolutionary idea. Re- work requirements, and fulfills
fulfills the
form has been kicked around for more pledge that recipients must be workthan a decade.
ing. We require recipients
recipients to
to complete
complete
I would say, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, that
that one
one a minimum number of hours of work or
would be hard pressed to find anyone work-related activity each week to rewho does not support the idea of wel- ceive benefits. We deny benefits to any
fare reform. In fact, one could almost recipient who refuses a job or refuses
be so bold as to assert that there is to look for a job. And in exchange.
exchange, we
unanimous support for welfare reform. remove all incentives which make welThus, the need for welfare reform is fare more attractive than work and renot in dispute. The issue which this move the biggest barriers to work—
House must resolve over the next few health care and child care. In short, we
days is which direction do we head. guarantee recipients that if they will
how far do we go,
go. and which is the best go to work we will provide the money
way to get there.
and take all the necessary steps to enSome look at welfare and see a sys- sure that recipients have a real opportem which penalizes marriage
marriage and
and robs
robs tunity to become self-sufficient.
individuals of their initiative, motiva- Our second principle,
principle. individual
tion, and self-esteem. They contend responsbility, is based on the notion of
that recipients are not opposed to work tough love. I have two beautiful daughand would love to work but the current ters. Elizabeth who is 13 and Rachel
arid

home with a parent or responsible
responsible

guardian. And. States would have the
option of implementing a family cap. If
recipients fail to meet any of these requirements. they will have
quirements,
have violated
violated the
the
agreement and the partnership will be
terminated. We don't just stop with recipients—we also include strong child
support enforcement provision
provision which
which
will
will require
require noncustodial parents to
live up to their responsibilities.
Our third principle reaffirms our belief that it is not the Federal Government but the frontline administrators
of these programs which best know the
needs in their respective States and lo-

calities. For this reason we give the
program back to the States. But.
But, unun-

like other proposals.
proposals, we do
do not
not simply
simply
shift the burden to the States and run
away. We believe that as it is a feder-

ally mandated program,
program. the Federal

Government has a responsibility to en-

sure that the States have someone to
turn to for support and assistance. Our
bill includes general criteria to guide
the States in developing their
their work
work
programs:
programs; however, beyond the broad
criteria. States are given a tremendous
amount
amount of
of flexibility.
flexibility.

For example. under our substitute.

States would have the flexibility to de-

velop programs to move individuals
funding. the
into work, flexibility in funding,
freedom

to

pursue

innovative ap-

proaches and we consolidate
consolidate arid
and coordinate programs to give States more
latitude.
But we do not stop there. In addition
to work, responsibility and State flexibility,
bility. we also eliminate the fraud and
abuse in the Food Stamps Program.
Program,
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consolidate and
and work, and they stay on because welfare fits all know how to run a system betstrengthen existing child care and
and recipients are just being lazy. I think it
health care, making these services is just the opposite. I think most peo- ter than State and local communities.
The bill is tough. but it is fair,
fair, and
and
available to more individuals. We
We ple get on welfare due to unforeseen
we ask those on welfare to work in remake

work

pay,

streamline and reduce the bureaucracy
by allowing States to circumvent the
burdensome waiver process. We eliminate SSI for drug addicts and alcoholics. We reform and revise SSI for chil-

circumstances, and those that remain turn for benefits. We insist
insist fathers
fathers live
live
do so not because they are lazy, but be- up to their responsibilities, and we quit
cause they are not smart enough to giving cash to those who continue to
know—they are smart enough to know have children while on welfare. We ask
it is not the best option for them. Wel- families and people to be more respondren in a fair and equitable manner fare recipients know their
their option.
option. They
They
be responsible Americans. That is
which eliminates the fraud and abuse.
abuse, know
know ifif they
they work,
work, even
even with the sible,
controls growth. and ensures due proc- earned income tax credit, that just not cruel, that is true compassion.
I also want to set the record straight
ess for each and every child currently does not make it.
on funding. Under this bill we increase
on the rolls, ensuring that no qualifyLet me lay Out
out the example:
ing child loses benefits.
funding, I want to
A young woman with three kids goes funding, we increase funding.
We have a wonderful opportunity to out
Out and
and gets
gets aa job
job at a gas station repeat, we increase funding. Look at
make a real difference in the lives of making the minimum wage. $4.25 an this chart. CBO baseline spending goes
thousands of individuals. The Presi- hour. She works all year. She makes up over the next 5 years. We are indent.
dent, the Congress.
Congress, and the person on $8,500. With the
according to
to CBO
CBO
the earned
ear-nedincome
income tax
tax creasing spending, according
the Street
street all agree that the current credit on top of that, of $3,000, she estimates, $1.2 trillion over the next 5
system is not working.
makes about 511,500.
$11,500. The poverty line years.
years, helping people escape the welMr. Chairman, in short, our sub- in this country established by the gov- fare trap.
stitute is a responsible, workable ap- ernment and accepted by all for a famYou know the difference in those two
proach which maintains the Federal re- ily of four in 1995 is $15,000. Now that is lines? Earlier estimates said we were
sponsibility without simply shifting $3,500 more than she makes. If she going to raise spending 53 percent.
percent, You

the burden to the States. Recipients works the whole year.
year, she will have 75
will be required to work for benefits.
benefits, percent of the poverty line. She will know what? We are doing what the
people wanted us to do, and
but there is an absolute time limit for not have health care benefits. She will American
that is reduce spending,
spending. We
We are
are cutting
cutting
receipt of these benfits. Our plan pro- not have day care.
vides the best opportunity for welfare
Mr. Chairman, to say to her, "Leave the increase to 42 percent. Goodness
recipients to become productive mem- your kids at home, lady; go on out, and gracious. If you cannot stand a 42-percent increase in spending, if
if your
your own
own
budget could stand that, I defy you to

bers of the work force. We provide get a job. and don't have a chance to
States with the resources necessary to take your kids to the doctor,"
doctor," simply
simply
provide this opportunity without in- is not a reasonable thing to expect of
curring an additional fiscal burden,
burden.
anybody.
I would remind my colleagues that
Now this situation is not unusual.
the American people are watching. According to the Bureau of Labor Sta-

say there is something wrong with
that. We are not taking money
money away
away
from anybody. We are increasing as the
need requires.

They are skeptical. Welfare reform pro- tistics,
This bill targets money to the most
tistics. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, 4.2 million peovides a real opportunity to make mean- ple in this country, paid by the hour.
needy, gives the States the ability to
hour, needy.
ingful changes
changes and
and demonstrate
create their
their own
own solution.
solution. This
This bill
bill is
demonstrate to earn at below the minimum wage. Fur- create
is

them that we cart
can still govern effec- thermore,
thermore. the percentage of working
tively. We must not allow this
this golden
golden families that are poor has risen. In 1976
opportunity to pass us by—to do so the percentage of families with chilwould be a tragedy.
dren that had a parent working that
I for one intend to support the
the only
only was below the
the poverty
poverty line
line was
was8'8 perperresponsible welfare
responsible
welfare reform bill and
arid
urge my colleagues to do the same—
support the Deal substitute.
substitute.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from WashingtonState
ington
State[Mr.
[Mr.McDERM0rr],
McDEorr], aa memmern-

ber of the Committee on Ways
Ways and
and
Means
Means.

Mr. McDERMOTT,
MCDERMOTT.Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.
three times in the Gospel the story is
told about our Lord, the children being

brought
brought to
to him.
him. and
and the
the story
story is,
is. of
of
course, that the parents are trying to
bring the kids to Christ,
Christ. and Christ
said. "Suffer
said,
'Suffer the little children
children to
to
come unto me as long as your mother
is over 18 arid
and she's married."

Now,
Now. Mr. Chairman, my colleagues
know that is not true, and this bill is
the most cruel and shortsighted view
in public policy I have seen in 25 years.

The first 2 years of life are the years
when children develop what they are
going to be for the rest of their
their life.
life. II
say.
If you
take care
you don't
dont take
care of
of them
them with
with Medic-

aid,
aid,

if you don't
dont take care of them with

fair. It is real reform. Talk is cheap.
The Democrats have proven that.

It is time to act. It is time to repeal
and reform the welfare program. Vote
against big government, and let us help
cent. In 1993, Mr. Chairman, it is up to Americans help themselves to have a
11
11 percent.
better future.
Now the Republican response in this
Mr. GIBBONS, Mr. Chairman, I yield
bill? This
bill?
Thisbill
bill is
is aa bad
bad bill as it sits myself 20 seconds.
here. responds to that situation to
here,
Mr. Chairman, please do not take the
make welfare look so mean and so se- chart away. Let me point Out
out what
what is
vere that makes working full time at wrong with it. It does not take into
75 percent of poverty look like a good consideration inflation that is endemic
deal.
deal. I think that instead of making in the American economic system. It
welfare tougher we should
should make
make welwel- does not take into consideration
fare or work pay. That means we have growth in population.
population. That
That chart
chart isis
to raise the minimum wage.
wage.
just useless.
Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II would
would oppose
oppose the
the bill
bill
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to
as it stands.
the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
1700'
COYNE], a member of the Committee on
COYNE].
0 1700
Mr.
SHAW. Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 Ways and Means.
Mr. COYNE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
minutes to the gentleman from Texas.
Mr.
SAM JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, a member
Mr. SAM
a memberof
of the
the strong opposition to the welfare reform
package brought to the floor today by
committee.
Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. the Republican majority.
This mean-spirited attack on chilChairman,
Chairman, II rise
rise in
in support
support of
ofHR.
HR. 4
4
America fails
fails
because
think after
because II think
after30
30years
years and
and $5 dren and poor families in America
trillion, the
re- every test of true welfare reform.
the taxpayers
taxpayers and
and welfare
welfare recipients deserve better. We need fun- The Republican bill is tough on childamental changes. We need a system dren and weak on work. This plan will
that does not trap welfare recipients in punish children who happen
happen to
to be
be 'born
born

health care
care and food supplements
heaith
supplements during
during an endless cycle of dependency.
into poverty. At the same time.
time, this
that
period of
of time.
time, you
you doom
that period
doom them to a life
I
believe
that
Members
can
cannot
plan
cuts
child
care
funding
funding
arid
and other
of
of difficulties
difficulties in
in this
this society.
society.

come to this floor and say this bill is
Mr. Chairman, many of our RepubMr.
cruel or mean-spirited. It is those who
lican colleagues would like us to be- protect the current system that are
lieve that most welfare recipients get cruel. They believe that bureaucrats
on welfare because they do not want to administering a one-size program that

programs that are essential if
if an
an adult
adult
on welfare is to get ajob and leave the
welfare rolls.

Instead of fixing welfare and moving
Americans from welfare to work,
work. the
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Republican bill is simply an exercise in
Mr.
Chairman,
Mr. Chairman, the
the Republican
Republican plan
plan is not holding a job. We want to provide them
cutting programs that serve children,
children. welfare
welfare reform.
reform.ItIt is a cruel attack on children with day-care and medical benefits
benefits
the disabled.
disabled, and
and families
families living
living in
in povpov- that fails to solve
so've the welfare mess. I urge that that can help them again become proerty.
the
the House
House reject
reject the
the Republican
Repub'ican plan.
plan.
ductive citizens of our society.
What can possibly be the motive for
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman. I yield 3½
Mr. Chairman, we are a nation of
launching such a cruel attack
attack on
on the
the minutes
minutes to
to the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from great wealth and compassion,
compassion. but we
children of America? The answer is the Washington [Ms. DUNN],
a
member
of
DUNN].
are
neither
compassionate
nor wise
the
committee.
Republican majority will cut programs
when we spend $5 trillion over 30 years
Ms. DUNN of Washington. Mr. Chair- and still allow so many Americans to
for the poor to provide tax cuts for the
wealthy. Cuts in child care,
care, school
school man. I thank the gentleman for yield- remain trapped
trapped in
in this
this endless
endless and
lunches, and programs for the poor will ing.
cycle of poverty. It is lunacy
Mr. Chairman, today we have
have aa great
great hopeless
be used to finance tax breaks like the
to continue with the liberal welfare

capital gains tax cut. We are literally opportunity, an opportunity to over- system that promises only the likelishort-changing America's
short-changing
Americas children to haul a welfare system that is currently hood of a life with more crime, less
give tax breaks to individuals with in- failing millions of Americans, an op- education,
education. and lifelong government deportunity to restructure the welfare pendency.
comes over S100.000
S 100.000aa year.
year.
program
to
work
effectively,
and,
I
beThe Republican bill will punish over
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I have no doubt by the
15 million innocent American children. lieve, with lots of thoughtfulness, to end of this week we will pass a bill that
It would punish children who are born work compassionately.
Over the last few months, members offers people a hand up and out. And to
out-of-wedlock to a mother under the
colleagues on both sides of the
age of 18. It punishes any child who of the Committee on Ways and Means my
aisle, this week we have the opporhave
heard
from
hundreds
of
witnesses
hundreds
of
witnesses
happens to be born to a family already
tunity to truly end welfare as we know
on welfare. This bill does not guarantee from President Clinton's Secretary of it.
and Human
HumanSex-vices
Services to
to many
many of
that a child will have safe child care Health and
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield
the mothers who live on welfare.
welfare. Every
Every
when their parents work. It cuts
cuts SSI
SSI witness.
3
minutes
to
the
gentlewoman
from
Republican.
Democrat,
liberal.
liberal,
benefits to over 680,000
680.000 disabled chilConnecticut [Mrs. KENNELLY] a memconservative,
every
single
one
of
them
dren. Under this bill. State account- has told us that the current welfare ber of the Subcommittee on Human Reability for the death of a child is lim- system is an unmitigated disaster.
of the Committee on Ways and
ited simply to reporting the child's Yet during these days as we work sources
Means.
death. Finally, this bill adds to the inMrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Chairman,
to redesign this system, I conjuries of abused and neglected children hard
we do in
whatever
in welfare reform,
tinue
to
be
disappointed
by
the
tone
of
by cutting $2
S2 billion from Federal pro- the opposition's
oppositions rhetoric.
rhetoric. Opponents of there are some things we should not
grams to care for these children.
this bill assert that the reform-minded do. And one thing we should not do is
Americans must ask
ask what
what will
willhappen
happen to
to Republicans want to change
change the
the welwel- dismantle the nutrition programs that
these children?
children? The
The result,
result, without
without aa question
question fare bill only to save money, regardless are working so well around the counwill be an increase in the number of children of how it would affect the poor.
try.
who go to bed hungry.
H.R. 44 would eliminate the School
Make
no
mistake.
mistake,
Mr.
Chairman,
our
The Republican
billwill
willincrease
increase the
the risk of
Repubcan bill
changes save money, nearly $67 billion
over 5 years. But to my friends who say
that these savings will help the poor. I
mothers who .want to give birth to a child will ask,
ask. how much good has the $5 trillion
be pushed to consider ending
enthng their pregnancy. that we have spent in the last 30 years
The Republican bill
bill is
is a cruel
cruel attack
attack on on the welfare program done to solve
America's children but it also fails to provide or even lessen America's
Americas poverty?
the
the essential
essential tools
tools needed
needed by
by parents
parents who
who
Could it be that it is not the amount
a child in poverty suffering from abuse and ne-

glect. And yes, the result will
wilt be that some

want
want to move from welfare
we!fare to work. A mother of money that we are spending that is
who
who takes
takes aa minimum
minimum wage
wage job
job can
can only
only do
do wrong.
wrong, but rather the way in which we
so
so ifif she
she has
has access
access to
to safe
safe child
child care.
care. UnforUnfor- spend it? To the liberals in Congress,
Congress. I
tunately, this bill will cut Federal funds for child salute your intentions. You, too, want

care by 25 percent in the year 2000. This to help the poor, those people who
means that over 400,000 fewer children will
receive Federal child care assistance. Pennsylvania alone
atone will lose S25.7 million in Feder& child care assistance funding by
eral
by the
the year
year
2000. That means that over 15,000 children in
Pennsylvania will be denied Federal assistance for safe child care.
The legislation will result in America's poor
children being left home alone. Mothers who
are required
are
work will
will no
required by
by the
the State to work
no

longer be guaranteed child care. States that
seek to provide child-care assistance will have
to make up for Federal child care cuts by raid-

ing other State programs or increasing State
taxes.
Again, the Republican bill is tough on chil-

dren and weak on work. It allows States to
push a person off the welfare rolls and then
count that person toward meeting the Republican's so-called work requirement. There is no
requirement for education, training, and sup-

Lunch Program and other nutrition
nutrition

programs, replacing them with
programs.
with block
block
grants. Proponents keep saying this

will
will not
not make
make aa difference.
difference.
But if they are right, then why do the

child care and child nutrition block

grants have a 5-year change that picks
up $11.8
$11.8 billion?
billion? Something
Somethinghas
has to
to
change. and I am afraid that it will be
the whole point of the program—its nutritional value.
The same goes for food stamps. This
country has been blessed with abun-

truly do need our help. But the welfare dant farm land. It has been said we
system you built is a failure.
could feed the world. With the
the sugsug-

The welfare mothers whom I met gested changes in welfare arid
and other
with last weekend in my district at a budget changes such as the elimination
Head Start meeting told me that the of more than $7 billion in fuel assist-

welfare system,
system. or AFDC, is a negative ance program and more than $2 billion
system that pulls people down
down arid
and robs in low-income housing, food stamps bethem of their self-esteem,
self-esteem. and too often come more important.
devalues them and their ability to be Yes, we should get rid of waste and
productive members of our community. fraud. Yes,
Yes. we should prosecute those
Today we begin the process of lifting who traffic in food stamps. But do not
the weight of the old welfare
welfare system
system take food stamps away from those who
poor. the need them.
from the backs of America's poor,
reevolvement of America's welfare sysChanges such as eliminating benefits
tems. We are removing the perverse in- for
for children
children born
born out
out of
of wedlock
wedlock arid
and
centives that encourage people to go on their mothers make food stamps more
to welfare and,
and. once they are on there.
there, important for a healthy child. If people
that capture them and keep them on lose benefits and can't find a job. food
an endless cycle of dependency of gov- stamps are important.
ernment.
Let's not risk our children's health

The status quo fosters government and education by enacting a cut-and-

port services
services for
for individuals
individuals who
who need
need help
help dependency while our proposal fosters run nutritional block grant to replace
port
moving from welfare to
to aa job.
job. In
In fact,
fact, nearly
nearly personal responsibility. And it provides a successful Federal nutritional proSb
SlO billion for job training programs have
have been
been
cut from the first Republican welfare plan. Apparently these funds were needed more to pay
for tax cuts for upper income Americans.
Amencans.

the hope of work and the promise
promise of
of gram.
self-respect. We want to give people
Also. let us not get rid of national
Also,
self-respect. We want to restore their standards. In the School Lunch Proself-esteem through the dignity of gram. the elimination of standards put
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at risk the whole point of the pro- child has to hope.
hope to
to independence, and
Real
welfare
reform
must
be
about
grain—providing
gram—providing nutritional
nutritional meals.
meals.
to opportunity.
Opportunity.
replacing the welfare check with a payAnd I am very worried about
about the
the We
have offered here, in my view, a check. The Deal substitute's
substitutes time-limelimination of minimal standards
standards in
in
child welfare programs, which
which will
will be
be
even more underfunded and overburdened if these block grants happen and
could mean increased numbers of
abused children.
Minimal Federal standards have been

adopted in the past because we believe
there is a national interest in protecting children. Let us not forget that im-

portant point in the rush to pass welfare reform.

I strongly suspect H.R. 4 started off
in the right direction when
when itit was
was first
first
conceived. I am sure that there were

substantive conversations about the

need for child care, training, and work.
But it is no surprise that those deliberations changed when it was realized
that real welfare reform is
is very
very hard
hard to
do. It is certainly much easier
easier just
just to
to

send the entire problem back
back to
to the
the

States and take the S64 billion in savings and use them off the top to pay for
tax cuts.
I am also worried about taking children off disability. Yes, there
there has
has been
been
abuse, particularly in Arkansas
Arkansas arid
and
Louisiana, but fix the abuse. When I
Louisiana.
read the bill, it takes 250.000
250,000 off the
rolls. There were not 250,000
250.000 abusers.
God help the family
family that
that has
has a truly
disabled child.

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3
minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. ENGLISH]. a member of
the committee.
Mr. ENGLISH of Pennsylvania. Mr.

Chairman. I rise
Chairman,
rise in
in support
support of
ofH.R.
HR. 4,
4.
the Family Responsibility Act, and I

urge my colleagues to support it. I urge

tough love approach to welfare reform.
It is a sound one. Our reform
reform plan has
aa tough work requirement that will reto the
the dignity
dignity
introduce many families to
of work. Our bill stops subsidizing
subsidizing outoutof-wedlock births. Our bill establishes
real time limits to welfare. 2 years.
years, and
then up to 5 years, if someone stays in
a work program. And talking to people

characterize this bill as extreme. Perhaps in Washington it is considered
considered exex-

treme to give power to the States instead of elevating the HHS bureaucracy. But this I believe
believe is
is a mainstream proposal. It is also a compassionate proposal.

0 1715

The current welfare system is not
compassionate and we need to stop
measuring compassion by how many
checks we cut, by how many bureaucrats we employ, by the size of our approoriations. Instead, we need to start
propriations.
measuring compassion by how few people are on AFDC and on welfare and on

food stamps and by the access every
every

fits.

The Republican welfare reform bill
allows recipients to receive cash benefits for up
up to 22 years before they
they are
are rein my district.
district, they feel those time quired
work or even to look for
quired to
to work
limits are fair.
work.
Our bill cracks
provides the
the neccracksdown
down on
on deadbeat
The Deal substitute provides
necdads with tough new child support en- essary resources for welfare recipients
become self-sufficient,
forcement. Our bill links welfare rights to become
self-sufficient. but it also
also reto community responsibilities and cuts quires recipients to be responsible for
bureaucracy. consolidating
bureaucracy,
consolidating aa Byzantine
Byzantine their own actions by setting clear time
benefits. And no benefit will
maze of Federal welfare programs into limits on benefits,
be paid to anyone who refuses to work,
four flexible block grants.
Our legislation bars cash to unwed who refuses to look for work, or who
parents but it provides other services turns down ajob.
In addition to making individuals reto those parents. And our bill guaranretees funding to the States so
so that
that they
they sponsible for their own welfare, we demand that both parents must be
be rewill be able to provide those services.
reMr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield sponsible for their children. The sponthe Deal
Deal substitute
substitute recognize
if the
10 seconds to the gentleman from Ten- sors of
that in order to reform welfare, States
nessee [Mr. FORD].
FORt)].
to design
design and
and
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
the gengen- must have the flexibility to
rieman from Pennsylvania talked administer welfare programs tailored
tleman
about the Republican bill,
bill. H.R. 4, hav- to their unique needs and their own
circumstances.
ing these tough work requirements. I circumstances,
We believe that the States should not
just want to know, what page
page are
are these
these
tough work requirements on in this have to go through a cumbersome Federal waiver process in order to implebill?
bill? We
We need
need to
to see
see them.
them.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield ment innovative ideas in their welfare
3 minutes to the gentleman from Vir- programs. So the Deal substitute esthe Federal model for the
ginia [Mr. PAYNE], a member of the tablishes
work first program.
Committee on Ways and Means.
I believe the Deal substitute is the
Mr. PAYNE of Virginia. Mr. Chairgives the
the AmerAmerman, Republicans and Democrats alike only welfare bill which gives
agree that the current welfare
welfare system
system ican people what they really want, and

them to vote in
in supporting
supporting it,
it. to rere- does not work. Instead of requiring
duce dependency, to slash bureaucracy. work,
punishes those
those who
who go to
to promote personal responsibility, and work. it punishes
work. And instead of instilling perto strengthen families.
responsibility, it encourages deOur
Our legislation
legislation maintains
maintains the
the safety sonal
net for the poor.
poor, but in reforming
reforming the
the pendence on the Government: instead
and family
family
welfare system,
system. it will sound the death of encouraging marriage and
knell for the failed
failed liberal welfare stability, it penalizes two-parent families and rewards teenage pregnancies.
state.
Our bill is a mainstream approach, We all agree that welfare must be drasand I urge Members not to be deluded tically changed and that welfare should
by the harsh, partisan, intemperate only offer transitional assistance leadrhetoric they have heard here today. ing to work and not a way of life.
That is why I wish to speak on behalf
Our bill is tough on bureaucracy, not
on kids. Our bill is cruel to the status of the Deal substitute to the Repubquo,
quo. not the under class.
I heard my colleague from Michigan

ited work first program is designed to
get people into
into the
the work
work force as
quickly as possible.
possible, requiring
requiring all
all rerecipients to enter into a self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency
plan within 30 days of receiving bene-

I urge my colleagues to support this
bill.

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3
minutes to the gentleman from Nevada
[Mr. ENSIGN], a member of the commit(Mr.
tee.

(Mr. ENSIGN
ENSIGNasked
asked and
and was given
given
permission to revise and extend his reremarks.)

Mr. ENSIGN. Mr. Chairman, one of
the most difficult tasks to perform in
the Federal Government is to propose
fundamental change to a Federal program. The most difficult task is actuto go about making this change
bill. because we.
we, the cosponsors of ally
lican bill,
law.
Federal program is like
like aa huge
huge
the Deal substitute, are committed to cargoAship.
long as the ship is slowour Nation's
Nations ly laboringAs
making major changes in our
ahead on a set course, it
welfare system.
may operate relatively well.
well. When
When the
the
We support welfare reform that em- time
comes to change course, however,
phasizes work,
work. personal responsibility.
responsibility,
size and speed of the vessel create
and family stability. The Deal sub- the
momentum making the
s1itute imposes
stitute
imposes tough
tough work require- tremendous
of course difficult.
ments while providing opportunities change
Of course, the longer that change is
for education, training, child care,
care. and delayed, the more off course the ship
health care to support working people. gets, requiring more significant and
It provides States with the resources
resources more difficult and painful changes.
necessary for welfare reform to succeed
The other night on CBS.
CBS, there was a
without shifting costs to local govern- welfare documentary. Dan Rather, who
ments or requiring unfunded mandates. is not exactly known for his conservAnd it gives States the flexibility to ative thoughts. was the host of
of that
that
design arid administer the
the welfare
welfare propro- documentary. And I found it very ingrams they need without sacrificing teresting.
accountability to
accountability
to the Nation's
Nations tax- There was a single mom. She was in
payers.
a wheelchair, making $15,000 a year.
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They interviewed her. And she quesThe Deal substitute guarantees that Too many people who hate being on
tioned why someone should be receiv- those who can work will work. The welfare are trying to escape it—with
ing welfare when she worked. She was substitute ensures that a welfare recip- too little success.
in a wheelchair. She worked making ient is better off economically by tak- It is time for a fundamental change.
$15,000 a year. Her health care was not ing ajob than by remaining
remaining on
on welfare.
welfare. Instead of strengthening families and
provided for her, and she resented her
The substitute provides transitional instilling personal responsibility, the
tax dollars going for somebody else to assistance
families,
assistance in
in health care and child system penalizes two parent families.
be on welfare.
care, and it also improves outreach ef- and lets too many absent parents who
The interviewed another young forts to ensure that both recipients and owe child support off the hook.
woman who had gotten off of welfare employers make use of the earned inOur society can not—and should
not—afford a social welfare system
into work. And the pride that she now come
not—afford
come tax
tax credit.
credit.
took of having her young children see
I would urge my colleagues on both without obligations.
her go every day into work.
work.
'end welfare
welfare
sides of the aisle to support the Deal It is long past time to "end
as we know it."
I grew up with a single mom. There substitute.
were three of us at home. My father
Chairman, I yield 2 We need to move beyond political
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
provided no child support when I was minutes to the gentlewoman from Kan- rhetoric, and offer a simple compact
young. And I watched my mom get up sas LMrs.
[Mrs. MEYERS,
MEYERS},aamost
most important
important that provides people more opportunity
every day and go to work. That is what and valuable member of the majority in return for more responsibility.
commonsense criteria
we need in this country is to have chil- in putting together this bill and one of I have a few commorisense
dren watching their parents go to work the first advocates for the block grant which any welfare plan must meet to
get my vote.
It must require all able-bodied recipiMrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- ents
to work for their benefits.
man.
man,
I
am
so
pleased
to
be
be
able
able
to
to
supsupDuring that same program that
that Dan
Dan port this welfare reforms bill, the Per- It must require teenage mothers to

on a daily basis.
This welfare reform bill will help ensure that people go to work.

approach.

or other
other super-vised
supervised setRather hosted, they had two welfare sonal Responsibility Act. I believe that live at home or
moms on
moms
on that
that program.
program. And
And they welfare reform is simply the most im- ting.
It must create a child support enasked them, if you knew that your wel- portant issue facing our country today.
fare payments were going to
to stop
stop in
in aa Welfare reform must be done. We all forcement system with teeth so that
couple years. what would you do? The know this. And I would like to talk deadbeat parents support their children.
response was immediate, both of them
It must establish a time limit so that
said, well.
well. II would
wouldgo
goOut
out and
and get
get aajob.
job. today for just a minute about the innature of the current program. welfare benefits are only a temporary
We had testimony in front of the centive
Within the next 5 years.
years, if we do means of support.

human resources subcommittee from a

woman who counsels welfare recipi- nothing and continue our growth rate
ents. She asks every one of her classes. as it has been, over 80 percent of miwhat would you do if you knew that nority children and 40 percent of all
your welfare payments would end to- children in this country will be born
Out of
of wedlock.
wedlock. Unmarried
Unmarried women
women who
morrow? Every single one of them in out
out of
of wedlock
wedlock before
before finher classes respond by saying.
saying, I would bear children Out
ishing high school are far more likely
get aajob.
go get
job.
People say that the work require- to go on welfare and stay there for at
ments are not tough in this bill. Well. least 8 years. That is why more than 2
ago, I began pushing to end cash
I am sorry.
sorry, but I think that they are. years ago.
If after 5 years you can no longer
longer get
get benefits to teenagers who have a child
Out of
of wedlock
wedlock because what had startany kind of welfare benefits. I think out

It must be tough on those who have

defrauded the system—but not on innocent children.
And it must give States flexibility to

shape their welfare system to their

needs, while upholding the important
national objectives I havejust listed.
The Republican bill fails to meet
these criteria.
The Republican bill is weak on work.

It only requires 4 percent participa1996. far below the
tion in fiscal year 1996,
rate established under the 1988
that that is a pretty tough .work re- ed as a helping program had become an current
Family Support Act.
incentive.
quirement, because work is a lot better incentive.
quirement.
It is outrageous that any new work
For the past 30 years our welfare systhan going hungry.
would fall below current
message to
to young
young requirement
I rise in support and urge my col- tem has sent aamessage
women that the Federal Government law.
leagues to
to support
support H.R.
H.R. 4.
4.
leagues
Republican bill denies benefits
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield will make it okay. If you have a child toThe
children of mothers under 18.
Out of
of wedlock,
wedlock, the
the Government
Government will
1 minute to the gentleman from Okia- out
We must make parents—all parents—
horna
[Mr. BREWSTER].
this give you $500 a month AFDC, $300 a responsible
homa LMr.
BREWSTER}. who until this
for taking care of their own
month
food
stamps,
pay
all
your
medilast election was a member of the Comcal bills.
bills. In many cases.
cases, find you a children.
mittee on Ways and Means but has to cal
support is
is not
not
denying children support
place to live and pay for it. In many theBut
withdraw because of the ratio.
best way to do that.
(Mr. BREWSTER asked and
and was
was cases, send you to a job training proteenagers should be required
college. pay for your toInstead,
given permission to revise and extend gram or even a college,
demonstrate
responsibility by living
his remarks.)
child care and your transportation.
home and staying in school in order
This bill is not cruel and mean spir- at
Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. Chairman, I
receive assistance.
rise in opposition to H.R. 4. the Per- ited. What is really cruel is the current toThe
Republican bill is tougher on
women into
into children
sonal Responsibility Act, and ask my incentive that pulls young women
it is on the deadbeat dads
colleagues on both sides of the aisle to the system and holds them forever in who leavethan
them
behind.
support the Deal substitute.
this cruel trap. That is mean spirited.
The
Republicans
waited until
until the
the last
last
I want to commend my colleagues for That is cruel to both young women and moment to put child
support enforcedeveloping a comprehensive welfare re- their children,
children.
ment provisions in their bill—and then
form proposal
proposal which
whichII believe is the
We should continue our commitment removed the teeth that can bring in
only real alternative for replacing the to the vulnerable and the needy.
needy, but
but itit more than $2.5 billion (over 10 years)
welfare check with a paycheck. I am a is high time our Federal welfare poli- for kids.
strong advocate for welfare
welfare reform.
reform. UnUn- cies reflected that goal.
Instead of attacking deadbeats, the
fortunately. our current
fortunately.
current system
system rereMr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield Republican bill attacks children.
wards beneficiaries for staying on wel- 4 minutes to the gentleman from MaryIt eliminates the
the guarantee
guarantee that
fare.
land LMr.
[Mr. HOYER].
HOYER}.
every child in this country has at least
Welfare recipients are often penalized
Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. the
the curcur- one good meal a day.
when they get ajob because
because they
they often
often rent welfare system is at odds with the Despite rhetoric to the contrary.
contrary, the
have less money than they had while care values Americans share:
share: work,
work, opop- Republican bill cuts spending for child
on welfare.
portunity, family, and responsibility.
portunity.
nutrition programs $7 billion below the
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funding that would be provided by cur- The key to an honest workfare reMr.
Mr.
TALENT.
TALENT.
Mr.
Mr.
Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
the
rent law.
quirement, and our bill has that, is gentleman yield?
quirement.
Instead.
Instead, kids' food money will be that it talks about percentages of the Mr. FORD. I yield to the gentleman
used for tax cuts for the rich.
total case load. When we say 50 percent from Missouri.
Funding for the Women, Infants and of the welfare case load is going to be from
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. that is
Children Program is also reduced—and working by the beginning of the next why
our
bill,
and
as
the
gentleman will
provisions requiring competitive bid- century,
century, itit means
means 50
50 percent
percent of
of the
the peopeo- recall, the gentleman from Arkansas
ding on baby formula have been re- ple are going to be working by the be- LMr.
lanHUTCHINSON]. and I wrote this lanmoved.
moved.
ginning of the next century.
century, and it IMr. HUTCHINSON],
on Economic
Economic
That decision alone will take $1 bilbil- means they are going to be working. guage in the Committee on
lion of food Out
out of
of the
the mouths
mouths of
of chil- They are not going to be looking for a and Educational Opportunities, that is
our bill focuses the work requiredren each year.
year, and put the money in job an hour a week.
week, they are not going why
on people on welfare who are
the pockets of big business.
to be sitting in a class that somebody
somebody ments
to employability. Two-parent
This simply defies common sense.
calls education, they are going to be closest
families, parents with school age
No one in America could possibly working. That is the standard
standard that
that we
we AFDC
argue that
that this
this iss reform.
need to measure work everywhere children or above, those people can go
to work.
At a time when the need for foster throughout this debate.
Mr. FORD. Reclaiming my time, Mr.
care, group homes,
homes. and adoption is Mr. Chairman, the substitute
substitute offered
offered Chairman,
the vast majority of people
likely to rise dramatically, the Repub- by the gentleman from Georgia. IMr.
lican welfare plan would cut Federal DEAL], and I appreciate his efforts in on welfare are single mothers on welsupport for foster care and adoption by this regard, is flawed in several impor- fare. The two-parent family component
$4 billion over 5 years.
tant respects. For one thing,
thing. he
he defines
defines is something that the gentleman adWe can do better.
work as job search, so people can be dresses, but the participation level at
We must do better.
classified as working
classified
working under
under his
his bill,
bill, 50 percent by the year 2002 will not
This week, Democrats will offer NA- even though they are not working, send anyone into the work force.
Chairman. I yield
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
THAN DE.j's
THAN
D's bill
billas
asaasubstitute,
substitute, which
which they are searching for ajob.
reinforces the family values all AmeriThe States will presumably be given 3 minutes to the gentleman from MasNEAL], a member of the
cans share.
the authority to define that. That is sachusetts [Mr. NEAL].
It gives people access to the skills part of the problem that we had in the Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. NEAL.
NEAL.Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman, I thank
they need, and expects work in return. past. He counts toward meeting the
It does not wage war on Americas work participation requirements, peo- the gentleman for yielding time to me.
children.
Mr. Chairman, I have served as chairple who normally move off of welfare
man, co-chairman of a task
task force
force here
here
Most importantly, it is a common- anyway. In any given year there is like man.
House. on the Democratic side.
side,
sense approach, which gives back the half
half aa million
million people
people who
who will
will move
move off
off in the House,
in support of reforming the current
welfare. at least temporarily.
dignity that comes with work, personal welfare,
responsibility, and independence.
My understanding of the gentleman's welfare system. I think we can all
substitute is that it permits those peo- agree today that the current system ill
D 1730
1730
ple to be counted by the States toward serves the taxpayer and ill serves the
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman. I yield 3 meeting the participation require- beneficiary.
minutes to the gentleman from Mis- ments. They would get off welfare anyMy experience in coming to this
souri IMr.
souri
IMr.TALENT],
TiErr]. who
whohas
hasbeen
been very
very way.
way, at least temporarily. If you are House is different than most of the
active in the preparation of HR. 4.
going to do that, you need to count the Members because I served as mayor of
Mr.
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I thank net increase of people who are getting a major city. We have all concluded, as
the gentleman for yielding time to me. off welfare because of work.
ELEANOR HOLMES
Hou%4Es NORTON
NORTON has
has said,
said, that
that
Mr. Chairman, today we enter on an
system is
is decadent.
decadent.
We are going to go into this in a lot the current welfare system
historic debate about a bill that will more detail in the days to come. Mr. Senator
warnedus
us30
30 years
years
SenatorMOYNIHAN
MomntAN warned
replace a failed welfare system with a Chairman. The point I want to make ago that the system had to be changed.
system that is based on marriage, on about work is that it has to be an hon- President Clinton 2 years ago sugfamily, on responsibility, and on work. est work requirement.
requirement, people working. gested that we should end welfare as
I want to address in my remarks now, people actually working, not looking we know it, and he ought to get some
and I am stjre
sure it will come up later as for a job, not consuming an enormous credit for that suggestion.
well, the whole issue of work.
amount of the taxpayers' money to be
Mr. Chairman, 1 Out
out of
of 33 children
children in
There have been past welfare reform trained for some kind of vice presi- America is currently born Out of wedbills which
which have
have purported to be dent'sjob.
dent'sjob, but working.
lock. One of my constituents, Barbara
workfare bills. The 1988 bill, which was
There are a number of States that
Whitehead. has done remarkable
a bipartisan
bipartisanbill,
bill, purported to be a are already doing that. It is very effec- Defoe
research in drafting those conclusions.
workfare bill. Everybody was going to tive in introducing the dignity of work In 1976.
1976, at the Democratic State conwork under the bill. Six years later we into those families. It is effective
effective in
in vention in Massachusetts.
I spoke in
have less than percent of the case moving those people who are almost support of Massachusetts,
a
workfare
requirement.
load working.
employable off of the welfare rolls and However, I want to say today in the
People need to understand what work into work. That is how we ought to well of this House. that it is that sage
has meant in the past to people
people who
who measure
measure the
the success
success of
of the
the program.
program.
and principled conservative on the Rehave really been defending the status Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield publican side,
side. the gentleman from Illiquo. It has been an excuse for vast new 1 minute to the gentleman from Ten- nois. HENRY HYDE,
HYDE. who said 'there is
expansions of the welfare state, con- nessee [Mr. FORD].
no
such
thing
as illegitimate children.
bureaucracies, and Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, on page 26 There may well
structing vast new bureaucracies.
be some illegitimate
illegitimate
nobody ends up working, but they will of the Personal Responsibility Act,
Act. the parents." We
We should
should acknowledge
tell you that x percent of the case load work activities under the Republican today on the Democratic
side that we
is working.
bill, one of the things the gentleman are the ones that pushed for aa strong
strong
What they do not tell you is that
that has talked about, the Deal bill,
bill, the
the job
job child support component.
they exempt up front a huge percent- search, is a part of that bill as well.
The Republican alternative did not
age of the case loads from the workfare
Members on the gentleman's side roll even speak to the issue of child suprequirements, so if they say 50 percent people off the welfare rolls but they go port. and they called their bill the Perof the people who are working, they out
Out with
with no
no job.
job. There are absolutely sonal Responsibility Act. What indihave already exempted 80 percent or 90 no jobs at all. I need to just
just find
find Out
out cates more personal responsibility
responsibility than
than
percent of the people from the begin- where it is in H.R.
HR. 44 that all these jobs supporting the children we bring into
ning.
will take place.
this
this world?
world?
1
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Mr. Chairman, I offered in committee significant
significantoverhaul
overhaul of
of our societal chance to be bipartisan on this issue.
a series of amendments that stated em- safety net.
The Senate will move, also,
also. The Presiphatically that those amendments had
Go home and listen to your constitu- dent wants welfare reform. Let us do it
the support of Bill Weld and Bill Clin- exits:
these reforms
reforms represent
represent the will right instead of trying to be the toughents: these
ton. Not one of those amendments was of the people. No longer will
will the
the GovGov- est or the meanest.
passed at the Committee on Ways and ernment
ernment reward
rewardchildren
children for having Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I include the following
Means level.
children. No longer will we reward famMr. Chairman, I am astounded today ilies for having a second baby when for the RECORD: THE
TI-LE

that there is no work requirement in they cannot afford the first. No longer
the Republican bill, but there is a work will the taxpayers pay to support adrequirement in the Democratic bill. We
suggest that you have to be enrolled in
a program of self-sufficiency from day
one. Work is the ultimate personal responsibility.

WHTr House.
WHITE
HOUSE.

Washington,
Washington, DC.
1995.
DC.March
March 20. 1995.

MR. LEADER: This week, the historic
diction. No longer will Washington
Washington imimdebate we have begun on welfare repose top-down solutions to problems national
form will move to the floor
floor of
of the
the House
House of
of
they do not understand.
Representatives. Welfare
Welfare reform
reform is
is aa top
top pripri.
We will put an end to the big Govern- ority for my Administration and for AmeriDEAR

ment attempt to address these prob- cans without regard to party. I look forward
to working
working with
with Republicans
Republicans and
and Democrats
Democrats
If we want to reverse the decadent lems and return to a sense of respon- to
wrong, to in both houses of Congress to enact real resystem of welfare, we have an oppor- sibility. a sense of right and wrong.

tunity to offer a hand up and not a the American safety net.
Chairman. I congratulate the
handout. That is what the Democratic
Democratic Mr. Chairman,
three chairmen in the three commitproposals suggest.

Mr. Chairman, I want to say today tees on the fine work they have done,
that the Democratic legislation offered and this body for finally bringing this
by the gentleman from Georgia [Mr. issue before the American people, and
bill.
DEAL], is a piece of legislation that all urge support of this bill,
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman. I yield
of us in this House ought to be able to
rally around. Just as importantly, it 2 minutes to the gentleman from New
seems to me at the end of the day that Mexico LMr. RICHARDSON].
(Mr.
(Mr. RICHARDSON asked and was
if we really want to honor personal responsibility. that we do that through a given permission to revise and extend
strong and sound work requirement. his remarks.)
Mr. RICHARDSON.
RICHARDSON.Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
That is what Our
our bill has done.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I yield welfare is the biggest hot button issue
welfare. not
myself 10 seconds to tell the gentleman of the year. Let us reform welfare,
that was just in the well praising the try to see who is the meanest or the
Deal deal
Deal
deal that the Deal substitute toughest.
Welfare has not worked,
worked. The Amerwould wipe out the work requirements
in the Massachusetts law. It is a law ican people want us to move individthat the gentleman should be very uals from dependency to work, they
want us to cut Federal bureaucracy,
bureaucracy.
proud of and that he should protect.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to and they want us to fight fraud in the
the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. current system. The Republican plan
MARTINI).
MARTINIJ.

Mr.

MARTINI.

Mr.

Chairman.
Chairman,

I

thank the gentleman for yielding
yielding time
time
to me.

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. 30 years of ever-ex-

panding arid
and growing anti-poverty pro-

form that promotes work and responsibility
and makes
makes welfare
welfare what
what itit was
was meant
meant to
to be:
be:
and
second chance,
chance, not
not aa way
way of
of life.
life.
aa second

In the last two years, we have put the

country on the road to ending welfare as we
know
know it.
it. In
In 1993.
1993. when
when Congress
Congresspassed
passedowour
economic plan, we cut taxes for 15 million
working Americans and rewarded work over
welfare. We collected a record level of child
welfare,
support in 1993—59
1993—$9 billion—and last month I

signed an executive order to crack down on
federal employees who owe child support. In
two years.
years, we have granted waivers from fed-

eral rules to 25 states,
states. so that half the country is now carrying Out significant welfare
reform experiments that promote work and
responsibility instead of undermining it.
I have always sought to make welfare reform a bipartisan issue. I still believe it can
and must be. Unfortunately, the House Republican bill in its current form does not appear to offer the kind of real welfare reform
that Americans in both parties expect. It is
too weak on moving people from welfare to
work, not as tough as it should be on deadbeat parents,
parents. and too tough on innocent chil-

does not accomplish any of these goals,
goals.
because they do not have the same dren.
year.
year, I sent Congress the most sweepgoals most Americans have. They have ingLast
welfare reform plan any administration
washed their hands on the real welfare has ever presented. It did not pass, but I beproblem, arid
problem.
and moved on to finance for lieve the principles and values at its core
the tax cut,
cut. finance on the backs of will be the basis of what ultimately does
legal immigrants who pay taxes, abide pass:
by the laws, and enrich our culture.
First, the central goal of welfare reform
The Republican bill does not even try must be moving people from welfare to work,

grams have not erased poverty
poverty from
from
our midst. We have spent $5 trillion
trying to address this problem, yet the to solve the root problem of poverty,
poverty.
percentage of children living in pov- education, jobs, training, nutrition
for
erty is unchanged from what it was in kids. In fact, their plan does not con1965.
work requirements and acWorse, we have seen illegitimate tain strict
creates disinitiatives to work. It
births more than quadruple, and have tually
destroys temporary
temporary child
child care
care and
and
subsidized the rise of the single-parent destroys
transportation
for people who want to
family in our country.
The Democratic plan is strong
Today nearly 30 percent of all births work.
work, actually requiring proposals
in our Nation are illegitimate. In 1992. on
that enable recipients preparing for
the Federal Government alone spent and
engaging in work,
work. providing reS305 billion on 79 overlapping means$305
tested social welfare programs, but our
problems still persist.

sources for the assistance needed to become self-sufficient,
self-sufficient. such as education.
education,
training, child care, and transporCongress and the bureaucracy in training.
Washington continue to insist that tation.
The Democratic plan supports chilthey know what the poor in our com- dren,
dren. maintaining the national com-

where they will
will ear-n
earn aa paycheck.
paycheck, not a welfare check. I believe we should demand and

reward work, not punish
punish those
those who
who go
go to
to
work. If people need child care or job skills
in order to go to work, we should help them
get it. But within two years, anyone who can
car'
work must go to work.
This is not a partisan issue: Last year. 162
of 175 House Republicans co-sponsored a bill.

HR. 3500,
3500. that promoted work in much the
same
same way
way as
as our
our plan.
plan. But
But the
the current
current House
House
Republican
Republican bill
bill you
you will
will consider
consider this
this week
week

falls
fails to promote work,
work. and would actually
make
make itit harder
harder for
for many
many recipients
recipients to
to make
make
it in the workplace. It cuts child care for
people
people trying
trying to
to leave
leave welfare
welfare and
and for
for workwork-

ing people trying to stay off welfare, removes any real responsibility for states to

munities need. For years they have mitment of providing a safety net for provide job placement and skills, and gives
been beholden to the ill-conceived no- kids, while requiring their parents to states a perverse incentive to cut people off
tion that we can only consider our- become self-sufficient, guaranteeing whether or not they have moved into a job.
just get
get cut
cut off
off without
without going to
selves a compassionate Nation if Wash- child care to families while the parents When people
peoplejust
ington prescribes solutions to societal are preparing for work or working, and work, that's not welfare reform. I urge you
to pass a welfare reform bill that ends welproblems.

maintain the national commitment to
Mr. Chairman, this system has done protecting children from abuse
abuse and
arid
worse than fail us. It has betrayed us. abandonment.
Something needs to change,
change, but
but for
for
G 1745
C
years this body has been unwilling to
address welfare reform. Finally,
Finally, today.
today,
Mr. Chairman, this is a historic
historic bill
bill
we are debating a genuine attempt at a and a historic debate. We have a

fare as we know it by moving people from

welfare to work.
Second. welfare reform must make responsibility a way of life. We
We should
should demand
demand reresponsibility from parents who bring children
into the world,
world. not let them off the hook and

expect taxpayers to pick up the tab for their
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neglect. Last year. my Administration pro- other meal each
each day,
day, at
at aa cost
costof
ofonly
only$1
Si per
per
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 4
posed the toughest child support enforce- student.
minutes
gentleman from
minutes to the gentleman
from GeorGeorment measures ever put forward.
forward, If we colIn
in the last few days Republicans have been gia [Mr.
[Mr. COLLINS].
COLLINS], aa member
member of
of the
lected all the money that deadbeat parents
the

daiming they are not really cutting the School
Lunch Program—apparently
Program---apparently they realize how
I am grateful to members in both parties ludicrous their plan isis and
and are
are running
running for
for
for already agreeing to include most of the cover—but this is
is aafalse
false claim:
claim: Their
Their supsuptough child support measures from our wel- posed spending "increases" don't take into acfare reform plan. This week. I hope you will
nsing food costs, inflation, or increases
go further, and require states to deny drivers count rising
and professional
professionallicenses
licenses to
to parents
parents who in number of kids who need the program; in

committee.
Mr.
Mr. COLLINS
COLLINS of Georgia.

a clear signal: No parent in America has a committee
committee worksheets
worksheets, not
not
right to walk away from the responsibility legislation.

know it today."
Well, to end it does not mean you reform it. It means you change it. Be-

should pay. we could move 800.000 women and
children off welfare immediately.

refuse to pay child support. We have to send tact,
fact, many of the increases were written on
to raise their children.

Third. welfare reform should discourage

teen pregnancy and promote responsible
parenting. We must discourage irresponsible
behavior that lands people on welfare in the
first place,
place, with
with aa national
national campaign
canipaign against
against
first
teen pregnancy that lets young people know
it is wrong to have a child outside marriage.
Nobody should get pregnant or father a child

who isn't prepared to raise
raise the
the child,
child, love
love
the child, and take responsibility for the

in

the proposed

New State allocation formulas are flawed—
they are based on number of meals served in
a State,
Slate, without regard to whether
whether meals
meals are
are
served free to poor children.
Also, States may divert 20 percent of its nutrition funding to other programs under the Republican
publican proposal. Flexibility
Flexibility iss a popular
theme right now, but the Republican plan simpy abandons
ply
abandons any
any Federal
Federal safety net for innocent, hungry kids,
kids.
Can
Can Republicans
Republicans truly
truly say
say they
they are
are not
not disdis-

I

appreappre-

ciate the gentleman yielding me the
time.

Mr. Chairman, the President during
his campaign ran on the platform of
changing welfare,
changing
welfare. In fact he said.
said.

"We're
We're going to end welfare
welfare as
as we
we

cause to reform it only just changes

the shape of it and leaves the
the same
same subsubstance. Is change necessary? It is long
answer is yes.
overdue and the answer
yes, it is.
is.
Why? It is because 26 percent of the

families in this country are in some

way. some shape,
shape, some
way,
some form or
or fashion
fashion
drawing some type of government ben-

efit that comes under the entitlement
child's future.
childs
of welfare. Twenty-six
Twenty-six percent'
percent of the
I know members of Congress in both parties care about this issue. But many aspects mantling the school program? No, but they families.

of the current House plan would do more can
What is the real problem with welcan say
say they've
they've saved billions of dollars to
harm than good. Instead of refusing to help
fare. the real root of the problem? It is
fare,
their wealthy friends at tax time.
teen mothers and their children, we should help
For the food programs alone, 175,000 New called cash. The old saying cash is the
require them to turn their lives around—to
root of all evil. Cash has been the real
Mexicans will become ineligible for assistance:

live at home with their parents,
parents, stay
stay in
in
and is the real problem in welschool, and identify the child's
child's father.
father. We
We State estimated to lose $5 million for School problem
should demand responsible behavior from Lunch Program, $21
$21 mHiion
million for
for child and adult fare.
What is the history of cash in welpeople on welfare, but it is wrong to make care food programs,
programs, and
and $45
$45 million
million for
for food
food
fare? It goes back to the mid 1930's. In
small children pay the price for their par- stamps.
ents' mistakes.
fact itit was
was called
called Aid to Dependent
Mexico also
afso slated to lose $21 million fact
Finally, welfare reform should give states forNew
Children, later called AFDC. It was acassistance
for
needy
families,
$21
million
more flexibility in return for more accounttually created in 1935 as a cash grant to
ability. I believe we must give states far for blind and disabled children, and $5 million enable
enable States
Statesnow,
now, II want
want to repeat
more flexibility so they can do the things for child care costs.
they want to today without seeking waivers.
Can the Republicans truly
trufy say they have not that, to enable States to aid needy

children, children who did not have faBut in its current form, the House Repub- devised a cold-hearted, ineffective program?
thers at home.
lican
lican bill
bill may
may impede
impede rather
rather than
than promote
promote
Can Republicans deny that they are creatWas the AFDC program intended
intended to
to
reform and flexibility. The proposal leaves ing a long list of unfunded mandates? States
states vulnerable to economic
economic recession
recession and
and have asked for flexibility. But clearly they have be an indefinite program? No.
No, it was
demographic change,
change. putting working families at risk. States will have less money for

not asked for the additional burdens the Re-

move people from welfare to work. And there

publican welfare
we'fare plan imposes.
Finally, lost in much
much of
of the
the debate
debate over
over welwefare reform is the fact that the Republican plan

dren. We will not achieve real reform or
state flexibility if Congress just gives the
states more burdens and less money, and
fails to make work and
arid responsibility
responsibility the
the

legal immigrants.
That's right—not undocumented workers,
but legal immigrants.
immigrants.

child care. training, and other efforts to

will not be any accountability
accountability at
at the
the federal
federal
level for reducing
reducing fraud
fratd or protecting chilchil- is financed almost entirely on the backs of

law of the land.

Their plan
p'an denies nearly all benefits to peo-

ple who pay taxes,
taxes, abide
abide by
by the
the laws,
aws, enrich
While the current House plan is weak on pie
work,
on children.
children. Cutting
Cutting our culture and our economy.
work. it is very tough on

school lunches and getting tough on disabled
Studies show that immigrants actually crechildren and children
chiidren in foster care is not my ate a net benefit of $28 billion to the American

idea of welfare reform. We all have a national interest in promoting the well-being
of our children and in putting government
back in line with our national line.

economy.

But Republicans haven't studied the real
facts to know what
what their
their cost
cost and
and block
block grants
grants

not to last forever. The priority
priority of
of itit
was to help children whose fathers
were either deceased or disabled or un-

able to work. The program was supposed to sunset after the Social
Social SecuSecurity laws were changed but they never

were sunsetted. When AFDC was created, no one ever imagined that a fathers
ther's desertion and out-of-wedlock
births would replace the father's death
or disability as the most prevalent reason for triggering the need for
for assistassistance,
ance. No one ever dreamed that fathers
have.
would abandon children as they have,

In order to facilitate the sunset of

the AFDC program, in 1939 the Federal
Government expanded Social Security

wifl create—because that's never been their benefits by adding survivors
appreciate all
all the
the work
work that
that you
you have
have will
II appreciate
survivors benefits.
benefits,
goaL
goal.

done on this issue, and I am
an, pleased that the
country is finally engaging in this important
debate. In the end,
end. I believe we can work it

Don't be deceived—this entire plan is about

tax relief for rich people, it has nothing to do

out
Out together,
together, as
as long
long as
as we
we remember
remember the
reason or ending welfare as we know it.
values this debate is really about. The dig- with
Democrats are strong on
on walk:
walk' Democratic
Democratic
nity of work, the bond of family, and the virtue of responsibility are not Republican val-

ues or Democratic values. They are Amer-

proposals actually require that recipients prepare for and
and engage
engage in
in work; provide resources for the assistance needed to become

ican values—and no child in America should
ever have to grow up without them.
self-sufficient,
self-sufficient, such as education, training,
Sincerely.
child care, and transportation.
BILL.
CLINTON.
BILL CLINTON.
Democrats support
suppo# children: Democrats
Republican plan doesn't attack fraud—in maintain the national commitment to providing
tact it will dismantle many programs where
fraud has been nonexistent—such as the Nu-

trition and School Lunch Programs.

These programs have undisputed health
and education benefits, and nutritious meals
meats
are served to chHdren,
children, who
who may
may not
not get an-

a safety net for kids, while requiring their parents to become self-sufficient; guarantee child
care to families while the parents are preparing for work or working; maintain the national
commitment to protecting children from abuse
and abandonment

This was to help wives and children of
workers who died at an early age.
In 1956 the Federal Government
added disability benefits to Social Se-

curity to try to cover those children
whose fathers were unable to work be-

cause of some severe disability. But

rather than sunset AFDC, the program
continued to grow and has ballooned in
recent years.
years, because the very nature
of the program has encouraged illegitimacy and irresponsible behavior.
Let me give Members a few statistics. In 1940, 41 percent of
of children
children on
on
AFDC.
AFDC, their father had died. The fathers had abandoned 30 percent of the
children,
children. The fathers were disabled to
work for 27 percent. In 1992.
1992, listen to
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these figures: 1.6 percent of the chil- occupation, professional,
professional. and
and driver's
drivers are going to be frightened about losing
drens fathers have died: 86 percent of licenses
their driver's license? Take their prochildren on AFDC. their fathers have
We owe it to our children to have the fessional license. That is a good idea.
abandoned them: and only 4.1 percent. financial support of both parents and too. Now they will not be able to work.
the fathers are disabled towork.
to the taxpayers who fund the irrespon- That is another person on welfare,
welfare.
Mr. Chairman, the AFDC system has sible behavior of deadbeat parents.
Lets garnish
Let's
garnish their
their wages
wages to the IRS.
created a problem. a real problem. It
I urge my colleagues to lend their We will find ways to get after their
has encouraged irresponsible behavior support to the Deal substitute and real money.
by embracing a philosophy that says welfare reform.
Food stamps-.—S1.8
stamps-.—$l.8 billion wasted on
the government will take care of a Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman. I yield
stamps through fraud and abuse
child if a father won't. H.R. 4 stops this 2 minutes to the gentleman from Penn- food
and we are on this floor talking about
problem. It stops cash benefits in cer- sylvania
[Mr. FATrAH(.
sylvania LMr.
FATrAH].
can't reform it, we can't
can't fix
fix it.
it. We
We
tain years. requires personal
personal responrespon- (Mr. FATI'AH asked and was given we
are
going
to
fix
it.
We
are
going
to
resibility and it gives the States the permission to revise and extend his re- form
form it.
flexibility, the very same thing that marks.)
What is wrong
wrong with
with work?
work? IIcan't
cant bebe-

was
was supposed
supposed to
to happen
happen in
in 1935
1935 to
to hanhanMr. FATTAH.
FATI'AH. I thank the gentleman
what people are saying here. Not
dle the Situation.
situation.
from Florida [Mr. GIBBONS] the distin- lieve
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield guished ranking member for his gra- enoughjob training.

I worked as a dishwasher. II cleaned
cleaned
2 minutes to the gentleman from Ala- cious decision to allow me some time. toilets.
grandmother came from
bama LMr.
(Mr. BROWDER].
BROWDER].
Mr. Chairman, we begin now a debate Poland.My
She made 28 beds a day in a
Mr.
Mr. BROWDER.
BROWDER. II thank the gen- on one part of the process of reforming
Lodge Motel. She
She cleaned
cleaned 28
28 tOitoitleman for yielding me the time.
welfare in the United States of Amer- Travel
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I rise in strong sup- ica. I would like to point to two re- lets a day to be an American citizen.
port of the Deal substitute to the Per- ports, one by the Progressive Policy In- She learned to speak English. She was
sonal Responsibility Act.
stitute.
stitute, and the other by the Cato In- proud to be an American and proud to
This substitute bill reforms welfare stitute which refer to corporate welfare be in this country.
But
today, no.
But today.
no, jobs aren't
aren't good
good
by helping those who want to help in this country.
country, and they talk about
themselves. It does
doesnot
not punish
punish the the direct subsidies of Federal taxpayer enough. Can't take thatjob. Don't have
poor. It will not cut school lunches. It money,
money. some
some $86
$86 billion
billioninindirect
directsui'bsub- enough training.
I was a wrecker, an auto mechanic.
mechanic. II
will not force children off SSI without sidies to corporations.
corporations, and
and another
another S100
$100
Now II am
am aa
due process.
billion or so in tax breaks to aid to debillion
de- worked at a golf course. Now
proud Member of the United States
The goals of work and responsibility pendent corporations in our country.
are achieved by combining work first
I find it interesting that this Con- Congress. Nojob is beneath me.
But we are talking like unless we
with time limits and requirements that gress and the new majority would want
recipients follow an individual respon- to begin its assault on welfare by at- given them an
an appropriate
appropriate level
level of
of
sibility plan. In addition,
addition, the
the subsub- tacking children and families who are training to seek the job that they have
stitute's estimated $10 billion in sav- in the greatest need rather than at- always dreamed of, then they are going
ings will be earmarked for deficit re- tempting to address a more fair ap- to stay on welfare and we are going to
duction.
proach in terms of this issue that could spend billions and billions of dollars of
Mr. Chairman. I hope that after the have been followed if one would have our tax dollars on deadbeats, on people
last speech is given arid
and the final vote taken the time to look at these re- that don't want to work.
is cast, that the Deal substitute will ports. The $84 billion that would be afI have got to tell you, this Congress
prevail. This plan will really help our fected by the actions relative to aid to has got to be serious about reform, not
fellow Americans move from
from welfare
welfare to
to families with dependent children and about just throwing out threats, havwork.
the child nutrition programs and ing lunches with children in schools in
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield school
school lunches,
lunches, those
those savings could our district, saying that the Repub1 minute to the gentleman from Penn- have easily occurred by scaling back licans are going to end feeding children
sylvania (Mr.
[Mr. HOLDEN).
HOLDEN].
some of the outrageous benefits
benefits that
that at school lunches, the Republicans are
Mr. HOLDEN. I thank the gentleman we provide as a Nation supposedly
supposedly in
in going to starve children.
for yielding me the time.
fiscal crisis to corporations, multi-bilDont believe
Don't
believe itit for
for aa minute, AmerMr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise today in strong lion-dollar corporations each and every ica. We are not going to starve our
support of the Deal substitute and its year.
children. A 4.5-percent increase
increase per
per
provisions for greater child support enI would
just ask
ask that
that as we begin this year in the Republican bill for school
wouldjust
forcement.
debate that the Members of this House lunches increased. We are not going to
Members of this core group of mod- be mindful of the contradictions of this starve people. We are going to take
erates have worked hard to expand process today.
care of America. We are going to make
upon last year's mainstream forum
forum Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 it work again.
proposal and build a consensus among minutes to the gentleman from Florida
Chairman. I yield
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
those wishing to make meaningful arid [Mr. FOLEY].
3 minutes and 40 seconds to the genlong-lasting changes to our current Mr. FOLEY. I thank the gentleman tleman
Ueman from Utah LMr.
[Mr. ORTON].
ORTON].
welfare system.
from Florida [Mr. SHAW], the chair(Mr. ORTON asked and was given
As the former sheriff of Schuylkill man.
man, for his work on this very, very permission to revise and extend his reCounty in my home State of Penn- important issue.
marks.)
marks.)
sylvania. I have firsthand knowledge of
When I go home and I read the papers
Mr. ORTON. I thank the gentleman
how difficult it can be to collect unpaid over the weekend.
weekend, I wonder what we for yielding me the time.
time.
child support.
are all doing up here because the reMr. Chairman, there are few things
Under the Deal substitute, all par- ports are very draconian.
that more people agree upon
upon than
than the
the
ents would be accountable to their The Republicans
Republicans are
are taking
taking food
foodOut
out fact that our welfare system is a failchildren through:
of the children's
childrens mouths.
mouths. That we are ure. Today, our welfare system often
First, increased paternity establish- really just throwing people
people Out
Out in
in the
the provides people who choose
choose not
not to
to work
work
ment;
ment:
streets.
with a better deal than those who
Second.
Second, central registries of child
The President suggests deadbeat choose to take a job. I am pleased that
support orders in each State:
dads,
dads. we take their driver's license. Congress has committed to reform this
Third, uniform interstate enforce- They must be quaking in their boots failed system.
Third.
ment procedures:
procedures; and
that we are going to take their driver's
However, it is not enough to say we
Fourth, punitive measures for dead- license.
Fourth.
have reformed the welfare system. We
beat parents such as direct
directincome
income
These are people who are not
not paying
paying must reform
reform the
the system
systemso
sothat
that it
withholding and State option to revoke for their children's welfare and they works. By that,
that. I mean we must create
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I
find
it
astounding
that
a
bill
can
sifare
reform,
which
is
acknowlican
ican people
people consider the premise of multaneously restrict successful state edgment that indeed another
welfare
systems
welfare reform: a
a system
system based
based on
on reform efforts
efforts and
and offer
offerno
noprotectic)n
protectior
our country have to be changed.
work, that provides transitional assist- to people on welfare who are willing to inThey
attack ours as saying why deance to those in need, and that does work—it is the worst of both worlds. nationalize
welfare and allow 50 new
not harm innocent children.
The bill guarantees that people will get
Many of the things I am hearing kicked off the system if they meet a bureaucracies to crop up in the 50
States. The answer is a question: Has
about the Personal Responsibility Act certain time limit, but it ties
ties the
the
today sound right on target. For in- States' hands in designing a program the national program worked? The anstance.
flexibility and
and that would avoid this outcome for peo- swer is no. They acknowledge that it
stance, I support State flexibility
has not worked or else they would not
allowing programs to better meet the pie
ple who are willing to work.
needs of unique communities.
We are back to the old
old one-size-fits-aU
one-size-fits-an Fed- be offering substitutes or calling for a
years,
In addition, I agree that we should eral
eral solution,
so'ution, only
only this
this time
time we are prohibiting bipartisan effort now after 40 years.
discourage out-of-wedlock births and certain actions rather than mandating them. after 40 years to try to reform the syspromote marriage. Finally.
Finally, I wholewhole- Congress is on one hand saying that it trusts tem.
The question is: Shall we do someheartedly agree that we should end the States to make sensible fair
fairchoices
choices about
about
cycle of dependency.
block grant monies and on the other than say- thing about it now, move ahead boldly
In fact.
fact, I think the majority of the ing States must adhere to federal restrictions.
restrictions, and fearlessly to try to change the svstem? The answer is yes,
Nation would join me in commending
yes. and
and it is
I am also
a'so concerned that there is no method tern?
by every
these laudable goals. The unfortunate provided under the Personal
every American
American who
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act
Act agreed to by
thing about the Personal Responsibil- that
that allows
aVows states
statesto
to contest
contest the
the restrictions
restrictions thinks about the subject. And it is acity Act is that it does not achieve defined by the block grant itif they hinder the
the knowledged. I repeat, by the new mithese goals.
nority.
nority, the now new seekers of welfare
States ability to meet
State's
meet the
the purposes outlined
outlined in
in
Instead of allowing State flexibility.
flexibility, section 401 of
of the
the biD.
bill.
reform whom we asked to join with us
the bill limits the people who can be
The Utah
Utah program
program required
required 46
46 Federal
Federal GovGov- in passing meaningful new majorityserved with block grant funding. These ernment
emment waivers.
waivers. think
think itit would
wouldbe
be aa tragedy
tragedy type of welfare reform.
limitations directly contradict the if
if Utah
Utah had
had not
not had an opportunity
opportunitytotoaddress
address
I thank the gentleman for yielding
stated purpose of
of enhancing
enhancing State some of the
the incredible
incredible perverse
perverse incentives
me this time.
ncentives in
in
flexibility. I would like to illustrate the
the current
system.InInthethe
same
light, I do
current system.
same
hght,
do not
not
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman. I yield
the negative impact that restrictions want to
to see
see aanew
newFederal
Federal system
system created
created myself such time as I may consume.
in this bill will have on successful re- under
under which
which States
States like
like Utah have no means
means
Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
form efforts currently
form
currently being
being imple- to
to address
address problems
problems with
with Federal dictates. Pennsylvania is a clever debater, but
mented at the State level.
Conservative mandates
Conservative
mandates are
are no
better
than
libno better than
his facts are wrong. I introduced a welIn Utah, we have a demonstration eral mandates.
fare reform bill last year. had hearings
program that is enjoying great
great success
success
is clear about
One thing
thing is
about the bill
bill before us: on it, ran into a filibuster of great
in assisting people into the labor mar- a successful
successful program
program in
in my
my district
district would
woutd not magnitude
magnitude and
and we
we could
could not
not make
make
ket. The AFDC caseload in one area be
be able
ab'e to
to function
function in the
the same
sameway.
way.This
Thisbill
bill progress on it.
has decreased by 33 percent in just 2 would
would force
force aa State
State like
like Utah
Utahto
tocreate
create aa parWe reformed the welfare program in
years—the best part of this statistic is allel State bureaucracy toto serve people
people that
that do 1988. We reformed it in the 1960's. No
that it represents people who are work- not
not meet
meet Federal
Federaldefinitions.
definitions.
one here, no one here I say to the genprivate sector
sectorjobs.
ing in private
jobs.
Proponents
Proponents of
of this bill
biD claim
claim that they trust
tleman
IMr.
GEKAS]
tlemanfrom
fromPennsylvania
Pennsylvania
[Mr.
GEs]
The premise underlying the Utah states
stateswith
with more
more flexibility,
flexibility, but
but instead
instead of crecreprogram is universal participation: ev- ating
atng aabill
bill that allows
allows States
States to operate varied defends the current system. We have
eryone works toward self-sufficiency. versions of welfare
reform,they
theyhave
have created all been trying to change it.
welfare reform,
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II yield
yield 22 minutes
minutes to
This program has enjoyed
enjoyed national
national arid
and a restrictive,
restrictive, uniform
uniform approach
approach to welfare
wetfare reresupport, and is exactly the kind form
local support.
form based
based on
on Federal
Federal assumptions.
assumptions. I cannot the gentleman from California [Mr.
BROWN].
of program you would expect welfare support such aarestrictive
restrictiveand
and narrow
narrow view
view of
of
aa system
system that
that meets
meets what
what the
the AmerAmer-

I

I

reform to be based upon. Certainly, you

would expect that the Utah program

reform.

(Mr. BROWN of California asked and
was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

0 1800
would be allowed to continue down the
Mr. BROWN
BROWN of California,
California. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
same successful path under a reformed
say II am
I want to say
am concerned that the
system.
followed the
the debate
debate over the withdrawal
bill that we are looking at will
will not in have followed
of Federal
Federal support
supportofofpoverty
povertyprograms
programs
which
wh
Yet the Utah State Department of fact allow State flexibility. I have pro- of
Human Services is concerned because posed
posed an amendment which would has passed for a debate on welfare reform
I

restrictive work participation defini- grant flexibility to States. Unfortutions
tions ininthe
thePersonal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility nately
nately that
that amendment
amendment will not be alAct pose a threat to the program. A re- lowed to this bill.
strictive definition of participation
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield
means that a person faithfully follow- such time as he may consume to the
ing a self-sufficiency plan specifically gentleman
gentieman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
designed to best assist them in enter- GEKAS).
irig
ing the labor market could be considMr. GEKAS. Mr. Chairman, I thank
ered a nonparticipant by the Federal the gentleman for yielding me this

over the past few weeks
in,
weeks with
with considerable
consderabIe interest,
terest. It seems to me that we have been

avoiding a broader discussion of the deep
structural
problems in
in our
our society
society which the
stwctura problems
growth of welfare expenditures represents.
do not want this debate to end without some
discussion of
discussion
ofthe
the real
prob.
real scope
scope of these pro5I

lems.

The conservative Republicans seem to be

Government,
Government. The Federal Government time.
proceeding
proceeding from
from the
the assumption that
that the
the welwelshould not be creating a definition that
Mr. Chairman, did you hear what I fare system has created
createdpoverty
poverty in
in this
this councounprevents States, who are dealing di- heard here today? Members of the loyal try,
try, and that the welfare system
system isisthe
theprobprobrectly with individuals, from determin- opposition, the new minority one after lem. If so,
so, then
then it follows that
that by
byexcluding
exduding
ing what would best assist a person another acknowledged that it is time people
people from
from the welfare
welfare system, the
the problem
problem
getting ajob.
to reform welfare. That is an astonish- will
will be
be solved.
solved.Do
Doany
anyofofus
usreally
reallybelieve
believe
Ironically, while the bill would not ing acknowledgment on the part of the this?
ths?
allow states to count many active par- minority, the loyal opposition.
The ultimate absurdity
absurdity in
in aD
all of this is that
ticipants toward meeting mandatory
And then they proceed on top of that we all
seem to
all seem
tobe
beunder
underthe
theimpression
impression that
that
rates, people who have been forced to to attack the bold and fearless effort by
cuthng the
by cutting
the expenditures
expenditures on these proleave the system because of reaching a that is being made by the new majority grams, we will save taxpayer dollars. This is

time limit could be counted toward
toward to do something about it. And,
And, in
in the
the

not at all obvious to me. We are offering our

stitute, some new refinement of wel-

ductively on something else. The other things

work participation
participationrates
rate even words of many of the people on the new constituents a false choice: pay for poverty
meeting work
if they have never received any work- minority,
minority. they want to offer a sub- programs, or save money and use it more prorelated set-vices.
related
services,
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most commonly acknowledged are: deficit reduction,
duction, tax
tax cuts,
cuts, and
and increases
increases in
in defense
defense

The real problem is unemployment, and the
culture of despondency
despondency and
and poverty
poverty that
that ittcrecreates. We seem to be proceeding under the as-

spending.
spending.

The real choice that we face is not whether
to pay or not pay to deal
dea' with the problems of
poverty.
poverty. ItIt is whether we will pay for positive
programs that will move people permanently
off of welfare and out of poverty, or whether
we will pay for programs that deal
dea' only with
the negative consequences of poverty such as
crime, homelessness, and poorly educated

sumption that there are enough jobs
iobs in our
economy to accommodate those who are now

on the welfare rolls, and that those now re-
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means that there might actually be 5,280 pub-

lic and private sector jobs available in
in the
the
County right now. And yet, we have a need for
64,000 jobs if we are going to employ at least
one adult from each welfare family.
Obviously, ifif we
Obviously,
we are
are going
going to
to tell adults in

ceiving benefits will be equipped to accept the welfare families to just go and get jobs, which
jobs that
that do
do exist.
exist I doubt it. I would draw your is what the Republican welfare proposal would
wouid
attention to an example of the type of portrait do, then we are setting up these families—and
that we have been presented
presented with
with by
by the
the ourselves as pubTic
public policy
policy creators—for
creators—for aa real
real
media of the 'True Faces of Welfare."
disappointment. The bottom line: without some
children, to
children,
to name
name a few. We are about
about to
to
An article by
by this
this title appeared
appeared in
in this kind of
public commitment
commitment to
to create large
choose the latter.
month's Readers Digest. We have all seen
And Mr. Chairman, make no mistake, the many like it recently. The people described in numbers of entry-level jobs, we cannot have a
solution to
Solution
to the
the problem
problem of
of welfare
welfare dependency
dependency
programs to
programs
to deal with the negative con- this article
arlicle are not the type of
of people
people that
that enensequences of poverty already cost our tax- gender sympathy among our hard-working, which we seek to solve.
If we consider the bigger picture, the macropayers dearly and, strongly believe, will cost taxpaying constituents,
constituents. In fact, suspect that
tess comforting.
our taxpayers even more under the Repub- these descriptions of unmotivated individuals economic trends are even less
I

I

irresponsib'e parents and frequent The current trend in both the public and priwho are irresponsible
vate sector is downsizing, and economists
participants
participants in
in criminal
criminal activities
activities make
make itit easy
easy
for us to vote to cut
cut the
the system
system that
that subsidizes
subsidizes spend a good deal of time monitoring labor
productivity, hoping
hoping to
to see
see itit increase. What
their antisocia'
antisocial behavior.
behavior. But
But I would like us to productivity,
think carefully about these portraits from the does this mean in human terms? Downsizing
perspective of an employer. We are being led means fewer people doing more work (or the

lican welfare reform plan. For example, if we
simply
simply throw
throw people
people off
off of
of welfare
welfare and
and provide
provide
no
no ob
jobor
orsafety
safetynet
net income,
income, which
which is
is what
what the
the

Republican plan would do after two years,
then I think we can be assured that crime will
I

rise. To deal with this we will need more police, more judges, more prisons, and more

to believe that by cuffing
cutting them off, these peo-

correctional officers.

ple will enter the labor force. But would you
hire such a person?
person? Would
Would this
ths person, who
we are judging to be an unacceptable recipi.
recipient of public assistance, be a desirable job
candidate? Absolutely not. Serious interven.
interven-

We will also need increased expenditures
on public health to control dangerous commu-

nicable diseases which are associated with
poverty such as tuberculosis (which is already

on the rise in some of
of our
our cities)
cities) and
and AIDS.
AIDS.

tion would be required to convert these people
from destructive to productive members of this
society.
society. ItIt is far more likely that without intervention these people
peop'e will tum
turn to
to criminal
means of survival rather than to jobs
'obs in the legitimate economy.

Non-communicable diseases such as drug addiction, alcoholism, and malnutrition which al-

ready cost us too much, are all
aH likely to increase. In short, Mr. Chairman if you think that
the
the crime
crime and
and public
public health
health problems
problems are
are bad
bad

now in our country, wait until we see the full
effects of the Republican welfare reform bill.

The current welfare system is not working,
that. ItIthas
we all know that,
hasnot
notalleviated
alleviated poverty
poverty
in our country. Although there are people who
are temporary
temporary recipients
recipients of
of this
this assistance,
assistance,
there are many who are permanently trapped
below the poverty level, and who merely survive by making these programs a way of life.

continue to struggle to be productive, responsible
sible citizens in the face of insurmountable

odds. There are many on public assistance
who work hard every day for wages that are
simply too low to allow them to rise above the
poverty level.
leveL We should not forget these peopie
ple or lump them together with the unsympa-

do not know why we are expressing any thetic persons described above. They need
sense of outrage over this. The old adage, our help, and they should get it.
"You get what you pay for" certainly applies
Even if the current welfare recipients were
people
peop'e from poverty to prosperity. We have
essentially paid for maintenance, and that's
what we have. The situation of inherited pov-

simply means that fewer people are doing
more work. Our population is not downsizing.
It continues to upsize and probably will for the
foreseeable future. Therefore, we need more
jobs, not fewer.

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I strongly believe aa
welfare reform
reform package
would have
would
have work
work as
as its central focus. ItIt
successful
successful

would cost
cost more money in
in the
the short
These articles are also doing a serious in- would
but save
save money
money as
aspeople
people move
move
justice to
jusUce
to the
the many
many poor
poor in our country who run, but

I

here. We have not designed or been willing to
pay for a suite of programs aimed at moving

same amount of work). What is an increase in
labor productivity? More units of product output for fewer units of
of labor
labor input.
input. This
This is
is tine
fine
if overall output rises,
rises, but
but ifif it does not, this

ready and quauüed
qualified to work are there enough
jobs to accommodate them? Unfortunately, the
Department of Labor
Labor does
does not
not collect
collect data
data on
on

the number of available jobs that exist. However, I decided to investigate the job availabilerty that
that Michael Harrington and Robert ity in my region of California by examining as
Larnpman
Lampman warned
wamed of back in the early 1960s
1960s much data as are available. I believe that what
has been realized.
found
found for
for my
my region
region will
will mirror
mirrorwhat
whatexists
exists
The nation is therefore
The
therefore beginning
beginning the
the six- throughout the country. In San Bernardino
Bemardino
ties
with aa most
most dangerous
ties with
dangerousproblem:
problem: an enor- County, CA there are 64,000 AFDC welfare
mous
rnous concentration of young people
who. ifif
people who,
which means that at least one adult
they do not receive immediate help. may families,
unemptoyed or employed at
well be
well
be the source
source of
of aa kind
kind of hereditary in that family is unemployed
a low income level that they still receive
poverty new to American society. If
If this such
analysis siscorrect
correctthen
thenthe
thevicious
viciouscircle
circle of
of some AFDC benefits. Thus, if we want to fully
the culture of poverty is. if
if anything,
anything. becombecom- employ at least one adult from each of these
ing more intense,
intense, more
morecrippling,
crippling, and
and probprob. families, we need to have 64,000 vacant jobs.
I

lematic because
lematic
because itit is increasingly
increasingly associatassociat-

Mr. Chairman, that is
is aa lot
lot of
of jobs.
jobs. Now,
Now,
ing itself with
with the
the accident
accident or
or birth.
birth. (Mi(Mi- how many
many vacant
vacantjobs
jobs are
are there
there in San
chael
chael Harrington:
Harrington: p.
p. 183:
183: The
The Other
OtherAmerica
America Bemardino
Bernardino County? The two daily newspapers
1962)

'isted a combined total of 1,363
in the county listed
We cannot hope to correct this situation by jobs in recent Sunday classified ads. Clearly,
We
falsely diagnosing the problem,
problem. And we cannot not all jobs openings are listed in newspapers,
diminish Federal,
Federa!, State, or local poverty-relat- but the classified ads listed enough jobs to aced expenditures until
until we
we make
make aa commitment
commitment commodate only 2 percent of our region's welas a nation to have full employment as an fare recipients. A more precise figure comes
conies
economic goal and recognize its imperative as from the State of California
Califomia employment office,
a social goal. ItIt is
is our
our failure to deal with this which currently has listings for 1,056 jobs in
problem that has resulted
resulted in
in the
the rapid
rapid growth
growth San Bernardino
Bemardino County. A rule
rule of
of thumb
thumb is
is
of
of welfare
welfare expenditures that have occurred
occurred that State employment
employment offices
offices have
have listings
listings for
for
over the past decade.
about 20 percent
percent of available jobs. That

into permanent
permanent jobs. We
We should not be
afraid
afraid to
to spend
spend money
money to
to combat
combat the
the
compelling suite of social problems
that stem from the existence of povpoverty. We took
took an
an oath to defend this
nation against enemies foreign and domestic. At
mestic.
At this time,
time. I can think of no
greater domestic enemy than the
the perpersistent
poverty in
in Our
our urban
sistent poverty
urban and rural
areas.
If there
enough jobs
jobs in
in the
If
there are not enough
private sector
private
sector then we should
should create
create
them in the public sector. This is not
as radical
as
radical as
as many
many of
of my colleagues
will
willsuggest.
suggest. We justify
justify many
many Federal
Federal
expenditures on the basis that they
will
willcreate
create jobs. There is much work to
done in
in this
this society.
society. If
If the private
be done
sector cannot
sector
cannotor
orwill
will not
not pay
pay for
for it,
it. it
is the role of Government to do so.
Through programs that are focused
focused on
on
creating jobs that pay aa living
living wage
wage
arid training people to fill
and
fill them
them we
we can
transform taxtakers into taxpayers.
welfare recipients into workers,
workers. and
slums
slums into communities.
We must also stop pretending that
the problem
problem of
of illegitimate
illegitimate births is
strictly aa women's
strictly
women's problem.
problem. We
We are
are
going
going to have
have to
to stop
stop trying
trying to legislate morality
and acknowledge that
morality and
there are many female-headed households with
with children,
children, and
and child
childcare
care and
and
health care are
are necessary
necessarysupport
supportsei-vsei-vices
ices to enable
enable these
thesewomen
women to work.
What will
will we
we have
have accomplished
accomplished ifif the
standard
ofliving
living for families actually
standard of
declines when parents leave welfare
and go
go back
back to
to work?
work? Ironically,
Ironically, oband
taining employment and
and losing
losing public
public
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child care assistance and health beiiebeneThe alien workers enter the country
Mr. GIBBONS. As we come to the
fits often forces many working poor legally and are paid the same rate as a close
this debate. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
families back onto the welfare rolls. If U.S. citizen would be employed in the yield 2ofminutes
to the gentleman from
our goal is to achieve short term Fed- same position.
[Mr.
[Mr. FORDI,
F0RDI. the ranking mieral savings, then we will have suc- These workers are, again, legally Tennessee
nority
member,
the ranking Democrat
member.
ceeded in our efforts through this legis- here for a specific time and for a spe- on the Human Resources
Committee
lation. But if we are sincere about lift- cific reason. It seems appropriate that and a member of the WaysCommittee
and Means
ing families Out
out of poverty, then lets these invited workers should
should be
be able
able to
to Committee.
do something that will move
move parents
parents to
to receive limited assistance like medical
Mr. FORD of Tennessee. Mr. Chairwork and support parents in work attention at a migrant health center.
man.
man,
I thank my colleague for yielding
through real reform.
Let me now address the school meal me this
time.
We cannot
We
cannot have
have more
more people
people working
working withwith- provisions included in the bill. AlMr. Chairman, I would like to say
out
doing much
out doing
much more
more in
in the area
area of job traintrain- though liberals consider me something that
that the
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromFlorida
Florida[Mr.
Mr.
rig and education.
education. Many
ing
Many of those who have
have of a pinch-penny, even most severe SHAW) and the Republicans on the
become permanent
permanentwelfare
welfare recipients
recipients are
areillitillit- critics had never accused me of schem- Committee on Ways and Means have
become
erate
necessary to ing to take food from the mouths of talked about this welfare reform bill as
erate and
and lack
lack the
the basic
basic skills
skills necessary
quality for
qualify
foraa decent
decent paying job. Until
Untilthey
theyacac- impoverished children. At least, not being tough love. I would have the genquire these
theseskills,
skills, they
they will
will remain permanently
permanently until recently.
today that
that
What inspired a harsh reassessment tleman from Florida know today
unemployed, especially
unemployed,
especiallysince
since our
our economy
economy
this is tough luck for the children
children of'
of
has changed
has
changedto
torequire
require higher
higher skill-levels
skill-levels of
of of my character, and the character of this country. When you look at what
workers. If we are to
to finally
finally recognize
recognize child- other House Republicans, is the pro- this
this bill
bill does.
does, it punishes the child
rearing as
as the
the important
important and
and complex
complex job that posed overhaul of food and nutrition until the mother is
18 years old for
it is then we can acknowledge its importance programs that provide nourishment for
being
born
Out
out
of
of
wedlock.
And we
the
nation's
needy
school
children.
by paying women to do this job. However,
However
As a Member of the Opportunities must do something about children
many will
require job
jobtraining
trainingininthis
thisarea
areaas
as
will requfre
being born out of wedlock,
wedlock. but this is
weU, since many,
well,
many, as
as teenage mothers, have Committee, the committee which not an answer.
not
not acquired
acquired the
the necessary
necessaryparenting
parentingskills
skills worked diligently to craft the school
This is what we are trying to do
that they need
need to raise
raise children
children to be produc- meal reforms contained in this welfare today to give to the wealthiest of this
reform
bill.
I
support
efforts
to
simtive citizens,
citizens.
those who
who cannot
cannot
plify regulations.
regulations, cut red tape and Nation, at the cost of those
If
you want
want to
toend
end the
the Federal
Federal Welfare
Welfare ProPro- plify
If you
pay those lobbyists to represent them
gram, and pass
passthis
this national
nationa' problem
problem and all grant States greater flexibility in oper-

school
of its
its related
related social ills
ills onto
onto the
the States,
States, vote ating
grams.

food and nutrition pro- here in the halls of Congress.
You punish children. You are weak

for this legislation. But
But ififwe
we want
want to
to end
end povEssentially. here isis what
what these on work and you are mean to children
of our
our citizens, and diminish
erty, empower all of
diminish
would mean:
in this country for the purpose of a $600
the
welfare programs changes
the expenditure
expenditure of
of funds on weffare
Current separate State and Federal to $700 billion tax cut, with 80 percent
and social damage
damage control,
control, we had better start
applications. rules on eligibility and of those revenues going to the rich and
over again. Until
Until we
we are
are ready
ready to acknowledge applications,
would be replaced with a wealthy of this Nation.
of this
this problem
problemand
and have
have regulations
the true dimension of
single
system.
I do not know how. the gentleman
the political
political wifl
willtotoallocate
allocatethe
the resources
resources to
States could allow school districts from Florida [Mr. SHAW]
SHAW) and the Resolve it, we will
willbe
be doing
doing nothing
nothingmore
more than
than greater latitude in meeting their spe- publicans. would have the heart
heart to
to
passing this
passing
this problem
problem on to future generations.
generations. cific needs.
come here to say that we are going to
Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 2

Funding would be made in block
block
minutes to the gentleman from North grants
to
the
States.
States,
which
would
esCarolina
Carolina [Mr.
[Mr. BALLENCER].
BALLENCERI.
tablish
their
own
spending
and
proMr. BALLENGER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I gram priorities.
thank the gentleman for yielding
yielding me
me The net results of these changes
this time.
would be
would
be to
to increase—not reduce—
I would like to take this opportunity funding for nutrition
and food proto address and explain two provisions grams.
and to simplify (not further
grams,
contained in the Republican welfare re- complicate) their administration.
form bill, a bill which I fully support
That, in a nutshell, is what all the
because it fixes our broken welfare sys- fuss
fuss is
is about.
about. Does
Does that sound like
tem.
cruel
cruel indifference?
indifference?
As we are all aware, the Personal ReI do not deny—or apologize for—
sponsibility Act rightfully prohibits il- being frugal with the taxpayer's
legal aliens from receiving aid under money. At the same time.
time, I do not beall federal and state means tested pub- grudge even one of the billions of dollic benefits programs. The bill also lars spent on food for hungry children.
bars legal nonimmigrants
nonimmigrants like
like stu- Indeed, if we are to err in our estimate
dents, tourists and businessmen from of how much should be spent on this
dents.
receiving the same benefits, with a few vital program. II would
would prefer
prefer come
exceptions. One of these exceptions al- down on the side of generosity.
lows temporary agricultural workers
However, much of the money we are
to remain eligible for medical services now earmarking for nutrition is being
provided through migrant health cen- consumed by a Federal supply and regters and a few other means tested pro- ulatory system that is needlessly comgrams. We are not explaining the eligi- plex and wasteful.
bility of these workers for other benePresident Clinton,
President
critics, has
has
Clinton, among other critics,
fit programs, merely allowing them to attempted
attempted to portray this
this proposal
proposal as
as Repubremain in the programs for
for which
which they
they lican indifference
reform, That is
indifference thsguised
disguised as reform.
are currently eligible. It is important pure poppycock.
to note that employers request. these
What we are
are attempting
attempting to
to do
do here
hereiss introintroworkers be brought into the United
States, and the request is only granted
after the employer demonstrates that

all measures have been used to employ
U.S. citizens for the vacant positions.

duce administrative
duce
administrative efficiency
efficiency and
and fiscal
fiscal sanity
sanity
to a program
nurture children
children rather
rather
program that
that will
will nurture
than continue to feed an insatiable Federal bureaucracy. If
If that
that makes
makes me a tightwad, so be
it.

be weak on work.
work, not offer
offer aa work
work propro-

gram that we can put people
people who
who are
are
mcome
on welfare to work to make an income
to provide and take care of their chil-

dren. But instead, it is like you roll

them on a conveyor belt and they roll
off after 5 years and that is the end of
it. People are off of welfare.
it,
welfare, they
they are
are in
in
our cities, they will be in our counties,
they will be in our neighborhoods.
neighborhoods, and
they will be on our doorsteps.
Do not be so cruel. We as Democrats
want a bill. That is why we have embraced the Deal bill, and we think the

Deal bill makes plenty of sense.
sense, and
and
the Deal bill should pass this House.
House,
and we should reject the Republican
bill that is before the House today.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Mary-

land
land[Mr.
[Mr.
BARTLETr.
BmErr.

(Mr. BARTLETT of Maryland
Maryland asked
asked
permission to
to revise
revise arid
and
and was given permission
extend his remarks.)

Mr. BARTLETT of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, there is an old saying that
"if
'if it ain't broke, don't fix it." Well.
Well,
the American people know that
that our
our
welfare system is broke, and they are
demanding that we do something about
it.
In the roughly 30 years since Lyndon

Johnson declared war on poverty, we
have spent nearly $58 trillion, that is
trillion with a "T."
on the
the war
war on
on povpov'T," on
erty, a war we
erty.
we are clearly losing.
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The gentleman wrong. Support the Responsibility
Responsibility Act.
Act.
imacy rate. In 1990 it increased nearly from Florida [Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS]
GIBBONSI filed the Support the Republican bill.
fivefold to 32 percent and it is
is still
still President's
Presidents bill, that is true.
The CHAIRMAN. All time which is
climbing. Only 11 percent of families
dedicated
to the Committee on Ways
0
1815
on AFDC spent any time on a monthly
and Means has expired.
In the subcommittee we had one or
basis getting more education, or lookUnder the rule, the gentleman from
hearings, that
that is
ing
ing for
for work.
work. And
And fully
fully 65
65 percent
percent of
of all
all two hearings,
is true. The bill
[Mr.GOODLING]
G000LING] 'il1
'ill be
Pennsylvania [Mr.
of the families on AFDC will be on that never came to a markup. It was never Pennsylvania
for 45 minutes.
minutes, and the genpresented to the full committee. We recognized
program for 8 years or longer.
Missouri [Mr.
[Mr. CLAY]
CL..w] will
from Missouri
The people hurt worst with this deba- never had a hearing in the full commit- tleman
be
recognized
for
45
minutes.
cle are not the taxpayers who are sad- tee. This simply did not happen.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
And where the filibuster occurred.
occurred, I
dled with this unconscionable cost, it
Pennsylvania [Mr.
[Mr. COODLING].
GOODLixG].
is the people trapped by the system. have no earthly idea. But I do know from
Mr. COODLING.
GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I
people who are denied the American that the minority side has chosen not yield
myself 66 minutes.
minutes.
dream of getting a better education, of to introduce the Presidents bill this yield myself
Mr.
Chairman,
today we
we begin
begin debate
debate
Mr.
Chairman,
today
owning a home, of having
having ajob
ajob and
and the
the year. for some reason unknown to me.
self respect and dignity that comes Now, the President does not have any over one of the most important issues
Congress, the debate
with having that job. The American bill that is before the House of Rep- that will face this Congress.
that the
the PresiPresi- over the future of the welfare system—
people know that the present system is resentatives. and I feel that
broken and they are demanding that dent should, because the President did or what might better be called our
country's "despair"
system. For aldespair' system.
we do something about it. This bill advance this debate 2 years ago in his country's
welfare system
system was
was
makes a good start. ItItdeserves
our campaign. In fact, last summer in Flor- though the current welfare
deserves our
support.
ida the President asked me if I thought built. I believe, on compassionate inMr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield we could get welfare done last year, tentions. it has in fact helped to create
Mr.
and I said, "Only
'Only if you tell the people a system of despair for far too many
myself such time as remains.
The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman on the Committee on Ways and Means people. It has become a system that
fosters dependence on Government and
from Florida [Mr. GIBBONS] is recog- that that is exactly what you want."
nized for 2 minutes.
But instead, all we found was that rewards behaviors destructive to individuals. to families, and to our society.
stonewalled. We
We viduals,
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, this is the whole process was stonewalled.
We must
must change
change if
if we
we are
are to
to move
move from
from
an important day and an important never got a bill to the full committee. We
out of
of the
the subsub- a system of despair to one of hope. A
piece of legislation, but this is a cruel We never got a bill Out
committee, and we never got a bill to former chairman on several occasions
hoax. The Republican bill is weak on committee.
said "Bill,,
"Bill, these programs are not
work. It will allow the States
States to
to take
take aa the floor. Nothing happened. Nothing said
block grant. put the money in their happened the year before, the year be- working the way
way we
we intended."
intended.' To
pocket and pass regulations that will fore, the year before, the year before. change we must first make the admisjust drop all of the potential welfare For the last 40 years, nothing has hap- sion they are not working.
have blocked
blocked A survey of the public conducted last
recipients from their rolls. And the pened. The Democrats have
money that they save here at the Fed- and blocked and blocked anything
anything to
to year showed that 71 percent of the puberal level will be used for a tax cut. Not be done to change welfare as we know lic believe that the current welfare sysa tax cut for people who are in need. In it today.
today, to genuinely reform welfare.
tem
tem "does
does more
more harm
harm than
than good."
good.' An
fact the tax cut that they offer, the Now, we have heard speakers come overwhelming majority of the public
child credit, a person working full- down. One speaker compared the Re- believes the system could be improved
time, with 4 children,
children. will get no tax publican bill to the Holocaust. Read or has some aspects that need to be
credit if that person has $20,000 worth the bill. You want to know where the fixed. The public understands,
understands, and
and with
with
of income, will not get a penny. But if work provision is? It starts on about 23 good reason, that a system for which it
the person has $200,000 worth of in- and goes on. You want to know where is paying billions of dollars each year
come, they will get $2,000 in tax credit. it is in the Deal bill? The Deal bill says actually does more harm than good.
This is a cruel, cruel hoax. It is not if you are looking for a job,
job. you have That is not a matter
matter of
of "not
not getting
9etting
welfare reform, it is welfare perpetua- to get cash benefits. You know, there your money's worth." That is
is paying
paying
tion. It will pass the burden
burden from
from those
those are some States that will require
require work
work for the wrong thing.
of us in Washington who are respon- in the first 2 years. You talk about And when we are talking about the
sible for these things down to States State flexibility. The Deal bill will de- welfare system, then "paying for the
who will slough off the responsibility stroy that.
wrong thing" is promoting tragedy for
to the local communities and nothing
Massachusetts has a plan where they people. Those of us who talk about
will get done.
during the
the changing the system are accused of
try to put people to work during
There will be hungry children on the first 22 years.
years. I think Michigan either being uncaring, of lacking compassion.
streets. There will be ignorant children does or is working on such a plan, and But what is caring, what is compason the streets. There will be homeless the States should have that flexibility. sionate about
to deabout aa system
system that
that faiJ.s
fails to
families on the streets. And all of this The Deal bill said, huh uh, huh uh.
uh, you mand personal responsibility? And how
in the name of welfare reform.
cannot do that, you cannot require is it that aa "caring"
caring" system
system is
is by defiLet us vote down the Republican bill. them as long as they are looking
looking for
for aa nition one run by "one size fits all"
and let us adopt the Democratic sub- job. That is making Out
out aa resume,
resume, that regulations and programs issued by disstitute.
you have to give them their benefits.
tant bureaucrats in Washington?
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield my
These are just some of the things I said at the very first hearing which
remaining time to myself.
myself.
that have been misstated.
the Committee on Economic and EduThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
Talk about mean to children, this cational Opportunities held on welfare
from Florida [Mr. SHAwl is recognized bill has a 40-some-percent increase in reform this year. I do not believe that
for
for 3 minutes.
the funding. a 40-percent-something in- there will be any quick fixes or easy
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, we have crease in the funding. and the gen- answers, but neither can we nor should
heard now for over 2 hours many tleman from Florida [Mr.
[Mr. GIBBONS]
GIBBONS] said
said we continue down the same path of
speakers from the minority side to something about well,
well. what about in- simply adding programs and spending
come before this body in a desperate flation. Forty percent? My goodness, more money. We need to change the diattempt to rewrite, not only rewrite that is over 5 years. That is
is way
way above
above rection. Today's welfare system dehistory.
history, but to rewrite the Republican the level of inflation, the anticipation stroys families and the work ethic and
bill. The gentleman from Florida [Mr. of inflation.
traps people
people in
in aa cycle
cycleof
ofGover-nrnent
Government
GIBBONS]
GIBBONSJ said there was a filibuster
I would ask the committee, read the dependency.
dependency. We need to replace a failed
last year. I do not know of anyplace bills. Do not listen to just the rhetoric.
rhetoric, system of despair with reforms based
you can have a filibuster in the House because the rhetoric is just simply on the dignity of work and the strength
In 1965
In
1965 we
wehad
had a 7-percent
7-percent illegitillegit- of Representatives.
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of families, that move solutions closer creases spending by 4.5 percent per
The Republican welfare reform proto home and offer hope for
for the
the future.
future. year.
posal promotes an extremist
extremist agenda
agenda
During most of the past 30 years. the
Every State and every area receives that does little to ensure meaningful
answer
answer to
to every
every problem
problem and
and the
the meanmean- more money in 1996 than they get in jobs
those on
on welwellivable wages for those
ing of every reform provided by Con- 1995. Every State but five receive more fare.atAn
agenda
that
abdicates
the
Fedgress had been to create another Fed- money under our program in 1996 than eral responsibility to protect poor chileral program. Today we have literally they do under the existing program.
dren from the ravages of hunger and
hundreds of Federal programs intended
Let me give you some indications homelessness,
homelessness. An agenda that preto "help"
'help" people
people of limited incomes, Of here. California gets $5 million more,
more. I scribes a reduced Federal role against
course, each one requires separate reg- just pick certain States,
States. of course.
course, abuse. neglect. and abandonment.
abandonment.
applications, Sepasepa- Michigan gets $3 million more. Mis- abuse,
ulations, separate applications,
At
a
time
when
studies tell us that
rate eligibility rules, separate
separate reportreport- souri gets S2 million more. Indiana gets more and better child
care is critically
ing. Each one requires additional per-

$2 million more. Montana. sparsely
sonnel—in Washington.
Washington, at the State populated, gets $650,000
more. New
New Jer$650000 more.
level, and by the people actually pro- sey gets $2 million more. New York
viding the services—to administer the gets $5 million more. Ohio
Ohio gets
gets S2
$2 milmilprogram. to check the paperwork.
program,
paperwork, to lion more. Rhode Island gets $250,000
write and interpret the regulations. Texas
Texas $2
2 million
million more,
more. Illinois, $2.5
There are good intentions behind these million more. That is more than they
programs, but much of the good inten- would receive if the existing program
tions is lost in the maze of red tape and were in effect in 1996. So every State

needed, this bill would cut resources
resources
for child care programs already
already seriseriously underfunded. It would
would allow
allow govgovernors
ernors to transfer
transfer already
already precious
precious
child care funds to other programs.
Mr. Chairman, there is no guarantee
that the Appropriations Committee

will fully fund the child care block

grant. The appropriators are already
one-size-fits-all regulations.
regulations. That is gets more than they got in 1995,
1995. but the decimating domestic
domestic programs
programsto
to fifipart of what we are trying to change in States I am mentioning,
mentioning. in most of the nance tax cuts for the rich.
H.R. 4.
States,
States. receive more than they would
Mr. Chairman, the nutrition proviMr. Chairman,
Chairman, title
title III
III of
of H.R.
HR. 4 con- under the existing program. It is also sions in this bill violate all sense of
tains most of the legislation
legislation reported
reported
by the Committee on Economic and
Educational Opportunities. Title III
consolidates programs in three areas:
child care, school based nutrition programs and family nutrition
nutrition programs.
programs.

With regard to child care, the
the bill
bill
consolidates the Federal Child Care
Programs into the existing child care
development block grant. The present

system of separate entitlement programs based upon the parent is on
AFDC. has just left AFDC, or is determined to be at-risk of going on AFDC.
AFDC,
has resulted in an
an administrative

nightmare for states and administra-

tors, and a maze of child care programs

and eligibility rules for parents and

children. Among others, the National
children,
Governors Association has urged the
Congress to consolidate the Child Care
Programs into the child care development block grant. and we have done so
in H.R.
HR. 4.
Under H.R. 4 the child care development block grant would be funded at
the level that the four major child care
programs received
programs
received in
infiscal
fiscalyear
year1994.
994.
However, the bill increases by about
$200
S200 million the money available for
actual child care services,
services, by
by eliminateliminating mandatory State planning set
asides and limiting administrative

above, well above,
above. President
President Clinton's
Clinton's human decency. The Republican asbudget. I want to take a moment to sault on the school lunch and breakfast
point that out on this chart. When the programs, which successfully promote
President makes a show of going out the health and educational performand having lunch with some school ance of more than 25 million children,
kids, and says that somebody is trying is frightening.
to cut the School Lunch Program, well
The Republican proposal to eliminate
maybe he needs to check his own budg- WIC and allow the State to develop
et. HR. 4 funds the School Lunch Pro- WIC-type programs is an appalling
appalling
gram above the President's own budg- gamble
gai-nblewith
withthe
the lives
lives of
of the
the 77 million
et.
et.
women, infants, and children served by
Mr. Chairman I reserve the balance the program.
of my time.
The WIC Program is one of the most
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- effective national social programs ever
self 4 minutes.
instituted.
instituted, WIC has reduced the rate of
(Mr. CLAY asked and was given per- very-low birth weight infants by almission to revise and extend
extend his
his rere- most 50 percent and has nearly eradimarks.)
cated iron-deficiency anemia among
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise in participants. WIC participation
participation greatly
greatly
opposition to this bill.
decreases the incidence of premature
We must reject the cynicism, the
the births. WIC also saves money for the
greed and the brutality that inspired Federal Government.
it. that permeates it.
it,
it, that drives it.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. the
Mr.
the Contract
Contract with
No one would argue that the current America should have made it illegal to
welfare system does not need
need reform.
reform. utter the words welfare and reform in
However, in reforming the system, our the same sentence, In most cases, poliactions must reflect our sense of fair- ticians who use the phrase neither be-

ness and our concern for those who.
who, lieve in the fundamental concept of
through no fault of their own, need welfare nor the meaning of reform.
Government assistance.
The process for consideration of this

bill in committee was deeply flawed.
After three hurriedly called hearings
with limited participation by expert
The school
school based
based nutrition
nutrition block witnesses, the committee marked up
grant will allow States to create a sin- its bill just one day after it was introgle school food program for their duced. No subcommittee markup was
schools, and allow schools to operate ever held.
food programs under a single contract
In their haste to carry out this part
with the State. The school
school based
based nutrinutri- of the Contract With America within
tion block grant would be increased by the first 100 days, the majority insults
more than 4 percent per year. and the this great institution. In their haste to
school lunch portion
portion would
would be
be in- shred 60 years of social safety nets, the
creased by exactly 4.5 percent per year. majority places millions of children
We have heard a lot of false informainforrna- and their mothers at risk.
tion from the other side over the past
This bill is not about welfare reform.
few weeks about the School Lunch Pro- It is a giant money laundering scheme
gram.
gram, and I'm afraid we will hear some designed to write blank checks to govmore during this debate. Let me simply ernors while imposing no standards or
say it as clearly
clearly as
as II can:
can: H.R.
H.R 4 does accountability. Block grants connot eliminate the School Lunch Pro- stitute a political conduit for transfergram. H.R. 4 does not cut spending on ring Federal dollars to curry
curry favor
favor with
with
the School Lunch Program. It in- State executives.
costs,
costs.

What is happening in the name of welfare reform borders on criminality.
criminality.
Welfare dependency
dependency can
can onily
only be reduced by providing education,
education. training,
adequate child care services, and most
importantly, by providing stable jobs
that pay a living wage.
Mr. Chairman, today's minimum
wage is not a living wage. Later in the
proceedthgs, I will offer an amendment
proceedings,
to increase the minimum wage to S5.15

an hour. My amendment will restore
the purchasing power of millions of
working families. If we really want to
end welfare as we know it, we should
keep working families out of
of poverty
poverty
by paying an adequate wage.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, in recent
Finally.

days our Republican colleagues
colleagues have
have
admitted that they expect savings from

this bill
bill to
this
to finance
finance tax
tax cuts for the
rich. The goal of welfare reform should
be about one thing. arid
and one thing only:

and that is to have the most humane
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and effective welfare system possible.
In an effort to score political points as we know it. But Republicans insist
Let us begin today with an honest de- with the very popular notion of welfare in targeting just about every conceivbate.
bate, not rhetoric. Let us show compas- reform,
refused to
to able Federal program notwithstanding
reform. Republicans have refused
sion, not vengeance. Let efficiency be discuss sensible approaches to real re- the merits that they may have. Take
our means, not our end.
form. Of course we need to reform aim at corporatewelfare
welfare and
and stop
stop
This bill is a bad bill and should be many areas of the existing welfare sys- blamingcorporate
the poor and legal immigrant
defeated.
tem; but there is no need to wage war communities for the fiscal mess. We
tem:
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I reserve the
the balance
balance against current programs that work need to balance the budget and everyof my time.
well,
nutrition programs
programs one needs to share the burden, but with
well. such as school nutrition
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I and the Special
Speciai Supplemental Food this bill, children, the elderly,
elderly. the
yield 2'/2 minutes
minutes to the gentleman Program for Women. Infants, and Chil- handicapped and middle income
famifrom Florida
Florida [Mr.
tMr. WE1.,DON].
WELDON].
dren [WIC]. These two programs have a lies are financing the special
speciai tax giveMr. WELDON of Florida. Mr. Chair- proven positive track record.
for the rich.
man. I thank the chairman
chairman for
for yielding
yielding
To compound the unnecessary as- aways
Start
with corporate welfare, then
time to me.
sault on these programs, the majority bring all
the other programs to the
It is.
is, to me.
me, a tremendous oppor- has lashed Out
out against
against two constitu- table, so that
Congress can craft, in a
tunity to be able to be here to take encies that have no political clout in bipartisan way.
sensible restructuring
part in what I think will prove to be a Washington because they do not vote:
which will prove to be true revery historic event in the history
history of
of that is, poor children and legal immi- moves
forms that will benefit the Nation, not
our Nation. For 40 years we have had grants.
it.
more and more spending on these proRepublicans, touting the banner of hurt
I urge our colleagues to defeat this
grams, and what we have been getting savings, are slashing programs and diis more poverty, more illigitimacy, and recting large amounts of the so called bill. Put people first! Consider the submore social problems in our
our Nation.
Nation.
savings not for deficit reduction, but stitute bill that our colleague from Hawaii tMrs.
[Mrs.MINKJ
MINK]has
hasput
put forth.
forth.
Bill Clinton ran on a lot of promises for special tax breaks for wealthy indi- waii
Mr. GOODLING.
CODDLING. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
in 1992, and one of them was that he viduals and corporations.
was going to end welfare as we know it,
it.
You want savings? You want to re- yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Nebraska [Mr.
tMr. BARRETT).
BARRETfl.
and he did not. It has just continued.
duce the deficit? Then have some cour- Nebraska
Mr. BARRETT of Nebraska. I thank
Indeed. iT
iz 1993.
1993. the Census Bureau re- age and take aim at the greatest of all
the gentleman for yielding this time to
ported that poverty in America had welfare programs—corporate welfare.
Various Washington
Various
Washington think tanks.
reached an all-time high under Bill
tanks, me.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, Nearly 30 years ago,
ago.
ones. as
Clinton. Indeed, at the end of the first both liberal and conservatives ones,
year of
year
of the Clinton administration well as the media have identified bil- President Johnson initiated the war on
there were 39.9 million poor persons. lions and billions of dollars in tax give- poverty. Today. after decades of losing
special provisions
provisions for
for rich
rich the war, we begin Operation Restore
the highest since 1962. The number had aways and speciai
been going
going up ever since Ronald corporations and special interests. Why Trust—trust in our State and local
protect leaders and communities to care for
Reagan left office. Indeed, it was only has this Congress opted to protect
during the Reagan years that those these interests instead of investing in their own.
4, the
HR. 4,
people, in education.
education, in health, in af- H.R.
thePersonal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility
numbers came down.
housing. in decent meals for Act, would eliminate many Federal
And now, for the first time in 40 fordable housing,
regulations and policies that have
years. the Republican Party is in con- low income students?
Why are the regular folks in Amer- hamstrung States and local
locai governtrol of this Congress and
arid implementing
implementing

ica. our middle class, taking a back ments for decades. Under H.R. 4, Washpolicies that will, indeed, attempt
attempt to
to ica,
seat to the interests of a very select
select ington will not be telling State's what
end welfare as we know it.
powerful group that defends corporate is best for their citizens. The States
0 1830
welfare at all cost?
will get the credit, or the blame, for
And the reason why we need to imIn my own district. Congress con- enacting policies and programs
programs that
that
plement these changes.
changes, particularly dones giving over $3 billion per year in will take people off welfare,
welfare. into jobs.
jobs,
the changes in this particular welfare special tax breaks to multinationals and Out
out of
of dependency.
dependency.
bill, is because it is
is more
morecompascompas- while at the same time it deprives milFor the last few weeks we've seen
sionate. Indeed, the American people lions of U.S. citizens from participat- many of the opponents of H.R. 4 go
have been very compassionate and very ing in programs that can assist in im- through all kinds of statistical
statisticai contor-

patient, but they want change and they proving their quality of life. I call this
want real change that will end the the Reverse Robin Hood policy, wherecycle of poverty and despair.
by the Federal Government takes away
The gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr.
tMr. from the elderly,
elderly, the children, the
J.C. WATI-S],
WATrS]. aa member
member of our class, handicapped and the middle class, in
was quoted as saying,
order to give to the rich. There are
We can no longer measure compassion by
how
how many
many people
people are
are on
on welfare.
welfare. We
We need
need to
to
measure compassion by how many people are
not on welfare,
welfare. because we have helped them
climb the ladder to success.

Today in this Congress we are beginning that change, and I thank the genfling
tleman again.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Puerto
Rico LMr.
tMr. ROMERO-BARCELO].
ROMERO-BARCELO].

Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO.
ROMERO-BARCELO II thank
thank the
the
gentleman for yielding this time to me.
Mr. Chairman, today the majority in
this House is ravaging a series of sen-

sible programs that have served
served well
well
the needs of the Nation. Programs
Programs that
that
have assisted many in need. particularly disadvantaged children and mothers at risk,
risk. are under attack.

tions on what HR. 4 will do to our children and families.
Case in point are the changes we seek
to make to the School Lunch Program.
Basically, we offer two changes while

maintaining the Federal commitment

plenty of Federal policies that illus- to providing meals for needy children.
trate this point. Take a look at section
First, by maintaining a 4.5-percent
936 of the Internal Revenue Code, look annual increase,
increase. eliminating Federal
at some agricultural and mining sub- paperwork,
paperwork,and
and better
better targeting
targeting of
sidies.
Federal dollars, H.R.
HR. 4 will allow
In section 936 you will find a program States to feed more children.
that has cost taxpayers over $40 billion
Second, we
Second,
we given
givenState
Stateamid
and local
in 20 years, the primary beneficiary communities, which know best
best the

being foreign and American pharmaceutical firms with hundreds of millions of dollars in annual net profits
while low wage working families are
denied the earned income tax credit:
credit;
while children, handicapped and other
citizens in need are deprived of adequate medical arid
and hospital care and
needy children are denied a first class
education.

needs of their States and towns, the
ability to tailor-make programs that
can serve the nutritional needs of children.

H.R. 4 would also continue to provide

support for the Food Stamp Program.
This program,
program. which has been racked
with abuse,
abuse. is significantly reformed
while allowing for $131 billion in additionai funding over the next 5 years.
tional

The President genuinely wants
wants to
to By having the Food Stamp Program
work with this Congress to end welfare as a Federal safety net.
net, people
people will
will be
be
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able to supply their families with food that abandoned our Nations most vul- want to make sure that everyone realand keep their dignity in the process.
nerable—our children.
izes an often-overlooked but essential
Mr. Chairman. I cannot say that H.R.
Mr. GOODLINC.
GOODLINC. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I component of our immigration laws—
4 isn't
risky. But
But the
the risk
risk of maintain- yield 3 minutes to the gentlewoman for decades, our immigration laws have
isnt risky.
ing the status quo,
quo. by far, greatly jeop- from New Jersey [Mrs. ROUKEMA].
required immigrants to stipulate that
ardizes our children and our future.
(Mrs. ROUKEMA asked and
and was
was they will be self-sufficient once they
H.R. 4 begins the battle of Operation given permission to revise
revise and
and extend
extend arrive in America, as a condition
condition of
of
Restore Trust—trust in our States and her remarks.)
their being allowed to immigrate in
communities to do what is best.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. I thank the gen- the first place. Consequently. receiving
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 3 tleman for yielding this time to me.
welfare has been grounds for deportaMr. Chairman,
Chairman. I rise in support of tion for these very same immigrants
minutes to the gentleman from Michigan f[Mr.
KILDEE].
H.R.
4.
the
Personal
Responsibility
Act
Mr. KILDEE].
for generations.
Mr. KILDEE. I thank the gentleman of 1995.
H.R. 44 only
only makes
makes explicit
explicit what has
HR.
Mr. Chairman, the American people been implicit for so long. The United
for yielding this time to me.
Mr. Chairman, for nearly 50 years are convinced that the welfare system States
States of
ofAmerica
Americawelcomes
welcomes immiimmiout of
of control.
control. As
As one
one prominent
prominent cit- grants of all kinds to our Nation. HowCongress has shown a bipartisan corncom- is Out
Jersey, a Democrat at ever,
mitment to alleviate the worst
ever. an important prerequisite has alworst of
of izen of New Jersey.
No other
other ways been that immigrants will not behuman suffering in our Nation,
Nation, espeespe- that, said to me last week: "No
the world
world pays
pays come wards of the State,
cially hunger. Today we begin debating civilized nation in the
State. but rather
a proposal that would end this commit- young girls to have babies. But that's self-supporting members of our society.
what our welfare system does."
ment.
Mr. Chairman. I serve on the EcoYou know, he is not far from wrong. nomic and Educational Opportunities
The Nation's nutrition programs are
cost-effective and target the truly And that is the perception among Committee and I support the commitmany other good. generous, caring peo- tee-reported package of welfare reneedy.

pie who are deeply concerned about
Study after study shows that
that chilchil- ple
dren who get a school meal perform this country.
They worry that we are wasting bilbetter academically.
I am puzzled as to why we would lions upon billions in hard-earned taxwant to fix a program that works so payer dollars to support a system that
promotes unhealthy, unproductive,
well.
sentence
The National School Lunch Program dysfunctional families that sentence
economic, sosocame into being for a strong national children to a lifetime of economic,
cial. and emotional deprivation.
purpose in 1946. Many recruits failed cial,
In a system like this, it is the chilphysical examinations for the draft because they were found to have been dren who are the first victims. But the
are not far behind.
malnourished during their formative taxpayers
We
We must
must act
act now.
now. We
We need
need welfare
welfare rere-

years.
Republicans claim that they are increasing funding.
fundmg. But everyone recog-

form based on the notion of individual
responsibility. Reform must restore

nizes that compared to current
current law
law public assistance to its original purthere will be less money for each child pose: a temporary safety net for those

in need—not a permanent way of life
who receives a school lunch. The bot- for
generations of families.
tom line is either less money for each
H.R. 4 makes a number of important
child or fewer children eating.
Why are
Why
are we
we putting
putting this
this program changes.
First, this plan requires that 50 perinto a block grant? To save money? To cent
cent of
ofwelfare
welfare recipients must be
reduce the deficit? No: it appears that working.
working.
the savings will be used to pay for tax
There is no
riogood
goodreason
reason why
why ableablecuts for those who are not as needy as bodied
welfare recipients cannot, and
our children.
not, be required to work for
If the moth'e of this bill is to save should
their benefits.
money—why does

it remove the re- Second. this bill allows States the
quirement in the WIC Program for flexibility
to terminate a family's welcompetitive bidding for infant
infant for- fare benefits after 2 years. and it remula?
family's
Most States were not using
usmg competi- quires States to terminate a family's

years.
benefits after 5 years.
tive bidding before Congress required welfare
It is clear. Some people take
take advanadvanthem to do so in 1989. When we enacted tage
of the current welfare program's
this law we found that it saved over $1 lax bureaucracy and simply live off
billion a year.
after generation—
What can the savings be used for? welfare—generation
by skillfully gaming the system.
That billion dollars can be used
used to
to We all saw the article last month in
serve 1½ million more women and chil- the Boston Globe about four generadren per month in the WIC Program.
tions of one family—one mother, 17
It bewilders me. in this time of budg- children, 74 grandchildren,
grandchildren. and an unet crunching.
crunching, why we would want to known number of great-grandgive the three infant formula compa- children—living
children—living in
in Massachusetts
Massachusetts on
nies Si billion if our purpose is to bet- welfare of some kind or another.
ter serve women and children.
Is it any wonder that the American
For the richest nation on Earth to taxpayers are enraged?
deny food to its own children is
is aa
Also.
Also, H.R.
HR. 44 clearly
clearly denies
denies welfare
shortsighted betrayal of our values and benefits to illegal aliens and legal imour future. It is also unnecessary.
migrants. thereby limiting welfare
migrants,
welfare elieliIn the name of our Nation and its gibility to only citizens of the United
children, we call upon reason to prevail States.
in Congress. The 104th Congress should
While the exclusion for legal aliens
not be remembered as the Congress has received quite a bit of criticism, I

forms.
forms.

I am a strong believer in the
the block
block

grant approach and feel that this is the
most effective means for administering
the array of services available to those
who are eligible. Block granting nutrition program funds will give States the
necessary flexibility to
to target
target proprograms which demand the greatest

amount of services as a result of increased eligibility and participation.

However.
However, II do
do have
have some concerns
about certain aspects of this bill's impact on nutrition programs. Members
of the committee have heard me say
this before and I will say it again: Children will not go hungry and homeless.

Not on my watch.

Our committee adopted my amendStates from
transferring money from the nutrition
block grants unless the State guarantees it has enough money to meet food
ment prohibiting the

needs.

But this is not enough.

However, I do have concerns about
our responsibility to monitor maintenance of effort by the States and the
need to maintain accountability standrespects. I do have some
ards. In these respects,
concerns about certain aspects of this
bill's impact on nutrition programs.
We must be certain that we are not
just writing the States a blank check.
We have a fiduciary responsibility to
assure the taxpayers that the programs
are being honestly administered,
administered.
During committee markup. concerns
were raised over questions of establish-

ing minimum nutrition standards and

allowing for a 22 percent transfer provi-

sion, I believe that it is critical for this
sion.
country to have uniform minimum nutrition standards because children

across the country,
country. whether they are
participating in school lunch or WIC.
should all be provided with foods comparable in nutritional content.

To me. this seems like a practical

and straightforward approach—providing equally nutritious meals to all lowincome children who are eligible. However, many oppose maintaining mini-

mum nutrition standards established
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by the USDA because they believe that already mentioned, a decision
decision to
to traristrans- the added stress to State treasuries.
keeping such requirements would be a fer funds only shifts existing problems States will end up tapping into their
mandate on the States. I find this to new programs, creates entirely new own treasuries
treasuriesand
andsubsequently
subseuendy draincharge perplexing since there are nu- problems.
problems, and makes rio
no sense.
ing State resources during the many
merous mandates in this bill already.
During economic downturns, partici- months that it takes Congress to draft.
I would also argue that, if this is con- pation in various nutrition programs,
programs. approve, and enact supplemental apsidered a mandate, then it is a nec- such as school lunch and WIC.
WIC, in- propriations
propriations bills.

essary one. We all agreed that there creases. It is critical to ensure that
My last area of concern was also
should be some set of standards estab- during such periods, these vital nutrilished by the Federal Government.
Government, no tion services continue to be provided brought up during the Opportunities
markup. and it deals with
matter how broadly defined. What do both to those who become eligible and Committee markup,
we accomplish by allowing 50 States to

issue of cost containment.
to those who already qualify. The argu- the
Under current
Under
currentlaw.
law. States are required to participate in
incompetitive
competitive
bidding for infant formula
formula provided
provided to
to
WIC-like programs, or some other sys-

devise 50 different sets of nutrition ment that not less than 80 percent of
standards?
standards? Children
Children participating
participating in
in the family nutrition block grant funds
the various nutrition programs avail- must
must be
be use
use to
to carry
carryOut
out WIC
WIC services
services
able should have access to meals that holds no water during times of recesare equal in nutritional value because sion. Therefore.
Therefore, we must make
make sure
sure
all
all children
children need
need the
the same
same essential that all low-income
low-income people
people par-ticipatparticipatnutrients to develop both physically ing in the numerous nutrition proand mentally during the critical years grams receive healthy and nutritious
of early childhood.
meals despite fluctuations in the econThe amendment I offered which omy.
passed and is included in the bill reThe second of three amendments I
quires the National Academy of
Sciences to establish voluntary model

nutrition standards for the States to
follow is a small step forward in reinstating minimum national nutrition

standards. However, I would like to see

H.R. 4 go much further and maintain
the standards already in place. Indeed,
Indeed.

I believe it will not be too far in the future when we will evolve back to updated standards based on the academy
research.
The 20-percent transfer provision
clause is a second area of concern that
fear,
I feel needs to be addressed. My fear.

both during committee markup and

presently, is that, if up to 20 percent of
block grant funds can be transferred to
other titles in H.R,
H.R. 4,
4. then certain pro-

grams, particularly those under the
school-based nutrition block grant and
the family nutrition block grant.
grant,

would not be
be able
able to
to carry
carry Out
out services
to those low-income children participating. Moving funds from one program
to another is not a solution. Instead, it
only creates problems permitting political decisions to take precedence over
over
the nutritional needs of children.
For this reason, I offered an amendment during markup which prohibits
the transfer of funds from either of the
food assistance block grants unless the
appropriate State agency administering this money makes a determination

that sufficient amounts will remain
the services
services
available to carry Out
out the
under the two nutrition block grants.
While this establishes an important

safeguard against depriving children of
free and low-cost meals, I believe that
we
we must
must do
do more.
more.

Therefore, I submitted to the Rules
Committee an amendment
amendment to
to H.R.
HR. 4
that prohibits the transfer of funds
funds

outside of these nutrition block grants
when States experience unemployment
above 6 percent.

Those who support the 20-percent
transfer provision claim that it gives
States additional flexibility during

times of recession to address
address incl-eases/
increases!
decreases in demand for different propro-

grams. However, I would argue
argue that
that
this does not happen. Instead, as I have

tem of cost containment that yields

equal to or greater savings than under
competitive bidding. As a result.
result,
States achieve considerable savings.
savings,
which is reliably estimated to be $1 billion annually, which in turn is used to
services to
to WJC
WIC parparprovide additional services
submitted to the Rules Committee also ticipants. However, under our block
proposal. while States are endeals with unemployment as it affects grant proposal,
systems,
changes—in particular,
particular. increases—in couraged to continue these systems.
nutrition program participation. This they are not required to.
Therefore,
Therefore. my third and final amendamendment would establish a trigger
to increase a States funding for
for both
both ment under review by the Rules Comthe school-based and family nutrition mittee would require that States imblock grants when that State experi- plement cost-containment measures
measures
formula included
included in
ences an economic downturn. More spe- for infant formula
in food
food
cifically. it would allow up to a 1.5 per- packages under the family nutrition
cent increase in funding of both block block grant. In addition, it would reregrants for each fiscal year through fis- quire that a State use all savings
cal year 2000 to address this problem.
achieved under this system for the purUnder the Opportunities Committee poses of carrying
carrying Out
out services for all
bill, now folded into H.R. 4.
4, block grant programs under this block
block grant.
grant. And.
And.
money under the two aforementioned the amendment also has the State reblock grants is distributed quarterly. port annually on the system it is using
My amendment says that for every as well as how current savings compare
two-tenths of 1 percent that a State's to that of the previous fiscal year.
quarterly unemployment
unemployment level
level rises
Cost containment is a fair
fair way
way for
for ininabove 6 percent. that State will receive fant formula producers to compete for
an additional
percent of the total the WIC recipient market which acblock grant money that it received for counts for roughly 40 percent of the enthat quarter. And, because of the fund- tire infant formula market. The objecing difference between the two food as- tive of this type of cost containment
containment is
is
sistance block grants.
grants, the additional
additional to provide the maximum savings for
money is authorized for the family nu- the State so that it can in turn use this
grant. and it isisapprotrition block grant,
appro- savings to provide additional WIC servpriated for the school-based nutrition ices for those who are eligible. Infant
block grant.
grant.
block
formula producers still have free access
Many Governors, including Governor to 60 percent of the market. If we inWhitman from New Jersey. have crease that to 100 percent, then we
strongly endorsed a trigger-based
trigger-based safesafe- jeopardize the ability of a State to proty net as a necessary mechanism for vide the necessary WIC nutrition servensuring that States can meet partici- ices to those who qualify.
pation increases.
It is also important
important to
to point
point Out
out that
Common sense and experience show this amendment would allow a States
that the needs for free and low-cost cost-contairu'nent
cost-containment savings to go toward
lunches. breakfasts. WIC and other nu- providing services under the
lunches,
the other
other proprotrition services increase during
during times
times grams within this block grant: Child &
of unemployment. This additional Adult Care Food,
Food. Summer Food. and
money will help to make sure
sure that
that Homeless Children Nutrition. As a reStates have the ability to administer sult, the State is given the flexibility
current levels of service during such a to use savings where it sees the greattime period while also being able to ac- est need.
commodate those who currently qualI support the Opportunities Commitifs'.
ify. Moreover, this funding helps to tee block grant approach. but the proprevent children from losing their eli- gram will be greatly enhanced with my
gibility to school meals and reduces amendments. They will
will make
make the
the
the possible reduction in quality, por- States accountable for their administions, and frequency of meals being tration and maintenance of effort. And.
served.
most importantly, we will maintain
maintain
Those who argue that we can always the safety net to assure that in this
vote for supplemental appropriations
appropriations land of plenty—no children will go hunare ignoring the needs of children and gry.
1
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And finally. I want to conclude my other words, the deadbeat under the ex- that contribute to these factors. In no
statement with some remarks about isting loopholes can slip over the State way is this bill addressing any of those
the Child Support Enforcement title of line or just across the Delaware River problems.
HR. 4.
H.R.
and escape his legal obligations to his To put people into productive emLet me make clear one unequivocal kids.
ployment I thought was the goal of
fact: effective child support enforceThat is precisely what we need—com- this bill
bill rather
rather than
than destructive dement reforms must be an essential prehensive Federal reform of our child this
But I do not see it in this
component of any true welfare reform support system—to ensure that all pendence.
I am afraid this bill under considplan. In fact, nonsupport of children by States come up to the highest common bill.
eration
presently does not achieve any
their parents is one of the primary rea- denominator, not sink to the lowest of the things
should try to achieve to
sons so many families end up on the common denominator as has happened eliminate the itabuse
of welfare.
welfare rolls to begin with.
all too frequently in the past.
There are some States doing a treResearch conducted by Columbia
Columbia
There are, however, two important mendousjob
in this area. Maryland
Maryland is
is aa
University and the U.S. Department of and effective get tough reforms which I
good
example
of
cutting
out
the
abuse
Health and
arid Human
Human Services
Services has
has found
found have
have long
long endorsed and supported,
that anywhere between 25 and 40 per- which the Ways and Means Committee from the sale of food stamps. et cetera.
cetera. by going to a system with a
cent of mothers on public assistance has chosen not to include in its bill,
bill. et cetera,
would not be on welfare if they were re- Consequently. I have asked the Rules nonforgery identification card in terms
ceiving the child support they are le- Committee for permission to offer of goods and supplies that families
might need.
gally and morally entitled to.
them
them as
as floor
floor amendments
amendments to
to H.R.
H.R. 4.
4.
If you go back to the original
original reason
reason
It's
Its a national disgrace that our child
The first amendment,
amendment. which has been
was for
for the
the
support enforcement system
system continues
continues cosponsored by Congresswoman CONNIE why we created welfare, itit was
to allow so many parents who can af- MOLL
MORELL;
of Marylandand
andCongressCongress- children, not the parents. not the abuof Maryland
ford to pay for their children's support man MAC
M.;c COLLINS
requires sive parents. It was to protect the chilCOLLINS of
of Georgia.
Georgia. requires
these obligations.
to shirk these
obligations.The
The soso- that States adopt a program that re- dren. It was at the time only for widcalled enforcement gap—the difference vokes or restricts driver's licenses, pro- ows because we understood that widbetween how much child support could fessionalloccupational licenses, and ows of the men who had died would be
because the
the times
times
and how
be collected arid
how much
much child
child supsup- recreational licenses of deadbeat par- terribly into poverty because
were tough. That was back during the
port is collected—has been estimated ents.
at $34 billion.
The second amendment would require Depression. There are a lot of us here
Remember, we
we are
are addressing
addressing the that States enact criminal penalties,
penalties. of who are recipients of the programs
problems of deadbeats who are will- their own design and choosing, for that were established then,
then. and we did
fully avoiding their legal obligations those parents who willfully fail to pay not turn
out so
so bad.
bad. But there are a lot
turr out
under the divorce edicts of their mdiindi- child
of other factors in our society that
child support.
support.
vidual States. They are avoiding both
In both cases. I expect that once exist today which did not exist then
their legal and moral obligations.
deadbeat parents realize exactly how that we have to deal with. The fact is
Failure to pay court-ordered child serious
serious we
weare
are about
about ensuring that that right now conditions are very
support is not a victimless crime. The they pay their child support,
support. the over- much like the Depression-type condichildren going without these payments whelming majority will do so,
so. rather tions with regard to the availability of
are the first victims. But, the tax- than lose a driver's license, a profes- work in many areas and neighborpayers who have to pick up
up the
the tab
tab for
for sional license, or face the prospect of a hoods. That is something that we have
deadbeat parents evading their obliga- jail sentence.
to realize if we are going to
to focus
focus on
on
tions are the ultimate victims.
It's funny how,
how. when the sheriff making sure that we take care of the
Strong, effective child support en- knocks on their front door,
door. how many children.
forcement is welfare prevention. The delinquent parents who previously
This misnamed bill, as I have said.
single best method to reduce welfare claimed they had no money. miracu- does not contain,
contain. as far as I am conspending isis to ensure that custodial lously find some money and begin mak- cerned. a job creation in it, which
spending
which is
is
parents with children get their
their child
child ing child support payments.
terribly important if we are going to
support payments on
on time, every
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion,
conclusion. I bebe- take these people off welfare and put
month.
lieve that HR. 4 contains the
the kind
kind of
of them to work. It does not contain any
in this de- reforms to our long-broken welfare sys- provisions that make sure that the
I've been a leading voice m
bate for 10 years now, having helped tem that the American people have people we put here,
here. especially in a sindraft both the Child Support Enforce- been expecting. In general. this bill has gle-parent home where the mother is
ment Amendments of 1984 and the earned my support,
support. and I look forward the single parent and that parent needs
Family Support Act of 1988. In addi- to the amendment
children. where
arnendment process where I be- child care for these children,
tion, I served as a member of the U.S. lieve that this important measure will they can leave them at home,
home. where
Commission on Interstate Child Sup- only be improved
unproved upon, prior to House they can be relatively sure these chilport Enforcement, which issued a com- passage. I urge all of my colleagues to dren are going to be safe.
prehensive report,
report. arid
You know, the bill as it is conand recommenda- join me in supporting this bill.
tions for change.
change, of our interstate child
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 3½ structed, they do away with the child
support system in August 1992.
minutes to the gentleman from
from CaliforCalifor- protections that are in the law now.
I am very pleased to see that the nia [Mr. MARTINEZ].
They say they do this by aa provision
provision in
in
Ways and Means Committee included
bill that
that says
saysititwill
willallow
allow the
Mr. MARTINEZ.
Mr.
MARTINEZ.I Ithank
thankthe
the gengen- the bill
many of my legislation's provisions in tleman for yielding to me.
States to certify.
its child support enforcement title. In
Mr. Chaii-rnan.
Chairman, II rise
rise in
in support
support of the
1993. I authored legislation, HR. 1600,
0 1845
Democratic substitute, what they will
that sought to enact the Commission offer as reform,
reform. and in opposition to Let me tell my colleagues what is
recommendations, and
and II reintroduced
recommendations,
reintroduced the
the bill
bill before
before us
us now.
now.
wrong with that. The States will only
that bill as H.R. 195 on the first day of
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. there are none of us. I be certifying
certifymg those that are licensed.
the 104th Congress earlier this year.
think this has been said before by sev- Over 40 percent of the people that proPerhaps the most salient fact we eral people,
people. that we are all for welfare vide day care are not licensed, and so
must keep in mind as we seek to im- reform,
reform. and we are. But this bill is that
that leaves
leaves aa whole
whole group
group of
of people.
people.
prove our child support enforcement rnjsriomei-ed.
misnomered. IIthink
think itit should
should be called
There are so many things that,
that. as we
system is: Our interstate child support the Lack of Responsibility
Responsibility by
by the
the ConCon- get into the rest of the bill, we will deits weakest
weakest gress Act. Sure, there are a lot of wel- bate,
system is only as good as its
bate. but I really want to tell my collink. States that have made enforcing fare abuses, and we all know it. But leagues this,
this. to those on the other side.
and collecting child support payments this begins with a society that breeds those of my colleagues who have. I
a priority are penalized by those States several generations of welfare recipi- think,
no less compassion than those of
which have failed to reciprocate. In ents. There are a lot of social problems think.
us on this side. I wish they really
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would
would rethink what they are doing to effectively help those in greatest ily,
ily. the church and the neighborhood.

here because together we can form a need. As a former State Legislator. I
welfare reform package that deals with am confident that the States and localthe abuses that
that are
are Out
out there and make ities can effectively administer welfare
sure that we provide opportunities to programs without the Federal Governsucceed to people that are on welfare. ment micro-managing their efforts.
That is what happened during the DeMr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 2½
pression. arid
and that is why a lot of us minutes to the gentlewoman from Calithat are of the Depression age are here fornia [Ms.
IMs. WOOLSEY].
WOOLSEYI.
today in this House.
House, because there were Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
programs that did in a bipartisan way thank my ranking member for yielding
address the societal problems that we me this time.
have.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman. I
yield 2'/z
2'/z minutes to the gentleman

from Pennsylvania
PennsylvanialMr.
lMr.GRENWOOD1.
GRENwOODJ.
Mr. GREENWOOD.
GREENWOOD.Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr.
Chairman.

the American people widely support
maintaining a strong social service
system which provides for children, the
handicapped. the elderly and those who

truly cannot find employment. At the
same time. Americans have come to
believe that the system now in place.
not only fails to foster self-reliance.
but may actually promote out-of-wedlock births.
While we must maintain a compassionate social safety net. I am convinced that we can do a better job of
instilling self-reliance and discouraging irresponsible behavior within our
welfare system.
H.R. 4 offers the first comprehensive

package of welfare reform measures in
nearly half a century. Its fundamental
tenets are: (1) those welfare recipients
who are able-bodied must work in exchange for benefits:
benefits; (2) programs must
be designed to discourage—not facilitate out-of-wedilock
out-of-wedlock births:
births: and (3) the

States, which already
already operate
oterate their
own welfare programs.
programs, will receive

blocks of Federal money to provide additional social services within Federal
guidelines.
The media has done a less than complete job of informing the general pub-

They promise you happiness in

exex-

change for a check and the loss of your

liberty. The second view—our view—be-

gins and ends with the individual. Our
view of society is one in which people
have the right and the opportunity to
invest. and raise their children
work, invest,

as they see fit. We have faith in the

American spirit: the liberal Democrats
have faith in Washington,
Washington. DC.
I have had enough of the Democrats'
Democrats
As the only Member of Congress who big lie about welfare reform. Day after
has actually been a single. working
working day they come to the floor and repeat
mother on welfare, my ideas about wel- the lie that Republicans are waging
waging
fare do not come from theory or books. war on children. It is offensive because
it, I lived it.
I know it.
it comes from those who have trapped
Make no mistake. I know the welfare millions of American children in a
not work
work for
for
system is broken. It does not
ending cycle of despair and derecipients or for taxpayers, and it never
pendence. Who are they to lecture to
needs fundamental change.
about taking care of our chilBut I also know that H.R. 4 will gut anyone
after
after they
they spent
spentdecades
decadesdestroydestroy
the welfare system and shred the safe- dren
the American dream for the poor.
ty net that enabled my family to get ing
Mr. Chairman, for the last thirty
back on our feet 27 years ago.
I will never forget what it was
was like
like to
to years we watched them create a nalie awake at night worried that one of tional tragedy. Since 1965 we spent $5
on welfare. What do we have to
my children would get sick, or trying trillion
to decidewhat was more important: show for it: disintegrating families,
having children, burned out
new shoes for my children or next children
cities, a thirty percent illegitimacy
weeks groceries.
week's
rate, and three generations of AmeriEven though I was working the en- rate.
wait at
at home
home
tire time I was on AFDC. I needed wel- cans who do nothing but wait
fare in order to provide my family with for the next government check.
Bill
Bill Clinton
Clinton promised
promisedtoto"end
end welfare
health care, child care and the food we
we know
knowit."
it.' What
Whathappened?
happened? His
needed in order to survive. So my col- as we
'reform" expanded
expanded welfare spendleagues see I know about the impor- first "reform"
tance of a safety net, and I also
also know
know ing by $110 billion and gutted what was
left of workfare. It was business as
about the importance of work.
taxes,
the House
House usual: more government, more taxes.
That is why, as cochair of the
Democratic Task Force on Welfare Re- more bureaucrats. But, the American
said, "enough
enough isis enough."
enough.' They
form, I can tell my colleagues that the people said,
liberal/left's "rereDemocrats are committed to
to getting
getting understood that the liberal/left's
form" is to spend more of other peofamilies off welfare and into work. We form
ples money.
money. They know the left
left
do this by helping them with edu- ples'

is
is

'poverty" industry
industry and
cation. with training, by providing the happy with the "poverty"
cation,
churning Out
out more of the perchild care they need so that they can those churning
verse regulations and programs which
go to work.
lic about the nutrition and child
child care
care Mr. Chairman, the choice comes have turned so many of our people into
portions of H.R. 4. It is time that they down to this. We could punish poor a mass of
of•"favor
favor seekers."
seekers.'
know all of the facts.
Mr. Chairman, we came to Washingfamilies by voting for H.R. 4, or we can
First, we are not reducing funds for invest in our children and their fami- ton to put people to work and get govschool lunch. Tne truth is this measure lies so they can lead strong.
hands Out
out of the peoples'
strong, productive ernment's hands
increases funding for school lunch by lives.
lives, I beg my colleagues
colleagues to
to vote
vote pockets. Let me tell you where we will
$1.1 billion over 5 years.
against H.R. 4 that would
would put
put people
people on
on be if we do not stop the runaway
runaway welwelSecond, we are not reducing funds for the streets and vote for putting people fare train. Today federal welfare spendSecond.
women, infants, arid
and children. The to work.
ing stands at $387 billion, by 2000 we
truth is the bill increases VIC funding
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman. I will spend $537 billion on welfare entiby $776 million over 5 years.
yield 2 minutes
mmutes to the gentleman from tlements. The madness has to stop.
Third. we are not reducing funds for North
NorthCarolina
Carolina
FuNDEu].
[Mr.lMr.
FUNDERBURK].
Our bill eliminates the federal midchild care. The truth is the bill makes Mr. FUNDERBURK. Mr. Chairman. dleman and cuts the heart out of the
S200 million more available for direct this is the most important week of the Washington bureaucracy. It says the
$200
child care services.
104th Congress. It is more important to real innovators are in the states and
II care
care about
about the
the future
future of
of our
our Na- the future of America
America than
than all
all the
the the counties.
tion's children. However, if
if the
the Federal
Federal weeks we will spend on term limits, the
Mr. Chairman, the best welfare proGovernment continues to add hundreds line item veto.
veto, and the balanced budg- gram is a job. By cutting government.
of billions of dollars to the national et. This week we decide if we will con- taxes, regulations.
regulations, and bureaucrats we
debt each year, our children won't have tinue down the morally bankrupt path can create a new era of opportunity
a future. Establishing flexible, State- the liberal/left has led millions of that will make it easier for poor Amerbased programs that promote personal Americans or will we blaze a new path icans to get back on their feet
feet and
and
responsibility and self-reliance is a for hope.
hope, responsibility, and freedom.
Americas promise.
share America's
promise. Mr. Clinton
necessary step toward developing a This debate is also about two visions, is right about one thing. it really is
sound fiscal policy.
The first is offered by the same people past time to end welfare as we know it.
it,
As a former social worker and the fa- who created the welfare nightmare. We had better get on with it because
ther of four. I know the importance of Their view of the world begins and ends time is running out.
ensuring the safety and health of all with big government. In their world,
world. Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 2½
children. H.R.
H.R, 4 offers compassionate,
compassionate. government regulates and dominates minutes to the gentleman from Ohio
fiscally sound solutions which allow us every walk of life, it replaces the fam- lMr.
[Mr. SAwYERI.
SAWYER].
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Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I lis- tiori
tion is part of the school lunch debate ought to provide them with
with aa school
school
tened carefully to the last speaker. and which has been more intentionally mis- subsidy for every meal they take at a

I have to agree that the debate this represented and where children have cost to the Federal Government of $556

week over welfare reform does come
down to one thing. the well-being
well-being of
of
the American family. But I would just
simply have to disagree that this is not
about replacing the American family.
We have known for a long time that
parents who finished school and who
work at real and meaningful jobs are

been used as pawns for political pur- million a year. There is not a Member
poses than they have in this particular in this Congress who believes that that
area.

school lunch program is a wonderful eliminate that S556 million,
million. that you
program without any problems
problems II would
would

more likely to have kids who do well in point Out
out that
that according
according to
to the
the General
General
school themselves and who go on to be- Accounting Office in the last 4 years
come productive citizens
citizens and
and raise that they have kept records, over 302
families that are strong in their own schools have developed out of the Fedright.
eral school lunch program, arid
and their
their
rules.
Families that function well must No. 1 reason for doing so was the rules,
have access to a network of
of affordable
affordable regulations and paperwork required by
support services to help them balance Washington. Second. I would point out

the demands of work and parenting.
That is probably truer of families
families and
and
young people today than it has ever
been before. For many parents, the
lack of affordable, safe child care prevents them from pursuing additional
education or taking a worthwhile job:
that very pathway toward solving the

ington, even USDA in their budget reproblem, nurturing the family. is cut ington.
quest. say they will have to ask for at
quest,
Now, we hear that we want to cut least 25 million plus to assist schools in
federal funding for child care by 20% meeting the computer requirement of
over 5 years. providing no provision for this particular provision just in fiscal
additional funding when demand in- year 1996.
So. we have come forth with a procreases during difficult economic
posal for change, a proposal that intimes.

ards for child care. It eliminates the requirement that states use funds to improve the quality of child care.
Mr. Chairman, we cannot have it
both
both ways.
If we want people to move from dependence on welfare to long-term.
gainful employment, we have
have to
to propro-

vide the options that make that possible.
There isis nothing more important

than making sure that children are in
safe and healthy settings while their
parents work.
We would not want anything less for

our own children. We should provide
nothing less for all children.
So.
So. I would urge my colleagues to
keep this in mind as they vote against
H.R. 4 in its current form.
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman. I
yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from
Wisconsin {Mr,
[Mr. GUr'IDERsONJ.
GUr'IDERSONJ.

(Mr. GUNDERSON asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman and

Members. I think it is important we
understand exactly what this debate

has become all about.
This debate is about whether
whether my
my colcolleagues want to defend the Washington

bureaucracy or whether they want to

be advocates of real reform and change.

It used to be that we were all for a bipartisan commitment to children, but

now our defense of the bureaucracy has

taken precedence over that. I do not

know of any area wherein child nutri-

can continue the school nutrition programs or the school lunch program as
it exists today.
So
So there
there has
has to
to be
be reform.
reform. We
We are
are the
the
leaders in advocating that reform. But

we are not cutting school lunch by $556
million. What we are doing
doing is
is increasincreasing it 4.5 percent for every year for the
that 46 percent of all non-poor or full- next 5 years.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 4½
priced students voluntarily choose not
to participate in America's school minutes to the gentleman from Califorlunch programs
programs today.
today.Finally
Finallyasas aa nia [Mr. MILLER].
(Mr. MILLER of California
California asked
asked and
and
part of the administration's attempt
last year to increase the regulations on was given permission to revise and exthe school lunch
lunch program
program through tend his remarks.)
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Chairtheir nutrient standards, even Wash-

5Ff.

We know that too many children are
receiving inadequate care while their
parents work, and yet this bill eliminates current health and safety stand-

$556 million would survive our efforts

Let me give my colleagues some to balance the budget.
budget, and there is not
a person who understands the
school
school
For all
all of
ofthose
those who
who say
say that the lunch program who knows the
that if you

facts:

creases funding.
funding, that increases flexibil-

ity and that decreases Federal rules,
regulations and paperwork. Our proposal recognizes that there is a need

man, I thank the gentleman for yielding.
ing.

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. the legislation that
we will be debating this week in the

House that will be offered to us by our
Republican colleagues is the most com-

prehensive and the most focused assault on poor children in this
this country
country
that we have witnessed in the
the past
past 30
30
years. It is not that the press has got it
wrong. it is that the press has started
to explain it to the American people,

for increased funding. So we provide a and as the American people have start4.3-percent increase through fiscal year ed to understand it and started to see
4.5-percent
2000.
its components, they are starting to reject it. Because,
Because. while all of us agree
0 1900
welfare reform, and every MemWe cap State administrative ex- about
ber has said that on the floor and clearpenses each year at 2 percent.
percent, so 98 per- ly the public agrees with welfare recent of that money goes not
not to
to States
States form, the public is starting to ask what
to balance their State budgets.
budgets. but
but is it about welfare reform that requires
right to that local school to provide you
take severely disabled children
school nutrition. And we eliminate the whotosuffer
from cerebral palsy and
Federal bureaucracy at a projection of other disabling
diseases, what is it that
over $300 million in savings over the requires you todiseases.
take them off of the
next 5 years.
rolls so that their parents,
parents. many of
In addition to that, second, we pro- whom
are
are single
single parents, who are
vide flexibility at the State and local struggling
to work and to keep their
levels. so they can take our resources children at home
levels,
and out of an instituand combine them with their own tion, what is itit about
about welfare reform
State innovation and create something
new and different,
different. a creative and inter- that requires you to abandon these
esting and appetizing and appealing children?
What is it about welfare reform that
school lunch program.
Third, we do establish minimum Fed- requires you to repeal the child welfare
Third.
for abused
abused children,
children. who
who
eral safeguards. We establish voluntary protection for
national nutrition guidelines available need protective foster care so that they
for every State established by
by the
the NaNa- can be rescued from families that are
tional Academy of Science in concert dysfunctional and disabled in terms of
their ability to take care,
care. and many
with the school dieticians.
these chilchilSecond, as I said earlier, we require times lash out and injure these
that 98 percent of that money go to the dren and in some circumstances kill
children? What
Whatisis it about welschools and 80 percent of that money these children?
fare reform that required the Repubgo to the low-income students.
Now, there is something that has licans to do that?
What is it about welfare reform that
been missing in this discussion. I would
like to challenge my Democratic required the Republicans to rip away
friends.
friends, if they believe that in an era of from working poor parents who have
deficit reduction we ought to continue struggled to get off of welfare but now
providing the 11.3 million students, the need child care to stay off of welfare so
sons and daughters of the bankers
bankers arid
and they can contribute to the well-being
rich people in this country. whether we of their family,
family. and with a little bit of
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assistance arid
and child care and maybe
Mr. GOODLING.
GOODLING.Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
some food stamps lighten the load on yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
the Government and retain their dig- Florida [Mr. WELDON].
nity? What is it about welfare reform
Mr. WELDON of Florida. Mr. Chairthat told the Republicans to rip that man, that was a very impassioned
away from those working parents?
speech that we heard, but one thing
What is it about welfare reform that needs to be kept in mind when we hear
asks them to rip away $7 billion from these kinds of comments that
that all
all of
of the
the
the child nutrition programs:
programs: in
in our
our terrible problems that this gentleman
child care programs: in our school spoke of have actually increased over
lunch programs: in our women, infants
and children's
childrens programs?
programs? I appreciate

that they say that all of these pro-

grams are there, but none of them are
mandated. None of them are provided
to these children who need these programs. who are enabled to have these

hold itself together?
What is it about welfare reform that
demanded these kinds of harsh actions?
What is it about welfare reform that no

longer provides an entitlement to a

pregnant woman at nutritional risk to
protect her pregnancy for the healthy
birth of her newborn infant and to care
for that infant when they have been
medically certified at nutritional risk
and the likelthoocl
likelthood of giving birth to a
low-birth-weight baby. babies that
have a 30 or 40 percent greater
greater frefrequency of coming back and needing
needing
help later with special education, with
remedial education, because
because of the
brain development they suffered? What
is it about
aboutwelfare
welfare reform
reform that demanded that?

You talk about people who spend

generations on welfare, and yet you are

creating the very children who are

going to be candidates for welfare because of your inhumanity, because
because of
of
your callous nature, and because of the
war you wage on the poor children of
this Nation.
What is it about welfare reform
reform that
that

requires you to treat the children, to

punish the child of a young woman who

has a child Out
out of
of wedlock
wedlock under
under the
the
age of 18. to punish that child and to
rip away the resources? Sixty percent
of all of the pregnancies in this country. no matter what your class, your
status, no matter what your financial

Aid for dependent children is a wel-

fare program for poor children that

costs S16
$16 billion. Aid to rich farmers
through the farm price subsidy program is not means tested. Rich farmers
can get that as well as poor, and there

are very few poor farmers left. Less
than 2 percent of the American popu-

lation lives on farms, so most of the $16
billion goes to the welfare program for
the past 30 years with all of these pro- farmers just as $16
S16 billion
billion goes to
grams that we have seen emanating needy children.
from Washington. They have not deThat $16 billion that goes to farmers.
creased. What we are trying to do here we need to look at how to reform that.
with our welfare reform program. Mr. We need to be serious about that. We
Chairman, is reinvigorate the family.
family, should not demonize poor children and
reinvigorate personal responsibility, do poor families suffering as a result of

programs, because of circumstances be- something about the terrible problem
of illegitimacy.
yond these children's control.
I as a physician worked in inner-city
What is it about welfare reform that
saw 15-year-olds
l5-year-olds
says that if a child happens to live in a obstetrics clinics and I saw
coming into
into the clinic pregnant. I
State that suffers from an economic coming

downturn, that they may not get their
school lunch because there will be no
entitlement for that child, a child who
finds himself in a family that is now.
because of an economic downturn, unemployed, and yet the family
employed.
family seeks
seeks to
to
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would ask them why they are doing

economic dislocations that are perpetrated by people making decisions
far beyond their control. Welfare for
farmers is not means tested. Millionaires receive government checks.
Two recent articles,
artic'es, one in the Wash-

this? And they would tell me they want ington
ington Post and one in the New York

to get Out
out of
of their
their unit,
unit. they want to Times, said that city dwellers, they
get Out
out from
from under
under their mother,
mother. they listed the names of people who are city
want to get their own place in the dwellers who never set foot on a farm.
farm,
project, and they want to get their own who are receiving welfare farm checks.
welfare check.
So I hope we are going to reform that
This system that has been created as well,
well. because in order to make the
over the past 30 years is broken. We budget balance and in order to do
need to strengthen families.
families. We
We need
need to
to things that need to be done,
done. we need to
deal with this problem of illegitimacy. reform that.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
We need to go back and take a hard
minutes to the gentleman from New look at the savings and loans debacle
York [Mr. OWENS].

and the unfortunate steps we took
arid

(Mr. OWENS asked and was given there which did not reform that syspermission to revise and extend his re- tem. Two hundred billion dollars of the
marks.)
taxpayers' money went down the drain
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. there is as a result of our not paying
paying attention
attention
almost 100 percent agreement that wel- to reform. Reform is very much needed.
fare as we
we know it should be reformed.
The Republican welfare reform pro-

We all want to reform welfare, make gram.
gram, unfortunately. shows contempt
the necessary adjustments to allow it for work. At every level,
level. it refuses to
to accomplish what it is supposed to deal with job training,
training. it refuses to
accomplish in terms of helping victims. make some kind of pledge
p'edge to provide
We help victims of earthquakes,
earthquakes. we work for people,
people. it refuses to deal with
help victims of floods, we help victims minimum wages that are necessary in
of hurricanes. We should help victims order for people to get off welfare,
welfare. to
of a mismanaged economy which pro- make enough money to live
live on.
on. They
They
duces a situation where there are no have a great contempt for work. It is a
jobs for men and families as a result big lie that they are interested in havare forced to go on welfare.
ing people get off welfare and go to
All big government programs
programs should
should work. They have abandoned the goal of
be reviewed occasionally. We should work.
work,
certainly look at all programs and look
It is the Democrats who now carry
at ways to reform them. We should try the
the goal
goal of
ofwork,
work,asaswe
wedid
didin
in1988.
1988. This
This
to reform programs like the farmers is not the first time we have tried to
home loan mortgages, which were so make adjustments to the welfare probadly repaid that the Department of gram. In 1988 we attempted to make an
Agriculture decided to
tojust
just forgive
forgive $11.5
$11.5 adjustment in terms of job training
billion in loans over a 5-year period. We arid
and jobs for people on welfare.
gave
gave away
away $11.5
$11.5 billion
billion in
in loans
loans for
for the
the
The Republican
Republican welfare program
farm welfare program.
swindles poor children through the

We also have welfare for electric
grant mechanism. It swindles
swindies
well-being,
well-being. 60
60 percent
percent of
of all
all of
of the
the pregpreg- power users out in the West and Mid- block
poor children in two ways.
ways. When
When you
you
nancies in this country are
are unintended.
unintended. west,
west. where they are using Federal take away the entitlement
entit'ement for aid to
Half of them are resolved by abortion.
abortion,
Half of them are resolved by abortion.
So what do we do? We tell individuals
if you have an unintended pregnancy.
we are going to make your life more
desperate, more complicated, more
hostile to bringing that child
child into
into this
this
world.

power at within half the rate that we dependent children,
children. it means you are
have to pay in the big cities. So that is swindling them, because they do not
a welfare giveaway we ought to take a have a right if they are poor.
poor, they do
look at and see if we can reform it. We not have the Federal Government
have enormous amounts of welfare for

standing behind them. They do not
the farmers, and we ought to
to take
take aa have the power of the Federal Treaslook at that. We are spoiling America's ury,
ury. which guarantees that no matter

farmers by smothering them with so- how bad the economic conditions may
That is not welfare reform,
reform. that is a cialism. and we ought to take
take aa look
look at
at be and how many people may be forced
war on America's children, on the poor- rich farmers as well as poor farmers re- on welfare the money will be made
est of America's children.
ceiving welfare.

available to meet their needs. They are
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and 15 years of age is to say to them, ished. Cut off the parent and the innoyou and your little baby live in a tene- cent
cent child.
ment
ment somewhere.
somewhere. We
We will
will send
send you
you this
this
This is a mean, mean,
mean. mean bill. We
meager allowance and pretend that you
be nurturing, encouraging,
encouraging. supyoungsters to enroll in New York City can survive, and we know that they do should
our children, not punishing
schools next year. Enrollment is sky- not survive and we know that they are porting
for their parents' shortcomings.
rocketing. Just enrollment alone pro- the most likely young people to abuse them
We should be providing jobs for those
duces a greater need, so that the block their own children. And what
what we
we are
are who want to work,
work. not calling a cutoff
grant will not take care of that in- simply trying to say is. you
you do
do not
not bebe- after 2 years welfare reform.
reform.
creasing need by enrollment.
an adult by having a baby. If you
Mr. Chairman, this bill is a hoax. It
But when economic conditions get come
are 14 or you are 15 and you are 16 and does not provide any jobs. After we
worse, the number of people goes up you
have a baby, you still need more heard so much about jobs to get people
who are eligible. Block grants
grants place
place than
than ever the care
care of responsible off the public dole, no jobs. And it is
the poor at the mercy of State and adults, and we want
to make sure that mean spirited and mean to children.
local governments, and the history of those teenage girls and
their babies are
They did not do anything to deserve
State and local governments is they cared for in proper settings
where there this. Why would we punish children in
have been very mean-spirited and very
cruel and some of the worst and most are rules and there are limits and there the name of welfare reform?
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I
corrupt government in the country has is safety and they can be taught to
their children properly and help yield
yield myself
myself 11 minute.
minute.
been at State and local government raise
We have heard all this about whether
levels. We are not helping people by to become successful as adults.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield my- there is workfare.
workfare, whether there is not.
placing them at the mercy of State and
local
local governments.
H.R. 4 eliminates the Job Opportunigovernments. School lunches self 10 seconds.
Mr. Chairman, I want to refute
refute what
what ties and Basic Skills Jobs Program.
were created in the first place because
State and local governments refused was just said by the previous speaker. Why? Because it failed. Success in this
I think he ought to know, even though program is an exception to the rule. Altheir needs.
position, though it is billed as a welfare
Mr. Chairman, now we are saying to he worked in this kind of a position.
welfare to
to work
work
the children of America,
America. Children of that most of the teenage pregnancies program,
program. after 7 years in operation.
operation,
America, there is a fiscal crunch; this under 15 years of age take place in the Jobs boasts a mere 26.000 recipients in
home where that kid comes from. It is work. The COP
great Nation now needs your lunch.
GOP bill in the first year
Mr.
Mr. GOODLING
GOODLING. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I a violation of that kid's personal self- alone will ensure 180.000 welfare recipiesteem.
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
ents will be in work. By 2003.
2003, 2.25 milMr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes
minutes to
to lion welfare recipients will be working
Pennsylvania [Mr. GREENWOOD].
Mr. GREENWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I the gentleman from North Carolina a minimum of 35 hours per week in exWArF].
rise to respond to some of the
the remarks
remarks [Mr. WArFJ.
change for the benefit;
benefit: 90
90 percent
percent of
of the
the
Mr. WATT of North Carolina. Mr. American people support this.
made by my colleague, the gentleman
from
from California
California [Mr. MILLER], who Chairman, I thank the gentleman from
The Clinton proposal would not have
talked about the inhumane and callous Missouri for yielding time to me.
placed any recipients in work for the
I am not a member of a committee first 2 years. At its peak,
nature of those of us on this side of the
peak. it would have
aisle. I have to tell you I take a little which has had under consideration this moved only 394.000 recipients into
into
bit of umbrage at that.
welfare reform bill so.
so, when I got the work.
I am a former child welfare worker. I bill finally on Friday of last week and
So it is very, very clear that there
have spent a number of years of my life it was finalized, I went rushing through are strong work requirements in the
in the homes of some of the most that bill,
bill. looked and spent an awful lot bill that will really make the difdifabused and neglected children in my of time reviewing the provisions of ference.
community. I met my wife while
while she
she that bill. And two things jumped out at
Chairman, I yield 5
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman.

swindling poor children through the
school lunch
lunch program.
program. You
You are taking
away an entitlement, so as the numbers increase, we expect 20.000 more

was a child protective worker there
and she is still a social worker. I am

me.

minutes to the gentleman from Ten-

No. 1.
1, I had heard my Republican col- nessee IMr. TANNER].

the founder of the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania ChilChil- leagues talk about how they were
Mr. WATT of North Carolina. Mr.
dren's Coalition, a caucus that we going to get people off the public dole Chairman.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
formed in the Pennsylvania legislature. and make sure they went to work. And
Mr. TANNER.
Mr.
TANNER.I Iyield
yield to
to the
the genand I have been a child advocate for 20 I looked and I looked and I looked, and tleman from North Carolina.
years.
I did not find anything in this bill that
Mr. WATT of North Carolina. Mr.
would provide jobs for people who want Chairman, I just simply want to find
0 1915
to work at the end of their welfare stay
where in this bill those jobs are. It
When I was a social worker
worker trying
trying to
to or any time during their welfare stay. out
is
not
in this bill. You can protest all
spend all of my time protecting chil- So that is the first bogus promise that you want.
There is nothing in this bill
dren, I had to take away from my time I found.
that provides any jobs. If you can tell
at least a day and a half each week to
No. 2. I went looking and I found that
that is,
is. II would
would be happy to
fill Out
out the
the Federal
Federal forms so the bean this bill punishes children for the con- me where
it.
counters in the bureaucracy in Wash- duct of their parents. If your parent is hear
Mr. TANNER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. in this
ington could account for my time. I poor, the children get punished. If the general
debate.
I
am
going to remain
debate,
was not able during that time to go out parent has a child Out of wedlock,
wedlock, the
the
but I know that over the next
and protect the children in my commu- child gets punished. No Federal bene- general,
2 days there will be a lot of specifics.
nity.
fits for children or mothers
mothers under
under age
age
I have been in the Congress for 6
What we are doing is simply taking 18.
18, if they are unwed.
years. I have been aware and working
this program of child protective servIf the parent is on welfare, has an- on welfare reform for that time,
time. parices, giving it to the States who
who have
have other child,
child. the child gets punished. No ticularly the last 3 years. And I want
been operating
operatmg it for years. increasing benefits for that child because
because he
he or
or to thank
Members who have
the funding from S4.4
$4.4 billion to S5.6
$5.6 bil- she was born to a mother who was on brought thisthe
bill to the floor because I
lion over the next 5 years. And I will welfare.
think Republicans and Democrats
Democrats can
can
tell you from my personal experience.
experience,
If the parent will not work, the child both agree that the time for welfare rethat is a smart and that is a compas- gets punished. After 2 years,
years. whether form is now.
sionate thing to do.
do,
they can find work or want work or
I come to speak tonight as one of the
The gentleman also made reference will work,
work. if they do not have ajob, the
cosponsors of the so-called Nato the notion of punishing teenage girls child will be punished and the child original
than Deal bill. I believe that
that we
we have
have
who have babies. What punishes teen- will be off of welfare. If the
the parent
parent cancan- the best approach,
approach. the Contract With
age girls who have babies who are 14 not find aajob,
job, who,
who, the child gets pun- America notwithstanding.
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States.
States. I think
think that is the responsible needs,
which do
needs. which
do not
not just
just disappear
disappear once
proach,
proach, is for a stronger work require- thing to do. I think the Deal substitute
funds are cut. Their needs will
wil] conment to bring the dignity of work to will do that, and I would encourage all the
tinue, the same as before,
before. unless we
the American people. We also, unlike of my colleagues.
colleagues, as this debate
debate contincontin- provide some of the necessary assistany other proposal, make sure that the ues, to give it great consideration. ance to move them off of welfare into
value of a welfare dollar is no
no more
more great weight and put aside partisan dif- jobs.
than a dollar earned by the sweat of ferences and consider voting for it.
The welfare reform proposal that we
the brow. Arid
And our final bottom line in
Mr. GOODLING.
COODLING. Mr. Chairman. I
developed addresses these basic
our approach is simply this, if you yield 1 minute to the gentleman from have
problems by,
problems
by. first,
first, emphasizing
emphasizing work
want something from the Government, Texas.
Texas, [Mr.
[Mr.SAM
SAMJOHNSON].
JOHNSON].
over welfare. One of the basic tenets of
then you must be willing to do someMr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. the proposal is the establishment of
thing for yourself.
Chairman, Democrats are scared of los- the Work First Program,
Program. which funLet me talk just a minute generally ing 40 years of tight-fisted control over
damentally
reforms
the JOBS Program
about the Deal substitute to the Con- the States. This scares them
so
much
them so much
our current welfare system. The new
tract With
tract
With-America.
America. All of us any they have embarked on a big lie cam- of
many Members have said tonight and paign to defeat a bill that gives the Work First Program requires particithis afternoon that the present welfare States and individuals the power to pants to begin job activities as soon as
program, providing indisystem. Federal welfare system is bro- create solutions. They still believe they enter the program.
viduals with the opportunity to immeken. Its evolution has trapped many in Washington knows best.
broken families and generational deThis example is best illustrated by diately begin working their way topendence with little, if any.
any, hope. That the Republican proposal to improve the ward self-sufficiency.
Second. we change the focus of welis wrong and we know that.
that.
school lunch program. This bill does Second,
In the present system all too often not cut lunches. It does not cut fund- fare from a seemingly endless hand-out
The perceppercepthe emphasis is on how to receive a ing. We increase funding for the pro- to a temporary hand up. The
welfare check rather than how to re- gram by 4.5 percent per year. Let me tion of our welfare system as a permaturn to work. The present system
system has
has repeat. 4.5 percent every year. We are nent way of life has evolved through
years of providing benefits to recipibuilt in disincentives against two-par- not taking away food from anyone.
ent families. It has a powerful incenRepublicans believe in change, and ents without a sensible plan for moving
them-off ofofthe
thewelfare
welfaresystem.
system. ThereTheretive, actually, for young unwed moth- this bill represents it. The Democrats them—off
erhood. That is also wrong.
continue to believe in the status
status quo.
quo. fore. we propose a time limited assistThere is nothing in the present sys- This was shown by their event last ance program that would empower intem really requiring personal respon- Sunday. And
move from
from welfare
welfare to
to
Arid would
would you
you believe
believe they
they dividuals to move
sibility for ones own future. This is used children as props to help their work. As an incentive to work,
work. the
our fault. This is the fault of the Amer- special interest friends raise money. plan would provide transitional
transitional assistassistican people and the policymakers.
big labor unions,
unions. welfare state bureau- ance to make work pay more than welThe Federal system is broken. We all crats and extremist organizations?
fare. We extend the transitional mediknow that. We must fix it,
it. in my opinMr. Chairman. I ask my colleagues
colleagues to
to cal assistance from 1 year to 2 years so
ion,
ion. here, before we take the Repub- vote for the real change. Vote against that individuals do not have to fear
lican approach and block grant it and big government. Vote for this bill.
losing health coverage if they take a
dump it in the hands of the
the States
States and
and
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 4 job. We also provide child care assisttheir Governors and their legislatures. minutes to the gentleman from Texas ance for moms so that they are able to
That is not the way we need to fulfill ]Mr.
take a job and begin working toward
[Mr. STENHOLMI.
our obligation as Federal legislators.
(Mr. STENHOLM asked and was self-sufficiency. After 2 years in a work
We abdicate it by just saying we will given permission to revise and
and extend
extend program, States also would be allowed
block grant it and our hands are clean. his remarks.)
to deny AFDC benefits to recipients
The Nathan Deal bill has a way. I
Mr. STENHOLM. Mr. Chairman, I who do not have jobs.
think, to address this problem and give rise tonight in strong support of Mr.
Third. we propose changing the perthe States the flexibility they
they need
need to
to DEAL'S alternative welfare reform pro- ception that Government bears all of
address the problem. In our bill, the posal. Like most Americans. I feel that the responsibility for those in need. InDeal substitute, is work in exchange the time has come to seriously evalu- dividuals also must accept their share
for assistance with a 2-year time limit. ate the structure of our system and of responsibility in providing for their
If you are offered ajob and
and do
do not
not take
take provide constructive solutions to prob- families. In order to do this, we require
it. benefits end. Arid
it,
And if you find a job lems within it. Our current system is recipients to develop an individual plan
and refuse to accept it. the same is broken. It must be fixed.
for
for self-sufficiency,
inself-sufficiency, which would intrue.
I come before you today in strong clude the tools needed to get the indiWe encourage families by ending the support of a plan that transforms our vidual off of welfare and into work. We
disincentives in the present system to current system into the type of pro- also strengthen child support enforcefavor marriage. We end the incentives gram that it should be—a temporary ment and hold the parents of minor
that lead to unwed teenage mother- helping hand for those who need a mothers and fathers liable for financial
hood by demanding liability from par- chance to get back on their feet again. support of their children. The proposal
ents and requiring minor mothers to I think we all agree that the focus of allows
allows States
States to
todeny
deny increases
increases in
live with a parent or guardian and re- welfare reform should be getting people AFDC funding
to
mothers
who have admain in school. Personal responsibility off of the welfare rolls and into work. ditional children while receiving
these
is demanded in our bill and, unlike any It has become very obvious, however. benefits and requires minor mothers to
other proposal here, we make benefits that while we may agree on the goal, it live with a parent or a responsible
from AFDC and food stamps subject to is not as easy to agree on how to get adult.
taxable income, ensuring, as I said at there. Having said that,
that. I feel
feel that
that the
the Finally, we realize that a one-sizethe outset,
outset. that a welfare dollar
dollar is
is not
not welfare reform proposal we have devel- fits-all
approach to welfare reform is
worth more than a dollar earned by oped provides a centrist approach to in- impractical,
if not impossible, because
work,
work.
telligently reforming our welfare sys- it does not take into account the wide
John Kennedy once said,
said,
tem.
tem, without hurting those who need a range of needs and programs that exist.
Our privileges can be no greater than our helping hand. We must not take the Therefore,
Therefore. we have provided States
obligations. The protection of our rights can more limited view that welfare reform with the flexibility necessary to deendure no longer than the performance of simply means cutting the cost of wel- velop
effective programs that meet
our responsibilities.
fare. Welfare reform is not simply cut- their own specific needs. While the
Let us exercise our responsibilities as ting services and denying benefits
benefits in
in
Government has a role to play
Federal legislators and fix the Federal order to find a budgetary fix. Welfare Federal
in
setting
guidelines in order to
system before we dump it on the reform involves real people with real maintain abroad
level playing field,
field. State
State
The
The Deal
Deal

approach, and
approach,
and

our
our

apap-

I
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flexibility is the key to reforming our the country. Nothing could be more that point we will hurt those nutrition
welfare system.
cruel to welfare recipients
recipients and
and children
children programs.
irnpor- than the system we have today. We as
In addition. I believe it is very imporLet me read what is really wrong
tant to include local communities
communities in
in a policy have created
created that
that system.
system.
the system: "Cash benefits going
the process, as well. To that end, we That is an effort to change that par- with
dependency,
for drugs. generations of dependency.
have provided Federal grant assistance ticular system.
children having children,
chi'dren, killing chilto community-based organizations for
Look at the children's nutrition procoordination of services. The one-stop gram. Who are we trying to feed with dren." Nothing could be more cruel to
welfare
shop idea is already
being explored
explored in
in those programs? We are trying to make the kids that exists than the welfare
akeady being
many communities and many others sure that our poorest children are fed. systems that we have today.
I look in Chicago.
Chicago, and police found 19
could streamline services with some but yet we continue the policies that
children
living
squalor in a cold.
cold,
additional assistance.
would create those poverty children dark apartment. in
Two children in diaAs a participant in the current wel- living in poverty.
fare reform discussion,
discussion. II have
have heard
Mr. Chairman, I have the utmost re- pers were sharing a bone with the fammany times that we should get rid of spect for my colleagues. and many of ily dog. Why? Because the parents were
fraud and abuse in our welfare system them on the other side in the Black living on cocaine and drugs.
Child abuse services need to be
be
and I agree. As the former
former chairman
chairman of
of Caucus: the gentleman from Georgia.
in, and yes. we need to provide
in.
the Agriculture Subcommittee on De- JOHN LEwIS.
LEwIS, who walked in Alabama. brought
partment Operations and Nutrition, I However, the Members are wrong in services for those kids, but we also
need to eliminate the systems in which
have worked tirelessly to correct defi- this.
people are not held accountable,
accountable.
ciencies in the Food Stamp Program
When we look at the welfare systems those
Karen Henderson of Bakersfield. CA.
and I am well aware of the need for in the communities with Federal houscharged for murder after breastcontinued improvement. That is why I ing that persist,
persist, with crime-ridden,
crime-ridden. was
am pleased to say that we have incor- with drug-ridden, with
feeding her baby while she was on
black
children.
children,
cocaine.
porated a very tough food stamp fraud two Out of three.
three, being single
single parents,
parents, crack
In August 1994.
1994, a couple was senand abuse provision in our proposal. We and to perpetuate that system, when
have also made additional improve- they talk about cruel and unusual pun- tenced to 6 years in prison for neglectments to the current Food Stamp Pro- ishment, to foster that kind of a pro- ing their 4-month-old son. He bled to
gram while maintaining the basic food gram, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. is more than death after being bitten 100 times by
safety
safety net for people in need.
rats because they took the money and
comprehension.
Finally,
Finally, I strongly believe that we
stuck it up their noses in cocaine.
cocaine. That
That
The
real
reason
why
my
colleagues
should not fund tax cuts with welfare on the other side of the aisle, the so- was in a Federal housing project, which
reform, particularly considering the
the Clinton liberals, we have breeds that kind of contempt.
enormous deficit problem we are cur- cialists,
While an 8-year-old brother
brother screamed
screamed
added money in the nutrition
nutrition pro-

rently facing. Our substitute, there- grams, but the real reason they are
fore. specificafly
specifically designates any addithis, and I went to great eftional savings from the welfare system fighting
forts, and the one thing that we cut is
for deficit reduction purposes. We are forts.
big Federal bureaucracies. They
already threatening the future of our the
children with the unbelievable respon- cannot stand it. That is what they are

sibility of financing our current spend- fighting, over and over and over again.
Mr. Chairman, the system traps.retraps.reing behavior. I cannot justify adding cipients
an unending cycle. It hurts
additional responsibility
resoonsibility to our chil- those, theinchildren,
and those that we
dren by requiring them to finance a tax
are really trying to help. This brings
cut before we control our deficit.
deadbeat dads for responsibility, a sysGl930
1930
tem that encourages fathers that have
Mr. GOODLING.
GOODUNG. Mr. Chairman. I run away from their responsibility to
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from get back together with the family.
The gentleman says there is no creCalifornia
LMr.CUNNINGHAMI.
CUNNINGHAMI. one
one of
California LMr.
the leaders in helping to put this bill ation ofjobs. If I can bring a family to-

in vain for help. 5-year-old Eric Morris

was dropped to his death from a 14story public housing project by two
older boys,
boys. aged 10 and 11. That is what
is
is cruel,
cruel, Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I ask my colleagues

on the other side of the aisle, let us

embrace personal responsibility. Let us
embrace where we take deadbeat dads.
I applaud the President for what he has
done in following suit. I embrace you.

to take care and make sure that we
have the responsibility of parents, so

that we can draw less and
and less
less for
for those
those
programs, because we have less people

that need it because their economics

together as far as our committee
committee is
is gether by not penalizing the father are better. We can do that by encouragconcerned.
that comes with that welfare recipient ing families and increasing the nutriMr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I mother and child, and have one of them tion program for those children that

have a book for my colleagues
colleagues on
on the
the
other side. I have gone to town hall
meetings. They understand the lie
about whether we are adding or cutting
nutrition programs. That book
book is
called basic mathematics,
mathematics, or
or the
theDICK
Dxcx
ARMEY syndrome
ARMEY
syndromethat
thatsays
says 'If you add

more money the following year
year than
than
you have this year,
year. that is an
an add.
add. If
If
you have less, that is a cut."
I have also prepared a book in here
and it is called "How to tell the truth."
I think our colleagues need to take a
look at both of those books.
The real reason for why are we doing

welfare reform. Mr. Chairman, why
would we tackle this after the other
side of the aisle has the rhetoric that
they want to reform the system, they
want to reform it, and they have done

need it.
it. That
That is
is what
what we
we have
have done.
done. Mr.
Mr.
work, that is better. That is compas- need

sionate. What is incompassionate is the Chairman.
GOODLING.Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
current system,
system. where we have dis- Mr. GOODLING.
incentives to bring those families to- yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
gether. We have disincentives to break California [Mr. McKE0NI.
Out of the Federal housing programs.
Mr. MCKEON.
McKEON. Mr. Chairman, I thank
The personal responsibility,
responsibility. illegit- the gentleman for yielding time to me.
Mr. Chairman, I want to express my
imacy. we have to attack it,
it. because it
also ties in with child abuse and it ties support for the mandatory work rein with the nutrition programs. We quirements contained in H.R. 4. Conhave increased the nutrition
nutrition programs
programs sistent with 90 percent American votby 4.5 percent. President Clinton in his ers,
ers. HR. 4 requires that recipients of
first budget increased it by 3.1 percent. welfare work in exchange for their benIn this budget just a few weeks ago. the efits.
President stood up here and only alUnder H.R. 4, every welfare recipilowed for a 3.6-percent increase in the ents is required to participate in some
nutrition program. We increased it by form of work activity within a mini4.5 percent. Why?
mum of 2 years. After 5 years, recipiThere was a movement on our side to ents face the ultimate work requirecut it, not to zero,
zero. but to cut it 5 per- ment, the end of all cash welfare,
welfare. pecent. to actually go in and cut the pro- riod.
cent,

nothing for 40 years but create the system that we are under today.
gram. I went to the gentleman from In
In addition,
addition, we
we require
require States to
The current
current welfare
welfare system. Mr. Pennsylvania
IMr. GOODLING]
Pennsylvania LMr.
GOODLINGI and said have a minimum of 50 percent of adults
Chairman, is not compassionate. Look "If you do that,
that. I will resign my chair- in one-parent welfare families working
at the problerr.s
problems that we have across
across manship of the committee,"
committee." because at by the year 2003 and require that 70
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percent of two-parent families work by Why not mandate that the States pro- are tough on work. We require that
1998.
vide job training? Mothers cannot get States make cash welfare recipients go
Under this bill, with limited excep- up and work in the morning if they do to work after 2 years or less at the options, all work participants must be in not have day care. If Members will tion of the States. After 5 years. recipi-

real private-sector jobs,
jobs. paying real take some time and think about this ents face the ultimate work require-

wages. and they must work for a mini- proposal.
proposal, they will know that in order
mum of 20 hours per week, rising to 35 for a mother to go to work and learn a
hours per week by 2003.
skill. she has to have somebody to take
skill,
Under the GOP proposal.
proposal, 2.25 million care of that baby. We have to talk
welfare recipients will be participating about what is in the best interests of
in work by the year 2003. In the first the children in this country.
year alone. 180.000 recipients will be
Lastly. child nutrition. The genworking. How do other welfare-to-work tleman from California said we did not
proposals fare under these guidelines? cut money in child nutrition. That is
The current program. the Job Opportu- absolutely incorrect,
incorrect. The proposal was
nities and Basic Skills Act, while 5.2 percent. This proposal is 4.5 percent.
boasting a 20-percent participation Anybody who is not even a mathematirate, has a mere 26.000
26,000 recipients work- cal wizard knows that is a cut.
ing. The Clinton proposal would have
Not only that,
that. under this block grant
had zero recipients working in the first proposal. 20 percent of the
the money
money could
could
2 years. and at its peak would have had be used for other purposes and not
just 394,000 participants in a real job. child nutrition.
Mr. Chairman I beg the question. who's
0 1945
serious about work?
Mr. GOODLING.
GOODLING.Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
Mr. Chairman, in closing.
closing, Ijust want
to add that work provides more than a yield myself 5 seconds, just to say that
wage. it provides a sense of being. in- Louisiana gets $1.5 million more under
our proposal.
proposal.
creases self-esteem, and
arid provides
provides aa role
role our
model for the societa]
societal value of self-sufself-sufMr. Chairman. I yield 3 minutes to

ficiency. reducing the pattern of de- the gentleman from California [Mr.
lMr.
pendence which currently is passed RIGGS].
from one generation to another.
Mr. RIGGS. I thank the gentleman
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 from Pennsylvania. the distinguished
seconds to the gentleman from New chairman,
chairman. for yielding me the time.
York.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, I just
want ask the gentleman. at what wage
rate would people get work under this
bill?
bill? Would
Would they
they be
be paid
paid less
less than
than minimini-

mum wage? Would they go back to
slavery?
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 1½

minutes to the gentleman from Louisiana lMr.
[Mr. FIEUJ5].
FIEUJs].

Mr. FIELDS of Louisiana. Mr. Chair-

man. I thank the gentleman for yielding time to me.
Mr. Chairman. I rise in strong opposi-

tion to this legislation. The issue is.
first of all, distorted. The issue is not
about the irresponsible mother

in

America. The issue is what is in the
America,
best interests of the child, what is in
the best interests of our children in
America.

We talk about in 2 years a mother
will be off of welfare and will not receive the benefits. First of all.
all, the benefits we send to these so-called mothers

is not money for the mother. This
money is for the child. The reason we
send it to the mother is because the

last time I checked, an infant cannot
wake up in the morning, grab a check
out of a mailbox, and go to the bank
and cash it, so that is why we send the

money to the mother. It is for the

child. It is in the best interests of the
child.
child,

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, we
we talk
talk about
about 'Two
Two
years and you are off." That sounds

good, but who is going to suffer?
real good.
Children are going to suffer. In 2 years.
children are going to be dying of malcourtry. because they
nutrition in this country.
will not have milk to drink.
drink.
We say they have to work. If they do
not work in 2 years. that parent is off.

ment. the end of all cash welfare.
We require States to have 50 percent

of adults in one-parent welfare fami-

lies.
lies, which
which is
is about
about 2.5
2.5 million
million families
families
today. working by the year 2003. We require States to have 90 percent of two-

parent families working by the
the year
year
1998. And we define work as real pri-

vate sector work for pay. States that
do not meet these standards lose part
of their block grant. and that is tough
on work.

Mr. Chairman and my fellow Ameri-

cans, we are embarked on a tremencans.
dous debate on historic significance.

We are going to replace a failed system
of despair with more compassionate solutions that encourage work and families and offer hope for the
the future.
future.
Mr.
Mr. CLAY.
CLAY. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield 1½
1½
minutes to the gentleman from Texas,
Mr. GENE
GENE GREEN.
GREEN.

Mr.
GENE GREEN
GREEN of
of Texas. Mr.
Mr. GENE
Chairman. I thank the gentleman, the
Chairman,
ranking member of the committee, for
yielding me the time.

Mr. Chairman, we are considering
considering the
the

Personal Responsibility Act and it is

I would like really to point out to my an easy bumper sticker name and peocolleagues and fellow Americans that ple will hear for the next few days
this is one of the most consequential some of the easy names, that this bill
solve out-of-marriage
out-of-marriage
debates not only of the first 100 days or was going to solve
even of this Congress but one of the births. I would hope that we have some
most consequential debates that this reality checks on the other side of the
House will hold in decades. Very few aisle, also, because what this bill does.
Americans would
Americans
woulddisagree
disagreethat
that our
our it is a transfer of power to the Govwelfare system no matter how well-in- ernors of the country. This bill allows
tentioned at its inception is a complete Governors to deny legal immigrants
failure today. However, there are many State-funded assistance. The bill allows governors
governors to
to remove
remove 20
20 percent
percent in
in
people in this town who have
have aa vested
vested lows
care. faminterest in maintaining the Status
status quo. the 3 block grants for child care,
ily, and school nutrition. That is where
and they will argue stridently as we ily.
State
have heard tonight and as we will con- we would see the cuts on the State
tinue to hear over the next few days.
days, level. The Governors could do that.
great deal
deal of
of
and often misleadingly against our ef- Congress should provide aa great
forts. So it is important that every latitude for State governments, but we
Member of this Chamber understand also need to make sure that the food
the bill that we are bringing to
to the
the actually gets to those children
children instead
instead
floor, why it is important, and why de- of saying, well,
well. we're guaranteeing it
fenders of the status quo are wrong.
to a Governor but we're not guaranteeToward that end,
end. I want to talk ing it to that child.
about just some of the myths
myths that
that have
have
I wish to make it clear that that is
already been suggested regarding our what we are doing. We are guaranteewelfare reform efforts and provide a ing funding to that Governor but not to
little reality check for each one of that child. Welfare reform is requiring
those myths.
for work,
work. requiring transitional assistMyth 1. Your pro-family provisions ance, requiring going to job training.
are cruel to children. Reality. It is the We can reform food stamps.
stamps. Those
Those are
are
current system that is hurting children all goals that we should have and I
by encouraging self-destructive behav- think we should have on this
this side
side of
of
ior. dependency.
dependency, and out-of-wedlock the aisle but I am on the committee
births. Our bill does not end assistance that this bill was considered
considered and
and we
we did
did
to children, only cash assistance. No not have a bipartisan bill. This was
responsible parent would reward an ir- laid out and literally rolled over in two
responsible child with cash payment days' time. That is why a lot of us are
for an apartment. No responsible em- opposing it. because it will cut chilployer would give workers a raise sim- dren's nutrition,
nutrition. because the only
ply because they have additional chil- guarantee it is to the Governors of the
dren. Taxpayers should not do those States and not to the children of our
things,
things. either.
country.
Another myth. Your bill is weak on
The House
The
House of
of Representatives
Representatives is
is debating
debating
work. Reality. Our work requirements the
the Personal
PersonalResponsibility
Responsibility Act.
Act.
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tive if you do not have a jobs program
program
which can
which
can do the
the training
training and
and edueducation with
with the supportive child care?
cation
The Republicans
Republicans completely
completely ignore
the child
child care
of it.
it. The
care aspects
aspects of
The current
law
law today
today requires
requires and
and guarantees
guarantees that
every welfare recipient
recipient who
who finds work
must be provided with
with child
child care.
care. That
That

bumper sticker name for a bill which will
This shortsighted and intolerant legplace sweeping powers in the hands of Gov- islation does not put forth the conernors to reform welfare.
structive agenda to reform. It is to
What are some of powers that Governors punish people merely because they are
wiU be
will
be given?
given?
poor.
poor.
Governors to
The bill before us will allow Govemors
Although most welfare mothers try
deny legal
egal immigrants
immigrants and
and State funded as- hard to support their families and try
sistance based on economic needs.
to find a decent job that pays a living
The bill also allows Governors to move 20 wage, the Republican bill makes no efpercent of funds from the three block grants fort to help them. Instead, the Repubfor
for child
child care,
care, family
family and
and school
schoo' nutrition pro- lican bill gives every recipient family a
A

grams.

Congress should provide a great deal of lati-

tude to State governments to be innovative
imaginatwe, but Congress must also enand imaginative,
sure Federal assistance is used by the people
who most need that help.
This bill provides a guarantee to Governors
for
for the
the funds included in the block grants.
grants.
I wish to be very clear on this point: A Governor is guaranteed
guaranteed funding
funding but
but not
not aa child.
child.
Welfare reform is called for, requiring work
requiring

transitional

assistance,

reforming

food stamps are all goals which must be obtained but not at the cost of school children,
and nutrition.
nutiltion.

The fatal
fata' flaw in the schoot
school breakfast and
lunch block grant is it does not guarantee a
child aa meal
meal but
but just
just as
as important
important itit does
does not
not
child
take into affect that foods costs increase along

ticking time bomb by putting time
time
limits on the amount of time that they
can receive benefits and cutting them

off even if they have tried hard
hard and
and

cannot find ajob and they do not even
provide child care while the woman

goes Out
out to
to hunt
hunt for
for work. This bill
turns a cold shoulder also on legal immigrants that have been lawfully ad-

mitted into the country by denying

them many of the programs, and they
came to America in search of opportunity and they are being cut off arbitrarily, in my view unconstitutionally.
There are 9 million children in a
total of 14 million people who are re-

has been repealed.
The
The AFDC
AFDC families
families are
are willing
willing to
to
work, want
want to
to work,
work, need
help. and
need the help,
and
the Democratic
Democratic substitute
the
substitute isis the
the bill
bill
thatmust
must pass
pass this
that
this Congress.
Congress.
Mr. COODLING.
Mr.
GOODLING. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II
yield
yield 1 minute
minute to the
the gentleman
gentleman from
California [Mr. RIGGS]. Then I will
close the debate.
Mr.
Mr. RICGS.
RIGGS.I I thank
thank the
the gentleman
gentleman
again for
for yielding
yielding me the
the time.
I just wanted
wanted to
to respond
the
respond since
since the
question of immigrants
immigrantscame
came up
up and
and
make clear again, reality check, we
make
are
we are
bashing immigrants. we are giving
not bashing
giving
1

strength to the longstanding Federal
strength
Federal
policy
welfare should
policy that
that welfare
shouldnot
not be a
magnet for
for immigrants,
immigrants, legal or illemagnet
ille-

gal.

ceiving welfare benefits today. The ReTo accomplish this, we do 4 things:
publican bill would
would arbitrarily cut We prohibit legal aliens from the big 5
these children off from cash benefits magnet programs,
programs. cash welfare, food
with school population.
because of what their parents did or stamps.
stamps, Medicaid.
Medicaid, title 20.
20, and SSI
Without increasing the funds as a result of would not do. If their parents are un- which has been an especially egregious
food cost inflation and increased population, a
local school
bcal
school district
district will
will be forced to increase
local tax rates to make
make up
up the
the short-faA.
short-fall.
We will hear on one side that funding is increased and on the other side there are cuts.
The simple fact is we
we are
are aD
all guessing
guessing because
cause this
this biD
has been
been rushed
rushed through
through the
bill has
Congress
Congress like
like aa runaway
runaway train.
train.

Mistakes have been made. At one point
57,000miktary
57000
military chHdren
children were left out.
We must be diligent in
n reforming
reforming welfare
welfare but
but

when we are
are forced
forced to
totake
takeup
uplegislation
legis'ation
which has been run through with little discussion, mistakes are made.
Earlier, A fellow Texas colleague states that
we should not take
take away
away someone's
someone's dream,
dream,
and I agree but we should also not take away
a helping hand.

Reform is needed, but informed reform is
real reform.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman I yield the

balance of
balance
of my
my time
time to
to the
thegentlegentle-

woman from
fromHawaii
Hawaii[Mrs.
Mrs.MINK).
MINKI.
Cl-LAJRMAJ'.J pro
The CI-L&IRMAN
The
proternpore
tempore (Mr.
(Mr.
HASTINGS
ofofWashington).
HASTINGS
Washington).The
The gentlewoman from Hawaii tMrs. MINK] is recognized for 4 minutes.
(Mrs.
(Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii
Hawaii asked
asked and
and was
was

able to find work, if their mother is source of abuse by legal aliens. We
We
teenaged, if they cannot locate their make the alien sponsor's affidavit le-

fathers, they would be cut off arbitrarily. It would destroy the frail chances
these children would have to survive by
relegating them and their families to
the status of second-class citizens in

gally binding
gally

and enforceable.

We

apply the existing deeming rule to all
Federal means-tested programs so that

in these programs the income of an

alien sponsor is deemed
deemed to
tobe
be the
the
this country just because they are alien's.
poor, because their mothers were teenLastiy.
we authorize
Lastly. we
Federal and
authorize Federal
and

agers or because
because they
they were
were born
bornOut
out of State authorities for the first time to
wedlock.
go after deadbeat
deadbeat sponsors.
sponsors. We
We are
Republicans
Republicanssay
saythat
that the
the answer
answer is strengthening current immigration
welfare parents must go
that welfare
go to work. policy, not bashing anyone.
anyone.
We agree.
We
agree. II believe
believe that
that the
the working
working
Mr. GOODLING.
COODLINC.Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
potential of welfare recipients is very yield myself the balance of
of the
the time.
time.
high.
high. I have studied
studied this
this issue
issue for
for
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The
years.
years. The
The average
average recipient
recipient already gentleman
gentieman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
has 4½ years of work experience when COODLING)
GOODLING) is recognized for 5½ minthey come on to welfare. They want to utes.
utes.
work. Their problem is some personal
Mr. COODLING.
GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, at
problems have affected their ability to least II am glad
glad to hear
hear as II have
have heard
hold down aajob.
job. Perhaps
Perhaps someone is ill all evening that everyone now has a
or they do not have adequate child welfare reform program. I am also
care. 56 percent come into welfare with happy to hear that everyone now bea high school diploma or more. Most of lieves that
that the system isis broken
broken and
and
the recipients
the
recipients stay
stay on only for 11 needs
needs fixing. We have come a long, long
months. The problem with
with the
the current
current way. If nothing else,
else. we have gotten
system is it has not offered a helping that far.

given permission to revise and extend hand to the women. If they had the
given
It was interesting to hear a good
her remarks.)
help they probably would have gone off friend of mine say, at least on two ocMrs.
MINK
of
Hawaii.
Mr.
Chairman,
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman, welfare much sooner.
casions on the other side this evening.
evenmg,
I thank the gentleman my ranking
So the help that the Democratic sub- he had this welfare program but they
member for yielding me time.
time.
stitutes provide is the help of finding a filibustered it to death. I did not
not know
know
I rise today to decry the punitive job, giving them adequate education.
education, we had such an opportunity. I thought
measures contained in the Republican and providing the essential child care we
5 minutes and you object and that is
bill which would desert the most im- which cannot be
be left
left Out
out of the pro- the end of anybody
speaking.
speaking, and I am
poverished and youngest citizens in our gram. This is what the Republicans do sure he wasanybody
talking about the House of

country during their time of great
great not seem to understand. You cannot Representatives.
need.
simply block-grant
block-grant money
money to the
What we are trying to do is take
The drastic changes proposed by the
The

Republican bill would devastate corncommunities m
rnunities
in every State by eliminating
vital programs as you have heard discussed this afternoon that these
these corncomrnunities
munities have relied
relied on
on for
formany,
many,
many decades.

States without mandating the essen- these people Out
out of
of slavery,
slavery. not
not put
tials.
tials, which is education, training and them into slavery. That is where they
a good child care support program.
are at the present time,
time. because we
What the Republicans have done in have denied them the opportunity to
their bill is to repeal the jobs program. ever get a piece of the American
Yet they say their bill is for work? How dream.
dream. For
For30
30or
or40
40years,
years.the
thesituation
situation
can you provide a work ethic or incen- keeps getting worse and worse.
worse, and we
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deny more and more an opportunity for change I realize upsets everyone. But gram,
gram. has said enough,
enough. and that is why
a piece of that American dream.
dream. We
We change is necessary. It isis also
also ineviinevi- welfare reform strikes a chord with the
have to admit the failure, which we are table.
American public.
doing this evening on both sides of the
I would hope when we come
come back
back and
and
The food
The
food stamp
stamp program
program provides
aisle, and now do something to change begin the amendment process,
process, and benefits to an average of 27 million
it.
there are a couple of amendments that
in this country, upward of
Let me talk just a few minutes
minutes about
about will deal with a couple of issues that I citizens
maybe 28 million each month at an anthe provisions from our committee.
committee. II heard mentioned tonight.
tonight, which I have nual cost of more than $25 billion on an
am sure everyone knows that the Per- concerns about, and they will be taken annual basis. For the most part. these
sonal
sonal Responsibility
Responsibility Act which was care of in that process, but I hope when benefits really go to families in need of
part of the contract included a pro- we finish,
finish. we will no longer go on say- help and are used to buy food
food to
to feed
feed
posal for a single food and nutrition ing.
ing. "Well,
work
"Well, the system doesn't work
families, and there is no question
block grant. To that I said.
said, "No way, and we ought to do something about these
my mind that the food stamp proJose," which is the same thing that I it."
Jose."
We will
will take
take the bold step to make in
it.' We
gram
helps poor people and
and those
those who
who
said in the early 1980's. The leadership the necessary changes to free the milthen said, and I think using good judg- lions who are now enslaved with the have temporarily fallen on hard times.
However, there is also no question in
ment, "Okay,
ment.
'Okay. then
then you. as the major- existing system.
my mind that it is in need of reform.
ity members of the committee, come
0 2000
Recently. I reviewed a September 22,
up with your program." And we did.
1981, subcommittee hearing. Let me reMr. Chairman, I would encourage all 1981.
We have also heard many times this
peat that.
that, 1981. And the hearing was on
evening how wonderful the program is to support those changes.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the fraud in the food stamp program. I reworking when you talk about school
14-year-old record with
lunch and child nutrition. No one has gentleman has expired. All time has viewed that 14-year-old
some degree of concern and dismay.
defended it more than I have. But there expired.
In both hearings, and we just held a
To control debate from the Commitare problems, folks. It can be a much
hearing in the Committee on Agribetter program. If you only have 50 tee on Agriculture, the gentleman from hearing
percent of the free and reduced-price Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS] and the gen- culture as of this year on February 1,
tieman from Texas [Mr. DE LA GARZA] and in both hearings the reports were
people who are eligible participating.
participating, tleman
identical. the one in
in 1995
1995 arid
and
there is something wrong with the pro- will each be recognized for 45 minutes. almost identical,
The Chair recognizes the gentleman the one in regards to 1981. There were
gram. And you can look at the statisreference to food stamps as a second
tics and that is exactly what it tell from Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS].
Chairman, I yield currency, food stamps being used to
you. If only 46 percent of the paying Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman.
myself such
such time
time as
as II may
may consume.
consume.
buy guns, drugs and cars. It is discourcustomers who are eligible are partici- myself
aging that these events have
have not
not
pating in the program, something
something is
is Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of aging

H.R. 4.
4, the Personal Responsibility Act
wrong with the program.
late.
Secondly, the American school food of 1995. We all know the hour is late,
that the debate in reservice people have told us over and but we also knowreform,
to welfare reform. if it is a lateover again, the rules and the regula- gards
topic, it is also a front-burner
tions and the red tape are killing them. burner
in this town, and all throughout
They are taking
taking money
money Out
out of the chil- topic
Nation.
dren's mouths to do all of the paper- theLast
November. the American public
work that i's
is required
required by
by the
the Federal
Federal spoke November,
very decisively on wanting
Government. So we can change that.
change, and
change,
and welfare
welfare

And then there is some fraud, be-

cause we encourage some of it the way

it is set up. because it is much
much more
more

advantageous to count as many as you
can possibly get away with as free, because the reimbursement is far greater
if you do that.
So as I indicated, we are trying to set

up programs that will meet the local
areas' needs. What might work in

Flint, Michigan may not work in Kansas, or in York.
York, Pennsylvania. We have
to allow some flexibility so that we can
get more people participating in these

programs. We know you cannot edu-

changed.
changed.
On September 3.
3, 1981,
1981.the
the TV
TV invesinves-

tigators and the news reports
reports talked
talked

about the great food stamp scandal. In
January of 1995 and again
again in
in March
March of
of
1995 various news teams did similar
stories and picked up on the film,
film. the
tape we have from the new Inspector
General from the Department of Agrireform was a culture. As I said, it is very discouragcentral theme in the election, was a ing.
central theme 2 years ago in the PresiThe good news is we have a very
very
dent's
election. The component in redents election.
fraud provision, anti-fraud progards to food stamp reform that comes strong
It is bipartisan. It is backed by
under the jurisdiction of the House Ag- vision.
administration and by the minorriculture Committee is in reference to the
ity and the majority.
food stamps.
However, the situation is much worse
I would inform my colleagues that
food stamp spending has increased al- today in 1995 than it was in 1981.
most every year since 1979. We are all Abuses in the food stamp program infamiliar about the good work that the volve selling food stamps at discount
not grocery
grocery
food stamp program has done in terms grocery stores. They are not
of workers who have been unemployed stores. It is a sham. They are set up to
even abuse
abuse of
of the
the
or of families that have had
had real
real tragtrag- launder food stamps. even
Electronic Benefit Transfer system.
edy.
Also, the Department of Agriculture
The food stamp program provides

cate a hungry child. So what is happening to that 50 percent that are not par- that needed bridge during a time of
ticipating? They are probably not hardship and when the economy
economy slipped
slipped
doing too well in school. We get reports into recession. We must maintain that
from parents who say. "We're not bridge, and H.R. 4 does just that. It
going to send that money to school, or
a Federal safety net,
net, but
but itit
sign up for them to participate if they provides
food stamps as a way of life.
are going to not participate or
or they're
theyre eliminates
However, I would point Out
out that
that durgoing to throw the food away."
away.'
ing the last 15 years the economy has
Again.
Again, I say over and over again, we not always been in a recession.
recession, and we
positively owe it to the millions that have had record growth in regards to
we have enslaved in this welfare sys- the economy. But food stamp spending
tem that has been created well- kept increasing.
meaningly over a 40-year period, we
Now common sense would suggest
owe it to those people to have an op- that food stamp spending should go
portunity, like I have had and
and everyone
everyone down when the economy is
is strong,
strong. but
but
in this Congress has had, to get a part that has not been the case. Why? Beof the American dream.
cause our Congress kept expanding the
They are not getting it at the present benefits, and the American
American taxpayer,
taxpayer.

reports that for the most recent year
$1.8 billion in food stamps was issued in

error, meaning that the eligible fami-

lies receive too much in food stamps or

people who are not eligible receive
receive

these benefits. That is $1.8 billion. That
is a combination of errors, some on the
part of States that administer the food

stamp program, some on the part of
the participants receiving food stamps
and some. unfortunately,
arid
unfortunately. willful and
intentional violations of the act. That
is $1.8 billion of taxpayer money lost to
fraud and error.

It is also lost to the recipients, the

true recipients of the food stamp program. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately. the food
food stamp
stamp
program does not always really deliver
time. We must make change
change and who really foots the bill for the
the propro- the benefits
benefits to
to eligible
eligible people, and
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those who are eligible do not always
We are going to hear a lot of rhetAbuse
the
program
occurs
in
three
of
the
program
occur-s
use their benefits for food, and so oth- oric.
onc, have heard a lot of rhetoric. It has ways: fraudulent receipt of benefits by
ers really participate in this activity been said in the press over'
over and over recipients.
recipients. street trafficking in food
including grocery store personnel, mid- again and by certain Critics
of reform
reform stamps by recipients and trafficking
critics of
dlemen and criminals involved in illicit that, for goodness sakes, there
there might
might offenses made by retail and wholesale
behavior.
be a problem with food stamps down grocers.
grocers.
Let me quote from one report. "In the road because we only allow for a 2 H.R
H.R. 44 doubles the disqualification
September. 1994.
1994, the U.S. Justice De- percent increase. Used to be
be before
before we
we periods for food stamp participants
partment indicted a couple on charges had it as an entitlement program and who intentionally defraud the program.
they used their restaurant supply busi- before 1990 when we had a spending cap For the first offense
offense the period
period is
ness to illegally acquire and redeem that the Congress had that responsibil- changed to 1 year. For the second of$3.5 million
million in
in food
foodstamps."
stamps" $3.5
S35 mil- ity, we would come back every
every year
year fense the disqualification period is
lion. one couple. "Undercover agents and determine whether or not addi- changed to 2 years. Food stamp recipisay they watched family members cart- tional funds were needed. That is the ents who are convicted of trafficking in
ing shopping bags of cash to the banks responsibility of the Congress.
food stamps with a value over $500,
in $2,000
S2.000 bundles of $20 bills. Once dethey are
are permanently, permanently
The food stamp deductions are kept they
posited, the money was almost
posited.
almost immeimme- at 1995 levels instead of being adjusted disqualified.
diately transferred to accounts in Hong automatically. Again, it is off of the
Also. H.R.
HR. 44 requires
requires States to use
Kong.
Kong." Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, "where
'where it was automatic pilot for increases in the the Federal tax refund offset program
withdrawn, usually by relatives within Consumer Price Index. Food stamp to collect outstanding overpayments of
24 hours."
hours.'
benefits will increase, increase, not a food stamp benefits. The trafficking by
Or another report, "a USDA under- cut, increase.
increase, increase up, not down,
down. unethical wholesale and retail food
cover officer got a taste of how compla- not a cut, at the rate of 2 percent per stores is a serious problem. Benefits we
cent the big-time traffickers can get year to reflect increases in the cost of appropriate for needy families are
when he investigated an Orange. NJ, food.
food. Food stamp
stampspending
spending will
will no
no going to others who are making money
1

family that used their little store
store to
illegally from the program. That is
to longer grow
grow Out
out of control.
fence stolen goods and traffic in food Oversight from the committee is es- wrong.
stamps. And the undercover
undercover officer
officer sential so that reforms are needed or
Therefore. H.R.
HR. 44 limits
Therefore,
limits the authorused the food stamps to buy cars, TV the committee will act. And,
And. yes, if we ization period for stores and provides
sets, children's toys, cocaine, micro- would have aa recession
Agriculture with
with
recession and,
and,yes,
yes if food the Secretary of Agriculture
wave ovens, and a video camcorder prices would go up and,
and. yes.
yes, if in fact it other means to ensure that only those
from the family. Then he used the were needed
needed I am sure the Congress stores abiding by the rules are authorvideo camera,
camera,one
onetoto test it, then would support a supplemental appro- ized to accept the food stamps.
filmed the roomful of stolen goods and priation.
Finally, H.R.
includes a provision
HR. 44 includes

the agreeable family of crooks."
crooks,"
States are provided the option of harThis bad reputation has undermined monizing their new AFDC programs
the public support for the Federal food with the food stamp program for those
stamp program and for welfare. It is people receiving assistance from both
unfortunate.
unfortunate, It is wrong. Polls indicate programs.
programs. Since
Since 1981.
1981. the
the committee
committee
that half of the American public sup- has authorized demonstration projects
port cuts in the food stamp program, aimed at simplifying the rules and regs
and I believe this is due to the flagrant for
for those
those receiving
receiving assistance from

that all property used to traffic in food
stamps and the proceeds traceable to

any property used to traffic in food

stamps will be subject to criminal forfeiture. Big step in preventing
preventing fraud.
fraud.
The Electronic Benefit Transfer systems have proven to be helpful in re-

ducing the Street
trafficking in food
street trafficking
and to provide better adminisabuses that are seen on the Street
street al- AFDC and food stamps. States
States have
have stamps
They have
have propromost any day. We don't want this.
complained. recipients have com- tration of the program. They
complained,
As I indicated before, the food stamp plained for years about the disparity vided law enforcement officers a trail
through which they can find and really
program is a bridge. It is a needed pro- between AFDC and food stamp rules.
gram. It has helped the poor. And so We need one-stop shopping, one-stop prosecute. The EBT systems do not end
the commitment in regards to the anti- service. This bill provides them the op- the fraudulent activity, but they are
fraud provision is a good one, and it is portunity to reconcile these dif- instrumental in curbing the problem.
Additionally, the EBT is a more effibipartisan.
ferences. It is now time to provide all
After careful deliberation, the Com- States, all recipients with this option. cient method to issue food benefits for
States, food stores
stores arid
and
mittee on Agriculture determined that H.R.
HR. 44 contains a tough work pro- participants, States.
the food stamp
stanrn program for the present gram. We have heard a lot about that. banks.
For all of these
these reasons,
reasons, H.R.
HR. 4 has
should remain a Federal program for Able-bodied persons between the age of
included
changes
in
the
law
to encourthe following
followingreasons:
reasons: First.
First, States 18 and 50, with no dependents,
dependents. no dewill be
be undergoing
undergoing a transition to pendents, will be able to receive food age States to go forward with the EBT
State-designed welfare programs. Dur- stamps for three months.
months, Eligibility.
Eligibility, systems.
ing this period, the food stamp pro- however, would cease at the end of the
0 2015
gram will remain the safety net pro- 3-month period if they are not working
Mr.
Chairman,
this bill and the congram and able to provide food as a at least 20 hours per week in a regular tribution of the Committee
on Agribasic need while this transition
transition is
is taktak- job.
bill, I think, represent a
ing place. The food stamp
stamp program
program will
will This rule will not apply to those who culture to the bill.
policy decision. We have kept the
be reformed, costs will be controlled. are in employment or training pro- good
Food Stamp Program as a safety net
and we will ensure that every Amer- grams,
grams. such as those approved by a for families in need of food. We have
ican in need will have access to food.
governor of a State. A State may re- taken the program off of automatic
Now. given the hearing record,
record. the
the quest
Now,
quest aa waiver
waiver of
of these
these rules.
rules.
and placed a ceiling on spending.
lack of public support and the dollars Let me repeat that. A State, a gov- pilot
We
save
$20 billion
billion over
over
involved, the committee could not con- ernor, may request a waiver of the 5 years. approximately $20
tinue the program without significant rules if the unemployment rates are
Congress is back in control of spendreforms. Our five hearings held be- high or if there are a lack ofjobs in the ing
on food stamps on a periodic basis.
tween the 1st of February and Feb- area. We have that waiver. We just ex- If additional
funding is needed,
needed. as I
ruary 14 of this year
dictated
year dictated the
the pect able-bodied people between 18 and have said before, Congress will act to
course of the changes needed in the 50 years who have no one relying upon reform the program so that it operates
food stamp program. The food stamp them to work at least half time if they within the amount of funding allowed,
program is taken off automatic pilot.
pilot, want to continue to receive the food
it will provide the additional fundand control of spending for this pro- stamps. It is essential to begin to re- or
ing as necessary. States are provided
gram is returned to the Congress.
store integrity to the program.
with an
an option
optionto
toreally
with
reallyharmonize
harmonize
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food stamps with
with the
the new
new welfare
welfare re- policies, the old policies took care to over $21 billion over 5 years. If this savform
form prograrr.s. the AFDC programs.
see that this was accommodated for,
for.
ings was the result of people moving
We take steps to restore integrity to
Under the present bill, it cannot be. from welfare into jobs,
jobs. this bill would
the Food Stamp Program by giving law It cuts 2 percent annually of increase, have the support of
Member of
enforcement arid
and the Department
Department of
of but if the food prices go beyond that.
that, this House. I am sure.every
However,
4 saves
Agriculture additional means to cur- then it does not cover. Then you will money simply by reducing benefits
and
tail fraud arid
and abuse. We encourage and have a problem, and there are those kicking people
people off
off the
the program
program who
who
facilitate the EPT systems. We begin a who would say. well,
well. you can always

tough work program so able-bodied come back and ask for more.
people with dependents who are beUnder the Budget Act and the atmostween the aces
ages of
of 18
18 and
and 50
50 can
can receive
receive phere around here today.
today, you cannot
food stamps for a limited amount of come back for more. What this bill
time without working.
does. it places a cap on annual food
does,
I think this represents good food stamp expenditures,
expenditures. and that gets into
stamp policy. I urge my colleagues to some, and I have never seen it before,

cannot find jobs on their own.

And let me tell you. I can categoriyou, because I hear this
cally state to you.
at home. I mean,
mean. these moneys that we
use are hard-earned dollars paid to the
U.S. Government in taxes, and we have

a moral responsibility, we have a sacred responsibility to see that these

support this bill.
Chairman, I reserve the balance
Mr. Chairman.
of my time.
Mr.
Mr. DE
DE LA
LA GARZA.
GARZA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II
yield myself
myself such
suchtime
time as
as I may

and I feel maybe that we may be yielding to outside factors, but the way that
the dollar levels would be arranged in
that will be the CEO
CBO projects low unemployment. assumes no recession in

Mr. Chairman
Chairman and
and my
my colleagues.
colleagues. II
would like to first express to all of my
colleagues the fact that I do not consider this entire legislation in any part
welfare
welfarerefoi-rn.
reform, although
although we
we have
have aa
strong section on fraud and abuse. Otherwise, it is merely a reductthn in funding over $21 billion, and it will cause
hungry people to no longer be able to
attain a nutritionally adequate diet.
I know there is
is great
great controversy
controversy
about the Food Stamp Program in the

tion is
tion
is not
not correct.
correct, then
then we
we have
have aa
problem that we have here somehow
that we will act according to what the
done. to the
CBO projects, and that figure.
figure. that sponsibility. as we have done,
years. a little
CBO gives, will be the figure used, and tune of $65 billion for 12 years,
it, but not
I do not know how that works. That over 12 years. We have done it.
by reducing benefits and kicking
kicking peohas never been tried before.
peoThat does not mean that you do not ple off programs where they get food or
do something that has never been tried in some other areas attention for their
needs.
before. That would not be right to say needs.
So the reduction in spending resultthat. But in this case. we know how it
has worked, and it would be virtually ing from implementation of
of this
this bill.
bill.
impossible under the Budget Act since also, we insist if it is to be done, it
to get an added expenditure you would should go for deficit reduction. That is
have to have offsetting tax increase or what people are speaking on throughoffsetting cuts someplace.
out the countryside,
countryside. "Reduce
'Reduce the defiSo the fact is that you have to go cit." I just heard it before I boarded
morning. "Reduce
'Reduce the
take from the poor to help the poor. the plane this morning,
And those that would lose jobs during a deficit."
deficit," This we must do. that the rerecession will not have food benefits duction be used to address
address the
the deficit.
deficit.
adequate for their families to have a And I urge my colleagues to commit
healthy diet. We do not accept the ma- themselves to true
true welfare
welfare reform.
jority's assumption
assumption that there are Welfare reform does not mean saying
plenty of
jobs available,
available. and
and ifif hungry
hingry it,
ofjobs
it. Welfare reform does not mean 30people are denied food benefits, they second sound bites. Welfare reform
will get ajob.
does not mean saying there are no-acThe fact is that there is little welfare count, lazy people Out
out there,
there. Welfare
bill, There are no job- reform is what we have been doing.
reform in this bill.
doing,
training requirements in the bill,
bill. It what we have done before there was a
provide emonly says that States will provide
em- contract, before there were many of

consume.
Consume.

abuses, in the fraud, but the fact is

that the average, or more than 40 percent of the recipient households have
income below 50 percent of the poverty
guideline and only 20 percent have significant earnings.
The program has always been respon-

sive to the needs, and in this
this year
year of
of
our lord, 1995,
1995. in the United States of
America, the most powerful country in
America.
the world, we should not have to admit

that there is hunger in the country-

side. that there is hunger in the cities,
side,
cities.
I know that there is great policy de-

bate and disagreement, but the fact

that you cannot deny is that
that there
there are

hungry people. There are children who
go to bed hungry at night. That cannot
be denied,
denied. Tnat cannot be covered by
policy. That cannot be covered by saying Democrat or Republican. That is a

the next 5 years. But if that assump-

ployment and training to food stamp
families,
families. That is deleted,
deleted. and funding
for this activity is eliminated, and so
so
have to look at what it is that we
fact. That is a fact that cannot be de- we
are doing,
doing. and if given adequate job
nied.

funds are used adequately,
adequately. and there is
no way to reform a program that is designed to keep our children from going
hungry.
hungry.
How do you reform that? Make more
people go hungry?
But we are responsible. We have been
responsible. But you do not
not do
do your
your rere-

the new Members that are here. We
have done that. We have been doing
that. We did it in 1977, we did it in 1981.
we did it in 1985.

We have addressed these issues,
issues, not
not

training and employment counseling,
counseling. I
know people
know
peoplewill
willwork.
work. II know that
they will work.
There are those that say. "Well, they
don't want to work. I can't find anyone
to cut my lawn,"
lawn." There are people who
if itit is
is cutting
cutting
would like to work even if

necessarily only in the Food Stamp
Program. But we have, We have had
chairmen of the subcommittee that

doing that with this help.
areas. also, AFDC,
AFDC. the WIC,
In other areas,
would not have to worry about deficit school lunch,
lunch. we are making radical rereduction if everyone had done what we forms that, when coupled with changes
have done.
in the food stamp provision in HR. 7.
So our concern here is that
that each
each year greatly
greatiy compromise our Federal food
the size of a household food stamp al- safety net. Reason argues for leaving
lotment is adjusted to reflect
reflect any
any one program as a backstop in case rechanges in the cost of food.
food. This
This goes
goes forms in other programs falter or
or fail.
fail.
back to the old policies for
for 40
40 years.
years. We
We
We have now learned that the
the CBO
CEO
have
nave not had the Food Stamp Program estimates that the reduction in food
for 40 years.
years, but nonetheless, the old stamps,
stamps. as I have said before, will equal

we were not responsible. No one can
say that in any way we reduced simply
for the sake of reduction,
reduction. We reduced
because it was the right thing to do.
We went to areas where the program
needed change. We have made those

And my concern here this evening
evening is
is
that we go solely on cutting. We should
not have to ao
do that, because this committee.
mittee, and the distinguished chairman
has worked on this effort, has
has reduced
reduced
by over $65 billion in the
the past
past 12
12 years.
more than our share of responsibility
in the budget. Had every committee in
this House done what the Committee
on Agriculture has done, you would not

have to won-v about a deficit.
deficit, You
You

have worked diligently and throughout
that process. The distinguished chair-

man, our colleague,
colleague. the gentleman
from Missouri fMr. EMERSON].
EMERSON], has been

a lawn, but if you only have one of a part of this.
those in a month,
month. what would you do?
So no one can say that we did not adAnd in my area, I see a lot of people dress the issue. Not one can say that

changes.

So what we do today is for other rea-

Sons
besides welfare reform. It is for
sons besides
for
other reasons besides doing the right
thing. It is for other reasons, and you,
you.
all of my friends,
friends. know what
what the
the other
other
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reasons
reasons are,
are, and
and this
this iss no way to legis- eroded.
eroded. We cannot stress enough the impor- net. Reason argues for leaving one program
late.
tance of maintaining a nutritionally adequate as the backstop in case reforms in the other

Mr. Chairman, the food stamp provisions of
H.R.
H.R. 4 cause me great concern. Although I am
relieved that the
Ihe Food Stamp Program, unlike
the National School Lunch Program and other
child nutrition programs, including the WIC
program, will not be immediately turned into a
block grant by this bill, the enormous reductions in
in funding,
tions
funding, over
over $21
$21 billion,
billion, wiU
will cause

hungry people to no longer be able to attain
a nutritionally adequate diet. As we strive
stnve to
find the most effective ways to help
hetp poor parents achieve self-sufficiency, there is no excuse for limiting their ability to adequately feed
their children.

The Food Stamp Program is the country's

largest provider of food aid and one of

diet,
diet. It is the linchpin
Iinchpin upon which this program

is based and upon which all changes to the
program must be measured. This bill
bifl completely abandons the
the principle
principle that
that poor
poor and
and
hungry families deserve, at minimum, a nutrinutntionally adequate diet. I am
tionally
am submitting
submitting for
for the
record a chart showing
showing that
that in
in two
two years
years HR.
ftR.
4 will begin to
to deny
deny hungry
hungry families
famihes the
the

has been most disturbing. The frantic pace at
which we are required
required to
to move
move has
has assured
assured
that very little thoughtful consideration and deliberation can take place.
p'ace. The Committee on
chance to purchase a healthy diet.
Agricullure,
Agriculture,
over
Democratic objections,
In the second instance, the bill
bill becomes
becomes marked-up this bill without a CBO estimate. It
even more unresponsive to economic fluctua- is impossible to know the full implication of the
tions by making
tions
making itit extremely
extremely difficult
difficult for the bill's benefit reductions on the poor and hunprogram to respond to increases in need dur- gry of this country without the CBO estimate.
ing recessions.
recessions. l-l.R.
ftR. 44places
places aa cap
cap on
on annual The majority many times during mark-up statfood stamp expenditures at the exact dollar ed that the bill they presented for approval

its levels that the Congressional Budget Office
most extensive welfare programs. In fiscal estimates the program will cost given implehetped feed more than 1 in 10 mentation of the provisions
year 1994, it helped
provisions in
in the
the bill. The
people
people in
in this
this country.
country. l-lalf
Half of the beneficiaries CBO projects low unemployment and asare chUdren,
children, and
and over 15 percent are
are elder'y
elderly sumes no recession in the next five years. We
1

or disabled. More than 40 percent of the recip-

faiL
programs falter or fail.
For those who have worked on far-reaching
and comprehensive legislation in the past, the
process of reforming
reforming welfare
welfare in
in this
this Congress
Congress

hope that this assumption is correct, but if it is
ient households have monthly income below wrong and the Nation faces a recession, ben50 percent of the poverty guideline, and only efits to poor and hungry families will be re20 percent have significant
significant earnings.
earnings.
duced. There is no provision for an upward
The program has always been very respon- adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the cap
cap ifif the
the number
number of
of benebenesive to changes in the economy in two major ficiaries rises during a recession. Any effort
ways. In
in the first instance, each year, the size under
under those
those circumstances
circumstances to
to raise
raise the
the cap,
cap,
of a household's food stamp allotment is ad- under
under the 1990 Budget Enforcement Act,
justed to reflect any changes in the cost of would be virtually impossible, since it would
food. Here is how that works:
works: Maximum
Maxmum require
require an
an offsetting
offsetting tax
tax increase,
increase, aa cut
cut in
in ananmonthly food stamp allotments are tied to the other entitlement, or an emergency designacost of purchasing
purchasing aa nutritionaDy
nutritionally adequate low tion.
tion. At exactly the time when
when poor
poor people
people
cost diet, as
measured by the
as measured
theU.S.
U.S.DepartDepart- need help most, they will receive less food asment of Agriculture, pius
plus 3 percent.
percent. Food
Food sistance. The working poor, those most likely
stamp benefits are based on 103 percent of to lose jobs during a recession, will not have
the Thrifty Food Plan to acknowledge the fact food benefits adequate
adequate to
to feed
feed their
their families
families aa
that food prices usually
usualiy have increased be- healthy diet.
tween the time that the cost of the TFP is deEveryone can agree that we need additional
termined and the time that benefits are ad- budgetary controls on our federal budget.
justed and distributed. (The cost of the TFP is However, this is a most inhumane way to
determined in June, and benefits adjusted be- achieve such control. Hunger cannot be
ginning the following October. Those adjusted capped. We must allow
a!low the one program that
benefits are not adjusted again until the next provides a minimal safety net to keep hunger

was believed to save $16.5 billion over 5
years. We have now leamed that CBO estimates that the reductions in food stamp benefits that will result from the food stamp title of
H.R. 4 will equal over $21 billion over 5 years.
The concerns
concems of the minority over $16.5 billion in benefit reductions are magnified several
times
times when
when the
the reductions
reductions exceed
exceed $21
$21 billion.
billion.
If these savings
savings were
werethe
the result of people
moving
moving from
from welfare
welfare into
into jobs,
jobs, this
this bill
bill would
would
have the support of every member of Congress.
gress. However, H.R. 4 saves money simply
simply
by reducing benefits and kicking people off the
program who can't find jobs on their own. This
is no way to reform aa program
program that
that isis dede-

signed to keep our children from going hungry.
Finally, the minority is pleased that the com-

mittee approved a Sense of the Committee
provision that the reduction in spending resulting from implementation of this bill must go to-

ward deficit reduction.
reduction. This
This policy
poIcy must now
be adopted for H.R.
HR. 4.
4. There
There should
should be only
two reasons to seek reductions in the Food
Stamp Program—Cl) to reduce the deficit, and

(2) to reallocate resources in such a manner
that allows the participants to achieve self-sufficiency (such as employment and training).
Any attempt to use the savings to finance tax
October,
October, 15
15 months
months after
after the
the TFP
TFP adjustment.)
adjustment.) at bay to respond to recessionary times.
cuts must be roundly denounced. We cannot
This formula helps assure that families receive
We
We must
must conclude
conclude that
that the
the malority's
majority's bill
bill is
is stand
stand by
by and
and allow
allow an
an erosion
erosion of
of food
food benefits
benefits
benefits
benefits reflective
reflective of
of the
the cost
cost of
of food
food at
at the
the a cost savings bill, nothing more. There is little for
for the
the poor
poor to
to provide
provide tax
tax breaks
breaks for
for those
those
time they are purchasing the food. This diet is welfare reform in this
this bill.
there who are far better off.
bill. For
For example, there
called
cafled the Thrifty Food Plan ITFP],
LTFP],and
anditit is
s are no job training requirements
requirements in
in this
this bill.
bill.
urge my coUeagues
colleagues to
to commit
commit themselves
themselves
the cheapest of four food plans designed by The current requirement that states provide to true welfare reform, not to this bill that does
USDA. USDA determines
determines the
the cost
cost of
of aa market
market employment and training to food stamp fami- little more than deny and reduce benefits to
basket of low cost food items necessary to lies
ies is deleted,
de'eted, and funding for these activities hungry families in
the name
name of
of welfare
welfare reform.
reform.
n the
maintain a nutritious diet. The TFP is priced iss eliminated. Instead, the same level of fundMr.
Chairman, II reserve the
Mr. Chairman,
the balance
balance
monthly, and food stamp allotments are ad- ing is provided to states that choose to oper- of my time.
justed, up or down, each October to reflect the ate a program requiring that families work in
Mr. ROBERTS.
Mr.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, there
cost of the TFP in the previous June. The Oc- public service
service jobs
jobs in
in return
retum for
for their
their food
food is one man in
in the
probtheCongress
Congress who
who probadjustmerl in
tober adjustment
in 1995
1995 is
is expected
expected to be an stamp benefits; but, only 6 states operate ably knows
knows more
more about
about food
food stamps
stamps
Increase of approximately 3.5%, reflecting the such programs, and none of them are state- and has contributed more
increase
more of
of his
his time
time
percent
percent of
of increase
increase in
in the
the cost
cost of
of food.
food. This
This wide. We do not accept the majority's as- and effort to food stamp reform and the
mechanism assures that no family will get less sumptions
sumptions that
that there
there are
are plenty
plenty of
of jobs
jobs availavail- problem of hunger and malnutrition in
than what it needs to
to maintain
maintain its
its abuity
ability to
to able,
able, and
and iff hungry people are denied food America
America than
than any
any other,
other, and
and that
that gengenpurchase a nutritionally
nutritiona'ly adequate,
adequate, albeit
albeit low
low benefits
benefits they will get a job. People do not
not prepre- tleman
tleman is
is the
the gentleman
gentleman from
from Missouri
Missouri
cost, diet.
fer poverty over self-sufficiency. If given ade- [Mr. EMERSON]. The gentleman from
H.R. 4 wilT
will limit
limit any
any increases
increases in the food quate job training and employment counseling, Missouri [Mr. EMERSON]
EMERSON] has
has served
served
stamp allotments to 2 percent annually, even and if jobs are available, people will work. This with distinction on the Select Commitif food prices increase nationally more than 2 bifi
bill provides no such incentives.
incentives.
tee on Hunger and has served with dispercent. While the majority can argue that
This process has not produced true welfare
wetfare tinction on the House Committee
Committee on
on
nominal benefits
nominal
benefits will
will not be reduced under reform. Merely cutting the Food Stamp Pro- Agriculture. He is the distinguished
their bill, benefits will no longer keep pace with gram at some arbitrary level is not reform and gentleman who has been
been the
the leader
leader in
in
the cost of food. Given current estimates of no one should mistake it as such. This
This bill
bill food stamp reform and is the chairman
what will happen to food prices in the future, simply goes too far in undermining our federal of the appropriate subcommittee.
it
expected that in 2 years food stamp famiit iss expected
fami- food
food assistance
assistance safety
safety net
net and
and leaves
'eaves our
Mr. Chairman. I yield 11 minutes to
lies will no longer receive benefits adequate to poor families vulnerable to hunger. In other the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. EMpurchase a nutritionally adequate diet. AllotAllot- areas, AFDC, WIC, school lunch, we are mak- ERSON].
ments will have fallen below 100 percent of ing radical reforms that when coupled with the
(Mr. EMERSON asked and was given
the Thrifty Food Plan. Each year thereafter, changes in the food
food stamp
stamp provisions
provisions of
of 1-IR.
H.R. permission
permission to
to revise
revise and
and extend
extend his
his rereunder the majority's
majoritys bill,
bill, benefits
benefits will
will be
be further
further 4 greatly compromise our federal food safety marks.)
I
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Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman. I rise programs with different rules and regu- system to provide one-stop-shopping
in support of H.R. 1214. the Personal lations people fall through the cracks for participants. and State administraResponsibility Act. For the past decade in the system and also take advantage tors who must deal with the day-to-day
this
this topic
topic of
of reforming
reforming welfare has of the system. This must stop. How obstacles that are placed in their way
been an abiding interest of mine and I anyone could defend the present struc- by Federal rules and regulations. Witam guided and motivated by the words ture and system is a puzzle to me: un- nesses traveled from all over the Unitof Abraham Lincoln "The
"The dogmas
dogmas
less it is persons who benefit illicitly
States to tell the subcommittee of
of the * * past are inadequate to the from the fractured welfare mess we ed
their
experiences operating programs
present. We must think anew and act find ourselves in today. be they welfare to help
poor families. Two of the memanew.'
recipients who take advantage
advantage of
of the
the
of the welfare simplification
simplification and
and
The present welfare system cannot be system or advocates who thrive on the bers
coordination advisory committee told

defended. It is a disgrace. The people
who receive the assistance do not like
it; the people who run the system do
it:
not like it. and the taxpayers will not
stand for continuation of the
the present
present
welfare maintenance system.
There are welfare programs that provide public assistance directly to indi-

vidual families through cash benefits
for food coupons: programs providing

work or training to get able-bodied

people to work: programs that provide

meals in schools and other institu-

tional settings: programs that provide
distribution of commodities to hungry
people, and programs linking health
and food. The actual number of programs available to needy families
families is
is in
in

power derived from establishing new us of the experiences deliberating the
programs. Advocates of the humane complexities of the present system.
system. a cost-effective System,
System. an efprovided the subcommittee with
ficient system, a system that helps Others
ideas on how to improve the syspeople up,
up. off
off and
and Out
out could find little their
tem.
solace in the current system.
I believe the debate on reforming the
Over the past years I have come to welfare
system has truly begun. In the
the conclusion that an effective
effective welwelwe were only dealing with reform
fare system is one that encompasses
encompasses past
the margins. We have now started
what I refer to as one-stop-shopping. at
We need a lot of integration, consolida- on the path to real reform.
reform will not be accomplished
tion, and automation and none of these inThis
one sitting. with one bill. It
It is
is a
'tools' isismuch
"tools"
muchaapart
part of
of the
the system
system at
at
process that will take from 3 to 5
this time. This concept takes the mul- years.
tiple welfare programs now
now in
in place
place years.
and tries to bring some cohesion to The Committee on Agriculture, with
jurisdiction over the Food Stamp Prothem.

States have sought or are seeking gram and Commodity Distribution Programs. is a part of that process. The
excess of 125. with 80 of these programs waivers from the Federal rules and reg- grams,

considered major programs with a cost
in excess
excessofof$300
$300billion
billion per
per year
year in
in FedState. and local tax dollars. There
eral, State,
are more programs now for providing
public assistance to poor families than
any time in the past. serving more peo-

ple and costrng
costing more money. There
must be a better way to help low-income people become taxpayers. We currently have a welfare maintenance sys-

tem. not one designed to provide temtem,
porary assistance and help people reclaim or gain a life.

Most neeciv
needy families
families coming in to
need help
help in
in at
at
seek public assistance need
least three categories: cash and the accompanying medical assistance, food.
food,
and housing. The rules and regulations
for these programs are different and in
many cases conflicting. It does not
make sense for the Federal Govern-

ulations to establish some type of reform of the present welfare system.
Governors in particular recognize that
the system is broken and needs to be
fixed. Thirty States have sought or are

committee, along with the Republican
committee.
leadership,
leadership. determined that the Food
Stamp Program will remain a Federal

program for the present time. It will
serve as the safety net for needy peoseeking waivers from the Federal Gov- ple. Food is fundamental and we proernment to reform all or a part of their vide access to food for these families.
We consolidate four Food DistribuDistriburespective State welfare systems.
systems
It isis amazing
amazing to
to me
me that this many tion Programs into one and provide for
States have sought to change the wel- a $100 million annual increase in aufare system,
system. thereby recognizing the thorizations for the new program. Remember, food is fundamental. The food
failure of the present system, without member.
programs. such as the
any action on the part of Congress to distribution programs,
Emergency Food
Food Assistchange the system as well. There has Temporary Emergency
Assistance Program
Program or
also been a recalcitrant bureaucracy, ance
or TEFAP.
TEFAP. which I
and there is a turf program in the bu- might add,
add. at this juncture the adminreaucracy that probably exceeds the istration would like to zero out,
out, are
are
turf problem in Congress. How many the front line of defense against hunger
for needy
more States might try to institute re- for
needy individuals
individuals and
and families.
families.
forms but for the maze of bureaucracy Food banks,
banks. soup kitchens, churches
they must go through to achieve
achieve waivwaiv- and community organizations are al-

ment to set up programs for poor fami- ers? What we have now is not a welfare ways there with food when it is needed.
lies and then establish different rules system aimed at moving families off of The Federal Government provides
provides aa
for eligibility. We need one program welfare and onto the taxpayers rolls.
rolls, portion of the food that is distributed
that provides a basic level of assistance but aa maintenance system that through these programs. But
But itit is .an
an
families; sets conditions for thwarts State initiative and diversity
for poor families:
diversity essential part and acts as seed
seed money
money
receipt of that assistance, including
including and poorly helps poor families, exas- for food contributions from the private
work, and then limits the amount of perates the front line administrators sector. If we did not have food distributime families can receive public assist- running the programs, and is a frustra- tion programs we would have to invent
ance.
tion and burden to the people paying them. The committee bill consolidates
Over the past 12 years I have served for this disastrous system.
these programs and increases the
either as ranking Republican on the
I want to help reform the system; I money to buy food so that these worthNutrition Subcommittee of the Agri- want to change the way we deliver this while organizations, most of which are
culture Committee or the Select Com- help to poor families,
families. and, I want to do made up of volunteers, can continue
mittee on Hunger. I have looked at it in an efficient,
efficient. compassionate,
compassionate. and the fine work they now do.
these welfare programs in depth:
depth; 1 have cost-effective
cost-effective manner,
manner,and
and II believe
believe
We do reform the Food Stamp Provisited scores of welfare offices, soup that with this legislatiin we are on gram and it is in need of a lot of rekitchens,
banks: 1I have spoken to that path.
kitchens. food banks;
form. The states are provided with an
those administering the welfare proThe subcommittee that I chair held option to reconcile the differences begrams and the people receiving the as- four hearings last month on the issue tween their new AFDC Programs with
sistance.
of reforming the present welfare sys- the Food Stamp Program for those peoI learned during my years serving on tem. We heard from the General Ac- ple receiving help from both programs.
the Select Committee on Hunger that counting Office on the multitude of This has been one of my goals and I beany one program does not comprehen- programs that are now operating.
operating. We
We lieve that we are on the road to a onesively provide welfare for poor fami- heard from a Governor who operates a stop—shopping welfare system. Comlies: it takes two or more of the cur- welfare system that is dependent upon plete welfare reform will come. This is
rent programs to provide a basic level Federal bureaucrats for waivers;
waivers: a the first step in the long road to reof help. When there are two or more former Governor who had to devise a form.
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Mr.DE
Mr.
DE11 GARZA.
GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I to give States enough money to do the
an electronic benefit transfer system. EBT is yield 3 minutes to the gentleman
gentleman from
from job properly.
the preferred
preferred way to issue food stamp benethe
bene- Maine
Maine[Mr.
[Mr.BALDACCIJ.
BALDACCJJ.
Titles
Titles 33 and
and 55 of
of the
the act.
act, those coverfits. This bill provides States with the ability
abiiity to
Mr. BALDACCI.
BALDACCI. I thank the gen- ing
ing WIC
WIC and
and school
school lunches, cap the
implement the EBT
EBT system
system they deem tleman for yielding this time to me.
block
block grants
grants at less than the
the rate of
of inapprorpnate and the problems with the notoriapprorpriate
Mr. Chairman, I rise today in strong flation.
flation. Maine
Maine would
would lose
lose $37
$37 million
million
ous regulation E are eliminated. The commit- opposition to HR. 4. the Personal Re- over
over the next 5 years.
years.
tee views EBT
E8T as a means to effectively
effectively issue
issue sponsibility Act of 1995 from the ReFood
programs are
Food programs
are the
the ultimate safefood stamp benefits and as a means to control publican Contract With America.
Thechanges
changes contained
ty net. The
contained in
in the
the
and detect fraudulent
fraudulent activities
activities in
in the
the program.
program.
Among the most troubling provisions Contract With America would
would leave the
I am especially gratified that EBT can become of the bill are those dealing with food net threadbare and unable to break the
an
an integral
integral part of the Food Stamp Program
Program and nutrition, deep cuts in food stamps fall
fall of those who most need it. I urge
and other welfare programs.
colleagues to
to oppose
oppose H.R.
and block grants for the School Lunch my colleagues
H,R. 4.4.
The committee has taken steps to restore Program, and Supplemental Nutrition
Mr.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield
integrity
integnty to the Food Stamp Program by insti- Program for Women,
Women. Infants, and Chil- 3 minutes to the gentleman from Virtuting criminal forfeiture authority so that crimi- dren. To
To add
add insult
insult to injury, the ginia IMr.
IMr.GOODLATTEJ.
G000LArrE]. who
whohas
hasauaupnce for their illegal activities money saved will fund tax cuts, not ad- thored
nals will pay a price
thored many
manystrengthening
strengthening amendin food stamp trafficking. We double the pen- dress the debt or deficit.
ments to the antifraud provisions of
alties
allies for recipient fraudulent activities and we
While keeping the entitlement na- the food stamp reform package.
give
give USDA
USDA the
the authority
authority to
to better
better manage
manage the
the ture of food stamps,
Mr. GOODLATTE. I thank the chairstamps. the majority
majority have
have
food stores that are authorized to accept and placed a cap on the program and cut man for yielding this time to me.
redeem food stamps.
Mr. Chairman. I commend the
the gengenspending by $23 billion over 5 years.
We include a tough work program. We say The food purchasing power of millions tleman from Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS) for
that if you are abte-bodiect
able-bodied and between 18
18 of recipients will diminish over time. what I think is a very fine bill, a very
and a bill that I think is going
years and 50 years with no dependents, you and fall below the amount needed
needed to
to fair bill, arid
to lead us in the right direction here.
can receive food stamps for 3 months. Follow- purchase the bare-bones minimum.
minimum.
ing
In my home State of Maine.
Maine. history
history You know, I am one who strongly supng that you must
must be
be working
working in
in aa regular
regular job
job
sQrnething
at least 20 hours a week—half-time work—or shows us that during down swings in ports the idea that this is sQrrlething
States are encouraged to go
go forward
forward with
with

you will
wili not receive food stamps. The Amer- the economy, the number of
of people
people
ican
can people cannot understand why people turning to food stamps increases. The
will rigid cap on food stamp expenditures
who can work do not do so. We say you wilt
not receive food stamps forever if you do not would allow for no adjustments for eco-

nomic changes.

work.

The majority would mandate that
The committee determined that the unconstrained growth in the Food Stamp Program, certain recipients work for their benedue to the automatic increases built into the fits, yet they provide no funds for the
program and the changes made to the pro- State to createjobs or to provide traingram over the past years, cannot continue. ing.
All told. Maine would lose $88 million
We restrain the growth in the program by limit20 percent
percent
nearly 20
ing the indexing of food stamp income deduc- over the next 55 years. nearly
tions and providing aa 2-percent
2-pertent increase in from the budget of a program that
serves 160,000
160.000 people
people monthly.
monthly.
food stamp benefits. We place a ceiling on the serves
I spent time talking to parents and
spending in the program. It will be up to Congress to determine whether increases above students at a school in Bangor ME.
the
the

hmits
limits placed
placed on the program will take
take

place. This is the appropriate way in which to
manage
manage this
thisprogram.
program. If
f aa supplemental
supplemental appropriation is needed, it will be Congress that
decides
decides whether
whether to provide the additional
money or institute reforms in the program to

restrain the growth.
Mr. Chafrman,
Chairman, this is a good
good bill,
bill, with
with sound
sound
policy decisions incorporated. Remember, we

have not ended the process of reforming welfare with the action we take today. We are beginning the process of real reform. I urge my
colieagues to support
colleagues
support this
this bill and take this
first step along with me. We cannot continue
as we are today with a welfare system that is
despised by all
afl involved. The status quo is unacceptable. Let us think anew and act anew.
0 2030

Mr.

ROBERTS.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr.

Chairman.

I

that eventually should be turned over
over

to the States to run.
run, I think governgovernment closer to the people is a government that runs a better program. We

have set up a mechanism to accomplish
that in this legislation by setting
setting up
up a
method by which States that go to the

electronic benefit transfer system can
eventually qualify to have the program

administered through a block grant

system. I think that is the right direction to take.
In the meantime, measures need to
be taken to tighten up this program.
program,
and I think this
this bill
bill does
doesjust
just that.
Before
Before II address
would like
address those,
those, I would
to
first respond to those on the other
yesterday. They could not believe that
who claim that this bill
bill lacks
Congress was going to cut the School side
compassion.I Ithink
think that
that is
is utter
utter nonLunch Program to pay for tax breaks. compassion.
sense. Compassion is not measured by
It rankled them to no end.
end.
size and complexity
complexity of the bureauIn Maine schools, more
48.000
more than
than 48,000 the
cratic
program
that has been estabstudents
students a year gain aasubstantial
substantial
share of'
of their
their daily
daily nutrition
nutrition from free lished over the years. Compassion is
and reduced lunches. That is nearly a not measured by the billions upon bilquarter of Maine's student population. lions of dollars that we keep throwing
this program without results, but inIn providing the School Lunch Pro- at
stead.
making more and more people
gram.
gram, Federal.
Federal, State and local governupon the program.
ments spent $44 million in Maine last dependent
Compassion is measured by taking
year.
year.
by the hand and helping them
This is not a welfare program this is peoplethey
need to be helped,
helped, but also
an education program, a nutrition pro- where
setting
them
on
their
own
asking
gram. How many times have each of them to go ahead and takeand
some
reyou
you heard,
heard. "A hungry
hungry child
child can't sponsibility for their own lives. That is
learn?"
learn?'
ultimately the thing that will
Then there is WIC. a program that what is
back into peoples lives the digensures adequate nutrition for preg- build
nity that is needed.
nant women and

nursing mothers.
thank the gentleman from Missouri More than 70 studies have
proven its ef0 2045
[Mr. EMERSON] and would point Out to fectiveness at preventing
preventing low-birthMr. Chairman,
Chairman, those
those who
who suggest
the Members and to all who are paying weight babies and other complications.
the work
that the
work requirements
requirementshere
here are
are
attention to this debate that the gen- It saves money in the long run.
unfair I think are completely off track.
tleman from Missouri has spent more
For $17 million a year 44,000
44.000 women. We have a situation here where anyone
time in regards to personally visiting infants, and children in Maine
Maine reap
reap the
the

feeding programs and soup kitchens. It benefits of the sustaining food provided
is his amendment that consolidates by WIC funds.
many of the feeding programs and adds
Despite the obvious benefits of both
$100
$100million
millionto
tothat
that effort.
effort.
programs, the Personal Responsibility
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II reserve the balance Act creates block grants,
Mr.
grants. rolls back nuof my time.
tritional standards, and generally fails

who is between the ages of 18 and 50 is
required to work 20 hours aa week,
week, not
not
40 hours a week,
week. as many people strive
to do. merely 20 hours a week.
week. If
If they
they

have a dependent child at home,
home. and
they are the primary care giver,
giver, they
they
are not required to comply with that. I
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think ultimately we are going to have shift Federal
costs
Federal
costs
to
States.
With
Although the Governors recognize the leto change that and require that.
that, Mr. Chairman.
that.
Chairman, I ask that the full gitimate
gitimate interest
interest of
of the
the federal
federal government
government
Today most young American fami- text of the letter appear in the RECORD in setting broad program goals in cooperalies, both
lies,
both members
members of the household after my remarks.
tion with states and territories,
territories, they
they also
also bebe.
work, and I think that ultimately we
lieve that
that states
states should
should be
be free
free from
from prepreI understand the need to reform the lieve
federal standards.
need to expect that everyone should welfare
welfaresystem.
system. I do not understand, scriptive
We appreciate
We
appreciate the flexibility
flexibility given to
contribute something for the benefits however. why we need to forge ahead
bill totodesign
designprograms.
programs. to
to
that they receive, and to suggest that with legislation that is so poorly states in the bill
forward program savings, and to transwe are the ones who are lacking in thought out that it simply abdicates carry
fer funding between block grants. We must
compassion when
when the
the President's
Presidents plan
plan our
our legislative
legislative responsibility
responsibility toto the
the oppose, however,
however.Title
Title I's prohibitions
prohibitions on
would have gutted the ability of food Senate, whom we hope will take the oppose,
transitional cash assistance to particular
particular
programs, food banks all across this time necessary to craft a bill
bill
that
families now eligible for help and ask instead
country. to assist people with basic truly reforms the welfare system. that states be given the authority
authority to
to make
make
needs, and this plan preserves that. Those of us who have extensive under- these eligibility decisions themselves. Some
again I think it is very misleading to standing of State welfare programs feel states may want to be more restrictive than
suggest that somehow we are being we have not been given adequate oppor- the bill—by conditioning aid on work.
work, for exsooner than two years—while other
lacking in owour compassion.
tunity to help shape the welfare
welfare debate
debate ample,
states may decide it is appropriate to be less
The second problem we have with going on today.
restrictive.
this program is that it has historically
Because of the way this legislation
The federal interest should be limited to
been
been beset
beset by
by all
all manner
manner of
of fraud.
fraud. Food
Food has been rushed through this
this body
body arid
and
the block grant is used to aid lowstamps are trafficked on the Street.
street, in light of the fact that the bill does ensuring
income children and families, in the past fed.
fedtraded for drugs, used in a multitude of not meet the fundamental principle
principle of
of eral restrictions on eligibility have served to
methods.
work, I contain federal costs given the open-ended
moving people from welfare to work.
I point out that we have done that by Cannot
entitlement nature
nature of
of the
the Aid
Aid to
to Families
Families
cannot support
support H.R.
H.R. 1214
1214 in
in its
its current entitlement
requiring that State and local govern- form.
with Dependent Children program. Such restrictions have no place,
ments and the Department of Agriplace. however, in aa
The letter referred to is as follows:
capped
capped entitlement
entitlement block
block grant
grant where
where the
the
culture verify the existence of stores
NAT]ONAL GOVEasiORS
GoVERNORS ASSOCIATION.
A55OCIAT]QN,
NATIONAL
federal government's costs are fixed,
fixed. regard.
regardthat are trading food stamps because Washington.
Washington. DC.
1995.
DC, February
February 23, 1995.
less
less of
of the
the eligibility
eligibility and
and benefit
benefit choices
choices
we have had problems with them being Hon. BILL
ARCHER,
BIu ARCHER,
—
made by each state,
state.
traded through post office boxes and Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,
Means.
Similarly, while Governors

through the trunks of cars, and we
have tightened up the requirements
that, if somebody is found guilty of
trafficking in food stamps, and it involves more than $500.
S500, they can be
barred
barred from
from receiving
receiving food
food stamps.
stamps.

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I urge support of this

bill.

ROBERTS Mr.
Mr. ROBERTS.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,II rereserve the balance of my time.
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to our distinguished colleague. the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from Missouri
Missouri
(Ms. MCCARTHY].
[Ms.

Ms. MCCARTHY
Ms.
McCARTHY, Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II
thank the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
[Mr.
DE LA GARZA} for yielding me time.

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. the Republican welfare bill that we are debating has one
one
clear result.
result, save S69
$69 billion over 5
years by creating block grants to the

U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, DC.
Representatives Washington.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: We are writing to ex-

press our views on the Personal Responsibility Act, as amended by the Subcommittee on
Human Resources. The Governors appreciate
the willingness of the subcommittee to grant

agree
agree that
that
there is a national interest in refocusing the
welfare system on the transition to work,
work. we

will object strongly to any efforts to pre-

scribe narrow federal work
work standards
standards for
for the
the
block grant. The Governors believe that all
productive members
members of
of
states new flexibility in designing
designing cash
cash asas- Americans should be productive
sistance and child welfare programs. We are their community. There are various ways to
concerned about a number
number of
of the
the bill's
bills provi- achieve this goal. The preferred means is
sions, however, that limit
limit state
state flexibility
flexibility or
or through private. unsubsidized work in the
business or nonprofit sectors. If the federal
shift
shift federal
federal costs
costs to
to states.
states.
The Governors believe Congress has at this government imposes rigid work standards on
programs. such standards could prove
moment an enormous opportunity to rere- state programs,
possibilistructure the federal-state relationship. The self-defeating by foreclosing some possibili.
ties,
such
as volunteering in the community.
Governors
Governors urge Congress to take advantage
that can
can be
be stepping
stepping stones
stones to
to full-time,
full-time, pripriof this opportunity both to examine the allo- that
vate sector
sector jobs.
jobs. A
A rigid
rigid federal
federal work
work standstandcation of responsibilities among the levels of vate
government and to maximize state flexibil- ard would also inevitably raise difficult isity in areas of shared responsibility. We be- sues about the cost and feasibility of creat-

lieve, however, that children
children must
must be
be propro- ing a large number of public jobs, and the
tected throughout the structuring process. cost of providing child care for parents re-

In addition, although federal budget cuts are
needed, the Governors are concerned about
the cumulative impact on the states of fedStates with fixed, capped funding.
budgetary decisions. The Governors
The proposed legislation does little eral
view any block grant proposal as an opporto assist individuals to become self-suf- tunity
tunity for
for Congress
Congress and
and the
the president
president to
to propro-

quired to work a set number of hours a week
in a particular type ofjob.

primary means to reduce the federal budget
deficit.
deficit.

such as preserving families, encouraging
encouraging

ficient by helping them find work. It
has no guarantees that it will reform
the welfare system. Instead, this is a
package geared toward reducing the
deficit and guaranteeing that the affluent receive a capital gains cut.
cut, by cut-

vide needed flexibility for states, not as a

The Governors have not yet reached con-

sensus on whether cash and other entitlement assistance should remain available, as

entitlements to needy
needy families
families or
or
ting benefits and resources to our chil- federal
whether it should be converted to state entidren.
tlement block grants. We do agree.
agree, however,
February 23,
On Februai-v
23, the
the National
National Gov- that in either case states should have the
ernors' Association sent a letter to the flexibility to enact welfare reforms without
chairman
chairman of the House Ways and Means having to request federal waivers.
Committee signed by the Governor of
FEDERAL
FEDERAL STANDARDS
sTANDARDs FOR BLOCK
BLOCK GRANTS
GRANrS
Carnahan, and Repubmy State, Mel Carnahan.
If Congress chooses to pursue the block
lican Governors Tommy Thompson of grant
grant approach proposed by the Human ReWisconsin and John Engler of Michi- sources
sources Subcommittee,
Subcommittee,the
the block
block grants
purpose,
gan. The letter states: "The Governors should include a clear statement of purpose.
view any block grant proposal as an op- including mutually agreed-upon goals for the
portunity for Congress arid
and the Presi- block grant and the measures that will be
to judge the effectiveness of the block
dent to provide needed flexibility for used
grant.

States, not as a primary means to reduce the Federal
Federal budget
budgetdeficit."
deficit' They
They
continue in this four-page letter to list
other objections they have with
with the
the
bill in its current
cur-rentform,
form.including
including proprovisions that limit State flexibility or

CHILD PROTECTION BLOCK GRANT

Governors view the child
child protection
protection block
block

grant as overly prescriptive and urge Congress to refocus it on achieving broad goals,
adoption and protecting health and safety of
children. We also oppose the mandated creation of local citizen review panels. We believe that it is inapprorpiate for the federal

government
government to
to dictate
dictate the
the mechanism
mechanism by
by
which Governors consult the citizens of their
state on state policies.
BLOCK GRANT FUNDING

We appreciate the subcommittee's willing-

ness to create block grants whose funding
level is guaranteed over five years rather
than being subject to annual appropriations.
It is essential,
essential. however,
however. that block grants in-

clude appropriate budget adjustments that
recognize agreed-upon national priorities, in-

flation, and demand for services,
flation.
services. The cash
assistance block grant does not include any
such adjustments for structural growth in
the target populations. While some growth is

CA5H ASsISTANCE
CASH
ASSISTANCE BLOCK GRANT
built into funding for the child protection
The Governors believe that a cash assist- block grant. it is not clear
clear whether
whether itit will
will be
be
ance block grant for families must recognize adequate especially given that states are
the nation's
nation's interest
interest in:
in: Sex-vices
Services to
to children:
children: likely to be required by the courts to honor

moving recipients from welfare to work: and
reducing out-of-wedlock births,
births.
-

existing adoption assistance contracts. Gov-

ernors will continue to protect abused and
ernors
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neglected
neglectedchildren
childrenby
byintervening
interveningon
on their
their waiver
waiver savings.
savings. Legislative
Legislative language
language conbehalf and
behalf
and we believe that federal funding verting AFDC to a block grant should not
must
must continue
continue to be available for these serv- terminate these agreements and thereby preices.

clude states from drawing down the balance
Governors also
Governors
alsoask
askthat
thatany
anyblock
block grants
grants of these previously negotiated amounts.
include funding adjustments to provide for
lmplementation of block grants would
Implementation
would also
also
significant changes in the
the cyclical
economy pose enormous difficulties for state informacyclical economy
and for major
major natural
naturaldisasters.
disasters. An
An addiaddi- tion systems, and we are concerned that
tional amount should be set aside each
each year
year there may not be sufficient funding or lead
for automatic
automatic and
for
distribution to
and timely
timely distribution
to time to allow states to update these systems
states that
szates
that experience
experience aa major
major disaster. as
as necessary
necessary to
to implement
implement the
the legislation.
legislation.
higher-than-average unemployment, or
or other While states that are ready should be able to
indicators
indicators of distress. While
While the
the bill does in- implement
implement any
any new
new block
block grants
grants as
as soon
soon as
as
clude a federal
federal rainy
rainy day
day loan
loan fund,
fund, we are possible, other states should
should be
be allowed
allowed at
at
concerned that this
loan fund
this loan
fund will
will prove to least
least one
one year
year after
after enactment
enactment to
to implement
implement
oe
oe an
an inadequate
inadequate means
means of addressing sudden
sudden the new programs. We also
also believe
believe that
that aa
cnanges
changes in
in the need for
assistance. States
for assistance.
States exex- consultative process between Governors,
periencing fiscal
fiscal problems
prthblems will
will not
not be able to Congress and the administration
administration would
would be
be
risk
risk taking
takingOut
out federal
federalloans
loans that
that they may necessary to ensure that the transition to a
not
be able to repay. Furthermore, one
not be
one bilbil- block grant system is made in an orderly
lion dollars
dollars over
over five years
years may
may not be
be suffisuffi- way and that children's needs continue to be
cient if
if many
many states
statesexperience
experience economic
economic met during the transition.
downturns
downturnsorornatural
natural disasters
disasters at
at the
the same
same
FEDERAL
FEDERAL AID
AID TO
TO LEGAL
LECAL NONCITIZENS AND
time, as was
was the
the case
casewith
with the
the last
last recession
recession
BENEFITS
FEDERAL DISABILITY
DISABIliTY BENEFITS
or
with
the midwestern
or
the
midwestern floods.
floods. Finally, an
The Governors oppose the
the bill's elimiunemployment rate in excess
excess of
of 6.5%
unemployment
6.5% may
may
of most
most federal
federal services
services to legal
not be aa sufficient
sufficient proxy
proxy for identifying in- nation of
noncitizens, The elimination of federal benecreases in
in need
need and
and should
should not
not be the sole noncitizens.
fits does not change any
any state's
states legal respontrigger
for increased
increased aid.
-igger for
We also urge the committee to change the sibilities to make services available to all
legal immigrants. Policy adopted by the
funding base year and formula for the two legal
block grants.
grants. We
\:e believe
believe that initial allotallot- Governors clearly states that since the fedments to states for the cash assistance and eral government has exclusive jurisdiction
child
child protection block grants should
should be
be the
the over our nation's immigration policy, all
from immigration
immigration policy
higher of a state's actual
actual funding
funding under
under the
the costs resulting from
consolidated programs in fiscal 1994
1994 or
or a should be paid by the federal government.
states average funding during fiscal years This bill would move the federal government
1992
through1994.
199-1.This
Thischange
changewould
would help
help in the opposite direction, and would shift
992 through
states.
protect states with recent caseload growth substantial costs to states,
The Governors also oppose the bills
The
from receiving initial allotments far below
actual need.
changes
to
the
Supplemental
Security Inneed.
come (SSI) program. We recognize that the
ACCOUNTABILITY IN
ACCOUNTABILITY
INBLOCK
BLOCKCRANT
GRANT PROCRAMS
PROGRAMS
is growing at an unacceptable rate.
We believe
We
believe that block grants should in- program
and that serious problems exist regarding
elude a clear statement
clude
statement of
of purpose,
purpose, including
including the
definition and diagnosis of disabilities.

mutually agreed-upon goals for the block
grant and the measures that will be used to
judge the effectiveness of the block grant.

Vveare
areconcerned,
concerned,however.
however,that
that the
the reportreporting requirements in both the cash assistance

and child protection block grant go far beyond what is necessary to monitor whether
program goals are being achieved. We encourage the committee to restrict reporting
requirements
requirements to
to outcome
outcome and
and performance
performance
data
cata strictly related to the goals of the program. and hope that those reporting requiregram,
ments can be mutually agreed upon by Congress. the administration, and ourselves.
We agree that states should be required to
use the block grant funding to provide serv-

IIO'LEMENTAT1ON
IMPLEMENTATION

Governors also ask Congress to recognize

that
Znatmoving
movingto
to aa block
block grant
grant structure

raises many implementation issues. Almost
every state is oPerating at least one welfare
waiver project. We believe that states with
waivers currently in effect should have ex-

press permission either to continue their

waiver-based reforms, or to withdraw from
the waivers, and be held harmless for any
costs measured by waivers' cost neutrality
provisions. Savings from individual state's
waivers should
waivers
shouldbebeincluded
includedininthe
the state's
state's
oase. Some states have negotiated
base.
negotiated aa settlesettlernent to
ment
to retain access,
access, subject
subject to
to state
match, to an agreed upon dollar amount of
match.

tion is this:
this:

Iff budgets are so tight that we

have to cut
cut schOO'
school lunch
children
lunch programs
programs for chi)aren
and
and energy
energy assistance
assistance programs
programs for
for the
the elderelder-

ly, then why do we continue to allow
ailow funding
for these types of trips, which strike me as
completely unnecessary? If we are going to
cut the deficit, why don't we look to end these

types of trips that are paid for by U.S. taxpayers.

Mr. DE
DE LA
LA GARZA.
GARZA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I

yield 4 minutes to the distinguished
gentlewoman

from

North Carolina

[Mrs. CLAYTON].

(Mrs. CLAYTON asked and was given

permission to revise and extend her remarks.)
Mrs. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman, dis-

cussion
cussion about
about welfare
welfarereform
reform is not
not
new. This issue has been debated
debated over
over
the years. We have come a long way.
But, as we stand, prepared to vote on

welfare reform legislation.
legislation. II am
am struck
struck

by the feeling that, as far as we have
come, we seem to be going a long way
back.

A minister in my district tells the
story of what school breakfast was
like, before we had a Federal school
program.

Scolded by her teacher, an embarrassed little girl discarded her break-

fast. She had been eating it during
durmg

class, The noise when the item landed
class.
in the wastebasket was revealing and
disturbing. That
disturbing.
That little girl's school
breakfast was
breakfast
was a raw sweet potato.
Without it, she would not eat.
That. Mr. Chairman, is where we
That,
The changes in the bill go far beyond ad- have come from. I am worried, howdressing those problems and represent a sub- ever, that we may be going back to
stantial and
and unacceptable
unacceptable cost
cost shift to
states. The Governors believe
believe that
that Congress
Congress that same place in time.
The majority has offered a welfare
should wait for the report of the Commission
on Childhood Disability before acting to reform bill that cuts eligibility withchange eligibility for disability to children.
We also ask that Congress allow last year's
amendments regarding the
the substance
substance abuse
abuse
population to be implemented before enacting new changes in that area. If changes in
SSI are enacted that deny benefits to hundreds of thousands of families and children.

out work program funding, reduces

spending and gives wide flexibility to
the States.

My party will offer two substitute
bills that offer less radical reform but
provides for funding for work. I rise to
the result may be a sharp increase in the encourage my colleagues to think
need
need for
for aid
aid from
from the
the new
new cash
cash assistance
assistance America,
America. This issue is not about party
block grant at a time when those funds and politics. It is about people.
would be capped.
It is about sound bodies, strong
Thank you for your consideration of our
and sturdy spirits. This issue is
views on the first four titles of Chairman minds
Shaw's bill. We are also reviewing the child about moving forward in the future. It

ices for children and their families. We do
have
though. about
about how
how broadly
broadly
nave questions. though.
zne bill's
the
bill's audit
audit provisions
provisions would be applied.
\dould the
Would
the audit
audit process be used, for example. to deterrrtine
determine whether the block grant support provisions and will be forwarding
goal of assisting needy children and families our comments on them to you separately.
was being achieved?
achieved? We
Wewould
wouldalso
alsosuggest
suggsr
Sincerely.
Sincerely.
znat rather
toat
rather than
than the federal government reGov.
HOwARD
DE.A,N.
Gov.
Howw
D,
claiming audit exception funds, that these
Chair.
funds remain available to a state for allowGOv.
Gov. TOMMY
TOMMY G.
G. THOMPSON,
THOMPSON.
able services to families and children.
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operations in the Pacific. However, my ques-

Vice Chair.
Gov. TOM CARPER.
CARPER,
Co-Lead Governor on Welfare.
Gov.
Gov. JOHN ENcLER.
ENGLER.
Co-Lead
Co-Lead Governor on Welfare.

Gov.MEl,.
Gov.
MEl..
CARNAHAN,
C.RrpN,

Chair, Human Resources Committee.
Gov. ARNE H. CARLSON.

Vice Chair, Human Resources
Resources Committee.
Committee.
There isis one
one Last
Last point
point I would
would like
like to make.
make.
Last
Last week my staff received an invitation to atattend an
an all-expense-paid
all-expense-paid trip to visit Navy
tend
bases in the Pacific. Now Mr. Speaker, I do
bases
do
not know how many staffers are going to take
this trip—I know mine
mine isn't—and
isn't—and for
for aH
all I know
the Navy may need to have
have staff
staff review
review their
their
I

is not about wallowing backward to the
past. We should shape a bill that is nei-

ther Republican nor Democrat,
Democrat. that

hurts neither the rich nor the poor—a
us, not one that divides
bill that joins us.
us.

We are not 50 States. We are the
United States. We do not need fifty
standards for nutrition in this Nation.
We need one standard.
Regionalization and
and

sectionalism

hurts us. We fought a Civil War to

bring this Nation together. The place
of one's birth should not determine the
quality of one's
one's life.
life. Every
Every child in
America should have a hearty breakfast and a healthy lunch. At the end of
the first 100 days of this Congress.
Congress, the
current debate on welfare reform will
be finished. But, where will America be
on the 101st day?
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Will there be more people with jobs? Mr.
Mr. BISHOP.
BISHOP.Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman. II rise HR 4 does not reach the same work
Will we show improvement in
in eduedu- today with those who over the years participation rate.
cation? Will there be less crime in the have been, and continue to be, truly
I am interested in the positive
positive health
health
streets?
concerned about the citizens of Amer- effects that these nutrition programs
More specifically, will there be more ica
ica who need us the most.
have on our poor children, needy elderor fewer hungry children? Will
Will infant
infant Currently
Currently HR.
H.R. 4 will substitute ly, and handicapped in our country. I
mortality rates rise or fall? Will
Will our
our block grant funding for Federal nutri- have heard testimony which clearly
seniors be better off at that time than tion programs. This block grant proce- outlined the negative impact
impact of
of block
block
they are now?
now' What,
What, if
if anything.
anything, will a dure would probably eliminate feder- granting to the states of commodity
young school girl have for breakfast?
ally sponsored nutrition programs such distribution programs in lieu of the
Children are not driving the deficit. as;
as: (WIC) and the School Lunch and current nutrition program funding
Senior citizens are not the cause of our Breakfast programs among others, and mechanisms.
economic problems. Programs for poor substitute a single Federal payment to
In addition.
addition, a discretionary block
people do not amount to pork.
grant would eliminate the entitlement
the States.
In fact. AFDC constitutes just 2 perBased
Based on Congressional Budget Office status of nutrition programs and subcent of all entitlement spending and I data,
program
funding for the school nutrition ject each year's nutrition program
percent of all federal spending.
funding to the Congressional approblock
grant
would
be
$170
million
less
The average American taxpayer
talk that
that
the levels that would be
be provided
provided priations process. There is talk
spends only about $26 on AFDC. Child than
compromises
weremade
made in H.R. 4
compromises were
under
current
law.
The
proposed
block
nutrition programs represent only one- grants would end the entitlement sta- which allowed the Food Stamp prohalf of
of 1 percent
half
percent of
of total
total federal
federalOutoutof the school lunch and breakfast gram to remain an entitlement prolays. And, the average food stamp ben- tus
programs. Thus, during recessions.
recessions, gram but at the same time placing a
efit is 75 cents per person, per meal. States and school districts with
rising cap on benefits for the Program. The
Only
Only 75 cents.
compromises also
compromises
also provided
provided that all
unemployment
could
be
forced
That is why I am deeply troubled by choose between denying free meals to
other nutrition
nutrition programs
programs could be
to
the proposed cuts. Cuts have occurred,
occurred.
poor children and raising taxes, block granted to the states. I want to
and more are proposed in the WIC Pro- newly
or
reducing
other programs
programs to
to secure
secure commend the leadership of the Agrigram. for example. WIC works.
this effort,
effort, but
but II
resources in the middle of a re- culture Committee for this
It is a program that services low-in- more
believe that the block granting
granting with
with
come and at-risk women, infants,
infants, and
and cession.
far.
We need a bill that maintains nutri- limited funding goes too far.
children.
In the Mississippi delta,
delta. in the coal
tion
programs
for
children
and
the
elPregnant women, infants 12 months
derly, including WIC and school lunch fields of Appalachia. in the red clay
and younger. and
and children
children from
from1I to
to 55 derly.
hills of Georgia,
Georgia. 25 years ago one could
years old, are the beneficiaries of the program. These programs have pro- see large numbers of stunted, apathetic
duced significant and measurable OutWIC Program.
children with swollen stomachs and the
For every dollar this Nation spends comes among children who participate dull eyes and poorly healing wounds
in
them.
The
block
grant
structure
on WIC prenatal care.
care, we save up to
characteristic of malnutrition. Such
proposed by H.R. 4 can't respond when characteristic
S4.21
$4.21 cents.
children are not to be seen in such
The budget cutting efforts we are ex- the economy changes and place chil- numbers today.
periencing are aimed at reducing the dren at risk by eliminating nutrition
The need for nutrition assistance has
deficit. The deficit is being driven by standards responsible for improved not diminished. We must not give up
children's
health.
rising health care costs. When we put
the accomplishments our nutrition
money into WIC.
WIC, we save money in We need a bill that has strong anti- programs achieved in the past decades.
fraud and abuse provisions for the Food We must find ways to improve our proMedicaid. The equation is simple.
Those who have a genuine interest in Stamp program. We need a bill that grams. We must have flexibility
flexibility at
at the
the
deficit reduction can help achieve that has work requirements for able-bodied State level, reducing excessive adminfood
stamp
recipients,
that
also
helps
goal by investing in WIC and the other
requirements, and
and encourage
encourage
placement and
and job
job istrative
nutrition programs now targeted for States provide work placement
innovation
in
the
delivery
of
ser-'ices
services
training for food stamp recipients. We to the needy. Mr. Chairman,
cuts.
Chairman.
I reject
program, H.R.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
thestory
storyisis told
told of
of a rich
rich need a simplified food stamp program.
HR. 44 and
and support
support the
the Deal substitute
man, while
man,
while dining at his table of plenty, he no- revising administrative rules and sim- for commonsense welfare reform.
ticed a ragged,
ragged,poor,
poor, old
old woman,
woman, outside
outside his plified determination of eligibility. We
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I
window, begging
begging for
window,
forfood.
food."Go",
"Go", he
he said
said to his
his need a program that retains the annual yield 4 minutes to the distinguished
servant,
the cost
cost of
of gentlewoman from Florida [Mrs.
servant, "It sadoens
saddens me
me to
to see
see that poor,
poor, old inflation adjustments for the
woman," he lamented.
lamented. "Get
"Get her
her away
away from
from my
my food, a program that provides a basic THURMAN].
bill,
benefit level. We do not need a bill.
window. Tell her to go
go away,"
away," he
he said.
said.
Mrs. THURMAN.
ThURMAN. Mr. Chairman, the
HR. 4,
4, that
that underfunds
underfunds real American
As this debate goes
goes on,
on, many
many charts
charts and such as H.R.
people want a welfare system
numbers will
wifi be displayed.
welfare
reform
by
cutting
spending
cisplayed. Republicans
and
Republicans and
which provides a hand up. not a hand
Democrats will
Democrats
will daim
claim that
that theirs
theirs is the truth.
truth. while giving States block grants which out. The deal plan provides individuals
Let's not forget the people.
do not increase even if the State is in with the assistance necessary to break
When
When we conc'ude
conclude this week,
week, we
wemust
must each recession, or has a drastic increase in the cycle of poverty and to ensure that
look in the
the mirror
mirror and
and ask ourselves, what
what its poor population.
welfare recipients are better off by
have
have we told the poor, old women
The Republican welfare reform bill working than by remaining on welfare.
women and men,
men,
and the
the pregnant
pregnant women,
women, and the infants arid
little to
to But they also believe that no one in
and talks about work but does little
children, and
and the
the little
little schoo!
school girls
girls and
and little
little achieve it. It does not have meaningful America should go hungry.
hungry. That
That has
has
school boys?
work requirements for moving people been the American tradition, a bipartiHave
told them to get from our win- from welfare to work. It does not pro- san commitment to ensuring adequate
Have we
we told
dows? Have
dows?
Havewe
we told
told them
them to
to go
go away? Or vide the necessary education and train- nutrition for our citizens—especially
citizens—especially
have we told
totd them
them to
to come
come inside
nside and
and join
join us
us ing to prepare people for work.
our children and the elderly. The Reat America's table of plenty?
We need a bill that provides tough.
tough, publican welfare plan chops away at
The issues are
are c'ear.
clear. The
The choices are
are plain.
plain, meaningful work requirements for wel- this tradition. Americans who care
ask
my colleagues. Where
ask my
Where do
do you stand?
stand? fare recipients. Real welfare
welfare reform
reform about their neighbors should be con1

I

The Personal
PersonalResponsibility
Responsibility Act,
Act, as currently
written, is mindless and senseless and should
be rejected.

must be about replacing a welfare cerned.

check with a paycheck. The Deal substitute provides work requirements for
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I welfare recipients, requiring states to
yield 3 minutes to the distinguished place 16% of recipients in work in the
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. BISHOP].
first year and 20% in the second year.

Let me just explain what is at stake
so we all understand the magnitude of

what the Republicans are proposing

and who will be sacrificed
sacrificed for
for the
the sake
sake
of lowering the capital gains tax rate.
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The program always has been a safe- whether jobs are available.
available. More
More than
than things that we have been asking for for
ty net for the working poor who—de- one million people will be kicked off years.
spite working 40 hours or more a week.
week, food stamps because of this provision.
I think one of the things that we are
do not earn enough to feed their farnifamiThis provision
This
provision does
doesnot
notreflect
reflectthe
thereality
reality of proud of in the coalition is that we

lies. Food stamps help families who downsizing
downsizing and
and loss
lossof
ofwork
work without
without warning.
lose their jobs during economic bad These
These realities
realities are
areall
all too
too familiar
familiar in
in America.
America,
times and
times
and the
the elderly who cannot
What about Americans,
Americans, who
who live in
in small
small
stretch their fixed incomes to meet all towns all over the
the country,
country, who
who are
arelaid
laidoff
off
their needs and wind up choosing be- from
from factory
factorylobs.
jobs. These
Thesepeople
people know itit takes
takes

have done a considerable amount of
work in the food stamp area,
area. and we

cent of food stamp
stamp benefits.
benefits. In
In1992.
1992,

done considerable work on this bill,
trying to coordinate the food stamp

want to commend the gentleman from

Missouri [Mr. EMERSON] and others for

the work they have done in this area.
tween food and medicine.
medicine. Finally,
Finally, food
food time
hme to
to find
find aa new
new job.
job. IfIf these
these individuals use But I think we have done some things
stamps help the millions of innocent most or all of
of what
what little
littlecash
cash income
income they
they can that are going to make the bill somechildren who, through no fault of their scrape
scrape together
together for
for food,
food,some
some may
may not be what better.
own,
own, are growing up in poverty.
able to afford
afford to
topay
payrent.
rent.Homelessness
Homelessness and
and
Mr. Chairman, I.
I, along with the genLast year. food stamps helped
helped feed
feed hunger would be a likely
likely consequence.
consequence.
tleman from California [Mr. CONDIT],
more than I in
in 10
10 people
people in
in this
this counMany
members of this
this group
group have
have strong at- the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr.
Many members
tMr.
try. Families with
with children
children receive,
receive 82 tachments to the work force
force and
and turn
turn to
to food
food BAESLERJ.
BAESLER], the gentleman from Texas
percent of food stamp benefits. Elderly stamps for temporary
temporary periods
periods when
when they
theyare
are [Mr. STENHOLM], and the gentlewoman
and disabled households receive 13 per- out of work.
work, Most
Most leave
leave the program
program within
within 6 from Florida [Mrs. THURMAN], have

months.
The Deal substitute
substitute addresses
addresses the
the fact
fact that
food stamps—56 percent in fact—earned most of these people
people re-enter
re-enter the
the job
job market
market
less than half of the government-estab- within
within 66 months
months instead
instead of
of denying
denying benefits
benefits
lished poverty level. For a family of after just 90 days. Under the
the Deal
Deal substitute,
substitute,
three, this is $6,150.
to continue
continue to
to receive
receive benefits
benefits aa recipient
recipientmust
must
The food stamp proposal in the Re- work at 'east
least half-time,
haif-time, participate
participate in
n aa public
public
publicans bill would lead to sharp re- service
service program, or participate
participatein
in an
an employemployductions in food purchasing power.
ment and
and training
training program
program in
in order
orderto
toqualify.
qualify.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
The strength of our
our nation
nation depends
depends on how
estimates that 2.2 million food stamp we raise
raise our
our children
children today.
today. We
We must
must commit
commit
participants would become ineligible as
as aa Nation
Nation to
to raising
raising strong,
strong, healthy
healthychildren
children
under the bill.
who
who will
will grow up to realize
realize their
theirfull
full potential.
potential.
The
The Congressional
Congressional Budget
Budget Office
Office says
says To do this, we cannot abandon
abandon our
our commitcommitthat the bill would reduce the
the food
food ment
ment to
to successful
successful nutrition
nutrition programs. We
stamp program by $21.4 billion
billion over
over the
the know
know they
they work.
work.

more than half of households receiving

next 5 years. The savings do not come
administrative
from reducing fraud or administratlve
costs, they come from taking food out

program with the changes that we have
made in the AFDC program in the Deal

bill. In fact, this bill includes 19 specific provisions to bring the food
stamps and the AFDC programs todeductions, eligether on applications, deductions.
gibilities, income,
gibilities.
income. resources, and certification.
I heard earlier the Honorable chairman talk about the fact that their bill
is going to give the States the opportunity to coordinate in these areas. We
have a bill here where we have done the

it,
work, we have already coordinated it.

and I think it makes the Deal bill a
stronger bill. In the end. I think the
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I Deal substitute is
is going
going to be very
of the mouths of children who des- yield 3 minutes to the distinguished close to what happens
in this Congress.
perately need it.

The Republican plan reduces basic

0 2100

tMr. PETERgentleman from Minnesota [Mr.
SON].

food purchasing power. In
In aa few
few years.
years.
Mr.
Mr. PETERSON
PETERSON of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota. Mr.
food stamp benefits will fall below the Chairman, I thank the gentleman for
amount needed to purchase the Thrifty yielding.
Food Plan, the bare bones food plan
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise tonight to supthat was developed under the
the Nixon
Nixon port H.R. 938, the Individual Responand Ford administrations and has
has sibility Act of 1995. I am proud to be a
served as the basis for the food stamp cosponsor and want to commend the
program since 1975.
coalition, the gentleman from Georgia
Instead of keeping pace with food [Mr. DEAL], the gentlewoman from Arprices, as food stamp benefits always kansas [Mrs.
LINCOLN). the gentleman
tMrs. LINCOLN],
have in the past,
past. benefits could rise by from
TennesseetMr.
[Mr.
TmR]. and
from Tennessee
TANNER],
andothothonly 2 percent a year. Even if food ers that worked so hard to put this legprices jumped 8 percent in a year,
year. food islation together.

Our bill in the food stamp area we be-

lieve is also tougher than the Repub-

lican bill on fraud and abuse. We think

we have done a better job to get at

those issues. We recognize that there is
a lot of good provisions in the Republican bill as well.
Mr. Chairman. I again strongly support the Deal substitute,
substitute. and look for-

ward to having a vote on that in the
near future.
Mr.
Mr. ROBERTS.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield

3 minutes to the distinguished gen-

tleman from Florida [Mr.
tMr. FOLEY], a
valued member of the committee.
stamp benefits would increase just 2
We have a bill here that I think reMr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I thank
percent. Fact—food prices have risen sponsibly reforms the welfare system the
gentleman
for
his
hisleadership
leadership on
on
about 3.4 percent a year.
year, even in these and, more importantly, coordinates the this issue.
periods of low inflation.
welfare system with food stamps and We continue to hear about the people
Under the Deal substitute, which I other aspects.
of America that will suffer under Rehelped write, savings are made. Howreform, I
When it comes to welfare reform.
leadership. We have debated a
ever, we guarantee that benefits never think we all agree that the system is publican
food
stamp
bill for over 13 hours in
drop below the cost of the thrifty
thrifty food
food broke and needs to be fixed. I think we committee.
committee, discussing
discussingwhat
whatisis right
right
plan.
all agree that in some respects we need
what is wrong about it. The other
These savings in food stamp benefits, to get tough. But we also need to re- and
can vote against this bill. They
and several
several other
otherprovisions
provisions of'
of the form the system with a package that sidecontinue
to support over $3 billion
Deal substitute, were painful cuts to makes sense. I think the Republican can
waste in the Food Stamp Program.
make. But we made them, in order to bill in some areas is too extreme and of
buying crack cocaine. trading
pay for education and training pro- does not fix the problems. In fact, I People
food
stamps
for prostitution,
prostitution. exchanggrams and deficit reduction. Repub- think in some
some areas
areas itit actually
actually prob- ing it for cash, buying liquor, cigaIicax'is,
contrast,reduce
reduce benefits
benefits for ably causes some problems.
licans, inincontrast,
rettes.
the sole purpose
purpose of
of paying
paying for
for tax
tax
We have a bill that we have put tofelt so bad for the woman I followed
breaks for people making more than gether that makes work pay. The Deal inI the
store the other day who brought
SlOO.000
S100.000 a year.
substitute would ensure that welfare 100 dollars'
dollars
worth
worth of
of food stamps and
The Republican bill also ends bene- recipients will be better off economi- bought microwave
popcorn, ice cream,
fits
fits after
after 90
90 days
days to
to able-bodied
able-bodied persons
persons cally by taking aajob
job than
than by
by remainremain- soda pop. pork rinds. I grew up in a
without children, unless these individ- ing on welfare,
welfare, Our
Our bill
bill emphasizes
emphasizes home where my mother was working at
uals are working at least half-time
half-time or
or work first,
first. It has a definite end to ben- an eye doctor's and my father was a
are in a workfare or other employment efits.
time limits, and it gets tough on high school coach. She used to get the
or training program regardless of efits,
deadbeat dads and does a number of powdered milk and mix it with
with aa full
full
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gallon of milk and stretch it to 2 gal- First, the present programs are capable low smelled that good and caused that
lons. We did not buy sodas at home.
of dealing with future events that im- excitement. Now, this school district is
The Food Stamp Program needs re- pact costs. These include increases in going to have eliminate the School
form. What we are doing in this Con- grocery costs, higher school
school enrollenroll- Breakfast Program if the cuts proposed
gress is providing reform for a very. ments. or an influx in the food stamp by the Republican majority are envery valuable program.
program, but one that in program brought about rescission, acted. and that little boy will not lose
1979 spent $6.9 billion, this year $26.5 which like the last recession can his breakfast;
breakfast: he will also lose his abilbillion. Is that something to be proud thrown literally millions out of work ity to listen and
and lear-n
learn in
in class.
class. Maybe
of? Have times gotten that tough from and into a situation where they criti- even his edge in being able to fight off
1979 to 1995. that the program should cally need food stamps for that family. childhood illness. As a dietician told
have grown by that amount of money?
Capping programs and not suffi- me this week, child nutrition is
is not
not
They say what happens if there are ciently allowing for growth in enroll- welfare:
welfare; it is health care.
no jobs in the State. Well, in our bill if ment and costs means that by the end
Mr. Chairman, I owe it to that
that little
little
the Governor or State certifies that of the decade, children will not have fellow to vote against this harsh and
unemployment exceeds 10 percent and the nutrition available that they have unfair legislation,
legislation. and I urge
urge all
all of
of my
my
there are not enough jobs.
jobs, that 90-days- had or that they have today. When it colleagues to join me in rejecting these
and-you-are-off provision is waived. comes to feeding our children, under cuts for kids.
There are provisions to protect in ex- their plan we will be going backwards
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
treme unemployment times. There are instead of forward.
three minutes
yield three
minutes to
to our distinsafety nets. I keep hearing the
the "safety
safety
Second. eliminating minimum nutri- guished colleague,
Second,
colleague. the gentleman from
net" term.
net'
term. II have
have to
to call
call this
this program
program tion standards for our states is terribly Kentucky [Mr. BAESLERI.
a trampoline. People are jumping
jumping on
on itit troubling. Now.
Now, I am all for State flexiMr. BAESLER.
BAESLER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
and they do not want to get off. They bility. State discretion. But for good- thank the gentleman for yielding.
do not want to change their behavior. ness sake, nutritional needs do not
Mr. Chairman, I support the Deal and
They do not want to change their way. vary State by State. A kid in your the coalition bill,
bill. the alternative to
People do not want to work. I spoke State has the same nutritional require- the Republican bill,
bill. for several reasons.
about this earlier this evening, not ments as a kid in my State.
State. By
By elimielimi- First is because it does, as does the Reenoughjob training in the programs.
nating national requirements and cut- publican bill,
bill. simplify tbe administraThe food stamp program is growing ting available funds, we are setting in tion of all the programs. Second, it acrapidly Out
out of
of control.
control. I have to sug- motion the inevitable deterioration of knowledges that we want people
people to
to go
go

gest that when we talk about the real
changes in this program and the real
reforms, they are in fact in this bill.
And they are tough. We are curbing
trafficking in fraud with increased pen-

the nutritional values in our school to work, but to require them to go to

lunch and breakfast programs. Good- work we have to have child care and in
bye milk and hello Koolaid
Koolaid for
for our
our kids
kids some cases case transportation. I think
in the years ahead.
the Deal bill provides that.
that, whereas I
The Republicans cry foul over these do not think the Republican bill does.
charges. They adamantly deny they are
The third reason I support the Deal
cutting anything. But the numbers bill and the coalition bill is because it
speak the truth. A total of $26 billion is does acknowledge sometimes people
cut from WIC.
WIC, child nutrition and food need transition from welfare to work.
work,
stamps over the next 5 years. more and in that transition they might need

alties. We are going after people that
use these food stamps illicitly and illegally and profit by their use. We are
promoting real jobs with new incentives. We want people to work. We
want America to work. But we do not than a third of the cuts in the entire a 2-year period until able to retain
retain
want people waking up and growing up Republican welfare reform package.
their Medicaid card, which I think is
and these children we talk about in the
You do not come up with $26 billion. important.
abstract who are sitting at home while Mr. Chairman, by reducing paperwork.
The fourth reason is it specifically
their parents sit atathome
homewatching
watching eliminating waste, fraud and
and abuse.
abuse. encourages local communities to get
Opra Winfrey or Jenny Jones or some You get this much money only if you involved to complete the cycle of selfother talk show, when they could be come directly at the meals our kids are sufficiency. We talk about work.
work, we
out in
Out
in fact
fact working.
working. and
and inspiring
inspiring their presently receiving and reducing them talk about child care,
care. we talk about
children to participate in the American dramatically in the future.
other things.
things, but very seldom
seldom do
do we
we
dream.
There seems to me something ter- talk about self-sufficiency,
self-sufficiency. and I think
I appreciate the chairman's leader- ribly hypocritical about this, because that is what we need to be talking
ship on this vital issue, and I believe you can bet your bottom dollar as about,
about. and the Deal bill provides for

when the American public sees what is Members of Congress our diets will not
in this bill, they will urge people on suffer in the years ahead. If
If groceries
groceries
both sides of the aisle to support it in go up, we will pay it, because we have
its entirety.
the financial resources to do so.
Mr.
Mr.DE
DE LA
i CARZA.
CARZA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
But there are kids all over the councowiyield 4 minutes to the distinguished try who depend on these programs for
gentleman from Nprth Dakota [Mr. their basic nourishment,
nourishment. and they will
POMEROY].
PoRoYI.
not be able to keep up with rising costs
Mr. POMEROY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I in the future. Kids like the little
littie Will
strongly support welfare reform, but boy I heard about in Grand Forks.
Forks, ND,
ND.
one thing we must not do is rush Friday. The person responsible for the
through changes that hurt children. It School Lunch Program toad
'ots of
told me lots

is not the kids who have the respon- kids depend on the school lunch and
tem: it must not be the kids that
that pay
pay nourishment,
nourishment. and that in one little
littie
the most painful and lasting price for grade school in Grand Forks.
Forks, the poorthe welfare
we'fare reforms we debate tonight. est section of town, you will find on
Unfortunately, it is the kids who bear any given Monday more than 100 kids
Unfortunately.
the brunt of the impact of the
the RepubRepub- in line waiting for the school breaklican welfare reform proposals because fast.
fast, perhaps their first balanced
ba'anced meal
of the deep. in fact devastating cuts. since the Friday school lunch.

that very succinctly.
Regarding food stamps. the Deal bill

and the coalition bill.
bill, thanks to
to the
the

work of the gentleman from Texas, Mr.

STENHOLM, Mr.
STENHOLM,
Mr. PETERSON,
PETERSON,Mr.
Mr.CONDIT,
CONorr,

arid others.
and
others, provides very strict penalties for those who,
who. much more strict

than even the bill proposed by Mr. EMERSON and our honorable chairman,

which was very good at the time I

thought.
thought, but ours is much more strict.
particularly on the recipients and also
a'so

on the violators, much more strict

sibility for the flaws in our present sys- breakfast
breakfast programs
programs for
for their basic even than the Republican proposal.

they direct at programs which provide
for the nutritional needs of these children.

The reform bill does serious harm to

child nutrition in two critical areas.

The final reason I support the Deal
bill is we all know that two
two words
words that
that
are sort of underlying this discussion
are responsibility and accountability.
0 2115

I think the Deal bill destroyed the relittie boy one day jump- sponsibility and accountability, and it
She heard a little
ing up and down saying. "That smells does so I think in keeping with the
so good.
good, that smells so good." The contract with our own conscience here
breakfast that morning was cold cereal in America and not just with the Conand toast. Even toast to this little fel- tract With America.
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Mr. ROBERTS. I yield 4 minutes to ther: (3) making deadbeat parents live Defense Fund estimates that
that 22 million
million
the distinguished gentleman from up to their child support obligations:
obligations; children will be thrown Out
out of this proSMrrHJ. a valued mem- and (4) in the next couple weeks, pass- gram—20.000
Michigan [Mr. SMITh].
home state
state of
of ConCongram—20,000 in my home
ber of the committee.
ing legislation to get rid of the mar- necticut alone.
Mr. SMITH
SMITh of
of Michigan.
Michigan. Mr. Chair- riage penalties in the tax code.
That is only the beginning of the asman, I think the point needs to be
man.
This bill H.R.
HR. 44 also
also makes
makes needed
on children. Altogether. this bill
made that welfare in this country is changes in our food and nutrition pro- sault
cuts $7 billion from important federal
not working.
grams. The food stamp program costs child nutrition programs. And it immeFor 40 years. we have been trying to $26.5
Z26.5 billion: the school lunch and other
eliminates Social Security bensolve the problems of poverty. Politi- child nutrition programs cost $7 bil- diately
efits for 250.000
250.000 low-income
low-income children
children
ciarts created many well-meaning pro- lion:
cians
WIC costs
lion; WTC
costs about
about $3.5 billion. HR.
are severely disabled or blind.
grams designed to transfer wealth to 4 block grants the WIC and child nutri- who
Supporters of this bill have come up
the poor. Over this period the Govern- tion programs to the states. The food with
all kinds of creative excuses to dement
ment has
has borrowed
borrowed $5
$5 trillion
trillion and
and spent
spent stamp program, which is the most fend these cuts.
$5 trillion on welfare programs. And abused and wasteful program, is tenFirst, they claim they are cutting
what has happened?
tatively being kept a the federal level. bureaucrats.
bureaucrats, not food for kids.
kids. But
But the
the
Illegitimate births have grown from 5 We are making long-overdue changes entire administrative budget for all
percent to 30 percent of births:
births; single to improve the program. We also need
Department of Agriculture feeding
parent families have gone from 4 per to stop food stamps from being used for U.S.
programs
is
programs
is just
just $106
$106 million
million per
per year—
year—
cent of all families to 29 percent: teen- candy. chewing gum, soda pop.
pop, and just 1.5 percent of these programs'
age pregnancy has doubled:
doubled; and violent other junk food. If hard-working Amer- total budget.
The Republican plan
crime has arisen fivefold. We have icans are going to pay taxes for this
cut eight times that amount—
shown that simply transferring tax- program, it should be for nutritious would
million—in child nutrition propayers'
payers money to poor people doesn't food for individuals who might other- $860
grams
in 1996 alone. That's
Thats cutting
work.
wise go hungry.
kids,
not
bureaucrats.
HR
HR. 44 will
will reform
reform traditional
traditional welfare
States should have the flexibility
flexibility to
to
Then supporters of this bill claim
programs that have robbed people
people of
of modify the eligibility criteria for food
are increasing funding for the
self-respect by giving them something stamps. Right now, national standards they
School
Lunch program by 4.5 percent
for nothing. These handouts too often make a couple with four children eligi- annually.
Even if that was true, this
breed a complacency that prevents peo- ble for food stamps if they earn less increase falls
far short of keeping up
ple from helping themselves. They cre- than $26,692
$26692 aa year.
year. But $26,000 goes a
inflation, increased enrollment, or
ate a culture of irresponsibility by sub- lot further in different areas of the with
a downturn in the economy. This prosidizing bad behavior.
country. We need to give states the au- gram grows 6.7 percent each year.
The current
welfare
current welfare system
system pays
pays thority to vary these eligibility
eligibility rereTherefore, we are 2 percent short,
short. but
unwed mothers to have babies.
babies. ItIt tells
tells quirements, making limited funds bet- the
fact is. this
this promise
promise of
of aa4.5-percent
45-percent
women that if they bear an illegit- ter serve their citizens.
increase is just that—an empty promimate child, the government will pay ftR.
ftR. 44 ends
ends many welfare
welfareabuses.
abuses. For
For too
too ise. And the odds are, it is a promise
them a monthly allowance and give long, we have allowed alcoholics, drug ad- that
will never be kept. That is because
them a place to live. The resulting ex- dicts, and
and those
thosewith
withdubious
dubious"functional
"functional disdis- this bill lumps the School Lunch proplosion in illegitimacy and the break- abilities"
abilities" to collect
collect for
fordisability
disabilitypayments.
payments.We
We gram in a giant, underfunded block
down of the family shouldn't surprise need
need to end these abuses and this bill will grant, with no guaranteed levels of
us.
help to do that.
funding for any specific program.
Let me read a few excerpts from the
H.R.
ftR. 44 isisnot
notaaperfect
perfect bill,
bill, but it is a good
I intend to vote for real welfare reFebruary 27th U.S. News and World Re- bill that starts to
to replace
rep'ace a failed system of dethat puts work first, but I cannot
port to emphasize the importance
importance of
of spair with more compassionate solutions that form
vote to punish children. I urge my coltwo-parent families:
encourage work, strengthen families, and offer leagues to join me in opposing the PerMore than
More
than virtually
virtuallyany
any other
other factor, a bi- hope for a brighter future.
sonal Responsibility Act. Our children
ological
ological father's
fathers presence in the family will
will
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I are our future—let's not abandon them.
determine a child's
childs success and happiness.
Rich or poor, white or black.
black, the children of yield 3 minutes to our distinguished
divorce and those born outside marriage colleague. the gentlewoman from ConLMs DELAURO].
struggle through life at a measurable dis- necticut [Ms.
Ms. DELAURO. Mr. Chairman, I inadvantage.
The absence of fathers is linked to most so- tend to vote for real welfare reform

Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield

2 minutes to a very valued member of
the committee, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr.
IMr. LAHOOD].
LAHOODI.

(Mr. LAHOOD asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his restitute does that—it demands
demands more
more rere- marks.)
sponsibility of welfare recipients by reMr. LAHOOD. Mr. Chairman, I first
quiring that they go to work after 2 want to congratulate the chairman of
years. and it provides more oppor- the sometimes powerful Agriculture
tunity by making sure that work
work pays
pays Committee, the gentleman from Kanmore than
than welfare.
welfare.The
TheDeal
Deal substitute
substitute sas [Mr.
IMr. ROBERTS], who has done a
is real welfare reform.
magnificent job providing the leaderBut the bill before us.
us, the Personal ship on this important bill and also to
Responsibility Act, is not welfare re- the gentleman from Missouri [Mr.
lMr. EMform at all. This bill is more intent on ERSON] for his leadership.
punishing our children than
than in
in putting
putting
I have a very limited amount of time.

cial nightmares—from boys with guns to that puts people to work. The Deal sub-

girls
girls with babies. No welfare reform plan can

cut poverty as thoroughly as a two-parent
family. Raising
Raising

marriage rates will do far

more to fight crime than building prisons or putting
putting more
morecops
cops on the

streets. Studies show that most
most state
state
prison inmates grew up in single-family households. A missing father is a

better predictor of criminal activity
than race or poverty.

H.R. 4 helps promote families. Too welfare recipients to work. This bill
often, welfare discourages traditional would destroy the School Lunch profamilies.
families, Benefit
Benefit formulas
formulas have dis- gram and other federal nutrition procouraged
couraged marriage and encouraged grams in order to pay for a tax cut for
women to have illegitimate children. the wealthiest
wealthiest Americans.
Americans. That is
Government can't create two-parent wrong.
wrong, and we must defeat
defeat this
this bill.
bill.
families, but we can stop encouraging
The School Lunch program works to
one-parent families. II hope
hopeCongress
Congress provide many of our children
children with
with the
the
has the determination to make needed one balanced meal they eat all day.
changes by: (1) ending payments to But this bill would cut $2.3
S2.3 billion from
teenage mothers who decide to have a the School Lunch program over the
baby without a husband:
husband; (2) requiring next 5 years.
years, according to the Congresall welfare mothers to identify the fa- sional Budget Office. The Children's

I have not met one Democrat
Democrat or
or one
one
Republican in all of this House that
wants to gut or cut the School Lunch
Program. II do
Program.
do not
not know of anybody
who wants to gut or cut the School
Lunch Program. For anyone
anyone to
to stand
stand

here in the House and proclaim that is
just simply not true.
Our proposal will reform the School
Lunch Program, will feed hungry children, will provide the nutrition necessary for hungry young people, but it
will not gut or cut the program. So I
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want that message
message to
to go
go Out
out around States from setting up their own EBT not." The word 'suffer"
'suffer' here
here is
is used
used to
the country. It is simply not true.
true,
systems. As I understand it. 6 States
to bear,
bear. to support, maintain.
maintain,
Our proposal will also reform the
the have already set up EBT systems for mean
and sustain. This passage does
Food Stamp Program. Americans know themselves, and over 20 States are cur- abide
not imply that we cause suffering on
that we have a lousy welfare system. It rently moving to do the same.
same.
children, but that we are supposed to
is fraught with abuse and fraud, and
With all the efforts we have made to support
them. Somehow,
Somehow, some
some way,
way, too
too
them.
Americans want a change.
give more flexibility to the States,
States. I support
of my Republican colleagues
colleagues
And we are going
going to
to carry
carry Out
out one of am deeply concerned that the
the Clinton
Clinton many
President Clinton's
Clinton's campaign
campaign prom- administration is moving to develop a have got the real contract all wrong.
Yes, the system needs fixing.
Yes.
fixing, but
ises. We are going to reform welfare as new Federal bureaucracy to deliver
we know it. and we are going to do it benefits to recipients, and I wish to what system? If this House passes this
by giving back to the people in local commend the chairman of the Commit- distorted and destructive legislation, it
reforming,
communities and States the respon- tee on Agriculture.
Agriculture, Subcommittee on is not welfare that needs reforming.
who currently
currently
sibility and the financial resources to Department Operations and Nutrition.
Nutrition, but Congress, and those who
really deal with the problems.
problems. We
We are
are for including
including in
in the welfare reform regard themselves as its leaders. This
going to give back to them not only package language that will prohibit bill is flagrantly flawed and poignantly
the responsibility but the resources to the Federal Government from doing punitive. It falsely assumes that welcarry Out
out these
these programs.
programs. Who
Who knows
knows anything that would stand in the way fare recipients are some lazy,
lazy. rip-off
better than people in local commu- of States creating and implementing artists who don't want to work. The re-

nities who the most needy are? Local their
their own
own EBT
EBT systems.
systems.
people do. I ask support for this imporG 2130
tant legislation.

ality of course is that 70 percent of all

recipients are children.
children, our Nation's
Nation's

COBURN. Mr.
Mr. COBURI"l.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will the
colleague. the gen- gentleman yield?
to our distinguished colleague,
Mr. LATHAM.
Mr.
LATHAM.I Iyield
yieldto
to the
the gengentlewoman from New York [Mrs.
tleman from Oklahoma.
MALONYJ.
MALONY].
Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I agree
Mrs. MALONEY. Mr. Chairman, the
Mr. DE LA GARZA. I yield 1½ minutes

children, and the 30 percent adult popuchildren.

lation is largely made up of those who
want to work. And yet,
yet. this bill does
not guarantee work. No.
No, this is no renothing. exform. This bill guarantees nothing,
cept that after 5 years of benefits, recipients must be cut off regardless of a
lack ofjobs. This bill does not guaran-

current welfare system has created
created aa with the gentleman that this IEI raises
culture or
ordependency.
dependency. It is not work- some very disturbing questions. With
and needs to be changed. The sys- all the attention and action we have tee job training and education reing arid
tem offers several incentives for wel- had this last few weeks in terms of sources. This bill only guarantees that
fare clients to shun independence and sending block grants and returning re- there will be no guarantees. No more
sponsibilities and accountability
accountability to
to the
the
stay on the dole.
AFDC, for foster care.
care,
States, I am concerned that that docu- entitlements for AFDC.
You might ask what could possibly States.
for
school
lunches
for
WIC.
ment
well
throw
out
the
could
well
throw
Out
efforts
be worse. The answer is the Republican
to return
return Twenty-five million of our children
bill before us tonight. It is a harsh. that we have had in trying to
recipients of school lunches. This
neartless. extremist proposal. It would this and allow Federal bureaucrats to are
heartless,
ain't broke an we don't need
worsen poverty and hunger for inno- block and restrain individual States. I program
to
fix
it.
The
result of the Republicans
am
concerned
this
will
block
our
abilcent children by making deep cuts in
to allow States to develop programs block granting to the States is either
benefits that provide food and shelter. ity
that nutrition standards will suffer, or
It is weak on work and long on punish- for their own eligible citizens.
ment of children. It would cut back the

Mr. Chairman, my understanding of less children will be fed in times of eco-

downturn, This bill causes sufvery child
child care
care funding
fundiri that would the intent contained in the legislation nomic downturn.
allow welfare recipients to go to work. that we are talking about now is that fering to children of mothers under age

Simply saying no more welfare is not
welfare reform. It is a recipe for disaster. A real reform plan would get welfare recipients to go to work. A real reform plan would provide child care and
skills, training to move people off the
dole and on a payroll.

the Federal Government is prohibited
from doing anything that would stand
in the way of States creating and implementing their own EBT systems.
Section 556 of this bill states:
states:

18. This bill does nothing to solve the

problem of Out
out of
of wedlock
wedlock pregnancies.
pregnancies.

It does nothing to make welfare dependents whole and productive. This is

the most mean-spirited, irresponsible

(B) Subject
(B)
Subject to
to paragraph
paragraph (2).
(2), aa State
State is au- attack on the poor and the youth that
thorized to procure and
thorized
arid implement
implement an
an onon- our house has ever seen. No
No matter
matter how
how
line electronic benefit transfer system under my colleagues try to move their con-

Reason and compassion demand a
terms, conditions, and design that the tract for-ward
forward and
and pay
pay for a tax break
no" vote on the extreme Republican the
State deems appropriate.
plan. Let us pass a bill that rewards Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Chairman. I yield for the rich on the backs of the chilthere still remains a contract,
contract. aa
work and protects our children: the to the gentleman from Missouri
Missouri [Mr.
[Mr. dren.
law
of
higher
authority
for
which
they
Democratic substitute, the Deal plan.
EMERSONI, the chairman of the subEMERSON].
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I yield

2 minutes to the gentleman from Iowa

will be
be held
held responsible.
responsible. Remember
Remember sufsufwill

committee.

Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman,

I

fer the little children, and forbid them

[Mr. LATHAM]. a valued member of the thank the gentleman from Iowa for not. I urge my colleagues to join me in
committee.
opposing the Personal Responsibility
yielding to me.
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I thank
Act, and support the Deal substitute.
Mr.
Chairman,
the
gentleman
has
the chairman of the Agriculture Com- been an extremely constructive memThe CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
gentleman

mittee for his leadership.

Mr. Chairman, I am holding in my
hands a 700-page
just re700-page document
document just
released by the Clinton administration
that purports to contract Federal EBT
services and equipment through a lit-

from Texas
DEDE
LALA
GARZAJ
Texas[Mr.
[Mr.
Gz.k] has
has 2'/z
2'/z
ber of the subcommittee throughout from

these deliberations. I want to thank
him for his participation, and for raising the subject, as he has.
Let me say. Mr. Chairman, that the
gentleman from Oklahoma is correct in
tle-known procurement process called his understanding of the language and
IEI or Invitation for Expression of In- intent of section 556.
terest. It is my understanding that
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I
only financial institutions,
thstituuons. large banks yield 2 minutes to our distinguished
are able to apply. It totally eliminates colleague,
colleague. the gentleman from Califorcurrent electronic transfer companies nia [Mr. TUCKER].
from bidding.
Mr. TUCKER. Mr. Chairman, I thank
I am deeply concerned that this docu- the gentleman for yielding
yielding time
time to
to me.
me.
ment would create a Federal EBT sysMr. Chairman, the bible says: "suffer
'suffer
tem that will inhibit
inhibitthe
theindividual
individual the
the little
little children and forbid them

minutes remaining.
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself the remaining time.
Mr. Chairman, we heard many of our
colleagues on both sides of the aisle expressing their views and their concerns
about this legislation. I share the same

concerns about cutting fraud and cutting abuse, seeing that our monies are
used efficiently for the purpose intended.

Beyond the rhetoric and beyond the
policy and beyond the sound bites,
bites. be-

yond everything that we have
have heard
heard
here tonight, I would ask for Members
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to come with me to every home across money with a supplemental. so that the wealthy. Fifty-two percent of
America: a little shanty, a little ram- deals with the problem of food costs.
Americans agree the more they hear
shackle farmhouse.
shackle
farmhouse.In
In my
my area,
area, we Quality control.
control, itit i5
is Out
out of control,
control. about what Republicans
Republicans do
do ininConConhave some cardboard and tin-roofed It is over 8.5 percent. The Panetta plan gress. the less
they like it. Fifty-one
places where the poor live.
reduces it back in terms of quality con- percent of
of Americans
Americans think RepubI can assure the Members, and I chal- trol to 6 percent. That is in part how percent
licans in Congress were trying to do
lenge anyone to deny, that in some of we control these costs.
too much in too short a time. Fiftythose houses Members will find a hunSomebody mentioned the WIC pro- three percent of Americans trust the
gry child that had no supper tonight. gram. We are not discussing WIC here.
here.
President more than Republicans in
Members will find an elderly person There
There is $25 million sitting there in the Congress in protecting Social Security.
that had no supper tonight.
tonight. II challenge
challenge account of WIC. It was cut
cut S25
$25 million.
million. And 52 percent of Americans trust the
anyone to deny that. They cannot, be- We had $50 million,
million. it is down to $25 President more than Republicans in
cause that is the fact. That is
is the
the purpur- million. They have to advertise
advertise on
on the
the Congress in helping the middle class.
pose for what we use the food stamps. radio
radio to
get more
more participants.
to get
participants.ItIt is
is aa Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. Americans are sending
All the other areas we can address,
address. good
good program,
program, by the way.
this message to the Republicans
Repub'icans on the
and we have. It pains me to hear MemMr. Chairman, the gentleman from Contract
Contract With
With America:
America: "Hold
'Hold it. Be
bers using the political "40 years. 40 North
Dakota said that some school
years." For
years.'
For 28
28 of
of those years. those 40 child in North Dakota was going to go careful. Do not rush it. You are
overdoing it. There are some essential
years. we had a Republican
years,
Republican President.
President, hungry because
because of
of school
school lunches.
lunches. The
The programs,
programs. cutting the middle class.
class.
that Republican President that tried to Chairman
of the Committee on Eco- cutting children.
children, that are going too
cut some of the programs. How ironic. Chairman
nomic and Educational Opportunities far."
I quote:
has informed this Member
Member $1
SI million
million
Mr. Speaker. I am including at this
I cannot lend my support to the concept of more
more next year than last year. We will point in the RECORD that newspaper arturning back to the States all responsibility cut
the paperwork and the administra- ticle,
ticle. as follows:
for achieving child nutrition goals. In short,
we have a continuing obligation to ensure tion and we will give the money to that
IFrom
LFromthe
theWashington
Washington Post.
Post. Feb.
Feb. 21.
21, 19951
1995J
child.
hungry child.
that the nutrition needs of our truly needy very hungry
PUBLIC
GROWINGWARY
WARYOF
OFCOP
GOP CUTS
Cu'i-s
PUBLIc CROWING
Let us
Let
us really
really talk
talkabout
aboutfood
food stamp
stamp
youngsters, wherever they
youngsters.
they may
may reside,
reside, are
are
adequately met. This is and must remain a
national priority
priority goal.
goal.
national

reform.
reform. In
In 1985,
1985, 19.9
19.9 million
million people
people were
were

(By Richard Morin)

on food stamps. It went up to 20 milon

Most Americans believe that Republican
Chairman, the gen- lion in 1990, 22.6 in 1991,
1991, 25.4
25.4 in
in 1992,
1992, arid
and lawmakers are going too far in cutting fedtJeman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
tleman
[Mr. GooDGooo- in 1993, 27.3. When the economy
economy goes
goes eral social programs that benefit children.
children,
LINC]. who chairs one of our commit- down, the food stamps, that expendi- the elderly,
LINCJ.
elderly. the poor and the middle class,
class.
tees at this time. That is a quote from ture goes up. When the economy goes according to a new Washington Post-ABC

Quoting the

the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN.

up, food stamp expenditures go up. We
up.
simply want
want to control the growth of
gentleman simply
from Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS] has 2¾ the program. We will address the needs.
minutes remaining.
if in fact they are needed.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, to
to end
end
The opportunity
The
opportunity of
of the
the gentleman
gentleman
The

the colloquy that was previously dis- from
from Georgia
Georgia[Mr.
[Mr.DEAL]
DE.] is
is aa deal but
cussed. I yield 17.5 seconds to the gen- it is not the best deal. We should be
tleman from Missouri Mr. EMERSON].
tiernan
supporting this bill.
Mr.
Mr. EMERSON.
EMERSON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chair-man, I
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. All
The
All time
time has
has exexthank the gentleman for yielding time pired.
pired.
to me.
Under
the Committee
Committee rises.
Underthe
the rule,
rule, the
rises.
Mr. Chairman, Ijust want to say that Accordingly,
Accordingly, the Committee rose:
rose;
the gentleman from Oklahoma is cor- and
and the
the Speaker
Speaker pro
pro ternpore
ternpore (Mr.
rect in his understanding of the lan- INCUS
INGLISofofSouth
SouthCarolina)
Carolina) having
having asas-

News survey.

As a result,
result. the survey suggests.
suggests, President
Clinton may be slowly winning back some of

the political ground he surrendered to Republicans immediately after the GOP
COP land-

slide in last November's congressional elections.

Clinton also appears to be getting a sustained second look from many middle-class
voters who deserted the Democratic Party
last year. In a critical reversal of attitudes.
people now say they trust Clinton more than
Republicans in Congress to help middle-class
Americans, the survey found. Barely a
Americans.
month ago. Republicans enjoyed a clear advantage over Clinton.

guage and intent of section 556.
sumed the
sumed
the chair,
chair.
Mr.Mr.
LINDER.
UNDER. Chairman
Chairman
Yet these doubts about congressional ReFurther, my colleague raises expublicans have not yet appreciably helped
ex- of
of the Committee of the Whole House
standing. His
His perpertremely important points in relation to on
on the
the State
State of
ofthe
theUnion,
Union, reported
reported Clinton's overall public standing.
sonal job
job approval
approval rating
rating stood
stood at
at 52
52 percent
percent
the approach being taken by the ad- that that
that Committee,
Committee, having had under sonal
the latest survey,
survey. essentially unchanged
ministrations
ministration's EBT
EBT IEI
IEI proposal. I look consideration the bill (HR. 4) to re- in
from last month. And Republicans remain
forward to
forward
todigging
digging deeper into this store the American family, reduce ille- more
trusted than Clinton to deal with the
issue during the oversight hearings
hearings gitimacy. control welfare spending and 'main
main problems the nation faces."
which we are going to hold on the sub- reduce welfare dependence,
dependence. had come
A total of 1,524
1.524 randomly selected adults
jject.
ect.
no resolution
thereon.
to no
resolution thereon.
were interviewed by telephone March 16—19.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
Margin of sampling error for the overall reconsume.
sults is plus or minus 3 percentage points.
myself such time as I may consume,
LET US
US HOPE
HOPE REPUBLICANS
REPUBLICANS GET
The
The survey
survey suggests
suggests that
that the
the honeymoon
honeymoon
GET
Mr. Chairman, can we please end the LET
may be over
over for
for the
the House
HouseRepublican
Republican"ConConThE
ThE MESSAGE
MESSAGE
dass warfare
class
warfare argument
argument or discussion
tract With
With America."
America.' While a majority of
tract
or
partisan exchange
or partisan
exchange and
and get to food
(Mr. RICHARDSON
(Mr.
RICHARDSON asked and was those interviewed still give approval in constamp reform? We have had a lot of dis- given per-mission
permission to
to address
address the
the House cept to the contract. 52 percent
percent also
also agreed
agreed
cussion about school lunches, which is for 1 minute and to revise and extend with
the statement "the
the more
more I hear about
not even part of this debate, we are his remarks.)
Congress. the less I
what Republicans do in Congress,
talking about food stamps. We have Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Speaker, the like it." Forty-four percent expressed the opview.
had a lot of talk about the food costs other side is crowing about the success posite view,
Among the public's biggest worries: the
and how we cannot really match the of the Contract With America. Well.
Republican majority in Congress will cut
food costs.
here is
here
is a poll that came
came Out
out today. the
too deeply and too quickly into social proOnly in Washington is a 2 percent in- Headlines:
Headlines: "Public
'PublicGrowing
Growing Wary
Wary of
of grams to finance tax cuts and other benefits
crease considered a cut. If food prices GOP.
GOP. More
MoreNow
NowTrust
TrustClinton
Clinton To
To Help
Help to wealthy Americans.
go down, food stamps,
stamps. benefits, will go the
the Middle
Middle Class."
Class."
of 10
10 persons—59
persons—59 percent—
Nearly six Out
out of
up 2 percent. It happened in 1990. If the Here
Here are
are some
someresults
resultsofofthis
this poll:
poll: agreed with the statement that Republicans
go up.
food costs go
up, and nobody can prepre- Most
Americans think Republicans are
Most Americans
are "will go too far in helping the rich and cutdict that,
that. other than the gentleman going
in cutting
cutting Federal
Federal propro- ting needed government services that benefit
going too
too far
far in
average Americans
Americansasaswell
well as the poor.
poor."
from Texas DICK ARMEY the self-de- grams
grams that
that benefit
benefit children,
children, the
the elderelder- average
clared Assistant
Assistant Secretary
clared
Secretary of AgriAgri- ly,
ly. the poor,
poor. and the middle class. That's a 14-point increase since January in
concern with Republican initiatives,
initiatives.
culture in this body. but if food costs Fifty-nine percent of Americans think public
Pluralities specifically said Republicans in
would go up we will appropriate the Republicans
Republicans will
will go
go too
too far
far in
in aiding
aiding Congress were trying to make too many cuts
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have to remember our resolve to complete this legislative agenda in this assigned time.
That being case, Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I yield

30 minutes of debate time to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. BONI0R) for
purposes of debate only.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve that balance

of my time.
•

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, I thank
my colleague from Texas for yielding
this time to me.
Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time
as I may consume.

MOTION
MOTION•SEEKG
SEEKG

PERMISSION

Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the gentleman allowing us some time to de-.

FOR ALL COMMITrEES
COMMI'rrEES AND SUB- bate this. I think it is important to deCOMMITTEES TO SIT ON TOMOR- bate this this morning because since
ROW AND FOR THE BALANCE OF the beginning of this Congress, the
THE
THE WEEK
DURING
Mfl'TJTE RULE
MINUTE

THE

5-

Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I move
that all committees of the House
House and
and
their subcommittees be permitted to
sit on tomorrow and for the balance of

Democrats, I think, have made a good-

faith effort to work
work with.
with my friend

from Texas, Mr. ARMEY, and the other

leaders of
of his
his party'
party inin cases
cases where
where aa
waiver is needed for the committees to

meet under the 5-minute rule.
the week while
while .the
the House is meeting in
Now, such waivers, I might
might add,
add,
the Committee
Committee .0!
of the
the Whole House on clearly violate the spirit of the Repubthe State of the Union under the 5- lican rules package, which.
which.is
is supposed
supposed
minute rule.
to block committee hearings
hearings while
while imim-

The SPEAKER
SPEAXER pro tempore
tempore

(Mr.

portant votes are occurring on the
the

GILLMOR). The
GILLM0R).
The gentleman from Texas House floor. But we have tried, week
[Mr. ARMEYJ. is recognized
recognized for
for 11 .hour.
hour.
PARLIA1ENTARY INQUiRY
PARLIA1,ENTARY
INQUiRY

after week, religiously to work with.
accomthe Republicans to work out accom-.

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, I have a modations, and in every single case we
parliamentary inquiry.
have agreed with the Republican reSPEAXER pro tempore. The gen- quest, after we have had a time of conThe SPEAKER
tleman will state it.
sultation. But today, really, frankly,
Mr. Speaker,
Mr. BONIOR. Mr..
Speaker, will
will the
the Mr. Speaker, marks a very low point in
minority be granted the customary 30 our relationship
relationship on
on this
this issue..
issue. Today,
minutes of debate time on this motion? .the House is likely to have rollcall
rolicall
The SPEAKER
SPEAXER pro ternpore.
tempore. The gen- votes every 20
20 minutes
minutes until'
until 8 o'clock.
o'clock.
tleman from
from Texas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr. A.RMEYJ.
ABMEYJ. has 1 this evening, whenever
whenever wewe decide
decide to
hour of debate time, and he may yield call it a day, every. 20 minutes we will
if
if he chooses.

be having a vote on this floor on
on an
an.

The Chair recognizes
recogiiizes the gentleman amendment,
one of
of the
themost
iost imporamendment, on one
imporfrom Texas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr..A.RMEYJ.
ARMEY].
tant bills
bills that
that this
this Congress
Congress will conMr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, yes,
yes, 'it
it is sider, the welfare reform proposal.
true I do have an hour's time. I do not
0 1100
intend to use that whole hour. I will, of
Yet the Republicans want to hold.
course, yield the customary 30 minutes
to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. markups- in committees. We object to
this request for
for obvious
obvious rea.sons.
reasons. MemBoioR) for purposes of debate only.
BoioR]
That being the case, Mr. Speaker, I bers cannot be in two places at once.

-

-

yield myself
yield
myself such time as I may

Mr. speaker, it takes 10 minutes to
get over
over here,,
here, itit takes
takes 10 minutes to
Mr. Speaker, let me say very quickly- get back, and, by the time that occurs,
we are coming to the end of a very long we are into another vote. It makes no
consume.

and arduous work period in the House sense whatsoever.
whatsoever
of Representatives. We have produced
'Many
Many of
of my
my colleagues
colleagues on
on this
this side
side of
of
legislation for
br the
good legislation
the American
American peo- the aisle,
aisle, and"
and II am
am sure
sure on the other -

ple, and it is to the credit
cretht of the hard side
side as well, have a deep interest in
work of people on both sides of the this legislation and want to be here bemanaged to
to do:
do: So
50 cause it affects their constituencies in
aisle that we have managed
well for this period of time.
time. We
We have
have aa very special ways, and this rule does
short period of time left and a few very
important items left on our agenda for
this first 100 days, and we will indeed

the
not allow them to participate in the'
debate on the House floor and yet do
they were
were assigned
assigned,to
to do
the work that they

be working very hard for the next 3 as corrirnittee
committee people.
weeks.

So we have made the request, and of
It is my obligation, my duty, to once course the response has been very simagain,
prevail upon
upon the Members of the ple: "If you don't agree with
again prevail
with our
our plan,
plan,
House on both sides of the aisle to well, we'll do it anyway." That
That is
is what
what
work, as it were, double time, time and this is all about; so much for consultaa half, for just a few more weeks so tion, Mr. Speaker.
that we can finish that.
I am really disappointed that my
I understand that this is a hardship friends on the other side have violated
on the Members. I understand that it is their own pledge on opening day which

difficult for the Members. But I also calls for the rules wliich
which requires us
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not to
are apparently
to do
do what
what we
we are
apparently about
to do,
to
do. and so I would just say to my
eolleagues, we really need to be here,
colleagues,
engaged on the floor today
today on this important bill. We
We don't
don't need
need to be runrun-

the opposite of what we were told on
January 4,
January
4. and
and II appreciate
appreciate the
the gengentleman from Michigan yielding to me.
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw the motion.
- ning back and forth getting exercise.
exercise,
The SPEAKER pro tempore
tempore (Mr.
(Mr.
because that's about all were going to
GILLMOEt).
The motion offered by the
GILLMOR).
The
get. We're not going to have good
good dia-

i_i. -

So. having said those things.

Speaker. I reserve the balance
balanceCc

time.
Mr. BONIOR: Mr. Speaker, II ylminutes to
to the
the gentlewoman
gentlewoman fron
fror
nois [Mrs. COLLINS).
COLLINS].

COLLfl'S of
(Mrs. COLLINS
of Illinois
Illinois askec
asker
gentleman from Texas [Mr. ARMEY]
ARMEY) has was given permission to revise an
log in committee with 20-minute votes. been
a1
withdrawn.
withdrawn
tend her remarks.)
and I hope that we. in fact, Mr. Speaker. will vote against this motion and
er,
fllinois. Mr.
Mrs. COLLINS of fllinois,
Mr.S]
S

pay attention to the important business of welfare reform on this House
House PERMISSION FOR ALL
floor.
Mr. VOLKrvfR
VOLKMR Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BONIOR. I yield
yield to
to the
the genMissouri.
tleman from Missouri,
Mr. VOLKMER.
VOLKMER Mr.
Mr. Speaker, I thank
the gentleman from
from Michigan
Michigan [Mr.
[MI-.
B0NIOR] for
BONIOR]
for strongly
strongly objecting to the
motion, and I find that, of the amendments offered, we have a few by Democratic Members who may very well be
required, instead of being over here at
the time to offer their amendment,
to be
be inincormnittee
may have to
cornnuittee and
and
markup up, may have an amendment
amendnent
in that committee,
committee and
and I ask, how can
you do an amendment in committee in

an office building at the same time
you're •doing
doing an
an amendment
amendment on the
floor?
IIsay:
say:
At the same time you can't do it. It's
a physical
physical impossibility,
impossibility and I think
that 'this
this legislation that we have
before us. even though II' strongly object
to it and I hope Members do vote
against the rule, and perhaps, if we
defeat the
the rifle,
rule, then we can comewe
back
and have some
some little
little bit
bit better from
the 'gentleman
geitleman from
from New York. I'm
sure that the
the gentlem
gentlem from
from New
New
York will permit aafew
few more
more Democratic amendments He hasn't got very
many:
many; I fine 5 out of the 30-some.

Mr. Speaker, I wonjd
would like
like to say the

gentlem from Michigan has the
time, and I would just like

say that
I can well remember, andto
I am sure
that the
the peoplepeople-on
that
on the o.ther side can
well remember, back on January 4
when
.we adopted
adopted these
when.we
rules that
the majority said we great
had to have to
make this Congress more open and
more responsive to the public,
public, and yet
right here today again
those rules.

-

COMMITTEES AND SUBCOMMITTEES TO should object to this request.
First of all,
all. as my colleagues k
SIT ON TODAY AND THE BALthis legislation, H.R. 4,
rn
ANCE
OF THE
ANCE OF
THE WEEK.
WEEK-. DURING
DURING most important legislationis to m
confroi
THE
THE 5-MINUTE
5-MINUTE RULE
RULE
the 104th Congress thus far. It coni
con
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I move sweeping changes
changes to
to programs
programs
ai
a:
that all committees of the House and the most impoverished and
and vulne:
vulne:
their subcommittees be permitted to members
members of
ofour
oursociety,
society,our
our childrE
childrE
sit on today and for the balance of the
This bill,
bill. the misnamed
misnamed "Pen
"Per
week while the House is meeting in the Responsibility Act," does not do
Corninittee of the Whole House on the it purports
Committee
purports to
to do.
do. Instead
Insteaditit is aa hi
li
State of the Union under the
the 5-minute
5-minute et act that cuts, slashes, and e]
e
rule.
nates Federal programs for school
SPEAKER pro-tempore.
protempore. The gen- trition, Aid to Dependent
The SPEAKER
Dependent Chilc
ChIc
tleman from Texas [Mr. ARMEY] is rec- child abuse prevention and
and
treatir
treat
ognized for 1 hour.
child care, the Jobs Opportunities
Opportunities
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, for pur- Basic
Basic Skills
SkillsProgram..,
Program, foster care,
poses of
-poses
of debate
debate only,
only, II yield
yield 30
30 minutes
minutes others that, are essential to ena
time to
to the
thegentleman
of my time
gentleman from welfare recipients to get off we]
and:
more -importantly,
-importantly, to safegua
and:more
Michigan [Mr.
[Mr. BONIOR].'
B0NIOR].'
safeguard
Mr. Speaker, .1 yield myself
myself such time health and welfare of our kids. Si
as I may consume,
consume.
three percent
percent of
ofall
al spending
spenthng cu:
passed by this House
House dire
The SPEAKER pro tempore,
direct3
ct]l
tempore. The ready
Chair recognizes
recognizes ,the
the gentleman from fect low-income families and child
chiid
and
this
heartle
bill
and
this
heartless
Texas [Mr. ARMEY] for
for 30
30 minutes.
minutes.
goes even
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, let me ther.
With such a -critical
With
critical issue affec
first apologize for the error in the first
affec
the Jives of our children being deb
motion I presented. It was not-as inclu- the.ljves
.the
5-minute
rule,
under
-the
sive as I intended it to be, and now.
it is
is a
now, in
fact, we have the proper wording and a lutely impossible for Members to
vote their full attention to this ma
more inclusive motion on the floor.
to comm_li
commi
Let me say I .understand,
.understand and I appre- if they are attending to
We cannot be at two place,
place
ciate, that this makes it difficult for business.
one
time, as the
the- gentleman
gentlem fi
many of our Members.
Members. -It-It- isis not
not somesome- Michigan ¶Mr. BONIOR]
has aire
thing that I do happily. It is something
ad should
shouldnot
not be
be forced
forced to iih
I do because there is a-need for it to be said, and
to choose between Participating
participating
.

-

-

-

done.

-

-

j

in

of
of the most important issues confrc
While I say that, let me again com- ing
our Nation today and meeting
meetingccc
pliment
pliment all
all the
theMembers
Members-of
of this body mittee
rnittee responsibility.
onboth
onboth sides
sides of'-the
of-the aisle for
for the enorenorNow,
-Mr.
Now, -Mr. Speaker, these past
past
mously good-natured
good-nztured manner in which months
moTithsII have
have worked
worked cooperav
they have
have handied
handledaavery,
very,very
vry difficult
difficult with the chairman of thecooperaciv
Commjt
Commit
work schedule for these past 75 or so
Government
-Reformand
andOverig
Oversj
Goverient -Reform
clays.
look forward, -as
days. II look
much as any on
as
much
gentleman
from
Pennsylvaja
the
gentleman
from
Pennsylvania
we are violating Member in this body, to the
[1
end of this

period when we will have comsaid from the majority, 100-day
pleted this legislative agenda
agenda
we
"Well, we
we. shouldn't
shouldn't have
have proxy
proxy votvot- will have passed it, which I fullyand
expect
ing.". They said, "No, you
YOUshouldn't
shouldn't that we will do. I look forward,
as
have that, shouldn't be able to do that.
much as any Member of this body, for
You
You Should
should be able to be in conirnjttee
conimjttee that period of time after, where
where we
we can
and on the House floor at the time go back to our home States
and our.
when you're required to be there, so we
home districts, and enjoy being with
won't schedule. We are
are going
going to have a
with
computerized scheduling system so our own constituents and, sharing with
them an understanding of
it is we
that people won't have to
to be in com- have done during these what
mittee and be on the floor at the same days, and I have to say it historic 100
has
time."
has been,
been, for
And yet we have a motion right here me, a particular pleasure to enjoy the
good humor, the good nature and the
now by the gentleman from Texas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr.
spirit that all Members of
specifically that we cooperative
.'.RMEY] that says Specifically
body have demonstrated
demonstrated in underare going to be able, they are going to this
taking
and
completing
what, in
be required, Members are going to be
everybody's memory,
memory, is the
the largest
largest
required,
commjttee and on everybody's
requjred. to be in comjrijttee
agenda in the shortest period
the floor at the same time, so it is just working
of time by this body.
Members

er, I,
I. too, agree with the genth
gentli
from Michigan [Mr. BONIOR], tha

['1

CLINGER], to
CLINGER],
to ensure
ensurethat
that the
the coznrr
comrx

tee's work has not been delayed.
delayed,

I

welfare reform
welfare
reform is too important
importantto
to t
a back seat to committee hearjn
hearjn
even to committee markups.
thinkitit-isisaamean
II think
meanploy
ploy that
scheduled he
committee has already.
already scheduled
he
ings today concerning title IV
IV of
of H
E
11, "the Family Reinforcement Act,
the same time we are
are doing welfare
welfare
form
form and proposals to cut, and
and also
reform, if my colleagues will,
w-ill, the
the II
partment of Health and Hurna Se:
Se
ices at a time
time when
when we
we are consideri
considerj
welfare reform, if my colleagues wa
to call it that, and tomorrow our
our co:
co
mittee plans to hold a full
rnittee
full coininftt
comi.1t
markup on H.R. 1271, the Family P
vacy Act.
Now all of these matters are cr11
cri-

cally important, and II know
cafly
know that o
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But in this motion, what we have is
members on the Committee on Govern- most, important bills we will have this
debate on the welfare bill coming up
ment Reform and Oversight want to be session.
Inent
session.
at those hearings, they want to be at So the argument that we are going to with 31 amendments, with 20 minutes

those markups, but we cannot be at collect votes over a certain period of of debate allowed on them, and at the
two places at one time.

For that reason,
reason. Mr. Speaker, it just
seems to me that, because this is a preeminent, important issue, I agree with
the gentleman from Michigan that we

would object to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight sitting
during this S-minute
5-minute rule.
Mr. ARMEY.
ARMEY. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume,
consume.

Mr. Speaker, I listened very intently

to the remarks made by the gentle-

woman from Illinois [Mrs. COLLINS),
and there is no doubt that she makes a

good point. This is a matter of grave
concern that we will have on the floor
to all our Memberz,
Members, and it is for that
reason, because we had that concern,

time, and then
then have
have Members
Members vote.on
voteoñ same time the majority leader has put
it, actually breaks the pattern of
of the
the forward a motion to allow every single
voting, it does not allow them to do committee of the Congress to be sitsecondary amendments in a way that ting, going through markups and going
through hearings at exactly the same
makes sense. It is just not feasible.
Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as he time we are going to be debating that
may consume to the gentleman from extremely important piece of legislation.
Massachusetts [Mr. OLVER).
I think this is indeed truly the low
Mr. OLVER. Mr. Speaker, I thank
of
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. point in the procedural operations
104thCongress,
Congress, and
and I certainly
certainiy
the 104th
BoNioR], my
BONI0R],
mygood
goodfrienct,
friend, the minority the
whip, for yielding this time to me, and hope that this motion will not be
I must say I agree totally with him on adopted.
Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, I thank
the points that he has made about the myMi'.
colleague for his comments.
confusion that has evolved in trying to
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, II yield
yield 55
open,good
goodconsideration
consideration in minutes
deal in open,
to the distinguished gengercommittee as well as here on the floor tleman from
from
New
New
York
York
[Mr.
[Mr.
SOLOMON),
SoLoMON),
in the Committee of the Whole. But the the chairman of the Committee on
minority whip made the point
point in
in his Rules.

that in this rule we do allow the Chairwas the
the
man of the Committee of the Whole to opening statement that this was

SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I thank
postpone votes, that we can collect
collect low point in the procedural debates theMr.
majority leader for this time.
votes at a point when we can come here in the House, in the Committee of
I have to say that I am a little bit
bit
House; so
so far
far this
this surprised, because
down and vote on amendments in a the Whole and in the House;
because the
the reason
reason we
wepro-.
proyear,
and
then
the
majority
leader
cluster vote of two or three votes and,
vided for cluster voting in the rule was

thereby, alleviate the Members of the withdrew his motionand offered a mo- to accommodate both Republicans and
need to come to the floor every 20 mm- tion which is worse in two ways.
Democrats. We did that after consultaSo, it is worse in two ways. The first tion. We took the language directly out
utes. I understand how difficult that is,
and I want to express my personal ap- way is in that it also included, today, of the rule the gentleman from Michipredation on
preciation
on behalf
behalf of all our Members which was clearly the error of the ma- gan [Mr. B0NI0R]
BoNion) offered when we deto the Committee
Conmittee on Rules for that jority leader in not having included bated the defense authorization bill. It
thoughtfulness they displayed in put- today, Wednesday, in the original mo- is the identical language:
Now, we
we do
do
language Now,
ting this provision in the rule allowing tion. So the confusion is added to this when we have a series of amendthat opportunity to the Chairman of today, in Wednesday's debate, but then ments over a very long period of dethe Committee
Committee of
of the
the VThole,
Whole, which
which II the clustering of votes, which makes it bate, after consulting with the minorhope will do a.good deal to alleviate worse again in the way that the clus- ity, which is what the gentleman did in
the strain of these work circumstances tering of votes creates a situation here consulting with us. We had no objecon our committee members that are of people not knowing, not having been tion to that, and we are simply
simply followfollowsitting during the consideration of that able to be present, and having taken ing previous-procedure.
part in the debate andhearing the deMr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, will the
bill.
committees. gentleman yield so I may clarify my
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. I again reserve the bal- bate because they are in committees.
This is to allow the committees to con- comments?
ance of my time.
Mr. SOLOMON. Yes, I, am pleased to
Mr. BONIOR.
BONIOR. Mr.
Mr. Speaber,
Speaker, II yield
yield tinue their work when the most important work that we can be doing is yield to the gentleman from
from Michigan.
Michigan.
myself such time as I may
may consume.
consume.
on this
this very,
very,
Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, my cornBefore I yield to the gentleman from going on here on the floor on
ments were not to what the
the gentleman
gentleman
Massachusetts [Mr. OLVER).
OLVER]. let
let me
me 'just
just very important piece of legislation.
did in the Rules Committee. I thought
say, Mr. Speaker, that, while I appre0 1115
the distinguished majority leader was
ciate the argument my friend from
votes
cluster votes
allowing cluster
So that the clustering of votes ne- referring to allowing
Texas makes, let us be very clear that
what he is suggesting, by collecting gates the possibility of Members tak- within the committees. That is where I
•

remarks.
while was addressing my remarks.
votes, and having them grouped to- ing part in debate in this area while
Mr. SOLOMON. I do not think so. I
gether and voted on at the end of a cer- the action is going on in committees.
tam
period, that that breaks up the We are starting debate on the amend- am told by a nod of the head that we
tempo of a committee markup; it cer- rnents on the welfare reform bill, which are only talking about cluster voting

tainly breaks
tainTly
breaksup
upthe
thet-empo
t-empoof
ofaacorncom- is as important a piece of legislation as
rnittee hearing where it does not even any piece of legislation that we considapply, where we are inviting people to ered in the 103d or the 104th Congress.
come in and testify from around the There was nothing more important—
country, to listen, to legislate what is not the crime bill, not the deficit reprimary and
and secsecgoing to be acted upon, and here they duction bill, not the primary
are, sitting while Members are shuf- ondary education bill, not the balanced
fling back and forth from this floor budget amendment of this year. We can
take the primary and secondary- eduback to committee
conmittee session.
Mr. Speaker, it is just not a good way cation bill, which we debated for many
clays under
under an
an open
open rule, where Memto do business. It is not an efficient days
way to do business. It is not a cost-ef- bers came up for 5 minutes as importaut amendments were debated for 2
fective way to do business. It is not a tant
courteous way to do business. And it hours, the less important ones for only
just would not work;
work: some things are 10 or 20 minutes, and then a vote. Yes,
just clearly obvious, and this is one of it was possible to go and deal with
the same
same
them. This is not a day to be conduct- things in the committee .at the
ing corrLrrIjttee
committee business
businesswhile
whilewe
we are
are on
on time because there were long debate
the floor voting every 20 minutes in periods on very important amendments
probably one of the most, if not the that were before us.

here on the floor.
If the gentleman would look further,
there are a number of titles in the bill.
For instance, title I is block grants and

temporary assistance for needy families. There are 8 amendments, and it
might be the prerogative of the Chair
to want to
to..cluster
cluster some of those
those votes
votes
after consulting with the minority and
then move on to title U, which is the
Child Protection Program, and so on. I
think that makes a lot of sense. I know
the gentleman has in the past agreed
with me on that, or I should say I have
agreed with him when it was his proposition. Is that correct?

Mr. BONIOR. No, I would say
say the
the
gentleman is correct on this. If I have
misunderstood the gentleman.
gentleman, I correct

myself on the floor. I thought he was

.
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referring to votes being Clustered
clustered in work, we are going to be talking about
Committee and in fact if we are going job training, and we
cormnittee,
on the Federal and State level
to allow Clustered
clustered voting on the floor, talking about whetherare going to be means-tested entitlement program
progra
young women welfare programs in the broadest
helpful, but
but itit does
that is helpful,
does not address should have their benefits
broadest
se
sen
terminated
the primary concern of Continuity
continuity in because they are under 18 and preg- and what we have gotten is not a
duction in poverty. In fact,
allowing Members to be in more than nant.,
ductjon
fact, Mr.
Mr.Spe2
Spel
These are
are all vital issues. Yet,
nant. These
Yet, er, it
one place at one time.
it isisimportant
importaiflto to
understand
undersd
ti
how
effectively
can
we
be
debating
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I thank those issues if at the
poverty went down steadily in t
sa.rne
time
same
time
many
the gentleman
gentleman for
for that
post-war era until 1965, until
until the
that colloquy,
colloquy, bebethe Gre
Gre
us have conflicting committee
comnjttee re- Society began.
cause I think it is helpful to all the of
began, In
in that period1
period,
we]Ia
welfl
sponsibilities?
membership.
has gone up tenfold, and t
I have to say that in some cases the spending
I would
wou'd say that during the course of
poverty rate, if anything, has
has increas
Republican
majority
has
solved my slightly. Certainly
this debate I am going to be on the problem because I would have
Certainly
it
it;
has
go
not go:
liked to down. What we have gotten for
floor all the
the time.
time. ItIt isisgoing
going to take 3 have seen an amendment permitted
all th
days, and I would be surprised if there that would have greatly
spending and what we have gotten If
are 5 or 10 Members on the floor during School Lunch and Schoolrestored the all that effort is an explosion
explosion in
intJt
any one of these debates on any of Program. Well, they did not Breakfast out-of-wediock
rate, It is
birth rate.
is now
now oo
make that out-of-wecijock
these important amendments.
amendments
out of three. One out of three kids
kids
able to bring the United States is born
So I do not think we are going to be in order. We will not be able
born out of we
that
up
on
the
floor.
So
they
took
care
disrupting the House by letting com- of my problem, and I
lock, In
lock.
in 1965 it was between 6 and 7 pe

i tt

mittees meet.
Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman
gentleman
foi' yielding
yielding me time so we could clarfoi
ify this issue.
Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the
distinguished
distingujshe gentleman
gentleman from
from West
West
Virginia [Mr.
[I1r. WIsE].
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I thank the
Democratic whip for that time.
My
My objection
objection to
to this
thisprocess
process is
is that
in every town meeting I have been
in
and every poll I have seen, national,
State, or whatevez,
whatevej, welfare
welfare reform is'
is
-

certainly up there at the top of the

agenda that everyone has. Yet what we

guess in a way I
ought to thank them, because now I do
not have to worry about being
being on the
floor for the school nutrition debate.
That will not be here.
I obviously do not need to worry too
much about being on the floor, I guess,
controversial amendment
on a very Controversial
amendment
that I see has been made in order that
would outlaw fugitive felons from receiving benefits from 3 welfare
welfare proprograms. That is a gutsy one, and I know
know
everybody will want to be here for that
one. We might have been willing
willing to
trade some time so we
wecould
could have debated school lunches and school breakfasts.
But, in closing, I just hope the American public understands, Mr. Speaker,
that while this is a very
very important debate, all Members will not
not be able to be

have, Mr. Speaker, is a process of a
ruie in and of itself. Of 160
limited rule
amendments
amenthrients that were sought,
sought, I believe only 31 will be offered.
offered, Of 93
93 that
that
were Democraticaiiy
Democratically offered, only 5 on the floor for this debate,
Democratic
amendmen will be per- the Republican majority has because
Democratic amendments
mitted,
mitted.
Said we
said
are going to have to be in
So that is bad enough.
enough But;
But then
then what voting at the same time. committees
It makes it
we get is a situation where no amenddifficult,
difficult and
and II would
would hope that
ment will be debated more than 20 min- very
the
Republican
majority
would withutes, with a vote to follow.
follow I appreciate
this motion.
certainly that the majority leader said draw
AR?Y. Mr.
Mr. AREY.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. I yield 5
clustered. That is a minutes
those votes will be clustered.
to the distinguished gengenconvenience, but that does not help tleman from Missouri
Missoarl [Mr. TALENT).
TALENT)
those of us who would
woujd

like to be on the
floor involved in the debate on many of
these issues, because
because if at
same
at the sa.rne
time, as I should be right now, I am at
the Government Reform Committee,
Committee
cornjnjttee performwe are tied up in a committee
perfoirn-

ing vital
vital cornnhittee
comnIttee business at the
same time these issues are being debated.
I do not think it is too much to ask
where there is an objection from the
Democrat minority as to the committee sitting, and it is not an objection
that has been raised frivolously. In
fact, every time there has been consultation with the Democrat minority,
the Democrat minority has seen fit to
enter into an agreement with the Republican majority.
I am concerned about some other

things, too. These are major issues
issues
that are going to be raised here on the
floor. We are going to be talking about

abortion, we are going to be talking
about nutrition, including school
school .lunch
lunch
and school breakfast, we are
going to
be talking about disabled children,
ciildren, we
are going to be talking about requiring

• Mr. TALENT. Mr. Speaker, I thank
the gentleman for yielding time to me.
It is my intention to be on the floor
for this debate as much as possible,
possible. I
have been listening
listening to
to the
the
procedjal
procedural
sparring. I heard
heard the
the gentlewoman
gentlewoman
flhinois debate basically the merfrom flhlnois
its of the bill, and I wanted to be able
to respond to her points without regard
to the proceduraj
procedural sparring that is going
on. I have a few minutes to do it, and
I appreciate the gentleman's yielding
this time to me for that purpose.
purpose

Mr. Speaker, I think what we are
going to consider here today is an imit is a bill
portant piece of legislation. It
i designed
that is
designed to
to replace
replace the existing
failed welfare system with a system
that is based on principles that work,
time-honored principles that have
helped people cut of poverty
poverty and into
self-sufficiency_work, family responsibility, ma.rriage,
marriage, all the things
tiings that
the existing system has been running

We have,
have gotten a sixfold increa
cent. We
in the out-of-wediock
out-of-wecjjoc birth
birth rate.
rate,
What does the bill do about
about it? As

said before, the emphasis or the has
bas
of the welfare system is on
on work,
work, c
family,
family, OD
on responsibility
responsibility. The'
The fLr
fir
thing we do is, we are no
no longer
longergoil
goi
to pay
pay cash
cashbenef.jts
benefits to
to teen
teen morr
mon
under the age of 18. It
it is stupid,
stupid, M
Speaker, to send a check of
of S300 or S4(
S4
every month to a young mom
mom and
aridleav
lea
her in
in which she i
her
inthe
theenvironment
enviroent in

probably
probably being exploited and wit
wit
which she certainly is not coping. D
Iz
stead, we give the money
money to
to the State
Stat

and we say, "Care for those famiiie
famiiie
but do it in a way that encourages
encouragfan
fa
ily, that encourages work."

There are
are aa lot
lot of
of alternatives
alternatives th
There
th
be able
able to
to choose,
States will be
choose, the
the kini
kin
of alternatives that have worked
worked ove,
ove
'he centuries 'in
in welfare systezn—s
system.—s
pervised settings like maternal grouj
grou
homes and
homes
ad adoption.
adoption. These
These kinds o0
things will work out. They will
things
will lifi
hf

people out of poverty instead of miring
mirin
them in it.
The
The bill
bill has
has very strong work
work provi
prov.
sions, and
and there
thereare
are amendments
arnendnen tctc
-

make those provisions stronger
stronger be.
be
cause work is an important
important part
part ofofdigdig.
nity. Ititisisananimportant
nity,
import part
partofofmaking
mag
welfare a two-way street.
street, If you
you do
do aa

work program properly, Mr. Speaker, it
serves several goals. First of all, it enen
ables you to deterijijne
determine who does
does 'not
not
really need welfare, in a nonbureau..
nonbureaucratic way, because if you have got to
work 30 or 35 hours a week
week picking a;
ip

trash from the side of a highway or
doing a job like that and you have
other alternatives, you will get off welimportant that we target the
fare. It
it is
isimportant

work provisions on that part of the

welfare population which is
is most employable. The bill does that.
The bill also has an
an overall
overall goal of
breaking the locked grip of Washington
bureaucratson
bureaucra
onthe
the welfare
welfare system and
returning it back to,
to. the people. t is
not a question of trusting the
the States; it
is a question of trusting the
the American
Ameijca
people. Put the control over power and
and they
they will
resources closer to them, and
adapt the welfare system to really care
down for so long.
for the needy neighbors and
and needy
needy peoWhat we have done
done in
in the
the last
last 30 ple amongst them.
years can really be summarized
summarized in
in this
i
I
want
to
address
very briefly arguway: We have spent close to £5 trillion
ments that we have heard and
and we are
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going to hear during the course of this
debate about this bill. People say that
we are cutting welfare spending. We
are not cutting welfare spending. When
this bill is finished, the spending
spending on
on the
the
welfare state, the Federal commitment
commitment
to means-tested welfare programs will
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bonus in the block grant if they reduce

Mr. VOLKMER. So we all recognize
illegitimacy without a proportibnate we need reform and welfare.
increase .ir abortion.
abotión. Now,
Now, for
for every inMr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker. I yield 2

creaseji.ábrtion that
crease;iii.'ábrtion
thatyou
you hae,
hae, it minutes to the gentleman from Wismoves you backward in your attempt consin [Mr. OBEY].
to get the money. This is for the first Mr. OBEY. Mr. Speaker. I thank
than] the

time in the Federal statutes that we gentleman for yielding.
grow by about the rate of inflation have a formula which discourages both Mr. Speaker, I am opposed to what is
every year. What we are doing is aban- illegitimacy and abortion. That is why being discussed here today, because I
doning Federal control, the Federal the gentleman from California [Mr. think we need everN
every possible
possible person
person on
locked grip over this system, and re- STARK),,
STARK],. who offered an amendment. to the House floor to hear some issues

turning that to the people, and we are take it Out;
Ôüt; said that the formula we being discussed, which I frankly think
rebasing this system on principles that have in the bill is a bounty on abor- are being too broad.ly
broadJy ignored. One of
will really work.
tion. That is how he described it in the the reasons I am going to vote against
Mr. Speaker, this
this is
is aa good
good bill.
bill. II Congressional Daily today, because it the rule, for instance, is because
because while
while
want to close by saying this: This bill does discourage abortion, and every- I certainly want the existing welfare
is, I think, going to be developed
developed along
along body else who is pro-life thinks that. I system to be changed, I am very unthe following lines: We are trying to have a difference of opinion with some happy about the fact that the Committalk about what this bill is going to do, of my colleagues on this side of the tee on Rules refused to make in order
about
about the
the very basic, fundamental aisle. I do not know
know how
how .aa provision my amendment which would make the
problems with the existing system that can not
not be
bepro-life
pro-life ifif itit says
says to the Federal Government pay for the welare just insurmountable. And every- States that you get extra money for re- fare 'and
and education
education costs associated
body agrees the existing system is a ducing illegitimacy but not if you do it with allowing refugees into this countotal failure. The
The President
Presidentof
of the
the by increasing abortion.
try, rather thaii
than dumping the costs of
United States said we have to end welducating
educatingand
andtraining
trainingthose
those refugees
refugees
0
1130
fare as we know it. Did anybody say,
onto State and local governments.
"No, let's continue welfare
welfare as
as we
we know
know So I would just say that to the genIt seems to me that when the
the Federal
Federal
tleman.
it? We like welfare as we know it"?
Government allows refugees to come
Let me close my remarks by saying into this country, that is a foreign polMr. VOL.KMER. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker; will
will the
the
gentleman yield?
this: The debate is going to be on the icy decision. I would ask why under
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Speaker, we have a one hand those who support this bill, that situation local taxpayers should
Members On
On get stuck with paying the tab to edubill that will take substantial steps in and I think you will find Members
that direction. That is what we are both sides ending up voting for it, try- cate and train those refugees who are
going to be talking about.
ing to say what we are doing with this allowed into this country for foreign
Mr. VOL.KMER.
VOLKMER. Mr.
Mr. Speaker, will the bill to rebase this failed system on
gentleman yield?
marriage and work and family;
family; and
and
Mr. TALENT.
Mr..
TALENT. If
If II have
have time left, I then people on the other side basically
will be glad to yield.
saying, nope, if we do not continue
The SPEAKER pro tempore
ternpore (Mr. doing it the way we have been doing it
GU.LMOR). The time of the gentleman
GmLMOR).
gentleman or maybe expanding the existing welfrom Missouri [Mr. TALENT] has ex- fare state without changing
changing any
any of
of the
the
pired.
incentives, we are abandoning the poor.
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield an
Have the faith to believe that we can

policy reasons?

from Missouri [Mr. TALENT).

has to do with whether or not you
think the local taxpayers ought to be
stuck with financial responsibilities

I appreciate very much the fact that
the Democrats on the Committee
Committee on
on
Rules and two Republicans voted to
allow my amendment to be offered. I,
me, do not understand
for the life of me.
why the other Republicans did not.
There is nothing partisan to this issue;

This has nothing to do with whether
additional 2 minutes to the gentleman
gentleman help people without
without destroying,
destroying their you are a Democrat or Republican. It
families. We
families..
We can
can have
have aa welfare
welfare system
system

Mr. TALENT.
TALENT.Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, II will
will that helps people without destroying
close, but first I will yield to my their families and their incentive to
friend, the gentleman from Missouri.
work and to be responsible. That is
Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Speaker, I know what we are trying to do. I would urge
that the gentleman from Missouri
Missouri is
is all Members, we all know the existing

sincere in his efforts, but I have a seri- system is failing. If you cannot lead in
ous reservation about some language
language the effort to change it, at least follow.
that is in the bill. That has been de- Or, if you cannot do that, at least get
scribed as promoting
abortion for out of the way. Do not perpetuate the
promoting abortion
women who are pregnant and under 18 myth that if we do not keep doing it
years of age, or younger, and
and that
that has
has the way we have been doing it, which
been described by the National Right nobody likes, that somehow
somehow we
we caiaaot
cannot

to Life and by. the Catholic Bishops fundamentally change the system at
Conference and others as promoting all..
abortion.
Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, I yield
My review of that language clearly myself such time as I may consume.
says that is what it does, and I do not
Mr. Speaker, let me first say
say to
to my
my
think that is the way to reduce the colleague from Missouri that nobody
number of children that are on welfare. believes the present system is worth
I do not think that killing them
them is
is the
the keeping. Everyone on both sides of the
way to do it, and that is what this bill aisle disagrees 'with
the present syswith the
-

that rightly belong to the Federal Gov-

ernment. It seems to me they should
not..
not..

So I think there are a lot of reasons
why we need to have people on this
floor listening to the debate, because

unless we do, we are not going
gothg to
achieve the kind of understanding
understanding that
that
you need in this House so that the

Committee on Rules will not
not continue
continue
to make the kind
kind of
ofmistakes
mistakes that they
made in disallowing my amendments,
for instance.
No one suggested the existing welfare
system ought to be kept. It ought to be
junked. It seems to me that we ought
not in the process increase the burden
on local governments.

Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
tem. We just have different approaches minutes to the distinguished genMr. TALENT. Reclaiming my time, on how to change it.
tleman from New Mexico
Mexico [Mr.
[Mr. SCEtFF].
ScEtF'F].
Mr. Speaker, 1 will be happy to address
Mr. Speaker, I yield 30 seconds to the
Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Speaker, I thank
that point, and then I will close my re- gentleman from Missouri [Mr. VOLK- the gentleman for yielding.
marks.
MER].
Mr. Speaker, Ii have to acknowledge
It isisdescribed
It
described by
by nobody
nobody else who is
Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Speaker, just on that proceeding with this bill while
pro-life in that fashion, if I may
may say
say that point, we are supporting a sub- committees
in session will
wili cer-.
committees are
are in
this to the gentleman. None of the stitute that gives us real reform in wel- tainly create some time conflicts for
other pro-life groups believe the lan- fare, that gets people back to work and Members, and they are going to have to
guage will have that effect.
off the welfare roles, is that correct?
work very hard to get back and forth
Let us see what the language does. It
Mr. BONIOR. That is absolutely cor- between their obligations. That is not
States get
get aa little extra rect.
says that •the
the States
new. We have been doing that for most
does.

-
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of the last several weeks. But
But II wanted discussing this very important
to say most pointedly that I am proud of us know that. every Memberbill. All the important future of
of
America.
America.
of the
of the fact that it is my
ought to be here to disc
my party that is
wants to be informed about Members
bringing up comprehensive welfare re- Congress
that future.
the
number
of
votes
that
he
form for the first time in my memory going to be required to cast, or she is
Speaker. I yiel
andhe
an
he or Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker,
of more than 66 years
years as'
as aa Member
Member of
cannot possibly be adequately inin- minutes to the distinguis
distingui5
g
this House on the House floor
floor for con- she
formed with having to be in committee tlexnan
tleman from
from Arkansas [Mr. HL'TCz
sideration.
HLTCI.
meetings
at
the
same
time
this
SON].
is going
I noted that the respected whip from on on the House floor.
the Democratic Party said
said both parties
Mr.
Mr.H1TTCHINSON
HtJTCHINSON Mr.
Mr. Speaker
one 'of
of the objections thank
agree that the welfare system is not Mr. Speaker, one
the
gentleman
for
for
yielding
Yielding.
and
complaints
that
I
hear
working right.
right, itIt is.
is a matter of which House of Representatives is about the
Mr.
the
sparMr.
Speaker.
I
would
Speaker,
I
would
reform plan will
will you
choose.
say
you choose. But
But in
in sit.y, and
and II hope
hope the cameras will pan tinguished colleague that to my d
those 6 years that I served here with a sity,
the press
this place right now, of the people who business
business in
in the
the last
lastCongress
Democratic Party majority, I never are
Congress shoi
shoi
on
the
floor
and
who
pay
pay attention
attention not have prevented
prevented this
saw a plan offered on the House floor. to debate.
this import
irnport
it
is
a
scandal
debate,
It
is
a
scandal
that
that we
we are issue from coming up. I think we ha
Specifically, with respect to the rules. not here when important business
hi
is certainly learned in the 104th Congr
not.only
not
only rules with respect to meeting going on in the House..
Congr
press of'
of business is all aboi
what the press
while committees
committees are
arein
ii session, but So I think we ought to turn
abo
rules with respect to amendmen
down the and our votes on Monday, our votes
suggestion
of
the gentleman from Friday, our late night
their party controlled the whole prochours. And
hours,
And tJti
[Mr. ARMEY] that
that Members
Members be al- legislation, which
ess.
ess. Frankly,
Frankly, they
they did,
did nothing.
nothing, and I Texas
we will be taking
lowed
and
be
required
to
be
be
in cornn'jjtcommit- today,
today. has indeed had years of stuc
think
think 'therefore
therefore it is weak to say "We tee meetings,
stud
rather
rather than being .here months
of work, and ha many peoi
object to the rules
rules of
of prOcedure"
procedure" when whenmeetings
peor
this
is
being
discussed,
discussed.
in this Congress involved in
the issue is finally brought to the floor
in the
the dra:
th'a
This
This is
is perhaps
perhaps the
the most
most important ing of this legislation for its
• by
by Republicans
Republicans
—
inclusii
inclusj
substantive
piece
of
legislation
Substantive
But I want
that in the Contract With America.
wait to
to add,
add, Mr.
Mr. Speaker, I am this 104th Congress will
America.
bevery
conceed that
very concerned
thatthe
the debate
debate on the cause it affects not only address,
Since
the
rule
itself
has
the lives of
has come
come in
issue of welfare reform may have been
Question
in
this
debate.
question
in
debate,
millions
of
people
in
existence
for the
the fir
fir
for
existence
right
mzrred by remarks I am told now,
seriously marred
time in history H.R. 4 puts in the Fe
pattern for
but it will set a pattern
for-Airier-Airier- eral
were made on the House floor last ican lives
statutes a financial incenti'
way into the future. This is
incenti
night.
night.iIam
am informed
that one
informed that
oneMember
Member
which will discourage
controversial piece of legislation,
legislation.
discourage both
both illegi
charged that the Republican welfare a Let
me correct the RECORD.
RECORD. Last year imacy and abortion. Out of wedloc
reform plan was akin to the Nazis at- the President
put forth a substantial births of 32 percent. Thirty-two perce]
percel
tacking minority groups during the
rewrite of the welfare laws. Last year I, of the babies born in America
America are
Holocaust.
are boi
box
out
of
wedlock,
six
times
as
chairman
of
the
Comrrijttee
as large
on Ways
Mr. Speaker, there
there is
is leg-itimate
legitimate dede- and Means, introduced a coniprehen1965,
when
the
welfare
state really w
comprehen.. created.
bate
bate on
on this
this issue.
issue.It.
It is
5 admittedly
admittedly a
bill on the
Real welfare reform
the subject.
subject. Last
reform mu:
mu
Last year the created,
controversial
controveial and
and difficult
difficult issue. I do sive
on Human Resources of thange the system to encourage ma.
ma
not agree with every single provision Subcommittee
and family, not illegitimacy.
that is
illegitimacy
that
is in the'
the Republican
Republican bill cur- the Committee on Ways and Means had riage
The
Stark
amendnent was nnc
amendment
rently. Ii win
wifl probably
probably vote for this bill extensive hearings on that and many
placed in
in order,
order, and I think for goo
goc
because Ii think we need to get this executive sessions on that markup. Ii placed,
reason, because
because it would have bee
that the press of business last reason,
bee
process moving, and there are many regret
that which would have pulled
pulled out
out th
th
more steps in this process before we year prevented the Democrats from 'that
strong
illegitimacy
provisions
bring-ing that
that bill
bill to the floor.
include
-have a final bill. But I think that sug- bringing
•have
As
in
H.R.
4.
It
is
not
simply
As acting chairman of
of the
the Committee
conservativ
gesting thata difference of opinion arid
and
who are recognizing
recogizjng
th
year, I an- Republicans
a difference of approach as to how to on Ways and Means last year,
welfare reform
reform to
to address
that the first order of business need in welfare
address th
repair the system and how to be—I nounced
Committee on
systenuc problems, the fundament,a
fund2men
onWays
Ways and Means systemic
think that equating a difference of of the Coimnittee
in the welfare system.
systeni. Bi]
Bil
point of view and a difference of ap- during this 104th Congress would
would be
be'to
to problems
former press secretary
reform. I said 'it
secretary to
toLyn
Lyt
it would Moyers,
proach and a difference of support be- take up welfare reform,
don Baines Johnson, in many ways tth
th
tween different plans to the Nazis and take about 6 months for us to do the architect
of the modern
modem welfare state
of work that needed to be done on
the Rolocaust is a serious insult to all kind
this.
recently,
and
i
think
the
recently,
and
I
think
the
RECORD
RECORDneed
need
of those people of all
all different
different races
We have had it rushed through the to have this included, recently saic
sai
who went
went through
through the
the Holocaust
under.
Holocaust
Committee on 'Ways
Ways and Means in this. He said:
Commjttee
the Nazi regime.
weeks, I1 week
week in
in subcomjt..
subcoxnrr,jt..
I want to conclude by saying I hope about 2 weeks.
Wble reporting
While
reporting for
fora adocumentary
documeny on wel.
welweek in
in full
full committee
committee, meeting - fare.
the remarks I was told were uttered tee, 1I week
I interviewed a 32-year-old
32-year-old g'raodmothe
g'ra.rnothe
all
night
and
all
day
whose
16-year-old
I6-year-od
daughter
daughter
on
the
subject.
subject,
last night were incorrect.
incolrect. Ii hope iI am
two-year
had aa two-year.
wrong about the information that Ii re- This is no time for responsible Mem- old child and was expecting a second baby by
a
different
man.
Three
yet
man,
Three
bers
of
Congress
to
be
in comjrxittee
committee
ceived. If I am right, however, I hope meetings around
generaon5 on
generations
this Capitol when welfare, no help from any
any father,
father.and
ad they
that Member. will have the good grace meetings around this
described
it
as
normal,
described
it
as
nomaJ,
the
the only
on'y life
1ie they
they
to come back to the House floor and they ought to be here on the floor pay- knew or
or
expected.
expected
This
is
tragedy of welapologize to the Holocaust victims for ing attention to this debate and voting fare. When men are left one
on this most important piece of legisla- world of the single motheroff the hook, the
making such an analogy.
begins to
begins
to appear
a,pear
natural and inevitable
Mr. BONIOR.
BONIOR Mr. Speaker, I yield tion.
Mr.Mr.
Speaker,
Speaker,
I
ask
all
such time as he may consume
Members to
Moyers Continues:
continues:
consume to'my
tomy vote no,
no on
on the motion of the gen- IMoyers
distinguished colleague, the
the gentlerna
gentlern
thought
at the time, and
do. that it
still do,
It
tleman from Texas [Mr. ARMEY], and I is right to help
fromFlorida
Florida[Mr.
[Mr.GIBBONS]
from
children and
GIBBONS],the
therankrankborn into
into such
sich cii'ciring member of the Committee on Ways think I ought to explain this necktie I cumstances,
cumstances but wrong
wrong to
to let
et the cycle go on
have on here, because it is a real 'deparand Means.
itself.
depar- repeating Itself.
ture
from
past
neckties
Mr. GIBBONS Mr. Speaker, Ii thank
that I have And I imagined
imagined itit would
would take
take shock
shock treat.treatworn on the House floor. But
But itit is to re- ment to stop it, Something
the gentlexn
gent1en for yielding.
something like announcing
day, 5 years hence, after a
Mr. Speaker,
Ms'.
Speaker, iI rise to object and to mind me, and I hope to remind all that on a given day.
publicity campaign
carnpaig so everyone
speak against the proposal of the gen- viewers, that 80 percent of the people massive publicity
wouldbe
beforewarned,
forewaed there
there would
would be
beno
o more
more
tleman from Texas [Mr. ARMEY) to who are on welfare and who receive would
benefit from welfare are children, cash payments to unwed teenagers or to
allow committees to meet while we are some
women
on
welfare
who
already
infants, 80 percent,
percent. They are a part of child.
have one
-

.

-
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the
Republicans
Republicans
where
where
they
they
ta1k
talk
about
0 1145
ioned to
ioned
to encourage
encourage the
the work ethic
Moyers said:
fami1y values
family
va1uesand
andthey
they claim
claim that
that they which made this Nation great. It is deif this sounds heartless, dependency can be want to 'keep
keep families together, that signed
sigiied to
to cut
cut the
the fraud,,
fraud, waste, and
heartless.
heartless, too.
too. And
And unfair
unfair to
to others.
others. Welfare
Welfare they are
àr
interested
interested in
in providing
providing èduhave been
been the
the ha11mark
hallmark of'
of
benefits now go to almost 4 million mothers cation. I had two amendments, that abuse which have
a failed welfare system in the United
who
who have
have almost
almost 10
10 million
million children.
children. All
All of
of they would not make in order that
that States.
us know young women who would like to
wou1dhave
havegiven
given tax
tax credits
credits for those
have
have children
children but
but don't
don't because
because they
they are
are sin-.
sin-. would
gle and earn too little from their jobs to af- who get their GED, for those who

-

-

Any
Any attempt,
attempt, as
as was
was made
made yesterday,

to equate this proposal or the Republican
licaii Party to Nazi Germany and the
of the Third Reich exceeds
volved in getting married, but they atrocities
bounds of propriety and is simply
said no in the Committee on Rules, the
those were not
not important
important va1ues,
values, when untrue.
As a Member of Congress, an individI tried to come before the Committee ual
of the Jewish faith, I am troubled
on Rules.
by
such
corrirnents.
comments.
I am just a little bit sick and tired of
Mr.
there are
are
Speaker,
I understand there
a lot of folks getting up on this floor.
floor, times when we all
get emotional in an
talking about change and what
what itit takes
takes attempt to
position or
to create change, and they do not know attempt to advocate aa position
espouse
a
particular
we
espouse
view.
However,
we
anything about welfare. Those who should never insult the men, women,
would give tax credits to peop1e
people makmaking
ing $200,000 but will
wil1not
not give
give tax
tax credits
credits and children who suffered through the
to a young mother who is trying
trying to
to get
get crimes against humanity perpetrated
educated cannot tel1
tell me anything by the Nazi regime by comparing what

school dip1omas,
diplomas,
ford a child alone. It doesn't seem fair that would get their high school
they
they should
should be
be paying
paying for
for someone
someone else
else to
to tax credits for those who would be inhave children when they feel unable to have
one.

Then Moyers concludes his comments

by saying, this former press secretary
thr a Democratic President, the archi-

tect of the modern welfare state, he

said:

The Republicans have been challenging us

to think about such things. It would be a

shame If they have to water down the challenge. Their reforms may be flawed but not
as flawed as welfare itself.

-

That is what H.R. 4 does. For
For the
the
first time we end the entitlement nawe are doing here to that kind, of
of'
ture.of welfare.
tu.re.of
welfare. For
For the first time, real about welfare.
meaningful work requirements are inWe need to dea1
deal with the root causes abomination.
Nathaniel
Nathanie1 Hawthrone once
once wrote:
wrote:
c1uded. For
cluded.
For the
the first
first time,
time, we
we are
are able of what is going
going on.
on. Yes,
Yes, young
youngpeop1e
people
No
No man, for any considerable period,
to contro1
control the
the growth
growth in welfare spend- are involved in sexua1ity.
period, can
can -:-.
sexuality. Yes,
Yes, young
-

-

people
peop1eare
arebombarded
bombarded on
on television
television and wear one face to himself and another to the
finally getting
getting bewildered
bewildered
without finally
other places about what it means to be multitude
true.
fashionab1e in
fashionable
in America.
America. Yes, they want as to which may be true.
It isis time
time my
my friends
friends on
on the
the other
other
jobs. Yes, we have allowed jobs to be
aisle, Mr. Speaker, to stop
I support the majority leader's mo- exported to Third World countries for side of the ais1e,
tion. I support the rule.
cheap 1abox'
labor and
andpeople
peoplewho
who want
want to the scare tactics. With our food nutrition programs,
programs, we
we are
are actual1y
actually going to
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani- work cannot find work.
children more
more meals because
mous consent that I be permitted to
Yes, we have
have prob1ems.
problems. And there are feed more chi1dren
control the rest of the time left
left to
to this
this some dysfunctiona1
dysfunctional fami1ies,
families, and
and chil- we are eliminating the Federal bu15-percent cost.
cost. We
We side.
dren who need support oftentimes do reaucracy and the 15-percent

ing. But most
most fundamenta11y
fundamentally and
and most
essentially, for the first time we begin
to deal with the social prob1em
problem of
of outof-wedlock births.

The SPEAKER pro tempore
tempore (Mr.
GILLMOR). Is
GLLLMOR).
Is there
there objection
objection to the request of the gentleman from West Virginia?
There was no objection.

Mr.
Mr. WISE.
WISE. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker,may
mayI Iinin
quire how much time remains on this
side?
The SPEAKER pro tempore
tempore (Mr.

-

are capping it back to the States with
not have parents who are there for are
them. But should
should w.e
we penalize the chil- only 5 percent administrative cost.
Above all, welfare
welfare reform
reform will
will -enendren? Should we take away
away the
lunches? Shou1d
Should we stop their oppor- courage that those in need get the aid
but those who should be working
working aiid
and
tunity to live and grow and be?
This is a mean-spirited proposal and can work get back to work with help
it goes much too far. We want change. through job counseling, job training,
We want reform. But we are not going and job placement.
The American people want welfare
to take food out of children's mouths.
We want change,
change, but
but we
we want
want chi1d
child reform that eliminates fraud, abuse,
and waste,
waste, and we will give them that.
care for those mothers who want to and

GLLLMOR). The gentleman
gentleman from
from West
West
Virginia [Mr. WISE)
WISE] has 12½ minutes
remaining.
work.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minmmYou absolutely go too far and you are
utes to the gentlewoman
Califor- scaring
gentlewomaii from Ca1iforscanng America with what you do.
ma [Ms. WATERS].
nia

Ms. WATERS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in

opposition to the attempt of. the gentleman from Texas [Mr. ARMEY].
ARMEY] to
to

allow the committees to meet
meet while
while we
we
are in debate on this important issue.

I say listen to some of us who know
something about this. I know because I
was a child
child of
of aawe1fare
welfare fami1y.
family. My
mother tried and she tried. She did not
have any help. She could not get any
chi1d care.
child
care. She
She could
could not get a job. She

the Repub1icans
As I recall it, it is theRepublicans could not get any training, but she
who required
required that
thatwe
weall
allattend
attenda11
all of tried.
our committee
committee hearings,
hearings recording the
I want to tell my co1leagues,
colleagues, whatwhatvotes to make sure that we are on ever America invested in me
me as
as aa child
child
record whether or not we attended. It on we1fare,
welfare, itit has
has paid off. That is why
i6 the Repub1icans
Republicans who
who do
do not
nota1low
allow I am here to speak for welfare children
proxy voting so that those of
of us
us who
who today.
be here
here could
could indeed
would like
like toto be
You are wrong
wrong in
in the
the proposa1
proposal that

Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I yie1d
yield 22 minmin-

from Georgia
Georgia [Mr.
[Mr. LEWIS],
LEwis], our
our deputy
whip.

Mr. LEWIS of Georgia. I thank my -

friend and colleague, the gentleman
friend
from West Viiginia
ViI:ginia[Mr.
[Mr.WISE],
WISE], for
yielding time to me.

There
There

-

have been two gentleman on

the other side who have referred to

what I said yesterday and I wanted to
say exactly what I said yesterday, Mr.
Speaker.
I

say again
again
said yesterday
yesterdayand
and II say

today, I am reminded of a quote by the
great
great theologian,
theologian,Martin
MartinNiemoller,
Niemoller, World War II:
during World

-

and II didn't
didn't speak
speak up
up because
because I wasn't
Jews.-and
volved in this or they want them to tleman from Philadelphia, PA [Mr. Jews.a Jew. Then
T1en they came for the trade unionstay in the committees and be recorded Fox].
-

Mr. FOX. Mr. Speaker, I thank the
Mr.

I wish it was mandatory for every gentleman for yielding time to me.
Member -to
to be
beon
on this
this floor.
floor. II wish
wish it
I rise to voice-my concern over rewas mandatory for all of the networks cent comments
comments made
made by
by aa Democrat
Democrat
to have to carry this debate. This is Member regarding our welfare reform
one of'
America's most
most important de- proposals. The
of America's
The Republican
Republican p1an
plan to re-

-

utes to the distinguished gentleman

record our votes in committee. So they you have.
In Germany.
Germany, they first came for the ComIn
cannot have it both ways.
didn't speak
speak up
up because I
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 munists, and I didn't
Either they want Members to be in- minutes to the distinguished gen- wasn't a Communist. Then they came for the

and not be invo1ved
involved in this discussion.

-

-

ists, and I didn't
didnt speak
speak up because I wasn't a

trade •unionist.
unionist. Then
came for
for the
the
Then they came

Catholics, and I didn't speak up because I
was a Protestant. Then they came for me,
and by that -time there was no one left to
speak up.

.

I said
said yesterday,
yesterday, Mr. Speaker, this
bates.
form our Nation's welfare system-is a Republican proposal certainly
certaii1y is not
Members will hear discussions
discussions from
from caring compassionate measure fash-
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the Holocaust,
Holocaust, but
but II am
am Concerned
concerned and get a better bill, It Is Important
for order by the Committee on Rules.
I must speak up.
Rules,Ot
O
Members to be here on the floor as we five
five of
of those
thoseamendments
amendinen are Dem
I urge my colleagues, open
open your
your eyes,
Den
eyes, debate these important
impox-tat
issues.
cratic amendments,
amendments We do not have
read the proposal, read the small print,
Pleasevote
Please
voteagaInst
agait the
the majority cratic
read the Republican contract,
opportunity to perfect the Pe"sonal
Personal B
leader's
motion.
And
And I wezit
on to
to say
say yesterday,
yesterday, they
sPoflslbility
Act
that
went on
sponsibility
that
is
before
is
before tt]
they
Mr.. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I yIeld
yield 1 House
Ho use today.
are coming
comrng for the children. They are minute
minute
to
to
the
the
distinguished
distinguished
gentleman
gent1ena
coming for the poor. They are coming from Philadelphia, PA
Mr. Speaker, I would urge
urge my
my c<
cc
[Mr. Fox].
leagues to vote against the motion
for the sick, the
the elderly,
elderly, and
and the d!sds- Mr. FOX. Mr. Speaker,
motion
I
think
In this the distinguished majority leader It
abled. This is the Contract With Amex'abled,
Amer- debate we
we have
haveto
tom&ke
make sure the Amer- the
ica.
House. I would ask that my
.my Bern
Bern
jean people realize that we should not
I said to my colleagues, you have the lean
cratic coLleagues
colleagues all
1l be here to sx
sa
judging
the
success
of
the
be
the
welfare today how
ability, the capacity, the power to stop program by how
how cruel
cruel this
this weLfare
welfare refor
refori
many
people
we
have
this onslaught. Your voice is
is your vote.
vote, on AFDC, by how many people we have bill that the Republicans have
hare offerE
offeri
is to American children.
Vote against this mean-spirited propro- on food stamps, by how many
people
people
posal. Raise your
your voice
voice for
for the
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 22 mu
the chilciiil we have in public housing.many
ml:
As the
utes
tothe
thegentleman
gentlem from
disabled,
dren, the poor, and the disabled.
utes to
from Michiga
Michigx
tleman from Oklahoma, Mr. gentieman
J.C.
[Mr. LEVIN].
LEvIN).
I say it again today, Mr. Speaker, for
icr WATTS, has said, who is
is someone who
the RECORD.
(Mr. LEVfl asked and was given
given pe
pe
knows abdut
knows
about
the
system,
we
we should
should be
be mission
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, may I in- judging people by the
mission to
to revise
reviseand
andextend
ezted his Fr
success
of
our
efmarks.)
quire as to how much time I have, and forts, by how many people
are takdo I not have the right to
to close
Mr. LEVIN.
LEVfl'. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, here is wh,
close debate? ing off AFDC, that we arewe
wh
taking off I think everybody should here
The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore
tempore (Mr. food stamps and
on th
be
tI
and
that
that
we
we
are
are
taking
off
GuLMOR).The
G1LI&OR).
Thegentleman
gentlem from Texas public housing.
floor, why on this historic matter, th
thi
[I'fr. ARMEY] has 7 minutes remaining,
[Mr.
debate, people should
should not
not 1b
We need to give them the oppor- important
and the gentleman from West Virginia tunity
in various committees, but right
right here
her
so
that
the
system
we
we now
now have,
have,
[Mr. WISE]
WISE] has
bs 77 minutes
minutes remaining,
There has been a lot of 'talk
talk abou
abou
which
discourages
savings,
if'
if•
you
you
are
The gentleman
gentleman from
various aspects, not enough
enough discusslo
from Texas [Mr. on welfare you cannot save
thscussjo
money, you about the impact of the Republican
ARMEY] has the right to
to close
close debate.
Republicaj
bil
bij
cannot
own
property,,
and
it
discourMr.
ARjy, Does
Mr. ARMEY.
Does the gentlern
on disabled children now receiving ens:
gentlem ages the mother from marrying
casi
marrying the
the
fafafrom West Virginia [Mr. WISE]
benefits through SSI.. This chart
WIsE] have ther. We want to change,
ch2.rt spell
spell:
under this It out very clearly.
any more speakers?
that
kind
of
system,
bill,
kind
of
system,
that
will
will reMr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, as we say at
urge everybody to look,
look. Unde
Unde
store opportunity, restore the ethic of theI just
home, the
the gentlenia
gentlem from
from "West, by work
Republican plan, 21 percent
percent of
ofth
th
return to
to the
the people
and will return
golly, Virginia."
people a children
chijdren now covered would
wouid continu
contjnu(
of
dignity
and
a
system
measure
dignity
and
a
system
that
Ifr. Speaker,
Mr.
Speaker, I yield 2 mInutes
to be covered, and 79 percent would not
minutes to the will be in fact one we
no
gentleman from Maryland
gentlem
can be proud of. be.
be.
[Mr.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I yield
CARDIN].
yield 22 iminmm- • There is abuse In the program,
progam, and]
and;
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromTenxiessee
to the
Tennessee see the
Mr. CARDIN.
Mr.
CARD. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, I thank utes
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromWisconsin
Wiscoin her
here
[Mr.
FORD].
my friend from West Virginia for
on our side. He has delved into this.
for yieldthis
Mr.
FORD.
Mr.
Speaker,
I
ing time to me.
rise in op- There is abuse in the SSI program,
pograni. IIIt
Position to the distinguished majority has
Mr. Speaker, I would urge my col- position
been rampant, apparently,
apparently, in sevsev
leader's
motion
that
is
leagues to vote
vote against
against the
the motion
before
the eral States, including Louisiana, anc
motion of- House today. I think it is before the
and
fered by
by the
thedistinguished
distthgujsed majority
fered
very critical Arkansas,
Arkansas. However, it is a mistake tc
to
that
all
the
Members
of
this body
leader. It is important for
body be take those abuses and to completely
for Members
Members to
completel,
be on the floor as we discuss this most present and hear the debate on both redo this program,
ending
prograni,
ca.h benefits
cash
benefits
sides of the aisle, because It
important bill on welfare reform
it is very for parents whose kids are disabled,
disabled.
clear,
the
Personal
as
the
Personal
Responsibility
Responsibility
Let me just give my colleagues
There is a better way to do this. It is
colleagues one
one Act is taken up
up today,
today, itit is
is clear to all contained in the Deal bill. There
reason. I have listened to my friends
friends on Act
is
is aa
the other side of'
of the
the aisle
aisle talk about of us that we must discuss with the better
better way
waytotodo
doit.it.We
Weshould
so1d
at
the underlying bill as a bill that re- American people how weak this bill is the abuse, the abuse under the IFAget
proon
work
and
how
cruel
it
isto
the
how cruel it is to
quires work. I think we need to talk
chil- gram,
gTam.We
Weshould
shouldeliminate
elimjna from the
about this. I think that Members need dren of this country.
rolls
kids
who
have
behavjo probbehavio
probit Is
is fair for the major- lems, who are not seriously diz
to understand what is in the Repub- I do not think It
d1 bled.
bled.
ity leader to come here today and to
lican bill,
kics of ArnerHowever, the disabled kids
AmerAs I understand it, a person can be on offer this motion simply because you ica
should not be thrown out
lea
8hould
o
on
onthe
the
welfare for 2 years, receive cash assist- told us, along with the Speaker
Speaker
of
the
street. The disabled kids need
need some
some
House, the new
new leadership
leadership of
ance and not work at nfl.
all.
of this help. Their families want nothing but a
that we would have an oppor- little
As I understand, a person can
little bit
bit of
ofassistance,
assistance.In'I iizy
cai be
be on House,
many cases
tuthty
tunity
to
debate
issues
caz assistance
cash
assistance for
for 5 years In
parents has
has stopped
stoppedworking
in a State as floor and that we would on this House one of the parents
working
long as they
they are
are complying
not
be
able
to
so they can take care of this
this seriously
complying with
with a use our proxies
proyies
in
committees
and
work-related requirement
work-related
requjremt
ill
child.
we
as defined by
conunittee meetings Mr. Speaker, this
the State, a work activity. And then would not have cominjttee
this program is
s incomeincomegoing
on
at
the
same
time
there is no sanction against the States
that we related.,
related. We
We are
are taiking
talking about
would have crucial pieces of legislation and low-income families withmiddleif they do not do that.
a disberore this body.
As I understand the bill, there is no that is before
abled kid, so when
when we talk about
about the
think
it
is
very
critical
for
requirement on
on the
the States
States to
us to
chart, It shows
look at this chart.
to provide
provide have
all Members present on the House harshness,
any work opportunity for people
it.
Members
should
talk
to the families
that have
floor. If not, have them available
are receiving cash assistance,
availab1e so In
districts.
Go
beyond
in
their
districts,
the nurncai come
can
come and see what this Per- bers to the real people.
So I do not understand the Repub..
Repub- they
sona.1
Responsibility
Act
isdoing
sonal
Resposibi1ity
Act
isdoing
ica's statement
lican's
statementthat
that this
this bill requires
to the
provision in
in 'the
the Pepublican
Repiblican
The SSI provision
country.
work-.And
work.
And II think
think itit is
is important that children of this country,
bill is
is not
notaahumane
humaneapproach:
approac it is not
my colleagues be on the floor of the
an effective approach. We can do bet0 1200
House, as we talk about this issue and They
ter. We can adopt the Deal
Deai bill, which
'They
are
just
are
just
plain
mean in their pays attention to the need for reform,
reform.
other issues on welfare reform,
bill,
and
they
know
it.
They
They do not but for the needs of families of
It is only
oiy by
bythat
that type
type of debate tiat
thatwart
wantthe
theDemocrats
o disabled
disabled
Democrats to discuss what is kids.
we will understs.rd
understand what of
we
offered
are
doing
going
to
be
offered
today.
There
are
31
in
inwelfare
welfa reform,
reform. And
Ad If'
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I yield myif we
we want
want to amendments
amendxrien that have
have been
beenplaced
placedini self
the balance of my time.
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Mr. Speaker, to recap, this is about President saw, again, that the Amer- offered by the gentleman from Texas

the motion by the Republican
Republican majority
majority
to permit committees to sit under the
5-minute rule.
Basically, the American public
thinks welfare
thinks
welfarereform
reform is one of the
most significant issues we have before
us. They are right. Yet, under this reQuest, when
quest,
when the
the American
American public
public sees
the C—SPAN
C-SPAN cameras
camerasnow
now panning
panning the

floor, which they appropriately
apiropriately are
are

doing, and sees empty seats here,
here, the
the

reason, one of the major reasons, is because many Members of Congress have
to be in
In their
their comrriittees,
committees, because they
are not able to be in their committees
and on the floor
floorat
at the
the same time.

ican people
people demanded
demandedan
a end
end to welfare
welfare [Mr. ARMEY].

as we know it, he sent a bill up. here.
The question
Questionwas
wastaken:
taket: and the
We heard abOut
abOit a bili.
biU. ItIt took
took me
me until Speaker pro tempore announced
announced that
that
just a week ago to find out where- was the ayes appeared to have it.
the bill.
Mr. ARMEYS Mr. Speaker, I object to
Not one Democrat was willing to the vote on the ground that a quorum
move that bill in
in committee
coitmittee for the is not present and make the point of
President, nor was one Democrat will- order that a quorum is not present.
ing to offer the President's bill, even to
The SPEAKER
SPEAXER pro tempore. Evithe Committee on Rules for consider- dently
a quorum is not present.
ation at this time. It was left for me to 'dently
find the bill and offer it to,the
to the Com- The Sergeant at Arms will notify abrnittee on Rules so it could be consid- sent Members.
mittee
The vote was taken by electronic deered.
and there
there were—yeas
were—yeas227,
227, nays
nays
The time has come.
come, Mr. Speaker, vice, and
follows:
when we
when,
we must
must move
move on this measure. 190, not voting 17, as follows:
The Members have been complaining
complaining
[PoI1 No.
[Roll
No. 253]
that doing so is inconvenient. How inYEAS—27
YEAS-.--227
convenient is it in the lives of those
Funderburk
Funderburk
Moohea4
Moo'head
very children if we let this cruel, heart- Allard
•

The usual procedure is that we permit committees to sit, except during
special debate. In this particular case.
case,
with this particularly important deArther
Archer
bate, Members are still going to be less system continue to prevail?
They say they
they do
do not
not have
have the,
the proforced to choose between their commitbegimiing of the 103d Baker
te votes
tee
votesand
andthe
thevotes
voteson
onthe
thefloor,
floor,- tection. At the beginning
Baker (CA)
(cA)
BLker(LA)
(LA)
during one of the most important de- Congress, the Democrat rules specifi- Baker
during
Balenger
wrote away
away fr.om
from eYery
cally wrote
everyMember
MemberBallenger
bates that is taking place, particularly óally
when
when we
we are
are only
only going
going to
to have
have 20
20mmmin-

of this Congress the right to object to ett 't

sitting while
while the
the Ho'use
House Bartlett
utes to debate each item. We would a committee sitting
sittingunder
under the
the 5-minute
5-minute rule..
rule.' Barton
was sitting
was
urge rejection of this motion.
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield They took that right away from us and
told us
told
usififwe
wedid
didnot
not
like
like
it, we
it, we
could
could
Be
myself such time as II may
may consume.
consume.
Bereuter
Bilbray
Mr. Speaker, long before the .1992 lump it. They said in so many words .Bilbray
Bilirakis
minority Bilirakis
Presidential campaign
campaigi the American "We don't care about your minority
Billey
people had begun to understand
understand the
the rights." That was their rules.
We corrected
correctedthat.
that.InInananextraorextraor- Boehlert
Bert
mean horror in the lives of real people,
real victims of a welfare system that dinaiy period of time where we are Boehner
had not only failed to eliminate pov- moving extraordinary product, extraor- - Bonilla
erty, but had created in the lives of too dinary legislation, that has suffered an'
(Tv)
(T'-)
delay because
because of
extraorthnry delay
of the
thetiti- BU
many of America's children the most extraordinary
Buns
midity of the Democrat Party, the hos- Bunning
awful, terrifying conditions. The Amer- mithty
ican people had clearly understood
understood that
that tility to reform of the Democrat party,
now, in compliance with these
these BUY
this failure was costly in the meanest we have 'now,
Buy-

of terms
terms in
i the
thelives
lives ol
of real
real children, rules, come and asked this House to

vote, vote whether nor not we will
and demanded some change.
President Clinton understood the allow committees, to meet while the
American people in 1992 when he cam- House meets under the 5-minute rule.
'Would II had
had had such a privilege
paigied,
paigned, and
and he
he campaigned
campaigned aggres- '•Would

we know it. under a Democrat majority just a year ,
sively on ending welfare as we
beer given that much
In fact, as I listened to candidate Clin-,
Clin-. ago. Would I had bean
ton, I thought to myself "He sounds regard to the rights of the minority, in
year ago.
ago.
more like us than we do." I thought he a Democrat majority just 1 year
He However, their rules did not allow that
meant it. I thought
thought he
he was
was serious.
serious. He
said lie
be felt the pain. It was there and opportunity for me, as a minority.
Mr. Speaker, I have listened to this
obvious for aiaybody
anybody to
to see
see how
how painful
this disastrous failure was in the lives complaining about this inconvenience
for an hour. I do not care to listen anyof real people, especially the children.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,
He talked a good game. He did noth- more. What I care to do, Mr.

ing. He did nothing:
nothing He
He did
did not even
write a bill. In December 1993, very
publicly, so publicly, in fact,
fact, that
that II as
as
member of
of the
the minority
minority received a
a member
a
copy, 97 powerful Democrat majority
committee and subcommittee chairmen,señt
men sent their President a letter.
In this
Ii
this letter
letter they
they said
said "Mr. President, if you dare to send to the Con-

is to make two final points. The time
has come for us to combine, as Bill
Meyers
said so
so eloQuently,
eloquently, some
some
Moyers has said
modicum of understanding with some
genuine compassion for the children
that are the victims of this cruel system that so many people want to detern

Caflaan
cal1aan
Calvert
calvert
Cestle
castle
Chabot
Cabot

Coble
coble
Coburn
coburn

gGA)
cooley
Cooley
Cox
cox

Crane
Cubin
cubin
Cunningha.'n
cunnighan

Dickey
DoolitUe
Doolittle
Dox

Duncan
DUII
Dunn
EhlerS

did not
not. GLLLMOR). All time has expired.
record. The press, of course, did
Without objection, the previous
previous Quesquespay much attention to that letter, but
the letter is there, arid
and it is real. We all
know about it.
The-President
The- Presidentdid
did nothing.
nothing. Late
Late in
in
the 'last
last Congress,
Congress, late,
late, after the Contract With America was out, after the'
the
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to do that, even, yes, if the doing of it
g-ress
ofthe
theUnited
United States
States aa welfare
welfare re- comes at some inconvenience to our- Roguish
gress of
gl1sh
Question on
on the
the preferential motion.
only block that, but we will block your question
health plan." That letter is a matter
matter of
of The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.

Morella'
MoelLa
&yers
Y4ers
Myrick
.Sethercutt
ethercutt

Istook

fend, and do itit now.
now. The
The time
timehas
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come 1e1S

form plan that is anything like what selves in the next 2 days.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, I move the previous
Mr.
you said in your campaign,
campaign, we
we will
will not
not
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Velazque
Velazqnes

.

Vl3clO6k
Vlsclosky
-

Waters
Water8
Watt (NC)
Wise
Wise
Wyden

Obey

Ortir
Ortz
Oweis
Owens
Pa1loe
Pallone

Guerr
Guerrea

Yates

ANSWE "PRESENT"—
ANSWR
'zs-r"—
.

My

McCollwn
McColltu
McCrey
Mccrey
Mcflade
MeDae

Armey
Barcia
Bothner
Bochner
Browder
Broa
Brown(FL)
(FL)
ClInger
Clinger
CoHi
Collins(ZL)
(IL)

McRale
Maje
McRugh
Mclnnis
McItoth
McIntosh
McEeon
McHeon
Meehan
Methan

MIn

.

-

N V19
Cnnyers
Edwards

Johztc
Meek

Nioge

RIchardson

Scbuer
Scbumnei-

Shuster
Shtister
Stockman
Stocksan

Towns

Portman
1251

Mezcaf
Metcalf

So the Journal was approved.
The
su1t of
The result
of the
the vote was
wasannounc
acunc
as above recorded.
recorded.

Meyers

Mi

Miller (FL)
Mfler(FL)
Mol1aaza
Mollaban
MoZitgony
Montgomery
Moor-head
Mooread
Moreila
MurtM
Murtlm
Mynrs
Myers

REMOVAL
NAMEOF
OF MEMBE
REMOv
OFOFNAME
AS COSPONSOR
COSPONSOR OF
OF H.P..
K.R. 390
390 -

!'Xyrlck
.MyrIc

Mr. STARE. Mr. Speaker, I ask una:

Nadler
Nadkr

imo cotseut
imou
consent
to remove
to rove my
y name
name as

tthata-

Cosponsor of H.P..
H.R. 390.

Neumann
Ney

The SPR
The
SPRpro
o tempore
tempore

-

Nnssie
nssae
Olver
orton
Orton

Wan-zp

(Ml)

Sn
8n (NJ)
thJ)

Mcy

Durbrn
Engel

LeWIS

Norwood
Nor-wood

Vucaovje
VUCaDVi

Waldboltz
Walker
Walsh

Skagg
Skaggs
Skeen
Skeet

McDermott
McDeot
MeCimey
McNIty
Mcmr1ty
Meedez
Menendez
Minnie

Digei1
D111

Mazani
Mau1
McCarthy
.

TJon

Sisisky
Sistsky

Mar-tines

Deutac
Dentach

Martini
Mascara
Mascaa

Greenwood
Gundersoa
Gunderson

Ciayto

Thcker
Pucker

Meek

Del
DeIIumS

Maloney
4a1oey
Msnznllo
M*iztill

Graham
Green

Cise

Tow
Towns

Meeha

Lao

Luther

Gordon
Goss
Goes

Chabot
Chamblist
Cbeowe
Chenoweth
Cbr1sese
Christensen
Chrysler

Col1th
Coll2ns (MI)
Crine

Loigren
LOfTD
Longley
Log1ey
Lowey
Lucas

G11ia.n
GlIni.an

Sw

rica:
Tucker

Kenuedy (MA)
Kennedy

Clyb

LoBiotido
LoBiondo

Gillinor
Glllinor

Car

NOT VOTING—i?
NOT
VOTING17
BiG
wder
Brcwer

Burton
Buyer
Callahan

Chapman
Cuia.pman
Clay
Clybum
Coleman

Lthskl
Lt•9thSki

G.2Thke
Ga.nske

GekM
Gek

Ca-Mb
CasIe
Castle

oveOlVer-

Barda
Barcia

.

Brows (CA)
Brown

LaTourete
LaTouree

LahX!oot
Lahi(oot
Linoin

Gaflegly

Bunning

Caver
Calvert
-

-

PuEderburk
Punderburk
.

Bonør
Boniør

Leach
Levin
Lerin
Lewis
Lewis (CA)
(CA)

F

Bryant
BryantTN)
r)
Bryant
(X)
Byat rX)

BLShC

Lauglihn
Laughlin

.

FreI1nghuen
Fre11-sen
Fxsa

BOWb

Bei
Bishop

Ltham
Lathaxn

Fox
Fnx

Brown
O)
Br
fOE)

Ackern
Ackerman

Be
Becerra

ood
Lxgent
Largest

.

'mk
Franks(Cl)
(CT)
Franks
Fre.nks (NJ)
(NJ)

Brownback

Wise
W1se
Woolsey
Woose
Wye
Wyden
Wyiin

Murth
Martha
NaUer
Na4Jer

iira

Flake
Fl&e
Flanagan
Fogliet.a
Foglietta

Torrjce
Torrjce]Jj
'Txaljcant

NOES—88
NOES—

Abercrobje

King
Xug
Knollenberg
Kollenberg
Kolbe
Lailood

Fawell
Fields (TX)

orkll

Serrao
Serrano

Tannin
Tann
Taylor (NC)
Taslor
(Nc)
Tejeda

Sanford

Saxzon

1lik
Xhnk

Parr

TIahrt

Sensenbr.
Senseabrenner

Ta

Sai
Sa

King
Kingston
1StOfl
Kleczka

Bre

Bono

Sa1mo
Sanders

Kanjorski
1CaiorsId
Kasicli
asici
Kelly
Kee
(RI)
Kennedy
(RI)
Keelly
Kennelly
Kildee

—

Everett

Foley
Forbes
Forbes
Ford
Fowler

So

Johnson. Sam
sJob.nso,
Sm
Jones
.Jones

.

Eizg
Ewing

Bilirak

Thurman
Thurnn
Torres
Tomcefli
TomceUi

McRale
McHaie

Rouic
ROUICeZn&
Jonso. E. B. E. B.
Johnson.
p
Royce

Esoc
Esboc

Bliley
Biiley
Blute
Boeler
Boeblert
Bonifla

Thompson
Thornton
ThOTtO

Johr3so1(SD)
(SD)
Johnson

Ensign

Berman
BeiU
BertH
Bilby
Bilbesy

&upak

Johso (

Ros-Lehtine
Roth

Johnson (C'I

Egiizh

.

Rogers
Robrabacher

Jackso.Lee
Jackson-Lee

.

Emc

Bar?e;• (WI)
Barrett
(W1

Skelon
Skekon

S2ager
Slangbter

.

Doggett
Dooey
Dooley
DooilttJe
Dornan
Doyle
Dreier
Dreler
Duncan
Dunn
Eblers
Eb1iCh
Ebrltch
Emerson

Archer

Scott
Scott

L1pthkt
Llpinskl

D1xo
Dixon

njrewn

Scott

flornberr

Sha4egg
S&deg
Shaw
Shays

Reynolds
Riggs
Rivers

[Roll No. 254]

BOYbd-iAIIard
RoybalAflrd
Rush

-

Peter5ot (MN)
Peterson

Pryce

fo1low:
follows:

Reed
Reynolds
Rey,oIds
cha.rdscn
Rvei
B.ivers
Roemer
Roamer
BoGe
Bose

rbo
Tbo

Sca.nraad
Sea-strand

Peerson (FL)
(TI.)

de- Rd

Poniery
Ponieroy
Poshard
oshard
Rshail
Raa11

Jacksoo.Lee
Jaekson.Lee
Jacobs
Jefferson
Joaiso
Johnson(SD)
(SD)
Johnson. E.
ohnson.
B. B.
Johnston
XanJorJj
Xanoraki

Pane (VA)
Payne
(VA)

Mr. DREIER.
DRIER. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, I demand Quillen
Quiflen.
a recorded vote.
Quinn.
A recorded vote was ordereth
The vote was taken by electronic de- aamsca
vice, and there were—ayes 326, noes 88,
Ra.gel
88, Ragel
Regul&
aflswerd "present"
answered
"present" 1,
1, not voting 19, as Regula

Peterson rr
Peterson
(MN)
Peterson
)
Pkkett
Pickets

millard

Paxon

Petzi
Porter

flo

&cazboog
Scarborough
Schaefer

Sefer

Parter
Parker

Poshrd
POShSZd

RECORDED VOTE
VOTE

Payne (VA)
Payne
Pelosi
Pelosj

Packard

.

(M
GILLioa) Is there
GaLiioa)
there objection
objection to
t. the r
quest of
from Caiifo
of the
the gentlerna
gentiern from
nia?
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PROVIDfl'G FOR
PROVIDflG
FOR FURTR
FURTR CONSID- in order to consider the following amendThe
SPEAKER
pro
tempore (Mr.
ments
ments in
i the
thefollowing
following order—
ERATION OF
OF H.R.
H.R; 4,4,PERSONAL
PERSONAL

ftrther amendment
(1) a further
amendment in
in the
the nature of a
substitute
substitute consisting
consisting of
of the
thetext
textof
ofH.R.
HR. 1267.
1267,
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, by di- if offered by Representative Deal of Georgia
rection of the Committee on Rules, I or his designee;
cafl up House Resolution 119 and ask
call
(2) a further
further azTlendment
amendment in
in the
the nature
nature of a
for its immediate consideration.
substitute consisting of
of the
the text
text of
of H.R.
HR. 1250,
1250.
'T'ne
T'ne Clerk read the resolution, as fol- ifif offered by Representative Mink of Hawaii
or her designee; and
lows:
(3) a further amendment in the nature of a
H. Rts.
Rs. 119
substitute consisting of the text of the bill.
Resolved. That
Resolved,
That at
at any
a.y time after the adop- as it had
ad been
beenperfected
perfected before
before the
the considertionofofthis
tio
thisresolution
resolutionthe
the Speaker
Speaker may, pur- ation of amendments pursuant to this secsuant
to clause
clause 1(b)
1(b) of
stant to
of rule
rule XXIII,
XXm, declare the tion.
tion. if
if offered
offered by
by the
the chairman
chairman of
of the
the ComComHouse resolved into the Committee
Committee of
of the
the mittee on Ways and Means
Means or
or his.designee.
hisdesignee.
.Vho1e House
Whole
House on
on the
the State
State of
of the
the Union
Union for
(b) Each of the amendments designated in
further
thebill
bill(H.R.
(H.R. 4)
4) to subsection (a) of this section shall be debatfurther consideration
cosideratio ofofthe
r-e5torethe
theAmerican
American family, reduce
restore
reduce illeg-itillegit- able for one hour equally divided and conimacy,control
iacy,
controlwelfare
welfarespending,
spending,and
and reduce
reduce trolled by the proponent and an opponent.
e1fare dependence.
e'elfare
dependence. No
No further
further general dedeIc)
(c) The amendment designated in subparabate shall be in order. An amendment in the graph (a)(3) of th.ts
this section
section shall
shall be
be subject to

RESPONSIB]LITY ACT OF 1995

OxLEY). The
OXLEY).
The gentleman
gentleman from New York
York
[Mr. SOLOMON] is recognized
recognized for
for 11 hou.r
hour
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, for the
pu±poses of
purposes
of debate
debate only, I yield ha]f
half of

our time to the gentleman from Ohio

[Mr. HALL], pending which I yield myself such time as I may consume.
During the consideration of the reso-

lution, all time yielded is for
for the
the pu.rpm'-

poses of debate only.
(Mr. SOLOMON asked and was given

permission to revise and extend his re-

marks and include extraneous material.)
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, House
Resolution 119 is both a structured and

complex rule as you have heard the

Clerk read a few minutes ago, and yet.

it is the most open and fair rule we

nature of a substitute consisttng
consisting of the text amendment by any axnendment
amendment printed in have ever had
had on
on aa welfare
welfare refc,rrn
reform bill
bill.
f H.R.
of
H.R.1214
1214shall
shallbe
beconsidered
considered as adopted in
in• the report of the Committee
Committee on
on Rules
Rules accomaccommy 16 years here in this Congress.
the
t,beHouse
House and
and in
in the
the Committee of the panying this resolution that was not earlier inWhen
last this House attempted
attempted to
to
Whole. The bill, as amended, shall be consid- disposed
,Vbole.
disposed of
of as
as an
an amendment
amendment to
to the
the bill,
bill, as
as
system back
back in
in 187,
187,.
red asasthe
ered
theoriginal
originalbill
bill f6
fd the
the purpose
purpose of amended pursuant to this resolution, before reform our welfare system
turther amendment under the five-minute the
further
the consideration
consideration of
of amendments
amendmentspursuaflt
pursuapt just one Republican substitute was alrule. The bill, as amended, shall be consid- to
to this
this section.
section. Amendments.
Amendments-to
amend- lowed plus one en bloc amendment to
to the amendred asasread.
ered
read.No
Nofurther
furtheramendment
amendment shail
shall be ment
Democrat: rnent designated in subparagraph (a)(3) of the base bill offered by a Democrat.
L order
in
order except
except the
the amendments printed in this section shall be considered
This rule, by stark contrast, makes
This
considered under
under the
the
the
report of
of the
the Committee
Committee on Rules accombe report
accom- same terms as if offered to the bill, as in order not 1 but
but 22 Democrat
Democrat sub-.
subpanying
thisresolution,
resolution, amendments
amendments en bloc amended by this resolution, and shall be sub- stitutes, but also makes in order
paying this
order some
some '.
iescribed
:e2cribed in section 2 of this resolution, and ject to the last sentence of section 4 of this 31
31 amendments
amendments to
to the
the base
base bill,
bill, includincludetheamendments
amendmentsdesignated
designatedin
in section
section 3 of resolution.
ing
5
by
Democrats.
bs resolution.
this
resolution.Except
Except as
as specified
specified in secsec- ,(d)
.(d) If more than one of the amendments
At the same time, we respected
respected the
the
ior 2,2,3,3,oror44of
lion
ofthis
thisresolution,
resolution, each
each amendamend- designated in subsection
(a) of this section is
sibsection (a)
request of the distinguished
distinguished minority
minority.
rr'.ent
madein
inorder
order by
by this
this resolution
resolution may adopted, then only the one receiving the request
meat made
GEPHARDT, who appeared
be considered only In
in the order printed
printed in
in the
the greater number of affirmative votes shall be leader, Mr. GEPH.ARDT,
report, may be offered only by a Member des- considered as finally adopted.
adopted. In
In the
the case
case of
of before the Rules Committee, to proignated
thereport,
report,shall
shall be
be considered
considered as a tie for the greater number of affirmative hibit any amendments from being ofigated ininthe
read, shall be debatable for twenty minutes votes, then only the last amendment to re- fered to either of the two Democratic
Democratic
eq'ally divided
equally
divided and
and controlled
controlled by the pro- ceive that number of affirmative votes shall substitutes by Representatives DEAL
ponent
andan
anopponent,
opponent,shall
shallnot
not be
be subject
subject be considered as finally adopted.
poent and
and MINK.

to amendment (except that the chairman
.o
SEc. 4.
SEC.
4. The
The Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the Committee of
nd ranking minority member of the CornCom- the Whole may postpone until a time during
ciittee
onWays
Ways and
and Means,
Means, or their des- further consideration in the
rittee on
the Conirnittee
Committee of
of
igees. each
ignees.
eachmay
mayoffer
offer one
one pro
pro forma amend- the Whole a request for a recorded vote on
ent totoany
nent
any amendment
amendment printed
printedini the
the re- any amendment made in order by this resoport for the purpose of debate), and shall not lution. The Chairman of the Committee of
be subject
subjecttotoa ademand
dad forfordivision
divisionof
of the
the the Whole may reduce to not less than five

The minority leader even indicated
indicated
in his testimony before us that, and I
quote, "We would be happy if
if there
there
could simply be a consideration of alternative proposals without the ability
to amend a.ny
any of
of those
those proposals."

uestion in
tuestion
inthe
the House
House or
or in
in the
the Committee
Committee of minutes the time for voting by electronic deThat was certainly a tempting op.he Whole. All
the
All pots
pointsofoforder
orderagainst
against vice on any
ay postponed
postponedquestion
question that
that imme- tion, and one that we considered.
tmendments
madei in
orderbybythis
thisresoluresolu- diately follows another vote
redments made
order
vote by
by electronic
electronic
But, on further reflection, we decided
tion are waived.
device without
device
withoutintervening
inteening business,
business, proproSEc. 2.
Szc.
2. It
It shall be in Order
order at
at any
any time
time be- vided that the time for voting by electronic that in all fairness we should allow
amendments to
to our
our
rore
rote the consideration of the amendments
amendments device on
series of
of questions some perfecting amendments
on the
the first
firstin
inany
ay series
lesignatedininsection
esznated
section33of
ofthis
thisresolution
resolution for
for shall be not less than fifteen minutes. The bill, while at the same time respecting
the
chairman ofthe
theComthittee
Comthitteeon
on Ways
Ways and Chairman of the Corr.mittee
sub-U
e chairrnanOf
Committee of the Whole the minority's wish to keep its sub-V
1eacs
hisdesigflee
designee to
to offer
offer amendments
aniendments may recognize for consideration of any stitutes closed to amendments.
1eas ororhis
cc Noc
bloc consisting
consisting of amendments printed in amendment printed in the report of the ComI think all that is
is important'
important to keep
e repo:
the
report
ofof
thetheCommittee
Committeeon
onRules
Rules accomaccom- mittee on Rules accompanying this resolu- in mind as we discuss this rule. It Is
panyingthis
thisresolution
resolutionnot
notearlier
earlierdisposed
disposed tion out
paying
theorder
orderprinted,
printed, but
but not
not sooner much more open than the minority
ot ofofthe
minority

f 'or
or germane
germane modifications of any such
such than
than one
onehour
hourafter
afterthe
thechairman
cirman of
of the
mendment: Amendments
tmendment.
Amendmentsen
enbloc.
bloc,Offered
offered Committee on Ways and Means or a designee leader indicated he, would be happy
pursuant to this section shall be considered announces from the floor a request to that with.
At the same
same time,
time,we
wedid
thdnot
notthink
tbik It
it
s read
ts
read(except
(except that
that modifications
modifications shall
shall be
be effect.
reported)
'sported) and shall be debatable for twenty
SEC.
SEc. 55 At the conclusion of the bill for would be right to take the time of this
c'.inutes
equally
dividedand
andcontrolled
controlled by amendment
Ittes equally
divided
amefldment the
the Committee.
Committee, shall
shall rise
rise and
and rere- House on all of
of the
the .over
over 160 amendthe chairman
chairthan and ranking minority member port the
bill,asasamended
amendedpursuant
pursuant to
to this
this ments that were filed with our committ bill,
cornniitDf
Dr the Committee on Ways and Means or resolution,
resoiuton, to
to the
the House
House with such further tee, many of which would simply try to
their designees.
desguees. For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of inclusion
inclusion amendments
am endmets as
as may
may have
have been
been flnally
finally adopt- convert our bill into one of the Demo.n suth
such arnendmets
amendmentsen
enbloc,
bloc, an
an amendment
amendment ed. Any Member may
maydemand
demand aa separate
separate vote crat substitutes.
Dr-intedin
Drinted
inthe
the form
form of
of aa motion
motion to strike in the House on any amendment
amendment adopted
adopted in
in
That is why Republican amendments
'iay be modified to the form
nay
forth of a germane the Committee of the Whole either to the
erfecting amendment to the text originally bill, as amended pursuant to this resolution, outnumber Democrat amendments to
rcpcsed totobebestticken..
Drcpcsed
stricken..The
Theoriginal
original propro- or as inoorporated
incorporated in a further amendment
amendment our bill by 26 to .5. On a bill as complex
)onent
anamendment
amendment included
included in
in such in.
)oent ofofan
the nattre
natureof
ofaasubstitute
substitute designated
designated in and important as this, it is important
in the

.

unendments
medznents en
enbloc
bloc may
may insert
insert a statement section 3(a)(3) of this resolution,
resolution, unless
un'ess re,n the Congressional Record immediately be- placed by a further amendment in the nature
ore the discussion of the amendments en of a substitute designated
designated in
in section
section 3(a)(1)
3(a)(i)
loc.
or 3(a)(2) of this resolution. The previous
SEc.
amend- question shall be considered as ordered on
SEC. 3.
3. (a)
(a) After
After disposition of the amendriets printed
rlents
printedin.
in.the
thereport
report of
of the
the Commit- the bill and
amendments thereto
thereto to final
and any
ay amendments
;ee ozi
on Rules
Rules accompanying
accompanying this resolution
resolution passage
passage without intervening motion except
id any
md
anyamendments
amendmentsen
en bloc
bloc offered
offered pursu- one motion to recommit with or without inmt to section 2 of this resolution.
resolution, It
it shall be strucios.
structions.

:t

that we maintain the integrity of our

basic principles and fundamental policies in moving this legislation forward.

That is not to say that there were
not some important
Important and meritorious
amendments that were denied in the
fashioning of this rule. I would have.
preferred to have made in order several

-

-

______
_____

______
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____________
_______•.

______
______
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more amend.rnents
amendments from both
both sides
more
sides of
the aisle.
But this rule was the final product of
ongoing negotiations
negotiatjon between
between the varcmmitt.ees of jurisdiction, the
ious :committees
leadership, and the members of the
Rules
Ruies Committee.
Politics is, after all, the art of compromise, and this
this rule
rule isis aa reflect.jon
reflection of
such aacompromise.
such
comprose.
Mr. Speaker, I think it is important
to keep our eye on the big picture of
choosing between the
the major
major alteraiternatives
of reforming
reformjg the
natives of
the welfare system as we know it—of focusing on the
fundamentaldifferences
fundament
differences that do exist
between our two parties on how this
best can be done.
We did not, as earlier considered,
considered, for
instance, make in order the President's
welfare reform bill as introduced
llltroduced in the
last Congress, because it was not introduced by even one Democrat in this

H 34

bloc, and fr votes to be postponed
postpones and
Mr. Speaker, when I called up
clustered in order
order to
to help
help expedite
expedite our rule for general debate yesterda3
proceedings.
m
Once we have completed the onsid- suggested that the public should mt
ure the proposals
proposals offered
offeredby
byboth
bothj
eration ofof. those 31 individual
inthvjduaj am
amendend- ties against the status
quo.
ments, we will then have 1 hour of deThere is aa consensus
consensus of
ofopinion
opinion
bate and a vote on each of the 2 DemoWashington
and
in
the
s2bstitutes bybyRepresentatives
crat substitutes
Representatives that the current welfareState hou
system
Dnand
and Mn,
Mnxt,ininthat
thatorder.
order.
D
If necessary, we will then proceed to failed.
Which of the alternatives offered
a vote on our base bill as amended as a
Continued
continued runaway
runaway spending,
third substitute
substite under
third
under our winner- allow
on autopilot inside
on
inside the
the beltway,
beltway,
takes-all process.
What that means is that if more than programs that never really reach
reach
one substitute is adopted, then
then the one
one improve the lot of the poor? Which
having the most votes will
will be
be considconsid- ternatives remain silent on the is
ered as having been finally adopted
Amerj<
adopted and that is most crippling the Ameri<
issue of out-of-w
unit--the issue
reported back to the House for a final family unit—the
lock births?

Vote.
vote.

In addition, we have permitted our
final substitute to be further amended
by any amendment printed in the rule
which was not offered
offered du.ring
during the
Congress.
earlier aniendznent
amendment procBut I think it is significant to note course of the earlier
that while we promised last September ess, provided that at least 1 hour's advance notice is given before offering
in our Contract With America to bring such
an amendment.
forward a welfare reform bill
bJfl in the
The
also requires 1-hour
1-hoar advance
first 100 days of this Congress, the ad- notice rule
any amendments offered earministration has been virtually
virtually silent lier to of
the base bill which are offered
on pressing its alternative proposal.
proposal
out
of
the
order printed.
Order
Mr. Speaker, the rule before us will
win
That
only
fair to
to the
theMembers
is
only
fair
Members of
provide ample debate and Considerconsider- this House so that they will
ation of'
will know
kxiow for
of the major pending aiteralter- certain what it is they will
be
be asked to
natives, and, at.least with respect to Vote on.

our bill, allow for some 31 amendments
amendrnent
Finally,
Finally, to
tomy
mycolleagues
colleagues on the
to further perfect it. We have never other
side who are
disappointed
are
disappointed that
claimed that
Claimed
that we had a perfect
perfect 5oltit'ion,
solution, their amendments were not made
in
arid
and have been open to further sugges- order to the base bill,
our rule pretions for improving our legislation.
serves the right of the minority to
already completed
complete(J•5.5hours
We have already
hours of
a final motion to recommit which
general debate
gënera.1
debate on
on this
this bill and the two offer
may include a final amendment or
Democrat Substitutes,
substitutes, compared
compj toto 44
hours of general
generaj debate on the Demo- amendments of their choosing, pro-

When measured against this ya
stick. H.R. 4 is clearly the superior
ternative.

Members on the other side of
who •defend
defend the current syst
aisle who
talk in grand terms about compassit
compassi(

They
They try
try to
to seize the moral hi
ground in this debate while their f
remain firmly Planted
planted against a
meanjngjuj change in the current sl
meaningful
tern.
W]iat kind
What
kind of
ofcompassion
Compasjon is it th
th
-

leaves
leaves unaltered
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the bill has no relation to the
the pro\rI_
pror1- and getting
getting people
people into
into the
the main—
mainsions
slons in it. They call this

the Personal
Responsibility Act. But I propose that
we call
call ititthe
theCongressional
Congressjon Irresponsibility Act
At because
because this
this legislation
legislation is
irresponsible to the weak, the poor,
and the needy.
We
needtotoconcentrate
concentra on getting
We need
people off public assistance and into
the job market. Yet the Republican
version
hasno
noreal
realrequirements
requjremen that
version has
States get people working before simply dropping them off the rolls. There
are no assurances that they will get
real job training, much less day care
for their children.
On
On top
top of this, we understand a portion of the money saved by this bill,
bill.

programs which reach lowlow- and
and in
m
income children by $7.2 billion c
years according to CBO. For sornit
som
income children, school .breakfas

stream of society.
This bill and the rule that governs its
debate is a joke. I am particularly 'conconcerned that my amendments to strike
the block-g-ranting
block-granting of child nutrition
prograr,
programs, including school lunch,
school breakfast, and WIC, were not
'made
in order under this rule.
rriadein

lunch constitute the majority of
daily food supply. For most of
kids this might be the only, anc
ani

tainly the best, meal that

-

with no Republican support.

somewhere between
between $69
$69 and
and $80
$80 billion.
billion,
Yet this so-called Personal Responwill go toward tax cuts for corpora- sibility
Act erases 50 years of law govtions and the wealthy, instead of defi- eriiing
erning the School Lunch Program
cit reduction, where it belongs.
so much as a floor debate.
I do not like the title of this bill, without
Major changes to food and nutrition
which implies that people

have no responsibility
if they are poor. After havsponsibility.if
ing spent a good part of my career
working with the Poor
poor and hungry, I
can attest that most people are responresponsible and want
want to
to work.
work. I have
have visited

sweeping gesprograms are gone in one Sweeping
ture. By not allowing Members the opportunity to have a floor amendment.
amendment,
my colleagues on the other side of the

city. I have found overwhelmingly the
number of men who might live in a
homeless shelter but go out on a daily
basis looking for work and securing
work. Where abuse exists, we need to
eliminate it. But we need to provide
people with dignity and hope and, most
importantly, jobs. Welfare reform
should not amount to cutting'
cutting off help
for children ha.ving
having children
children or taking
away school lunches and WIC. It shoujd
should
mean training people for the real jobs
that exist, offering
offering 'quality
quality child cäré,
care,

school lunch, they
they are
are breaking
breaking their
promise to
promise
to the
theAmerican
American people
people to
bring up open rules that allow fair debate. Unfortunately
Unfortunately accorthng
according to
to their
own
own definition
definition of
of rules
rules in',the
inthe 103d
103d ConCongress, 59 percent of the rules reported
to the House in 3 short months have
been closed.
Stifling debate
debate on
on school
school lunäh
luãli and
and
other child nutrition
nutrition. programs
programs is
is'
wrong for several reasons:
First and foremost, Mr. Speaker, the
bill under consideration cuts back the

the3
the3

going to receive during the day. I

01315

Last night in the Rules
Ruies Committee Ii
offered my amendment as a motion to
the rule which would have allowed a
free debate on the school lunch and
school breakfast programs, and WIC.
The amendment was
was voted down 8 to 4

tx'

.1_I,.

this bill, up to 2.000,000 children w
longer receive adequate school
school lu3
lu
by
by the year 2000.

Second, nutrition programs ar
investment in education. More th
percent of all public schools pa
pate in the National School Lunch

p

grain.
gram. It has a documented recot
recoi
success. Children learn better .
they
they have
have at least one
one reliable mi
mi
day.

'Third, there
there is no reason on E
Third,
nance a tax break for wealthy Ar
cans and corporations. If, in fact
are going to realize billions of do
why we
should cut child nutritin
weshojild
nutrlti5n 1

aisle have reneged on their commit- in savings under this bill,

it had
hadbE
bi
to open up the process. Just as go to deficit reduction and not
not to
to
many hunger centers and homeless ment
they
are
breaking
promises
and weaithy
wealthy individ
welfre and
to 25 mil- porate welfare
individi
shelters in my city and even in this lion school children who
Many of my colleagues know
depend upon a

—

on

floor my love for these programs
are very much concerned for
for the
the
gry and the hurting of this country
other countries, and I try to be
decent in the'
the way that I approach r
and as I approach my colleagues it
1±
the matters that we
we deal
deal with in
House of Representatives
Representatives. Ii try
try no'
no
be partisan,
partisan, and
and II hope
hope that II am

•but I must end my portion of what I

going to say by saying this is aala
lo
bill and it is a lousy rule. I hope
House votes against
agai.st the rule.
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Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as he to recommit.
Mr.
recommit, We offer the minority one after the other 'by
by the
the Reptzblican
Republican
rny consume
may
consumetotothe
thegentleman
gentleman from
from many
many opportunities to effect signifi-,
signifi- majority up In
in the Committee
Conunittee on
Missouri [Mr. CLAYJ.

cà.nt, substantive
cant,
substantive changes.
changes.
Rules. This is not the way to take care
Mr. Speaker, a generation ago Presi- of children. This Is
is not the way to feed
mission to revise and extend his re- dent.
dent Lyndon
Lyndon Johnson
Johnson launched is children. I believe our single most sigmarks)
marks.)
much-celebrated War on Poverty. Well, nificant responsibility as legislators
legis'ators is
Mi. CLAY.
Mr.
CLAY.Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker.IIrise
riseininopposition.
opposition Mr. Speaker, here we are in 1995.
1995, 30 to educate,
educate, isis to
tofeed
feedand
nd is
Is .to
.to protect
restrctive ruls.
to this outrageously restrictive
rule, This
This is
is but
but years
:
yearsand
andS5.3
S5.3trillion
trillionlater,
later, ready
ready to America's
America's children..
chiidren
another indication
indcalion that the Reptican
Rept,cas majority
majority launch an entirely new war, only
oniy this Last
Last night
night in
in the
theCommittee
Committee on
on
has engaged
engaged in
in a abait-and-switch
bait-and-switch routine, time
time the war is against a failed welfare Rules, Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,RepubliOaris,
Republiôans, one
They promised
prornsed the
the American
American peope
peopiefree
freeand
andsystem
systemwhich
whichhas
hastrapped
trappedthe
the less
less forfor- right after the other, disagreed with
open
open debate.
debate. Now
Nowthat
thatthey've
theyve ganed
ganedcontrol,
controI tunate in our society in an endless me
me over and again on party-line votes,
(Mr. CLAY asked and was given per- -

-

-

'

-

they continue to play
p'ay by a new set of rules,
ru'es. cycle of poverty nd despair. No one and today we are about to vote on a
C'osed rutes.
Closed
rules. Rules that stifle
stfie debate.
debate. Rules disagrees that our present welfare sys- Republican welfare proposal to
to hurt
hurt.
that deny Mernbe.s of this
this body
body the
the Eight
right to be tern,
tem, no matter how well'
well intentioned,
intentioned, children
children In
in order
order to give the rIchest
richest 2
heard,
has failed. Seventy-one percent of percent in this couritry.a
country.a tax break and
Mr., Speaker, Democtatic
Democratic metters
metes of
of the
the Americans
Americans say
say that,
that, thethe current sys- a1so
also to Increase
increase military spending.
Committee
Commtheeon
onEconomic
Economicand
andEdi.cational
EdationaI OpOp- tems does more
more harm
harm than
than good,
good,'but
but This bill does nothing to help
help people
people
potunities submitted
poltunities
submitted only
only 'a dczen
dozen amend- the nee& for major reform seems ,obvl.obvl- get jobs. All it does is to kick
kick them
them and
and
ments that we asked be made in order on is- ous to everyone but Washington
Washington and.
and their
their children
children off
off of
of welfare.
welfare.
-

-

-

.

condition. I urge my colleagues to oppose this gage,
gage rule.
rule. Republicans
Republicans are
are
breaking
breaking their promise of open rules,
ruies,

I

and
and

-.

-

-

-

-

they are abandoning
abandoning Amenican.
American.
'

Mr. Speaker, II woald
would just
justpotht
pointout
out' -'

rnendrnents because
amendments
because they
they are
are nervous about comes down to a very simple choice. to the
the gentleman
gentleman from
from Massachusetts
debat!ng these issues out in the open,
debating
open, where
where Some people
people want
wanttotocontinue
continuethe,
thestasta [Mr.
[Mr. MOAXLEY] that back
back in
in 1287,
1287, he
the American
Americanpublic
p1ic can
can see for
for itself
tsef the
the kind
kind tus quo 'and keep in place -a system and
and the other Democrat members of
of devastation
devastaon they
theyare
arecarryina
carryna out in the that creates more dependence and re- this Committee
Committeeon
onRules
Rulesvotedunanlvoted unaniname of
of welfare
we'fare reform.
reform They don't
dont want to wards self-destruction. On the other mously
mously to
to allow
allowonly
oiy one
one Republican
Republican
explain how they wifl
will decimste
decimat9 the School side are those who recognize that substitute,
substtute, nothiflg
nothing else. That was a.'
a
Lunch
Program.They
Theydon't
don't
wa ,to
Lunch Program.
wa-it
to explain
explain things have to change and that the gagrule;
gag rule; this
this Is not.
how they no 'onger
longer believe
believe there
there is a Federal present system should be replaced with
Mr. Speaker, I yield 4 minutes
minutes to
to my
my
interest in
in protecting
ptotectingchidren
chden from
fromhunger
hunger and
and reforms based on the dignity of work, good friend, the gentleman from New
premature birth.
premature
brth. They do
do not
not want
wrt totoexplain
explain the strength
streflgth of families, and trust in Jersey
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr. SMTTH].
SMiTH].
'
that their,c!aim
that
their ,c!aim
of jobs
c jobs
for,for
welfare
we!arrecipients
repientsiss local government.
(Mr. SMITH of New Jersey asked and
nonexistent. They do
cioriot
not want
want toexplain
toexplain why
why
The 'minority
minority may
may try'
try to paint
paftt us was given permission to revise and ex-

-.
,

-

-

—

-

,-

with black hats. It is great rhetoric, tend his remarks and to include extrabut simply not true, and using, even neous
neous material.)
material.)
I urge
urge my
mycolleagues
ccIagues to
to vote acainst
acnst this
thisre-.
to- exploiting, the very children we are
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr.
strictive
LetLet
us send
the RLies
Commitstrictiverule.
rule.
us send
the Rdes
Comrnt'ying
desperatelyhelp
helpinto
intobetter
better Speaker, I do.. not relish being put in
trying
to to
desperately
te back
board
aidarid
come
up up.
tee
backtotothe
thedrawing
drawing
board
come
futures
pawns
their
effort
pro- 'the
futures
asas
pawns
in in
their
effort
to to
pro—
the position of opposing 'the
the rule on
with a rule that allows
alIGwsfor
forfree
freeand
ard cpen
cpen dode- tect this cruel, hopeless
hopeless system
system is
is welfare reform; but,
but.,InInconsciOus
conscicus and
and
they
they oppose
opposeeven
evenaamodest
modestincrease-in
ncraasein the
the
minimum wage.

-

"--

,

'

-

bate.

nothing short of shameful.

sthcere disagreement with leadership, I
sincere
Mr. Speaker, II am
am very
very proud
proud of
ofthe.
the must.
2½ minutes'
minutes'to
to the
the very
very distinguished
distinguished work
work product
product of this Committee on First, Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, let
letme
menote
notethat
thatgent1eornan from
gentlewoman
from Ohio
Ohio tMs.
[Ms. PRYCE),
PRYCE), a.
a Rules. Let us get on with it. Let us I tim
am grateful
gratefulthat
thatmy
myamendment
arendmet to
to
very valuable
valuable member
memberof
ofthe
theCorninftCommit- 'adopt
adopt this rule.
rule. ,Let
Let us redirect
redirect..A.meriAmen- reform the so-called
so-caIed family cap by pertee on Rules.
ca's largesse
largese of
ofcompassion,
compassion, redirect it mitting welfare moms to get vouchers
Ms. PRYCL Mr. Speaker, I rise In
Ms.
in to where It
it can do more good than 'In
'in lieu of cash to better provide for the
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I yield

-•

strong support of
of tnis
this rule.
rule. This
This isisaa harm.
harm.

respocsibleruie.
fair and responsible
rule. It
It permits
permits the
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. I-I-Rouse to debate a significant
signiflcant number
number yield
yield22minutes
minutesto
to the
the gentleman
gentleman from
of
of worthwhile
worthwhileamendment-s
amedmct- cn
onissues
issues Massachusetts [Mr. MOAXLEY], the
such as child support
support enforcement,
eriorcernent, former
former chairman
chairmanand
andnow
nowranking
ranng mlstronger work requirements, increasing nority member of the Committee on
funding for
fund.ing
for child
child care,
care, and
and adoption
adoption asas- Rules.
sistane, totoname
sistance,
name just
just aa few.
few. In addiMr. MOAXLEY. Mr. Speaker, we are
•tion,
tion,Mr
M: Speaker,
Speaker, the
the rule
rule makes
makes in now looking at the farthest of the gag
c:der two amendments in the nature of rules. The most important thing ever
order
a substitute
substitute to
tobe
beoffered
offeredbybyour
ourDemoDemo-. to
t come
the DemDemcomethrough
through this
this body in the
-

-:

children.
children
Mr.
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, 1 yield
myself such time as I may consume.

The
The Rept.'blican
Repeblican maority
majority decided
decided not to caring,
carliig, only thore
more commonsensical.
commansensical.
allowme
meand
and my
my coeagues
colleaguestotooffer
offer our
our
aow
So, Mr. Speaker, this debate really

-

necessities for their babies was made in

order. So
SoIIsay,
say,"Thank
"Thankyou
youfor
forthat.'-'
that.'
order.
But I am deeply concerned that in an
otherwise laudabi
1audbiedrive
driveto
to reduce
reduce filemegitirnacy and dependency we are
gitimacy
are'poised
poised
to enact legislation that is likely to re-

ward States that increase th number
thit State
of abortions performed in that
while also making children more Imim-

poverished.
poverisheil.
-• Both of these
these scen2rios
scenariosare
areu.naccep—
unaccept'

-

crat colleagues
colleagues together.with
togetherwith a.
a-rnotion.
ocraamendment. were knocked
knocked.out
ou able and are largely preventable.
motion. ocrat.amendment
preventabl&

-

--

-

mater deep'y
sues that matter
deeply to
to the
the pubëc,
pubec, including the special Interests. We are going to
Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, this
this welfare
welfarebill
billIsIs a
the school
schoo' lunch and breakfast programs,
pmgrams. the bear a lot of -complaints in the next ôruel
Oruel bill, and Republicans should be
WIC
WtC Program,
Frogarn, and access
child
care.accesstotos1e
safe
child
care.-couple
coupleofofdays
daysfrom
fromthose
those who
who would
would ashamed to bring
bring'lt
'it to
to the floor in this

But the Rules Committee
Committee refused
refusedto
tc make
makea'a'rather
ratherprotect
protectthe
th status quo, but.
but
single one of our amendments in order.
order, in—
in- make
makeno
riomistake
mistakeaboutit,
aboutit,Mr.
Mr. SpeakSpeaktended to offer two amendments.
arnencm&ts. One, to er. We 'have
have had'enough, of the statuS
status
rnantairt the current Federel
maintain
Federal nutrition pro- quo, -and
'and we have an entirely,
entirely. wholly
wholly
g;ams; and the other to provide for an in- new solution, a solution no less corngrams;
comceas ininthe
crease
themirurnum
minimum wage.
wage.
-'
passionate, only more efficient; no less

-

.

-

'-.

.

'
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To mitigate these two Possibilities,
H
possibilities tion (H.R. 12l4—known
l21.—known 'as
as the
the personal Re- because
Mr. Speaker, four amendments
because
the
effect
of
the
amendmen were
were sponsibility Act) by the
the increase
the full
full House
increase I:i

House Ways and
Crafted. Only two were made
made in
Inorder—.-order—. Means
Means Comj-njttee
Comjnjttee The
The plan
plan wQuld
wQuld reward
well, perhaps two and a half.
financiaily for reducing their "illegithair. It is my states financially
hope that a new rule would give us the imacy ratio" even in circumstances
where
opportunity to Consider
Opportunity
consider all four amend- abortion increased,.
increased. For this reasot,
reason, NRLC
NRLC is
Opposing the
the "illegitimacy
"illegitimacy ratio bonus" plan
ments, including the amendment
of- opposing
ofpassed by the House Ways and Means
the gent1emna
gentlemanamen&Tnent
fered by the
from Oregon as
Committee and
andsupport.s
support. the Stark-Volkmer
[Mr. BuN'}
BuN} and the Stark-Volkmer Committee
Amenjent.to remove
Amendment-to
remove the
the bonus provision.
amen&ment
amendment

Mr. Speaker, this so-called illegitBONUS" PLAN
The bill provides that federal
federa) we]fare funds
imacy ratio provision in the bill is well
by a state be increased by 5% in any
meaning, but it is fatally flawed, and received
in
In which
which the
the states
states "illegitimacy
'illegitimacy ratio"
the Stark-Volkrner
the
Stark-Voller amendment would year
ratio'
(as defined below) is
TRE "ILLEGITIMACY
THE
'iLLEGITIMAcYRATIO
RAnO

•

•

Strike it.
strike
it. The
The illegitimacy
was
not part of the Contract Withratio
America
in its originaa
original form. The ratio might
well have provided incentives to States
to decrease
decrease their abortion
abortion rates
rates to
to
qualify for the monetary bonus
stipulated in the bill. But the version contained in the bill today is likely
likelytotomereward States that increase the number
of abortjs from the benchmark year,
the year of enactment
?fr. Speaker,
?',ir.
Speaker, the
the flaw Is contained in
•the
the formula
formula Itself, again,
agaj, which
which started
started
out OK but was rewritten
rewntten when objections were raised by. certain
proabortion Members.
Members. The
The formula
forrriuja is
is
designed to curb illegitimacy;
no problem there. But the means to that end
uses the wrong numerator to Calculate
Caiculate

what is progress.
The original
originai language, which
which II sup.support, said: "Add
"Add the
the nuxrber
nunther of out-ofwedlock births and abortions. Then divide the nurnber.by
number.by the total of
of.births
births
•

State. States
in that State,

that lowered the
ratio
ratio by
by 1i percent would
would get a 5-percent
extra block grant. Lower the ratio by 2
percent, and the State gets iO
10 percent
extra."

This is no
n6 perfeCt
perfect
but the
ratio that would haveformula,
promoted a decline of both abortion rates
rates and
andilleg-it..
illegitimacy.
The new formula,formula,
steers a
far different course. however,
The new formula
nuinber of
says: "Add the number
of out—Of-wedout-of-wed.
lock births to the number of additionaj
additional
abortions performed over those per-

formed in
th the year the bill was enacted, and
acted,
ad divide
divide by
by the total births enin
that State. As some births
in the State
are legitimized by adoption or marriage,
riage,the
thenumerator,
numerar as It
it relates to illegitimacy, will automatically
decrease, leaving ample room for cor-

responding

increases in abortion
Increases
rates." In other words, that State
can
then achieve a,
good mark and
get a big reward quote,
from Uncle
Sam, even
though the abortion rates have
skyrocketed in
th that State.
Mr. Speaker, I urge a no vote on this
rule, however unintended
the
the" conconsequences of the ratio will be to reward
States that push abortions for
for welfare
welfar
and pay.for
moms, and.
pay. forthem
them under
under their
Medicaid Provisions,
provisions, and then declare
victory by showing a good score on a
flawed scorecard.
ILLEGrxy Rvno
lLLEGrIy
Rrxo TEST
TEsy WOULD
REwj
WOULD REWAIW
STATES
STATES EVEN

ABORTIONS
INCREAsE
ABORflON5 INCREAsE

DavidN.
N.O'Steen,
O'Stee, Ph.D.)
(By David

one percentage point
lower than in the year prior to
to enactment
enactment Of
of

the legislation. The state's federal grant

would be increased 10% if the ratio was two
percentage points lower than the
te year
yearprior
prior
to enactment.

The "illegitimacy
"illegitimacyratio"
rato' in the year prior

tions on the ratio can easily be
be mo
mo
offset by the other changes In
in behavic
The following
The
followingexamples
examp] show how

can receive the bonus while increasir
th.creasin
tion:
tion:
Example 1: Suppose
Suppose in
in the
the initial
thitial
hypotheticalstate
statehas
has100,000
hypothetical
100,000births.
births, 3
them out-of-wedlock for an
an "Illegi
'l]legj
ratio" of .30. Then suppose
suppose the
the state
state

ments aa rigorous
rigorous anti
anti out-of-wedjoc
ments
out-of-wedloci
bearing program that results
results In
in a 10:
10
3,000) reduction in
in
(i.e. 3.000)
out-of-wedlock

(This is not an unreasonable
assii
unreasonable assiij
since the
the New
New Jersey
Jersey "family
since
cap" 1
"fanily cap"
portedly resulted In
in aa 13
13 percent
percent decr
decr
births among AFDC recipients)
recipients,) FF
suppose this
this reduction
reductionof
of3.000
suppose
3.000 out-<
out-i
lock births was the resu]t
result of 900 who
s'
st
fully used contraception or abstaini
abstainf
more maiTied
married or
or placed the baby for
for
tion
tion and 1.200 who had abortions.
Then, assuming other births
births and abc
abc
remained constant, the state's
state's new
new
"1
"
irnacy
irnacy ratio"
wouldbe
be28,200
ratio" would
28,200 (27,000
(27,000
wedlock births plus 1,200 abortions) cd
by 97.900 reflecting the

defined as
to enactment is defined
as the
the percentage
percentage obobtained by thvid.ing
the number
tained
dividing the
number of out-of-wedlock births by the total number of births. In
subsequent years'jt
yearsit i5
is defined as
as the percentthvithng the number of outage obtained by dividing
of-wedlock births plus any
any increase in abor900 non-concej
non-conce
and 1,200 abortions) which equals .288.
tion by the total number of
of births.
Thus,
Thus, the state would qualify
INCENTIVES
STATEACTION
ACTION
INcENTIVES FOR
FO STATE
quaflfy for the
cent federal bonus even though abortic
abortio
The "illegitimacy ratio bonus"
bonus"
p]an
plan
is
inCounted
counted
for
40
percent
reducti
tended to be an incentive
incentive for a state to adopt out-of-wedlock births. of the reduct:
progTarns to
to discourage
discourage out-of-wedlock
programs
out-of-wedlock chi]dchildExample 2: In the above example,
aga
aga
bearing. Such a campaign could consist
of sume a 10 percent change
changeexample,
in
in behaviox
behavio:
many components
many'
components including the denial of sume
spouse
the
reduction
of
3,000
3.000
out-of-we
out-of_we
state aid to such children, similar to
to thethe'
is the result of 1,200who
1,200who succes
succes
"teen mother's
mothers child exclusion" provision of births
contraception
used
contraception
or
or
abstained,
1,3
abstained,
1,3
the
the bill.
bill.
married
married or
or placed
placed for
for adoption
adoption and
SOC
and
50
Whatever programs
prograr.s the state
star,e implements,
implements, had abortions.
abOrtjo In
In this
this case the new
new "1]
"ii:
however, there are five possible changes in had
imacy
ratio"
would
equal
27,500
(21,0(X
27,500 (27,000
behavior people
peop]e could utilize
behavior
utilize to attempt to of-wedlock births plus
plus 500
500 abortions) dl
avoid
avoid an
anOut-Of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock birth.
birth.
They
could:
by 98,300 (reflecting the
the 1,200
They
1,200
non-concep
non-conce
(1) Use contraception, (2) abstaIn from sexual
sexuai and 500 abortIons)
abortions) which equals .2798 o'
oi
relations, (3) marry before the birth of the than .28.
.28
child, (4) place the
tbe child for
for adoption (for
In this case, the state would qualify
qualify
fc
fo
purposes of the bills ratio test both
both mar- 10 percent
percent bonus
bonusin
in the federal
federal funds,
funds,
riage and placing the child test'
for adoption
adoptionisj though abortions accounted
for
for
for
one-six
one-si
considered to
considered
to "legitimize"
"legitimize" the
the child),
out-of-wedlk birth.
child), or (5) the reduction in out-of-wedlk
births.
abort the child.
Example
3: As
Asaageneral
generalins.tjo
Example 3:
jzatlon of Exa
Under aa comprehensive
Under
comprehensive out-of-wej 1,1,-itItcan
can be
be shown
shown' that
that if out-of-wec
out-of-wed
"anti-childbeaxing" campaign, It
"anti.childbearing"
intiaily account
account for
it can be ex- births Initially
for 30
30 percent
percent a
pected that a combination
combination of all
five of the births and there is a 10 percent
percent reductic
reductj
above changes in behavior would occur.
out-of-wedlk births in the second
second
3
It is the fifth—aborting children conceived out-of.wedlk'
birtbs and abortions rernaj
with other births
remaj
out of wedlock_.that
wedlock_that NRLC must Oppose.
oppose. Un- constant, and the reduction is due to e
fortunate]y, as explained below, the ratio numbers
fortunately,
numbe ofofnon-conceptions
non.conceptions and '"1€
test passed by the House
House Ways
Irtlzed" babies
babies due
due to
Ways and Means mnized"
or adop'
adopt
Committee allows abortions to Increase sig- then the increase in marriage Or

abortionscan
abortjo
can .b
.b
nificantly and the state to still reap the fi- much as 1.3 percent
percent of
of
all 'births
afl
births and
state will still get the federal "bonus.
"bonus.'

nacjal reward
nancial
reward of
of increased
increased federaj
federa_lfunds.
funds.

How ThE
HOW
THE RATIo
RATIO TET
TET ALLOWS
ALLows INCREASEX)
ABORTIONS
ABORTIONs
-'

-

For Purposes of the "illegitimacy
"illegitimacy ratio"
test,
test, changes
changes in
in behavior
behavior in
in the second
second or
subsequent years are treatedthemathemati
cally In
in the following manner.mathemati.
Those who
avoid pregnancy (and thus an Out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock
birth) through either contraception
or
or ababstention are treated thecontraception
same: those missing
births disappear
disappear from
from both the.
the. numerator.
numerator.
and the denominator of the new
new ratio. Those
who "legitirmze"
"legitjrmze" the child
cUld either through
marriage or adoption are also treated the
same: those births dlsappeaj'
disappear from the numerator but remain In
in the denominator
denominator
Chaes
Changes
InInbehavior
behavior that
that resu]t
result in
in inin-

this case, abortions could equal
equa] up to
to 43
reduction In
in out-Of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock births!
the reduction
Examp]e 4: In Example
Example
Exaple 3. the numbs
nunibe
oUt-of-wedlcek
out-of-wedlk births
birth_s

that were avo
avol

through marriage
mzrrjage or adoption exceeded tI
t)
that were avoided by reducing
reducing conceptic
concepti
For an example where a greater
greaternumnbe
nunbej
out-of.weWk
birthsare
areavoided
out-of.wedlk births
avoided by red
re
ing conceptions, assume
assune again
in
again that In
initiaj year there were ioo,00o
initial
100,000 births
3,000
3,000 of
of them
them out-of-wethk
out-of-wedlk forbirths
'an
an "ille
"ille
irnacy ratio" of .3.
imacy
In the
theSecond
second year, suppose there are 5,
5
fewer out of wedlock births due to 2,000
2,000 nn
conceptions, 1,000 adoptions or marria
marria
and 2,000 abortions and that other fact
fact
creased abortions rather than out-of-wedlock remain constant. The new "iIleg-itima
"illegitimac
27.000 divided by 96,000
births do not actually affect
affect the numerator
numerator• ratio would be 27,000
since these abortions would reduce the num- about .28. The state would again get the
nanciaj bonus despite the increase
ber of births in the numerator
increase in
in ab
ab
nunerator but would also nancjaj
tiOfls.
be added back In.
in. However, they do reduce tions.
the births
birthsin
inthe
thedenominator.
the
Mr.
Mr. MOAKLEy.
Ms. Speaker,
Speaker, will t:
MO)XLEy Mi.
denominator. While this
t
means that an abortion in lieu of
gentlemanyield?
yield?
of an
out-of- gentlem
out-ofwedlock birth does actually hurt the state's
Mr.
Mr. SMITE
SMITE of New Jersey.

this is not sufficient
sujficient to prevent the
An "fllegitzflacy
"illegitimacy ratio bonus" Plan
plan for ratio,from
receiving the bonus while experistates was E.dded.to
added, to welfare
welfare reform
reform ZEgisla- state
encing aa substantial
substanal increase
encing
increase in abortions,

•

-

.

-

I yield
the gent1ema
the
gentlem from
from Massachusetts.
Mr. MOAXLEY. I just want to infoi
infor
that I proposed the ss
the gentlexna.n
gentlexna, that
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called Illegitimacy
called
illegitimacy ratio at the Com- dad who
who died
diedisis still
still liable for the the Budget Act without granting any expcit
•

mittee on Rules last night, and the ma- money.
jority party voted it down.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
Mr. Sfl'rH
SffH ofofNew
NewJersey.
Jersey.Well.
Well. I time of the gentleman from New York
Yor1
would hope then, if this rule goes down.
down, [Mr. RANGEL] has expired.
that it would be made in order in an Mr. RANGEL.
RANGEL. Mr.
Mr.Speaber
Speaker. II have
amendment to strike it or,
or. perhaps, to some other amendments here that I
fix It.
would like
lfle to discuss on the floor later.
later.
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I Mr. HALL
HALL of
of Ohio.
Ohio.Mr.
Mr.Speaker.
Speker,
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Florida [Mr. GIBBONS],
GIBBONS], the former Minnesota [Mr. S..Bo],
SABO], the former
chairman of the Committee on Ways chairman of the Committee on
on the
the

waivers.

The Budget
Budget Act's
Act'srules
rulesserve
servean
animportant
irrortant
purpose. We should
shou'd not. be evading these
ru'es on
rules
on such
sich an
an imoortant
mortant piece
piece of
of egisIabon.
legislation.

Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Termesee [Mr.
Tennessee
[Mr. CLEMENT).

(Mr. CLEMENT ask-ed and was given

permission to revise and extend his reperraission
marks)
marks.)
Mr. CLEMENT.
CLEMENT. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker,I Iunderunder-••
Budget.
standprobably
probablywhy
why the
the Rules
Rules Committand
(Mr. SABO asked and was given perdid what it did, because it is obvimission to revise and extend his re- tee
ous the Republican bill on welfare remarks.)
form surely does not have the votes,
Mr. SABO. Mr. Speaker, here we go and we are going to continue with
peragain. Once more we have a major fecting amendments until theywftb
to
piece of legislation before us and the a level where they do have thecome
votes.
Republican majority has structured a think that says something about theI
rule to get around all kinds of
or serious legislation already because the RepubBudget Act violations.
violations. Tois
Tni proposal
proposal is
is licansare
arenot
notexcited
excitedabout
about their
their weltoo serious, its budgetary implications licar
fare
f
reform
reform
measure,
measure,
and
and
II do
do not
too important, and Its
its long-term con- blame them.
sequences too
too critical
critical to
to be•
be treated
treated so
A number of us, including me.
me, put
A
cavalierly.
cavajierly.
Mr. Speaker, if this bill were taken this Deal substitute together. It isa
up under normal procedures,
procedures, the
the Ruies
Rules good one, and it makes a lot of sense.
Committee would. have to
to either
either waive
waive It is called the Individual Responsibil-

and Means.

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker, I want

to pay personal tritute to the gentleman from New York [Mr. SOLOMON]
because I do
do not think he
he woild
wotild
produce this kind of rule if he were not

under the pressure from the gentleman
Jrorn Georgia [Mr. - GINGRICH]
GtNGRICH] and the
gentleman from Tex2s
Texas [Mr. ARMEY] to
to

jam all this thing through the House

by some make-believe date that we are
all operating under.
0 1330
01330
•

This is the type of a program that

.

shouid take 66 months
should
months of
of consi-deration
consideration

in the
he committee
committee and
and on the floor. I
wish II could
wish
could have
have gotten
gotten this bill
Act of 1995. It replaces the failed
amended to take out the 10 reasons
reasons all the Budget Act points of order or ity
welfare
system. It ends welfare as we
allow
them
to
be
raised
on
the
floor,
that I think this
this biU
bill is cruel, cruel to Under the unusual procedure being know
know
it.
It
requirespeople
peopleto
towork
work for
it.
It
requires
Under
th8
unusual
procedure
being
children. This bill punishes the child
ch!ld
It offers a hand up,
up. not a
because the mother who gave birth to used for this bill, the Rules Committee benefits.
It imposes a time limit
limit on
on
the child was under 18 years
years of
of age.
age. ItIt' was able to avoid the Budget Act with- handout.
benefits.
It
makes
sure
that
welfare
is
out
granting
any
explicit
waivers,
punishes that
punishes
that child
childnot
notjust
us while
while the
It enenmother is under 18 years of age
age but
but itit The Budget Act rules serve an impor- a safety net and not quicksand. 'It
it is not a way of
tant purpose. We should not be evading sures welfare, but It
punishes that child for life. It. will af-. taut
-

those rules on such an important
important piece
piece life.

feet each year 70,000
70.000 children.

is time to pass the
Mr. Speaker, It Is
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. of legislation.
it works..
works.
Speaker. the reason we have a Budget Deal substitute. it.
OXLEY). The time of the gentleman Mr. Speaker,
Mr. EALL.
HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I
thlnkthroughgisation
gislation befrom Florida [Mr. GIBBoNs] has ex- Act is to help us thnkthrough
-

,•

fore
wepass
passit.
it.Yet,
Yet,this
thisisis the
the sixth
sixth time
time this
this
foe we
pired.
newmajority
majorfty
Mr. GIBBONS.
I haveyearyear
we we
have
hare
been
been
asked
asked
byby
thethenew
GmB0NS.Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker,
I havenine' other
nine
other rea.sons,
reasons, and I will take to ignore that act.
The version of the welfare
weHare bill
bill made
made in
in order
order
them up later.
rule contains
containsseveral
seveai violations
vioIatons of the
Mr. SOLOMON.
SOLOMON.Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker,-II rere- by this rule
Act.
CongressoaI Budget
Congressional
Budget Act.
serce the baiance
serve
balance of our time.
-

•

yield
minute to the gentleman from
yield 1 mInute

Texà.s [Mr.
Texas
-tMr.DOGGE'r'r].
DoGGr].
Mr.
DOGGETT. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,ItitIsi not
not
Mr. DOGGETT.
-

"

only the Members of this Congress but
the children of America who are being
gagged today—the
today—the voices
voicesof
ofcbildre3l,
children, H
gagged
di- the children
Among
other things.
things, H.R.
H.R. 1214
1214 makes
makes a diAmong other
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
children who
who need
reed a healthy start,start,-'
new
Food
Stamp
rect appropriation
appropriation
fOrfOr
thethe
new
Food
Stamp,the
thecbildren
childrenwho
whoshould
shouldhave
havesTni1iTg
sTniling
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from rect
-

New York [Mr. RANGELJ.
RANGEL).

Program in fiscal
hscal year 1996. This appropna-

faces instead of empty stomachs, the

about certain commItments
commitments that the

tion 302(f) of the Budget
Budget ActAct.
'
In addition, the bill
bU provides both budget authonty and entitlement
thorny
ertitIement authority
authority effective
effective in
inusfs

say, "Cut waste,
say,
waste, don't
don't cut
cut Irids,
ldds.

Agncuftuie Committee's children whose voices I heard 2 weeks
tion breachesbréathes the
the Agriculture
Mr. RANGEL.
RANGEL, Mr. Speaker, I wanted
wanted tion
allocation and thereby violates sec- ago in Austin, TX.
to ask.
ask the
the chainnaü
chainnan of the coim-nittee
coim'nittee spending aI!ocation
TX the
the children who

Cardinal thought were made to him as

they relate to this bi'l,
bill, but
but obviously

Put

people to work. Don't pull lunch
lunch trays
trays'
out of
Out
of the
the hands
hands of school children," as

1996. As
As aa result,
resutt,ititvioiates
vio'ates SectiOn
seclion this legislation would do.
those commitments were not made and cal year 1996.
303(a) of
of the
the Budget
Budget Act,
Act, which
which prohibits
prohibits conconwe do not ha.ve
have time
time for
for aa dialogue.
dialogue. But
But 303(a)
This ought to be a time for this body
sderation ci
ci bdls
bills providing
providing new spending in to come together to deal with a probone of the reasons why I want to en- sideration
years
for
which
a
budget
resolution
has
not
courage the House to vote against this
lem that has been neglected for too
rule is
is because
becausewhile
whilethe
thecha.irrna.n
chairman of
of yet
yet beefl
been adopted.
long. But extremists dominate this de

the committee would indicate that Further,
Further,the
thebill
billsets
setsup
upaanew
newlending
lerdng program—the so-called
so-cafled rainy
rainydays
days fund.
fund. This
This new
new
these were Democratic and Republican gram—Ihe
402(a)of
ofthe
theBudget
Budef
rules, when I take a look at it, the program
program violates
violatessection
secton 402(a)
Act, which prohibits creation of new Federal
Democratic rules
ruies that would guarantee 'Act,
foster care and adoption, that would lending
lending programs
programs that are not COTOI1ed
-

gu.e.rantee )obs,
gu2.rantee
jobs, that would guarantee
child care, tha.t
chfld
that would
wouldguarantee
guaranteethat
that.the child
the
child not
not be
bepunished
punishedbecau.se
because of an
Lrresponsiblemother
LrrespozibIe
mother who
who could
could not
identify the father.
Identify
father, and an amendment
that would guarantee vaccination
vaccination and
and

national nutrition.
nutrition, I would say that

through the aations .

bate. Indeed, to call it a debate is to
pick a name tha.t
that has
has no appropriate-

ness to what is happening here, because.
the Ideas
ideas of all this body are- being excluded fràm
fràm the
the course
course of
of this
this debate.
debate.
cluded

through tte appropnations process
These and other
other problems
prob'ems with
wfththis
thisbil!
bU are
a'e With extremists in control, we do not
symptoms. of
symptoms
of the
the haste in which
wh4ch itit was
was assemassem- have any genuine debate.
This bill, like others in the contract.
contract.,
b1edand.
bled
and considered. issues
Issues as impoztant
important
welf&e reform
welfare
reform deserve
deserve far
fargreater
greater-care
care and cannot withstand debate. It Is so extreme, It
treme,
it is so mean-spirited that they
they'deliberaliorT.
deliberation.
to have
have aa real,
real debate If this
this bil'
bill were
were taken
taken up
up under
under normal
normal pro- cannot afford to'
If
zese probprob.''
cedures, the Rules Committee would have
'have to
to with bipartisan solutions to zese
cedures,
lerns.
ethei waive
either
waive alt
alt the
the Budget Act points
points of
o order
order lerns.,
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. It
it is
Is the voices of the
or allow them tá
to be raised on the floor. Under
,

'

these were
were good
good amendments
amendmentsth2.t
that the
the
Democrats had, amendments that no
one passed on..
on. But
But then
then I look at the
gagged today,
today.
amendments that were made in order, the unusual
'procedures b&ng
being used foc
for this children that are being gagged
unusua' procedures
deadbeat. bill, the Rules Committee
and one of them says that, aa deadbeat
Conimittee was ab'e
able to avo.d
avoid and America,
America. is the loser.
loser.'-'--,

,

-
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Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, II
2 that goes uncoJlected
uncollected each year, fedminutes to
minutes
toaavery
verydistinguished
distinguiseyield
Mem- eralization of our pathetic State-byMernState-by-'

ff34

Ms. WOOLSEY.
WOOLSEy. Mr. Speaker, will I

gentleman yield?
ber of the body, the gentleman
gent1ema. from State child support system.
Oregon
Oregon [Mr.
[Mr. Bt'NN].
BtNN].
Mr. MOAXLEY.
MOAXLEy. Mr. Speaker, will
will 1
The
Federal
Government
spends $1 gentleman yield?
(Mr. BUNN of Oregon asked and was
billion
a
year
on
a
State-based
child
given
given perrnissj
permssjontotorevise
revise and
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, let'
and extend
extend support system that has shameful col1et
his remarks.)
yield to
my
friend,
the
gentlenm
to
my
friend,
the
gentlem
fr
fr
Mr. BUNN of Oregon. Mr. Speaker, it lection rates, with some States having Massachusetts, although we
we are
are
rir
rates
as
low
as
9
percent.
Even
more
more
is with reluctance that I need
ning out of
of time
timeand
ad he
fling
he has-plenty
need to stand alarming is the fact that $9 of
has-plenty
every $10 time.
every
and rise
encourage Opposition
rise and
ad encourage
opposition to
this rule. I want to focus on one fairly owed in interstate child support is not
Mr. MOAKLEy; Actually,
Actuaily, since

the rule,
rije, and that is collected.
narrow part of the
the Hyde-Woolsey amendment
amendment
By putting the IRS In charge of col- was
this:
would ask the gentleman, why
why did
lecting
support,
the Hyde-Woolsey
Hyde.Woolsey not make Hyde In
Rules Committee
Coimijttee had a.
The Rules
in order?
choice
a choice
amendment
would
move
300,000
between the Talent amendment
mothamendment and
Mr. SOLOMON.
and
SOLOMON.Because
Because there
there w
w€
the Bunn amendment. They chose the ers and over half a million children off 75 other Republican amendments
amendments
,
the
welfare
rolls
immediately.
Talent amendment,
amenrnent, and I want to talk
Talent
could
could not make in order either.
either.
For
that
reason,
Mr.
Speaker,
about the differences between
I
urge
between those
those
frame of
of 2½
2½ 'days,
have a time frame
days, and i
two, because
because there
there are only two
two difdif- my colleagues to vote against this rule. made 31 amendments in order.
ferences. The Bunn amendment
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I yield
reMs. WOOLSEY. Mr. Speaker, will tt
1

quires that in order to receive
receive support, myself such time as I may consume.
gentleman yield?
one must stay in school. Now, when
Mr. Speaker, I would say to
to the
the genwhen we
Mr. SOLOMON.
SOLOMON.IIreserve
reserve the
the balan
balaij
want to reduce dependence upon public tlewoman from California
Caljforiija [Ms.
(Ms. WOoLWOOL- of my time.
SEY]
that
if
I
had
known
she
she
assistance and we want to help
was
going
help people
people
Mr. MOAKLEY. May I continue? A
4
get off welfare, they need to
to stay In
in to oppose the rule, we would not have tually, you said you wouldcontinue?
school, and we need to provide the made her amendments
amendmentsin
n order. It is lowed her amendment if not have
you knew
knew s]
s
tools so they can get off welfare. Why generally understood that we would was going to vote againstyou
the rule.
this bill denies
denies that
that requirement,
]ike
give-and-take.
like
to
have
a
return
give-and-take,
requirement iI do
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The ge
ge
not know.
not
know.It Itmakes
kes no
no sense to me.
Ms. WOOLSEy.
WOOL5Ey. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, the
me, bethe tleman has reserved the balance
of h
cause we need to require girls to stay gentleman from New York [Mr. if
SOLoSOLO- time.
in school and we need to help
help them to MON] will yield, let me say that
• Mr.SOLOMON.
SOLOMON.Mr.
Mr.Speak-er,
Speaker, the
the ge,
stay in school with day care and other not put our amendment in order.you did 'Mr.
gei
tleman is out of order.
things.
Mr. SOLOMON. I am looking at It
it
Mr.
Mr. Spea&er,
Speaker,
The second provision Is
is one that right now. It relocates the authority of thoughtMOAKLEY.
gentleman was
the gentleman
was yielding
yielding
equally perplexes me, and that is that the clearinghouse and hotline
hotline for miss- me.
with the Ta3ent
Talent amendment
amendment we take ing and runaway children back to the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The.gei
The.gez
away any
for a girl to stay in agency where the credit exists. I think
any incentive
incetjve for
tleman reserves
reserves the
her home,
home.
the balance
balance of
of hhi
that
Is
It
Is
your
amendment,
Is
It
not?
time.
As a Republican,
am proud of our
Republican,Ilam
Ms.
WOOLSEY.
No,
I
would
say
to
Mr.
Mr. HALL
HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
party and I am proud of the things we the gentleman from New York
York [Mr.
[Mr. yield 1 minute to the gentleman fro1
stand for,
for, but
but II am
am embarra.ssed
embarl2a.ed today SOLOMON]
fror
that
I
am
talking
SOLoMoN]
that
I
am
talking
about
the TexasfMr.
fMr.
STEImOLM].
SrNow].
to stand here
here a.ud
and admit that our
party
our
.rty
Hyde-Woolser
Hyde-Woo1ser
amendment
amendment to collect Texas
that talks about family values
(Mr. STENHOLM asked and wa
Wa
values Is sayfederalize child support.
given permission
perriission to revise and exten
ing, "We
'We doft
don'tvalue
value keeping
keeping the fam- and
Mr.
SOLOMON,
SOLOMON.
'That
That
is
not
the
genhis remarks.)
ily together," because, in fact, there is tlewornan's
amendment, the one I just
Mr. STEIHOLM.
no incentive under Talent to say, tlewoman's
STENHOLM.Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speacer, II mis
ris
read?
•5y
"Stayin
in the
in strong opposition to the rule.
tliehome.
home. Stay
Stay with
with
your
your
Ms.
WOOLSEY.
Yes,
but
that
not
is
family."
Last week
weec I took two amendments t
the sa.rne
same amendment.
amendment. That
That is an
an en- the
the Rules
The Bunn
The
Bunt amendment
aiendment says that if a tirely
RulesCommittee
Committee which woul
woujc
different
thfferent
thing.
-.
girl will stay
stay in
1 school
school and
guarantee
that
any net reduction I:ii
and stay with
Mr.
Mr.
SOLOMON.
Mr.
Sp.ker,
SOLOMON.
Mr.
Spes.ker,
I
would
her family, we will provide
outlays resulting from this act wou,1
provide the adult
'woulc
to the
thegentlewoman
gentlewoman that there be
used for deficit reduction, not spent
super-vision,
supervjs±on, whether it is a foster par- say
spen
were
161
amendments
filed.
Let
me
entororthe
thepaents,
parents,the
theabiUty
ability to meet read Mr. GEPHA.RDT'S
et
felt fairly
fairly cynical
tax cuts. II felt
cynical and re
GEPHARDT'S statement now. for
her needs
needz with cash assistajice
then as I did
thd so, because
becanse m
m
assistance for
for day
a minute. I would ask the gentle- dundant
care and
axd other things, but we have Just
understanding of
understanding
of the
thebasebase bill, H.R
H.R.
womall
woman
to
not
interrupt.
We
followed
Talent. We do
taken that all away with Talent.
1214, was that deficit reduction woult
would
rules of the House.
not even have the opportunity to vote theMr.
be the highest priority when it came tc
tc
GEPwtn'r
appeared
before
Mr. GEPHARDT appeared before the net savings.
on that on the floor, and because of Rules
savings. But
ButIIhad
hada ag1lawing
gnawingbusus
Committee,
and
he
said;
said:
that, Mr. Speaker, I must
picion that an effort would be made to
must oppose
the I do not
oppose the
t
cot wa.nt
want any
any amendments
rule.
alfleidmejts made in
in remove this fiscally responsible
responsible provi
provj
order,
Democrat
or
Republican,
order.
Democrat
or
Repub1jca,
other
other than 2
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
Indeed, we now see that Chairmar
Chairman
Speaker, I Dernocra
DemocratSubstitutes
substitutes under'
under the name of sion.
yield 1 minute to the gentlewom
ARCHER
ARCHER will
will be
beoffering
offeringaa routine
routine tech
gentlewo
tech
Deal ted
ucder the
the name of Mink.,
nd under
from Californ_12.
from
Californj, [Ms.
[Ms.WOOLSEY].
WOOLSEY].
nlcal amendzrient
which does precise1,
amendment which
precisely
We
thd
did
not
abide
by
what
he re- what I feared, striking'
striking section 801(a),
(Ms. WOOLSEy asked and was given quested.
801(a). ol
of
q1ested. We ma.de
made aa number of amend- the base bill.
permission to revise and extend her re- ments
in
order.
Wetook
one
of
We
took
one
of
yours,
marks.)
This, 'corning
corning on top of the admission
and the gentlewoman from New Jersey last
week the Republicans had no inMs. WOOLSEy. Mr. Speaker, I rise In
in [Mrs.
[Mrs. ROLTKE?A]
had
ROLTKEMA]
had
five
or
six
five
or
six
amendamend- tention to maintain the lock box in the
strong Opposition
opposition to this rule.
rule.
ments, and we took one of hers. We rescission
As a mother who was forced 'to
bill that passed by a vote of
to go on tried to distribute them out of fairness.
welfare 27 yea-s
over
400
to
15, is nothing but outyears ago because my family
I just call that to the gentlewoman's rageous. It now
received,not
ot once,
never received,
once, the
the child supappears the will of the
sup- -attention
because in
In time
time she will have overwhelming majority
because
port we were owed, I am outraged by attentjon
o• the House
of
House
to
come
back
to
the
Rules
Committee,
this rule. I am outraged because It
for nothing
nothing.when
when itit'comes
comes to
it pro- and we do like to give credit when counts for
being
hibits debate on what HENRY HYDE, Members
being dedicated
dedicated to
to deflcit
deficit re-.
rearesupportive.
suportjve.And
Ad the next savings
are
STEvE1.&x'r,
STEvE
Lxr, myself,
myself, and over 80 Members
duction. lxi
In fact,
today we
fact today
do
we
do
not
even
time
I
would
like
to
ask
the
gentle- have an oppoI-unjty
other Democ.'a
Democrat and Republicans woman to tell me she is going to
opportunjty to vote the will of
vote the House
t.o tell me she
regarding
know is the most effective way to col- against
regarding how
how the
the deficit
deficit
the rule even though we make savings should
lect over,S5
overS5 billion
billionof
ofthe
thechi1I
chili support her amendment
go,
for
cuts or for defiin order.
cit reduction.
-

-

-
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Mr. ARMEY.
Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, I thank
ARMEY. Mr.
I believe this bill will do that. I be-.

rise in strong opposition
opposition to
to
the rule atowing
forthe
theconsideration
considerationof.H.R.
ofH.R.
aowing for
PesonaI Responsibility
1214, the Personal
Responsibility Act. I do so
for numerous reasons,
reasons, including
ncIuding the rejection
Mr. Speaker,

of
of my
my amendments
amendments ensuring
ensuring deficit
deficit reduction,
reduction,
the rejection of
o two
two pro-life
pro-life amendments,
amendments, and
the inclusion of a highly confusing procedure

which, rather than laying
laying out
out aa predictable
predictable
order
order for
for cor.sideration
cor.sderation of amendments,
amendments, seems
seems

the gentleman for yielding.
lieve this rule makes it possible for us
Ladies and
and gentlemen,
gentlemen,this
thisisisaagood
ood to
to craft this bill in its final stages in
is aa rule
rule that
hasbeen
been worked
rule. It is
thathas
worked such
such aa way as
as to
to guarantee the safety
'through after an extraordinarily long of our
our children, both in the womb and
and arduous process covering several on
on the streets
streets and'
and in the playground
years. where
years.
where so
so many
many of us
us 'have
have and in their schools. And, yes;
yes, they
worked on welfare reform. There are so
so will be well fed as well.
many things
things we agree on.
So disregard the fiction from those
We
We all
all agree that
that House
House Republicans, who would have us do nothing but de-

to permit Chairman ARCHER to move at any
many of the House Democrats, cer- fend and'
and protect
protect the
the status
status quo. The
time to bring up
Lp the Deal substitute.
has spoken
spoken status quo, ladies and gentlemen, is litMr. Speaker, last week I took two amend- tainly the President, who has
children. We
We cannot
cannot
men:s to the Rules Committee
ments
Committee which
which would
would so eloquently on so many occasions, erally killing our children.
withthe proposition
proposition the current tolerate it.
guarantee that any net reductions in outlays agrees with'the
welfare system
systemdoes
does not
not work.
work. ItIt is
is
Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, will the
resulting
would be used for deficit welfare
resu'ting from this act wou'd
gentleman 'yield?
yield?
reduction,
reduction, not
not spent
spent for
for tax
taxcuts
cutsor
orother
otherinn- harmful, it is hurtful, it destroys the gentleman
Mr: ARMEY.
Mr;
ARMEY.I Iyield
yieldtotothe
the gentleman
gentleman
creased
creased spending.
sperThg. II felt fairly cynical and re- lives of young children. It is frightenlives of
of fromlndiana.
dundant as I did so because my understand- ing what is happening in the lives
Mr: ROEMER.
genROEMER. II would
wouldsay
saytotothe
the
gening of the base bill,
bill, H.R.
HR. 1214,
1214, was
was that deficit young children, now sometimes all too
tleman, I am a pro-life Democrat, not a
reduction
reductionwould
wou be
bethe
thehighest
highest priority
priority when it often in their second or third genera- tleman.
pro-birth Democrat,
Democrat, but a pro-life
came .to
to net
net savings.
savings. But
But II had
had aa gnawing sus- tion, and the President, quite right- pro-birth
fully, even in the campaign of 1992, said Democrat. If this is so family friendly,
picion
pcion that an effort would be made to
to remove
remove fully.
we must
must address this issue
if this is so child friendly, Why
why are
are the
this fiscally
fiscafly responsible
resonsibIe provision.
provision. Indeed, we we
Clearly we
Clearly
weare
are going
goingto
to try
try to
to do Catholic church and pro-life organizanow
now see
see that
tha Chairman ARCHER will be offering a "routine technical amendment" which something different. If we can begin tions such as Right to Life opposed to
with the certain knowledge that what this
this rule,
rule,where
where the
the Committee
Committee on
does precisely what I feared, striking section
we
have
been
doing
in
the
past
does
not
Rules
did
not
even
make
in order the
801 (a) of the base bill.
bilL This, coming on top of
work, can we not take from that ability to address many of these conthe admission Last
last week
week that
that Republicans
Republicans had
had knowledge the certain courage to try cerns?
no intention tc maintain the lock box in the re- something new, something different,
Mr. ARMEY. If the gentleman asks
scissions
bill, even though
scissiors bifl,
though itit had
had passed
passed 400—
400— something better, with a whole,
difwhole•
me,
I will tell the gentleman, they op15 is nothing less
tess than
than outrageous.
outrageous. Itt now ap- ferent set of incentives and a whole set pose the rule
rule because their judgment is
pears the wili
wifl of the overwhelming majority of of messages to our young
young people in this incorrect on this matter. I regret that.
the House co'Jnt
count for nothing when it comes to
to country? That is what we are doing
doing
Mr. ROEMER. Their judgment is insavings being dedicated to deficit reduction. In with this bill made in order by this correct.
fact today we cannot even vote on it. II urge
urge rule.
Mr. ARMEY. There is room always
'

-

opposition to the rule.

Then we need to understand that so for anyone to have a mistake in judgmany scholars have demonstrated to us ment,
ment, and
and II just
justdisagree
disagreewith
with,'their
their
that it is illegitimacy and childbirth, judgment on this matter.
oposition toto this rule
stands in opposition
ru'e which pre- fatherless children, that is so much at
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
vents any consideration
crtsideration of
vents
of either the Bunn the heart of the distress that seems to yield 1 minute to the
gentlewoman
the-gentlewoman
Second, as a pro-life
pro-Ife Member, I have noted
that
that the Nati3na!
National Right to Life
Ufe Committee
Committee

amendment or
o the
the Stark-Volkmer
Stark-Volkmer amendment.
amendment.
Like
Like the
the com.-nittee,
corn.rnitte, I am opposed to having

be unending
uxiendingand
andgrowing
growing worse
worse and
and

our welfare reform efforts lead to a greater

have a new welfare approach that of us like the status quo, but
but all
all ArnerAmer-

number of
of abQrtions.
abortions.
Third, I see
se no
noreason
reasonfor
forallowing
allowing the
the un-

larger each year. So we insist we must

have such an option. This closed rule outlines
and
the specific
specific amendments
amerdments made
madeininorder.
order.and

chael Schwartz, is declared
to be this,
declared to
illegitimacy ratio is
and I quote,
quote, "This illegitimacy
sets the
for time
time consideration.
consideration. abortion neutral. I strongly support
the boundartes
bonca.'ies for
There is no reason to set up unpredictability the bill in
in'its
its current form."

-

insufficient to rectify the other shortcomings of
this rule and I urge
its defeat.
defeat.
t-ae its

plan
plan that hurts poor women and chilchildren in order, and this is the most important part, in order
order to
to pay
pay 'for
for a tax

cut for the most wealthy.
I urge my colleagues on both
both sides
sides of
of
•

the aisle to vote against the rule and
hold out for some fairness in the debate. Americans know that the best
way to cut down on dependency is to
encourage

economic

self-sufficiency

welfare as
as we
we know
know itit is
is to get
Let me say, ladies and gentlemen, and end welfare

rather than to believe that by bringing
down illegitiniacy
illegitimacy we must necessarily
with abortion neutral
neutrai language encourage abortion, let us take a greater realof welfare p-drams,
p-rams, balances
balancesàompassion
compassion ization that illegitimacy and abortion
with fiscal imoeratives,
irn7eratves, does a better job of re- go hand-in-hand because in both ininforcing
inforcingirid-.idual
ind.iduaJ responsibility,
responsibility, and is far stances the message
that children.
children,
message is
is that
more honest when it'
it comes to deficit reduc- that life, is a commodity.
commodity And
And II prompromtion.
'ise
ise you,
you, I declare that you change that
Inclusion of
Inclusion
o te
theDea!
Dea!substitute,
substitute, however,
however, is mindset, you'
you force
force aa reduction
reduction in ille.

Ms. 'SLAUGHTER.
SLAUGHTER. Mr.
Mr.' Speaker,
Speaker, none

brings down Illegitimacy,
illegitimacy, and quite icans agree
agree in their
their considered opinion
rightly so many of 'us
say, yes, bring that this bill goes too far. This
us say,
This bill
bill 'is
is
down illegitimacy, but not through in- too
too extreme.
extreme.Americans
Americans oppose this

usual order of
o business
business by
by which
which Chairman
Chairman
ARcliE can
ARcE
can anomiy
randomlybring
bringupfo!
up'forconiderconider- creased abortions.
abortions. And
And we
we have
havestrugstrug
ation the
ation
theDea
D substitute,
substitute,the
theMink
Mink substitute,
substitute, gled with this issue. We have
have struggled
struggled
and then the Republican substitute. I underunder- with this rule.
stand there
there is
s ccrusion
confusionabout
aboutinterpreting
interpreting the
the
Now we have illegitimacy language
language
anguage of
o -e
language
therule
rulebut
buttotomy
myreading,
reading, itit cercer- and a ratio in the bill that by the perChairman ARCHER could son
tainly seems that
trat Chairman
who wrote the
'the initial
initial language,
language, Mison who

when it comes to the three substitutes.
thatthe
therule
rulemade
made in
in order
order the
I am
am pleased
pIeas that
Deal substitL'e
substitue and
and II have every intention
intention of
of
supporting this amendment.
amendment II believe
believe that this
substitute isis tar more reasonable in its reform
substitute

from New York [Ms. SLAUGHTER].

people into jobs.
jobs.
The Republicans

legislation .does
legislation
does
goal. It
It conconnothing to further
further 'that
that goal.
centrates all
all of
of its attention on punipumtive cuts
provide
tive
cuts to
to programs
programs that
that provide,
food,
food, shelter,
shelter,and
and clothing
clothing to
to poorchil
poor chil
dren. ItIt does
does nothing
nothing to
to help the poor

children's patents
parents to get into the jobs
they
that they
only badly
badly need,
need, they
they not only

badly
badly want.
want.
One fatal flaw is it
removes any
any obliobliit removes
gation for
for the State to provide
provide 'job
job
ensuing reduction in abortion. Because gation
te fact
the
factof
ofthe
thematter
matter is,
is. ladies
'ladies an& placement
placementand
andjob
jobskill
skill training.
training. In
welfare,
gentlemen, life is not a commodity. fact, if they just get
get them
themoff
off welfare,
.

,.

gitimate births, and there will be an

01345
0
1345
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speak-er,
Speaker, I yield 2 Life is precious. Life is precious in the that is considered a success.
success.But
But if
if
minutes to :he
:he gentleman from
precious on the they are
from Texas
Texas womb, and life is precious
off welfare
welfare and
and into
into
are kicked'
kicked off
the very,
very, very
very distindistin- streets and the schools and the play- the street and into
homelessness, we
we do
[Mr. Ay]. the
[Mr.
into homelessness,

guislied majority leader of this House. grounds of this country. We must make not consider
consider that
that aa success.
success.
to impart
impart some
sme of
of his
his wisdom on.
Mr. Speaker,
Mr.
Speaker, I urge
on.this
this our
our children safe.
We must
must make our
to
urgeeverybody
everybody to
safe. We
rule.
children safe.
vote against this rule.
-
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Mr. HALL
RALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
aren't
arent partisan
partisan values. Those
yield I In.inute
minute to
to the
the gentleman from uesThose
that we
we all
aHshare.
share.
Illinois[Mr.
Illinois
[Mr.GUTIERREZ].
GUTIERREZ].
Or,
Or. so

GtrrRREZ
(Mr. GtiTRREZ

asked

ad was
and
was

HOUSE

H3
.LJ. U.

are valare

l1r. KENNEDY of Massachuset
Nr.
Massachusetts
Speaker,
I
rise
Speaker,
I
rise
t.oday
in
t.oday
in strong
strong 01
o
so I thought
thoughtuntil
until seeing
seeing this
this Repub- tion to this
this rule.
rule. What
What has come
come tt
lican-wriftet,
Iican-wrjen rule.
rule.
., country
countrywhere
where we
we now
now consider
consider
Let
Let me
mebriefly
brieflydescribe
describemy
myamendments,
amcndmen.

given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
The first would have made
made any
any legal
legal alien
arien
Mr.
Mr. GIJTIERREZ
GtJTIERREZ Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, I sub- who
haspaid
paid55years
yearsofof
Federal
has
Federal
income
income taxes
nutted three
mitted
three arnend.ments
amendments to this bill who
egible
egibe for
forthe
theservices
services that
that this
this bill
bill would 0ththat were all ruled out of
of order. In my
deny them—Medicajcj,
them—Mecjicajd. SSI,
SSI. food
effort I was not simply trying to appeal erwise
starrtps, Temporary
Temporary Assistance, arid
and socia'
social
to the good nature of the members of stamps,
block grants.
the
the Cornzulttee
CornxJttee on Rules nor to their service
A
A second,
second, which
which I

sense of charity.
charity. My
Myamendment.s
axnendment
spoke to other values, hard work, paying tazes,
taxes, playing by the
the rules.
rules. Those
you understand are not partisan values, or so I thought until I read the Re-

U. 4'

•,

'

,

vulnerable children and mother
'vulnerable
rnother

root cause of the evil that
faces?

Am
Ars

We had
had one
one fellow
fellow come
come befori
befor
House Committee on Banking an
nanciaj Services, Michael Milken,
nancjaj
Milken

stole
stole

$5 billion,
billion, aa third
third of
of the .

I envisioned
envisioned as
as an alter- budget, and he gets a
wink and a
native,
na1fve would
would grant
grant the
the same
same egibiity
elgibiity to Yet welfare
welfare mothers
mothers are the scour
those immigrants
who
paid
immigrants who paid 55 years of taxes
taxes America,
Amer2ca,Ififyou
you listen
listen to
to the rhe
during
rhe
during a 10-year period. I thought
that this
thought that
this that takes
takea place on this
this House
hoc
House fIoo
amendment
amendment was certainly
certainly reasonable
reasonable to
to all
people
if
people
are
really
concerned
concerned aa
parties involved,
involved,
the family values of this country,
I felt
it was
it
was important
important to
to raise
raise these
these issues then does
the bill
bill cut $2.7 billion
because
billion oa
it speakstotofacts
beuse it speaks
factsthat
thatQet
get obliterated
obliterated foster care and adoptive
adoptive services?:
services?]
by
by the
the red-hot
red-hot rhetoric
metorc raised
raised in this body.
opposed to the nurribe
are truly
truly opposed
These facts get drowned out by the
the task
talk abortions that take place nurribf
radio
in Ame
radio shows that have become
become the
the natioriaJ
national why
why can we not create
create
•a
polic
outlets for
a
outlets
for ranting
ranting and
arid raving
raving and passing on America that allows familiespolic;
blame
to
to a
blameoo others,
others.

publican
publIcan written
written rule.
Two of
Two
of my
myamendments
amendmen would have
ensured that those
those legal
legal 1mznigran
irnniigrants
who pay Federal taxes for at least 5
years would remain eligible for benefits.
I wanted to raise one issue that gets
drowned out
out by
by the,
the red-hot rhetoric in
These
These two
two amendments
amendmentspoint
point out
out that—
that—
this body arid
and on the radio
radio talk shows, yes—legal
yes—4egal
immigrantspay
paytaxes,
taxes,taxes
immigrants
taxes that
that have become the national outlet we aJi
all use.
use.
for passing along blame. The fact is,

if

and
ad provide
providefoster
foster care
care services?

These are abused children,
children, chil
chil
that. have
have sexual
sexual arid
that
and other issues
issues
they
have
been
subjected
to
to that
Just like
Just
like anyone else
else in
in America,
America, they
they follow
follow horrexdous
Mr. Speaker, legal immigrants pay the
horrendous in
In America,
America, and the Re
the
rules
and
laws
of
of
the
the
country
that
they
taxes that we all use, and they follow now
billion out of
licans cut
cut $2.7
2.7 billion
of the bui
bu
home.
home,
the laws
the
lawsofofthi8
thiscou.ntz-y
country that they have now call
to
to serve
serve those .vulnerable
.vulnerab]e children,
childjen•
third
amendjnerfl
that
The
amendment
that
I
have
I
have drafted ad- ought to
can home.
come to call
to be
be ashamed,
ashamed.
theConsiderable
considerable expenses
dresses the
expenses that
thatWill
will be
be'
This bifl
bill is called the Personal Re- dresses
Mr.
HALL
HALL
of Ohio.
Ohio.Mr.
Mr. Speake
Speak
passed along to
to the
the States
States when
when these serv- yield I minute. to the
sPonsibility Act. Many legal immjSponsibility
immi- ices
gentiewo
gentiewo
are obfiterated
ices
Federal
obliterated
at
the
level.
leveL
grants who work hard, play by the Under my amendment,
frOmNorth
NorthCarolina
Carolina (Mrs.
[Mrs. CLAYTON
arnet,dment, the Federal Govern- frm
rules, already exhibit a level of respon(Mi's.
(Mrs. CLAYTON
CLAY'rON asked and was
g
was gi
ment
could
not
exchide
exclude
legal
immigrants
from permission
sibility that this House will do well to eligibility
permissjon to revise and extend hex
hei
for
these
eligibilfty
for
these
services
if
it
is
found
found
that
emulate. We
Wecan
ca do
marks.)
emulate.
do so
so by defeating this this
this leads
leads to aa cost of $50 million
rule.
million or
or more
more to
Mrs. CLAYTON,
CLAYTON. Mr. Speaker, I
a
State.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, during
during the
in
the welfare
in Opposition
to the rule.
opposition
rule: More
wetfare debate,
debate, II
More that
Pretty
than
Pretty
interestIng
timing,
don't
interesting
timing,
don't
have heard
you:
you:think?
think'amendments
amendmen were
have
heard the
Irie Republicans c1e
cite as
as their
werefiled
filed timely
timely on
their goal,
goal, Today,
on
Today,
the
unfunded
the
unfunded
mandates
bill
mandates
bill
the demorition
the
demoron of the Great
is
being
rule, but yet there are only
GreatSociety.
Society.
Be;
only 26 Bel
si9ned
into
'aw.
ceremoniously
signed
law.
Wetf,
Well, with this
this rule,
rule, II think theyve
licans and only 5 Democrats that h
gone well
theyve gone
Tefl me—especially
rne—especiany my
Tell
my friends
friendson
n the other amendxnen
beyond that.
that
beyond
amendmentsthat
thatwere
wereallowed.
allowed.
side
side
of
who
pressed
the
aisle
who
pressed
so hard
As I see it,
hard for the
it, The
the question
question now
flow seems:
I must ask, what is the
seems: Do the unfunded
the majox
majoi
unfunded
mandates
bil—what
mandates
b.91—what
happens
if,
happens
if,
or
or
Repubhcans even want America to
Republicans
afraId cl?
afraid
or? Why
Why must
to be aa good
must they ddi
good when, we find that the
the weflare
welfare reform
society?
society?
reform bill
bill fzts
fits thoughtful
thoughtful proposajs
proposals that would
your
your definition
defindjonofofan
anunfunded
unfunded mandate?
mandate?
In my mind,
In
mind, aa good
good society
prove this bill?
society protects
bill?
Are they
they trying to
Are
protects the
to xn
xr
was
pleased
W25
pleased
that,
that, even
most
even though
though these
these zle discussion?
most vulnerable.
vuInerae.
discussion? Perhaps
Perhaps they are afr
afx
amendrnen
arnendme
dd
not
receive
bipartisan
did
not
receive
bipartisan
A good
goodsonety
soety does
supdoes not slash
stash programs
because among
because
among the amendments
programs for port
amendments t:t
inside the
port here
here inside
beltway,atatleast
the beltway,
they
diddid they did
those
least
they
whose weli-being
those whose
well-being has been
did not
not allow are those
been put
put in
in jeop- outside of Washington. The Republican
those'that
that wo
wo
Washington, The Republican Govardy in
in so many
Gov- have restored
nny other ways.
restored
nutritioJ
nuti'ltioJ
programs
ernor
ernor of
of Illinois,
flhinois, Jim Edgar,
Edgar.
wrote
Now, II have
Now,
wrote
to
to
the
the
heard
it
have heard it said
those who need
need It.
it. Among
said that the
the punitive
punitive Speaker recommending that
Among the aine:
ame
measures
these amend- ments they did'
these
measures Contaned
contained inin this
this bill
bill are not simply merits
allow
did
not
allow
are
th
are
merits
be
order.
ruled
in
order,
there
there for the sake of injuring the poor or the
that would
have
prevented
would
have
prevented
the
de
the
destr
Isnt
Isn't
it
the
Republican
Party
the
Repubrican
that
keeps
weak.
keeps say- tion
ton of
ofSchool
School Lunch
Lunch Programs.
Programs. PP
ing
ing they are
are Supposedly
supposedly on
on
the
side
of
the
No—the
No—t Repub'icans
the
Republicans tell
haps
tefl us that these States?
hans they are afraid because
because they kn
ks
measures
are supposed
supposed to
to chan9e
measures are
that this
harm women,
this bill will harm
change behavior,
behavior.
women,
infa
inl'aj
Then
why
ignore
ignore
the
wishes
of
of
a
Denying benefits
State
Statelike
like and children,
benefitstotoyoung
young
unwed
children, and
and they
they do
do not want I
unwed mothers,
mothers, Illinois which will be
be severely
severely burdened by the and
I am
am told,
to4d,iss not
not simpty
American
a way
simply a
way to
Americaj
people
to
know
to penalize
penalize steps that
know
about th
th
you
want
that you want us to
to take
take today?
today?
them—but to
to change their behavior.
Perhaps
behavior.
Perhaps they
they are
are afraid
afraid because
becauseth
ft's
trs
not
an
ti
exaggeratton
an
exaggeration
to
say
that
this
bill,
Well, if that
bifl,
that is the 'ogic
logic of
of this
this b1!,
know that the
know
the money
money they
they say
bill, then what and the
sayth.ey
they
The rule, that
that
we
are
debating
today
am
am II to
to make
makeofofthose
those
provisions
provsir that
saving will
saving
will be
be shifted out of
that are
of those
those p;
are changes—in
chanaes—in my mind—.wt,at
p
mind—what America
America repaimed at denying benefits
rep- grams
grams and
benefits to
and will
to legal immigrants? resents,
will go to aid the ri
resents.
I have
have to
to assume
that
through
assume that your
cuts.
tax cuts,
your goal
goat is to alter
In the minds
minds of
of many,
many, America
the
America always
always held
behavior of those
the behavior
those around
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, this is
around The world who magic because not
Mr.
is most
most 'misgu.jdi
misguidE
it
only
on'y
was
a
wou'd otherwise
otherwse think
Nation that I urge a vote of
would
think about
aboutcormng—le
cormng—legatly.....
gaily— stood
of no,
no, no
no confidence
stood
to
other
up
to
other
superpowers
around
superpowers
to the
around the
the United
United States.
the thJ
this rule,
rule, and
arid also
also no
no on the bill itse
wojid, but
stood up
up for the powerAnd
powerAnd thars
that's aa shame,
shame, because I thought that world, but that it also stood
Mr. HA.LL
HALL of
of Ohio.
Ohio. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
lesswho
whoCaine
came
here
less
here
from
from
around
the
world,
a
the
world,
a good society
society opened
opened its
its doors
doors to
yield 1
yield
1
to
'the
gentlewo
minute
the
gentlewo
to others.
2ctior,
After
todays
action,
I don't
dont think
think you can from Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE).
It was
out of that concern that
It
was out
that I 'submitted
submitted quite say the same thing.
three
three amendments to
to the
the Ru'es
RulesComrnrnee
(Ms.
(Ms. JACKSON-LEE
JACKSON-LEE asked
asked and
Committee for
for
and w
w
This
This bill
bill isiscalled
cafledthe
thePersonal
Personal
Responsibility
Responsibility given permission
Consideratjn,
Cosidefatjon.
permission to
to revise
revise and
exte:
and
exte
Act
In
so doing,
dong. I was
In so
her remarks,)
reinark.)
was not simply
simp'y trying
trying to
to apapI urge aH
all Members
Members to remember their
peal to the good nature'
their public
pubHc
nature of the members
Ms.
JACKSON-LEE Mr. Speaker,
JACKSON..LEE
membersofofthe
the responsibility
responsibtity and to vote no on this rule,
rule,
Ru'es Committee,
Rules
thought we came
Comrrttee, nor
nor to
to their sense of ctarity.
came to
to the
the U.S.
charity.
tLS. Congre
Congre
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
My
amendments spoke
Speakers I to represent
My amendments
spoke to
to other
represent all
all of
of the
thepeople
vaues—ha yield
other values—had
people
oft
of. tJ
yield
1
1
minute
minute
to
to
the
the
gentleman
gentlem
work, paying
from United States of America, but'
work,
paying taxes,
taxes, playing
p'aying by
by the
the rules.
rufes.
but what'i
what
Massachusetts
Massachusetts [Mr.
[Mi'.
KENNEDY).
KENNEDY).
have
have come simply to do
.

-

I

,

I

I

I

,

'

'

come simply to do is pass U
tJ
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rother ofofall
mother
allbad
badrules.
rules. II do
do ecpect
expect and
and by one vote. So do not complain
comp'ain about
appreciate the long hours that the rulesand closed rules.
Committee on Rules spent on the rules'
But
But first of all
all II would
would like
like tO
to speak
zpeak
resolution but I cannot imagine that about what is cruel.
cruel. Let
Let us
us take
takeaalook
lotk
they did not
not accept
accept the
themany
many-amendamend- at the children's nutrition program.
mentsthat
thatwere
wereoffered
offered to
to ensure
ensure that Who are we trying to feed? We are tryrents
all of the people of the United States of ing to feed the kids that their parents
America were in
th fact covered by wel- are in poverty. For my friends on the
fare reform
reform and
and not
ot covered
covered by
by welfare
welfare other side of the aisle, I would say It is
punishment.
cruel to support the current system.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I tried to offer amendYou say that you all think well, it
ments
rnents that would ensure child care, can be fixed. You had 40 years to fix it.
-
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Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I yield to the

gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
MOAKLEY].
MOAKLEY).

Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I thank
the
the gexitleman.
gentleman. Now I would like, to—
to—
TheSPEAKER
SPEAKER -'pro
Te
pro tempore
tempore (Mr.

OXLEY). The time of the gentleman

from

.

American

Samoa

[Mr.

FALEOMAVAEGA] has expired.

-

Mr.
Mr. HALL
HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I

yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from

Massachusetts [Mr. MOAXLEY].
that would ensure job training, and, The gen1eman
genléman from Missouri [Mr.
Mr. MOAKLEY.
MOAXLEY. Mr. Speaker, the
yes, to
thatwe
wehad
hadjobs.
jobs. You
You GEPHARDT]
to ensure
ense that
GEPHRDT] will stand up and talk chairman of the Committee on Rules
know, it is interesting, it is very inter- about oh, the lady In
in the red dress and
esting,
factas
as we
we begin
begin to the poor children. Well, what is really said that we had gagged rules in the
esting, that
that in
i fact

I never said I never gagged rules.
sad and what is discriminatory is the past.
But he said he was going to, he said he
children that we are not allowing out wasgoing
going to
to come
come out
out with a• new
of the poverty level with their families. was
style,
open
rules.
One
of the most imLet us encourage the deadbeat dads by portant pieces of legislation
right here
legislation to support those kids;
kids: S34
$34 on the floor, we are gagged.
gagged.
The
The
United
United
billion. Let us encourage fathers to States of America is gagged. Every
stucome live with a welfare mother, that
looking for a warm meal is being
they engage in the discussion about we do not take that check away, and dent
welfare reform and
.nd about welfare have one of them work, so that we can gagged. This is a gag rule that nobody
mothers and children on lunch pro- empower that family to support those will ever forget.
Mr.
Mr. SOLOMON.
SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I yield
grams, I believe corporate America has children so they do not have to qualify
myself 30 seconds.
alot to contribute
contribute toto- job
ob creation.
creation. But economically.
I say
say to
to my
my good
good friend, the gen- vas not
yet that particular amend.ment
amendment was
not
What is really cruel? Look at the tleman
from
MOAxfromMassachusetts
Massachusetts [Mr. MOAKaccepted. accepted.
Federal housing projects that we just tleman
said was,
was, I-would
Iwould be three
My
My question is,
is, this
this isis not
not-an
an issue keep dumping money into. They are LEY], what II said
for African-Americans, Hispaniá—Amer- crime ridden. We have drug addiction. times as fair as he ever was, and I am
that.he does
icans, Asian-Americans,
Asian-Americafls, White-AmeriWhite-Amen- We have in the black community two living up to it. The reason thaLhe
cans; it is •for
all Americans.
Americans. This is Out of every three children are illegit- not think it is fair is because of his micans:
for all
ot aatime
not
timetotobash
bashour
ourmothers
mothers and
and our
our imate. In some of our inner cities, up nority leader, the gentleman from MisGEPHARDT). II suggest
suggest the
the
children. This is a time to raise our to six or eight of the children are ille- souri [Mr. GEPHARDT].
gentlemango
gentlema
gosee
seehim.
him. II will
will go
go with
voices, to pass legislation that will be gitirnate.
gitimate.
him, if he likes.
welfare reform and not welfare punish01400
Mr. HALL of OHIO. Mr. Speaker, I
ment. This is welfare punishment.
Mr. SOLOMON:
SOLOMONI Mr. Speaker, I yield
That
That is what is cruel, is to perpet- yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Alabama [Mr.
[Mr.BEVILL).
BEvmL].
iyself such
myself
suchtime
timeas
as II may
may consume.
consume.
uate that sadistic system. And what Alabama
(Mr. BEVILL asked and was given
Mr. Speaker. I would just tell the you are really upset at is we are killing (Mr.
gentlewoman from Texas [Ms. JACK- your controlled big bureaucracy. We permission to revise and extend his reSON-LEE] and the gentlewoman from have provided for the nutrition pro- marks.)
SON-LEE)
North Carolina
Carolina[Mrs.
[Mrs.CLAYTON],
CL.&rroN], who grams and added, but we have cut you
Mr. BEVILL.
Mr.
BEVILL. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,IIhave
haveal.
al
spoke before, that they were not here bureaucracy and you cannot stand it.
ways advocated workfare over welfare.
n 1987.
in
1987.Believe
Believe me,
me, this
this is
is not the Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I Most people I know would
would rather
rather have
have
mother of all bad rules. The mother of yield 1 minute to the gentleman from a paycheck
paycheck than
thanaawelfare
welfare check.
check. Unall bad rules was in 1987, the last time American Samoa [Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA]. fortunately,
fortunately; our current welfare syswe debated welfare. That is when the
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Mr. Speaker, tem actually discourages and
and breeds
breeds
gentleman from
from Massachusetts
Massachusetts [Mr.
[Mr. the rule before us today is for what is dependency on the government. It fosMOAKLEY).
MOAKLEY); the gentlewoman from New called the Personal Responsibility Act. ters a cycle of poverty that many fami-

make alot of noise about working, everybody is talking about the Governxent providing
inent
providingthose
those jobs,
jobs, that
that can
can not
not
be. There is nothing in the Republican
bill that talks about job creation. And
yet I attempted to bring corporate
America into this debate, because as
America-into

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

York [Ms.
[Ms. SLAUGWFEP.
SLAUGirrER. the
the gentleman This proposed bill will alter drastically lies fail to break away from.
from Massachusetts
Massachsètts [Mr.
[Mr.KENNEDY],
KENNEDY], the welfare system in our Nation. One
Clearly, we need a new system
Clearly,
system that
that
-

and the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
from Minnesota
Minnesota of the problems of this bill is that it requires
requiresparents
parents- to
shoulder the reto shoulder

tMr. SAB0] all voted for a rule that was does not
[Mr.
not even
even mention
metion the
the 1.2
1.2 million sponsibilities of their families.
so closed down
for one
one Re- Native Americans or the 553 federally
down itit allowed
allosed for
We
We need to break this cycle of welpublican substitUte
substitute instead
instead of
cf three recognized American Indian tribes.
fare dependency, but we must do it in
-

-

different alternatives
alterzatives that we are al-

To remedy the situation, Members a way that makes sense. If we require
from both sides of aisle worked to- welfare parents to work as we
we shoul&
shou1d
gether to come up with an amendment we must provide
training. Many
Many
provide jobjob training.
to allow Indian tribes access to the people on welfare
welfare have
have -no
no job
job skills and
block grant provisions of this bill. Un- many do not know how to look for a
Those are the kinds of gag rules we fortunately, the Committee on Rules job.
used to have
have on
o the
thefloor.
floor.Now
Now we
we are
are did not accept this and it will never be
And if we require welfare
And
welfare parents
parents to
to
opening up
opening
p the
theprocess.
process.
heard on
on -its
its merits
merits on
on the floor.
work, as we should, we must provide
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to my
Mr. Speaker, I want to remind my for
for child
child caret
care Someone
Someone has to look
very good friend, the gentleman from colleagues that Indian tribes are not after the children while the parents are
lowing today.
today: That rulea1lowed
ruleallowed for one
Democrat amefldment
amendment and no Republican amendments, instead of 31
amendments
beingallowed
allowed today.
today.
a.endments being

-

California
California
[Mr.[Mr.
CLNNiNGHM].
CLGH].

subunits of State governments. Their working.
IfIf we go to the block grant system
ernment basis with the Federal Gov- proposed by the committee's
cornmittees version of
enment. Currently
ernment.
Currently tribes
tribes are
are eligible
eligible this bill, Alabama stands to lose $828
for direct funding under numerous Fed- million over 5 years.
years, according to the
eral laws-to
laws to the same extent as the 50 U.S. Department of Health and Human
States. What a travesty, Mr. Speaker, Services.
ere on
here
onaatax
taxbill
billwhere
where the
the clock that this is happening.
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
stayed open for 45 minutes until you
Mr.
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr.. Speaker, will the yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman
twisted arms
passedaabad
bad tax
tax bill
bill gentleman yield?
arms and
ad passed
ScmOEDER1.
from Colorado [Mrs. SC1OEDER1.
Mr. CLTNNGHAM.
CUNNGHAM. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, for
4 years I sat. th
in this body. In 30 years
only one Republican motion to recommt passed.
mit
passed. No
No Republican
Republican king-of-thehill rule ever passed on this House floor
under the Democratic rules. I watched

-

relationship is on a government-to-gov-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Mrs. SCHROEDER Mr. Speaker, I
bill, no one cares about
about the inability to
the gentleman
gent1ema for
thank the

for yielding time
tO me.
I have been trying to get In
in on this
debate but Members keep saying,
saying, "We
don't h.ve the time; we don't
have the
time."
Why do we not have time for children Why
dren?Why are
are we
we rushing
rushing out here and
doing this
this to
to Children?
children? So we
we Carl
can get
get
the crown jewel of the Contract,
contract,
to
quote the Speaker. What is that crown

Perfect
perfect the Deal substitute or the Mink
substitute, two substitutes which are
in philosophy and Intent
miles apart In
intent
and
arjd direction.
direction You do not care to perfect those bills. You only want to perfect this bill?
'The fact of the matter is, you would
like to have 150 amendjnen
amendmentsmade
made in
order on the majority's bill. You do not
really
care
really care to
to amend
amend those, arid
and we
gave you
gave
yougagged,
gagg, closed
closed rules
rules on those
two substitutes at your request.
My colleagues, there are some victims in this debate, but it is not children arid
and it is
is not
not school
school lunches. The
The
vict1 ininthis
victima
thisdebate
debate are candor and
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nutritional standards. Why give
give States the
cretion
cretiori to serve school lunches that do
meet basic nutritional
nutntjonal standards?
standar?With
Wr
mum nutrition standards, States are
are Ire
lre
develop their own Standards
standards for more hea!i
heal
meals.

The bifi
bill calls
cails for aaNational
Natior Acadern
Academ
Sciences
Sciences study
study to
to recommend
recommendmirñmurn
minimum ri
ii
tional standards,
Standards but does not require
require St
st
to meet those standards.
Standards. My
My amendment
amendmer
quires States to meet the current nutrith
nutritic
standards set by the Secretary of Agiiculti
Agiicult
or
or the
standards
the standards of the required Natic

jewel? It
it is more tax cuts for the fat
cats to pay for this.
Nati(
I find this absolutely outrageous. I
Academy of Sciences study. Currently,
was trying
was
tryingtotopoint
otht out to one of the
standards set
standards
set by
by The
the Secretary
Secretaty are
are that
thatmn
m
prior gentlemen that if
if you really want
must meet one-third
one-third of
of the
the daily requirerr
requireni
to be tough on and YOU really want to
of certain nutrients.
honest public discourse.
do child support enforcement
big-lie
Reducing the nutritional standards
Reducing
you theory has just taken overThe
YOU
Standards is
ought to vote
vote for
for the
the Democrac
the debate easy way for States toto reduce
bill
Democratic
bill
reduce the cost
on
this
bill,
and
we
have
because it is much tougher. Ii hope the
so much more school
school meals. Guaranteeing
Guaranteeing aa minimum
minimum le
amendxnent to the Republic one does to do. after this. We have to direct of nutrition
amendment
nutrition is
is aa statement
statemert
Congress t
pass, where we go after licenses of peo- America's attention to a crushing na- the health of children is by Congress
a nationa)
nationalconce
conc
tional debt,
debt, an
an econojc
ple who are in
economiccriMs
crisis in
in a Furthermore,
one of the dozen years
Furthermore, our
our other
other investments
investments in
of
of huzriongous
humongous proportions. cattot
in ee
most importantarrears,
things but
we can do is If we cannot
cation are
are ineffective
if children
ineffectve if
beg-in
cannot
begin
children do
do not
not ha
hr
welfare prevention
prevention, which
to
discuss
these
is making things with some degree
adequate nutrition. Promoting
PTomotng the heatth
health
both parents be responsible
of caudor
candor and school
school
children
is
wself
children
is
wise
ll
around.
around.
There are so many things here we some degree of honesty and public disEven if one believes
beheves States
States can operate
course, all of America, including
operate tifl
should be
Should
be discussing.
discussthg To see this go course,
including the program more efficiently,
efficienfly, we can provide
provide It
roaring through and to see us taking children, will suffer.
that, at the least, school
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I guarantee
school meals
meals v'
things away from young chilth,en
be healthful.
to
children
yield
such
time
as
he
pay for the crown jewel for those who
may
iray
Consume
consume
to
Of
course
whether
the gentleman
the
gentlem from
from Louisiana [Mr. portarrt
or not funds
funds for
for this
this iti
do not need anymore jewels, thank
portant program should
you FiELDS).
FrELDS).
should go
go to
to States
Stateswith
with cic
very muc
much,
outrageo
very
is is
outrageous
minimum conditions is a question
Loujsjajia asked and tam
(Mr. FIELDS of Louisiana
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
whichreasonable
reasonab peope
which
people can
was
given
perniissjon
permission
to
candisagree,
disagree, and
yield
1
nir
to
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
revise and ex- is important enough
to be decided by the ff
tend his remarkz.)
remarks.)
1€

MichiganfMr.
Michigan
[Mr.
LEVrNJ.
LEvJ.

Mr. LEVTJq•
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, iI asked for
LEVBq. Mr.
two amendments
amendn2ents and they were
turned
down. By the
the way,
way,
Ido
not
Ido
not
think
it is
very
appeaug to come here andIt
very appealing
say
you have to bargain with the Commit..
Committee on Rules to get an alnendxnent,
amendment
have to say you are going to voteyou
for
the
the rule
rule to
to get
amendment I
get an
a amertdxnent
thought we were acting here on a mat-

ter of urgency and a matter of prinLet me just rnzke
make two
twD points.
points. You

ciple.

Mr. FIELDS of Louisiana. Mr. Speaker, I rise In
in opposition to this rule.

House. I believe these amendme
amendmens.s
should I
should
considered arid
and decided by the fufi
full House

in order.

yield the balance of my
time to
to ot
ou
leader, the gentlemanmy
from Missow
from
Missoj

•

Mr. Speaker, I rise
nse in strong Opposition
Opposition to
this rufe.
rule.
This rule will not
not allow my two amendments
amendme

Represe41tati
Represe41tatj
Mr.
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,

[Mr. GEPRARDT).
GEPRARDT)

My two
My
twoamendm
amendmare
are aimed
atensuiing
aimed at
ensuiing
(fr. GEPHARDT
(Mr.
GEPHARDT
that the
that
wa
thechanges
changes proposed
proposed by
by thiS
this bill for
for the given permission to asked and we
school
revise
and
exteni
exten
school meats
program will
meats program
will not
result
not
result
in
rehis remarks.)
duced quafity
quarity of school meats. States have
Mr. GEPHARDT Mr. Speaker, in th
enrri,o pressure
pressure to
enormous
squeeze
th
to squeeze funding
funding from

coming hours and days, the Members co
programs, especially education programs.
program 5. My
and crucia
ckar and
amendrrnts bmit
amendments
limitthe
the dscretJon
discretion 10 squeeze this body face a clear
turned down two amendments.
One was school meals programs too much.
choice. We can vote for a Republicax
Republjcaj
close to the Bunn
Bannamendments
a.mendizient I do not
a.mendment
welfare proposal that will
The first amendment requires that schoolwill throw
throwmnil
mi1
know why you keep
school- lions of innocent
on
turning
your
based nutrition
children out,
children
out
on
on
thE
th
nutritionb4ock
block grant
back on this issue. If YOU punish moth- based
grant funds
funds are actually street Without
without doing anything to mom
schoo' based meals, not other purmove
ers, you are going to affect their kids used for school
pur- people
People
from
from
welfare
welfare
to
poses.
work,
orwe
wecar
ca
work, or
POSes.The
Thebill
bill allows
allows States
States 10 transfer up to
and
alsoyou,
you, II think,
think,
ad also
outstandjn
increase the chances arguably could 20 percent of the school nutrition funds to choose one of the two Otltstanding

of aboriion.
abortion. You
Democratic proposais,
Democratic
propos both of
b'ock grant purposes—for example,
ofwhich
whic
turned it down. We have been trying other block
examp'e, a would
would help miflions both
State
of struggljn
State could
could spend
spend 20
of
struggling
20 percent
for weeks
weeks to
to get
get this
this amendment
percent
the
school
of
amendxnent
acAmericans
Americans.
to
to
break
the
lunch
'unch funds
funds on
on its
its food stamps
cepted.
cycle of dede.
stamps program.
program.
pendency and despair.
1 am
am convinceci
convinced it is unwise
Second, you turned down an amendunwise to
to give
give States
States
Mr. Speaker, when we talk about
this discretion. When faced with difficult
abont
ment on SS1
SSI for kids.
dtficutt budget
et choices
choices or a fiscal emergency, State legisla- welfare reform, we should
should
be
talking
I just want to emphasize
ernphjze what
what is
is in- tures would
woutd quickly seize upon the available about one thing and one thing only:
volved. You are cutting 314.8
billion
bIllion
work, hoW
work,
how to encourage It,
20
percent.
it, how to reand restoring only 33.8
$3.8
billion
in
the
ward
it,
how to ensure that every ableft
is
important
to
remember
block grant. You talk piously; you
that
that
children
are
bodied Axnericarj
bodied
American can lift themselves
you act not
able to
not able
Punitively.
to protect
protect their
their own
owninterests
interests in the out of poverty
poverty arid
and into work.
legislative
process,
process,
white
while
Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, Ii
others have
have strong
strong
That
18
Is
why
why
Democrats
advocates.
Furthermore,
Furthermore,
there
there
are fighting
have one remaining speaker.
are good rea- for a welfare
Speaker.
welfare plan
plan that
that gives
gives States
States all
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I yield sons- why the school lunch program
pTogam was the flexibility they
brought to the Federal
Federal level
need and deserve
Iev& in the first place—
1½ minutes to the very thstinguish
d.istingui5 when
but
sets
one
broad
didhave complete
goal and requiregentleman from
comp'ete control over
GA [Mr. schoolStates
have got
got to
to move
meals, many defaulted on their obliga- ment: they have
movepeople
people
Lnmj, a memberAtlanta,
Lnm),
of the Committee tion to children.
from welfare to work. If they want to
on Rules.
Spend Federal
Federj tax
taxdo11a.r,
dollars, they have
While
While there
there are
afe reasonable arguments that spend
Mr. LINDER.
LINDE. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, iI find this
got
to
offer
the
training
States
States
s1-0u{d
should
have
have
the
progra and
programs
and
debate fascinating on the rule, because
abirity to decide how the job
ability
job opportunities
oPportujtIes that
best to spend funds, this is
make
welfor all of the honing and carping whichs
a
a
very
very
clffictjft
dlfficdt
which
fare a road to work and
fufi House
House should
the full
and not
not aa dead
dead eiid.
end.
should decide.
decke.
has been raised to an
a art
artform
form on
on this point
'The plari
The
plan the
theRepublicans
Republica are passing
The second
second amendment
amendment iI offered
side about
abont the inability to perfect our
offered simply
simply enen- off
off
as
as
welfare
welfa
reform
reform
sures that school meals comply
not even
cornpy with minimum
rrñnirnum come
come close
closetotothat.
that.InI does
essetCe, they
essence,
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want
want to
to just
just throw
throw money
money at
at the
the
If we are truly committed to these The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore
ternpore (Mr.
States, cross their fingers and hope the goals, we have no choice but to support OxLEy). All time has expired.
problem goes away, as if it were that the Democratic alternatives•
alternatives, to. this
Without objection, the previous quessimple.
flawed Republican proposal. Now is the tion is ordered on the resolution.
-

At the same time they want to pil- time to turn back a Republican prolage welfare programs to pay for tax posal that is weak on work and tough
cuts for the privileged few. They want on kids. Now Is
is the time to really reto fund their tax giveaways
giveaways by
by-slashing
-slashing form welfare and put the American
school lunches for children
children who
who would
would people back to work.
literally go hungry without them and
This is
This
is aa crucial
crucial decision
decision of this
cutting food and nutrition programs body, and I urge Members to vote for
for pregnant women and babies
babies that
that one of the Democratic alternatives, tp
save more than three times what the refuse the Republican alternative, to
programs cost.
be tOugh
tough on
on work,
work, and not tough on
At this point, Mr. Speaker, we have kids. This is our moment to make that
to wonder whether the Republicans great statement.
really want to reform welfare at all.
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, II yield
yield

There was no objection.

The SPEAKER
SPEAKERpro
pro tempore.
tempore. The

question is on the resolution.

The question waz
was taken; and the

Speaker pro tempore announced that

the noes appeared to have it.
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, II object
object

to the vote •on
on the
theground
ground that
that aa
quorum is not present and make the
point of order that a quorum is not
present.

The SPEAKER pro tempore.
tempore. EviEvi-

dently a quorum is not present.
The Sergeant at Arms will notify absent Members.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were—yeas 217, nays
211, not voting
7, as
as follows:
follows:
voting?,

We have to wonder whether they really myself the balance of our time.
care about the child whose life could be
Mr. Speaker, I will not criticize the
devastated, about the single mother
mother minoritF
minorit3
party
party and
and Question
question their mowho could lose every dime of help and tives, because
they
are
all good Amerisupport but never get a chance at a cans. However, the question
before us
reai job to support herself.
real
is whether we are going to conOf course,
course, Itit is time
time to
to insist
insist on
on work
work today
Of
status quo or not, and how we
and responsibility.
responsibility. Of
Of course,
course,1t
it is time tinue the It.
it.
to end a status quo that perpetuates goI about
have been here for a long time, and
poverty á.nd
and destroys
destroys our
our most
most chercher-

[Roll No. 255]

have watched this Congress try to
ished values. But how can people lift Iniicromanage
the lives of the American
themselves up by their boot straps, if micromanage
from here Inside
inside the beltway.
the Republicans are busy taking away people
Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, itit has
has not
not worked. We
their boots?
Are the Republicans even interested have a failed welfare system that we
in promoting work? Or are they look- are operating under now. Let us try
else. Let us change that staing for just another way to pay
pay for
for something
tus
quo.
We
can do it with the legislatrickle-down tax
trickle-down
taxgiveaways
giveaways for
for the
-

privileged few?

tion we have before us.

want a system that works. They want
real results for their hard-earned tax

Reagan. He taught me a lesson when I
first came here. Nobody was more focused and more visionary than Ronald
Reagan. Yet he learned the one important thing, how to compromise.
compromise. That
That is
is
what we are doing here today. We have
tried to, in this rule, we have tried to

When you are trying to move people
from welfare to work, there is only one

result that matters: a job. And that is

why Democrats have developed a wholly different approach to reform.
reform. In
In fact,
fact, recognize that there are Republicans

Foley
Forbes
Fowler
Fox
Franks (CT)
Franks
Fran)s (NJ)
Frelthghuyseo
Fre1tghuyseD

Bass
Batexnan

Ganake
Ganke
Gekas
Geka.s
Gflcbrest
Gilcrest
Gilhnor
Gillznor
Gilrimn
Gilrnan
Gingrich
Goodiatee
ood1ate
Goodlmg
Goodling

Frisa

Bereuter
Bilbray
Bilirakis
Bliley
Blute
Boehlert
Boehner
Bonilla
Boutlla
-

sidered it. 'We would have been as fair
as we possibly can.

There are some things that I do not
like about this rule. I spoke with Cardinal O'Connor about them. There was
another amendment very Important
important to
people that share a belief, as
as II do,
do, and
and
as the gentleman from Ohio does, and
others do, but we could not make them
to get
get three
three
only make a flawed welfare system all in order. We managed tO
out of the four. The one other, you can
even worse..
even
worse
deal with it, or we could, in a motion
0 1415

Do we believe in a Nation of dignity
and decency? Do we believe in protecting our children from arbitrary punish• ment
ment and
and unnecessary
unnecessary deprivation?
deprivation? Do
we believe in putting people
people tQ
to work
work
and not simply pushing these problems
back to the State level?
-

-

to recommit.

This is a fair rule. It treats every-

body fair. Please vote for this rule. It is

hard for me to say that; because I did
not get everything I wanted, but I am

going to vote for the rule. It is the

right thing. It is fair. Itis fair to every

Member of this body. Please vote for it.

Nethercutt
Neuma.n
Neumann

ey

Ney

Norwood
Nussle
ussle

Oxley -.
Ciley
Packard
Paxon

Peth

Porter

Portms.n
Portma
QulUen
QnifleD
Quinn

Hobson

Hoekstra
Hoe)stra
HokeHoke
Horn
Hostettler
Hostettle
Houghton
Roughton
Hunter
Huter•
Hutcson
Hutchinson
Iglis
Inglis
ISIOOk
Istook
.

Johnson (CT)

Johnson. Sam
Jones
Kasich
Kelly
Kim
Kngsto
Kingston
Kiug

Knollnberg.
Knollenberg.
Kolbe

Largsnt
Largent
Latharn
Latha.n
LaTourette
Lanjo
Lazio

Leach
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (KY)

Ebrlich
Erlich
Emerson
English
Ensigii
Ensign
Everett
Everett

Lighuoot
Lightfoot
Linder
Under
Livizgston
Livingston
LoBiondo

Langley
Lucas

.

Radanovich
Ra4azovcb
Raznstad
Razstad
Begul&.
Begula
Riggs.
Riggs,
Roberts
Rogers
Robrabacher
Rahrabacher
Roth Roukema
Ronkema
Royce
Salmon
Sa'mon
Sanford
Saiford
Saxton
5rborough
Scarborough
Scliaeier
Schaeier
Scff
Schiff
5haicgg
Sha5egg
5haw
Shuster
5ht2ster
5keen
Skeen
Smith
smith (MI)
Smith (TX)
smith
()
Smith
5mith (WA)
Solomon
Sander
Sonder
5pence
Spence

-

-•

.

•

Sp

Taylor (NC>
(NC)

Thomas
Thornberry

Ta.hrt.
Tiahrt.

Torkildaen
Torkildsen
t.pton
tJpton
Waldholts.
Wa1dho1tz.

McCollum

Wa1er
Walker

•

-

Stearns
5earn3
Stocksnan
5toclcrnan
5tump
Talent
Tae
Tate

Ma.Dzuflo
Ma.nzul]o

- Martthi
Martini-.-

-

?ce

Hilleary

-

-

?r'ce

Hastings (WA)
H2.sting
Hyworth
Haywortb
Relies
Hefley
Heinerna
Heinernan
Herger

Crane
Crane
Crapo
Cpo
Cremeans
Cremeas
.Cubin
Cunningham
Curningha.rn
Davis
Deal
DeLay
DooUttle
Doolittle
Dornan
Dornai
Dreier
Duncan
Dunn
Ehlers

-

Pombo
Pobo

Hastert

Cox
Cox

Ewig
Ewing
Fawell
Fwell
Fie'ds
(C)
Fields (TX)

.

Hansen
Haseu

Coburn
Coburn
Collins
collins (GA)
Combest
Combest
coDdit
Condit
cooler
Cooley

Flanagai
Flanagan

Meyers
Mica
Miller (FL)
Molinarl
Mothiri
Moorhead
Morefla
Morella
Myers
Myrick

-

Gutecht
Hancock
Hcock

the only proposals that even do justice and conservatives.
Camp
We have tried to recognize that.
castle
Castle
to the words "welfare reform." They
My good friend, the gentleman from Chabot
are tough on work, because they insist
that the States move people from wel- Ohio [Mr. HALL] had two amendments. Chambliss
Chenoweth
fare to work and give people
people the
the help
help dealing with school lunches and with Christensen
cbrstese
VTIC;-I said
said to
to the
the gentleman
gentleman from Ohio Chrysler
they need in finding and preparing for VTIC;'-I
clinger
not offer that as a sub- Clinger
you not
jobs. And they are good to kids because "Why did yOu
coble
Coble
'There is.a
There
is.a bigger
bigger principle
principle at stake in
this debate. Rather than rewarding the
richest Americans for doing nothing,
we should fight to promote work to reward it and to make sure that it pays.
more than welfare.
welfare. 'The
The Republicans
are not even engaging In
in this debate,
and it is a bitter irony that this
this meanmeanspirited, shortsighted proposal would

Metcalf
Metcall

Greenwood
Gunderson

the two Democratic alternatives are and Democrats, that there are liberals cafla

they recognize that,
that. our children are stitute? That is what your Democrat
would have
have asked
asked for."
for." We
our most precious resourôe,
resource, not a par- leader would
would have made it in order and contisan punching bag.

McKeon

Graham

Brewster
Brownback
Bryant CTh)
(TN)
Burnng
Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Cailahan
calert
Calvert

.

Mcintosh

Goss

Bono
Bonn

•

MeCrery
McHugh
Mcinnls
Mclnnls

Funderburk
Gallegly
Ga11eg1

Bartlett

There
'There was
was aa great
great American
American once
The Republicans do not seem to understand that Americans just do not that lived up the -road here on PennAvenue. His
His na.me
name was Ronald
want a smaller welfare system, they sylvania Avenue.
dollars.

Allard
Archer
Arrney
Armey
achis
Bachus
Baker (CA)
Baker
(cM Baker (LA)
Ballenger
Barr
Barrett (NEj
(NE)

•
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Walsh.
Walsh,

Weller

Wap

Watt3(Q)
Watt3(0)

Zimmer
Ztm.mer

NAYS....21I
NAyS—211
Aberurombie
Abercmmbe
Ackemnan

Aew
Anre
Baesler
Baidacj
Bajdacej
Barcia

PayEe (VA)
Payne

Palosi
los1
Peterson()
Peterson (11)
Peterson

Harman
Hast.is (FL)
Hast.inrs
(FL)
Bayes
Befner
Bather

Barrett WI)

Ba.o
Bao

Becerra
Eeilenson
BeilensoD
Benteen
Bentse

Plckett
Pickelt
Pomeroy

HiIl(ad
Ri11a
Binthey
Bin_they

Bernan

Posbai
Poshar
Raha)J
RahajJ
Rangel
Range)

Bolden
rnoyer
Ryde
Hyde

'

BrOwn (FL)
Brown
Brown (OH)
Brown
0B)
Bryant
()
Bryant (TX)

Bu
Buns

Capr

haprna_s
- -' C1a'
Clay

aon
emet
cement

Kildee
King

CIybuz
Cirburn

Sanders
Sawyer

Coleman

'Scbroe
Schroee
Schczner

'

Kieka
K]eka
'Ku_k
KIik

-

Sensenbner.
Seenbrsner.
Serrano
Serao
'Shays
siays
5isky
sixsky

LaFaice
LaFa)ce

Collins
Collins(a.)
() -.Cllins (MI)
Colljns

L&Hood
LABood

Lantos
Lan_tos

'

Conyers
Coyer
Costello
Coye
Coyne
Craner
Cramer

Daner
Danser

Lewis (GA)
(GA)
Lincoln
LthCO1D
Lipinkl
L1pi,sk1
LoIgren
Lofgren
Lowey

Dellus

Luther
Malorey
Maloney

Deut

Dentsch
Dlan-Basr
Dia.z-BAja
Dickey
Dickey
Dicks
Dzngel)
Dzcgell

5tt
Stt
Stark
5t.ak

5teiboJn
SteObOIn

ats

-

Torrce1jj
Torriceuj

Tos
Traficarn
Traficant
cker
'Thcker

,

Meehan_

Fatab

Mink
Moakley

Flake
FISke
Fogijetta
Foglietta

MoUohan

,-

Montgomery
Motgomy
Moran
Murth.a
Murthn
Neal
oberst.a.
Oberst.ac

Ford

Frank MA
Frank
()
Frost
Furse
Gejdenson
Gephardt
Gphat
Geren
Gere
Gbbs
Gibbons

Olver
OIer
Ortiz
Oruz
Orto
Ortop
Owens
Owens
Pailone
PailoDe

GonSaler
Goaez
Gordon
GordoD

'

,

Wa.un
Wana_s

Williams
Wllha,na
Wilson
Wise
Wc,olsey
Woolsey
Wyden
Wynn
Yates
Young (FL)

Obey

-

'

Date; Pre
had expired.
VtO
vatjon of
Obligations;and
of Actions,
Actio, Obligations,'
and Ri(
Ri
Purua
Pursuant totoHouse
House Resolution
Resolution 119,
Sec. 391. Effective date.
119, no
no Sec.
further general debate is
Sec.
is in order.
Sec. 392.
392. Application
Application of
of amendments
amendmentsand
ad
Pursuant to the rule, an amendment
Pealers.
pealers.
in the nature of a substitute consisting
ConsistingTLETiTLE
IV—RESTB.ICTING
IV—REST ICTENG
WELFARE
WELFAREAl
A
of the text
textofofH.R.
H.R.1214
1214isis adopted
adopted and
PUBLIC BENEFrrS FOR ALIENS
the bill,
bill, as
as amended,
amended, is considered as Sec. 400. Statements of national
policy C
national policy
an
an original
original bill for the purpose of furcerning
cerning welfare
welfare and
andmrnml
irnmi
ther amendment
tion.
arnenthnent and is considered as'
as
having been read.
Subtitle A—Eligibility for Federal Benefi
Benef
The text of H.R. 4, as amended,
amended,
is
as
follows:
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•A) Conduct
"(A)
Conducta.a.program
program desigfled
designed to—
t-_
"Ci)
•'i) provide
providecash
cash benefits
benefits to needy families
families
tth
withch&-er,:
chii&-en: and

H

"(1) STATE PAMILY ASSISTANCE GRANT.—

and
and to
to provide
provide low
low income
income househóli
IN GENERAL.—flIe
GENERL._The term
"(A) IN
term•State
'State family •asslstance
in
assIstance
In
meeting
home
meeting
home heati
heatii
assistance
assistance
gx-ant'
g'rant'
means,
with
'ii) provide
respect to
respect
to a cooling costs.
"Ui)
provide parents
costs,
parentsof
ofChildren
children in such fiscal
year.
the
provisional
fiscal
year.
the
provisional
familieswith
withwork
wr experience,
State
family
farrily
asfamilies
experience, -assistance
'(2) AzmoRrr'
ToTREAT
TREATL'rI'ERSTAT
-assistance in
in
"(2)
ALrBo'y TO
L'TEtSTAT
grant adjusted
adjusted in
in accordanée
grant
accordance with GRANTS
fidirg erployment
finding
employment,and
and other
other work prepa- sistance
GRANTS UNDER
UNDERRULES
RULESoF
OFFoRMER
FOREg -ST
subparagraph (C),
(C).
STJ
ration activities and support services that Subparagraph
State to which a grant is made und
PROVISIONAL STATE
STATE 'FAMILY
FAMILY ASSISTANCE
"(B) PROVISIONAL
ASStSTACE
the State -considers appropriate
approp-late to enable GRAN'r.—The
GRANT.—The term 'provisional
'provisi3nal State family section may apply to a family the r
such families
faihes totoleave
such
leave the
the prog-ram
aSstance grant'
he program
the
program operated
operated under thi
program and be-V
be-' assistance
grant' meaS—
means—
this part
part
comeself-sufficient.
come
e!sufficie',t
other State if the family has moved
"Ci)
the greater
greater of—
"(i) the
"(B) R.equre
"(B)
R.equre at
at least
least 1 parent
parent of
of aa child
child in
from the other State and
"(I) ½ of the total
tota' amount of obligations
and has
has
obligations to State
any family,
whichhas
hasreceived
received benefits
any
faly. w',jcb
benefits for
for the State under section 403
theState
Statefor
for less
less than
than 12 months,
403 of
of this title (as in Iinthe
rrore than
more
than24
24 months
months (whether
(whether or not concon- effect before October 1,
"(3)
AUThORITY
To
USE
PORTION
AIHOR.ITY
TO
LSE
PORTioN
1, 1995)
1995) for
OF
for fiscal
fiScal years
secutive) under
under the
the prog'ram
program to
to engage
engage in
in 1992. 1993.
FOR OTHER
OTHER UR?OSES.-.
?U'RPOSES.
1993, and 1994 (other than with respect •F0R
work activities
(as defined by the State).
acti'ities (as
"(A)
LN
iN
GENERAL._A
GENERAL._A
State
State
to amounts
amoun expended
expendedfor
for child
child care
may
may U
u
careunder
under mor
"(C)
Ensurethat
that parents
parents receiving
"C) Ensure
receiving assIst.more than 30 percent of the amount
assIst.- subsectjo (g)
or (i)
(g) 01'
Ci)ofofsuch
such section);
section); or
arice uflder
under the
engage In work ac- subsectino
ance
theprogram
pro am engage
"(11)the
thetotal
totalamount
amount of
of oblIgations
obligations to
"(Il)
this
th grant made to the State under this
to the
tvities
tivjties iInaccordance
accordance with
with section 404
section 403 for fiscal
State under such sectIon
carry out
out a,a Stat
Sta(
fiscal Year
year for a fiscal year to carry
'(D) Treat irterst,ate
iIterst.ate immigrants,
immigrants if faml- 1994
"(Dl
1994 (other
(other than
than with
with respect to amounts ex- grain
gram pursuant to any or-all
or.all of the
the fol
fol
lies including
lies
ir.cIudig such
such immigran
irimigan are to be pended for child care under
subsection (g) or provisions of law:
subsection
treated differently
treated
dfferenty than
than other families,
(i) of such section); multiplied by
U)
"(i
"Ci)Part
PartBBofofthis
this title,
title,
by
- "E)
"(E) Take such reasonable steps as the
"(ii)(I)
arncunt of
of ouuays
'(ii)(I) the total arncunt
"(ii) Title XX of this Act.
Act,
outlays
to
all
State deems necessary to restrict
the use of the States under such
such section
section 403 for fiscal
"(iii) Any provision of law,
law. enacte
disclos',re of information -about
and disclosure
about indivldindivid- year 1994 (other than wIth respect to law during the 104th Congress,
Corgress. under
uals
and families
families receiving benefits
tals and
benefitsunder
.zder amounts
amounts expended
expended for
for chtld
Child care
care under
grants are made to States for
for food
food and
urdersub-. grants
the prograrn,
program.
tion,
section (g) or (I)
(i) of such Section);
section); divided by I-ion'
"(F) Take actions to reduce the incidence
"(U) the total amount of obligations all
"(iv) The Child Care'
"(Iv)
Care and Develoof out-of-wejock
Develo
out-of-wedlockbirths,
births, which may include of the- States under such section 403 for to
Grant Act
Act of 1990.
fiscal Block Grant.
providing unmarried
providing
nrnarried mothers and unmarrIed
1994 '(other
unmarried year 1994
(other than with respect to
•'(B)
"(B)
APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE
RULES.—Any
RIJLES,—Any
amoun
fathers with
with services
servces which will help them— amount.s expended for child care under to to the State
Stae under this part
that isis u:
under subsub-.
part that
"Ci)
avoidsubsequent
subsequent
pregafl5: and
ii
"(i) avoid
pregancies.
section (g) or (i) of such section),
section).
carry
out
a
State
program
a
State
program
parsuant
"(ii)
'(ii) provide
to
provide adequate
adequate .cax'e
to
"(C)
(C)PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONALADJtJSTMENT._The
ADJL'STMENT.The Sec- vision of law specified in pursuant to
cax'e
to
their
children,
subparagra,
subaraai-a
retary shall determine thethe' percentage (if
'subject to the requireme:
(if shall not be subJect.
requireme:
Pethzceteenage
teeiagepregnancy,
pregnacy, including any)
"(G) Reduce
any) by which each provisional State famfly
this
part,
but
shall
be
subject
family
to the re
cat
tie option of the State) through
at the
through the pro- assistance grant must be reduced
or
Federa' funds prc
in- ments that apply to Federal
'sion ofofeducation,
vIsion
education, couiseljng
counseling, and health creased to ensure that thereduced or Insum
of
such
directly under the provision of law to
services to
to male
maleand
ad female
services
female teenage.
granr equals
grants
equals$15.39O,2g6,
$15,39O,296, and
and shall adjust.
teenagers,
Out the
the program.
program.
adjust out
'(2)CERTIFICATION
C WICATIO' THAT
"(2)
ThAT
each provisional State family shall
STATE WILL
assistance
assistance'
"(4) AUThoRrr'i'
AtHORITy TO RESERVE
RESERVE CE
C
OPERATE
OPERATE A
A CHILD
SU?PORT EFoRCE
CHILD SUPPORT
grant by the percentage so determined,
ENFORcE(E,'T PR&
AMOUNTS
BENES'ITS,—
AM0L'NTS FOR
FOREMERGENCY
EMERGENCY
ENEzTS,
GR.M.—A certification
GR..AM,—A
certificationby
by the
the Governor of
"(2)ILLEGrrIMACY
1LLEGITjACy R,ATX0.—The
RATIO,—The term
"2
term
'(lie•'(A)
L'
CENERAL,—A
State
ille"(A) Is CIENERAL._A
may re
the State that,
that, during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year, the gitimacy ratio' means, with respect to a amounts paid to the State undermay
thjs s
this
State will operate a chfld
child support enforce- State and a fiscal
fiscal yea,r—
year—
for any fiscal year for the purpose of pi
rner.t
mnentpogr.rn
programtrnder
underthe
theStajte
State plan approved
"(A) the sum of—
ing
-ing emergency
emergency assistance
assistance under the
under part D.
D, n a
. "(i) the
of of
out-of-Wedlock
thenumber
number
out.-.of-WeWk'births
complies "(i)
births program operated under
under this
this part,
with
with the
therequiremen
quiremen manner
of such that
that occurred
occurred in
in the
the State
State during
part.
durin
the
mostthe
most
"(B) AUTHORITY
AUTHOR!T TO
"(B)
TO USE
USE CCtSS
REST
RESI
"(3) CERTInCATO
•(3)
CERTInCAT THAT
ThAT THE STATE
recent fiscal
fiscal year
year for
for which
which such
suáh informatIon
STATE WILL recent
informatIonFORRANY
A ?PTJRPOSE.—DUI-iUg
P0E.—Dug CCtss
a
fiscal.
flsc
ye
ye
oPZ A CF.ILD
PROTEION
OPERATE
A 'CHILD
PROTEcTIoN PRoGIL&j"A
is available; and
PROGM._A Is
may use for any purpose deeme
cetircaon
Goveor of the State "f'(fl)ii) the
certificationby-the
by-the Governor
the amount (if any) by which the State
propr
ate by the State amounts held
propriate
held II
that,
the fiscal
fiscal year.
that, during
dung the
numberofofabortios
abortions
peoed in
performed
theState
State
1l number
year, the
Will
in the
theState
Stateserve
see under
der subparaph
subparagraph- (A)
(A) to the e;
e.
operate aa child
operat.e
child protection
protection program
dung the
'themoSt
mostrecent
recent fiscal
fiscal ye
prograr
in
year
for
which
in ac- during
for
which
exceeding 120
120 percent
percent ofof-the
the ount
amounto
o
cordance with part B. which includes a foster such information
information isisavailable
available
exéeeds
the
exceeds
grant payable to the State
State under
under this
this se
care
se
care program
program and an adoption assistance number of abortions performed
performed th
in
the
State
for
forthe
thefiscal
fiscal year,
year.
program,
prog-rarn.
during the fiScal
fiscal year that immediatelyState.
pre"(5) LMPLEMENTATION
LM?LEMENTATIO OF ELECTRONIC
"(5)
cedes
ELECTRONIC I
"(b)
DZTMINArzoNS._The
"(b) DZTER.UNA'rjONS._The
cedes such most recent fiscal
fiscai year; divided FIT
shail
Secretary
shall
TRANSFER -SYSTEM.-A
'SYSTEM.—A State to whj
F!? TRANS'ER
determine
by
wh
determje whether
whether aa p'an
plan submitted
submitted pursuUr5Ugrant Is
grant
is made under this section
section Is
en
is en4
ant to subsection (a) contains the material
"(B) the number of births
births that
that occurred in aged
to Implement
implement an electronic be
the State during the most
required by subsection (a),
(a). '
most
recent
fiscal
fiscal
year
transfer:
system for providing assist
transfer; System
for
for which such
such information
informajon is available.
"SEC.
SEC. 403,
403.PAYMENTS
PAY3NTS T'10STATE&
SEA'flS.
available,
State prograni
under the State'
program funded under
'(3)
Smt PRO?oRTIoNThe
"(3) STA'It
PROPOR'rxoN,...,me
"(a)
'(a)ES'TITLEMENTS.
ETLE4TS

if fi-

-

-

.

-.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

"(1)
GL&I-rs
FOR'A.MILY
P&MILY ASSIS'T.ACE._
'(l) GR'rs
FOR
ASSIS'r,CE._'
'

term 'State part,
grant for
for such
part. and may use the grant
pose,
pose.

term 'State
proportion'
proportion' means, with respect
respect to a fiscal

year,
year, the
the amount
amount that
that bears
bears the
the same ratio
TIuNG oogPAYMETS._The
"(d) Tn'ING
PAY E-rs.—The Secre
to the amount
amount specifIed
specjfed in
in subsection
subsection (a)(2)
sll pay
payeach
eachgrant
grantpayable
payable to a S
as the increa,se
increase (if
(if any) in the population of shall
under this section in quarterly installm
the State for the most recent
recent fiscal
fiscal year for
"(e) PZNALTIES.—,
"Ce)
PALTIES.__.
infornation is available over the
which such information
the'
"(1)
'(1) FOR
L'SEOF
OF
G.AT n VIOLATION
Foa USE
GRANT
VIOLATION OF
OF
population of the State for the fiscal
fiscal
year
year
?r.—
PART.—
that
Immediately
immedjaly
precedes
precedes
THAT'REDt'cE
RZDCE OCT-OF.WEDLOCK
THAT
such-most
such
'most
recent
OLT-OF.WEDLOCKBIHS,—.-The
BITBS._The fiscal
"(A) Is
LJGENEEAL,—If
GENE.L,.4f ananaudit
audit condu
fiscal year
year bears
bears to
to the
the total
total increase in theamount of the grant'
the pursuant
grant-payable
payableto
to'aa State populatjo
to 'chapter
-chapter 75
75 of
of title
title 31.
31. Un
populationof
ofall
allStates
States which
which have such
Un
under subparagraph (A) for fiscal year 1998
such
an
1993 or increase in population,
an amount 'paid
paid
popuiation. -as determined by the States Code, finds that an
any
any succeeding
succeedingriscal
fiscal year
year shall be
increased
be
increased
State
under
this
section
for
a
fiscal
year
from the
the Bureau of the
by—
Secretary using data from
been used in violation of this part, then
Census.
Census,
"U) 5 percent If
"(II
if the illeg'itirnacy
Secrary
i1legjtrnacy
ratio
of
Secr,ary shall
shall reduce
reduce the amount
"(4)
FISCAL
YEAL—The
amount of
of
FIScAL YEAR.—The term
term -'fiscal
the Sta,te
for the fiscal year is at.least
State for
'fiscal
year'
gran
atleast 1 pertper-- means any 12-month period ending
grant otherwise
otherwise payable
payable to
to the
the State
State
us
u
centage point
point lower
lower than.
than. the
on
SenSep.
this section
the illegitimacy
illegitimacy ternber
section for
forthe
the-immediately
immediately succee(
tember
30
30
of
of
aacalendar
calend
year,
year,
ra:o of
ratio
of the
the State
State for fiscal year
year 1995;
1995; or
or
fiscal
year
by
the
amount
"(5)
so
used.
STATE—The term 'State' includes the
"(ii) 10 percent
percent ifif the
the illegitimacy
illegitimacy ratio of
"(B) LIMrTATIQN
AMOtT OF PENALT
LIMrr,TIoN ON oAMOUNT
?ENALT
States, the DIstrict
D1strct of Columbia,
Columbia. the In"(B)
te State
tne
Statefor
forthe
the fiscal
fiscal year
is at least 2 per- several
carrying
carrying out
Outsubparagraph
subparag-aph (A).
(A), the
the
Commonwealth
of
Puerto
Rico.
Rico,
centage pOiOts
poiflts ocer
centage
.ower than the illegftimacy
the
United
illegitimacy States Virgin Islands, Guam,
retary shall
sall not
any quarterly,
retary
not reduce
reduce any
quarterly.
GNELL._Each eligible
"(A) L's' GESERAL._cb
eligible State shall
be entitled to receive from the Secretary
for
fiscal years
years 996, 1997,
each of fiscal
1997, 1998,1999,
1998, 1999, and
2000 a grant
grant in
Inan
an amount
amount equal to the State
familya,stance
a.tance grant for the fiscal year,
family
•'(B)GIA'T
"(B)
Gr L'CREASED
INCREASED ro
To aaw
STATES
REW.
STATES

.

-

-

.

-

-

-

.

,

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sc

ratio of the State for fiscal'year
fiscaiyeax' 1995.
1995.

12) SUP?
"12)
To ADJUST
GRANTS TO
ADJUST FOR
POPULATIONL'CRSES,_In
POPJ1TIO
INcREASE5,In addition to any

-

-

Samoa,
"(c) USE
'(c)
USEOF
OFGRANT,—
GgA.—

and American

-

(1) L'LN
GEN
cENEitL.._A
State to
to which
which aa grant.
L—A State
grant under paragraph (1),
(1). each eligible
e'igible is "Cl)
made
under this section may
may use the grant
State shall
State.
shall be
be entitled
grant
entitled totoreceive
receivefrom
from the
the
in any manner that 15
is reasonably
reasonably calculated
fcr each of fiscal
Secretary for
years1997,
997, 1998.
1q98, to accomplish the purpose
fisca' years
of this part,
199, and
2, a grant
1999,
and 2000,
a grant in
in an amount equal to
-part. subsubject .tó
-to this part,
part. including
incluthng to pro'vjde
State proportion
proportionof:100,000,ooo
the State
00 oooooo
"(b).DEFINITIONS.....,As
"(b)
DEFimoNs._As used
usedin
in this

section:

noncash
noncash assistance
assistance to
tomothersmothera who have

have not

attained 18 years of age and their children

ment by more than 25 percent.
meat
percent,

-

-

"(C)CARRYFORWARD
"(C)
CARRYFORWARDOF
OFCRECOVERED
UNRECOVER P
ALTIES.—To the extent
ALTIES._To
extentthat
thatsubparagraph
subparagph

prevents the Secretary from recovering
ing a fiscal year the full amount of a pena
pens
imposed on a State under subparagraph
subparag-ph
for a prior fiscal year,
year. the Secretary.sl
Secretary.,sl
apply subparagraph (A) to the grant ot
wise
wise payable to the State under this sei't
for the immediately succeeding fiscal yeai
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"(2)Foit
"(2)
FotF.ILtEE
F?.it TO
TO stBMrr
stByrrREQtIRED
RZQIRDREE-

of the 22ImmedIately
calendar
ImmedIately preceding
preced!ng calends.r

POET.—
PORT—

years.
SEC.
MANDATORY
WOEXWORX FEQJNS.
SEC.404.
404.
MANDATORY

"(A)L'L'OENERAL.—If
"(A)
oz?J.—Jf the the
Secretary
Secretarydeterdeter-

tnes that
mtnes
thata aSta.e
Statehas
hasnet.
not,withIn
withIn 66 months
months

L'

year shall achieve the minimum participation rate specified in the following
follw1ng table
table for
for

•(a) PARTICTPATON
"(a)
PARTICIPATION RATE REQL-IREMENTS.—
REQL-IPEMENTS.—

er the
aer
theend
endofofaafiscai
fiscalyear,
year.submitted
submitted the
the

March 22, 1995

GENaAL—A State
GENERAL.—A
Statetotowhich
which a
grant is made
méde under
under section
secIon 403 for a fiscal
fiscal
"(A)

the fiscal year with respect to 2-parent fanlifami•-(l) PQEME'-r
"(1)
REQEMETAPPLICABLE
APPLICABLE
TO ALL
ALL.
FAMIFAMIreport required by section 40o for the fiscal LIES
lies receiving
rece1vig assistance
assistance under
under the
the State
State proproLs RECErVEG
RECErVDGASSISTANCE.—
ASSISTANCE.—
year. the
year,
the Secretary
Secrety sha3l
shall reduce
reduce by 3 percent
percent
gram funded
ftded under
underthis
this part:
part:
"(A) LN
L'
GENERAL—A
GENERAL.—AState
State to
to which a gram
te
tneamount
amount of
of te
tnegrant
grantthat
thatwould
would (in the
The zninimum
minimum
is made
made under
under section
section403
C3 for a fiscal
absence of tis
subsecton, subsection grant
tais subsection,
Prtie3pat1On
ParticipatiOn
shall achieve
achieve the
the minimum
rni1rnurr particlpa(a)(1(B) of this
(a)(1XB)
thissection.
section.and
ad section
section404(cX2)
O(cX2)) year
'If
If
the
the
fiscal
fiscal
year
is:
is
rate
rate is:
tiocrate
rate specifled
specined in
inthe
thefollowing
foliowi table
tablefor
for
be payable
paab1e to
to t:e
t:e State
Scateunder
undersuoseCtion
susecion tio
1996
50
the
fiscal
year
with
resr't
to
all
te
fiscal
'rear
with
res"'t
to
all
fa"ilies
1997
(a)1XA) for
fo- the
the immediately
immediatelysucceeding
succeethg fis(a)1)(A)
fis- recei
-.. ng
-.
50
recei
asisance
-.
unUne.e t ee t2.O
,. -. p.0g asisL.ance
t2.O

•,

cal yea'year.
fundedunder
underthi.
thi3P3X..
part:
gram unded
PENALTY—The SeeSec- •g-ram
"(B) REsCISS:ON
RaSCISS:ON OF
oy PENALTY—The
retary
retary shall
sbzil rescind
rescind aa penalty
penalty imposed
rnposed cn a
State under
under subparagraph
stpa-agraph (A)
(A)with
with respect
respect to
a report for
for aa fiscal
isa1 year
yearififthe
the State
State submits
submits
te report
the
report.befcre
beforethe
theend
endofofthe
theirr.mediat.ely
immediately

ccedng fiscal
succeed:ng
fiscalyear.
year.

The minimum
pejtaczpation
PSItICIPSIIOD

-

,

.

Ii the
"Ii
thefscaI
fiscalyear
year is:
is:

fl

pation rate
pation
rate of
of aa State
State for
for aa fiscal
fiscal year
year is
is the
the
average of the participation rates of the
average

4

State for each month In
in the fiscal year.

8

.

-

"(I) AVERAGE
"Ci)
AVERAGE MONTELY
MONTHLY RATE—The
RATE.—The participartici-

rate Is:

1996
1997
1998
1999
1999

-(C) FDa
FORFA1LLRE
FA1LL?. TO
D D"
"(C)
TOPAP.TICATE
PARTICIPATE
COMEAND
COME
ANDEZ.IGLBLITY
ELIGLLITYVIP.IFICATION
ViZIC.TIoN SYSTEM.—
SYSTEM.—

1998 or thereafter ...
90.
P.cTICIPATION RATE—For
RATn.—Forpurposes
purposes of
"(B)
•.() PARTICIPATION
this paragraph:

.

'(ii) MONTHLY
"(Ii)
MONTHLY PARTIC1PATON
PARTIcIPATION RATE5.—The
RATES.—The

.,
12
rate of a State for a month is—
2000
C°0
li. participation
ii.
If the Secretary
Secretary determines
deer-mies that
that a State pro"(I) the number of
012-parent
2-parent farnIlie
famIllereceIvreceiv2001
29
gram funded
iunded under
ur.er this
this part
part is
is not
not particling cash assistance under the State program
2002 .
40
pating during
during aa flscal
flscal year
yearin
inthe
theincome
incomeand
ad
funded
funded under this
tls part
partwhich
whichinclude
include at
at least
least
2tXIS
2(3
ororthereafter
thereafter
50.
eligibIlity verifiation
eligibIlity
verificationsystem
system reqiired
reqiired by
1 adult who
wo isisengaged
engagedininwork
workactivities
activities for
for
section 1137.
secAo
1137, the
theSecretary
Secrty shall
shallreduce
reduce by
by 1
month; divided
divdad by
"(B) PRO
"(B)
PRORATA
RATAREDUCTION
REDUrIo OFOFPARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION the month;
percent the
perceflt
theainout
amount
o teofgrat
thetagrant
wouM
that
RATE
would
DUERATE
TO CASELOAD
REDUCTIONS
NOT
RE"(U) the total number of 2-parent families
DUE TO CASELOAD REDUCTIONS NOT RE(in the
(in
tb absence
absence oothis
thissubsection,
sbection.subsectIon
subsecto QUIRED
Q(IRED BY
BYFEDERAL
FEDERALLAW.—The
LAw.—The minimum
minimum parpar- receiving cash assistance under the State
(aXl)(B) of
(aXl)(B)
of this
this section.
.ect1o. and
and section
section 404(c)(2))
404(c)(2)) ticipation rate otherwise
prog-ramfunded
fundedunder
underthis
this part
part during
during the
the
otberise required
requiredbybysub—
sub- program
ce payable to the State
be
State under
ude.r subsection paragraph
,,
paragraph (A)
(A) for
for aafiscal
fisai year
year shall be re- month.
(a)(1)(A)for
(a)(1)(A)
forthe
th fiscal
flca1 year.
"(iii) ENGAGED.—An adult is engaged
"(liii
engaged in
In
duced by
duced
by aa percentage
percentage equal
equal to
to the
the percent..
percent'(fl LiTATo
"(U
LnrrtoN ON
O FEDERAL
FDERL ALTiOR1T).—
AL'TiiORrrY.— age (if any) by which the
the number
number pf
of families.
families. work
vork activities for a month In
in a fiscal
fisca' year
TheSecretary
Te
Secretary may
ry not
notregulate
regulate the
theconduct
coduc receivn
assi!tance
during
the
fiscal
year
if
the
adult
is
making
progress
in
such
acIs
In
receiving assistance during the fiscal year
of States under
unde?this
thispart
partor
orenforce
enforceany
ay pro- under the State program funded under this tivities for at
at least
least 35
35 hours
hoursper
perweek
weekduring-.
during.
vision of this part, except to the extent ex- part is
themonth,
month,not
notfewer
fewerthan
than30
30hours
hors per
is less
less than
thanthe
thenumber
numberofoffamIlies
famIliesthat
that th
per week..
week..
ressly provided
pressly
provided in this pai't.
part.
receIved aid under the State plan approved of which are attributable to an activity de"(gi rEDERAL
"(gi
FEDERAL
RAINY
RAY D.Y
DAYFLND.—
FUND.—
scribed in
in subparagraph
subparagraph(A.),
(A. (B),
(B). (C),
(C).or
orCD)
(D) under part A of this title (as in
In effecbefore scribed
-

.

-

.

.

"(1)
'(1) EsTABLisr.—There
ESTABLISEMENT.—TheIe
is ishereby
hereby ese- October 1,
1. 1995) durIng
durIng the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year Imnmeii-nme- of subsection (b)(1) (or. in the case of the
tabllshed
tablishedIn
In tthe
Treasury
Treasuryofofthe
theUnited
United diately preceding such effective date, except first 4 weeks
weeks for which tbs
the recipient is re-

States a revolving
revolvl2g loan fund which shall be to the extent that.
that the
the Secretary
Secretary determines.
determines. quired under this section to participate in
known as
known
as the
the'Federal
'Feera Rainy
Rainy Day
Day Fund'.
activity described
described In
in subthat the reduction In the number of families work activities, an act±vity
"(2)
DEPOSITS OiTO
Ft.'ND.
"(2 DEPOSrTS
TO Ft'ND.—
(b)fl)(E)).
receiving such assistance is required by Fed- section (b)(1)(E)).
'tA) APPRORL&TION.—Out
"tA)
APPROPRL&TION.—Out of
of any
any money In
in e-'al
"(b) DEFIrrIoNs.—As
DEFrrIo?s.—As used
usedth
inthis
this section:
section:
e-al law
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
te United
United States
States not other"(1) WORK
Woix AcTxvrriEs.—The
AcTIvmzS.—The terin'work
teri.'work ac'(C) PARTICIPATION
"(C)
PARTICIPATION RATZ.—For
RATZ.—FOrpurposes
purposes of
of
wise appropriated. 1,C00,000.000
1.(O,OOQOOO are
are hereby this paragraphtivities means—
tivities
means—
paragraph'
appropriated for
appropriated
fo flcal
flcai year
year 1996
1996 for payment
(A)unsubsidized
usubsidlzed employment;
employment:
"(i)Avmto
"(i
Avc McNTHLY
MONTHLYRATE—The
RATE—The partici- '"(A)
Raixy Day Fun&.
to the Federal Rainy
"(B) subsidized private
private sector
sector emp1oyment;
employment;
patios rate of a State for a fiscal year is the
pation
"(B) LOAN
LOANREPAYMENTS.—The
R?AYMNTS—The Secretary
"(B)
Secretary average of the participation rates of the
"(C)
"(C) subsidized public sector employment .,
snail
shall deposit izzo
into the fund any principal or State for
experience(including
(incluthg work
or work experience
work associfor etch
etchmonth
monthIninthe
te fIscal
year.
fiscal year.
interestpayment
nterest
payrnet received
received with respect to a
•ii>
MMoTI
1'ELTPART!CI?ATION
PARTICIPATION RATES—The.
ated
with
therefurbishing
refurbishingof
ofpublicly
publicly as"(ii)
s.—The.
ated
with
the
loan made under tnis
tnls subsection.
sisted housing) only if sufficient private secparticipation
rate
of
a
State
for
a
month
is—
'(3
-(3 AvAILABILrrY.—Amounts
AvAiLAzLrrr—Amounts in
in the
the fund
tor employment
employmentisis not
not available:
available.
"(I) the number of families receiving cash tom
are authorized to remaln
remain available
available without•
without' assistance
"(D) on-the-job
"CD)
on-the-job training:
training;
assistance
under
the
State
program
program
funded
funded
1scal year lim1catio
fiscal
limItation for
for the purpose of under
"(E) job search and job readiness
readiness assist.assist-' under this
this part
part which
which Include
include an individual ance:
making loans and
making
ad receivthg
receivingpaymeflts
payments of who
ance.
who
is
is
en
en
ed
ed
-in
In
wo"k
work
act4vlles
actvlies
fo
fo
the
the
princIpal
princIpal and
and Interest
interest on such loans.
loans, In
in ac- rrontheducationdirectly.
directly.related
related
to to
employemploy,'
"(F) education
wonth divided
dividedb—
b'
"
cot-dancewith
cordance
withthis
ths subsection.
subsect!on.
recipient who
who ha.s
has not
g ment. in the case of a recipient
-"tP
the
total
number
nurn
r
o
O'
families
fa.
'nn
[eS
receivi
receivlz
ag
"(4)USE
"(4)
Us OF
OFFUND.—
t2D—
attained 20 yearsof age,
age, and
and Irns
has not received
cash
cash aslstance
as,is.anceun
under
er thee State program
Pro€rarx a high school
"(A)Lo.Ns
Lo.r,sTO
TOQI.ALIFZED
QIALIZD STATES.—
"(A)
STATES—
school diploma
diploma or
or aacertificate
certificateOf
of high
high
un
un
e,
e
un
er
uring
uring
t
e
mont
s
S
part
-Part
e
mont
un
em
t
Secretary
GEtRAL.—The
—.
-shal
h i
school
enuivalenc
'(j) IN G\-L.—Th
h
i al
which
includ
an
indivldua'
individua'
who
has
attamed
attained
make loans
loans from
frornthe
thefund
fid to
toany
any qualified
qualified 18 yea.
skills. training
rainthg directly
directly related to
"(G) job skills,
e -s of
0f age.
'
of
more
State for a period to maturity
maturity
of not.
not more
ethployment or
ethployment
or'
i
\GAGW.—
'GAGEtL—
reipent
is
en0ag
en0ag
ed n
reip
en
i)
than 3 years.
"(H) at the option of the State, sâtisfacw
at vies or a mon n a sca year tory
"(ii) RATE
"(ii)
R&TEOF
o L'TzREsT—The
LYTZREST.—TheSecretary
Secretary •ifh
tory.attendance
attendanceatatsecondary
secondaryschcol.
shcol. In
ft the
If
he
red
int
Is
smangprogi-ess
makin
rh
ss
in
is1c
such
cvJec op. ieas
sali charge
shall
chargeand
andcollect
collectiflterest
interest on
on any
any loan acivlties
-case
case of
of aa recipient
recipientwho.—
who—
aver
e
a
e
e
made
made under
under clause
clause (1)
(i) at a rate equal to the num r o oirs
"(I) has not completed secondary school;
"(I)
otrsp_r
p_rwee
wee speci-fied n e and'
curent
cur-ent.average
averagemark
markyield
yieldon
onoutstandino
outstanthn following
and
-.
''
following
table
table
during
during
the
rnOnh,
flot
not
marketable obligations
051! ations of the United States
"(Ii) is a dependent child, or a head of
"(ii)
h
are
a
ours
ours
per
per
weeko
w
c
, escri e in
com- - -uta
with remaining periods to maturity cornof'.
household who has not attained 20 years of-.
u
- to
o an act
act vity
vityesc
in su
supa..a.
paa- household
parable
pa.a
- bi e to the
h eperiod
pr o to maturity
ma.uri - of
0 . thee grap ut,.
g'rapn
oi,. ..,.). or U))oi0 suusection
,, , ,
su section .O)i) age.
'r
isc
yearISCAL YLkR.— e term
)
tor in th as off th
'
th f"st
f-st 44 wee'
wee' sf fo wch means
M.4.XZMtJ LoA—The
"(fli) M.4.XZMUM
"(lii)
L0AN.—The amont.of
amount, ofany
any or In the ase
any
12-month
period
ending
on
Sepred ient
jent is re qnired
uired under
•- this section
loan
loan made
made to
to aa State
State under
under clause
clause (I)
(I) during
during thepartic
..
.,,
tember 30 of a calendar
calendar year..
year.
particpate
pate1D
inwor
wor ac
le an
an act
act ciy
ac ivi
vities,
a fiscal year shall not exceed the lesser of—
"(c) PENALTrES—
"Cc)
PENALTIES.—
:
dd ec
n
so
su
sect
sect
on
on
/
e
/
perce: ofofthe
"(1) 50 percent
theamount
amount of
of the
the grant
grant '
AQADSTflDrVIDUALS.—
flDWIDTJALS—
"U)
"(l AQAflST
ThC
The
minimum
payable to -the
the State
Stateunder
underthis
thissect'ion
section for
"(A) APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE TO
TOALL.
ALL FAMILIES.—A
FAMILIES—A State
"U
"If
the
month
IflOIth
is
s
average
number
of
the
the fiscal
fisc.l year;
3rearoro
which aa grant
grant is
is made
made 'under
under sectIon
to which
section 403
.
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"(B) QUALIFIEn
"(B)
QTJALIF STATE
STATEDErED.—A
DErNErL—AState
State is
is'

quaJified
qualified State
Statefor
forpurposes
purposesofofsubparasbpaagraph
graph (A)
(A)ififthe
theunemployment
uenploymezt rate
rite of the
the -(as determined
detemiied by
State (as
bythe
theBureau
Bureau of
of Labor
Statistics) for
forthe
themost
most recent
recent 3-month
3-month pepewhich such
sich InformatIon
inrormaton isis available
nod for which
available
is—
•(4)
"Ui

morethan
more
thai6.5
6.5percent:
perce:and
ad

-

-

(ii) atat.least
"(ii)
least110
110percent
percentofofsuch
suchra.te
rate for
for
th6 corresponding 3-month period in either
the
either

hours per

-.

20

1997
1998
1999

20

.........................
..

.-

,

-

- (within
(within
the
the meaning of subsection
required
in work 'activities
actvities required
(a)(1)(C)(lii)) In
(a)(1)(CXII1))

,

.

—

-

_,..

2001

-

,.

-.

' shall'
shalI ensure that the amount of cash assistance paid under.
under-the
the State prograni
program ftnded
funded -'
under this part to a recipient
recipient of
of assistance
assistance
20
under the program who refuses
refuses to
to engage
engage

1996 .......................
1996

".,2000,".'."
.

-

'-

'

'

in fiscal year:

,

'

-

'

.

-

(U) 5100
"(II)
5100.000.000.
.OOOO.

.

-

.

-

-

-

,-

2002 ..'..
—
2003
orthereafter
thereafter
2003 or

-

....

,.

30
35
35
35.

under this section
section shall--be
shall--be1es3
less than the
amouno of
amount
of cash
cash assistance
assistance' that
that would
would otherother-

-.

-

-

-

-.

.

-

wise be paid to the recipient
recipient under
under the
the propro-'

"(2)- REQUIREMENT
APPLICABLE
TO 2-PARENT
"(2)REQUIREMENT
APPUCABZ2
TO 2-PARET
gram,-gram,
subject
subject
to snob
to suáh
goodgood
cause
caus
and
ad other
other
E'AMIUES.—
I'AMIUES.—
..
...exceptions
- exceptions as the State may
may establish...
establish..: .. :-.

-

-.

-

.

.

-

-
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CONGRESSION
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"(B) APPLICABLE
A?P,ICABLE TO
TO2-PARENT
2-PARENT rA\ItLIES.—A
FA\ItLIES.—A "SEC..
SEC.. 'SOS.
OS. PROBITIONS.
PROEtBITIONS,
State to which a grant isIs made
made under section
section
"(a) IN
"(a)
INGEERAL.—
GERAL—
403 shall
403
shallreduce
reducethe
the amount.
amount of
of cash
cash assist"(1)
NoASSISTANCE
ASSISTAI'ICEFOR
FOR FAMILIES
FAMILIES WITHOUT
"(l No
WITHOUT AA
ance otherwise
otherwisepa'ab1e
pa'able to
to a 2-parent
2-parent. family MINOR CHXLD.—A
CHILD.—A State
State to
to which
which a' grant I

for. a month under the State program funded

under
under this
this part
part with
with respect
respect to
to an
an adult
adalt in

the family
who is
is not
not engaged
engaged (within
(within the
the
fazniy who

meaning of
of subsection
subsection(a)(2)(BXIIj))
(a)(2XBXIIj))Inj work
meaning
activities for ax
at least
least 35
35 hours
hours per week dur-

ing the
the month,
mouth,pro
prorata
rata(or
(ormore,
more,atatthethe
opc
tion of the State) with respect to any period
during the month
'the adult Is not
mouth for which
which-the
so engaged.

"(C)
'(C) LIN,ITrION
L.ITATION ON FEDERAL AT..TiiORITY.—
AUTHORITY.—

attaining 18 years of age,
attaIning
age. has received
fits under the program operated under
part for 60 months (whether or not cor
tive) after the effective date of this par
under section
made Under
section403
403may
maynot
notuse
useany
any part
part cept as provided under subparagraph (B
of the grant to provide assistance to aafamfam"(B)
"(B) HARDSHIP
HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.—
EXCEPTION.—
fly, unless the family includes a minor child.
child,
ily.
'(i)
"(I)IN
INGENERAL.—The
GENERAL—T'ne State may exer
"(21 CERTAIN
CERTAIN PAYMENTS NOT TO BE D!S"(2)
DIS- family from the application of subpara
REGARDED
THE A.MOU'T
AMOUNTOF
OFASAS- (A) by reason
REG&SDED IN
IN DETER.MINING
DETERMINL'G THE
reascn of hardship.
SISTANCE TO BE PROVIDED TO A FAMILY.—
'(1!) Li,Irr!.'ncs.—me
"Ci!)
LIerr.'.TICN.—menumber
number of
of fan
"(A) INCOME
"(A)
INCOMESECURITY
SEcuarn- PAYMENTS.—If
PAYMEICTS,—II aa with respect to which an
an exemption
exemption ma
State to which a grant is made under section a State uflder
clause (1) isis in
In effect
effect shal
433 uses any part of the grant to provide as- exceed under
10 percent of the number of fan
sistance for any individual
individual who
who is
is receiving
receiving aa to which the State is providing assis;
payment under
under aa State
State plan
planfor
forOld-age
old-age asas- under the program operated under this
--

ofricer or employee of the Federal GovNo officer
ernment may regulate the cooduct
conduct of States sistance
sicance approved
2, a State
State
approved under section 2.
under this paragraph
paragraph or-.
or. enforce
enforce this para- program funded under part B that provides
graph against any State.
cash payments
forfoster
fostercare,
care,or
orthe
thesupplesupplepaymen for
AGAr.ST STATES.—,
'(2) AGANsT
mental security Income program under title
"(A) L'
L GENZRAL.—II
GENZRAL,—If the Secretary deter- XVI (other
than service
scrvjce benefits
benefits provided
(otter than
mines that a State to which a grant is made through
tnx'oughthe
theu.se
u.se of
of aa grant
grant made
made under part
under section 403 for a fiscal
fiscaj year has failed Cot
C -ofsuch
Suchtitle),
title),then.
then-the
theState
Statemay
may not
not disto comply with subsection (a) fdr
for the fiscal regard
regard the
the payment in determining the
year. the Secretary shall
shall reduce
reduce by
by nor
not more
more amount of assistance to be provided to the
than
than 55 percent
percent the
the amount
amount of
of the
the grant
grant that
that family of which the Individual Is a member
would (in the absence of this paragraph and under the State program funded under this
Subsections
(a){1)(B) and
and (e)
(e) of
of sectIon 433) be part.
subsections (a){l)(B)
payable to the State under section
"(B) CERTAIN SUPPORT PAYMENTS.—A
State
PA3.'SENTS.—A State
403(a)(l)(A) for the Immediately succeeding to which
which aa grant
grant IsIsmade
madeunder
undersection
sction 403
fiscal year.
may not disregard an amount distributed to
"(B) 'PEN.wry
BASED
ONON
S svzsrry
PENALTY
BASED
OFFAE,rain- a family under section 457(a)(l)(A) in deterP.rr1' CF
L'P,E.—The
Impose reductions mining the Income
L'RE.—Tbe Secretary shall
stall Impose
income of the family for
for purposes
purposes
under subparagraph (A)
(A) based
based on
cc the degree of eligibility for assistance
aesistance under the State
of noncompliance.
program funded under this part,
"(d)Rutt
RULE
or L
'(d)
or 1NTERPP,ETAT1ON._Tj5

.(7)
"(7) No
No A3SIST.,NCE
ASSISTANCE FOR
FOR FAMILIES
FAMILIES NO
OPERATINGIN
INPATERNITY
PATERNITYESTABLISHMEN
tSTABLISHMLt
OPERATING

CHILD SUPP0R'r.—Notwithstandlng
SUPPORT.—NOtwithstaoding subse
subse
CElLO

(c)(l),
(C)(l). aa State
State to
to which
whIch aa grant
grant Is
Is made
made vv
section 403 may not use any part of the

to provide assistance to aa famIly
famIly 1hz
tha
ciudes an individual whom
cludes
whom the
the agenc
sponslble for
sponsible
for administering
administeringt.he
the State

approved under part D determines is no
operating with the State in
In establishini
establisjn1
paternity of
of any
any child
child of
of the
theindividual-,
individuai,
establishing, modifying,'
establishing,
modifying'or
or enforcing
enforcing aa
port order with respect to such a child,
child.

-

•

•

-

"(8) No ASSISTANCE FOR' FAMILIES
FAMI1ES NoI
N'I

--

-

PRErATION.—ThiS secsect-ion shall not.
not be
be construed
construed to
to prohibit
prohibit a

State from offering recipients
recipients of
at assistance
under the State program funded under this
part an opportunIty to participate in an education or training program, consIstent *ith
the
quireroentsofofthis
this section.
section,
theujrements
"(e) RESEABCH.—Tne
"(e)
REStaacIi—me Secretary'
Secretarystafl
shallcooconduct research on the costs,
costs, and
and benefits
benefits of
of
State activities under this section.
"(I) EVALC-A'rloN
'if)
EVALUATION
OF L'NQvArrva
LNQvariv AP-

PROACHESTO
TOEMPLOYING
EpLOyj REcrPray'rs
PROACItES
REcrPm-rsOF
OrASAS-

SISTANCE.—me
SISTANCL..—TheSecretary
Secretary shall
shall evaluate
evaluate innovative
novative approaches
approaches to
to employing
employing recIpients
recIpients

of assistance under State programs funded
under this part.
"(g) ANNUA.
"(g)
ANNUAL
RANKING
R.siu or OF
STATES
STArEsAND
ANDREREVIEWOF
or IOST
MosTAND
arn LEAST
Succsss'tji., WoRK
VIEW
LEAST SUCCESSflL
WORK
PROGRA&—
PROGRAM&—

.

-

"(1)
'(1) ANNuM.
ANNuAL RANKING
RANKING OF STATES.—TheSecSTATES.—TneSec-

retary'shajl
retary'shall rank the States to which grants
are paid
paid under
under section
section 403
403 In
In the
the order
order of
of
are
their success in moving recipients of assistance under the
the State-program
Stateprogram funded under
this part into long-term private
private sector
sector jobs.
jobs.
'(2) ANyUAL
i2)
ANNuAL REvIEW
REVIEW OF MOST AND
AND LEAST
LEAST'
SUCOESSFUI.WORK
SL'CCESSFCr.
WORK
PROOR.AM5.—The
?RRAMS.—The Secretary
Secretary

shall review the programs
programs of
of .the
the 3 States
ranked highest- under paramost recenciy
recently ranked
paragraph (1) and the 3-States most recently
lowest under
underparag-raph
-aragraph (1) that proranked lowest
vide parects
parents with work experience, assistassistance In
in fnthng
f:nthogemployment,
employment, and
and other
other work
work

SIGNING SUPPORT
SuPPORT RIGHTS TO THE STATE.—

withstanding
Subsection (C)(l):
(c)(l); a Stat
wIthstanding subsection
which a grant
grant IsIsmade
madeunder
under section
section 423
423

not use any part
part of
of the
the grant
grantto
topr-ovid
provid
sistance
slstance to a family that includes an md
ual who has not assigned to the State
rights the IndIvidual
IndIvIdual may
may have
have (on
(on beha
beta
the individual
individual or
or -of
'of any other persoE
person
whom
whom the
the individual
individual has
has applied
applied for
for or I
ceiring such
ceiwing
suchassistance)
assistance) to
to support
support from
th
other person for any period for which tb
dividual receives such assistaoce
assistance

--

"(3) No ASSISTANdE FOR CERTAIN ALIENS.—

Notwithstanding subsectIon (c)(l).
(c)(l), a State to
to'
which a grant Is made under section 403 may
not use any part of the grant.
grant to
to provide
provide assIstance for an Individual
sistance
IndivIdual who
who is
is not
not aa citicitizen or national of the United States, unless—
"(AXI) the individual
"(AXi)
Individual is admItted -to the
United States as a refugee under section 207
of
of the Immigration and Nationality Act; and
"(II) 5 years has elapsed
elapsed since
since the
the date
date the
the
Individual arrived in
individual
ft the United States;
States;
"(B) the
the individual—
individual—
"ii) is
is lawfully
lawfully admitted
admitted to
to the
I-heUnited
United
residence:
States for permanent residence;
'iii)
"(ii) has
has attained
attained 75years of age:
age; and
"(iiI has
"(iii)
has resided
resided in'
in' the
the United States for
at least 5 years; or
"cC)
"(C) the IndIvIdual
individual Is
Is honorably discharged
from the Armed Forces of the United States.

-

"(9) WI'nOOLDINQ
PORTIONOF
OFASi
AS
WITI*fOLDINQ OP PORTION

ANCE FOR FAMILIES WHICH. INCLUDE A C
WHOSE PATERNI'I'Y
PATERNITY IS NOT
NOT ESTABLISHED.—
ESTABLISHED.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—A
GENERAL.—A State
State to
townic
w.hi
grant Is made under section 403 may not

-

--

-

to-

"(I) withhold assistance under the S

-

program funded under this part from a I
a child
ily whIch Includes a.
child whose
whose paternil
paterni)
not established, In
in an amount equal
equal to
to Si
Si
15 percent of the amount of the arnous
-the
the assistance
assistance that
that would
would (in
(in the absenc
"(4) No
NOASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCEFOR
FOROUT-OF-WEDLocK
OLT-OF-wEDLOc this
thIs paragraph) be provided to the fax
BIRTHS TO MiNORS.—
with respect 'to
'to the
thechild,
child,whichever
whichever
"(A) GENERAL RL'LE.—a
RL'LL—a State
State to
to which
which a State elects; or
grant Is made under section
sectIon 403 may not use
"(Ii) provide to the family
"(ii)
family -the
the t
any part of the grant to provide cash bene- amount of assistance
so withheld once
fits for a child born out-of-wedlock to an Inin- paternity Of
of the
the child is
Is established,
established. If
dlvldual who has-not
dIvidual
hasno; attained
attained 18
18 years
years of family is than
then eligible for such assistance
age,
age. or forthe individuaL until the individ'(B)
"(B) ExcEprlos
EXCEPTION
FOR
FORRAPE
RAPE oa
ORINCE5T.—i
INCEST.—!
ual attains such age.
paragraph (A) shall not apply with respec
'iB)
"(B)EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION FOR
FOR RAPE
RAPE OR
OR INCEST—Sub- aa child
child who
who Is
Is born
born as
as aa result
resultof
ofrape'
rape or
or
paragraph (A) shall not apply with respect to' cest.cest.
a child who is born as a result
result of
of rape
rape or-inor'io"(10) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE FOR
FOR 10
10Y'EABI
YEABI
cest.
A PERSON CONVICTED
CONVICTED OF
OP E'RAUDULEN'TI,y
E'RAUDL'LEN'I'LY:
'

-

-

,

-

-

'
-

-

"(5)

'.

-

-

SHOUE.D LMposE
SHOULD
L'iposz CERTAIN
CERTAIN REQUraLMEN-TE
REQ EMEN'iS ON
ON
NONCUSTODIAL.
NONCCsToDL.
NOSLPPORTING
NOSUPPORTI!G MINoR
MINOR PARPAR-

-

REPRESENTiNG RESIDENCE
RESIDENCE TO
To A WELFARE I
REPRESENTING

under section
sectIon 403 may not use any part of

grant to provide
provide assistance
assistancetotoan
anindivl
indiduring the 10-year period that begins '
the date the individual is convicted
convicted in.
in
eral or State court of making a fraudni
fraudul
statement or representation with respect

-

"( i) SENSE
CONGRESS
SENSE or
OF'nm
fluE.
CONGRESSTHAT
THATSTATES
STATES

'

GRAM.—A State
'GRAM.—A
State to
to which
which aa grant
grantIs.
Is iii
m

-

-

re-

'

-

No ADDITIONAL
NO
ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE FOR CHILpreparation activities and support services DREN
DREN BORN
BORNTo
TOFAMILZES
FAMIL1ESRECEIVING
RSCEIVIN ASSISTASSISTto enable the
the families
families of
of such.
such parents to
to ANCE.—
leave the program and become self-suffi"(A) GENERAL RULE—A State to wh!ch a
cient.
grant
grant Isismade
madeunder
undersection
section 403
403 may
may not
not use
use
"(h) SENSE
"(hi
SENSE or
OFTEE
THECONGRZSS—In
CONGRZSS.—In complycomply- any
any' part
part of
of the
the grant
grant to provide cash beneing with this
thjs section. each State that Operoper- fits for-a
for.a minor
minor child
childwho
whoisisborn
bornto—.to—
program funded
ates a progra.'r'.
funded under
under this part is -en"(i) a recipient of
of benefits
benefits under
underthe'
the proprocouraged to assign the highest priority to

quirtog families that include older preschool
qulr:ng
or school-age children to.
to, be engaged in work
activities.

',

-

-

-

under this,
this, part;
part: or
gram Operated
operated under
the place
place of
of residence
residenceOfof the
the person
person in or
o:
"(Ii) a person who received such benefits at to
"(ii)
to receive
receive benefits
benefits or
or services
services under
under 22
any time during the 10-month period ending more programs
programs that
that are
are funded
fundedunder
under-I
with the birth of the child.
part.
I

-

'(B)
'(B) ENCEPTION
EXCEPTION FOR.
FOR. RAPE
RAPE -OR
-OR INCEST.—SubINCEST.—Sub-

-,
--

'-

-

"(b) -MINOR CHILD
.DEFINE.o.—Asrnused
-used
CmLD DEI'INED.—As

paragraph (A) shall not apply wIth respect to subsection (a), the term 'minor child' me
chIld who
a ChIld
who is
Is born
born as
as aa result
result of
of rape
rape or
or InIn- an Individual—
individual—
is the
ENTS.—It 'is
the Sense.
sense, of the Congress that cest.
"(1) who has not attained 18 years of
the
the States
$caces should require noncustodjal.
noncustodial,
"(6) No ASSISTANCE
-

-

-

-

nonsupportiog parents
parents who
who have
hare not.
not atnonsupporting
attained 16 years of age to fulfill community

No ASSISTANCE Foa
FOR.MORE
MORETHAN
THAN

YEARS.—

.,

.

.-

•

•

or -

5

"(2)who—

-

':(A) IN GENCRAL—A State to which a
'iA)

-

-

--

.

-•

(A) has
"(A)
has not.attajned
not.attajned19
19years
yearsof
age;
of age:
work obligations, and attend appropriate grant Is made under section 403 may not use
"(B)IsIsaafull-time
'iB)
full-time student
student In
in aa second
second
money. management classes any
parenting or money,
any
part
part
of
of
the
the
grant
grant
to
to
provide
provide
cash
cash
benebeneschool,(or
school
(or In
in the
the equivalent
equivalent level of uc
after schooL
fits for the family of an Individual
individual who, after tional'
tional or technical
technical trainingk
trainlngt-- --.-. --

•,-

•

-

-

•

-'
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SEC.406.
406,DATA
DATACOLLECTiON
COLLECTIONAND
ANDREPORTLNG.
REPORTLNG.
"SEc.

"(a)
L" GENzR.—Each
"(a) L'
GENZ?,.—EachState
Stateto
to which
which aa
grant is made under
Undersection
section403
403 for
for a fiscal

"SEC.
SEC. 407,
407. RESEARCH, EVALUATIONS, AND NA-

March 22, 1995

(h) of section
sectIon 403.'
403,' as
as in
ft effect immediately
before the effective date of this title,
title.

'TIONAL
TIONALSTtJDZES.
STUDIES.
"(a) RESEARCH.—The
RESEARCH—The Secretary may
may conconeffects. costs, and beneduct research on the effects,

(2)
CONFOl5ING
CONFOaIsc
AMENDMENT,—Section
year shall, not later than 6 months after the
403(h)(3) of
of such
such Act,
Act. as
as In
in effect pursuant to
end
end of
ofthe
the fiscal
fiscalyear,
year,transmit—to
transmirto the
the SecSec- fits of State programs funded under this 403(h)(3)
paragraph (1)
(I) of this subsection,
subsection, 'is
is amended
retary the following aggregate
aggregate information
information part.
by striking ", section 402(a)(27),".
402(a)(27).",
on families to which assistance was provided
"(b) DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENTAND
ANDEVALUATION
EVALUATIONOF
F L'L(b) ASSIsTrr
ASSISTA'T
SEcRZrARY
SECRETARY
FOP,
FoP
FAMILY
FnLY SUPSupNOVATIVEAPPROAcMES
APPROACHESTO
ToEMPLOYnG
EMPLoynG WEL- POP.T,—
during the fiscal year under the State pro- NOVATrcE
POP.T.—
gram operated under this part or an.equiva- FARE RECIPIENTS—The Secretary may assist
(1) REDESIGNATION
REDESIGNATION OF
oF PROVISIOS—Section
PR0VISI0N—Section
lent State Program:
program:
States in developing, and shall evaluate, in- 417
of such Act (42 U.S.C. 617), as in effect Imimnovative
novative
approaches
approaches
to
to
employing
employing
recipients
recipients
•'(l)
"(I) The number of adults receiving such
before the effective
effective 'date
'date of
of this
this
of cash assistance under programs funded mediately
assistance.
title, is amended by striking the following:
'(2) The
"(2)
The number
number of
of children
children receiving
receiving such under this part. In performing such evaluaFOR FAMILY
FAMILY SUPPORT"
SUPPORT"
assistance and the average age of the chil- tions, the Secretary shall, to the maximum "ASSISTANT SECRETARY 'FOR
extent feasible,
feasible. use random assignment to
dren.
"SEC. 417."
groups.
"(3)
'(3) The .emplovnient
employment status of such adults,
adults, experimental and control groups,
and insertIng the following:
"(c)
"(C) STUDIES
STUDIES OF
OF WELFARE
WELFARE CASELOADS—The and
and the average earnings
earnings of
of employed
employed adults
adults
Secretary may conduct studies of the case- "SEC.
SEC. 408. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FAMILY
receiving such assistance.
loads of
of States
States operating
operating programs
programs funded
funded
SUPPORT.",
"(4) The number of 1-parent. families in loads
under
under this part.
(2) TRANSFER
TRANSFER OP
OF PRO
PR0VISI0N—Part
VISIoN,—partAAof
of title
title
which the parent
parent is
Is aaWidow
widow or widower,
widower, is
is
"(d) DISSEMINATION
"Cd)
DISSEMINATION OF LFoRMATIoN—The
L'FORMATI0N._The IV of Such
such Act,
Act, as added by the amendment
divorced, is separated, or has never married. Secretary
shall develop
develop innovative
innovative methods made by section 101 of
of this
this Act,
Act, is
is amended
amended
"(5) The age, race, and educational attain- Secretary, shall
adding at
at the
theend
endthe
thethection
ection amended
amended by
ment of the adults receiving such assistance.
assistance, of disseminating information on any re- by adding
search, evaluati'ns,
evaluatis, and
andstudies
studies conducted
conducted paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of
of this
this subsection.
subsection.
"(6)
"(6>The
Theaver
averaeeassistance
assistance provided
provided to
to the search,
under this section, including the facilitation
(3) CosromtrNG
CoNFotrNG AMENDMEN'l'.—Section
AMENDMEN'r.—Sectlon '408
'408
families under the program.
the sharing
sharing of
of information
informationand
andbest
bestprEcprc- of such Act, as added by paragraph (2) of this
"(7) Whether, at the time of application for of
tices among States and localities through
is amended by striking ". part D,
assistance under the program, the families the use of computers and other technologies. subsection
and part F" and inserting
inserting "and
"and part
part D".
D",'
or any member of the familie receives bene'.

.

any of
of the
the following:
following
fits under any
'(A) Any
"(A)
Any housing
housing program.

"SEC.
SEC. 408,
408. STUDY
STUDY BY
BY THE
THE CENSUS
CENSUS BUREAU.
BUREAU.

families.
provided to the families,
"(9) The total number of
of months
months for
for which
which

and (as appropriate) other low income families, and In
so, shall pay particular atin doing so.
tentionto
birth.
tention to the
the issues
issues of out-of-wedlock birth.
welfare dependency, the beginning and end of
spells. and the causes of repeat welwelfare spells,

'

.

TOTIlE
TIlE
SEC. 104.
104. CONFORMING
CONFORMINGAMENDME?,
AMENDME TO

"(a) L' GENERAL.—The Bureau of the Cen-

SECURITY ACT.ACT.'
SOCIAL SECURITY

"(B)
"(B) The food stamp program under the sus shall expand the Survey of Income and
(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II.—,
Program Participation as necessary to obFood Stamp Act of 1977.
(1) Section
Section 205(C)(2)(C)(vi)
205(c)(2)(C)(vi) of the Social
Social SeSetain
such
information
as
will
enable
intercurity
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 405(C)(2)(C)(vi)),
405(c)(2)(C)(vi)), as
as so
"(C) The Head Start programs cà.rried
ca.rried out
so
ested
persons
to
evaluate
the
impact
of
the
under
under the
the Head•Start
Head-Start Act.
redesignated by section 321(a)(9)(B)
32l(a)(9)(B) of the
amendments
made
by
title
I
of
the
Personal
Social Security Independence and Program
"(D) Any job 'ainthg
'aining program.
1994, is amended—
'(8) The number of months, since the most Responsibility Act of 1995 on a random na- Improvements Act of 1994.
sample
of
recipients
of
assistance
tional
recipients
of
assistance
(A) by inserting "an agency
agency administering
administering
recept application for assistance under the
under
State
programs
funded
under
this
part.
a program funded under part A of title IV
program, for which such assistance has been
assistance has been provided to the families
under the program,
program.

.

"(ID)
"(10) Any
Any other
other data
data necessa.ry
necessary to indicate
whether the State is in compliance with the
plan most recently submitted by the State
pursuant toto
section
402...
pursuant
section
402....
"(11) The components of any prdgram
program carried out by the State to provide employment
and training activities
activities In
in order,
order to comply
with section 404. and the average monthly

number of adults in each such component.

"(12) The nurn'oer
number of
of part-time
part-time job
job place-'
placements and the number of full-time job placements made through the program referred to
In paragraph (11),
(11). the number of cases with
•n
reduced assistance,
assistande, and the number of cases
closed due to employment,
employment.
"(b) At-rBoarrr
At-rBoRrri'Os'
OFSTATES
STATESTO
TOUSE
UsEEsTIEsm
.MATES.—A State
MATES.—A
State may
may comply
comply with
with the re-

fare spells.
"(b) APPROPRIATION.—OUt-Of
APPROPRj.TION—Out-of any
anymoney
money in
in

or" before
before "an agency operating"; and
IV o?this
(B) by striking "A or D of title 1V
Act" and inserting "D of such title".
-'
-

'

(2)

such'Act
Section 228(d)(1) of such
Act (42 U.S.C.

428(d)(1)) is amended by
by Inserting
inserting "under
"under aa
State
State program
progran'i funded
fundedunder"
under"before'
before "part A
of title 1V".
IV".

-

.

'

the Treasury of the United States not other(b)
(b) AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS To
TOPART
PARTDDOF
or'TiTLE
TiTLEPT.—-'
IV— wise
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the Secretary of the
(1) Section 451 of sudh AcV(42
Acv(42 U.S.C. 651) Is
is
Treasury shall pay to the Bureau of the Cen- amended
amended by
by striking
-striking"aid"
"aid" and
and Inserting
Inserting
310.000,000 for each
each of
of fiscal
fiscal 'years 1996,
sus 310,000,000
1996.
"assistance
'assista,nce under a State program funded".
1998, 1999, and 2Q00
2000 to carry out sub1997, 1998.
(2) Section 452(a)(10)(C) of such Act (42
section (a).",
(a),".
U.S.C.
is amended—
amended—'
U.S.C. 652(a)(1O)(C))
652(a)(10)(C)) is
(A)
(A) by striking "aid to families with -deSEC. 102,
PROCESSING.
102. REPORT.ON DATA PROCESSING.
inserting "assistance
(a) IN GENERAL,—Wlthin
GENERAL.—Withi 66 months
months after
after the pendent children" and Inserting
a State prog-raiñ
funded under
under part
part A";
A";
program funded
date of the enactment of this Act, the Sec- under
and
retary of Health and Human Services shall
(-B)
(-B) by
by striking
striking "such
"such aid"
aid" and
and Inserting
inserting
prepare
prepare and submit to the Congress a report
"such assistance"; and
on—
on—
(C) by -striking
'striking "under section 402(a)(26)"
(1) the status of the automated data proc405(a)(8)",
essing systems operated by the States to as- and inserting "pursuant to section 405(a)(8)".
(3) Section 452(a)(10)(F) of such Act' (42
sist management In
in the adminIstration of
-

-'

'

-

quirement to
to provide
provide precise
precisenuxnericai
numerical ininU.S.C. 652(a)(10)(F))
652(a)(10)(F)) is
is 'amended—
'amended—
part A
A of
of title
titleIV
programs under part
IV of U.S.C.
formation described in subsection (a) by sub- State
(A) by striking "aid under
under aa State
State plan
plan ap.apthe
Social
Security
Act
(whether
(whether
in
in
effect
effect
mitting an eszimate
estimate which is obtained
proved"
proved" and
and inserting
inserting "assistance
"assistanceunder'
under a
or after October 1,
1. 1995); and
through the use of scientifically acceptable before
State
program
funded";
and
(2) what would be required to establish a
samplingrrjethods,
sampljng'rnethods,
(B)
(B) by striking "in accordance with the
system capable of—
standards
"(c) REP0P,T
REPoPT ON USE
UsE OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL FUNDS
Ft'NDs TO.
TO.
referred
referred"
to
in
In
section
(A) tracking participants in public pro- 402(a)(26)(B)(il)"
COVER
ADMniis
402(a)(26)(B)(ii)" and Inserting
COVER
ADMisp,,rIvz
COSTS
tI OVER-'
.vrzvz Cosrs
AND
OVER-' grams
inserting "by
"by the
the
grams over
over time;
time: and
and
State".
State",
EEAD.—The
EEAD,—The report required by subsection (a)
(B)
(B) checking case records of the' States to
for a fiscal year
year shall
shall include
includeaastatemènt
statemên of determine whether Individuals
(4) Section 452(b)
452(b) of
of such
suchAct
Act(42
(42U.S.C:
U.SC:
individuals are particiIs amended
amended in
in the
the last'
last sentence by
the percentage of
of' the
the funds
funds paid
paid to
to the'
the State pating in public
public programs
programs of
of 22 orormore
more 652(b)) is
under this part for the fIscal
year
that
are
fiscal
striking "plan approved under part A" and
States.
funded under
under 'part
part A".'
used to cover administrative costs or overPREFERRED C0N'rENTs.—The
CoNTn"rS.—The report re- inserting "program funded
(b) PREFERRED
head.
'
(5) Section 452(d)(3)(B)(l)
452(d)(3)(B)(i)of
ofsuch'
such Act'
Act' '(42
(42
quired by subsection (a)
(a) should
should include.—
include—
'(d) REPORT
"(d)
U.S.C. 652(d)(3)(B)(i))
652(d)(3)(B)(i))isisamend'ed
amended by
by striking
striking
REPORT ON
ON
OS STATE
STATE'PENDIT1JRnS
'PENDrrTRns ON
(1) a plan
plan for
forbuildipg
buildg on
onthe
theautomated
automated U.S.C.
"1115(c)"
and
inserting"1115(b)",
PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
FOR
FOR
NEEIY
NnYF,MILIES—The
F\urns—me report
report data processing systems of the States to es(6) Section
Section 452(g)(2)(A)(ii)(I)
452(g)(2)(A)(ii)(I)ofofsuch
suchAct
Act(42
(2
required by subsection
subsectIon(a)
(a)for
foraafIscal
fiscal year tablish a system with the capabilities deU.S.C. 652(g)(2)(A)(jl)(I))
shall include
652(g)(2)(A)(ii)(I)) is amended by strikinclude aastatement
statement of
in subsection (a)(2):
(a)(2); and
of the
the total scribed In
ing
Ing
"aid
is
being
being
paid,
paid
under
under
the
State's
plan
amount expended by the State during the fis(2) an estimate of the amount of time reIs being
cal year on programs for
for needy
needy families.
famines.
quired to establish such a system and of the approved" and inserting "assistance is
provided under the State program
program funded
funded
'(e) REPORT
PARENTS
"(e)
REPORTON
ONNONCUSTODLAL
NONCtJSTODLAL
PARs'rs cost of establishing such a system.
under".
PARTiCrPATZNG DDWop,ic
PARTICrPATZNG
WoREAC'flvlTiES,—The
At-flvrr5.—The re-. SEC. 103,
103. TRANSFERS.
(7) Section
Section 452(g)(2)(A) of such
such' Act
Act (42
(42
port required by subsection (a) for a fiscal
(a) CILD SUPPORT REVIEW PENALTIES.—
U.S.C. 652(g)(2)(A)) is
is 'amended
amended in the matter
year shall include the number
number of
TRAI'SFER OF
(1) TRANSFER
OF PR0V'ISIoN.—Sectjon
PROVISION.—Section403
403of
of following clause (lii) by striking "aid was
noncustodial pa.rents
noncustodiai
parents in the State who parpar- the Social Security Act, as added by the
State's plan
planapprove€r'
approved"
ticipated in work activities (as defined In
in amendment made by section 101 of this Act, being paid under 'the State's
and inserting "assistance
"assistance was
was being
being provided
provided
sectior. 404(b)(1))
404(b)(1)) during
doringthe
thefiscal
flscalyear.
year.
at the
the end
end 'subsection
subsection under the State program funded".'
is amended by adding at
funded",'
,

.

,

-

'

-

-

'

,

-

-
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(8) Section452(g)(2)
452(g)(2)-of
of such
such Act (42 U.S.C.
(8)Zectiu
652>g-X2ilisisamended
652>g(2il
amendedininthe
thematter
matterfo1owir.gfo1owir.g-

(B)by
by striking
striking "4(a).",
(B
43(a.".

V

H34
H34

sisted housing,
housing. is hereby repealed. .,
(1 Section
(1)
SectIon159
15 of
of the
the Tax
TaxEquity
Equityand
andF:
Fl

-

Responsibility Act of 1982-(42 U
S.C. 60?
UIS.C.
Is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
is
-

:

V

V

.

certain rental
for federally
federefly
rental symerxts
tyments for

-.

(7
(7) Section
Section 1133(a)
1.133(a) of
of such
such Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
I30b—3a is
l320b—3(a
is amended
amended by striking "or
''or part
part A
A
(A)by
(A
bysttk:ng
St'ik:ng"who
"whoisisaadependent
dependent child .of
of title
title IV.'t.
IV.'.
by reason
.reaon of the death of a parent" and Inin(8)V
Section
(8) SectIon 1126
stch Act
1126 of such
ACt (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
sertng "with
serting
"with respect to whom assistance Is
is 1320b—6)'js
hereby
herebyrepealed.
repealed.
being provided
provided under'under- the State program -...1320b-6)is
(9) Section 1137 of such Act.
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
funded under
under part,
part A": and

subparagraph(B)—.
subparagraph(B)—..
V

.

V

V

(g Section
(gof the Social Secit
Section 2O2tdi
2O2di of
Sec
VArnendments.of
•Arnendments.of 196 (81 Stat.
Stat.882:
882:42
42C..
t.

V

-

-

1320b.-7) is amended—.
1320b—7)
602 note) is hereby-repealed.
(B by inserting
osertIng "by the State
State agency
hereby-repealed,
agency add(AIm subsection
(Mm
(b). by
strikingsubsection(bl.
by
striking paragraph
rn!nster1ng
StateVplan
plan approved
approved under
mlnstering the State(h)
Socta]Secarity
Scur'jty
(h) Section
Section233
233of-tbéV
of'thSoctaI
cndcr (1)
(11
and
inserting
inserting
the
the
following-:
following:
thie party
party'after
after'fonncl":
'found":
Arnenthnenteof
Amendments
of.1994
i994 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602 note
note
.. "(1)
"l
any
State
proram
funded
under
any
State
program
funded
under
part
herby repealed.
heriby
repealed.
(C> by stz'lklng
strIking "under section 402(a)(25)"
402(a)(25y'
-

V

V

..

V

(D

V

-

V

by str-ikiig
striking"administering
"adrninisterg the plan
-

under
under part
part E
E determines
determines (as
(as provided
provided in sectton
tion 454(41(3w
454(4)(3Y and
and ir.sertIng
insertIng "determines".
determncs".
(9 SectIon 452(h)
452(h) of
of such
such Act
Act(42
(42VU.S.C,
-U.S.C.
652h))isisamended
62h))
amended by
by s:rikir.g
s:rikir.g "under
"under section
402(a)(26r and
4O2(a(26,"
and Inserting
Inserting "pursuant,
"pursuant. to section 405(a)(8r.

tion 405(a)(8)",
(10) Section
454(5
(10)
Section
4(5 of such
such Act
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.
654(5)) is amended-c.
65415l
arnended-.
V

-

(Al by str!klng
(A)
strIking "under sectior.
section 402(a)(26j"
402(a)(25j"
ir.sertlng "pursuant
and insertIng"pursuant to section 405(a)(S)":
405(a)(S)":
and
—
—
(B
(B by
bystrikingstrik:ng "except that this
this
paragraph
shall not
r.ot appiy
appiy tO
tq such payments
for any
payments for
month foliowng
month
the
first
month
10
following the first month in which
Which
amount cc3lected
is sufficient to make
the amount.
collected Is
such family ineligible for
for assIstance
assistance under
the State plan approved under Part
part A:".
(ill Section
(ill
Section454(6>(D
46>D ofofsuch
such Act
Act (42 U.S.C.
U.S.c.
654(6XDIsiss.,-nended
ended bybystrikIng
654(6XD,
str kIng "aid under
a State pian
pI.anapproved"
a2proved and inserting 'assist,ance
ance under a State progrm
progrrn funded
funded",
(12; Section
(12;
Section456
4 ofofsuch
suchAct
Act (42
(42 U.S.C. 656)
656
is amended by striking "underU.S.C.
section
section
402(a)(26)" each
402(a)(26)"
eachplace
placesuch
suchterm
term appears and
inserting "pursuanttotosection
inserting"puan
section 405(a)(8)'
4O5(a)(8'
(13)
(13) Sectic:
Section466(a)C3XB
466(a)(3XB)of
ofsuch
such Act
Act (42
(42
US.C. 666.ag3i3))
amended by
U.S.C.
666(ag3i3 isis amended
by strikIng
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(2) Section 1903(1) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1396b(j))
is amended
amended b3'
by striking
396b(i)) is
striking paragraDh
Paragraph

March 22, 1995

"(D) removing
lemoving children from dangerous cated treatment from disabled infants with
settings
settings;
life-threatening conditions.
conditions.
life-threatening
--

(9).

"(E) protecting children in foster care:
"(F) promoting timely adoptions:
adoptions;
(G) protecting
"(G)
protecting the
the rights
rights of families;

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments

made by this section shall apply to medical
assistance furnished for calendar quarters

WrrHHOLDIG OF
"(B) WITHHOLDING
OFMEDICALLY
MEDICALLYINDICATED
INDICATED

TREATMENT.-.--AS used
TREATMENT.—AS
used In
In subparagraph
subparagraph (A).

the term 'withholding
withholding of medically indicated

"(H) preventing child abuse and neglect;

treatment' means the failure to respond to
the infant's life-threatening conditions by
providing treatment
providing
treatment(including
(includingappropriate
approprite
nutrition, hydration, and rnedicatio
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vided in this title, this title and the amendREQTIR.ING
"(2) CERTIFICATION OF STATE LAW REQUIRING
in
in the
the treating
treating physician's
physician's or physicians'
ments
made by
by this
thistitle
titleshall
shalltake
takeeffect
effecto on
rnents made
THE THE
RE?OPTING
OFOF
CiILD
ABUSE
REPORTING
CHILD
ABUSEAND
AND NENEOctober 1.1,
October
1995
l995'
GLECT.—A certification that the State has in reasonable medical judgment, will be most
(b) DELAYED
DELAYEDAPPLICABILITY
APPLICABILITYOF
OF
AUTHORITY
AU(0RITY effect laws that require public officials and likely to be effective in ameliorating or corconditions, except
except that
that Such
such
recting all such conditions,
ToTEMPORARILY
'flpo .R.as REDUCE
TO
REDUCE ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE FOR
FOR other professionals to report actual or susterm does not include the
the failure
failure to
to provide
pro'vid
FA.I1LIES WHICH
CERTAIN FAMILIES
WHICH LCLUDE
L'cLUDE A CHILD pected instances of child abuse or neglect,
neglect.
treatment (other
(other than
than appropriate
appropriate nutrition.
nutrition
WHOSE PATERNiTY
WHOSE
PATEm' IS NOT
Is NoESTA.BLISHED.—Sec
ESTABLISHED.—SeC"(3) CERTIFICATION
CERTIF1CATIONOF
O STATE PROGRAM
PROGRAM TO
To treatment
hydration, or medication) to an infant when,
INVESTIGATE CHILD ABUSE
tioi
405(a)(9) of
of the
the Social
Social Security Act, as INVESTIGATE
:io 405(a)(9)
ABtSE AND NEGLECT
NEGLECT
in the
thetreating
treatingphysician's
physician'sororphysicians'
phsicians
added by the ernendmerit
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CASES.—Acertification
certificationthat
thatthe
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in in
medical judgmentS—
judgment.—
investigate child abuse reasonable medical
Individuals effect a program to Investigate
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..(i) the infant is chronically and irrevers"(i)
cases,
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immediately before
before the
the effective
effective date
date of
of and neglect cases.
ibly comatose;
comatose:
(4)CERTIFIcATION
CERTIFICATIONOF
OFSTATE
STATE PROCEDURES
PRoCEDURES
"(i)
this title, are recipients of aid under a State
(ii)
"(ii) the provision of such
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treatment
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AD PLACEMENT
PLACEMENTOF
OFABUSED
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plan approved under
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part A
A of
of title
title IV
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the FOR REMOVAL
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NEGLECTEDCNILDREN.—A
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Act, until
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theend
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the1-j NEGLECTED
Security Act,
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(I) mei-ely
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"(II) not be effective in ameliorating
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or
moval from families and
and placement
placement of
of abused
abused
period that begins with such effective date.
correcting all of the infants life-threatening
(c)
(C) TRANSmON
RULE.—Theamendments
amendments or neglected children.
TR..SrrIoN RULE.—The
(5) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION OF
OF STArE PROCEDTJRES
PROCEDURES conditions; or
made by this title
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FOR. DEVEL0PI)G
"(flI)otherwise
otherwise be
be futile
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"flI)
DEVELOPINGAXD
AND REVIEWING
specs
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to—
P..EVIEWING WRITrEN
WRITTEN
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and

SEC. 107. EFFECTIVE DATE.
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(a) IN
L' GENERAL.—Except
(a)
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as otherwise
otherwise pro- review panels
panels under
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42.

-
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functions, rights,
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claims,
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applicable
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or services
aid-or
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who have attained 16 fiscal year.
year;
"(3) Investigate
investigate families reported to abuse program
years of age but have not attained 20 (or, at
"(2) ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL GRANT.—
GRANT.— .
a: neglect their children:
or
children;
the option of
of the State, 22) years of age, and
GENERAL—In addition
"(A) IN GENERAL.—In
additionto
toaa'gr2.nt
grant '
"(4)
(4) provide
providesupport,
support, treatment,
treatment, and
and family whooption
do not have a family to which to be re- under paragraph
paragraph (I)
(I) of
of this
this subsection,
subsection,-the
the
;reservation services
preservation
services to
to families
families which are.
are, turned
makthg the transi- Secretary shall pay to
for assistance in making
toeach
each eligible
eligible State-for
State for
or are
are at
at risk
risk of.
of. abusing
abusing or
or neglecting
neglecting their
their tion to self-sufficient
or
adulthood,
adulthood.
each fiscal year specified in subsection (b)(1)
hildre;
children;
"(8) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION oF
OFSTATE
STATEPROCEDURES
PROCEnURESan
anathount
athountequal
equaltotothe
theState
Statd share
share of the
(5) sipport
"(5)
support children
children WhO
wo must
mustbe
beremoved
removed 'P0
RESPONDTO
To REPORTING
REPORTflG OF MEDICAL
MEDIC,L NERESPOND
NE- amount
amount (if
(if any)
any) appropriated
appropriated pursuant
pursiant to
rorn or
from
orwho
whocannot
cannot live
live with
with their
their families;
families; TO
GLECTOF
OFDISABIED
DISABCED
iANTS—
GLECT
INFANTS.—
subparagraph
subparagraph (B) of this paragraph for the
"(6) make
riake timely
timely decisions
decisions about permaL\' GENERAL.—A certification that the fiscal
"(A) IN
fiscal year.
:ent living
Cent
livng arrangements
arrngemet$ for
for children
children who
wo State
has In
in p'ace
place for the purpose of respond(B) LLMITATION
"(B)
LLMITATIONON
ONAUTHORIZATION
AUTHORIZATION OF
OF AP
APiust
must be
who cannot live ing
be removed
removed from
fromor
c who
ing to
to the
thereporting
reportingofofmedical
medicalneglect
eglect of
of inin- PROPRIATIONS.—FOr
grants under
under subparaPROPR1ATIOS.—FOr grants
with their familIes:
families; and
and
(including instances
instances of
of wcthholding
withholding of graph (A), there are authorized to be appro"(7)
provide for
for con
continuing
evaluation and fants
'(7) provide
tiniftg evaluation
medically indicated
indicatedtreatment
treatmentfrom
fromdisabled
'disabled'priated
priated to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary an
an amount
amount not
not to
to
improvement
ofchild
childprotection
protectionlaws,
laws,reg-uregu- medically
rnprovenent of
infants
with
life-threatening conditions).
conditions), exceed 3486,000.000
3486,000.000 for each fiscal year specilations,
lztions,and
andserVices.
seices.
procedures or programs, or both (within the fied in subsection (b)(1).
SEC. 423.
42g. EUGIBLE STATES.
'
State child protective services system); to
"(b) DEFINIT]ONS.—AS
used in
in this
this section:
section:
DEFLNrTI0NS.—As used
"(a) IN
L' GENERAL—AS
GENERA.L.—ASused
used in
in this
this part, the provide for—
'.
"(1) CHILD PROTECTION AM0IrN-r,—The
AM0UNT.—The term
term
.em eligible
'eligibleState'
State' meaiis,
means, with respect to
"Ci)
coordination and
and consultation
consultation with in- 'child protection amount' means—
"(i) coordination
a fiscal
fiscal year. a State that, during the 3-year dividuals
dividuals desig-nated
designated by and
and .within
within approappro(A) 33,930,000,000
"(A)
33.930.000.000 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1996;
period immediately preceding
preceding the fiscal priate health-care facilities;
"(B) $4,195,000,000
"(B)
34.195.000.000 for,fiscal
for,fiscal year
year 1991;
year, has submitted to the Secretary a plan
year.
"(ii) prompt
"(Ii)
promptnotification
notificato by indivjduas
individuals
"(C) 34,507.000,000
$4,507,000,000 for fiscal year 1998;
that
tat includes
includesthe
thefollowing
following:
designated
designated by and within appropriate health"(D) 34.767.000.000
34,767,000.000 for fiscal year 1999;and'
"(1) OUTLINE
"(1)
OU'TLIE OF
OFCIELD
CLD PROTECfl0N
PROTECTIONPROPRO- care facilities of cases of suspected medical
"CE) 35.071,000,000
S5,071,000,000 for fiscal year 2000.
-,
-.
&RA.M—A written
&RAM.—A
that outlines
outlines neglect
written document
docurnet that
neglect (including
(including Instances
instances of
of withholding
withholding
"(2)
"(2) STATE
STATE SHARE.—
SHARE.—
the activities the State intends to conduct of medically indicated treatment from disthe
"(A) IN
IN GENERAL.—The
GEyEAL.—Tbe term
"(A)
term State'share
'State'share'
to
:3 achieve the purpose of this part, including abled infants with life-threatening condi means
the qualified
qualified' child"
child protection'
protection ex- '-the procedures to be used for—
tions); and
penses of the State divided by the sum of the' -'
"(A)
"(A) receiving
receiving reports
reports of
of child
child abuse
abuse or
or nene"(lii)
for' then
the. qualifled
protection- expensesof
"(iii) authority, under State law,l-aw.-for
qualified -child
child protection-expenses
ofall
all 'of...
'of-.,
giect;
glect;
-.
State child
child protective
protectiveservice
service
to to
pursue
pursue
anyany:
Statés-: -. :
thethe
Statès,,'
: ": .
"(B) ivéstigajn
invéstigatlnsuch
suchreports;
reports;
legal
legal remedies,
remedies, including
Including the
-theauthorityauthority to
'-(B) QUALIFIED - CHILD PROTECTION'
"(B)
PROTECTIO -EX
'-EX
"(C)' protecting
protecting children
ch.ildre In
'"(C)in familles
-famthes in.'
egal proceedings
in a-court-cf
a court-ofcornin,' initiate legal
proceedings in
PENSEs.—The' -term:'qüalified--chfld
corTj-PENSES.—The'
-tern;'qIialified.-chfl
protec-''-protec-'
'-"-'--which child abuse or-neglect
or.neglt 2s..found
isfound to
to have
have .petent
as may
expénes-means,
with respectto
petent Jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, asmaybe
benecessary-tonecessary- tO--ton
--'tion
expènes'-means,with
respecatoaState
a-State
occurred-,...' ,
occurred;
-prevent the withholding of medically mdi- the greater
'greater of'—
of—
-
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'(j)
••(i)

oofthe
thetotal
total amount
amount of obligations to
the State under the provisions of law spedf:ed in
fied
it supaagraph
suhparagraph(B)
(B)for
forfiscal
fiscal years 1992.
1993.
1993. and
and 1994;
i99: or
"cifl the
of obligations
obligations to the
the total
total amount,
amouit of
State under such provisions of law for fiscal
year 1994.
year
199.

"(C) PROVISIoNS
PROvISIONS OF
OF LAW.—The
LAw.—The provisions of

law specified
speced ininthis
thissubparagraph
subparagraph are the
following (as
following
(asin
i effect
effect immediately
immediately before
the
he erfeczive
effective date of this
this part):
part):
"w Section 474(a) (other than subpara-

graphs
grapi-.s(C)
(C)and
andCD)
CD) of
of paragraph
paragraph (3)) of this
Act.

'(B
"(B LIMrrArIos.—1
LIMrrA'rloN.—lncarrying
carrying out
out subparasubpara(A), the Secretary shall not reduce any
graph (A).
any
Quarterly payment by more than 25 percent,
percent.
"(C) CARRYFORWARO
CARRYFORWA OF OF
UNRECO'ERED
UNRECO'ER PEN-

ALTY—To
ALTY.—To the
the extent
extent that
that subparagraph
subparagraph (B)
(B)
prevents the Secretary from recovering during a fiscal year the full amount of a penalty
imposed on a State under subparagraph (A)
(A)
for a prior fiscal
fisca' year,
year. the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall
apply subparagraph (A) to
to the
the grant
grant. otherwise
wi5e payable
payable to
to the
the State
State under
under this
this section
fo' the
for
the immediately
immediately succeeding fiscal year.

'(2) FoR
FORFAILURE
rAILtRE To
TOMAIZTAIN
MAINTAINEFFORT)—If
EFFoRT.—If

audit conducted pursuant to chapter 75 of
"iii Section 304 of the Family Violence an
'iii
title 31,
31. 'UnIted
UnIted States Code,
Code, finds
finds that the
the

Prevetjo
and
Prevention
andServices
Se,'ices Act.
iii Section
"(iii)
Section
1O7a)
107a)ofofthe
theChild
Child Abuse
Abuse Preventiona:d
vt:on
andTreatment
Treatment Act.
Act.
'(iv)
(ir) Section
Section 201(d)
201(d) of
of the
the Child
Child Abuse
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act.
"(v) Section
Section 423
•('fl
423 of
ofthis
this Act.
Act.
•.(3
"(3 STATE.—Theterm
termState'
'State'includes
includes the
the
several States,
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia, the
Sates, the
CommonwealthofofPuerto
CorrnoweaIth
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the United
States
States Virgin
V:rin Islands,
Islands, Guam.
Guam. and American
Samoa. -

H

the State and local agencies respon
respons
carrying out activities under this I
doing so in accordance with the Sta
with the child protection
protection Standards
standards s
in section 424,
424. and with any other
panel considers
considers important.
important tc
that the panel
tc

the
the protection
protection of
of children,
children.
"(2)CONFIDENTIALITY_The
'12)
CoNFIny'rIAL-,_The memnb
memb

staff of any panel established und
section (a) shall not disclose to any
any pip
government any Information
information about sa
cific child protection case with res

which the panel is
Is provided
provided informatic
informati
STATE ASSISTAjcE.—ch
ASSIsTcE.—Each St.a
Sta
"(e) STATE
establishes a panel under subsection (

amount expended by a State (other than
amount
afford the panel access to any infor

from amounts provided
by the
the Federal
Federal Govpro1ded by
ernment)
ernment) during
during fiscal
ñsca}year
year1996
1996oror1997
igg to

carry out the State program funded under
this part is. less than the total amount.
amount expended by the State (other
(Other than
than from
from
amounts provided by 'the
the Federal Government) during fiscal year
year 1995
1995 under
under parts
parts B
B
and E of this title, then the Secretary shall
reduce the amount of the grant'that would

on
on any case that the panel desires to
and shall provide the panel with stafi
staff
ance in performing Its
its duties.

"(f) REPORTS,-_E2
REPORTS,Each panel
panel ests
esta
under subsection (a) shall
shall make
make aa Pu
pu
port of its activities after
after each
each meetin
meetir
"SEc. 426W
"SEC.
426, CLEARINGHOUSE
CLEAIWiGROUSEAND
ANDHOTL
ROTL
-MISSING
MISSIGANDRUNAWAYCRIL
AND RUNAWAY CEll
'

-

"(a)
Secretarysis
"(a) L'
INGENEP.AL.—The
GENERAL,—The Secretary
tablish
tablish and
and operate
operate aa clearinghouse
clearinghouse oo

(in
the absence
absence of this subsection)
(ir the
subsection) be
be payable
payable
to the State under this section for the imme- matlon
rnatlon on children who are missing
diately succeeding fiscal year by the amount run away
away from
fror home,
borne,including
including aa
s made under
this section
section may
may use the grant of the difference.
u:der this
toll-free telephone hotline which sn
in any
thatthe
the State
State deems
deems approany manner
rnaner that
FAILLRETo
ToSUBMIT
SUBMIT REQUIP,Eo
REQLIRED RE- con
"(3) FOR
FO FAILURE
tacted for
for information
information on such clii]
contacted
chil
priate to accomplish the purpose of this part PORT.—
"(b)LIMITATION
LIMITATION
AUTORjZAoN
"(b)
ONON
AUTHORIZATION
rcIud:g settrg
iicluthng
settir.gup
upabuse
abuse and
and neglect re"(A)
(A) L'
IN GER,kj...—The
GENZRAL.—TheSecretary
Secretary shall
shall re- PROPP,IATIONS,—TO
PROPRIATIONS._TO carry
carry out
out subsecti
subsecti
"(c) Usz
"(C)
UszOF
o'

Gcr.—

•'(l L'L'GENZRAL.—A
GNERAL,—A State
Stateto.
t,owhich
"(1)
which a grant

-

porting systems, abuse and neglect preven- duce
dude by 3 percent the amount of the grant there
there are
areauthori±ed
authorjed to be
be appropria
appropri
tion. family
tion.
faiy prese-vatjon
preservation foster
foster care, adop- that would
would (in
(in-the
-theabsence
absence of this subexceed S7.000,(
57,000,
sub- the Secretary not to exceed
tion.
program
adrriinistration
and
uon. program adrrinistration
training.
section) be payable to a State under this sec- each fiscal year,
•-2 A''.OR'
'2
ALrP.ORITY
TOToUSE
t.SE PORTIoN
Porioy OF GRANT tion
tion for
for aa fiscal
fiscal year
year if
if the
the Secretary
Secretary deterdeter- "SEC. 427.
COLLECTION AN1)
AND REPOR'I
REPOR
427. DATA COLLECTION
FOROTEE?.
OTE PURPOSES.—
FOR
?tRPO5S.—
mines that the State has not
not submitted
submitted the
the
"(a)
ANNt,AL
REPORTS
ON
Sr
CnLJ
'(a)
ANNUAL
REPORTS
ON
STATE
CElL
"(A)
L GENER.L.—A
"CA Lc
NERAL—AState
Statemay
mayuse
use not report required by section
section 427(b)
427(b) .for
for the Im- FARE GOALS.—'Ofl
GOALS.—On the date that is 3
nore tba:
more
than30
30percent
percentof
of the
the amount
amount of
of the mediately preceding fiscal year. within 6 after the effective
effective cate
dateof
ofthis
thispart
partand
an
grant made
theState
Stateunder
under this section months after the end of the immediately preg-ant
rra totothe
pre- ally thereafter, each State to which sa
for f:sca
f:scalsear
year1998
1998or
oraasucceeding
succeeding fiscal
fiscal year
year ceding fiscal year.
is made under section 423 shall submit
to carry
carry out
ot aaState
State prog-am
program pursuant to
PENAL'fl'—The -Sec"(B) RESCISSION OF PENALTY—The
report that
Sec- Secretary a report
that contains
ay ororaU
any
all of
of the
the fo1lowjn
following provisions
provisions of law: retary shall rescind a penalty imposed
Imposed
on a titative
titative information
information on
on the
the extent
extent to
"(i'
PartAAofofthis
(i Part
thistitle.
title.
State under subparazraph (A) with respect to the State is making 'progress towardtoia
"(ii)
TitleXX
XXoF
of this
this Act.
"(ia Lte
fisca' year if the State submits ing the goals of the State child proC
a
report
for
a
fiscal
prot
"(iii
"(iii Te
and Development
TheChild
ChildCare
Care and
Developrnet the report before the end of the immediately program,
program.
Boc Gra:t
Bock
GrantAct
Actof
of 1990.
1990.
succeeding fiscal
succeeding
fiscalye2.r.
year,
"(b) ANNUAL STATE DATA REPORTS..
REPORTS."(it-) Any
"(iv)
Ay provision
proviion of law, enacted into
OX FEDEP.AL AtrrHoRjry.—
"(f) LIMITATION
LLMITATIOi ON
At7n(oRrry.—
to which a grant is made under S
lawduring
law
du thethe
104th
104thCongress.
Congress, under which Except as expressly provided in this part, the State
423 shall annually
nnua1ly submit
submit to
to the Secre)
Secret
grants are made
iade totoStates
grairts
States for
for food
food and nutrihot regulate the conduct of Health and Human Services
nutri- Secretary may not
Services aa report
report tIti
t:on
epioyment and
ton ororemployment
and training.
training.
States under this part or enforce any provjcludes
cludes
the
following:
proviAP?ICABLE R1.LES,—Any
"(B) AP?,ICABLE
RULES.—Any amount paid sion
sion of
of this
this part.
part.
"(1) The
The number
numberof
ofchildren
childrenwho
whoWC
we
to the State
S.a:e under this part that is used to "SEC.
SEC. 424.
424.CIULD
C}ULDPROTECTION
PROTECTION
STANDARDS,
STDARDS
to
the
ported
'to
the
State
during
the
State
during
the
ye
y
ou: a State program pursuant to a procarry out
"Each
"Each State to which a grant
grant isis made
made abused or neglected.
vision of
lawspecified
specified in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A) under
o law
"(2)
Of
the
number
of
children
descri
section
423
shall
operate
423 stall operate a child prosal!
shallo:no:
bebesubject
subjectto
tothe
the requirements of tectionsection
in accorance with the
program In
resp
the folfol- paragraph (1), the number with respi
this
shall be
be subject
subject to the requiretius part,
part,.but
bt stall
require, lowing standards in order to assure the
substantiated.
whom such reports were substantiated,
promentsthat
rnets
thatapply
apply to
to Federal
Federal funds provided
provided tection of children:
descril
"(3) Of the number of children descri
directly
underthe
theprovision
provision of law to carry
dxrect- t:der
"(1)
'11) The primary standard by which a paragraph (2)—
o't t:e
out
the program.
proarn.
"(A) thenumber
numberthat
thatdid
didnot
ot receive
"(A)the
State
child welfare system shall be judged is
,(3) TiMo
T1MNQOForIN?ENOITtp,E5_A
'(3)
ices during the year under the State Pr)
?EsDrrt-REs:—A State
State to the protection
protection
of
chlld'en..
of
Children..
pr(
which aa grant
grat isis made
which
made under
under this section for
under this part;
part:
"(2) Each
Each State
State s.z11
stall investigate
investigate reports
reports Of
of funded
a fiscal year shall expend the total amount abuse and neglect promptly.
"(B) the number that received service
prornply.
of the grant
not la:er than the end
gra:; not
year under
under the
the State
Stateprogram
eid of
of the
the improgramfiI
"(3)
Children removed
removed from their homes ing the year
'(3) Children
mediately
succeeding fisca'
fiscal year.
edateiv succeeding
year.
shall have a permanency plan and a under this part
part or
or an
an equivalent
equIvalet State
Stan
•4) RrL
OFOF
INTRyRA'flON._Thjs
"(4)
RULE
ImcrERpR.IoN._mis part dispositional hearing
gram:
gram and
hearthg
by
a
court
or
a
courts.ail not
shall
not be
be lnte-preted
interpreted to prohibit short- appointed
"(C) the number
numbertiat
tat were
wee removed
removed
appointed body
body within
wittn 33 mohths
months after a fact- - "(C)
and
ad lon-:e-rx
long-termfoster
fostercare
carefacilities
facilities
their families during the year,
year.
finding hearing.
for
for profit from receiving funds operated
"(4) The number of families that rec
provided
rec
"(4)
Allchild
childprotection
protectioncases
cases in
in which
which the
'(4 All
uflder this part.
under
preventive services
services from
from the
theState,
State d
child
is
placed
outside
the
home
borne
shall
be
re"id)
•'d) TINQ
PAYMTS.__The
the year.
ThiNQorOF
PAYMENTS_TheSecretary
Secretary viewed every 6 months unless the child
child is in
shallpay
payeach
eache1igble
eligible State
State the
a!i
"(5) The
The number
number of
ofchildrenchildren who et
the amount
long-termplacenienL
placernet.
amount of a long-term
en
rant ayab1e
the grant
payabletotothe
the State
State under this "SEC.
foster care under the responsibility C0
REVIEW PANELS.
PANELS,
SEC. 425. CITIN EEVIEW
section in quarterly
qtarterly installments,
installments.
State during the year.
"ta)ESTAILISHME'r._Each
ESTLISHM-1-._ch State
"(a)
State t.o
to which
'e PEN.:'I-Izs._
"(e
PENALTIES.—
"(6) The number
number of
of children
childrenin
infostex
foster
a
a
grant
is
made
under
section
423
shall
is
made
under
section
423
shall
estabestab-.
.'(l) FoR
"(1)
Fo ZUSE
OF or
GRANT
GRANTLINVOLATION
VIOLATIoN OF
under the
undertheresponsibility
responsibility of
of the
the State
OFThIS
TS lish
lsh atatleast
least33citizefl
citizen review panels,
PART.—
PA?.T.—
from'foster care during the year.
year,
b) COMpoSrrros._Each
"(b)
CoMpOsrrIoN._Eachpanel
panelestablished
established exited
"(A)
(A) L'IN
GER.AL.—I1
ananaudit
"(7) The types of foster care
care piacen
placer
GENERAL—If
auditconducted
conducted under
subsection
(a)
shall
be
broadly
reprep-.
made by
by the
the State
State during
during the
the year,
Prsxart totocbapter
pursuant
chapter75
75 of
of title
title 31, United resetative
year, an
an
resentativeofofthe
thecommunity
community from
from which made
States Code, finds that an amount
average monthly number of children in
amount, paid
paid to a drawn.
dra%cn.
-.
placement.
State under this section for a fiscal year has
type of placement,
"(C)
"Cc) FREQLtNCY
MEETINGS.-.Each panel
FREQURNCY OF
oF MEETENGS,—Each
panei
beefl used
used in
i: violation
been
violation of
of this
"(8) The average length of the foster
this part, then the established
established
under
under
subsection
subsection
(a)
(a)
shall
shall
meet placements made by the State durin€
Secretary shall
stall reduce the amount of the not
Secretary
during
ot less
lessfrequently
frequentlythan
thanQuarterly.
quarterly,
year. grant that would (in the absence
absence of
of this
this subsub"Cd)
DUTIES.—
"(d) DtTIES.—
"(9)
section) be payable
payab'e to the State under
'(9) The age,
age, ethnicity,
ethnicity, gender,
gender, and
and fa
fa
under, this.
"(1)
"(1) L'
INGENERAL.—.ch
GENERAL—Each'panel
panelestablished
established income
section for the immediately
immediately succeeding
succeedi,g fiscal
of the children placed in foster
fiscal under
ur,der
subsection
(a)
shall,
by
examiig
subsection(a)
shall,
by
examining
speyear by
theamount
amount so used.
b the
under the responsibility
responsibility of
of the
the State
State d:
dt
cific cases, determine
deterrn±e the extent to which under
the year.
-

-

'

-

-

-

-

-

-
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"(10)

The number of children
children In
in foster care
"(2)
'(2) carefully consider selecting the sample
under
theresponsibility
responsibilityof
of the
the State
State with
tder the
with re- from casestof
casesof confirmed
confirmed abuse or neglect;
specs
to
whom
the
State
has
the
goal
sect to whom the State has
of
of and
ad
aopion.
adoption.
"(3) follow each case for several years
"(11)
"(11) The
The nornber
number of children in
In foster
foster care while
while obtaining Information on,
on, among
among other
under
theresponsibility
responsibilityofofthe
theState
State who
tder the
who things—
wee freed for adoption during the year.
"(A)
'(A) the type of abuse or neglect involved;
"(12) The number
nuiiber of
of children
children in
In foster
foster care
"(B) the frequency ofcontact
contact with
with State or
.zder the
under
therespoLzibillty
responsibility of the State whose
whose local
local agencies;
adoptions were
a.doptlons
were finalized
finalized during the year.
"(C)
'(C) whether the child
child Involved
thvolved has been
"(13) The number of disrupted adoptions In
in separated from
family, and, If
if so, under
te State
the
Stateduring
during the
the year.
wiat
what circumstances
(14) Quantitative
Quantitative measurements showing
(l4)
showing
'(D)
"(D) the
the number,
characteristics
number, type,
type, and
ad characteristics
whether
theState
Stateisisrnakrng
making progress
progress toward of out-of-home
Weher the
placements of the child;
child; and
and
ethechild
childprotection
protectiongoals
goalsidentified
Identifiedby
by the
the
'(E) the
"(E)
the average
average duration of each placeSate under section 4(a)(9).
state
ment.
ment.
'(15)The
Thenumber
number of
of infants
infants abandoned in
(l5)
"(d) RpORTs.—
thee State
year,and
and the
the number
number of
State during
dunng the
te year,
of
"(I)
"(1) IN
IN GEN•ERAL.'—Frorn
GENERAL.'.—Frorn time to time, the
sth infants who were legally adopted during Secretary
shall prepare reports summarizing
the year and the length of time between the the results of the study required by
sub—
dscovery of the abandonment and such section (a), and should include in suchsub-

March 22,
March
22, 1995
1995

by section 104(b)(2)(C)
104(b)(2)(C) of
of this
this Act,
Act, Is
is amended—ed—

(A)
(A) by
by striking
striking "(or foster care malntemaintenance payments under part
part E)"
E)" and
and Inserting
inserting

'àr cash
"àr
cash payments
payments under a State program

funded under part B"; and
striking "oror471(a)(17)".
(B) by striking
471(a)(17)".
(2)

Section '452(g)(2)(A)
452(g)(2)(A) of such Act (42
(42

U.S.C. 652(g)(2)(A))
652(g)(2)(A)) is
is amended.—
amended—

'or E"
(A) by striking "or
B" the
the 1st
let place such
such
term appears and Inserting
Inserting "or
'or benefits
benefits or
or
services are being provided
under
the
State
provided under the State

program
progra-n funded
funded under part B"; and
(B) by
by striking
striking "or
B" the
the 2nd
2nd place
place such
or E"
such

term appears
appears and
ad inserting
Inserting "or
"or benefits or
services were being provided
provided under
under the
the State

program funded under part
part B".
B".
(3) Section 456(a)(1) of such
euch Act (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
656(a)(1)) is
amended
by
striking
Is amended by striking "foster
foster care
care
maintenance
maintenance payments"
payments" and
andinserting
inserung "ben'benefits or services under a State program fundports a comparison of the results of the ed under part B".
study with -the
•the Information
information reported by
46(a)(3)(B) ofofsuch
(4) Section 466(a)(3XB)
such Act
Act (42
(42
States under
undersection
sectionzi..
States
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)(3)(B)), as amended
amended by
by section
section
'(2) AVAIL.Bn.,rry_The
"(2)
AVAILABII.lTy_TheSecretary
Secretary shall 104(b)(ls)
104(b)(13) of
of this
this Act, is amended
amended by
by striking
47l(a)(17)".
'or471(a)17)".
—
make available to the public any report prepre- "or

--

adoption.
option.
"(16) The number of children
children who
who died
died dur-

izg
i.z.gthe
theyear
yearwhile
whfleIn
in foster
foster care under the
responsibility
the State.
State.
rponsibility ofofthe
"(17)The
(17)
'Thenumber
numberof
ofdeaths
deaths in
in the
the State
ding the year resulting from child abuse or pared
dn-ing
paragraph (1),
(1), In
n writing
Pared under paragraph
writing or in
(b) REPEAL OF PART
PART EE OS'
OF TITLE IV OP
OF THE
fleglect.
the form
form of.an
ofan electronic
electronicdata
ta tape.
tape.
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITYACT.—Pait
ACT.—Part£Eofoftitle
title IV
IV of
(18) The
The number
number of children served by
(l8)
by the
"(3)
671-679) is
is hereby
hereby re'(3) Au'rnoarry
AUTE0RrrYTO
TOCHARGE
CHARGEPEE.—The
PEE.—The SecSec- such Act (42 U.S.C. 671-679)
ifldependent living program of the State.
independent
Pealed.
retary
may
charge
and
collect
a
fee
for
the
ped.
retary may charge and collect a fee for the
"(19)
(19) Any
Any other
other information
Information which the Sec- furnishing of reports under paragraph (2).
(c) AMENDMENT
AMEr TO TITLE
XVI
Cc)
TO TITLE
XVI OF
OF TEE
THE Sortay
rearyand
andaamajority
majority of
of the
the States agree is
"(e)
"(e) FtYNDflG.—Out
anymoney
moneyin
in the
the CIAL
CL3.LSECURITY
SECURITYACT
ACTAS
ASD'
fl EFFECT WITH RERE
ofofany
£;ropr1ate to
a;proprlate
to collect
collect for
for purposes
purposes of this Treasury
of the
SPEC1'
TO THE
TO THE
STATES.—Section
STATEs.—Section 1611(c)(5XB)
the United
United States
Statesnot
nototherwise
otherwiseECT
16U(c)(5)B)
of
such
Act
(42
U.S.C.
1382(c)(5XB))
.1382(cX5XB)
Is
is
appropriated, the Secretary of the Treasury
amend"2O) The
The response
response of
of the
the State
State to the find"20)
find- shall pay to the Secretary of Health dand
to read
follows:'(B)
"(B)the
theState
State program'
ed toedread
as as
follows:
program
ir.gs and recommendations
recommendt1ons of the citizen
citizen re- Human Services $6,000,000
funded
under
part
B
of
title
IV,".
6,OOO,000 for
for each
each of
of fiscal
fiscal
vew panels established
estabIshed by
by the
the State
State pursu- years 1996 through
(d)
13712
Os' THE
(d) REPEAL
REPEALOF
OFSEc'rIoN
SECTION
13712
o T OMNI-'
OC4I2000 to carry out this secsecant
section 425.
425.
et totosection
tion.
RCONCTLIA.TION ACT
OF 1993.—
1993.—
BUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION
AcT OF
'(c) AUTHORITY
AUTH0RrrT OF
or STATES
STATES TO
TO USE
USE Es'rrEsri- SEC. 430. REMOVAL OF BARRIERS
Section
13712
of
the
Omnibus
Budget
BecBRPJERS TO
F0
MATEs—A
M.&TES—AState
Statemay
maycomply
comply with
with aa requirerequireINTERETENIC ADOPTION,
onciliation Act of 1993
1993 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 670
670 note)
note) is
is
:
et to provide
precise
nuinei-jcal
to provide
precise
numericalinformainformapurpose of
of this
this section hereby repealed.
'(a) PTJRPOSE.—The
PURPOSE.—The purpose
tion described
describedIn
in subsection
subsection(b)
(b)by
by submit- is "(a)
(e)
A
END
(e) AMENDMEN'r
OPO
THE
OMT TO
TOSECTION
SEcTION9442
9442
T OM01time
tine that chilto decrease the length of
chili anan
ing
estimate
estimatewhich
whichisIsobtained
obtained through dren
BUDGETRECONCILIATION
RCONCILJ.ATIONACT
ACTOF
O 1986.—
wait to
to be
be adopted
adoptedand
ad to
1986.—
wait
to prevent
prevent dis- NIBUSBUDGET
the use
se ofofscientifically
scIentifically acceptable
acceptable sampling crimination
Section
9442(4)
of
the
Omnibus
Budget
RecBeecrimination In
In the
the placement
placement of
of children
children on
rnethods.
onciliatlon Act of 1986 (42 U.S.C. 679a(4)) Is
oncillation
is
the basis
-the
basis of
of race,
race, color,
color, or
or national
ationa.1 origin,
ongin.
(d)ANyuAL
ANNVALREPORT
REPORT BY
BY THE
SECRETARY.—
'(d)
m SECRETARY.—
thserting "(as in effect before
"(b)
Mu
amended by Inserting
"(b) MTJzt'rrrffJ,rIc
PLACEMENTS......
rrrjric PLACEMENTS.—
Wthjn 66 months
Within
months after
after the end of each fiscal
1,
1, 1995)"
1995)"after
after "Act".
Act".
"(1)
'(1) PROKIBITtON.—A
State or
or other
other entity October
PROHIBrrI0N.—A State
pea-,
the Secretary
Secretaryshall
shallprepare
prepa a report
Fear, the
(f) REPEAL
REPEAl. or
OFSECTION
SECTION553
553
raz How
OFOTEE
Eow
report
tt
that
receives
receives
funds
funds
from
from
the
the
Federai
Federal
GovernGovernon Information
inforrnaon provided
based on
provided by
by the
the States ment and Is
M. METZENBAtJM
METZENBAUM MULTIETKNIC
MULTIETHNIC PLACEMENT
M.
is
Involved
in
adoption
or
foster
ror the fiscal year pursuant
pu-suant to subsection (b), care placements may not,—
ACT
ACT OF
OF 1994.—Section
1994.—Sectjon 553
553 of
of the
the Howard
Howard M.
M.
az shall
shallmake
make the
the report
report and such thformainformaMetzenbaumMultiethaic
Mujtletic Placement
Placement Act of
"(A) deny to any person
person the
the opportunity
opportunity tO Metzenbaum
lion
availabletotothe
theCongress
Congressand.
and. the
the pubc: available
pub- become an adoptive or a foster parent, on the 1994 (42 U.S.C. 5115a; 108 Stat. 4056) is hereby
basis of the race, color, or national origin of repealed.
"ke) SCOPE
SCoPE OF
or STATE
"(e)
STATEPROGRAM
PROGRAM FUNDED
FUNDED
,

.

1C

-

'

the person, or of the child.
child, Involved; or
"(B) delay,
delay, or
or deny the placement of a child
child
e term
term'State
'Stateprogram
programfunded
fundedunder
under this
this for adoption
or Into
into foster care, or otherwise
•_• includes
includes an
tart'
anyequivalent
equivalentState
State program,
program, discriminate In
in making a placement deciNEP.
Tms
PART.—..ksused
usedininsubsection
subsection (b),
sz Tms
PART.—AS

(g) REPEAL
REPEALOF
OFSUBTITLE
SuBTxTICCOF
o TrrLE
(g)
TITLE XVII
XVII OF

THE
VIoLEr
CRIME
CONTROLAND
ANDLAW
'r
vIoi'r
CIur,cE
CONTROL
LAWENE-

FORCEMENT Ac-i'
ACT OF
OF 1994.—Subtitle
1994.—Subtitle C of. title
F0RCEMENT

XVII
XVfl of the Violent
Violent Crime
CrimeControl
Controland
ad Law
is hereby repeale&
Act of 1994 Is
repealed.
the basis of the
the race,
race, color,
color, or na- Enforcement
Cli)REPEAL
REPEAj.
o SuE'rrri.
A oTITLE
Trri II
op SIm'rrrl.E
A OF
II OF
oF
tional origin
origin of
of the
the adoptive
adoptive or
or foster
foster parent,
parent, THE
"(a)
'(a) IN
Ii C-ENERAL.—The
C-ENEIIAL.—The Secretary
Secretary shall concon- tiona)
THE CRIME
CRE CONTROL
CONTROLAcr
Ac-i'
OF
OF1990.—Subtitle
1990.—Subtitle A
A
or the child, Involved,
involved,
inn: research and
inchild
child welfare.
and raining
aning in
ofthe
the Crime
Crime Control
Control Act of 1990 is
of title 11
II of
Is
EEC. 428.
SEC.
428. RESEARCE
RESEARCHAND
AND TRArW'JG.
TRAING.

(b) LXMrTATION
"(b)
LIMITATION ON
ON AUTHORIZATION
AL'TRORIZA'flON OP
OF AP
AP

'P.OPBIATIONS.—To
'p.pBL*.flON5.—To
carry
outsubsection
subsection (a),
(a),
carry
out

sion,
slon, on

•'(2) PENALTIES.—
"(2)

'

"(A) STATE VIOLATORS.—A State that yb-

period shall
shall
tO lates paragraph (1) during aa period
funds that were
were
he Secretary
Secretary not
not to
to exceed
exceed sio,ooo,ooo
$10,000,000 for remit to the Secretary all Uinds

ere are
areauthorized
authorizedto
tobe
be appropriated
appropriated
ath Oscal
year.
fl.ca1 Yea.r.

429. NATIONAL
NAflONAJ. RLkDOM
SEC. 429.
RANDOMSAMPLE
SAMPLE STUDY
STUDY OF

CHILD
wru'its.
CHILI) WEUARE.

Ca)
'Ca) Lc
Secretary shall
shall conIN GENEIt&j..—The
GENEL.—The Secretary
con-

hereby repealed.

sec. 203. CONTINUED
SEc.
CONTINUED APPLICATION
APPLICATION OF
OFCURRLN'V
CURRLNT
GRAM.

paid to the State under this
this part
part duxing
during the
Section 1931 of the Social
Social Security
Security Act,
Act, as
period.
period.
inserted by section
section 106(a)(2)
106(a)(2)of'
of this
this Act,
Act, iss
"(B) PRIVATE
PRiVATE VIOLATORS—Any
en- amended—
VI0LATOP.S.—Any other entity that violates
violates paragraph
peparagraph (1) during a pe(1) In
in subsection (a)(1)—

nod shall remit to the Secretary all funds

tes
s,tes
to to
have
havebeeE
beenabused
abused or
or neglected.
neglected.

'(b)REQUIHEMEN'I'S._The
REQmEMYS.The study
"(b)
studyrequired
required

—

subsection (a)
(a)shall..-,
sbfl-.

'Cl) have a longitudinal
longitthna1 component; and

'

"(3) PRIVATE CAUSE
AC'floN.—
ACTION.—
'(A)
GENERAL.—Any
"(A) IN GENERAL.—Any
individualwho
who is
Is

aggrieved by a violation of paragraph (1) by
aggrieved

a State or other entity may
may bring
bring an
an action
action
"(2) yield data reliable at the State level seeking relief in any United
C2)
United States district
as many States as the Secretary deter- COUrt.
court.
es isIsfeasible.
ites
feasible.
"(B) STATUTE
STATUTEOP
OF
LrMrrAnoyS.— action
LIMITATI0NS.—An
action
'(c) PRIruRHED
P PEItaEi CONTETS.—I
"(c)
CON'rniu'S.—Inconducting
conducting under this paragraph may not be brought
:e study required by subsection (a), the Sec- more
more than 2 years after the date the alleged
zy should—
'tary
should—
violation occurred.",
(1)
(1)collect
collectdata
data oi
onthe
thechild
child protection
protection SEC. 202. CONPORMING AMENDMENTS,
ograms
og-ains of different
differeflt small
small States
States or
or (dif(dif(a) AMENDMENTS TO PART
PART D
D oF
OFTZmE
TITLEIV
IVop
or
rent
groups of
of s'.ih
suchStates)
States) in
In different TEE
et groups
rirp SocIAJ
SOCIALSEcuRrry
SslCuRrryACT.—
ACT.—
zrs
zs totoyield
yieldan
anoccasional
occasional picture
picture of the
(1) Section 452(a)(lO)(C)
452(a)(10)(C) of the Social Secufld protection
protection programs
programs of
ofsuch
such States;
rity Act
'
,

'

'

-

,

(A) by striking
striking "part
"part A
A of",
of', and
s- thatthat
were
paid
were
paidto
to the
the entity during the pe(B) by
by striking
striking "under
such part"
part" and
and ininunder such
:es of children who are at risk of child riod
nod by a State from
provided under serting "under
under aa part
part of
of such
such title"; and
be ororneglect,
bnse
neglect, or are determined by this part.
(2)
zo:
zc: aa national
national study
study based on random

-

8TAJDs UNDER
8'ww.p.us
UNI)ERMEDICAID
MEDICAID PRO.

-

(2) In
in subsection
subsection (b), by striking "part A

of".

SEC.204.
sEc.
204.EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE.
DATE.

(a) 114
IN GENERAL.—ThS
GENERAL.—Tijs title
title and
and the
the amendamend-

ments made by this title shall take effect on
on
October 1, 1995.

(b)
(b) TRsrnoN
RTJLE.—The
TRANSITION
RuLE.—Theamendments
amendments
apply with
with remade by
by this
this title
title shall
shailpot
ot apply

spect to—
(1) powers,

duties, functions, rights,
obligations applicable
applicable
claims, penalties, or obligations
to aid
aid or
or services
services provided
provided before
before the
the effeceffecto
tive date ofof this
this title
title under
under the
the provisions
amended; and

-

(2) administrative actions and proceedings

'

.Jarch 22,

1995
CONGRESSION
CONGRESSION4J,RECORD
RECORD—HOUSE
HOUSE
H 34
34
before such date to be commenced, under
(xix)
(iii)
in
in
subparagraph
subparagraph
(C)—
(C)—
such provisions.
provisions,
(2)
by
striking
paragraph
(2),
and
(2)
by
striking
paragraph
(2),
and
'Provide assurances"
(I) by striking "Provide
assurances" and
(3) by redesignating paragraph (3)

TiTLE 111—BLOCK
ifi—BLOCK GRANTS
GRANTSFOR
FORCHILD
CHILD
CARE AND FOR NUTRITION ASSISTANCE
Sub Utle A—Child Care Block Grants
SEC.
A A NDNTS
SEC.301.
301.
DNTS TO
CHilDCAItE
CAllsAND
TO TRE
TRE Clm,D
AND

inserting "Certify", and
insertIng

as px
pi

(2),
graph (2).

(II) by

inserting before the period at the .(h)
(h) PAyMENTS—Section
PAYMEN'rS.—Sectjon658,3(c)
658J(c) of the Cl
Cl
end "and provide a detailed description of Care
and Development Block Grant Ad
Act
how such record is maintained and is made 1990 (42
U.S.C. 9858b(c))
9858h(c)) Is amended—
available",
"expended" and
and insert
insert
(1) by striking "expended"
amending subparagraph
subparagraphCD)
(D)
(iv) by amending
-

DEYELOPME',-THLOCK
DEYELOPME'T
BLOCKGRANT
GRANT ACT
0? 1990.
OF
1990.

to read

as follows:

(a)
(a)GOALS.—Sectjon
GLS.—Sectjon 658A
658Aof
ofthe
the Child
Child Care

and Development
De'elopment Block
Block Grant
Grant Act of 19P0
"(D) CONSL'MER
"(D)
CONst'1zR EDL'CATION
EDUCATION INFORMATI0N._
INFORMA'rIoN,._.
190 (42
(2
US.C:9901 note
U.S.C.9901
noteisisamended—
arnend—
Provide assurances that the State Will
Provjde
will colsucheectjon by insert(1) In the heading of sucheection
disseminate to
to parents
insert- lect and disseminate
parents of
eligible
of
eligible
ig
ing "AND GOALS"
GOALS" after
after "TITLE".
"TITLE'.
children and the general public, consumer
(2) by inserting "(a) SHORT TITLE.—" before education information that will promote in"This", and
and
formed
formed child
child care
care choices,",
choices.".
(3) by adding at the end
end the
the following:
following:
(v) in subparagraph
subparagraphCE)—
(E)—
".b)
GO.,LS.—The goals
(I) by striking "Provide assurances" and
"tb) GOALS—The
goalsofofthis
thissubchapter
suocha;er
are—
insertlng "Certify",
Inserting
"(1) to allow each State maximum flexibil(11) in clause Ci)
(I) by
by inserting
inserting "health,
"health, safeity In developing child care
care programs and ty, and" after
after "cOmply.with
"comply.with all",
policies that best suit the needs of children
(Ifl) ininclause
(111)
clause(i)
(i) by
by striking ";
"; and" at the
end,
and
and parents
parents within
within such
such State;
State;
(IV) by striking
"(2) to promote parental choice to emstriking"that—V'
"that—' and
andall
all that
that folthrough "Ci)",
"(i)", and
and inserting
inserting 'that", and
power working
working -parents
parents to make their
their own lows through
decisions on the child care
care that
that best
(V) by striking "(ii)" and all that follows
best suits
suits
their family's needs;
through the
the end
end of
of such
such subparagraph,
subparagraph, and
through
"(3) to encourage
encourage States to provide inserting "and provide a detailed description
such requirements
requirementsand
andofofhow
h6 .such reconsumer education information to help par- of such
areeffectively
effectively enforced.",
enforced,", and
quirements are
ents make informed choices about child care; quiremnents
and
(vi) by striking suparagraphs (F), (G), (H),
"(4) to assist States to provide child care
-

to parents trying to achieve independence (I), and (J),

(C) in paragraph (3)—

from public assistance;
assistance; and
and

-

"obligated",
"obligated", and
and
(2)by
(2
bystriking
striking "3
"3 fiscal
fiscal years"
years" and insi
ing "fiscal year".
icg

in

(1)
(1) ANNUAL
ANNUAL REPORT AND AUDrr5.—Sect,
AUDITS—Sect

658K of the Child Care and Developm
Developm!

Grant Act
Act of
of 1990
1990 (42
(42U.S.C.
U5.C. 9858l
Block Grant
98581
amehded—

(1) In the headingof
beadiogof such
such section
sectionby
byinse
ins
EVALUATION PLANS,"
PLANS," after
after -"I
"1

ing ",

PORT",
(2)
(2) in
in subsection
subsection (a)—
(A) by striking ",
". 1992" and inserting
inserting "1
-

lowing the end of the first fIscal year w
w
respect to which the amendments made
the Personal Responsibility Act of 1I
apply",
(B) by amending ptrag-raph
paragraph (2) to read

follows:
follows:

"(2) contaIning
containing data on the manner
the child
child care
careDee-is
nee.ls of fan'J.lies
families in
which the
in 1
State
State are being fulfilled, including inforri
inforri
tion concerning—
"(A) the number and ages
ages of
of children
children bei
bei
assisted with funds provided
provided under
under this
thisSISt
chapter;

Ii)
(i) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) by
by inserting
inserting "or as
"(5) to assist States in implementing
implementing the
"(B) with respect to the families of su
health, safety, licensing, and registration authorized by section 658T" before the period children—
at
the
end,
standards established
estahljshed iftState
Stateregulations.".
regulations"
"(I) the number of other children in su
(ii)
(ii) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph(B)—
(B)(b) AUTHORIZATION
AUTIeORIZATON OF
OF APPROPRIATIONS._
APPaOPRIATI0NS._
families;
families:
(I)
by
striking
".—Subject
".—Subject
to
to
the
the
Section 658B of the Child
Child Care
Care and
reservareserva-and Develop"(ii) the number of
"(Ii)
of such
such families
families that
that i
tion contained in slibparagraph
subparagraph (C),
ment Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S,C.
-

ment Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. S58)
is amended to read as follows:
SEC. 6SSB,
6SSB, At"flIOR1zoN
At11l0R1zoN OF
OF APPROPRL.
APPROPRI,A.
-

the" and

inserting "AND RELATED
RELATED ACTIVITIES__The",
ACTIVITIEs—The"

C

TIONS,
TIONS.

is authorized
"There IS
authorizedto
tobe
be appropriated to
to

carry out this subchapter

parent;
elude only 1 parent:

"(iii) the number of such families that I
(II) by Inserting
inserting ", other than amounts. elude
dude both
both parents;
transferred under section 658T," after "sub"(iv) the ages of the mothers of such ch
chapter",
chapter".
-

(UI)
(III) in
IDclause
clauseCi)
(i) by striking "; and" at the

dren;

"(v) the
"Cv)
theages
agesof
of the
the fathers
fathers of
of such ch
ch.
dren;
(IV) by striking "for—" and
and all
all that fol"(vi)
the
sources
of
the
economic
resourc
lows through "section
rsection 658E(c)(2)(A)" and inof such families, Including the
serting "for child care services, activities
Child Care and Development
Development Block
activities such resources obtained from (and amount
Block Grant
Grant that improve the quality or
separate
or
availability
availability
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858b) is amended—
of
as being from)such services,
services, and
and any
any other
other activity
activity that identified
(1) In the heading of such sectjon
section by strik- such
"(I).
"(I)employment,
including
seif-emplo
self-emplo
the
the State
State deems
deems appropriate
appropriate to
to realize
realize any of ment;
ing "AGENCY" inserting "ENTITY",
ment;
the
the goals specified in
In paragraphs (2) through
(2) in
in subsection
substion (a)
(a)by
byInserting
Inserting "or
"Orother
other (5)
"(U) assistance received under
under part
part A
A
of
section
658A(b)",
and
(5)
of
section
658A(b)",
and
entity" after "State agency",
agency", and
and
title
title IV
IV of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act
Act (42
(42
U.S.
U,S
(V)
by
striking
clause
(ii),
(ii),
and
and
(3) by Striking
striking "lead
"lead agency" each place it
seq.);
(iii) by amending subparagraph (C) to read 601 et Seq.);
appears and iflserting
inserting "lead entity".
entity",
'(III) part B of title IV of the Social Sec
See:
as
follows:
(d) APPLICATION
Pw,—Sectjon 6585
APPLICATIONANt)
n PLAN.—Section
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 620 et seq.);
658E
"(C)
"iC)
LIMITATION
ON.
ON
-.
ADMINISTRATh'E
of the Child Care and Development Block
"(IV) the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (
cosTs—Not more
morethan
than55percent
percent of the ag- U.S.C.U.S.C: 1771 et seq.);
Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858c) is amend- COSTS—Not
gregate
amount
of
-payments
amount
of
payments
received
under
ed—
ed—
under
"(V) the
"CV)
theNational
National School
School Lunch Act
Act(-(
this subchapter by a State in each fiscal year U.S.C.
(1) in subsection (b)—
1751
1751 et
et seq.);
may
be
expended
for
administrative
administrative
costs in(A)
(A) by
by striking
striking"implemented—"
"irnplernented_" and all curred by such State to carry
"(VI) assistance received under title XVI
XVI c
out all its the Social
that fellows.
follows.thi-ourb
through "(2)" and
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.1381
and inserting
Social Security
Security Act (42
inserting functions and duties under
1381
under this
this subchapter.", the
seq.);
"implemented" and
"Implemented",
(D) in paragraph (4)(A)—
(4)(A)-.'.'
(B) by
by striking
(B)
striking"for
"for subsequent
assistance received under title XI
subsequent State
State
Ci)
U) by striking "provide assurances" and of"(VU)
plans",
Social Security
SecurityAct
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.1351
the Social
1351 e
inserting
"certify",
(2) in subsection (c
seq.);
(xi)
(ii)
in
in
the
the
first
first
sentence
sentence
by
by
inserting
inserting
"and
(A) in
inparagraph
paragraph(1)—.
(1)(A)
"(Vifi)
assistance
assistance
received
received
under
under
title
titl
provide a summary of the facts relied of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
(x) in
(I)
in the
theheading
heading of
of such
such paragraph by shall
1396
1396 e
on by the State to determine
determine that
that such
such rates seq.);
"AGENcY" and inserting "ENTITY",
striking "AGENCY"
'tN'rlrt", are sufficient to ensure such
such access"
access" before
and
before
assistance
"(Do
assistance
received
under
title
XX
received
c
the period, and
(ii) by striking "agency" and
and inserting
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1397
inserting
1397 e
(iii)
(xix)by
bystriking
strikingthe
the last
last sentence,
sentence, and
"entity",
seq.); and
1.943,000,000
1943,00O,00o for

end and inserting a period,
period.

each of the fiscal years 1996.
1996, 1997, 1998.
1998, 1999,

-

and 2000.".
(c) LE..n
Cc)
LE.,D ENTrry.—Section
ENTri'y.—Section 658D
658D of
the
of the

-

•

i

l1

"()

(B) in paragraph
parag'rapb(2).—
(2)—
(I)
(i) in subparagraph (A)—

(E) by striking paragraph (5).
(5),

-

-

(e) LIMITATIONS
LIMITATIONS ON
ON STATE
STATE ALLOTMENTS—.
ALLOTMENTS—

"CX)
"(X)

any
any other
othersource
sourceofofeconomic
economic rer
sources the Secretary determines to be a
ap

Section 656F(b)(2) of tha
the Child Care
propriate;
(I) in clause (I)
U) by striking -',
". other than velopment Block Grant Act of 1990 and De- .propriate;
U.S.C.
through assistance provided
provided under
under paragraph
"(C) the number of such providers sepa
p.ragraph 9858d(b)(2)) is amended by striking (42
sepa
"referred rately identified with respect to each type
(3)(C)," and
(31(C),"
type Co
to in
in section 658E(c)(2)(Fy',
658Efc)(2)(F)".
to
child
care
(II) by striking "except" and all that folprovider
specified in sectio:
sectiox
(f)
(1) REPE
Rnps opOF
EARMARJED
REQUIRED ExERs 'ED REQUIRED
lows through "1992", and inserting "and pro658P(5) that provided child care services ob
PENorrL-REs.—ThePEND!TTJR55......'TheChild
ChildCare
Careand
and Develop- tamed with assistance provided under ob
vde aadetailed
vide
dtaj1ed description of the procedures
procedures
thi
thi
Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.
U.S,C. 9801
the State
State'vill
n'illimplement
impleme to carry out the re- ment
note) is amended by striking
striking sections
sections 658G subchapter;
"CD)
uirerneots of this subparagraph",
u!rements
'(D)
with
respect
to
cost
of
such
services—fl
with
respect
to
cost
of
such
services—
and 65811.
658H.
and
inSubparagraph
subparagraph(B)—
(B)(ii) D
'(1) the
'(i)
the cost
cost imposed
imposed by such providers
providers titc
(g) ADMINISTRA''ION Ao
(g)
AND
ENFORcEME.
ENFORCEMEI,'T._
(I) by striking
striking "Provide
"Provideassurances"
assuranes" and Section
provide such services; and
6581(a)
of
the
Child
Care
Child Care and
and DevelDevelinserting "Certify", and
"(ii) the portion of such cost paid with as
Block Grant Act of'
of 1990
1990 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. sistance
(II) by inserting before the period at the opment
provided under this subchapter
9858g(a)) is amended—
end "and provide a detailed description of .(l)
"CE)with
"(E)
with respect
respect to
to consumer educatiox
educatior
(1)in
inparagraph
paragraph (1)
(1) by
by inserting "and" atat
such procedures",
information
described
- in
in
sectior
sectiol
the end,
-

-.

-

-

.

-

-

-

658E(c)(2)(D) provided by such State—
State-.-
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"Ci) the
the n'.aer
manner
ft which
In which
suchsuch
informtio
lnfori
(C) by striking ", and
ad the Trust Territory
was provided;
was
provided.and
ad
(5)
the
Social-Secirjty
"(5)
Title
XX
of
SoclalSecurity
Act (42
of
of the
the Pacific
Pacific Islands",
Islands",
U.S.C. 1397 et seq.).
"(ii) the
thenumber
uber ofofparents
"(ii)
parentstotowhom
whom such
(2) by
by amending
amenthg subsectjo
subsection(b)
(b)to
to read
read

as
"(b)REQUIR
REQUIR'APPLCj TO
"(b)
MEN'rs APPL1CLE
TO FVNDS
FtNDS
"(F) with
with respect
respecttotocomplaints
complaJn received follows:
TRANSFERRED—Funds transferred
TRAN5FERR.ED._Funds
trasfei-red under sub"(b)
STATE
ALLOTM-r.—From
the
(b)
STATE
ALLOTNT.—From
the
amout
amount
by such State regarding child care
section
(a)
to
carry
out
a
State
care services appropriated under section 658B for each fis
programopoprogram
obtained with assistance provided under
specifiedini
under this cal year remaining after reservations
reservations under erated under a provision of law specified
subchapter—
such
subsection
shall
not
be
subject
to the
subsection (a), the Secretary shall allot
allot to
to
of this subchapter, but shall be
Ci) the
"Ci)
the uither
numberofofsuch
suchcomplaints
complaints that subsection
each State (excluding
each
(excludingGuam,
Guam, American
rnerican requirements
subject
to
the
same
requlremen
subject
to
the
same
requirements
were found
found to
tohave
ace merit;
merit; and
and
appiy
that apply
Samoa,
Samoa, the
theVirgin
VirginIslands
Isiads of the United
iThited to Federal funds
ftinds provided directly under
(11) aadecrption
"(11)
descriptionofofthe
theactions
actions taken
taken by
by States,
States,
and
the
Commoweaith
of
the
and
the
Commonwealth
of
the
Northsuch
provision
of
law
to
carry
Statetotocorrect
correctthe
thecircumstances
crcumsnces on em Mariana
the State
Out such
out
Such proproMariana Islands)
Islands) an
a amount
amount that
that bears
bears gram.",
gram.".
Whichsuch
which
suchcomplaints
conplaints were based.",
the
same
ratio
to
the
amount
so
appro30t REPEAL
CABE ASSIe,CE
REPEAL OF
OF CHILD
CHILD CARE
(C) by
by striking
strikg Paragraphs
paragraphs (3), (4),
SSISTACE
(4),(5),
(5), d priated
forforsuch
priated
suchfiscal
fiscaiyear
year as
as the aggregate SEC. 302.
(6)and
ad iserti
thethefollowing:
AUTHORIZED BY ACTS OTHER TitAN
THAN
(6)
inserting
following:
received
by
the
State
of
the
amounts
received
by
the
State
under—
under—
TI
SOCIAL
SECURITY
ACT.
'(3) cotaiig
"(3)
evidence
containing
evidence demonstrating
demonstratjg
"U) this subchapter for fiscai
"(1)
fiscal year 1994;
(a)
(a)
CHILD
CrnL
DEVELOP.MET
DEVELOPMENT
ASSOCLT
AS5OCiTE
that
hat the State satisfied the requirements
SCHOLSCROLrequirements of
of
Sociaj Security Act,
"(2) section 403 of the Social
ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCEACT
Ac'r OF 1985.—Title
1985.—Title VI
sect1o 658Ekc)(2)(F);
section
658E(c)(2)(F); and
VI of
with respect to expenditures by the State for ARSHIP
Human
Services
Reauthorizao
the
Human
Services
Reauthorization
'(4)
eachState
Stateprogram
(4)identifying
idetifyg each
program operoper- child care
care under
under section
section402(gXl)of
402g)(l)of such Act 1986 (42 U.S.C. 10901—10905) is repealed. Act of
ated under a Provision
provision of law specified
specified In
n during
duringfiscal
fiscalyear
year1994;
1994; and
(b)
CARE
(b) STATE
STATEDEPENDENT
DEPENDENT
CaE DEVELO?ME
DEVELOPMENT
section 65T to which the State transferred
(3) section
section 403(n)
403(n) of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security GRANTS
"(3)
AcT.—Subchapter
of chapter
GR.rS
ACT.—Subchapter
EE of
funds under the authority of such
chapter 8 of
Act for
for fiscal
fiscai year
year 1994;
1994;
such section,
section, Act
subtitle AAofoftitle
titleVIVIofofthetheOmnibus
0mbus Budget
Budge;
specifyg the
specifying
theamount
amountof
of ftinds
funds so trans- bears to the aggregate of the amounts re- subtitle
Reconciliation Act
Act of
of 1981
1981 (42
(42 U.S.C.
ferred to Such
such program,
U.S.C. 9871—
program, and containing a jus- ceived by all the States (excluding Guam, Reconciliation
9871—
9877)
is
repealed.
repealed,
tificatio for
tification
forso
sotransferring
transferring such amount;",
arnout;",
American
Samoa,
the
Virgin
Islands
Virgin
Islands
of
of
the
(c) PROGRAMS
(C)
PROGRAMS OP
OFNATIONAL
NATIONAL
SIGNIFICANCE.—
SIGNIFICACL_
ad
and
United States,
theCommonwealth
Commonwealth of
States, and
ad the
of the Title X of the Elementary and
and Secondary
i subsecto
(3) in
subsecto(b>—
(b)— —
Secondary
Northern

inforratjo was
information
wasprovided;
provided; and
and

Ma.riana Islands) under paragraphs
i paraz'aph
(A) in
paragraph(1)
(1)by
bystriking
striking "a applica- (I).
(1), (2),
(2), and (3).",
tion" and
tion"
ad isertthg
insertingan
"anapplication",
application",
in subsection (c)—
(3) In
(B) in
paragraph (2)
(2) by striking
striking "any
i paragraph
"any agenagen(A) in paragraph
paragraph (2)(A)
(2)(A) by
bystriking
striking"agenagency administering
ad.miisterig activities
activitiesthat
thatreceive"
receive" and
cy"and
andinserting
inserting "entity",
and cy
"entity",and
ad
inserting "the State that. receives", and
(B) in Paragraph
paragraph (5)
(5) by
by striking
striking "our"
our"and
ad
(C) in
paragraph(4)
(4) by
by striking
striking 'enttles"
i paragraph
out",
inserting "out",
"entitles" iIserting
and inserting
and
isertig "entitled",
entitled",andd
(4) by
subsection Ce),
by striking
strkng subsection
(e). and
(4) by
by redesignating
redesigating subsection
subsection (b) as
as sub(5) by
by redesig-nating
redesignatng subsection
subsection (1) as subsub
section
sectionCc),
(c),and
ad
section
section (e).
(e).
(5) by
aftersubsection
subsection (a)
by insertIng
isert1g after
(a) the fol(I) DEFIi
TONS.—Section658P
658?ofofthe
theChild
Child
DEFINmoNs._Sectio
1owig
lowing:
Care and Development
Deve1opmet Block Grant Act of
"(b)
(b)SmTE
STATE
EVALtJATION
EVtAflONPLAN
PLANAND
A EVALUAEVALIJA1

TI0N RESTJLTS.—
TION
RESTLTS.

.

1990 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 9858n)
9858n)isisamended—
axneded—
(1) In paragraph
Paragraph(5)(A)—.
(5)(A)—

-.

"(1)EVALLATION
"U)
Evitios PL.—In
PN.—Iii
thethefirst
first report
(A) In
ft clause (i) by
by striking
striking"and"
"and at the
submittedunder
submitted
ude subsection
subsection (a)
(a) after the date end arid
and Inserting
inserting "or",
of the
of
theenactment
eact.et ofofthe
thePersonal
Personal Responad all
(B) by striking "that.—"
"that—" and
all that
that fol(olElbilityAct
slbility
Actofof1995,
199. and in the report
report for each lowsthrough
through"(I)",
"(i)",and
and
inserting
isert1g"that",
that", and
a1teratjxig 1-ye&r
alternating
1-year period thereafter, the lows
by striking
strikingclause
clause(11),
(ii),
(C) by
State shall
shall include
iciude aa plan
plan the State intends
fttends
(2) by amending paragraph
Paragraph (8) to read as
as
to carry out in the 1-year
I-year period subsequent follows:
to the period for which such report
LEAD ENTI'rY....-The
"(s) LEAD
report is
Issubsub
"(3)
ETrry.—The term
termlead
'leadentity'
entity'
mitted,
evaluatethe
theextent
extent totowhich
iitted. totoevaluate
which the means the State agency or
or other
other entity
entity desdesState has realized each of the goals specified ignated under section 658B(a).",
in
paragraphs 2)
n paragraphs
2)through
through (5) of section
(3) by
by striking
strikingparagraphs
paragrap (3).
(3), (10),
(10),and
ad (12),
638A(b).
The State
Sate shall Include
include In
in such plan
658A(b). The
inserting after
after paragraph
paragraph(2)
(2)the
(4) by inserting
the fol- a descrIption
description of the types or
of data and other lowing:

Education Act of 1965,
1965. as amended by Public
103-382 (108
(108 Stat.
Stat.3809
3809et
et Seq.),
Law 103-382
seq.), Iss amended—
(1) in section 10413(a) by striking paragraph

(4),

(2) in section 10963(b)(2) by striking subparagraph (G),
(0), and
paragraph
(3)
(3) ft
Insection
section lO974(a)(6)
10974(a)(6) by strlkthg
strikIng subsib-.
paragraph (G).
-

(d) NATIVE
EnuNATivE HAWAIIAN
HAWAIIANFAMILY-BASED
FA!ILY-BASED
ECATION CENTERS.—Section 9205 of the Native

Hawaiian Education Act (Public Law 103-382;
108 Stat.
Stat. 3794)
3794) is
is repealed.
repealed.
108
Subtitle B—Faintly
Subtitle
B—Familyand
and
School-Based
Schoo1.Ba

Nutrition Block Grants

CHAPTER 1—FAMILY
CHAPTER
i—FAMILY NUTRITION-BLOCK
NUTRITION-BWCK
GRANT
PROGRAJ
GRANT PROGRAM
SEC.321.
SEC.
321.AMENDMENT
MNDMENT TO CHILD
CRILDNUTRITION
?.vrRfl1Ol ACT
OF 1966.
0F1966.
The Cbild
Child NutritIon
Nutrition Act
Act of
of 1966
1966(42
(42 U.S.C.
1T71 et
et seq.)
seq.)isisamended
aIneded to
1771
to read as follows:
SBORT TXTLE
SECTION 1.
I. SHORT
TITLE; TABLE OF CONTEN1'S.
CONTENTS.

"(a)
"(a) SHORT
SHORTTITLE.—Th_1S
TITLE.—ThjS Act
Actmay
maybe
becited
cited.
as the 'Child
ChUd Nutrition Act of 1966'.
"(b) TARI,E
"(b)
TALE OF
OF CON'ItNT.The
CONT5NT.—fletable
table of
or
contents
as follows:
contents Is
s as
iflformatIon the
the State will collect to deterinformation
(3) CHILD
'(3)
CHILDcARE
CARESERVICES—The
SERVICES—The
termchild
'child "Sec. 1. Short title; table of contents.
term
iine
nlnewhether
whether the
the State has realized such care services' means services
ser.ices that
that constitute
constitute "Sec. 2. Authorization
goals.
physicadcare
physical
careofofaachild
childand
ad may
may include
include "Sec. 3. Allotment.
(2) EvALIATXON
"(2)
EVALVATIONRESLLTS.__]
REStLTS._4 the second services that are designed to enhance
the "Sec. 4. Application.
report submitted under subsection (a) after educational
educational,social,
social, cultural,
cultural, emotional,
emotional, and "Sec. 5. Use of amount,
the date of the
the enactment
enactment of'
of the
6. Reports.
the Personal
Personal recreational development of a-child but
bat that "Sec.
"Sec. 7. Penalties,
Penalties.
Responsibility Act of 1995, and in the report are not intended to serve as a substitute for
for
for-each
alternating1-year
1-year period
period thereafter, compulsory educational services.'-',
"Sec. 8. Model
Model nutntion
nutritionstandards
iandards for
or.each alternazig
for food
food
the State shaui
shall include
thclude a summary
assistance
for
(5) In
n paragraph
- ()
paragraph (13>—
(13)—
prégant,
pregnant,
summary
of
of
the
the
meresuits of an evaluation
eva]'ation carried
carried out under the
postpartum,
and
breastfeedjng
breastfeedjng
(A)
Inserting "or"
"or" after
after "Samoa.",
"Samoa,", aüd
tA) by inserting
and
the report
evaluation plan
plan containedjn
containein the
women, infants and children.
(B) by striking ", and the Trust Territory
report subsub
"Sec. 9. Authorization of appropriations.
iitted under
subectjo (a)
nutted
under subsection
(a)for
for the
the preceding of the
the Pacific
PacificIslands",
Islands",and
ad
"Sec. 10.
"Sec.
10.DefinitIons,
Defintons.
:-year period.".
i-year
period:.
(6) by redesigijatthg
redesignating Paragraphs
paragraphs(11),
(11),(13),
(13), "SEC.
SEC. 2. AUTHORIZATION.
(1) REPORT
Ci)
REPORT Br
BrSECRETy._Section
SCarry._.Sectjon 658L
658L of.
of.
and
and
(14)
(14)
as
as
paragraphs
paragraphs
(10),
(10),
(11),
(11).
and
and
(12),
(12),
rerete Cbild
the
ChildCare
Careand
andDevelopment
Development Block
Block Grant
spectively.
"(a)
GENE
tAL,—.In
the case
eachState
State
"(a)LN
LN
GE.—
the case
of of
each
Gt spectively.
(421J.S.C.
is amended—
Act of 1990 (42
U.S.C. 9858j) Is
accordancewith
withsection
sectIon44subrn.tts
that in
i accordance
(m) AUThORITY
submits to
(m)
AtrnOy TO TO
TRAxspza
Ft.'NDS.—The
AS
Ft'NDS.—The
(1) by
(1)
bystriking
strikg",",1993,
Agriculture an
1993, and annually" and
anapplication
application
Child Care
Care and
and Development
Development Block
Block Grant the Secretary of Agricuiture
and Child
inserting
theend
end of
of the second Act of 1990
inserting "following
followng the
provide
1990 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.9858
9858etetseq.)
seq) is
is amended for a fiscal year, the Secretary shall provide
1scad year
year with
with respect
respect to
to which
which the amend- by inserting after section 658S the following: a grant for the year to the State for the purflscal
ments made by the Personal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility "SEC.
pose
pose
of
of
achieving
achievthg
the
the
goals
goals
described
described
in
in subsubTRANSFER OF
OF FTJNDS.
FIJNDS.
SEC. 6581'. TRANSFER
Act of
of1995
1995apply,
applyand
ad blenn.ta.lly',
biennially"
Act
section (b). The grant shall
shall consist
consist of
of the
the alal"(a)
"(a)
AtTrB0RITY.—Of
AurBO.._Of
the
the
aggregate
aggregate
amount lotment determined for the State under sec(2) by
by striking
striking"Conimittee
"Connjttee on
on Education
Educatjo of payments received under this subchapter
tion
3.
andLabor"
Labor" ad
andmserting
inserting"Speaker",
"Speaker",
ad
by a State in each fiscal year,
by
year, the
the State
State may
may
(3) by
by striking
strkig "Committee
"Committee on
(b) GOALS—The
"(b)
GOALS.—Thegoals
goals of
of this
this Act are—.
are—
on Labor
Laborand
ad transfer
transfernot
notmore
more thai
than 20 percent
for
percent
for use by
Thrnan Resources"
Thman
Resources" and
ad inserting
inserting
"(1)
"(1). to
to provide
provide nutritional
nutrtjona1 risk assessment,
"President the State to carry out State programs
assessment,
under food assistance based on such risk
pro
ro temnpore",
tempore,and
ad
assess1 or more of the following provisions of law:
(4) by striking
the last
last sentence.
sentence,
str1kig the
and
and nutrition
nutritioneducation
educationand
ad counsel"(1) Part A of title IV of the Social Secu- ment,
(k) RALLC
thg
ing
to
economically
disadvantaged
(k)
REALLoTsErs..Section
6580
EST$.Sectjon 6580 of the rity
pregnant
rity Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 601
601 et
et seq.).
seq.).
CrJld Care
women, postpartum
Cr.lld
Care and
and Development
Development Block
women,
postpartum women,
women, breastfeethng
breastfeethng
Block Grant
Grant "(2) Part B of title IV of the
the Social
Social SecuSecu- women, infants, and young children who are.
Act of
of 1990
1990(42
(42U.S.C.
U.5C. 9858m)
9858m)isis amended—
amended—
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 620 et seq.).
(1) In
in subsection
subsection (a)(1).—
(a)(1)—
determined to be at nutritional risk;
detej-mfted
The Child
Child Nutrition
NutritionAct
Actofof1966
"(3) The
1966 (42
(A)
(42
(A) by
by striking
strig "POSSESSIONS"
"POSSESSIONS"and
and insert."(2)
(2) to
toprovide
provide nutrtiona1
nutritional risk assessinsertU.S.C.
1771
et
seq.).
Lg "POSSESsJos",
ing
"POSSESsIoNs",
meats of Suchwomen In
in order
order to
to provide
ments
such- women
provide
"(4)
The
National
School
School
Lunch
Lurch
Act
(42 food assistance and nutrition
(B) by
(B)
by Inserting
ftsert.g "and"
"and" after "States,",
States,", and
nutrition education
ad U.S_C.
U.S.C.1751
1751etet seq.).
seq.).
which meets their 8pecific
epecific needs;
-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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"(3)
"(3) to provide nutrition education to
to such
such the same proportion to such amount approft order
women In
order to increase their awareness
awareness priated as the amount allotted
allotted to
to each
each such
such
of the types of
of foods
should be
be Statefoodswhich
wjch should
State from
fromaagTant
grant under this Act for the
consumed to maintain good health;
fIscal
fiscal year bears to the aggregate
"(4) to provide food assistance,
assistance, includ.lng
including preceding
the amounts allotted to
to all
all such
such States
States
nutritious meal supplements to such women of
from grants under this Act for such precedin order to reduce incjdences
incidences of low- log
year; and
thg fiscal year:
birthwejt babies
birthwei2tt
babiesand
andbabies
babies born
born with "(B) 5 percent of such amount appropriated
birth defects as a result of nutritional defi- shall
be allotted among the
the States
States by
by allotallotciencies;
to each State an amount that bears the
the
"(5) to provide food assistance, including ting
same proportion
same
proportion to
to such
such amount
amount appronutr1tous meal supplements, to such priated
nutritious
priated as
as the
the relative
relative number
number of
of individuals
individuals
women. infants,
women,
iiazts. and
andyoung
youngchildren
children in
in order
order receiving assistance during the 1-year period
to ensure their future good health;

"(6) to ensure that such women, infants,

and children are referred to other health
services, including
thcluding routine pediatric and obstetrc ce,
stetric
care,when
whennecessary;
necessary;

"(7) to ensure that children
children from
from economieconomically disadvantaged families in day care
care fa-

cilities, family
fanily day
day care
care homes, homeless
shelters, settlement houses, recreational
centers, Head Start centers, Even Start
Sta-t procenters.
grams and
childcare
carefacilities
facilities for
for children
ad child
thsahilitjes receive nutritious meals,
with disabjifties
supplernes. and
supplements,
andlow-cost
low-cost milk;
milk; and
'(8) to provide summer food service pro"(8)
grams to meet the nutritional needs of chil-

p-

H

'(5) an
• "(5)
an agreement
agreement that the State p
more than
thai 55 percent
not more
percent of
of the
the arnc
am
such grant for administrative
administrative costs
costs i;ii
to provide assistance under this Act,
•

that costs associated with the
the nuti
nut
risk assessment of Individuals
individuals descr

section 5(a)(1) and costs associated ww
trition education
education and
andcounseling
counselingprov
pro
such individuals
inthvjdualBshall
shallnot
notbe
beconsidexi
coisidere
administrative äosts; and
-

t'(5)
t'(6) an
an agreement
agreement that the State ww
mit to the Secretary
Secretary aa report
report in
in accc
accc
with section 6.

ending on June 30 of the preceding fiscal "SEC.
'SEC. 5. USE OF AMOUNTS,
AMOUNTS.
year in such State from amounts
arrounts received
"(a)
"(a) IN
IN GENERAL—The
GENEapL.—TheSecretary
Secretary m
m
grant under
under this
this Act
Actfor
forsuch
suchprecedfrom a grant
preced- vide a grant under this Act
Act to
to a Stat
Sta
ing fiscal year
year bears
bears to
to the
the total
totalnumber
n.mber of if
if the
the State
State agrees
agrees that
that itit wIll
wfll t
individuals receiving assistance
assistance in
in all
all States
States amounts
amounts received
received from
from such
such grant,—
grant,—
from amounts received from grants under
under
"(1) subject to
to subsection
subsection (b).
(b), to
to
this Act
Act for
for the
the preceding
precethg fiscal
fiscal year.
nutritional risk assessment,
assessment, food
food ass
"(3) TURD AND FOURTH FISCAL YEARS.— based on such risk assessment, andass]
nt
nu
With respect to each of the third and fourth education and counseling
counseling to
to econox
econox
1

fiscal years for which the Secretary provides
grants to States under this Act—

disadvantaged pregnant
pregnant women,
women, posts
postj
women. breastfeeding women,
women, infani
infant
"(A) 90 percent of such amount appro- young children who are determined tc
priated shall be allotted among the States by nutritional risk;

allottIng
allotting to each State an amount deter-

In -accordance with
mined in—accordance
with the
the formula dededren
economically disadvantaged
disadvantaged famidren from
fror economically
famiinparagraph (2)(A); and
lies during months when school is not in ses- scribed
"(B) 10 percent of such amount approsion.
priated shall be allotted among the States by
"(c)Trs!ING
TriG OF
OF PAYME'TS.—The
"(c)
PAyMn'rrs,—The Secretary
Secretary allotting to each State an amount detershall pros-ide
provide payments
payments under
under a grant under mined
mined in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the formula
formula dedethis Act to States on a quarterly
quarterly basis.
basis.
scribed
scribed in
in paragraph
paragraph (2)(B).
(2)(B).
"SEC.
SEC. 3. ALLOTMENT.
FTh'THFISCAL
FISCALTyAIt.—Wlth
YAt.—With respect
"(4) FIFTH
respect to
to
The Secretary shall. allot the amount
amount apfiscal year
year for
for wh.lch
which the Secretary
Secretary
ap- the fifth fiscal
propriated to
to carry
carry out
out this
thisAct
Actfor
fora•a fiscal provides grants to States
States under
under this
this Act—.
Act—
year among the States as follows:
"(A) 85 percent of such amount
amount approappro'(I) FmST
FIRSTFISCAL
"(I)
FISCALTEAR.—
YEAR.—
State8 by
priated shall be allotted among the States
by

"(2) to provide milk in noflprofit
nonprofit xn
child care centers,
centers, sett]
sett
houses,
houses, summer
summercamps,
camps,and
ad similar ijI
schools,

-

-

tions devoted to the care and trair
train

from economical
economical
children, to children from
advantaged families:
families;
"(3) to
"(3)
toprovide
providefood
foodservice
service
programj
progra
stitutions and family day
day care
care homes
homes]
•ing
ing child
child care
care to
to children
children from ec000r
econon
• d.tsadvant,aged
disadvantaged familIes;
families;
"(4)
"(4) to provide summer food servic
grams carried out by nonprofit food ai
at
ties, local governments, noflprofit
nonprofit
-

•

-

allotting to
to each
each State
Statean
anamount
arnout deter- education institutions participating

"(A) IN GENZRAL.—With
GENERAL—With respect
respect to the first

fiscal year for which the Secretary provides
grants to States under this
this Act,
Act, the
the amount
amount
allotted to each State shall bear the same
same
proportion to
proportion
to such
suchamount
aznout appropriated
appropriated as
the aggregate
aggregate of
of the
theamounts
arnouts described in
subparagraph
(B)that
thatwere
werereceived
received by each
subparagp (B)
such State under the provisions of law described
subparagraph (as such proviscrioed in such subparagzaph
sions of law were in effect on the day before

-

mined in
mined
in accordance
accordancewith
withthe
theformula
formulade—
de- National Youth Sports Program, an4
anc
dentjal
dential nonprofit
nonprofit summer
summer camps
campstotocic
"(B)
"(8) 15 percent of such amount appro- from
from economically
economicallydisadvantaged
thsadvataged fa
fai

scribed
scribed in
in paragraph
paragraph (2)(A);
(2)(A); and
and

priated shall be allotted among the States by and
"(5)
allotting to each
each State
State an
an amount
amomt deter"(s) to provide
meals tt
prov'ide nutritiotts
nutritious meals
determined in accordance with
with the
the formula
formula dede- school age homeless cblldren
children th
in shelte:
shelte
in paragraph (2)(B).
scribed In
other facilities
facilities Berving
serving the homeless
latjon.
lation.
SEC. 4.4. APPUCAflOr,.
"SEC.
APPUCATI0r'(.
"(b)
"(b) ADDrTXONAL
REQUTizMENT.—The
ADOryxoNAL REQUTItEMENT.—The
"The
Secretary
may
provide
a
grant
under
the date of the enactment of
of the
the Personal
Personal this Act to a State for a fiscal year only if shall ensure that not less than 80 perc
perc
Responsibility Act of 1995) for the preceding the State submits to the Secretary an appli- the axnount
amount of
of the
the grant is used to pp
fiscal year
ye bears
fiscal
bearstotothe
the ag-regate
aggregate of
nutritional
nutritional risk
risk assessment,
assessment, food
foodassi
assi
of the
he cation containing only—
amounts
amounts described
described In
In subparagraph
subparagraph (B)
(B) that
that
b.sed on such
based
such nutritional
nutional risk
riskassess
asses
"(1)
an
agreement
that
the
the
State
State
will
will
use
use
were received
rece:red by
by all such States under such amounts received from such grant in accord- and nutrition education and
and counsell
counsel
economically
provisions of law for such preceding
precethng fiscal ance with section 5;
thsadvantaged
disadvantaged
pre
pr
year.
women, postpartum
postpartumwomen,
women,breastfi
breastf
"(2)
except
as
provided
provided
in
in
paragraph
paragraph
(3),
(3),
an
"(B)
"(B) -OtNTS
otm-rs DEScRIBED.—The
DESCRIBED—The amounts
infants, and young children
that the State will set minimum women,
described in
thissubparagraph
subparagraph are the fol- agreement
described
i this
(a)(1).
nutritional
requirementsfor
forfood
foodassistance
assistance subsection
utriional requirements
lowng
lowing:
"(c) AtrrEoarry
ToTo
USE
A.MntmNT
AL'TEoRrrY
USE
AMot3rs
provided
under
this
Act
based
on
the
most
most
"(1)
OTaER PURPOSES.—
PURPOSES.—
"(i) The
The amount
amount received
received under
under the
the special
special recent
recent tested
tested nutritional
nutritionaj research
research available.
available, OTana
GENERAL.—Subject to
to paragra
paragra
"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject
supplementalnutrition
supplemeal
nutritionprogram
program for women, except
except that—
that—
th
infants,
children under
under section
section 17 of this
infants. and
a:d chiidren
"(A)
"(A) such requirements
requirements shall
shallntt
nt be con- and (3), a State may use not more U
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Act (42 U.S.C. 1786).

strued to prohibit the substitution of foods
"(ii) The amount received under the home- to accoimodate
"(Ii)
accoimodae the medical
med.lcal or
or other
other special
less children
nutritionprogram
Programestablished
childe nutrition
established dietary needs of individual students; and
under section
section17B
17B of the
the National
National School

percent of
received from
from a
of amounts
arnouts received
under this Act for a fIscal
fiscal year to cart
carr
pursuant to
to any
ay or.all
a State program pursuant
orall

provisions of law:
law:.
"(B) such requirements shall, at a mini- following
"(A)
"(A) Part
Part A of title lv of the Social
rity Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 601
601 et
et seq.).
seq.).
"(I)
'(i) the weekly average of the nutrient rity
"(B)
"(B) Part
Part B
B of
of title
title IV
IV of
of the
the Social
Socia'

Lunch Act
Ac:(42
(42U.S.C.
Lunch
U.S.C.176Gb).
176Gb).

mum, be based on—

-

"(iii) 8.5
8.5 percent
percent of the sum
sum of
of the
the
amounts received under the
the following
following pro- content of
o school
school lunches;
lunches; or
grams:
1-ityAct
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 620
620 et
et seq.).
seq.).
"(ii) such other standards as the State may rity
"(C)
"(I) The child and adult care food program
"(C) Title XX of the Social Securit3
Securit:
progra-n prescribe;
(42
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
l297
197
et
seq.).
under section
17 of
under
section 17
ofthe
the National
National School
School
"(3)
an
agreement
that
the
State,
with
agreemet
that
the
State,
with
rere"(D)
The National
NationalSchool
SchoolLunch
Luch Ac
A
Lunch Act
Lunch
Ac (42 U.S.C. 1766),
1766), except
exceptfor
fo sub- spect to the provision of food assistance to • "(D) The
U.S.C. 1751 et seq.).
sec tion (0)
(0) of such section.
section
section.
economically
econorri cally
thsadvan
taged
disadvantaged
pregnant
"(E) The
The Child
Child Care
Careand
andDevelop
Develo
"(II) The summer food service
service program for women, postpartum
postpartum women,
women,brea.stfeeding
breastfeeding Block
Graflt
Grant Act
Act of
of 1990
1990 (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.98
9
children established under section 13 of the women, infants, and young children, shall—
seq.).
National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1761).
"(A)
implement
the
minimum
nutritional
"(2)
'(2) SuiCrEr
FtTNDrNG
DETZRMINATI
SUFFICIENT
FUNDING
DETZRMnAT
"(UI)
"(flI) The special milk program
program estabestab- requirements described
described in
inp2.ragraph
paragraph (2) for Prior to using any amounts received ft
fr
lished under
urdr section
section33of
ofthis
thisAct
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. requirements
such food assistance: or
or
1772).
grant under this
this Act
Act for
for aa fiscal
fiscalye
ye
"(B)
implement
the
model
nutrition
standcarry out a State
State prograrri
prograrri pursuant
pursuanttct
"(2) Snoosn
ScoND FISCAL YEAR.—With respect to ax-dsdeveloped
developedunder
undersection
section88 for
for such
such food
food or all of the provisions of
of law.
law- describi
describ
the second fiscal year for which the Sec- ards
assistance;
paragraph (1),
(1), the
the appropriate
appropriateState
Stateag
a
retary provides grants to States under this
"(4)
an
agreement
that
the
State
will
take
-Act-—
deternunation that
that suffi
suffi
shall make a determination
such
reasonable
reasbnable
steps
as
the
the
State
State
deems
deems
available for
for such
such I
will remain available
"(A) 95 percent of such amount
amount appro- necessary to
to restrict
restrict the
the use
useand
anddisclosure
thcIosure amounts
year to carry out this Act.
priated shall be allotted among the States by of information
about
individuals
and
famiGOVEP.NINGUSE
"(3) RULES
Rm.m GOVERNING
USEOF
OFAMOtIN'I
AMoUNTS
allottLngto
toeach
each State
State an
an amount
amount that
that bears
allottIng
bears lies receiving assistance
assistance under
under this
this Act;
Act;
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

OTHER PURPOSES.—Amounts paid to the
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aa.grant
grant under
under this
this Act
Act that
that are
are uaed
used to efforts of States to Implement
Implement Buch
such model
model
rry
outa aState
Stateprogram
programpursuant
pursuant to
to a pro- nutrition standards.
7 out
standaj.
sionofoflaw
lawspecified
specifiedIn
in paragraph
on
paagraph (1)
(1) shall
shall "SEC.
SEC. 9,
9. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Dde'
Dder

t be subject to
to the
the requirements
reqdrements of this

"(a)IN
INGENERAL.—Thexe
GER.—Thexe areareauthorized
"(a)
authorized
ct.but
c.
butshail
shallbe
be subject
subject to
to the
the same
same requirerequire- be
be appropriated
appropriated to carry
carry out
out this
this Act
eats that apply to Federal funds provided
ants
provided 34,606,000,000
for fIscal year 1996
1996,
ectly under the provision of law to carry 34,606,000.000
rectly
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1997,
1997,34,936,000,000
4,936,000,000 for fiscal
xt the program.
EC. . REPORTS.

"The Secretary may provide a grant under

"(a)ENTITLEME,'rr.—
"(a)
"(1)ININOENER.&t.—ln
o &i.—Izi thethecase
"(1)
caseofofeach
eachState
State

that in accordance with section 4 submIts
submits to
Agrcu1ture an application
the Secretary of Agriculture
fora fI8cal
fiscal year,
year, each such
8uch State
State shall
shall be
be enentitlea to receive from the Secretary for such
fisca)year
yearaagrant
grant for
for the
the purpose
purpose of achievyear
1998,35,120,000,000
35,120,000,0(x)
for fiscal
year g fiscal
achieryear 1998,
for fIscal
year 1999
and 35,308,000,000
5,308,000,000 for
forfisca3
fiscal year 2000
2000.

AVAILABiLIY.—joun authorized
"(b) AvA1iBurry.—A,ounts
is Act to a State for a fiscal year only if to be appropriated under subsection (a) are
.e State agrees that It
it will submit, for such authorized to remain available until the end
cal year, a report to the Secretary describ- of the fiscal
fisca' year subsequent to the fiscal
fsca1
year for which such amounts are appro"Cl) the number
number of
of Individuals
indviduajs receiving as-

March 22, 1995

"SEC.
SEC. 2. AUTHORIZATION.

priated.

Ing
ing the goals described in subsection (b),
(b).
Subject to paragraph (2), the grant shall con-

sist of the allotment for such State deter-

mined under
under section
section 33 of
of the
theschool-based
school-basednoutritlonamount
'ition
amountfor
for the
the fIscal
fiscal year.
"(2) RQL1B4ENT
"12)
REQLIBEMENT
TOTOPROVIDE
PROVIDECOMMODCOMi4OD..

rrrEs.—9
rrrEs.—9percent
percent of
of the
the amount
amount of the assistance available under this Act for each State
shall be in the form of commodities.

;tance under the grant In accordance with•
with "SEC.
SEC. 10.
10.DEFINITIONS.
DEFT1ONS.
ch of paragraphs
pazagTap1s(1)
(I) through
through (5)
(5) of
of section
section
"For purposes of this Act:
"(3) SCEOOL-BAS1o.
SCHOOL-BASEDNu'rRrrxON
N7r$uTxoNAMOUNT.—
AMOt7T.—
"(1) BRASTFEEDING
BREASTFEEDINGWOMEN.—The
W0MEN.—The term
'(2)
C2)the
thedifferent
differenttypes
typesofofassistance
assistancepro.pro- 'breastfeeding
"(A) IN GENERAL—For purposes of this
breastfeedlng
women'
means
women
up
to
1
ied to such Individuals
led
individuals In
in accordance with year postpartum who are breastfeeding their Act, the term 'school-based nutrition
nutrition
th paragraphs;
paragraphs;
amount' means, subject to the reservation
infants,
infants,
'(3) the extent to which
whicn such assistance
contained In
in subparagraph
sub.ragraph (B),
contained
(B), $6,681,000,000
36.681.000,000
"(2) ECONOMICAI.LY
"(2)
ECoNoicA.ux DISADVANTAGED.—The
DISADVANTAGED.—The
effectiveIn
inachieving
achevig the
s effective
thegoals
goals defor fiscal year
year 1996.
1996, 36,956,000,000
36,956,000,000for
forflsca3
fiscal
de- term 'economically
'economca1ly
disadvantaged'
means
an
ibed in Section
section 2(b);
year 1997, 37,237.000.000
37,237,000,000 for fIscal
fiscal year 1998,
individual
Individual
or
a
family,
as
the
case
may
be,
(4) the standards
-and methods
methods the
the State
State whose annual
S7,538,000,000 for fiscal year 1999, and
'(4)
standards-and
income does not exceed 185 37,538,000,000
using
tzing to ensure the nutritional
nutritionaj Quality
quailty of
of percentannuai
7,849,000,000 for
forfIscal
fiscal year 2000.
applIcable family
family size
size Income
income 37,849,000,000
of
the
applIcable
ch
assistance,—Including
including meals
supple- levels contained in the most recent Income
c assistance,
meals and
ad supple"(B) RESERVATION.—FOr
year
RESERVATI0N.—For each
each fiscal
flcal year
—
described in
described
insubparagraph
subragraph (A),
(A),the
theSecretary
Secretary
poverty
guidelines
gudelines
prescribed
prescribed
by
by
the
the
Office
Office
of
(5) the number of low blrthweight
'(5)
birthwelght births
reserve an
an amount
amountequal
equaltotothe
thea.mow3t
amount
reserve
and Budget and based on data shall
the State in such fiscal year compared to Management
determined
determined under
under subsection
subsection (c)
(c) of
of section
section 99
from the Bureau of the Census,
Census.
number of such births In
in the State In
in the
"(3) L'FANTS.—The term 'infants' means for such fiscal year from the school-based

ts;

!Vious fiscal
fiscai year;
year; and
!vious

under 1 year of age.
other
other Information
1nforrnat1o the Secretary individuals
•.(4)
"(4)
POSTPARTUM
W0MEN.—The
term
errnines
e-rnines to be appropriate.
'postpartum women' means women who are
C. 7. PENALTIES.
PENALTIES.
In
theterm
tenni-in the
the 180-day
180-dayperiod
periodbeginning
begijn ononthe
-

(&) any(6)
any

(a) Pj.ry
Pxjy FOR
'(a)
FOR USE
USE OF
OFAMOUNTS
AMOUNTS n VioViO10N OF
OF Tins
TinsACT.—
Ac'r.—

'11)
(1) IN GENIRAL.—The
GENERAL.—The Secretary
Secretary shall re-

ecethe
theamounts
amountsotherwise
otherwise payable
payable to a
i.te
under a grat
grantunder
underthis
thisAct
Act by
by any
any
.te under
iount paid to the State under
this Act
Act
wder this
ch
audit
ichaan
auditconducted
conductedpursuant
pursuantto
to chapchap75 of title 31, United States Code, finds

5 been
been used
used In violation of this Act.
Act.
'(2)
(2) LxMrrAr1o.—ln
LIMrrATION.—Incarrying
carryingout
out parapara-

ph (1), the Secretary shall
shail not
not reduce
reduce any
a.y
s.rterly
paymentby
bymore
more than
than 25
25 percent.
percent.
.rterly payment

(b) PENALTY
'(b)
PENALTY
FOR,
FOR
FAnxan
FAnm
To Strs.Mrr
To Str RERE-

o. RpORT.—The
D
REPoa.—The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall reduce
3 percent the
the amount
anount otherwise
otherwi8e payable
payable
a State w3der
under a grant uflder
under this Act
Act for
for
scal
sca] year
year If
if the
the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines that
that
State has not submitted the report rered bybysection
Lred
section66for
forthe
theimmediately
immediately prepreng fiscal
ing
fIscalyear,
year,within
wIthin66 months
months after the
I of the immediately
Immediately preceding fiscal
flscai year.

lishing and carrying
carrying out
out nutritious
nutritiousfood
food

service programs at Department of Defense
overseas dependents'
dependentv schools in accorda!lce
accordance
with such section.
nation of pregnancy.
"(4) AVAILA3ILITy.—Paymeits under a
• '(5)PREGNANT
PaEGNA-r WOMEN.—The
'preg- grant toAVAILABILrri'.—Payrnents
"(5)
WOMEN—The term 'prega State from the allotment deternant
nant women'
women' means
means women
women who
who have
have 11 or
or mined under
section 3 for any fiscal year
in utero.
more fetuses In
may
may be obligated
obligated by
by the
the State
Statein
inthat.
that fiscal
fiscal
"(6) SCE0OL.—The
ScE00L.—The term
term 'school'
'school' means a year or In the succeeding fiscal year,
year.
public or private nonprofIt
nonprofit elementary,
elementary, inin"(b) GoALS.—The
GOi.s.—The goals
goalsof
ofthis
this Act
Act are—
termediate, or secondary school,
school.
to safeguard
safeguard the
the health
heJth and
and well-being
"(7)
"(7) SECrTy.—The
SEcarTjty.—Theterm
term 'Secretary' of"(1)
children through the provision of nutrimeans
means the Secretary of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
tious,
well-balanced meals
meals and food suppletous, well-balanced
"(8) STATE—The term 'State' means any of ments;
ments.
the several States, the District
Dstr1ct of Columbia,
Columbia,
(2) totoprovide
"(2)
provideeconomically
economically disadvamaged
disadvantaged
the Commonwealth of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the
the CornCom- children access to nutritious
nutritious free
free or
or low
low cost
cost
monwealth
monweaith of the Northern Mariana Islands, meals, food supplements, and low-cost milk;
American Samoa, Guam, the Virgin Islands,
"(3) to ensure that children served under
or a tribal organization (as defined
deflned in section this Act are receiving
recetving the
the nutrition
nu'ition they
they rere4(1)
4(1) of
of the
the Indian Self-Determination and quire to take
take advantage
a1vantageof
ofthe
theeducational
educatioai
Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b(l))). opportunities provided to them;
"(9) YOUNG CInLDREN.—The
CEILDREN.—Theterm
term'young
young
"(4) to emphasize foods which are natuchildren' means individuals who have at- rally good sources of vitamins and minerals
rnnera1s
have not
not attained
attained the,
the over
tamed the age of 1 but have
overfoods
foodswhich
whichhave
havebeen
been enriched
enriched with viage of 5.".
tamins
tamins and minerals
minerals and
andare
arehigh
highini fat
fat or
CHAPTER 2—SCHOOL-BASED NUTRITION sodium content;
BLOCH
GRANT
PROGRAM
"(5)
to
provide
a
comprehensive
school
nuBLOCS
PROGRAM
progran for
for children;
children; and
SEC. 341.
SEC.
341. AMENDMENT
A ENDMENT
NATIONAL SCHOOL trition program
"(6) to minimize paperwork burdens and
LUNCH ACT.
partlcipe.tlng
The National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. administrative expenses for 'participating
-

-.

'

C&
C.
&MODEL
MODEL NUTRITION
NUTRITION STANDARDS
STANDARDS FOR
)'OOD ASSISTANCE FOR PREGNANT,
POSTPARTUM,
POSTPARTUM, AND
AND BREASTFEEDING
BREASTFEEDING
WOMEN,
WOMEN, TMiS
INFAN'IS
AND
CmLDREN.
AND
CmLDREN.

(a) IN GENE.—Not
GENEa.—Notlater
later than
than April
April 1,
,(a)
LN

5, the
the Food and Nutrition Board of the In- 1751
seq.)isisamended
amended to
to read
read as follows:
ute of
of Medicine
Medicine of
of the
the National
Nationai Academy 1751etetseq.)
ute

,

nutrition amount for the purpose of estab-

Sciences, in cooperation with pediatriobstetricians, nutritionists,
s, obstetricians,
nutritionists, and
and threcdirecof programs
programs providing
providing nutritional
nut'itionai risk
sS of
essrnent, food assistance, and nutrition
esament,
cation and counseling to economically
economicaily
pregant women,
dvantaged pregnant
women,postpartum
postpartum
nen,
men,breastfeedjng
breastfeeding women,
women, infants,
Infants, and
ng
iig children, shall develop model nutristandards
standards for
for food
food assistance
assista.ce provided
suchwomen,
women, infants,
and'
childrenunder
under
scb
ifaits, ad
children

"SECTION
SEC'flO 1.1.SHORT
SHORTTITLE;
TITLE;TABLE
TABLE OF
OF CONTENIS.
CONTENTS,

schools.
TM1G oFOF
PAYMENTS.—The
"(c) TIMING
PAYMENTS.—TIieSeCretary
Secretary

shall provide
provide payments under a grant under
"(a)
'(a) SNORT
SNORT TITLE.—Thjs
TITLE.—This Act
Act may
may be
be cited
cited shall
this
this Act to States on a quarterly 'basis.
as the 'National
Nationaj School Lunch
Lurch Act'.
"SEC.3..ALLOTMENT.
SEC.
ALOI5ENT.
"(b) TABLE
OFCONTEN'TS.—The
CoNTErs.—The table
table of
TABLE OF
of
"The Secretary shall allot the amount apcontents is as follows:

propriated
propriated to
to carry
carry out
out thls'
this Act for a fiscal
"Sec.
"Sec. 1. Short title; table of contents.
contents,
year among the States as follows:
"Sec. 2.
2. Authorizataozi.
Authorization,
'(l)
FmST
"(1)
FIEST
FISCAL
rEAP..—
SCAL
TEAR.—
"Sec. 3. Allotment.
"(A)
the fIrst
first
'(A) LN-GENER.L.—Wlth'respect
LNGENR.—With respect toto the
"Sec.
'Sec. 4. Application,
Applicauon.
fiscal year for which the
the Secretary
Secretary prov]des
provides
"Sec. 5. Use of amounts.
amounts.
to
States
under
this
Act,
the
amount
grants
to
States
under
this
Act,
the
amount
"Sec. 6. Reports.
Act.
.
allotted
"Sec. 7. Penalties.
Penalties,
allotted to each State shall bear the same
same
REQrp.MEr.—Such model
b) REQurRE.Mm'r.—Such
modelnutrition
nutrition "Sec.
proportion to such amount
appropriated as
8.
8. Assistance
Assistancetotochildren
childrenenrolled
enrolledinn proportion
arnout appropriated
:dards shall require that food assistance
aggregate of
of the
theamounts
amountsdescribed
describedInI
private nonprofit
noproflt schools
private
schools and the aggregate
cided to such
vided
such women,
women, infaiits,
infants, and
and chilchilsubparagraph
(B)
that
were
received
by each
Department
of
Defense
domesn contain nutrients that are lacking in
under the
the provisions
provisions of law detic dependents' schools in case such State Under
diets of such women, infants, and chilscribed In
in such
such subparagraph
subparagraph (as
(as such
such proviproviof restrictions on State or fail- scribed
n, as determined
deterxruned by
by nutritional
nutritionai research.
ure by State to provide assist- sions of law were in effect on the day before
c) REPORT TO
TO CONGRES&—NOt
CoNGp.S&—Not later
laterthan
than
ance.
date of the enactment of the Personal
ar after the date on which the model nu- "Sec. 9. Food service programs for depart- the
Responsibility
Responsb1lity Act of 1995) fçr the preceding
ion standards are developed under subment.
ment
of
of
defense
defense
overseas
overseas
defiscal
fiscej year bears to the aggregate
ag-regate of the
ion(a),
(a),the
theFood
Food aid
andNutrition
Nutrition Board
Board of
on
schools.
pendents' schools,
subparagraph (B)'
(B) that
amounts described in subparagraph
Institute of Medicine of the National
Nationai "Sec. 10. Model
nutrition standards for
for were receIved
received by all such States under
under sr,ch
sr.ch
,demy of Sciences shall prepare and sub.derny
submeals for students,
students.
provisionsofoflaw
provisions
lawfor
forsuch
suchpreceding
preced1gfir's
fi'aI
to the Congress a report regarding
regardiug the "Sec. 11. DefInitions.
Definitions.
year.
'

.

-

-

-

-
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"(B) AMotncrs
"(B)
Aiors DEscRrBgn.—me
DESCRIBm.—me amounts
under thIs
this Act based on the most recent
recent testtestdescribed in
in this
this eljbparae.raph
subparagraph are the fo)fol- ed
ed nutritional
nutritional research
research available.
available except
lOwing
lowing

"(C) Title XX of the Social
Social Securit
Securjt

(42 U.S.C. 1397 et seq.).

that—
"(1)
"(1) The
The amount
amount receired
receited under the school
"(A) such reqn2rernents
reanzrements
shall
not
be conbreakfast
breakfastprogram
program established
under
estabhshed
section
section
prohibit the
the substitution
substitutionof
offoods
foods
4 of
of the
the Child
ChildNutrition
Nutritj Act
Actof
of1956
1956 (42 U.S.C. strued to prohibit
to
medical or
or othez'specjal
otherspecial
to accommodate
accor,n'iodate the medical
1773).
dietary
needs
of
individual
individual
students;
students;
and
"111) The
"UI)
The amount recei'ed
recei':edonder
underthe
theschool
school
"(B) such reQuirements
requirements shall, at a minilunch progrem
under this Act (42
lunch
proeramestablished
estabfled under
.

"(D)
'(D) The
TheChild
ChildNutrition
NutritionAct
Actofof
19l

u_S.c. 1771
1771 et
U.S.C.
et seq.).
seq.).

"CE) The Child Care and
and Develo;
Develo;

Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C
seq.).

mum, be based on—
mum.

U.S.C. 1751 et seq.).

Prior to using any amounts received ir1
grant under this Act for a fiscal ye
ye
carry Out
out aa State program pursuant
pursuant tt
or all of the provisions of
of law
law describ
dsci-It
paragraph (1),
(1), the
the appropriate
appropriateState
State aa

"(1) the
"Cl)
the weekly'
weekly arerage of the nutrient
"(lii) 12.5 percent
percent of
of the sum of the content of school lunches; or
ainounta received under the following pro- content
amounts
"(±1) such other standards as the State may
grams:
prescribe;
."(I) The child and adult care food program
"(3) an agreement that the State.
State, with reunder section 17 of this Act (42 U.S.C.. 1766). spect
to the provision of meal to students,
students.
except for subsection (0) of such section.
"(A) implement the minimum nutritional
requ;remente desthbedin
desthbed inparagraph
paragraph (2) for
requremente
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.SC. 1751).
meals;
meals: or
"ffi) The
"(Ill)
The special
special milk
milk program
program estab- such
"(B) implement the model nutrition standstandlished under section 3 of the Child NutrItion ards
developed under section
section 10
10 for
for such
such
Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1772).
meals;
"(2) SEcon
SucoNo
F!SC YE..R.—W1th
YE.a.—Wlth rrespect
"(2)
FISC.L.
spect to
"(4)
an
agreement
that
the
the
State
State
will
wilitake
take
the second. fiscal year for
for which
which the Secreasonable steps as the State deems
retary providse
provides grants to States under this such
necessary
to
restrict
the
use
and
disclosure
Act—.
Act—
about Individuals
individuals and famifanj"(A)
'-(A) 95 percent of such amount appro- of information
assistance under this Act;
lies rececvlng
receiving assistance
Act;
priated shall be allotted among the
the States by
"(5)
an
agreement
that
the
State
will
use
allotting to each State an amount that bears not more than 2 percent of the
amount of
the same
same proportion
proportjo to such amount
amount appro- such grant for
for
administrative
costs
administrative
costs
Incurred
incurred
priatedasasthe
priated
thearpocat
ariot allotted
allotted to each such
provide assistance under this Act; and
State from a grant under this Act for the to"(6)
an
agreement
that
the
State
will
subsibpeceding fiscal
pveced.ing
fiscalyear
yearbears
bears to
to the
the aggregate
repc,rtIn
Inaccordance
to the Secretary a report
accordance
of the amounts allotted to all such States mit
with section 6.
froni grants under this Act for such preced- "SEC && USE
US OF
OFAMOUNTS,.
AMOUNTS..
ing fiscal year;
yeaz and
"(B) 5 percent.
of such aciount
amount appropriated
percent of

shall
5112.11
be be
allotted
allotted
among
amongthe
theStates
States by allotting to each State an amount that bears the
same proportion to such
approsuch amnn.t
am.nt appropriated as the relative number of meals
served during the 1-year period ending
ending on
on
June 30 of the
the Preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal year In a
State from amounts received from a grant
under this Act for such preceding fIscal
fiscal year
bears to the total number of meaj
meals served
served In
in

shall make a determination that suff
suffi
amounts will remain available for such
year totoy
carry
thisAct.
Act.
year
outoutthis

shall—

•(fl)
(fl) The
The summer food service proerarn
provrarn for
children established n.cder
under section 13
13 of
ofthis
thj

•

"(a) L' GENZRAL.—ThS
Secretary may proGzNZp.ui.,—Tbe Secretary

9€

"C2
"(2) SUFFICIENT
FUNDINGDETERMINAT
DEVERM.NA'n
SuFs'icjm'r FUNDING

"(3) RULES
Rut.Es GOVERNING
GOVERNINGusa
usEOs'
or AsIotrs'rI
A?iOtrsT
OTHER PURPOSES.—Arnounts
PURPOSES—Amounts paid
paid to
to the

grant under
under this
this Act
Actthat.
that are
under a grant
are us
u
carry Out
out a State program
programpu.rsua.nt.to
pursua.ntto a
vision of law specified in paragraph (1)

not be subject
subJecttotothe
therequirements
requiremen of
ol

Act, but shall be subject to the same
same req
re

ments that apply to Federal funds pro
pz'o
directly under the provision of law to
out the program.

"(d) L1)srrA'rIoN
LosrrATION ON PROVISION OF
OF COM
CO

rriss
'roCERTAIN
Cawr Sciiooz.
DISTRIcrrs,
Pat
ES TO
ScHOot.
Dist-itjt, PHI'
NONpuors-r SCHOOLS, n DEPARTMEr."r
N0NPROF'rr
DEPABTME!"r

Os
01

SENSE DOMESTIc
DOMESTICDEPENDEN'rS'
DEPENDE!rrs' SCROOLS.—
SCHOOLS,—
FENSE

"(1)
State
many
"(1) iN
iNGENERAL—A
GENERAL—A
State
maynot
ot re
re
a school district,
district. private
private nonprofit
nonprofit schoc
schoc
Department of Defense domestic depend
dependt

school described in paragraph (2).

eex

upon -the
the request
requestof
ofsuch
suchschool
school district.
distrIct
vate school, or domestic dependents' so.
sd
as the case may
may be,
acceptcommomi
commod
be. to accept
for use in the food service program
of
program of
school district.
district, private
privateschoolS
school, or
or domE
doni

vide a grant under
nader this
this Act
Act to
to aa State
State only
if th State agrees that It
If
it will useonly
all
amounts.
rece ivedfrom
from such
such grant
grant to provide
amounts.received
assistance to schools to establish and carry dependents school in accordance with
district, private
private sch
sd
out
ou.tnutritious
nutritiousfood
food service
service programs
programs that section. Such school district,
cont:
or domestic dependents' school may cont

provide affordahie
affordahle meals
meals and
and supplements
supplements to
students.
students, which
whIch may include—
"(1) nonprofit,
nonprofIt school breakfast programs:
programs;
"(2) nonprofit school lunch programs;
all - States
"(3) nonprofit
nonprofl; before and
slid after school supStates from amounts received from
grants under this Act for the preceding fiscal plement programs;
"(4) nonprofit low-cost milk. services; and
year.
and
"(5) nonprofit Summer
summer meals programs.
"(3)
programs,
"(3)THntn
TimtoANO
ANt)FOURTH
FOURTHFISCAL
FXsC..LYSARS.—
si.tas.—

to receive cornznodfty
commodity assistance In
in the f
I

that it received such assistance as
as ofof.1J

ary 1,1,1987.
amy
1987.
"(2) SCBOOz.
Scaooz. DISTRICT,
DISTRICT, PRIVXSE
PRIVATE NONPR1
NONPH
SCHOOL,
ASDDEPARTMENT
DEPAIemsNT OF
SCHOOL, M.D
OFDEFENSE
DEFENSE DO
oca
TIC
Tic
DEPENDE,NTS' SCHOOL
DEPENDEN'S'
DESCRIBED
DESCRIBED.
•

school district, private nonprofit
nonprofit school
school
Department of Defense domestic depends
depende
"(hI AnorrioNaL
'(11)
AnDrrIoNAx.
RZQcIEEM.ENTS._
RZQMzrrs._
school
is
school
described
in
this
paragraph
isa
a Sd
sd
"(1)MnrJelJ5f
b rj.- AMOONT
"(1)
AMOONT OF
OS'GPJ,2T
GPJNT FOR
FOR FREE
FREE districtS
private nonprofit
nonprofit school, or Dep
district,
private
De;
OR LOW
COST MEALS
Low COST
MEALSOR
ORSUPPLL
SUPPLEMENTS-...
T&—ln pro- meat
ment
of
Defense
domestj
domestic depends
depende
viding assistance to schools to establish and
school, as the
the case
case may
may be,
be.that.
that as
as of
of.la
J
carry
carry out.
out. nutritious
nutritious food
food service
service programs
programs In
in amy
1,
197.
was
receiving
all
ary
1,
197,
was
receiving
all
cash
payma
accordance with
with subsection
subsection (a),
(a) the State or all commodity letters of credit paym
in
l1e
lie
shall ensure that.
not less than 80 percent of entitlement commodities
that not
lotfor the Sc]
sch
the amount.
amount of
of the
the grant
grant is used to provide lunch program of such school
scribed In
in paragraph (2)(A) and
district,
free
or
low
cost;
cost.
meals
or
supplements
'(B) 10
"(B)
10 percent
percent of such amoiir,t,
to eco- s-ate school,
amount approapproor
domestic
dependents
&"school,
or
domestic
dependents'
&'
nornically disadvantaged
disadvantaged children.
priated tha,!l
shafl be allotted among the States by. nomically
under section 18(b) of the National SdSc]
"(2)PROVISIom
"(2)
PRavISIo OP
op FOOD
FooDSERVIcE
anavica PROGRAMS
allotting to each State an amount
PaoGn.&s Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751 et seq.).
deter- li PRIVATE
seq,), as is
NONPROFIT
SCHOOLS
AND
PRIVATE
NONPROFrr
SCHOOLS
DEPARTmined In
accordance
with
the
I)EPART- section
in
formula
formula dede- MErr
the day before
was In
in effect 'on
on the
MEN'X Os'
OF DEFENSE
DOMESTIC
DEPE'' section
nss'uisn Do.s'rzc
DEPENDENrs'
scribed in Paragraph
paragraph (2XB).
date of the enactment of the Personal
SCEOOLS,—To
the
extent
consistent
with
scacoLs.—To
the
extent
consistent
with
"(4) F"ra
F-ra Fiscat.
risc. YEAR.—Wjth
Ysa.—Wjth respect.
the spotsibility Act
respect. to numberof
Act of
of 1995.
number of chIldren
chIldren In
in the
the State who are en- sponsibjujey
the fifth fiscal year for which the Secreta,-y
Secretary rolled
"(e> PRcEmrcIoN
PROgrsrrIoN ON PHYSICAL .SECP.n
SEGRE
rolled
in
in
private
private
nonprofit
nonprofit
schools
schools
provides grants to States under this Act-.
and De- TIOW OVERT
Act—.
OVERTlDENTIFICATEON
IDEN'rrpIcArroN, OR
OROTir
OTI EI
"(A) 85 percent of such amount appro- partment of Defense domestic dependents' 'PlOW.
CRmrnATiomr
WrraRESPEcT
REspEmrrTO
To CoanN 1
MnlATIOt Wrrs
the
State,
after
timely
schools,
timely
and
shall be
be allotted
allotted among
priated shall
the
and approappro- GIBLE FOR FREE OR Low COST MEALS Oft
among the States by priate consultation with representatives
OR S
allotting to each State an
of PLEMENTS.—In
PLEMEN'rs,—In. providing assistanee
an amount
amount deter- such schools, as the case may be.
mined Lu accordance with the formula deshall en- Schools
schools to
to establish
establishand
andcarry
carryout
outnutrltl<
nutriti
sure that
that nutrItious
nutritious food
foodservice
serviceprogra.ms
scz-ibed In
sci-ibed
In paragraph
paragraph (2)(Ay
(2)(A) and
programs food service programs in
In accordance ww
are
established
and
carried
out
in
such
"(B)
15
percent
of
such
"(3) 15 percent of
amount
such subsection (a); the
the State
State shs.ll
shall ensure a:
amount approappro5)
in accordance with subsection (a) on such schools(a);
among the
priated shall be allotted among
do nor—
not—
the States by schools
an
equitable
basis
with
nutritious
food
allotting to each State an
serv"(1k
an amount
amount deter- ice
"(1k Physically
PhySically segregate
Segregate children eligil
eligi
Ice programs established and carried
mined in accordance wIth
wIth the
the fornuils.
in to receive free or low cost
carried out In
cost meals
meals or
formula dedeor sup
supp
public nonprofit
nonprofit schools.In.
schoolsin the
the State.
State.
scribed in
In paragraph
paragraph (2)(B)..
(2)(B).
ments on
znents
on the
the basis
basis of
of such
such elig'jbillty
eligibility;
"Cc)
AUTosrry To
ToUSE
UsnAMoUNTS
AMoCTS FOR "(2) provide for the overt identification
"Cc) AuTSOarry
"SEC.
SEC. 4. APPUCAflON.
APPUCATION.
Os-HER PURPOSES.—
OTHER
by special
specIaltokens
tokensororSICkE
• such
such children by
"The Secretary may provide aagrant
ticke
grant under
under
"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject
GENERAL.—.Subjecttoto
paragrap (2) announced or published list of names,
paragrapns
this Act to a State for a fiscal year only If and
(3),
(3)
a
a
State
State
may
may
use
not
more than 20 other
Othermean
ormeans-, or
the State submits to the Secretary an appli- percent of'
of amounts received from a grant
"(3)
"(3) otherwise
otherwise discriminate
cation containing only—
discriminate against
against st
so
this
Act
for-a
fIscal
under
for
a
fiscal
year
to
out children. .
carry Out
"(1) an agreement that the State will.use
will use a State program pursuant to any or carry
all
of
"SEC.6.6.BEPOWTSi
the 'SEc.
BEPOWrS
amounts received from such grant In accord- following provisions of law:
ance with
s.nce
withsection
section5;5
"TheSecretary
Secretary may
may provide a grant
'l'he
grant uric
un
'(A)
Part
A
of
title
IV
of
the
Soj&1
"(A)
Part
A
of
title
IV
of
the
Social
Secu"(2) except as Provided
provided In
in paragraph (31. an rity Act (42 U.S.C.
this Act to a. State for a fiscal year
yearonly
onl
seq.).
tL&C.
601
et
seq.),
agreement thaI.
that the
theState
State will
will sei.
set. ruinithumn
minimum
the
State
agrees
agrees
that
that
it
it
will
will
submit,
submit,
foifor
nsu
"(B) Part
lv of
'•CB)
Part BB of
of title IV
of the
the Social
Social SecuSecu- fIscal
nutritional r qufreniszi
quirernsn for meals providedfiscal year
year, aa report
report.totothe
theSecretary
Secretarydeecri
descr
irov1ded - r}ty
-Act(42
(42U.S.C.
U..S.C620
2O et seqh
rity Act

With respect to each of the third
third and ourth
fiscal years for which the Secretary provides
grants to
to States
States under
underthis
thisAct.—.
Act—
"(A) 90 percent of such amount appropriated shall be allotted among the States by
allotting to each State an amount determined In
in accorda.zce
accordance with the formula de-

.

-
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ing—
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"(1) the number of individuals
Thdividualsr.eceiving
receiving asazsistance under
under the
thegTant;
grant;
"(2) the
the different
differenttypes
typesofofassistance
asstance proprovided to such
such individuals;
inthvduals;
,

"(3) the total number
ntimber of meals served to
students under the grant, Including
including the percentage of such meals served to economieconomi,

cally disadvantaged students;

"(4) the extent to which 'such
such assistance
assistance
was effective in achieving the goals described in section 2(b);

March .22,
22, 1995
1995

grams that provide affordable meals and sup-

"(i) SCHOOL—The
"(4)
SCHOOL—The term schooI'
school' meafls
means a
plementplemen totostudents
studentsattending
attending Department
Deparünent public
or private nonprofit
nonprofft elementary, inof Defense overseas dependents' schools.
termediate,
or
or
secondary
seconda.r
school.
"(b)
"(b) REQUIP.EMENTS_Th
carryingou
ounutrinutri
REQUIP.EMENTS._In carrying
"(5) SECRETARY._
SECRETARY._Jpterm
term 'Secrea-y'
'Secreza-y'
tious food service programs under:
subsection means the
tious
uoder subsection
Secretary of Agriculture.
(a), the Secretary of Defense.—
(a).
Defense—
"(6) STA'TE—The
STATE.—fle term
term 'State'
'State' 'means
means y
anyof
of
"(I)
"(1) shall
shall ensure
ensure that not less than 80 per- the several States, the District of Columbia.
of the
the amount
arnout oofassistance
cent of
assistanceprovided
provided to
to the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico. the
theComCoeach school
year is used to pro- moweaIth
school for
for aa fIscal
fleal year
monwealth of
of the Northern
NorthernMariana
MarianaIslands,
Islad,
vide free or low cost meals or supplements to American Samoa, Guam, the Virg-in
Islands,
Is1ad,
economically disadvantaged children; and
or a tribal organization (as defined in section
seczon
'(2) shall ensure
eIsure th.t,
"(2)
that,with
withrespect
respect to
to the
the 4(1) of the Indian
Indian Self-Determination
Self-Determjnaton and
provision of
provision
of meals
meals too students,
students, each
each such
such Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C.
tSC.

i-

- -

"(5) the standards and methods the State
is using to ensure the nutritional quality of
such assistance,
assistance, Including
ncluding meals and
and supple- school will—
ments; and
450b(1))).':.
450b(lfl).':.
"(A) implement minimum nutritional re"(6) 'any
any other information
informatjo the
the Secretary
Secretary
CHAPTER —M1SCELLANEOUS
CHAPTER
—M1SCELLM'EoUs
quirements for
quirement-s
for meals
meals provided
provided under this
determines to be appropriate.
PROVISIONS
section based on the most recent tested nu- SEC. 361.
SEC. 7.
7. PENALTIES.
PEALTIE&
36L REPEALERS.
•

tritional research
research available,
available,except
exceptthat—
that—-,
"Ci)such
such requirements
requirements shall not be con"(I)
strued
stried to prohibit the
the substitution
stbstitution of foods
"(1) L'
"U)
Ix GENEI.j,.—The
GENERAL.The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall reaccommodate the medical or other special
duce the amounts otherwise
otherwise payable
payable to a to
individual students; and
dietary needs of Individual
and
State under a grant under this Act
Act by any
"(ii) such
suchrequirements
requiremen shall,
shall, at a miniamount paid
to the
the State
State under
under this
this Act mum,
p1d to
be
based
on—
mum,
be
based
on—
which an audit conducted pursuant
ptirsuant to chap"(I) the weekly average of
of the
the nutrient
nutrient
tr 75
ter
75of
oftitle
title31.
31, United
United States
States Code,
Code, finds
finds content of school lunches; or
violation of
of this
this Act.
ls been used in violation
Act.
"(II) such other standards as the Secretary
"(U)
"(2) LLMrrATION.—In
LLMrr. 1O.—In carrying
carrying out
out parapara- of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may prescribe;
prescribe; or
or
graph (1), the Secretary shall not reduce
reduce any
"(B) impleme't
impIemt the
themodel
modelnutrition
nutrition standstandquarterly
I.yment by
quarterly payment
by more than 25 percent. ards
section 10
io for such
developed under section
such
"(b)
Foa FAILURE
FAILURE To
"(b) PENALI'y
PENAy FOR
ToSuBMrr
SUBrr RE- meals.
meals
Q'IF.EDREPORT—The
REPORT.The Secretary
QUIED
Secretary shall
shall reduce
reduce
"(c)
AMOUNT
A.MOTJNT
AND
AND
SOURCE
Souanz
OF
OF
FUNDS
FuNDs
AND
AND
by 3 percent the amount otherwise payable COMMODITIES.—
COMMODITIES—
to a State under a grantgTant under this Act for
"(1) AMOtJNT.—The
AMotJ?.-r.—The Sedretary,
Secretary, in
In consultaconsultaa fiscal year
year ifif the
the Secretary'
Secretarydetermjnes
determines that
with the Secretary of Defense, shall dedethe State
State has
has not
not submitted
submtted the report re- tion
termine the amount of funds
funds and
and cornmodcommodquired by section 6 for the Immediately pre- Ities
necessary
for
each
fiscal
year
to
estabsties
necessary
for
each
fiscal
year
to
estabyear. within 6 months after the lish and
ceding fiscal year,
and carry
carryout
outnutritious
utrltous food
food service
end of the immediately preceding fiscal
fiscai year.
progrns described
describedin
Insubsection
subsection (a).
"SEC.
SEC. 8.
8. ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE TO
TO CHILDREN
CHILDREN ENROLLED programs
SORcE.—Such amount
"(2) Soc-acn.—Such
amount of funds and
and
IN PRIVATE NONPROFIT
NONPROfIT SCHOOLS
consist of the reservation
AND DEPART
AND
DEPART5NT
NT OF
OF DEFENSE
DEFENSE DO. commodities shall coflsist
of
the
school-based
nutrition
amount
in
In
MESTIC
DEPENDENi' SCHOOLS
MZSTIC DEPENDENTS'
SCEOOLS
ac"(a)
"(a) PENALTY FOP.
FORUSE
USEOF
OFAMOUNTS
AMOUNTSIN
INVIOVioLATION OF THIS ACT.—
,-

-

cordance with
with section
sectioL2Ca)(3)(B).
2a)(3)(B).
CASE OF RESTRICTIONS
RESTIUCTIONS ON STATE cordance
OR
FAaUREBY
BY
STATE
TO PROVIDE
• 10.
OR FAILURE
STATE
TO PROVIDE
10. MODEL
SEC.
STA.NDASDS FOR
MODELNVTIUTION
NVTUTION STA.NDAP.DS
ASSISWiCE. -ASSISTANCE.
MEALS FOR
FOR STUDENTS.
STUDENIS.
"(a)
"(a) IN
L' GENE—If, by
"(a)
Mon
NUTRrrION
STANDARDS.—NOt
"(a) MODEL NUTRiTION STANDARtS.—NOt
reason of any
by reason
•

,

prbvlsion of law, a State Is
other provision
is prohibited
from providing
provd.ing assistance from amounts received from a grant under this Act to private
nonprofit schools
nonprofft
schools or
or Department
Department of
of DefeDse
Defense
domestic
domesticdependents'
dependen' schools
schools for a fiscal

year to establish and carry
carry out
out nutrltiou.s
nutritious

service programs in such schools in acfood service'programs
5(a), or
or the Secretary
cordance with sectioD
section 5(a),

State has
has substantially
substantially
determines th&t
that aa State

ist-

failed or is
s unwilling
unwilling to
to provide
provide such
such assistance to such private nonprofit schools
schoo's or domestic dependents'
dependents' schools
schools for
forsuch
such fiscal
fiscal
year, the Secretary shall, after consultation
year.
with appropriate representatives of
of the
the State
State
and private nonprofit schools or domestic dependents' schools, as the case may
may be,
be 2.arthe provision
provision of
f such
range for the
suchassistance
assistance to

private nonprofit schools or domestic dependet schools
pendents
schoolsininthe
theState
Statefor
forsuch
such fiscal
fiscal
accordancewith
with the
the requiremen
year in
i accordance
this Act.

-

The following Acts are repealed:
(1) The Commodity
(1)
Comrnod.jty Distribution
Distribution Reform
Reforn
-

Act
WIC Amendments
Amendments of
Act and
ad WIC
of 1987
1987 (Pb1ic
(Public
Law 100-237; 101 Stat.
Stat. 1733).
1733).'

(2) The Child
Child Nutrition
Nutrition and
andWIC
WICReauthorReauthoization Act of 1989 (Public Law 101—147; 103
Stat. 8"T).
877).,
Subtitle C—Other
Conformixg
C—Other Repealers
Repea]ersand
and
Conforinimig
Amendments
'

SEC. 371.
SEC.
371. AMENDMEN'I
LAWS RELATLNG
AMENDMEN TO LAWS
RELATING TO
TO
CHILD
PRtCT1ON BLOCK
CHILD PRm'ECTION
BLOCKGRANT.
GR.AT.
(a) ABANDONED
LNs'rrs ASSISTANCE.—
ABANt)ONED INFANTS
ASSISTANCE.—

(1) REPEALER.—The
REPEALER—The Abandoned
Abandoned Infants Assistance Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C. 670 note) is
res repealed.
(2)
CONFOR.MLN&
CoypOR.M1yG
AMENDME'.r._Secjon
AMENDMENT.—SeCtiOn
421(7) of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act
of 1973
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.5061(7))
5061(7)) is amended to read
193 (42
as follows:

"(7) the term 'boarder baby' means an
ina thfant who is
Is medlca:lly
medically cleared for discha.rge
discharge
from an acute-care hospital setting, but remains hospitalized
hospitalized because
becauseof
ofaalack
lackof
o appropriate out-of-hospital
Out-of-hospitalplacement
placement'alteraizenatives;".
-

-

-.

(b) CHILD
CHiLD ABUSE PREVENTION
PREVENTION AND
AND TREAT.
TRiAT.
MEN'r.—
MENT.—
(1) RPEALER.—The
RPEALER.—The
Child
CldAbuse
AbusPrevet.Pevet'

'

Treatment Act
Act (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.5101
Treatment
5101 et
later than April 1,
1. 1996.
1996, the Food and Nutri- tion andrepealed.'
tion Board of the Institute of Medicine of the seq.) is repealed.
(2) CONFORMB,1G
(2)
COFORMfl,G A2ENDMENTS._The
AMENDMENTS..-The Victims'
Victis
in coopera.
National Academy of Sciences, In
coopera- of Crime
CrimeAct
Actofof1984
1984(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.10601
10601et
et seq.):
e.):
tion with
withnutritionIsts
ntrition1s and
anddirectors
directors of
of pro- is amended—
'
g-I2.D1S
providingmeals
mealstotostudents
students under
under
grams
providing
(A)
(A) in sectIon
section 1402—
this Act, shall develop model nutrition
(i)
(1) in
in subsection (d)—
stavdards for
for meals
meals provided to such stustandards
(I) by striking paragraph (2); and
dents
dents under
tinder this
this Act.
by redesignating
redesignatingparagraphs
paragraph (3)
(3)and
and(4)
(4)
"(b) REPORT
REPORT TO
TOCONGRESS.Not
CONGSS—Not later than'
than as(fl) by
paragraphs (2) and (3), respectIvely;
respectively; and
1 year after the date on which the model nu- as(ii)
by striking subsection (g); and
tritio
tritionstandards
standardsare
aredeveloped
develoled under sub(B) by striking section 1404..
1404.
section (a), the Food and
and Nutrition
Nutrition Board
Board of
of
(c)
AI)OPTION OPPORTt3Nr1-IES.—-The
(c) ADOPTION
OPpoR'ru-rrIES..-The ChildChild
the Institute of Medicine of
of the
the National
National Abuse
Prevention
Peventjon and
andTreatment
eatment and
andAdopAdopAcademy of
Academy
ofScIences
Sciencesshall
thl prepare
prepare and
and sub- Abuse
Reform Act of 1918
1978 (42 U.S.C. 5111 et
mit to the CoDgress
report regarding
regarding the tion
Congress aa report
seq.) Is
s repealed.
repealed.
efforts of States to Implement such model seq.)
efforts
(d)
CRISIS NURSERIES.—The
CRIsIs
NL'RSERIES—The Ternpox-ary
Tempor
nutrition standards.
Child Care for
for Children
Children with
withDisabilities
Disabilitiesand
ad
"SEC.
11. DEFTh'ITIONS.
SEC.11.DEF1N1TIONS.
Crisis Nurseries Act of
of 1986
1986 (42
(42 U.5C.
u.sc. 5117
511 et
"For Purposes
purposes of this Act:
seq.) is
seq.)
is amended—.amended—
'

,

,

"(1) DEPTMENT
DEPrMEr OFOFDEFENSE
DEFENSEDOMESTIC
DOMESTIC DEDE

--

(1) in the title heading by striking "AND

PENDENTS' scRooL.—The
PENDEN'rs'
SCBOOL.—Theterm
term'Department
'Department CRISIS
NURSERS";
CRISIS NURSERIES";
.'
"(b) Rznuc'rIoN
REDUCTIONIN
n AoUNT o
STATE
OF
STATE of Defense
Defense domestic
domestic dependents' school'
sthool'
(2)
(2)
in
section
201 by striking
striking "and
"and CribsCribs'
GRAT.—If
thethe
Secretary
arranges
GRANt-.——If
Secretary
arranges for
for the
the means an elementary or secondary school es- Nurseries";
provision
provjsjon of assistance to private nonprofit tablished
tablished pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 2164
2164 of
of title
title 10,
10,
(3) in section 2O2—
(3)insectlon202—
.
schools or Departjnent
Department of
of Defense
Defense domestic
domestic United States Code.
(A) by striking
striking "provide:
"provide:(A)
(A)temporary"
tempor-y"
dependents' schools
dependents'
schoolsin
i aaState
State for
for a fiscal
flscal
"(2) DEpqj
EN'rOF
OFDEFENSE
DEFENSEOVERSEAS
OVERSEAS DEDEpAflfr
DE- and inserting "to provide temporary"; and
year under subsection (a); the amount of the PPENDENTS'
DENTS' SCROOL.—The
SCROOL.—.-Theterm
term'Department'Department
(B)
(B) by striking "children, and (B)" and all
grant for such State for such fiscal year of
of Defense
Defense overseas
overseas dependents'
dependents' 'school'
school'
follows through
throughthe
theperiod
periodand
andinserting'
Inserg
follows
shall be reduced by the amount of such as- means
means aa Department
Department of
of Defense
Defense dependents'
dependents' that
"children.";
'
sistance provided to such
such private
private nonprofit
nozlproflt school which is located outside the United
(4)
(4) by
by striking
striking section
section 204; and
schools or domestic dependents' schools, as States and the territories or possessions of
(5) in section 205—
the case may be.
the
the United States.
(A)
In subsection (a).—
(A).ln
(a)—.
"SEc.
'
SEC. a9 FOOD
FOODSERVICE
SERVICEPROGRA1WS
PROGR FORFOR
DEPARTDEPART- "(3)
"(3) ECONO.IICA1LY
EcONOMJCALy DISADVANTAGED._The
DISADvASTAGED_The
(I)
(i) in paragraph
Par2.graph(1)(A)
(1)(A)by
bystriking
striking"or
"or204";
204";
MENT OF DEFENSE OVERSEAS DE- term 'economically disadvantaged' means
an
and
'
PENDEN'IS'
SCHOOLS.
PENDENTS SCHOOLS,
farn1y, as the case may
individual or a family,
may be,
(ii) in paragraph (2)—
"(a)
(a) iN
IN GENEPJJ.—The
GEtp.,k1..-_The Secretary shall
shall
annual income does not exceed 185
(I) by striking
striking subparagraph
subparagraphCD);
(D); a'nd
and
make available to the Secretary of Defense whose
percent of the applicable
applicable family
family size
size income
income
(fl) by redesig-nating subparagraph (E) as
(U)
for each fisca]
fiscal year funds and commodities
commothtje5 levels contained In
in
the
most
recent
thcome
income
subparagraph (D);
in an amount determined in accordance with
In
wfth poverty guidelines prescribed by the Offlce
Office of
(B) by striking subsection (b)(3); and
subsection (c)
subsection
(c)for
forthe
thepurpose
purposeofofestablishing
establisjng poverty
Management
and
Budget
and
based
data
on
(C) in
in subsection
subsection(d)—.
(d)-.,
and carrying
carrying outout nutritious
nutritious food service pro- from the Bureau of the Census.
..
(i) by striking
(1)
strk1ng paragraph (3); and
'
.

'

'

'

.---. ..

'

-

'.

.

'

,

-

-

-

'.

.

,

,

'

•

-
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March 22, 1995
.UI)
.UI) by.r
by edeiigriat
de gnating p
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agraphs
(4 and (5).
t5). -- (.((1CONSULTATIOX._The
agrapts (4)
CONSULTATIOX._TheSecretary
Secretary shall
as
paragraph 13)
and
respective!y
aspiragrapb
3and
(4.(4,respectively.
consult with the Secretary of Education in
fel
MrsstoChILDREN'S
fel Missto
CmLoasASS:SrAyC.
ACT.—
Ass:sraycg. ACT.— carrying
out,the
therequirements
reqijremen of
carrying Out
of this section
AssistanceAct..
The Missin Children's Assstance
Act- (42
(42 reth.r.xrig
schooldistricts.
districts.
relating totoschool
-'
U.S.C. 5771-5)
U.S.C.
577l-5 isis repealed.
repealed.
(g) DEFIN[TIo.—For
DErINrrzo.—yor the
the purpose
purpose of this
this
(f
F,,tr:y
(f F.tr:y
SUPPORT
CEN'tEs.—Subtjtle
F
SurPotT CEtns.—Subtitle

H 34E
34(

(A) aliens within the nation's
nat2o's borders
bordersin
depend on
on public
public resources
resourcestotomeet
meet tb
th
needs, hut
hut rather
rather rely
relyon
ontheir
theirown
owncap&bi
capabi
ties and the resources of their
their families.
families, th
tb
sponsors,-and
andjrwate
jrivateorgAnlzation,
orgãnizatios, and
sponsors,
section,
the
term
"Secretary"
means the
(B) the availability
availability of
of public
public-benefits'
benefits o
of title VII of the Stewart B.
B. McKinney
McKinney Secretary of Health and Hcman
Human Services,.,
constitute an
conStitute
an incentive
incentive for immigration
Immigration
Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 11481—
(hI
(h-I
At-rogizy
At"r}toRjZAy
OP
op
APPROP
APPRP
ONS,— the United States.
ohs,—
States,
114891 Is repealed,
There- are authorized.
There.
anthorized. to
to 'be
be appropriated to
(3) 'Desplr.e
Despite the
theprinciple
principleofofself-sufi'icienc
self-suffic±en
(g)
(g) L'L'V
TOATtON
PTOSECtrT1ON.
TOATt0? AD
AND
PTtOsEctrTjON. O' carry out
Out
this
section
I.500,00O
for
each
of
this
section
$1,500,000
Ciui..o
aliens have been applying
applying for
for and
and receiv-i
receivi:
Chn..t, AstJsE
ABUSE CASES.—Subtjtle
CASCS.'—SubtltIe A of title 11 of fiscal
years
1996
through
2000.
fiscal
years
1996
through
.,-.
public benefits from
the Victims of
from Federal,
Federal,State.
State. aa:
of Child
Child Abuse
Abuse Act
Act of
of 1990
1990 (42
(42 SEC. 382,.
382,, DATA ON PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
local governmefls
governmen atatincreasing
increasing rates.
rates.
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 13001-13004)
l30e1-13OQ4isisrepealed.
repealed.,
-.
NDOLTCOMES,
DOUTCOMES,
(4) Current eligibility rules for public ie
(hI RnPEAL
REPEALOF
OFFANcILY
FANcILy UNIFCATIO
UNIFCATION PROPao(a) IN
L' GENERAL.—The
GENER,.—The Secretary shall slstance and unenforceable financial supp
suppo
CPJM.—5ubsectjon Cx) or
GRAM.—Subsectjon
of sectLon
sectLo 88of
of the
the produce data relating to participation in proagreements have proved
proved wholly
wholly Incapable
incapable
United States Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of 1937
1937 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. grams authorIzed
authorized
families
and
by
this
Act
by
families
and
assurlug
assuring
that.
individual
aliens
not
burd
i437f(x)J is repealed.
i-437f(x)j
repealed
children. Such data may be produced by the public benefits system.
Subtitle D—R.elated
D—R.elated Provisions
Provjgjoii
means of sampling, estimation, or any other
(5) II
It is
Is a compelling government
governme InterE
ntere
THATDATA
DATARELkTING
RELkTING method that the Secretary determines will to enact new rules for eligibility and spc
SEC. 381.
381. REQUREasg
REQURLr THAT
spo
comprehensive and
andreliable.
reliable.data,'
data,.'
TO TEE INCIDENCE OF POVERTY IN produce comprehensive
sorshi agreemen
sorshi,
agreementsininorder
orderto
toassure
assure th
lit
THE 1.TNTFED
STATESBE
BE PUBLISHED
PUBLISHED
THE
UNITED STATES
(b) CONTENT—Data
Co,"rs."r —Data under
underthis
thissection
section shall
shall aliens be self-reliant in accordance with
n
AT LEAST EVERY 2 YEARS.
inc)ude, but not be limited to—
include,
tiona] immigration
imrrijgration
policy.
(a) Lc GENERAL.,—The
GENERAL,—The Secretary
Secretary shall, to
(1) changes
changes In
ft participation
participation -in
in welfare, (6)
(6) It
It
Is
a
compelling
government
is
a
compelling
Intere
health, education,
the extent fea.slble.
produce and
and publish
publish for health,
feasible, produce
education, and employment and to remove
remove the
the incentive
incentivefor
forillegal
illegalimmnlgr
irrimigr
each
each State,
State. county,
county,and
andlocal
localunit.
unit of
of general training
training programs,
programs, for
for families
families and
and children,
children, tion
lion
provided
by
the
availability
of pub]
pubi
the duration of such participation,
participation and the
purpose government for which data have the
the benefits, —
been
been compiled
compiled In
in the then most recent ceo-. causes and consequences of any changes in
In -. Subtitle A—Eligibility
A—Eligibility for
for Federal
FederalBeDefits
Benefiti
.

.

.

,

.,

.

-

.

Program Participation;
participation;
sus of population under sectIon 141(a) of title program
Programs
Programs
(2)
(2) changes
changes in
in employment status,
status. Income
income
l. United
1.
United States
States Code, and for eacb
each school
SEC.
INELIGIBILITY
OF iuxALIENS
402.,402..
INELIGIBILITY
OF ILLEGAL
ALIENS FC
and poverty status, family structure and S,
Ft
district, data
data relating
relatingto
tothe
the.,fnctdence
Incidence of aad
cERTAIN
csgrjii PUBLIC
PUBLIC BENEFITS
PR
BENEFITS PSi
and chi]d.-en's
children's well-being, over time,
poverty. Such data may be produced by process, and
poverty,
casis.
GRAMS.
..
for
. familIes and children participating
participating in
means of
ofsampling,
sampling,estimation,
estimatj ororany
means
any other
other
In,•, -(a)(a). L' GENERAL—Notwithstanding
GENBRAL.—Notwithstanthng si
an
andY If
if appropriate,
appropriate, other
method that the Secretary determines will. Federal programs andY
other
Other
other provision of
of Iiw
law and
and except
exceptasasprovid€
provid
produce current,
low-Income families and children, and the
produce
current, comprehensive,
comprehensive, and
andreliable.
the°
reliable. low-income
subseátjons (b)
subsections
(b) and
and (C),
(c), any
any alien
causes and consequences of such changes;
alien who
who
data.
.
causes
not lawfully
lawfully' present
present In
in -the
Stan
the United Stati
Co) C0N'rcN"r
(b)
Corc,rr; FREQUENCY._Data
FREQUENnY.—Data under
u.r,der this and
shall not be eligible for any Federal mean
section—
Section—
(3> demographic data,, including household safl
tested public benefits program (as defined I
(1
(11shall
shallInclude—
include—
composition, marital
composition,
marital star.us.
status, relationship of section
431(d)(2)).
431(d)(2)).
householdaca racialand
andethnic
ethnicdesignation,
deslgnatin, section(A) for each school district, the number of
of householders racial
(b) - Excm'rzo
ExcEp'rzoN poa
FOREEa&atcz
EEaoENct Asses'
AsS?s'
children age
children
ageSS to
to 17.
17. inclusive,
inclusive, in families
families age, and educational attainment.
ANCE,—Subsectlon
..
cs.—Subsection (a) shall not.
apply to
to lii
ti
not apply
below the poverty level: and
Cc) FREQUENCY.—Data
FREQuENCY._Data under
under this
this section provision 01'
non-cash,In-kind,
th-kind,emergency
of non-cash,
emergency a,ai
(Bl for each State and county referred
fBI
referred to
tots.
in. shall reflect the period 1993 through 2002. and slstance (including
(Including emergency medical ser
ser'
subsection (a). the number
Individuals age shall be published as often as practicable
number of'
of individuals
practicable ices).
during
during that time, hut.
bot. In any event nolater
65 or older below the poverty level: and
no later
Cc) TREAmIv,urr
T Amcai"r opopHOUSING-1tELATp
Cc)
HOUSING-ItELATEflAI
Al
than December 31. 2003.
(2) shall be published—
SI5TANCE.—Subsection
StsThcE.—Subsection (a)
(a) shall not apply
apply t
Cd)
Dnpn.-rr,oN.—For the purpose of this
(dl DEFINITION—For
each State,
State, county, and local unit
(A) for.
for each
this any
any program for
for housinghousing-or
orcommunity
communitydid
of general
general purpose
purpose'goverflment
referred to
the- term
term "Secretary"
"Secretary" means the veloprnent
government referred
to in
in section, the.
ve]opment assistance
assistance administered
administeredby
bytht
Services.
subsection
subsection (a):
(a), In 1996 and at least every sec- Secretary of Health and Human Services,
Secretary of Housing and Urban Develo
Develo
Ce) AIJ'TIIORIZ..TION
Ce)
AtrnioazzATIos OF
OFAPPROPp.LON5._..
ArpRoppiLo5..... merit,
ond year
yearthereafter;
the reafterand
an
ment, any program under
uiider title V of th
(B)
fBI for
for each
each school
school district,
district, in
in 1998
1998 and
and at There are authorized to be appropriated to Housln
Act of 1949, or
or any
any assistance
assistance irnde
ands
least every
every second year thereafter,
carry out this section 52.500.000
S2.500.000 In fiscal year Housin
l'iast
section 306C of the Consolidated Farm an1995, 510,000,000
510.000.000 for each of fiscal years 1997 Rural Development Act, except that in a:
Cc) AuTsoarry
(C)
AtrrBoRrryToToAGOP2GATE.-.
AGupo.v'n.,L
th
2002,
2002, and
and 32.CO0.000
$2,000,000 for
for fiscal year -case
(1) L'
reliable data
data could not
Cl)
L'GmERAL.—JJ
GENAL.-.JJ' reliable
not through
flnanclal assistance (as
case of flnabcial
(as defined
defined it
2002.
otherwise be produced,,
produced, the
the Secretary
Secretary may,
section
may.
214(b)
of the
theHousing
Housingand
andCommirnit,'
Communi
214(b) of
for purposes
purposes of.
of subsection
subsection (bXl)(A), aggre- Sublitle
Subit1e E—General
E'—GeneralEffective
EffectiveDate;
Date; PreservaPreserva- Development
Development Act
Act of
of 1980),
1980). the
the provisions
provisions co
tiOn of
tion
of Actions,
Actions, Obligations,
Obligations, and Rights
gate
gate school
school districts,
districts, but
but only
only to
to the
the extent
section
section 214
214 of
of such
such Act
Act shall
shall apply
apply instead
instead c0
necessary to
to achieve
achieve reliability.
reliability.
necessary
SEC. 391
E'''.t"r
SEC.
391
E''-t"tDATE,
ATE.
subsection (a).
(2) Lo
TION RELATIyO
L,rIo RELATCO
TO
SEC.
TO USE
OF
AL'USE OF
402.
OF NOThl)41OR&r
In this
this title.
Except as otnerwise
otnerwise -provided
provided in
INELIGIBILITY
OF NOGRr
' INELIGIBILITY
-FOR
FOR CERTAIN PUBLIC
ThoRITv.—Anydata
dataproduced
producedunder
underthis
thissub'rioRrri'.—Any
PUBLIC SEN'EFrri
SEN'EFrr
sub- this title and the amendments made by thIs
section shall
section
shallbe
b appropriately
appropriately Identified
1dntified and
PGRAMS,
and tItle shall take effect on October 1, 1995.
1995,
(a)
(a)
L
L'
GE
shall be -accompanied
accompan1ed by a detailed expla- SEC. 552,
,L.._LNotthatandIng
GENERAL.—Notwlthstaxtdlog
t22. APPLICATIO?'
APPLICATION OF
OF AMEr','DMEN'rs
ASss,'OMENTS A,ND
aril
-other provision of
ANI) 'other
nation as to how and why
why aggregation
aggregation was
of law
law and
and except
exceptas
asprovider
provide
EPEAI2RS,
used (Including
(including the measures taken to minIin
subsections
(b)
and
(c),
any
alien
who
subsections
(b)
and
Cc),
any
miniiii
An amendment or repeal made by this title
mize an3-sucb
anysuch aggregation),
aggregation).
lawfully present in the United States as
shall
notapply
applywith
withrespect
respect
tO.shall not
tO......
nonimmig-rant
000immigrant
(di REPORT
(dl
REpoRT To
To BE
BEStrBhri-rro
Strasirl-rTO
WHENEVER
WHEEVR
shall
not
be
eligible
for
an
ari
Ci)
(1)
powers, duties,.
duties,-- functions,
functions, rights,
DATA
DATAIsIsNOT
Nov Thrnz.y
Tttnz,y PLLISHED.J,f
PtLISHED.—J! the Sec- claims, penalties,
Federal means-tested
means-tested public
public benefits
benefits pro
pro.
or obligations
obligations apptlcah.Ie
appticahie Federal
gram,
gmnm.
retary is
Is unable to produce and publish the to financIal assistance provided
provided before
before the
the
(b)
ExcEoNs.—
(b)
EXcEPTIoNs.—
data required under
under this
ths section for any effective
effective date of amendment
amendment or
or repeal,
repeal, as the
Cl)
(1) EMERGENCY
EMERGENCYASsI5TANCE.—Subsectjon
ASSISTANCE.—SUeCtIO:Cal
(a
State,
State. county, !ocal unit of general purpose
pirpose case may be,
be. under the Act so amended or so
shall not
stall
not apply
apply to the provision of non-cash,
non-cash
government, or school dIstrict
district in any year
year repealed; and
emergency. assistance (including
soecified
spec:fied in
in subsection
subsection (b)c2),
(b)(2), a report shall
(incluthzl
shall
(2>administrative
(2)
admnrstratjve actions
actions and
and proceedIngs
proceedings in-kind
emergency medical ervices),
ervices).
be
be submItted
submItted by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary to the Presi- commenced
before
such
date,
or
authorized
dent of
the Senate
ALIENS
GRANTED
A5YLtJM.—Subseon
(2)
GRANTED
AsyLtjM.—Subsejor
of the
and
the
Speaker
Senate and the Speaker of
of the
the
such date to be commenced, under
under (a) shall
House of Representativ,
Representativ not later than 90 before
shl1 not
not apply to an'
an alien who
Who is
is grantee
granted
such Act.
asylum under section 208 of the
days before
days
before the
the start of
the Immigration
Immigratfot
of the
thefollowing
following year,
TITLE
TITLE1V—RESTPJC'rnçG
rv—REsritIcrG WELFARE
WELFAREA
AND
deportation
and Nationality Act or whose deportatioc
enumerating each government or school disPUBLICBEEFITSFORNS
PUBLICBEEFTSFORL,S -'
has been withheld
trict excluded and giving
giving the
the reasons
withheld under
undersect.ion
section 243(h)
243(h) 01
of
reasons for
for the STO,
STC.
400.
400.
STATEIEr..-rs
STATEP.FS
OF
OF
NATIONAL
NATIONAL
excl
exclusion;
usion:
POLICY such Act.
.
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(el Cr,rrsp,IA
(e)
Cr,rrnp.ia RELATINC.
RELATINO.TO
TO Povr.srry.—In

--

carryIng out this section, the Secretary
carrying
Secretary shall
shall
use the same criterIa relating
relating to
to poverty
poverty as
were used in the then
then most
most recent
recentcensus
census of
of
population under section 141(a) of title 13.
tJni
ted States
States Code
Code (subject,
(sobject to such periodic
United
adjustments as may be. necessary to cornpenSaa for
pensaa
for inflation
inflation and
and other
ober similar
similar facfactorsL
a... ....• ...
-.

CO14CER','L'.,'G
CO14CERNING WELFARE AND IMMI.

(3)
(31 CuaREyr
CURRENTLEGAL
LEGAL.RESIDENT
RESIDENTEXCEPTION.—
EXcEPTION.—.

GRATION.
GRATION..

Subsection (a) shall not apply
apply to
to the
the eiig'i.
eligi.
The Congress makes the following state- btlity.of
bility of an alien-for
alien for a program until 1 yeas
year
ments concerning national
natio.al policy
policy with
with re- after thean
date of the enactment of this Act
Act
spect to welfare and immigratior.:
immigration:
if, on such date of enactment,
enactment.
the
the
alien
alien
is
is
(t)
Ct)Se1f-sufficency
Self-sufficiencyhas-been
has.beenaabasicbasic' prin- lawfully
residing
in
any
State
or
lawfully
residing
in
any
State
-or
any terntern.
clple
of United
United States
States immigration law since tory or possession of
cple of
the United States and is
of-the
this country's
country's earliest
earliest immigration
Immigration statutes,
this
statutes. eligible for the program.
program,
(2)
(2) ItIt continues
continues to
to be
bethe
theimrnigz'atioa
immigration p01(4) TREATMENT
TREATMENT OF
OI' TEMPORARY
TEMPORARy AGRICUL.AGRICUL.
Icy of the United
United States
States that—.
that— .'
---', TUBAL
vuaj. woRitER.s,-.Subsect1oyi
w0RKEa.5,..-Subsectloyi(a'
(a)'ahall
'shall'not
not
.-

-

.-

-

-

--

.-

,

'

-

-'
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apply
as aa temtern- Subparagraph (A)
applytotoa anonimmigrant
onimmgrantadmitted
adtted as
(A) shall
shall not apply in the case
porary
porary agricultural
agricultural worker
workerunder
undersection
secto SubparagTaph
of a veteran who has been Separated
separated from
from
101(a)(15)(B)(i)(a)
1Ol(a)(15)(B)(j)(a)ofofthe
theL'nmgraton
immigration and militaimilitaj serce
set-vice
ononaccount
accountofofalienate.
alienate,
Nationality Act or as the spouse or minor
(4) EMERGENCY
EMERGENCYASSISTANcE—Subsection
ASSISTANCE—Subsection (a)
child of
of such
such a worker
worker under
under section shall not
not apply
app]yto
tothe
theprovision
provsjon of
of non-cash,
non-cash,
101(a)(15)(H)(ii of
lOl(a)(15)(H)(iji)
of such
such Act.
in-kind emergency assistance (including
In-kind
(c) TRE'ME-r
(C)
OF
HOUSING-RELATED
AsTREATMENT or HOUSING-RELATZD AS- emergency medical services).
services),
SISTANCE.—Subsection
(a)shall
shall not
not apply
apply.to
SISTANCE.—Sbsection (a)
to
(5)
ThASITO• FOR CURRENT
TRANSITION
CURRET BENEany program for housing or.communjty
or community de- FICIARIES,—Subsection
FICIARXEs._Subsectjon (a) shall not apply
apply to
velopmentassistance
assistanceadministered
adrthistered by
by the the eligibility of an alien
velopment
alien
for
for
aa program
program urtil
until
Secretary
Secretary of
Develop- 1 year after the date of the enactment
o Housing and
and Urban
trban Developof this
met, any program
program uhder
uder title
title V
V of
of the
the Act if, on such date of enactment,
enactment, the
the alien
alien
Housing Act of 1949, or
or any
any assistance
assistance under is lawfully residing in any State or any ternsection 306C
306C of
of the
the Consolidated
Consolidated Farm
Farm and
and tory or possession of the
the United
tjnited States and Is
is
Rural Development Act, except that In
in the eligible for the program.
case' of
of finaflcial
financial assistance
case
assistance (as
(as defined
defined in SEC. 404. NOTIFICATION,
NOTIFICATION.
section 214(b)
214(b) of
of the
the Housing
Bousing and
andCommunity
Conmunitr
Each Federal agency that administers a
Development Act of 1980),
1980). the provisions of program to which section
section 401,
401, 402,
402, or
or 403
403 apsection 214
2l4 of
of such
such Act
Act shall
shall apply Instead
thstead of plies
piles shall, directly
directlyor
'orthrough
through the
the States,
States,
subsection (a).
post information and provide
provide general
general notifinotifi(d) TREATMENT OF ALIENS PAROLED

applies) for any State means-tested
rneans-tes:ed public
;biic
benefits program,
program.

-

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
E(CE1'TIoNS.—
U) TIME-LIMITED
(1)
TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION
EXCErIoN

•

-

•

(d) TRAT:L'T .o' ALIENS PAROLED L'TO
INTO

of the Immigration
Immgratior and
and NationaIzv
Nationality Act
until 5 years
years after
after the
the date
dateof
ofsuch
suchalien's
aEe:s arrival Into
into the United
tjnited States.
CERTAINLONG-TERM,
LONG-TERM.
PERMAZ' RESI(2) CERTAIN
PERMANZY'

DENT. AGED
DENT,
AGEDALIENS—The
ALIENS—The
authority
authi:v under
r.der
subsection
who—

-

(3) VETERAN
(3)
VETtRANAND
ANDACTIVE
ACTIVE
DUTY
DUTY
EXCEPTION.—
CZ2'IoN.—

-

authority under
undersubsection
subsection(a)
(a)shall
sail not
The authority
apply
toan
analien
alienwho
whois is
lawfully
re.ng In
apply to
lawfully
resithng
in
any State
State (or
(orany
anyterritory
territoryororpossession
posseion of
the United
tjnited States) and Is—
is—
(A) a veteran
veteran (as
(as defined
definedIninsection
secto: 101
101 of
of

FITS PROGRAMS.
PROGRAMS.

-

(a)

403.
OF OF
403. LDITI'ED
LLMITEDELIGIBILfl'y
ELIGIBILITY
LflGRArs
ThMIGRANTS
FOR
FOR 55 SPECIFIED
SPECIFIED FEDERAL PUBLIC
BENEFITS
BE.".tflls PROGRAMS.
PROGRAMS,

LN
Li

title 38..
ted States
States Code) with a discharge
38., tJni
United

GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
GENERAL.—Notwithstandjng

characterized as
characterized
asan
anhonorable
honorabledischar8,
discha,
(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed
Aimed Forces of the
the
tjnited States,
United
States, or

other provision of law and except as other-

wise provided in this section, no alien who is
in the United
tjnited States (as
not lawfully present In
determined inin- accordance
determined
accordance with regulations
regulations
of the Attorney General) shall be eligible for
of
any State means-tested public benefits pro-

•

(a) L' GiRAL.—Notwithstanding
GENERAL._NOtwlthstandlng any
ay
other-provision
other-provisio of
oflaw
law and
and except as
as provided
provided

- in
In

subsect1os
subsectIons (b)
(b) ad
and(c),
(ci,any
any alien
alien who is
lawfully present
pre2ent in
in the
the United
tjnited States (other
than
than as a nonimmigrant
noimmigrant to
to which
which section
section

(a) shall
shall not
not apply
applytotoan
a alien
alien

•(A) has
Unithas been
beenlawfully
lawfullyadmitted
admittedtotothethe
Iited States for permanent residence;
(B)
(B) is
is nver
3ver 75
75 years
years of
of age;
age; and
and
(C) has resided
resided In
in the-United
the iJnited States
St.a:e for at
least 5 years.

of the Immigration and Nationality Act
Act for a
Subtitle B—Eligibility
B—Eligibilityfor
forState
Stateand
andLOCS]
Local
period of less than 1 year
rear shall be considered,
Public Benefits OgI'8ii8
Public
for purposes of this subtitle,
subtitle, to
to be
be lawfully
lawfully SEC. 411. INELIGIBILITY
411. INEUGIBIU'I'y OF
OF ILLEGAL
ILLEGALALIENS
ALIENS FOR
pesent In
pesent
in the
theUnited
tnited States as a nonSTATE AND
STATE
AND LOCAL
LOCALPUBLIC
PUBLICBENEBENE.
immigrant.
FrIS
SEC.
SEC.

RZflJRZFU-

FOR
FOP.

GEES.—The authority
GEES.—The
authorityunder
undersubsection
subsec:o a)
a)
shall not apply to an alien admitted to the
United
St.atesasa
asarefugee
refugeeunder
undersection
section207
tjnited States
207

cation to the public and to program recipients
ents of
of the
the changes
changes regarding
regarding eligibility
eligibility for
for
any such program pursuant
pursuaxt to this subtitle.

THE TJNITED
STATES.—An alien
UNITED STATES.—AD
alien who
who isIsparoled
paroled
into the tjnit.ed
Into
United States under section 212(d)(5)
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ments for
ments
for aliens
aHes who are
ae lawfully
lawfully preez:
preseflt, in
in
the United States (other than as a r.onnonImmigrant
irr.rnigrant to which section 412a) or
or 412(c)
42(c)

-

(C) the spouse or -unmarried
unmarried dependent
dependent
child of
of an
anindividual
individualdescribed
describedininsubparasparachild
graph (A) or (B).

--.

gram (as defined in section 431(d)(3)).
43l(d)(3)).
402(a) or 402(c) applies)
applies) shall
shall not be eligible
)(b)EXCEPTION
Subparagraph (A)
(A) shall
shall not
notapply
applyinn the case
EXCEPTIONFOR
FORE.MERGCY
EMERGENCYASSISTASSIST- Subparagraph
for any of the following Federal means-test,ANCE.—Subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall not apply to the of a veteran who has been separated from
mean5-tesr,- ANcE.—Subsection
ed
ed public
ptblic benefits
beeflts programs:
programs:
provision of non-cash, In-kind
in-kind emergency asalienaze.
as- military service on account of alienage.
(1) SSI.—T'ne
security In551.—The supplement,
supplemen security
(4) EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE—The
(including emergency medical servASSISTNcE.—Theauthority
athoity -.
in. sistance (Including
come program
under subsection (a) shall not apply to the
prograrn under title XVI of the Social ices).
Security Act.
SEC.
provision of non-cash, in-kind emergeflcy
SEC.412.
412.L4ELIGIBILITY
4EUGmILfly OFOFJONThMIGRANTS
emergency asr'JONThMIGRATS provision
(2) TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR SEEDY
(includingemergency
emergencymedical
medca servFOR STATE
PUBLICBEr'JBEN. sistance (including
STATE ANDLOCAL
AN ()CAL PUBLIC
sevNEEDY PAMFAMEFITS PROGRAMS.
ices).
1-ces).
ILIES.—The
ILIES.—The program
program of
of block
block grants
grants to States for
(a) LN
L' GENERL.Notwithstanding
() TRAfSITION.—The
GENERAL.—Notwithstding any
any
TR.NSITtON.—Tbeauthority
authorityunder
ude subfortemporary
temporary assistance
assistance for
for needy
needy
provision of
of law and except as other- section (a) shall not apply
apply to
to eligibil.j:v
eligibility of an
families under part A of title IV of the
the Social
- other provision
Social
wise
Security Act.
Act,
for aa State
State means-tested
means-testedpublic
publicbenebeewise provided In
in this section, no alien who is alien for
-

-

•

-

-

-

lawfully
United States as a fits program until 1 year after
'awfully present in the tJnlted
after the
the date
tate of
nonimmigrant shall be eligible for any State the enactment of this Act if, on such date of
the alien
alien isis lawfully
lawfullypresent
preset; In
in
services under
nde: title
titleXX
XXof
ofthe
the Social
Social SecuSecu- means-tested public benefits program (as de- enactment, the
fined In
in section 431(d)(3)).
431(d)(3)),
rity Act.
the United
tjnited States and is eligible for
for benefits
be:efits
under
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
EXCEPTIONS.—
under the program. Nothing in the previous
(4) MED1CAID.—'fl
MEDICAlD.—Te program of medIcal
(4)
medical asa- (b)
(1)
(1) EMEPGENCY
sistance
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.-.-The
ASSISTANCE.-.—The limitalimita- sentence is intended
intended to
to address
addressalien
alie: eligieligisistance under
under title
title XIX
XIX of the Social Security Act.
such aa program
program before
beforethe
thed2.te
date of
tions under subsection (a) shall not apply to bility for such
(3)-. SOCIAL
SoCIAL SERVICES
SERVCES BLOCK
BLOCK GRANT.—fle
GRANT,—The
prog-rarn of block
program
block grants
gran totoStates
States for
for social
social
•

•

-

-

-

..

—.

-

-

-

the
the provision
provision of
of non-cash,
non-cash, in-kind
in-kind emergency
emergency

(5) FooD
(5)
FOODS:.&.tps.—The
SA.MPS—Tne program
program under the
Food Stamp
Stamp AC:
Act of 1977.

(b) EXCEPT!ONS.—
EXCEPTiONS,—
(1) TIMELIMITED
TIME-LTh1TED

•

-

-

.

assistance
services).
ser1ces).

the enactment of this Act.
Subtitle C—Attribution
Subtitle
C—AttributioziofofIncoue
Incoueand
ad
Affidavits
Arndavits of Support

(including emergency medical
(Including

-

(2) ALIENS GR.ANTED
GRANTED ASYLUif.—Subsection
ASYLIAf.—Subsection

EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION,FOR
FOR REPtREPt

SEC.
SEC.-421.
421, ATrRIBIJTION
ATI'RXBU'rIONOF
OF SPONSORS
SPONSOR'S L'COME
rCOME
AND RESOURCES TO FAMILY-SPONFAMILY.SPON.

-

GEES.—Subsection
(a)shall
shallnot
notapply
apply to an (a) shall not apply to an alien who is granted
GEES.—Subseco (a)
alien
alien admitted
admittedtotothe
theUnited
ited States
States as aa ref- asylum under section 208 of the Immigration

SORED IMMIGRANTS.

,

(a) LN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding
ugee under section
section 201
27 of
ofthe
theImmigration
Immigration and Nationality Act or whose deportation
GENERtz.—Notwithstanthg any
my
been withheld unde section 243(h) of other
and
other provision
provisionofoflaw
lawand
and
except
except
as provided'
as pided
and Nationality Act until 5 years
years after the has
such Act.
,
in subsection (c), In
in determining the eligidate of such
such alien's
alien'sarrival
arival into the United
United
(3) TREATMENT
TREATMENTOF
OFTEMPOR.ARY
TEMPORARY AGRICL'L.
AGRICIJL- bility and the
States,
States.
amount
of
alien
the
amount
of benefits
benefitsof
ofan
a aaien
'-p woR,IIERS..'.-Subsectjon
W0RKERS.—Subsection (a)
(a) shall
stall not•
not• for
for any
anymeans-tested
means-testedpublic
publicbenefits
benefltproro(2) CERTATh
CERTAIN LONG-7EThM,
LONG-TERM, PERMANENT
PERMANENT RESI- TjRAL
nonimmjgrant admitted as a terntem- gram (as
(as defined
defined in
insection
section431(d))
431(d)) tze
inze inDENT. AGED ALENS.—Subsection
ALZENS.—Ssection (a)
DENT,
(a)shall
shall ot
not apply to a nonimmigrant
worker under section come and
porary agTicultural
agricultural worker
and resources
resourcesof
ofthe
thealien
alienshall
.sJi be
apply to
apply
to an
analien
afle who—
101(a)(15)(H)(ji)(a) of
of the
the Immigration
Immigration and deemed
deemed to
to include—
include—
(A)
(A) has
has beer
beenlawfully
lawfullyadmitted
admittedtotothe
theUnitUni- 101(a)(l5)(H)(ii)(a)
Nationality Act or as
.s the
the spouse or minor
(1)
(1) the
the Income
income and resources of any person
ed States or permanent
pe'manent residence;
child
child of such aa worker under section who executed
executed an
an affidavit
affidavitofofsupport
supportpursuprsu(B) is over 75 years of age; and
101(a)(15)(H)(ii)
101(a)(15)j)(
iii) of such Act.
Act.
ant
ant to
213Aofofthe
theImmigration
Immgra;io Sand
'and
(C)
to section
section 213A
(C) has resided
resided in
in the
theLTnited
United States for
for at
TREATMLNTOF
OFAUENS
;AUENSPAROLED
PAROLED nI-TO
(c) TREATMENT
'o Nationality Act (as added by section > in
least 5 years.
UNITED
STATES—Analien
alienwho
whoisis paroled
paroled behalf of such alien, and
TE TJITED
STATES—An
and
(3)VETERAN
(3)
V& AND
AND
ACTIVE
ACTIVE DUTY
DLf EXCEPTION,—
(CE?TIo.— THE
Into the
the tjnited
UnitedStates
Statesunder
undersection
section212(d)(5)
212d)5)
(2) the Income
spouse
income and resources of the spotise
Subsection (a) shall not apply to an alien into
who
who is lawfully
lawffly residing
residing in any
aty State
State (or any of the Immigration and Nationality Act for a (if any) of the person.
of less than 1 year shall be considered,
(b)
(b) APPLIcATI0N.—Subsection
APPLICATXO.—Subsection (a)
(a) shall
a.1l
of the
the United
united States) period
territory or possession of
for
for purposes
purposes of
of thIs
this subtitle;
subtitle, to
to be
be lawfully
lawrully apply with
and is—
It—
with
respect
respect
to
to
an
an
alien
lien
until
until
such
present
present
in
the
tjnited
in
the
United
States
as
a
nontime
time
as
as
the
the
alien
alien
achieves
achieves
United
tjnited
States
ti-.
ti-.
(A) a veteran
(A)
(asdefined
defined in
in section
section 101
vetea (as
ioi of immigant.
zenship through
title 38,
through naturalization
naturalizaon
purs',iant
purs't
to
to
38. tjnited
UnItedStatesCode)
Statescode) with aa discharge irnniig'nt.
SEC. 413.
SEC.
EUGI. chapter
413. STATE
STATEAUTHORITY
AUTHORFIY TO
TO LIMIT
LIMIT ELIGI.
chapter 2 oftitem
of titlemofofthe
theImmigratiofl
Immigration and.
and.
• characterized
characterized as an honorable discharge,
BUSTYOF
OF
BUTY
ThLMIGRANIS
FOR
STATE
IMMIGRANTS
FOR
STATE
Nationality
Act.
(B)
on active duty (other than active duty
B) on
duty
AND LOCAL
LOCAL MEANS-TESTED
PUBLIC
4NS-TES'ID PUBLIC
-

.

-

-

-

•

••

•-

•

•

.

•

-

-

.

-

--

for training)
training) In
i the
theArmed
ArmedForces
Forces of
of the
the
United States, or
'
-•-

-

-

-

•-

-

(a)

BENEFITS
BENEFUS PROGRAMS.
PROGRAMS.

•

•
-

(c) EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION.POR.
-FOR.HOUSL'G-RELATZD
HOUSING-RELATED ASAS- SIsTANcE.—Subsectlon
SISTANCE.—Subsection
(a)shall
shall not
not apply
apLy. to
(a)-

GENER.AL.—Notwlthstanding any
GENEB.AL.—NotwlthStanding
-any :any
any progTazn
forhousing
housing.or
.orcommunity
commu1tv dede- -.
prograrti for
the spouse or unmarried dependent otherother provision of law and- except as Dther-nther-- .velopment
•velopment-:assistance.anjstered
'assistance administeredby
by the-.
• -child-ot
a- individualdescribed
described -In
-in subpara- wise pro'1ded
'-child
ot aB-Individual
the'.
providedIn-this
in-thissectIon,a
secton,'aState
Stateisau—:
isau-- --Secretary;-of- Rousing' and.
graph (A)
or (B).
(A) Or
and -Urban..De-elcp-Urban.Deelcpthorized to
to determine
determine - eligibility
eligibility require- -Secretary;-ofRousing
ment.
ment.any
any-program
program- under
title
under
VV.of.of-the
-the -•-

-

-

--(C)
(C)
-

LN

-

-

-

-

•-

-

--

--

-

-

--

-
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Housing Act of 1949.
1949, or any assistance under
"(4) No cause of action may
may be
be brought
brought
section 306C of the Consolidated Farm and under
this subsection later than 10 years
Rural Development Act.
after the alien last received any benefit
SEC.
SEC. 422.
422, REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMEN'I- FOR
FOR SPONSORS
SPONSOR'S A5'S'I.
AFFI. under any means-tested public benefits
proDAVIT OF SUPPOR'r.
StJPPOR'r.
gram.
(a)
(a) I.GENERAL.—Title
IN .GENERAL—TitleflUof
ofthe
the ImmigraImmigra.(f) DEFINITios._Fo'
'(fl
thepurposes
purposes of this
DEyiyrrioss.O. the
ion and Nationality Act is amended
tion
amended by
by inin-- section—
serting. after
serr.ing.
after section
section 213
213 the following new
"(1) SPONSoR—The
SPOSoR.—The term sponsor'
'sponsor' meansmeans
section:
an individual who—
"REQLIREMENTS
FOR
SPONSOR'S
AFFIDAVIT
EQT2IREMENTS FOR SPONSOR's
OF
OF
"(A) is a citizen or national of the United
St?PORT
SUPPORT
States or an alien who Is
is lawfully admitted
"Stc.
SEc.213A.
2l3A.
(a)(a)
ENFORCEIL1TY._NO
ExORcEIL'y._No affi- to the United States for permanent residence;
davit of support may be accepted by the
the At. dence;
"(B) is 18 years of age or over; and
tomeS General or by any consular officer to
torney
in any State,
establish that an alien is not excludable as a
"(C) is domiciled In
State.
public charge under section
section 212(a)(4)
2l2(a)(4) unless
"(2) MEANS-TES'rED
MEANS-TESTEDPUBLIC
PUBLICBENEFITS
BENE'ITs PROunless
such affidavit is executed as a contract—
GRAM,—The term 'means-tested
GRAM.—The
means-tested public bene"(I) which
"(1)
which is
is legally
legally enforceable against
program of
of public
agarnst fits program' means a program
public benbenthe sponsor by the Federal
Federal Government
Governnent and efits (including cash, medical, housing, and
by any State (or any political
political Subdivision
subdivision of food assistance and social
social services)
services) of
of the
such State)
State) which
whichprovides
providesany
ay means-tested
means-tested Federal Government or of a State or politipublic benefits
benefits program,
program, but..not
but.not later than cal Subdivision
subdivision of a State in which the eligi-.
indi'idual, household,
household, or family
last receives
10 years after the alien last
receives any
any bility of an individual,
such benefit; and
eligibility unit for benefits under the pro"(21
in which
which the
the sponsor agrees to submit gram.
gram, or the amount
"(2) in
amount of
of such
suchbenefits,
benefits, or
or
tp the jurisdiction of any Federal or State both
to
bosh are determined on the basis of income,
court for the purpose of actions brought resources, or financial need of the Individual,
individual,
under subsection (e)(2).
household, or unit.".
unit.",
(b) CLERICAL
CLERICALAMENDMEN'T,—The
AMENOMEN'T,—Thetable
table of
Such contract
contract shall
shallbe
beerLforceablë
enforceable with respect to
to benefits
benefits provided
provided to
to the
the alien
alien until
uni1 contents of such Act is amended by inserting
spect
after the
the item
item relating
relating to
to section
section 213
213 the
the folfolsuch time as the alien achieves United after
lowing:
States citizenship
citizensljp through naturalization lowing:
pursuant
pursuant to
to chapter
chapter 22 of
of title
title UI.
UI.
"Sec. 213A. Requirements
Requirements for
for sponsor's
spoàsor's affiaffidavit of support.".
support.",
laterthan
than90
90days
days after
after
"(b) FORMS.—NOt
FOR5,—Not later
(c)
the date of enactment of this section,
section. the At-.
E'c'rrv
DATE—Subsection
EFFECTIVE
DATE.—Subsection(a)
(a) of
of sectorney General,
General, in
in consultation
consultationwith
with the
the tion 213A of the Immigration and NationalSecretary of State and the Secretary of ity Act, as inserted by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
this
Health and Human Services, shall formulate
formulate section, shall apply to affidavits of support
an affidavit of support consistent with the
the executed on or after a date specified by the
provisions of this section.
Attorney General, which
which date
date shall
shall be
be not

403a).
403(a),

-

(3
(3) STATE
PTJELIC
BE
STATE MEA5-TE5TED
MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC
BENI

PROGRAM—Theterm
PROGRAM—The
term"State
"State
means-tE
meas-r.

public benefits program" means a mt
me

tested public benefits program of a Stat
political subdivision of aa State
State uflder
under vw
the State or political subdivisiofl
subdivision spec
spec
the standards for eligibility, and does no
•clude
any Federal
Federal means-tested
means-tested pb1ic
publictb
dude any
fits program.
SEC. 432. CONSTRUCTION.

Nothing in this
this title
title shall
shall beconstru€
be àostrue

addressingalien
addressing
alieneligibility
eligibility
forfor
gove.—nm€
govetme

programs that are not means-tested
means-tested pi
pt
benefits programs.
Subtitle
E—ConformingAmen
Amendezts
Subtitle E—Conforming
dments

SEC. 441. CONFORMING
CONTORMING AMENDMENrS
AMENDMENTSRELA1
REt).'
TO ASSISTED ROUSING.
ROUSING,

Section 214
Section
214 of
ofthe
theHousing
Housingand
andCommu
Cornu
Development Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 1436
amended—
(I)
(I) by striking "Secretary
"Secretary of
of Housing
Hotsing
Urban Development" each place it app
app

and inserting
inserting"applicable
"applicableSecretary";
Secreta":
(2)

(a)(2)(A), or
504, 521
521(a)(2)(A),
or 542
542of
ofsuch
suchAct,
Act,sbtit
subtit

of title UI
m of
of the
the Cranston.Gon.]ez
Cranston.Gon.1ez Natic
Natj(

Subtitle D—General
D—General Provisiozis
Provisions
SEC.
SEC. 431.
431. DEFINITIONS,
DEFINmONS.

(a) L'
L''GENERM..—Except
GEtRAL.—Except as
as otherwise
otherwise proprosponsored alien is currently resident within
in this section, the
the terms
terms used
used in this
30 days of any change of address of the spon- vided
title
have
the
same
meaning
given
such
sor during the period specified in subsection terms
terms in
in section
section 101(a)
101(a) of
of the
the Immigration
Immigration
(a)(l).
(a)(l).
and
NatIonality
Nationality
Act.
"(2)
"(2) Any
Any person
person subject
subject to
to the
the requirement
requiremect
(b)
(b) LAWFUL
LAwpk.jLPRESENCE.—For
PRESENCE.—FOrpurposes
purposes of
of
of Paragraph
paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy such re- this
title, the determination of whether an
quirement shall be subject to aa civil penalty
penalty alien is lawfully present
in
the
United
present In the United States
States
of—
shall be made in accordance with regulations
"(A)
notless
lessthan
than
$250
or more
S2,000
"(A) not
$250
or more
than than
S2,OOO
of
the
Attorney
General.
An
individual
shall
or
be considered to be lawfully present in
"(B) if such failure
failure occurs
occurswith
withknowledge
knowedge not
United States for purposes of this title
that the sponsored alien has received any the
merely because
because the
the alien
alien may
may be
be considered
considered
benefit under any means-tested public bene- merely
be permanently residing In
in the United
fits program, not less than $2000 or more to
States under color of law
law for
for purposes
purposes of
of any
than S5.000.
$5,000.
particular program.
"(e)
'(e) REIMBCRSZME,-T
REIMBCSZM-TOFOF
GOVERNMEçT
vERNMT ExEx(C).
STATE.—AS
(c). STATE.—A5
used
thistitle,
title,the
the term
term
used
ininthis
PExsEs.-_-(l)(A)
PESEs.—(l)(A) Upon
Upon notification
notification
—

-

that a
sponsored allen
spOnsored
alien has
has received
received any
any benefit "State" includes the District of Columbia,

Rico. the Virgin Islands, Guam, the
under
under any
any means-tested
means-tested public
public benefits
benefits pro- Puerto Rico,
Mariana Islands.
Islands, and American
gram, the appropriate Federal, State, or Northern
Samoa.
local official shall request reimbursement by
(dl
(d) PUsLIc
PLBLICBENEFITS
BENEFITS PROGRAMS.—As)used
PROGRAMS.—As)used
the sponsor in the a-nount
amount of such
such assistassist- in this title—
ance.
(1)
(I) MEANS-TEsTED
lsIEs-'rsrw PROGRAM._The
PROGRAM.—The term
term
•'(B)
The Attorney
Attorney General.
General,-in
-in-consultation
"(B) The
-consultation "means-tested
public benefits program"
Program"
with the Secretary of Health
Health and
and Human means
a
program
of
public
benefits
(includmeans a program of public benefits (includServices, shall prescribe such regulations as
as ing cash,
cash, medical,
medical, housing,
housing. and
and food
food assistassistmay be necessary to carry
carry Out
out subparagraph ing
ance and social services) of the Federal Gov(A).
ernment
or
of
of
a
a
State
State
or
or
political
political
subdivision
subdi'ision
"(2) II with.i.n
45days
daysafter
afterrequesting
requesting reimwithin 45
reim- of a State in wthch
which the eligibility
eligibility of
of an indibursement, the appropriate
appropriate Federal,
Federal, State,
State, vidual, household, or family
eligibility
family
eligibility
unit
unit
or. local agency has not received a restonse
res000se for benefits under the program,
program, or
or the
the
from the sponsor indicating a willingness to amount of
pf such benefits, or both are detercommence payments,
commence
payments,anan action
action may be mined
mined
on
o
the
thebasis
basis
of
of
income,
income,
resources,
resources,
or
brought against
against the
the sponsor
sponsor pursuant
pursuaflt to the financial need of the individual, household,
affidavit of support.
or unit.
unit,
•3)
"(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the re(2) FEDEa,sj.,
PUBLIC BENEFITS
FEDERAL MEANS-TESTED
MEANS-TEsTED PCBLIC
BENEFITS
agency, PI%OGRAM,—The
payment terms established by such agency.
term
"Federal
means-tested
PROGRA!.—The
term
"Federal
means-tested
the agency may.
may, within 60 days of such fail- public benefits program"
means
program' means a meansure bring
bring an
anaction
actionagainst
againstthe
thesponsor
spoor pur- tested public benefits
program
program of
of (or
(or cont.ribcontribsuant to
to the
the affidavit
affidas-itorsupport,
-of support.
iited
to
by)
the
uted tO by) the Federal
Federal Government and
-

•

Affordable Housing Act,";
Act.":

(3) in paragraphs (2) through
through (6)
(6) of
of 5

section
section (d),
"Secreta-y'
Cd),by
by striking
striking "Secreta—y"

e

place it appears and inserting
inserting -'applic
"applic
Secretary";
(4) in subsection
subsection (d),
(d), in
in the
thematter
rnater foIl
foll

earlier than
than 60
60 days
days (and
(and not
no later than 90 ing paragraph (6). by striking
earlier
striking "the
"the U
t
'Secretary" and
'Secretary"
andinserting
inserting
"the
theterm
te ap
'a

this section shall be construed
construed to grant
gTant third
third days) after the date the Attorney General
party beneficiary rights to any sponsored formulates the form for such affidavits under
alien under an affidavit
affidavit of
of support.
subsection (b) of such section.
support,
"(d) NOTIFIcATIoN
NOTIPICATION OS'
OF CHANGE
CHANGE OF
OF ADDRESs.—(1) The sponsor
spOisor shall notify the FedDREsS.—(1)
Federal Government and the
the State
State in
in which
which the

in subsection (b), by inserting
inse'ting as

"National Housing Act."
Act." the
the followi.ng
fo1lowing'
direct loan prog'ram
program under section 502 of
of
Housing Act of 1949 or
or section
section 502(c)(5)
502(c)(5

-

"Cc)
STATUTORYCONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUUTI0N._.Nothing
'(c) STATtJTORY
-Noth.jng in

H3

under which
w1ich the
the Federal
Federal Government
Govercnent
specified standards for eligibility
eligibiltty and
anc
cludes the
the programs
programsspecified
specified in
in se
sec

cable Secretary"; and
(5)-by
(5)-by adding
adding at the end the following i
subsection:
--"(h) For purposes
purposes of
of this
thissectiofl.
section,the
thetE
tt
'applicable Secretary' means—
"(I)
"(1) the
of of
Housing
and ad
UI: U
theSecretary
Secretary
Housing
Development, with
Development.
withrespect
respecttotofinancial
finacal
sistance administered by such Secretary
financial assistance under
under subtitle
subtitle A
A of
of tit
UI
National Affa
Affc
III of
of the
theCranston-Gonzalez
Cranston-Goalez Natiozj
-

able Housing Act;
Act: and
"(2) the Secretary of Agriculture, with
"(2)
spect to financial assistance
assistance administered
adinii.szered
-

-

such Secretary.".

-

TIThE
TITLE V—FOOD
V—FOOD STAMP REFORM AND
COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION
SEC. 501.
501. SBOItT
SBOIT TITLE.

This

•-

-

title may be cited as the "F
'Pc

Stamp Reform and Commodity Disibut
Disibuti
Act".
-

Subtitle A—Commodity
Subtitle
A—CommodityDistribution
Distribution
Provisions
-SEC. 511.
511. SROWr'Tfl'LE.
SRORTTfl'l.E,

-

This subtitle may be cited as the "Co
modity Distribution Act of 1995".
SEC.512.
SEC.
512.AVAfl.ABflsry
AVAflJBILFFY
OF COMMODflT5,
OF COODniS.

(a) Notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
provsion

law, the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture(here
(erei
after in
in this
thssubitle
subtitlereferred
referredto
to as
as the
the "S
retary") is authorized
retary')
athorjzed during
during fiscal ge
ye
1996 through
through2000
2O totopurchase
purchaseaa variety
variety of i
tritious and
trjtious
anduseful
useful commodities
commodities and
and distri
distr
ute such con'.modities
commodities to the States for d
tribution in accordance with this subtitle,
subt.tie.

(b) IInaddition
addition to
to the
the commodities
coxn.mothtjes

scribed in subsection (a), the Secretary m
m
car:y o0
expend funds made available to carry
section 32 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
August24.
2.. 1935

U.S.C. 612c). which are not expended or nee
net

to purchat
ed to
to carry
carryout
outsuch
suchsections,
sections,
to prca
process, and distribute commodities
commodities of
of tJt
types customarily
cLstomarilypurchased
purchasedunder
undersuch
suchSE
se
States for
for distribution
distributioninft accor
tion to the States
accor

and •ance
ance with
with this subtitle.

-

-

-

--
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(C)
(C) Ir
In addition
addltio to
to the
thecommodities
cornodties dede(3)
set
forth
the
standards
of
eligibility
for
n subsections
such
unaffected
State to States
scribed in
subsections (a) and (b).
from
(b), agTiculagriculStates conconagencies; and
tural Commodities
products thereof recipient
commodities and the
tie products
taining areas adversely affected by the iisas_
cisas(4)
set
forth
the
standards
of
eligibflity
eligibility
foi ter.
fot
ten.
rrade available under clause (2) of the second individual or household recIpients
made
recipients of comsentence of
of section
section 32
32 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
sentence
(c)
(c) Purchases of commodities uflder
under this
August
mininum shall
which at minimum
shall require—
require— -subtitle
24.
24. 1935
1935 (7
(7 U.S.C.
shafl be
be made
made by
by the Secretary at
U.S.C.6l2c),
612c),may
maybe
beTnade
made avail- modities,
subtitle shall
individuals
(A)
Individuals
or
households
to
be
com- such times and under such conditions
able by the Secretary to the
the States
States for dis- prised of needy persons; and
as the
trbuton nInaccordance
Secretary determines appropriate
tribution
accordancewith
withthis
this subtitle.
subtitle.
appropriate within
(B)
individual
or
household
members
to be each fiscal year. All commodities
(d)
(d) In addition to the commodities de- residing in the geographic location served
so puryby chased for each such fiscal year shall
(b). and (C),
scribed in subsections (a), (b),
(c). corncorn-• the distributing agency at the time of applisaU be
be deappli- livered at reasonable intervals
rnodities
acquiredby
bythe
theCommodity
Commodity Credit the
oditjes acquired
to States
cation for assistance.
Corporation that the Secretary determines,
based
on
the
allocations
and
'reallocations
and
reallocations
determines,
(c) The
(C)
TheSecretary
Secretaryshall
shallencourage
encourage each
each
the discretion
discretiofl of
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, are in ex- State
(a) and
and (b),
(b). and or
receiving commodities
commodities under
under this
this sub- made under subsections (a)

cess of
of quantities
quantities need
need to—
to—
cess

not later
later thafl
than Decemto establish a State advisory board con- carry out section 520, not
(I) carry out
Outother
otherdomestic
domesticdonation
doatjon pro- title
ber 31 of the following fiscal year.
sisting
of
representatives
of
all
interested
thterested
gTams;
grams;
SYSTEM FOR STATE DISPRIORITy SYSTEM
eI)tities. both
entities,
both public
pubflc and
and private,
private, in the dis- SEC. 516. PRIORITY
DIS.
(2) meet other domestic obligations:
obligations;
TRXBUTIONOF
TRIBUTION
OFCOMMODITIES,
COMMODrrE&
trbution
tribution
of
of
commodities
commodities
received
received
under
under
this
(3) meet international market development subtitle In
in the State,
State.
(a) In distributing the commodities alloand food
food aid
aidcominitmerts:
comitmer.ts; and
(d) A State agency receiviflg
receiving commodities cated under subsections (a) and (b) of section
farmprice
priceand
and income
(4) carry out the
th farm
income under this subtitle
515, the State agency, under
under procedures
procedires desubtit'e may—
stabilization
stabilization purposes of the Agricultural
Agricultural
(I )(A)enter
(l)(A)
enter Into
into cooperative
cooperative agreements termined by the State agency,
agency. shall offer, or
Adjustment Act of 1938, the Agricultural .Act with
Adlustment
State agencies of other States to joint- otherwise make available, its full allocation
of 1949,
the Commodity Credit Corpora1949. and
ard the
commoditiesfor
fordistribution
distributo to emerly provide commodities received under this of commodities
iion Charter Act;
tion
feedingorganizations.
organizatjos,
subtitle
to
eligible
recpie
agencies
subtitle
to
eligible
recipient
agencies that gency feeding
s1all
bemade
madeavailable
avzilableby..the
bthe Secretary,
shall be
(b) If the State agency determines
determines that
that the
Secretary. serve needy persons in a single geographical
without charge or credit for such comrnodcommod- area
State will not ethaust
exhaustthe
thecornrnod.jties
commodities alloarea which
which includes
includes such
such States;
States; or
or
ites,
distribution in
ites. to the
the States,
States for distribution
in acac(B) transfer commodities received under cated under subsections (a) and (b) of section
ccrdance with this subtitle.
cordance
this subtitle to any such eligible recipient 515 through distribution to organizations re(e) During each fiscal year,
year, the
the types, varivan- agency in the other State under such agree- ferred to in
In subsection
subsection (a),
(a), its
its remai.zirg
remaizirg aleies, and
eties,
andamounts
amounts of
of commodities
commodities to be pur- ment; and
location of commodities shall be distributed
disjbuted
chased under this subtitle hall
hall be
be deterdeter(2) advise the Secretary of an agreement to charitable
charitable institutions
insttutjons described
descrfted in secmined
bythe
theSecretary.
Secretary. In
In purchasing
purchasing such entered into under this subsection
iined by
tion
523(3)
not
receiving
commodities
subsection and
and the
the
under
cornr!od1tes except
commodities
except those
those commodities
commodities pur- transfer of Commodities
commodities made
made pursuant to subsection (a).
520. the Secretary
chased pursuant to section 520,
agreement,
Secretary such agreement.
(c)
If
If
the
the
State
State
agency
agency
determines
determines
that
t the
shall,totothe
theextent
extentpracUcable
practicable and appro- SEC. 515. ALLOCATION OF COMMODITIES TO State
sall,
State will
will not
notexhaust
exhaustthe
thecommnodices
comruoditjes allo-iate, make
priate,
makepurchases
purchases based
based on—
on—
STATES.
cated under subsections (a)and (b) of section
(1) agxicultua
Cl)
agriculturaimarket
market conditions;
conditions;
year. except for those 515
(a) In each fiscal year,
to to
organIzatiofls
515 through
throughdistribution
distribution
org nIzaos re(2) the preferences
preferences and
and needs
needsof
of States
States and
and commodities purchased under section 520, ferred to In
in subsections (a) and (b).
(b), its redIstributing agencies; and
distributing
the Secretary shall allocate the commodities maining
maining allocation
allocation of
of commodities
commoditiesshall
shall be
be
(3) the preferences of the recipients.
distributed under this subtitle as follows:
distributed to any eligible recipient agency
SEC. 513..513.. STATE,
STATE,
LOCAL
LOCAL AND
AD PRIVATE
PRiVATE
(1) 60 percent of the such total value of not
not receiving
receiving commodities
commodities under
under subsections
subsections
SUPPLEMENTATION OF
SUPPLEMENTATION
OFCODODCOi0n- commodities shall be allocated
allocated in
n aa manner
manner (a) and (b).
ITS.
ITIES.
that the value of commodities allocated SEC.
SEC. 517.
517.I'flAL
flAL PROCESSING
PROCESSG COSTS.
COSTS.
(a) The Secretary shall establish
establish proce- such
to each State bears the same ratio to 60 perperThe Secretary may use funds of the Comdres under
dures
underwhich
which State
State and local
local agencies.
agencies, cent of such total value as the number of
Credit Corporation to pay the costs
recipient agencies,
agencies, or
or any
any other
other entity
entity or
costs
or persons In
in households within the State hav- modity
person may supplement the commodities
of Initial
initial processing and packaging of comcommodjtjes dis- ing incomes
below
the
poverty
line
bears
to
tributed under this subtitle for use by recipi- the totai
moditiestotobe
bedistributed
distributedunder
under
bttle
thisthis
subtitle
total nu.mber
number of
of persons
persons in
in households
households modities
quantities su.itable.
suitable, as deent
agencieswith
withnutritious
nutritious and
and wholesome within
et agencies
de-,
all States having incomes below such Into forms and in quantities
commodities that such entities or
termined
termined by
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, for
for use
use by
by the
the ininor persons poverty line.
l.ne.
Each
State
shall
receive
the
dividual households
households or
distxibtion, in ail
donate for
for.distribtjon,
all or part of the value of com,nod.jties
or eligible
eligiblerecipient
repient
allocated
commodities
allocated
under
this
State, In
in addition to
to the
the commodities
commodtjes other- paragraph,
agencies, as applicable. The
The Secreta.-y
Secretary may
my
paragraph.
pay such
wse made
wise
made available
available under this subtitle.
such costs
costs In
in the
the form
formof
ofCorporationCorpoation(2)
40
percent
of
such
total
value
of
com(b)
b) States and eligible
eiigble recipient
recipient agencies modities
in value to such
mod.ities shall
shail be
be allocated
allocated in
in aa manner
manner such owned commodities equal In
may
use—
ay use—
that the value of commodities
commd.jties ailocated
allocated to costs. The Secretary shall ensure that any
(I) the
the funds
fundsappropriated
ap;opriated for adminjs'aadminisa- each State bears the same ratio to 40 percent such payments in kind will
will not
not displace
displate corn-,
com-.
:ve cost
cive
costunder
undersection
section519(b);
519(b);'
mercial sales
sales of
of such
such commodities.
commodities,
mercial
totai
of
such
total
value
as
the
average
monthly
(2) equipment, structures, vehicles, and all number of unemployed persons within the SEC. 518.
518. ASSURANCES;
ASSURAJCE5; ANTICIPATED
AN1'ICIPATED USE,
USE.
other facilities
facilities involved
thvolved In
n the
the storage.
storage, banhan- State bears
to
the'
average
monthly
number
bears
to
te
average
monthly
number
(a)
The
Secretary
shall
take
such
predung, or
or distribution
distributionof
ofcommodities
commodies made
made of unemployed persons within all States durdeems ne:essary
dur- cautions as the Secretary deems
necessary
available under
avaflable
under this
this subt±tle;
subtitle; and
ing
the
same
fiscal
year.
Each
State
shall
flscai
to
ensure
that
commodities
made
ava1able
available
rere(3) the personnel,
persone1. both paid or volunteer, ceive the value of commodities
commodities allocated
allocated to under this subtitle will not displace Commerccmer±volved in
involved
in such
such storage,
storage, handling,
handling, or
disor
the
State
under
this
paragraph.
cial sales of such commodities or the prodtribution;
trbutjon;
(b)(l)
The
Secretary
shall
notify
each
State
(b)(1)
The
Secretary
shall
notify
ucts
thereof.
The
Secretary
shall
subrnit
submit
to
distribute commodities
to store, handle or distribute
commodities of the a.rnount
of commodities
commodities that such
amount of
such the Committee on Agriculture of the Eouse
donated for use under subsection (a).
(a).
State
is
allotted
to
receive
under
subsection
of Representatives and the
the Committee
ComrnItee on
(c) States and
and recipient
recipient agencies
agenciesshall
stall con- (a) or this subsection, if applicable.
applicable. Each
Each Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry of the
tinue,to
to the
the maxjum
maximumextent
extentpractical,
t:ue,
practical, to
to State shall promptly notify the Secretary if Senate by
by December
December31,
31,1997,
1997,and
andnot
ot less
ise volunteer
workers, and
ad commodities
use
volunteer workers,
commodities and
and such State
State determines
determines that
that itit will
will not
not accept
accept than every two years thereafter, a rect
reportas
as
other foodstuffs donated by charitable and such
any
or
all
of
the
commodities
made
ay
or
all
of
the
commodities
made
available
to
whether
and
to
what
extent
such
displaceo:er organizations
other
organizatio5, in the distribution
distribution of
of under such allocation. On
On
such
such
a
a
notification
notification
ments
or
substitutions
are
occurring.
commodities
underthis
thissubtitle,
subtitle.
COodities under
by aa State,
by,
State, the
the Secretary
Secretary shall reallocate
(b) The Secretary shall determine that
SEC. 514. STATE PLAX
PLAN.
ad
and
distribute
distribute
such
such
commod.jties
commodities
as
the
SecSeccommodities
provided under this subtitle
(a)
A
State
seez:g
to
receive
(a) A State seeking to receive commodities
commodities retary deems appropriate and equitable. The. shall be purchased
purchased and
and distributed
distributedociy
oiy in
in
uflder this subtitle shall submit a plan of
under
of op..
op- Secretary shall further establish
establlsh procedures quantities that can be consumed without
erztion and administration every four years to permit States to decline to receive
eration
No eligible
eligiblerecipient
recipientagency
agencymay
ray repor- waste, No
reto the Secretary for approval,
approval. The plan may
may tions of
of such
such allocation
allocation during
during each
each fiscal
fiscal ceive commodities
underthis
this subtitle
subtitle in excommodite under
be amended at any time, with the approval tions
year
as
the
State
determines
is
appropriate
cess
cess
of
of
anticipated
anticipated
u,se,_based
use,_based
on
on
inventory
invtory
of the Secretary.
and
theSecretary
Secretaryshall
shallreallocate
reallocate and
and dis- records
ad the
records and
and controls,
controls, or
or in
in excess
excess of
of its
it! abilabfl(b) The State
State plan,
plan, at
at aa minimum,
ninimum, shall—
stall—
such
such allocation
allocation as
and store
store such commodities.
commodities,
toaccept and
as the Secretary ity to'accept
(1) designate
desigate the
theState
State agency
agency responsible tribute
deems
appropriate
and
equitable.
SEC. 519.
519. AUTHORIZATION
AUTHORIZATIONOF
OFAPPROPRLkTIO'S.
PPROPRLkTIO'S,
for
ror distributing the commodities received
flood. hur(2) In the event of any drought, flood,
(a) PIJRCItasE
PURcsE OF OF
COMOD1TIE$,—TO
(a)
CoM!oDrri.—To carry
under
uflder this subtitle;
ricane,
or
other
natural
disaster
affecting
rjcae,
or
other
natural
disaster
affecting
out this subUtle.
subtitle, there are authorized to
(2) set forth a plafl
plan of operation and
to be
be
and adminnumbers of persons in a State.
State, appropriated
isation totoexpeditiously
istration
expeditiouslydistribute
distribute com- substantial
appropriated $260,000,000
$260,000,000for
foreach
eachofofthe
thefisial
2sal
county,
or
parish,
the
Secretary
may
request
purchase, process,
nod1ties under
viodities
underthis
thissubtitle
subtitleininquantities
quatites re- that States unaffected by such a disaster years 1996 through 2000 to purchase.
uested to
luested
to eligible
eligible recipient
recipient agencies In
and distribute
distribute commodities
commoditiestotothe
theStates
S.aes in
in ac- consider assisting affected
a!fected States by allow- and
with this subtitle.
ordace with
:ordance
withsections
sections516
516 and
and 520:
520;
ing the Secretary to reallocate
reallocate commodities'
commodities accordance
(b) ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE FLDs,—.
FLDs,—
-

ry

-
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(1) There are authorized to be appropriated and adjust allocations to the
U)
the State
State to
to corcor340,000.000
of the fiscal years 1996 rect for
340.000,000 for each 01
for overpayments
overpaymen and
andunderpayments
underpayments,
through 2000
through
2000 for
for the
the Secretary
Secretary to make
(C) Any
Any funds
uds distributed
distributedfor
foradzniriistra.
admiriistraavailable to the. States for State and local tive costs under section 520(b) shall not be
payments for costs associated with the dis- covered by this paragraph.
paragraph.
tribution of commodities by eligible recipi.
recipi(5)
(5) States may not charge for Commodities.
cornnlodities.
et 2.encies
ect
agenciesunder
underthis
thissubtitle.
subtitle, excluding
excluding made available to eligible recipient agencies,
agencies.
costs associated with the distribution of and may not pass on to such recipient
agenthose commodities distributed under section cies the cost
cost of
of any
anymatching
rnatcbingrequirements.
requ1remen,
520. Funds appropriated under this paragraph under this subtitle.

for any fiscal year shall be allocated to the
States
o aanadvance
States on
advancebasis
basisdividing
dividing such
funds among
arnon the
theStates
States in
In the
the same
same proportions
tions as
as the
the commodities
commodities distributed
distributed under
under
this subtitle for such fiscal year are
arealloallocated
cated among
among the
the States.
States. If
If aa State
State agency
agency is
is
unable
unable to
to use
use all
all of
of the
the funds
funds so
so allocated
allocated to
to
it,
it. the Secretary shall reallocate such ununused
theother
otherStates
States in
in a manused funds
fundsamong
arog the
mar'r.er the Secretary deems appropriate and eqner
uitable.
(2)(A) A State
available in each
(2XA)
State shall
shall m2.ke
make available
each
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to provide
provideassistance
assistanceunder
undersuch
suchprogram
porarn t
women, infants,
women,
infants, and
and children, the agency
Secreta-y, may
with the approval of the Secretary.
rr.ay per
mit low-income elderly persons (as define

by the Secretary) to participate
participate in
in and
and

b

served by such prcgram.
(f)(l)
(f)(1)IfIfititisisnecessary
necessary for
for the Secretary t
-

t

pay a significantly higher
higher than
than expectei
expecte

price for one or more types
t3'pes of
of Ccr.moditie
cor.rnoditje

under this section,
section. the
the Secretar
Secretar
(c) The
(C)
The value
value of
of the commodities made purchased
prici
shall promptly determine whether the pric

(c) and
available under subsections Cc)
andCd)
(d) of seclikely to cause the number o persons tha
tion.. 512.
512, and
ad the
thefunds
funds of
of the
the Commodity
Commodity is
be served
served in
in the
the program
prograrriininaafiscal
flcal yea
Credit Corporation used to pay the costs of can
to decline.
initial processing,
processing pacaging
packaging (including
deterrnine that
(2) If the Secretary determines
that such
such
suitable for
forms Suitable
for home
home use),
use), and
and delivering
delivering decline
would occur,

occur, the
the Secretary
Secretary shal
shal
commodities to the States
States shall
shall not
not be decline would
notify the
the State
State agencies
ageflcieschargei
charge
charged against appropriations authorized promptly notify
with operating the prograni
prograrñ of
of the
the declin
declin
by this
this section.
sectioa
and shall
and
shal)ensure
ensurethat
thata State
a State
agency
a-cy notif'
notif
520. COMMODITY
SEC. 520.
SU PLE
COMMODTY SU
PLE
NTAL FOOD
.'TAL
FOOD all local
the program
program iiii
local agencies
agenciesoperating
operatir the
PROGRAM.

(a) From
Frorri the
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated under
under secsecfiscal year to eligible recipient agencies in tion
519(a), S4.5CO.O00
3P4.500,000 shall be used for each
each
519(a).
the State not less than 40 percent of the fiscal
year
yea to
topurchase
purchase and
and distribute
distribute corncomfunds received by the State under paragraph rnodities
totosupplemental
supplementalfeeding
feeding programs
programs
(1) for such fiscal year.
year, as necessary to pay modtes
serving
woman. infants,
infants, and children or elservng woman,
for, or provide advance payments to cover,
cover.
individuals (hereinafter in this section
the allowable expenses of eligible recipient derly
to as
asthe
the"commodity
"commodity.supp1emenl
referred to
supplementa,l
agencies for distributing commodities to referred
prograrri"),
program"), or serving both groups wherneedy persons, but only to the extent such food
ever located.
so incurred
incurred by
by such
s'ch reexpenses are actually so
re(b)
(b) Not more than 20 percent of the funds
cipient agencies.
niade available under subsection (a) shall be
this paragraph,
paragraph, the term made
(B) As used In
n this
made available to the States
States for
for State
State and
and
"allowable expenses" includes—
ofadministrative
administrative costs
costs assolocal payments
pavmets of
asso(i) costs of transporting,
transporting storing,
storing, handling.
handling, local
ciated with
with the
the distribution
distribution of
of commodities
commodities
repackagin, processing,
repackaging.
processing, and distributing ciated
by eligible
eligible recipient
recipient agencies
agencies under
under this
this seccommodities incurred after such commod- by
tion.
tion. Administrative
Ad.mistrative costs
costs for
for the purposes
ities are received by eligible recipient agenaenof the commodity
com.iodity supplemental
supplemental food procies;
cies;•
includ, but
shall include,
butnot
notbe
be limited
limited to.
to. exex(ii)
(ii) costs associated with determinations of gram
for information
thformation and referral,
referral. operverfication and
eligibility, verification,
anddocumentation;
documentation; penses
atio.
ation.,
monitoring,
moStoring, nutrition education,
providing information to per(iii) costs of prov1dizg
per- start-up costs, and general administration.
sons receiving commodities
corr.modjties under
under this
this subsub- including staff,
staff, warehouse
warehouse and
and transportransportitle concerning the appropriate storage and tation persoflnel,
personnel, insurance,
insurance and
and administra-

the State of the decline.
(g)
(g) Commodities
Commodities distributed to S:ates pur
-

suant to this
this section
sectionshall
shallnot
notbe
becuidere(
ciderec
in determining the commodity
commodity allocation
a1ication tctt
each State under
under section
section 515
515or
orpricrity
picrity o
distribution under section 516.

SEC. 521. COfODrrIEs
COODIT1ESNOT
NOTINCO.ME,
I2'COME.

Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
provision

01
o

law, commodities distributed under this sub
sub.

title shall not be considered income or re
sources for
sources
forpurposes
purposesofofdetermining
determinz recipient
recipient
eligibility under any Federal, State, or
or lQcal
loca:
means-tested program.

SEC.
SEC. 5152.
5. PROHIBITION
PROHIBITIONAGAINST
AGAINSTCERTALN
CERTAIN STATS
STATE
CHARGES.
CHARGES.

Whenever
Wheneveraacommodity
commodity is
is made
made availabl€
available
without
without charge
charge or
or credit
credit under
underthis
tbs subtitle
subtitl(
by the Secretary
within the
tht
Secretary for
for distribution
distributjo within
States to eligible
eligible recipient
recipientagencies,
agecies, th€
the
may not
not charge
chargerecipient
recipientagencies
az1cies any
State may
that isis in
i excess
amount that
excess of
of the
the State's
State's direct
costs of storing, and transporting to recipi.
recipipreparation of such commodities; and
ent agencies
agencies the
the commodities
commoditiesminus
ninus any
any
tion
tton
of
the
State
or
local
office.
recordkeeping, auditing, and
(iv) costs of recordkeeping.
provides the
the Sr.ate
State foi
for
(c)(l)
During
each
fiscal
year
the commod- amount the Secretary provides
(c)(1)
During
each
fiscal
year
other administrative procedures required for tY
the costs
the
costsofofstoring
storn and
and transPo-ting
transPong such
such
ity
supplemental
food
program
is
in
operparticipation'
in the
the program under this subparticipation'in
sub- ation.
ation, the types, varieties,
varieties, and
and amounts
amounts of
of commodities.
title.
SEC. 523.
523. DEFINITIONS,
DEFINITIONS.
commothtes
to
be
irchased
under
this
seccommodities
to
be
irchased
under
this
sec(C) If a State makes
niakes a payment, using tion shall be determined by the Secretary. SEC.
used
in this
As
this s.1btitle:
subtitle:
State funds, to cover allowable
allowable expenses
expenses of
of
if the Secretary proposes to make any
any
(1) The
The term
term"average
"averagemonthly
monthlynumber
zmber of
of
eligible recipient agencies, the amount of but,
sigtficant changes
changesininthe
thetypes,
types,varieties,
varieties,or
o unemployed
unemployed persons'
persons" means
means the
average
th average
such payment
payment shall
shall -be
be counted
counted toward the significant
amounts
from
those
that
were
available
or
f'orri
monthly number
of unemployed
monthly
number of
utiemplovedpersons
persons
amount a State must make available for a)al- were
were planned
thebegining
beginningofofthe
thefiscal
fiscal within
plaed atatthe
WithinaaState
Stateininthe
themost
most
recent
rece:fiscal
scal year
year
lowabl expenses of recipient agencies under
under year
year
the
Secretary
shall
report
such
changes
retort such changes for
is is
avaijable
for which
Whichsuch
sichinformation
information
a-aable as
as
this paragraph.
implementation
to
the
Committee
before
Implementation
on
on• determined
determined by
bythe
theBureau
BureauofofLabor
LaborStatisStatis
(3) States to which funds
funds are
are allocated
allocaed for
for Agriculture
of
the
House
of
Representatives
Agrcultur-e
tiás
tiás of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Labor.
Labor.
a fiscal
thissubsection
subsection shall
shall subfiscal year
yearunder
der this
the Con'mittee
Con'niittee on Agriculture, Nutri(2)
(2)The
Theterm
term"elderly
"elderlypersons"
per'sons'means
reans mdi
mit financial reports to the Secretary, on a and
tion, and Forestry of the Senate.
viduals 60 years of age or older.
regular
ofsuch
such funds.
funds. No
regular basis,
basis,as
asto.
to the
the use
se of
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of
(3) The term
term "eligible
agency'
'eligiblerecipient
recipie: agency'
such funds
used by States or eligible law,
fends may be tised
the Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation means a public
public or
or nonprofit
nonprofitorganizatior
O-aizatiOx.
recipient agencies for costs other than those shall,
shall. to
the
extent
that
the
Commodity
to
the
extent
that
that administers—
involved
:nvôived in covering the
the expenses
ezpenses related
related to
to
permit,
Corporation inventory levels permit.
(A) an institution
instittio providing
providing co.rriodities
commodities
the distribution of commodities
commodities by
by eligIble
eligible Credit
provide
not
less
than
9.000.000
pounds
of
to supplemental feeding
feeding prograz-,s
prograz-z serving
recipient agencies;
recipient
agencies
cheese and not less than
than 4.000,000
4.000.000 pounds
pounds of
of women,
women, infants,
infants. and
an children
children or
or serving el(4)(A)
(4)(A) Except
Exceptas.
as.provided
provaed in subparagraph
subparagraph nonfat
nonfat
dry
milk
in
In
.each
each
of
the
fiscal
years
derly persons,
derly
persofls.ororserving.
serving,both
both
grocos;
gros;
(B), to be eligible to receive funds under this 1996 through
(B).
throuli 2000
2000to
tothe
theSecretary.
Secretary. The
The Sec(B) an
anemergency
emergency
feeding
orgazan;
(B)
feeding
organization;
subsection, a State shall provide in cash or retary shall use such amounts
of
cheese
and
amounts
of
cheese
and
(C) aa charitable
charicabeinstitution
institution(including
(ziuding a
in kind (according to procedures approved by nonfat
nonfat dry
dry milk
milk to
to carry
carry out
out the
the commodity
commodity hospital and a retiren-ient
retirement home,
excludhome. but
b:t exclüdthe Secretary
Secretary for
for certff3'ing
certifying these• in-kind
in-kind supplemental
food
program
before
the
end
of
peiial institution) to the extent that.
ing a penal
contributions)
contributions)from
from non-Federal
non-Federalsources
sources a each fiscal year.
such
servesneedy
needypersors;
pesons;
such institution
instittio serves
contribution equal to the diiferenc
differenc be(d) The Secretary shall,
shall. in
In each fiscal year,
year.
CD)
summer camp
camp for
(D) aa summer
for children,
,childre. or
o aa child
tween—
approve
applications
of
additional
sites
for
nutritior.program
nutrition
programproviding
pro1dingfood
foodservice;
srrice;
Ci)
theamount
amountof
ofsuch
suchfund.s
funds so received;
(i) the
received: the prog-ram,
program,
including
sites
that
serve
Only
including
sites
that
serve
only
nutritioflproject
projectoperating
operatingunder
cder the
(E) a nutrition
the
and
ad
elderly persons.
persoIs, in
pro-. Older Americans
In areas in which the pro-.
AmericaflsAct
Actof
of1965.
1965.including
inch.ing such
(ii) aiiy
any part of the amounPallocated to
to the
the gram
gram
currently
currently
does
does
not
not
operate,
operate,
to
to
the
the
full
full
congregate nutrition
tutrition
project that operates a congregate
State
Stateand
ad taid
naidby
by the
the State—
State—
extefltthat
thatapplications
applicationscan
ca be approved site and
extent
and aa project
projectthat
thatprovides
provideshome-delivhoe-delivagencies: or
or
(I) to eligible recipient agencies:
within
withj
the
the
appropriations
appropriations
available
available
for
the
ered meals; or
(U) for
for the
the allowable
allowableezpenses
ezpeses of such
sucI re- program
program fo:'
year and Without
for the fiscal.
fiscal.year
without re(F) aa disaster
disasterrelief
reliefprograrn;and
prograrn;a that
that has
has
cipient agencies;
agencies; for
for use
use in
i carrying
carrying out
out this
this ducing actual participation levels (including
been designated
designatedby
bythe
theappropriate
appropate State
subtitle.
participation of elderly persons under sub- agency, or by the Secretary.
Secretary, and
and approved
approved by
by
(B) Funds allocated to a State under this section (e))
(e)) in
in areas
areasin
inwhich
Whc the
the program
program is the Secretary
the proSecretary for
for participation
participationini the
prosection may, upon State request, be allo- in effect.
gram established under
under this
this subtit'e.
subti:e.
cated before States satisfy the matching
rnatcbing re
re=
(e) If a local agency that administers the
(a)
'emergency feeding
(4) The term "emergency
feeding organizaquirement specified in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A),
(A). corr_nodity
corr_nod.tty supplemental
supplemental food
food program
program de- tion" means
means aa public
publicor
ornonprofit
nonprcfitorganizaoranjzabased
based on
on the
the estimated
estiniated contribution
contribution rere- termines
ter-ithes that
that the
the amount
amount of funds made
activities and
a:d projects
qiired. The
periodically recquired,
The Secretary
Secretary shall periodically
rec- available to the agency to carry out this sec- tion that administers activities
the activities and projects of a.
andactual
actual contributions
contributions tion exceeds
oncile estimated
etimated and
exceed.sthe
theamount
amountofoffunds
fds necessary
necessary (including
charitable institution,
food
charitable
institution,a afood
foodbank.
ba. aa food
-

-

•

-
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pantry,
pafltry. aahunger
briger relief center, a soup
soup kitchen, or a similar public
pubflc or private nonprofit
norproflt
eligible recipient agency) providing nutrition assistance to relieve
relieve situations
stuatlons of
of erneremergency and distress through the provision of
food to needy
needy persons,
persons, including
includinglOW-Income
low-Income
and unemployed persons.

(5) The term "food bank" means a public
institution that maintains an and
and charitable Institution
ad
established operation involving the provision
Provision
(2) waive such a claim If
if the Secretary deof food or edible commodities, or the prod- termines
at totodo
hat
doso
sowill
will serve
serve the
the purpuructs thereof, to food pantries, soup kitchens, poses
poses of
ofthis
tr. subtitle.
subtitle,
hunger relief centers, or other food or feedNothing
Notg contained
containedinInthis
thissection
section shall
shall
ing centers that.
ir.g
that, as an integral part of their be(b)
constr',ied
constr'.d totodiminish
diminishthe
theauthority
authority of
of
normal
normal activities,
actvIties, provide meals or food to
to the Attorney General of the United States
feed
feed needy
zeedy persons
persons on
on aa reg-ular
regular basis.
under section
516
title28.
28,United
UnitedStates
States
516
ofoftitle
(6) The term "food pantry" means a public ider seczo
to conduct litigation on behalf of the
or private nonprofit organization that dis- Code,
Un±tedStates.
Staes.
United
tributes food to low-income and unemployed
households, including food from sources
sources
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disposed
channels in any.
d1sposed of
of In
in commercial channe1s
any
"(A)
"LA)by
bythe
theState
State under
nnder the
the Tempdrary
Temporary AsAsforin.
forn.
sistance for
sistarce
for Needy
Needy Families Block Grant 0"
or
SEC. 527.
SEC.
57. SE
SETfl..EMENT
LEMENT AND
ANDAWUSTMES'r
AWUSTNT OF
OF this Act:
Act; or
CLAIMS.
CIJUMS.
"(B)
program.",
"(B) under
underthe
thefood
foodstamp
stamp
ogam.".
(a) The Secretary, or a designee
desig-ee of the Sec- SEC. 542. SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.
retar',
retary, sha1 have
save the authority to—
(a) The Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C,
U.S.C.
(1) deterr..ine
theamount
amountof,
of,settle,
settle, and
and ad- 2011 et seq.) is amended by adding the followdeter.ne the
just any
just
anycio.Irn
cm arising
arisingunder
underthis
thissubtitle;
subtitle; ing new section:

SEC. 528,
528. REPEALERS;
SEC.
REPEALERS; AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.

SEC. 24.
Z4.SIMPLIFIED
SIMPLIFIED
FOOD
STA PROGRAJf.
SEC.
FOOD
STAMP
PROGRAM.
"(a)
"(a)1.1
If a State
program
State elects
elects to operate a prog-ram
under
section4(a)(2)
4(a)(2)within
withinthet State
under section
State or any
any
political subdivision within the State—
"(1) households in which all members re-

ceive regular cash benefits under the prog-ramestablished
gram
established by
by the
the State
State under
under the
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
Families.
Block
Block Grant
Grant shall
shall be
be automatically
automatically eligible
eligible
to participate
participate in
In the
thefood
foodstamp
stampprog-rarn;
program;
"(2)
-'(2) benefits under such program shall be

(a)
(a) The
The Emergency
Eiergency Food
Food Assistance
Assistance Act of determined under the rules and procedures
other than the Departrrient
Department of Agriculture, 1983
(7
U.S.C.612c
612cnote)
note) is
is repealed.
repealed.
7 U.5C
State or
or political
political Subdivisubdiviestablished by the State
to relieve situations
situations of
of emergency
emergencyand
anddisds- 1983
(b)
Exn.v.nrs.—
E.'rs.—
sion under the Temporary Assistance for
tress.
Hznger Prevention Act of 1988 (7 Needy Families Block Grant or under the
(1) The Hunger
(7) The term
term "needy
"needy persons"
persons"means—.
means—
U.S.C.
Is amended.-..
amended—
tJ.S.C. 612c note)
rote) is
food stamp program, subject to subsection
individuajs who have low incomes
(A) Individuals
Incomes or
or
(g).
(A) by striking
strklng section
section 110;
who are unemployed,
unenployed, as
as determined
determined by
by the
the
(C) by
striking
subtitleC;
C; and
and
by
string
subtitle
"(b) In approving
approving aa State
Stateplafl
plan to
to carry
carryOut
out
State (in no event shall the
the income
income 01'
of such
such
(B) by str1king
striking section 502.
a- program under section 4(a)(2), the SecIndividual
of the
the
individual or household
household exceed
exceed 185%
18% of
(2) The Commodity Distribution Reform retary
average level of
retary shall certify that the avei'age
poverty line);
line):
Act and WIC Amendments of 1987 (7 U.S.C. food stamp benefits per household partici(B) households certified as eligible to parpar-

612c note)
note) Is
Is amended
amended by
by striking
striking sectIon
section 4.
ticipate in the food stamp program under the 612c
Car1table Assistance
(3) The Charitable
Assistance and
and Food
Food
Food Stamp Act of 1977
197'7 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2011
2011 et
et seq.);
seq.); Bark
Bank Act of 1987 (7 U.S.C. 612c note) is
or
or
a.meded by
by striking
striking section 3.
(C) individuals
individais or households
householdsparticipating
participatg amended
() The
(4)
TheFood
FoodSecurity
Security Act
Act of
of 1985
1985 (7 U.S.C.
in
In ay
anyothe?
otherFederal,
Federal, or
or Federally
Federally assisted, 6l2c
612c note)
note) is
is amended—
means-tested
means-testedprogTarn.
program.
(A) by
by striking
str1ng section
sectIon 1571:
1571: and
Theterm
te "poverty
(8) The
"povertyline"
line"has
has the
the same
same
B) inft section 1562(d),
1562d), by
by striking
striking "sect:on
"section
meaning given
such term
term ft section 673(2) of
g1ve such
of 4 (B)
the Agricultural
Aicu1tural and
of the
and Consumer
Consumer Protecthe Community
Cornmur.lty Services
Services Block
Block Grant
Grant Act
Act (42
(42 tion
Actof
of1913"
1973" and
and inserting
inserting "section
"section 110
110
t1o Act
U.S.C. 9902(2)).
the Commodity
Corniodity Distribution
Actofof1995".
199".
Distribution Act
(9) The
19)
The term
t- "soup
"soupkitci-e"
kitchen"means
meansaapubpub- of the
(5) The Agricultural
Agicultural and
andConsumer
Consumer ProtecProteclic and charitable
char,able institution
institution that, as thteInte-

lg73 (71J.5.C.
(7 U.S.C.612c
612c note)
note) isis amendamendgral part
part of
of Its
Its normal
normalactivities,
activities,za1ntaIns
zaintans tion Act of 1973
an established feeding operation to provide ed—
(A) in
i section
section4(a).
4(a). by
by striking
strfking "instituneed5 homeless
homeless persons
personson
onaaregular
reg1ar
food to needy
tiois (includtng
tions
(includinghospita.ls
hospitals and facilities
facilities carcarbasis.
ing for nee&y
infants and
and children),
children), suppleneedy Infants
SEC. 5Z4.
554. REGL'L4TIONS,
REGLLATIONS.
feethg programs
mental feeding
programsserving
serving women,
women, inin(a)
(a) The Secretary
Secretary shall
shallIssue
issueregulations
regulatjos fants and children or elderly
elderly per2ons.
persons, or
within 120 day!
withIn
days to implement
Implement this subtitle.
both, wherever located, disaster areas, sum(b) In administering
this subtitle,
subtitle, the
the Sec- mer camps for children" and inserting "disadni:istering this
retary shall
retary
shallminimize,
ximize, totothe
the maximuz
maximumexex- aster areas";
areas":
tent practicable, the regulatory,
reglatory, recordsubsection 4(c), by striking "the
(B) in subsectIon
keeping,and
keepi,
andpaperwork
paperwork requirements
requirementsimi- Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983" and
posed on eligible recipient agencies.
inserting "tiue
"e Commodity
Inserting
CommodityDistribution
Distribution Act
Act
(c) The Secretary
Secre.ary shall as early
early as
as feasible
feasible of
1995"; and
and
of1995';
but
not
later
that
the
beginning
of
each
fisbut
than the begining of each fig(C)by
(C)
bystriking
sthg section
section 5.
cal year,
year, publish
pubsh inft the
the Federal
Federal Register a
Agriculture. Conservation,
(6) The Food, Agriculture,
nonbinding estimate
nonbinding
esthnateofofthe
thetypes
types
and
and
quanqa- and Trade Act of 1990 (7 U.S.C. 612c note) Is
tities of
tities
ofcommodities
cornoditjes that the
the Secretary
Seäretaryana- amended
ameflded by
by striking
si-iking section
section1773(1).
1773(fl.

ticipates are likely to be made available
under the comiiodity
cor.iodity distribution
distributIooprogan
progra

under this ubtit1e
subtitleduring
duringthe
thef±scal
fiscal year.
(d) The regulations issued
isued by
bythe
theSecretary
Secretary

Subtitle B—Simplification and Reform of
Food
Food Stamp Program
SEC
SEc:531.
531.SHORT
SHORT'flTLE.
Tfll.E.

cover such
shall take
take
such losses.
losses.Such
Suchprovisions
provsios shall
into consideration
into
consideajon the special
specialneeds
seedsand
ad circircurnstarices of
cumstances
of eligible recipient
recipieut agencies.
525. FINALITY
FINALrrf OF
SEC. 325.
OFDETERMINATIONS.
DETERMINATIONS,

Determinationsmade
Determjnatjo
madeby
bythe
the Secretary
Secretary
the basis for ay
anydonation
donation-off commodities
commodities
inder this
i.nder
this subtitle,
subtitle, or the amount
anount thereof,
thereof,
when officially determined in conformity
under this subtitle and the facts constituting

with the applicable regulations prescribed by
:he Secretary, shall be final and conclusive
the
and shah not be reviewable by any other offiagency of
of the
theGovernménti
Governmnt.
cer or agency
SEC. 526,
SEC.
526.SALE
SALEOF
OFCOMMODITIES
COwODrrms PROHIBITED.
PROHIBITED.
]xcept - as otherwise
],xceptas
otherwiseprovided
provided ft
In section
section

51). none of
51i,
of the
the -commodities
commodities distributed
distributed
tinder
thissubtitle
subtitleshall
shallbe
besold
soldor
orotherwise
otherwise
tder this

the State
the
Stateor
orpolitical
politicalsubdivision
subdi'ision in which
progarn is
such program
is in
in operation
operation is
Is not expected
to exceed the average level of food stamp

benefits per household that received benefits

under the program established by a State
under part A of title IV of the Social Secu-

rity Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 601
601 etetseq.)
seq.)ini. such area
area in
in

the preceding fiscal year, adjusted for any
changes in the thrifty food plan under section 3(o). The Secretary shall compute the

permissible average level of food stamp bene-

fits per household each year for each State
or
or political subdivision In which
which such
such program is in operation and may require a State
to report any information
information necessary
necessary to
to make
make
such computation.

"(c) When the Secretary determines that

the average level of food stamp
starr.p benefits
benefits per
per
household provided by the State or political
subdivision under such program has exceeded
the permissible average level of food stamp
benefits per household for
for the
the State
State or
or politpolitical subdivision
in which
which the
the program
program was
was in
subdivsjon in
operation, the State or political
politica' subdivision

shall pay to the Treasury of the United

States the value of the food stamp benefits
in
in excess of the permissible
permissible average
averne level
level of
of

food stamp benefits per household
household In
in the
the

State or political subdivision within 90 days

after the notification of such excess pay-

ments.
'(d)(1) A
"(d)(1)
A household
household against which a penpen-

This subtitle
subtizie may
may be
be cited
cited as the "Food
shaUinclude
includeprovisions
pro'isions
under this section shau
Simplification and Reform Act of
that set standards with respect to liability Stamp
1995'.
for commodity
cornmod:y losses for the commodities
commodities 1995".
distributed uflder
under this subtitle in situations CHAPTER 1—SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP
PROGRAM ANT)
AND STATE
STATE ASSISTANCE FOR
in
in which there is
Is no evidence of negligence

or fraud, and conditions
conthtior.s for
fo' payment to

pating in the program under
under such
such section
section for
for•

aity Is
alty
is imposed (including a reduction in
benefits or disqualification) for noncompli-

ance with the program established by the
State under the Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families Block Grant may have the

same penalty
(including aa
penaity imposed against
against itt (1clud.thg
reduction in benefits or disqualification)
disqualirication) in
SEC. 541. ESTABLISHMENT OF SLMPLIFIED
SLMPLIFIE!) FOOD the program administered under this section;
"(2)
'(2) If the penalty for noncompliance with
STAMP PROGRAM.
the program
prog-rainestablished
establishedby
by the
the State
State under
tinder
Section 4(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 the
the Temporary Assistance for Needy Farni-.
(7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 20&a))
201&a))isisamended—
amended—
lies block grant
g-rantIsisaareduction
reductionini benefits
benefits in
in
(I)
"(1)"after
after"(a)";
"(a)"; and
and
(1)by
byInserting
inserg "(1)"
program,
program,iee household
householdshall
a31 not
not re(3) by adding
addiflg at
at the
the end
end the
the following
following new
new such
ceive an increased allotment
allotment uflder
under the proparagraph:
administered under this section as a
equest of the State agency,
"(2) At the request
agency, aa gram
of a decrease
decrease In
In the
the ho.seho1d's
household's-ininState may
iay operate
State
operate aa.progam,
program,as
asprovided
provided in result
come (as determined by the State unaer this
section 24,
sectiofl
24, withIn
within the State or any political section) caused by such penalty.
subdivisions within
within the State in which
subthvisios
whicti
"(3) Any flousehold
nousehold disqualified from the
households with
wth one
one or
or more members re- program
administered under
under this
this subsection
subsection
ceivig regii1a
ceiving
regularcash
cashbenefits
benefits under
under the
the pro- may, after such disQualification
disqualification period has
gram established
grain
establ:!hed by the State under the expired, apply
app]y for
for food
food stamp
stamp benefits
beer1ts under
Temporary Ass±stance
Assistance for Needy Families this Act and
and shall
shall be
betreated
treatedasasaanew
newappliapliBlock Grant will be Issued
issued food stamp bene- cant;
cant.
fits in
in accordance
accorace with
withthe
therules
rulesand
andproceproce-. "(e)
"(e)
If
a
State
or
politlca1
Sbô-jsion,
State or political subdivision, at
at
dures established—
estab1shed—
its option,
option, operates
operatesaaprogram
prog-ram
under
der section
NEEDY FAMU.IES
FAMUIES

-

-

-
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4(a)(2) for households that include any
a:y memmern(3) section
"(3)
section8(b)
8(b)(allotment
(allotment not
not considered
considered shall be allowed a standard
standard deduction
deäuctjon of
•ber
berwho
who does
does no
notreceive
receive regular
regular cash
cash benebene- income
Income or resources):
resources);
S189,$269,
$269.and
and$118.
118. respect
respectivev.
$189.
ive)v.
under the
fits 'under
the program
program established by the
4)
subsections
(a).
(c),
(d).
and
(n)
"(4)
subsections
(a).
(c),
(d).
and
of
secsec"(B) All
All households
householdswith
withearned
eaed in
"(B)
State under the Temporary Assistance for tion 11 (relating to administration);
administration):
shall
an additional
additor.al dedu
shall also be allowed an
dedui
Needy Families Block Grant,
Grant, the
the Secretary'
Secretary
(5) paragraphs
"(5)
paragraphs (8),
(8),(12).
(12),(17),
(17),
U9).
(19),
(21),
(21),
(26),
(26),of
of 20
20 percent
percent of
of all
all earned
earned income
income (c
shall ensure that the State plan provides and (27)
(27) of
of section
section11(e)
1le) (relating
(relating to
to the State than
that
excluded
by
subsection
Id)
than
subsectIofl
(d)
of
of
that household
eligibility shall
shall be deter- plan):
ousehoid eligibility
section and
section 1i
andthat
thatearned'under
earned ude section
mined
niined under this Act, benefits may be deter"(6)
"(6) section
section ll(e)(l0)
1le)(10)(relating
relating to
to aa fair
fair section
t
compensate_
for
taxes,
o:
to
compensate_for
taxes,
other
manda
anda
mined
mined under
under the
the rules
rules and
and procedures
procedures estabestab- hearing) or a comparable requirement estabestab- deductions
dcductions from salary, a:nd
and war&
work expe:
lished by the State under the Temporary As- lished by the State under
under the
the Temporary
Temporary AsAs- except that
thatsuch
suchadditional
additionaldeduction
ethction
sistace for
sistance
for2eedy
NeedyFamilies
FamiliesBlock
Block Grant
Grant or
for Needy
Needy Families
Families Block
Block Grant;
Grant: except
or sistance 'for
not be
be allowed
allowedwith
withrespect
respecttotoearned
ar'ed inc
inc
this Act, and benefits provided under this and
a household
household willfully
willfully cr
c fauduIe
fraudule
section shall be equitably distributed among
"(7).section
section 16
16 (relating
(relating to administrative
(7).
admnistrative that
fails (as proven
proven in
in aa proceedi::
proceed..::providet
povide
all household members.
cost-sharing and
cost-sharing
and quality
quality control).".
control),'.
section
sectIon6(b))
6(b))totoreport
reportinina atn'ie)y
t:iev mar
"(f)(1) Under the program operated under
11e) of
(b) Section 11(e)
ofthe
theFood
Food Stamp
Stamp Act of in"(2)
"2 DEPENDENT CARE
CARE Dm:-c'rIoN,,_
D:DcTIQ..1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C.2020(e))'
202Oe))is
Is amended—
amended—
section 4(a)(2), the State
State may
may elect
elect to
to propro- 1977
Secretary shall
shallallow
allowhou5e3!ds.
househc). a de
vide cash assistance in lieu of allotments to
paragraph(24),
(24),by
by striking
striking "and" at Secretary
(1) in
i paragraph
tion with
t:on
withrespect
respecttotoexpenses
experesother
c:er thai
thai
end:
that include
Include a member who Is
all hoLiseholds
households that
is the end;
penses paid
paid on
on behalf
behalfof
ofthe
thehcusehold
:.csehold
(2)
in
paragraph
employment produces
employed and whose employment
(2)
in
paragraph
(25),
by
striking
the
period
(25).
period third party or amounts made
produces
made
available
avaflable
for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of the
the member's
members household in- at the end and inserting ": and":
and"; and
excluded for
forthe
theexpenses
expenses
under
ue subsec
subsec
(3) by adding at the end the following new excluded
come that Satisfies
satisfies the requirements of para(d(3). the
the maximum
maximum allowable
of w
(d(3.
allowableiee1
eel of
•paragraph:
paragraph:
graph (2).
sflaIl
be
3200
a
month
for
eh
shall
be
3200
a
month
for
Sain
depen
depen
"(26)
the
plans
of
the
State
agency
for
(26)
the
plans
of
the
State
agency
for
to pro-ide
provide cash
"(2) The
The State,
State, in
in electing
electig to
op- ch!ld
cash
child under
under22years
yearsofofage
ageand
ar S73
373 a m
assistance under paragraph
paragraph (1),
(I), at a mini- erating, at the election of the State. a pro- for each other
other dependent,
dependert. for the actual
gram
under
section
4(a)(2).
Including—
g'ran
ndersecjon
4a)(2).
including—
mum shall require that such earned income
of p2yments
payments necessary for the care of a
is—
is"(A) the rules and procedures
procedures to
to be
be folfal- pendent
when such care enables a house'
lowed
by
the
State
to
determine
food
"(A) not less that S350 per month;
month:
stanip member'to accept
stamp
accept or
or continue
contthueemploym
enploym
benefits;
benefits:
"(B) earned from employment provided by
or training or education
education
ch. is
which,
is
"(B)
a
statement
"(3)
a
statement
specifying
whether
the
a nongovernmental
nongovernmeni employer,
employer,as
as deterjned
deterined
paratcry
paratory for employment.
programoperated
operatedby
bythe
the State
State under
under section
by the State; and
prcrarn
"(3) Excass
Excss SHELTER
SHEL.TER ysc DE
4(a)(2)will
willinclude
include households
households that Include noN,—
'(C) received
"(C)
received from
from the
thesame
sameemployer
ernploer for
flON.—
for a 4a)(2)
period of employment of not less than 3 con- members who do not receive regular cash
"(A) The
"(A)
The
Secretary
s'.allaiiv
awhousehc
noushc
Secretary
shall
benefits under the program established by other
secjltive months.
months.
secutive
otherthan
thanthose
thosehouseholds
householcontaining
o:taining
the
State
under
the
Temporary
Assistance
"(3) If a State that makes
makes the
the election
election deelderly or disabled member.
member, with respec
described in
Block Grant;
Grant: and
and
in paragraph (1)
(1) identifies each for Needy Families Block
expenses
other
than
expenses id on be
household that receives cash assistance
"(C) a description of the method by which of the household
household by
byaathird
thirdpa.riy.
pary. an ext
exi
the
State
or
political
subdivision
will
under this subsection—
carry
carry shelter expense deduction to the extent
out
a
quality
control
system
under
section
system under section the monthly amount expended by a hot
"(A) the Secretary shall pay
pay to
to the
the State
State
an amount equal to the value
value of
of the
the allotallot- 16(c).".
hold for
an an
hold
forshelter
shelterexceeds
exceeds
aoa equa
amount
SEC. 543,
S43. CONFORMING
CONFORMINGAMENDMN'TS.
AMENDN'TS.
ment that such household would be eligible SEC.
50 percent
percent of
of monthly
nonthly household
hot&:o1d incc
inc(
to receive under this section
section but
but for
fcr the
8 of t'he
the Food
Section 8'of
Food Stamp
Stamp Act,
Act, of
of 1977
1977 after
deductions
after all
allother
otherapplicable
applicable
edctions hl
theopo (7(a)
eration of this subsection;
U.S.C. 2017) is amended by striking sub- been allowed.
"(B) the State shall provide such amount section (e).
'(B) Such
expense
deduct
"(B)
Suchexcess
excessshelter
shelter
exe deduct
cash assistance
assistance in
in lieu
to the household as cash
(b) Section 17 of the Food Stamp Act of
shall not
not exceed
exceed 3231
3231 aa month
month in the
lieu of
of shall
the 48
allotrne:t; arid
and
such allotment:
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2026) is amended—
tiguous States
of Columi
Columi
tiguous
States and
acdthe
theDistrict
Distrt of
and shall
(i): and
(1) by striking subsection (I);
sh..ll riOt
"CC)for
"(C)
forpurposes
Piz'posesof
of the
the food
food stamp pronot exceed,
exceed, in
in Aiasla,
Aasa, Haw
Haw
(2) by redesignating
redesignating subsections
subsections (j).
grain
than this
this section
section and
and section
gram (other
other than
(J). (k). Guam. and the Virgin Islands of the Uni
and (1) as subsections (1),
(I), (j), and (k), respec- States, 5402,
$402. $330,
$330, 3280,
S280.and
and317:
Si': a month,
month.
spectivejy.
spectively.
(i) such
stall be
beconsid"(I)
such cast
cash assistance
assistance shall
consid- tively.
ered to
to be
be an
an allotment;
allotment: and
and
ered
CHAPTER 2—FOOD
"(C)U)Notwithstanding
"(C)(l)
Notwithstandingsectoc
seco 2605(f):
2—FOOD STAMP
STAMP PROGRAM
PROGRAM
"(ii) such household
bousehold shall not receive any SEC.
the
the Low-Income
Low-Income Home
Home Energy
Energy Assista
Assista
SEC 551.
551. THBIYrY
THB1YrY FOOD
FOOD PLAN.
PLAN,
other food
food stamp
stamp benefit
benefit for
for the
the period for
Act of
8624(f)).
other
of 1981
1981(42
(42U.S.C.
TJ.S.C.
8624(f).aaho'useh
ho'use
Section
(3)(o)
of
the
Food
Stamp
Act
Food
Stamp
Act
of
of
which such cash assistance is provided,
provided.
may not
nay
not.claim
claim as a shelter
shelterexpense
exeise any
any p
1917
(.7
(7
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
2012(o))
2012(o))
Is
is
amended
by
striking
"(4) A State that makes the election in "(4) through January 1. 1980.
ment received,
inent
received, or
or costs
costs paid
paid cc its beh
1980,
adjust
the
cost
paragraph (1)
U) shall—
Energy Ass;
the Low-Income Home Ecergy
Ass
of such diet every January 1 and July 1" and under
"(A) increase the cash benefits provided to all
ance Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 862: e: seq.).
that
follows
through
the
end
of
the
subhouseholds
this subsection
householdsunder
zäer this
subsectjo to com- section, and inserting the following: "(4) on
"(ii)
(ii) Notwithstanding
Notwithstandingsection
sectio:2605(f))
25(f)) of
of•
Low-IncomeHome
HomeEnergy
EnergyAssistance
Asssace Act
Low-Income
pensate
pesate for
for ay
anyState
Stateororlocal
localsales
sales tax that October 1. 1995.
Act
1995,
adjust
the
cost
of
the
thrifty
1981 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 8624(fl),
8624(f)),aaState
Staz agency rr
niay be collected on purchases of food by any food plan to reflect 103
may
103 percent
percent of
of the
the cost
cost of
of use a standard
standardutility
utilityallowance
allowa:e as
as provi
provi
household receiving cash
cash benefits
benefits under
under this the thrifty
thrifty
food
food
plan
plan
in
in
June
June
1994
1994
and
nd
inunder
subparagphCD)
(D)forfor
eag and
subsection, unless
the Secretary
Secretary determines
under subparagraph
heating
arid cc
subsection,
uJess the
determines crease such amount by 2 percent,
percent.
rounding
or. he basIs
ing expenses
expensesonly
onlyififthe
thehousehold
hoseold mci
basis of information provided by the the res1lt.
result. to the nearest lower
lower dollar
dollar increincre— out-of-pocket heating or
State that the increase is unnecessary on the merit
or cooliflg
cooling expenses
met
for
for
each
each
household
household
size,
size,
and
and
(5)
on
Ocof any
any.payment
parmentreceived.,
received..OorCosta
costspip
basis of the limited nature of the items sub- tober
tober 1.
1. 1996,
1996, and
and each
each October
October 11 thereafter,
thereafter, excess
on its behalf, under the Low-Income
Low-Iiicome Ho;
Ho
ject to
ject.
tothe
the State
State or
or local
local sales
sales tax;
tax; and
and
increase
increase
the
amount
established
for
the
preEnergy Assistance Act
Act of
of 1981(42
1981 42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
"(B) pay the cost df
of any increase in cash ceding October 1. before such amount
was
et
seq.).
benefits required by paragraph (1).
by 2 percent, rounding the result to
"(5) After
After aa State operates a program rounded,
'(5)
"(iii)For
(iii)
Forpurposes
purposesof
ofthe
the food
food stamp
stamp 9:
the nearest lower dollar locrement
increment for each gram,
under this subsection for
gram, assistance
assistanceprovided
providedunder
unc the
the Low-:
for 22 years.
years, the
the State household size.".
shall provide to the Secretary a written eval-,
come Home
come
HomeEnergy
EnergyAssistance
Assistae Act of
of I)
1
eval-. SEC.
SEC. 552.
552.1NCO
1CO!ffDEDIJC'flONS
DEDUCTiONS AND
AND ENERGY AS.
AS- saIl
shallbe
beconsidered
considered to be prorated
proazed over t
uation of the impact of cash
cash assistaflce.
assistance.
SISTANCE.
entire heating
heating or
or cooling
cooling season
seaso: for which
whicb
"(g) In operating a program under section
(a) Section 5(d)(11)
5(d)(ll) of
ofthe
theFoó'd
Food Stamp Act
Act was
provided.
4(a)(2), the State or political
political subdivision of 1977 (I'U.S.C.
(7'tLSC. 2014(d)(11)) is amended—
"(iv) At
At the
the end
endof
ofany
anycertification
certLatjon pen
may follow the rules and procedures estabper
(1) by striking "(A)":
"(A)"; and
-

'

'

lished by the State.or
State. orpolitical
politicalsubdivision
subthvsion
(2) by striking
striking "or
or (B)
(B)under
under any
any State
State or
under the Temporary Assistance for Needy local
1aw,"
all that
that follows
follows through "or
laws,"and
ad all
Families Block Grant or under the food' locai
Impracticable to do so.".
impracticable
stamp program,
prograr, except
except that
that the
the State or po(b)
(b) Section
Section 5(e)
5(e) of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of
litical subdivision shall comply with the re- 1977
19T7 (7
CTU.S.C.
U.s.C.2014(e))
2014(e)) is
is amended
amended to read
•

quirements of—
qui'ements
"(1) subsections (a) through (g)of section 7

issuance and
and use
(relating to the issuance
use of
of coupons);
coupons);

"(2) section (a)
a) (relating
(relating to
to the
the value

of

and up to one additional time during ea
twelve-month period, a State agency sh
allow a household to switch between a:
stacdard utility
standard
utility allowance
allowanceand
ad aa deducti
deducti

based on Its
costs.
its actual utility cost&
"(D)(i) In computing the excess shelter e
pense deduction,
deduction, aa State
State agency
age:3- may use
"(eXi)
'(e)(l) DEDuIQS
FOR
Deouc'rioys
FORSTANDARD
STANDARD AND
AND standard utility
utility allowance
allowance in
ii accordan

follows:

as

EAEED L'COME.—
EARNED
L'ccoMt.—

regulations promulgated by the Se
5€
"(A) In
"(A)
Incornputing.household.incom
computing.houjehold.jo the
the with
retary, except that a State
State ageflcy
agency may u

allotments, except
except that
that aa household's
household's i:come
allotments,
income Secretary shall allow a standard deduction
may be
be determined
deterned under
may
underthe
theprog'raii
program estabestab- of 3134
monthfor
for each
each household,
household, except
S34 aamonth
lished by the
the State
State under
under the
theTemporary
TemporaryAsAs- that households
households in
in Alaska,,
Alaska, Hawaii. Guam,
sistance for Needy Families Block Grazt;
Grazt:
and the
a:d
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands of
of the
the United
United States

an allowance
allowance which
whichdqes
dqesnot
notfinctuate
flc:uate wit
seasonal variations.
vara:ions.
in a year to reflect seasonal
"(ii')An
An allowance
allowance for
or cooli
coolii
"ifl
fora aheating
heag or

expense may
househo
may not
not be
be used
used for
fc aa househo

H3472
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that does not incur a heating or cooling
coouig expense, as the case may be.
be, or does Incur
incur a
heating or cooling expense
expense but 5is located
located In
th
a public housing
housiig unit which has central utility meters
metersand
andcharges
chargeshouseholds
househol with regard to such expense, only for
forexcess
exce utility
utility
costs.
'iiii) No
"(ii)
Nosuch
suchallowance
alioace nay
maybe
be used for a
houseiold
stares such expense
household that shares
expensewith,
with,and
ad
1res
indivduaI not pa'ticipa.
lives with,
with, another individual
participa
Ing
ig inin the food stamp program, another
househo1d participating in
household
in the
the food stamp
;ogra, ororboth,
theallowance
program,
both,unless
unless the
allowance is
Is
prorated between
betweei the
thehousehold
prorated
household and the
other individual
individual househo1d
household or both. and the
'(4) HOMELESS
HOMELESS SHELT
"(4)
SHELTEP,DEDUCflON._(A)
DEouc'noN_(A) A

A
ball develop
State shall
develop aa standard
standard homeless shelter deduction,
dethiction,which
wic shall
shall not
not exceed $139
3139 a
month,
roth.
forforthe
theexpeflses
expenses that may
nay reasonably
reasonably
be expected to be incurred by households in
which all
wjch
ai members
iebers are
are homeless
cieless but
but are
arenot
ot
receivng
free
shelterthroughout
throughout the month.
eceiir
free
shelter
month,
Sbjec:
to
subparaaph
(B),
Subject to subparagraph (B). the State shzll
shall
eusesuch
suchdeductjo
deductionininde:errniniig
determining eligibility
anda1lo:ien
allotments
suchhouseholds
households
ad
orfor
such
"(B) The Secretary may prohibit the use of
the standard
the
stada?dhomeless
oeless shelter
seiter deduction for
'cusehQ.s with extremely low shelter costs.
cusehoids
• '(5)
ELDERLY
AND
(5) EDRLY AND DISABLED
DIS.3LED HOUSmOLDS._
HOUSOLDS._
"(A) The Secretary shall allow households
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standard
esUma" and
standard es?.irnate"
ad all that follows

"(ii) Participating
"(Ii)
participating in a program
programestablIshed
establish
through the
through
the end
ed of
ofthe
theparagraph.
paragraph.
under sectIon
secrJon 20
20 or
or aa comparable
compaable Program
SEC. 553.
53. VEHICLE ALtO WANCE,
program esSEC.
WANCE.
tablished
by
the
State
or
loca' governlocal
Section 5g)(2)
Section
5(g2) of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act of
of ment.".
1917 (7 U.S.C.
297'?
tLSC. 2014(g)(2))
2014(g)(2)) is
Is amended
aniended by
by str'ikstrik(b)
Section
16
of
the
Food
Stamp
Act of
ing "a level set by the Secretary, which shall 1977(7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2025)
2025) is
is amended—
amended—
be 34,500 through August
August 31,
31. 1994," and all 1977
(1) by striking subsection (h); and
and
that follows through the end of the pararedesig-ating subsections (I)
(2) by redesigtiating
(i) and
and Li)
(j)
graph, and
ad inserting
'S4,550".
graph,
inserting "$4,550.",
(i),
respectively.
as
subsections
(h)
and
(I),
54.WORK
WORKREQUIREMEN-I',
REQUIREMENSEC. 4.
(c) Section 17
17 of
of the
the Food
Food St.arnp
Stamp Act of
(a) Section
Secto 6(d)
6(d)ofofthe
theFood
Food Stamp
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2026),
2026), as
as amended
amended by section

1977
1977 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2015(d))
2015(d))isIsarnened—
amended

543(b), is amended—

(1) In
i paagraph
(1)
Paragraph(IXA)(ij),
(IXA)(li), by striking "an

by striking
strikingsubsection
subsectjo (d); and
(1) by
and
by redesignating
redesignating subsections (e)
through (k) as subsections (d) through (j),
(j). respectively.

employment and training program under
employmeflt
paragraph (4), to the extent required under
paragraph(-I),
paragraph
(4),including
thcludji any
ay reasonable
reasonable
ploymen requIrements
ployment
requlrement as are prescribedemby
the State agency in accordance with
with paraparagraph
(4)"and
ad Inserting
isertng "a
graph (4)"
"a State
State job search

(2)

(d) Section 20 of the Food Stamp Act of

1977
1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2029)
2029) Is
is amended to read as fol-.
lows:

program";
in Pa—agraph
pa-agraph (2)(A)—
(2) in
(2)(A)—

by striking
str1kig "title IV
IV of
of the
the Social
(A) by
Social SeSecurity Act
Inserting "the
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.602)"
602)"and
ad inserting
program established by the State under the
TemporaryAssistance
Temporary
Assisace for
for Needy
Needy Families
Block Graflt";
Grant"; and
"that is
is comparable
comparable to a re(B) by
by striking
stkthg "that
quiremen of paragraph (1)".;
quirerneofparag1.aph
(1)';and
ad

-

"SEc.
"SEC. 20.
20. (a)(1)
(a)(1) The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall permit
a State
State that
that applies
appliesand
ad submits
submits a plan In
in
compliance with guidelines promulgated
promulgated by
by
the
the Secretary
Secretary to operate a program
within
pogram within
the State
State or
or any
ay political
political subdivision
subdivision within
the State, under which persons
persoflswho
ho are
are re•
required to work under section 6(d)(4) may ac-.
ac-:

cept an offer from the State or political subdivision to perform work on
o its
Itsbehalf,
behalf, or
or on

(3) by
by amending
a-iendg paragraph
paragraph (4) to read as behalf of a private nonprofit entity designated by the State or political subdivision,
in order to continue to qualify for benefits
Except as provided In
in subparasubpara- In
they have
have Initially
initiallybeen
beer judged
graphs (B),
(C), and
and (D),
(D), an
an individual
individual shall after they
(B) (C),
judged eligible.
"(2) The Secretary shall promulgate guidenot
not be
be denied
denied initial
initial eligibility
eligibility but
but shall be
disqualifIed
from the food stamp program if lines pursuant to paragraph (1) whIch,
diqualif1ed from
which, to the
practicable, enable
enable a State
after 90 days from the certification of eligi- maximum extent practicable,
bflity of such Individual
the individual
political subdivision
to desig-n
design and operate
subdivision to
individual the
individual was or politicaL
able
medica) expenses,
incurred by elderly or bility
aie medica3
epses, incurred
not employed a minimum of 20 hours per a program that is compatible and consistent
dlsab]ed
members,
exclusive of
sable nember,
exclusive
of special diets, week, or does not participate
operated by
participate in
in a program with similar programs operated
by the State
that exceed
exceed $35
S35aamonth;
month;and
ad
subdivision,
established under sectIon
section 20 or aa comparable
comparable or political Subdivision
"(ii) an
a excess
thelter expense
"(ii)
excess shelter
expensededuction
deductjo to established
"(b)
(b) To be approved by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, a
program establIshed by the State or local program
the extent
extefltthat
thatthe
themonthly
rnothly amount
arnount ex- goverme.
shall provide that participants
participants
peded b-byaahousehold
pended
household for
for shelter
shelter exceeds an government,
in return for compensation consisting
Subparagraph (A) shall not apply In
amount equal to
in work,
to 50
50percent
percent of
of monthly the"(B)
of the allotment to which
whjch the household is
case
individual who—
case of
of an
a individual
household
househoid income
1corne after all other applicable
entitled under Section
section 8(a). with each hour of
• '(i)Isisunder
ude eighteen
fifty yeats
"(I)
eighteen or
or over fifty
years
of
deductiofls have been allowed.
deductions
such work entitling that household to a porage:
shail offer eligible age;
"(B) State agencies shall
tio ofofits
itsallotment
allotment equal
equal in value to 100
"(ii) is certified by a physician as phys- tion
bosenolds aamethod
households
method of
of claiming a deduction
percent
of
the
higher
of
the
the applicable
applicable State
State
or
rnetally
unrit
for
employment;
ically
or
mentally
unfit
for
employment;
ror recurring
for
rectrring msdicaj
medical expenses that are mimthimum wage or the Federal minimum
"(iii) isIsa aparent
"(111)
parentororother
othermember
member of a minimum
tally verified
ta1ly
verified under
under the excess medical exrate under the Fair Labor Stan.dards
Standards
with
wth responsibility
responsibility for the care of hourly
pnse deductio
pense
deductionprovided
providedfor
forininsubparagraph
Subparagraph household
Act of 1938.
depende:;
(A), In
(A).
ft lieu
lieu of
ofsubmitting
submittinginformation
inforiatio or ver- a dependent;
No
State
or
political
subdivision
"(c)
political
Subdivision
that
"(iv) is participating
that
minimum of
of 20
pacipating a aminimum
if ato oonactual
ification
actual expenses
20 receives funds provided under
expenses on a monthly hours per
this
under
this
section
section
week
and
Is
in
compliance
per
week
ad
is
in
compliance
with the shall replace any employed
basis. The method described in
th the preceding reqireme
employed worker
wo:ker with an
requiremenof—
of—
sentence shall
shall be
be designed
designedto
tomthimjze
individual who Is
is participating in aa program
minimize the
'(I)
a
program
(I)
a
progan
under
the
Job
under
the
Job
Training
Training under this section
adrninistive burden for eligible elderly Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501
admjnistive
section for
for the
the purposes
purposes of comet seq.);
ad disabled
and
disabled household
household members
rnebers choosing to
plying with section 6(d)(4).
6(d)(4). Such
Such individ(fl)
"(fl)
a
a
progTarn
program
under
section
236
of the ual may be placed in any positionan
deduct their recurrent medical expenses puroffered by
Trade
Act
of
1q74
1974
(19
U.S.C.
2296);
or
suant
suchme:hod,
method, shall rely
sant totosuch
rely reasonthe State or political Subdivision
subdivision that—.
"(m) a program
prgarn ofofemplo-ment
employment or training
able estimates
eslrnates of the member'sonexpected
"(1)
is
anew
position;
or supervised
sipervised by
by an
an agency of State
medical
expenses ror
for the
iedical expenses
the certification
certificatjo period operated
is a posiUon
position that became available In
local government
goveriment which
which meets
meets standards the"(2)
(icludig changes
(including
changes that
that can
ca be
bereasonably
reasonably or
normal course of conducting
conductthg the
the.business
business
deemed
appropriate
appoprjate
by
by
the
the
Governor
Governor'
or
anticipated based on available information
of the State or
or political
political subdivision;
subdIjsion;
iforrnation
"IV)
would
"(v)
wo1d
exempt
under
otherwise
be
exempt
under
subsubabout the member's medical condition, pub- section (dX2).
"(3)
"(3)
involves
performing
work
that
would
would
(d)(2).
lic or
lic
orprivate
pvatemedical
medical
insurance
thsace Coverage,
otherwise be performed on an overtime basis
coverage.
Upon
request
of
the
State,
"(C)
request
of
the
State,
the
Sec- by
the Secad the
and
thecurrent
currentverified
verified medical
methcal expenses
a
worker
who
is
not
an
individual
by
a
worker
who
is
not
an
individual
ezpeises in- retary may waive the requIremen
particirequiremen of
of subsub- pating in
curred
shall not require
cirred by the
the member),
member),and
ad shail
suchprogram;
program; or
i such
Paragaph (A)
(A) in
in the
the case
case of
of some
some or all indi- pating
flrther reporting
o verification
further
reporting or
verification of a change paragraph
"(4)
"(4)
that
that
is
a
position
which
became
availviduals within
witi. all
allororpart
partof
of the
the State
State If
if the able by shifting a current employee to an a)in medical expenses if such a change has viduals
alSecretary
makes
a
determination
that
such ternate
been anticipated
ar.jcipated for the certificaUo
teriate position.
position,
certification period,
period. area—
(6) CizLD
"(6)
Cizt. StJP?ORT
SJP?OT DEDI.CTICN_Before
DEntjc'rzcN._Before de"(d)
The
Secretary
shall
allocate
among.
among
"(I) has
has aanunemployment
unemployment rate
rate of over 10 the States or
'(i)
terrnining the excess shelter expense deduc- percent;
termining
or political
political subdivisions
subd1visios In each
or
t:on,the
ton,
the Secretary
Secreta-y shall
shall allow all house- percent:
fiscal
year,
from
funds
appropriated
for
the
"(ii) does not
"(ii)
have a sufficient number of
:ot have
of fiscal
holds a deduction for child support
fiscal year
year-under
under section
section18(a)(1),
l8(a)(l), the amount
supportpayments
ayeits
individuals of S75.000,000
made by
by aa household
houseo)d member to or for an in- jobs to provide employment for Individuals
375.000,000 to assist in carrying out
Out the
subjecttotothis
tis p.ragraph.
The Secretary
paragraph. The
Secretary program
dviduaj who Is
dividual
is not
ot aamember
member of the house- subject
program under this section during the fiscal
snall
shall
report
to
the
report
to
the
Committee
on
AgriCornrrijttee
on
Agrihold if such household
household member
rnenber was legally
year.
year,
culture of the House of Representatives and
obligated to make such payments,
"(e)(l)
"Ce)(1)InInmaking
makingthe
theallocation
allocation required
required
payments, except the Cornrni:tee
Committee
on
Agriculture;
Agriculture,
Nutrtio
Nutrition,
that the
the Secretary
SecretaryIsisauthorized
authored to prescribe and Forestry of the Senate
that
under subsection (d), the Secretary
Secreta-y shall alForestry
of
the
Senate
o
the
on
basis
bsis
on
by regulatjon
regulatjo the
themethods,
xnethod, including
locate to each State operating a program
thcludig Calcal- thich the
theSecretary
Secretary made
made such a decision,
decision.
culation on
culation
o aaretrospective
retrospective basis, that State which
under
under this
this section
section that
thatpercentage
percentageof
of the
"(D)
"CD)
An
An
ind.ivdual
individual
who
who
has
has
been
been
disqualidisqualiagencies shall
usesetotodeterrmne
agencies
shall
deteri.e the
total funds allocated under subsection (d)
the amount fied from the food stamp program
program
under
subunder
of the deduction for child
which
equals
the
estimate
of
the
child
support
suppo
paypaythe
Secretary
paragraph
pal-agraph(A)
(A) may
may reestablish
reestablish eligibility
eligibility for
ments.".
Ients.'.
the percentage of participnts who are reir such person becomes exempt of
quired
Ic) Section
(c)
Secto fl(eX3)
fl(eX3)ofofthe
theFood
Food Stamp
Stamp Act assistance If
quired to work under section
section 6(dX4)
6(dX4) that
that re
under
subparzg-aph
subparagraph
(B)
or
by—
of 1977 (7 TJ.S.C.
U.S.C. 2020(e)(3))
2020(e)(3)) ±s
'is amended
side
side in such State.
arneded by
"(I)
becoming
employed
'(i)
becoming
employed
for
a
minimum
of
stiking 'linder
striking
"Underthe
the rJes
rulesprescribed
prescribed by
"(2)
':(2)
The
State
shall
The
State
shall
promptly
notify
by
the
the
20 hours
hoirs pe
perweek
week during
during any consecutive Seàretary
Secretary,
Secretary, aa State
State agency
agencyshall
Secretary iiifsuch
suchState
Stateder.ermines
shalldeve'op
develop thirty-day period; or
determinesthat
that it
It
will not expend the funds allocated it under

containingananelderly
cotaithg
elderlyor
ordisabled
disabled member,
with respect to expenses other than expenses
paid on
o behalf
behalf of
of the hoseho1d
household by a third
p.arty—
party—
"(I)
"Ci) an
an excess
exceEsmedical
edica1 expense deduction
deduction
ror that portion of the actual cost of allowfor

follows:
'(4)(A)
"(4)(A)

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-
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paragraph (1)and
paragrapn()
andthe
theSecretary
Secretary shall reafloreallocate such funds as the Secretary deems
deems
ap;roprjae
d equitable.
propriate and
"(1')
Notwithstanj
subsection
"(f) Notwithsta.jg
(d), the
(d),
Secretary sha.1l
Secretary
shall ensure
ensure that each State operoperating aa progran
at1g
progt'arnunder
under this section is allo5O.OOO
cated at lea
least
50.000 by reducing, to the extent necesa_'y,
necesary the
thefunds
funds allocated
allocated to those
Sates allocated
States
allocated more
more than 330,000.
3&000.
"(g) If, in Carrying
carrying out such program
progra durduring such
such fiscai
fiscai year,
year, aa State
State or politioaj
ing
political subdivision incurs costs that exceed the
divisjo0
the amount
anount
allocated to the State agency under subsection (d)—."U) the
"(1)
theSecret&"y
Secretary shah
shall pay such State
agency
amount equal
equal to 50 percent
agercy an anount
of
such additional
additional costs,
costs, Bub3ect
Bubject toperceflt
the first
limitation in paragraph (2); andand

t4
H:

(b) The
The Food
FoodStamp
Stap Act
Act of
of 1917
1977 (7 U.S.C.
issued pursuant to this section, or tb
2011
2311 et
et seq.),
seq.), as
as amended
amendedby
bysection
aecton542(a),
542(a), Is
is approved under
undersubsection
subsectjo (c), then t
the following approved
amended by adding at the
the .end
end the
retary shall take
take one
one oor more
new section:
more of the Ii

ingacions;
ing
actions:

"SEC.
SEC.25.5.ENCOtJRAGg
ENCOTJRAGT OF
OFELECrRONIC
ELECTRONIC
BENEFIT TRANSFER
TRANSFER SYSTEMS.
SYSTEMR

"(1) Suspend
Suspend all
all or
orpe.zt
part of such pa
authorized by subsection (b)(2) to
to be
available to such State, until
until the Sec

-

"(a)
'(a) Upon fuily
fully implementing
implementing an electronic
electroc

benefit transfer system which operates
operatea In deterr!jne5 the
the State
State to be iii
the entire State, a State may, subject to the determines
In stibst
sub
reqcjrernents
compliance with such requirements
provisions
provislons of this section, elect to
to
receive
a
(2) Withhold
"(2)
Withhold all
all or
or part of
grant
any
rat
forfor
any
fiscal
of such
suchpay
jy
fiscalyear
yeartotooperate
operate aa low-in1ow-j- until
the
the Secretary
Secretarydetermines
detemJne that tlt
come nutrition
nutritionassistance
assistanceprogram
programinj such
such no longer failure to comply that
fisca1 year
year in
th lieu of the food stamp program.
fiscal
with sm
quiremen atatwhich
which time
time the
"(bXl) A State that meets the require- quirements
the withheli
wjthheji
ment may be paid.
ments of this section and elects
elects to
to operate merit
authority of the
"(3) Terminate the authority
such
shall receive
receive each
such grogramn,
program, shall
each fiscal
flsca year to
to operate
opeatethe
thelow-mcome
low-ome
section the
under this sectionthe sum
sum of—

ance program,
program.

nutrjon
nutrition

"(A)(j) the total
total dollar
dollar value
valueof'
of all benefits
"(2) the Secretary shall also
also reimbu"
reimbu "(A)(i)
"(g)(1)Statei'
"(g)(l)
State' which receive grants
under the food stamp program
program by the
each State
Sta:e agency in an amount equal to 50 issued
this section stall
shallprovide
providefor—
State during
thirin fiscal
fiscal year
year 1994; or
foe—
or
percent of
or the total amount
a.mocjt of
or payments
"(A) a biennial audit,
autht. conducted IInac
• '(ii)the
theaverage
average per
per fiscal year of the total
"(ii)
ac
made or costs incurred by the State
State or
or polir,polit- dollar
ace wfth
the standards
stazdar of
with the
of the
the Corript
dollar value
value of
of all
all benefits
benefits issued
issued under the ance
ical subthvjsjon
subdivjslo in
in connection
connection with
With transportranspor- food stamp prograxn
General,
of
expendjtes
for
General,
of
expendftures
for
program
by
the
the prom
the
pxovjs
State during fisccss and
tation costs
and other expenses reasonably cal years 1992 through 1994;
1994: and
nutritionassistance
nutrition
assistanceunder
ude this
this section;
necessary and
necessary
ad directly
directly related
related to participa"(B)
"(BXI)
"(B)(i)
"(B)
not
later
than
120
days
later
tba
120
d&ys
after
the
total
amount
received
by
received by the
after th
tt
tion in aa program
program under
under this
this section, except State for
for administrative
athrnnjsratjve costs
under section of each fiscal year In which an audit i
that such total
total arro.1nt
amount shallsection,
ducted,
- provide
not exceed an 16(a) for fiscal year
provide the Secretary with
ye2.r1994:
199; or
ducted
or
with
amount representing
representjg 325 per
amount
"(ii)
participant per
er participant
"W) the average per fiscai
fiscal year
year of
of the
the total
total audit.
rno2 for
month
for costs
costs of
oftransportation
traspoItjon
and other amount
arout
received
received
by
by
the
the
State
State
for
States
adrriinisarrünisshall make the
the report,
report of such
actual
such
ac;ualcosts
costsand
and
such
reibernent shall trative
reimbu'sernent
trativ costs
costsuxlder
under section 16(a) for
availablefor
forpublic
publicinspection,
thsptjon.
for fiscal
flsel available
notbe
ot
bemade
made ou
outof
of funds
funds
years 1992 through 1994.
-

-

-

V

-

a1located under
allocated

subsection
subsection Cd).
"(h) The Secretary
"(h)
Secretar- may
may suspend
s2sped or
or cancel
c2cel
-

some or ali
afl or
of these
these payment5,
payments or may withdraw approval from a State or political
O]jtjC2. subsubdivision to operate a prograzn,
program. upon a finding
that
that the
theState
Stateororpolitical
politjal
subdivision has
failed to comply with
with the
the requiremen
requiremen of
this sectiofl.
this
section.";
(e) Section
7(i)(6)of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp Act of
Sectio: '(i)(6)
1917 (7 tL5.C.
U.S.C. 2015(1)(6))
2015(1)(6)) is
Is axncded
amended by
by stxikstrikig
ing"sect]o
"section17(f'
l7(f' and
and inserting
"17(e)".
SEC.5s5.
SEC.
55.COMP
COMPAi
TILETREAT.
TREATM''
OFDISOF
DIS.
QtALL9Eo INDEVIDUAI.S.
Qt3ALIFIED
INDEVIDUAI.S.

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act ci 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2015) is amended by adthng
adding at the end

section 7(1);
sectioo
"(2) designate
"(2)
dcsinate aa single
iigle State
State agency
agencyré—
ré-

foflowi new
the followthg
newsubsection:
subectjon:
"(1)
"(I) An individual
idivjduaj Who
who is
is a member of a sponsthle
sponsible for the adininjstra.tion
adnijijstr3.tjon of the lownutrition
assitace program
household who would otherwise be e1igb}e
Income
nutritIon assistacce
program under
under
eligible to nco
particIpate
this
this
section;
seton;
participate in the food stamp
stamp program
program under
under this
"(3) assess the food
this section
section and
and who has been
foodand
andnutrition
nuti-jo needs
needs of
beendisqualified
disqualified
for noncompliance
nonccflpiance with progran require- needy
residingthinthe
the State;
State;
needy persons
ersos residing
ments from the
program established by the
he prograzn
(4) 1!nit
"(4)
limitthe
the assistance
assistance to be provided
under this
secticn to
to the
the purchase
purchase of food;
t1s secticn
State under oart
tart A of title IV of the Social
"(5)
"(5) describe
dszribe the
Security Act
Ac; (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) shall
thepersons
persons to
to whom such-assuchasshail not sistance
will be provided;
be
be eligible
eligibletotoparticinate
particiote In
in -the food stamp
"(6) assure
asre the
theSecretary
Secretary that
that assistance
program during
prog-ram
duriflgthe
the period
period such disqualjfica
thsqualjfl "(6)
-

effect.".
tion is in effect,".

-

SEC.
SEC. 556.
-556.ENCOURAGE
ENCOURAGE ELECTRONIC

ELECTROMC BEN'EFT
BENEFIT

TRANSFER
TRANSFERSYSms.
SYSS.

-

"(h) W1oever
"(h)
Whoeverknowingly
knowingly&nd
and willfully
Willfj1y

bezzles,
bezzles, misapplies,
misapplies,stea.j,
steai, or
orobtaim
obtaj
fraud, false Statement,
statement, or forgery,
forgery,any
ay ft

assets or property provided or fina
assets,
tinder this section shaiJ
under
shall be fined not r

-

310,000 or
orImprisoned
iIflprjsoed for
than 310,000
for not
Oot more
more i
or both.",
SEC. 557.
557. VALUE
VALUEOF
OFSWflt'
SWfljALL
Section 8(a) of the Food Stamp Act of
(7 U.S.C. 2017(a)) is amended by
strik.j
by Strik.jn
snall be adjusted on each October 1"
and shall
all that follows
follows through
th.roug the end of such
5
5 years,

-

--

-

ALL,1r,

section,and
ad inserting
piod.
section,
inserting aaperiod,

SEC.
SEC.5$a
5$&
INITIAL
LZTIAL
MONTE
MONTE
EENEFrr
ErflT DE
DET
TION.
flON.

will be provided to the most needy
persons
ersos in
in
Section 8(c)(2)(B) of the Food Stamp Ac
the State
Sra; and
and that
that applicants
app1icanneedy
fcr assistance 1977
fur
(7
(7 U.S.C.
TJ.5.C. 2017(c)(zyB))
shall have
shall
ce adequate
adequatenotice
notice and
2017(c)(2X3))Isisamended
amended
and fair
fairhearings
hearng 1977
striking "of more than one month" 1:
comparable to
.t]aose required 'under
comparable
to.those
under 2ection
section
11;
"followingany
anyperiod".
period",
'blowing

Secto 7(1)
(a) Section
7(1)of
ofthe
the Food
Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2016(1))
2016(1))Iss amended—
-"(7)
'(7) provIde that, in the operation
(1) by
by amending
amding paragraph
paragraph (1)
opeatjo of
of the
the
(1)
to
read
as
read
low-icorne
low-income nutrition
follows:
nutritionassistance
aistance progra,
progmani,
siall
be
no
discrimination
there
shall
be
no
"(l)(A) State agencies are encouraged to
"(1)(A)
on
on the basis
of race, sex, religion, national origin,
implement
irpjementana on-line
o-jie electronic -benefit
origin,ororpo—
pobenefit litcal
litical
beliefs;
beliefs;
and
ad
transfer system
transfer
syster th
In Wñch
which household
household benefits
"(8)
include
other information
information a-s
may be
as may
determined under section 8(a) or sectIon
section 24 required by theother
Secretary,
Secretary.
are
from
areissued
issued
rn and
storedIni a central
and stored
data
'-(d) Paymen
Paynen made under this section to
"(d)
bank and
bank
andelectronically
electronijJy accessed by housethe State may be expended only in the fiscal
nod
hold rnernbe
membersatatthe
theoint-of-sa.]e
point-of-sale
--

SEC. 5.59.
SEC.
IMPROVING
FOOD STt
55o.
IMPROVTjG
po

tjcp
pp
FROGS

MANAGEj
MANAGEjT.
(a) Section
(a)
Section 13(a)(1) of the Food Stamp
Stamp,
of 1977
197'7(7
(7U.S.C.
U.S.C.2O22(aXI))
2022(aXI)) is
is amended_..
amended
(1) In the
(I)
fifth
the fifth sentence,
sentezice, by
by insert
"(after a deterrninaUon
determination on any
ay request
request fc
waiver for good cause related to the cIa
has been made by the Secretary)" after
after "I"
for collection";
collection'; and
-

year
yearfor
forwhich
w.jchsuch
ch payments
payments are distribdjstIb-. (2) in the sixth sentence, by striking
stri'ing
uted, except that the State may reserve up year'
andiserung '2
andinserting
"2 years".
years",
to
percentofofthe
thegrant
grant received
received for a fisca] year"
to 55peent
(b) Section 16(c) of the Food Stamp
Stamp AcC
Act
year
provide
sis under
year totoprovide
assistance
underthis
this section 1977
232(c)) is
197'7 (7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2025(c))
is amended—
a.rneoded—
in the subsequent
s'bseQuent fiscal year:
year: Provided,
Povided, That
(1) in Paragraph
Paragraph (1)(C).—
(l)(C).—
such reserved
reserved funds
funds may
may not
not total
total more
(A) by striking
more than
striking "naionaI
"national performat
erformaE
20 percent -of
.of the total grant received under measure"
and inserting
insertthg "payment
'payrnent error
error t.t
this section for a fiscal year.
erance level"; and
'(e) The
"Ce)
TheState
Stateagency
agency shall
shall keep
keep records
(B) by striking "equal
'equaa to—" and all t
coceng the
concerning
theoperan
operatiOnofofthe
the program
progran car- follows through the period at the end and Ii
ried
out under
underthis
thissection
8econ and
ned out
and thall
shall make serting the
the following:
following
such records available to the Secretary and "equal
proval of"; and
'equal
to
its
payment error rate
the
Comptroller
General
rate less
less so
Comptroller General of'
su
of the
(3)
the-- United
United tolerance level times theerror
(3)ininparagraph
paragaph(3),
(3),by
bystriking
siking "the
total value of allc
'the Sec- States.
retaxy shall
retary
sbafl not
not approve
approve such
such a system
meets
system
unuments
issued
in
such
a
In
scaJ
'if)
year
by
so
sa
If the Secretary finds that there is sub- State agency. The aruout
less—"
less—" and
and inserting
thserting "such system
system shall
sz1l pro- stantial
agency. The amount of
of liablifty
liabtiltyshi
sh
statial failure
(allure by
by aa State
State to comply with not
vide that.—".
that—".
not
be
affected
by
corrective
be
affected
by
corrthe
action und
ofthis
this section,
section, regulations
the z-equ±remes
requiremen of
regujatlons subparagraph
subparagraph (B).";
(B).";
"(B)
to Paragraph
paragraph (2), a State is
'(B) Subject
Subect to
authorized to
to procure
procureand
ad implement
authorized
implement an online
electro benefit
line electronic
benefittransfer
transfer system under
the terms,
terms, conditions,
condjtjos, and
and design that the
State deerrs
deems approprlar.e.
appropriate.
"(C) Upon request of a State,
State. theSecretary
theSecrey
may waive any Provision
provision of this Act prohibitg the
iting
theeffective
effective linplemetation
Implementation of an
electronic benefit
electronic
beefjt transfer
transfer system
sysr,e uDder
under this
subsection.";
subsection,";
(2) In
in paragraph
paragraph (2),
(2),by
by strkin
striking'the
"theapap-

y

-

-

-

-

"(2)
Notlater
1tr than
"(2) Not
than 120
120 days after
aster the e
the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year for
for which
which a State recejgrant
underthis
thissection,
sectio such
grant under
such State
preparean
anactivities
actviti report
prepare
report compari
comptual expenditures
for such
such fIscal
expentht,es for
f1s,a1 year
year fo
trition assistance under this section wit]
expendjte for
expenditures
forsuch
suchfiscal
fiscal year predict
the plan submitted In
in accordance
aocordan with
with
section (c).
(it). Such
SuchState
Statesh2.lj
shall make th
tvities report
reportavailahle
avaiiae for
tivities
for public
publicinc
in
tion.
tiOn.

"(2)
Uponapproval
approvalby
bythe
theSecretai-y
Secretary of the
'(2) Upon
plan subrmijtted
Stateuflder
under subsection
p'an
sbrnitted bybya aState
Subsection
(c),
(C), te
theSecreta-y
Secretaryshall
shall pay
pay to
to the
the State at
such times and in such rnanleI
manner as
as the Secretaryma
retamaydetermine,
determine, the amount
amo-nt to which
the State is eligible
eligible under
under subsection
subsection (b)(l).
(b)(I).
be eligible
eigible to operate a low-Income
"(c) To be
low-income
nutrixon assistance program under this secnutrition
tion, a State shall submit for approval each
tion.
fiscai year a plan of operation specifying
fiscal
specIfying the
manner in which
which such
such aa program
programwiLl
will be conducted
ducted by
by the
the State.
State. Such
Such plan
plan shall—
shail—
"(1)- certify that.
the State
State has
has impleimplethat the
mente aast.te-wide
mented
state-wideelectronic
electronic benefit
benefit transfer system
syern ininaccordance
accordance with

-

-
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(2) in paragraph (33(A),
(3)(A), by striking "120
days" and InsertIng
Inserting "60
'60 days (or 90 days at
the discretion of the Secretary)";
(3) in the last sentence of paragraph (6).
(6), by

inserting "shall be used to establish a payment-error tolerance level. Such tolerance
meet-error

SEC. 561. OBLIGATIONS AND ALLOTMENTS.

Section 18 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

Act (7 U.S.C. 2027) Is amended—
(1) in subsection (a)—
(A) in paragraph (1)—

March 22, 1995"
1995

SEC. 573. WAITING PERIOD FOR RETAIL FOOD
-

STORES AND WHOLESALE FOOD
CONCERNS
CONCERNS THAT
TEAT ARE
APARtDENIED
DED ÀY.
PROVAL TO ACCEPT COUPON&
COUPONS.

Section 9(d) of the Food Stamp Act of
or 1977
(7 U.S.C 2018(d)) Is
is amended by adding at the
(i)
(I)
by
striking
"are
authorized
to
be
approappro-'
level for any fiscal year will be one percent- priated such sums as are necessary for each end the following new
new sefltence:
sentence:
age point added to the lowest national per- of the fiscal
"Such
retail
food
store
or
or wholesale
wholesale food
food
fiscal
years
years
1991
1991
through
through
1995'S
1995"
and
informance measure ever announced up to and serting
concern
concern shall
stall not submit an application
thefollowing:
following:
including such fiscal year under this section. sertig the
under subsection
si.bsection (a)(1) for six months from
The payment—error
paynzent.-error tolerance
tolerancelevel"
level" after
after "is provided to be obligated, not in excess of
date of receipt of the notice of denial.".
"The announced national performance meas- the cost estimate made by the Congressional the
574. DISQUALIFICATION OF RETAIL
RETAil. FOOD
ure"; and
and
ure":
Budget Office for this Act, as amended by SEC. S74,
STORES AND WHOLESALE FOOD
(4) by striking paragraphs (8) and (9).
the Food Stamp Simplification
Simplification and
and Reform
Reform
CONCERNS.
CONCERNS,
SEC. 560. WORE
WORX SUPPLEMENTATION
SUPPLEMENTATION OR
OR SUPPORT
SUPPORT Act of 1995,
1995. for the fiscal year ending SepSection 12(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
PROGRAM.
PROGRAM,
tember 30. 1996, with adjustments for any es- (7 U.S.C.
U S.C. 2021(a)) is amended—
(a) Section 11(e) of the Food
Food Sta.mp
Stamp Act of timates of total obligations for additional
(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(a);
(a); and
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)), as amended by section fiscal years made by the Congressional Budg(2) by inserting the following new para542(b). is amended—
542(b),

(1) in paragraph (25), by striking "and";
(2) in paragraph (26), by striking the period
and inserting "; and'
and' atatthe
theend;
end; and
and
(3) by
by adding
addingatatthe
theend
endthe
thefollowing
followingnew
ne
paragraph:
"(27) the.
the, plans of the State agency for in-

et Office to reflect the provisions contained graph:
in the Food Stamp Simplification and Re"(2) A retail food store or wholesale food
form Act of 1995";
concern that is disqualified from participat(ii) by striking "In each monthly report.
report, in
ingininthe
theprogram
programunder
under section
section 17
17 of the
the Secretary shall also state" and inserting Child Nutrition Act of 1966 shall for such peaiso be disqualified
"Also, the Secretary shall file a report every nod of disqualification also
February 15,
February
15, April
April15,
15,and
ad July
July 15,
15, stating";
Stating"; from participating in the food stamp pro-

cluding eligible food stamp recipients in a and
gTam:'.
gram.'
work supplementation or support program
(iii) by
(iiiY
bystriking
striking"supplemental
"supplemental appropriaappropria- SEC. 575. AUTHORITY TO SUSPEND STORES VIOunder section 16(j).".
LATING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
tioIs' and
andinserting
inserting"additional
"additional obligational
obligational
(b) Section
Section 16
16 -of
of the
Stamp Act of tions"
the Food Starrip
PENDINGADMINISTRATIVE
PENDING
AD1STEATWE AND
ANDJUJU.
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025), as amended by section authority"; and
DICIAL
DICIAL REVIEW.
REVIEW.
(B) in
paragraph (2),
(2). bS
by striking "authori pai-a-raph
'author554(b). is amended by addiflg
554(b),
adding at the end the
14(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
ized to be appropriated"
appropriated' and
and inserting
inserting "obli- (7Section
following new subsection:
U.S.C. 2023(a)) Is amended by adding at the

Woiuc
'(j) Wo
"(j)
SUPPLEMENTATION
OROR
St.PPORT
SUPPLEMENTATION
StpPoRr
PROGRAM.—

gated";

end the following new sentence:

(2) in
ir subsection
subsection (b)—

"(1)
A State
State may
may elect to use the sums
(A) in the first sentence, by
'(1) A
by striking
striking "ap'apequal to the food stamp benefits that would propriation" and inserting "total obligations
otherwise be allotted to participants under limitation
limtatio provided";
provided"; and
the food stamp program but for the oper(B) in the second sentence,
sentence, by
by striking
striking Sap"ap-

"Notwithstanding any
"Notwithstanding
any other
otherprovision
provision of
of
law, the permanent disqualification
disqualification of
of aa rere-'
tail food store or wholesale
whoiesale food concern
under section
be effective
effective from
section 12(b)(3)
12(b)(3) shall
shfl be

he notice
notice of
of disQualidisqualiation of this subsection for the purposes of propriation" and inserting "obligational the date of receipt of the
ficatIon.".
providing and subsidizing or supporting jobs amount provided in subsection (a)(1)";
SEC.
SEC. 576. CRIMINAL
CEThI1NAL FORFEITURE.
FORFEITURE.
under a work supplementation or support
(3) ft
in subsection
subsection (c)—
program established by the State.
"(2) If a State that makes the election described In
in paragraph (1) identifies
identifies each
househo'd that participates in the food
household
stamp program which contains an individual
who is participating in such work
supplementation or
supplementation
or support
supportprogram—
progarn—

Section 15(g) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(A) by inserting "or under section 24" after
2024(g)) isamended
ameded to read as folfol(7 U.S.C. 2024(g))is
"under sections 5(d) and 5(e)";
lows:
(B) by insertin'g
inserting "or
"or under section 24" after
(g)u) The
"(g)(l)
Thecourt,
court,ininimposing
imposing sentence
sentence on
"under section 5(c)"; az offense in violation
convicted of an
(C)
(C) by
by striking
striking"and"
"and' after "or otherwise
otherwise aofperson
subsection (b) or (c). shall order, in addidisabled';
disabled"; and .
tion to any other senteflce
sentence imposed pursuant

(D) by inserting before the period at the
(Dl
"(A) the Secretary shall pay to the State
an amount equal to the value
value of
of the
the allot..
allot- end ", and (3) adequate and appropriate reconhow
howto
to equitably
equitably achieve
ommedations on
ment that the household would be eligible to ommendations
such reductions";
reductions"; and
and
receive but for the operation of this sub- such
(4)
section;
section;
(4) in
in subsection
subsection (f), by striking "No funds
"(B)
'(B) the State shall expend such amount in appropriated" and inserting "None of the

to this subsection, that the person forfeit to
the United States
allproperty
property described
described in
State all
paragrapn (2).
paragraph

"(2) All property,
property, real
real and
ad personal,
personal, used
used in
in

-

-

a transaction or'
or attempted
attempted transaction, to

-

commit, or to
to fa.cilitate
facilitate the commission of,
of, aa
violation (other than a misdemeanor)
misdemeanor) of
of sub-.
subsection (b) or Cc),
(c), or
orproceeds
proceeds traceable
traceable to
to aa
violation of subsection (b) or (c), is subject
to forfeitu_—e
forfeiture totothe
theUnited
United States.
States.
"(3) No property shall be forfeited
forfeited under
under

obligated",—
accordance with its work supplementation or funds obligated".—

support
in lieu of
support progra.rn
progarn in
of the
the allotment
allotrnet
that the household would receive but for the
operation of this subsection;
"(C) for purposes of—

CHAPTER 3—PROGRAM INTEGRITY
SEC 571.
SEC.
571. AUTHORIr(
AUTHORITYTO
TOESTABLISH
ESTABLISHAUTHORIZAAUTHORIZA.
TION PERIODS,
PERIODS.

"(1) sections
sections 55 and
and 8(a),
8(a). the
the amount
amount re"(i)
Section 9(a)(1) of the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of this subsection to the extent of an interest
ceived under
under this
this subsection
subsectionshall
shall be
be exexantor
oromission
omission
owner, by
by reason
reason of
ofany
ay act
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2018(a)(1))
208(a)(1)) isisamended
amended by
by adding
adding of an owner,
cluded from household
household income
income and
a:d resources; 1977
established
established by
by that
that owner
owner to
to have
have been
been comcomat the end the following new sentence:
and
aud
mitted or omitted
omitted without
witho; the
theknowledge
knowledge or
or
"(ii) section 8(b), the amount received "The Secretary shall establish specific time consent of that owner.
under this subsection shall be considered as periods during which authorization to accept
'(4) The
"(4)
The proceeds from
from any
ay sale
sale of
of forfeited
forfeited
redeei coupons,
coupons,or
or to
to redeem
redeem benefits property and any monies forfeited under this
the value of an
an allotment
alotment provided to the and redeem
household; and
through an electronic benefit transfer sys- subsection
subsection shall be used—
"(D) the
the household
householdshall
shallnot
ot receive
receive an a!al- tem. under the food stamp program shall be
"(A) to reimburse the Department of Juslotment
lotzneotfrom
from the
the State
State agency
agency for
for the
the period
period valid.".
tice for the costs incurred
bythe
theDep2.rtDepartincured by
during which-the
member continues
continues to par- SEC.
wh1ch-th member
ment
to initiate
thitiate and complete the forfeiture
SEC. 572. CONDITION
CO'DITION
PRECEDENT
PRECEDENT
FOR
APAPtcipate
ticipateininthe
thework
worksupplemefltation
supplementation proproPROVAL OF RETAIL
RETAil. FOOD STORES proceeding that caused the sale that pro.

gram.

"(3) No perscn shall be excused by reason

of the fact that such State has a work

-

AND WHOLESALE FOOD
AND
FOOl) CONCERNS,
CONCERNS.

Section 9(a)(1) of the Food Stamp Act of

(7 U.S.c.
U.S.C. 20l8(a)(1)),
2018(a)(1)), as previously
previously
supplementation
supplementation or
or support
support program
programfrom
froI 1977
amended by
by this
this title, is amended by adding
under section
section6(d),
any work requirement unaer
6(d), ex- arriended
cept during
cept
duringthe
theperiods
periodsininwhich
wic such
such inthindi- at the end the following new sentence:
vdual is employed under such work "No retail food store or wholesale food convidual
cern shall
stall be
be approved
approved for
for participation
participation in
supplementation or support program.
program unless,
unless, wherever
wherever
"(4) For purposes of this subsection, the the food stamp progr2.m

term "work supplementation or support program' shall
gram"
shall mean
mean aa program
program in
in which, as determined by the Secretary, public assistance,
incluthng any benefits provided under a proincluding
gram established by the State and the food
stamp program, Is provided
stamp
provided to
to an
aziemployer
employer
used for hiring a public assistance reto be
be used
cipient.".

possible, an authorized employee of the Department of Agriculture, or an official of the
State or local government designated by the
Department of Agriculture, has visited such
retail food store or wholesale
who'esale food concern
for the purpose of determining whether such
for
retail food store or wholesale food concern
should be so
so approved.".
apprOved.".

duced such proceeds;
proceeds:
"(B) to
"(B)
to reimburse
reimburse the
the Department of Agri-

culture Oifice
Office of Inspector General for any
costs it incurred in the law enforcement efforfeiture;
fort resulting in the forfeiture;
"(C)
"(C)to
toreimburse
reimburse any
any Federal
Federal or
or State'
State' law
law
enforcement
any costs incurred
enforcement agencies
agencies for
fo any
in the law enforcement effort
erfort resulting in
-

the forfeiture; and

-

-

"(D)
"(D)by
bythe
theSecretary
Secretary to
to carry
carry out
out the
the apap-

proval. reauthorization,
proval,
reauthorization,and
ad compliance
compliance in-

vestigations
retailstores
stores under
under section
section
vestigatios ofofretail

9.".
SEC.577.
577.EXPANDED
EXPANDEDDEFINITION
DEFThON OF
SEC.
OF COTJPON.
'COUPON.

Section 3(d) Of
theFood
FoodStamp
StampAct
Actof
of19'77
1977
of the
"or
(7 U.S.C. 2012(d))
2012(d)) isis amended
amefldedby
bystriking
siking "or

type
type of
of certificate"
certificate" and
and inserting
inserting'type
type of
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certuicate, authorization cards, cash or (2)
certficate,
(2) SectIon
Section 1631(a)(2)(A)(li)of
1631(a)(2)(A)(ii)of such Act (42
checks issued in lieu of conpons, or access U.S.C.
this
paragraph
shall
be
under
the
exch
exciu
1383(a)(2)(A)(Ij))
1383(a)(2)(A)(ii)) is amended—
amended—
devices, including,
including, but
but not
notlimited
lmited to.
grants under this section.
to, elecby striking "(I)"; and
tronic benefit transfer cards or personal. (A)
"(2) REQUIREMENTS_The
EQUIREMENTS.......fle Director
Director
(B) by striking subclause (Ii).
(ii).
identificato: numbers",
identification
numbers".
make a grant under paragraph (1) only I:11
(3)
(3) Section
Section 1631(a)(2)(B)
163l(a)(2)(B) of
of suchsuch'

VOL'ij

SEC. 578. 1)OUBLED
DOUBLED PENALTIES
PENALTIES FOR
FOR %'lOL'ri

FOOD STAMP PEOGR,4s
PEOGRji.MREQUfl.
REQtjI.
.eL'rS.

Act (42
Act.
(42

U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(B)) is amended—

the date specified by the Director, the S

-submits to the Director an
an appllcaUon
application
the grant that is In such form, is mad
(B) in clause (viii), by striking "(lx)"
"(lx)"
and
and such manner, and contain such Is
Section 6(bXl) of the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act of inserting
"(viii)";
such agreerne
agreemE
1977 (7 U.S.C.
U.s_c. 2015(b)(l))
20l5(b)(1)) is amended—
assurances, and information as the Dire
(C) in clause
clause (ix>—
(ix)—
Dlrei
(1) in
In clause (I),
(I). by striking "six months"
to
be
necessary
determines
necessary
to
(i) by striking "(v1i)"
(I)
carry
"(vili)" and Inserting
inserting subsection, and if the application out
and inserting
inserting")
"1 year";
year"; and
"(vii)"; and
conu
coot
(2) in clause (ii), by strIking
striking "1 year" and
agreement by the State In
in accordl
(ii) in subclause
subclause(II),
(Ii), by
by striking
accords
striking all
all that
that an
inserting "2 years".
insertIng
with the following:
(A) by striking clause (vii);

-

SEC. 579.
SEC.
579.DISUAUFICATION
DISAUflCATION OF
OF CONVIc'rs
CONVIC'rL"(DDIVIDUALS,
DIVfl)UALS,

Section 6(bXl)(ijl)
6(b)a)(ijl) of the Food Stamp
Stamp Act,
Act
(I) in
(1)
in subciause
s',ibciause (fl),
(U), by
by striking "or" at the

of
1977(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2015(b)(l)(
2015(b)(l)(jII))
is amended_
011977(7
iii)) is
amended—

end;
(2) in
in Subciacse
Subciacse(UI),
(nil, by
by Strik.ing
striking
at the end and inserting "; or"; and the period
(3) by adding at-the
at.the end the following new

-

follows "15 years" and
and inserting
inserting a period;

•

subclause:
subelause:
"(IV) a conviction of an offense under subsection (a) or (b) of section 15 Involving and inserting a period,
period.
Items
items referred to In
in such
such subsectIon
subsection having
having aa
(5)
(5) Section
Section 1634
1634 of
of such
such Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C. 1383c)
of 3500or
ormore,",
value ofSOO
more,".
is
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking subsection
subsection (e),
(e).
SEC. 580.
SEC.
580.CLAIMS
CLAIMSCOU,ECTIO
COUCT]O
Section 201(c)(1)
201(c)(l) of the Social
Socisi Security
(6) Section
of the Food Stamp Act Independence and Program Improvements
(a) Section
Section 11(e)(8)
fl(e)(8) of
of 1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2020(e)(8))
2020(e)(8))IS
is amended by In- Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C. 425 note) Is amended—
amended_
serting before the semicolon at the end "or
(A) by striking
strikjtg "—" and all that follows
refunds
refunds of
of Federal
Federal taxes
taxes as authot'lzecj
authorized pursupursu. through "(A)" the 1st place such term ap3120A of
of tItle
title 31 of the United pears;
-ant to section 3720A
States Code",
Code".
(B) by striking
striking "and"
"and"the
the-3rd
3rd place such
(b) Section 13(d) of the Act.
Act (7(7U.S.C.
U.S.C. term appears:
2022(d)) is amended—
subparagraph (B);
(C) by striking subparagraph
(B);
(1) by strtking
CD)by
bystriking
striking"either
"either subparagraph
subparagraph (A) or
striking "may" and Inserting (D)
"shall"; and
subparagraph
subparagraph (B)"
(B)" and
and inserting
Inserting "the preced(2) by inserting before the
the period at the end ing sentence": and
(E)
(El by Striking
striking "subparagraph (A) or (B)"
"or refunds of Federal taxes as authorized
autho'ied and
inserting
inserting "the
'the preceding sentence".
section 3'?20A
3720A of
of title
title 31
pursuant to section
31
of
the
(c) ErFzc'rIvE
Cc)
United States Code".
EFFECTIVEDATE—The
DATE—The amendments
amenthnents
made by this section shall take effect on OcSubtitle C—Eff
veflates and
tober
1.
1995,
and
shall
apply
with
respect to
MiscellaneousProvisions
Misceijanecas
Povisions
months beginning on or after such date. -:
SEC. 591.
591. EFTECmE
EFTECmt DATES.
DATES.
(d) FzDINGCd)
Os'
CERTAiN
FUNDING'
op
CERTAIN
PROGRJ
pOR
FOR
(a)
(a) Except
Except as
as provided
provided in
in subsection
subsection (b)
DRUGAooIcTs
ADDIcTsAND
ANDALCOHOLICS..,..
ALCOHOUCS.
(b) and
and Dauc
(c),
Cc).this
th.istitle
titleand
and amendnien
amenthnen
made by this
Gm EAL.—Out of any money in the
(1) IN GENER,u.—Out
title shall take effect on October 1,
1. 1995.
Treasury not
Treasury
not -otherwise
otherwise appropriated, there
(b) The
The amendments
arnenmenta made by sectIon
approprjated_
section 554 are hereby appropriated_
shall take effect on October 1,
(A)
1. 1996.
(A) for carrying out section 1971 of the
(C)
Theamen&'nents
amendments made
made by section 56(i
(c) Th
Act (as amended by
560 Public Health Service Act
shall take effect
effect on
on October
October1.
1, 1994.
1994.
parag-ra
Paragraph(2)
(2)ofofthis
thissubsection),
subsection), 95,00O,0o
595,000.000
SEC. S92,
592. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS.
for each of the fiscal years
years 1991
1991 through 2000;
it is the sense of the Congress
Congress that States and
that operate
operateelectronic
electronicbenefit
benet systems to
(B) for carrying out the medicatio develtransfer benefits
transfer
benes provided
provided under
under the Food opment project to improve drug abuse and
Stamp Act of 1ST? should operate electronic drug treatment research.
research - (administered
(administered
-

-

•

-

-

-

benefit systerr,s
systems that are compatible
the National
National InstitOte
Institute on
conpatible with
with through
on - Drug.
Drug
Abuse).
each other.
SEC. S2S,
S2S. DEFICIT REDUCTION.

It is the sense of the Conirr,ittee
Committee on
on AgriAgi-icultureofofthe
cultu-e
theHouse
Houseofof
Representatives
Representatj that
reductions
reductions in outlays resulting
resu1tjn from subtitle
B shall not be taken into account
accoua for
for purposes ci section 252 of the Balanced Budget
and miergency
nergency Deficit
Deficit Control
Control Act of 1985,
1985.
TiTLEVI—SUPPLE
TiTLE
Vi—SUppLEgsT SECljR1-y
SECIJRrjy

INCOME
SEC.
601.
DENLL
SU-j SECIJRrI'y
SEC. 601.
DENIAL
OF SUOF
PLX.MrL
SEC1JPJTY
INCOHE BE,"(EFrrs
LNCOHI
BEN'EFI'rs BY
By REASON OF
DISABILrry TO
DISABILITy
TO DRUG
DRUG ADDICIS
ADDICIS AND

-

•

"(A)
"(A) The
The State
State will
will expend
expend the
the grant in
(i) by striking "(xii)" and inserting "(xi)"; cordance with the priority described in
section
section (b)Cl).
(b)(l).
and
"(B) The State will comply
comply with
with the co:
(ii) by striking "(xl)" and inserting
Inserting "Cx)";
coi
"(x)";
and
tions
tions described
described in
in each
each of
of subsections
subsections (C),
(c),
(g), and (hI.
(h).
redesiguating clauses (viii) through (g).
(E) by redesignating
"(3)ALLOTMENT.—
"(3)
ALLoTitx-r,_
(xiii) as clauses (vii) through (xii), respectively.
"(A) For purposes of paragraph
paragraph (I),
(1), the
(4) Section 1631(a)(2)(D)(1)(fl)
1631(a)(2)(D)(i)(fl) of such Act lotmnt
lotmentunder
underthis
thisParagraph
paragraph for a State
(42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(D)(j)(fl))
fiscal
year
shall,
except
as
provided
1383(a)(2)(D)(j)(fl)) Is
a
except
as
provided
is amended
in s
amended by
striking
striking all
allthat
thatfollowsfollows-"525.00
'25.00 per
per month" paragraph (B), be the product or—
clause (Xiii)—
(xiii)—
(D) in clause

"(1)the
"(I)
theamount
amountappropriated
appropriad in sect
sect

601(d)(l) of the Personal Responsibility
of 1995 for the fIscal
fiscal year, together with
additional amounts appropriated
appropriated to Ca
ca
Outthis
thissection
section for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year;
out
year: and
"(ii)
"(ii) the
percentage
determined,
the percentage determined, for
State under the formula -established
-established in
in s
tion 1933(a);
1933(a):
"(B)
"CE) Subsections
Subsections (b) through (d)
Cd)ofofsecti
sect
1933 apply to an allotment
allotment under subpa
subpa
graph (A) to the same extent and In
in the sa
manner as such subsections apply to an
lotment
under
subsection
lotnient
(a) of secr,i
secti
1933.",
I

-

•

-

-

SEC. 602. SUPPLE
SUPPL SENTAL
N'rAL SECURITY
SECURITY INCO1
INCO:
BEN'EFfl'S
BENEFITSFOR
FORDISABUD
DISABL Cli
C
DREN.

(a)
(a) RESTRJC'-IO\'S
ELIGIBTy FOR C.'.
RESTRICTIONSON
Os ELIcIsnz,ryy
C.;
BENEFITS.—

(I) IN GENEEAL.—Section
GENEEAL._Section ll4(aX3XA)
l14(aX3XA)
Social Security Act (42 U.S
U.S.
l382c(a)(3)(A)) is amended—
1382c(a)(3)(A))

the

-

(A) by inserting "(i)"
"(1)"after
after"(31(A)";
"C3)(A)";

attaIed 18 yes
(B) by inserting "who has attaied
yea

be considered";
considered';
of age" before "shall be
(C) by striking "he" and-Inserting
and inserting "the I
dividual";
.
(Dl by striking "(or, In the case of an inc
(D)
md
vidual under the age of 18,
18, If
if he suffers
suffers fro:
fro
any medically determinable physical or me:
me
cal impairment
tal
impairment impafrment
impairment of
of compárab
comárab
severity)"; and
'.
(E) by adding after and below
CE)
èldw- the 'end
"endtIt
following:
following:
-

''''
'

-

•-

•

-

•

•

•

•-

-

-

"(ii) An individual who has not
not-attained]
attained
years of age shall be consfdered
considered to be
1997 through 2000.
bediu
di
abled for purposes of this title for a month
(2) CAPACITY
EXPANSION
(2)
CAPACITY
EXPANSION
POGR. REGARDPROGR.'.
REGARDthe
the
indivIdual—
individual
ING DRUG
DRUG ABUsE
AEs TREATY,ENT._Section
TREAT.v.Eit'._Section 1971 of
"(I)
"(I) meets
meetsall
all non-dlsabillt'yrelated
non-disability_related11r
the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C.
quirements for eligIbility for cash benefli
300y) is amended—
benefit
under
this.ticle;
this
title(A) in subsection (a)(1), by adding at the
"CU)
"(U)
has
has
any
any
medically
medically
determinable
determinable
end the following sentence: "This paragraph
phy
phyx
paragiph ical or mental impairment
impairment (or combinatlo:
combinatio
ii subject
subject to
to subsection
subsection (j).";
(j).";
of
impairments)
that
(B) by redesignating subsection
meets the
the requlr
subsection (j) as subrequire
mnents,
applicableto
toIndividuals
individuals who hay
ments, applicable
section (k);
Abise), 35.000.000
5,000.000 for
for each
each of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal years

-

-

--

--

(C) in
(C)
in subsection
subsection (j)
Ci)as
as so redesignated), by

inserting before the period the following:

"and for each of the fiscal years 1995 through
(Dl by inserting after subsection ii)
Ci)the
the folfollowing Subsection:
subsection:
"C)) Foeij
"Ci)
Fozij Gpj.x-rs
GRAy'rsFOR
s'oaCERTAIN
CERTAn FiscAl.
FiSCAL

ALCOHOLICS.
ALCOHOLICS,
2000'; and
2000-':
and
(a) L'
L' GENEP__Section
GEN.._Section 1614a)(3)
1614a)(3) of
of the

Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3))
13820(a)(3)) Is
js
amended by adding at the end the
the following:
"(I) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), an
individual shall not be considered to be dis- YEARS.—
•'(l) L'
"(1)
1_sGENER..—For
GEXER.'.L.—Foreach
each of
of the fiscal
abled for purposes of this title if
fiscal
abled
alcoboli
if alcoholism
1997 through 2000, the Director shall,
or drug addiction would (but for this sub- years
described
in
for
the
purpose
described
in
subsection
'(a)(])
subsection '(a)(l),
paraxraph)be
para'aph)
beaacontributing
contributing factor material
State that submits to
a grant to each 'State
to the
the Comnrnjoner's
Cornrnjoner's deermjnanlon
deermjration that make
Director
an
application
the
an
application
in
in accordance
accordance
iDdivi dualisisdisablecL",
disabled.",
the iDdividual
with Paragraph
paragraph (2). Such a
grant'for'a5
a grant
fora .Stkte
(b)
(b) CON
DR5G
£MEME_.
NDas
£MEME1._
•
shall
consist
of
the
allotment
determined
for
(1) Section 1611(e) of such Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. the State under paragraph
paragraph (3).
(3). For
1382(e)) it amended by striking paragraph (3),
(3). the fiscal years 1997 through For each of
2000, grants
-

chof

not attained 18 years of age, of the Listing
Listing
of Impairments
1mpairerx set
setforth
forth in appendix i c0
subpart P
p of part 404 of title 20, Code
Code of
of Fed
Fed
eral Regulations (revised as of April
1,
1. 1994)
1994
or that is equivalent in
In seVerity
severity to such ax
a;
impairment (or such
such aa combination
combination of
lmpajrrnent(or
of imun
pa1rments): and
pairrnents)"(III)(aa) for the
"(UI)(aa)
thethe
firsifi
the month
monthpreceding
preceding
month for which this clause takes effect,
effect, wai
wa
eligible for, cash benefits under this title bI
b
reason of disability; or
"(bb) as
"Cbb)
as aa result
result of the' 'impairment
impairment (ox
(0;
combination
combination of
of imuairm'ents)
imnairments) Involved—
Involved—
"(1) is in a hospitaj.
"(1)
hospitaj Skilled
Skilled nursing facil
fad.
ity, nursing facility, residejitial
residential 'treatmeni
treatment
facility, intermediate care facility 'for,
- for thE
the
mentally retarded, or other medical, instituInstitution; or
-•

-

-
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"2) would be required to be placed in such
"i2)

March 22, 1995
1995

expenditures of non-Federal amounts issuance of substantive rules under section
an institution If
were not
not re- for such
if the Individual
individial were
purposes at a level that is not less 553 of
of title
title 5,
5,United
UnitedStates
StatesCode.
COde.
Payments
Payiets
ceiving personal assistance
assistance necessitated
necessitated by
by than the following, as applicable:
under
grants
under
section
1641
under
section
1641
for
fiscal
the inipairrnent.
impairment (or
(or impairments).
impairments).
for
fiscal
"(A) For the first fiscal year for which the year 1997 shall begin -not
not later
later than
than January
January
"(iii) As used in clause (ii)(Ifl)(bb)(2),
(ii)(Ifl)(bb)(2), the
the State
receives a grant under section 1641, an
an
1, 1997, without regard
1.
regard to
to whether
whether final
fia.l rules
term 'personal
personal assistance' includes at least
term
equal to
to the
thedifference
differencebetween—.between—
equal
this part have been Issued
issued and without
hands-on or stand-by assistance, supervision, amount
"(i) the
"Ci)
theaverage
averagelevel
levelof
ofsuch
such expenditures
expenditures under
regardtotowhether
whethersuch
such
rules
have
taeef—
rules
have
taken
or cueing, with activities of daily living and maintained by the State for
effor the
the 2-year
2-year pe- regard
fect.
the administration of medical treatment riod preceding October 1.
1, 1995 (except that, if
REGARDING OTHER
OTHER-PROPRO
"(b) PROVISIONS REGARDING
(where applicable).
applicable) For purposes of the pre- such first fiscal year is other than fiscal year
GRAMS.—
ceding sentence, the term 'acitivities
acitivities of 1997, the amount of such
average'
such
average
level
shall
living means eating, toileting,
toileting, dressdaily living'
"(I) INAPPLICABILrrY
OFVALUE
VALUE
SV"(1)
INAPPLICABILITY OF
OFOF
SERVdress- be
be increased
increased to
to the
the extent
extent necessary
necessary to
to offset
offset ICE5.—The
ing.
transferring.",
value
value of
of authorized
authorized services proing, bathing,
bathing, and
ad transferring.".
prothe effect of inflation occurring after Octo- IcEs.—The
vided under this part shall not be taken into
NOTICE.—Within 1 month after the date ber 1.
(2) NOTICE.—WithIn
1, 1995); and
of
of the enactment of this Act, the Commis"(ii) I-he
"(ii)
the agreate
aggregate
ofofnon-Federal
non-Federalexpendiexpendi- account in determining eligibility for, or the
sioner of Social Security shall notify each tures made by the State for
amount of,
of,benefits
benefitsororsex-vices
servicesunder
underany
ay
for such
such 2-year
2-year pe- amount
individual whose eligibility for dash
ôash supple- riod pursuant to section 1618 (as such section Federal or federally-assisted program.
mental security income benefits under title
"(2) MEDICAID PROGRAM—For purposes of
in effect for such period).
title XIX,
XVI of the Social Security Act will termi- was
-title
child shall
XIX, each qualifying Child
shall be con"(B)
For
each
subsequent
fiscal
year,
year.
the
sidered
sidered to
to be
be aa recipient
recipient of
of supplemena1
supplemental senate by reason of the amendments made by amount
applicable
arnotnt
applicable
under
subparagraph
(A)
paragrapb (1) of such termination.
paragraph
curity income benefits under
imder this title (withincreased to the extent necessary to offset out
(3)
(3) ANNUAL
ANNUAL REPORTS ON
ox LISTINGS
LISTINGSOF
OPIMPAIRIMPAIRregard to whether the child has received
the effect of inflation occurring after the beMENTS.—The Commissioner
MENTS.—The
Commissionerof
ofSocial
SocialSecuSecu
services under this part and withof the fiscal year to which such sub- authorized
rity shall annually submit to the Congress a ginning
out regard to whether the State involved is
paragraph
applies.
report on the Listings of Impairments
Impairments set
set
"(2) RELEVANT PURPOSES—The
PTJRP05E5.—The purposes
purposes receiving a grant under section 1641). The
forth in
appendix1 1ofofsubpart
subpartPPofofpart
i appethx
preceding Sentence
applies on
on and
and after
aftert'ne
the
part404
404 of described in this paragraph are any purposes preced.lng
sentence applies
purposes
title 20. Code of Federal Regulations (revised
date of the enactment of this part.
designed
to
meet
(or
assist
assist
in
in
meeting)
meeting)
the
the
as of April 1. 1994), that
that are—applicable
are—applicable to
"(c) USE
"(c)
USEBY
BYSTATES
STATES
OFoFEXISTING
EXISTING
DELIVERY
DUVRy
to unique needs
needs of
of qualifying
qualifyingchildren
children that
that SYSTEMS.—With
indlvdiuals
indivdiuals who
whohave
havenot
notattained
attained18
is years
SYSTLMS.—With respect
respectto
tothe
'thesysterr'..s
systems utiyears of arise from physical and mental impairments.
impairments,
age, and recommend any necessary revisions
by the States to deliver services to inincluding such purposes that are authorized lized
to the listings.
dividuals with disabilities (including systo
to
be
be
carried
carried
out
out
under
under
title
title
XIX.
XIX.
(b)ESTABLIS-XENT
ESTABLISET OF
BLoC}
(b)
OFPROGR.f
PROGR.M OF
OF BLOCH
utilized before
beforethe
thedate
dateofof-the
theenacteiact"(3)
"(3) RULE
RULE OF
OF CONSTRtJCTION.—With
CONSTRtJCTION.—Wjth respect
respect tems utilized
Gr REGAP.DIG
GR.-rs
REGARDING
CH:LDRE
CHILDREN
WrrB
WrrBDISABILDISABILof the Personal Responsibility Act of
to
to compliance
compliancewith
withthe
theagreement
agreernet made by a ment
ITIES.—
sense of.the
it is the sense.
of the Congress
Congress that the
pursuant to paragraph (1), the State 1995),
(1) L'
(1)
L'GENE
GENE .AL.—Tjtle
XVI of.
of. the Social State
J...—Tjtle XVI
States should utilize such systems in providhas
discretion
discretioc
to
select,
from
among
the
purpurSecurity
Act(42
(2 U_S.C.
U.S.C. 1381 et seq.)
Security Act
services under
imder this part.
seq.) is
described
described in
inparagraph
paragraph(2).
(2), the pur- ing"(d)authorized
amended by adding
add1g at
at the
the end
end the
the following:
following: poses
REQUIRED
PARTICIPATION OF STATES.—
REQUIRE0 PARTICIPATION
poses
for
which
the
State
expends
the
non"PARTC—BLOCK
C—BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES
Subparagraphs (C)(i)
(C)(i)and
and (E)(i)(I)
(E)(i)(I) of
of section
section
PART
STATES FOR
FOR Federal amounts reserved by the State for Subparag-raphs
CHILDREN WiTH
WITH DISABILITIES
DSABILIT1ES
205(c)(2) shall not apply to a State that does
tam

-

such compliance.
compliance.
such

program-established
established in
in
participate in,
in the program
"(4) USE OF CONSUMER
CONSUMER PRICE
PRICE IXDEX.—DeterINDEX—Deter- not participate
fiscal year 199'7
this part for
for.fiscai
1997 or any succeedminations under paragraph (1) of the extent ing
ing fiscal year.
of inflation shall be made through use of the "SEC.
1646. I)EFINmONS.
DEFINmONS.
consumer price index for all urban consum- SEC. 1646.
"As
"As used
used in this part:
part:,
ceive from the Commissioner for the fiscal ers. U.S. city average,
average. published by the Bu"(1)ALLOTMEIT.—The
"(I)
ALLoTME.—The term
term 'alrotment'
year a grant in an amount
amount equal
equal to
to the
the allotallot- reau of Labor Statistics.
State and
and aa fiscal
fiscal
ment (as defifled
defined in section 1646(1)) of the
"(c) ASSESSMENT OF
oF NEED
NEE0 FOR SERVIcES.—
SERVICES.— means, with respect to a State
State for the fiscal year.
The condition referred to in Subsection
subsection (a)(4)
(a)(4) year. the product of—
"SEC.
'SEC. 1642.
1642.REQUIREMENTs,
REQujBEMErs.
"(A) an amount equal to the difference befor a State for a fiscal year is that each tween—
will be
be permitted
permitted to apply
L' GENERAL.—A
"(a) LN
GENERAL.—AState
Statemeets
meetsthe
the iere- qualifying child Will
"(i) the
"Ci)
thenumber
number of
of qualifying
qualifying children in
quirements of this section for a grant under for authorized services, and will be provided
(as determined
deternined for the most recent
have an
an assessment
assessment the State (as
1641 for
fo aa fiscal
section 1641
fiscal year
year if by the date with an opportunity to have
specified by the
the Comm±ssioner,
Commissioner, the State conducted to determine the need of such 12-month period for which data are available
to the Commissioner); and
services.
submits to the Commissioner an application child for authorized services.
"(ii) the number of qualifying children in
'SEC. 1643.
1643. AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY OF STATE.
for the grant that is in such form, is made in
in "SEC.
such manner,
contain such
such agreements,
agreements.
manner, and
ad contain
"The following decisions are in the discre- the State receiving cash benefits under this
disability (as
(as so
so deterassurances, and
assurances,
ad information
information as
as the
the Commis- tion of a State with respect to compliance title by reason of ,disability
sioner determines to be necessary to carry with an agreement made by the State under mined): and
"(B)
"(B) an amount equal to 75 percent of the
out this part,
theapplication
application contains section 1642(a)(1):
part. and
ad ififthe
an agreement by the State in accordance
"(1) Decisions regarding which of the au- mean average of the respective annual totals
of cash benefits paid under
under this
this title
title to
to each
each
with the following:
thorized services are provided.
provided.
child described in subparagraph
"(1) The graflt
grant will not be expended for any
"(2) Decisions regarding who among quali- qualifying
(as so determined).
purpose other than providing
providingauthorized
authorized fying
fying children
children in
in the
the State
State receives
receives the
the servserv- (A)(ii)
(2) AUTE0RIzED
"(2)
SERVICE.—The 'term
AL'TORIZE 5ERVICE.—The
term 'auservices (as defined in section 1646(2)) to ices.
thorized
each purpose
purpose authorthorized service'
service'irmeans
rreans each
qualifying children (as defined in section
"(3) Decisions regarding the number of ized
sec:ion
1646(3)).
1646(3)).
services provided for the qualifying child in- 1644(a).by the Commissioner under section
"(2)(A) In providing authorized services.
services, volved and the duration of the services.
"(3) QUALIFYING
"(3)
QuLm'rxs& CHILD.—
CHILD.—
the
State will
will make
make every
every reasonable effort "SEC. 1644.
he State
1844. AUTHORIZEI)
AUThORJZEI) SERVICES.
"SEC.
SEC. 1641.
1641. ENTITLEMENT
ENTtTLEMErr TO
TO GRAN'rS.
GRANTS.

-

"Each State that meets the requirements
of section 1642 for fiscal year 1997 or any subsequezit
fiscal year
year shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to resequent fiscal

-

•

'

-

-•

-

"(A) IN GENERAL.—The
GENZRAL.—The term 'qualifying
qua1ifying
to obtain payment for the services from
'(a) AUTHoRITy
AU'THORITY OF
OFCOMMI5SIONER.—The
COMM1SSIoER.—The child' means
means an
an indjvlduaj
individualwho.—
who—
other Federal
Federal or
or State
Stateprogr2.!ns
programs that pro- Commissioner, subject to subsection (b),
(b).
"(i) has not attained
attained 18
18 years
yearsof
ofage:
age;and
ad
vide payment for such services and from pri- shall issue regulations designating
designating the
the pur-

"(ii)(I) is eligible for cash
cash benefits
benefits uflder
under
vate entities that are legally liable to make poses for which grants under section 1641 are
this title by reason of disability; or
the
the payments
paymentspursuant
ptisuant to insurance
insurance policies.
policies, authorized to be expended by the States.
"(11) meets the conditions described in
"(II)
prepaid plans, or other arrangements.
"(b)
REGARDINGSERVICES.—
SERVICES.—
(b) REQUIREMENTS
REQUEME TS REGAIDING
(II)
of sectiOn
section
"(B The
"(Bk
TheState
Statesvill
will expend
expend the
the grant only The Commissioner shall ensure that the pur- subclauses (I) and (II)
16l4(a)(3)(A)(ji),1614(a)(3)(A)(ii),-but'
but (by reason of subclause
to the extent that payments from the pro- poses authorized under subsection (a)—
(ifi) of such section)
section) isis not
noteligible
eligible-for
for such
such
grams and entities described in subparagraph
"(1) are desig-ned
designed to
to meet
meet (or
(or assist
assist in Cm)
(A) are not available for authorized services meeting) the unique needs of qualifying chil- cash benefits.
"(B) RESPONSILITIES
RESPONSILITIESOF
oF-COMMISSION.—
•CoMMISSIo..—
"(B)
provided
;rowided by the State.
dren that arise from physical and mental im- The
Commissioner shall provide for deter"(3) The
The State
State will
willcomply
complywith
withthe
thecondicodi- pairments;
minations of
of whether
whether individuals
individuals meet
meet the
the
tion described in subsection (b).
"(2) include
include medical
medical and
and nonmedical
nonmedicalservserv minations
criteria established in subparagraph (A) for
criteria
"(4) The State will comply with the condiconth- ices:
ices; and
children. Such
such deteras qualifying children.
tion described in subsection
subsection (C).
(c).
"(3)
donot
notinclude
include the
the provision
provision of cash status
(3) do
minations shall be made in accordance with
(b) MA'THACE
MA rACE OF
"(b)
OFEFFORT.—
EFFORT.—
benefits.
the provisions otherwise applicable under
"(1)
(1) LN
L' GENER.AL.—The
GENERAL.—The condition
condition referred to "SEC.
SEC. 1645.
1645. GENERAL
CENtRAL PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
to such
this title with respect tO
such criteria.".
in
subsection(aX3)
(aX3) for
for aa State
State for a fiscal
i subsection
"(a) ISSUANCE
ISSUANCE OP
OP REGULATIONS.—Regula
REGULATI0Ns.—Regula(2) RuLE
RULEREGARI)ING
REGARG CERTA'
(2)
CERTADMILITARY
MILITARY PARPARyear is that, with respect to the purposes de- tions under this part shall
be
issued
in
shall
be
issued
in
acac- ENTS;
ENTS;CASH
CASEBENEFITS
BENErrTS
FOR
QTJALIFTG
cFOR
QUALIFYING
CElLscrthed in paragraph (2). the State will main- cordance
scribed
cordance with
with procedures
procedures established
established for
for the
the DREN.—Section
DRE.—Section 1614(a)fl)(E)(ji)
1614(a)(1)çB)(ij) of the
the Socia2
Socia
-

-
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Security Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1382c(a)(1HB)(ji))
1382c(a)(l)(B)(ii)) is
"(fl)
'(fl) Te
Theredetermination
redetermination required by
amended by striking "United
"United States,
States, aid
and subciause
subcaase
(I)
(I)shall
shallbe
beconducted
conducted once the ininwho, for the month"
month and
all
and all that
that follows
and
follows
and
diVic.al has
d1vidal
has received
received such
such benefits for 12
inserting the following: "UnitedUnitedStates.
States,
months.
and—
"(UI) A
"(flI)
A redetermination
redetermination under.subc]ause
under.subclause
"(I) who, for the month before the parent
sball be considered aa sub—
reported for such assigmnent, received a (1) of this clause shall
substitute for
for aa reciew
review required under any
any oth'er
other
cash benefit under this title by reason -of st1tte
provision of this subparagraph."
subparagraph,".
blindness, or
b]indess,
(4)
(4) APPLICABILFrY
APPu.rry OF MEDICAID
PXLES
OF MEDICAID
RULES -RE"(U) for whom, for such month, a deter-REdeter. GADING
GARDINGCOLTTh'G
COUNTINGOF
OFCE?.TAIN
CEP.TAIN ASSZTS
ASSETS AND
minatlon was in effect that the child
mination
AN
child is a TRtSTS
OF
ChLRN.—Section
l63c)
of
qualifying child
qualifying
childunder
undersection
section1646(3).".
l64(3).".
TRL'STs OF CHILDREN—Section 1613CC) of the
(C)
Social Security
Security Act (42 U.S.C,
U.S.C. 1382b(c))
l3S2b(c)) isis
(c) PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS RELATING
REI.,ATING To
TOSSI
SSICASi
C.sli BEN- Soda]
EFrTSAND
EFrrS
AN SSI
SSISERVICE
SERVICEBENEFITS.—
BENEFrTs.—
ayended to
amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
(1)CONTINL'ING
COSTIL'G DISABILITY
(1)
DISABILITYREVIEWS
REVIEWS FOR
CERFo CER"TREATMENTOF
OFCERTAIN
CERTAINASSETS
ASSETS
A TRUSTS
"TREATMENT
AND
TRUSTS
CHILDRE.—Section 16l4(a)(3)(G)
TAIN CHILDREN—Section
1614(a)(3)(G) of such
such IN
DE'rERMINATIONS
CHILDREN
INELIGIRILITY
LIGtEILI DE
UATIONS FORFOR
CHILDREN
Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(G)) is amended—
"(C)
Subsections (c)
(C)and
and(d)
Id) of
of section
section 1917
"(i)" after "(G)":
"(c) Subsections
(A) by inserting "(I)"
"(G)"; and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
shafl apply to determinations of eligibility
shall
"(ii)(I) Not
'(ii)(I)
Not less
less frequently than once every for
benefitsunder
under this
this title
title in the case of an
fo berefits
33 years,
years, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall redetermine
whohas
has not
not attained
attained 18 years of
idiv:dual who
redetertne indiv:dual

(10) Section
Section i616(e)(l)
l616)e)(l) of
ofsuch
such Act
Act (42
(42 U

l382e(e)(1)) isisamended
1382e(e)(l))
anendedby
byinserting
insertn :'c
'c
"supplemental".
before "supplemental",
(11)
(11) Section
Section 1621(a) of such Act (42
(42 U
tI,
1382j(a)) is
1382j(a))
is arnended
amended by
by striking
striking "and
"and
alriount of benefits" and
.nd inserting
amount,
Inserting "ben
under this
andthe
the amount
amount of any
this title
tte and
benefit under this title",
title".
(12) Section 1631(a)(4)
ofsuch
suchAct
Act(42
163l(a)(4) of
(42 U
U
383(a)(4)) Isisamended
1383(a)(4))
amendedby
by inserting
inserting "cash'
"cash
fore
fore "benefits"
the1st
1st place
place such
such term
benefts' the
term
pears in
subparagraphs (A)
in each
each of
osuxbparagraphs
(A)and
and(E(
(13)
(13) Section
Section 1631(a)(7)(A)
1631(a)(7)(A) of
of such
such Act
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1383(a)(7)(A))
1383(a)(7)(A))isisamended
amended by
by Inser
based",
"cash" before "benefits based".
Section 1631(5)181(A)
163l(a)(8)(A) of
(14) Section
of such
such Act
l383(a)(8A)) IsIsamended
U.S.C. 1383(a)(8iA))
amended by
Stri]
by Strfl
-

-

-

"benefits based on disability or blind

under this
under
this title"
ttie" and lnsertin
insertin"b-em
"bent
under this title (other than by
by reasoi
reasor

the
the eligibility
eligibility for
for cash
cash benefits
beiefits under this age
age in
m the
the same
same manner
manner as
as such
such subsections
subsections
title
title and
and for
for service"under
service'under part C—
apply to determinations of eligibility for
"(aa)
(aa) of each individual who
who has
has not
not at—
at- medical assistance under a State plan under
under
tamed 18 years of age and is eligible for such title
taIned
that—
title XIX,
XIX,except
except
that
cash benefits by reason of disability; and
'(1) the amount
axid
amount described
described in section

"(bb) of each qualifying child (as defined in
-section 1646(3)),

H
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age)".
aey'.
(15) Sectior.
Section 1631(c) of such Act (42
(42 U.
1383(c)) is amended—

(A) by strik:ng
striking "payment"
"payment" each
each place
place
term appears and inserting "benefits"; an
terra

1917(C)(l)(E)(j)(fl)
shall be
be the amount of cash
1917(c)(l)(E)(i)(fl) shall
cash

(B) by striking

(B) by striking "payments"
'payments"each
each p
benefits
payableunder
under.this
this title
title to
to an eligi- such
benets payable
termappears
appearsand
andInsertIng
insertn "benefip
such term
ble individual
who
does
not
have
rndividual
an eligible
(17)
Section
1631(e)
of
such
Act
(42
(42 U.:
U.
spouse and who has nQ
no income
income or resources; 1383(e))
1383(e))isis amended—
amended—
(or combination of impairments)
impairments) which
whici is (or
"(2)
the
look-back
date
specified
(2)
the
loot-back
date
specified
in
section
(A)
in
paragraph
are) not expected to improve.".
(l)(B), by strjl
(1)(B),
stri
1917(cXl)(B)
917cXl)(B) shall
shallbebe the
the date
date that
that isis 36 "amounts of such
such benefits"
benefits' and insert
DjSrLIry REVIEW
(2) DtsABILrry
REVIEWREQUIREO
REQUIREO FOR
551RERE- months
oR SI
montris
before
before
the
the
date
date
the
the
individual
individual
has
has
"amounts of cash benefits under this tit
CIPIEN5 WHO
CI?IEN'rs
WHO ARE
ARE 18
18 YEAPS
YEARS OF
OF AGE.—
AGE.—
applied for benefits under this title; and
(A) IN
IN GENERAL,—Section
GENEPjL.—Section 16l4(a)(3)(G)
1614(a)(3)(G) of
(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting "ca
'ca
of
"(3)
..(3)any
anyassets
assets in
in aa trust
trust over
over which the in- before
such Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(G)) as amend"benefits"
"benefits each
each place
place such term
term
divithal
has
control
shall
be
considered
dividual
has
control
shall
be
considered
asaspears;
ed
by
paragraph
(1)
pears:
ed by paragraph (1) of this subsectiofl,
subsection, is sets of the Individual.".
individual.".
(C)
amended by
by adding-at
addjngat the
the end
end the following:
(C) by
byredesignating
redesiating the
the2nd
2nd pa:agraph
paragraph
(d) COFORM!NG
CONFOR1L'IGAMENDMENTS.—
AMENDMENTS.—
"(iil)(I) The
"(iiI)(I)
The Commissioner
Commissionershall
shall redeterparagraph (7)
7) as
and
paragraph
as paragraphs
paragraphs (7) and
(1)
Subsections
(b)(l),
Cl)
Subsections
(b)(1),
(b)(2),
(c)3),
(b)(2),
(c)(5),
mine the eligibility
respectively; and
elIg)bility of
of aa qualified
qualified individual
and (e)(1)(B) of section 1611 of the Social Sefor Supplemental
supplernentaj security income benefits
CD) in
.(D)
inparagraph
parazraph (7)
(7) (as
(as so
so redes1gated)
redesigated),
benefits curity Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1382
1382(b)(1),
(b)(l), (b)(2), (c)(3),
(c)(3), inserting
under. this title by reason of disability, by curity
inserting "cash' before "benefits" ee
(c)(5),
and
(e)(1)(B))
(e)(l)(B))
are
are
each
each
amended
by
inInapplying-the
applying-thecriteria
criteriaused
usedInindetermining
determini eli- serr.ng "cash'
place such term appears.
"cash" before
before "benefit
"benefit under this
gibility for such
benefits of
of applicants who sertng
s'ch benefits
(18) Section
Section 1631(g)(2)
1631(g)(2)of
ofsuch
suchAct
Act(42
(42IJ.I
U.
ti
t1e.
title".
have attained
attained18
is years
years of
of age.
1383(g)(2)) isisamended
age.
1383(g)(2))
amended by
by striking
striking "sup;
"stp
(2)
"(fl) The
(2) Section
Section 1611(c)(1)
1611(c)(l) of sucb
such Act (42 U.S.C. mental security
"(U)
Theredetermination
redetermination required by
incom&' and insert
income"
1382(c)(l)) is
is amended—
subclause (1)
subclause
(1) with respect
"cash".
respect to
to a qualified indi- 1382(c)(1))
(A) by
by striking
striking "a
shall be
'a benefit" and inserting
vidual sha.fl
be conducted
conducted during the 1-year
(19)
(19) Section
Section1635(a)
1633(a)ofofsuch
sachAct
Act(42
(42tJ.I
U.
period that
that beg-ins
begins on the date the qualified "benefits";
1383d(a))isisamended
amended by striking
strking "by
'by rea:
rea
(B) by Striking
striking 'such benefit"
benefit and
and insert,,
insert,, •.1383da))
individual attains 18 years of age.
of
of disability
disability or
or blindness",
blindness".
"(UI) As
As used in this clause,
t!ie cash
cash benefit under
under this
thistitle";
title'; and
"(UI)
clause, the
the term
term ing "the
Ce)
TEMPORARY ELIGIBILITY
(e) TEMPORARY
ELIGIBILITYFOP,
Fop.CASH
CAsHBr
B
'qualified
'qualified individual'
(C) by striking "and the amount of such FITS
individual'theans
means an individual
FITSFOR
FORPOOR
Poo DISABLED
Di5.BLE CHILDREN
REsn
CHILDREN RESID
benefits"
and
inserting
"benefits
tinder
under
attains 18
18 years
yearsof
ofage
ae and
who attains
and is
is a recipient
this IN STATES
STATESAPPLYING
A??LYG ALTERNATIVE
ALTERNATIVE LNcC
L'Co
of cash benefits under this title by reason of title and the amount of any
any cash
cash benefit
benefit IN
ELIGIBILITY
STANDARDS
UNDER
MEDICAID.—
ELIG1BILy STAcD.&s
UNDER
MEDICAID.—
under this
L'nder
this title",
tit!e".
disability or of services under part C.
L' GENERAL—For the period beginni
(1) Ix
beginn:
(3)
"(IV) A
A redetermination
redeteilnination under
under subclause
"(IV)
(3) Section
Section 1611(c)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C. upon the
the 1st
1st day
day of
ofthe
the1st-month
1st-monththat
thatbeg
be
(I) of this clause shall be considered a sub- 1382(c)(2)) Is
is amended—
the date
date of
of the ena
stitute for a review required
required under
under any other
(A) by striking "such benefit" and insert- 90 or more days after thement of this Act and ending
ending upon
upon the
the cl
cl
subparagraph.",
provision of this subparagraph.".
ing "the cash benefit";
of fiscal year 1996, an
an Individual
individual described
described
(B) REPORT
REPORTTo
TOTilE
TE coNGREss—Not
COGRE55.NOt later
(B)
(B)by
byinserting
inserti "cash"
"cash"before
before "benefits"
'benefits" paragraph (2) shall be considered
considered to be
be eli
eli
than -October
October1,1,-1998,
than
1998,the
the Commissioner
eacb place
p]ace such term appears;
appears: and
Commissioner of
of each
ble for cash benefits under-tftlé
under-title XVI of I
Social Security shall ubmit to the CommitCcmmit(C) in subpargraph (B).
(B), by
by inserting
inserting "cash"
'cash" Social
Social
Security
Act,
notwithstanding
Security
Act,
notwithstanth
tttl
tee on Ways and Means of the
tbe House of Rep- before "benefit",
'benefit".
the
individual
does
not
meet
any
of
the
individual
does
not
meet
any
o
cc
resentatives and the Committee on Finance
(4)
Section
(4) Section l6ll(c)(3)
161l(c)(3)ofofsuch
suchAct
Act(42
(42U.S_C,
U.S.C. ditions
thtions
described
described
in
In
secti
of the Senate a report on the activities con- 1382(tX3))
l382()(3)) isisamended
amendedby
by inserting
inserting "cash" be- 1614(a)(3)(A)(ii)1UI)
of
such
Act:
l6l4(a)(3)(A)(i)m) of such Act:
ducted under
under section-3614(a)(3)(G)(iji)
section-l6l4(a)(3)(G)(iii) of the fore "benefits under this title".
(2)
(2) REQt.IREMENTS._For
REQUIREMETS......FOrPtrPOses
purposesof
of pai
Social Security Act.
1611(e)(l)(G) of such Act (42
(5)
Section
16l1(e)(1)(G)
(42
graph
(1), an
an individual
individual described
described in
in tlU
graph
(1),
(C)
RZPEAL,—SectjOn 207
(C) CONFORMING
CONFOtMjG RZ?AL,.—Section
207 of
of U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1382(e)(1)(G))
1382(e)(l)(G))isisamended
arnededby
byinserting
iusertin .paragraph
paragraph
is
is
an
a
thdividual
individual
who—
who—
the Social Security Independence and Pro- "cash"
"cash' before
before "benefit
"benefit of",
of'.
(A)
(A) has
has nOt
not attained 18
18 years
years of'
of age;
are;
1mprovemen Act
Act of
of 1994
1994 (42
gram Improvemen
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.
(6) Section 1614(a)(4) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
(B) meets the Conditions
(B)
conditions - described
described
1382 note; 108 Stat. 1516) is hereby repealed.
1382c(a)(4)) is amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting "or
"or
imsubclauses
(I)
and
U)
(fi) of secti
(II)
(3) DISABILiTy
(3)
Dis,ai.,y RHVIEW
REVIEWREQUIRED
REQtJIRED FOR LOW pairment" after "disability"
"thsability' each
each place such 1614(a)(3)(A)(ii)
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act;:
BIRTH WEIGHT BAIES
BAIE5 WHO
WE0 HAVE
HAVE RECEIVED
RECEIVED SSI term appears.
Act;.
appears,
(C) resides in
in aa State
State tha.t,
that, pursuant to
BZNEFITS
BENEFITS
FOR
'oR
12
toscs
12
MoT!.I5.—5ection
(7)
MONTHS.—Section
Section
16l4(f)(1)
of
such
Act
(42
U.S.C.
(7)
Section
1614(f)(l)
of
such
Act
(42
U.SC.
tion 1902(f) of such Act, restricts eligibili
16l4(a)(3)(G) of such
1614(a)(3)(G)
such Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(f)Q))
1382c(f)(l)) is
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking "and
"and the for
assistance under
undertitle
titleXIX
XD
medical assistance
1382c(a)(3)(G)) as amended by paragraphs (1) amount
1382c(a)(3yG))
amount of benefits" and inserting
inserting "benefits
'benefits such
such -Act
Act with
respecttotoaged,
aged.blind,
blind,and
add:d
with respect
and (2) of this subsection, is amended by
by add- under this
title
and
the
amount
of'
this
title
and
the
amount
of
ay
cash
any
cash
abled IndividualsIndividuals; and
ingatatthe
theend
endthe
thefollowing:
following:
in
benefit under this title".
(D)
(D) is not
not eligible,
e1iible. for medical
medical assistan
assitan
"(iv)(t) The
The -Commissioner
Commissioner shall redeterredeter(8)
(8) Section 1614(f)(2)(A)
16l4(f)(2)(A) of such Act (42
(42 under the State plan under such title XIX.
mine the eligibility for—
1382c(f)(2)(A))
is
amended
by
U.S.C.
1382c(f)(2)(A))
is
amended
by
striking
striking
"(aa)
If)
IN CASH
BENEE'rrs
PAYABI
(f)REDUCTION
REtJCTIO
C CASH
BErrrs
Pi
"(aa) cash
cash benefits
benefits under this title by rea- "and
'and the amount of benefits" and inserting 'to
ToINSTITUTIONALz
L'STT1tTIOAT.ED
CHILDREN
CDRz WHOSE
WHOSEMEt
MEl
son of disability of an individual whose low
low "benefits
'benefits
under
this
title
and
the
amount
of
CAL COSTS ARE
AP.E CovERED
COVEREDBY..
BY,PRIVATE
PRIVATEINSU
L'Stj.
birth weight Is a contributing factor mate- any cash benefit",
benefit".
ria.l
rial to
to the
the Commissjoner'
Commissloner'& determination
ANCE.—Sectjon
ANCE.—Section 1611(eXj)(B)'of
161l(e)(j)(B) of the Social S
determination
(9)
(9)
Section
1614(fl(3)
1614(f)(3)
of
such
Act
(42
U.SC.
US.C.
curity
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.i382(e)(l)(B))
182(e)(1)(B))isisamend
amend
curty Act
that
that the individuajis
Individual-isdisabled;
disabled:and
and
1382c(f)(3))
1382c(f)(3)) is amended by striking "and the
the by
"(bb)
y inserting
inserting"or
"orunder
underany
anyhealth
healthinsurn
lnsurn
'(bb) services
services under
under part C of an individual amount of benefits"
benefits"
and
.inserting
"benefits
-and
.inserting
who Is
policy
private provider-cf su
policy issued
issuedby
b aa private
who
is eligible for such services
services by
by reason
reason of under this title and the amount
amount of
of any
anycash
cash insurance" after
low birth weight.
after"title
"title
under this
thistitleS'.
title".
benefit under
(g)
(g) APPLICABILiTY,—
APLIC.ILrry._ section 1646(3)).

-

"(II)
"(fi) Subclause (I) shall not app'y
apply to an inin.
dividual if the individual
inthvjdual has an impairment
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L'(GENAL.—Except
GENAL.—Except as
L'
as provided
in
oed in
Pararap (2).
pararath
(21.the
thearnen&'rtents
amendments made by sub(1)

5ectior.s (a)(1).
seCtior.s
(a)(1l, (C),
(C). Id)
(d) and if) and sectIon
ectou
&S(b)2) ofofthe
.l&4S(b)2)
theSocial
Social Secuity
Security Act
Act tas

TITLE VU—CHILD SUPPORT

PORT.
PORT,

SEC. 700. REFERENCES.

"ia)L'L'GENERA:.—An
"(a)
Gs:.—An nrnourt
amount
collected
collected on
on
behalf of a family
ftmiIy as
as support
support by
by aa State
State pur-

Except as
as otherwise
otherwisespecifically
specikally provided.
provided,

wherever in
in this
this title
titlean
anamendment
amerdmentiss exadded by
by the
theamendment
arnend.rnent
made
rnzide
by subsection
b ubsectin wherever
pressed in
n terms
terms of an amendment
an-endmenttotoorr rethissectioo)•
section),shall
shall apply
b ofofthis
.pply to
to benefits
benefits for pressed
eal vf
ofaasection
section or
or other
other provision,
provision, the refmonths beginning
beglnning 90 or more days after the real
ernce shall
Shallbe
becon5ldered
considered to
to be
be made to that
date of the enactment of this
this Act,
Act. without
without erence
section or
section
or other
otherprovision
provjsin of the Social
Social SecuSectregard to whether regulations
regilatior.s have
have been
been isis- rity
Act.
Implement such amendments,
amendments.
.sued to implement
Subtitle A—Eligibility
A—Eligibility for
forServices;
Services
(2 DELAYED
TOTO
CUERENT
DELA'TEDAPPLICABILrTY
APPLICABILiTY
CLPRNTSSI
SI
Disribntion of
Distribution
of Payments
?.C!PLE..1'S OF
RECIPIENTS
OFELIGIBILITY
ELIGIBILrn-RLTUCT1ONS.—
RnSTnIm'jOxs.—
The amendments made by
by Subsection
subsection (a)(1) SEC. 701. STATE
STATE OBLIGATION
OBUGATION TO PROVIDE CHILD
CHILD

shall not
apply,during
duringthe
the first
first 66 months
months
ot apply.
that begin
whichthis
this Act
Act
beginafter
ater the
the month
mnh ininwhich
becon-ieslaw,
becomes
law,totoananIndividual
thdividualwho
wo Is
is a reciprecip-

March 22, 1995

SEC.457.
SEC.
4. DrTUBUnO
DISTRIBUTION
Of'Of'
COLLECTED
COLLECTED St.'VSt.1.

suar.t to
suant
toaaplan
planapproved
approvedunder
der this
this part
part
shall be
shall
bethstributed
ditribted as
asfollows:
follows:

-

"(I) FAMILIES
FANILTS RECEIVIND
RECEIVING
CASE .SSISTCASH
ASSiSTANCE.—1'1the
ANCE.—ln
theca.se
c.se of
of aa famIly
Iamll,yreceiving
recei-ig cash
cash
assistance from
assistance
from the
theState.
State.the
theState
Stateshafl—
safl—
"(A) rec.ai,
retain, or
or distribute
distribute to
to the f.rnil'.
frnily, the
'(A)
State
stare of
of the
te amount
State share
amount SoCojected;
so 'collected; and
•

"(B)
to the
the Federal
Federal Gove:nn-.ent
Government the
'(B) pay to

Federal share of the amount so collected,
collected.
"(2)
THAT ' FORL.r
"(2)FAMILrES
FAMLrS THAT
RECErcED
FORMERLy
REcEI;-ED
CASH ASSISTACE.—1n
ASSI5'rANcE.—In the
the case
case of
of ia family
CASH
far.I
received cash assistance
that formerly
forrnerl received
.ssistañce from
theState:
State:
te
"(A)CIRREN'r
"(A)
CT.P.RTSt-PeORT
SZPORTrAYMEN-rS.—TO
rA':ZNTS.—To the
the
extent t•'.at
that the
the amount
amount so
so collected
co1ected does not
exceed the
exceed
theamount
amot required
requiredto
tobe
be paid
paid to the
fmiiy
the
familyfor
far the
the Tioth
monthininwhich
which collected,
collected, the

SLPPORT ENFOECEMENT
SUPPORT
ENFORCEMENT SERVICES.
SERVICES.

(a) SrATE
a)
SrATE PLAN
PLANREQL'IREMEN'rS.—SecUon
REQREMCTS—ScUon
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.654)
654)issamended—
454 (42
amended—

ient of cash supplernent&l
supplemental security
security income
income
(1)by
(ii
bystriking
striking paragraph
paragraph (4) and inserting
benefits under
tinder title XVI of the Social Secu- te
thefollowing:
following:
r:ty
Act for
for tbe
the month inWhich
in which this
rty Act
this Act,
Act be"(4)
providethat
that the
the State
State wilj—
w1j—
•4) provide
tones law.
Ome.s
law.
"(A)
provideservices
servicesrelatirg
relatingto
tothe
the estabestabA) provide
(h
(h) RGULATONS.—Wjtbjn
REGULATIONS.—WIthjO3 3months
monthsafter
after lishment
lishiient of
of paternity
paternity or
or the
the establishment.
establishment,
the date of the enactment of this Act—
modification, ororenforcement
modification,
enorceent of
ofchild
child sup(1) the Commissioner of Socia.l
Social Security
Security port obl:gations,
oblgatons. asasappropriate,
appropriate, under
under the
the
shall prescribe such regulations as may be plan with respect to—
necessary to
to Implement
implement the amendments
Iecessary
'(i) each
•'(i)
eachchild
childfor
for whom
whom cash
cash assistance Is
is
zade by
made
bysubsections
subsections (a)(1). Cc),
(dl. and (f) provided under the State program funded
(C). (d).
ad totoirnpleent
and
implements.ibsection
subsection(e);
(e); and
and
under part A of this title, benefits or services
(2) the
the Secretary
Healthand
and Human
Human are provided under the State program funded
ecreay ofofHealth
Services shall prescribe such regulations as under
this title, or medical assistunder part
part B
B 01'
01 thIs
may be
rray
benecessary
necesry totoimplement
the State
State plan
plan apapimplementzec:ion
section ance is provided under the

State
he amount
Stateshall,
shalldistribute
dsrthutehe
a'not,mtsosoCOlcolec tedtotothethe
fary.
lected
family.
"(B
'(B) PAmtrS
OFOF
ARREAr.AGS.—TO
PAYstErrs
ARREArLGEs,—To the
the
extent that the amount
axnountso
Socollected
collectedexceeds
extees
to ebepaid
paidtotothe
thefamily
family
the amount
amountrequired
reqred to
for the month In
which collected,
collected, the State
ft which
Shall distribute
shall
distributethe
theamount
amountso
o collected
collected as
follows:
'(l) DISTRThLTON
"(1)
DxsTRzau'TIo To
TOTEE
ThE FAMILY
FAMILY TO SAT-

i&45(bX2)
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act, as added proved under
i&45bX2) of
c.nder title
title XIX.
XIX. unless
inless the State

THAT AccRuED
REFORE OR
ISFY ARREARAGES
ARREARAGS TEAT
ACCRtZ BEFORE
OR
b' the
by
the arnedment
amendmentmade
madeby
bysubsection
subsection (b)
(b) of agency
agency 'administering
admiistering the
theplan
plan determirres
determirres ISFY
AFrER THE
ThE FAMILY
FAMILYR!cZI'EI)
R!CZIVCASH
CAS' .'.SSSTAFTER
ASSISTthis section.
(inaccordance
accordance with
128)) that
that It Is ACE.—'The
in
withparagraph
.ragrapb (28))
State shall
sha) distribute the
the best
best inserests
Therestsof
ofthe
thechild
childtotodoo ANcE.—'rhe
against 'the
SEC. 605.
SEC.
6O. EXAMINATION
EXA31NAT!ONOOMENTAL
MENTALLISTiNGS
LISTCS against
amo.nt so
amount
so cóflected
collected to
to the family to the exso;
and
aId
USED TO
TODETERMINE
DETERME ELIGIBILITY
USED
ELIGIBILITY
tent necessary to satisfy
satisfy any
any support.
support arrears
"(ii)
(1i) any
any other
other ehid,
child,ifIfan
anir.dividual
individual ap- with
OF
FOR SSI
BY
OF CHILDREN
CHtLDRE FOR
SSIBENEgITS
BNE1TS BY
with respect
respecttotothe
te family
familythat
thataccrued
accrued
'be.plies
for
Such
such
services
services
with
respect
to
the
REASON OF DISABrUTY.
fore
fore or
or after-the
after thefamily
ai1y received
received cash
asb assistassistchild:
and
Secton 202(e)(2)
Section
202(e(2)of
of the
the SocIal
Socai Security
Seculty '(B
ante from
from the Sr.ae,
State.
"(B)enforce
enforce any support
supportobligation
obiaton estabestab- ance
Ldependenceand
Independence
a Program
Program Irrproernents
Improvements lished
"(ii)
REIMBuR ST'.IENT
(ii) REIMBI
OF OF
GOVNMENTh
GOVERNMENTS 'OR
FOR
with
respect
to—
Act of 1994
1994 .142
J42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1382 note)
note) isi arn&ided—
amended—
ASSISTANcE
FAMILy.—To
the
ASSIST.'NCEPROVIDED
PPOVID.DTO
TOTHE
THE
F.UL'—To the
"U
a
child
with
respect
to
whom
"(I)
a
child
with
respect
the
State
(1) by
by striking
strikir.g"and"
"andatatthe
theend
erdofosubnarasuoaraextent
doesnot
notapply
applyto
to the
the
extent that
thatclause
clse (i(IIdoes
provides
services
under
the
plai',;
provides
seic-es
under
paf'.;
or
.raph (F); and
and
arount, the
amount,
theState
Statestall
shallreta:.n
retath the State
'(ii) the custodial
cnstdia1 parent
"(ii)
such aa child."; share
parct of sich
(2)
subparagraph (G)
(G) as
(2) by
byredesigrating
desgrting subparagraph
of
collected,and
andpay
pay to
to
of the
the amount
azno; sosocollected.
as and
subparagraph (H) and Inserting
Inserting after sub-,
the Federal Government
.Gove.-nent the Federal share of
of
sub-.
(2)
(2
in
in
paragraph
paragraph
6)—
paragraph (F)
(F) the
the following:
fo1lowin:
the amount
mouat so
socoiected.
collected,to
tothe
the extent
extent nec(A)
IA)
by
striking
"provide
"pros-ide
that"
that"
and
and
insertir.ert"(G
"(C.)whether,
whether,the
thecriteria
criteriaininthe
te mental ing"provide
essary to
to reimburse
reirnbse arnounts
amountspaãd
paid to the
that—;
"provide that—";
disorders
theListIng-s
Listings of Impair- in
d:sorders listings
iistjng ininthe
family as cash
cash assistance
from the
the State.
sst.ance from
(B)
by
striking
subparagraph
stlbparagraph
(A)
(A)
and
aid
inrrer.ts set forth in appendix I of
of subpart
Sibpart P of
of ser'tlng the
ments
"(lii)
OFTHE
THE REMuNDZR
REMAINDER TO
"Wi)DISTRrB'.'TIOS
DISTRtBtOS OF
the following:
following'
p.rt 404
part
404 of
of title
title 2).
28,Code
CodeofofFederal
FederalReg-ulaRegula- sertthg
THE FAMILY.—TO the extent that neither
"(A)
A)
services
services
under
nder
the
plan
shall
be
made
clause
nor clause (ifl
t:ozs. are appropriate to ensure that eligitions,
eligi- available to
(ii applies tb
to the
tononresjdents
onresidents on
o the
theSame
same terms amount (i)
bility
of individuals
attained 18 available
blity Of
individuals who
whohave
havenot
ot attaIned
so collected,
coliecze&the
theState
Stateshall
s?.alldistz'ibdIsibs
to•resients;";
as
to
residents;";
years of
of age
age for
or casi
cashbenefits
benefits u.der
underthe
thesapsup-ute
'theamount
amount to
to the
the family.
family.
ute the
In
subparagraph
(B).
by
inserting
"on
(C)
in
subpar-agrap
(B).
by
inserting
•'on
1emental sectrftc
"(3)
THAT
NEVER RECEI\'Eb
CASH
plemental
security ieome
incomeprogram
program by
by rea- individuals not
"(3)FA,MILIES
FtIus TEAT
NEVER
RCEIV cASH
receiving assistance
assistance under ASSISTANcE,—In
ot receiving
son of disability
thsability is limited to those who have individuals
ASSIsTAtE—Iz1 the
e cecase
of of
any
any
other
otherfamily,
family,
any
State
State
program
program
funded
fended
under
der
part
part
A"
A"
• serious
disabilitiesand
andfor
forwhom
whomsuch
suchbezebecee-ous 1sabi1ities
the State
the
Stateshall
shall
distribute
dLrbute
Shethe
amount
aot so
SOcolcol"such services shall
shafl be imposed":
lected to the
the farr.lly.
family.
ts are
i)ts
aretecessy
necessary
to to
improve
improvetheir
theircondition
condition after
(D)
in
in
each
each
of
of
subparagraphs
subaragrahs
(B),
(B).
(C),
(C).
(D).
o Qa1ity
or
Qualityof
oflife:
life: and".
"(b)
used
in subsection
'(b) DEFTNTTIONS.—AS
DE'rrrIos—As used
i subsection
and (E>—
•

'

•

•

SEC. 604,
604. uMrrAnoN
uMrrAnoNON
SEC.
PUERTO
ONPAYMENTS
PAYNTS TO PVERTO
RICO, THE
ISLANDS,ANT)
AND
RICO.
THEVIRGiN
VG ISLANDS,
'GUAM UNDER PROGRAMS OF AID TO
TSE
T
AGED,
AGED,BLTD,
BUND,OR
OR D1SAB1D.
D!SABI,ED.

Section 1108 of the Social Security Act (42
L.S.C. 1308),
13O8, as amended
amended by
by section
section 104(eXl)
14(eX1)

of this Act,
Art. Is
is amended by inserting
iflsertng before
"The
the foliowing
following:
The total"
totar the
-•(a)PROGR.MS
"(a)
PROGRAMS
05'OAID
AID
-ccTO
THE
THE
AGED,
AGZD,
BLIND,
BLI.

CR
DISABLED—Thetotal
totalamount
amountCertiried
certified by
o D!SAELED.—The

the Secretary
Secretary of
of Health
Health and
andHuman
Hunan Services
under
titlesI.1.X.X,XIV,
XIV,and
and XVI
XVI (aS
effect
der titles
(a inineffect

without regard to the amendment
amendmez: made by
• section 301 of the Social
Social Security
Securev Amendents ofof192>—
rnents
1972)—
•(i, for
"(1,
forpyrnent
paymenttotoPuerto
PuertoRico
Ricosta2.l
shall not
not
• exceed
exceed $18,053$40
$18,O$4O

"(2)
forpayment
paymenttotothe
theVirgin
VirginI]a.Dc1s
Islands shall
-12 for
thall
not
exceed 5473,659;
and
ot exceed
473.65; s.nd
•"(31
(3)for
forpayment
aye to Gua.n
to Guamsiaii
shallnot
notexceed
exceed
.O0,718.
OO318.
'(hI
• (b)MEDICAID
MEIC.zIDPROGRAMS.—",
SEC. 605. REPEAL
REPEAL OF MA1N'I'ENANCE
OF EFFORT
EFFORT
MAINTENANCE OF

REQUIRIENTS APPLICABLE
REQU1R1ENTS
APPLICABLE TO
TO OP.
OP.
TIONAL STATE
TIONAL
STATE PROGRAMS
PEOGRAMS FOR
S1JPPLZENTATION
S1PPLZIENTATION OF
OF SS1
SSIBENEBEEFrrS,
FITS.

SectIon 1618
Section
1618 of
of the
the Social
SocialSecurity
Secri:y Act (42
t.S.C. 13a2g)
lsa2g) is hereby
ber&oyrepealed.
repealed.

(I)
() by
byIndenting
indenting the
the subparagraph
subparagraph in the (a:"(1)
'cash asas"(1) CASH
CASHASSISTANcE.—The
ASSSThCE.—The term
tern 'cast
same manner as.
as, and aligning
allgning the left mar- sistance
from
from the
theState'
State'means—
rneas—
gin of the subparagraph with the left margin sistance
"(A)
•(A) cash assistance
azs1tace under
underthe
theState
StateprOproof,
of. the
the matter
matter inserted
inserted by
by subpa,"agraph
stibpa.'agraph (B)
(B) gram
funded
funded under
under part
part A
Aor
r under
under the
the State
State
of
o( this paragraph;
paragraph: and
approvedunder
naderpart
partAAofothis.
thistftle
approved
title (as
(11)
by siking
strikingthe
theflnl
finalcornrn
commaard
andinsertinsert- plan
1i) by
in effect
erfect before
before October
October1.1.1996):
996); or
semicolon:and
2d
ing a semicolon:
"(B)
'(B) cash
cashbenefits
benef under
underthe
theState
State program
program
(E nInsubparagrapb
(El
subparagraphCE),
(E). by
by indenting
indenting each
each funded
under part B or under
unde? the
the State
State plan
plan
of clauses
(il)2 additioraj'ems.
additional-ems.
c1aues (1)
(U and
ad (iI.2
approved under
undez pirt
pâ-tBBor
orEEof
ofthis
this'title
'tftie(as
az
(b CONFORMING
(5)
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
ADMETS—
in effect
effect before
before October
October1.1,1996).
I996.
(13
13 Section
Section 452(b)
452(b (42
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652(b))
652b)) is
(2) FEDERAL
"(2)
FEDERALSEARE.—The
SEARE.—me term
term'Federal
Fedcral
amended
"454(6' and
and thserting
Inserting share'
aniended by strIking
sIk1ng "454(6'
share' means,
means,with
withrespect
respecttotoan amount
amountCOlcol••454(4)••.
"454(4)",
1eted by
lected
by the
the State
State to
to satisfy
satisfy aa support obliobli.
(2>
(2Y
Section
452g)(2)(A)
452g)(2)A)
(42
US.C. gation
U.S.C.
owed
owed co
to aa family
rily forfora atime
timeperiod—
period—
Sd2ig)i2)(A))
amended
striking—454(6r
"4546Y' g.tlot
652g)2)(A)) isis ameed
byby
striking
"(A) the g?eatest
greatest Federal medical assisteach place it appears and inserting ance
ance percentage
percentage in effect for the State for
44XA(i1Y.
"4544XA)U1)",
fiscal year
year1995
199 or
o' ay
anysucceedg
succeedingfiscal
fitealyear:
year:
(3)
Section
Section
466(aX3)(B)
466a)(3xB
(42
U.SC. or
666ai3)(B)) isisamended
666;a3)(B))
amendedby
bystriking
stiking"in
1n the
the
"(B)
'(B) ifif support
supportisi not owed
owed to
to the
the family
fairi1.
case of overdtle
overdue support which a State has
has
any
monthfor
forwhich
whichthe
the farniy
familyreceived
received
ar month
agreed to collect under
nnder section
section 454)6)"
4&461' and for
aid to families
families with
withdependent
dependefltchildren
cldren
inserting "in any other
otter case".
case'.
ndr thetheState
Stateplan
planapproved
approvedunder
under part A
(4) Section 466(e) (42 U.S.C. 666(e)) is under
this title {as
(as in effect before October 1.
1,
amended by striking "paragraph
"paragraph (4)
(4) or
or (61
(6) of of
1996). the
1996).
the Federal.
Federal reimbursement
percentage
reimbursement
ercentae
Section
Sectiofl454"
454"and
adinserting
inserng ':section
':secton 454(4)".
44(4)"
foz the fiscal year in which
'for
which the
the time period'
period
-

SEC. 702. DISTRIBUTiON
DISTRIBUTION OF
OF CHILD
CaILD SVPPORT
SUPPORT
cou..ECrIoNS.
cou..Ec'rIONS.

(a) L'
GENAj,,,—Sectio 457
L GE?Zj...—Sectjon
45(42
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.657)
67)
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows

occurs.
"(3)
'3
FEDER.L
M.D!CAL
PERCEXT-,
FEDERAL
MED!CALASSTANC
ASSIETANCE
PERcEN'r-,,
AGE.—The term
AGE.—The
term-Federal
Fedél medical
-medical assiscazce
asaisr.azice
percentage' meafls—
means—
•

'

-

March 22, 1995
1995

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-_
RECORD-_HOUSE
HOUSE

"(A)
"(A) the
the Federal
Federal medical
medical assistance
assistance perper- istry (which shall be known as the 'State
centage (az
las defined in section
section 1118).
1118). in
in the
the
registry) that contains records with recase of
recase
of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the
the Virgin Islands, case
spectto-.—
to—
spect
Guam. and American Samoa: or
"(A)
each
in
which
services
case
are being
"(B) the Federal medical assistance perby the State agency
agency under
under the
the
centage (as defined in section
section 1905(b))
1905(b)) In
In the
the provided
State
plan
approved
under
this
case of any other State.
part: and.
"(B)
"(B)
each
stppcrt
order
established
each
support
order
established
"(4)
•(4) FEuj.
REIMBL'RSEME'T
FEDERAL
REIMBL'RSEMEIT PERCENTor
AGE—The term 'Federal
'Federal assistance
assistance percentpercent.- modified in the State on or after October 1,

H;
-H
Parent Locator
Locator Service
Service for
for tie
te pi
p
speciried in
i section
specified
section 453,
453.

"(3)
'(3) TEMPOP.ART
TEMPORARY FAMILY
FAMILYASSISTAN(
,a.SSISTA
AGENCIES._EXchanng is
AGENCIES.—EXchanging
ir

MEDICAID

-

tio with
tion
withState
Stateagencies
agencies (of
(of the State
other States)
States) administering
adrninisterin programs
pograns
under part A, programs operated unde
plans
plans under
under title
titleXIX,
XIX, and
and other
other pr
pr
1998.
designated
designated by the Secretary, as neces,
neces
"(2). LINKING
LINKINGOF
O LOCAL
LOCAL REGISTRIES._The
REGISTR(ES,_The perform State
State agency
agency responsibilities
responsibflitje
State case registry may be established by this part and under such programs,
programs.
linking local case registries of support or"(4)
AND INTERSTATE
"(4) LNTRAL'TRA- AND
I'TEP.STAT LNFOR:
INFOR
ders through.an automated information netnet,- COMPARISONS_Exchanging
COMPARISOS...._Exchanging informatic
informatic
work. subject to this section,section.
other agencies of the State, ageoclea
agencIes 0o
"(3) USE OP STANDARDIZED DATA ELKinformation net
ELF- States, and interstate Information
net
MENTS,—Such
MENTS.—Such records shall use standardized as necessary
necessary and
andappropriate
appropriatetotocarry
ca.y
data elements for both parents such
carry Out)
out) the pt
(such as assist other States to carry
p
part.",
names, social
social security
security numbers
numbers and
and other
other of this part,",
names,
SEC.
uniform Identification
identification numbers,
numbers, dates
712.
712,
COLLECTION
COLLECTION
AN!)
AN!)
DISBIJRSE,MJ
DISB1JP.SEM
dates of
of
birth, and case identification
Identification numbers),
SUPPORT
SUPPORT PAYMENTS,
PAYMENTS,
numbers), and
(a) ST.vrt
contain such other Information (such as on
STATEPLAN
PLAN REQUIBEMENT,_Sect
REQUIRE ET.—Sect
case status) as the Secretary may require.
(42 U.S.C. 654.
as amended
amended by
by sect.ion
64). as
section
"(4)
"(4) PAYMENT
PAYMENT RECORDS.—Each
Act, Is
is amended—:
amended—
RECORDS.—EaCh ease
easerecord
record of this Act,
in the State case registry with respect to
Cl) by striking "and" at the end of
ol
g-raph(24);
(2);
wnch services
which
servicesare
arebeing
beingprovided
provided under the graph
(2) by striking the period at the
State
(2)
State plan
plan approved
approved under
under this
this part
part and with
respect to
respect.
to which
which a support order has been
been es- paragraph
paragraph(25)
(25)and
andinserting
insertj "; and"; ai
adding after
after paragraph
paragraph(25)
(3) by adding
tablished shall include a record of—
(25) t)
tJ
lowing':
monthly (or
(àr other
àther peri"(A) the amount of monthly
peri- lowing:
odic) support owed under the order, and
tlmt, on
on and
andafter
afterOctc
"(26) provide that,
Octc
other amounts (including arrears, interest or 1998, the State agency will—
"(A) operate a State disbursement u
late payment penalties, and fees) due or
V

age' means, with respect to a fiscal year—
"(A) the total
totaj amount paid to the State
State
under section 403 for the fiscal year; divided
by"(B)

the total amount expended by the
State to carry out the State program under
fisca' year.
part A during the fiscal

"(5)
STATE SHARE.—Tbe
"5) STATE
SHARE,—Theterm
term'State
'State share'
share'
means 100 percent minus the Federal share.

"(c) CONT1NtATI0N
CON NtJATIO OF
"(C)
OFSERVICES
SERVICES FOR
FiiFOR FA!ICEAS:NG To RECEIVE ASSISTANCE UNDER
LIES CEASZNG
L'NDER
TE STATE
THE
STATEPROCRAM
PROGRAM FtNDED
FUNDEDUNDER
UNDZR PART

A—When a family with respect
respect to which
se-vices
services are provided under a State p'an
plan approved under
under this
this part
partceases-to
ceasesto receive
receive asas-

sstance under
sistance
under the
the State
State program funded
under part A,
A. the State shall provide appronotce to
priate notice
to the family and continue to
provide such services, subject to the same
conditions and on the same basis as in the

LECTED FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TEMPORARY

FAMILY ASSISTANCE_Section
ASSISTANCE_Section 457(a)(l)
457a)(1) of the

Social Security
Secn-ity Act, as added by the amendment made by
by subsection
subsection Ia).
aL shall become

effective on October I. 1995.

•

•

part;
part, on the basis of—
"(A) information on administrative actions
(2) by striking
judicial proceedings
szring the
theperiod
period at
at the end of and administrative and judicial
proceedings
paragraph 24)
24 and
relating to
to paternity
paternityand
aid support;
paragraph
and inserting
inserting "; and.":
and orders relating
and:; and
and
adding after
after paragraph
paragraph(24)
(3) by adding
'(B)
information
obtained
from
"(B)
information
comparicompar(24) the folfollowing:
son with Federal.
Federal, State. or local sources
sources of
of
information;
"(25) will have in effect
effect Safeguards,
safeguards, appliappli-.
cable
to all
all coflfidential
confidential information
information handled
cab'e to
"(C) information on support
support collections
collections
disributio,s and
and distributions;
by
State agency,
agency,that
thatare
oy the State
aredesigned
designed to
to and
"(D) any
"CD)
anyother
other relevant
relevant information,
information,
protect
parties, inprotect the
the privacy
privacyrights
rigr.s of
ofthe
te parties,
including—
"(0
I"FORMATIO' COMPARISONS
"(f) INFOR.MATIQN
ANDOTHER
OThER
COMPARJSOS £ND

(b)
Ib)

EFFECTIVE

DATE.—The amendment
DATE,—The

.sall becorne
made by subsection (a) shall
become effective on
tive
onOctbber
Oct'obe1,1,1997.
1997..
-

Subtitle B—Locate
aid Case
B—Locate aiid
Case Tracking
Tracking
711, STATE
STATE CASE
SEC. 711.
CASE REGISTRY.
REGISTRY.

54A, as
Section 454A,
asadded
added by
by section
section 745(afl2)
of this Act,is amended by adding at the end
followir!g
the following:
"(e) STATE
"(e)
ST.TE CASE
C.sE REGISTR\'._.
REGISTRY—

-

accordance with section 454B; and

"(B) have sufficIent State staff (cons

(cons
of State employees)
employees) and
and (at
(at, State o0
contractors reporting directly
dfrectly to the
agency to—
ta—
"(i) monitor and enforce support
"Ii)
support
tions through
tb.rOughthe
theunit
unit(including
(incluthn cai
out
out the
the automated
automated data
data processing
processing rr

-

(1)
(1) by
by striking
striking"and"
"and" at the end of parap.ragraph (23i;
grapi

.

.

-

Act, is
is amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after Scs
case records in the State case registry with Act,
the following:
respect to which services are being provided 454A
SEC.
ANt)
DISBURSEME,
454B,COlLECTION
COLLECTION
AND
DISBURSE
under the.
State plan
plan approved under this SEC. 454B.
the State
SUPPORT PAYMENTS,

4

454

"(A) safeguards
"(A)
safeards against
againstunauthorized
unauthorized use
se
or disclosure of iMormation
information relating to proceedings or actions to establish
estabhsh paternity, or
to establish or enforce support;
stipport;
'1 B)prohbtions
'B)
prohibitions
against
againstthe
therelease
release of
of information on the whereabouts of one party
to another
another party
partyagainst
againstwhom
whom a protective
order' with
with respect
respect to
to the former party has
order
been entered: and
'C) probbtons
"(C)
prohibitionsagainst
againstthe
the release
release of ininformation on
thewhereabouts
whereabouts of one party
fo-rnation
o the
to another party if the State has reason to
believe that the release of
of the
the information
information
may result in physical
physica' or emotional harm to
to
the former
forner party,",
party.',

-

and
sibilities described
described in
in section
section 454A(g));
454A(g));
"(E) the
"CE)
the amount
amount of
of any lien imposed
imposed pu.rsu.
pursu- sibilities
"Cii)
take the
the actions
actions described in ss
"(ii) take
ant to section 466(a)(4).
466c)(l) ininappropriate
appropriate cases.".
cases,".
"(5) UPDATING
UPDATINGAND
AD MON'ITORjNG_The
MONITORING,_The State
State 4661c)(1)
(b) ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLI.SENT OFOFSTATE
STATEDISE
Diss
agency operating the automated
automated system
system re- MENT
Uyrr,—Part D
D of
of title
title IV
IV (42 U.S.C
quired
Quired by
by this
this section
section shall
shall promptly.
promptly. estabestab- 669), asUNIT—Part
amended by section 745(a)(2) 0
lish and maintain, and regularly
regularly monitor,

(2) EARLtER.EFFECTIVE
EARLtER.EFFECTIVEDATE
D.TE FOR RULES
Rt.LES RELATING TO
TO D:STRIBL'TION
DISTRIBL"rioN OF ST.PPORT
SUPPORT COL-

(a)
ST.'it PLAN
(a) STATE
PLANREQTIPEMT._Section
REQUIREI.!zT,_Sectjon
(42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

-

-

irdividuals to whom services are furcase of individuals
nshed under
nished
under section
section 454. except that an application or other
other reQuest
request to continue services shall not
not be
be reQuired
required of such
such a family
and section
section 454(61(B)
454(6)(B) shall
shall not apply
apply to the overdue under the order;
family.".
"(B) any
any arnount
amount described
described in
in subparasubparab) EFFECTIVE
(b)
EFFECTIVEDATL—
DATE.
graph (A)
gTaph
(A) that
that has
has been
been collected;
"(C)
(1) GENERAL
the
GENERALRULE—Except
RtLE.—Exceptasas provided
provided In
distribution
of such collected
In
(2), the amendment
amendrnent made
rrade by
paragraph (2).
by sub- amounts;
section (a) shall become
become effective
effective on October
"(D) the
the birth
birthdate
dateofofany
an child for whom
1.1999.
the order reQuires
requires the
the provision
provision of -support;
support;

SEC. 703. PRIVACY
PRIVACy SAFEGL'AEDS.SAFEGUARD&-

.

.

"(a)
STATE
DISBURSEMENT
Usn',—
'(a) ST.Tz
DISBtJRSEMENT
UNIT.—

-

"(1) IN
1 GZNERAL.—In
"(I)
GENERAL.—Inorder
orderfor
foraa Sta
Ste

meet the requirements of this sectior
sectioi
State agency must estabUsh
establish and oper
oper,
unit (which
(which shall
shallbe
beknown
knownas
as the
the Stat
'Stat
bursement
bursement unit')
unit') for
for the
the collection
collection -ani
an
bursernent of payments under support ca
in all cases being enforced-.by
enforced-.by the
the State
State

suant to section 454(4).
454(4),
State disburse
"(2) OPERATION—The
OPERATIoN—The State
unit shall be operated—
DISCLOSIRES OF
DISCLOSURES
OF L'I'OP,I.IATION,_The
OP!.TIO.—The State.
State
"(A)
"(A) directly
threctly by the State agency (or
shall use the
the automated
automated system
systemreQuired
required by
by more State agencies under a regional (Or
co
co
this
this section to extract information from (at more
•

-

such tlmes, and In
in such standardized format
or formats, as may be required by the Secretary), to share
share and
and compare
compare-information
information
with, and to receive information from, other
data bases and Information
information comparison servser'vices, in order to obtain (or provide) information necessary to enable the State agency (or

ative agreement), or (to the
the extent a:
a
priate)
responsible dir
prate) by aa contractor,
contracr.responsibie
dir
to the State agency;
agency: and

-.

-

-

"(B) in coordination with the autoir
autorr

system established
establishedby
bythe
theState
Statepursua
purua
section 454A.

•3)
"3)

LThKINc
LINKING

--

Os'
OF

DISBcasE:
DISBtRSz

LOCAL

tNITS.—The State disbursement unit ms
m
the Secretary or other State or
or Federal
Federal
by linking local thsbursei
thsbursez
agencies) to carry out this part, subject to established
units
through
through
an
an
automated
automated
lnform
iform
section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code

of
1986. Such information comparison activities
shall include the following:
"(1) FEDERAL CASE
CASE REGISTRY
REGISTRY OF
OFCHTLD
CHTLD SUPStPPORT
PORT -ORDERS.—Furnishiog
ORDERS.__Furnishing to the Federal
Case Registry of Child Support Orders estabeStab-

network,
network, subject
subject to
to this
,his section.
section,
7'
"(b)
"(b REQtIRED•
PROCERES,_.The
REQUIRED PROCEDURES.—ThC
disbursement unit shail
shall use
use automated
automated
cedures, electronic processes,
cedures.
processes, and
and compi
driven
driven technology
technology to
to the
maximum
the maximum e
efficient, and economlcaj,
economical, for
lished under sectIon
section 453(h) (and update as feasible,
collection and
collection
ad disbursement
disbursement of
of support
necessary, with information including notice ments,
rnents,
including
including
procedures—..
procedures—
of expiration of orders) the:
the minimum
rninimw'n --"(1) for receipt
receipt of
of paymentspaynents. from paxi
amount of information
information on
on child
ciild support
support employers,and
andother.
other. States,
States, and
ad for
cases recorded in the State case registry epIoyers.
bursements to custodial parents-and o0
that is necessary
necessarr to operate the registry (as burserneots
obligees. the
obligees,
the State
Stateagency,
agency,and
and-the
the age:
ager
specified by the Secretary in regulations),
regulations).
of other States:
-

e

-

ar
-

"ci) CONT
TS.—The automated
"Cl)
CONTE'TS,—Tne
automated system
s'stem re"(2) FEDERAL PARENT
PARENT LOCATOR
LOCATOR SERVICE.—
SERVIcE.—
"(2) for accurate identification of
"12)
qred bybythis
quired
thissection
section stall
shall include
include a reg- Exchanging
information
infornatjon with the Federal nets:
ments:
.

-.

-

.-

-

.

-

-

.

-
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"(3) 'to
ensure prompt
prompt disbursement of the
to ensure
"(ii) does not include an employee of a
custodial parent's share of any payment:
payment; and Federal
Federal or
Stateagency
agency performing
performing intelr State
intel"(4) to furn.lsh
furnish to
to any parent, upon request.
request, ligence or counterintelligence
counterintelligencefunctions,
functions,ifi
timely
imely information
information on the current status of the head of such agency has determined that
support paymen under an order requiring reporting pursuant to paragraph (1) witfi
i'iti'i rerepayments to be made by or to the parent.
spect to the employee could
conid endanger the
"(C) TIMG
TIMG OF
Dl' D!tBmSEcENTS,—The
DitBCSEcENTS.—The State
State safety of the employee or compromise an cndisbursement unIt shall distribute all going Investigation or Intelligence mission.
amounts payable under section c57a) within
"(B)
GOVERNMENTAL
EMPLO)'EP.S.—The
EMPLOYEP,S.—The
2 business days after receipt from the em- term 'employer' includes any governmental
income, If entity.
ployer or other source of periodic income.
entity.
sufficient information
1nfonation identifying
identifying the
the payee
"(C) LABOR ORGANIZATION.—The
ORGA.NIZATION.—The
term
is provided.
'labor organization' shall have the meaning
"Id)
DAT
DEFINED—AS
'(ci)Busm'tss
BrS11ESS
DAT
DEFntn,—As used in given
given such
such term
term in
in section
section 2(5)
2(5) of
of the
the NaNathis section,
section. the
the te.rrn
te.rn 'business
'business day' means a tional
tional Labor
Labor Relations
Relations Act,
Act. and
and includes
includes any
any
day
regu- entity (a.lso
da.y nn which
which State
State offices
offlces are open for reg'u(also known
known as a 'hiring hall')
hail') which
which
lar business.".
business.",
Is used by the organization and an employer
is
(c)
SYSTESI.—Section
(C)USE
USEOF
OFA'roMATED
AOMATEO
Srsrt&—Sectjon to carry Out
out requirements
requirements described
described in sec454A.asasadded
54A.
addedbybysection
section745(a)(2)
74(a)(2) of
uf this Act tion S(fl(3)
Slfl(3) of such Act of an agreement between the
the organization
organization and
and the
the employer.
employer.
and as amended by section 711 of this Act, Is tween
"rb) EMPLOYER
"(b)
EMPLOYERINFORSIATION.—
INF0RasA'noN.—
amended by adding at the end the following:
"(g)
COLLECTIO AND
A'D DISTRIBU'rIoN
Stp'(g) COLLECTION
DISTRIBL"TION OF
OF SrpPAYMENTS.—
PORT PAYMEN'TS.—

"(1) REPORTING
REPORTING REQUIRE,MENT.—
REQUIREMENT.—

"(A) IN
L' GENERAL.—Except.
GENERAL.—Except. as provided
provided in
in
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the
the agency administering the State plan ap-

proved under this part of the appropriate.

State with the name, address, and social security number of the employee to whom the
social
social security number is assigned, and the
name of.
of, and identifying number assigned
under section 6109 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 to,
to. the employer.
".11
OTINFOP..MATION,—
"(II TRANSMISSION
TRsi.iissio OF INFORMATION.—

"<1)TRANSMIS,sION
"(I)
ItaNSMIS.SION'
OForWAGE
WAGEWITHHOLDING
WITHHOLDING

NOTICES TO
To EMPLOYER&—Within
EMPLOYEI(S.—Withjn 2 business

days after the date information regarding a

newly
newly hired
hired employee
employeeisisentered
enteredintä
int the
State Directory
State
DirectoryofofNew
NewHires,
Hires the State

agency enforcing the employee's
employees child support obligation shall transmit a notice to the
employer of the employee directing the employer to withhold from
from the
the wages
wages of
of the
the ememployee an amount equal to the monthly (or
other periodic) child scpport
support obligation of
the employee, unless the employee's wages
are not
are.
not subject
subject to
to withholding
withholding pursuant to'
to
section 466(bl(3).
466(bI(3).

(B). each employer shall fur"(1) LS
"(1)
jy GENEnl,.—The
GENERJ,L.—TheState
Stateshall
shalluse
usethe
the subparagraph (B),
"(2) TRANSMISSIONS
TRA:sMIsszoNs'roTO
THE
"(2)
THENATTO
NATIONAL DIRECsyste requIxed
OF NEW
NEli' HIRES.—
HIRES.—
automated syStem
required by
this section,
section, nish to the Directory of New Hires of the TORY OF
b this
State in
in which
which aa newly
newly hired employee
NEV.'IRE
to the maximum
ma.ximu extent
extent feasible,
feasible, to assist State
"(A)
'A) NEw
lORE
INFORMATION—Within
INFORMATION—Within 44
and facilitate the coUection and disburse- works a report that contains the name, ad- business days after the State Directory of
ment of support payments through the State dress, and social security number of the em- New Hires receives information from em-

ployee, and the name of,
of. and identifying ployers pursuant to this section. the State
disbursement unit operated under section ployee.

under section
section 6109
6109 of
of the
the InIn- Directory of New Hires shah
shall furnish the in454B,through
54B,
throughthe
the performance
pez'forrnanceof
offunctions,
functions, number assigned under
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 to.
to, the employer. formation to
including, at a minimum—
to the
the National
National Directory
Directory01'
of New
"(B) MULTISTATE EMPLOTZRS.—An em- Hires.
"(A) transmission of orders and notices to
"(B) WAGE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSAemployers (and other debtors) for the with- ployer who has employees who are employed
in 2 or more States may comply with sub- TION INFORMATZ0N.—The State Directory of
holding
holding of
of wages
wages (and
(and other
other income)—
income)—
shall. on a quarterly basis,
basis. furnish
"(I) within 2 business days after receipt paragraph (A) 'by transmitting the report de- New Hires shall,
Directors' of
of New
l'ew Hires exfrom a court, another State, an employer, scribed in subparagraph (A) magnetically or to the National Directory
in which
which the
the tracts of the reports required under section
the Federal Parent Locator Service, or an- electronically to the State in
of
other source recognized by the State) of no- greatest number of employees of the em- 303(a)(6) to be made to the Secretary of
ployer
are
employed.
Labor concerning the wages and unemploytice of, and the income source subject to,
"(2)
TrtsG
Os'
REPORT—Tile
report
reTiMING OF REPORT—Tile report re- ment compensation paid to individuals, by
such wlthhOjdjflg:
withholding: and
with respect to
to an
an such dates, in such format, and containing
"(ii) using uniform formats prescribed by quired by paragraph (1) wIth
employee
shall be made not
not later
later 'than
than the such inforrnaticn as the Secretary
Secretary of
of Health
Health
tile
the Secretary;
and Human Services shall specify in regula"(B) ongoing monitoring to promptly iden- later of—
"(A)
15
days
after
the
date
the
employer
tions.
tify failures to make timely payment of sup-

port and

"(C) automatic
antomatic use of enforcement procedures (Including procedures authorized pursuant to, sectIon
section 466(c)) where payments
payments are
are
not timely made.
"(2)
DAT
DEFL'ED.—Asused
used in
"(2) BUSINEsS
Busnsss n,y
DEFINEO.—AS
paragraph (1).
(]j. the term 'business day' means
means
a day on which State
Stae offices
offices are
are open
open for
for regular business.".
(ci)
(d)

EFFECTIVE
DATL—'Theamendments
amendments
EFs-Ec'rrvs DATL—'The

made by this section shall become effective
cc October 1. 199&

SEC. 713. STATE
STArE DIRECTORY
DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES,
HIRES.

(a)
P..EQmRIENT.—Section
454
(a) STATE
STATEPLAN
PLAN
P,EQoIRr.—Section 454

c42 U.S.C. 654),
654). as amended by sections 703(a)
and 712(a) of this Act, is amended—

hires the employee:
employee; or

"(3) BUSINESS DAY DEs'INED.—As
DEFINED.—As used in

"(B) the date the employee
employee first
first receives
receives this
subsection, the
this subsection,
the term
term 'business
'business day'
day'
wages or other compensation from the em- means a day on which State
State Offices
offices are open
ployer.

"(c) REPORTING
P.EPORTING FORMAT
FORMAT AND
AND METHOD.—
METhOD.—

Each report required by subsection (b) shall
be made
made on
on aaW—4
W-4 form
formor
or the
the equivalent,
equivalent.
'and
and may be transmitted by first class mail.
mail.
magnetically, or electronically.

TION
TION.—

COMPLYL'40 EMPLOYERS.—
COMPLYL'4G
EMPLOYERS.—

to locate individuals for purposes of establishing
lishing paternity
paternity and
and establishing,
establishing, modifymodify-

paragraph (26) and insertir.g
inserting "; and":
and"; and
(3) by adding
adding after
after paragraph
paragraph(26)
(26)the
the101l'ollowing:

"(1) L'4
"(1)
L'4GENERAL.—An
GERAL.—An employer
employerthat
that fails

to comply with subsection (b) with respect to ing,
ing. and enforcing child support obligations.

an employee shall be subject to a civil

money
money penalty of—
or
"(A) ElS;
525: or

-

"(2) VERtF'ICATION
VERIFICATION OF E.IGIBILITY
E,IGIBILITV FOR
FOR CERCER-

TAIN PROGRAMS—A
PROGRAMs—A State
State agency
agency.respor.sible
responsible..
,for admiristering
for
administering aa program
program specified
specified in sec-

"(B) $500 if, under State law, the failure is tion
tion 1.137(b)
1137(b) shall have access
access to
to information
information
reported by
reported
by employers
employers pursuant
pursuant to
tä subsub-

plete report,
report.

"(2) APPLICABILiTY
APPLICABILiTY01'
or SECTION
SECTIoN 112S.—Sec1125.—Sec-

tion 1128
tiOn
1128 (other
(other 'than
than subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and
and (b)
(b)
"(27) provide that,
tilt:, on and after October 1. of
of such
such section)
section) shall
shall apply
apply to
to aa civil
civil money
money
1997.
997, the
the State
State will
will operate a State Directory 'penalty
'penalty under
underparagraph
paragraph(1)(U of
of this
this subsubHires in
of New
New Hires
it accordance ,with section section In the,
same manner
manner ,ls
as such section
the same
'(53A.".
453A.",
applies to a civil money penalty or proceed(b) STATE
STTE DIRnroRY
OFNE-w
N.v Rmzs—Part
(b)
DIRn'roRY OF
limzs,—Part ing under
under section
section112SA(a).
ll2SA(a).
D of
amended by
by
of title
titleflT
IV42
42tS.C.
tS.C.651-6591
65l-6 isisamended
"(e) IN?'ORMATION
IN?'ORI'IATIoNCOMPARISONS.—
CoMPARISoNs.—
inserting after
inserting
aftersection
seon 453
453the
thefoll
foilowing:
owing
"(1) L' GENERAL.—Not
GEYERAL.—Not later than October 1.
SEC, 433A.
4S3A. STATE DIRZCI'ORY
DIRECTORY OF
OF NEW
NEW HIRES.
HIRES,
"SEC.
1997,an
an agency
agency designated
designated by
1997,
bytile
the State
State
"a)
'a) EST.&.LIscEyT,—
ESTLIs T.—
shall, directly or by contract, conduct auto"(1)
L' GENERAL—Not
GENERAL,—Not later than October
"(l)IN
October 1,
1.

LOCATION OF CElLO
"U) LOCATION
"(1)
CB'ILD SUPPORT
SUPPORTOBLIOBLI-,

GORS.—The agency administering the State
plan approved under this part shall use infor"(d) Cr,'IL
"(0)
Crvn. M0N'EY
MoNEY PENALTIES
PENALTrES ON
ON NONNoN- mation
mation received pursuant to subsection (e)(2)

(1) by striking
sIking "and"
"and"atatthe
theend
end of
of parapara- the
tile result of a conspiracy between the employer and the employee to not supply the
(2) by striking the period at the end of required
required report
report or
or to
to supply
supply aa false
false or
or incomincom-

graph (25);
graph
(25)

for regular business.
"(g) OTHER
OTHER USES
USESOF
OFNsw
NtwHIRE
HIREINFORMALFoRMA-

mated comparisons of the social security

1997, each State shall establish
establish an
an automated
automated numbers reported by employers
employers pursuant
pursuant to
to
directory (to be known as the 'State Direc- subsection (b) and the social security numtory of New
New H.ires')
Hires') which shall contain inin- bers appearing in the records
records of
of the
the State
State
formation supplied in, accordance with sub- case registry for cases being enforced under
section (b) by employers
emnioyers and labor organiza- the State plan.
tions on 'each
newly hired employee.
each newly
NOTICEOF
or MATCH.—When
"(2) NOTIcE
MATcH.—Wheo an informa"(2)
DEFINTTIQNa—As used
"2) DEFL','TTIGNS.—AS
used in this section: tion comparison conducted under paragraph
"(A) EMPLOTEL—Tne
EMPL0TzL—'The term 'employee—
(1) reveals
(I)
reveals aa match
match with respect to the social
"(I) means an individual who is an em- security number of an individual
individual required
required toto,
ployee within the meaning of chapter 24 of provide support under a support order, the
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986: and
State Directory of New Hires
Hires shnll
shall provide
provide

section (bI of this section for
for purposes
purposes of
of
verifyIng eligibility for the program.
verifying
program.

05' EMPLOYMENT SECU'(3) ADMINISTRATION OP
SECTRITY
RiTY

AND WORKERS
COMPENSATION.—State
WOR}ERS COMPENSATION
--State

agencies operating
operating employment
employmentsecirity
securityand
ad
workers' compensation programs'shall
programs shall have
access to information reported by employers.
employers
pursuant to subsection (bi
(b) for the purposes of
administering such programs.".
SEC. 714. AMENDMEN'IS
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING INCOME
WITHHOLDING.
(a) MANDATORY
MANDATORY INCOME
INCOME WITHHOLDING.—-WITHHOLDING.—'

(1)
U.SC.
(1) IN
IN GENERAL—Section 466a)(1) (42 U.S.C.

636(aXl)) is amended to read as follows:
6S6(aXl))
"(1) LNc0ME
INCoME WITHHOLDING.—

"(A) UNDER ORDERS ENFORCED L'NDER
UNDER THE

STATE PLAN.—Procedures
PLAN—Procedures described
described in Subsub-

section (b) for the withholding from income
of amoirnrs
amounts payable
payable as support in cases subjecttotoenforcement
jct
enforcementunder
underthe
the State
State plan.
p1an
"(B) UNDER CERTAIN
CERTAIN ORDRRS
ORDERS PREDATING
PREDATING
CHANGE IN REQ.nREMENT,—Procedures
REQtIREMENT.—Procedures under
under

which the wages of a person
person With
with a support
obligation imposed
imposed by
by aa support
supportorder
orde issued
(or modified) in the State before October 1,
1996,
1996. if not otherwise subject to withholding
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under subsection
subsecton (b),
(b), shall become subject to
Withholding
withholg
as as
provided
providedInInsubsection
subsection (b) If

H
H 34
3

"(B) agaInst
against whom such an obligation
obligation is specified In this section, the Secretary
sought: or
not later
later than
than October
october 1,
1 1996, establis
arrearages occur, without the need for a juuis owed,
"(C) to whom such an obligation Is
dicial oracn-nist,ratjve
oratinnistratjve hearing.".
maintaIn In the
maintain
the Federal
Parent Lo(
Lo
Federal Parent
includIng
the
Including
the
individual's
social
(2
CoNrop,aflAENDMENTS._
2 CoNrop.fl
individual's social security
ENOMETS
dIrectory to
security Service an automated directory
to be ki
k:
IA) Section 466(a)(8)(B)(jij)
CA)
number
(or
numbers),
most
recent
address,
466(a)(8)(B)(ji) (42
address, as the National Directory of New }}
(42 U.S.C.
and
the
narrie,
name,
address,
address,
and
employer
66a)(8)(B:jji))
is
amended—
66&a)(8)(B:jji)) is amended_
Identi- which
Ideas!which shall
shall contain
contaIn the
the Information
information

i by
fication number of the individuars
(1)
bystriking
striking "(5)";
"(5)"; and
indIvidual's ememployez- and
and
lii> by itsertiog
(ii)
itserting ', and, at the option of the ployer
State, the rrequjremen
"(2)
Information
on
the
individual's
State.
of
subsection
wages
lirements of subsection (b)15)"
(b)15.i"
before the period.
br
(orother
otherincome)
income) from,
fron',, and
and benefits
benefits of,
of, ememployment
(including
rights
to
B) Sectio 466(b) (42 U.S.C.
or enrollment
U.S.C. 666(b)) is ployment (including rights toor
in
group
health
care
coverage).";
in
group
health
care
coverage),";
and
amended in
:n the matter preceding paragraph
and
(2) in subsection (b). in the matter preced(1). by striking "subsection (a)(l)" and
precedand in-

sup
sup
pursuant.
to section
section 453A(T)(2).
453A(TX2).
pursuant to
"(2) ADMrNIgri_sTION
ADMINISTLT1ON OF FEDERAL
LAWS.—The Secretar
LAS'S.—The
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury

have access to the informatIon
information in the
eral Directory of New Hires for purpos
administering Section 32
32 of
of the
the Internal

Code of 1986, or the advance payme
paymec
ing paragraph (1), by striking "social secu- enue
earned
credit under sec
the
earned
income, tax credit
sec
rir.y"
and
all
that
follows
through
and all that follows through "absent 350'7 of suchincome,r,a,'ç
Sectic: 466(bX5)
466(b)(5) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(b)(5))
IC) Sectcz
666(b)(5)) Is
Code,
and
verifying
is rity"
a claim
and inserting'
inserting "information
amended by striking all that follows "adrnjn'Information de- respect to employment
"admin- parent"
return.
employment in
in aa t.ax
tax return.
stered by"
Istered
by" and
and inserting
inserting "the State through scribed in subsection (a)".
(j)INFORMATION
INFOIUIATIOCOMPARISONS
COPAIUSONS AND
"(j)
AND Oi
0'
(b) REIMBuPSEMENT
FORINFOR.IATION
INFORMATIQ FROM
REIMBUPSEXT FOR
the State disbursement
d.isbirsement unit establithd
FROM DISCLOSI.RES.—
established purpur- FEDERAL.
DISCLOSuRES—..
FEDERAL
AGENCIES—Section
AGENCIES—Section
suant to
to sec.ion
section454B,
4iB. In
Inaccordance
accordance with
453(e)(2)
(42
with the U.S.C. 653(e)(2)) is amended in
"(I)
"(1) VERIFICAT1O'
VER1FICAT1O' BY
BY SOcIAL
sociAl. SECURITY
SECURITY
U.S.C. 653e)(2)) amended in the 4th
reuiremes of
reujrernen
of section
section 454B.".
454B:'.
4th sen- MINISTRATION._
ID)
CD)
"inan
anamount.
amount which the MINISTRATION......
Section 466(b)(6)(A)
466b)6)(A) (42 U.S.C. tence by inserting 'in
"(A) The Secretary shall
shall transmit
transmit infot
infoi
Secretary determines to be rea.sonable
666:b)16)(A))
amend—
666;b)16)(A)) isisamended—
reasonable pay- tion 00
on individuals and employers in
m
1i
ment
for
the
Information
exchange
(which
in clause
clause Cl).
(9 in
(i). by
by striking
strikIng 'to
"tothe
the appr
appr
tamed under this section to the Social S
shall
not
Include
payment
for
amount
payment
for
the
priate agency"
agencv and
and all
all that
that follows and inthe
in.
Administration to the extent
neces
extent necesc
of obtaining, compiling, or maintain- rity
sert;ng "to the State disbursement
serting
disbursement unit,
unit costs
for verification in accordance
accordance with
with subp
subp
before the period.
ingthe
theinfo.—rriatlon)"
information)" before
w;thin22business
w:thi
bus:ness days
days after the date the ing
graph (B).
(C) REIMRtRSEME'
REIMRTRSEfE\'r FOR
amount
(but for this subsection) have
amount would
woud (but
FOR REPORTS
REpowrsBY
a-STATE
STATE "(B) The Social
Social
Security
Security
Adminis:
Admjnis
AGENcIgs.Sectioo 453
453 (42 TJ.S.C.
been paid or credited to the
the employee, for AGENCIE5.—Sectjon
U.S.C. 653) is
verify the accuracy of, correct, or
amended by adding at the end the following: shall
distribution in accordance
accordance with
with this
this
part.";
part:':
possible, and report to
ply to the extent,
extent possible,
cii) in clause iii). by inserting 'be in
Cii)
"(g)
The
Secretary
may
reimburse
Federal
a
the following
followIng Information
information
lncutred by Secretary,
standard fcrmat prescribed by the Secretary, and State agencies for the costs incurred
piled by the Secretary pursuant to subp
such entitles in furnishing
furnishing Information
Information re- plied
aad'
aad"after
after "shall";
"shall"; and
and
graph (A):
quested by the Secretary under this section
(iii) by adding at the end the following:
section
"(I) The name, socIal
"(I)
social security number,
amount Which
which the Secretary deter- birth
"(iii) As used n this subparagraph the in an amount
date of each such individual.
individual,
term 'bus;ness
'bus;ness day'
day means
means a day on
on which
which mines to be reasonable payment for the in"(ii)
"(ii) The
The employer
employer identification
identification nu
nurs
formation
exchange
(which
amount
State offCce
offices are open for regular business.".
shall not of each such employer.
business:'.
CE)
Section
payment for the costs of obtaining,
obtainIng,
466Cb)6)(D)
466(b3(6XD)
(42
U.S.C. include
"(2)
LNFOR.MATION
INFOR.MAT1ON
OMPARIsON5,_For
OM?AftISbNS._For
SG&'oX6XDnisisamended
amendedby
bystriking
striking "any em- compiling, or maintaining the Informa66&b)(6)(D,
Infoi-nia- purpose of locatIng
locating individuals in a patern
pater
tion).",
tion).".
ployer" and
and all
allthat
thatfollaws
follws and inserting
ployer"
thsertiog
establishment case or a case involving
(d) TECHNICAL
Id)
TEcHNIcALAMENDMEn-rS—.
AMENDMErS._.
the foilow:n
establishment.,
modification,
establishment,
modification
or
enforcern
or enforcern
(1) Sections 452(a)(9), 453(a), 453(b), 463(a), of a support order, the Secretary
"anyempiorer
"any
employer
who—
wh
shall—
463(e),
463f) (42
453(e), and 453if)
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652(a)(9),
652(a)(9), 653(a),
"i)
"i) discharres
dischzrresfrom
fromemployment,
employment, refuses 653(b),
"(A)
compare
information
In
Natio
and 663(1))
663(f)) are each Directory of New Hires against the Natic
to employ, or takes disciplinary action 653b). 663(a), 663(e), and
lnformnat
Informal
amended
by
InsertIng
Inserting
"Federal"
before
"Par- in
against any absent parent subject to wage
In the support order abstracts in the Fed€
Fede
each
each place
place such
suchtat-rn
term appears.
appears,
withholdjg required
w;thholdi:g
rsured by
by this
this subsection be- ent"
Case Registry of Child Support Orders
(2)
Section
453
(42
U.S.C.
653)
is
amended In
in less often than every 2 business days;
cause of the existence of such withholding
withholding the heading by adding "sto"
and
"sot'. before "(B) wIthin
and the obliratiocs
obiiratiocs or additional obligations "PARENT".
w1thj 22such
suchdays
daysafter
after such
such a ccc
'PARENT".
wi-i chisisimposes
impes upon
which
upon the employer; or
parison
reveals
a
match
with
with
respect to
le) NEW
(e)
NEW COMPONTs....5ectjon
COPONT5...SectIon 453 (42 individual, report the InformatIon
vithho)d support from wages, U.S.C.
"(ii) fails to withhold
Information tø
U.S.C. 653),
653),as
as amended
amended by
by subsection
subsection (C)
or to
to pay
pay s-.ch
sch amounts
amounts to the State diS(c) of State agency responsible for the case. to
dis- this section, Is amer,ded
amended by adding at
at the end
bursement unit in accordance wIth
LFo COMPARISONs
"(3) L'yoio
with this sub- the
ro COMPARISONSAND
AND DISC]
DISC
the followIng:
follwIng:
sèct:on.
section.
SL'BES OF INFORMATION
SL'RES
INF0R.MATION IN ALL REGISTRIES It
"(h) FEnEp
CASE
REGISTRY
FEDEP_si.
CASE
REGISTRYOF
OF Cimn
CxlLn TrrLE
(F) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b))
IF)
TITLE
iv
IV
PaOGRAM
PaDGR,,&J4
PIJRPOSES.—To
PIJRPOSES.—To
the
Is SUPPORT
ext
ORnEp.s—
amended by adding at the end the following: SUPPORT OROE?,S.—
frequency that the SecreL
the frequency
SecreL.
"(1) LN
L' GENERAL.—Not
GENERAL.—Notlater
laterthan
than October
October 1; and with :the
'l1) Proced'.r
"(11)
Proced under which the
determines to be effective In assisting Sta
the agency
agency 1998, in order to assist States In administer.
Stac
administer=r the
adminjsterinr
the State
State plan
plan appi'oved
appj'oved under ing programs under State plansadminister- to carry out their responsibilities under
under pi
p
this part may execute aa withholding
approved grams operated under thIs
withholding order mg
this
part
and
prog'ra
under
under this
this part
part and
and programs
programs funded
funded under funded under part A. the Secretary progra
through
ie:tronic means
through CC:troflic
means and
and without
without ad- part A,
shall—
A, and
andfor
forthe
theother
otherpurposes
puroses specIfIed
vance notice
obligor.".
specified
notite to the obligor.",
information in each
each cc
"(A) compare the Information
cc:
in this section, the Secretary shall establish ponent
(b)
15)
CoNy?3i;G
CON?.G AMENoM'T....SeCtiOn
AMENoM'r._Section and maintain in the Federal Parent
of the Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator Sen
Se:
Locator ice ma:ntained
466(c) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(c))
666(c))isisrepealed.
repealed.
maintained
this
under
this
section
section agai
agai:
Service an automated registry
registry (whIch
(which shall
SEC. 715.
715. LOCATOR
LOCATOR1NFOR.MTION
L FOR.MTON FROM
in each other such corn
the Information In
FROMflTER.
TER. be known as the 'Federal
'Federal Case
Case Registry
STATEI'..tTWORXS,
STATE
NtTWORJS,
Registry of
of nent (other than the comparison
comparison
required
requIred
Child
Child Support Orders'), which shall contain
Section 466a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)) Is arriended
paragraph (2)), and report Instances in whi
amended abstracts of support
support orders
ordersand
and other inforinfor- such a comparison reveals
by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end the
the following:
following:
reveals a match with I
mation
described
in
paragraph
(2)
with
descrihed
'(12) LOcATOR
'(12)
LOCATOR
INFQp..MATON
INFOR,M,oN FROM
re- spect to an individual to State agencies
FROM INTERE'TER- spect to each case In
op
in
each
State
case
registry
STATE
NE'rWoass._p.oced5
to
.STATE NCT''OR.7,S._PI'ocedures to ensure that
programs: and
such programs;
maIntained pursuant to sectIon
maintained
section 454A(e), as ating
all Federal and State agencies conducting
"(B)
disclose
information
disniose
informatIon
In
such
reg'istri
conducting furnished (and regu)arjy
registni
regularly updated), pursuant
pursuant to such State agencies,
activities under this part have access to any
agencies.
454,,(f), by
section 454A(f),
byState
Stateagencies
agencies adminadminsystem
system used by the
the State
State to
toAocate
jocate an Indi- to
"(4)
PROVISION
OP
w
ErRs
"(4)
PROVISION
OP
NEW
HIRE
INF0LMATI0N
INFORMATION
under this
this part.
vidual
pu-pcses relating
vidual for Pu.-Pcses
relating to motor vehi- istering programs under
THESOCIAL
SOCIALSECURITY
SECURrry
ADIONISTR_sTION._T
ADMIIISTTI0N._'fl
"(2)
(2) CASE
CASE INT0RMATI0N._The
CFoR.MATIoN.-.The Information THE
cles or
or law
lawenforcement.",
eicrcement,"
National
Directory
of
New
Hires
shall
shallpm
pr
referred to in paragraph (1) with respect to a
SEC. 716. EXPANSION
EXPANSION OF
OP TM1
THE FEDER.4.j.
FEDERAl. PAREIF
the Corrunjssloner
Commissioner of Social Securl
PARE"r case shall be such Information
Securil
information as the Sec- vide
LOCATOR SERVICE.
SERVICE,
with
all
information
in
the
National
Dire
retary may specify In
regulations (including
in regulatIons
(a)
(a) xpn AtrrEOR,yy
LOcATE L'rniArrRfl'y To
To LOCATE
nsed to determine tIti
tory, which shall be used
LNDIVIOuALS
vrnuks
AND
ANt)
ASSETS.—Sectlon
ASSET5.—Sectlon453
453 (42 U.S.C. the names, social security numbers or other accuracy of payments under the suppi
suppl
uniform identifIcatIon
identification numbers, and State
653) is amended—.
State
security income program under
under tir,
tit
identification numbers) to identify the mental
(1) in subsection (a).
(a), by striking all that case
XVI and in connection with benefits undi
Individuals
who
owe
or
are
owed
support (or titlefl.
follows "subsection Cc))"
(C))" and inserting ", for with respect to or on behalf of whom
support
oi establishing parentage, estabthe purpose of
"(5) RESEARCj,—'fl
Secretary may Pr
"(5)
RESEjtH,_'fl2 Secretary
pr
are sought to
to be
be establIshed),
established), and vide
lishing, setting the amount of.
lishing.
of, modifying, or obligations
access to information reported by
by en
en
the
State
or
States
which
have
the
case.
enforc.ir.g
enforc.ing chid
childsupport
supportobligations—..
obligations—.
ployers
pursuant
to
section
ployers
pursuant
to
section
453A(b)
453A(b)for
for r
"Ci)NATIONAL
"(I)
NATIONALDIRECTORY
DIRECTORYOP
or Nzw
NzwHIRES.—
Hirtss.—
"(1) information on.
on, or facilitating the
"(1)
purposes found by the Secretary to
the disto 1
"(1) IN
"(1)
L' GENERL—jn
GENERAL—Thorder
ordertotoassist
assist States
States search
covery of,
ccvery
of. the !otion of any individual—
Individual—
likely
to
contribute
to
achieving
the
thepun
pu
administering programs under State plans poses
•'(A)
'(A) who is under an obligation to pay in
poses
of
part
A
or
this
part,
but
without
of
part
A
or
this
part,
but
without
pei
pe
approved under this part and programs fund- SOnaJ
cnild
caild support:
sons,]
identifiers,
identifiers,
ed under part A.
A, and for the other Purposes

seing "subsection
"subsection (a)(l)(A)".
(a)(l)(A)'.

1
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"1, FOR
Foa Ss.
SSAVERIFICATIoN_The
VERIFICATION_TheSecretary
Secretary
(D by add,ng
add,ng after
after paragraph
paragraph(1OC
hOC the fol"(2) EXPANDED
"(21
APPLICATION_The
E:P.ANDED
APPuCCATION
—The State
shall reimburse
rei.mb'rse the Cornm:ssioner
Cornmssioner of Social lowing:
lcwng:
law enacted
enacted pursuant
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph (1
(1 shall
Security, a:
at •a
a rate
rate negotiated
negotiated between
between the
shall
")ll The
"Un
makzng
of
quarterly
electronic
The
rnak:ng
be applied to any case involving an order
far the reports.
Secretary and the Commissioner, for
reports,
at
such
dates,
in
such
format,
and
which is established or modified in State
costs incurred by the Commissioner in perpersuch information, as requ:red by and which is sought to be modified a or
formingthethe
forming
ver,fica:jon
verficaoa
ser-.'ices
se"'ices
described
de'jbe in containing
enthe Secretary of Health and Human Services
-

.

forced in another State.
453(i)(3), and compliance with
under section 453W(3l.
"3
MODIFYORDERS
ORDERS—The
'3 JL'RISDICTIoN
JLISDIr1oN ToTo
MODIFY
—The
such
provisions
as
such
Secretary
may
find
TORIES oF
o' yzw
yzwHIRES—The
HIRES—The Secretary,
Secretary. shall necessary to ensure the correctness and ver- State law enacted pursuant
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph (1(l
of this subsection shall contain the following
re;n'.burse
costs incurred
incurred by
by State
State directories
directories
re:mburse costs
of new hires in furnishing information as re- ificat:on of such reports.",
provIsion in
provision
in lieu
lieu of
of section
section 611(aU)
611(a1) of the
717, COLLECTION
COLLECTION AND
AND USE OF SOCIAL SE. Uniform Interstate Family
subsection (j(3),
(j(3, at
quired by subsection
a: rates which the SEC. 717.
Family Support,
Support Act:
CU'EIrY NUMBERS
CU'Rrrt'
Secretary determines to be reasonable
NL'MBERS FOR USE IN
zr.
(1) the following
"'(1)
following requirements are met:
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT.
ENFORCEMEN'r,
(wh:ch rates shall not include
(wh;ch
include payment
payment for
"'(i)
the
child,
the
"'Ii)
the
child,
theindividual
individualobliFee,
obliee, and
and
for
(a) STAtE
STATE LAW REQL'IREMENT,—Section
REQL'IREMENT.—Section the obligor—
the
the costs
costs of
of obtaining.
obtaining, compiling,
compiling, or main466a (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by sec466;a
tatnlng
taining such
such information),
information),
"'Cl)
"'(I) do
do not
not reside
reside in
in the
the issuing
issuing Sr.ate;,,and
State;,,and
tlon 715
715 of
of this
this Act,
Act,iss amended
amended by adding at
";3)
FOR
INFORMATIONFtRNISHED
F'RNISHEDTO
TO STATE
"3) Fo
INFORMATIoN
STATE
"'(II) either reside in this
this State
State or
or are
are Subsubthe end the following:
subsection
subsection Ii).
(j).

-

"(2) Fo
INCRMATI0N
FROM
STATE
FOR
ENFCS,MATION
FROM
STATED:EZcOIEEC-

AND FEDERAL AGENCIES—A State or Federal

ject to the jurisdiction of this State pursuant to section 201: and
and
(in any
"'(ii) (in
any case
case where
where another
another State
State is
exercising or seeks to exercise jurisdiction
to modify
mnod:f' the
the order) the conditions of
of secsection 204 are met to the same extent as required for proceedings to establish orders:

"(13,RECORDING
"(13
RECORDING OF
OF SOCIAL.
SOCIAL. SECUR'
SECURm'
.NL'MN'Magency that receives information
information from
from the
the
BRS ININCERTAIN
CERTAINFAMILY
FAMILYMA'CTERS,—?roceMA'ITERS.—ProceSecretary pursuant to this
this section
section shall
shall re- BERS
the social
social securitY
security numimnourse
theSecretary
Secretary for
for costs
costs incurred by dures requiring that the
imburse the
numthe Secretary in furnishing the information.
information, ber of—
"(A) any applicant for a professional
at
at rates which the Secretary determines to
professional Iilicense. commercial driver's
dr:ver's license, occupabe reasonable (which rates shall include pay- cense,
ment for the costs of obtaining, verifying, tional license, or marriage
marriage license
license be
be recordedon
onthe
theapplication;
appiicaton; and
maIntaining, and comparing the informa- corded
maintaithng,

"'(

.

.

tion).
tion),
"(l RESTEICTION
RE5IioN ON ON
DI5CLO5E
AND
Usa.—
"(li
DISCLOSRE
AND
Usa.—

or'.

In-formationin
Information
in the
the Federal
Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Service, and idforrnatjon
idformation resulting from
(b) C0NFORMnG
CoNFop.MG AMENDMENTS—Section
comparisons using such information,
information, Shall
shall
AMENDMENTS—Section
not be used or disclosed
disclosed except
except as
as eapreSsly
expressly 205(c)(2)(C) (42 tLS.C.
U.S.C. 40o(c)(2)(C)).
405(c)(2(Cfl, as
as amendamendprovided in this section,
section. subject to section ed by section 321(a)(9) of the Social Security
6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1936.
1926.
Independence and Program Improvements
"tm)
L'Foai,ro' INTEGRITY
ANDSECVSact,'- Act of 1994, is amended—
")
L'FORMATION
IZGRITy AND
Rrm'.—The Secretary
(1) in
In cladse
clause (1).
Ii). by striking "may require"
RrTY.—The
Secretaryshall
shallestablish
establish and
and imimrequire":
plemnent'sareguards with
Plemner.t-safeguards
with respect to the en:!enti- and inserting "shall require";
ties established under this section designed
(2) in clause (ii). by inserting after the 1st
sentence the following: "In the administraensure the accuracy and completeness tion of
of any
anylaw
la involving
involving the
,theIssuance
issuance of aa
of information in the Federal Parent Locator marriage certifIcate
certificate or license.
license, each State
State
Service; and
Service:
in the certifishall require each party named In
"(2) restrict access to confidential infor- cateor
"12)
cate orlicense
license to
to'furnjsh
furnish to the State (or pomation in the Federal Parent Locator Serv- litical subdivision thereof) or any State
ice to
Ice
tOauthorized
authorized persons,
persons, and
and restrict
restrict use
use of agency
agency having
havingad.mniuiscratjve
administrative respoosibility
responsibility
lnformation to
to authorized
authorizedpurposes.".
purposes:',
such information
for the law
law involved,
involved, the
the,social
social security
security
f CONFORMnG
AMENDMENTS.—
CONFORMDG
AMENDMENTS.—
number of the party.";
party,":
OFTITLE
TITLEIV
IVOF
OFTEE
T(E SOCIAL SE(1) To PART 0DOF
(3 ininclause
(3)
clause(vi).
(vi), by
by striking
striking "may" and inCCR'v ACT.—Sectj
CVP,ITY
A.—Section454(81)3)
454(8)B) (42 1.LS.C.
serting "shall":
U.S.C. serting
'shall": and
654(8i,B))i amended
654c8j,B))js
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
(4) by adding at the end the
the follow'ing:
following:
"(3
"(3) the
the Federal
Federal Parent
Parent Locator Service
"(x) An agency of a State (or a political
"lx)

-,

able in any State which is the initiating 'or
or
proceeding,",
responding State in the proceeding.".

f

established
established under
under section
section 453;",
453:".

(2) To
T,_X ACT.—
(2)
TOFEDER,AL
FEDERALVNEMPLOYMENT
t'NEMPLOyM'T TAX
ACT.—

Section 3304a(16) of the Internal Revenue
Sect:on

-

"4i
"4)

SERVICE OF PROCES5,—The
PROcESS.—The State law
"(B) any
"(BC
anyind:vidual
individual who
who is
is subject to a di- enacted
paragraph (1)
(1) shall
shall propursuant to paragraph
vorce decree, support order, or paternity de- vide
that, in any proceeding subject
termlnation
acknowledgmentbe
termination or acknowledgment
be placed in law, process may be served (and proved)to the
upon
the records relating to the matter,",
matter.".
persons in the
the State
State by
by any
any means
meansacceptaccept

SEC. 7 LMPROVEMENTS
LMPROVEMLN'rS TO FULL FAITH AND
CREDIT FOR CHILD SUPPORT OR.
DERS.

Section 1738B
17383 of title 28. United States

Code, is amended—

(a)(2). by striking "sub'(1) in subsection (a)(2),
section (e)" and inserting "subsections Ce)..
Ce).'
If), and (i)";
(f),
(ii";

(2) In
in subsection (b).
(b), by inserting after
after the
the
2nd undesignated paragraph the following:

"'child's home State' means the State in

which a child lived with a parent or a person
acting as parent for at least
least six
six consecutive
consecutive

months immediately preceding the time of
filing of a petition or comparable pleading
for support and,
and, ifif aa child
child isis less
lessthan
than six
old, the
child
months Old,
the State in•
in- which the child
lived from
from birth
birth with
with any
any of
of them,
them. A
A period
period
lived

subdivision thereof) charged with the admin- of temporary absence
subdi''isioo
absence of
of any
any of
ofthem
them is
is
istratan ofofany
istration
anylaw,
law concerning the issuance counted as part of the six-month period,":
period.";

or renewal of a license, certificate,
certificate. permit,.
permit,
(3 in subsection
subsection (cl,
(c). by
by inserting
inserting•"oy
"by a
or other authorization to
to engage
engage In
in a profesprofes- court of a State" before "is made":
made";
(A) by
CM
by striking
striking "Secretary
"Secretary of Health. Edu- sion, an occupation, or a commercial activ(4) in subsection (c)(1), by
by inserting
inserting "and
"and.
cation, and Welfare" each
each place
place such
such term
term ity shall require all applicants for issuance subsections
(e), If).
(f), and (g)" after "located":
appears and inserting "Secretary of Health or renewal of the license, certificate,
certificate.
permit.
permit,
(5) ininsubsection
(5)
subsection
(d)'—
(d
and Human Services":
Services":
or
or Other
other authorization to provide the appli(A)
(A) by
by inserting
inserting "individual"
"individual" before
before "con"con(BI
(Bi 10
:n subparazi'aph
subparazraph (B),
(B). by striking "such cant's social
social
security
security
'ac,mber
number
to
the
agency
information" and all that follows and insert- for the purpose of administering such laws. testant": and
(B) by striking
striking "subsection
"subsection(e)"
(e)"and
andinertinrting "information furnished under subpara- and for the purpose of responding to requests
ing "subsections (e) and (f)";
(f)":
graph (A) or (B) is used only for the purposes
purposes for information
Information
from
an
agency
operating
(61
in subsection
subsection (e).
(el, by striking "make a
(6) in
authorized under such subparagraph;";
subparagraph;":
pursuant to part D of title IV.
modification of
df a child support order with re(C'iby
(C'
by striking
striking "and',
"and",atatthe
the end
end of
of sub"(xi
"(xi) All divorce
divorce
decrees,
decrees, support
orders,
support
spect to a child that is
Is made" and inserting
(A):
paragraph (A);
and paternity determinations
determinations issued.
issued, and
and all
all "modify a child support order issued":
(D by
ID;
by redesignating
redesignating subparagraph
subpara:aph (B, as paternity
paternity
acknowledgntents
acknowledgments
made,
made.
in
in
each
each
(7) in subsection (e)(l.),
)e)(l.), by inserting "pursusuoparagraph (C);
subparagraph
(Cl: and
State shall include the social security num- ant
ant to subsection (i)" before the semicolon:
semicolon;
(E) by 1nsertng
inserting after subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) t:.e
::e ber of each party to the decree, order,
order.
deter(8) in subsection (e)(2)—
following new subparagraph:
mination, or acknowledgement in
In
the
"individual" before
before "cor,
"con
(A) by inserting "individual"
"(B) wage
wage and
and unemployment
unemploymentcomnpensacompensa- records relating to the matter.",
matter,",
testant" each place such term appears: and
t:on Informat:oc
tlon
:nformat:O contained
contained in
in the
the records
records of
of
(B)
(B) by
by striking
striking "to
"to that
that court's
court's making
making the
C—Streamlialng and Uniformity of
such agency shall be furnished to the Sec- Subtitle C—Streamlining
modification and assuming" and inserting
Procedures
retary of Health and Human Services (in acac"wtb the
"with
the State
State of
of continuing,
continuing, exclusive jucordance with regulations promulgated by SEC. 721.
72L ADOPTION OF UYIFORM
UNIFORM STATE
STATE LAWS.
LAWS,
Code of 1986 is amended—

-

-

such Secretary) as necessay for the purposes of the National Directory
Directory of
of New
New Hires
Hires
estabizshed under
estabished
under section
section 453)1)
453i) of
of the Social
Social
Securty Act,
Security
Act, and".
and".

(3iTo STATE
(3iT0
STATEGRANT
GRANTROGR,AM
°ROGRAM
UNDER
NOEa-TITLE
TITLE
IU OF THE
III
THE SOCIAL
SOCIALSEcURITy
SECIRITYAC'T—Sec:ion
Am'—Sec:on
303:a) (42 U.S.C. 503(a)) is amended—
303:a(

Sect:on 466(42 U.S.C. 666) is amended by
Section
adding at the end the following:
"If) UNIFORM
"(I')
UNIFORM INTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT
SL'PPORT
ACT.—
ACT,—

"(1>ENACTMENT
ENAc MENT A,'cD
"Il>
ARD t'sz.—In
t'sz.—In order
order to
to satsat-

isfy section 454120)(A)
45420>(A) on
on or
or after
after January
January 1.
199'7. each
each State
State must
must have in effect the Uni1991.

(A) by striking "and" at the end of parapara- form
form Interstate
Interstate Family
Family Support
Support Act,
Act, as
as apgraph 18);
(8):
graph
proved by the National Conference of Com(B
(B) by
by striking
strki:g "and"
of para"and" at the end of
para- missioners on Uniform State Laws in August
graph
modificatIons and additions
(with the modifications
(C
(C) by
by striking
striking the period at the end of 1992
specified in
In this subsection), and the proceparazraph (10
paragraph
(i0 and
and inserting
insertng ";
ar.d":
': and":

and

dures required to implement such Act.

risdiction for a court of another State to

modify the order
order and
and assume,";
assume":
(9) by redesignating subsections f add (g)
as subsections (g) and (hi.
(h). respectively:
respectively;

(10') by
by inserting
inserting after
after subsection Ce) the
(10)

following:

"(f) REcocrno
Rzcorrio oF
Oa"If)
01'CHILD
CHILD SL'PPORT
SUPPORT ORDERS.—If one or more child support orders

have been isued in this or another State

child, a court
with regard to an obligor and a child.
shall apply the
the ,Tollowing
following rules
rulesin
indetermindeterminaf
ing which order to recognize for purposes of
continuing. exclusive
continuing.
exclusive'jurisdiction
-jurisdiction and enforcenient:
forcement:

'l'i
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If or.v
or.lv one court has issued a child
•i) the
"Cl)
thenumber
numberofofsuch
suchrequests
requests for.
for assistsupport order, the order of that court must ance
received by the State:
State;
be reconized,
recothzed.
the number
"di) the
flumberofofcases
ca.esfor
for which the
•'2 IfIf two
•c2
two or
or more
more courts
courts have Issued
issued child State collected
Colected support
suppo': in
tr response to such a
5upport orders
orders for
for the
the same
same obligor
obligor and request:
support
and
child. and
child,
aridonly
oy one
oneof
oft1.e
the courts would have request;
"(iii) the
the amount
"(lii)
arnour of such
such Collected
coflected supcontrnt:g exclusive
sup.contlnu:ng,
exclusivejurjsdicUon
jurisdiction under
uflder this
this port.
sect)or, the
section,
the order
orderof
ofthat
thatcdurt
curt must be rec- port,",
SEC. 724. t.ISE
USE OF FORMS LN INTERSTATE EN.
ogrized.
ognized.
FORCEMz
FORCEMZ'y,
'(3) If
"(3)
If two
twooromore
rore courts
cort have
have issued
issued child
thud
a)
Ia)
PRO
PRouuG,,TIoN_sectio0
LQATIo'-'_5ectjon 452(a)
support
support orders
orders for
152(a) 142
(42
for the same obligor arid
and
652(a))isisamended—
aiended—
child,
child, and
and cOly
cciv oce
one of the courts would have U.S.C. 652a))
(1)
(2)
by striking "and"
•ad' at
at the end
cotir.uing exclusive
urtsdjction under
continuing,
exclusive jurisdiction
er.d of
under this prargraph srrikirg
(9):
(9);
section, an order issued by a court in the parargraph
(2)
(2) by strikir.g
striking the period at the end of
currenthome
current
oe State
Stateofofthe
thechild
child must be rec(101
(10) and inserting ";
ognized,
ognized, but
but ififan
an order
order has
and; and
"; and";
ad
has not
ot beer
been issued
issued paragraph
(3)
3) by adding
addirg at
at the
theend
endthe
thefollowir.g-:
following:
in the
the curreflt
current home
State of
of the child, the
in
some State
"(11)
-(11) not
riot later
later than
than June 30, 1996, promo)order
rr.os recently
rec9ny issued
order most
issued must be recogpromuized.
nized.
rate form3
gate
forms to be used by States in iterstate
interstate
•'C4)IfIftwo
rwocrc more courts flave
"(4)
have issued child cases for—
'iA) co1lecton
"(A)
collection of
of cbJd
child support
support through
support orders
support
orders for
for the
throughinrthe sane
sameobIgor
obligor and
and

'i)

••

-
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"cD Acc
-ro PERSONAL
"cD
ACCS
To PSOAL AND FINAN
FNANi
IN?
,:AT!o'_TO obt
NFcP,)tAT!ON,..,,To
obtain
access,
access,subjec
subjec
safeguards
on privacy
privacy arid
safeuards ori
and information
informat.jor s
rttv.
to the records
of all other
r:y, to
rec,räs or
other Sr.ate
State
local goverflmn
agencies (including
loca
go-erflr agerces
(inc1dg lag'
la
(orcenient
corrections records),
(orce!-1et and
ad corrections
records), Inc
ric
ing automated
access to
ing
attorated access
to records
recordsrnainta'
miriat
in automated
auton-ated data
da,a bases,
bases.

'EC!ANGE
'E
PAYEL—in cases
CNQE IN
N ?AYEE.—ln
cases where
port is subject
subject to
to an
ar assgrirnerit
assignment in ordei
orde
cornpr with
comply
withaa reQurernent
requirement imposed
pu
imposed pu
-

ant to part A or sectiori
arit
section 1912. or to
to a. requ
requ
merz to
rnent
to paytrou
throue
theState
State dsburse
the
disbursen'
Ufl)testablished
urt
establishedpursuant
pursuant to
to section
secton 4i
upon providtng
notIcetotoobligor'
obligor an
provjdn notice
andob!1
obli)
to dtrect
threct the obligor
obEgor or
or other
other payor
pyoichange
chae
the
thepayee
payeeto
to the
the appop'ja
appropriategave
gov
fl'.enten:;tv,
ment
enttv,
"(F) L'c0ME
iNCOMEWTrii(OLDING._TO
W ii'OLDIQ_To order
-

comew.tcoldg
w:tholdigininaccordarice
accordance with s
ccre
sections
Ib)of
of sect1oi
sections12)11)
a;(1) and
a (b)
section 466:
466:
"(G) SECIRjNQ
ASSETS—1.I cases
"IG)
SEct'RNQ ASSni'S.—lO
cases
ininwb
w
there Is a support arrearage,
aeax-age, to
t secure
secure ass
ass
to satisfy the arrearage by—
"(I)
'W interceptIng
interceptrg or
or seizing
seiziflg perjodc
peodic
ogzed under
ogn;zed
underthis
thissubsection
subsection is the court
Suflipayments
payrnentfrom—
fror—
lump sum
graph (C);
having continuing,
having
co:i:ujrg, exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction;':
urisdiction":
"I)
a
State
or
local
"(I)
a
State
or
agency
2)
by
inseririg
(2)
by
inserting
"and".
at
the
agency
(including
(iJuWng
(11)inIrasubsection
subsectxogig(as
as so redesigiated...
lily
endof
ofsubsub- erplovmet corn enzatjo worke
redesignated paragrap():fl
pa.rag'raph()an aid at the end
employmer,t compenstion worke' cc
strkjg "PRIo
(A) by striking
co
PRIo
and
Irserting
and
Inserting
pesaton, ad
pensatjon,
andother
otherbenefits):
benefits): and
(3)
by
adding
at
the
end
following:
(3)
by
athrig
at
the
ed
the
fOllowhg
• 'NOoiyi"• and
"(U)
"(I!)
ud.grnents,
sett1emen
ludgrnents,
settlements
"(E)
no
later
than
October
1.
1996,
(B) by strikng.subsectj0
and lotterj.
lotteri
striktng."subsj0 (e)"
no later th-a Oc.cber 1. 1996.in1 using
usftg
(er arid
and 1rsertInsert- the forms
'(ii)
(ii)attaching
a:tacJng and seizing assets
promulgated pursuant
asser. of the
pursuant to
to section
section llgor
g:subsectjcs (e)(e)and
ing"subsecticns
and(fY':
In":
ligorheld
fLar.cjal
held
in
financial
inst1cutios;
452(a)(U)
452(a))11)
for
for
iricorne
income
Withholdlrig.
withholdIng,
institutioris: and
and
12) ton subseetton
(12)
szbsectoIb)
() as so
Imposition
fn'.positjor
so .redesignated...
.redesignated of lieris,
"(iii) attacjn
'(ii)
liens, and Issuance
issuance of administratIve
attaching public
and private
pb1ic arid
private retii
(A)
A) in
ir paagrap'n
paragraph 2), by inserting
reti,
adrr(inistratve sub—
sub- rnent
"includinsertjrg "ir.cludfunds.
merit
finds.
poenas
In
interstate
child
support
poerias in Ir.terstate ciJjd support cases;".
cases;.
ingthe
thedurator
durationof
ofcurrent
:g
current payments
and
payrners
and
"(II)
'(H)
INCREASE
MOYTy
L'CREASE
MON'LY
PAEx,—p
?ArML\'T$—F
25. STATE
STATELAWS
LAWSPROVIDING
PROVIDING EXPEDITED
other
of support"
other obligations
obiiga:ios of
support" before
EEDr1tfl the purpos
before the
the SEC. 325.
puz-poofofsecuring
sectrrg overdue
PROCEDT.7RE&
PROCEDt&
S'ppor:;
support
comma:
corna: arid
and
increase
the
amount
of
monthly
mofltijy
(a)
STATE
LAW
REQeIRE,MENTS....SeCtIOO
support
pa
Pt
rn parar'raph
para-raph (3',
(a)
STATE
LAW
REQL
RM
TsSector
in
(3),by
by inserting
erting.a-rears
466
"arrears (42
ments to include
include amounts
arnouri for
for arrearag
arreaag
as amended by section 714 of metts
42 US.C.
U.S.C.666,),
666, as
under"
after "enforce":
and
uder' after'
'e:force; ard
(subject
(subject
to
to
such
such
condition's
condito
this
Act,
is
amended—
o
or
lintitetions
ltrztios
Act, is arrerded—
U3)
by addmadding at the end
13) by
erd the followirg
following:
the State may provide),
(1) in
(1')
In subsection
subsectiori ('al2), by strklng
"(1) REGISTRATION FOR
'i)
strking the
the 1st
FOR NOD!FICAflON4f
MOD!F1CAflON
1st
'c2
"(2)
StE5TAN'rv
SuBSTANTiVE
AND
PRocED1p
PROcEDL'R,
tiee Isisnono
vdua contestant
there
:ndiv:dua)
senterice
sentence
and
arid
inserting
insertirg
tne
the
foflowing:
following:
"Expecortestant or child reRt'LES.—Tha
expedited procedures requir
i_S..—The expedited
reQuil,
siding xrin the
dited
dited
administrative
admirijstrative
and
arid
judicial
judicial
che issuing
issuiflgState,
State. the
the party
procedures
party or sup- '(including
uridezunder
subsection
subectori
a)(2)
(a)2)
shall
theprocedures
proceduresspecified
ncude tbe
include
the 1<
fc
ricludiog the
port enforcement
enforceet agercy
port
agencyseeking
seeking to modify,
specified in
In sub- lowing
modify.
lowiflg
rules
and
authority.
authority,
section
appUcable wi
wi
mod:fy and enforce, a Child
section (C))
(c)) for
for establishing
establsirig pater1ty
appilcable
or to modify
paternity and
azd for
child
support
for respect
to
all
proceedings
to
establish
re5pect
to
all
proceedings
to
estb]sh
order issued
issued 'in
'i another
pate
order
another State
establishiflg, modifying,
modifyirig,and
andenforcIng
enforc1g supsup-. nity
State shall
shallreg-ister
register establishing,
rii:v or
or to
to establish,
estab!ish modiry.
modify, or enforce
port obligations,";
obligaton ' and
port
eflforce so
su
that order in aa State.wich
and
State.wth jursdicton
jurisdiction over
over
port orders:
child,
child. and
aridnone
nce of the courts would
wouid have contixtuing,
t:uig, exchsive
jurisdjccon
exclusive
jurisdiction under
urder this
this
section. a court may issue a child support
section,
order, which must be recognized.
"(5)The
•5)
Thecourt
ccurt that
that has
has issued
issued an
ar order
order rec

!Oi; ad

'

come
wthholdg;
come withholding;
•cB imposjtjor
"(B)
impositionotof1ie'.s;
liens;arid
and
"IC) administrative
"(C)
adrnhzistrativesubpoenas."
subpoeria'
(b) USE'
UsE' BY
as'. STATES—Section
STATES.—Sectiori 4549)
4549) (42
U.S.C.
is amended—
amended—
TJ.5C. 6549))
654(9 is
(1) by
(1)
bystriking
strjkg "and"
'ar.d at the'end
theed of
of subpara.

-

-

-

-

'

-

port orders:
(2) by inserting
insertrig after subsection )b)
(b) the
te 101-.
101-.
'(A) LOC.TOP.
"(A)
LOCATOR INFO?.TIO'
INFoRi,'Ioy• PRES,MpO:
lowirig
lowing:
??ESpT1o
CONCERG
CONCEP,NG
NOT!CE,—ed.-es
N0T!CE,—P.,edures
"(C)
EXPEDITEDPROC
PROcL'REs._Tne
und
'(c) EXPEDITED
DL'RES-The proce-,
und
SEC. 7,
SEC.
7. ADMjj,j'j'
ADMI-j- ENTORqN-'
proce- which—
whch_
dures Spectfied
dures
spec'ied iinthis
thissubsectjor
subsection are
INTERSTATE
CASES.
are the
te folfolINESTATE CASES.
"(I)
each party
'(i) each
party to
toany.,
any,.paternity
aterrity or
lowing:.
or chi
ci]
Section
Section466:a)
466a)(42
2 U.S.c:
tJ,S,C; S66a)).
666)a)) as ä,mended
anended
uppc't Proceedg
support
proceed:ngisISreQu.red
required (subject
"(1)
'Cl) ADMLTpIV
ADMENISTRATIV. ACTION SY
subject
by sectiofls
BY
by
sections 5 and
5TATZ pr-acv
STATE
arid 'ii7a)
i7a) of
ofthis
this Act,
Act, is
is AGENCY,,._-P1'ocedures
privacy
safeguards)
safeguards)
to
to
file
with
the tribun:
the
tribun
whichgive
givethe
the State and the State case registry
amended
arreded by
by ad:r.g
adding at
at the end
erd the following: AGcy,,_PI'ocedure which
upofl entry
upon
ent-y of sa
agericy the authority to take
take t'ne
the following
':14)
'.'14) ADNSTTVZ
followiug order, and to update as appropriate
ADI.NISTR,TIVZ ENFORCEMENT
EFORcEy.ET IN agency
appropriate,lnform
nforni
actions
actioris relating.to
relatthg to establishment
establishment or enforce:Tp.STATz
NTERSTATE
CASESoceures
o location
tion on
locationand
andideriticy
identity of the part
urder ment
under
rnent of support orders.
orders, without the
which—
the necesneces- )includng
(1ncIudng
social
social
security
security
number,resider
t.ber,
residet
sity
sity of obtaining
obtaxrii an
anorder
order from
from any other
'A)ii)
A)Li) the
otherjuute Sate
StateshaU
Shallrespond.
respond. within
ad rnailng
mailingaddresses,
addresses, teephcne
within 55 dicial
d2cialororadminfstra:ive
admiriistrire t'ibunal-but
tt'ibunaj'but subject tial and
telephone riurr
nun
burs dav
bustoess
days
to to
a request
a request made by.
ber,
drivers-license
number.
by, aflother
another to
ber,
&irers-lice.'se
mber.
to due
due process
process 'safeguards,
safeguards, including {.s
and
and name,
iae. -ad
ac
State to enforce a support order:
{as ap- dress.
dress, and name
order; and
arne
ad
and
teephoe
telephone
number
number
proprate) requirements
requjremei for
-0
for notice,
'notice, oppor- employer):
'dfl the
"(ii)
the terr
termousiness
'business day
day' means a day propriate)
employer):
ad
and
tunity to
to contest
tunity
on
co!ltestthe
the action,
action, and
and-opporopporon wh(ch
wçh Sate
Statecff:ces
are
"ii(
off:ces
are
open
for
regular
iri
subseuenr_
chiid
in
any
subsequent
child
support
support en
tunity for an appeal on the record to an irideer
busjnes:
busnes;
inde- forcernent actiox
action between
between the
the parties, upoi
upo
penderit administrative
admthistrative or
or judicial
judicial tribunal),
pendent
"(3)
3 the State may,
triburial) sufficient
may. by electronic or other and
showing
that
diligent
suffcert
Ehowth
that
diet
arid to
to recognize
recognize and
and enforce
enrorce the authority of
effort ha
ha
meanstransm:t
rnears.
tra:t to to
another
anotherState
State a request State
to
to ascertain
ascetajri the location
iocation or
of suck
suc:
State agencies
agencies of
of other
other States)
States) to take the been made
for ass.rje in a'
for
a
case
involving
the
case
involving
enthe
trburaj
may
deern
a
party,
the
tribunal
may
deem
foliowing actions:
following
Stzte dw
State
do
forceez oofaasupport
'forcement
support order.
order,which
which rererequiremen for
for notice
nctce axd
and serwid
serwi
'-(A;GENETIC
"(A;
GE'rz TESTING—TO
TESTING,—Toorder
order genetic process requjremen
q es
quest—
of
process
process
to
to
bebe
met
ret
with
with
respect to
respect
tothE
tb
testing .for
-for the
the purpose of paterriity
'W
paternity estab"di shall
information
estab— party,
shallinclude
iflcjdesuch
sucb
ifoinatjo as will -resting
party, upon
tpo delivery
deliveryof
of written
written notice
riotie totothE
tb
lishmerit as
lishment
a provided
provided in
in sectiori
section 466(a)(5).
466(a5),
eriabe the
enable
te state
Stateto
townjch
which the reQuest
is•
request
is'
most
most
recent
recent
residential
residentja
or
or
employer
epioer
'B) DEFAIJLT
"(B)
DEFAULT ORDERS—To
ODRs._To enter a default
addres:
addres
:ras-mcted to compa,-e
transmItted
compare the
filed
wth
te
tribunal
filed
with
the
tribunal
the informato
information order,
prsanc totoclause
pursuant
clause W
ii)
upori
upon aashowing
showingofofservice
seice of
of process
about the
about
thecase
casetotothe
theinformation
informajo in the data order,
"(B) STATEWIDE
STATWD JCRlSDc';._procedure
arid any
and
anyadditional
add:iona1showing
sho'thg required
nases
theState:
State:
aes ofofthe
required
by
by
under
whjch—
under
Wjch_
State law—
"ux) shall
"(ii)
shallconstitute
cosr.::uteaacertification
certifjcatjo by
'(i) the State agency and any
"(i)
by the
ary administraadministra.
'(1).estab1isjrg paternity,,
"(il-establishing
req uerig 5a:e—
paternity.. in the case
requesting
State—
case of
of a tive
tve o01juthca1
judicialtrftunal
trlbunal with authority
atho-jty to
tc
putative
putattve
father
who
refuses
to
submit
"11
"11) of the
the amount
'support under
to
genourt of support
hear
ch:ld
support
arid
bear
chld
sppcrt
and
paternity
under the
the netic
paternity cases
rietic testing;
testthg: and
casesexerti
exeru
order
which is
o'derthe
t:epayment
pvie orofwhich
is in
arrears; arid
and
i arrears:
Statewide
Statew:de
iurisdictio—
urxsdictio
over
over
the
parties:
parties; and
'ci estb1
or modifying
"dii
establish:ng
or modifying a support
"CU)
-cfl) that the requesting State has
has co.-ncorn- obligato thinthe
Cii> iii
"lit)
iri aa State
State in
iri which Grders
orders are issued
issued
thecase
case of
of aa -pare:t
plied
all procedural due process
-parent (or
(Or other
other by
pi'ed with aH
by
courts
courts
or
o
administrative
adrins-at1ve
process reuirereure- obligation
tribunals
tase
obligor or
obligor
or obiigee
obgee who
who rails
fails to respond to
trbuias
aa tase
es app1icabe
ments
applicabletotothe
thecase.
case.
trarsferred
between
may
be
transferred
administrative
adrn1nstratjve
notice to appear at a proceeding. for such
"idl
'C f:fthe
theState
State p'ovides
provides assistance-to
areas in
areas
i .te
theState
Statewithout
without-need
-need for any
assistarce- anan- purpose,
addiay addiother State
other
State pursuant
pcrsant to
to this
this paragraph
tioal fiig
filing
bybythe
thepetitioner,
petitioner, or servicC
parag-raph with
"(C) SPoAS,.TO
service of
of
St'BponxAs,—To
ubpoena
Subpoena'
ariyany
finaifin. tional
respect to a case,
case. neither State
process
process
upon
the
respondent,
te
reporident.
3hafl eoncor- clal
shall
to retain
othe' nforrnatxon
information rieeded
needed to
retairi jurisju:isto estab—
estab- dictjo
eider the case to be transferred to the case- cial or other
sider
diction
over
the
parties,".
over
the
par'tie,".
ltsh.modify,
lsh.
rrodify. or enforce a support order,
order. and
Iozdof
load
ofsuch
suchother
o:e State;
State: and
a.d
cb EXCEPTIONS
ib)
EC'r;ON$ OM
FROM
STATE
STATE
LAW
LAVRzQuhERzqulhEto impose
1npose penalties for faIlure
failure to respond to
(D) the
(D)
theState
Stateshall
shallmaintain
airtafl records of— such
MENTS.—Section
466)d-42
(42
'c.S:C, 666(di,
MENTS.—Secon 466d12'S:-C.
such aasubpoena,
ubpoea.
666d IS

the ioro;-a:
rionrno;'an:or
forthe
the purpose of modificate
torL".
tion.
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by
by striking
strii:g "Id
ir' and inserting the knowledgjng
'(d, ir
kriowledging paternity under which the
'(E BAR
"CE;
BARON
ONACKNOWLEDGMENT
ACKNOWLEDGMENTRATIFICARATIFICAfoilowing
following

State must provide that, before a mother TION PROCEEDINGS—Procedures under which
and a putative father can
can sign
sign an
an ackr.owlacknowl- judicial or administrative
administrative proceedings
proceedings are
are
"1iL'
L'GENEaL.—Subject
GENn...—Subject totoparagraph
"1
parasraph(2).
(2. edgmer,t
edgrnent of paternity,
paternity, the
the mother
mother arid
and the not required or permitted to ratify an unand
ii; and
ii':
putative
father
must
be
given
notice,
orally.
orally,
challenged
challenged acknowledgment of paternity.
(2)by
(2
byaddir.g
adding at
at the
the end
end the
the following:
following:
"(F) ADMISSIBILITY OF GENETIC TESTING RE";2i
NoN-ExEy,rREQI,IREMENTS.—The Sec- in writing, and in a language that each can
•12 N0N-ExEy.pr
"d ExEM-rIoNs
'd
EXEMrIONSFRoM
FRo1 REQUIREMENTS.—
REQI:IRENENTS.—

-

QUIREMENTS —The Sec-

of the alternatives to. the legal
retary shall
shall no:
no: grant
grantan
anexemption
exemptionfro.-ri
from the
the understand,
of. and the rights (including, if
consequences of,
requirements of—
rights afforded
afforded due
due
"(A subsection (a(5 (concerning proce- 1 parent is a minor, any rights
status) and responsibilities that
to minority Status)
dures for paternity establtshrnen:);
establIshment);
•'(B
"(B subsection
subsection (a>(10)
(a)(l0) (cOncerning
(concerning rnodimoth- arise from, signing the acknowledgment.

SULTS—Procedures—
SLiTS—Procedures—

-

"(i) requiring the admission into evidence.
"(1)
for
for purposes of establishing paternity, of the
resultS of
of any
any genetic
genetic test that i—
results
"(Il
"(I) of
of aa t,'pe
t:.'pegenerally
generallyacknowledged
acknowledged as
as
accreditation bodies
bodies-designated
designated
"(ii) HOSPITAL-BASED PROGRAM—Such pro- reliable by accreditation
Secretary; and
cedures must include a hospital-based pro- by the Secretary:
"(II)
gram for the voluntary acknowledgment of
"(U) performed
performed by a laboratory apprdved
approved
paternity focusing on the period
body;
period immeimme- by such an accreditation body:
"(ii) requiring an objection to genetic testdiately before or after the birth of a child,
child.
"(iii) PATERNITY ESTASLISHMENT
STASLISHMENT SERV- ing results to be made In writing not later
ICES.—
than a specified number of days before any
hearIng at which the results may be introintro'(I STATE-OFFERED
"(I)
STATE-OFFERED SERVICES—Such
SERVICES—Such proce- hearing
duced Into
Into evidence
evidence (or,
(or. at
at State
State option,
option, not
not
dures must require the State agency respon- duced
number of
of days
days after
after
sible for maintaining birth records to offer later than a specified number
receipt
receipt of the results): and
voluntary paternity establishment services.
"liii) making the test results admissible as
"(iii)
"(U) REGULATIONS.—
"(LI;
REGULATIONS.—
"(aa)
"(aa) SERVICES
SERVIcEsOFFERED
OFFEREDBY
BYHOSPITALS
HOSPITALSAND
AND evidence of paternity without the need for
BIRTH RECORD AGENCIES—The Secretary shall foundation testimony or other proof of auunless
unless objection
objection is_
is
prescribe
prescribe- regulations
regulations governing
governing voluntary
voluntary thenticity or accuracy,
' —
paternity establishment services offered by made.
"(G)

fication of orde):
f;cation
orde);
"(C
(concerniflgrecording
recording of
of
"(C)section
section454A
4A (concerning
orders in the State case registry):
registry);

-

•'(D
subsection (a)(13)
(a)(13 (concerning
"(D subsection
(concerning recording of social security numbers);
tng
"(E subsection
subsection(a)(14
(a)(14) (cor.cerning
(concerning interstate enforcement); or
'iF
"(F) subsection
subsection (C)
Cc)(concerning
(concerning expedited
procedures), other than paragraph
paragraph (1XA)
(1)(A)
modithereof (concerning establishment or mod)fcation
amount):'.
fca:ion of support amount).".
(ci
)c) AUTOMATION
AuTOMATIONOF
OFSTATE
STATE AGNcr
AGENCYF.'tcFuicTIONS.—Seccion454A,
44A, as
TIONS,—Sectjon
as added by section
745(a)12)
of
this
Act
and
as
amended
by
745(a)(2) of this Act and as amended by sect:or.s 711 and 712(C) of this Act, is amended
tions
by addIng at the end the following:
'ih) EXPEDITED
"(hI
hospitals and birth record agencies.
EXPEDITED ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEPROCE"(bb) SERVICES OFFERED BY OTHER ENTI"(bb;
Dt.'P.ZS.—The automated system required by
DURZS.—The
this section shall be used, to the maximum TIES—The Secretary shall prescribe regulathts
-

-

-

-

PRESUMPTION OF PATERNITY IN CERTAIN

CASES.—Procedures which create a rebuttaor. at-the
at the option of the State. conclusive
ble or,
of paternIty
paternity upon genetic
genetic testtestttons specIfying
specifying the types of other entities presumption
feasible, to implement the expedited tions
extent feasible.
ing
results indicating a threshold
threshold probability
probability
adminstrative procedures
sec- that may offer voluntary paternity estab-administrative
procedures required by sect:on
t:On466(C).".
466(c):'.
lishment
the proviprovi- that the alleged father is the father of the
lisl'.ment services,
services, and governing the
sion of such services, which shall include a child.
Subtitle D—Paternity Establishment
"(H) DEFAULT
DEFAULTORDERS.—Procedures
ORDERS—Procedures req
requiruirentity must
must use
use ing
SEC.
731. STATE
STATE I.AWS
SEC. 731.
I.AWSCONCERNING
C0NCER1NG PATERNITY
PATERNiTY requirement that such an entity
ing
a default order to be entered in a paterby.
the
same
notice
provisions
used
by,
use
the
ErABLIsia1NT.
ESTABLIS81jNT,
nity
nity case
case upon
upon aa showing
showing Of
of service of proc(a:
a:
STATE
L.;ws
LAWS
REQI..'IRED._Section
REQUIF,ED.—Section same materials used by, provide the person- ess on the defendant and any additional
466:a)(5) (42
666(a)(5)
466:a)(5)
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.
6(a)(5)( is amended to nel providing such services with the same showing required
required
by
State
law..
by
State
law,
training provided by.
by, and evaluate the proviread as follows:
"(I) NO
No RIGHT
RIGHT TO
TO JURY
JURY TRIAL—Procedures
sion
sion
of
of
such
such
services
services
in
In
the
the
same
same
manner
manner
as
as
"(5; PROCEDL-P.ES
")5i
PROCEDURES CONCERNING
CONCERNING PATERNITY
PATEP.NITT ESthe provision of su'bh
su'hh services is evaluated providing that the parties to an action to esTA3LISHMENT.—

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

tablish paternity are not entitled to a trial
tabhsh
trial

dluntary paternity
paternityestablishment
establishment propro"(A) ESTA3LISIENT
ESTA3L:SIENT PROCESS AVAILABLE by. vOluntary
grams of
of hospitals
hospitals and
and birth
birth record
record agencies:
agencies:
FROM BIRTH UNTIL
L'NTE, AGE 18.—

-

Procedures
Procedures which
which reuire
reuire that
that aa temporary
temporary

order be issued, upon motion by a party, reorder
quiring the provision of
of child
child support
support pendpending an administrative or judicial determination of parentage, where there
there is
is clear
clear and
and

convincing evidence
Convincing
evidenceof
ofpaternity
paternity(on
(on the
the
basis of genetic tests or other evidence).

-

"(K
"(K)( PROOF
PROOFOF
OFCERTAIN
CERTAINSUPPORT
SUPPORT AND
AND -- PApA'
TERNITYESTABLISHMENT
TERNrr'
ESTABLISHMENT COSTS—Procedures
COST5.—Procedures

-

PROCEDBES
PROCEDURES

CONCERNING

KNOWLEDGMENT.—

GENETIC

"(I)
"(I) LEGAL
LEGAL FINDING
FINDINGOF
OFPATERNITY.—ProcePATERXITY—Proce-

TESTING.—
ESTINC.— "U)
i) GENETIC
GENETICTESTING
TESTINGP.EQt.'IRED
P.EQUIRED IN
IN CERTAIN
CERTAIN

-

-

PROBABLE PATERNITY IN CONTESTED CASES.—

-

"(B)

by jury.
-.
"(J) TEMPORARY SUPPORT ORDER BASED ON
•.(J)
-.

-

"(iv) USE OF FEDERAL PATERNITY ACKNOWL"(i)
"(i Procedures
Procedures which
which permit
permit the establishEDGMENT AFFIDAVIT.—Such
AFFIOAVIT.—Suchprocedures
proceduresmOst
mst
rnent of the paternity of a child at any time EDGMENT
require the State and those required to esbefore the Child
child attains
attains 18
18 years
years of age.
"(ii) As of August
Au'usc 16. 1984.
1984, Clause(i)
clause(i) shall tablish paternity to use only the affidavit
452(a)(7) for the volalso apply
alSo
apply to
to aa child
child for whom paternity has developed under section 452;a)(7)
acknowledgment of
of paternity.
paternity, and
and to
to
not been established or for
for \vhom
whom a paternity
paternity untary acknowledgrrent
action was brought but dismissed because a give full faith and credit to such an affidavit
signed in
in any
any other
other State.
State.
statute of limitations ofof. less than 18 years signed
"(D
"(D) STATUS
STATUSOF
OFSIGNED
SIGNEDPATERNITY
PATERNITY ACwa then
State.
then in
in effect
effect in the State.
AC-

under which bills for
forpregnancy,
pregnancy, childbirth.
childbirth,
dures under which a signed acknowledgment and genetic testing are admissible as eviof paternity Is considered a legal finding of dence without
without requirIng
requirIng third-party
third-partyfouhdafouidapaternity. subject to the right of any signa- tion
:ze State is required, in a contested pater- paternity,
the
tion testimony,
testimony, and
and shall
shall constitute
constitute prima
ni:y case, to require the child and all other tory to rescind the acknowledgment within facie
nity
facie evidence
incurred for
for -such
such
evidence of amounts incurred
nar:ies (other
parties
(other than
thanIndividuals
lndiiduals found
found under
under 60 days.
child.
services or for testing on behalf of the child,
"(ii CONTEST.—Procedures
"(ii)
section 4(28) to have good cause Tor refusCONTE5T—Procedures under which,
"(L) STANDING OF PUTATIVE FATHERS—ProlagtotOCooperate)
cooperate)totosubmit
submitto
to genetic
genetic tests
tests after the 60-day period referred
n;
referred to
to in
in clause
clause cedures ensuring
ensuring thatthat- the
the putative
putative father
father
(i), aasigned
signedacknowledgment
acknowledgment of paternity has a reasonable opportunity to initiate a
upon the request of any such party if the re- (i.
quest is supported by a sworn statement by may
may be
be challenged
challenged in
in court
court only
only on
on the
the basis
basis paternity action,
action.
the party—
of
of fraud.
fraud, duress.
duress, or
or material
material mistake
mistake of
of fact.
fact.
"(M) FILING OF ACKNOWLEDGMENTS AND ADalleging paternity, and setting forth with the burden of proof upon the challenger. JUDICATIONS
JUDICATIONS IN,
IN, STATE REGISTRY
REGISTRY OF
OF BIRTH
BIRTH
fat
establishing
facts
establishinga areasonable
reasonablepossibility
possibility of
of and
and under which the
the legal
legal responsibilities
responsibilities RECORDS—Procedures under which voluntary
:he requisite sexual contact
contact between
between the
the parthe
par- (including child support obligations) of any acknowledgments
acknowledgmentsand
andadjudications
adjudictions Of
paof paties; or
ties:
signatory arising from the acknowledgment ternity
ternity by
by judicial
judicial or
or administrative
administrative procproc•dUi
denyingpaternity,
paternity,and
andsetting
setting forth
forth may not be suspended d.uring
(II
denying
during the
the challenge,
challenge. esses
esses are filed with the State registry of
ihctsestablishing
establishing-a areasonable
reasonableposibility
posibility of
of except for good cause shown.
fcts
birth records for comparison with informathe nonexistence of sexual contact between
"(iii
"(iii)
RESCISSION—Procedures
under tion in. the State case registry.".
:he parties.
the
which, after the 60-day period referred to in
(b) NATIONAL
NATIONAL PATERNITY
PATEaNrry ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
CONTESTED CASES.—Procedures under which

-

-

-

-

.

)I
"I

-.

-

--

-•

-

-

-

-

-

—

"(ii)

OTHER

P.EQUIREMENT5.—Procedures
REQUIREMENTS—Procedures

which require the State agency, in any case
n which
whichthe
theagency
agencyorders
orders genetic
genetic testing—
testing—
"(I) to pay costs of such tests,
"II)
tests, Subject
subject to
re:oupment (where
recoupment
(where the State so elects) from
the aHeged
alleged father
father if paternity is established:
established;

clause (i, a minor who has signed an ac-

AFFIDAVIT.-.--Section
AFFIDAVIT,—Sectjon

presence of aa parent
parentororcourt-appointed
court-appointed

velop an affidavit to be used for the vol-

knowledgment of paternity other than in the

guardian
guardian ad
ad literri
litem may rescind the acknowledgment
edgment in a judicial or administrative proceeding, until the earlier of—
ceeding.
and
"(1>
'-(I) attaining
attaining the age of majority;
majority; or
or
"(II)
"(11)-to obtain additional testing in any
"(U) the date of the first judicial or adminrase where an original
case
oripinal test result is con- istrative proceeding brought
brought (after
(after the
the signsign.
tested, upon
upon request.
request. and
and advance
advancepayrner.c
payment ir.g;
ing totoestablish
establishaa bhild
dhild support
support obligation.
by the contestant,
vls1tation
visitation rights,
r:ghts. or custody rights with re"4
C -VOLUNTARY
VOLUNTARY PATEnNITY
"4C)
ATI-INOWLKDGPATERNITY
,CKNOWLEDG- spect to the child whose paternity is the subN EXT.—
E.\'L—
Iect of the acknowledgment, and at which
ject
which
";
':nS:M?LE
S:i?LE CIVIL
PROCESS_Procedures for the minor is represented
cIvr PRoCEss._Procedcre
representedby
by aa parent
parent or
s:mple civl
s:rnple
civ:lprocess
process for
for voluntarily ac- guard:an
guard;an ad litem.
litem, or an attorney.
-

-

-

452(a)(7) (42 U.S.C.
652(a)(7))
652(a)(7))isisamended
amendedby
byinserting
inserting ".
", and de-

-

-.

-

untary
untary acknowledgment
acknowledgment of paternity which

shall include the social security number of
each parent" before the semicolon.

-

-

(c) TECHNICAL
TECHNICAL AMENDMEXT.—Section
AMENDMENT.—SeCtiOn468
468 (42
(42
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 668) is amended by striking "a simple -

civil process
process for
for voluntarily
voluntarily acknowledging
paternity and".
..

SEC.

-

-

-

732. OUTREACH FOR VOLUNTARY PATER-

NItY
NTI'YESTABUSHENT.
ESTABUSHMENT.

-

Section 454(23)
454)23) (42 U.S.C. 654(23)) is ameno

ed by inserting "and will publicize the avail
ability and encourage the use of -procedures
ab;lity

-
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for
for VoluntayestabljShmentof
ofpaternity
paterjtv and
ad

child support by means the State deems
propriate" before the semicolon.

a
a-

"(ii)
theamounts
amountsofofthcentive
incentive adjustment
adjustment
ii) the

that shall be awarded to a State that
achieves specified accomplishment or Imimprovemet levels,
provement
levels,which
which amounts
amounts shall be

SEC. 733.
SEC.
733.COOPERATION
COOPERATION
BYBY
APPLxCArS
PPICA'rs FOR

AND RECIPIEN1S
RECIPIEN1S OF
OF TEMPOFt4Jy
EiD'ORAJly

H3

defined in section 458(b) and regulatjc
regulatic
Secretary). and"
and' after
the Secretary),
after'1994,";
'l994,"; and
(B) in each
each of
ofsubparagraphi
subparag-rap (A) am
am
by
by strIking
striking "75"
"75•' and
and insertIng
insertjng "90".
"90".
(2)
Section 452(g')(2)(A)
452(g)(2)(A)
(42
t
652(g)(2)(A)) is
652(g')(2)(A))
is amended
amended in the matter
mattel

graduated, ranging
ranging up to—
FAMILY ASSISTANCE.
•iI) 12
"Il)
percentage
points, in connection
12
percentage
(42 U.S.C.
Section 454
454 (42
654).
as
amended
U.S.C. 64). as amended by
by with
with paternity
paternity establishment;
establishment; and
and
clause(i)—..
clause (i)—
sect5ons 703a),
7Q3a).712(a),
712Ca),and
ad 713(a) of this Act.
sections
Act.
•ffl) 12 percentage points, in connection ceding
"(fl)
is amended—
anended—
(A) by striking "paternity
"paterIity establish
with
overall
performance
in
child
support percentage"
(1)
(1)by
bys strili
of parapercentage' and
and inserting "IV-D pate
ikjng"and'
"and"atatthe
the end
end of
para- enforcement.
graph (26):
(26);
LIMITATION.—J. setting performance establishment percentage"; and
"(B) LIMITATIQN—IO
(2)
(2) by striking
the period at the end
strik.in the
end of
(B)by
(B
bystriking
striking "(or
"(or all States, as the
or standards pursuant to subparagraph (A)(i)
paragraph (27) and inserting
';
may be)".
be)'.
inserting": and"; and
and
adjustment
arnouts
pursuant
to
suband
adjustment
amounts
pursuant
to
sub.(3) by inserting after paragraph (27) the
(3) Section 452(g)(3) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(
(3)
the folfo- paragraph
(A)(ji), the
Paragraph CA)(ii),
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall ensure amended—
lowing:
amended—
the
aggregate
number
of
percentage
that
number
of
percentage
"(28)
agency respon(28) provide
provide' that
that the State agenc3
(A) by striking'
striking subparagraph
subparagraph (A) and r
respo- point increases as incentive adjustments to
the State
State plan—
sible for
for administering
adrinistering the
ignating subparagraphs (B) and (C) as
ignaring
all
States
do
not
exceed
such
aggregate
inIn"(A) shall require each individual who has
paragraphs (A) and (B). respectively;
respectively:
applied for or is receiving assistance under creases as assumed by the Secretary in esti(B)
in
subparagraph
(A) (as so red
mates
of
the
cost
of
this
section
as
of
June
the State program funded
funded under
under part
partAA to
to 1994, unless the aggregate
nated), by striking "the percentage of
performance
aggregate
performance
of
all
cooperate with the State in establishing the States exceeds the projected aggregate
born out-of-wedlock in a State" an
per- dren
paternity of.
of, and in establishing, modifying.
serting "the percentage of children
formance
of
all
States
in
such
cost
estior enforcing a support order for, any child of mates.
State who are born out of wedlock 0;
the individual by providing the State agency
whom support
support has
has not
not been
been established"
established"
"(3)
(3) DETERMINATION
DETERMINATION OF
OF INCENTIVE
L'CENT1VE ADJ)STADllST- whom
-

a

of. and such other informawith the name of,
tion as the State agency may require with
with
respect to.
to. the
the father
father of
of the
the child.
child, subject
subject to
respect
such good cause
czuse and other exceptions as the
State may
may establish;
esablish; and
"(B) may require the individual and the
subziit to genetic tests.".
child to submit

(C)
in s'.lbparagraph
(C) in
s'.lbparagraph(B)
(B)(as
(as so
so red
MENT.—The Secretary shall determine the
amount (if any) of the incentive
incentive adjustment
adjustment nated)—
(1)
by inserting 'and
(i) by
and overall
overajl perform
perforn
due each State on the basis of the data subchildsupport
support enforcement"
enforcement' afterafter "p;
mitted by the State pursuant to section iinchild
••p
454(15)(B) concerning the levels of accom- nity establishment percentages"; and
(ii) by inserting '-and
"and securing support'
support
plishment (and rates of improvement) with
respect to performance indicators specified fore the period.
Subtitle E—Prograni Administration and
(d) EFFECTIVE
(dl
EFFECTIVE DXTES.—
D>s.—
by the Secretary pursuant to this section.
Funding
(1)
(1)
LNCENTIVE
L'CEN'rIVE
—
.(4)RECYCLnG
"(4)
RECYCLING OF INCENTIVE
ADJUST4ENTS.—(A)
AD'JUSTMENTS._(A)
INCENTIvE ADJVSTADJUSTSEC. 741.
SEC.
741.FEDER.&j.
FEDER.L MATCEING
MATCHING PAYMENTS.
PAYMEcTS,
MET.—A State
MENT.—A
Statetotowhich
whichfunds
funds are
are paid by amendments made by subsections (a) an
an
Government as
as aa result of an in- shall become effective on
on October
October 1l 1997
(a) INCREASED
INCREASED BASE
BASEMATCRG
MATCIG RATE.—SecRATE.—Sec- the Federal GoverDment
cept
to
the
extent
provided
provided
In
in
subparag
subparag
centive
adjustment
under
this
section
shall
tion 455(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 655(a)(2)) is amended
expend the funds in the State program under (B).
to read as follows:
this part
part within
within 22 years
years after
after the
the date
date of
of the
the
(B) Section 458 of the Social SecurIty
Security
'(2) The
"(2)
The percent
percent pecified
pecified in
in this
this paragraph this
payment.
as in effect prior to the enactment of.
for any quarter is 66 percent.".
"(b) DEFINrrIONS.—As
(b) MAINTENANCE
Z
"(b)
DEFINrrI0NS.—As used in this section: section,
section. shall be effective for purposes o
OFEFF0RT,—Section
EFF0RT.—Section 455
TLWCE OF
455
• (1)PATERNIT'
PATERYITY
ESTAELI5!,T PERCENT"(1)
ESTAELIS}BENT
PERcENT- centive payments to States
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 655)
655) IS
is amended—
States for
for fiscal
fiscal y
AGE.—The
term
AGE.—The
term
paternity
'paternity
establishment before fiscal year 1999.
(1) in subsectibn
subsectjbn (a)(1).
(a)(l). in
in the
the matter prepercentage'
means,
with
respect
to
a
State
(2)
PENALTY RZDUCflQNS.—The
ceding subparagraph
ceding
subpa.graph (A).
(A), by striking'
striking "From'
RZDUcTI0N5.—Tne arri
am
"From"
and
insert
and inserting
"Subject
Subject to
to subsection
subsection Ic), and a fiscal year—
subsection Ic)
(c) shall
sa1l bec
ments made by subsection
bec
from"; and
"(A) the total number of children in the effective with respect to calendar quar
State who were
were borD
born out of wedlock, who
who beginning on arid
by inserting
insertg after
(2) by
aftersubsection
subsection (0)
(b) the fo]and after the date of the en
101lowing:
have not attained
attaIned 1 year of age and for whom ment of this Act.
paternity
is
established
paternity
is
established
or
acknowledged
or
acknowledged
(c) MAIN7ENCE
MATL'cACE OF
"(c)
OF EFFORT.—NOtwith.
EFFORT.—NOtWjth.
SEC. 743. FEDERAL AND STATE REVIEWS ANt
fiscal year; divided by
standing subsection (a). the
the total
total expendiexpendi- during the fIscal
DflS.
DITS.
(B) the
"(B)
thetotal
totalnumber
numberofofch.tldren
children born
born out
tures under the State plan approved under
under
(a) STATE
(a)
STATEAGENCY
AGCy ACTIVfl5.—Sectio
AC'flVj'flES.—Setion
this part for fl5cal
fiscal year 1997
1991 and each suc- of wedlock in the State during the fiscal
(42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—
amended—
ceeding fiscaa
fiscal year.
year. reduced by the percentpercent- year.
(I)
(1) in
in paragraph
paragraph (14),
(14), by
by striking "(14)"
"(2)
'(2) OvERALL
OVERALLPERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCEIN
INC4ILD
CHILDSUPStPage specified
specified in
i paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) for
for the fiscal
inserting"(141(A)";
"14)(Ay';
ENF0RCE.MENT.—The term. overall per- inserting
beless
lessthan
than such
such total
total expend- PORT ENFORCE,MENT.—The
year shall
shall not
ot be
(2)
(2) by redesig-nating
redesignating paragraph
in child
ch.tld support enforcement'
paragraph(15)
(15) as
itures
year 1996.
1996, reduced by 66 peritures for
for fiscal
fisaI year
per- formance in
paragraph (B) of paragraph (14); and
cent.".
cent.'.
means a measure or measures of the effec- paragraph
agency in
in aa fiscal
fiscal year
(3) by inserting'
inser:thg after
after paragraph (14) the
SEC. 742.
742. PERFORMANCEBASED
PERFORMANCE-BASED r.CENTIVES
INCENTIVES tiveness of the State agency
inclung— lowing:
which takes
takes into
intoaccount
accountfactors
facto inclung—
AsD PENALTIES.
AND
PEALTIES.
(15) provide
provide for—'
for—
"(A) the percentage of cases requiring a. "(15)
(a) L'CEm,t
(a)
L'Ctm,-ADJt3STME.'T5
ADJUSThTS To
TOFEDERAL
FEDERAL
order in which such an order was es"(A) a process
process for
forannual
annualreviews
reviewsofofand
an
MATCmNG RATL—Section
MATCHING
PTE,—Section 458
458 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 658)
658 support
tablished;
ports to the
the Secretary
Secretaryon
onthe
the'State
Stateprog'
prog
is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(B) the percentage
percentage of
of cases
casesin
inwhich
whichch.tld
child operated
operated under
underthe
the' State
State plan
plan apprc
apprc
SEC. 45&
TOMATCH- support
SEC.
458,L4CTTVE
INCTTVEADJUSTMEN"rs
ADJUSTh"rs TO
is being paid;
under
under this
this part,
part, which
which Shall
shall Include
include such
ING RATE.
RATE.
"(C)
the
ratio
of
child
cñld
support
support
collected
collected
formation
as
may
be
necessary
to
meas
to formation as -may
mea
"(a) L'cENTr,-I
L'CENTr-I ADJU$TMENTS.—
ADJ1.$TMENTS._
child support due; and
State compliance with Federal requirem
"(1) IN
L GNIAL.—Beginning
GEN.u,.—Begjnnjng with
with fiscal
fiscal
"(D)
the
cost-effectiveness
of
the
State
for expedited procedures and timely
year 1999,
1999. the Secretary shall increase the program,
program, as determined in accordance with processing, using such standards and pr
percent specified
percent
specied ininsection
section 455(a)(2)
455(a)(2) that ap- standards
established
by
the
Secretary
in
dures as are required by the Secretary, un
to payments
paymet totoa aState
plies to
Stateunder
undersection
section regulations (after consultation with
with the•
the which the State agency will determine
455(a)(1)(A)for
455(a)(l)(A)
fo each quarter in a fiscal year States).".
extent to which the program is operated
by a factor reflecting
reilecting the sum of the applica(b). CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Sectjon
AMEDMETS.—Section compliance with this part; and
ble incentive
incentve adjustments (if any) deter- 454(22) (42
ble
(42 U.S.C.
tLS.C. 654(22))
654(22)) isisam
amended—
ended—
"(B) a process
process of
of extracting
extractingfrom
fromthe
theata
mined
in accordance
accordance with
rrned in
with regulations
reguJatios under
under
"incentive payments" the
the mated data processing system required
by striking "Incentive
this section with respect
respect to
to the
the paterEity
paternity es- 1st(1)place
such term appears and inserting'
inserting paragraph (16) and transmitting to the
tablishment percentage of the State for the
the "incentive
and
incentive adjustments"; and
retary data and calculations
caiculations concerning
immediately preceding fiscal year and with
(2)
striking "any
striking'
"any such
such incentive paypay- levels of accomplishment
accomplishment (and
(andrates
rates•of
of
respect to overall performance of the State mentsbymade
to
the
State
for
such
period"
with respect
respect to
to applicable
applicable
in ch.tld
child support
support enforcement
enforcement during
during such
such and inserting "any increases in Federal pay- provement)
-(including1V—D
IV-D pa
formance indicators (including
pa
preceding fiscal
fiscai year.
ments to the State resultingfrom such in- forniance
nity establishment percentages and ove]
'(2)STANDARDS.—
STh.5.—
"(2)
centive adjustments",
perforrrLance in
performance
in child
ch.tldsupport
support enforceme
enforceme
"(A) IN
"(A)
Secretary shall
L' GER.Ar.—The
GER.—The Secretary
(c) CALCULATION
(C)
CALCULATIONOF
OP1V-j)
IV-D PATERNrI'Y
?ATERNrI'Y ESEs- to the extent necessary for purposes of
bf ss
specify in regulations—.
regulations.—
TAEUSRMENI' PERCENTAGE.—
TABLISEMENT
PERCENTAGE.—
452(g) and
and458."
458."..
tions 452(g)
-. .
"(i)
"Ii) the levels of
ofaccomplishment,
accompllsbment, and
tLSC. 652(g)(1)) isis
(1)
Section
452(g)(l)
(42
U.SC.
(b) FDEI.AL
(b)
FEDERALACTflh1ES.—5ecjion
AcTIVrrIES,—Section 452(a
rates of Impros-ernent
improvement as
asalterziatjves
alternatives to
to such
such amended—
tJ.S.C. 652(a)(4)) is amended to read as I
(42 U.S.C.
levels, which a State must attain to qualify
(A)
(A)
in
in
the
the
matter
matter
preceding
preceding
subparagraph
subparagraph
lows:
-. -:
for an incentive adjustment under this sec- (A) by inserting "its overall performance In
in
"(4)(A) review data and calculations tra
tion; and
child support enforcement is satisfactory (as mitted by State
child
State agencies
agences pursuant to sect
-.

-
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42-i
15(B)
4- 5i(B)

oonSz.a:e
State program
programaccomplish.
accoinpj.
r.:et.s with
withrespect
res: totoperforrance
r.er.t.s
performanceinthcainthca:rc for
forpurposes
ptoses cbsection
:rs
setsbsecton (g ofofthis
ts eecaid sectior.
and
sectior.438:
5:
B review
reviewananal
atzl reports
reports sbinitted
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LMPLENTATON T1MTARLa—Sectjon
LMFLEENTATON
TIMETARLa—Section

"(a)
Gzxr.aAa,—In
orderfor
foraaState
State to 4542'1)
"(a) IIN
Gza.—1n order
454:2'fl (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.654(24)).
654(24)),asasomended
rneded by secmeet the requirements
requrernents of
ofthis
thissectiofl.
section. the
the tions
tons 703a))2)
7O3a)2)and
ad712101Cr
712()(1) of
o this
ts Act,
Act,is
is
State agency administering
administering the
the State
State propro amended
a.ended to
to read
readasasfollows:
fflos:

gramuflder
am
underthis
this pa.rt
part shall
shallhave
iaveini.opergtion
opertio
a single statewide automated
automated data
data processproce.si.ng and
retrievalsystem
systemwhich
which
Lng
a.d information
inormatio retrieval
has the capability
capabilj:yto
toperform
perforr the tasks specspecified in
ified
in this
thissection
sectionwith
withthe
thefrequency
!reuencyand
an
in the manner
rnaner required
required by or under
.nder this
this part.
'b) PPOGEAM
'(b)
PROoLM MANAGL'inrcr.—The
MANAGL'jZNT—Theautoa'tomated system required by
by this
this section
section shall
stall
perform such functions
Iunctions as the Secretary may
specify relating
relating to
tothanagement
thanageent ofofthe
theSt.ate
State
progra.munder
program
underthis
thispart,
part.including—
inciting—
"(1) cor.ro1ltng
controllIng and
and accouflting
accounting for xse
use of
Federal, State,
Federal.
State. and
s.ndlocal
localfunds
fad.s in carrying
out the
the prog'rarn.
prograrn and
and

rrectiveactions,
coetive
actio:s,and
td technical
technical assistance;
assistance;
and

•C <,otduct
"C
oonduct andits,
aidits. in accordance with
with
e.ze
government
ove:'nmentauditing
auditing standards
standards of the
2cmptroUer
proj1er Ce:a1
General
ofofthe
thetnited
UnitedStates—
States—

"(i) at least once
•'(i)
o:ce every
every333ears
years(or
(orrr.Ore
more
squent1y,
et1y.
in the
In the
case
case
of of
a State
a Statewhich
which tails
fails
meet the
the requrernents
reqrernents of
of this
this part.
part, conri:ng performacce
.erning
perforn'.accestandards
standardsand
and reliabtireliabilof program
programc.aa)
ca) to
corrpete::y of
to assess
assess the completetees,reliability,
:es.
reliability, ad
andsecurity
securityof
of the
the data.
"(2) maintaining
maintaining the
thedata
datanecessary
ecessary to
dand
thetheaccuacy
accuracy
ofofthe
thereporting
reportingsystems.
systems.
Federal rerting requirements under
ed
_sed
in in
ca1culatig
calculatingperformance
performanceindicators
indicators meet FederaJ
this part
part on
on aa timely
tiniely basis.
basis.
:der ubsectioc
under
subsectiong)(gl
ofofthis
thissection
sectionand
andeecsee- this
"(c) CALCuLATION
"(ci
CALCLLATIONOF
OFPERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE
INOICAL':cAaon 458;
458;
TORS.—Inoier
o1ertotoenable
enablethe
the Secretary
Secretary to
•'dI) of
"III)
of the
theadequacy
adequacyofoffinancial
finciai managemanage- ToRs.—ln
nent
nt
ofofthe
theState
Stateprogarn
programoperated
operated under
under determine the incentive and penalty adjustnhentsrequired
requiredby
bysections
secUons
452(g)
452g)and
nd 458.
458. the
t:e
the State plan
pian apoved
apovedunder
underthis
thispart,
part.ini- ments
State agency shall—
snzll—
cutiiag
iig
assesses
assessments
of—
of—
"(1) use the automated system—
"(Il'whether
(I)
'whether Federal
Feral and
andother
otherfunds
fundsmade
made

"IA) to maintain
maintain the
therequisite
requste datA
"(A)
datA on
on
Uble totocar
outout
thetheState
available
carc'
Stateprogram
program are
perforrance with
withrespect
respect to
to paternity
paternity
being
appropriately expende&
expended, and are prop- State performance
g appropriately
establishmentand
&dchild
childsupport
supportenforcement
enIorceent
establishment
riy ad
erly
andSully
Sullyaccottted
accountedfor;
for;and
and
the State;
State;and
ad
•')II)
'II) whether
whethercollections
collections and disbursethsburse- in the
"(B) to
to calculate
ca]clate the IV-D
IV-D paternity
paterit3 estabèstabnents
ents of support
suport payments
payments are
are carried
carried out "(B)
lishment percentage
lishment
percet.ge and
andove:all
overall performance
performance
orct.y adanda a,-e
correctly
f11y
fully
accounted
acconnted for
for: atd
and
child support
support eforcemenz
enforcement for
for the
the State
•'iiii
•iih for
forsochother
chother urpoes
purposesasasthe
the SecSec- 1Inchild
for each fiscal
fiscal yes,r;
year: and
etary may
ntay find necessary;".
retary
essary:".
"(2) have In
in place systems controls to encc) EFFECTIVE
E?FcT1V DAT.—The
DATE,—Theamendnents
amendments
sure the
thecompleteness,
comietenss. ad
andreliability
reliabilityof.
of, and
and
nade
ade by this section shall be effective with sure
to. the data described In
in pararespecttotocalendar
spect
calendarquarters
quarters beginnng
beginning 12 ready access td,
(1)(A). and the accuracy of the .calcul.a.calcul,amonths
ots
or more
or more
erafter
the the
date
date
ofofthe
theezactenact- graph (1)(A),
tiens described
described in
inparagraph
paragraph(1(1)(B).
1(B).
n'ent
et oths
of thissectiofl.
section.
"cd) LFOB.MAflON
L'TZGP.JTY
"Cd)
L"FoB,MATION
L\'TZGPJTYANI)
AND Scz'SncuSEC. 744.
144. REQUIRED
REQUW.ZDREPORTING
RPORT2NG PROCEDURES.
RITY.—TheState
Stateagency
agencyshall
s11have
haveini effect
(a)
a) ESTABLI
ESTABLI zcr.—Section
r.—Secto 452(a)(5) (42 RrrY.—The
safeguards on the integrit3'.
safegiards
integrity, accuracy,
accuracy.and
ad
.S.C. €52(aX5))
Z.S.C.
€52a(5)) is amended
e.menaed by
by inserting
inserting
copieteness ofof,access
accessto.
to,and
anduse
useof
ofdata
data in
in
and establish
estabflh p?ocedures
procedures 'to
to be
be followed
followed by completeness
automated system
systemrequired
requiredby
bythis
tis secS2.tes for col1ectg
States
collec:g and reporting inforrnainforma- the automated
tion. which
whIch shall
shallinclude
Includethe
te following (in
(in
:oi required
::on
requiredtotobe
beprovided
provideduflder
under this
this part. tion,
s'icb other safeguards as the Secand Establish
azd
establisiuniform
u!ni deflnitios
definitions(tclud.ft.g
(including addition to such
retary may
mayspecify
specifyininregulations):
regilatios):
zoe necessary
those
necessarytotoeflable
enablethe
themeasurement
measurement retary
"U) POLICmS
"(1)
PoLIcXZaESTRICTIOG
STRCTING Accs.—Written
acCEss.—Written
of State cornp!iace
compliancewith
withthe
therequirexnents
requirements
thispart
:is
partre1ag
relating
totoexpethted
expeditedprocesses
processes policies concerning access to data by State
persnnei. and
andshariflg
sharing of
of data.
data. with
and timely
be applied
applied in agency personnel,
timelycase
caseprocessing')
ocessing) totobe
f:iowingsuch
:io'.vg
suchpcedure'
procedures"
before
before
thetheEernisemi- other persons, which—
"IA>permit
"IA)
perxiitaccess
.ccesstotoand
a1use
se of
of data
date, only
only
colon.
extent necessary
necessarytotocan-y
carry O1t
out the
3) STATE
STATE
PLAN
Pt. R!QLTEEMENT.—Section
434 to the extent
L'rEML'.-T.--Section 4E.4
42 TJ.S.C.
State program
programunder
inder this
thispart:
part:and
ad
42
U.S.C. €54).
€54). as anended
amended by
by sectiocs
sections 703>a),
703(a). State
"LB)specify
"(B)
specify the
the data
data which may be used
a). 713a).
7l3a), and
and733
3 ofofthis
thisAct,
Act.isis amendamendfor ptlcular
pticu1arprogram
programpurposes,
purposes.and
ad the persti-ikin "and"
soië) permitted
permittedaccess
accesstotosuch
suchdata..
data.
by striking
'afld" at
atthe
t1eend
endofofparapaa- sounFi

"(24) provide that the State will
w11 have
have in
n efeffect ananautomated
proceising
Cect
automateddata
data
proce sz and
andinl'orLforrnationretrieval
aUon
retrieval system—
s'sten—
"CA) by October
"(A)
October 1.1,1995.
1995, whichmeets
meets al]
all requirementsofofthis
q'remer,ts
thispart
partwhich
which were
were enacted

on or
or before
beforethe
thedate
dateofofenactment
enaczmetofothe
te
FamilySupport
Family
S'.pportAct
.ctofof1988:
i98: azd
and

'B) by
"(B)
byOctober
October1,1.1999,
1999,which
which meets
meets all requirements of
quirernents
ofthis
thispart
partenacted
enactedon
o or before

the date of the enactment of the Personal

Responsibility Act of 1995,
1995. except that such
deadline shall
deadline
shallbebeextended
e:eed by
by11 day
day for
fo each
each-

day
Secretnfalls
falls to
day (if
(ifany)
any)byb which
icb thetheSecretr-

meet the deadline
deadir,e imposed
irr.poedbyb sectior
section
745(a)(3) of
745(a)(3)
of the
the Personal
PersonaiResponsibility
Repor.sbfllty Act
of 1995.".
of
1995',
(b)
MATCH:NGRATE
RATE c'on
(b) SPECIAL
SPEcx.i. FEDER?,!,
FDR',I. MATCHNG
con
DVELVI'MENT CosTs
DEVELOPMENT
COSTsOFOF
AuTOMATED
ArO.:ATD SmSmTEMS.—
IEMS

(1) IN
(1)
L GENERAL—Section
GENERAL—Section 435(a
455'a (12
U.S.C.
(2 u.S.C.
655(a)) Is amended—
(A
(IYB)—
(A)in
in paragraph
paragraph (IYB)—.
•(i(i)by
bystriking
striking"90
'9Opercent"
percent'and
adinserting
insetng
•

"the percent
"the
percentspecified
specified
In parairraph
in prrph 3Y:
3)":
(ii) by striking 'so much or':
er'; and
(iii) by
"which
(iii)
bystriking
striking
w?ch'the
theSeCretarY"
S cretary acl
ad
all that
", and";
ail
thatfollows
followsand
adinserting
inserting"
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ad
(B) b3'
by adding
adding at
at the
the end the following;
following:

"(3)(A)
'(3)(A)The
TheSecretary
Secretaryshall
sll pay
pay to each
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State. for each quarter in fiscal year 1996, 90
State,
percent of
of so
so much
muchof
cfthe
theState
Stateexpenditures
exenditures

describedIn
inparagraph
paagrap (INB)
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B) as
as the
the SecSec-

retary finds
rinds are for a system meeting
rneetthg the requirements
quirements specified
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sectic,n45416),
4 16).
"(B)(i) The
The Secretary
Secretaryshall
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fiscalyears
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•

through 2001,
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of so
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Seretar3' finds
Secretary
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454A.
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a 454A.
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otherwise applicable
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under parc
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A by
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undersuch
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.r:; and
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applicable
requirementsand
andpenalties
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"(3) MGNITOR.CG
MGZn'OR.G OFOF
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-

-
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)B) by inserting "and operation by the cluding those in section 6103 of the Internal
Reiene Code
Revenue
Codeof
of1986).
1986), ad
andare
are.dequatel3
adequately
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trained
in security
security procedures.
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(up to
to and
and including
including dismissai
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(D by
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Stateand
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"forthe
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E)
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•
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Secretaryof
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Health
3) REGIJLATIONS.—The
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(ii)the
the level
level of
tomneet
'i)
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automtonr,eeoed
r,eeoed
toeet
the automated
automateddata
d.taprocessing
processiflg
ruqoiremnerits
rqiirer-ie.'ts
of such part.
ofsuchart..
(c)

CONFORMING
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AMEND.MENT.—Section
AMEND.MENT.—SeCtion

123(c) of
123(c)
f the
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Family Support
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Actof
of1938
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Stat.2352:
Stat.
2352:PubUc
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Law
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l0Ol83 isisrepealed.
repeale&
TECMNICAL ASSISTA,NCL
ASSISTANCL
SEC. 746. TECMNICAL
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4a FOR
FoaTRAINING
T1: OF FE&x.
OF FEDERAl,
AND
AND
STATE
STATE

F. by
bystriking
striking">including"
•'Unclding"arid
andallallthat
tt and Human Services shall prescribe final
finai STAFF.
Sm.', RESZA!.CR
RESEAP,CR .tNz
AN DE.MONSTRATION
DMOSTRAT1O PROPRo:3:ows and
:o:ows
andinserting
insertg aasemicolon:
semicolon
reguiatons for
regulations
for implementation
implemeazon of
of section
section GRAMS,
GRAM&
AND
ADSPEcIAL
SFEC1.L
PR0JEC'rs
Paocrs
OFoF
REGIONAL
RzoN.z.
:2
Part
1)
of
title
IV
(42
U.SC.
651—669)
is
2 Part. D of tie IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669)
454A of
of the
theSocial
SocialSecurity
Secur'tyAct
AcnOt
notlater
1atr OR NATIONAL
454A
NATIONALSInNIF;CANCE.—SeCtIOn
S;NIFICANCE.—SeCtIOn452
42 (42
,nendedby
ended
byAser.ig
insertingafter
aftersection
section454
454 the than 2 years
years after
after the
thedate
dateofofthe
theenactment
eactrnent U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652)
652) isisamended
arerded by
by addJ.g
adding aa the
the end
OiOwir
fOliO
Wiflg
of this Act.

the followirig:
followir.g:

March 22, 1995
1995
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
"(j)
(j) Ot
Out of
o ary
the Treasury
Treau-y of
anymoney
money in the
of
(E)bybyredesignating
redesinating clause
clause(v)
(v)as
a clause
E)
clause
t.e
the United
United States
States not
nototherwise
otherwise approappropriated.
priated, there
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
to the
the
Secretary for
for each
each fiscal
fiscal year
year an
anamount
amount
Secretary
equal to 1 percent of the total amount paid
to the Federal Government pursuant to section
theimmediately
Immediately preceding
preceding
tion 457(a)
457(a)during
thig the
fiscal year (as determined on the basis of the

most receflt
recent reliable data available to the
Secretary as of the end of the 3rd calendar
quarter following
quarr.er
following the
the end
end of such preceding
fiscal year),
yeal. totocover
covercosts
costs incurred
Incurred by
by the
the
Secretary for—

"(1) information dissemination and technical assistance to States, training of State
and Federal
Fede:ai staff, staffing studies, and related activities
activitiesneeded
neededtotoimprove
improveprograms
proams
under this part (including
assist(including technical
technical assist.ance concerfling
concerning State automated systems
ance
required
required by
by this
this part):
part); and
and

H 34
3i

"(4)
'(4) In response to a request
request by
by the
the he
he
(vii).
'ol- a Stat.e
(s'ii). and inserting after clause (iii) the o1or local
local child
child support enforcer
enforcej
State or
lowing:
lowing
agency (Or
State or local government
(or aa State
government
"(iv)
"(iv) the
the total
total amount
amount of
of support
support collected
collected cial authorized by the head of such an a
during such fiscal
fiscal year
year and
and disttibuted
distibuted as cy),
cy). if the person making
making the
the request
request
current support:
tifies
tifies to the consumer reporting ag
ag
"(v)
collected that—
"(V) the
the total
total amount
amount of support collected
that—
during such fiscal year and distributed as ar"(A)
"(A) the
the consumer
consumer report
report isis needed
neededfoi
for
rearages:
rearages;

purpose of establishing an
an individuaI'
individt.as
'(vi) the
"(vi)
the total amount
amount of
of support
supportdue
de and
and pacity to make child support
support payment
payment
unpaid for all fiscal years;
years: and",
determining
the
appropriate
level
of
(3)

Section 452a)(lO)(G) (42 U.S.C. payments:
-.
652(a)(1O)(G)) is amended by striking
652(a)(lO)(G))
striking "on
"on the
the
'(3) the
"(B)
the
person
has
provided
at
lea
person
has
provided
at
l
use of Federal courts and".
and".
days prior notice
r.otice to the consumer whoa
whos

(4) Section
Section452(a)(10)
(4)
452(a)(10)(42
(42U.S.C.
US.C. 652(a)(lO))
652a)(1O)) is port is requested, by certified
certified orregist
orregist
amended by striking all that
that follows
follows sub-.
sub- mail to the last known address of
paragraph (I).
paragraph
consumer; that
consumer;
that the
thereport
reportwill
willbe
bereque:
reque
(ii)
(b) EFFEcrr
EFFEcTIVE
DATE—Theamendments
amendments and.
DATE—The
made by subsection (a) shafl
shall be
beeffective
effective
'(C) the
"(C)
the consumer
consumer report
report will
will be
be kept

with respect to fiscal year 1996 and succeed- fidential, will be used solely
solely for
for aa purpose
purpos
"(2) research, demonstration,
and special
special ing fiscal years.
demonstration and
scribed in subparagraph (A).
(A), and will nc
no
projects of regional
reg-onalor
ornational
nationalsignificance
sigificance Subtitle F—Establishment and Modification scribed
used in connection with
with any
any other
other civil
cis'il
relating to
to the
the operation
operation of
of State
State programs
programs
relating
of Support Orders
minlstratjve,
ministrative, or criminal
criminal proceeding,
proceeding, oi
or
under
underthis
this
part.".
.t.".
751. SIMPLIFIED PROCESS FOR REVIEW AND any other purpose.
(b) OPERATION
OpEp_oN OFOF
FEDERAL
FEDERALPARENT
PARENTLocALocA- SEC. 751,
"(5) To an agency administering
administering aa SS
ADJIJSTMENT
ADJIJST?.IENT OF CHILD SUPPORT
TO SEPXICL—Section
TOR
SERvIcz,—Section 453
453 (42
(42 U.S.C. 653).
653), as
ORDERS.
plan under section 454 of the Social Sect
Secu
b section
amended by
section716(e)
716(e)of
ofthis
thisAcr.
Acr, isis
Section 466(a)(1O)
Section
466(a)(10) (42
initi3
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)(10))
666(a)(1O)) Is
is Act (42 U.S.C. 654) for use to set an initi:
amended b3by adding
addingatatthe
the end
end the
the following:
following:
to read as follows:
modified child support award.".
"(n) Out of any money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of amended tà
"(10) REVIEw
REvIEWAND
ANDADJUST.!ENT
ADJUSTMENT
OFOF
SUPPORT
StPPOT
Subtitle C--Enforcement
G—Enforceient of Support Ord
the United
United States not otherwise
otherwise approappro- ORDERS.—Procedures
underwhich
whichthe
the State
State SEC. 761.
761. FEDERAL
FEDER.L INCOME
INCOME TAX
TAX REFUND
REFUN'D
priated, there is hereby appropriated to the ODER$.—Procedures under
SET.
Secretary for each fiscal year
year an
an amount
amount shall review and adjust each support order
being
enforced
under
this
part.
Such
proce(a) CHANGED ORDER
ORDER OF
OF REFUND
REFUND DISTS
DIsTR
equal to 2 percent of the total amount paid dures shall provide the following:
TION UNDER
TION
UDE INTERNAL
INTERNALREVENUE
REVENUECODE.—
CODE.—
to the Federal
Fede.l Government
Government pursuant
pursuant to sec"(A)
The
State
shall
review
and,
as
approtion 457(a) du.ring
theimmediately
immediatelypreceding
preceding priate,
dt.lug the
(I) Subsection
(1)
Subsection (c)
(C)of
of section
section 6402
6402 of the
thi
adjustthe
thesupport
supportorder
order every
every 33 ternal Revenue Code of
of 1986
1986 is
is amendec
arrended
fiscal year (as deterrniued
determined on the basis
basis of
of the
the prite, adjust
years.
years,
taking
into
account
the
best
interests
third sentence
striking the 'third
sentence and inserting
most recen:
rece; reliable
reliabledata
dataavailable
available.to
to the
involved.
Secretary as of the end of the 3rd calendar of the child involved,
followingnew sentences:
following'new
sentences: "A reduction ur
u:
"(B)(i)
The
State
may
elect
to
review
and,
other
this subsection shall be after any othei
quarter following the end of such preceding
if
appropriate,
adjust
an
order
pursuant
order
pursuant
to
to duction allowed by subsection
subsection (d)
(d) with
with
fiscal year), z.o
to cover
covercosts
costs incurred
incurred by
by the
(A) by—
spect to the
spect
theDepartment
Department of
of Health
Health
Secretary for
or operation
operation of
of the
the Federal Par- subparagraph
"(I)
reviewing
and,
if
appropriate,
'(I)
reviewing
and.
if
appropriate.
adjustent Locator Service under this section, to ing the order in accordance with the guide- Human Services and the Department of I
cation
cation with respect to a student
student ,oan
oan and
anc
he extent
the
extent sach
such costs
costs are nat.
not recovered
lines established pursuant to section 467(a) If fore
through user fees,",
fees.".
fore any
any other
other reduction
reduction allowed
allowed by
by law
law
the
amount
of
the
child
support
award
under
before such overpayment is credited to
SEC. 747.
SEC.
747. REPORTS
REpORTS AND
AND DATA
DATA COLLECTION
COLLECTION BY
BY
the order differs from the
the amount
amount that
that would
would future liability for tax of
of such
such person
person pu:
pu
T SECRETARY.
SECRTA.RY.
be
awarded
in
accordance
with
the
guideant to subsection (b). A
A reduction
reduction under.
under. 1
(a) ANNt'
TOCONGRESS.—
CONGRESS.—
.Nt&LREPORT
RE?owr To
lines; or
subsection shall
subsection
shallbe
beassig-ried
assigned to
to the
the SS
(1)
Secon 452(a)(10)(A)
Section
452(aXlO)(A)
(42
U.S.C.
"(II)
.(fl) •applyiug
pplying a acost-of-living
cost-of-living adjustment
adjustment with
With respect
respect to
to past-due
past-due support
support owed tc
to
&52(a)(lO)(A))iss amended—
652a)(lO)(A))
amended—
to the order in
in accordance
accordzncewith
withaaformula
forrula de- dividuals
dividuas for
for periods
periods such
such individuals
(A) by
(A)
bystriking
sing "this
"this
part;"
part;"and
andinserting
inserting veloped
by
the
State
and
permit
either
party
veloped
by
the
State
and
permit
either
party
assistance
assistance under
under part
partAAor
or I
"thispart.
"this
part.including—":
luding—"; and
and
to contest the adjustment, within 30 days receiving
title IV of the Social Security
Security Act
Act or.ly
only a,
a
(B)
theend
endthe
thefollowing:
following:
(B) by
byadding
add at atthe
after
the
date
of
the
notice
of
the
adjustsatisfying all
all other
other past-due
past-duesupport.
support.'.
"(I)
amount of
of child
child support pay- ment, by making
"(i) the total
toai amount
making aa request
requestfor
forreview
revie* and.
and, ifif
(2)
(2) Paragraph
Paragraph (2)
(2) of..section
of,section 64024d) of s
ments
ments collected
colieced as a result
result of
of services,
servces. fur- appropriate, adjustment of the order in ac- Code
is amended—
nished
nished during
du-ig the
the fiscal
fiscal year to'
to individuals
individuals cordance with the child support
support guidelines
guidelines
(A) by striking "Any overpaymen
overpaymeo'and
an
receiving
receiving services
se:-cices under
under this
this part:
established pursuant
established
pursuanttotosection
section467(a).
46(a).
serting "Except
"Except In
In the
the case
case of
of past-due
past-due
serting
"(ii) the cast to the States and to the Fed"(ii) Any adjustment under
under clause
clause (I)
(i) shall
shall gally
enforceable debts owed to the Dep
eral Government
eral
overent of so
of so
furnisbing
furnishingthe
theservserv- be made without a requirement for proof or gaily exiforceable
ment of'
of Health and Human
Human Services
Senñces oc
or
ices: and
showing of a change in
in circumstances.
circumstances.
the Department
Department Of
of Education with respeci
respec
"(iii) the
"(UI)
the r.mber
numberof
ofcases
cases involving
involving fami"(C)
The
State
may
use
automated
metha student loan,
loan. any overpayment"; and
lies—
(including automated
automated comparisofls
comparisons with
(B) by striking "with respect to pastinelig-ble for assistance ods
"(I) who became ineligible
wage or State
State income
income tax
tax-data)
..data) to
to identify
identify support collected pursuant to an assignrr
assignm
under State programs funded under part A orders eligible for review,
review, conduct
conduct the
the rere- under section
section 402(a)(26)
402(a)(26) of
ofthe
theSocial
SocialSe
5
during a month
in the
the fiscal
fiscal year:
year; and
mo:th in
view, identify orders eligible for adjustment,
adjustment. rity Act",
Act".
(fl) with
'(fl)
with respect
respect to
to whom
whom aa child
child support
support apply
the
appropriate
adjustment
to
the
apply
the
appropriate
adjustment
to
the
or(b
(b) ELIMIXATION
ELIMINATION o'
OFDISPARITIES
DISPAR1TIS L'
INTRE
Tas
payment was
was received
received In
in the
the month:".
month:'.
d'rs eligible
drs
eligible for adjustment
adjustment under
under the MENT
MET OP.
Op'ASSIGNEZ
ASSIGNED
ADAND
NON-ASSIGNED
NON-AssIGy
(2)
Section
Secto 452(a)(10)(C)
452(a)(1O)(C)
(42
U.S.C. threshold established
established
by
by
the
the
State:
state:
REARAGES.—.
REARAGES,—
&52(a)(1O)(C))iss amended—
652(a)(lO)(C))
amended—
"(D) The
The State
State shall.
shall, at
at the
the request
request of ei'(D)
(1) Section 464(a) (42 U.S.C. 664a))
664(a))
(A) in
in the
then'.a.tter
2.tter preceding
precedingclause
clause (i)—
(i)—
ther
parent
subject
to
such
an
order
or
of
(i) by striking
(I)
sking "with
"withthe
thedata
datarequired
required any State child support enforcement agency, amended—
(A) by striking
striking "(a)"
(a)" and
and inserting
inserting'
under each clause being separately stated for review and,
and. if appropriate,
appropriate. adjust the order 'OFFSET
OPFSr AUTHORIZED.—":
AUTHORIZED.—":
cases
cases" and
and iserting
inserting"separately
"separately stated
stated for in
in accordance
with
the
guidelines
estabaccordance
with
the
guidelines
(B)
(B) in Paragraph
paragraph (1)—.
(1)—
(1)tases';
(l)tases";
lished pursuant to section 467(a)
4&7a) based upon
(i) in the 1st sentence, by
by striking
striking "wi
"w
(ii).bystriking
(ii)by
stg "cases
"cases
where
wherethe
thechild
childwas
was a substantial change in the circumstances of
such State
State pursuani
pursuant
has been assigned to such
formerly receiving" and inserting "or for- either parent.
sectior. 402(al(26)
section
4O2(a(26) or section 471(a)(17)":
471(a)(17)"; am
anc
merly
rnerly received";
received":
"(E) The State shall provide notice to the
(ii) in the 2nd sentence, by striking "in
(iii) by
by inserting 'or
"or 1912" after parents subject
to
such
an
order
informing
subject
to
such
an
order
inorrning
cordance with
with section
section 457(b)(4)
457(b)(4)or
or(d)(3)"
(d)3)"
"47l(a)(l7)":
"471(a)(17r:and
ad
them of their
their right,
right to request the State to inserting "as
'as provided
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph (21';
(2)":
(iv) by
"(2)"before
before"all
"all other":
other";
by insertThg
isezing "(2)"
review
review and,
and. if
if appropriate,
appropriate, adjust
adjust the
the order
order
(C) by striking
striking paragraph
pararraph (2) and
and insert:
insert
(B) in each of clauses (1)
(i) and
and (ii). by strik- pursuant
pirsuant
to
to
sbparagraph
subparagraph
ED).
ID).
The
The
r.otice
notice
the following:
ing
ing ",', and the total amount of such obliga- may
may
be
be
included
included
in
in
the
the
order.".
order.".
"(2) The State'
State agency shall distrib
distribi
tions;
tions";
752. FURNISHING CONSUMER REPORTS FOR
FOR amounts paid
paid by
by the
the Secretary
Secretaryof
ofthe
theTre
Tr
(C) in clause
c!a'se (iii),
(iii), by
by striking "described SEC. 752. FURNISHING
CERTAIN
PURPOSESRELATLNG
RELATLNGTO
TO' ury pursuant
CERTAIN PURPOSES
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph(.1)—
(l)—'
axd afl
all that follows and inserting "in
'in
in" and
CHILD SUPPORT,
SUPPORT,
"(A) in
in accordance
accordancewith
withsection
section457(a),
457a.
which support was collected
collected duri"g
duri'g the fiscal
Section 604 of the Fair
Pair Credit Reporting the case of past-due support.
assigned t
support assigned
year;';
year:";
Act (15 U.S.C. 1681b)
1681b) is
is a.mended
amended by adding at State pursuant
pursuant to
to req.uirements
requirements imposed p
CD) by
bystriking
sting clause
CD)
clause(is'):
(iv):
the end the foflowing:
following:
suant to section 405(a)(8);
405(a)(8): and
,

-
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'•B to or on beha.if of the child to whom
"d3,

thesupp5rt
:e
supp5rtwas
wasowed,
owed. in
in the
the case
case of past-due
support not so assigned.";
assigned,"; and
(D) in paragraph (3)—.

Ii)
i) by striltirig
ztrking "or
"or (2)"
(2)" each
each place
place such

appears; and
w) in subparagraph (B). by striking "under
"under
paragraph (2)" and inserting "on account of
.sz-due support
past-due
descr±bed in
support descr±bed
in paragraph
paragraph
:2> B
2>

Section 464(b) (42
(42 U.SC.
U.S.C. 664(b))
664(b)) is

amended—

'A) by
A)
by stI'ikng
Striking "(b)(l)"
"(b)(I)" and insertixig
inserting the
:iowmg:
:llowing:
"(b) RE&t'LATjONS.—"
'(b)
RE&t'LAT1ONS.—" and

B by striking paragraph (23.
Section 464(c) (42
(42 US.C.
U.S.C.

fectvely served
fectively
served with
with any order, process,
process, or
or
interrogatory
interrogatory,with
with respect
respect to
to an
an individindividual's child support or alimony payment obligations, the agent shall—
"(A) as soon as possible (but not later t'han
15 days) thereafter, send
send written
wnjten notice of
notice or
or sex-vice
service (together
the notice
(together with a copy of
the notice or service) to the individual at the
duty Station
or last-known
last-known home address of
station or
of

March 22, 1995

"(1>
paragraph(2),
"U> L'c
L'. GENER,A,,,—Subiect
GmR,.—Subject to to
paragraph
(2).

moneys paid
paid or
or payable
payabletotoan
anldlviduaj
ldividaj

which are considered to be based upon reinoremuneration
foremployment,
emplo',ent, for purposes
urpose$ of
neration for
of
this section—
"(A) consist of—
'(i
'(ii compensation paid or payable for perpersonal
sonal services of the
the individual,
individual whether the
compensationIsIsdenominated
compensatjo
denominated as
as wages, salthe individual;
ary, commission, bonus,
bonus, pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances or
"(B) within 30 days (or Such longer period ary.
(including severance pay, sick pay,
as may be prescribed by applicable State otherwise
law) after
law>
after receipt
receipt of
of aa notice
notice Pursuant
pursuant to and incentive pay);
"(ii) periodic benefits (including a periodic
such State procedures,
procedures, comply
complywith
withall
allapphappbenefit as defined in section 228(hX3)) or
cable provisions
provisions of
of sectiOn
section 466; and
and
other payments—
"(C)
•'(C) within 30 days (or such longer period -other
-

"(I) under the insurance
is as may be prescribed by applicable State
insurance system
system established by title
title U;
fl;
law)
after
effective
service
of
any
other
such
.A> by striking
striking "(CXI)
"(c)(l) Except
Except as provided prder.
"(U)
"(fl) under any other system or fund estabprocess, or interrogatory, respond to
= paragraph
aragraph (2),
(2),as"
as"and
andinserting
inserting the
the fol- order,
lished by the United States
States which
which provides
the order, process, or interrogatory.
interrogatory,
provides
:cwir.g:
for the payment of pensions,
pensions, retirement
retirement or
PRIORITY
OF
CLAIM5,—If
a
govern.
"(d)
PRIORITY
OF
CLALMS.—If
governor
"ic)
mc) DFINrrxoN,—As"; and
and
retired
pay,
annuities,
dependents'
mental
mental entity
entity specified
specified in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) reor survistriking paragraphs(2)
(2)and
and(3).
3),
B) by
bystrUtingparagrap
ceives notice or is served with process, as vors' benefits, or similar amounts payable on
on
SEC. 762.
762, AUTHORiTY
AUTHORITY TO COLLECT SUPPORT provided in this section,
section. concerning amounts account of personal services performed by
flL)M FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.
EMPLOYEES,
other individual;
individual;
owed by an individual to more than 1I per- the individual or any other
>a)
CO OLIDA'l-IO'cAND
a) CONSOLIDATION
ANDSTREAMLINIyG
STREAMLINING OF
OF
son—
"(UI) as compensation for death under any
ATMOPJflE,S,.—.Section
ToRrrIES.-Sectjon 459459
(42(42U.S.C.
U.SC. 659)
659) isis
Federal
program;
,
"(I) support collection under section 466(b)
amended to read as follows:
"(IV) under any Federal program estab"(flT)
must be given priority over any other procSEC.
459.CONSENT
CON5E BY
THE
SEC. 459.
BY
THEUNITED
UNITEDSTATES
STATES TO
TO ess, as provided in section 466(b)(7);
benefits; or
lished to provide 'black lung' benefits
INCOME 'WITHhOLDING,
INCOHE
'WiTHHOLDING,
GARNISh.
G2B.
"(V) by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs
"(2) allocation of moneys due or payable to
MENT, AND SIMILAR PROCEEDINGS
Individual among claimants under section as pension, or as compensation for a serviceFOR ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUP. an individual
466(b) shall be gowerned by section 466(b) and connected disability or death (except any
POET AND
OBLIGATIONS.
POET
ANDALI3IONY
AL31O'T OBLIGATIONS.
"ca)
a> CONSENT
CONSENT TO
TO
SUPPORT
SrPP0RT
ENFORCLM.C,-T._
EyFORM,-T..., the regulations prescribed under such sec- compensation paid by the Secretary to a
member of the Armed Forces
Forces 'who
who is in reNotwithstandingany
Nc:withstandi
anyother
otherprovision
provision of
of law
law tion; and
"(3) such moneys as remain after compli- ceipt of retired or retainer pay if the member
• :nciudmg
i:ciu&ng section 2177
20'7 of
of this
this Act
Act and section
f.l
of of
title
38.38.United
5301
title
UnitedStates
StatesCode),
Code), effective
effective ance with sub;aragraphs (A) and (B) shall be has waived a portion of the retired pay of the
member in
in order
order to
to receive
receive the
the compensacompensa1975. moneys (the entitlement to available to satisfy any other such processes member
January 1. 1975,
vmch is based upon remuneration for em- on a first-come, first-served basis, with any tion); and
process bei-ngsatisfied
bei-ngsatisfiedOut
out of such
such mon"(iii) worker's compensation benefits paid
;oyment) due from, or payable by,
by. the
the UnitUnit- such process
;oyrnent)
eys as remain after the satisfaction of all under
under Federal or State law but
ed States or the District of Columbia
Columbia (in(in- such
processes which have been previously
"(B) do not include any
any payment—payment,—
t::ng any
anyagency.
agency,subdivision,
subdivision. or•
or• iristrninstro"(i) by
"(I)
by way
wayofofreimbuxsement
reimbuisemen oxor otherwise.
otherwise,
.enr.ality thereof)
mentality
thereof) to
to any
any individual.
individual, includ- served.
"(e) No REQLIREMENT TO VARY PAY CY- to defray expenses incurred by the individual
zg
r.gmembers
members of
of toe
the Armed
Armed Forces
Forces of
of the CLES—A
governmenta'
gOvernmena entity that is af- in carrying out duties associated with the
,ted States,
r,ted
States,shall
shall be
be subject.
subject. in
in like man- CLES.—A
by legal process served
served for
for the
the enindividual; or
or
en- employment of the individual:
and to the same extent as if the United fected
forcement
of
an individual's child support or
"(ii) as allowances for members of the uniS.a:es or the District of Colunibia
States
Coluthbja were a
n.-vateperson,
pvate
person,toto'withholding
'withholdlg in accordance alimony payment obligations shall not be re- formed services payable pursuant to chapter
:3>

amended—

6&4>c))
664>c))

-

-

-

-

•

quired to
to vary
vary its
its normal
normal pay
pay and
and disbursedisburse- 7 of title 37,
37. United States Code, as prewthSta.te
Sta.telaw
lawenacted
enacted pursnant
pursnant to
pieth
to subsub- quired
ment cycle in order to comply with the
meat
the legal
legal
sctions
(a)(l) and (b)
(b) of section 466 and
secons (a)(l)and
and reguregu. process.
.:Lons of the Secretary under such sub- process,
a.::ons

of the Secretary under such sub"(1) REUEF FROM
FROM LIABILrn-.—
LIABn,rri'.—
sections, and to any other legal process
secz:cns,
process
"(1)
'(l) Neither the United States, nor the
:rnht, by
:rnjht.
by aa Sate
Sate agency a.dminizterjng
administering a government
of the District of Columbia, nor
rugram under
rurrarn
under aa State
State plan
plan approved
approved under
under
disbursing officer shall be liable with re:s part or by an
an individual
individual obligee.
obligee,to-entoen- any
spect to any payment made from moneys due
ferce the legal obligation of the individual
icrce
individual
to

or payable
payshle from the United States to any
any inindividual pursuant to legal process regular on
Its lace, if the payment is made in accordTo PRIVATE PERSON.—With respect to riowith this section and
and the
the regulations
regulations isis.
T:e to withhold income pursuant to sub- ance
n:e
sued to carry out this section,
section.
eec:ion
aX1) or
section 3aXl)
or (b)
(b) of
of section
section 466,
466. or any
"(2) No Federal employee whose duties inrther order or process 'to enforce support oboh- clude
taking actions necessary to comply
a:iocs against
ra:aons
againstan
anindividna,l
individna.l (if the order
order with the requirements of subsection (a) with
process contains or is accompanied by suf- regard to any individual shall
shall be
be Subject
subject
:ient
i:ientdata
datato
topermit
permit prompt
prompt identification
identification under any law to any disciplinary
disciplinary action
action or
or
if the :nthvjdual
individual and the moneys involved), Civil
or criminal
criminal liability
liability or
or penalty
penalty for, or
or
or
ach govermnn
ath
gOvermiaeni
entity
entityspecified
specified in
in sub.
sub- civil
on account
account of.
of. any
anydisclosure
disclosureofofinformati6n
informatin
>eo:ior,
sc::or, (a)
(a)shall
shallbe
besubject
subjectto
tothe
the same
same re- made by the employee in connection with
:,:rernentsas
;:rements
aswould
wouldapply
apply ifif the
the entity
entity were
were the carrying out of such actions.
actions,
private person, except as otherwise
otherwise propro-"(gi
'(gi REGJLaTIONS.—AuthOrity
REGvLATION&—Authority to promulred
rthedininthis
thissection.
section.
gate regulations for the implementation of
'C DESIGNATION
AGT RESPONSE
DESIGNATION OF AGm"r:
RESPONSE TO this section shall, insofar as this section aptcE oR
TICE
OR PRoctss.—
PROCESS.—
orovide child support or alimony,
prcvide

- b CoNsE
CONSENTTO
TO
REQ
REQtEMLT$
APPLICAL,SEN'r5
.AppLIc,sat ro PRIVATE PtEsoN.—Wth respect to
b

plies to moneys due from (or payable by)—

scribed by the Secretaries concerned (defined
by section 101(5)
101(5) of
of suCh
such title) as necessary
necessary for the efficient performance
performance of
of duty
duty.
"(2)
AMOTrS
WCCLUDZD.—ln
deter'(2)CERTAIN
CERTAIN
AOtNTs
CLED— determining the amount of any moneys due from,
from.
or payable by, the United States to any individual, there
there shall
shall be excluded amounts

which—.
which— -

"(A) are owed by the
"(A)
the individual
individual 'to
to the
United States;
"(B) are required by law to be, and are, deducted from the remuneration or other paypay•

-

-

ment involved,
ment
involved, including
including Federal emplo-

ment taxes, and fines and forfeitures ordered
by court-martial;
court-martial:
-'
•

"(C)
"(C) are properly withheld for Federal.
Federal,
State, or local income tax purposes, if the

withholding of the amounts is authorized or
required by law and if amounts withheld are
not greater than would be the case if the individual
dividual claimed
claimed all
all dependents
dependents to
to which
which he
he
was entitled (the withholding
withholding of'
of additional
amounts pursuant to section 3402(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
1986 may
may be
be perper-

mitted only when the individual presents
"(I) the
"(1)
the United
United States
States (other than the leg- evidence of a tax obligation which supports
islative or judicial branches of the Federal the additional
isiative
additional Withholding);
withholding)
government of
of the
the DigDisGovernment) or the government
"(D)
"(D) are deducted as health insurance pretrict
of
Columbia,
be
vested
in
the
President
miums;
na:ter
a:ter relatsng to child support or alimony
aUmony (or the designee of the Pres]dent);
President);
"(E) are deducted as normal
normal retirement
retirement
"(2)
the
legislative
branch
of
the
Federal
contributions (not
(not including
includjn amounts
amounts de"3 annually
"B>
annuallypublish
publishininthe
the Federal
Federal Reg- Government, be vested jointly in the Presi- contributions
ducted for supplementary coverage): or
the designation of the agent or agents,
agents.
pro tempore of the Senate and the
"(F) are deducted as normal life insurance
enufed by
sntified
by title
title or
or position,
position, mailing ad- dent
Speaker
of
the
House
of
Representatives
(or
premiums from
from salary
salary or
or Other
other remnneratiOn
remuneration
resa,
resz, and telephone number,
their designees), and
for employment (not including amounts de"2> RESPONSE TO
TO i'OTICE
NOTICEoa
OR
PitOCEss,—If
OCESs.—If an
"(3
"(3)the
thejudicial
judicial branch
branch of
of the
the Federal Gov- ducted for supplementary
supplementary Coverage),
coverage),
..rentdesignated
designatedpursuant
pursuanttotoparagraph
paragraph(1)
(I)
.en:
be vested in the Chief Justice of "(i)
'(i) DEFINrI-IONS.—AS
DEFINITIONS,—AS used in this section:
:h;s subsection receives notice pursuant ernment,
:h:s
the
United
States
(or
the
designee
of.
the
'(1) UNITED
"(1)
STATES,—The term 'United
Uicritn STATES.—The
c State ocedures in effect pursuant to Chief Justice),
Justice).
States'
States' includes
includes any
any department,
department, agency,
agency, or
:sectiOn (a)(i)
theection
(a)(l) or
or (b) of section 466,
466, or is efor
"(h MONEYS
"(h)
MONEYS SIJBJECT
St'BJECTTO
TO
PROCESS.—
Pncctss.—
Instrumentality of the legislative, judicial.
instrumentality
judicial,
'"1)
OF AGm.,'T.—The
AGENT—The head
headof'
of
U DESiGNATIoN
DESIGNATION OF

-

agency subject to this section
section sha,ll—
shall—
"(Acdesignate
"(A
designatean
anagent
agent or
or agents
agents to re:ere orders
:eve
orders and
and accept
accept service of process in

-

-
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or
or executive
executive branch
branch of
of the
the Federal
Federal GovernGovei-i.'A) by striking "and" at the end of sub(A)
ment. the United States Postal Service, the paragraph
(B):
Postal Rate Commission, any Federal corccr(B) by striking the period at the end of
poration created
created by
by an
an Act.
Act.of
ofCongress
Congress that
that subparagraph
(C) and insertig",
insertig", and";
and': and
is wholly
tolly owned
ownedbybythe
theFederal
FederalGovernment,
Government
(C) by adding
adding aftei
alter subparagritph
subparagritph(C)
(C the
arid the governments of the
and
the territories
territories and
and fo1loing
following-,
possessions of the United States.
"(D) any administrative or judicial tribu"12) cm,n
"i2)
CIsu.nSt,rppORT,—The
SI.rPPORT.—Theterm
term 'child sup- nal
nal of a State competent to enter orders for
port', when used in reference to the legal ob- support or maintenance (including a State
port'.
ligations of an individual
individual to
to provide
provide such
such
administering a program under a
support, means periodic payments of funds agency
plan approved under part. D of title IV
for
for the support and malnteuaice
maintenance of
of a child or State
of the Social Security Act), and, for purposes
children with respect to which the individual of this
this subparagraph,
subparagraph,the
theterm
term 'State' ina.nobligation.,
obligation, and (subject to and cludes
has such an
the
District
of
Columbia.
the Comin accordance with State law) includes pay- monwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Isments to provIde
provide for health care, education.
education. lands. Guam. and American
American Samoa.".
Samoa.",

recreation, clothing, or to meet other specific needs Cf
of such
such a child or children, and includes attorney's
cludes
attorney'sfees,
fees,interest,
interest,and
ad court
costs, when
and to
to the
the extent
extent that
that the same
whet and

are expresaly made recoverable as such purpurdecree. order or judgment issued
suant to a decree,
in accordance with applicable State law by a
court of competent jurisdiction,
'(3)
"(3) ALDosy.—Theterm
term'alimony',
'alimony', when
used in reference to the legal obligations of
of
an individual to provide the same, means
periodic payments of funds
funds for
for the
the support.
support
and maintenance of the spouse (or former
former
spouse) of the individual,
individual, and
and (subject
(subject to and
in accordance
accordance with
with State
State law)
law) includes
includes sepain
rate
rate maintenance
maintenance, alimony pendente lite.
maintenance, and spousal
spousal support,
support, and
and inincludes attorney's fees, interest,
interest, and
and court
theextent
extent that.
that. the same
costs when
when and
ad totothe
are eFpressly
erpressly made
made recoverable
recoverable as such pursuant to a.
a decree,
decree, order, or judgment
judgment, issued
issued
in
iii accordance with applicable State law by a
jurisdiction, Such term
court of cccr.petent
competent jurisdiction,
does not Include
Include any
any payment.
payment or transfer
transfer of
property or its value by an individual to the
spouse or a former spouse of the individual
in compliance with any community property
iii
settlement, equitable distribution of property, or other division of property between

spouses or former spouses.
"(41 Pazv.cra
PERSON.—Theterm
term'private
'private
"(41
Pazv. PESSo,—The

IL
H.

member Covered
covered by paracraph
paracraph (2)11
C2X
a member
Secretary concerncd
000cerncd sbafl
sball update the

service to indicate the new address
member.
member,

(4)AVAILABILITy
AAr' OFOF
(4)

tNFORj.TIo
INFORSIATIOI

Secretary of Defense shall
shall make
make infor
inlor

regarding the address of a.member
a member
Armed Forces listed in the locator
available, on request, to the Federal
Locator Service established under
453 of the Social Security
SecurIty Act,
Act.

(b) FACILITATING
FAcILITATIyG GRa,\"rING
GRaxrING OF
or Lt.v
LE.'
A'ITENO.SCE AT
A'ITENnAICE
AT HEARLNGS.—
HEARINGS.—

(I) REGL'LATZONS.—The
(I)
REGL'LpTzONs.The Secretary
Secretary ao

military department, and the Secret
Transportation with respect to the
Guard when it is not operating as
as aa:
in the.
Navy, shall
shaHpreScribe
prescribe regulati
the Navy,
facilitate the granting of leave to a n
under the
the jurist
jursc
of the Armed Forces under

(2) DEFL'rrIoN
DEFL'I'flONOF
OFCoI.RT
COURT
ORX)ER,—Section
oanER.—Secton

1408ta)(2)
1408(a)(2) of such title is amended by insert-

ing "or a court order for the
the payment
payment of
of
child support not included in or accompanied

by such a decree or settlement;" before of that Secretary
Secretary in
in aa case
casein
u which—
which—
"which—".
"which—",

(A) the
mnerxi
the leave
leaveisisneeded
neededforforthethe
meit
attend a hearing described
described in
in pa.ragra
paragra
(B) the member is Rot
not serving in or
(A) in the heading, by inserting "(OR FOR unit
operatj
deployed in a contingency operat:
BENEFIT OF)" before "SpousE
"SPoISE OR"; and
defined
in
section
101
of
title
10.
10,
(B) in paragraph
paragraph (1),
(1), in
in the
thefirst.
first sentence,
sentence. States Code); and
by inserting
inserting "(or
"(or for
forthe
thebenefit.
benefit of
of Such
such (C) the exigencies
exigencies of
of military
military..ser-vi
servi
spouse or former spouse to a State disburse- determined by the Secretary concern
ment,
unit established
established pursuant,
to section not otherwise require that suchconcernment unit
pursuant to
leave
(3) Pt.rauc
Pijauc PAYEE—Section
PAYEE.—Section1408(d)
1408(d) of
of such
such
title is amended—.
amended—

1

454B of the Social Security Act or other pub-

lic payee designated by a State, In accordance with part D of title IV of the Social Security Act, as directed by court order, or as
otherwise directed in accordance
accordance with
with Such
such
partD)" before "in
part,D)"
"in an
anamount,.
amount sufficient".
sufficjent"

-

granted...
grantè&•
(2) COVEP.E
I
COVEP.EHEARINGS—Paragraph
HEARINGS.—ParsPh C
--

-

plies to a hearing that is conducted

court or pursuant to an administrativE
administrative
ess established under State
State law,
law, in
in cc
cc
with aa civil
civil action—•
action—
tion with
-.
(4) RELATIONSHIP TO PART D
OFTITLE
TITLEIV.—
Iv.—
0 OF
(A) 1.0
to
determine
determinewhOther
'whOtheraa member
member
Section 1408 of such title is amended by add- Armed Forces is a natural parent of aa
ing at the end the following:
"(jI
"(j) RELATIONSHIP
RELATIONSHIPTO
TOOThER
OThERLAWS.—In
LAWS.—In any
any

-.

or

determine an
an obligation
obligationof
ofaamn
to determine
rn
case involving an order providing for pay-.
pay- of(B)
the Armed Forcei
Forces to
to provide
providech±lc
chilc
mnenr.
childsupport
support(as
(asdefined
defined in section
ment ofofchild
section port.
459(i)(2) of the Social Security Act) by a
459(il(2)
(3) DEFINI'flOy.—Fo'
DEFisrrxoys,—F,)'purposes
purposesofofI-hi:
thi
member who has never been married to the section:
other parent of the child, the provisions of
(A) The term "court"
"court' has the me
this section shall not apply, and the case given
section 1408(a)
140&a) of
of til
ti
that term in section
shall be subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisionsof
ofsection.
sectica

United States Code,
Code.
person'
person means a person who does not have 459 of such Act,".
(B) The term "child
"chi1dsupport"
support"ha:
ba
sovereign or other special immunity or privi(d)
.Errtn-z
DATE.—Tbe
amendments
.EFEn-z
DATE.—Tbe
amendments
meaning given such term
term in
in section
section 45)
45)
lege which causes the person
person not
not to be sub-.
sub- made by this section shall
shall
become
effective
6
become
effective
6
ject to legal process,
process.
Security Act (42 U.S.c.
U.S.C.659(i)
659(i)
months after the date of the
the enactment
enactment of
of the(C)Social
PAYMENT
PAYMENTOF
OPMILITARY
MILITARYRETIRED
RETIaE P
'(5) LEGs.L
"(5)
LEGAL PROCES&—The
FROCES&—The term 'legal proc- this Act,
Act.
COMPLiANCE WiTH
COMpLiANcE
WITH CHILD
CmLD SUPPORT
SUPPORT ORDER
ORDES
ess' means any writ, order, summons, or SEC. 763. ENI'ORCEMEN'r
SUPPORT0303.
ENI'ORCEMEN'T'OF
OFCHILD
CRD SUPPORT
(1)
(1) DATE OP
OF CERTIF'rcATIoy
o
CERTIF'rCATION OF
other similar process in the nature of
of gargarUGA'rlONS
UGA'rlONS
OF
OF
MEMBERS
MIMBEBS
OF
THE
TEE
OROER.—Section 1408
ORDER.—Sectjon
nishrcent—.
nishmnent—
1406. of title 10. tU
ARMED FORCES.
FORCES
-

"(A) which is Issued by—

"U) a cou_'t
"(i)
court ofofcompetent
competentjurisdiction
jurisdictioninj
any State territory, or possession of the
United
UnitedSr,a.r,es;
States:
"(ii) a court.
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in
any foreign
foregn country
country with
with which the United
States has entered into an
an ag'reernent
agreement which
reuires the United States to honor the procreujres
process; Or
ess:
or
'(iii) an authorized official pursuant to an
an
order of such a court of competent
competent jurisdicjurisdic-

striking "sections 459,
459, 461.
461. and 462 of the
the SoSo659, 661, and 662)"
cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659.
and inserting
inserting "section
"section 45
45 01'
of the Social Security Act (42t.S.C. 659)".
659)".

States Code, as amended
amended by
by section
Section76
76

(a
(a) AVAILABILITY
AVAILABILITy OF
or LoCATOR
LOCATORINyoiia.
INFoai.-

of
of this Act,
Act. is amended—

(1) MAINTENANCE OP
(l}
OF ADDRESS INFORMA-

redesig'nating subsections
subsections (1)
Ii) a:
(A) by redesig'natjng
a
as subsections
subsections(j)(j)and
and
(k).
respecti:y; I
1k),
respeczi'.'e':y:

'I'ION.—
TION.—

TION.—The Secretary
TION.—T'fle
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense shall
shall estabestab-

(B) by inserting after subsection chh
lish a centralized personnel locator service following:
that includes- the address of each member of
of
'ii) CERTIFICATION
"(I)
CERTIFICATION
DATE—It
DATE.—lts
- is not
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the Armed Forces under
of essary that the date of a certification c
the Secretary. Upon request of the Secretary authenticity
authenticity or
or completeness
completeness of
of aa copy
copy
of Transportation, addresses
addresses fbr
fbr members
members of
of court
court order
order for
for child
child support
supportreceived
receivedb;b
the Coast Guard shall be included in the
-

cen-

tralized personnel locator service..
tion or pursuant.
pursuant, to State or local law: and.
(2) TYPE OF ADDRESS.—
"(B) which is directed to, and the purpose
(A) RESIDENTL&L
RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS—Except
ADDRESS—Except as
as proof which
whichisIstotocompel,
compel,a governments)
a governmel entity vided
in Subparagraph
(Bt. the address for a
subparagraph (B).
rncneys which are otherwise
which holds moneys
otherwise
of the Armed Forces
Forces shown
shown in
in the
the
payable
payable to
to an
an individual
individual to
to make
make aa payment member
locator service shall be the residential adfrom the moneys to another party in-order to dress
of that member.
member,
Satisfy a leal
satisfy
legaiobligation
obligationof
ofthe
theindividual
individual to
to
(B) DuTY
DUTYADDRESs—The
ADDRESS—Theaddress
address for a
provide child support or make alimony pay- member
Forces shown
shown in
ft the
of the Armed Forces
rnects.".
ments.",
locator service shall be the duty address of
(b) CONFOR,\G
C0NFORSsucG
AMENDMENTS.—
(b)
AMENDMENTS.—
member in the case of a member—
(U To
Cl)
ToPART
PART0 0OF
orTITLE
vrrt.n rv.—Sections
IV.—Sections 461 and
and that
(i) who is permanently assigned overseas,
overseas.
462 (42 U.S.C.
U_s_c. 661
661 and
and662)
662)are
arerepealed.
repealed
to a vessel, or to a routinely deployable unit:
(2) To
(2)
ToTITLE
TITLE5,5,UN'ITED
um'zn STATES
STATESCO0E.—SecCODE.—Sec. or
tion 3520s,
5520. of
oftitle
title5.
5. United
United States
States Code, is
(ii) with
witb respect to whom the Secretary

amer,ded, in subsections (hX2) and (i). by
amer,ded.

-

-

Secretary concerned
concerned for
for the
the purposes
purposes o)
o)
Secretary

du
section be recent in relation to the da
receipt by the Secretary,",
PAYME-rS CONSISTENT
(2)- PAYMENTS
cONsIsTENT \VTH
WITH AS
AS:

or
or RIGHTS TO STATES.—Se
STATES,—Se
1408(d)(I) of such title is amended by in
1408(d)(i)
ing after the 1st sentence the following
followir,g
MEIcrS
MENTS

the case of a spouse or former spouse

pursuant to section 405(a)(8) of the Socia
curty Act
curity
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 605(a)(8)),
605(a)(8)). assigns

State the rights of the spouse
spouse or
or fo:
fo
support, the
the Secretary
secretary
spouse to receive support,
cerned may make the child support
ments
rnents referred
referred to in the preceding sent
setit
to that State in amounts consistentconsisrenr

that assignment of rights.".
concerned makes a determination that the
(3) ARREARAGES OWED
OWED BY
By - MEMBERS or
member's residential address should not be UNIFORMED
SERVICES,—Sect±on
SERVIcEs,—Section !408id>
!408id) of:
of
disclosed due to national
national security
security or safety UNIFORMED
title is amended by adding-at
adding-at the
the end
end the
tht
concerns.
-

lowing:

-

(3) UPOATnG
UPDATINGOF
CFLOCATOR
LOCATORINFORMATION,—
IN'ORMATION.—
"(6) In the case of a court order for w
Within 30 days after a member
member listed
listed in
in the
the effective
effective service
Seers
service is
is made on the Secre
U) DsrssrrioN
Dzytrr:o OForCOL'RT.—Sectjon
COL'RT.—'Section 1408(a)(1)
1408(a)(1) locator service -establishes
estahi
ishes
residential
a
new
residential
on or after the date of the em
of title 10,
10. United States Code,
Code. is amended— address or a new duty achress,
address, in the case of
of concerned
men
and which
whichpros
pro
ment of
of this
this paragraph and

Ic) Mru'r.ay
(C)
MILITARY
RETIRED
RETIRED
AND
ANDRETAINER
RETAINERPAY.—
PAY.—
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for payments from the disposable retired pay

uires support
quires
supportand
andmaintenance
maintenance of a child or
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"

'(A)
"(A) $50000
S5O.000for
forfiscal
fiscalyear
year1996
1996or
or1997;
1997; or
"(B)
5100.000 for any succeeding fiscal
'(B) $100.000
fisca' year.

of a membfr to satisy the amount of child of a child and the parent with
with whom
whom the
the
support set forth in the order, the authority child is living.".

NoStYFPLANTATION
"(d) No
OF STATE
STATEEXPENDIEXPNDISUPPLANTATION OF
provided in paragraph (1) to make payments
Subtitle
Subtitle H—Medical Support
TtRES FOR
TURES
FORSIMILAR
SIMILAR ACTIViTIES—A
ACTIViTIES—A State to
from the disposable retired pay of a member SEC.
TECHNICAL
CORRECTION
TO'ro USA
which
a grant
madeunder
underthis
this section
section
771.
TECWICAL
cocnor
iu which
a grant
-isismade
to satisy the amount of child support set SEC.771.
DEFINITION
OFOF
MEDICAL
cMu..D
DEFINITION
MEDICAL
C.Dmay
maynot
notuse
usethe
thegrant
grant to
to supplant
supplant expendiforth in a court order shall apply to payment
SUPPORT ORDER.
tures by the State for activities specified in
of any amount of child support arrearages
(a) L'
L' GENERAL.—Sectjon
GEER.L.—Section 609(a)(2)(B)
609(a)(2)(B) of the
the
(a), but shall use the grant to supset forth in that order as well as to amounts Employee Retirement Income Security Act subsection
plement such expenditures
expenditures at
at aa level
level at
at least
least
of child support that currently become of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1169(a)(2XB))
1169(a)(2)(B)) is amended—
equal to the level of such expenditures for
due.".
(1) by striking "issued b aa court
court of
of corncom- fiscal
fiscal year
year1995.
199.
(4)- PAYROLL
DEDUCTIOXS.—TheSecretary
Secretary of petent urisd.iction";
(4)P.YRoLL
DEDUCTIONS—The
uristhction":
"Ce)
STATE ADMINTSTRATI0N.—Each
ADMINTSTRATI0N.—Each State
"(e) STATE
State
Defense shall begin payroll deductions with(2) by striking the period at the end of to which a grant is made under this section—
:n
30days
daysafter
afterreceiving
receivingnotice
noticeof
of withholdwithhold- clause (ii) and inserting a comma;
: 30
comma: and
"(1) may administer State programs fund
!und
ing, or
or for
forthe
theflrst
st pay
payperiod
periodthat
that begins
begins
(3) by adding, after and below clause (ii), ed with the grant, directly or through grants
after such 30-day
30-dzy period.
the following:
to or contracts with courts, local
localpublic
pub]ic
SEC. 764.
764. VOIDING
VOIDtNG OF
OF FRAUDULENT
FRAUDUlENT TRANSFERS.
"if such judgment,
judgment,decree,
decree,orororder
order(I)
a is isIs- agencies, or non-profit private entities;
Section
Section 466
466 (42
(42 TJ.S.C.
U.S.C. 666), as amended by sued by a court of competent jurisdiction or
"(2) -shaH
shall not
notbe
berequired
required to
to operate
operate such
section 721
thisAct,
Act, isis amended
amended by adding (U) is Issued.
21 Of
of thi.
issued.by
byan
anadministrative
administrativeadjudicaadjudica- programs
programson
onaastatewide
Statewidebasis;
basis; and
and
at the end the following:
tor
tor and
and has
has the
the force
force and
and effect
effect of
of law
law under
under
(3) shall monitor, evaluate, and report on
(g) LAWS
"(g)
LAws VOIDING
VOIDINGFRAtJDiLENT
FRAUDL'LENT
TRANSTLNs- applicable State ]aw.".
law.".
such programs In
in accordance with regu]aregulaFERS,—In order
FERS.—In
orde: to satisfy section 454(20)(A),
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
.
tions prescribed by the Secretary.".
each State roust
must have in effect—
(1) L' GENERAL—The amendments made by
Subtjtje J—Effect of Enactment
Subtitle
"(l)(A) the
"(l)(A)
theUniform
t:forrn Fraudulent
Fraudulent ConveyConvey- this section shall take effect
effect on
on the
the date
date of
of SEC. 791. EFFECTIVE DATES.
ance Act of 1981;
the enactment of this Act.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Except
GENER.L.—Except as
as otherwise
otherwise spe'(B)
Unifo Fraudulent
"(B) the Uniform
FraudulentTransfer
Transfer Act
Act
(2) PLAN AMENDMENTS NO1
NOT REQUIRED
REQIBEDUNTIL
L'TL
of 1984: or
cfically provided
provided (but
(but subject
subject to subsections
JANUARY
amendmentto
to aa plan
plan cificafly
JANUARY1,i, 1996.—Any
ig€.—Any amendment
(b)
and
(c))—
Cc))—
"(C) another law, specifying indicia of required to be made by
by an
an amend.ment
amendment made
(1) the provisions of this
this title
title requiring
requiring the
the fraud which create a prima facie case that a by this section shall not be
be required
required to
to be
be
debtor trans1ered
to made
debtortransferred income
income or property to
made before the first plan year beginning on enactment or amendment of State laws
under sect-ion
section 466
466 of
of the
the Social
Social Security Act.
Act,
avoid payment to a chUd
chIld support
sppport creditor. or after
afterJanuary
January1.1,1996.
1996if—
f
which
wch the
the Secretary
Sec-etary finds
finds affords com(A) during the period after the date before or revision of State plans under section 454
prab1e rights
parable
rights to
to child
child support
support creditors:
creditors; and the date of the enactment of this Act and be- of such Act, shall be effective with respect to
"(2) procedures under
inder which,
which, in any case in fore such first plan
p'an year, the plan is operated periods beginning on and after October 1,
and
1996: and
which the State knows of a transfer by a in accordance with the requirements of the 1996;
(2) all other provisions of this title shall
Child
support
debtorwith
withrespect
respect to
to which amendments made by this section; and
ild
support
debtQr
such
fade case
the
5uch a prima facie
case is established,
established. the
(B) such plan amendment applies retro- become effective upon enactment.
(b) GRAcE
GRACE
PERIOD FOR STATE
state must—
State
LAw
actively to the period after the date before
"(A)
provisions of
of this
this title
title shafl
shall
'(A) seek
seek to
to void
void such
such transfer:
transfer; or
the date of the enactment of this Act and be- CHANGES—The provisions
become
effectivewith
withrespectrespect to
toaaSt&te
State on
become effective
"(B) obtain a settlement in the best inter- fore such first plan year.
thelater
later of—
of—
est ofofthe
ests
thechild
child support
support creditor,",
creditor.".
A plan shall not be treated as failing to be tb
(1) the. date specified In
in this title, or
in accordance with the provisions
SEC. 76S. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS THAT STATES operated In
(2) the effective date of
enacted by
by the
the•
of laws
aws enacted
of the
the plan
plan merely
merely because
because itit operates
operates in
in acacSHOULD SUSPEND DRIVERS', BUSI.
BUSI- of
NESS. AND
NESS,
legislature of such State
State implementing
implementing such
such
OCCUPATIONAL LI- cordance with this parag'raph.
paragraph.
-

-

-

CENSESOF
CESES
OFPERSONS
PERSONSOWING
OWING PASF.
PAST.
Dt.,t CHB.D
DUE
CHB,D SUPPORT,
SUPPORT.

It is the sense
se:se of
of the Congress that each
Sz,ateshould
State
shou'd suspend
suspend any
any driver's
driver's license,
2siness license,
business
license,ororoccupational
occupationallicense
license isis-

provisions,

Subtitle I—Enhancing Responsibility and
Opportunity for
Opportunity
for NonNon-residential
residential Parets

-

but in no event
erent 'ater
later than the first
first.day
day of
of the
the

first calendar
ca'endar quarter beginning after the

SEC.
SEC. 781.
781.GRANTS
GRAN1STO
TOSTATES
STATESFOR
FORACCESS
ACCESS /1)

c]ose of the first regular session of the State
close
after the
the date
date of
of the
the
Part D of
of tit'e
titleIV
1V(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.651-669)
65669) is
is legislature that begins after
sued
szed to any person who owes past-due
past-due child
child amended
the end
end the
the following:
following: enactment of this Act. For purposes of the
by adding at the
support.
5pport.
SEC. 469A.
469A GRA."ns
GRANTSTO
TO STATES
STATES FOR ACCESS
ACCESSAND
A"l) previous sentence, in the case of a State that
SEC. 768.
766. WOES
WOPJ REQUIREMENT
REQUIBMENT FOR
FOR PERSONS
PERSONS
has a 2-year
2-year legislative
egisative session,
session, each
each year of
VISITATION PROGRAMS.
OWING PAST-DUE
PASF.DUE CRILD
CHILD SUPPORT.
"(a) IN
I GENERAL—The
GENERAL.—TheAdministration
Administration for such session shall be deemed to be a separate
Section
Section 466(a)
466(a) of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act
Act
session
session of
of the
the State
Statelegislature.
egislature.
shall make
make g'rants
grants regular
and Families shall
-i2
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)),
(C)
GRACE PERIOD FOR STATE
666(a)). as amended by sections Children
(c) GRACE
STATE C0NsTITUCo1csTriTunder
this
section
to
enable
States
to
estab701(a).
01(a). 715,
715, 717(a),
717a), and
and 723
723 of
of this
this Act.
Act, is lish
TIONAL AMENDMENT.A
TIONAL
AMEMExT.—A State
Stateshall
shall not
not be
hsh
and
administer
programs
to
support
and
amended by
amended
by adding
addg atatthe
theend
endthe
thefollowing:
following: facilitate absent parents' access to and viSl
found Out
out of
of compliance
compliance with any requirerequireV5i
(16)PROcEDLzs
PROCEDtZSTO
ToENSURE
ENSLRE THAT PERSONS
'(16)
PERSONS tation of their children, by means of activi- ment enacted
enacted by
by this
this title
title ififthe
theState
StateisisUnunOV.T'G PAST-Dt
SIJPPORT
able to so comply without amending the
OWING
PAST-DUE
SUPPORTWORK
WORKOR
OR RAVE
RAVE A ties including
inc'uding
mediation
(both
voluntary
and
?..AN
FOR PAYMT
PAYMENT
SUCHSUPPORT.—
SUPPORT.—
?..Ar FOR
OFOF
SUCH
mandatory), counseling, education, develop- State constitution until the earlier of—
"(A)
u(1)'1'1year
yearafter
afterthe
theeffective
effectivedate
date of
of the
the
Procedures requiring
requiring the State, in ment
'(A) Procedures
ment of
of parenting
parenting plans,
plans, visitation
visitation enforceenforce- necessary
anycase
ay
casein
in whh
whichananindividual
individualowes
owes past- ment
State constitutional amendment;
(including
monitoring,
supervision
and
ie support
due
supportwith
withrespect
respecttotoaachild
child receiving
receiving neutral drop-off
drop-off and
and pickup),
pickup). and
and developdevelop- or(2) 5 years after the date of the enactment
assistance under a State program funded neutral
rnent
ment
of
guidelines
for
visitation
and
alter- of this title.
tit'e.
under
partA.
A.totoseek
seekaa court
court order
order that re- native
zder part
native custody
custody arrangements.
arrangements.
qires the
quires
the individual
individual to.—
to—
VIU—MISCELLANEOU5 PROVISIONS
"(b)
"(b)
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
OF
OF
GRANT.—The
Gpxr.—The
amount
athount of TITLE VIU—MISCELLANEOUS
'(i) pay such support
"U)
in accordance
accordance with a the grant to be made to a State under this SEC. 801.
s'pport in
801. SCORING.
SCoRING.
pan approved
plan
approved by
by the
the court; or
for a fiscal year shall be an amount
(a) LN GENZRA.L.—None
GENzaAL.—None of
of the
the changes
changes in di-"(ii)
'(ii) ififthe
thethdiMdual
individual is subject to such a section
equal to the lesser
]esser of—
spending resulting
resu'ting from this Act shall
plan
andisisnot
notilcapacitated.
incapacitated. participate
-participate in
;an ad
in "(1) 90 percent of State expenditures dur- rect
be reflected in
th estimates under section 252(d)
such work activities
actiizies (as
(as defined
defined in section jog
irig the fiscal year for activities
activities d.escribed
described in of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Defi404(b)(1))
deems appropriate,
appropriate.
404(b)(1))as
asthe
thecourt
cot deems
subsection (a); or
cit Control Act of 1985.
"(B) As used in
th subparagraph (A),
(A). the term
"(2) the alldtment
allotment of the State under sub(b)
TEC1CAL
TECHNICAL
AMENDMT.—Section
AMENDMsNT,—Sectjon
-past-due support'
suppo't zieans
means the
the amount
amount of a de- section (c) for the fiscal year.
251(b)(2) of the Balanced
Ba]anced Budget and EmerLnquency,determined
Lnquency,
dete.ined utder
underaacourt
courtorder,
order,
"(c) ALLOTMENTS
ALLO'rMETS TO
TOSTATES.—
STATEs.—
gency
gency Deficit
Deficit Control
Contro' Act of 1985 is amended
ooraanorder
orderofofaan
administrative
administrativeprocess
process eses"(1) IN GENERAL.—The allotment of a State
adding at the end the
the fol]owing
following new
new subsubtablished under State law,
'aw, for
for support
support and for a fiscal year is the amount that bears the by
intenace of aofchild.
maintenance
a child,
or or
ofofa chfld
a childand
andthe
the same ratio to the amount appropriated for paragraph:
"(H) SPECIAL
SPECtaL ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE FOR
Foft WELFARE
WELFARE REREparent
rent
with
withwhom
whomthe
thechild
childisisliving.".
living.".
grants under
under this
this section
section for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year poR.M.—For
fiscal year,
FORM.—FOrany
anyfiscal
year. the adjustments
SEC. 767. DEFINITION
OFSUPPORT
SUPPORTORDER.
ORDER.
DEFINmON OF
as the number of children
children in
in the
the State
State living
living shall be appropriations for discretionary proU5.C. 653)
Section 453 (42 U.S.C.
653) as
as amended
amended by
by with only
only 11 bio]ogical
biological parentparent bears to the
the grams resulting from the Personal Responsections 716 and 746(b)
sectIons
'46(b) of
ofthis
thisAct,
Act, isis a.mendamend- total number
number of
of such
such children
childrenin
ii all States.
States. ibility Act of 1995 (as described in the joint
ed by adding at the end the following:
"(2) MrND,IL'M
MrNtMLM ALL0TMZNT.—The
ALL0TMENT.—'rhe Adminis- explanatory statement accompanying a con
"(0)
'(o) SUPPORT
DEINZD.—As used
SUPPoRT ORDER
ORDER DEFINZD.—AS
used in
in tration for Children and Families shall ad- ference report on that Act) in discretionary
this part, the term 'support order' means an just allotments to States under paragraph (1) ference.report
accounts and the outlays flowing in all years
order issued
issued by
by aa court
court or
or an
anad.ministrative
administrative as necessary to ensure that
that no
no State
State is
is allota1ot- from such
such appropriations
appropriations(but
(butnot
nottotoexcce..!
excceJ
process established under
under State
State law
law that
that rere- ted less than—
amounts authorized for those programs by
b::
-

.
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ht

that ACt
for that
that fiscal
fiscal year)
year) minus
minus approAct for
approamendment printed
printed in the
priatons for
priations
for comparable
comparable di.scretionary
discretionary pro- ment to any -amendment
gr.xns for fiscal year
grams
year 1995
(as described
described in the report for the purpose of debate.
1995 (as
Pursuant to section 2 of the resoluJoint explanatory
ex1aratory statement
statement accompanying
accompanying a
conference report on that Act.".
tion, it shall be in order at any time
SEC. 802. PROVISIONS TO ENCOURAGE ELEC- before
consideration of
of the
before consideration
the - amendTRONIC BENEflT TRANSFER
TRANSFER SYS.
SYS-

ments designated
designated In
In Section
section 3 of the

TEM&

resolution

for the
thechairman
chairman of
of: the
the
Section 904 of the Electronic Fund Trans- resolution for
Committee on Ways and Means or his
fei-Act
fer
Act (15
(15 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 13b)
13b) is amended—

YT
TY r
q)
.11 q)
11

If more than one
one of
of the
the amendz
amenth

designated in subsection (a) of sect:
sect

the resolution
resolution is
is adopted,
adopted, only
only
of the
one receiving the greater number
number c
firmatjve
firmative votes shall be considere
considere
finally adopted.
adopted. Th
In the
the case
case of a ti
ti
the greater number of affirmi
affirmE
votes, only the
the last
last amendment
amendment tct
celve that number of affirmative

designee to offer amendments en bloc
(1 by striking
(11
"(d)In
Inthe
theevent"
event" and
and Instrjktg "(d)
inconsisting of
of amendrnents
amendments printed in shall be considered as finally adopt
serting
serting (d)
"(d)A2PI
APPucurry
SEavic PROC?BILITY TO
TO SERVICE
Pao- Consisting
VIDITtS
GrEEn
TItAN
CERTA1 FINANCIAL
disposed of or
vi)p.s Ora
THAN
CERTA1
FIACLkJ.. IN- the report not earlier disposed
The Chairman of the -Cornmjtte
-Cornirjjtte
STrrtrj-IONS._
STrrtrrzoN-s—
germane modifications of any such the Whole may postpone until
mtll a
•(1)IN
b GE
1..—Inthe
theevent";
event": and
(l)
G.1,.—In
amendment.
during further consideration in
(2) by adding
theend
end the
the following
following new
adthg atatthe
Amendments en bloc offered pursu- Committee of the Whole aa request
request:I
paragraph:
pa.ragrapb
ant to section 2 of the resolution are record
recordvote
voteon
onamendments
amendmen mad
(2) STATE
"(2)
STATEAND
AD LOCAL
LOcAL C
COVER1EN-j
RN).IENT ELECELECresolution.
considered as having been read, except order by the resolutIon.
TRX1C BENEFIT
TRSflR PROGRAMS.—
TRONIC
BENEFIT TRANSFER
PROGRAMS,—
"(A) EXEMPTION
"(A)
EXMp'rION &EXERALL'1_The
GENERALLT__The disclo- that modifications shall be reported,
The Chairman of the Cornmitte
Committe
debatable for
sures. protections.
sures,
protections,r-eSponsibilft.jes,
responsibilities, and remfor 20
20 minutes,
minutes, the Whole may reduce to not less
rem- and are debatable
edies established
ed.ies
established under
uder this
this title, and any equally divided and controlled
vothig by e
controlled by
by the 5 minutes the time for voting
regulauon prescribed or order isSued
regulation
issued by the chairman and ranking minority mem- tronic
troriic device on any postponed
postponed q
Board in accordance
accordziice with this title, shall
shall not ber of the Committee on
onWays
Ways and
and tion that immediately follows azio
apply to any electronic
benefit trsnsfer
electronic beneflt
trsfer propro- Means or their designees.
vote by electronic
vote
electrQfljc device
device without
without
gram established under State or local law or
tervening business,
business, provided
provided that
that
For the purpose of Inclusion in such terverting
administered by a State or local governelectronjc devic
devic
ment.
amendmentsenenbloc,
amendments
bloc,
anan
amendment
amenent time for voting by electronic
in any series of questions s
"(B) EF'rIoN
CrION FOR
FORrip.Ecr
DIP.ECT
DEPOSIT
nxposrr INTO printed in the form of a motion to the first In
P2CIPrErs ACCOUNT._.Subparag.raph
P2CIPIE'r's
ACCOLT._Subpag.ph (A) strike may be modified to the
the form
form of not be less than 15 minutes
shall not
not apply
applywith
1th respect
respect to any elec- a germane perfecting amendment to
The Chairman of the Commjttec
Commftte
toic
tronicfunds
fundstransfer
transferunder
under an
the Whole may recognize: for consi
an electronic
electronic the
the text
text originally
consi
originally
proposed
proposed
to
to
be
for deposits
deposits di- stricken,
benefit transfer program. for
ation of any amendment printed in
stricken.
in
rectly into a consumer
accodnt
held
consumer accont held by the
originai proponent of an amend- report out of the order printed, but
The original
recipient
thebenefl.
benefit.
recie ofofthe
sooner
sooner than
than 11 hour
hourafter
afterthe
theChaiTI
Chairr
'(C)
OFCONSTRUCTION_NO
coNsTRIjc'noN:_No provision
'-(C) Rzas
RutE OF
provision ment included in such amendments en of the Committee on Ways and
this paragraph
paragraphmay
maybebeconstruedas_
bloc may insert a statement in the
Me
MI
of this
construed as—
from the
the fif
(i) affectthg
"(I)
affectingor
oraltering
altering the protections
RECORD immediately
immediately or a designee announces from
pzotectlons CONGRESSION RECORD
otherwise
applicablewith
with respect
respect to benefits before the disposition of the amend- a request to that effect.
oterwjse applicable
established by Federal, State. or local
'ocal law: ments en bloc.
00 1445
1445
or
After disposition of the
Alter
the amendments
amendnents
(ii) otherwise
"(ii)
otherwise superseding
superseding the
the application
appiicajon printed
It
is
now
in
order
tc consider amE
to
ame
In
the
report
and
any
j the report and any amendamend- ment
of
of any State or local law.
ment
No.
No.
1
1
printed
printed
in
in House
House Rej
Re;
-. (D)
CD) ELECTRONIC
BENEFIT
ELECTRDNIC
BNEFrr TRANSFER
TRANSFER PRO- ments en bloc offered pursuant to sec- 104—85.
104—8&
tion
2
of
the
resolution,
it
shall
shall
be
be
GRAMDEFns.—p'O
DEFINEO,—For
purposesof
of this
this parain
purposes
AMENDMENT OFFERED
AMENDMEN'r
OFTERE BY
BY MR.
MR..&RCEER
RCSER
graph, the term
term 'electronic
electronjc benefit transfer
traflsfer order to consider the following amendMr
Mr.
ARCEER.
ARCEER.
Mr.
Mr.
Chairman,
Chairman,
program'—
Program'—
pur
pu
ments In
in this order:
(i)means
ant to the rule. I offer an amenthri
amendin
(i)
rneas a program under which aa govFirst,
a
further
amendment
in
the
eminent
agency distributes needs-tested nature of a substitute consisting of the consisting of technical corrections
erznent agency
benefits by establishing
the bill.
establishingacconnt
accountsto
to be
gentleman from
from
accessed by recipients electronically
electronicgjly such as text of H.R. 1267 by the gentleman
The CHAIRIl-IAN.
TheC1er
Clerkwill
will d
The
CHAIRM. The
Georgia[Mr.
[Mr.DEAL]
DL] ororhis
hisdesignee;
designee;
t.rough automated teller machines,
through
Irlachines, or Georgia
the amendment,
amendment.
Second, a further amendment in the ignate
point-of-sale terminals; and
The text of the amendment is as:
as I
"(ii)
doesno
notinclude
Includeemployrnentrelated
employment-related nature of a substitute consisting of the lows:
(ii) does
payments, including salaries and pension, re- text of
of H.R.
H.R.1250
1250by
bythe
thegentlewoman
gentlewoin Amendment
offered by Mr. Ancna:
APCH:
uemploy-rflent benefits
benefits estab- from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK)
tirement, or unemployment
MtNK) or her desPage 4,
4, strike
strikethe
theItem
itemrelating
relatig to
Page
lished by Federal, State,
State. or
to sect
sect
or local
locaigovernovert- ignee;
ignee: and
-

I

-

I

ro

-

•

-

-

--

ments.".
ents."

Third, a further amendment in the
CH rnM.&N, No
The CHAIRMAN,
No further amenda substitute
of a.
substitute consisting
consisting of
of the
ment Shall
shall be in order except the nature
of the bill,bill,, as it had been perfected
amendments printed in House Report text
before the consideration of amendbefore
104—85.
amendments
104—85.
amendmentsenenbloc
blocdescribed
described ments pursuant to section 3 of amendthe resi section
in
section22of
ofHouse
House Resolution
Resolution 119, olution, if offered by the chairman
of
and
arid the amendments designated in Secsec- the Committee on Ways and Means or
tion 3 of that resolution.
his designee,
designee.
specified in
Except as Specified
in Section
section 2, 3, or
Debate
Debate
on each
each of
of the three amendon
4 of the reSolution,
resolution, each amendment
amedrnent
just referred to will be 1 hour,
made ininorder
mna.de
orderby
bythe
theresolution
resolution may be ments
equ.aUydivided
divided and
and controlled
controlled by
by the
considered only
Coisjdered
onlyininthe
theorder
orderprinted
rnted in equally
proponent
and
an
opponent
of
the
the report, may be offered only by a amendment,
amendment.
-

Member designated in the report,
report,isi The third amendment, just referred
considered as
.s having
having been
been read,
read, IS
is deshall be subject to amendment by
batable for 20
20 minuteS,
minutes, equally divided to,
any
printed in the report
and controlled by the proponent and an that amendment
was not earlier disposed of as an
opponent of
opponent
of the
the amendment,
amendment,isisnot
ot subsub- amendment to the bill before
before conEiderconsiderect
subject ation of amendments pursuant
jecttotoamendment,
amendment, and is not Subject
pursuant to
to secseco aademand
to
demandfor
fordivision
div±sio of the quesqueS- tIon
tion 3 of the resolution.
resolution,
tion.
tion,
Amendments to the amendment desNotwfthstanaing that amendmentS
Notwithstanding
amendments ignated
in subparagraph (a)(3)
(a)(3) of
of secp-inted in the report
printed
report are
are not
not subject
subect to tion 3 shall
be
considered
under
shail
the
anlendment, the
amnenthnent,
thechairman
chairman and
and ranking
ranking
terms as if offered to the bill, inminority member of the Committee on same
Uuding the requirement of 11 hour's
hours noWays and
Ways
andMean_sr
Means orortheir
theirdesignees,
designees, cluding
pursuant to section 4 of the resolueach may
one pro
pro forma
fornia amend- tice
may OiTer
offer one
tion.
.

0

-

52 and
592
andInsert
Insertthe
the following:
following:
Sec. 592.
592. Sense
Sense of
ofthe
theCongress.
Conress.

line19
19 and
and all
all that foth
foil
Page IS,
lB. strike
sike line
through line 5 on page 19
19 and
and insert
irsert the
lowing:

-

'(3)
(3) FOR
FAILT.R TO
TO PARflCIPATH
PARTICIPATEIN
X THE
THE
Foa FAILt'F.E
COME AND
COME
MD
ELIGmILTrY
ELIILrryVERIFICATION
vZRIflcTios SYSTEI
STST

If the Secretary determines that a State
gram
gramfunded
flnded under
underthis
thispart
partisisnot
nopars
par
pating during a fiscal
fiscai year
year in
in the
the income
iicome
eligibility
eligibility verification
verIficationsystem
systemrequired
required
section 117.
section
1l7,the
theSecretary
Secretary
shall
shall
reduce
reduc
b
percent the amount of the
the grant
grant that
that wo
wo
(1. the absence
(In
absence of
of this
this subsection,
subsection,subsect
subsec
(a)1)(B) of this section,
(a)(l)(B)
section. and
a.td section
section101(e)
IOl(e)
i

be payable to the State under
under subsect
szbsect
(a)(1)(A)
(a)(1)(A) for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year.
year.

Page 32, line 20, strike subsectjon
subsection (c)C
(c)(

and insert "section 403(c)(1)".
403(c)(l)".

-

32, lIne 24,
32.
24. strike ", unless"
unless' and
that follows
follows tb.rough
through line 13 on page 33 sa
insert "except consistent with title
tit]e IV of
Personal Responsibility
ResponsbjIity Act of 1995.".
1995:'.
Page 33,
Page
33,line
line16.
16,strike
strike'a aState"
Stateand
aEdins
in
State",
"A State".
Page 35,
35, begInning
beginningon
online
line16.
15.strike
strike"Si
"s
section (c)(1)'
(c)(l)" and insert
insert section
section 403(c)(1)".
403(cXly'.
strike subsectjon
"subsectionreX)
Page 36,
36. line
line S.
3 szrke
reX:
Page

I

and insert "section 403(c)(1)",
4O3(c)(1).

--Page 84, line
line 13,
13, isert
Insert
'-(42
"(42
LJS.C.
U.S.C.
130(
I3
13004)" after
13004)"
after "199(1".
"199C'.
-

-

-

•-

-
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Page
Page123.
123.line
line23.
23,strike
strike "amount
"amount appro-

255, strike lines 19 and 20 and insert curate. It is wrong to interpret section
priated" and
priated'
and insert,
insert, "school-based
"school-based nutrition thePage
following: "and for whom, for the month curate,
amount".
from
preceding the month in which
which the
the individual
individual 801(a) to mean that the savings from
Page 124,
Page
124, line
line 6, strike "amount appro- attained such age, a determination was in ef- welfare reform was suddenly
suddenjy despriated"
priated" and
and insert
ftsert "school-based
'school-based nutrition fect that the Individual
inthvdual is
is aa qualifying
qualifying child ignated for deficit reduction. Section
anount",
amount",
under section
section 1646(3).",
1646(3)",
801(a) speaks to pay-go, and Members
Page 125, beginning
beginning on
on line
line 22, strike
Page 262, line
9, insert
insert "by
"by reason
reason of dis- better understand pay-go before they
lite 9,
"amount
'-amount appropriated"
appropriated" and
and insert
insert "school"school- ability'
ability" after
after "Act,",
"Act,".
claim that it is something other than
based nutrition
nutrition amountS'.
amount",
"(cY' and insert
insert that,
Page 323, line 24, strike "(C)"
..
that.
Page 125, line 25, strike "amount approappro- "b)".
(br
In fact,
In
three
separate
fact,
House compriated' and
priated"
and insert
insert "school-based
"school-based nutrition
comPage
Page 368, line 20, strike
strike "subparag-raphs
"subparagraphs (A)
amount",
amount".
mittees considered amendments
amenthnents to earand
(B)"
and
insert
Insert
"parag-raphs
"paragraphs
(1)
(1)
and
and
(2)",
(2)'.
Page 126, beginning on line 6, strike
Page 387, line 25, strike "by an administra- mark welfare reform savings for deficit
"amountappropriated'
amount
appropriated"and
and insert
insert "school- tive
in each
each -case
case those
those atattive
adjudicator"
adjudicator" and
and insert
insert "through
"through an
an adad- reduction and in
based nutrition amount".
minstrative process
process established
established under
under State
State tempts were rejected. In fact, it should
Page 126, line 9, strike "amount appro- ministrative
law".•
law".
be noted that section '801(a)
801(a) was never
never
prated" atd
priated"
andinsert
insert"school-based
"school-based nutrition
Page 393, strike line 4 and all that follows the result of any committee action to
amount",
.rnount'
through line 7.
7,
begin with. But there has been some
Page 126,
126, beginning on line' 22, strike
Page 393.
393, line 5,
5. strike
strike '(b)
"(b)TECHNICAL
TECHNICAL confusion regarding the approach of
"amount
'arnount appropriated" and insert "school- AMENDMENT.—",
based nutrition amount",
amount".
not placing the welfare reform savings
The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the on the pay-go scorecard.
Page 127,
1Z7, beginning
beg'inning on
scorecard,
on line 3, strike
"amount appropriated" and insert "school- rule, the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
The
language
as written was inbased nutrition amount".
ARCHIR]
willbeberecognized
recognizedfor
for10
10 minmin- tended purely to content with the adARCIR] will
Page 127,
127, beginning
beginning on
on line
line 11, strike utes, and the gentleman from Florida mittedly arcane requirements of the
'amount appropriated"
"amount
appropriated" and
and insert
insert "school- [Mr. GIBBONS] will be recognized for 10 Budget Enforcement Act. We are
probased nutrition amount".
minutes in opposition to the amend- posilig
posing to eliminate section
section 801(a)
801(a) so
Page 127, beginning on line 16,
so
-'strike ment.
16, —strike
that all savings from the welfare'
welfare re"amount appropriated"
appropr1ated"and
andInsert
insert "school"school.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman form will score on the pay-go
based nutrition
nutrition amount".
amount"
pay-go scorescoreARCHER].
Page 131, line 9, strike "620"
"620" and
and insert
insert from Texas [Mr. ARCHER],
card. This will
will assure,
assure In
in a less confus'

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield ing way that the savings will be part of'
of
myself such time as I may consume,
consume.
our
our overall
overallbudget
budgetofofcutting
cuttingtaxes
tes and
and
Page 153, line
lite 15,
15, strIke
strIke "(4)"
"(4)" and insert
Mr. Chairman, this
this'amendment
amendment con- reducing the deficit.
sists mainly of technical drafting er- This is clearly a technical
technical change
cbane -to
to
Page 154, strike the parenthetical phrase rors which were discovered by staff
ensure that budget score keeping is adbeginning on line 20,
20.
after
the
introduction
of
the
bill.
bill,
hered to and it will not affect the budgPage 154.
154, line 18, strike "subsections (b)
Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he etary bottom line.,
and (C)"
(c)" and
and itsert
insert"subsection
"subsection (b)".
(b)".
line. And
And I will repeat
Page 159, line 13, Insert
insert "or section 412" may consume to the gentleman from and stress, we are fulfilling our promafter "this section".
Ohio [Mr.
[Mr. KASICH],
KAsIcH], chairman
chairman of the ise of cutting taxes and reducing the
Page 159, strike the parenthetical phrase Committee on the Budget.
deficit.
deficit,
beginning on line 16.
Mr. KASICH. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
In a nutshell, what this amendment
"621".

Page '153.
'153, strike lines 8 through 14.

,.

..

Page 167, lifle
line 10, strike "inthvidual"
"individual" and favor of the en bloc technical amendinsert "alienS'.
"alien",
iflsert
ment. I support the elimination from
,

says is that we will move the discre-

tionary savings onto the pay-go scorethe bill of section 801(a) to clarify that card. When we take the discretionary
the
majority
is
fully
committed
to
paysavings and move them onto the pay-go
Page 170, after line 12, insert the following:
(b)
(b) CoyFo AMENDMENT5,—Sectjon
.MEMES,—Section ing for the tax cuts pledged in the Con- scorecard, when
when we
we take
take the
the d,iscrethscreAmerica. The majority is tionary savings and add them into the
501(h)) of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S.C. tract With America,
1471(h)) is amended—
corruriitted to
committed
to paying
paying for the contract entitlement savings, that,pays
that pays for our.
(1) by striking
strikitg "(1)";
with
a
combination
of entitlement cuts tax cuts,
cuts. We believe that' that in fact
(2)
Page
Page 169,
169. line
line9,9,Insert
insert"(a)
"(a)LIMrrA'rIoNS
LIMrrAT1osON
ON

A5sIsTAcE,—:' before
ASSISTANCE,—:'
before "SEc'rIoN",
'SEcTIo".

(2) by
by striking
striking "by the Secretary of Hous-

and a reduction in the discretionary will happen.
spending caps, which is different than
Discretionary spending caps have the
Page 193, line 4, Insert
insert "of title II" after
after the current pay-go where we simply force of law. If in some process people
permit
discretionary
savings,
"subtitle
C",
subtitle C".
the would argui that we .wouid
would like
like to
to have
have
Page
Page 203,
23, line
line 3,
3, strike
strike "Section (3)(o)"
(3)(o)" and
and downsizing of government, to be moved a fail-safe, we have the fail-safe and
iflsert "Section 3o)",
insert
3o)".
in the 'pay-go
pay-go category.
the fail-safe is the current pay-go rules
Page 204, line 21, strike the conima
comma after
Under current pay-go rules, however, that say if in fact thetax cuts are not
"households".
a tax cut cannot be paid for with areby discretionary
discretionaryspendSspend,210. line 16, strike "42"
"42' and
Page 210,
andiflsert
insert duction in the discretionary caps. In clearly offset by
savings,
ing savings and entitlement savings,
Page 217, line
line 17,
17, strike
strike"2015(j)(6)"
'2015()(6)" and
and inin- other words, if we want to eliminate we will have a sequester. That is the
-

and
UrbanDevelopment";
Development"; and
iing
and
Urban
(3) by striking Paragraph
paragraph (2).

sert "2016(i)(6)",
"2016(i)(6)".

Page 217, lire
line18,
18,strike
strike ''17(e)"
17(e)" and insert

'section 17(e)".
"section
17(e)".
Page 221,
Page
fll, line
line25,
25,strike
strike 'the".
'the",

Page
Page222,
2, line
line1,1,strike
strike "year"
"year" and
ad insert
insert
"rears".,
ears".
Page
228,, beginning
Page
beginning ccnline
line 25, strIke
strIke
"Food
"Food Stamp
Stamp Simplification
Sirnplifcation and Reform"
ad insert
and
insert"Personai
"Persona) Responsibility".
Responsibility".
Page 229, line 5, strike "Food
"Food Stamp
Stamp SimSimplification and
pifIcation
and Reform"
Reform" and
and insert "Personal
Responsibility".
P.esponsibility".

Page
Page 231,
231, line
line 10,
10, strike
strike ",
", wherever possible," and
ErnIe,"
andon
on line
line 11,
11, insert
insert "wherever posble," after
sible,"
after"Agricultju'e,".
"Agriculture,",
Page 206,
Page
6, line
line4,4,strike
strike"and
"and (c)".
(c)".
Page 236.
236, strike lines 7 and 8.

Page
Page238,
236,line'
line'9,9,strike
strike"(c)"
"(c)"and
and insert
insert
(b)" and strike
'-(n)"
strike "section
'section 560"and
560"and insert
'-section 559",
"section
559".

Page
Page 242,
242, line
line 4,
4, strike
strike "601(d)(1)"
"601(d)(1)" and
and inin-

sert "601(d)(1)(A)".
"60l(d)(1)(A)".

Page 245,
245, line
line 10,
10,strike
strike"indivdjuals"
"idivthuals" and
insert"nthvid'ais'.
"individuals".
iert

departments, if we want to fix foreign ultimate fail-safe. guarantee that our
aid, if we want
want to
to eliminate
eliminate bu,reaucbureauc- tax cuts will be paid for by spending
racy, we believe that those savings cuts.
ought to be shifted over to the pay-go But what I think is instructive to
to
scorecard in order to pay for any tax note is not only were we able last week
cuts. That Is
is why the
the Budget
Budget Corn.rnitCormnit- in the Budget
Budget Corn.mittee
Committee to
to lay down
tee last week made a change which will in addition to the entitlement savings
allow the discretionary spending cuts the $100 billion in discretionary savings
to offset tax cuts,
cuts.
cuts, but we have three times asmuch
Section 801(a) was inserted into
into the
the tax relief as the
the President
President and
and 550
6O bilreintroduced welfare reform bill to lion more in deficit reduction than the
clarify that any savings from welfare President has.
reform would not be used for new or exBefore we make an argument about
panded entitlement programs.
what this is all about I would
wonid commend
commend
Furthermore, this language was to to the Members that they read 801(a) of
emphasize that the savings from
from this
this the 1990
1990 Budget
BudgetAct
Actthat,
that,talks'aboüt
talks' about
bill are part of a total budget package what the rules are on 'pay-go,
pay-go, and once
that will cut taxes and reduce the defi- they understand
understand it,
it, they,
they are going to
cit.
be able to effectively argue it from the
For some Members to now imply that. facts.
.

.

..

.

.,

.

this language was meant to be someMr. ARCHER. Mr.
Mt. Chairman, I rething completely different is mac- serve the
balance of my tIme.
time.
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Mr. GIBBONS.
GBONS. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,II yield
yield

H
I]

GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I yield
Let me see if I can explain itit
1 minute and 15 seconds to the gen- 30 Mr.
seconds to the, gentleman from bit.
Under
Under the
the existing
existingbudgetar,
budgetar
Texa. [Mr. DoGTr).
tleman from Texas
DoGTr),
HEFNER).
Carolina [Mr. HEFNER].
the
savings
for
entitlement
Mr. DOGGETT,
DOGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I North
5;
si
EEFNER. Mr. Chairman, I thank can be used for an increase i]
II
thank the gentleman for yielding time theMr.
gentleman
for
yielding
time
to me. other entitlement, or it can be i
to me.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II Would
would say
say to the pay for a tax cut,
Mr. Chairman, what nonsense. I am chairman
cut, but
but not
not for
for ax
ar
of the
the Budget
Budget Committee, let else. Our intent
of
with the origir
origin
surprised at this amendment, surprised chairnLan
us
make
this
perfectly
clear.
The
gen- guage in section
section 801
801 was
was to
to rese]
rese
because in Texas we know the
the dif-:
dif--. tieman
tleman from
from Ohio
Ohio [Mr.
[Mr. K.A$ICH]
KASICH] has just
just discretionary spending reducti
ference between straight talk and dou- stated
unequivocally that any
any savings
savings
cuts, by
by prec
pre
for the tax cuts,
bled-talk, and by golly, if double-talk from this
package will be used to im- pay
these savings from being used If
would solve the problems of
of this
this defidefi- plernent
plement
your
Contract
With
America
America other purpose.
cit, it would be gone this past week.
week. II
tax cuts,
cuts. He has made that
that clear,
The language we used apparent
stood here on the floor of the House for
there will be no lockbox, there parently
and had the distinguished chairm2n
chairman of that
created some confusior
confusion
will be no deficit reduction; any say- how
this would
would be
be accomplishe
this
the Committee on Rules tell •me
accomplishe
me we
we ings from this pac1age
will
package
go directly this reason, we have asked th
could not
not place
placeinj order
could
order an
an amendment
pay for the tax cut; is that not
not what
what language
languagebe
bestricken,
stricken.When
Wien the
to be sure that all that money we to
the xr
gentleman said?
siashed and burned for summer jobs the
slashed
tive
language
is
is taken
taken out,
out, the ee
Mr.
GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
I
yield ment
mentsavings
savings In
in this
this bill will
and for young people in last week's re- 1 minute to the gentleman from yield
will g

scission bill could not be used
used for deficit reduction, said it just could not be
done, it just was not proper, but within
hours he reversed himself and
and made
made it
proper, And
proper.
And this
this House
House put
put on a
lockbox amendment. And within
within hours
after that we twisted all around again
because not two blocks from here, in
the Budget Committee, we had the disdistinguished chairman
tinguished
chairman of the Budget

Committee saying that lockbox was
just a game, it was just a big game.
Well, it is not a big game
game to me because we need to be addressing
addressing this
this

problem of deficit reduction.
The same thing isis. happening on this

floor today. The
The bill
bill is.
is clear. It says'
the money is to be used for deficit re-

ductión, and now
duction,
now we
we come along with a
PurportedJy technical amendment and
purportediy
now deficit reduction is out.
They have mastered the principle
principle of
of
redistribution of
redistribution
of the
the wealth,
wealth, taking
taking
from
giving to
from the
the poor
poorand
ad giving
to the
the elite,
elite,
and that is what this is about.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GrBBONS, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I yield
.

1 minute to the gentlewoman
Michigan CMs.
Michigan
[Ms. RIVERS].
RIVERS].

from

Ms. RIVERS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II thank
thegentleman
gentleman for
for yielding time to me.
he
Mr. Chairman, I rise to oppose this
amendment on three grounds, First, on

the ground of fairness, in that I proposed to the
the Committee
Conmjttee on Rules last
week an
amendment nearly diametweek
a amendment
rical1
Opposed to
to this one, in that it
ricafl opposed
would offer members of this Commitcommittee, just as people across the country
are struggling with
with the
tie opportunity to
say nO
to tax
tax cuts
cuts and yes to deficit reno to

duction.
That rule was made not
uot in order,
order, yet
this particular rule which offers the
the op.opposite was put in place on this floor.
floor.
Second, I am opposed on the ground
of honesty. This amendment was described as dealing with drafting
drafting errors.
These are not drafting errors, these are
substantive changes from the desire of

the committee who reported out this
bill, and it is 'highly,
highly, highly
highly suspect to

portray it in any other way.
Last, I Oppose
oppose this issue on grotinds
grounds
of public policy. Our children would be
greater served
greater
served'by
by deficit reduction
reduction
than tax cuts. It would be more reasonable and infinitely more loving to put
the money on the deficit.

•

Michi-

gan [Mr. LEVIN].

'

the pay-go scorecard just as they
with any other legislation
changes the level of entitlement

o
ing.
Mr. LEVLN.
LEVIN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I just ing
these savings
savings a.re
are then gc
go
want to register my protest to the
the, beNow
combined with
with the savings
shell game that is going on here. One be combined
other entitlement
entitlement program
program reduc
redu
moment you see it, and one moment
moment
you do not. One moment something is the savings from reducing the
going for deficit reduction, and then tionary spending caps, and the
from the tax cuts. If th
another moment it is going for tax revenues
nue losses are not offset by the
cuts.
Cuts.
reductions,
reductions, there
thereisisgoing
going tt
We need welfare reform. We greatly'
greatly ing
sequestration that
that is
is required
required I
need It.
it.
Budget Act.
Act.Either
Eitherway,
way, the
the o
But I want everybody to know, for Budget
language or the amendment, 5PE
sp
example, regarding SSI kids,
kids, where
where reductions
reductio will
be
will
be
used
-to
offs
used
to
offsE
to be
be aareduction
there is going to
reduction of
of
and any spending cuts in exc
exc
about Sl5
£15
billion, that is not cuts,
the
tax
cuts
cuts will
will be
be used
usedfor
fordefi<
defi
downsizing government. That
That is
is handi- ductjon.
duction.
capping the
the families
families ofof'handicapped
capping
handicapped
We should
should vote
vote for
forthis
thisamendn-i
amendir
-

'

-

'

'

-

.

children.
Mr. GrBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I
We need to get the inequities and the 1 Mr.
minute to the gentleman from
holes out of SSI, the abuses, but not by ana [Mr.
ROEMER).
ROEMER].
hurting families with handicapped cliiichilMr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.
dren.
technical amendment releases a
Therefore, I rise in opposition to
to this wave of spending.
amendment.
Yogi
Yogi Berra
Berm,said
saidititpretty
pretty we
we
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
it some years back wh
minutes to the gentleman from An- misstated
said, "Deja vu all
aU over
over again."
again."
zona [Mr. KOLE).
week
the
Republicans
removed
week
the
Republicans
removed
Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in lockbox which
which 'would
would have had
support of the provision to the en bloc money
go
go toward
toward deficit
deficit redu
redu
technical amendment
amendment which
whichwould
would This
time
it
This
time
it
is
page
393,
sectiox
is'
page
393,
sectio
strike
strike section
section 801, because, as
as the
the that •they
they removed
removed that
that would
would
'

'

'

,

'

chairman of the Committee on the this money go
go to
to deficit
deficitreduc
redu
Budget suggested, it eliminates

I Now it is going to go to tax cuts.
think, is an unnecessary degree what,
of conIf you vote for this technical ax
an
fusion which surrounds this
this section.
section.
ment,
ment,
you could be saying that ni
As I listened to this, I think
As
thinj those and dimes
from school lunch prog
that are watching
watching this
this ororlistening
listening to
be spent for tax cuts.
this debate, they are probably very un- can
not read their lips. Read
Read the
the
clear about what it is all about, and DoDo
not vote
vote for'
for this technical an
an
the answer is they are going to
to concon-.ment
ment ifif you
you are
are concerned about d
tinue to be unclear,
unclear, becatise
because this
this is
kind of an esoteric debate. It may not reduction.
Mr.
GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
II;
Mr,
GtBBONS.
be it is drafting
drafting errors,.
errors, but the
the intent 1 minute to the gentleman from
from vL
M
of what we have had all along in
of
in the chusetts [Mr. OLVER3.
OLVER3.
resolution and
and in
in the
the welfare
budget resolution
welfare reOLVER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II t]t'
form and in the tax cut has been clear, theMr.
yielding.
gentleman
for
yielding.
It is ridiculous, as one of the
the speakers
speakers
Mr. Chairman,
Chairnian, I do not think aa S:si
suggested,
suggested, to suggest this is, the
the bill,
bill, is person
out
out of
of 100
100 would
wouldhave
haveux
u
for one purpose or another bill may be stood
what the chairman of
of the
the C
for another purpose.
.mittee on the Budget had said ea
eax
Our purpose in this whole thing is to It was Beltway convoluted argun
arguni
reduce taxes, to pay for those reduc- and discussion and apology
apology for
for wh,
wh
tionSinintaxes,
tiers
taxes, and
and to
to drive toward
toward aa going
here.'
going on
on here.
balanced budget, and that is what we
The simple fact of the matter
matter is
is
are doing with the change in this legis- the
amendment that is being ofi
off
lation.
latiori.
here by the majority would allow
allow
'
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Is there objection to the request of
Axidwhy
And
why must
must we kick so man kids

from this bill, $50 billion taken
savings from
from families,
families, 55 miLlion
million families with 9
million children, $50 billion taken over
5 years from these families who have
incomes under $15,000 a year, and give
it to 2,000,000
2,000,000famiLies
families who have incomes
conies of over $200,000 a year. That is

the gentleman from Florida?
There was no objection.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
1 minute to the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. STENHOLM3,
STEN1ioL?13, the champion budget-

cutter, champion of the balanced budgamend- et.
ment allows to happen. That is a result
(Mr. STENHOLM asked and was
that we should not allow.
given
g-iven
permission
permission to
to revise and extend
It
something that his remarks.)
It is
is aa shell
shell game
gameand
ad something
one of
One
ofxny
my colleagues suggested that
Mr. STENHOLM. Mr. Chairman, 1
the majority ought to be ashamed of.
rise admittedly
adrriittediy rather
rather confused in
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairrnan I yield some instances regarding
what
regarthng
what Is
is in
1 mInute
minute to the gentleman from
from VirVir- 601(a) and what is not.
g-inia. [Mr.
ginia.
PAYNE].
[Mr.PAYNE].
nght. I will not
I still believe I am right.
Mr. PAYNE of Virginia. Mr. ChairChair- argue the point
with
the
pointS
with
thechairman
chairira of
man, let us
us be
be clear
clear about what is hap- the Committee
Coninijttee on the Budget today.

the simple
sinple fact
fact of
of what
what this

pening here. This amendment clears
clears
mice
once again I have to take strong
the
the way
wayto
touse
useany
ay savings in welfare But
to a statement the chairman
reform to pay for tax cuts, tax cuts exception
of
Committee
on
the
Conrn-tjttee
onthe
the Budget
Budget just
that we simply cannot afford.
made
a
moment
ago
by
saying
saythg
that if
Several weeks ago on this floor,
floor, 300
do everything in this contract we
we
Members of the House of Representa- we
fact, going
going to
toreduce
reducetaxes
tae8 and
are, in fact,
voted In
In favor
favor of
ofthe
thebalanced
tives voted
balzxjced reduce the deficit $50
$60 billion, combudget amendment, and we
we did
did that bebe- pletely ignoring the fact that last
cause we know that nothing is more
more Thursday night
night we
we voted
votedtotocut
cut$55
55 bilimportant for the fiscal
fsca1 health of this Thursday
lion which was
was double-co'.inted
double counted on
ozi Fr!country than reducing the budget
budget defidefi.

cit. Now,
Now, with
withthis
thisamendment,
amendinet,

we
we

take S70
$70 billion in spendiug
spending cuts, ignore
ignore

deficit reduction, and apply these savsayings
jugs to tax cuts.
cuts. which
wijch we simply cannot afford.

day.

so maziy kids
off'?
To pay
pay for the $320
3320 billion tax cut
off? To
for those with six figure incomes. To
$125 billion dollar tax cut
pay for the 3125
for the richest 1 percent of Amer1ca.
Americans.
The Republicans should be forthcoming about what
what they
they are
are doing.
doing. This socalled technical amendment states
that they are taking $65 billion from

children to
to the rich. Do not
children
to g-ive
give to
hide the facts in a technical amend-

ment. Stand up for what you
youbelieve
believein.i.
I urge my colleagues to reject thAs
this
so-called technical
technical amendment.
amendment. For
For
those who do support this amendment,
amendment,
I have a request. Come clean. Lay your
table—fa. up. You supcards on the table—faa
port taking
taking 365
65 billion
billionfrom
from children
children so
it to the rich.
that you can give It
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from Mary-

land [Mr. CARD1J].
CARDIJ).
Mr. CARD]:N.
Mr.
CARDIN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II want
-

friend, the
the gentleman
gentIexna
to thank my friend,

from Florida, for yielding me this
time.

-

Mr. Chairman,,
Chairman, one of the reasons

why the Democrats opposed the motion
that allowed the committees to sit
sit durdzshould not be doing and saying on this ing this debate Is
is we wanted people
people on
floor. Just as the previous speaker has the floor to hear the debate:
Under the guise of a technical
said, I want to reduce the deficit. This

Now, that, again, is something

we
we

and why you should vote amendment, we have an amendment
amendment
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,this
this is
is aa very
very bad argument
against this technical
technicai amendment, this
brought to the floor that will be
anendment. II would
amendment.
would urge
urge my
my colcol- is your clear expression of whether you being
on that dramatically changes
leagues to vote against it and vote for want to take any spending cuts, as the voted
leagues-to
how
savings can
can be
beused.
the
bill's savings
used. The
The
the deal substitute that uses Its savsay- Deal substitute does.
-

bill's savings should be used for deficit

deficit
The only honest
honest deficit-reduction
deflcit-reducjon reduction. That is our highest priority.
package we will vote on today is the But this amendment will allow the
Deal substitute. If you are for reducing moneys to be used for a tax cut.
the deficit, you vote for Deal.
Deal. If
If you
Now, why is that so significant?
significant? If
want to keep playing these confusing you look at
at H.R.
H.R. 4,
4, the
theorig-Inal
original bill
games about definitions, then support that was with
with the
the Contract
ContractWith
WithArnerAmerthis technical amendment.
ica, that bill provided additional reMr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
I
yield
GrBBONS.
sources for job-training programs, did
2¼ minutes to the
thegentleman
gentleman from not produce anywhere near the savings
stuff know as well as I do that that is Georgia [Mr. LEwis].
that are in this bill, and that Is
is what
fktion. The
The simple
siiple truth is
is ififyou
a fiction.
you pay
Mr. LEWIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair- was produced by the Republicans..
Repnbliáans..
out more than you bring in, you have man,
1 rise
in
strong
opposition to this
-I
rise
in
strong
But now we have a different bill, a
got a deficit. That
Trat Is what we have amendment.
bill
that brings out a lot of so-called
so-called
been doing In
in this country for too long.
lozg.
This is not a technical amendment. savings,
savings, but
butnot
notini order
order to reduce the
the
Yes, some
some of
of us
us want
wantto
to cut taxes.taxes. - Taking money from children
give
thfldren
to
but in order to finance the tax
Every
t2z
I this
Every Republican
Republican in
this body
body 2 years tax breaks to the rich is not a tech- deficit
cut.
ago, many Democrats who
who still
still remain
remain nicality.
Well, my colleagues, we are going to
here now, 2 years ago voted against
against
That is what this amendment does— have
a chance
chance In
in this
this debate
debate to
to vOte
vote for
Pies:identClinton's
C1jton's tax
taz increase.
President
takes
65
bi1lio
from
the
disabled,
it
takes
$65
billion
from
the
disabled,
a bill that will reduce the deficit. The
All we are trying to do this year is the poor, and the children so that we
we
that will be Offered
offered by
by the
the
get back two-thirds of that tax in- caiz
give $125
S125 billion
billion to
to our
our Nation's substitute
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. DEAL]
crease. So
So ifif you
you were
wereaa1ri.st
aa1nzt taxes can give

ings for deficit reduction.
Mr. ARCHER.
ARCHER. Mr.
Mr. Chairrnaii,
Chairman, Ii yield
yield 1I
minute to
to the
the gentleman
get1emar from
from LoulsiLouisiana [Mr.
ana
rMr.MCCRxrty].
MCCRy).
Mr. MCCRERY.
McCRERy. Mr. Chairmai:i,
Chairman, I am a
little tired of all of this about
lockboxes and trust funds and setting
money aside.
All of the people talking about that

-

richest 1 percent. The American people
do not want this They do not want us
betraying our children to pay for tax
cuts for the rich.
But that is what we are doing
today—we are betraying our children.
Not just the children who will be cut

not only will get people off of welfare
and get them to work, unlike the Republican bill, by having tough
toigh requirerequirements
onthe
theindividual.s
idivjduaJ to work
workamid
and
ments on
on the States to provide job opportnniopportunities, but with
with the
the Deal
DealbiU
bill you will
ciance, the
also have a chance,
the only
only chance,
chance, to
to
welfa.re—or
do
without
off
welfare—or
do
without
a
school
reduce the deficit.
for the tax cuts, but do not try to ob- lunch—to
pay
ay for
for the
the Republican
P,epublican tax
So, I urge my colleagues
co1leagtie to listen to
fuscate
the issue
Issue with
with all this talk lunch—to
ftscate the
cut; But all the children who will grow
cat;
grow
debate. This is a critical amenda.bout lockboxes
lockbcxes and trust funds.
about
up to see an exploding deficit—a deficit the
meat. If this amendment passes, the
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, to exex- that exploded because we stole our ment.
only hope
hope that
that we
wehave
haveini reducing
reducing the
tend the time
ofdebate
debateon
onthis
thisamendtfne of
amend- children's education
education and
and foOd
food to pro- deficit on the welfare bill wiU
will be
be the
move to
to strike
s1ke the
ient, I move
the last
last word. II vide tax cuts
for the rich.
bill offered
from
offeredby
bythe
thegentleman
get1ean from
.sk unanimous
unanjmou consent
consent to merge that
The
Republican
proposal
kicks
6
milGeorgia
that I hope my colGeorgia [Mr.
[Mr.DEAL]
D&L] that
ditional time
.dditiona1
timethat
that I1 am
am currently lion
Lionchildren
chiid.renoffoffwelfare.
welrare.
It It
kicks
cks a leagues
leag-ueswill
will support.
support.
ontrolling.
ontroUing.
quarter million disabled children off. It
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairznan,
Chairman, I yield
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
gentlemar has
has cuts money for milk for 1.6
1.6 million
million Inin- 1 minute to the gentleman
from Hawaii
Hawaii
from
at
hatright.
right.
fants.
[Mr. ABERCROMBrE].
ABERCRO\1BrE].
being raised 2 years ago, you ought to
be trying to get some of that tax increase back this year.
forit,
it, plus
But we
we are
aregoing
goingtotopay
y for
plus
we are going to reduce the deficit, and
we are going to reduce taxes. If you are
not for reducing taxe8,
taxes, fine, do not vote
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Mr. ABERCROMBJE,
ABERCROMBIE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II
I think this so-called technical corcor- level, does not cut the deficit $5
find it passing
£5
'passing strange
strange that
that those of us rection amendment should be voted
voted or SlO
$10 billion or S20
$20 billion. It inc
who voted against the balanced budget down.
deficit by $30 billion.
deflcit
amendment In
in part because we did not
Now, the Archer amendment, the theWhat
does our bill do? Our bill
believe it was a genuine commitment gentleman himself
-

knows this Is
is a. bad entitlement savings, this bill inc
to deficit reduction are finding
finthng ouris not
our- amendment.
amendment. It is
not deficit
deficit reduction
reduction and
we downsize Government,
selves and our position redeemed today at all.
thing
that you have not wanted
with this amendment,
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman;
I
Chairman, I yield all these years. And I refer
you bb
The gentleman from Texas [Mr. myself the balance of my time.
1993, when
when you
you were
werequick
quick to
to

STENHOLM]
Is Is
STENEOLM]
exactlycorrect.
correct. The
exactly

genMr. Chairman,
Chairman, this
this is
genisnot
notaatechnical
tecical taxes in this body. You were qu
qu
[Mr.. BREWtleman from Oklahoma [Mr..
BREW-amendment.
amendment.This
Thisis isaareal
real wolf
wolf in go into peoples' pockets to spend
STER)
was
correct
when
he
put
through
STER) was correct when he put through sheep's clothing. This takes $70 billion
You
$200 billion deficits as
S200
his amendment before, and I underfrom children
children for
for food
food or for clothing the eyegot
under- from
can see, and you are pra
pr
stand the difficulty of the gentleman or for housing and for their well-being, the
the President's
President's plan?
plan?The
Thebottox
bottor
and
gives
it
to
the
very
well-off
in
from Ohio [Mr.
[Mr. KASICH],
KASIcH], because I bethis is this: As we cut spending in
becountry. This
This is
is not
not aa technical
techijcal amend- tionary accounts, as we cut bac
lieve him to be an honest person.
person.
ment: Itit shoifld
ment
should be
be beat.
beat.ItItiti a sneak eign aid, as we
we cut
cut duplication,;
duplication,
attack on.
1515
on. the
the promise
promise that we
we made
made going to take those savings and
the
other
day
here
on
this
House
House
floor
But he is trying to deal with
with a situaadd those
those to
tothe
theentitb
entitl
and confirmed by the Members voting going to add
tion in which he has to do two
two opposite
we are
are going
going to
to gii
gi
opposite on it that the money saved by this ter- savings, and we
things: provide money for a tax cut, rible program would go to deficit
American people 3 times as muc
muc
reand $60 billion more in deth
defl
and reduce the deficit. And he cannot
cannot duction,
duction,not
notto
to reduction
reduction of taxes for relief
do it.
duction. Then in May, we are go:
goi
very wealthy people.
back, In May, and you know
Now he is
is doing
doing aa ballet
ballet-with
with the Mr.
Mr.
ARCHER.
ARCIR,
Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, under come
we are going to do in May? W
books in order to try to do it.
it. II under- the rule, I move to strike the requisite
requisite going to bring out a budget here c
stand why he is doing it. But
But the
the fact
fact number ofofwords,
words,and
and II yield
yield the balDo you know what that bud
still remains that if you vote for this, number
ance of my time to close debate to the floor.
going to do? That budget is not
not
you are voting against deficit reduc- gentleman from Ohio [Mr. KASICH),
KASICH],
to guarantee that we pay
f
pay fc
tion. And that is coming from some- chairman of the Coni.mittee
Committee on the going
tax reductions but it is also a
body who voted against the balanced Budget.
same time going to put us on the
budget
budget because I knew it was a phony,
The CHAIBMAN.
CHAiBMAN. The gentleman path
to a balanced budget by the
the
and that is being proved today. ir
If you from
fromOhio
Ohio[Mr.
[Mr.KASICH]
KAsICH] is recognized
recognized 2002.
.

.

.

are for a balanced budget, vote against for 7 minutes.
this amendment,
amendment.
Mr. KASICH,
KASICH. So many of
of my friends
Mr. GLBBONS.
GLBBON5, Mr. Chairman, .1 yield are trying my patience
patience aa little
little bit
bit
such time as he may consume
consume to the today, but let me just say that I reremain in good cheer because they have
gentleman from Utah [Mr.
[Mr. ORTON].
ORTON].
have
(Mr. ORTON ask-ed
asked and
and was
was given
given difficulty understanding what they are
permission
Permission to revise and extend his rere- talking about today.
marks.)
The gentleman from Indiana talked
Mr. ORTON. I thank the gentleman about section 252(d) of the Budget Act,
for yielding, and
and II rise
rise Ifl
in opposition
Opposition to He ought to read section 252(d) of the
Budget Act before he makes
makes a speech
the amendment.
about it.
Mr. GmBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield about
me tell
tell you
ou what
what we
we are doing
1 minute to the gentleman from Ten- Let me
nessee [Mr. FoRD], the ranking minor- today. We are saying that the savings
.

itr
ity member
member of the Subcommittee

on

Human Resources of the Committee Ofl
on
Flays
Ways and Means,
Mr. FORD. I thank the gentleman for
yielding this time to me.
Chairman, II rise
rise ifl
in Opposition
opposition to
Mr. Chairman,
to
the Archer amendment, the so-called
techijcal
technical correction
correction amendment,
amendment, that

Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, sri:
*1
gentleman yield?

Mr. KASICH. I yield to the

tleman from Arizona.
Arizona,

Mr. KOLBE. I thank the gentl
genti

for.yieldjng.
for.yielding.

Mr. Chairman, I listened to the
tleman, the chairman of the Ca:
Coi
tieman,
tee on the Budget's explanation
and I am reminded, to paraphrase

trude Stein, "A rose is a rose
rose." Well, a dollar is a dollar is
lar. A dollar saved
saved is
is what
what II thi
th
hear the gentleman saying, a d
c

discretionary say- saved, whether It
that we get on the drscretionary
it comes from di
ings.
the savings
savingswe
weget.
getfor
ings, the
for lowering tionary spending
or entitlement
the discretionai.y
discretionai'y cap can be combined

combined ings, a dollar saved Is
is a dollar say
sav

with entitlement savings to pay for the
tax cut. That is what we are
aredoing
doing
today, plain and simple.

dollar spent is a dollar spent, wh
it goes to tax increases or increas
titlements or increased discretio
discretic

on Ways
Ways and
and Means— spending, It is a dollar spent.
The Corxmijttee
Committee on
there must have been a little bit of
of amWhat we
weare
aregoing
goingtotododoisistakta
What
nesia—the Committee on Ways and savings
is. And I say to the chairman of the
from the budget savings ü
ii
the Means
Means
had
a
whether
had
a
vote
on
whether
this
this Budget Committee and the entitle]
Committee
Corn.rrtjtteeon
onthe
the Budget,
Budget, who is a should
entitlei
should
all
be
dedicated
deficit
reducvery distinguished Member of this
savings we are going to have here,
It was rejected.
tion. it
body, it is very clear to all of
are going
going to
topay
payfor
forthe
thetan
ta cut
US now
flOW
of us.
Now, what did
did you
you do,
do, forget
forget that? we
that if we pass this technical, so-called What
real dE
d€
we are going to have real, real
we
did
is
we
created
in
the
Budgreduction.
technical correction amendment, what
what
et
Committee
et
Committee
a
separate
pay-go
syssysMr. KASICH. The gentleman i
basically we will be doing is taking tern.
Do you know why we did it? Be- actly
aätly correct.
from the mouths of the children
children of this tem.
the 1990 Budget Act prohibited us
What is. under the current pa
country
cornitry and not really bringing about cause
from being able to downsjze
downsize Govern rules—and
a real deficit reduction package in this ment
would commend all ci
rules—ajd II would
ol
and.
give
people
some
of
this
Congress, with all of the programs that money back. This
Members to get out the pay-go x
corrects it. This says
we are reducing,
reducing.
read them. Under the pay-go rr
that we- will take discretionary spend- and
if you cut discretionary spending,
I do not think that we are really ing.
when
we
cut
foreign
aid,
which
ing,
talking about
talking.
about real
apply that
that to
to your
yourentitler
entitle
real welfare reform, folks refused to do, when we cut you cannot apply
dupli- savings in order to pay for tax relie
sending people
people to
to work,
work,in
in the
the
way
cation,
which
way
cation,
which
you
refused
you refused to do, when
that
Now, I think the American pe,op1
peoplE
hat this
thisPersonal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act—
Ant,—we
wetake
take the
the real savings from the serve
some tax relief, some of w
it really abuses kids and is cruel
to President's budget—and there are none
gets paid for by cutting the excess
kids in this country. We are taking of those. The President's budget,
when Government.
That
That isisprecisely
preciselywha
wa
those funds and saying to the wealthl- scoted
scored under the 1995 spending level, Goverrizent.
do In
in this bill. And what we say
est people of this Nation, We will give
say iii
g-ive increases the deficit by $30 billion. Did
Did change the rules.
rules. We
We say
say you
youcan
can1I
you a tax break
break on
on the
the backs
backs .of
of the you hear that? The President's budget,
discretionary
discretionary
savings
and
you
can
savings
and
you
can
poor children of this country,
c
when scored Under
under the 1995 spending bine it with entitlements,
entitlements, you
you can
can I
-

-

.
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tax relief. But the beauty of what we The CHAIRMAN. We axe
are not operat(2)
rnarx-iage
marriage
Is
is
an
an
essential
essentjaj
social
have
donein
inour
ourplan
planIsis not
not only
iave done
social Instituonly to
under the
the5—minute
5-minute rule.
under
rule. The
The time tion which promotes the Interests
interests of children
pay for tax relief that amounts to ing
is controlled
controued
by
the
and
society
at
large;
managers
of
the
three times as much as the President's bill.
(3) the negative consequences of an out-ofaiso makes a down payment on the
but also
The
The question is on the amendment wedlock birth on the child, the mother, and
deficit so that we have $60 billion more offered by the gentleman from Texas society are well documented as follows:
Texas
in deficit reduction. In May, we will [Mr. ARCHER].
In
(A) the Illegitimacy
illegitimacy rate among black

come back again and we will complete
The question was taken, and the
the job. We
We will
will have
havemore
moreentitlement
entitlement Chairman announced that the noes apsavings, we will have more discre- peared to have it.
tthnary savings. You know what haptIonary
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II depens at the end of the day? At the end mand
mad aarecorded
recorded vote.
vote.
of the day, by having real cuts In The CHAfl:tMAN.
CHAIRMAN, Pursuant to the
spending, real savings in entitlements, rule, further proceedings on the amend-

Americans
was26
26percent
percentinj1965,
Americans was
1965. but today
the rate Is
s 68
68percent
percentand
andc.Umbing
cllmbthg

(B) the illegitimacy
illegitimacy 'rate
rate among
among white
white
Americans has risen tenfold,
tenfold, frorri
from 2.29 percent in 1960 to 22 percent today;

(C) the total of all out-of-wedlock
out.of-wed]ock births
births
between 1970 and 1991 has risen from 10 per-

cent to 30 percent and If
if the current trend

we are going to be able to not only ment offered by 'the
the gentlema.n
gentleman from continues 50 percent of
of all
all birth8
births by the year
have our
our tax
taxrelief
reliefbut
but at
at the
the same
out.of-wedjock;
same Texas [Mr. ARCHER]
ARCHER] will
willbe
be postponed.
postponed. 2015 will be out-of-wedlock;
(D) ¾ of Illegitimate
time be able to have a balanced budget.
illegitimate births among
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, a point
among whites
whites
Mr. HEFNER.
Mr.
FNER. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, would of order,
order. I did not understand that last are to women with a high school education
--.

the gentleman yield?
maneuver.
Mr. KASICU.
KASICH. I would be glad to yield
Mr. KOLBE. I think we skipped a
fromNorth
NorthCarolina.
Carolina. step.
to the
the gentleman
gentlem from
IIr. KEFNER.
Mr.
KEFNER. II thank
thank the
the gentleman
PARt
PARLIAMENTARY
gentlemai
3ENTMtY fl'QUIRIES
fl'QijffiIE5
yielding:
for yielding;
Mr. GIBBONS,
GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I have
Mr. Chairman,
just
Chairman, just one question
question to a parliamentary inquiry.
—
the gentleman
fromOhio:
Ohio: "John,
the
gentlem from
The CHAIRMAN.
"John, we
we
CHAIRMA. The
Thegentleman
gentleman will
voted here on this House floor on the state it.
rescission package in good order,
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II did
Democrats and Republicans over- not understand that last maneuver.didI
whelmingly,
wheliningly, that the money
money would
would be
be thought we were getting ready to have
aed for
used
fordeficit
deficitreduction."
reduction." The same a recorded vote.
day, the gentleman stated that this The CHAIRMAN. The rule
rule provides
provides
as a joke, that it was not going to that the Chair may.
may postpone
postpone requests
.

or less;

CE)
the 1-parent
1-parent family
(E) the
familyIss 6 times more
likely to be poor than the
the 2-parent
2-parent family;
(F)
(F) children
children born
born Into
into families receiving

welfare assistance are 3 times more likely
than children not born into families receiving welfare to be on welfare when they reach
adulthood;
adulthood:
(G) teenage single parent mothering is the

single
single biggest contributor to low birth
weight babies;
(D)
(D) children
children born
born Out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock are more
likely to experience low
low verbal
verbal cognitive attainment, child abuse, and neglect;
(I) young people from single parent or step-

parent families are 2 to 33 times
times more'likely
morelikely

take place. Is that not right.
behavioral problems
for record votes until they are taken, to have emotional or behavioral
problems
Mr. KASICH. Let me suggest to the several together, at a certain period of than those from intact families;
(J)
young
white
women
who
were
raised in
gentleman that, first of all, I did not time. The Chair intends to do that by
a
are
more
than
single
parent
family
are
more
than
twice
twice
tse that
use
that word.
word. Let
Let me
me suggest
suggest to
to the
title.
the
as likely to have
have children
childrenout-of-wedilock
out-of-wedlock and
and
gertleman this:
gentleman
this: When
When the gentleman
What
Wnat the Chair said was pursuant to to become parents as teenagers, and almost
almost
goes uptown in
in North
North Carolina
Caro1in on a the rule, further proceedings on the twice as likely to have their marriages
end
end
Saturday morning and he knows he is amendment offered by the gentlema.n
gentlernajj in divorce,'
as are
are children
children from 2-parent,
divorce, as
2-parent.
going to spend $5 to get a haircut—and from Texas [Mr.
fMr. ARCHER]
ARCKER] will
will be
be post- families;
I do not know what the gentleman pays poned. 'The
The Committee
Committee can order a re(K) the younger the single parent mother,
the less likely she is to finish high school;
for his, I do
do not
not kl3ow
know what the gen- corded vote at the appropriate time.
(L) young
youngwomen
womenwho
whohave
have children
children before
tleman pays for his haircut—but
haircut—but $5 for
Mr. GIBBONS. Could the Chairman CL)
finishing
finlsaing high school are more likely to regive 'us
us a little scenario as to when we
a haircut and £5 for lunch, when he give
we .ceive
ceive welfare assistance for a longer
longer period
period
leaves his house, I do not think he puts may have that recorded vote?
time;
5 in one pocket and $5 in another The CHAIRMAN. The committee will - of(M)
between
1990,the
the public
public cost
between 1985
1985 and
ad 1990,
pocket and thinks, "Gee, it is
is working
handle all
nocket
all of the of
working probably try to handle
of births
births to
to teenage
teenage mothers
mothers under
under the
the aid to
out
o.at now."
now" At the end of the day you amendments in title I at one time.
families with dependent children program,
progTarn,
have
flave spent $10. That is the same
program, and
and the
the medica.jd
Mr. GIBBONS. All of title I at one the food stamp program,
same$10.
sb.
medicaid
program
has
been
My comment was simply this: At the time?
estimated
at
ed ofofthe
end
theday,
day,come
come May,
May, when
when we The CHAIRMA.N.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman is 3120,000,000,000;
(N) the absence of a father in the life of a
hzve
orbudget resolution,
have our'budget
resolution, those savsav- correct.
child has a negative effect
effect on school perperings Combined
with what we did in the
combined with
Mr. HEFNER. Mr. Chairman, could formance
arzd
and peer
peer adjustment;
adjustment;
Budget Committee
Budget
and entitlement
Comjnittee and
entitlement the gentleman give me any indication,
(0) the likelihood that a young black man
will this be a 15-minute vote or a 5- will
savings pays for the package.
engage in criminal activities doubles if
Mr. HEFNER. Is the gentleman say- minute vote?
he is raised without
without aa father
fatherand
and 1ples
triplesifif he
he
ing to me that the people of this House
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRM.,j. Under
Under the
the rule,
rule, all lives in a neighborhood with a high conId not
lid
not understand
understand what they were original postponed votes are 15-minute centration of single parent families; and
(P) the greater the incidence of single parioing
doing the
the other
other day
day when they voted votes and all subsequent votes, if there
in aa neighborhood.,
neighborhood, the higher
Is no intervening business occurring, ent families in
Drthat
or
thatreduction?
reduction?IIdo
donot.
not think it
It is is
the
the incidence of violent crime
crime and
and burg1ar
burglar
will be 5-minute votes.
pay-go; I think it is Pogo.
and
ANENDMENT5 EN BLOC
BLOCOFFERm
OFFERBY
Mr. KASICH. I say to'
to the gentleman, £MENDMEN'rs
BYMR..
MRARCHER
AP.CH
light of
of this
this demonstration
demonstrationof
o the cri:he amendment, the rescission
the
rescission bill efMr. ARCifER.
ARC}R. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, pursu- sis(4)ininour
reduction of
of out-ofNation, the reduction
out-of•ects
ects 11 year.
year. Of
Of course,
course, the savings ant to the rule, I offer amendments en wedlock
wedlock births
births is
is an
an important
important government
government
bloc.
inder
therescissions
rescissionsbiU
bill total
total $9
nder the
interest and the policy
$9 bilpoilcy contained in proviiofl. Guess what, we took that off
ion.
The CHA.IRMA.N.
CHAIRMAN, The
The Clerk
Clerk will
will des- sions of this title address the crisis.
off the
abie.
able.
Amend the table of contents accordingly.
ignate the amendments en bloc.
Amendment No. 4, offered
offered by
by Mr.
Mr. HYDE:
HYDE:
Let me tell you one other thing: The text of the amendments en
en bloc
Page 8, line 15, strike "births", and insert
hat we did in the Budget Committee is as follows:
"pregnancies."
preg-nancies."
lower the
the budget
budgetcap.—
cap—
as to lower
Amefldments en
Amendments
en bloc
bloc offered
offered by
by Mr.
Mr. ARAR8, strike
strIkelines
lines23-25.
—25.
Page 8,
The
The CHAIRMAN.
CEAmMAN. AU
All time has ex- c, ER,
printed
printed
as Nos.
as Nos.
2. 2.
4. 4.6.6,10.
10,12.
12.14.
14,16,
16, 23,
Page 14,
14. line 18, strIke
strike "costs." and
•

'

Led.
ired.

insert
insert'
Not withstanding any other proviAmendment No.
Amendment
No. 2,
2. offered
offeredby
byMr.
Mr.TLmrr
TALr- "costs.
sions
of
this
act,
a
state
sbus
of
this
act,
a
state
to
which
a grant is
Page 6,
6. after line 3, insert
Insert the following:
made under section 403 may not use any part
SEC. 100.
SEC.
100. SL'SE
SL'JSE OF
OF TEE CONGRESS,
CONGRESS.
of
the
grant
provide
medil
the
grant
totoprovide
medical
services."
services."
is the sense of the 'Congress
Congress that—
Amendment No.
No. 6,
6, offered
offered by
byMr.
Mr.Tr'
Tz
a It(1)Is
marage isIsthe
marriage
the!oundatlon
foundation of a successsuccessPage 22. strike the table that.
that begins
begins after
ful society;
line 2 and insert the following:.

Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi. Mr.
iizirman II ask
hairman,
ask unanimous
unanimous consent
consent
hat the gentleman be granted
granted 3 addi-

ona1
lonal minutes so I may ask him
him
uestion.
uesti on.

27, 28 and 29
29:

____..,,,.
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"lithe
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the fiscal year is:
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1997
1998
1999
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mi,iiu
miziiu

participatioa rate is:
...
10
.,.

_._.
_..

...
...,-

15

- ...._.
_.

20

25
27
29
40

58LDENIAL
DENIALOFOF
FOOD
StAMP
BEFt
SEC. 581.
FOOD
SEAM?
BE1F
of the State of residence of such children) in SEC.
0O YEARS
YEARS TO
TO INDIVIDUALS]
INDWIDITAIS I
accordance with subsection (a)(3) on an equiTO
HAVE FHAVDULEt'CTLY
FRAVDULENThY
table basis with assistance provided, in acREE,SCF
RE&DENC
riar'TED
'stsr,r''TED

cordance
cordance with such subsection tp all other

ORDER
ORDER
TO TO
OBTAIN'
OBTA
BENEFE
BT

child care programs carried out in such

TANEOUSLY IN 2 OR. MORE ST..
TANEOVSLY
STfi

State.

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of
"(2) L3rrrATION.—In
LmrrrATIoN.—In providing assistance U.S.C. 2015)15
20I5 Is amended
amended by
by adding
adding at ti
t
to a child care program established and car- the
the following:
following:
2002
ried our,
out on
on aa military
military installation
installation under
"(1) An
"(I)
An Individual
Individual shall be ineligt
ineiigi
paragraph (1), a State shall not require that participate
2003 or
2003
orthereafter
thereafter
50.
participatein
inthe
thefood
foodstamp
stampprograr
pro'an
such
program
be
licensed
under
State
law
if
Amendment
Amendment No.
No. 10,
10. offered
offeredby
byMi-.
Mr. SMITE
SMrrR of
member of any household
household during
during the
the II
such
program
is
Licensed
by
the
Department
Texas
Texas:
period beginning
beginning on
onthe
thedate
datethe
theIEd.t
ind
of
Defense.
Defetse.
Page 65. line
line 2,
2. insert.
insert after the period: The
The
is found by a State to have made, or
2001...
200l...

..

Secretary may not reqaire
reqsire a state to alter

Amendment No. 16,
16. offered by Mr. GUNnER-

victed in
in Federal
Federalor
orState
StatecRirt
c1rt of

its child peotectson
pcotectson jaw regarding deterrnina-

SON:

of Indiana:
Page 85,
85. after line 15,
15. insert the following:

that are
are funded
fundedunder
underpert.
part AAof
oftitle
titleflI
Secretary determines to be appropriate" and XIX. .or
or
benefits
benefits
in
in
2
or
more
Slates
States
insert '-which
"which can
can be
be reasonably
reasonably required
required by
by the supplemental security
security income
income pr
pr
the Secretary".
under title XVI."
XVL"
Amendment No. 23,
23. offered
offered by
by Mr.
Mr. ROBRoB- under
Amendment
Amendment No.
Ne. 28,
28, offered
offered by
byIsir,
Mr. SS
ERTS:
282, line
line 13,
13,after
afterthe
theperiod
periodins'
in
Page 282,
Page 232, strike lines 23 and 24 and insert following:
following'. "The
"The Secretary
Secretary must'
must' agre
agre
the following:
the system
systemwill
winnot
notcost
costmore
morenor
nortan.
ta'
"Section IS of'
of the
the Food Stamp Act of' 1977
to establish than a centralized s
('7 U.S.C. 2024) is amended by adding at the time
In addition, employers shall be given
given:
end the following new subsection:".
to which income withholthng
withholding is
Page 232, line
line 25,
25, strike
strike "(g)(1)"
"(g)(l)' and
and Insert
Insert tion
Page 322,
222, strike line 23
23 and
and all
all that
that:

made, a fraudulent statement or reprs
repre

beginning on line 19.
19, strike "the tion
tiDOofofthe
tion
theadequacy,
adequacy, type
type and
and timing of Page 116. begiIimng
lion with respect to the place
place of
of reside
resid
appropriate" and the individual in order to receive hens
health care (whether medical, non-medical Secretary determines to be approprlate"
bena
insert "which can be reasonably required by mnltaneously
or spiritual).
multaneously
from
2
or
more
States
the Secretary".
Secretary".
Amendment No. 12. offered by Mr. BtRT0N the
food stamp
stamp program
programor
orunder
underpro
pr
Page 135.
135, beginnIng
beginning on line 4, strike "the
"the the food
SEC. 205.
205, SENSE
THE CONGRESS
CONGRESS HECAB.DSNG
HECABDING
TIMELY ADOPSION
ADOPrION OF CHILDREN.

It is
is the sense of the Congress that—

(1) too many children who wish to be

adopted are spending..inordThate
spending..inordinate amoznts
amounts of
time In foster care;
(2) there is an urgent need for States to increase the number of waiting'
waiting children being
adopted In aa timely
timely and
and lawful
lawfulmannez7
manner
(3) States should allocate
allocate sufficient
sufficient funds
funds
under this title for adoption assistance and
medical assistance to encourage more families to adopt children who otherwise would
languish in the foster care system for a period that many
many expertsexperts consider
consider detrimental
to their development;
(4) when ft
it Is necessary for a State to reremove a child from the home of the child's biological parents, the State should strive—
(A) to provide the child with a single foster
care placement and a single coordinated case
team; and
(B) to conclude an adoption.of the child,
child.

through line 23 on page 323.

Amendment No. 27, offered by Mr. ZIMMER:

-

Page
323. line
line24,
24,Strike
strike"(c)"
"(r)"anf
ar
Page 323,
Page 37, line 11,
11. strike "CONVICTED OF"
and insert "FOUND
'FOUND TO
TO HAVE"
HAVE"
Amendment.
offeredbyby
Ms.
Ms.
DU'rlc
Dtt of
O
Amendment- offered
Page 37,
37. line 12, strike
strIke "REPRESENTD'7G"
"REPRESENTING" Iog'ton:
Ington:
-and insert "REPRESENTED".
Page 307,
Page
l7, line
line4,4,strike
strike "and".
"and",
Page
Page 37, line 12, strike "TO A'WELFARE
Page 307,
307, line
line 8.
8, strike
strike"rcatter.'.'.
'imtter.'.'. I
PROGRAM"
and insert
insert "IN
"fl ORDER
PROGRAM" and
ORDER TO
TO OBOB. sert
"matter; and".
TAJN BENEFITS
TAIN
BEFT1'S fl'fl'2 2OR.
ORMORE
MORE STATES"
STATES"
Page
Page 307,
307, after
afterline
line8.8.insert
insertthe
thefofo
after -'RESiDENCE",.
after
RESmENCE"
any Individual who has died he
be
Page 37, line 13,
13. 14 and 15. strike "A State in"(C)
the records relating to the death
to which a grant is made under section 403 recorded
certificate.",
may not use any part of the grant to provide recorded on the death certificate.".
-

-

-S

-

MODIFICATIONS TO
MODIFICATIONS
TO AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTSEN
ENBa
assistance to an Individoal"
lndmdual" and
and insert
insert "An
"An
when adoption is the goal of the child and assistance
OFFERED BY
OFFERED
BY MR.
MR. ARCHES.
ARCHEP
individual
individilal
shall
not
be
considered
an
eligible
the State, within one year of the child's individual for the purposes of this title" be- The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk
placement in foster care; and
port the
portthe modifications
modifications to
to the
the a;
a
"durlr.g"
"during" on line 15.
(5) States should participate in local, re- fore
Page 37. line 16. insert "found by a State to mnents
en bloc.
bioo.
ments en
gional, or national programs to enable maxi- have
made, or is" after "is".
The Clerk read as follows:
mum
mum visibilIty
visibilIty of
of waiting
waiting children
children to
to potenpotenPage 37,
37. line 17. strike "of making" and inModifications
to the ameudmeuns
amersirnenta a
tial parents.
sert "of having made,".
made.".
-

Amendment No.
CtND'GHA5
CL'NNDGHA5

14.

Offered

by

Mr.

Page 114, strike line 4,
4. and insert the fol-

Page 37,
37. Line
line 20.
20,strike
strike"tznder
"under 2 or more"
and insert "simultaneously from 2 or more
States under".
Page
3?,line
lineZI,
. insert
Page 37,
insert ", title XIX, or the
Food Stamp Act of lBT7,
1977, or benefits in
in 22 or
or
more States under the supplemental security
income program under title XIV" before the

offered by
offered
byMr.
Mr.AR0HEB,
ARcEZa

Amendment No. 4, as mOdified.
modified. ofie
ofi

HYDE: (1)
(1) Page
Page 8.
8.line
line15.
15.strIke
strike 'b
Mr. HYDE:

S

and insert "pregnancies."
lines2424and
and25,
25,
str
(2) Page
Page 8,
8, lines
szr-E
health services"
(3) Page 14,
14. line
line 18.
18, strike
strike"coata,
"costa,"
PosTpxTrM. ANn
PosTpaxTt.M,
n BREASTTETDI1G
BREASTTEEDINGWOMEN.
WOMEN,
sert "costs.
sen
"costs. Not
Not withstanding
withstandingany
anyothot
1NPA'Ts, AND
INFANTS,
AND
CHDREN.—
CDERK—
period..
period..
visionof
thisact,
act,
a statetotowbicha
vision of this
a 57,ate
which 2. ç
"1) Mn.'mn'M
Mn'mn'M .ee,ioU1'r
.OtTNT OF
ci' ASSISTANCE.—The
AsSISTANCE.—The
Page
266,
256,
after
line
1.5.
15,
insert
insert
the
the
following:
made under section 403 may not use aa:
State Shall
shall
BE"t5Tl'S FOR
YEARS
SEC. 606.
606.DEN'L4L
DENL4Lor
orSE!
ssi BENEFrrS
roit 10
io YEARS
of the grant.
grant to
to provide medical
medical service
sen'ic
Page 114,
114. after
alter line 11. insert the following
following SEC.
TO !NDWIDLTALS
INDIVIDUALS FOUND
FOUND TO HAVE of
Amendment No.
Amendment
No.12,
12.as-modified,
as-modified.cff
cf
and make appropriate conforming amendFRAUDULENTLY MISF.EPRESENTED
MISREPRESENTED
Mr. BURTON
BURTON of
of Inthana:
Inthana: Page
Page 85.
85. after
after
ments):
RESiDENCE IN ORDER TO OBTAIN Mr.
following:
insert the foIl
owing:
"(2)
ASSISTANCEFOR
FOaMEMBERS
MEMBERS OF
OF THE
THE
BENEFITS SIMCLTAN'EO'USLYIN
SIMCLTANEOUSLYIN 22 OR
OR Insert
"(2) ASSiSTANCE
lowing:
"(b) ADOmoNAL
ADDrn0NAI, REQUmEMENTS
REQUEMENTS WITh
Wme RsRrS!-'ECT
ASSISTANCE
PRZGNANT.
SPEc'!' '10
'TO
ASSISTANCE S'O
FO PRZGNANT.

-

ARMED FORCES AND ThEIR DZPENDENTS.—The
AEMED

MORE STATES.

-

SENSE. OF
OF 'IRE
TIlE CONGRESS
CONGRESS REG
REC
205 SENSE.
SEC. 205.

State
State shall
shall ensure
ensure that
that assistance
assistance described
described

TIMELY ADOPTION
ADOPTION OF
OF CEILDI
CHILD
Sec. 1614(a) of the Social Security Act (42
It is the sense of the CoOgress
Congress that—
tbaz—
in subsection (a)CI) is provided to members of U.S.C. 1382c(a)) is amended by adding at the
(1)
the Armed Forces and dependents of such end the following'.
following:
(1) too many children who wish
-adopted are
are spending
spending inordinate
inordinate amc:
amt
members (regardless
.rnerrrbers
(regardlessof
ofthe
the State
State of
of resi"(5) An individual shall not be considered 'adopted
dence of such members or dependents) who an eligible individual for pin'poses
purposes of
of this
this time in foster
fostes care;
meet the reqsirernents
reqsirements of such subsection
subsection on
on title during
(2) there
there is an urgent
urgent need
needfor
forState
Staa
d'ing the
the10-year
10-yearperiod
period beginning
beginning on
(2)
waiting child,re:
chfldre:
an
an eQuitable
eQuitable basis
basis with
with assistance
assistance provided
provided the date the
the individual,
individual is found by a State
State to
to crease the number of waiting
to all other individuals under such sub- have made, or is convicted
convicted in
in Federal
Federal or
or adopted in a timely and
and lawful
lawful manne:
manna:
Statee
section In
Iii Such
such State.
State court of having made, a fraudulent
(3-) Studies have shown that. Sr.ara
(3)
ADDTI'IoNAL
REQC'EMENT
MEN'I' WITh
Wmt RE- statement or representation with respect to an excess of 315,000 each year on eacn
REQ
"Cc) ADDrnoNAL
"(c)
-

-

-

the
the place 01'
of residence
residence of
of the
the individual In needs child in foster care,
care. and wnu
won
order to receive benefits
benefits simultaneously
simultaneously significant amounts of money if they
incentives to
to families
families to
to adopt
adoptspecia
sparta
"(1)
Li Gen'.'ZaAL.—To
GENZRAL.—TO the
the extent
extent consistent from 2 or more States under programs that incentives
'(1) IN
with the number of children who are receiv- are funded under part A of title IV, title children;
children;
(4)States
should allocate
allocate suffitiati
sufflcsu
(4States should
ing assiscance
under child care programs es- XIX,
XIX. or the Food Stamp Act. of 1977, or beneassistance under
under this
thistitle
titlefor
foradoption
adoptionazsism
azsis
tabl.ished and carrIed
carried Oct
out on
on military instal- fits
fits in
in 22 or
or more
moreStates
Statesu.nder
under the
the supplesupple- under
medical assistance
assistanceto
toencourage
encouragemom
mor
lations in
nnder title medical
lations
insuch
suchState
Statebybythe
theDeparument
Deparient of mental security income program nader
lies to
to adopt
adoptchildren
childrenwho
whootherwse
otherw
Defense, the State. after timely and appro- Xvi.'
Xvi"
priate consultation. with representatrves
representatives of
of
At the end 61
of subtitle B of title V.
V. insert.
insert languish in the foster care system ft
nod that
that many
manyexperts
expertsconsider
considerden'i
de
such programs, shall provide assistance to the following. (and make such technical and nod
be appropriate):
appropriate): to their developrnent
such programs for suh children (regardless conforming changes as may be
SPECT '10
TO CHU.D
CHU.D CARE
CARE ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE ON
ON MILlMn.I-

TART I2cSTALLATIONS.—
INSTALLATIONS.—

S

-
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(5) State should offer incentives for fami(5)

The CHAIRMAN. Under the same

lies
children to
]ies that adopt special needs cMldren
make adoption more affordable for middle- rule.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, can we ask
(6) families;.
class
re(6) when
when it Is
is necessary for a State to re-

- move a Child
child from
from the
the home
home of
of the
the child's bi- ological
olog-ical parents, the State should strive—.-,
strive—.-.

(A) to provide the child with a single foster

-

-

care placement
p]acement and a single coordinated case
case

unanimous consent
unanimous
consentthat
thatwe
wehare
hae 1.
1.
hour, to be divided equally on both
sides of the
the aisle,
aisle, to
11
to debate
debate the 11
amendments?
amendments? II ask
ask unanimous
unanimous con--'
con--

sent.
sent.
team; and
The CHAIRMAN. Such a request his point, that he disapproves of the
(B) to conclude an adoption
adoption of'
of the child, could be entertained under the rule and time frame. The gentleman from
from MisMiswhen adoption Is
is the goal of the child and precedents. The Chair will will enter- souri has appropriately objected.
objected.
the State, within one year of the child's

tainn that
request.
a reques
The gentleman from Tennessee [Mr.
g-ional, or national programs to enable maxigional,
maxi- FORD] asks unanimous consent that
placement in foste"
foster careS
care; and

-

(7) States
States should
should participate
participateini local,
local. re-

•

-.

March 22, 1995

Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II obobject.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairma.n,
Chairman, II ask
ask
for 56 minutes.
Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, I object.
The CHAIRMAN. The,
The gentleman
gentleman
has made
made
from Florida [Mr.
[Mr. GIBBONS]
GIBBoNs] has

Objection is heard.

PARLIAIrENTARY
PARLIArENTARY INQUIRY
flQU1RY

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
mum visibility of waiting children to poten- the debate time for the 11 en bloc Chairman, I have a parliamentary intial parents.
should
include
a amendments
tial
parents.Such
Suchprograms
programs
should
include
a amendments
minutesfor
foreach
each quiry.
bebe
3030minutes
nationwide, interactive
natiOnwide,
interactive computer
computer network to side.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
disseminate information on children eligible
inquiry.
there objection to the request
request of
of state his parliamentary Inauiry.
for adoption to help
he]p match them with fami- theIsgentleman
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
from Tennessee?
lies around the country.
0 1530
o

•-

l1r. ARCHER (during the reading).
Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
that the
the amendments,
amendments, as modified,
be considered as read and printed in
the RECORD.

-.

-

Mr. CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to must object.
the request
the
request of
of the
the gentleman
gentleman from The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
Texas?
from
Texas
has
that
right.
There was no objection.
The unanimous consent request of
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the the
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr.
rule, the gentleman from Texas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr. FORD]
is objected to.
ARCHER]
ARCHER]will
willbe
berecognized
recognizedfor
for 10
10 minminObjection
is heard.
utes, and the gentleman from Florida Mr. RANGEL.
Mr. Chairman, I ask
[Mr. GIBBONS] will be recognized for 10 unanimous
unanimous consent
consent to address the
minutes.
PARLIAMEXTARY QU1ES
PARLIAMENTARY
EQtJ1ES
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. ChairMr.'

man,
man,

-•

••

if I might make a parliamentary

inquiry of the Chair?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state his parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. MILLER of California.
Caiiforiiia. Could the
Chair inform us?,
As I understand it, there are some 10

• amendments that are going to be offered en bloc.

Mr. ARCHER.
Mr.
ARCR. That
Thatisiscorrect,
correct, Mr.
Mr.

-

-

Mr. ARCHER. Reserving the right to Chairman, the gentleman from Texas
object, Mr;
Mr: Chairman, this runs
rims con- said we had time constraints. Could
trary to the rule as passed by the someone tell me what the legislative
House, and we are trying to expedite calendar is for next week, because my
have aa very
very
this debate. These amendments are all understanding is that we have
relatively noncontroversial. The re- light schedule for next week and that,
quest has been made by each Member in fact, we could have this bill go over,
we have plenty of empty days for
that they be included en bloc, and I and
next week.

Chairman,
Chairman.
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Chair-

-

-

-

.

spond to the gentleman from i-iassaMassachusetts [Mr. YRANK]
FRANK] that that is not
an appropriate parliamentary inquiry,
and at its appropriate time the majority leader will be discussing
thscussing the schedule for next week.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman

Texas.
chairman of the Committee on Ways from
Mr.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II ask
ask
Mr.
GIBBONS.
and Means.
57 minutes and 49 seconds.
seconds.
The CHAIRMAN. The time is con- forThe
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
trolled on both sides by the managers. from Texas is recognized.
of the bill, and one of them must give
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II ask
ask
the gentleman time to do that.
for 57 minutes and 49 seconds of time to
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I ask be equally divided.
unanimous consent that this debate be
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman.
gen1exnan
equally divided and we have an hour from Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr. GIBBONS]
GIBBoNs] has not
and a half on these 10 amendments. I been recognized.
do not even know what the amendThe Chair recognizes the gentleman
ments are. This comes as such a bolt from
from Texas
Texas[Mr.
[Mr.ARCHER].
ARcant].
out of the blue. It Is
is a gag, and I ask Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield
unanimous consent that we have an myself such time as I may consume.
our and a half.
Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned, these
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair is not amendments were asked to be included

man, is the debate time going to be expanded since it is now covering—is going to recognize that unanimous conthere just going to be 10 minutes a sent request. The original unanimous
side? Could we do 20 minutes a side?
consent request for 1 hour has already
I mean these amendments.—
a.mendments—
been objected to, and it strikes the
The CHAIRMAN. The debate time Chair they
they will
will continue
continuetotobe
b objected
objected

under the rule is 10 minutes on each to.
side, and each manager has
has the
the right
right to
to
Mr. GIBBONS. Can I ask for less than
ask unanimous consent—
•an
an hour,
hour, Mr.
Mr. Chairman?
Chairman?
Mr. MILLER of California. So we
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman may
-•

next week.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will re-

have 10
have
10 amendments?
amendients?
propound a request.
The CHAIRMAN. Actually 11 amendMr. GIBBONS. I am sorry?
sorry?
merits.
ments.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman may
Mr. MILLER of California. Eleven
Eleven propound
• propounda arequest.
request.

.•

en bloc by the colleagues involved. The
following items
following
itemsare
areincluded
includedasasnumnnurn-

bered in
in the
the report
reportof
ofthe
theCommittee
Comiittee

on Rules:
Amendment No. 2 offered
offered by
by the
the gengen'

'

-

-•

tleman from Missouri [Mr. TALr] to
express a sense of Congress regarding
marriage and the negative concon
sequences of -. out-of-wedlock births;

amendment No. 6 offered by the gentleman from Missouri
Missouri [Mr.
[Mr. TAL'r]
TALr] to
increase mandatory work participation
rates; amendment No. 4; as modified,
amendments. A further parliamentary
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I ask offered by the gentleman from Illinois
fljinois
inquiry:
unanimous consent for 59 minutes, to [Mr. HYDE] to clarify that States canJs IIunderstood
As
understoodthe
the rule,
rule, originally
originally be equally divided—
not use Federal dollars to pay for certhose amendments could have been Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, I ob- tain types of medical services to reduce
brought up for 20 minutes
minutes of
of debate
debate on
on, ject.
incidentsof
ofout-of-we
out-of-wed.loâkbirths;
the incidents
dioâk - births;
each amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Objection is heard. amendment No. 10 offered by the gen-.
genThe CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I ask tleman
tleman from
fromTexas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr. SMITH]
SMITH] to give
Mr. MILLER of California. And now unanimous
unanimousconsent
consentfor
for 58
58 minutes.
minutes.
States flexibility in defining child
those
those 11
11amendments
amendments have
have been
been colMr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, I ob- abuse and neglect as it applies to
lapsed into one en bloc amendment, ject.
health care; amendment No. 12. as.
a.
and the debate time is only going to be
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I ask modified, offered by the gentleman
10
minutes aa side?
side?
lorninutes
for 57 minutes.
from Indiana [Mr. BURTON] to express a

-

-
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sense
sense of
of Congress
Congress that States should
C1&ytoa
Mr. Chairman. I yield 1½ minutes to Clayton
promote adoption;
adoption amendment
amendment No. 14 the gentleman
Clexnent
Clexnet
gentleman from
from
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Clybun
Clybern
offered by
offered
by the
the gentleman
gentiema from
from Califor- [Mr.
[Mr. KENNEDY].
KEKEDY].
Coleman
Coleman
nia [Mr.
tMr. CC'NINGa!3
NING3 totorequire
require nutrinutri- Mr. KENNEDY
KENNEDYof
ofMassachusetts.
Massachuset. Mr.
Mr. Collins
Collins CD.)

tion block grants to be equitably dis- Chairman, as my colleagues know, this Collins (MI)
(U)
tributed to members of the Armed
Armed is not just a question of rules
Con&tt
ruies and regu- Cond.tt
Cone
Conyers
Forces; amendment No. 16 offered by lations
1atios in
in the
the Congress.
Congress. Behind
Behind these Costello
the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. amendments that have been offered en
en Coyne
GUNDERSON] to limit the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of bloc,
Crer
bloc, ti).2_t
that are
aresenses
sensesof
ofthe
the Congress,
Congress, Cramer
Daner
Agricultare's authority to request cer- are very evil, mean-spirited cuts
Agriculture's
cuts that
that Da.ner
de )aGa,
tarn information;
tain
th.formation amendment
aniendment No. 23 of- are hidden by these sense-of-the-Con- cle
fered by the gentleman from Kansas gress resolutions that are going to be Deal
DeLanro
DeLauro
Deflurns
[Mr. ROBERTS] to add criminal
crimnaj forfeitforfeit- combined in this en bloc amendment. Dellurns
Deutsc
ure penalties for violators of the Food Specifically the gentleman from
from CaliCali- Deutsob
Dicks
Stamp Act; a.rnenthnent
amendment No.
No. 27 offered fornia [Mr. MATStrI] and I offered an

by the gentleman from New Jersey amendment
amendnnt before
beforethe
theCommittee
Committee on
[Mr. ZnfRj
ZnRj to
to clarify
clarify the
the penalties Rules tG
to try
try and
and restore
restore 52.7 billion
that apply in certain cases of'
of welfare worth of cuts in the foster care and
fraud; amendment
amendmentNo.
No.28
28ofTered
offered by
by the adoptive services programs of this
gentleman from Florida [Mr. Sawj to cOuntry.
ceuntry, $2.7
$2.7 billion
billion to
to help 450,000 kids

broaden the Secretary's waiver powers in this country.
and to restrict the
the provisions
provisonz under Mr. MCDERMOTT,
MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I
which States can establish county dis- move that the House do now adjourn.
bursernent units In
bursement
in the child support The CHAIRMAN. That motion Is
is not
program, and amendment No. 29 offered in order. The gentleman from Massaby the gentlewoman from Washington chusetts
hasthe
the flocr.
floor.
chusetts[Mr.
[Mr.KENNEDY]
KL'*Dy] has
[Ms. DUNN] to require the Social SecuMr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. A motion to adrity number of the deceased to appear journ
journ, Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, is a1ways
always in
on death certificates.
order. It is always a privileged motion.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the
The CHAIRMAN. Not in the CommitfMs. tee of the Whole.
gentlewoman from Washington [Ms.
DtrNN).
Drn).
The gentleman from Massachusetts
Ms.
[Mr.KENNEDY)
KENxy3 my
maycontinue.
continue.
Ms. DUNN of Washington. Mr.
Mr. ChairChair- [Mr.
man, when I hear the phrase "cruelty Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Chairman, will
gentleman yield?
to children" I think of the cruelty that the gentleman,
has been perpetuated within the curMr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. I
rent welfare
welfare system
systemin
inthe
theform
form of
of the yield 5 seconds to the gentleman from
-

34 billion
billionowed
owed to.
to. cMlthen
children whose New York,
Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Chairman, since
deadbeat parents could keep them off
off
gentleman from
from Massachusetts
Massachisetts
welfare but are not willing to pay up. the gentleman
mov- that
The Republican welfare bill under de- yielded 5 seconds to me, I move
bate requires that States list the
the SoSo- the Committee do now rise.
$24

cial Security numbers of applicants for
for

a number of licenses in order to find

these deadbeat parents. My amendment
süriply adds a .provision
,provisjon requiring the
simply
the

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from
from Massachusetts
Massachusetts [Mr.
[Mr. KENNEDY)
KENNEDY] is
under recognition.
Mr. LAFALCE. He yielded to me, Mr.

Dingefl
Digell
Dixon
Doggect
Doggett
Doole5
Dooley
Durbiii
Durbin
Engel
Enel
Esoo
Eshoo
Evans

Fart
Fari
Fattah
Fatta
Fazio
Fano

Fields (LA>
Fields
(LA)
Tither
Fither
Fake
Fiake
Foglietta
FogUetta
Ford
Frank
Prank (MA>
(MA
Frost
Fue
Purse
Gejdenson
Gep.r-t
Geph.ardt
Gibbons
Gonsalen
Gonalez
Green

Gut1erre
Gutlerrea
Hail (OH)
Hail (TN)
Hall
()

Eaii1ton
Hamilton

Ea.ting (7Ij
Hastings
L)
Hefer
Befner
HUliard
HUiiad
Hinchey
Bolde
Boiden
Buyer
Hoyer
.la.ckson-Lee
.1ackso-Lee
Jerferso
JeC(erson

Allard
AUard

Arier
Social
and I have now moved to Archer
Social Security
Security number
number of the de- Chairman,
Arey
rise.

Bachas
Bach S

TheCHAIRMAN,
The
CHAIRM. The
The gentleman Bake::
Bake: (CA)
my colleagues
colleaguesknow,
kow. Social
list. As my
Social SeBke (LA)
(LA)
from Massachusetts
Massachusetts [Mr.
[Mr. KENNEDY]
KENNEDY] Baker
curity numbers will be used in tracking from
Ba.flengw
Ba.Denger
must yield for that purpose.
down d.eadbeat
deadbeat parents,
parents.
Barr
Barr
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr. Barrett (1E)
(SE)
Mr. Chairman, after the conclusion of
Chairman, II move
move that
that the Committee Bartlett
our cornrr.jttee
committee hearings,
hearings, aa case
case was Chairman
Bar
Barton
brought to my attention where a do now rise.
Bass
The CHAIRMAN,
The
CHA.IRM. The
Thequestion
question is
is on
on
woman had
woman.
had received
received $25,000 in delingentleman Berenter
Berter
quent funds from the ectate
e!tate of her de- the motion offered by the gentleman
1Ibiy
from Massachusetts
Massachusetts [Mr.
tMr. KENNEDY]
KENNEDY] Blibray
ceased former husband
htisband who had gone frozn
Bilirakis
Biiirakis
that
the
th
Committee
Committee
do
do
now
now
rise.
rise.
into hiding
hiding years
years-- earlier,
and
only
earlier, ad only
Bliley
through luck did she learn of hii

es-

The question was taken; and the

announced that
that the
the noes
noes aptate. This amendment would take the Chairman am2ouilced
peared to
tohave
haveit..
t.
luck out
out of
of it,
it. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chair.ari. I urge the peared

Blute
Boehiert
Boeher
Boehner
BGni1L
Bonjfl.

support of my colleagues.
Bono
RECOR)ET) VOTE
RECOROET)
VOTE
Browback
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. GEBBONS.
Mr. Chalrman,
Chairman, I yield
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I de- Brownback
Erya (TN)
Bryant
(TN)
myself such time as I may consume.
mand a recorded vote.
Burn
Buno
Mr. Chairman, this is the most
most oatoutA recorded vote was ordered.
rageous procedure that I have ever seen
The vote was taken by electronic de- Burr
B-ton
in 32 years here in the Rouse of Rep- vice, and
and there
therewere—ayes
were—ayes188,
18, noes
noes 242, Buyer
Buyer
resentatives. There were 31 amend- not voting 4, as follows:
CaUaa
Callahan
meats made in order by the rule, each
ments
Calet
Caivert
[Roll No. 256]
Camp
amendment to have 20 minutes of deCaa
Caz.ady

bate. The
The chairman
cha!ran of
ofthe
the Committee
Committee
Abercrombje
on Ways and Means collapsed all that Ackerman
20 minutes of time on each amendment
amendnient Acka
Andrews
down to one 20 minutes of time. We Baesler
Balthcd
canot even
cannot
even find
find out what
what amendments
aiendrnents Baithcci
.Barcla
Barcia
are in this en.bloc
er.b1oc amendment.
s.rrtt (WI)
Barrett
(WI)
s outrageous,
This is
outrageous, Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.
Be.erra
Becerra

er

AYES—lBS
Beiieson
Beilenson
Ben teen

Bernan
Berman
BeelU
BelU
Bishop

Bto
Borkt
Boelor

Boucher

Brewster

Bow (CA)
Brown
(CA)

Brw (FL)
(FL)
Brown (OH)
Bryant CTX}
Bryant
('TX)
Cardln

Cari
Clay
Cy

Pickeca
Picke
Pomercy
Poe'cy

Jobnsto
Johnston
Ranjorskj
Rajosk
Eaptur
1ennedy(y.A)
Kennedy (MA)

Posha
Posia
Rabail

Castle

Reed
Reynolds
Reold.s

Rivers
Rives

Roe

Roamer
Rose

.

Lantos
Laos
Laug1th
Laughlin

Lei

Roybai-Aila
Russ
Rush
SaSo
Sabo
Sanders
Saw-e
Sawyer
Schroeder

.

Levin
Lewis (GA>
Lewis
(GA)

Lincoln
Lpiuski
Liplnskl
Lcfg-reu
Lofgrec

.

5che
Schuer

Lowey

Scott

Luthar
Luther
Ma]ey
Malctey

Serrano
Serrao
5ists
Sizlaky

Mo
Markey

5kag
Ska'gs

Skeiton
5keltoD

Martinez
Martie:
Ms.sca.-a
Mascara
MatsI
Matsal
McCarthy
Mccarthy

51Auge
Slaughae

5pr
sprsra
5tark
Stark

5to
5tos
Stenhoi

-.

Mcexot.
McDexota.

Stakes

5tdds
Stdds

McEale
McEaIe
McKinney

Mcie
McNul
McNuly

Ztuk
Stiipak

Tane
Tanner

-

Talo 3Z)
Taylur
3S)

Meehan
Meehn

Miller
Miller(CA.)
(CJ

Tejed&
Tejeda

Mineta
Mink
Mink

.

.

Tho
Thu

Thornton Thur—an
Torre3
Torrea
Towns
Tots
Pucker
Thcke

Moakiey
Moakle5
Molloha
Moilohan

-

Montgmer
Montgomery
Moran

VeIaz
Velaz

Mrthz
Mrtha
Nadier
Nadler
ea1
Neal

Veno
Vesto

ObeDstar
Oberstar

Visclas'
Visclos
VolAer

Obey

Ward

-.

Olver

Waters

Watt(
Wat()

Ortiz
Orton
Orto
Owens
Oweis
Pai1or.
Pallone

W

-

WITh
WlTham
Wise

Parker
Pastor

Woolsey

Payne (N,8
(NJ)
Pelosi
eos
Petero
Peterson(FL)
(FL)

Wynn
Yarns

Wyd,
Wy&en

Wy

Ya

Ge
Gi1c
Gilc-s
G1
G1r
GUa3
GUma3

Collis(GA)
Collins (GA)
Combest
Combes
Cooley
Cooey
Cox
Crane
Crapo

Geran

Goodi&-.e
Goodlame

Goodlin

Crw
Crswns

.

Cabin
Cubtn

&oss
C-usa

Cunningham

Orsharn
Greenwnod

Cuniga

Dasis
Da-s
DePario
DeFao
DeLap
Diaz.Baja.Dlas.Balart
Dickey
Dicker
Doolrtle
Doolittle
Dornan
Dcrnaz

Gutec
Gstknecha

-

Ea.x1,cL
Ea.nnsca
Hansen

Hastings
Has
(WA
(WA
Hayes

Doyle
Dreer
Dreser

Kefley
Eefley.
Heinaman

Heea

Dunn
Eb.lecs
Eb.Les

Eerg

Erli

Ebrlich
Erneron
Emerson
English
ELSigi
Ensign

EflIezMillesry
liobson
Hobso

Eeksz
Eoeksz

.

Hoke
Horn

or

Evert:
Everett

Ewing
Faweil
Fields (TX)

Flanagan
F1aagn
Foley
Forbes
Fowt
Fowler

-

Hnt

Hntchinscn

.

gtjs
.

.

latonk

-

Jacor
Johsc
Johnson(ZD
(CT)

Fox

Cb.abot
Chaznbllss
Chambliss

Frs.ks(CT)
(CT)
Frks
Franks (NJ)

Christensen
Chricese
Chrysler
Clinger
CL'nger
Cubic
Cable

Fries
Fr±sa
Funde.-rk
Funderburk

CobE.zCoburn

Gekas

Chesos

Rangel

.

Kennedy(p1)
enned
(RI)
Kennelly
eneUy
1Udee
Kildee
Rlectka
Rleczka

laink
mink
LaFa1e
LaFalce

(

Pete.-s (
Peterson

NOES—242

-

ceased. that it be added to the above
ceased,

H3
Johso
Johnson (5D)
(SD)
Johnson. E
JOsoD.
E. B.
B.

FreIbusen
FreBuysen

SQ:.
Jonen
Jo S

Soson. Sam

.

.

Ka

Eefl
Kelly

Ga11eg3'
Galieg-ly

Kg
King
.

Kbg
4
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Kiug
Rlug
Rnolle3berg
Knollenbeg
o)be
Rolbe
L.aBood
L.aHood

Lorgent
Lxgent
Latham
Lathazn
LaTouret.te
LaTourette

Payne (VA)

Petri
Pombo

Porter

Lewis (CA)
Lewis (NY)
Lewis
(lY)

Portznan
Prce
Pryce
Quillen

Lightfoot
LighUoot
Licder
Livingston
Livthg5ton

Radasovich
Radanoich
Ramstad
Ra.mstad
Regula
Regula
Riggs
Roberts
Rogers
P.ohrabacher
Rohrabacher
R.os-Lehtinen
Ros-Lehtinen
Roth
Roukema

Martth
Martini

YcCoflurn
McCollurn
MeCrery
McDade
McBugh
McBugb
MCIIinIS
Mclnnis
Mcintosh
Y.clctosh
McXeon
Meedez
Menendez

Royce
Salmon
Sanford

Metcalf
Meyers
Mfume
Miome

Saxton
Scarboroug
Scarborough
Schaefer
Schiff
Sea.strand
Senseobrenner
Sensenbrecner
Shadegg
Sbadegg

Mica
Miller (FL)
Miller
FL)

Molina-i
Moorhead
Moorbead
Morelia
Myers
Myrick

Shaw
Shays

Shuster

Nethercctt

Skeen
Skeen
- Smith (MI)

Necmann
-

Stearns
Stockxnan
Stckxnan
Stump
Talent
Tate

Taun

Quinn

LoBlondo
LoBioo
Lougley
Longley
Lucas
Lucas
Manzullo
Maz'3llo

wa.s

Smith (WA)
Solomon
Souder
Spence

Packard
Paxon

Lazio
Leach

rowde:
Rrowde:

Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)

Ney
Norwood
orwood
Nussle
Oxley

Taylor (NC)
(SC)
Thomas

Thoroberr
Thornberry
Tlahrt.
Torkildsen
Torricelli

Traficant
Trafcant

Upton
Vucasovich
Vucacoich
Waidholtz
Waldholtz
Waiker
Walsh
Wamp
Watts (OK)
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White
Whitfield
Wicker
Wilson
Wolf
Young (AX)
Young (FL)
Zellif
Zimsoer
Zimxner
••

The Chair recognizeS
recognizes the gentleman
gentleman
from Texas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr. ARCHER).
ARcIiERJ.
Mr. ARCHER.
Mr.
ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, inas-
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The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman may

the right
right to
to objecL
object He
not reserve the
He lost
the right to object when regular order

much as I am not comfortable
comfortable with
with the
the was demanded.
amount of time that was given in adMr.
Mr. GIBBONS. I think I have estab0

vance to the minority about this
this en
en lished the
the .point,
point, Mr. Chairman, that
that
bloc amendment, I ask unanimous con- we are proceeding on a cruel bill in an
sent that the time for debate on this unusual manner.

amendment be extended an additional
Mr. Chairman, I withdrawn my res30 minutes, 15
15 mirniteS
minutes on each side; ervation of objection because 1'I do not
coupled with the 10 minutes on each want to be an obstructionist.
side and the motion to strike for an
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. Without
Without Objection,
objection,
extra 5 that will give 30 minutes to the unanimous-consent request is
each side. I ask unanimous
unanimous consent
consent for
for granted.
that.
There was no objection
There
Tne CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
The
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair-.
Chair.. recogto the request of the gentleman from nizes the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
0

Texas?

Mr. GIBBONS. Reserving the right to
object, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I am the second
ranking Member of this House. I have
been here longer than any other person
except one Member.
This procedure that is being
being used
used on
on

ARCHERJ.
ARCHER).

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2

minutes to the gentleman from illinois
[Mr. HYDEJ.
HYDE).

0

(Mr. HYDE asked
asked and
and was
was given
given perper-.
(Mr.

mission to revise and' extend his re-

—
;
-this outrageous piece of legislation Is
is marks.)
Mr.
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, I am not
the most unusual,
unusual, outrageous'
outrageous maneu- sure
this is the greatest time to talk
ver I have ever seen.
about
anything, but I have an amendMr. Chairman, reserving the right to
abject, had
object,
had these
these amezadments
amendments not been ment that is designed solely to ensure
the funds
funds in
inthis
thisblock
blockgrant
grat prohandled like they are being
being handled
handled by
by that the
do not get spent for abortions.
the chairman of the Committee on gram
Ways and Means, the House of Re That is simply what it does:
GREENWOOD. Mr.
Mr. GREENWOOD.
Mr. Chairman,
Ch.irman,
Mr.
resentatives would have 3½ hours of
debate on these amendments, 3½ hours. will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HYDE. I yield to
Mr.
to the'
the gentleman
The gentleman from Texas [Mr. ARCHER) collapsed our 3½ hours down to from Pennsylvania.
Mr. GREENWOOD.
GREENWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I
Mr.
10 minutes on each side for a whole
the gentleman
gentleman for
for yielding
yielding So
so we
group of amendments that I have
have yet
yet thank the
may engage in a brief cclloquy.
cclloquy.
to figure out what is in them.
An essential
essential p',arpose
purpose of
of this bill is to
There are 31 amendments before the
House. I do not
net know nor do I think reduce out-of-wedlock, unintended and
Clearly the
the Stratstratany Member on this side of the aisle teenage pregnancies. Clearly
knows what is in the en bloc amend- egy to help us reach this goal is to enments, as the gentleman from Texas sure that poor families have access to
family planning services. The gentle[Mr.
[Mr. ARCHER]
ARCHER] has
has put
put them
them forward.
forward.
Now, I have said that this is a mean man's amendment states that "notwithstanding any other provision of
bill. It is mean to children.
Statetotowhich
which.aa grant
gr2.t is
Boo if you want to. Boo if you
you want
want this Act, a state
section. 403'
403 may not use
to. Make asses out of yourselves for the made under section,
American people. Let them boo, Mr. any part of the grant to provide 'medical services.'"
Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to
I was concerned
concerned that
that the
the gentleman's
gentleman's
-

NOT VOTING—4
Meek
Mige
Mioge

-

0 1600
01600
Mr. JEFFERSON changed
changed his
his Vote
vote

from "no" to "aye."
So
the motion to rise was rejected.
So'the
rejected.
The result of the
the Vote
vote was announced

as above recorded.
Mr. GIBBONS. You all Sit
sit down and
shut
shut up.
Shut up.
up. Sit down and Shut
The CHALRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The Committee will
be in order.
Mr. GIBBONS. That is what I am
-

asking for, regular order. Sit down and
shut up.
Shut
The gentleman
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The
from Florida is,
is entirely
entirely out of order.
The gentleman will suspend.
The Committee will be in order.
this is a cruel, mean bill
bill to
to
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chafrman,
Chairman, I have object,
children. It takes $70 billion,
billion, reserving
reserving
time, and I want to use the time.
to object, it takes $70
$70 billion
billion
The CHAIRMAN. Will those Members the right
children.
in the aisles please repair to the cloak- from
The CHAIRMAN. Regular order has
room.
ordered for every Member of the
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I have been
Chamber.
time, and I want to use the time.
Let the Chair just say that the genThe CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman tleman
from Florida, under his reservafrom Florida. please suspend until the tion with
respect to the unanimous
Chair obtains order in the Chamber.
consent request, is going rather far
0

PARLIAMENTARY
PARLIAMEXTARY INQUIRY

-

-

-

-

-

-

amendment might bebe. interpreted to
be
mean that
that grant
grant funds
fundscould
couid- not be
used to provide family planning
planning servserv-

ices. But the gentleman has assured me
in conversations
conversations both
bothyesterd&y
yesterday after-

noon and early this morning
morning that
that Itit is

not his intent to prohibit the States
from
from'using
using the
the block
block grant
grant funds for

family planning services.
could assure
assure me
me
I hope the gentleman couid
for the RECORD here, assure
assure the
the House
House
did in our perafield in discussing the bill, but
but the
the for the RECORD, as he did'

Mr. McCRERY.
McCRERY. Mr.
Mr. Cha.irman,
Chairman, I have Chair is going t be as lenient as he

-

sonal conversations, that his amendamend-

can be and let him discuss his reserva- ment will still permit States to use
temporary assistant block grant funds
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will tion.
prepregñancy-related services.
state
Mr. L1VIJGSTON.
LrVThGSTON.IIdemand
demandregi.1ar
regular for prepregnancy-related
State it.
Mr. HYDE. The gentleman Is exactly
Mr. McCRERY. Mr. Chairman, is order.
correct. My a.mendment
amendment is
Mr. GIBBONS. I have the floor, Mr. correct.
Is to
to prevent
petulance a proper form of behavior for
any funds under this legislation to pay
Member of
of Congress?
Congress?Chairman.
a Member
abortions, whether surgical, drugThe CHAIRMAN. That Is
is not a parThe CHAIRMAN. Once regular order for abortions,
liamentary inquiry..
liarnentary
inquiry.
has been demanded, the gentleman
gentleman induced or otherwise. But in no way is
it intended to interfere with access to Mr. GIBBONS. I will be as petulant may not continue to reserve.
as I want to be.
be. The
The 'American
American people
Is there objection to the request
request of
of prepregnancy-related services. ought to know what is going on.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
Mr.
the gentleman from Texas?
Texas?
The CHAIRMAN. All Members will be
Mr. GIBBONS. Reserving the right to 30 seconds to the gentleman from New
in order.
object, Mr. Chairman—
York [Mr.
York
[Mr.RANGEL).
RAGEL).

a parliamentary inquiry.

-

-

0

0

:,,
-.,

-

-

0

-
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i'Ir. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I recogMr.
nize that the chairman of the Committee on Ways
Ways and
and Means
Meanshas
hassaid
saidthat
that
all of'
of these provisions are nonnon-

-

tI'

HOUSE
H
situations are
Sit1ations
are in
in desperate
desperate need of fos- gentleman from Texas [Mr. As
AJ
ter care. 'The
The gentleman from Georgia control the time.

[NEWT Gn'GRICH]
Gfl'GRICH] walks
walks around
around talking
talking
GLBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
about orphanages. Orphanages cost 3 Mr.
minutes
minutestotothe
thegentleman
gentlern fron
fron
controversial,
but the
the one
one line that I seven
controversial but
seven times
timesmore
moremoney
moneythan
thanfoster
foster
York [Mr. RANGEL).

have that describes the gentleman's care,
care, yet
yet this
this bill will send kids into
amendment says that it ensures
ensures that orphanages and take them out of foster

no funds
under the bill can'be
used for
finds uiider
canbe used
medical
for abortion.
abortion.
methcal services and not for
being Circulated
Is this wrong what is being
circulated
around?
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
gentleman yield?

care,
care,

Mr. RANGEL. I yield to the gen-

tleman from Illinois.
Mr. HYDE. The gentleman has to in-

services. If he would
terpret medical services,
check with the gentleman from Mary-

land [Mr. CARDfl)—
CARDfl]—
Mr. RA.NGEL.
RANGEL. Medical
Medical services mean
mean•

abortion. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. HYDE.
Mr..
HYDE. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, if the gentleman will continue to yield, we wanted to make sure
sure that
that itit doe's
does not mean
abortion.
Mr. RA.NGEL. Mr. Chairman, why is

the gentleman circulating this
this around?
Mr. HYDE. I did not circulate anything,
thing,Mr.
Mr.RANGEL.
RANG.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield

2 minutes and 30 seconds to
to the
the gengentleman from Massachusetts
Massachusetts [Mr.
[Mr. KEi-

K-

NEDY).

Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.

Chairman II thank
Chairman,
thank the gentleman for
yielding time to me.
Mr. Chairman, I thank the chairman
for allowing me
me to
to continue
continue alter
after I so
rudely interrupted myself my last time
up here.
I would like to thank the gentleman
gentleman
from Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr.GL8BONS]
GI8BONS) for
for the
time and for the effort that he has
made in making this bill at least
least be
heard by the American people.
people. I notice
time and time again the Republicans
seem to object to strongly when anybody brings up the fact that this bill is
mean Spirited
towards the children of
spirited towards
this country.
Let me just explain exactly how it is
mean spirited to the children ol'
of this

country. You cut in this bill
bill 32.7
$2.7 billion
billion
out of a program that provides
provides foster
foster
care and adoptive services for the poorSexa1lyest kids of this country, for sexuallyabused kicLs,
abused
kids, for
forchildren
children that come out
of families where they are
are being
being beaten, and you do nothing to provide those
services in
In any
any other
otherway.
way.-You
You are
going to sentence those innocent children to going back into the very families that are abusing them. 'There
There is no
cornirient, there
comment,
there is
is no substitution,
It is cold-blooded and mean spirited.
And..you ought to recognize
recognize what
what happens.
-.
Sure, we have an amendment that is
is
suposed1y
supposedly noncontroversial
noncontroversial that says
that we want to provide adoption care
services and It
sense of
it is the
thesen.se
of the
the ConCongress tht states ought to get 315,000 to
people to give to adopted children.
D1615
O1615

York [Mr. RANGEL].

Mr. RANGEL. Mr..
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, iiil
dren were not being hurt, I would

this is the best political thing

The fact of the matter is, Mr. Chair- could happen to the Democrat
have a.
a serious problem in really expose what is going on
man, that we have
this country. There are a number
number of
wherewe
wetake
take10
10 of
of these
these amendi]
amendrx
of where
children that are at risk,
and each time someone stands U
u
Mr. Chairman,
Ilr.
Chairman, I would like to just asks "What does It mean," the:
the:
make the final point. There
There are 3.5 mu- gentleman's
gentleman's time
time has
has expired.
expired,
lion children abused in this country
amenth
We have all of these amendi
every year. There are only 450,000 fos- that
that Democrats
Democrats have
haveput
puti,i to ii
ter care slots, and they are cutting guarantee something for the chij
chi]
them. It is
is on
on their
their conscience
conscience that and the gentlewoman knows that
this bill hurts the poor and hurts
hurts the is no guarantee here except to the
kids of America.
America.That
mat is why we are ernors. Everything
Everything that
thatisisininthi
th
upset. That is why the gentleman from guarantees the Governors that the
the package on the block grant,
Florida [Mr. GBONS] is angry. That
grant
there is nothing that is guarante
why we want to change this bill.
guarante
ciLild,because
because the
the entitlernen
entitlement
Mr. ARCHER.
Mr.
ARCR. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,II yield
yield 2 the child,
before.
minutes to the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from ConCon- shattered which we had before,
Take a look at some of these
these
necticut [Mi's.
[Mrs. JOHNSON).
JOHNSON].
amendment
Mrs. JOENSON
Connecticut. Mr.
Mrs.
JOSON of'ofConnecticut.
Mr. things in this en bloc aniendznent
one isishere,
here,by
bythe
te gentl
gentl
Chairman, one of my colleagues earlier first one
Missouri [Mr.
[Mr. TALEN-r),
TALES-fl, whe:
whe.
in the afternoon said this ought to be a from Missouri
tinjted S
debate about fact,
fact, and
and that
that we
weshould
should says "Every problem the tinited
America has
has in
in crime,
crime,init welfa
welfa,i
not let rhetoric obscure reality. I rise of America
poverty,
in
drugs,
Is
due
to
the
to say that what
what my
my colleague,
colleague, the
the that we have aa single
parent."
Wl
single
parent."
W
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mi'.
CMI'.

KENNEDY), just said about the funding this? A sense of the Congress?
Then we have a gefltleman
gentleman
in the child protection block grant
grant is comes
here from Illinois
fllinois and he

simply not accurate,
accurate. That block grant
goes up to guarantee that every single
child predicted tà
to come into the system will
tern
will have'
have' dollars
dollars waiting
waitingfor,
for him
for placement,

language circulated in all of
of the
the
ments which says that "403 of th€
thi

is to ensure that no funds under
undei
bill can be used for medical
medical servi
servi

chairman of the Comnijttei
Committe
We have,
have guaranteed
guaranteed that
that airtight, The
Ways and
and Means
Meanssaid
saidthis
ths is
is not
troversial, but
but the
thegentleman
gentleian from
Furthermore, we have gone a step troversial,
[Mr. HYDE) claims it only in
m
further. We have not kept that money nois
to stop abortions.
and CBO figures have always been high.

segregated. We do not say "You only
get that money if you take that child
out of the home." We say "You get
that money, and you can use it to prepreserve families, to prevent out-of-home
placement, but if you need to place the

Then we have another provision,

deadbeat dads
dads who
whodie
dieare
arestill
still1:li
deadbeat
under the bill. This is very imporl
imporl

Another provision provides th

you are a fugitiveof
fugttiveof justice
justice you
you an
ar
nied welfare. Give me a break.
break.
child out of
home, you will have the reof.home,
What we
we should
shouldhave
haveis.j debate,
debate
sources to do so."
the good parts of the bill, which
I just want to point out that over the
"We want people to work."
years of this bill that account goes this:
ask
that
our Members, what,
what, give
give t
from $3.9
S3.9 billion
billion to
to over.
over-$5.5
5.5 billion,
billion, an the. training, give them the'
the
0;
o;
increase of 31.6 billion over 5 years, or tunity, and put
put them
them to
to work.
work. IfIft:t
an increase of 25 percent. This is not is no job available
to them, do
mean-spirited.
mean-spirited,
make
make that
that child suffer.
There are.
are 22
22 states
states that are
under
are under
ask Members
Members to
totake
takeaa1001
loo]
court order because their programs are theWe
18-year-old,
and
we
say
if she nrr
so lousy, so there is not anyone that a mistake, do not
not 'punish
punish the. c]
ci
subcontmjttee when Make
testified before my subcommittee
certain
certain that
that she
she lives with a
we had the oversight hearing onwhen
the Make
supervision, that
that she
she gets train
train
child protective
protective services
servicessection,
section, that supervision,
that
she
gets
a
job,
no, they
they
maintained that this was a system that that they have a betterbut
way to do it
was working.
cause we did not do it right.
The gentleman
gentleman may
may differ
differ with
with the Mr. Chairman, all we are askin:
askini
solution of putting these funds in a this.
They k:
k
They have the votes. They
block grant, but I can go through in darned
substance is
is
well that the substance
line and detail why this section of
of' the
their side. The whole world
bill is far more tightly governed than on
looks at this bill and they know
any other section of the bill,
bill, and
and why
why II •whatthe
theother
otherside
sideare
arerea.Uy
really tryin
tryin
think it will work. But to say that it what
do. That is to get.
do,
get the
the Federal Gov
cuts funding for children for foster care'
care ' ment
ment out
outof
ofcaring,
caring, to
to get
get them
them ou
'

'

,

,

wonderful. However, it does is simply false.
That is wonderful,
education, They are going to abo
education.
not deal with the fact that the kids
kids
The CHAIRMAN, The gentleman the whole department,
to get them
themselves that are in
ui these
these foster
foster care from Florida [Mr. GIBBONS]
and the of welfare, to get them out of Medic
'
'

.
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All of the problems of the poor their that they are going to help poor kids, ing child care nutrition programs outleadership said should be handled by that they are going to help mothers, side of the school.
orphanages
orphaiiages and by the private sector pregnant mothers. What they are sayMr. Chairman,
Chathnan, I yield 3
and by charfties.
charities.
'ing'
ing is
is that
that they are going to block
Uock Mr. CLAY.
Caflforto the gentleman from CaliforAll we are saying is one thing: Give grant this money, reduce the amount minutes
nia [Mr. MILLER].
MILLER).
us a chance to debate these things. Do of it, g'ive
give itit to the Governors.
Goveriiors, It Is
is a
Mr. MILLER of California,
California. Mr. Chairnot shove it down the American peo- big conduit for passing money on to
man, I thank the gentleman for
for yield3e1dpie's
pIe's throat.
Governors with no responsibility,
responsibility, no
no ing time to me.
Mr. ARCHER.
ARCHER.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, I yield 1 strings attached.
Mr. Chairman, it has become very
minute to the gentleman from New I say they ought to be ashamed, and clear
clear that
that the
the Republicans
Republica.s do not want
Jersey
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr. ZThfMER),
ZIMMER).
they ought to go back Into
Into history
history arid
and a debate or a discussion on this bill beZflVLMER. Mr.
Mr. ZTh'LMER.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, II thank
thank look and see if it is close
clese to what Adhow quickly and
the gentleman for yielding time to me. olph Hitler did to people in that coun-. cause they understand ptblic
is
clearly
the
American
public
is corning
coming
Mr. Chairman, I would just like to try.
to understand what they are dothg,
doing,
attention to
to one
one amendment
amendmentinnbring attention
Let me say, If
if their level of frustra- how terribly mean they are being to
cluded in -the
the en
en bloc
bloc amendments
amendments that tion is such that they think that all of
of this Nation,
Nation. This goes far
believe even
even the
thegentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromNew
ew the
I believe
the problems of this country depend on children
beycnd
beyond
pregnant
women and young
York [Mr.
York
[Mr.RANGEL]
RANGEL]will
willfind
find agreeable,
agreeable, what is happening in welfare,
welfare, and
and If
if children. This
This goes
goes to
todisabled
disabledcliiiciilI: clarifies and expands the language this does not work, if their frustration
It
frustration
to abused children.
that was adopted in the Committee on stays there, what is next? Castration? dren,
The gentleman from Massachusetts
Ways and Means, to make it clear that Sterilization? After
Alter that, I hate to say [Mr. KENNEDY] was absolutely right.
if anyone
ii'
anyone simultaneously collects wel- what is next, if they continue to be as The block grants
g'rarit here for Federai
Federal profare payments In
in two separate States, frustrated as they are today.
tection of children, abused, children,
that person will be prohibited from colMr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes
minutes to
to
greatiy diminished, and those chilgreatly
lecting
welfare payments
payments the gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs. are
lecting means-tested
meai-tested welfare
dren are placed at risk. There is no
no
for ten years thereaftex.
thereaftei.
MINK).
Mnx].
guarantee of that funding being there.
This is a serious problem. It is aa naofHawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
Mrs. MINK
MflK of
If Members read the letter they reretional problem.
problem.ItItcame
cametotolight
lightininmy
myI Ithank
thazkthe
thegentlewoman
gentlewoman for
for yielding
yielding ceived
ceived fromthe
frorn•theAmerican
AmericanBar
BarAssociaAssociaarea when it was discovered that peo- time to me.
toi, ititsimply
tion,
simply statesthat
states thatwe
we are
are now
pie were jumping the turnstiles for the
Mr. Chairman, as I understood
understood the
the taking the most vulnerable children in
trams connecting New York and New debate on the rules, there was an Intrains
in- this Nation, that now have the Federal
Jersey. They were found to have dual tent on the part
part of'
of the majority to per- protection, where 'we
we have
have gone into
identifications. They
identifications.
Theywere
werecollecting
collecting mit extensive
extensive debate
debate on the amend- the court, and we have over 20 States
welfare in New Jersey, going
going to
to New
New ments
ments that
that had been agreed
agreed to
to for
for d.isdis- who now have their foster
foster care
care systems
systems
York,
York, establishing
establishingthemselves
themselvesasashomehome- cusSion,
cusion, so
soititcomes
comesas
as aa great
great shock
shock to
to run by the courts because the States
iess in New York, and collecting bene- me that out of
less
of 26
26 amendments
amed.ments that the have refused to administer
ad'rijnister the
the system
system
fits
fromboth
bothStates,
States,
ts from
majority is to offer, nearly aa third
third were
were for the protection of these children.
chfldren.
Obviously, this is ripping off the sys- put together in
iz au
an en blcc
bloc amendment
amendment
Those are the States that the gentletem. It is taking
tern.
taklng money that should go without even the Members of the corn- woman
from
fromConneOtjcut
Conneáticut
[Mrs.
[Mrs.
JOHNJoto the needy and should go to those mittees affected by this consolidation woman
SON] wants to give more say to, fewer
who are deserving. This arriendment
amendment ex- 12.ving
having been
ad even
been consulted,
consulted, and
even knowknow- protections for these children. Those
tends the 10-year prohibition to all Ing
ing what it was all about
are the very States that the gentleneeds-tested programs.
There is one amendment
amendrriet that
that II want
want
wants to give these children
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield to address attention to, particularly, woman
to.
6 mInutes
minutes to the gentleman from MIs- that is included in this en bloc amend- back
Those States, like the District oi
of Co&ourl[Mr..
scuri
[Mr..CLAY],
CLAY),and
andIIask
ask unanimous
unanimous merit
ment offered by the gentleman from lumbia,
they
cannot
find
their
cliiichilconsent that he may be allowed to con- California (Mr.
[Mr. CtTNNINGRAM).
CUNNINGHAM). ItIt has
has to
to dren. States like New York, they cantrol
thattime
time and
and to
to yield
yield time,
tol that
with an
anamendment
amendmentwhich
wch attempts
do with
attempts not find their children. Why?
Why? Because-Because'
The CHAMAN.
T'ne
CHAI,MAN.IsIsthere
there objection
objection to set aside specific monies for children they refuse to comply with
the
the
law.
law. ItIt
to
the request
to the
of
the
gentleman
from
request of the gentleman from going
goingto
to child
child care facilities under the is not the Federal law, it. is the law
by Florida?
Defense Department
Departmenton
onmilitary
militaryInstalinsta- they refuse to
to comply
comply with,
with, so
sonow-we
nowwe.
There was no objection.
objection,
lations, as somehow carving out a pref- are going to take these States with a
Mr. CLAY,
CLAY, Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,I Iyield
yieldmymy- erentiaL
erentiaL category forr child care
care food
food history of abusing these children.
chIldren.
self 2 minutes.
programs for these youngsters
yoi1gsters on
on milimiiiWe have all been treated to the headMr. Chairman,
Chairian, let
letme
me say
say that
that this is tary bases.
lines of children being killed, maimed,
oe cfofthe
one
theworst
worstgag
gagrules
rules that
that .1
.1 have
I would like the House to know that sexually abused, scalded, burned,
burred, axed
seen in
In my
my 27
27 years
yearshere.
here.AAgreat
greatSuSu- what
happened
in
the
bill
that
what happeed in the bill that isis comcorn- up, all of this? Why? Because
Because
they
they have
have
renie Court
preme
CourtJustice
Justiceonce
bnce said
said that
that Ing
ing up to the
the floor
floor for
forconsideration
ccsideration is some notion that
the
States'
can
do
It
that
the
States
it
shoutiii
shouting to the top of your voice in a that the block grants for all of the better, the very same States that are
teiephone booth is not exercising free children of America
telephone
America in
in child
ci1d care faciliin court for failing to proeech. Limiting
speech.
Limitingspeech
speechtoto30
30minutes
minutes ties, outside of school programs, have constantly
the most vulnerable citizens.
to discuss measures affecting the lives no guarantee whatsoever for any par- tect
That is why they do not want to disof millions of people is not full and free ticipation
ticipation in
n any
any food or nutrition propro- cuss this amendment,
amendment. That Is
is why they
debate.
debate. ItIt isisa.a charade,
charade,aasham,
sham,aadisL
dJs gram
whatsoever,
gram whatsoever, so
so itit is
is areal farce. gave away the debate time. That Is
gace.
grace.
Talk about setting aside money spethey put these amendments Into a
The reason Republicans want to limit cially for military children, obviously why
block
grant,
grant, because
becausethey
theyrefuse
refusetotodisdidebate on this issue Is
is because they we want to see that they are fed in the
what this bill does, far beyond the
know that they are not telling the child care programs, but the very heart cuss
of mothers on welfare: what It
tzi.lth.They
truth.
Theyget
get incensed
incensed every time of the legislation that we are dealing question
does
to
disabled
children, what it does
somebody mentions Nazi Germany in with in terms of nutrition carves out to abused children,
it .does to
It
relation to what they want to do to that guarantee for children in child children in child care,what
all of which has
poor people in this country. Let me care programs that are not in a school nothing to do with
wfth welfare reform as
say, Hitler
Hitler had
had aa mJ.nister
minister of propa- situation, so I think that putting this the American people
understand it.
ganda that said "Tell a lie, tell
tell itit big
big Into an en block situation, not allow- No wonder
wonder
they
they
are
are
trying
tryitg to hide
enough, tell if often enough, and it will
ing us time to fully debate it, really the facts from the American public. No

become the truth."
the Members
Members of
of
makes it impossible for the
Yes, they get incensed,
Incensed, because they this House to understand the cruelty of
are telling the biggest lie In
in the world, the Republican bill and how It
it is kill-

wonder they refuse to debate this bill..
No wonder
to-talk
wonder they
they do
do notnot want to
talk
about this bill. No wonder they do not

-
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wart to deal
want
deal with
withititon
onan
anup-and-cornIp-and-com
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield there is no entitlement for childj
chilth
ng basis.
ing
basis.
2 minutes to the gentlewornan
gentlewoman from eat or to be cared for by society.
Connecticut
0 1630
Connecticut [Mrs.
[Mrs. KENNELLY).
KENNELLY].
I think while we need to deal
deal
Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Chairman, we entitlements, we need to rem
This was
wasSupposed
supposed to
tobe
be one of the have
reme
2 programs that we are using there is an entitlement for ch.iidx
child.i
most important parts of the contract.
well. One
Oe this country.
Yet when it came
came to
to the
the most
most imporitIt isis not
to
be
country.
not
to
be It
impor- right now that work very well.
tant part of
of the
the contract,
contract,you
It cannot
cannot be
begiven
gven 4 perc
youchose
chose to promotes the adoption of special needs granted. It
perc
children.
These
Theseare
arechildren
childrenthat
thathave
have year and told to go away.
close down the debate. You just contin- cildre.
dowii debate.
debate. 1I don't get it. physical or emotional difficulties and
ued to close down
and
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Cha!rman, I
are up
You said you wanted open rules, you it is very hard when they are
up for
for myself such time as I may consulT
consum
said .you
you wanted
wanted free
free debate, and now
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, this
this has
has II think
think
now adoption to find a home for them. This
finds a loving home for these ten to be one of the most bizari
you are closing it down because you program fInds
bizarr
bates that I have ever heard.
don't'want America to find out
don'twant
out what children.
The second program is adoption asyou are doing to the children of this
The other Side
side raised all -kin
-kin
Nation.
?ation.
sistace and
sistance
anditithelps
helps aa family
family cope with points that we did not have ei
en
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield the additional costs associated with time on
on this
this amendrnent.
amendment. iI do
dc
myself such
such time
timeas
asI1 may consume.
having to
to find
problems with children having
they have
have spent
spent 2,
2 mi
find a think that they
mi
Mr. Chairman, it does no
time on
on this
thisparticular
paticular ar
o credit
credit to permanent home and parents who want of the time
an
this House that the tone of the
and tit
the debate
debate to adopt them can afford it and this ment. They are going back and
has been what it has been so far. Extra program helps them afford adoption.
to disturb
disturbthe
thewhole
wholeissue.
issue.
I think
I thi
time was asked for and was granted on
importantthat
thatthis
thiscomnn1jtt
This program also works. These two it is important
cornmittE
-the en bloc
bloc amend.ment.
amendment.
programs are rolled into a block grant alize that under the 40 years of
The amendments, themselves, all of that cuts child welfare funding by S2.6 ardship of
of the'Democrats,
the'Democrats nothing
nothing
pened.
which are in the en bloc amendment, billion over 5 years.
I
were printed and made available
available to evwould
hope
that
it
is
not
evWhat happened today? We had these
the
r
these
eryone last week. This is not a new set amendments put en bloc'
objective co
bloc-and
and one
one of
of the vation right now or the objective
of amendments. The only thing that amendments, amendment 12 says,
minority to disrupt the process so
so
welfar
was not made public far in advance was is the sense of Congress."
we cannot go ahead with welfar
that 11 of these would be included
We all know a sense of Congress is form. This is desperately needed.
included in
in
I believe and I hope that the con
oze amendment. There is nothing un- only worth this paper, a sense of Conone
con
usual about that.
bill01o
gress to strongly urges States to allow tee will focus on let's get a bill
they
want
the
Deal
bill,
let's
But it is sad to me that the minority
get iii
minority sufficient
safficient funds under the Child Protecregular order and let's --go
has taken over half of the time that tion Act.
Ac:.
go forv
for
they said they needed to discuss these
dignity back
back to
to the
What
the Hc
H
What is happening here is these good Let's bring digiiity
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, IIyield
yield33minut€
minut
amendments to talk about what
what should
should programs are being rolled in with other
have belonged in a discussion on the programs. It is a block grant. As people the gentleman from Missouri [Mr.
(Mr.
ENT].
discussion in
in general
rule or a discussion
general debate
debate well know, it
It is not onJy
only a block grant ENT).
and it is not even related to what is in back to the Governor, before it goes Mr. TALENT. I thank the gentle
these en bloc amendments. They are back to the Governor, it goes to the for yielding me the time.
Mr. Chairman, what this debate
free to use their time in whatever
whatever way Committee
debate ii
Comzrne on
onAppropriations
Appropriations and
and has
has vealing
thefundamental
fundameal underl
vealing
isisthe
they wish. But debate would be better to comoete
underl:
withevery
everyother.
other program
comete
with
program
difference of -visions about what
what
served by talking about the amend- such as veterans
veterais programs and
and elderly
elderly
need to do in this country to car'
ments that are here en bloc.
car€
programs.
the poor.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the
Therefore,
we
cannot
promise
anyLet
me
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
me just
justsay
sayvery
verybriefly
brieflybefc
bef
[Mr. thing under this situation. A sense of
GOODLnG).
GO.ODLnG).
talk about my two amendments ix
in
the
Congress
Cogress
does
does
not
not
promise.
promise.
We
We
get- en bloc, 30 years ago, the Federal
Mr. GOODLnG. I thank the gen- ting rid of these programs means chil?Ir.
ernment basically
basicallypreempted
preeipted the I
tleian for
tleman
foryielding
yieldingme
me the
the time.
time.
who need -homes will not get ernment
I know the gentlewoman from Hawaii dren
of
welfare.
Took
it
over.
doing
I really wish this could be taken conditioned the receipt ofIn
did not want to mischaractei'jze
mischaracterjze what them.
assistanc
assistanc
out of this bill.
people doing
doingthings
thingswhich
whichunderxxi
underm
the
from California
Calfforn.ja is doing
the gentlemn.n
gentlemn from
Mr. GIBBONS.
GBONS. Mr.
Mr. Cha.irma,
Chairman, I yield people
the
values
that
are
values
that
are
necessary
with his amendment. Ii know she wants 1 Mr.
necessary
to
minute to the gentleman from Ken- people out of poverty. Conditioned
Conditioned
it to be exactly as it is.
tucky fMr.
fM. WARD].
WARD].
It does not carve out anything. What
on people first and foren
forer
Mr. WARD. Mr. Chairman, I have sistance
having a child without being man
it says is, "on an equitable basis with heard
marr
speakers
before
me
speakers before me talk abott
about Punished people
people' ifif they
they worked,
assistanceprovided
provided
assistance
in inaccorjce
accordance with being here
for
20
and
25
years..
years.
I
have
cause the size and the incentives in
such subsection to all other child care been here just 2 months. But I
I came
came welfare package
package became
becamesuch
such tha
programs carried out in such State." It from a State legislature where we
took -was more attractive fin2ncially.
financially. It
does not carve out anything special. It the
the
trne
to
debate
these
time
kinds
of is- rational in the short term for pe
merely says
merely
says "on
"onan
a equitable
equitable basis."
pec
sues..
sues
I am sure everybody would want that
not to work and to receive welfare.
I
have
heard
the
majority
say
that
These facts, I do not think, are
to happen. Just because children are in they are
are frustrated
frustratedthat
thatwe
weDemocrats
Democrats puted. Everybody has said. The
The Pr
Pr
one State, because they are in the mili- are raising
our
voices,
that
we
Demodent has said these things. The
The Fed
tary, they should not be penalized be- crats are saying that this is
Feth
an injus- Goyerument
Govern.ment progressively
progressively took c
but 'it
cause they are in that State but
it may
not be the State of their normal resi- tice.
control. Took the welfare system
system ii
You know
kziow
why
why
we
we
are
are
doing
doing
it?
it?
BeBeand has
has maintained
maintajned it e
dence, -but
that is
is where
where they are sta- cause we are not being given the time lock grip and
but that
since.
Since.
''
tioned at the present time..
time.
to debate each of these amendamendAs a result, Mr.
What the gentleman from California truly
Mr. Chairman;
Chafririan,PaVE
pove
flients.
ments.
[Mr.
CtmtNGB&] is merely
[Mr. CU
has not gone down in the last 30 ye
merely saying
ye
saying is
Real
Real
quickly,
let's
just
tell
the
let's
just
tell
the
AmerAmer- It was declining for the 20
20 years -bel
that it should be bandied on an
-bef
an equ.iequi- ican people something. When the
Re- then. It has gone up slightly.
table
basiswith
withassistance'
assistce provided
table basis
slightly. Thai
That
provided in publica. Contract
Contract With
With America sign- not
for
want
of
the
taxpayers
for
want
of
the
taxpayers
tryi
accordancewith
withsuch
suchsubsection
subsection to all publican
acco1-.ce
tryi
not
ers
get
up
and
say
they
are
putting
We have spent, depending on how 3
other child care programs carried out children at risk, just remember,
these
by the State.
welfare, at least trillions of d
grants.
does not
not make
make sense to define
graits. ItIt does
le.rs
l'e.rs
on
on
It 'is
is tot
is pretty
pretty plain and does block
I think tb&t
that is
not owing
'owing t
people in the real world what a block lack of welfare.
generosity
in the Amen
not carve out anything particularly.
Americ
block grant
grait is saying that
grant is. A block
that people of either party. It
it is owing t
-

.
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en
bloc,
and.
and,
that
is,
the
criticism
criticism
that
that
this
legislation
will
touch, will
will affect
trying to give people material wealth we have raised
about the original Re- individual child and family.
Some have
and lift them out of poverty, is luring publicanratsed
bill and, that is. that it was said this is mean legislation, it does
them into, a kind of spiritual poverty weak on work.
gentleman frOth
froM
The gentleman
by destroying their
families
and
their families and their Missouri [Mr. TALENT] does raise those not consider the welfare mother.
But let us take a look at what reilly
really
incentives to work. That is what this percentages.
percentages. In the process he has happens.
is easy to talk in generalbill Is designed to change. I think ev- caused me to have to amend
generalamend my chart, ities. Let It
look at.
at how your
us take aa look
erybody here wants to do that.
I have done so rather hastily and I
system, the present system
Let's
take the
the en
en bloc
bloc amendments
amendments but
Lets take
think I reflect the changes in the per- particular
Here is right out of the newswe are talking about as far as illegit- centages that his amendjnent
amendment address- operates.
imacy is concerned. Yes, I put an es.
paper: Kids go hungry while parents
amendment in here which is
is on
on the
the en
It increa.es,
increases, as
as you
you will see, over the buy drugs. Three children live in a
bloc, itit is
is aa sense
sense of
ofCongress,
bloc,
Congress. it says time
period a cumulative increase of 52 house of roaches, without food, while
the out-of-wed.jock
out-of-wedlock birth rate is one out percent from the original percentage In
spend their
their monthly
monthly wel.
wel
in the parents spend
of three and that is leading to an awful the work program as contained in the fare benefit in narcotics. In 1988 this
lot of terrible social pathologies,
pathologies, drug
drug original bill.
woman had six children taken from
use, alienation crime.
has
However, during that same time pe- her, put in foster homes. Now she has
We cannot do anything aboutthat riod,
three more children after her boyfriend
nod.
I
woid
would
point
point
out
out
that
that
there
there
is
unless we reduce the out-of-wedlock only one of those years in which
moved in,
in, one 15 months, one 2½
which they
they moved
weeks.
do not
not know
know aa'sociologist
birth rate. I do
'sociologist exceed the percentages that are in- weeks,
who disagrees with it.
I am
am asking
asking my collea&ies
collea&ues who
who is
cluded in the Deal substitute.
I have an amendment in here which
tough on kids? It is your present syssysBut
I
think
it
does
raise
some
very
very
increase work participation reQuirereQuire- legitimate
tem. How could you be tougher on kids
legjtLate
questions.
questions.
First
First
of
all,
by
ments. But the bill is focused on people block-granting,
families than
than the
thepresent
presentsystem'?.system?
block-gran:±ng.
includes the and families
who are closest to employability, two- work program; thewhich
Here is a woman with her boyfriend
proposes to
to save
bill
proposes
save
parent AFDC families, single parents some $8 billion.
who took $440
$440 aa month
month on
on AFDC,
AFDC,3916
3916
with kids school age or older. If you
SSI, and all wasted, and the kids are
It iss fine
fine to
to say
say on paper that we are of SSI.
are able-bodied and your child is at raising
starviig. Who
Who is
is tough
tough on
'ork
workpercentages,
percentages,but
but II do
do not at home starviiig.
sthool or
school
or you
you have
have another parent at rasmg
kids? Who is tough on families?
see
any
eQuivalent
equivalent
increase
in
the
home, there is no reason you cannot funding
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairmaa, I yield
fundang to
to make
make sure
sure that these work
work. That is not punitive. That
work,
That is
is progTarns
1 minute
minute to
to the
the gentleman from Michiare
are able
able to
to be implemented. .1
good for you. If you work, you will be programs
question then is,
is. If
if there is no ad- gan [Mr. LEVIN].
able
aole to get off the welfare rolls. That is The
Mr. LEVII.
LEVfl. Mr. Chairman, let me
ditional
furding
to
achieve
ditional
funding
this 52 pergood.
pick
up
just
up on
on the
the point
poimtofofthe
thegenL
gen
cent
cumulative
cumative
increase
increase
in
In
percentpercentThe other thing the bill does broadly
over the years, if there Is
is no addi- tleman from Georgia [Mr. DEAL]. You
is it takes control away from the Fed- ages
But two
two
tional funding, then is it saying that it raise the participation rates. But
eral
Government and returns it, not to
e'al Government
to does not cost
things:
You
do
not
provide
a
single
dolcct
the
the
States
States
anything?
anything?
If
it
the States but closer to the people of does not cost the States anything, then lar more; and second, your participa:e United
the
UnitedStates.
States.That
That is
is what
what the bill why not let.
peopie going
let us
us all
all put
put 100
100 percent for tion rate is not based on people
expresses trust in. It says the people of every year?
to
work,
your
participation
rates can
can
te United
the
UnitedStates
Statesififthey
they have
have control
failacy
I
think
that
is
the
fallacy
that
exists
be
based
on
knocking
people
people
off
off the
the
over this system
system will'do
willdo a much better in this proposal.
rolls:
rolls
job of providfng
providIng for the. needy
needy amongst 'Mr.
Mr. TALENT.
TALENT.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,*111
*ill the
I care
care so
somuch
muchabout
abut the
te link
link bethem than the Federal Government has gentleman
yield?
tween welfare and work. It is the critidone.
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. I yield to the cal link here. We are darn worried
It is a conflict in visions here. I un- gentleman
from Missouri.
about the children. We also have
have to
to
derstand people who,
who sincerely,
derstarid
sincerely, deeply
deeply
Mr. TALENT. I would say this to the help the parent and make sure
sure the
the parbelieve in the esting system, but it is gentleman,
and I appreciate his work ent gets out of the cycle of dependency
notworking.
working.
ot
in
this
th.s
area.
Work is not expensive if for the sake of
of the
the parent
parent and
aid the chilMr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman. I yield
focus on people who are close to dren.
30 seconds to the gentleman from New you
employabilj:y. It is expensive if you
employability.
And it is not a Question
question of vision.
York [Mr. RANGEL].
huge day care requirements,
requirements, ifif Whatever your
your vision
vision is.
is. you
you are
are not
not
Mr.
Mr. RANGEL.
gent1ema from have
RANGEL. The gentleman
is
s used
used as
as an
an excuse
excuse for vast new willing to act and the Deal bill'
bill and the
Misouri [Mr. TALENT] said all of these work
exparsions of the welfare state, traintrain- rest of us
us are
are willing
willingtotoact
actand
ad say we
problems that society is facing is be- expansions
day care, et cetera. But if you are going to link welfare and work and
cause the children are born out of wed- ing,
focus on, say,
say. two-parent families, then put resources behind it to make sure it
lock.
lOCk.
you
do
not
need day care. And there is done, and to grade States not on
on the
You describe it a crime, that drugs, are States which
wiich are
are doing—
basis of knocking people off
off the
the rolls
rolls
that poverty is all due to this.
this, But it
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Reclaiming my
but
getting
them
to
work.
my
could very easily be said that
that itit is
is povpovI appreciate the gentleman's
We are proud to stand for work.
work.'
erty that has driven the very same time.
statement,
'out
but the obvious fact is that
Mr. SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, IIyieldyield 2
things that
that you
you are
aretalking
taikig about.
about.
it does cost money to put In
In pla.ce
place propro- minutes to the gentleman from Indiana.
It is so unfair for you to pick
pick one
one of grams to move people from welfare
BURTON]
[Mr. BURTON]..
these things, and you are right. You into the work force. If it does
does
not
not
cost
cost
Mr.
BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Chairare right, that these things are all any money,
money. then we ought to just say
I thank the gentleman for yieldthere together. But if a person was
was the percentages should be much higher man,
ing time to me.
working, they would not be making the for everybody from,
from the
the outset.
outset. If
If itit Mr. Chairman, let us
us talk
talk about
babies.
cost money, then it is a hollow something positive that we are workMr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman,
Charrnan, II yield does
ing on right now. There are
are 600,000
600.000 chi.1chil3 minutes to the gentleman from Geor- promise or the largest unfunded man- ing
dren in foster
foster care
care inin this
this country.
country,
gia [Mr. DEAL], who has spent hours date we have ever sent to our States.
30.000 to 35,000
35.000 of these
these kids
kids are
are up for
for
and hours and hours and hours working
01645
adoption or available for adoption
on this subject.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 right now. There are problems with
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. I thank the minute to the gentleman from Wiscongetting them adopted. It costs about
gentleman for yielding me the time.
sin [Mr.
sin
[Mr.ROTH].
Rom].
510,000 for a prospective adoptive par$10,000
I would like to commend the gene
Mr. ROTH. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I thank ent to adopt a child, and because of
tiernan from Missouri [Mr. TALENT]
tieman
TALZNT] for the gertlexnan
gentleman for yielding. Like my that,
that. there are
are aa lot
lot of
of kids-that
kds.that are
are
one of his amendments that Is
is a part of colleagues. I am concerned about how riot
not adopted that'would
thatwould be.
system
system that is at the same time as It is

-
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And many of these kids are Shuffled
Shuffled
Please understand
understand, block
block grants is with Its
from foster home to foster home and not
its
own
stream,
each
with
Its own
a magical word iii
in and of itself. Interlock."
they lose hope, they become full of de—
inter] ock"
When
we
block
grant
and reduce a fund
spair, and many of them turn to crime
spalr,
So I know it is frightening to make
inability of States
we give the Inability
mi- change, I know there is risk Involved.
as they get older. So we
we need
r&eedtQ
tQdo
do plement these programs. States to unThis can
can hie
5e a
something to provide incentive
incentive for peochairman of. the Oversight Subhoax. Sth.tes
need to
to wake
hoax.
Sttes need
wake up. Block As
ple to adopt.
committee, I can tell Members
Members we have
is
no
magic
to
all
of
their
grants
their
prob- put annual Quantifiable
In the tax bill that Is coming up be- lems now.
quantifiable achievable
fore this body in about 22 weeks,
goals in there because annually
week-sj there
there
anxiually they
certainly is not to be expected
expected are going
is going to be
be aa 5,OOO
$5,000 tax Credit
credit for toThis
going to
to be
be there
theredefending
cure
the
minimum
defending why
why
wage
or
the
parparents that adopt children who
they did or did not achieve their goals.
wo are
are in
In
in work,
work.
foster care. Now it costs $15,000 to ticipation
We have provisions in
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
In this bill that
520,000
520,000for
foreach
eachchild
child that
that is in foster
foster minutes to the gentlewoman I yield 4 will look at best case, worst case, so we
from
Concare. If we get them out of foster
foster care necticut [Mrs.
[Mrs.JOHNSON),
J0NSON], a member of can help States see where they are
'into
into loving homes by using this tax necticut
going. The old system has failed. We
the
the
committee.
comjtittee
credit we are going to save S15,OCO
515,OCO the
must
have the courage to try
try-someMrs.
JOHNSON
JOH:NSON
of
of
Connecticut
Conectjcut
somefirst year, $20,000 a year each year after
Mr. thing new, and
we must
must comm_it
commit ourCnairman, I thank the gentlem
for
gentIem
that, the taxpayers are paying to keep Chairman.
selves to something better than the old
those kids in foster care, that is a posi- yielding time to me.
way we used to proceed, which was do
Mr.
Chairman,
I
want
tive.
to take a mo- something
for 5 years and
rnent to respond to the comments
ment
and do not look
comJI1en
of
In addition, there is an amendment
amenthnent my colleague from California
around utjl
untilthe
the5—year
5-year reauthoriza,.
Califorma
reauthorja,.
In
in the bill right now
whose
now we
weareare talking
taikig Impassioned
attack on this bill's child tions came up.
about which I have sponsored which impassioned attack
Mr.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, will the
services block
block gTant
grant is heartfelt but in
providesadditional
additioj incentives
provides
incentives to adop- my
gentlewoman
yield?
estimaion'misguide-,j
my
estimation'misguid
tive parents to adopt children who are
Mrs.
JOHNSON
of Connecticut i
The
gentleman
from
Ca1iforja
Ca1iforja [Mr.
[M•
handicapped who are having problems
MILLER), and I have long disagreed in yield to the gentleman from Florida.
MILLER],
it provides
being adopted. It
provides all kinds of the area of foster care.
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chajrma, I would
care, It goes back like
method.s for the States
methods
States to
to employ
employ in- fundamentaily
to
•commend
commend
the gentlewo
fundamentally
belief
to
his
be1ef
that the 19 from Connecticut for
centives to get these children out of pounds
regulations and
and the
the wonderful
the 50
the foster care system and in loving Pouiids of regulations
50 proprowork she
she has
hasdone
doneiiii this area.
gra.n-iscurrently
grams
currently in
in place cou.Id
could protect work
homes.
What
we
have
here,
children. They cannot, and they are
In addition
though, are some
addition to
to that
that we
we are also going
40 of
40
ofthese
theseprograms
prog-ra dealing
with takto provide
provideaacomputerized
compurzed network if not.
care of
of -kids,
kids, 40 Federa,
to the
the testimony.testiinony- read the pa- ing care
Federalprograms
progra
we can get the States to work with us Listen to
having
its
each
having
its
ow-n
is exploding, chilown set
set of regulatjo.
reguJatjo.
by adopting this amendment i am pro- pers, listen. Abuse Is
dren are being beaten to death. Our The point has been made that some of
posing. Azid
And children
children will
will be
be able to be
the States have been called
in that computerized
Called to
to task on
computenzed system where programs are not working.
them. Is there any wonder, each having
Under
this
bill
for
the
first
for
time,
Prospective parents can see their faces,
prospective
faces. the very
very f2rst
first time, we will know how Iheir own
own sets
sets of
ofbureaucrats
bureaucrat here In
find out a little bit about these kids
In America are In
Washington,tots
tots of reguJat1o.
in foster Washington
regulations?.We
We
and decide whether they would like to many children in
with all of our 50 prog-rarns
programs we have taken 23 of them and folded them
have them in their homes. There may care;
never known that. For the first into this bill, and I think the cries of
be a prospective parent
parent in
inCalifornia
CaiiIórja have
time under this bill States will have to hysteria we are hearing is -about
about the
who cannot find a child they would like identify
quantifiable goals to be decrease in the bureaucracy.
bureaucracy,
to have,
to.
have, an
an adopUve
adoptive child that may be
Mrs.
that year. That will be easy
Mrs. JOHNSON
JOhNSON of Connecticut.
Connecticut. 1.1
handicapped and through this comput- achieved
agree.
oversee, easy to impact.
erized national system they will be toThe
curreit program
current
program requires States
Mr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
GIBBONS, Mr. Chairman, yield
able to find a child in Massachusetts
Massachuset or to Write
plan, and you know what 1 minute to the gentlewomIfrom
write aa plan,
New York.
My colleague from Connecti- California
California [Ms.
[Ms.PELOSI],
PELOSI],
So there are some very positive happens?
and I spend hours every
Ms.
Ms. PELOSI.
PELO5I. Mr. Chairman, I thank
every year
year trying
things
thiflgs in the legislation that we have cut
for yielding
yielding time to me.gentlenia for
been working on and we should look at to get our State relieved of millions of the gentleman
me,
dollars of penalties because the Federal
Mr. Chairman, whfle
while we all
the positive and not just negatives.
an agree
Government and the State of Connecti- that welfare must be reformed, I rise in
Govermnent
Mr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
GIBBONS.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairma I yield cut
disagree
disagree on
on what
what an
an administrative
administrative Opposition
opposition to
tothe
theen
enblOc
bloc amendment I
1 mInute
minutetotothe
thegentlew
gentlewofrom
from expense is.
am
am proud of the just
just anger
North Carolina
-Carolina[Mrs.
[Mrs.CLAYTON].
anger that my
CLAYTON].
Under
Under current law, team suicide
suicide pre- Democratic colleagues have demvention dollars have to be
onstrated on
cii this floor today
today in defense
Mrs. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman,
II for separately from family accounted
of
chIldren
children
because,
Mr.
preservathank the
thani
tne gentlem
gentlemfoffoi Chairman,
Cha.trma, this
Chairman,
yielding the
Yielding
dollars. Let us get with it. We can- Republican
Republican proposal
time. I want to also follow up on the tion
proposal is
is cruel, yes, cruel
not
not
do
do
it
it
that
t.t
way.
way.
The
The
children,
-.
administrative to children,
cornnent made
made by
by the
the gentleman
gentlexna from overhead
overhead isis far
fartoo
toog-reat,
great, the ability toWhy? Because it cuts
Georgia,
Mr.DEJ.,,
DE,, about
Georgia, Mr.
about the
cuts nutrition,
utr1tion, child
the uflfuded
unmded address the holistic needs the
child
of a family is care and opportunity for children.
children, How
mandates and what it does when
When we far too compelling.
make these
make
theserequirements
reqth'ernen and do not One of my best child
can we, the greatest country that ever
services agen- existed on .the face of the Ea.rth,
provide funds
fuads for it.
Earth, come
come
cies was in to see me only a couple of here together on this
In the Committee on
on
AgTiclt
Agricu1e
I weeks
floor today with
ago,
and
and
I
I
Started
started
talking to the leadership
th.thk they
they have the good
think
leadership Republican
Republ1ca proposal
goodfoe
fortuneto
to
proposaj to
recognize that we at least need to pay them about this section of the bill, its take food from the mouths of children,
accountability,
its
governance,
people the
people
theminimum
ninth-iwn wage
and
I
take heating oil from senior citizens iii
wage and
find
ad find
in
"You know what we want you to order
that in fair work when we require the said,
order to
to
give
a'
tax
break
give
a
to.
the
to.
the
do
is
to
develop
the
kind
of integrated wealthiestAmerjca.ns?
poor to work we should not ex-nect
This is cruel to
Amerjcas? This
exDect
that are based on the model wealthiest
them to
them
to work
work below
below the
children because 2 million
million children
the standard networks
cbildx-enwill
will'of
total
quality
management
and de- no
wch the
is now.
which
the law
law is
now.
no longer receive school lunches by the
liver
continuous
improvement
and year 2000; it denies SSI benefits to hunHere is this participation when we reservice that
service
thatisisfamily-oriented."
family-orjent" And
Aid dreds of thousands of chilcfren
qure them,
quire
them, this
this does
does not only
oniy proyide
projde she said, "We
children with
with disare
are doing it, and you are abilities.
money
moxey for the implementation of the right; one'We
abilities,
of
the
barricades
and
blockprogram, nor does it assure that mini- ades is all of the Federal
And on the subject of abused and neprograms, glected children that our colleague
mum wage is there.
each with
with its
it own
own bookkeeping,
bookkeeping, each fromfrom Connect1cut
Connecticut just addressed,
-

-
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abused and neglected children are vicThe problem with the gentleman's his leadership in the House Committee
tims of this bill which cuts $2.7
S2.7 billion argument that has just been completed on Ways and Means.
of funding over 5 years.

is the Republican bill is notoriously
Vote against this bill which is
is easy
easy weak on work. The Democrat subon the rich, tough on children,
children, and
and stitute is hard on work.
weak on work.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to
Mr. SEAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 the gentleman from New York [Mr.
minutes to the gentleman from Arkan- OWENS).
sas
sas [Mr. HtrrcmNsoN].
HtrrcmNsoN).
(Mr.
(Mr. OWENS asked and was
was given
given
Mr. HDTCEtSON.
Mr.
ffUTCSON. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, I permission to revise and extend his reappreciate the gentleman yielding me marks.)
the time.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, this bill
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, they
they have
lave said that and the amendments continue a patthe Republican welfare reform
reform bill
bill is
is tern that the Republicans have played
weak on work and hard on kids. It is out in many of
of our
our corrirrijttees
committees of conneither. SThat
What is
is hard on kids
Lids is
is this ex- tempt for work, the work ethic treated
isting system and it must be changed with great contempt, downgraded, deand indeed it is not weak on work at graded. The gentleman before said
all.
work is not expensive. No, work is not
And this amendment toughens the expensive if you want to take
ta1e people
work reQuirements even more. For back to the days of the plantation.
those who want tough work requireOn the plantation everybody had a
ments as I do, they want this amend- job. Plantations had full employment.
ment.
But plantations are not where we want
It is total caseload figures that are to go. We do not want to reduce people
used so they are real and they are to involuntary
involtmtary servitude or slavery. We
they are
are honest num- do not want to cheapen the labor marmeaningful axid
and they
bers. Three Governors in this country ket in such a way that the thousands
thousands of'
of
are already meeting these goals, and so people out there who are unemployed
in fact they are quite achievable.
and not on welfare also have their jobs
We not only provide tough work threatened.
standards but we aim them and we tarWe have a situation here where the
get them at those who are most em- State becomes the slave master if you
ployable, one-parent families with are going to have inexpensive work as
older children and two-parent
two-parent families
families was just described before. What is the
on AFDC. This is a good amendment.
amendment. ItIt rate of wages? What hourly rate are
toughens it; it shouid
should satisfy
satisfy those
those who
who you going to pay? If a person is receiv•

Mr. Chairman, I have listened with
great interest today to the arguments

being articulated on this floor, and it is
certainly true that good people can dis-

agree on the best methods to redress
the problems in our society.
But I have listened with great alarm
to a positive program for change being
maligned, harkening .back
back to
to the
the days
days

of the Plantation South or the Third

Reich of Nazi Germany. Mr. Chairman, that is inexcusable.

How can we in the name of freedom
and decency stand by silently when we
see examples just as we saw a couple of

years ago in Chicago during the drug

raid when police found 19 children liv-

ing in squalor in a cold, dark apartment, 2 children in diapers sharing a
bone
bone with
withaafamn.ily
farnfly dog,
dog, the children
children
belonging to 3 mothers and 6 different
fathers who were getting S4,000
$4,000 in cash

benefits per month from the Federal
Government? It is this system
system that
that is
is

wrong, and when people come here to -.
the
the well of the House and say that we
are trying
trying to
to take food from the
mouths of children, nothing could be
further from the truth.
We embrace a program of compassion
and positive change, and all the malingering, malicious theatrics of the other
side are inexcusable.
I rise
rise in support
support of the en bloc

amendment, and I ask my supporters

to do so, and, yes, fair-minded people
have said that this bill is weak on ing $300
S300 or $400 a month for welfare, do
other side
side of
of the
theaisleaisle to
work. In almost
aimost half of AFDC families they have to work 120 hours? What is from the other

-

the youngest child is over 5 years old. the hourly rate there? That is involunThose peoDle
people ought
ought to
to be
be working.
working.
tary servitude, or it moves toward
I hear every day, every time I have a slavery.
town meeting, the resentment
resentment of
of the
the
What are the working conditions?
working poor, the resentment
resentment of
of those
those Are you going to have health care prowho look at able-bodied welfare recipi- vided at the same time? Are they going
ents who are receiving a very generous to have decent conditions to work in,
package of benefits while they go to or are we going to have a situation
work every day. If a person isable-bod- where there is a competing cheap labor
ied they ought to be required to work.
led
people who
who
in every State so that people
It will help to solve the welfare di- pool
employed in regular jobs are going
lemma and it is good not only for soci- are
find themselves being laid off, being
ety, it is good for those individuals who to
undesirable by the
the governgovernheretofore have
nave been required to go out considered
ment that they work for because there
and provide productive employment.
a cheap OOi of labor that
that can
can be
be em-.
emPromoting
Promotiflg a work - ethic increases is
ployed
for
almost
nothing2
education aspirations and achievement
Let us clarify in this bill what we
and over 90 percent
percent of
of theY
the• American
American mean
going to
to
when we say we are going
people support
support thit.
tht.
people work 30 hours a week,
Mr. GOODLING.
GOODLING.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
C.irman, will make
which means 120 hours a month. What
the gentleman yield?
does that mean? What kind of
of wage
wage
Mr. HUTCSON. I yield to the gen- rate
are you using? How are you judgtleman from Pennsylvania.
Pen.rsylvaiia.
ing that? For what will they be exMr. GOODLThG.
GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I just changing their labor? Are we going to
want to compliment the gentleman for go back to the plantation and not have
his work on this part of our legislation them have decent health care provided,
that came from our committee
committee and
and for
for no job training?
his amendment which will even make
You said you do not want to provide
what he did in committee better.
day
care, so that means only people
Mr. HL'TCBINSQN.
the chairchair- who do not have children can go to
HL'TCBINSON.I Ithank
thk the
man, and I appreciate his leadership
leadership in
in work. Everything about work is hangbringing a very
very meaningful
meaningfui and
andcorn-.
com- ing loose in this
not about
this bill.
bill. ItIt is
isnot
prehensjve
bill to
to this
this moving from
prehensive welfare reform bill
from welfar.e
welfare to work.
House..

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2

change this program for the better
better to
to
get away from the bankrupt policies of

the past that are bankrupting us
us not
not•
only
only fiscally but morally.

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
15 seconds to the gentleman from Tennessee (Mr. FORD].

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, would the
gentleman
the mike and let me
gentleman stay
stay at.
at-the
ask him one question?
I just want to point out that he is absolutely correct when he talked about•
about
the 19 kids in Illinois, but I also want
him to know under
under tbi.s
this Republican bill

with neglected and abused kids,
kids, the
the
same 19 kids that he made reference t
would
wouJd not be protected under this Per-

sonal Responsibility Act.
Mr..GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield

1 minute to the gentleman from New
York [Mr.
tMr. HINCHEY].

Mr. BINCHEY.
}LNCHEY. Mr. Chairman, what Is
is

wrong with this en bloc amendment is
the same thing that is wrong with the

underlying bill. It covers up the fact

that what is being done here is to take
away precious resources from the most
needy of our citizens and to give them to those who already have more than
they know what to do with.
In every civilized society Worthy
worthy of
of

the name, the first mandate is take
care of women and children, protect

the women and children, look out for
the women and children, except
except under
under

minutes to the gentleman from Ari- this new majority in this House.
Here,
Here, the
the mandate is to abuse the
Mr. GIBBONS.
GBONS. Mr.
Mr.
Mr.Chzlrman,
Chairman, II yield
yield
Mr. HAYWORTH.
Mr.
HAYWORTH. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I women and children, make them suffer,
myself such time as I may consume.
thank the gentleman from Texas for suffer the women and children,
children, make
make.

0
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zona {Mr.
[Mr. HAYWORTB].
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them -pay
for the
the cuts,
cuts, cuts in re- bureaucracy that has been
pay for
mandated
the savings that are going to
sources that will go from the most by existing law,
to'be
be from

•

fleedy people, women and children in
needy
program, and the gentleman from
prograrri,
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS.Mr.
Mr.CThaiman,
Chairman, I yield this
this society, to the richest members.
Ohio
[Mr. KASICE] admitted sitting
10 seconds to
to the
the gentleman
gentleman fromfrom Iew
Newhere,
here,they
they are
are going
going to be used for a
Give them tax cuts while you take York
[Mr. RANGEL].
tax cut and to his credit, the chairman
away from those who need it the most,
most.
Mr.
RANGEL,
RAqGEL.
All
All
I
have
to
say to the
and in New York ajone,
alone, over 5 years,
we are going to pay for this tax
gentlemaz
SHAw] is says
gent1ema from Florida ['Mr.
fMr. SRAw]
cut, and we are going to use these rnonyou will deny 58.5 billion to
to needy
needy chilmanchil- each time
time
we.try
we.try
to
to
deal
deal
with.
with.thi
this
doedocdren. Nearly a half a million children ument, the gentleman's time has
eys that we get from this welfare reex- form, we are going to use it to pay for•
in the State of New York alone will not pired. You say it is
for
noncontroversial, these cuts.
get the needs and attention that they You explain the Hyde
amendment
And my three
three grandchjldrn
grandchflcn
deserve under this bill and these en which says that no funds under
section point in time are going to have attosome
bloc amendments
amendments obfuscate
obfuscate that
that fact.
fact.
pick
403
are
to
be
used
for
any
medicai
medical
servThe amendment
serv-- up the bills. But
But let
let rue
me just tell you
amendmeflt should
should be
be defeated
defeatel ices. Then the gentleman from
you
from fllinois
flhinojs this, let us do not hasten to do block
as well as the bill.
[Mr.
HYDE]
says
he
only
means
aborARCHER. Mr.
Mr. ARC1ThR.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield 2 tion.
grants, because you are not assuring
minutes to the gentleman from Florida
that there is going to be any more effiThat
is
not
Controversial?
controversial?
ciency.
[Mr.
Sw], thethechairman
[Mr. SHAwl,
chairrran of the subMr. ARCHER.
ARC1R. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,1I yield
yield 1I
committee,
committee..
Just a few years ago, and my colminute to
(rem Pennto the
thegentleman
gentlema frcm
Mr.
Penn- leagues
Mr. SHAW.
leaguesfrom
fromNorth
North Carolina
SHAW.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, II thank
thank minute
Carolina will
will bear
sylvania
[Mr.
GOODLnqG].
this
this out,
out, In
in North Carolina
Carolina we could
the chairman for yielding me this Mr. GOODLflG.
GOODLflG.
Mr.
Chairman,
Mr. Chairman, I not even find the money to inoculate
time.
inoculate
the gentleman for yielding.
our
You know, It is very
-ery interesting, in thank
our children
children against rubella,
rubella. So do
do not
I
wanted
to
point
out
something
in
in- tell me that when the tough
listening to the last speaker speak out relationship
tough
time
time
relatioisip
to
what
is
In
to
what
Is
our jobs pro- comes that they- will belly up and
against the en bloc arnenthnent,
amendment, he gram,
do
grain,
because
I
have
heard
some
peo- the responsible thing for our children.
never, never made - any specific ref..
ref- pie
pIe allude
allude to
to the
thefact
facttha.t
that perhaps
perhaps we
we
So do not be misled that these block
erence to any one of these amendments are
block
not
not doing
doingazayth.ing,
anything, providing
providing any grants
that he is criticizing, This is
grats are
are aa panacea
panacea and --are
Is truly an money. We provide the States $15 bil•ar goiiig
going to
to
solve all welfare problems, because
uncontroversiaj en bloc amendment.
uncontroversial
because
ft
it
lion
to
help
move
people
from
the wel- just ain't going to do it.
The gent1ewom from Hawaii [Mrs. fare roll to the job roll.
-•.
So
So let
let us
us be
be very
veryca.reft1
careful what we do,
MINK], I think, Is
is the oniy
only speaker on
Now, we have 163 programs,
programs, job- and let us work very hard, and
the other side
side that
that came
camedown
down and
and let us
and training programs, on the book at jobthe support the Deal proposal here,
because
made reference
made
referencetotoone
onehaving
havg to do present time. Anytime we have
it does,
does, itit uses
what It
the
with nutrition prcgrams •on
uses
the
money
that we
military lem, somebody says, well, let ausprobon
military
just save
bases.
Save to
to pay
pay this
this deficit
deficit down for my
pass
another
3ob-training
job-training
program.
program.
The
graudchjldre- and
I, for the life of me, cannot under- problem
and for
for your
your grandgTandis they
theyhave
havenot
ot been
is
been success- grandchj1e
stand. .1
stand.
.1 mean,
mean,ItitIsis-perfectlyperfectly obvious problem
and it does responsible things
ful. Even JOBS has not been successful, children,
for welfare
what has•
has happened
here that what
happened is proce- Most people would say it is
for
welfarereform
reform in
In this
this country.
couiitry.
not -sucsuc- That
dura3Jy
Thatisiswhat
whatwe
weshould
should all be-about.
dura.Uy the
the hysteria
hysteria that
that has
beabout.
has broken
broken cessful. Yet we require States to
put
up
out on the minority side has been 50 percent of'
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr.Cbairrnan
Cbafman I yield
of that money for some
thIng 22minutes
something
to the
minutes tothe gentleman from Masgeared toward not this amendment.
amendment We that
Mas-that,
is
is
not
ot
successful,
successful,
but
163
progrrns sachusetts [Mr.
couid have done
dope half the time on this are now on the books for jobsprograms
[Mr. FRANK).
FRANx).
could
training.
Mr.
Mr. FRANK
FRANKofpf?vlassachusetts.
Massachusetts. Mr.
amenthnent,In
Infact,
fact,-IIdo
amendment.
do not
not think we
Mr.
Shoujd we not try to do something Chairman,
Should
have argued 6 .or 7 minutes
minutes on the en about
Chairman,
the
the
chairman
chairian
of the subabout
that?
Should
we
not
try
to
Should
we
not
try
-to
conbloc amendment.
con- committee
rather unfairly,
unfairly, .it
-itseemed
corninjte rather
seemed
Shcujd we not try to make
Should
make totome,
The gentleman from Missouri [Mr. solidate?
me,-criticized
critjcjed us
-usfort
fortnot
not talking
talking
them
them work?.
work?
-enough about the amendments.
CLAY).. whose name I am often referred
CLAY),.
It seems
what we
seems to me that is what
we need
need
to, came down
down and
and was
was making speech- toItdo,
The
The Republican
Republjca Party -has
has not sucand I would hope that
that we can do ceeded-at
ceeded- at much
mach lately,
lately, but
but they have
-es
.es with regard to the big lie. And then that, and
if
we
cannot
and
if
we
cannot
do
It through succeeded in making this debate the
eop1e coming
we find people
coming down
down on the nilmilegislation, we surely have to do most
disjointed one possible,
nority side saying
saying we
we are
are cuttizig
cutting fund- this
Because
p ssb1e. Because
it.
t.
they have
ing, where the gentlewoman from Conhave clearly
clearly decided
decided that
that this Is
Mr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
I
yield
would like.
like.
going as well as they would
necticut [Mrs. JOENSON) got
got up
upand
ad minutes to the
the gent1em
gentlem from North notThey
miscalcujated_.
Attacking welshowed where we were actually in- 2Carolina
-miscalcujate Attacking
welCarolina
[Mr.
[Mr.
HEFrt],
HEt],
a
a
member
memberof fare
fare recipients
reipiens is
is ust.iJy
usually more popular
creasing it 25 percent. Nobody comes the
the
Coxr,mittee
Ccxr.ittee
on
Appropriations,
Appropriatio.
than
it has been under their leadership,
bacI.down to the well
bacIdown
well to
to talk about
about it
(Mr. HEFNER asked and was given and
again.
and maybe they will learn as they keep
to
revise
and
extend
h.ts
permission
to
revise
and
extend
his
re- doing
re
doing it.
it.
Yes, we are talking about the big lie,
lie.
I have
havean
a example
But
I
example of an amendand the question is how many times marks.)
HEFNER.
HEFNER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, there
there ment
mentI Iwant
wanttototalk
talkabout
about that
thatwe
can you say it, and how many times do areMr.
we have
have two things that you can go back
back to
you expect it to get through.
been to
to able
able to
totalk
ta!kabout.
about. The
The.
your district and you can always know not been
chairman
chairman of
ofthe
theCommittee
Com1ttee onthe JuThetruth
The
truthofofthethe
matter
tter oorwhat
what we
we that you are going to get real positive
positive diciary. offered a noncontroversial
are doiiag
doing in
is-we
In this bill is
.we are cutting
noncontroveja1 cutting response
respcnse for,
for, ififyou
yourun
r against
against your amenthrient
amendment which
down the bureaucracy,
bureaucracy, aiad
and if you want colleagues,
whichsaid
said none of
of these
these.
colleagues,
and
if
you
run
and
if
you
run
against
wel•funds
welto know where the cuts are, that Is ex- fare, and
funds can be used to provide medical
it
is
ad
it
is
fertile
ground
fertile
ground
for
the
services. The gentleman
services,
actly where it is. We are simplifying talk shows
gentleman from
(rein New
New
showsto
topick
pick out
out isolated
isolated InIn- York raised that question..
question,.
the law. We are taking 40 years of'
of stances, and
ad there
thereare
aremany
many instances,
instances,
When he was asked about It,
it, when
cxlairmznship.held
chairmanship.
held exclusively
excftsively by the there is no
nc doubt about that.
- the gentleman
fromfllinois.
flhlnois.was
Democrat side,
Democrat
side,363
263means-tested
fl1eaz-tesd Fedgentlem from
was asked
asked
The
gentleman
pointed
out
a
couple
about the phrase
phrase medicalznedlcaj services,services, he
eral programs, each having their
thefr own
ow
here
here
a.
while
ago,
the
gentleman
from
from said it meant abortion,
regulations,
abortion.
regt11atio,
Arkaaszs pointed
pointed out
out some
some abuses, and
Mr.
Chairman,
this Is
is a wonderful,
-We
We are
are taking
taking aa 'arge
large zatmber
number of Arkaiasas
are many, but there are many truly wonderfijj
wonderful thing. The chairman of
them and
and we
we are
arecombining
conibiixg them.
them. We there
success
stories,
and
there
stories,
and
there
are
many
are
many the
are downsizing
downsizinggovernment,
governrnet We are the
theCommittee
Committee on
on the
the Judiciary is
is emem- that have been helped through
through
ones that are truly reinventing govern- people
powered
apparently
not
only
to
change
programs
that
have
been
instigated
by.
cnes that are getting
ment. We are the ones
-legislation involving the judicial code
code
Federal Government.
--of
of the United
Unite1 States, he can change the
the money
money to
tothe
te people
people who need it. the
Let
us
make
no-bones
about
it,
let
no
bones
us language, He can
can say
say "-medical"med1ca3 servWe are going to stop the trickle-down
trickie-dowu make no bones about It, this program,
prograni, ices" and really
realiy mean "abortion,"
-
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Well,
Well. if we had a decent amount of
time
to debate
debatethis.
this,I Ithink
thinkwe.
wmight
time to
might
have been able to pursue this. I do not
regard it
noncontroversial when we
get an amendment that says none
none of
of
this can be used for medical services,
services.
and one of the moderate Members
Members on
on
one of
the other side, •one
of the
the very
very pliant
pliant
moderates that they have, got
got up
up and
and
said. "Well, do you really mean every-

ments to elucidate, but more
more rhetoric
rhetoric
that should have been conducted
conducted and
and
completed in general debate.
debate. That
That is
is
why they wanted the extra time. Not
to learn
learn about
about this
thisen
enbloc
blocamendment.
amndment.
That Is
is very, very clear. These amendments in here,
here. I repeat, are relatively
noncontroversial and strengthening to
the bill.

We hear again the rhetoric, the bro-

thing?'.' He said,
said. "No; I just mean abor- ken record of cuts, cuts, cruel cuts.
tion.'•
tion."
The reality about this bill is that
that itit

Well, the power of the chairman of spends 43 percent more than we are

the Committee on the Judiciary to currently spending in the next 5 years.
years,

change the plain
plain meaning
meaning of
of words
wordssim
sim ST3
373 billion
billion more
more than is currently being
ply by what he
he Says
says on the floor concon- expended. Under the vocabulary of the
tradictin what
tradicting
whatwill
willbe
be written
written into
into average American family, a 42-percent
statute does
does not
not exist.
exist.What
Whatwe
w have
have is increase In
in spending over 5 years is an
language that was offered that
that says
says increase,,
increase, not
not aa cut.
cut. But
But we hear cut,
medical services. We were told it cut, cut. It is time for the American
means only abortion. We do not have people to know the truth.

time to explain it. We get 11 amend- The truth is we have a broken, a
ments, and the gentleman graciously failed state welfare system laden with

•

gave us an extra half-hour, so we have
4 minutes per amendment.
It is an example of the shambles they
have managed to make of this debate.
0 1715
Mr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
GBONS. Mr.
Mr.Chairnian,
Chairman, .1
.1 yield
yield
myself the balance of my time.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I do not blame the Re•pblicans for
•publicans
fortrying
trying to
to hide
hide what they

Federal bureaucracy, and we are going
to start anew. The American people deserve that. Both those that are trapped
into the environment of dependency as

welfare recipients and the American
workers who have to pay the money
that goes to keep people who are able

to work not working. That is
is what
what this
this
is all about; personal responsibility, in-

initiative and thrift and sacdoing. They
They have
Iare collapsed
are doing.
collapsed what dividual
rifice.
I
believe
that is what the Amer• was 3½
3½ hou_rs
hours of
ofdebate
debate into—well,
into—well, I get ican people want to hear across this
40 seconds here now and a few others great country. And that is what we

for other Members aroufld
around here.
mean to deliver; 'a new way, a new apTo do what? They are hurting 15 mil- proach, where we can eliminate
eliminate fraud
fraud
lion infants and children by this
this legislegis- and abuse, where we can no longer give
lation. To do what? To pick up 370 bil- cash benefits to drug addicts, so it is
lion. To
To do
do what?
what?To
Tobuy
buythe
thecross-n
crown available
available to spend on buying more
jewel of the Contract On America, as drugs; no longer give cash to alcoholics
Mr. GINGRICH calls it, to pass—to help so it is available to spend on more alcopay for that notorious, stinking,
s:inking, lousy hol.
tax bill that they will bring to the•
the The Democrats do not want to talk
floor next week.
about this. They built this program. It
Mr. 'ARCR.
ARCR. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I yield is out there. They want the status quo.
myself the balance
balance of
of my
ny time.
We believe compassion is to help people
Mr. Chairman, at times today this to help themselves to develop personal
debate has been.illuminatjng,
been illuminating, but more responsibility and individual initiative,
initiative.

often it has been
been emotional,
emotional, bordering
bodering
on hysterical.
hystecca1. One must wonder why.
Yet;when
Yet
when you
you cut
cut through
through it,
it. you must

believe that it is the dying throes of
the Federal welfare state that has been

built block by block over the last 30

years and which has failed after the, expenditure of $5.3 trillion.

I do not believe that t're
the American
American

people will buy off on the rhetoric,
rhetoric. if it

is repeated over and over and over
over
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With the cash families receive under the temporary assistance block
block grant,
grant, would
would famUies
families
be prohibfted
prohibited from meeting the
the medical
medical needs
needs
of their children? If any of the amendment has
any of these effects, it clearly hurts the health
heatth
of children and women.
If.
If,

on the other
on
the intent
intent of
other hand,
hand, the
of the
the

amendment is more narrowly focused on abortion, as the author stated, I am
tion,
am concerned
concerned that
cou'd set a precedent for dethe amendment could
nying coverage of abortion
abortion services
services to
to poor
poor
women,
women. If th:s
case, we must beware.
this is the case,'

If a subsequent decision is made
made to
to' block
block
grant the Medicaid Program, would this Hyde
grant
amendment then apply to Medicaid? By pass-

ng this Hyde amendment
amendment now—as
now—as part
part of
of
ing
welfare
w&fare reform—are we forfeiting
forleiting the opportunity to fight on behalf of the rights of poor
poor
women who are victims of rape and incest? I
don't think we should
should take
take that
that chance.
chance.
Again, the amendment's
amendmenVs intent
intent is
is unclear—
unclear—
but regardless of intent or interpretation, the
amendment
amendment would
would seem
seem to
to hurt
hurt the
the health
health of
of
women and children. I strongly oppose the
the
amendment
Hyde amendment.
Mr. Chairman, do, however, support the
Roberts Amendment which is part
part of
of this
package. That amendment takes a strong first
step toward dealing with the true problems
facing'
Food Stamp program: fraud
facing the Fo6d
fraud and
and
I

abuse.

,

,

All too often in the past several
severa' weeks we
have heard our coHeagues
colleagues calling
calling for cuts in
the benefits provided
provided by
bythe
the Food
Food Stamp program. These cuts—including a cap on the pro-

gram approved by the Agriculture Commit-'
Commit-

tee—will undermine the ability of many American families to put nutritious meals on their
tables
tables and
and that
that will
will have
have aa real
real impact
impact on
on the
the
health of those families. But while doing that,
these misguided cuts
cuts do
do not
not get
get at
at the
the fraud
fraud
and abuse in the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp program
program that
that is.
is
reaHy wasting
wasting taxpayer
taxpayer dollars.
dollars. This
This fraud is
really
the true crime against this important program.
To be sure, Mr. Chairman, the perpetrator of
this crime is
is not
not the
the single,
singie mother trying
trying to
to
feed her children; itft is not the parents who
work all day, every day,
day, and
and still
still do
do not
not make"
make'
enough to send their children to school with
nutritious lunches; and
and itt is not the family that.
the great character traits on which saves up for a month
month to
to treat
treat themselves
themselves to
to
this country became the greatest coun- their favorite cereal,
cereal. The real perpetrator of
try in the world.
this crime is the bogus produce retailer right
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal- here in Washington who bought
bou9ht over S50,000
ance of my time.
worth of food stamps for a reduced, cash price
Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, would like to and
arid tried
tried to
to redeem
redeemthem
themfor
forfull
fullvalue;
value;ftit is
state
state my opposition to the Hyde amendment 'the
the owner
owner of an Atlanta restaurant who illeand to raise
raise serious
serious concerns
concerns about the effect gaily redeemed
redeemed over
over S1.'6
S1.6 million in food
toad
of
of the
the amendment.
amendment.
stamps; and ftit is the restaurant
restaurant owner
owner in
in MaryMary-

The author of the amendment states that -land
.land 'who bought almost S250,000 in food
food
the amendment would prohibit states from

stamps from undercover Federal agents in exagain, in high emotional
ernotioal decibels,
decibels. using funds under the bill
bifl for
for any
any medical
rnedcal change for cash and guns.
"Mean-spirited.
"Mean-spirited,
Hitler,
cruel. services.
services.
Under this
who
this amendment,
amendment,these
thesecrimnals,
crimals, who
noncompassionate,"over
noncompassionate
over and
and over
over and
But it seems
But
seems to
to me
me that
that the
the amendment are taking food away from American families
over again. That is not
no: talking about
'-

facts. The gentleman from Massachusetts knows, because
he is
is very
very bright
bright
becaise he
on this subject, that the law under the
Hyde amendment already prohibits the

use of any HHS funds for the purpose of
abortion. That
abortion,
That isiswhy
whythis
thisame±idment
ameidment
by the Mr. HYDE today was non-

controversial. It meant nothing. The

law was already there. He knows
knows that.
that.
M_r.
Mr. Chairman, we have listened

today on
as. the
the genon what
what has
hasbeen,
bee. as.

tleman
tlernan from Florida [Mr. SHAW] has

said, not discussion on the amend-

could have two etfects—both
effects—both of which
which would
would
women and
ard children.
hurt the health of women
First, the amendment would seem to broadprohibit funds
funds under
under the bill for medical
ly prohibit
services.
services. While
While the
the author
author of
of the
the amendment
amendment
states
states that
that the
the amendment
amendment does
does not
not prohibit
prohibit
the use of funds for family planning services—
and]
andI am pleased that the author does not intend the amendment to cover family
tend
family planning
planning
services—.ttie
services—the amendment
amendmentstill
sti raises
raises numernumerous questions that could pose grave problems

and dollars from American taxpayers, would
be hit where it hurts the most—in their wallets.
For1eture prOgrams
Forfeiture
prbgrams have proved to be a dramatic success in other
other Federal
Federal agencies,
agencies, and
and
it is time we create a disincentive for those
who would traffic in food stamps. This amend
ment will
will tell
tell these
these criminals,
criminals. in no uncertain
terms. that when they steal from the American
terms,
taxpayers, we are going
going to
to get
get back
back aH
all that
was lost.
mistake, the Roberts Amendment
Make no'
no mistake,

for
for women
women and
and children.
children.
is not about cutting the budget blindly,
blind'y, and it
For example, would medical services to dis- is not about punishing American families. It is
abled children be denied
denied by
by this,
this amendment? about protecting food stamps for those who
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need them. It is about ensuring
ensurmg that American

H
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CHAIRMAN pro
The CHAIRMAN
pro temporè.
tempore. The
The

Mr. HEFNER.
Mr.
}FNER. AAfurther
further parlian
parliarr
tary inquiry: Is there anybody
the
ailybody
in
American taxpayer.
sound of my voice that would
wouid
have
?vlr. GIBBONS.
IvIr.
GIBBONS.
I
did
I
did
not
ask
not ask for—I
for—I idea when we might could
Mrs. MORELL.A.
MORELL.A. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,! rise in oppocould expect ti
asked for aa recorded
tc
recorded vote.
sition to the Hyde amendment
amendmerd included as part asked for
finished with the business for today
today
The
The
CHAIRM
pro
CHAIRM
pro
tempore.
of the
the Archer En Bloc
B'oc Amendment
Under
of
The CHAT
CHAIRM.j
Amendment The Hyde
The
M.AN pro
pro ternpore.
tempore.
amendment would prohibit the use of any the rule, the Chair has the authority to gentlem
gentlemanwill
willsuspend.
suspend. That Is
is a n
Postpone
postpone
recorded
votes.
block grant funds to
to pay for medical
ter for leadership Considerajon
considerajon
rnedica services.
services.
It would also strike the section of the bill which
PARLIAXENTARYINQUIRIES
PARLIAXE'ARY
Mr. ARCEZR.
ARCEIR. If the gentlem'
Q1J1R1Es
gent1ema.
p'ans to address how they
would require State plans
Mr. HEFNER.
EEFNER. Mr. Chairman, I have a yield, I will simply say—
intend to reduce teenage pregnancy, includ- parliamentary
The CHAIRMAN
Parliamentary inquiry.
CHAR.M.& pro tempore. W:
WI
ing—at the option of
of the
the State—the
State—the provision
The
The CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMAN pro
objection, the
out objection,
the gentleman
gentlerna may;
provisioi
pro
tempore.
The
tempore.
may
of education, counseling, and health services. gentleman
ceed;
gentleman will state it.
I understand
understand that
that supporters
supporters of
of the
Mr. ARCHER.
ARCEIR. We are at least
the amendamendMr. HEFNER. Did the gent]ema
gentleman
least go:
go
ment argue that they
they are
are simply
simply trying to pre- [Mr.
GBONS) askmake a point of to go through title I and
[Mi. GIBBONS)
as to make
on 1
arid vote on
vent the funding of abortions through
vent
through the
the block order that a quorum is not present?
amendmen to title I.
grants.
grants. However,
However, this
this language
'anguage would go furThe CHAIRMj pro tempore. The
Mr.
The
Mr. EEFNER.
HEFNER. A further parliami
parliam
ther than just abortion
abortion funding.
funding. It would bar gentleman from Florida did
inquiry: Just in the
tary
not.
the spirit
spirit of
of bei
be
States from using any funding in the bill to pay
Mr. GIBBONS. I will make a point of farnilyfrienjy,
family-friendly,II was just curious
curious
for famHy
family planning
planning services. Longstanding lanorder that a quorum is not
we might
knowwhat
whattime
te we
not present. Ob- know
might be
be able to
guage in the Social Security Act requires
requires that viously, one is not present.
home and watch -the Andy Griffith
States provide family planning services
services to reThe
CHAIRM pro
The CHAIRMAN
pro tempore. The runs, if it would be possible.
cipients. While the Committee bill deleted
deeted this point of order is not In
TheCHAIRMj
CHAMj pro ternpore.
in
at the The
tempore. It
requirement, language was adopted that en- present time. The Chair is order
now in order to consider améndm
not
now
putamendme
couraged States to reduce teen pregnancy,
pregnancy ting a question.
number
3,
printed
in
House
House Report
Report 1(
1
especially through education, counseling and
85.
EEFNER. Mr. Chairman, a furMr. HEFNER.
Hyde-amendment
health services. The Hyde
-amendment deletes
deletes ther parliamentar.y
parliamentary inquiry:
inquiry: Has the
AMENDME OFFERnn-By
orFER-By MR.
Ma. TALE'T
TALENr
this section and adds
adds the
the language
language prohibiting
prohibiting chairman ruled that there
Mr. TALEXT.
TALENT. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman purs
would
be
a
the provisior of medical services
pur
services through
through the
the recorded
recorded
vote,
vote, that
that itit would
would be ruled? I ant to the rule, I offer
amen4zne
offer
amethnE
bill.
am a little bit confused here. What is numbered 3, printed in House Rep
Repc
Family p'anning
planning services
services have
have consistently
families do not go hungry. And it is about declaring our commitment to protecting

Chair
Chair has postponed
postponed the
therequest
requestforfor a
recorded vote.

I

—

-

-

consistently the procedure?
been considered medical services in Federal
The CHAIRMAN
CHAIRM.j pro
The
pro tempore. The
programs, and these services are critically irnirri- Chair has merely postponed
the quesportant to reducing unwanted pregnancies. For
tion for a recorded vote until a later
almost 30 years, farnity
family planning services have time.
been provided to AFDC recipients, and States
States
Mr. HEFNER.
EEFNER. A further parliamenshould continue to have the flexibility
1]exbiIity to do so tary inquiry: What the Chair
Chair is saying
through
through the
the block
bbck grant funding. Indeed, the
is that at some point in
fate of Medicaid and
and Title
Title X
X funding
funding has
has not tleman from Florida (Mr. time the genG.tBBONS] will
GIBBONS]
yet been decided, and States must have some
source of Federal funding to provide family have to ask for a recorded vote at a
later
time
when
the
vote
on the amendplanning services to poor women, if they so
ments en bloc takes place.
choose.
The CHAIRM
CHAIRl pro
protempore..
tempore. He will
In addition, it is important to remember that
not have to renew his request.
the funding to implement
implement the
the welfare
welfare block
Mr. HEFNER. He will not have to?
grants will be provided under the Labor-Heatth
Labor-Heafth
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The
and Human Services Appropriations bill, which
unfinished business
business will
will be
be that realready is restricted by the Hyde Amendment unfinished
Thus, the restriction on abortion funding is al- quest.
Mr.
further parliamenMr. HEFNER.
}FNER. AAfurther
ready
addressej.
ready addressed.
tary inquiry: Could we
we have
have any idea,
We must protect the
the right
right of
of States to pro- for some of us who have
vide family planning
p'anning services to tow-income
low-income when we may begin to havethings to do,
women-_.these services
servicesare
are aa vital
vital component
component on the legislation that we some votes
are considerof the effort to reduce unwanted pregnancies,
pregnancies, ing.
and we must give the
the States
States the
the resources to
CHAIRMk pro tempore. It is
The CHAIRM.k
provide those services. I oppose the Hyde
understanding of
of the
the Chair that
amendment, and I will work to ensure that it the understaziding
after the consideration of amendment
is not part of the final welfare reform legislaIegi&a- No. 8, that votes will then arnenment
tion.
be taken.

104—85.

The CHAIRL&
CHAIRM. pro tempore.
tempore. T:
T

Clerk
Clerk will
willdesirnate
desinate the
the amendment.
amendent
The text of the amendment is as
as fcf
lows:

Amendment
Amendment No.
No. 3 offered
offered by
by Mr TAis:
TAiE

Page
Page

7,
7, Strike
strike line
Une 24
24 and all
all that
that folio
folio'
throughline
line33on
o page
through
page 8 and
and insert the Ifc

lowing
lowing:
"(B)(1)
(B)(1)Require
Requireall
all adult
adult recipjenta
in aa
recjpjen In
parent family which includes
includes only childr
childr
age 5 or older and
a.d who
who have
have received benefi
benef
for more than 24 months (whether
(whether or
or nn
consecutive) under
consecutive)
uflder the program
program to engage
engage
work activities
activjtjes (as defined in
In secti
sectic
404(a)(1)(C)(ijj))

4O4(a)(1)(C)(j))for
foratatleast.
least 30
30hours
hours pp

week. If a State classifies a.
a famfly
fanuly as such
i-parent
fanj1yon
o or
i-parent family
or after
alter the date which
10
10 months
months after the date of
ofenactment
enacent of
of tJti
PersonajResponsibIlity
RespojbIljty Act
Personaj
Act of
of 995,
1995,the
the fan
far
ily shall
fly
shahcontinue
contje to
to be so claesfjed
classifiedregara
regar
less of
of whether
whetheran
a additional
additional child
child under
underag
a
5 becomes a member of
of the
the family..
"(ii)
(ii) Provide exemptions at the option
the State
Statefor
for not
not more
more than
than 20
20 percent
percent of ti
th
adult
recipjen of
aduit recipIent
of assistance
assistance under
theprc
pr
under the
grain
Whoare
are described
gra1 who
described in clause Ii)
(1) from
from tht

in clause (I) for re
requirement set forth In
re
sons set
Sons
set forth by the State.
"(C)(i)
Require 11 adult recipient
'(C)(i) Reqiire
recipient in
in any
ay 2
Parent
parent family
family who
who has received assistaflc
assistane
Mr. EEFNER.
HEFNER.After
After the
the consider- under the
The CHAIRMAN
program
for
the
proga
for
more
than
CHAIRMANpro
pro tempore
tempore (Mr.
more than 24
24 rnónti
month
(Mr. ation on arnend.ment
amendment No.
No. 8?
(whether or no: consecutive)
HOBSON). All time having expired,
engage II
engage
expired, the
CHAIRM.A
Work activities (as defined toIn
work
CHAI MAN pro tempore.
tempore.
NuinNuiquestion is on
on the
the amend.nients
amendments en bloc, berThe
in sectio
sectio1
8.
404(a)(1)(C)(iij)) for at least 30 hours
404(a)(i)(C)(iii))
hours pe
pe
as modified,
mothfied, offered by the gentleman Mr.
week.
Mr.
EEFNER.
A
further
parliamenfromTexas
Texas[Mr.
parliamenfrom
[Mr.ARCHER].
ARCHER].
rray
exempt
"(ii)
States
may
exempt
tary
inquiry:
When
does
up to 10 percent c0
The
that come? the
The question
questjo was
was taken, and the
adultrecipiente
recjpie described
the adult
described in clause (I
does that amendment come up?
Chairman
pro tempore
teinpore announced that When
Chafrmn pro
from
the
requirement
from
the
requJreet
set
forth
In
in clause (I
(i
The CHAIRMq pro tempore. The for reasons
the ayes appeared to have it.
reasonsdeter!mned
deterxned by the
the State.".
Chair
cannot
give
a
definitive
Page 8, line 4, strike "(C)"
We
Mr. GIBBONS.
GiBBONS. Mr. Chairman, iI de"(C)" and
and insezi
inser
de. have to consider numbers 3, 6,time.
"(DY'.
7 and 8, "CD)".
mand a recorded vote.
ad each
eachof
ofthose
those is
is 20 minutes each,
Page
Page 8,8, line
l±ne 7,
7, strike
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. Pursu- and
insér
strike "CD)"
"CD)"and
ad insert
"(B)".
with 10 minutes on each side.
ant to the
the rule,
rule, further
further proceedings on
on
Page
Page 8,8, line
EEFNER. A still
Mr. HEFNER.
line 10,
10.strike
strike"CE)"
"(E)"and
ad insert
insert
the amendments en
en bloc,
bloc, as
as modified, liamentary inquiry: What further par- "(F)".
"(F)".
is
the
estioffered by
offered
bythe
thegent1em
gentlem from
Page
8,
from Texas
8,
Texas
line
14,
14,
strike
strIke
"(F)"
(F)"
and
mated time
mated
timeofofadjournment
adjournent for the
inseri
insert
[Mr.
ARCBER) will
(Mr. ARCBER]
will be postponed.
evening?
Mr. GIBBONS.
8,
line
2,
Page
2,
strike
GIBBONS.Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, do I
strike
"(G)"
"(G)" and
and insert
inser
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The "(H)".
get a recorded vote when that time Chair
is not presently aware of that incomes up?
TheCHAIRMAN
CHAIRM pro
The
pro tempore.
tempore. Pursu.
Pursuformation.
ant to the rule,
rule, the
the gent1em
gentlem from
from
-

-

-
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One of those families-—one
families—oDe of
of these
these parpar- have said forcefully, I think respectents should be working and can be fully, that the Republican bill Is
is weak

Missouri
Missouri[Mr.
[Mr.TALENT]
TALENT]will
will be recognized for 10 minutes, and a Member opposed will be
be recogmized
recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. GLBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I am
opposed to the amendment
The CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMAN pro
pro tempOre.
tempcre. The
gentleman rises in opposition?
Mr. GBBONS. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman.
The
The CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMANpro
pro tempore. The
gentleman from
from Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr.GLBBONS)
GLBBoNs)
will be recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairma.n,
Chairman, I also oppose the amendment.
aniendment. May I ask under
the rule Is the,
tue
the opposing
opposing time
time divided,
divided,
or does it belong to the minority?
Mr. GIBBONS.
GtBBONS. Under the rule, I control It, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMAN, pro
pro tempore.
tempore. The

chairman has recognized the ranking
minority member of the committee to
niinority
control 10 minutes of time.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman

from Missouri tMr. TALEN'r].
TALENT].

Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself,4minutes
minutesso
sothat
thatII may
may explain
explain
myself.
my amendment.
amendment
Mr. Chairman, this amendment

working. And
Ad the
theamendment
amendment requires
requires on work, and I think the gentleman
gentleman is
is
high
high percentages
percentages of
of those
those families trying to shore it up. But here is the
work.
trouble.
The second set of families that the
Mr.Mr.
TALENT,
I say
saytotothe
thegentleman,
gentleman,
TALr,
amendment focuses on, single parents your amendment has put in a provision
with kids school age or older: The ad- regarding a State plan, and it isn't
isn't at
at
vantages of focusing on those families all clear, Its
its impact, as a result. I
are severajfold
severaifold First of all, since they think it's unenforceable.
don't put
are the closest to employability, the any more resources intoYou
the
States
so
burden of work is easiest on them in

can meet this if it's meaningful.
meaningful.
the short term. It is much easier for they
JuEt aa few
few months
months-ago
ago you
you were the
them to go out and work. In the second Just

name
na.meon
onaabill,
bill,H.R..
H.R. 4, that had
place, when the experience of the State second
$9 billion in resources for the States.

shows when you focus work require- You were the second name. This bill
ments on those families, work becomes
no resources whatsoever.
whatsoever. ItIt really
reauy
a very effective tool for determining has
has
less
for
linking
people'
people
On
welfare
who needs welfare and who
who does
does not.
not. ItIt
that Is
is the
is a nonbureaucratic, nonhumiliating to work, and I feel strongly that
tool for determining who is closest to key linkage.
or,apolog-izing,
apologizing, or
No one is excusing, or
being In
in the private sector and off welstatus quo; it is gone.
justifying the Status
fare.
it better?
Mr. Chairman, States that have ex- How are we going to make It
perimented with these models have We desperately need to do that.
In. its now-not-undershown when you have real
reai work re- Now CBO, In
quirements for those families and have Democratic-control says this:
work
work built
built into
into It,
it, they
they get
get off
off welfare
welfare The literature on welfare to work prorolls. It Is
is reducing the welfare rolls grams, as well as the experience with the

strengthens the
streigthens
the 22 years and work requirement in the,
the underlying
underlying bill and it and putting
putting those
those people
people to
to work,
work,
strengthens
in. two
two very
very importaflt
important which Is
strergthens itit in.
is 'what we should be trying to
respects. I would like to lay those be- do.
do.
fore the House.
There are several advantages to this.
The underlying bill reQuires
requires that
that the It isisalso
much
much less
less expensive.
expensive. We'
States have plans to make everybody heardalso
talk this evening about work
on welfare work in 2 years, but it does being expensive. It is expensive if you
cn
not define work nor does it give the are focusing on single parents with inStates any direction as to what that fant kids because they cannot work
would entail.
entail. ItIt needs
needschanging
changingand
ad without day care arid
and probably wfthout
without
strengthening in two respects.
training and education, and
In the first place, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, itit is
is extensive
work does cost an awful lot of money.
very important that when we have Work
becomes then an excuse for exwork requirements we be up front panding
the welfare state, programs
about what works means. Work means that we tried
and failed, and
and itit ends
ends up
up
It should
work. It.
should not
not mean
mean cart
cart blanche
blanche being that nobody
is working.
ob searchi.g,
job
searching,ititshould
should not
not mean
mean carte
.01730
01730'
blanch education
eucaUon or
or training.
training. Those
Those are
not work. The advantage of work is—
Nobody works. Now sometimes the
there are several
several advaxftages
advantages to it. One
One States spend a lot of money, sometimes
of the cI.ief
chief advantages of it Is that they do not, but nobody works. So
people on welfare are working in return what this amendment will do Is
is harfor the welfare. It makes welfare a two- •monize
rnonizethis
thisportion
portion of
of the
the work proviway street.
sion In
in the bill with the other portion
My amendment defines work and har- of the work provision in the bill and
monizes
thatwith
with the
the definitions
definitions al- will make an honest
monize that
hoxest work requirement.
ready in the bill, definitions that relate We know that these people can work,
about required
required work the States have
to the sections
sectioz about
have worked
worked in,
in this kind of
participation as far as the States are field, and I have had good success, it is
concerned.

less expensive, and it is really a way of

jobs program to date.
date, Indicates
Indicates that
that States
Sates
are unlikely to obtain such high rates of participation.

Mr.. DEAL's
Mr.
DEAL'Sbill
billputs
puts some
some resources
for the States to meet meaningful par-

ticipation rates
ticipation
rates that are based on

work, and I say
say to
to the
the gentleman,
gent1ema, You
have participation rates that don't re-

quire the States to put anybody to

work, and then you come in with this
amendment that is probably unenforceable.

The last point I want' to make
make is
is Itit is
unduly federally bureau-

probably

cratic. We are telling the States how
they can best meet work participation
requirements, taking parents with kids

under 5 now. In a sense that makes

sense, but In
in a sense it may not. Some

of the most trainable people may be
people who have a kid who is three.
The gentleman is trying to save money
for day care, I guess.
I say to the gentleman, You're trying
to do thIs
th!s on the cheap, and you bring

in this unenforceable requirement. I
suggest you face up to the fact your
bill is fatally flawed in being work
weak.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
Those sections
sectiois have been
been strengthstreigth- shifting the system to one that relies gentleman
[Mr. LEVfl]
LEVn]
from Michigan [Mr.

eed also,
ened
also,ororwill
willbe
bestrengthened
strengthened if
if the on work rather than on dependency.
Eouse ends up approving the en bloc 'Mr.
House
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, II reserve
reserve the balance
amendments.
of my time.
So
So' what
what the
the amendment
amendment does is it deMr. GBONS. Mr. Chairman, I yield

•'has
hasexpired.
expired.

Mr. TALENT. I yield 30 seconds to

the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
tMr.
LEvm]
LEVn] if he needs the time. My re-

fines work as work. So when we say 3¼ mInutes
minutes to the gentleman from sponse is going to take longer than 30
people are working, they are actually Michigan [Mr.
(Mr. LEVIN).
seconds. If the gentleman wanted to
working.
(Mr.
(Mr. LEV1I
LEVfl asked
askedand
andwas
was
given
given
perper-finish up his remarks—
The second thing that the amend- mission
mission to
to revise
reviseana
an extend
extend his re- Mr. LEVIN.
LEVm. II just
just think the genIrent
ment does which is equally
equ.allyimporimpor- marks.)
tleman
realizes
there
tlernan
realizes
there
is
Is'aa weakness
weakness
tant—and we discussed this before in Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, let us here, and he is trying to
shore it up,
the debate on the en bloc amend- have a good, rational discussion of this but It
it isnot enforceable, likely, and it
ments—it focuses the work require- amendment.
says Washington has all the answers. I
ments on people wLo
who are closest to emThere is a lot of emotion in these Isiswe were going to give the
ployability. It says the two year-and- sues when we are talking about tough thought
States
flexibility
to carry out linking
out provisions apply specifically to two on kids; we can understand that,
that, and
and II people on
on welfare'
welfare to.
to work,
work, and
and here
parent AFDC fainiHes.
families. About 10 per- very much share it. ,When
When we
we talk
the gentleman with a very incent of the caseload consists of famifarni- about weakness on work, I think there comes
provision that is probably
probably Unun1es where both parents are at home. should be some emotion, too, and I flexible
lies
enforceable.
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Mr. Chairman, I think the Deal bill is
a much better deal for the American
people.
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time
timeas
myself such
as I may consume.
Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman
certainly for the tone of his comments.
Let me
Let
mejust
zt address
address his remarks.
With regard to CBO, they were referring to the two-parent aspect of this. I
•

quirernents on mothers who need little
quirements
day care. Too often in the past the jobs
programs that have been included in
welfare reform programs have only
been an excuse to expand child welfare,
child day care, and, as a result of that,
it has become more and more expensive,

and, instead of seeing welfare
spenthng
spending controlled, we have seen it exploding.
So, -. by focusing on those who are
mast employable or upon those moms
who are least in need of child care, we
can cut total
totai welfare spending. I think
that this
that,
this is
is aa very
very critical amendment
that the gentleman has brought forcannot just
just be
be symbolic.
ward. Work cannot
symbolic.
In the 1988 welfare reform bill there
was great talk about workfare. There

sinp1y say that Utah
would simply
Utah has had
strict work programs in the past focused on two-parent AFDC families.
Not only do they work, but we find
very large percentages of those families get off
of welfare
welfare because
because they
they are.
are
able to go into work. The gentleman
says it is unenforceable
Unenforceable, it
it sets
sets limits
that the States have to meet. It is the
underlying
underlyingbill,
bill, which
which isis three
three sensenthose on
tences, and just says basically that was great talk about putting those
States have to have everybody
everybody working welfare into the workplace, and it did

in 2 years that I suggest is not going to
work. The gentleman says that we-are
federalizing this whole system. We are
settling targets that States have to
meet and then allowing them to meet
it in any way that they see fit. That Is
not federalizing. That is consistent
with the rest of the bill. The
The gentleman
gentleman
says it Is very costly. My whole point
was it is costly if we focus work on sinwith infant
infant kids. Then we
gle morms
moms with
have to pay for day care. I say, If you
abstract a day care component
component of work,
work is very affordable. In fact, I've
talked with Governors who
who say it saves
them money because it moves people.
off to we]iare.
weiIare, which is supposed to be
the point. Finally the
getlein
gentleman

makes a good point with
wfth regard to
moms with younger kids. We are not
prohibiting the States from trying to
help those moms find work.
work. We are just
saying in
in terms
terrn of
of what
what we are requir-

foccs on the families that are
ing to focus
closest to employability. i say, Sure, if
you can find
find aa morn
mom with
with an infant kid
who is close o work, yes, by all means
help her. We're not prohibiting the
States from doing that, but we're trying .to
to shift
shift the focus away, to other
families which
wxjch are closer to work.
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
ChaLan, IIyield
yield 3 minutes to
the
the gentle.n
from
gentleman
fromArkansas
Arkansas [Mr.
HzrrcisoN3
HzrrcsoN]
Mr. HUTCENSON
Mr.
HtJ'rCjNsoN Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I
undercore how
just want to undercore
how important
important
arnendent is.is. itIt isis critical
this amendment
critical for
for
three
three reasons.
Thegentleman
gentlem went
reasofls. The
went
over., these, but I want to reiterate
them.
It is important that we replace the
current symbolic
s3rnbolIc - requirements
requirements
in
which there are weak definitions of
what work really is in which one could
have job search being included as work

with a real work definition, and this
amend.ment harmonizes
harmonizes those defixuamendnient
definitions of what work is all about.
about. So, it
is very critical from that standpoint,
that the very sections of this bill have
a common definition
denition of
ofwhat
what work
work is
all about.

I think it is Important,
important, this amendment Is
is important,
irnortant, because
because it cuts,
cuts,
rather than
than increases,
increases,•totai
total welfare
spending by focusIng those work re-

not happen. The American people have
become cynical about even the terrnjternijnology of workfare, and if
if this
this bill is to
be meaningful, and if
If it Is
is to work, it
smboljsm.
must be more than just smbolism,
Work must mean work, and those work
requirements,
order to
to be best
requirements,in
j order
best imimplemented, must focus on those who
are most employable. It only makes
sense that an AFDC recipient with
older children should
shouid be required
required to get
into
into the
the workplace.
workplace. it
It only
onlymakes
makes
sense that a two-parent AFDC family
family
ought to have one of those parents out
in the workplace.
So this amendment focuses, places
the focus, where it should be.
be. Work requirements shouid
should be implemented
implemented in
the least expensive way, and this gives
the States the kind of guidance to
move them m
in the most productive
productive way
in meeting the work participation
participation requirements.

U'
L1
H:

Mr.
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, wi
wi
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. CLAYTON.
l'iirs.
CLAYTON. I yield to the
th
tleman from Missouri.
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman, I s

the gentlewoman, "Lady, that'
that'
i've heard that. The
second time I've
age welfare
welfare package
packageIsj worth,
worth, A
Medicaid.
Medicaid, food stamps, et cetera,
$15,000 a year. Now let's su
8 to 315.000
it's in the low end, about $10,000
S10,000 a
The work participation requirer
requiren
in this bill mean, if you're workin
workjr
that, you're getting paid about
about 36
$

hour, not 60 cents an hour."
Mr. CLAYTON. There are people
peopl
receive only food stamps, only
stamps. They do not receive any
any AFDC, and I say to the gentle
gentle:
"If you require them to work, rec:
red
ing my time, if you require that p
E
only receiving
receiving food
food stamps,
stamps, and
and th
erage recipient is receiving
receivthg 369, U
t1
less then $1
SI an hour. Now your an
an
ment, your amendment, goes fux
fuj

than that. Youz
Your amendment woul
wouic
crease the work requirement tc
to
hours of work for the same ben
ber
This is about 20 cents an hour for
person that
that only
only receives,
receives the
stamp, and
and these
these some
sometime
time ma
ma
people who temporarily are
are ou
oul
work."
Now I filed
filed an
an amendment
amendment w
would have made clear that
that manda
manda
work, which I support, would
wouid be
would not
liveable wage. We WOuld
not be req
rec
ing persons to work any less tlmn
than
law requires now. Again I repeat,
best welfare reform is indeed a job
livable wage. This amendment does

allow that. It treats welfare wor
won

thfferent from
different
from .other
other people. It re
re

borders on servitude.
Mr. Chairman, I think the gentler
gentlei
New York [Mr. OWENS]
OWENs] is
Is corr
two-parent families who are working from
moviig backward, not forw
are moving
forw
hard, trying to make ends meet, trying We
is the wrong way to treat hui
hui
to be productive members of society, This
in America.
and they come to me, as their Con- beings
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairthan,
Ch2irtha1, I yi
y
gressrnan, and say, Well, what about

Time and time again I have heard

this couple, a man and a woman, on
AFDC, able-bodied and yet drawing
their package of benefits, drawing
drawing their
their
welfare, neither one of them required
to work under the current system.
blame the
the American
Americat people
I do not blame

myself j5 seconds to say that this

only requires
requires people
people on—applies
o—app1jes to;
to
pie
ple on AFDC,
AFDC, which
which means
means they are
aze
gible for Medicaid, eligible for
for ffi

stamps. They are getting a package
packag
benefits worth 58,000 to $15,000
S15,000 a ye
y
work requirements would
wouid meai
mean
for being cynical. I do not blame them The
they are paid about'6½ to S7
$7
for resenting this kind of a system, and effect
hour—
it is tune that we change it. We have
The CEA1RM.
The
CH TheThetime
time of
of
to strengthen
got an opportunity to'
strengthen
gentlemanfrom
fromMissouri
Missouij [Mr.
(Mr. TuE
TALE
good bill by adopting this amendment.a gentlem
expired.
Mr. CARDfl,.
CARDfl. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, on be- has
Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I yi
yi
half
haif of the gentleman from Florida myselfTALENT.
an
an additional
additional15
is seconds.
[Mr. GIBBONS] I yield 2 minutes to the
Chairman, a whole lot otpeo
otpeo
gentlewom from North Carolina areMr.
working at that level. It Is not:
not I
[Mrs. CLAYTON].
nitive, and here
here we
we Imve
have the di.fferen(
Mrs. CLAYTON.
CLAYTON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman I aiso
also in visions. It is not punitive.differen
It Is gc
go
believe work shouid
should be work,
work, and I bethem and their families.
lieve the best welfare reform Is a job at forMr.
CARDIN.
CARDIN. Mr.
Mr. Chairznaii,
Chairman, I ylel
yielc
liberal wage,
wage, and
and for
for that,
that, Mr.
Mr. Chaira liberal
Chair- minutes
minutes
to
to
the
gentlewoman
the
gentlewor
frc
fr
man,
man, I rise in strong opposItion
opposition to
to this Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE].
amendment.
amend.ment. The
The bill,
bill, as it is Currently
currently
(Ms. JACKSON-LEE asked and w
written by the majority, requires as given
permission
given
permssion to revise
revise and exte:
exte
much as 80 hours of work for as little her remarks.)
as $69 worth of benefits. That Is $69
369
Ms. JACKSON-LEE
JACKSON-LEEMr.
Mr.Chalrrnsr
Chajrmr,
worth of benefits, the smallest
smallest amount
amoant wish
wish we
of time
time to de:
we had
hadthe
thekind
nd of
they will get under food stamps—.—
-

I

erate the way the American peo
peo
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would
would want
want us
us to
to do
do so. The Republican
Mr. CARDTh.
CARDfl.. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, in order fare reform bill. But having served on
bill, and I appreciate the gentleman
gentleman to extend debate,
debate. I move to strike the the Committee or.
on Economic and Edufrom Missouri [Mr. TALENT), his offer- last word.
cational Opportunities.
Opportunities, I realize this is
ing of this amendment, but let us talk
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlerrian not a bipartisan welfare reform bill.
about the legislation that is on the from Maryland [Mr. CARDIN] is recogThis amendment increases the work
tabie. That bill
table.
bill would
would not
not -ensure
ensure safe nized for 7¾ minutes.
reQuirements,but
requirenents.
butwill
will itit lift
lift a person
child care for parents who work, and
Mr. CARDLN. Mr. Chairman, I yield 7 out of the web of Federal assistance?
we wou,ld
wouid be
be punishing
punishing.some
some 401.600
401.600 minutes to the gentleman from Mis- No.
No, it will not. The best way to end
children,
children.
souri [Mr. CLAY] and ask unanimous welfare as we know it is to provide
provide aa
Now we have mentioned the Deal bill consent that he be allowed to control job. If a worker
work€r puts in 40 hours a
and the Mink bill, and I would hope that time.
week. 52 weeks a year,
year. their gross pay
CH IRM.AN. Is
object)on under our
Is there objectPon
that, as we debate those substitutes,
substitutes. The CHAIRMA,N.
or current
currentminimum
minimum wage
wage is
reauest of the gentleman from $8,800. For an
we will find a way to answer
answer the
the Quesques- to the request
an individual
individual that
that is.
is just
tions that have been raised by the gen- Maryland?
barely over the poverty level. But if
There was no objection.
they have just one child,
tleman's
amendment, allegedly
allegedly to aschild. just one child.
tlemans amendment,
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman they are $1,000
Si,Oc under
under the
the poverty line.
sist in decreasing the amount
arnouit of dollars
line.
from
[Mr.CLAY]
CLAY]controls
controls the For an average family in the 29th Confrom Missouri
Missoi [Mr.
we spend
spetd on
on child
child care.
time.
gressional District in Houston. which I
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I rise ii am proud to
0 1745
to represent,
represent.aafamily:
family of
to the amendment offered three, for that amount of money they
But
ask the
the question
question to
to the
the gen- opposition
Bu IIask
my colleague from
fromMissouri.
Missouri. It would be S3.300
$3,500 below the poverty lthe
line
ternan as to 'whether
whether or not •he has by
tlemanas
seems everyone
everyoneisistrying
tryingtotoprove
rove how without a minimum wage increase.
ever sat with welfare mothers. Has he tough they are on welfare recipients, to
That is why a minimum wage
wage inin:
ever had any real experience in under- show how many people they will force crease
should be part of our welfare restanding what the need is here? The towork arid
and how fast they will be re- form bill. This would make them eligineed is that people want to work, and quired
Quir-edtotowork.
work.But
Butall
allof
of these
these getget- ble for assistance at this 3.500 less for
they want to work if their little one is tough amendments ignore reality.
many of
cf the programs that we want to
2 years old or 3 years old.
The reality is there is not an endless reform. If Members on the majority
Do they want to leave them in an pool of unfilled jobs for unskilled work- side wish to save on welfare and wish
abusive situation? No. they do not. ers. If there were, we would not have 6 people to work, we should increase the
They want to have reasonable, safe million unemployed Americans waiting minimum wage so full-time workers
child care.
care. And
And the
the bills
billsby
byDEA.r..
DEAL and for jobs. T'ae
The reality is that most of the would not be eligible for
ior that assistM.Ixx and
.MINX
andthe
theamendment
amendment that
that I offered jobs being offered do not pay a living ance.
Cothe
to
theCommittee
Committee on
on Rules
Rules dealt with wage that can support a family. If we
Over half the workers earning the
wouid be creating jobs minimum wage are over 26 years old.
providing child care for those who need really cared, we would
that pay living wages. I tried to offer We are not just talking about teenThis is a discriminatory
discrminatory amendment.
amendment. an amendment to increase the mini- agers or young people, we are talking
$5.15. But the about people who have to support a
what
Vhat it says is that our young mothers mum wage to a mere S5.15.
bo can most benefit by job training, Committee on Rules-refused to make it family on the minimum wage. The purho
chasing power of the current minimum
most benefit by high-technology train- in order, refused to make it in order.
ing to get them into the work force, They asked me whether I checked wage has declined by 40 percent since
1990 due
due to
to Inflation.
inflation,
most benefit by the eagerness with with the Parliamentarian to see if it 1990
relevant, Of course it is relevant,
We must end this shell game, this Rewhich they want to go and provide for was relevant.
We cannot talk about publican shell game, and this partisan
theirchildren,
children, ty
they
wanttotocut
cut them
them Mr. Chairman.
eir
want
reform without talking about bill to give tax cuts and take our chilDff and discriminate
discrimitate because we are welfare
the minimum wage.
dren's lunch money. We need to stop
to slashing
nro
slashingad
andburning
burningand
andcutting
cutting raising
Let me remind my colleagues of
of paying for tax cuts with infant formula
)ff
child care.
care.
)f child
stati3tics: 4.2
statistics:
4.2 million
million Americans,
Americans, money. The best
öest way to stop welfare is
Child- care has to be a realistic corn- these
half
of
them
women,
work
for
mini- to provide a job, and a job that lifts
c.nent of this welfare
we1are reform bill or in mum wage or less; 11 millionthe
Ameri- people out of welfare at a decent wage.
act. Mr. Chairman, we will
will punish
punish over
over cans
currently
earnless
lessthan
than $5.15.
curx1y earn
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
aJS aa million
million children,
cfldren. You
.alf
You cannot
cannot disths- cans
the poverty
peverty level for a fam- minutes to the gentleman from New
:rimin.ate
:rLmiriate against
agaiflst these
t'nese young
young women
women Currently,
of three
three isis $12,300
$12,300aayear,
year,yet
et the York [Mr. ENGEL].
Lnd
Lfl these
these young
yo.mg parents, for they have ily
minimum
wage
pays
only
S8,500
$8,500
a
year,
Mr.
Mr. ENGEL. Mr. Chairman, I thank
;oid me face-to-face, for I live in these two-thirds of'
:old
the poverty
poverty level. The
of the
friend from Missouri for yielding.
yieiding.
eihboithoods with these young
egboroods
yorng Contract With America promises an myMr.
Chairman, you know, it really
omen, and
wrnen,
and what
what they
they want
want most of all unconscionable•.
tax
taxcut
cutof
of $11,450
$11,450 for boggles the mind. We have 31 amends to set a role model for their children, unconscionable
those earning $200,000. this bill will ments.
amendments,
neter they
whether
they
areare1515months
monthsold.
old. 22 years
years take the money from the poor, from ments, only 5 Democratic amendments.
andnothing
and
nothing on
on child
child nutrition,
nutrition, and
and the
the
iid.
1. or
or4½
4½ years
years old.
weLfare recipients, to pay for that amendments I had hoped to offer are
You are not speaking the language of the
tax break for the privileged.
not around:
around Now
Now weae
wearetalking
talking about
about
.h
he nerican
American
people
peoplethat
thatsays
sayswe
wewant
want
Mr. Chairman, the Talent amend- participation and how many welfare reeifare reform, not welfare punish- ment
will
providejobs
jobsa:s
.s cipients are going tQ participate in
willdo
do nothing
nothing to provide
not discriminate against met
nent. I will iiot
a livlng
living wage,
wage, and
and II urge
urge my
mycolleà.gues
colleagues work.
oaiig women who want to have a to oppose this amendment.
oung
Well, people
peo1e will
will participate
participate in work
thazce
ce and
and opportunity,
opportunity, and
and II will
will not
not Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to
if you pay them a living
living wage;.
wage..
Liscriminate
against
theirchildren.
children. It the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GENE only
Licrimite
.agaist
their
only if you pay them a fair wage, only
s time to support the bill that this GREEr].
GREEN].
if you provide them with the job trainide
theaisle
aislehas,
has,because
becausewe
we believe
believe
e ofofthe
(Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas asked ing so that they can get a job, and if
o work programs
programs that
that do
do not
not d.iscrimidiscrimi- and was given permission to
to revise
revise and
and you provide them with the child care -.
iate
ate and
and provide
provide child care for our extend his remarks.)
so that they can leave their children
hiidren.
hildren.
Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas. Mr. while they work. This bill does none of
The CHAIRMAN. The
The- gentleman Chairman.
Chairman, I thank the ranking member that, and that is
is why
why I.believe
Ibelieve it is a
'om
om Missouri [Mr. TALENT] has half a of the committee for yielding
yielding to
to me.
me.
and a sham.
inute left, the gentleman from Mary- Mr. Chairman, I had hoped last year farce
Today's minimum wage is worth 30
nd [Mr. CARDIN] has 2¾ minutes left when we talked about welfare reform percent
less than what is was worth in
nd has the right
righ: to close because he and the President announced his plan the 1970's.
1970s. An
An increase
increase in the minimum
presents the
position.
the committee
cornniitte position.
that we would have a bipartisan wel- wage is a necessary step in providing
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people with the tools they need
need to and make it comparable to the Federaj
Federal
br]ng themselves out of poverty.
bring
Sixty-three percent of all
We

cannot move welfare recipients into a
position where they join the growing
number of working poor. Again, my
amendment, which was not allowed
ailowed to
be brought to the floor, would have
have alaJlowed working poor to continue to get
child care to keep them off welfare, but
the Republican majority did not even
-want to-let that happen.
Th1rty-eght percent of all poor cliiiThirty-eight
children under six have parent,s
parents who
who work
work
full or part-time. They are working to
support their families, but cannot
S.ipport
make enough money to live above the
poverty line. In
L' 1992, a full-time worker
only grossed S8.800. That is
is S3.500
$3,500 beiow
below
the poverty line for a family of three,
Si1.186. How can we expect to move
Si1.186,
welfare recipients'
recipients into this subsistence
level of employment with no health
care and no job training? But
But the
the ReRepublicans do not care about that either.

rninimun
minimu,yriwage;.
wage:.and,
and,better
better yet, increase the
the minimum
minimum wage,
wage, as
as the
President has requested.
Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yIeld 1½
1½
minutes
thegentleman
gentlem from Misminutes totothe
souri [Mr. TALENT).
The CHALRM.
The
CHA1RM, The

gentleman
from Missouri [Mr. TALENT) is recognized for 2 minutes.
Mr. TALENT.
TALENT. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I thank
thank
the gentleman for his generosity.
Mr. Chairman, let us define what we
-

are talking-about
talkingabout here
here and
and what this

au families
families on
AFDC have childxen
children under
under 5.
5. SixtySixtythree percent. However
are States
going to meet the work standar
standard in
In
the bill If
if 63 percent of the people on
AFDC are exempted from the mandatory work
tory
workrequiremen?
requiree?
Now, remember,
remember, 'as
as aa society,
society, we
allow low income working
working people
peop'e only
3 months leave after their
their baby is born.
born,
.aJways felt it was a serious InI have
hive -always
inequity that people
people on
onwelfare
welfare got
got to
stay home 3 years, when people working got to stay home 3 months. And
now this bill is going to allow you to
stay home 5 years.
Now, that Is one point.
point, The other
point is.
is, and I feel this very strongly,
what you
you are
are saying
sayingIss to those young
girls who have had a baby, stay home.
Stay home. The studs are hanging
around outside the door. Have a good

amendzrjent does.
amendment
does. We
We are
are talking
taiking about
people who are receiving the range of
welfare
welfare benefits,
benefits, cash, food stamps,
Medicaid, maybe subsidized housing, a
package
package of
of benefits worth conserv-'
conserv- atively about S1O.000
$10,000 aa year.
year. That
u'ider the
means if they have to work under
hours this bill requires, they will be
working for between $6.50 an hour aiid
and
$9.00
9.OO an hour. There are a whole lot of time.
Nothing could be more destructive.
doing that.
We must create a system that re- Americans
Nothing could be more contradictory
if
What
the
bill
says
is
If
you are on to the fundamental message of this
wds work
wards
workand
anddoes
does not punish somethisfor 2 years, if you do not have bill,
one for trying to be independent. We awelfare
which is take personal responsibilyoung
child
at
home
that
requires
make the
the tough
toughdecisions.
must make
ity. We are saying you have that baby,
decisions. We
We
and you are able-bodied, you ity:
must say that job creation, training, day-care
responsibility
you do not have to take responsibility.
have
got
to
work.
And
what
we
we are
and increased wages are national
nationaj prior- dealirg with here again iswhat
01800
a difference
ities. We must commit Lo programs of visnz,
vi*s, because
because some people
here
that
hat will help us reach a goal
Frankly,
this
Frankly,
this
bill
goai of a sta- think that is a punitive.
about personal
personal
I think that is responsibility billIss about
ble, self-suSfjcient
self-sufficient employment for all
ail the way out of'welfare.
of
welfare.
Americans, not the farce that the Re- Here
Lastly, let me say the research does
Here isis what
whatthe
theamendment
amendent does not show
very, very clearly
publicans are trying to pass off as wel- do.
the proIt does not do
do what
what the
the 1988
bill grams that cream do notthat
988 bill
fare reform.
matter and
and
does
and
what
most
work
provisions
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield the purport to do. People say we
those are the
the women
women whose
whose
children
children
we need to
balance of
balance
of my
mytime
time to
already in school. The prograrn
to the gentle- provide a job.
'programs
)ob. What that really means are
woman from Hawaii [Mrs. MI).
MI].
that
really
reaily matter in terms of depend- is we need to spend thousa!jds
thousands
and
The CHAIRMç,
CHAIRjL. The gentle*oman
getle*oman
are the programs that take those
of dollars trying to train ence
from Hawaii iS
is recognized for 30 see- thousands
young girls who dropped out
out of
of high
high
somebody
to
be
a
vice
president.
cnis
Onds.
school, those young girls who had bawe
need
to
do
is
What
need
to
do
is
just
just provide
provide bies ,when
Mr.
SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman at the ap"Ir. SHAW.
they
when
they
were
very young and
Work is available for people. -It
-it really- make them go through
propriate time,
time I thtend
intend as the designee work.
the edudoes
not
provide
day-care
for
people.
of
ol the
thegentleman
gertlern. from
from Texas
cation, training and work performance
Texas [Mr.
[Mr. AR- We focus on people that do
do not need that alone will, enable them
CR3 to move to strike the last word, day-care. That does not increase
them to change
increase the their lives.
wh1ch under the ru!e
rule will give me 5 cost of the
the
bill
bill
-by
by
billions
billions
of
dollars.
mInutes of time. I believe the minority
Finally, this amendment is going to
-have
.have heard from the other side add
has the right to close debate on this theWe
complexity. This is exactly what
Republican
bill
is
weak
on work,
work. If the spirit of the block grant
particular amendment.
particular
arnedrnent. Ii do not
Dot want
want you want to strengthen
opposes
strengthen
the
the
bID
bill
on and what the governors have
preempt that
that right.
ritht.
to preempt
have time and
work,
and
I
do,
vote
for
this
this
a.mendamendCHAIRM. The
The gentleman
The CHARMA,
gentleman has
has ment, because it is going to require time again driven my amendments off
the right to do that.
about; because they do not
the board about,'
that people work.
work, It
it is
going to want this kind of micro management.
Mr. SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairrnai, I riiove
move to cost billions of dollars.not
It will save Mr. TALENT,
tre thethe
strike
requsjte
requisite
number
numberofofwords,
words, money, move'
TALENT. Mr. Chairman, will the
move people
people off welfare, and gentlewoman
and would
unanimous consent
yield?
wouldask
as unanimous
consent to
to •mean
-mean
that
when
people
are
on welfare
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut,
be able to divide my time:
bs
Connecticut.
they
are
getting
a
paycheck
and their yield to the gentleman from Missouri. Ii
The CHAIR3L,
CHAIR3L. Is there objection kids are seeing them
paycheck.
get a paycheck,
to
therequest
request of
of the
the gentlethan
gentlethan from That is what this
o the
TALENT. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. TALENT,
genthis bill
bill is
is about;
about; work,
work, tlewoman said that current the
Florida?
Jaw reresponsibility,
and
family.
There was no objection.
objection
quires that everybody with a child
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. 1I yield
yield 3 three or under, is it, work.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentlewoman
work, How many
gentlewoman minutes
to
the
gentlewom
minutes
to
the
gentlewoman
from Con- people are working now?
from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK]
MINK] is
-

-

is recognized
recognized necticut
necticut [Mrs.
[Mrs.JOHNSON).
JOHNSoN).
for 30
3( seconds,
seconds.
Mrs. JOHNSON
JOHNSONof
ofConnecticut.
Connec,jct. 'Mr.
Mr.
Mrs. MINK of F.awajj.
Hawaii. Mr. Chairman, Chairman,
there are some real
reai misI thank the gentleman for yielding.
about this amendment,
amendment,
Mr. Chairman, the issue really is the understandings
and, with
with -all
all due
due respect,
respect, I
like
Question of forciflg
forcing people
people to work to point out that it actuallywould
weakens
wthout aa stanfiard
of compenatjon.
without
standard of
competsation. the work
workrequirements
requiremen of
of current
cu.rrnt law.
That is what
w1at the chairman on our side Current
law requires you to
to -work
work once
once

has been
been trying
trying to say to the majority.
majority.
If you
you are
are goL-ig
going to
to make an individual
inthvduaj
work, and
work,
andunder
underyour
youramendment
arnendent they
are going
goig totobe
berequired
required to work for 30
hours in
hours
in order
ordertot stay on their welfare
cash assistance, then, for
for heaven's
heaven's
sake, pay them at least
]east a living wage

your youngest child is 3 years old. This

raises that threshold so you do not
have to work until your youngest child
is 5 years old. That weakens the work

requirements
in current
current law, and it
requ1remen in
weakens dramatically
dranlatically the
the work
work rerequirement$ in the bill before
quirements
before us.

-

Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Any-'
Anyone with a child, once a child reaches
reaches 3,
3,

you must be in a managed work program.
SHAW. Mr.
Mr. SHAWL
Mr. Chairman, I' yield
myself the remaining 30 seconds.'
seconds. I
would like to say that I am
opposed to
ã.mopposed
this particular amendment. I think the
work
provisjon II think,
work provisions,
think, are good and
well thought out, but I think
think the problem that we have, very eloquently
pointed out
out by
by the
the gentlewom,
gentlewom from
Connecticut,ititputs,
puts,ititdivides
Connecticut
divides people
up into severaj
several classes. It
it raises the
work requfrement
requirement from the present 3
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years old up to 5. I think it also takes corded votes until after consideration
The
problem
I
have
with this section
away a lot of the flexibility that we in- of amendment No. 8.
is that after the State has amassed this
tend to hand down to the States and,
At that time the request for a re- 120 percent, it then has the opportunity
therefore, I would urge a no vote.
vote,
corded
vote on amendment No. 1 will
The CRAUMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman be the unfinished business of the to call the Governor or the legislature
from Missouri, [Mr. CLAY] has one-half House. Twenty-five Members will need to shift funds out of the rainy day fund
percent,
minute remaüiing.
remaining,
to stand at that time in order to obtain anything above and beyond 120 percent.
11r. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- a recorded vote on that amendment as into the State's general fund.
Mr.
As I indicated to
to my
my colleagues
colleagues on'
time.
self the balance of my time,
on
well as the other postponed questions
I rise to once again say that we ought in turn. There is no need for a Member the Committee on Ways and Means, the
were,
-to
amendment. This
This is
is an
anmaking
makinga arequest
• to defeat
defeat this a.rnendment.
requestfor
foraarecorded
recorded vote
vote to bulk of us in Congress toda were
former State legislators. And surely'
surely
amendment that is not in the best in- renew the request.
terest of welfare recipients, taxpayers, The Chair would also like to remind they are not going to look a gift horse
or this country. I urge the defeat of the the Members that the first vote taken in the mouth. They are going to see
amendment,
amendment.
these funds as
beingavailable
available for
for their
a being
on the first amendment will be a 15- these
Mr. CARDfl'L
CARDfl'. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I yield minute vote, and subsequent votes may disposition, It will alleviate
alleviate their
their need
need
such time as he may consume
consume to
to the
the be
be reduced
reduced to
to 55 minutes,
minutes, ifif no
no busine'ss
business possibly to raise taxes. If, in fact, a
gentleman from tJtali
Utah tMr.
[Mr. ORTON].
OR'rON].
needs;
State has some particular road needs,
interferes between the votes.
(Mr. ORTON
ORTON asked
askedand
andwas
wasgiven
givn The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN, It is now in order to they could take, moneys from this
permission to revise and extend his re- consider amendment No. 5 printed in rainy day fund into the highway promarks.)
gram of the State. And clearly that Is
is
House Report 104-85.

Mr. ORTON. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
AMENDMENTOFFERED
OFFERED
y MR.
AMENDMENT
BY
MR. KLECZKA
KLECZKA
opposition to the amendment.
Mr.
KLECZKA.
Mr.
Chairman,
I offer
Mr. CARDTh.1.
CARDIN. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, II •yield
-yield an amendment.
amendment,
such 'time as she may consume to the
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will desgentlewoman from California, [Ms. ignate
the amendment.
PELOSI].
The
text
of the amendment is as fol(Ms. PELOSI
PELO5I asked and was given lows:
permission to revise and extend her reAmendment offered
Amendment
offered by
by Mr.
Mr.KLECzKA:
KLCZKA: Page
marks.)
16.
16,strike
strikeline
Ithe88and
andall
allthat
that follows
follows through
through
Ms. PELOSL
PELOSI. Mr. Chairman, I rise
rise in
in line
lthe 15.
15.
opposition to the Talent amendment.
The CH.AIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
The Republican welfare reform pro- - gentleman
from Wisconsin [Mr. KLECZposal needs
posal
needs work.
work. This amendment ) will be recognized
for 10 minutes,
does not provide it. I urge my colleague and a Member opposed
will be recogto vote "no."
for 10 minutes.
Mr.
Mr. CARDIN.
CARDIN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I yield nized
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I am not
myself the balance of my time,
time.
of any Member on the floor who
In closing, let me urge my colleagues aware
is
opposed
the amendment. I ask
to vote against this amendment.
amendment. Itit disdis unanimous to
consent to claim the
the 10
10
criminates against parents with young minutes.
children.
children. There
There isis no
noenforcement
enforcement in
lfl
The CHAIRMAN.
CH..JRMAN. Is there any objecthis bill or by this amendment or the tion
to
the request of the genlem'an
work requirements, There is still a re- fro
froir,.
Florida?
Florida?
ward in the
the bill
bill •for
for failure
failure of a State
There was no objection
that. just knocks people off the rolls
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAmMAN. The gentleman
and does not provide job opportunity, from
Florida
[Mr. SHAw]
SILw] will
Florida
[Mr.
will be
be recogrecogAnd, lastly, this amendment does noth- nized for 10 minutes.
ing to cure the fact that this bill proThe Chair recognizes the gentleman
vides requirements on vur States with- from
Wiscox)sin
[Mr. KLECZKA].
KLECZKA].
Wisconsin [Mr.
out any funding to take care
care of
of it.
it. ItIt is
is Mr. KLECZKA.
KLECZKA, Mr. Chairman, I yield
really a large unfunded mandate,
3 minutes.
I urge my colleagues to defeat the myself
Mr.
Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman,
1I bring
bring forth
forth this
amendment.
amendment with my colleague, the
The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex- gentleman from Rhode Island
island [Mr.
pired on the amendment.
amendment,
REED]. And if I might briefly explain
The question is on the amendment what the effect of the amendment
.

-

-

offered by the gentleman from Mis- would do, the bill, as reported by the
Committee on Ways and Means, proThe question
question was
wastaken;
taken; and
arid the
the vides for a temporary assistance block
Chairman announced that the "noes" grant in title I.
appeared to have it.
As' part of setting up that block
'Mr.
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I dede- grant, we permit States to amass up to
mand aa recorded
recorded vote,
and
pending
vote, and pending 120 percent of the block grant in what
that, I make the point of order that a we
wecall
callaarainy
rainyday
dayfund.
fund. II think
think there
there
quorum is not present.
is a lot of support for the rainy day
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to
to the
the fund.'
fund.
rule, further proceedings on the amendI think there is lot of logic to estabment offered by the gentleman from lishing the rainy day fund for a State
souri
souri [Mr.
[Mr. TALENT].
TALENT].

not why we are sending the States
States
these dollars.
dollars,

These dollars are for specific—prospecific'- pro.:
these various
various-block
block grants. i
grams in these

think it is ill-advised to permit the
State the latitude to take federallyraised dollars sent to the State for a'.
specific purpose and use it for their
general purpose needs. So the amendment would
•ment
would delete
delete from
from the bill that
particular section of the bill.
Mr. Chairman, Ii yield such time as
as he
he

may consume to the gentleman from

Rhode Island
island [Mr. REED],
REED], the,
the author of
the amendment.
amendment,

Mr. REED. Mr. Chairman, Ii rise in
strong support of this amendment offered together with my colleague the

gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. KLECZ-

x... I ialso
KA.
alsowant
want to
to commend
commend him for his
leadership on this amendment.
amendment,
We
We

are
are talking
talking about
about creating a
block grant structure.
structuie. 'Ii have some
very serious concerns about that. But

-

if we are going to pursue a block grant
strategy, this amendment must be
adopted,
adopted.

We want to ensure that the Gov-Gov-'
ernors and the State legislatures not

flexibility but
only have 'flexibility
but also
also that,
that, we
we'
have accountability, As the gentleman

from Wisconsin [Mr. KLECZKA] so well
from

explained,
explained, the
the underlying bill
bill provides.
provides

for a rainy day fund so that in good
times moneys can be built up to face

more difficult economic times.
At present the bill requires the states
to run this account up to 120 percent of

the title Ii moneys but after that there
is no clarification or determination of:
what excess
funds-should be
be used for.
excessfunds'should

As the gentleman
gentleman from
from-Wisconsin
Wisconsin
pointed out, under the present law,

these funds could be used for any general State purpose. And having served
in a general assembly, Ii never underestimate the ingenuity and the
the irnagi-.
imagi-.
Missouri [Mr. TALENT] will be post- that comes on hard times. If there is an nation of state governors and state rep-'
repponed.
economic downturn, there will be resentatives to find ways to
to
spend
Fedspend
FedThe point of order no quorum
quori.rn is con- ample funds available for the block eral
erai moneys. So as a result, Ii think it
sidered withdrawn,
grant
grant programs to take care of the is incumbent upon us to insist uponacThe Chair would like to take this op- needy within that State.
countability, to require that when
when this
tkis.
portunity to remind Members that
I should also add that the bill pro- 120 percent fund level is met that any
under the rule, the authority granted
granted vides that States can transfer from
funds be either returned to
under the rule for thIs
this bill, the Chair is other block grants up to 20 or 30 per- additional
us or used for
for the
the purposes
purposes that
thatwe
wepro-.
promerely postponing
postponing requests
requests for re- cent into the rainy day fund.
vide them for
for these
these'welfare
programs.welfare programs.
'

'

-

-
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This is a very good amendment
amendment. It
it
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II want
want to
to congratucongratugives flexibility but it does not ignore late
0
1815
the gentleman for attempting to
accountability by
accountability
by the
the States.
states.
The
The gentlem
gentleman
truststhe
theGovernors,
trusts
Governors,
improve
this bill. But it does not imI urge this amendment be
be adopted.
adopted. prove it dramatically.
doesn't he? Why will the gentleman
gent1ein not
not
Somewhere
And again, I Commend
c0m.mend the gentleman
allow
them
to
give
cashassjstance?
cashassistance?
gentleman somebody
somebody got
got the
the idea
idea that
that when
when somesomefrom Wisconsin for his leadership,
leadership.
Mr. BUNN of Oregon. Mr. Chairman,
one is 18 years
years old
old a.nd
and they have a if Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I underunder- child
the
will yield,
yield,
the gentleman
gentlem will
that
you
punish
the
child.
stand that the gentleman from
from WisóonWisconYou an amendment that was notI did offer
ruied In
ruled
that
has
to
stop
just
say
that
has
to
stop
somewhere.
sin•
has no
no further
further requests for
somewhere.
sin-has
for time.
time, I
order, and
aid would
would have
have done exactly
exactly And
so
they
said,
no
cash
benefits
have no requests on this side. II SUPPOI't
what the
support
the gentleman
gentleman is advocating.
would go to the child, not even if the what
the amendment.
However, because we did not pass that
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield back
'back the
the balbal- child was under some type of adult su- this morning, I am more
more than
than happy to
arce of
ance
of my
my time.
pervision or that the child was
pervislon
was kicked
kicked step forward with something
that proMr. KLECZKA. Mr Chairman, I ask Dutothe
ut0 the home or the child had no
no vides
vides - aa level
level of
of care
care prov1dig
providing for
for
Members to support the amendment, place to go. Arbitrarily they said that vouchers,
vouchers, which
which Is
is flUirig
filling a gap In
in
the
and I yield back the balance of my just
justbeing
being18
18years
yearsold
old was
enough
by
was enough
bill.
tIme.
tIme.-itself. to deny benefits. A mandate,
mandate, a I do not disagree
disagree 'with
with the gentleman.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRM. The
The
TheQuestion
Question is
mandate to the States.
is onj ix1datC
I
would
just
thank
him for observing
observing..
the amendment offered. by the genMyGod,
God, the
the Council of
1y
Catholic
of
Catholic
the
need,
and
hope
that
he would supsup.
tleman from Wisconsin [Mr. KLECZKA). Bishops said that this would encourage port the amendment, which
tieman
would step
The amendment was agreed to.
abortion. The cardinal is concerned in
In and fill what I see is a very large gap
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRM.A.N,It Itisisnow
nowin
inorder
order to about it. I do not know whether buying
in
the bill. I think the amendment does
buying
amendjent No.
consider amendment
No.- 77 printed
printed in
in diapers is going to clear this
this thing
thing up take one step.
step. -II would
would like to take a
House Report 104—85.
at
at
all.
I
mean,
we
are
saythg
to
te
I
mean,
we
are
saying
to
-the
second
step,
but
that
was ruled
kid
ruled out of
AMENDMENT
A3ENDMENTOFFEP.
oPT BY MR.
MR. BtJNN
BtJNN OF OREGON
that
order this morning.
that if you really think that it is the
the
'Mr.
Mr. BUNN
BTJNN of
of Oregon.
Oregon. Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I canChairman, cash incentives, then
then maybe
maybe some of
I offeran
a amendment.
loffer
amendment.
not congratulate
congratujate the gentlem
the
people
on
the
other
side
gentlexn
would
wouid
TheCHAIRMAN.
CHAIRM. The
The
TheClerk
Clerk will des- think that the mother would
enough for being sensitive to the.
wouid
have
fact
-the-fact
the
igriate the amendment.
ignate
amenthnent..
in order to get the diapers and that we do not have the right to just
The text of the
the axneñdment
amendment is as fol- child
year in
in -somesomeschool supplies, since you have this ir- arbitrarily pick some year
lows:
one's life and deny that child benefits.
rational
logic
that
they
are
making
baAnendet offered
Somehow
Amendmeit.
Mr.
BUNN
offeredbyby
Mr.
Bu ofofOrSomehow the
the gentleman
hasreached
Or- bies for the cash assistance.
gentlem has
reached
egon:
a
point
that
he
feels
that
maybe
just
No,
I
do
not
really
think
you
can per- allowing them, the States,
(C) STATE
STATE OPTION.—Nothjng
OPTIoN—Nothing ft subparato do the
thamaticajly by just being right thiiig,
graph (A) shall be construed to prohibit a fect this dramatically
thing, that that would drarnatistate
d.rarnatistate from
from using
using funds
funds provided by section kinder and gentler and the amendment cally
cally
change
thebill.
change the
bill.-However,-However; Mr.-Mr.403 from
403
fromproviding
providingaidaid
Inin
thethe
form
fo of vouci- does do that by providing
provithng for vouchers,
vouchers. Chairman,
Chairman, I hope
hope we
we see-the
seethe way this is
e?s
thatmay
maybe
beused
used on]y
only to pay for particues that
But
I—think
the
whole
world
parucuBut
Lthlnk
the
whole
world
to
ought
totreated.
la goods and services specified
specifled by the state
That is the reason
as suitable for the
tbe care of the child such as see what is the intent behind the bill.
took time
reason why
wh IItook
time to
Just being 18 years old, how
how long
long does
thaper, clothing,
diapers,
clothing, and
and sthool
school supplies.
supplies.
does oppose this, and probably in the final
the
mother
get
for
vouchers
forvouchers
for
school analysis
anaiysjs my conscience will not allow
The CHAmMAN
Under the rule, the
The
CHAIRM_ Under
or diapers?
diapers? Does
Does ft.
it go
go into
1to me to do It,
it, Just
just to show the-depth of
gentleman from Oregon [Mr. BuNrJwill
Bu1Jwjll supplies
clothing? Does It
it go into any other the mean-spiritedness that is
be recognized -for
for 10
10mimztes,
minutes, -and--a.
is involved
invblved-and—a- things? I mean, I-will-wait
IwiIj—wjt until the here.here. For
For the
the gentleman
gentlema. -to
Member opposed will be recognized for
•tohave
have -to
to
gentleman
finishes,
because
come
10 minutes.
gentleman finishes, because I woujd
minutes. -in the majority party
would come forward -In
like
Is the
like to yield to him and hsk
ask him. Since arid
and say "Can the kid get some diapers,
the gentleman
gentlem from
fromNew,York
New,York ['-"
[Mr. it
RANGEL]
is not written out here,
here,- you are some
some clothes,
clothes,ororjust:
1st:sometjng.
something. that
that
RANGEL]opposed
opposed.to
to the
the amendment?
amexnent?
Governor may
may think
thinkisis-in
going to dramatically ithprove
improve this bifl the Governor
Mr, Chairman, I am.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr.
in -the
the best
The
CHAmM. The
The CHAIRMAN.
The gentleman by allowing the mother that is 18 to interests of the children, of the
the -child
child
from New York [Mr.
tMr. RANGEL) will be get diapers
diapers and
and school
schoolsupplies
suppliesand
ad born to a teenager 18 years- old," and
then to be kriocked
knocked down by his own
what else?
recognized
recognized for
for 10
10 minutes.
ninutes.
majority party;
because -what
what -did
The Chair
-the gentleman
Chairrecognizes
recogjzes .the
party, because
Mr. BUNN
£UNN of Oregon. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, majority
did he
.

-

-

.

-.

.

-

-

-

-

'

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

from Oregon
from
Oregon[Mr.-BDNNJ.
[Mr.-BDNJ.
Mr. BUNN
Mr.
BU1N of Oregon.
Oregon. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
CIafrman,
-

-

will the gentleman yield?

Mr. RANGL. I yield to the

I yield myself 3 minutes.
tleman from Oregon.
Mr. Chairman, although I would have
Mr. BUNN of
of Oregon.
Oregon. -Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
liked to have seen us go much, much it
fr
particular
It would
wouid be fdr
particijar goods and
further thaij
than this amendment does
does; this
this services specified by the State as suitamendment does one crucial
cruciaj thing, and able for the care of the child, and
then
that is to provide a floor for teenage
teexage such as diapers, clothing, and school
school
mothers. Again,
Again, II would
would have
have liked to
to supplies.
have seen us do
do more,
more;but
butwe
do at Mr.we do.
Mr.- RANGEL.
RANGEL. Well,
Well,suppose
suppose
least have
have the
the ability
ability to
to g-ive
give the were some other need? How longthere
does

States the flexibility-so
flexibility so that they can
provide vouchers for things such as thapers, clothing,
clothing, school
school supplies,
supplies, cribs
cribs
aid,
and,instead
instead of simply turrnng
turning our
backs on those with a crisis,
crisis, with
with this
we
canactually
actuallystep
step-in
and meet their
e can
-in and

want to do, the right thing?
- Mr. Chairman, I will yield to the subcommittee chairman,
cha1rma, because
because I -know
know
In his heart he, too, wants to do the
right thing. We were not -governed
governed by
conscience here, we are governed by a
contract. The gentleman signedsigned. that•
that contract,
contract, by- golly. It.
It does
does not make
make
thfference how many children, how
any difference
how
ma-ny
aged,how
how many
many sick
sick are
many aged,
are going to
be hurt,
•be
hurt,hehesigned
signedthe
thecontract
contrt and-he
and -he
has to keep it.
-

gen-

-

-

-

-

-.

--

-

-

-

--

this go on? Is there a time certain that
Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gencut off?
off'
it is cut
tleman from
from Florida
Florida[Ms.
[Mr.SHAWJ.
SHAw].
Mr. BTJNN of Oregon. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I thank
if the
the gentleman
gentlemanwill
willcontinue
cortjue to yield, the gentleman
gentleman from
from;New
New York for
this would provide the State with the yielding to me.
Mr. Chairman, I am delighted I
basic needs,
option of providing the services
services for
for the
needs.
child.
child.
I think that it improves
caught him in such a good spirit
improves the
th bill
bli d.ra.sspirit here
dras—
opthion under
ticaily. And I would hope that every Mr. R.ANGEL.
.RANGEL. Will
Will itit give
give the
theState
state this evening. It is my opinion
under-the
the bill, and I hesitate,
hesitate, but-I
but 1have-to
.the option to provide cash assistance,
one
would be supportive of this.
haveto
assistance,
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
its wisdom that is what they correct
ccrrect the gentleman from New York.
Chairman, I reserve the -balance if in Its
of my time.
wanted
17 years and
wanted to do? After all, we have to re- This applies to only the 17.
- Mr. RANGEL. Mr.
18 years
years and older that are
under, It,
it isis 18
Mr. Chairman,
Chairm.n, I yield alize
alize that
thatthe
thegovernment
governent does not under.
are
handJd-quite differently,
handled-quite
differently, so it is under myself such time as I may Consume,
have -the
the answer
answer for
for everything.
everything.
consume.
-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

.

-

-

.

-

18,

it is not the 18-year-old mother.

---

-

-
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would say here that under the If the gentleman would like to clean ticularly
as
ticularly as itit went
went through,
tlwough, as he

present bill, it is my opinion when we up that part of the bill, If
if he would parhave envisioned, a responsible
say that
the cash
cash can
can be
be spent for the don the pun, boy, have I got a deal for would
thatthe
a guardian, a grandmother, per-.
permother, that perhaps this could
could be
be him, and that is the Deal substitute, adult,
haps, or a mother, so that it would act
done anyway.
because we do exactly what the gen- as
as a magnet to keep that child under
the genI would like to compliment the
gen- tleman from Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr. SHAW]
SHAw) has the roof of that family and help
help to
to keep
keep
tleman for his amendment. I think it is suggested. Our bill says that
that we
we do
do not
not families together.
a good clarifying amendment. There pay cash benefits to underage mothers, families
Regrettably,
Regrettably, that
that -is
-is not
notto
tobe,
be,-but
but
has been a lot of disinformation out that they must be with an adult, a par- this
amendment
as
-it
is
offered
will
there.
ent or a supervising adult; that they provide
provide tangible
tangible assistance
assistance to these
these
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield are required to go back to school to teenagers, and I think it is a •to
very apmy time to the gentleman from Florida complete their education.
propriate amendment.
to answer some of my questions. I have
This effort to simply in part address
Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will the
already complimented the gentleman
gentleman that issue with baby diapers or clothes gentleman yield?
enough. I want to know why he did not is only a partial solution to it. We beMr.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I yield to
see fit to support the gentleman who lieve that-these underage mothers need the gentleman from Florida.
placed upon
upon themthem
thought that
that if
if a baby came from to have the leverage placed
Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW. Mr. Chairman, the gengencomplete their
their tleman has brought up the point that
someone 17 or a baby came from some- to make sure that they complete
education,
to
make
sure
that
they
do
one 18, that the child should not be disthe other gentleman -just brought
brought up.
criminated against because of the age not establish independent households.. Ad.mittediy,
Admittediy, the bill
bill is
is not
not clear
clear-on
-on
of the mother. That is why I thought Mr. Chairman, I would just simply that. II can
can assure
assure the
the gentleman that
suggest
that
the
Deal
substitute
adthe gentleman stood up.
itit will
will come
come up in
'in the
the conference
-conference and
and
Mr. SHAW.
there will
will be
be no
no doubt
doubt about
about that'.
that.
SHAW.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, ifif the
the gen- dresses this problem in a more thor- there
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairtleman will continue to yield to me, ough and complete manner.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I re- man, I thank the gentleman for that
the reason we are talking about mothclarification.
-:
ers under 18 being treated different serve the balance of my time.
BTJN of
Mr. BTJIN
of Oregon
Oregon.Mr.
Mr. Clairman,
Clairman,
Given
Given the issue-of
than mothers over 18,
why, especially
especially for
18, through
issueof why,
tlrough the I yield
1 minute to the gentleman from
frbm teenagers,,
teenagers, - cash
hearing process we had witnesses that
cash
assistance
is in
in their
assistance
is
MCCRERY).
[Mr. MCCRERY].
best interests, we are hoping to keep
came in aid they said that giving Louisiana
Mr. McCRERY. Mr. Chairman, II our young people in school: One of the.
mothers under 18, and now we are talkthe gentleman for yielding
thank
yielding time
time costs associated with that goal is babying about 15-, 13-, and 14-year-olds
14-year-olds as
as to me.
well, to give them
sitting. A voucher,
voucher, as
as best
best II can
can read
read'.
them cash
cash benefits
benefits is
is
Mr. Chairman, I want to commend
commend - it, isisnot
not going
going 'to
-to accommodate
accorimiodate that,
that,
nothing less than child abuse.
the
the gentleman
gentleman for his amendment;
amendment. I so I would hope that that issue
issue wouldwould-'
We are talking about children the think
it does clarify that the base bill be revisited, as well.
gentleman would not leave
leave his
his cat
cat with
with does in
fact
allow
the
States
to
spend
Again, I want to thank the genover the weekend, and we as
as aa Federal
Federal their block grant money on services to
tleman from Oregon
Oregon [Mr.
[Mr. BIJNN]
Bmmi] for his
Government are giving them cash, we
we women
under
under the
the'age
age of
of 18
18who
who-have
have leadership. It is very much appreciated,.'
appreciated,.
are setting them up in housekeeping, women
out of wed.lock,
wediock, so I think that I think, by everyone who cares deeply,and this is wrong. We need to correct babies
is commendable to have that
that made•
made. as we all do, about the plight
plight of-these
of these
it. These kids themselves should be in it
clear for everyone.
teenagers. The gentleman needs to be
foster care, or in some type of group
With respect to the bill of the gen- congratulated.
congratujated.
housing.
tleman from Georgia [Mr. DEAL] I Mr.
BUNN of Oregon. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Chairman, all we said was that think it is a huge mistake to say that I Mr. BONN

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

,

-

-

-

.

.•
-

mothers under 18, under 18, the monies we are not going to give cash to the
can be spent for their benefit but they teenaged mother, but we are going to
calmot be just handed out as cash. We give cash to the mother of the teenaged
cannot
strongly
strongly believe, and our witnesses mother.
mot her.
have backed us up on this, that there is
me is an even more insidious
That to rue
great evidence showing that the
the cash
cash offer than the current system, when we
benefits are a lure to get preg-nant and have a young teenaged mother who is
to really
reaily ruin their lives.
probably living in a home that is alMr.Chairman,
Mr
Chairman, this
this was
was done out of ready on public assistance, and we tell

kindness, not to save money, believe the head of that household "We will
me. We will not save money
money tlwough
through give you more cash; in fact, not just $70
this. It will actually probably be more more for you having another baby, but
expensive, but it will be-much more re- $500 more for your daughter having a
sponsible and will help the person rath- baby." That makes no sense at all.
er than hurt them.
I think the Deal bill, however wellMr.
Mr. RANGEL.
Mr. Chairman,
RANGEL. Mr.
Chairman, the intentioned, is even further off base
gentleman ought to know that some of than the current law, so I am glad the
the witnesses were here, like the Car- gentleman from Georgia [Mr. DEAL]
DEAL].
dinal of
d.inal
of the
the Archdiocese
Archdiocese of New York cleared that up for us, too.
and the Council
Council of
of Bishops,Bishops, Catholic
Mr. BONN
BUNN of Oregon. Mr. Chairman,
Bishops.
I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman
Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to
to from New Jersey [Mr. SMITH).
-

-

the gentleman from Georgia
Georgia [Mr.
DEAL).

•

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chair-

man, I thank the gentleman for yieldMr. DEAL. Mr. Chairman, I thank ing time to me.
the gentleman
gentlemai for
for yielding time to me.
Mr. Chairman, I strongly support the
Mr. Chairman, I understand what the Bunn amendment. I congratulate the
gentlemans amendment is attempting gentleman from Oregon for his very,
to do, and that is to overcome one of very strong sensitivity to the plight of

the negative mandates contained in the teenagers and those who may find
major bill. That is that the. gentleman themselves pregnant.
would prohibit any revenue or re- His amendment, and I would
would -have
-have
sources being given to those underage hoped that the rule would have made in
mothers.
order the cash payment as well, par-

I yield
yield myself
myself such time as I may
consume.

'

Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, to
to conclude
conclude my
my comcorn-'ments
ments on this, and I have no other
-

speakers, I would like to say that this
amendment, although it does
does not
not go
go as
asfar as many would like, including myself, it does provide
provide aa solid
solid -base
'base to
meet the needs of teen mothers, wheth-

er it is clothing, diapers, school sup
plies, and it gives the States some of
the flexibility that they need. I think
itit does
doesimprove
improvethe
thebill.bill.' ItIt may
may not:
not'
make the bill what many want,
want, but
but itit

-

-

goes in the right direction. I do not see

-any
any reason to oppose
oppose the
the amendment.
amendment.II.
wouid
would encourage support.
-

Mr. Chairma.n,
Chairman, II yield
yield back the balance of my time.
Mr.
Mr. - CARD.
CARDIN. Mr. .Chairman, as the
designee of the gentleman from
from Florida
Florida
[Mr. GIBBONS],
GIBBoNs], and
andto
to extend
extend debate,
debate, I
move to strike the last word.
'

-

-

-

Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to
to'

the gentleman from Tennessee
Temiessee [Mr.
iMr.
FORD].

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
the-amendment.
opposition to the.
amendment. I think
it is clear that when
when we
we had
had this
thisprovi-'.
provi-.
sion of the bill
bill before
before the
the comm.jttee,
committee,

the Democrats - tried very much to
make sure that the cash benefit would
-

not leave the child. I do not think-that

-

-

it is proper for us
us to-try
to-try to
tofault
fauit the-,
the
child for the parent's.
parent's behavior. I just

-.
-

-

-
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child for the actions of the mother or such
such an
an
extent
extent
thatthey
thatthey would
would
be
be
omissions of the mother?
thismoney
money goes
the children,
pared to
pared
to do
do the
the 'right
right thing
thing and
this
goes to
to the
children, ina.nd s
inMr.
FORD.
Mr.
FORD.
Let
the
Let
me
reclaim
time,
time, the childrenfor
we are
stead we
are going
going to
to guarantee
forwhatever
whatever faults
fauits
guarantee that
that it
it Mr. Chairman. I have been
been kind'enough
kindenough the children
do not think that is
is an
an answer
answer to
to this
problem. Instead
guaranteeing that
Instead of
of guaranteeing
that

mother;
find in his or her mother.
goes to
goes
to the
the Governor,
Governor, and
and hope
hope for
for the
the to yield to the gentleman. I thank
him
best.
best.
The
CHAIRMAN
pro tempore
for bringing that point out.
WALKER). The question is on
WALKER).
This
amendment that
This amendment
thatisis offered
offered here
on
here
We
We
absolutely
absolutely
indicated'
strongly
on the
the floor
amendment offered
on
floortoday
todayrecognizes
recognizes that
offered by the gentle:
amendment
gentle
that that we certainly wanted that
mother from Oregon tMr.
there is
there
isa.problem
a.problem by
by cutting
cutting off
[Mr. BL'NN).
BUNN).
off the
the - to participate. If she was not willing
to
The
cash benefits
benefits from
cash
from those
those children
The
question
was
Question
wastaken;
taken; and
and
children who
who participate, 'to
to live
live at
at home
home with her
her Chairman pro tempore announced
are born
born to
tounmarried
unmarriedwomen
women under
are
i
mother,
mother,
go
and
back
to
school
arid
graduate
the age
the
age of
of 18.
18. That
That is
is aa problem.
the ayes appeared to have it.
problem. We
We from high school, and also
sure
know that
Mr.
that the
know
the teenaged
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I objec
teenaged pregnancy
pregnancy that that child is taken caremake
obje
of, if she
she the vote on the ground that
problem
America must be
problem in
in America
be addressed,
addressed, did not meet that self-sufficiency
a quo
quo
plan
but there
but
there is
is no
no solution
solution to
to this
is not present and
and make
make the
thisproblem
problem that would be set out by the
the
poin
poin
DemoDemoin the
in
the Personal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act.
that a quorum is not present.
Act.
crats, certainly we would do
do that..
that. We order
The
If we
look at
at the
we look
the children
children that
The CHAIRMAN
CHAIRM pro
protempore.
tempore. Pu
Pu.
that are
are would give her a chance.
born, born
ant to the rule, further proceeding
proceeding
born,
born out
out of
ofwedlock
wedlock in
in this
thisNaNaMr.
SHAW.
Would
that
be
punnot
tion, we
tion,
we know
know that
thatthat
that is
is aa problem.
the amendment offered by the
problem. ishing the child?
It is a problem in other countries
tleman from Oregon [Mr.
tieman
[Mr. BUNNJ
BUNN] wI]
wil
in
Mr.
FORD.
Not
giving
her
Not g-iving
an oppor- postponed.
this world. However, I do not think tunityFORD.
and
a
chance
to
go
back
to
The
The point of no
that we can
can point
point and
andsay
say that
that aa mano quorum
quorum isis considE
consid
mabecause we know that two- withdrawn.
jority of these children born out of school,
thirds
of
all
higil
hig1
school
graduates
go
It is now in order to consider am
wedlock or the problem of children into the work force on their
ame
own, that
born out of
illegitimacy, as
of wedlock,
wedlock, illegitimacy,
number 88 printed
printedininHouse
House Re]
Re
as we would not have that problem today ment number
the
104—85.
the Republicans
Republicans refer to these kids, I with these kids being dependent
upon
do not think that that is a problem welfare.
AMEDMEyT
AMENDMENTOFFERED
OFFEREDBY
BYMR.
MR. S1ITh
sMITh OF
OF N:
N
-JERsEY
that we are trying to solve in this Per- welfare;
JERSEY
We think it would make them selfsonal Responsibility Act, today, or the sufficient. But to cut the funds off
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Ch
Ch
from man, I offer an amendment.
welfare problems of this country.
that
child,
to
be
that
cruel
and
and to be
Mr. Chairman, I believe that it
The CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMANpro
protemnpore.
tempore
it. is
is a
mean,
mean, like
like the
the gentleman
gentleman Isj being Clerk
will designate the amendment
amendment
fundament mistake
fundamental
mistake to
to walk
walk away that
The text of the amendment is as'
from our com,mjtment
comniitment to the children with his subcommittee bill, Mr. Chairas•:
of this coulltry.
country. That is basically what man, that was wrong. We told the lows:
chairman
then
that
it
was
wrong. It is
we are doing. The
Tne Deal bill will offer still wrong.today, Mr. Chairman.
Amendment
Amendment offered
offeredby
by Mr.
Mr.Siirm
S4rr1 of
or
Mr. Chairman.
Jersey:
Jersey:
another alternative,
alternative as
as the gentleman 'Mr. wrong.today,
SHAW;
SHAW. IfIf the
the gentlemai
Page 34. strike lifle
gentleman will
will furfurPage
line I and all that foil
from Georg-ia
Georgia has
has said
said earlier. He certher yield, would that not be taking through
line 15
15 and insert the
through line
the foUowing:
following:
tainjy treats this differently, like
tainly
like the
the the
"(5) No
"(5)
NoADDmONAL
ADmoNAL CASH
CASH ASSISTANCE
A55I5TANC
benefits away
benefits
away from
from the
the child?
Democrats on the Committee on Ways
BORN TO
TO FA.MILIES
FAMILIES RECEIVING Ass
that not
not be
be terribly cruel? CHILDREN BORN
A5S
and Means tried to get our colleagues Would that
ANCE—
ANCE.—.
on the Republican side to say yes to an Would the gentleman not be penalizing "(A)
"(A)
GL'p
RL'LE.—A
State
to
whic:
GENERAl..
RL'LE.—A
State
to
whit
of the
the mother grant is made under section
amendment that would pass those cash the child by the omission of
section 403
403 may
may not
benefits on
on ifif that
that mother
any part of the
the grant
grant to
to provide
providecash
cashbe
b
mother of that child to go back to school?
lived in the household, or under some
fits for a minor Child
who is
is born to—
child who
to—
01830
"(i) a recipient
recipient of
of benefits
benefitsunder
underthe
th r
supervised gathering in a house or a Mr. FORD. But there
gram operated under this part; or
about 70 gram
group home that the mother and
and the
the scholars and researcherswere
In this counin
"(ii) aa person
'(ii)
person who received
received such
such benefits
benefit
child both could live in.
durthg the 10-month
10-month period
period end
that suggested very strongly to us any time during
end
Instead, we now have an amendment try
that there was no evidence that would with the birth of the child.
before this House saying that what we suggest
"(B)
FOR
VOUCHERS.—SUbp
"(B)EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION
FOR
voUcHZB5._Sub
in any
that these
in
any way
way that
these teen
teen graph
want to-do is pass on diapers and some suggest
(A) shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
tovouchers
vouchers wh
w
mother
mother
were
having
these
babies
were
having
these
babies
for
for
other
for these
these kids. A good the purpose of welfare benefits.
other clothing
clotaig for
are provided in lieu of cash benefits
There which are,
provided in
in lieu
lieu of
of cash
cash bone
are provided
gesture, yes, we appreciate that, but
benel
no evidence to suggest that at all. and
and which
which may
may be
be used
used only
oniy to
to pay for p
what we should not be doing with this is
You
heard
only
the
witnesses
ticular goods
goods and
and services
sercices specified by I
that I ticular
bill today in the Personal Responsibil- heard before the full
suitable for the care
full Committee
as Suitable
care of
of the
the child
Comn.rrijttee on
on State
ity Act is saying to the children
chilthen of this Ways
voved.
volved.
Ways and
and Means
Means as well
well as our subcountry "You are going to be
be held
"(C)
held re"(C) EXCEPTION
EXCPT1ON FOR
FOR RAPE
RAPEOR
ORINCEST.—S
INCEsT.—S
on ways and means.
sponsible for the behavior of your par- committee
paragraph (A) shall not apply with respect
Mr.
Chairman,
in
closing
I
would
just
ents:' that
ents."
thatisiswrcng.
wron. The bill is very
child who is born as a result of rape or
say I am opposed to this amend- acest.
cruel to those children, and snatching simply
ment.
ment.
aM taking away the cash benefit is not
and
The CHAIRMAN pxo tempore.
tempore.Pu.rs
Pun
Mr. RANGEL.
RANGEL. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield ant to the rule, the
what we ought to be doing.
gentleman fro
fr
myself
such
time
as
I
may
myself such time as I may consume.'
consume.'
Mr. SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, will the
Nw Jersey
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr.SMrrn]
SMrrR]arid
ad a Memb
Memt
I
cannot find
I
cannot
find
heart
it
in
my
to
to
be
as
be
as
gentleman yield?
opposed will
opposed
will each
each control
control 10
10 minutes.
minutes.
cruel to the gentleman for Oregon
as
Mr. FORD.
FORD. II a.m
am happy
happy to
to yield
yield to the cruel
McDERMO'rT.
I
rise
In
Mr.
McDERMOT'l'.
in
oppo
oppo
his
party
has
been
to
him,
and
as small tion, Mr. Chairman.
gentleman from Florida, my distinthstjn- as this token is, I want to thank
him
guished subcorrmijttee
subcommittee chairman, who for having the courage to stand
The CHAIRMj
pro tempore. T]
CHAIRM pro
T
stand up with gentleman
has refused
refused all
all day to yield to Members
from Washington [l
Members these people and at least to offer
offer
thaon this side of the aisle, but I will be pers, clothes, or something because the MCDERMOTT)
McDERrorr) will
willbebethe
the Member
Member oc
posed.
more than
than happy
happy a.nd
and gracious at
at this mother happened to be 17.
17.
to yield
yield to
time to
The
recogmzes the gentlern
to him.
him.
The Chair
Chair recognizes
gentlem
It does not make any
on our from New
Mi'.
Mr. SHAW. Mr.
New Jersey
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr.5MrrH].
SiITE].
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, with
with that side of the aisle, but since sense
you
are
cougracious
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey.
Jersey. Mr.
Mr. Chaj
Chai
gracious introduction,
introduction, iiwouid
would say to
enough to stand up against the man,
myself .such
the gentleman
that if
if my
gentlemar that
I
yield
myself
time
as
IIrn
my recollection rageous
such
time
as
m
people
on
the
Other
side,
the other
especially consume.
consume.
is correct,
correct. in
in the
the cornxnjttee
committee the DembDemo- those from the committee that
is
findcrats offered a substitute that would
Mr. Chairman, I support the gener
woujd
ways to be mean, then what I will thrust
away benefits
take away
benefits ifif the
the young mother ing
of welfare reform and
and II sincere:
sincere
do
support
this
is
just
support
this
amendment
amendment and commend the gentleman from Florii
did not attend school. Is that not the hope that perhaps this feeling
Floric
feeling
might be [Mr. SHAW] and
and
the
the
gentleman
gentleman
fro
fr;
that he,
he is
same thing, that
is Punishing
punishing the generated
generated among
amongyour
yourcolleagues
colleagus
-

•

-

-

.

.

'

-

•

to Texas [Mr.
ARCHER] for
for their
their efforts
efforts i
tIfr. ARCHER]

H
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drafting legislation
designed to end
Iegilatjon designed
Then one of two things will
will happen.
happen.
it
that
you
Why
is
It
will
give
a
voucha vouchwelfare as
.s we
we kiiow
know it.
The woman will have an abortion, or
Mr. Chairman, some of us, however, the family will descend further into er to them but you will not give them
the public assistance to actually rent
opposed the rule
r'.ie this morning
morthng because poverty.
we fear certain provisions of this bill Mr. Chairman, the family cap child an apartment with an extra bedroom?
You are not going to let them have any
will encourage abortion. But
But there
there is
is at
at
drafting

least one other danger, that these provisions will trap children in the very
cycle of perpetual poverty that the bill

seeks to end.
I am concerxied
concerned that
that unless
unless amended

in
in some
some sig-niflcant
significant ways, H.R. 4 will
have some very dire, albeit unintended
consequences.

I admit that the family cap exclusion

has enormous surface appeal. Many
Americans are fed up with people being
on the dole. Americans want the abuse

exclusion might present a close question if one could argue that the incremental payment
payment for
for aa new
new .baby
baby were
really so high that It might encourage-

know that you need diapers and we
know that you need formula and we
know you need these things." This is
women and
and girls
girls to
to get
getpreg-nant
pregnant to micromanagement of the very worst
have babies just to get welfare. But sort.
Sort.
this concern Simply
simply evaporates when
You say to the States, "Here's your
we look at
atthe
the facts.
money. You decide what you
you are
are going
going
The facts are that the additional as- to do." And then in this bill,
bill, you turn
sistance per child varies from State to 'around
around and you want to start
State. But
But the
the median
medianIsisabout
about$57
57 per micromanaglng.
down
down to
to the
the level
level of
of
month. Out of this, the mother
mother must
must micromanaging,
the number
thaprs that
number of diapers
that aa woman
woman
pay for the child's clothing, shoes, dia- needs to buy for a child.
pers and other baby supplies, laundry
That in my opinion Is
is precisely what

of the system to end. But I fear that
one purported remedy, a cap on assistaiice for any additional children born and bus fare for medical checkups.
ance
According to Statistics
statistics compiled by
to a woman on welfare, will severely
low end
end cost
cost for
for
hurt the weakest and most vulnerable Catholic Charities, the low
items totaltotal- about
about $88.50
388.50 per
people in our society, children. No one
one these Items
month, so the mother is $31.50 in the
wants to do that.
The two most predictable outcomes
of the family cap child exclusion as
written are
are the
the likely
likelyincrease
increaseini the
number of
number
of babies
babiesaborted
abortedby
byindigent
indiget

women, many
mans of whom will feel financially trapped and abandoned, and the

further impoverishment of children
chfldren
born to women on welfare. Both
Both scescenarios are unacceptable.

Over the years, numerous studies

that money,
money, or
or moi'e
have shown that
more precisely, the lack of it, heavily influences
a woman's decision to abort her child.

A major study that was done by the

Allen Guttmacher Institute, a research
organization associated with Planned
Parenthood, found that 68 percent of
women having abortions said they did

so because they "could not afford
afford to
to
have the child now."

-

Among
Among 21
21 percent
percent of the

total samsamimportant reaple, this was the most important
reason for the abortion. NO other factor
was cited more frequently as "most im-

;crtant."

Demographers have pointed out that
•-young,
youg, poor
are
poorand
and minority
minority women are

more likely to have abortions than
older more affluent women even
though these same groups are more

likely to
Ee1y
to oppose
oppose the
the right
right to
to abortion."
abortion."
Seven in 10, 70
70 per:cent,
percent, ofofwomen
women
with incomes of less than $25,000 disapprove or
of abortion
abort!on compared with 52
percentofofthe
themore
moreaffluent
affluent women.
women.
percet
Yet the poorer women account for twothirds, 67 perceflt,
percent, of the abortions.
One expert observed, "Few would say

that an abortion is a good thing, but

maiy worneii
many
women who believe that abortion

is wrong found themselves unable to

support
s'..ipportaachild
childwhen
when they
they became
became preg-

nant."
nant.'•This
Thisinformation
informationback-s
backs up
up the
the
Goodmacher study as well.

The family cap in my view is likely

to tip the
the balance
balancefor
foreach
eachpoor
poorwoman
worna

you say you do not want to do but you
wind up dOing
doing itit and kids are the ones
who suffer from this.
This whole idea that somehow children borxi
born to
to kids,
kids, and
and II say
say kids be-

hole even before she begins paying for cause they
they are
are under
under18,
18, that those
other expenses: We simply. children should not be affected, that
the child's pther
mislead ourselves when we assume that they are somehow
somehow going
going -to
to have,
have, the
this constitutes an incentive to have money taken away from them, or that
more babies.
they are not wedded
wedded to
to 'somebody,
somebody,
Mr. Chairman, there is much
much about
about somehow we are not going to
to care
care for
for
the welfare system that needs chang- them is the guts of what is wrong with
ing.
ing, much that does serve to trap peo- this whole proposal.
ple in the cycle of poverty and despair.
You have people here who are simply
But allowing the States to pay modest poor. Those people need some money to
per child benefits is not one of those deal with the situation. But you
you are
It is a now saying, "Well, we've put this
terrible things. On the contrary, it
cap
true
true safety net, a safety net against on, It
it doesn't make any
any Sense,
sense, but let's
abortion under duress, a safety net put a little provision in here for vouchagainst a descent further into
into poverty.
poverty. ers."
My amendment would allow the I think despite the argument of the
States to provide goods and services gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
designed
desigiaed to
to assist
assist the
the child,
child, Itit targets SMITH],
I werea ayoung
youngwoirian
woman and
and I
SrnmJ, if ifI were
it, and it does so In
in a way that is prac- thought, "Well, I've got one baby and
tical and'
and is
Is tangible.
tangible.
I've got another one, now I'm
I'm pregnant,
pregnant.
Mr. ChaIrman, I do strongly hope but I'm not going to have any money
that my colleagues will support this. to take care of this kid, I think'
think I'm
amendment.
going to get an abortion." What
What would
would
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance prevent a woman from thinking that?
of my time.
Seems to me if she is halfway reasonMr. McDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I able, she would say,
say. "Why not get an
yield myself such time as I may abortion? There's
-no way that 'I can
consume.
consume.•
take care of this kid. My parents don't
Mr. Chairman, this is a very interest- have any money, I was raised in poving amendment that the gentleman erty," whatever.
from New Jersey
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr. SMITH]
SMITh] brings
We assume that all these children
children are
are
forward. It raises a very interesting going to go home to middle-class
rn.tddle-classfam.1fam.1-question. He spends a lot of time tell- lies
lies making
making 375,000
$75,000 aa year,
year, I guess.
ing us that people do not have babies
When you do this kind of stuff, you
to get more money out of the welfare are simply promoting abortion. Those
system. My understanding that this of you who care about ,abortion
abortion and
and
whole business
business of
of aacap
capisisdesig-ned
designed to want to prevent it ought to be looking
deal with these people who say, "You at
at this
this family
farniI cap
cap business
business and
and all this
know, I need a few more bucks, I think chicanery that is in this amendment to
Fil go have a baby." Anybody who try to avoid that issue are simply proI'll
would say a dumb thing like that has moting that. I think that you ought to
never had a child.
reconsider this and vote "no" on this
In Texas, you get a second child, you amendment.
get $25. I think
thinkifif you
you asked
asked most
Mr. SMITH of
of New
New Jersey.
Jersey.Mr.
Mr.Ch&irChairwomen if it is worth going through man, I yield
yield 22 minutes
zinutes to the gentlehaving a child for $25, it is pretty hard woman from Nevada [Mrs;
VUCANO[Mrs VTJCANO,

that society
who feels that.
society has xo
no real in- to find anybody who would say that
terest in the survival of her baby. She that. is the reason why they have a
will get a.
a powerfully
powerfully negative
negative message
message
that her child has little or no
no value,
value, especially from those States like my own
;iex-e
iex-e Cuedu isijavanaoie
avanaoexor
xorauorauorion on
ion
ondsinand.
dinnd.

cash. You are going to say,
say, "Well,
"Well, we

VICH].
'11CR].

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II

child. Most people get pregnant not be- am a mother of 5, a gra.ndmother
grandmother of
of 15,
15,
cau.se they
cause
they choose
choose to
to aa second time, and a great grandmother of 3 and I am
failure of birth control, whatever,
whatever, and
and well acquainted'
with the cost and sacacquainted with
the Child
child isis Uiere.
there. Then
Then to say, well, rifices involved
involved with
withraising
raisingaafamily.
faifly.
i5t'5
giveaa voucher.
voucher.
itS give
Diapers, ' bottles, blankets, booties,

-
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clothes, car seats, the list goes on and the Pampers being put on vouchers and people, as myself want to make
on.
on,
giving the authority to States to set up
thosechildren
children have
have a start In life,
up those
life,
This
IThisisiswhy
whyIIam
amvery
very concerned
concerned with this bureaucracy, I just want you to
I then do not want to foster abort
abort
the so-called family cap:
know that these are the Pampers that trying to reform welfare.
Although itit is imperative that we you would be targeting.
Although
This amendment allows the m
mc
discourage out of wedlock pregnancies,
and products to go to the child's n
l85
ne
845
increasing the financial pressure
pressure on
on
and
and is not a blank check
check by
by the
the:
women faced with a crisis pregnancy
McDERMOTr. Mr.
Mr. McDERMOTT.
Mr. Chairman, I eral it
lacks compassion and will undoubtedly
undoubtedly yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman . wantGovernment to say go do what
to,have
haveanother
another one
one if
if you v
want to,
cost the lives of many innocent unborn from Arkansas [Mrs.
[M's. LINCOLN].
This addresses the needs of
children.
LtNCOLN asked and was given to.
(Mrs. LINCOLN
th
In addition, we should not go about permission to revise and extend her re- dren, it is a directed amendment tI
think accommodates a lot of corn
corn
the business of requiring States to dis marks.)
ing interests, and I am very prou
prow
criminate against a child simply beMrs. LINCOLN.
LtNCOLN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I support it because I care about
cause of his or her place in the
the family
family thank the gentleman for yielding
yielthng me
me children.
birth order. Once the choice is made to this time and I certainly understand children.
MCDERMOTT.Mr:
Mr Chairma
Chairma
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
have a child we should ensure that the objective of what our colleagues on yield
1
minute
to
the
gentleman
gentleman
ff
children raised by welfare mothers are this side are trying to do in terms
terms of
of New York
York [Mr.
[Mr. RANGEL].
RANGEL].
not unfairly penalized and suffer fur- cleaning'
cleaning up the bill that is
is before
before us. New
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II th
th
ther the dire consequences of poverty.
But once again I will just say, "Have
gentleman for yielding time to
This is why I support the Smith we got a deal for you." This is already theMr.
cannot 1
Chairman, again I cannot
amendment. This
This amend.merit
amendment would
amendment,
would re- in the Deal substitute,
baOk
on those
those people
people who
who have
have
baôk on
tain the essence of'
of the
the family cap proAs we look at what we are trying
trying to
to my
courage to try to
to find
find 'aa decent th
visions by restricting direct cash bene- do in the modifying the family
family cap
cap propro- in
this type of
of thing.
thing. II cannot
cannotsee,
see,1'1
fits but would allow 'States the option visions In
in the bill giving these States ever,
how
this
really
changes
the di
of providing vouchers to pay for par- the options, we already give the States tion in which the bill would
wouid be go
ticular goods and services specified
specified by
by the option to do this. We give them the just to give the vouchers
to.these a
the State as suitable for the child in- option of setting a family
faimly cap if they tional children.
volved.
choose so to do, we give them the ophope that
that we
we recognize
recognize1t
I do hope
I urge my colleagues to support
support this
this tion of initiating voucher programs
programs ifif theBut
that is
is before
beforeus
usIsisreally
really1
that
amendment, It Is
is a kind and compas- they choose so
amendment.
todo.
do.and
andII3ust
just think ing bill
soto
the Federal
Federal Government
Government out
outof
o
sionate choice to make.
it is really important that we do not responsibility
to take care of
of our
our pi
p
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I mandate upon these States family caps of'
our
our children,
children, of
of our
our sick
sick and
yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman
gentleman which they have to then operate of
guess it is a part
aged, and
ad IIguess
part of
ofan
a o'
o
from
from Tennessee [Mr. FORD).
FoRD].
through again 50 State bureaucracies,
bureaucracies, aged,
scheme
scheme to
to say
say that
thatthose
thosepeoplE
peoph
Mr.
Mr. FORD.
FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,we
we on the We give them the option; we give them all
the local level, those in the cities
Ways and Means and the SubcomjmtSubcomjrnt- the parameters to work within,
in the State, that they
they know
know 1tee on Human-Resources,
Human Resources, we proposed
And that is exactly what the bill
And
bill those
ter than we in Washington. And if t
to let States decide the circumstajjces
circumstances does, the
Deal bill- does. So I certainly
so, why do we not give them full
fuil
under which cash benefits are paid and would encourage my colleagues to look is
cretion
to
do
everything?
Why
i
to let States choose to limit benefits closely at what is already out there.
there,
that we see fit to say that we do
when a child is born to a family al- We all enjoy talking, but it is impor- want
any strings attached to the
the g
ready on welfare. But you rejected tant to know It
it is already there,
there.
ernors when it comes to doing
that, the Republicans, and giving the
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chair- mean-spirited things, but we
we are
are j
States the flexibility in order to ad- man,
man, I yield 2 minutes to the distinthat they
they 'may
may provide
provide ss
minister this provision of the welfare guished gentleman from South Caro- saying that
vouchers? Why
Why can
can we
we not
not say
sayifift:t
program itself.
lina
lina [Mr.
[Mr. GRABAM].
GRABAM],
want
want to a provide cash assistance,
One of
of my colleagues just leaned
Mr. GRAHAM,
Mr.
Chairman,
I
thank
them do that too?
over, and I totally agree with him. the GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, I thank them
clothes,

-

-

-.

-

'

-

What we are
are talking
talking about
about on
on the
amendment before
before and
and what
what we
we are
are
talking about with
with these
these ,vouchers,
vouchers, I
have enough K-Marts and other stores
in my community back home in the
district and I am sure that most of
of
these mothers can find diapers and

gentleman for yielding time to me.

Mr.
thereare
areaa lot
lot of
Mr. Chairman,
Chjrra., there

things we are divided on in this House,

-

-

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey.
Jersey. Mr.
Mr. Ch
Ch
man,
man, II yield
yieldsuch
such' time
time as he nr

consume to the gentleman from
as you can tell from listening, if you nois
nois [Mr. HYDE].
have been listening
listening out
out there
there on
on Cth
Mr. HYDE. Mr.
Mr. Chairma.ir,
Chairman, II th
Span. But one thing most Americans the gentleman for yielding me
me
feel strongly about is that we need to time.
time, I just
just want
want to
to say
saythat,
that I th
reform welfare, We are divided about this is a superb amendment and I c
other commodities that they will need abortions and issues such as a pro-life gratulate
the gentleman from News
New .
in the neighborhood
neighborhood stores.
stores. .1
.1 do
do not
not amendment
amendment or pro-life
pro-life vote,
vote, but
but most
most sey.
think that we need to set up these big of us believeor
if we-do not do something
This is very
very important,
important,not
nottototra
tr
State bureaucracies to buy Pampers to stem the tide of illegitimacy
illegitirnzcy in this
more serious problems on the k
for the babies. I think we are dealing country we are going to ruin the fabric fer
of the poor than they already have.
with the wrong
wrong issues
issuesherehere today.
our society.
society, I do
do not
not think
thinkari.y
any calculSo I salute the gentleiran.
gentlenan. I hope
I do not have a problem in giving of
ture can sustain itself when you have eryone supports it.
States the flexibility to choose and de- an
an illegftimacy
illegitimacy rate at the levels we do
The CHALRM.
CHAtFtM. The gentlen
gentlen
cide how they want to have all
all these
these now.
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr. SMITH]
SMrrH] has
from New Jersey
benefits for these children, but I do not
Having said that, the question al- minutes reminding, the gentlen
gentlerr
think we ought to be doing'
doing what
what we
we are ways becomes:
becomes: What
What about
about the
the'cliiichil- from
from Washington
Washington[Mr.
[Mr.MCDERMOTT]:
McDERM0'rr]]
doing today.
drèn? I am a pro-life candidate, I am a 2½ minutes remainthng,
rernainding, and the g
Mr. Chairman, the Children's
Children's Defense
Defense
I want to reform things I tieman
tleman from
from Washington
Washingtonhas
hasthe
theruri
Fund,
Fund, -I
1 was just reading a pamphlet Republican,
think for the good of my country.
country. But
But to close.
that says, "When it's budget cutting what about the children?
cbildren? To me this Mr. MCDERMOTT.
MCDERMOTT.Mr.
Mr.Chairmnar
Chairman
time, they always start with the easi- accommodation Is a realistic, real yield
1 minute to the gentlewoir
gentlewon
targets." They have a Pamper on
est targets,"
on world accommodation that meets the yield
from Florida [Mrs. THURMAN].
TIrtmtMAN).
this baby with a target going right at needs
reeds of
wants to
to
of the children,
children. Nobody wants
Mrs. THURMAN. MR. Chairman
the back of this baby.
immoral or illegitimacies
illegitimacies in
in just want to bring to your attention
II think that exemplifies what the Re- subsidize
the country, nobody wants taxpayers' February 23, 1995, there was
was aa let
let
publicans are trying to do to
to these
these baba- money spent for having one baby after signed by the Governors
who
lih
Governors
who
bies in America. As you talked about another out of wedlock. But
But the
the same
same been, in fact, in support of your
your bt
-

-

-
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However,
on this
this particular
particular issue they
Fowever, on
The next thing we come to is food ment and making it clear that we do
have asked us to oppose it and give the stamps. It is a voucher program but in allow that.
flexibility to them to do this.
this bill you want to get rid of it. Now
I want to clear up a couple of other
So I think my colleagues should take this is a fig leaf
leaf on
on the
the issue
issue of
o whether things, one of them is the WIC Prothat into consideration, that they want you are going to pimish
punish women who get
get gram.
the flexibility, and that, in fact, was pregnant. People who get pregnant are
ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, will
why it was
was put
put the way it was in the not doing it to get 25 extra bucks in theMr.
gentleman yield?

Deal
D€a1 bill.
bill.
the State of Texas. People are
are getting
getting
Mr. McCRERY. I am glad
glad to,
to yield
yield to
to
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr Chair- pregnant for a whole lot of reasons, but the gentleman from Kansas for that
nan, IIyield
man,
yield 11 minute
minute to
to the
the gentle- it is not because they want to get more purpose.
woman from
woman
fromWashington
Washington[Mrs.
[Mrs.SMiTH].
Sfl'rH]. money out of the system, and when you
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I
Mrs. SMITH
Mrs.
SMITHof
ofWashington.
Washington. Mr. punish the woman you are punishing thank
the gentleman for yielding. I had
had.
Chairman, I thank the gentleman for the kids. And there is no way around not intended
to take part in this deyielding me this time.
but the gentleman from WashingMr. Chairman, I was in the other it.This whole bill is directed at punish- bate
ton
indicated
the WIC Program
room watching it on TV and all of a ing children. And I say we ought to was slashed In that
regards to the rescission
sudden I thought, you know, we are vote against this, and of course against program.
Let me point out there was
talking about bureaucracy but what we the bill, because this bill is unfair to 5rogram.
S125
3125
million
in that account, and the
are really talking
ta1ing about is a program kids.
program cut $25
S25 million.
million.
somewhat
likeone
onethat
that II have
have heard
heard If you want to pick on adults you rescission
cmewhat like
is still
still 1OO
100 million
million in the acover and over touted from the opposite ought to pick on adults some other There is
count.
couLt. That is within the agriculture
side. WIC. A voucher program is what
we use in WIC. For those who do not way, but not pick on adults and think budget.
kids. You are
Most of us on the Committee on Agknow, that
that is
is where
where we
wegive
give that
that you are not picking onar'going
to hurt riculture, if not all, understand that
voucher. It says you can go to the local picking on them; you arigoing
important
store, your K-Mart or whatever and them. Anything that takes away in the WIC Program is a very important
you pick up the things you need, and those first years what kids need hurts, program. Most of us also understand
participation
this is where you get diapers or what- stunts their development. You are they have an 86 percent participation'
long run.
run. ItIt is
is rate. They are advertising on national
ever and you
yo just
justsend
sendthat
that in
in through
through going to pay for it in the long
you either
either radio to encourage more people to parthe system and they say it works real like the Fram commercial, you
well. In fact. I have heard from
froth my pay for it up front or you are going to ticipate. There has to be some level
forever..
there where
where you
you are
are spending money on
Democrat colleagues now for over a pay for itit fOrever..
all of those people talk about advertising hopefully to get it up to all
month how great the WIC Program is. I hear aU
of prisoners
prisoners and
and prisons,
prisons, people who are deemed eligible, but
I think when we look at this we need the costs of
$27,000, $30,000,
S30,000,S40,000
$40,000aa year.
year. You do
do there is $100 million in there right now
to realize that we are telling the States $2'T,OOO,
you have another great option as you not mind that because that is not in that is not even spent.
It was under the WIC Program that
need
to meet
meet the needs of those little this year's budget. That is in about the
reed to
children and
children
andwe
we want
want to make sure year 2015 when you pick up this kind of we took
tookmoney
moneyfrom
from the crop insur-

that money
moneygets
ge totokids,
kids, not
not to drugs. stuff.
Aid this
And
this will get
et totokids,
kids,not
notto
to drugs.
drugs. I say that this kind of punishment
The
TheCHALMAN.
CHAi!AN. The
The gentleman should
should not
ot go
goon
onon
on this
this floor.
floor.
SMrrH] has oneMr. Chairman, I yield back the
the balbalfrom New Jersey [Mr. SMrrH)
time.
half minute remaining, and the gen- ance of my time.tleman
from
from
Washington
The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex[Mr.
[Mr.
McDRMOTr] has
McDHRM0rr]
as 22minutes
minutes remaining.
remaining. pired.
Mr. SMITH of
of New
New Jersey.
Jersey. Mr.
Mr.ChairChair-.

man. I yield myself the remainder .of
ze time
the
timejust
just to
to strongly
strongly urge Members
to vote yes
yes cu
o this
thisamendment.
amendment. Those
Those
whowould
wo
wouldhave
havepreferred
preferred cash
cash payments, that
that is
is not
ot what
whatisisin
in the
the underunderlying bill. It is very likely
Ekely not going to

ance program to spend more on WIC.
Nobody is slashing this program; $500
S500
million in authorization, subject to appropriations, more in the WIC Program
than last year. This is simply not accurate.
I thank the gentleman for giving
giving me
me
Mr. McCRERY. Mr. Chairman, as the the opportunity
opportunity to set the'
the record
record
designee of Chairman ARCHER. I move straight.
to strike the last word.
Mr. McCRERY.
appreciate the
the gengenMcCRERY. .1
I appreciate
Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to strike tleman making it clear that the rescisthe last word to clear up a few things sion package did not slash the WIC
that have been•
said about
about the
the bill
bill in
in Program, and I would like'
been said
like to point out
general. The gentleman from Washing- this bill does not slash the WIC Pro-

be an option.
ton [Mr. MCDRRM0TT]
MCDERMOTr] earlier
earlier implied
implied gram. In fact, just the opposite. We
On
O aadollar-for-dollar
dollar-for-dollar basis, empowernpow- that we are through this amendment provide more money for WIC, not less,
less.
ering
the States
States with
with the Flexibility micromanaging the States' program. even more money than the CBO
r1ng the
CBO basebasewe are saying
saythg the voucher is targeted That is nowhere close to the truth.
line predicted would be required for

to help assist the child, to help the In fact the language
languaga of'
of the amendmother who is the custodian of this ment is as follows: "Subparagraph (A)

voucher to pros-ide
provide the
the best
best available
available
care. It is a modest
modest a.mount
amount of money.
I was one of those who led the effort
when
hn
•my
myDeiocratic
DemocraticGovernor,
Governor, Jim
Fiorio,
Fiorlo, led the effort to stop the cash
payments in New Jersey, and
and that
that is
is
what sensitized me to this voucher to

shall not
s1.all
not apply
apply to
to vouchers
vouchers which are
provided in lieu of cash benefits and

den.
dren.

States.

which may be used only to pay for particular goods and services specified by
the State as suitable for the care of the

child-involved." As specified by the
State; we are not micromanaging a
at least provide support to the chil- thing, we are giving that power to the

Mr. McDERMOT1'.
McDERMOrr. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, I
yield myself the remaining time.
thinkwhat
whatpeople
people
Mr. Chairman,
Chairm, I Ithink
fleed to understand is this is a fig leaf.
need
After you slash
s1a.h in the rescissions bill
the WIC Program
Progr.rn to bits, then I get
get the
the
gentlewoman
from Washington
Washington standgetl ewoman from
izgupuphere
hereazid
andsaying
sayingthe
the'WIC
WIC Prog

I want to commend
commend the
the gentleman
gentlenan
from New Jersey for his amendment,
not because it adds anything to the bill
but because it clarifies that the underlying bill gives States the right to use

WIC.

'

So
So

I appreciate the gentleman's comcomments.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, will
w:ll the,
the
gentleman yield?
-'
Mr.
Mr. MCCRERY.
the genMCCRERY. I yield to 'the
tleman from Florida [Mr. SLw3
Si.w3 for a
little explanation.
Mr. SHAW. Mr., Chairman,
Chairman. I thank
the gentleman for yielding. I would
like to
to compliment
compliment the
the gentleman

from New Jersey, as I did earlier the
gentleman from Oregon, in putting
putting in
in

what I consider to be clarifying amendments.
-.

-

For the life of me I cannot under-

their block grant money to provide stand the opposition we are getting
services, not cash, but services to chil- from the other side when if there was
dren, to women under
wider 18, to women on any Question as to how this money
gram is
gram
Is aagreat
grtt program
program when she welfare who have another baby. The could be spent for the benefit of this
voted and all of the rest of you voted to bill,
bill• already allows that, but I con- person, this is moving it, by clarificaiash that
slash
that progam.
program.
gratulate the gentleman for his amend- tion
tion,we
weare
areshowing
showing we
we are
are not
not as
as far

-,
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apart frorn
fromthe
the minorjt
minorityasasititwould
would ap- guess. We are telling them,
them. "You cancanSo
to
me,
I
am
So
to
me.
I
am
a
little
pear. So for the
the life
life .of
of me I cannot un- not do it."
bit
con:
it" We
We are
are reaching
reaching down into about the concept of total, con
derstand. Some
derstand.
Somepeople
peoplemay
may think
think we
total
we those State legislatures
legislatures
and
and making
making grants, and
and then
then when
whenyou
youget
getba(
ba
are moving toward the minority
minority posiposidecision for them.
the
situation
where
you
tion and they stand up and oppose it. I that
are
are
goir,
goi
My view, and the amendment
amendment that I micrornanage.
micromanage. here is what you ca
do not understand,
understard. but I guess that is offered
in committee, was to say let here
is what you can do.
do, here
po1itic. but
politics,
but politics
politics is one thing I wish the States
decide
what
they
are going you cannot do. If you are goingisto
we would get off
off of
of this
this floor
floor for
for the
the to do. We are giving
givr)g
them
a lot less block grants, for God's sakes.
sakes, dc
moment and
moment.
and take
take care
care of the poor of money.
do
block
block grants
grantsand,
and say.
say. "Guys,
'Guys, do
t'ms country
this
country and take care of the cliiichilI
listened
to
all
of
these
people
people say
say best you can, if you want to
to do
ciren of this country and get on with we are giving more th
do the
in this
this program
program and grams." That is the reason we
the business at hand.
had
giving more in that progiam
and giving an uproar, and we
program
we are
are so
so conce
Mr. McCRERY.
McCRERy, I appreciate the gen- more in this. How are you saving $70
conce

tleman's Corrnents.
Corrnents,
With
With respect
respect to
to the
the comments of the
gnt1ewornan from
gentlewoman
from Arkansas [Mrs. LL'cLINCOLN] one more time about what a
sweet
sweet deal
deal the Deal substitute is.
is,
again, the Deal substitute would allow
cash beflefits
benefits to be paid to women and
welfa.-e to have
have an
an additional
additional child.
child. We
We
think it is simply too important to
send the correct message for a change
in this Country
country to
to women who are on
welfare, to tëil
tell them we are not going
to give you cash for additional chil-

d.ren.
We think that is
dren. We
is so
so important
important
that we must
niust dictate to the States that
they cannot use the block grant funds
to give
give additional
additional cash
cash benefits to
women who are already on
on welfare
welfare and
choose to have another baby. That
message has
a.s got
got to
to be
be sent; we choose
to send it.
it

Mrs. LflCOLN.
LCOLN. Mr
MrChairman,
Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. McCRERy,
MCCRERY II am
am glad
glad to yield.
yieId

Ms. LCOLN,
Mrs.
LCQLN.We
We already
already give
give that
option
theStates.
States. And
And certainly
opcn totothe
rnay States
many
Stztes have already pilot
projects like the State of Arkansas.

billion if you are giving more in each
section of'
of the bill? II mean,,
mean, it •sort
sort of
defies logic that you can give more
more everywhere and not in the end wind up
taking it away from somewhere.
Mr. McCRERy. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?•
yield?

about making a pool of money to
to folks
folks at the expen
tax break-s
breaks to

is now working on a budget, thinking
what they are going
going to
to get
get from us.
us.
Suddenly they are goiflg
going to get a cut.
They are going to have
Mve to go back in
session and decide with a limited
amount of money how they are
are going
going

think you have a right to make.
not think
thir)kyou
youhave
haveany
anyeidenc€
eidece
support that.
,
Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,will
1l
SHAW. Mr.

children.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. CC]
man.
will the
thegentleman
gentlemanyield?
eld?
man, will
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. I yield to the
tleman from New Jersey.
tiernan
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Just t
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. I yield to the gen- spond briefly, the gentleman
gentleman raised
raised
tleman from Louis±ana.
Louisiana.
potential
for
fraud
or
misusing
Mr.
MCCRERY.
I
Mr. MCCRERY. Ithank
thank the gengen- .rouchers as food stamps are often
tleman for yielding, and certainly
certainly we 'used
or at times misused.
are micromanaging to that extent. used
would, submit to you that cash 1ii
I would.
However. I was responding earlier to
However,
to
to misuse to a greater de
de,
the gentleman's
gentleman'scomments
cornents about
about us itself
than a voucher.
voucher, The voucher wouj
woul
specifying
specifyingininthis
thisarnend.ment
arr1endent the num- harder to sell and 'to
peddle o
to peddle
on ss
ber of diapers that can be
'bepurchased.
purchased.
of black market than the nit
ml
We do not do that, and you know that. kind
cash, So we would be more ap
cash.
Mr. MCDERMOTI'.
MCDERM0Tr. Reclaiming
Reclaiming' my of
target
the
money
towards
'the
the
c
time, what you do is take away the with the voucher.
voucher,
State's ability to decide with the limMr. McDERMOTT.
Mr.
McDERMO. Reclaiming
Reclaiming
ited amount of money they are now time,
is a value judgment al
at
going to have:
have the
the State
State of
of Washington these that
young women which I do

to deal with this.
0 1900
One of
One
of the
the things
things you
you are
are saying
saying to
Mr MCCRERy,
McCRERy, Reclaiming my time.
time, them is. "You cannot give cash beneunderstd that.
I understand
that.We
Wemade
made it clear the fits."
I object to that. If you are going
States will have
have that
that oPtiofl,
option,

but we
say our system has failed for too long
by encouraging
encouagng peop'e
people on welfare to
continue in
ir that
that status,
status, by holding out
the lure of cash benefits from the Government
havemore
more children.
children. That is
erment totohave
is
wrong, We
wrong.
Weare
e going
goingto
tocorrect
correct it.
Mr. McDERMOT"I',
Mr.
McDERMO Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, to
extend the debate,
debate. I move to strike the
last word,
wo;, and
andask
askunanimous
unanimous consent
to merge that additionaj
additional time with this
currently controlling',
time I am ctzrrently
controlling.
The CHAIM&
CiLMA; The
Thegentleman
gentleman has
that right.
that.
right.
Is there objection to the request of

the gentleman from Washington?
Washington?
There was no objection.
Mr. MCDERMOTT
Mr.
McDERMO Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I may

cosu.ie,
Consume.

Mr. Chairman,
Chajrmai, I just
just have
havetoto respofld.
respod,
The gentleman from Louisiana £Mr.
MCCarRY]
oneof
ofmy
my favorites
favorites on the
MCCaRy] isisone
he is real honest.
other side, becau.se
because he
Ee staiidz
He
stands up,
up,and
ad he says right out.
"We.
We, the Federal Government, have decided that
the States
that the
States cannot
cannot give
money."

Now. I say to the gentleman from
MCCRERYJ. that is
rnicromaagjng what
rnicromanaging
what the
the Governors
Governors
and the State legislatures can
do. and
ca do.
and
that, II
you and. I do not
not disagree
disagreeön
n that.
Louisiana [Mr.

gentlemai yield?
gentleman
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. I yield to the.j
the.i
tleman
tiernan from
from Florida.
Florida.
Mr. SHAW.
SKAW. Mr. Chairman, 1'I th
the gentleman for yielding.
yielthng.
Just very quickly in one sentence,

to give limited money to the States,
States. us not forget
forget that
that what
wiat we are dc
dc
let them have the full responsibility.
right
right
now.
now,
we
we
are
are
talking
talking
aboul
abo
Mr. HEFNER.
HEFNER, Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will the
the choice between what is in the bill
gentleman yield?
adding
addingthis
this to
to the bill. If you
Mr. McDERMOTT.
McDERMO, I Iyield
yieldto
tothe
the gen- against adding
adthng this to the bill, t
tlenia from
tleman
fromNorth
North Carolina,
Carolina.
vote no. If you think that this bri
Mr. }FNER.
}FNER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II would
would the Republican side a little
little closer,
c'oser, e
just ask a couple of questions
questions for my
it might be millimeters dc
ow clarification
own
clarification here. We hear a though
to where you are, then vote for it.
-

sig'nal here.
here. We
We are going to give
mixed signal
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. II am
am sure
sure you
block grants.
g-rats. To me when you;
block
you give
give a support
support the
the amendment.
amendrent,
block grant,
grant, you.
you say to the Governor
Goverior
Mrs. KENNELLY.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
KENNELLy, Mr.
arid the State legislature,
and
legislature, "OK,
'OK, here
here it
yield?.
gentleman yield?
is, guys,
gays, you have got to cover all of theMr.
yield.to
to the
the g
Mr. McDERMOTT.
McDERMO. IIyield
these contingencies. You have got to tiewoman
tlewoman from Connecticut,
Connecticut.
-'cover the
-cover
the WIC
WIC programs, the reftmdrefund- Mrs. KENNELLY. I would just like
able programs,
able
programs," and what have you,
you,
to the conmients
comments by the gentlen
gentleii
and
and.now,
now,as
as this
this amendment
amendment says, not add
MCDERMOTTI.
Washington [Mr. MCDERMOTT),
unlike the food stamp program, and I from
I went back to my office, people w
w
do not
not mean
iean to
to be
be c1eer
clever on
on this, but
but it
questions about the debate
would seem 'to
to me there is room for asking
having. We
hav'rng.
We have to make clear
abuse if you give vouchers for diapers were
are
comparing
apples and oranges.
or what have you. You know, there are have current law,
law,
program that
that1I
aa program
certain things you cannot buy with'
,with
a,
a. great deal of attention.
attention. Schi
Sch
food stamps. Ii
If you
you have
ha-e vouchers for had
lunches, you have
have current
current law,
law, wi
w
diapers or what have you,
you. what is 'to
to current law would spend next year.
keep unscrupulous people from taking have block
block g'rants.
grants, and
andthat
thatisisleEs.
less,'
a voucher
voucher for
for diapers
diapersand
andtrading
tradingit;it for
for are dealing with two different thin
a six-pack or what have you? Just be- We
should not forget,
would IiIi
forget. and.
and II wou1d
cause you have restrictions it only can
can to say this, is that
when
you
go
that
when
you
go ix
ii
be used does not mean it Is going
going to block grants, you cannot say what y
guarantee that that is what the money
money are going
goirg to
to do.
do. The
The Committee on
is go±ng
going' to go for.
propriations will.
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The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex-

The vote
vote was
was taken by
by electronic
electronic de-

p:red on this amendment,
pired

vice, and there were—ayes 228, noes 203,
is on
on the amendment not voting 3, as follows:
The Question
question is

ofTered by the gentleman from New

-

Jersey [Mr. SMITH].

AYES-.-228
AYES—228
Franks (NJ)
Frelinghusen
Frelinghuseo

Allard
Allard
Andrews
irews
Archer
Armey
Arrney
Bachus
Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)
Ballenger
BaiT
Barr
Barrett(NE)
Barrett (NE)

Chairman announced that the noes appeared
to have
have it.
pared to

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAtRMAN, Pursuant
Pursuanttoto the
the
ru'e, further proceedings on the amendrule,

ment offered by the gentleman from

New Jersey
New
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr. SMiTH]
SMiTH] will
willbe
be post-

Fhsa

Funderburk
Gallegly

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, proceedings
rile,
proceedings will
will now
now resume
resume on
those amendments on which further

Buyer
Buyer
Callahan
Calvert
Camp
Cana4y
Canady
Castle
Ca.t1e
Cbabot
Chabot
Chanibliss
Chenoweth
Cbristensen
Christensen
Chr-sler
Chrysler
Clinger

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

tieman
fromTexas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr. ARCHER]?
:!man from

TheCHAIRMAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN.

That -cviii
That
will be
be No.
No. 1.

e bloc
en
blocamendments
amendmentsoffered
offered by.
by. the

One

of the amendments offered was

agieed to without a recorded vote
ageed

bng required.
being
required.

AMZNDMZT OFFERED
AMENDMENT
OFFEREDBY
BYMR.
MR.ARCHER
ARCHER

The CHAIRMAN.
CRAIRMAN. The pending business is the demand for a recorded vote
oonarnedrnent
amendmento.
No.
1 printed
I printedin
inHouse
House
offered by the genReport No. 104-85
1O-85 offered
t.ieman
t.ieman from
from Texas
Texas[MI'.
[Mr. ARCHER]
ARCEER] on
which further proceedings were postponed and on which the noes prevailed
by voice
by
voice vote.
The, Clerk
The.
amendment.

will

redesignate
redesig-nate

the

The Clerk redesignated the amend-

ent.
ment.

-

RECOP.DD VOTE
RECOP.DKfl
VOTE

The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAMAN. AArecorded
recorded vote
vote has
osendemanded..
demanded.
oen
A recorded vote was ordered.

Qullien
Quflien
Quinn
Radanovich

Ramstad
eguia
Reguia

-

Sliadegg
5adegg
Shaw
Sbays

5ys

Shuster
5huster
Skeen
5keen
smith (Mi)
Smith
(
5mith (NJ)
Smith

SmIth (TX)
5th(TX)
Smith (WA)
Solomon
Sander
Souder
5pence
Spence

Stockman
5tockman
Stump
5tuxnp
Talent
Tate

Lazio
Leach
Lewis (CA)
(KY)
Lewis (KY

Taylor (NC)
Thomas
moma

"-

Lightfoot
Linder
Livingston

Tbornberry
Thoruberry
Ti.abrt
Torkildsen

LoBiondo
Langley
Longley
Lucas
Manzullo
Manzllo
-

.

Martn1

Upton

vucanovich
Waidholtz
Waldholtz
Wa1ker
Walker

Ewing
Ewthg
Fawell
Fields
()
Fields (TX)

Flanagan
Foley
Forbes
Fowler

Wais

.

McCollum
McColum
McCrery
Mcbade
McDade
McEugh
McHugh
Mc1nns
Mclnnis
Mcintosh
Mclntoáh
McKeon

Ensiga
En&ig
Everett

Wainp
Wanip
Watts (OK)
Weldon
Weldon (FL)

.

Weldon (PA)
Weller
White
Wicker
Wolf
WolI
Young (AK)
(AX)
YoUnFL)
Young (FL)
Zeliff
ZeII!t
Zimmer
Ziznmer

Metcalf
Meyers
Mica
Miller
Mifler (FL)
Molinari
Molinarl

Fox
Franks (CT)

Abercrombie
Abercroxnbie

Ackerman
Baesler
Baidaci
Baidacci
Barcia
Barrett (WI)
Becerra
Beilenso
Beilenson
Beotsen
Bentsen
Berman
Bevijj
Bevili
Eisbop
Bishop
Bonor
Bonlor
Borski

NOES—203
NOES—2O3
Boucher
Bewster
Brewster
Browder

-•

-

-

Brown (CA)
(CA)
Brown (FL)
Brown (OH)
Brown
(OH)
Bryant
Br-ant(TX)
(TX)

Cardin
Cardn
Cbaprnan
Chapman
Clay
Clayton
Clement

ca
Clyburxa

Coleman

rtiggs
Riggs
Roberts
Rogers
Robrabacher
Roirabacher
Ros-Lehtlne
Ros-Lehtinen
Roth
Roukejna
Roukema
Royce
Salmon
Sanford
Saxton
Scarborough
Schaefer
Schlff
Schiff

Saastrazd
easrrand
Sensenbrenoer
Sensenbrener

LaTourette

English

erra

Pryce

Kelly
Kim
King
'Kingston
Kingston
Klug
Knollenberg
Kolbe
KoThe
LaBood
Laiiood
Largent
x..argeot
Latham
Lathazn

Cubin
Cunningham
Cuninghazn
Davis
DeLay

gentleman from
fromTexas
Texas[Mr.
[Mr.ARCHER],
ARC1R], a Diaz-Bajart
genUernan
Diaz-Baiart
5-mnute vote
5-minute
vote on
on amendment
amendment No. 3 of- Dickey
fersd by the gentleman from Missouri
fered
issouri Doolittle
Doran
TAiEN'r] a 5-minute vote on Dornan
[Mr TALENT]
[Mr.
amendment No. 7 offered by the gen- Dreier
Dun
Duncan
zleman from
from Oregon
Oregon [Mr. Bu), and a Dunn
tieman
Ehiers
-rninute vote
5-minute
vote on
on amendment No. 8 of- Eblers
Ehrhch
feTedbythe
by thegentleman
gentlemanfrom
from New
New Jer- Ehrlich
fired
Emerson
-

Porter
Porter
Porunan
Portznan

Inglis
Istook
Johnson
Johnson (CT)
Johnson.
Johnson. Sam
Jones
Jones
Kasch
Kasich

Cxne
votes will
will be
be as
as follows:
The votes
follows: a-a 15- Crane
Crapo
Craps
rnute vote
m.inute
voteononamendment
amendmentNo
No. 1I of- Cremeans
red bybythe
fered
thegentleman
gentlemanfrom
from Texas
Texas Creans
-

Pombo

Hyde

Cox

tMr. ARCHER], a 5-minute
[Mr.
5-niinute vote on the

Petri

Houghton
Hunter
Hutchinson

Coble
Coburn
Collins (GA)
Combest
Cooley

the amendment offered by the gen-

Goodling
Goes
Goss

Hostettler

Chblj

the first amendment to be voted on is

Packd
Packard

Hancock
HaDcock
Hansen
Ha.stert
Hastings (WA)
Hayworth
Iiayworui
Hefley
}ieineznan
Heineman
Merger
Herger
Hilleary
Hobson
Hoekstra
Hoke
Horn

Buir
Burr
Burton

Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman,
have
have aa parliamentary
parliamentaryinQuiry.
inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAMAN. The
Thegentleman
gentleman will
will
szate
state his parliamentary
parliamentary inQuiry.
inquiry.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Did the Chair say

Gilms.zi

Gntknecht
Gutknt

Bryat(TN)
Bryant (TN)
CEER]; amendment No. 3 offered by the Bunn
Bunn
genUernan from
from Missouri
Missouri [Mr.
[Mr. TALENT]; Bunning
gentleman
Bunting

amendment No.
amendrrient
No. 77 offered by the gentiernan
fromOregon
Oregon[Mr.
[Mr.BUNNJ;
BUNN]; and
and
zierna from
a.'-nendmentNo.
amendment
No.88offered
offered by
by the
the gengentierrian
from New
New Jersey
terian from
Jersey[Mr.
[Mr.SMITH].
SnTH].

Nussle
Oxley
oxley

Greenwood
Gunderson

Bono
Brownback

the gentleman from Texas [Mr. ARAR-

Noood

Graham

Bilk

proceethngs were postponed, in the folproceedings
lowing order: Amendment
Amendment No.
No. 1I offered
by the gentleman from Texas [Mr. ARcHER]; amendments en bloc offered by

Ney

Goodlatte
Goodlat

Barton
Ba.s
Bass
Baternan
Bereuter
Bilbray
Bilirakjs
BlIley
Bliley
Blute
Boehiert
Boehlert
Boehner
Bonilla.

ANNOUNCEMENTBY
AXNOUNCEMENT
BYTHE
TNECHAIRMAN
CHAIR.MA

Nethercutt

Gañske
Gekas
Geka5
Gilchrest
Gilcbrest
Gilimor
Gillmor

Bartlett

poned.
Poned.

Moorhead
Morella
s1yers
Myers
Myrick

Laughlin
Levin

Dixon

Reed
Reynolds

Lewis (GA)

Richardson

Doggett

Lincoln

Dooley
Disrbin
Durbin

-

.

The question was taken; and the

sey [Mr. SMITE].
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Dicks
Dck&
Dingell
DLngell

Farr
Fattah
Fazio
Fields (LA)

Filner
Fogltetta
Fogl)etta

Ford
Frank (MA)

Frost
Furse
Gejdenson
Gejdensoo
Geprdt
Gephardt
Geren
Gibbons
Gonzalez
Gordon
Green

Gutierrez
Hall (OH)
Hall (TX)
Hamilton
H&inilton

Han
Ha.an

H&stinsFL
Hastings (FL)
Hayes
Hefner
Hilliard
Hinchey
Holden
Rolden
Hoyer
Jackson-Lee
Jacob8
Jefferson
(5D)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. H.
E. B
B.
Johnston
Kanjorski
Kaptur

LaFaice
LantoS
L.atos

Roybal-Allard
Rybi-Allazd
Rtiah
Rush
Sabo
Sanders
Sawyer
Schroeder
Schumer
&umer

Maloney
Ma1oney
Manton
Markey
Martinez
Mascara
Matsul
Matsui
McCarthy
McDermott
McHale
McKthney
McKinney
McNulty
MoNulty
Meehaxi
Meeban
Meek
Menedez
Meneodez
Mfume
Miller (CA)
Mineta
Minge
Mink
Moakley
Molloban
Mollohan
Montgomery
MoraD
Moran
Murtha
Nadler
Neal
Neumann
Obersta
Oberstar

Scott
Serrano
Seri-ao

Sislaky
S1sky
Skaggs
Skagga
Skelton
5kelton
5laughter
Slanghter

Spratt
5pratt
Stark

Stenboirn
Btenholm
Stokes
stokes
Studds
5dds
Stupak
Tanner
Tauzln
TauzIn
Taylor (MS)
(M5)
Tejeda
Thompson
Thornton
Thurman
ToxTe8
Torre8
Torricelli
TowEs
Towns

•

TraIit

Traficant
Tucker

Obey

Olver
Olver
Ortiz
Orton

vela.zquez
Vela.zquez

Vento
vento
Viscloslry
visclosy
volrner
Volkmer

Owens

Wd
Wrd

Pailone

Parker
Pastor

Waters
Watt (NC)
Waxman
Waian
Whitfleld
Whltfleld
Williams
Wirnams
Wilson
Wilson

Payne (NJ)
Payne (VA)

Eennedy (MA)
Kennedy
Kennedy (RI)
Kenned'(RI

Kildee
Kildee
Kleczka
Xleczka
K1tnk
Kllnk

Rose

Luther

Evans

Kennelly
Kennell

Roemer

Lofgren
Lofren
Lowey

Engel
Egel
Eshoo
-

Rtver
Rivers

Llplnskl
Liplnski

Pelosi
Peterson(FL)
Peterson (MN)

Wise
Woolsey
Wyden
Wyden
Wyin
Wynn

Pickett

Pomeroy
Poshard
Posiard
Ra.hall
Rahall
Raxigel
Range)

-

-

Yates

NOT
VOTING—3
No'r VOTING—3
Doyle
Doyle
•

Edwa-da
Edwards

Flake

o 1924
0
1924

Mr. NEUMANN
Mr.
changed his
NEUMANN changed
his vote
from "aye" to "no."

So the amendment was agreed
agreed to.
to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
PERsONAL ENPLA.NATION.
PERSONAL
CPLA.NATION.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to
tobe
be recorded
recorded as
as voting no on No.
257, the Archer amendment. Due to a

delay in getting back, I missed the

vote.
The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to

consider the first of a series
series of
of four
four 55minute votes.
AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS EN
ENBLOC.
BLOC,AS
ASMODIFTED,
MODIflED, OFFERED
OFFERED
BY ME.
MR ARCHER
ARCHER
.

The CHAIRMAN.
- The
CHAIRMAN.
The pending
pending busi-

ness is the demand for a recorded vote
bloc, as
as mothon the amendments en bloc,
moth-

fied, offered by
fled,
by -the
the gentleman
gentleman from
from

.

Collins (U4
C01UflS(MI)
Collins (MI)

Texas [Mr.[Mr.. ARCHER] on which further

Cont

-proceedings
proceedings were postponed and on

de G

ments en bloc, as modified.

Cooyers
Coyers
Costello
Coyne
Cimer
Cramer
banner
Danner
de la Garza.
Deal
DeFao
DeFaslo
DeLauro
Deflums
Deutach

Defl

which the ayes prevailed by voice vote.
The Clerk will redesignate the
amendments en bloc, as modified.

The Clerk redesignated the amend-

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAMAN. AArecorded
recorded vote
vote has
.been demandeth
been
demanded.
A recorded vote
A
-

-

-

-
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TheCHAIRMAN.
The
CHAmM.. This
This Is
Is a 5-minute Bonlor
Boniar
nether
Hather
Pe)osl
Pelosi
Boccher
Boncher
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—ayes 249 noes 177,
not vot.lxig
vot.ixg 8,
8, as
as follows:
follows:
[Roll No.
No. 253]
253]
AYES—249
Gelca
Geka
Moorhea
Moorhead

Afla.-d
Allard
Andrews
.ndrws
Archer
Arcbct
Armey
Baker (CA)
(CA'
Baker (LA)
Baker
(LA
EaIleger
Ballenger
BaIT
Barr

Geren

Goodilog
Good.IIng
Gordon
coss
Goss

Barrett(NE)
Barett (NE)
Bartlett

Blhrakia
Bihrakjs
Bliley
Blute
Biute
oehlert
Boehiert
Boehner
Boilla
Bonjila
Bono
Boo
Borsk(
Bork1

Brewster
Brewse
Brownback
Bryant (TN)
(TN)
Bryant
Bonn
Running
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Cal1aa
Callahan
Calvert
Camp
Caady
Canady
Ca.stc
Castle
Chabot
CharnbUss
Chaniblisa
Cenoweth
Chenoweth
Crys1er
Chrysler
Clthger•
Clinger

B

-

Kiug
KnollenbergnoUenber
Koltie
Kolbe
LnMood
LaMood

Largent
I.atham
L&Tonrtte
LaTonratte
Laug1±
Laughlin

c

Flanagan
flaaan
Foley
Foiey
Fcrbs
Forbes
Powler

Fox
Px
Pranks (CT)

-

Tejeda
Thomas
Thoroberry
Tiahrt
Ta2zrt
Tork11den
Torklldsen
TThicait
TraDcant

Livion
LcB1oo
LoBiouslo

VuCAoVch
Vucanovich
WadoIzz
Waldholzz
Waker
Walker

McCoIlsi

Wainp
Wap
Watus(OR)
(OR)
Watz
Weldon (FL)
(PL)

McCrery
McDa4e
McBaje

Weiacn (PA>
Weidon
(PA)

dcXugb

Weller
White

Funderburk
Fudexbrk
Callegly
Ca1eg1y
Gaske
Ganske

Akr

NOES—177
Harris
Barrett (WI)

Freinghuyse
Frelinghuysen
Fnsa

Abercrornbie
Azksrnian
Bacaler
Ba1daj
Baldaccl

1Itheid
1itheid

Wicker
Wolf
Young
Touiie (AX)
Young
(II)
Yozng (FL)

Ze
Zelift
Zeiff

Ziznmer

ei

BeiIeson
Beilenoon

-

.Oberstar
Olver
Orton
Owens
Owens

Gonzalez
Gozalez
Gzeeii
Greei

Gutjerrez
Gutlerrex
Harman
E&.ao
Hastings (FL)
E&stthg
(FL>

Bachus
achus
Christensen
C.ristensen
Doyle

•-

Bishop

Chabot
Chs.nbliss
Cainbltss
Christensen
C•sler
Chrysler

Cen

Lightfoot
Linder
Lier
Lipiskj
Lipioski

Funderburk

Lucas
McHale
McInns
Mclnnjs
McIntosh
McKeon

Abercrombie
-bererombie
ACkeflnAS
ACkeflflA

Coleman
CoIeraD
Collina(G.)
Collins (GA)

Archer
Aither
Bachus
Bechus
Bae8ler
Baesler
Baker (LA)
Baldacci
Baflenger
Bailenger
Barcia
Barrett (NE)
Barrett (WI)

Yates

Ta'
Taylor(NC)
Taylor
(NC)
Tauzj

Edwards
FLake
Rush

fle

Collins (a.)
Collins
(U

Col1ns (?>
Collins
(?
Combest
Condjt
Condit
Conyers
Costello
Cox

Brer(]

0
01933
33

Coye
Coyne
Cramer
Cramer

Bartlett

Crane
Crane
Crerneans
Cremeans
Cubit
Cubin
Cunningham

Ba.ss
Bass

Daner
Danser

Davis
Da7is
de Ia
Ia C.arza
Garta
Deal
DePao
DeFazio

Mr. CIUSTENSE.
CHRJSTENS Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chaithian;
-

Voted yes
voted
yes in
in favor of the en bloc

-

DeZ..&UIV
DeLauro

-

Dellonss
Del1,nis
Dentacli
Denb
Dlaz-Balazt
Diax-Balart
Dicks

Boehiert
Boehlert
Bonilia
Bonilla

Boior
Boctor

Ding-eli
DieU
Dtxon
Dixon

Bono

Dogg
Doggett

Boraki
Borskl
Boucher
Brewster
Brewster
Browder
Brown (CA)
Brown (FL)
Brownback
Brwback
- Bant
Bryant(TX)
(TX)
Bcnn
Bonn
Burning
Running

amendment offered
a.rnenaxrient
offeredby
bythe
theCommittee
committee
chairman, the
the gentleman
gentleman from
fromTexa.s,
Texas,
[Mr. ARCHEn).
[Mr.
ARct). I was
I was
unavoidably
unavoidably detamed. Had
Ead II been
bees here,
here. II would
would have B (FL)
voted aye.
AMEBML\T
OFFERED
BY MR.
TALENT
AL\T OFTEfl
BY MR.
TALENT

-

Blute
Bbute

let the record reflect that I would
would have
-

-

Senseobreni
Sesenbren
5hadegShadegg
Sxnitj (MI)
Smith
(Ml)
Smith
5ith (WAd
(WA)
Solomon
Souder
5pence
Spence

5tea.Stearns
Stockman
Taet
Talent

Tate
Taylor (NC)

Wars
-

Wa.-d
Ward

Watts(Ox)
V.a
(OR)
Weldoc (FL)
We1on
FL)
Wele
Weller
Whield
W2stlield
Wicer
Wicker

NOES—37

sv3

Payne
(.j)
Payne (NJ)
Payte (VA)
Payne

Sede
Seastrad
Schroeder

Lathaxn

Dun

Wise
Woolsey
Wyden
Wynn

Parker
Paer
Pa.sor
Pastor

Hilleary
Hoekstra

LaBood
La.Hood
La.rgeot.
Largent.

Williams
Wilson

-

Royce
Rcyce
Sanford
Saz(ord
Scaboroug
Sca.-boroug

Istook
Johnson (SD)
Ring
Kingston
LaFalce

Duncan
ErSOU
ErnrsOU
English
Ewing
Ewing
Fawell
Foley
Foiey

-Waxrnan
.Waxn

Hastert
Haster
Eayworth
Eayworts

thglLs
log-Its

Doolittle

Vento
Visclosky
Visclos
Volkmer
Ward
Waters
Watt (NC)
(NCj

Pallone
Pallone

The CHAIRMAN. The pending busiBUrtOn
ness
is the
thedemand
dema for
ness is
foraarecorded
recorded vote
vote Barton
Ca11han
amedniexit offered by the gen- Callahan
on the amendment
Calve-t
tleman
tlemarifrom
fro Missorj
Missouri[Mr.
[Mr.TALENT]
TALENT] On Calvert
Camp
Ca
which further proceedings were
Cath
were- postpost- Cardin
poned and on which the noes prevailed Castle
Chapman
by voice vote.
Cheoweth
Chenoweth
The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHARMAN. The Clerk will re- Clay
designate the amendment.
amendment.
Ca-ton
ClaYton
Clement
The Clerk redesignated
redesgmated the
the amenda.'edClinger
merit.
ment.
Clyburn

Dooley
Duzna.n
Doz.n
Doyle

-

m

Dreier
Dunn
Durbin

Eblers
Ei)ers
Ebrljch
EbrIICh
EngeI
Engel

-

-

-

Bentsen
Bentse
Berman

Tucker
Velazuez
VeIa.ziiez

?ao

?oibo
?ombo
R3erner
Roemer
Roth

Hoke
liolden
l(olde
Hutch3nson
Hutchioson

Canacly
canad

Coburn
Cooley
Crapo
DeLay
Dickey

Towns

NOT
NOT VOTING—S
VOTIN—s

-

Buyer

cO

Thornton
Thin
ThUI-maI
Torres
Tortes
Torrcefl1
TorriceiB

Neat
Neal

BI•ant(TN)
B3•t(TN)
Burt
BUI-

Coble

PERsONAL
EXPLANATION
PE9.5O EXPLANATION

tpton
tton

Lougley
Logley
Lucas
Mauton
Manxnj]o
Ma.uno

Thomo
Thomon

Nadlr
Sadler

Purse
Furse
Gedeson
Geldensofl
GePb.ardt
Gephardt
Gibbons

Hayes

Scark
5tark
Stenholm
5teho1m
5toes
Stokes
Studds
5tudds
5tupak
Stupak
Taner
Tanner
Taylor (MS)
(M5)

Gutkecbt
Gutknecht

Mica
M3ca
Minge
Nowod
Norwood
P5500

Hall
Hail (TX)
(TX)
Hasnflton
Hamilton
}iarman

BteIrIAU
Bateman
Bllbray
Blibray
Boehner
Boehoer
Brown (OH)

5p?at.
Siratt

Metcalf
eca.jf

Goodlatte
Goodling
Graham

Sa.rr
Barr

5eao

GeZd

G-ephardt

-

Talent
Tate

Linder
Llpinskl
Livingston

Frost

AYES—96

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. COSTELLO, Becerra
Bei1eson
and,
Ms. MOLINARI
MOLflcARI changed their vote Bellenson
and,Ms.
Benisen
from "no" to "aye."
Bereuter
So the amendments en bloc, as mothBerman
modi- Beronaji
Bevill
Bevlfl
fled, were agreed to.
B1lkis
resnit of the vote was announced
The result
anr1oced Bilirakis
Bishop
Biop
as above recorded.
Bliley
Riley

Spence

Stookman
Stak2.n
Stump
Smp

Lazio
Lazo
Leach
Lewis (CA)
Lewis
tet
(Ky)
(K1)
Lighzroot
ghtroot

Mclnnis
Mcintosh
McKeÔn
McKeÔ
MetcaII
Metcal!
Meyers
Mica
Mka
Miller (FL)
Melinarl
Mthnanl

'rak
()
Fans(NJ)
Franks
(NJ)

spe
&earzs
Stearns

Ford
Frank (MA)
(MA

The vote was
was taken
taken by
byelectronic
electronj
vice, and there were—ayes 96. noes
answered not voting 1, as follows:
[RollNo.
[Roll
NO.sgjj

Bakr(CA)
(CA)

Serrano
5ha3s
Skaggs
5kelton
Skelton
51auhter
Slaughter

Moakley
MoIloba
Molloban
Motgome.y
MontgomeryMoran

Foglietta
Foghet.a

5w

Kingston
}fleczks.
Kleczka

-

F11er
Fiber

The CEA1RMA.
The
CHAIRMAN.AArecord
record vote
rote
been demanded.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN.This
This is a 5-nil
5-mi
vote.
Vote.

Allard
Andrews
Armey

5cott
Scott

Me

Fields(LA)
Fields
(IJ

5enbree

Sanders
5aders
Sawyer
Schroeder
5chroeder
5chunier
Schumer

Meek
Menecdez
Menendez
Miume
Miller (CA)
Mineta
Minet&
M(zge
Mjk
Mink

F&zio
FaSlO

-

Rose
Ro3-bal-Allard
Roybal-Allard
5abo
Sabo

MzDerrnott
McDeiott
MoKianey
McKthne
McNuty
McNulty
Meeha
Meehan

Fart
Farr
Fattah

Roukema
Rouema
Royce
Royce
salmon
Salmon
Sanford
Saxton
Saton
5caiborough
Scarborough
Sc]aefer
Schaefer
ScjcJ
Schiff
Seastrand 5eaztran
Senseobrenser
5hadegg
Shadegg
Shaw
Shuster
5huster
5islsky
Sisisky
5kee
Skeen
Smith
5inith (MI)
5mthJ)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
5mith
(>
smith (WA)
Smith
Solomon
Souder

KliDk
K1ik.

Z1cCar
ZlcCar

Eshoo
Evaiis
Evo.iis

Roth

Reynolds
Richardson
R1chdo
Rivers
Roemer

Maloney
Markey
Martthez
Martinez
MacL-a
Mascara
Matsul

EneI
Eng-el

Ri

Ki
Ktg

Dn

Ewing
Ewthg
Faweli
Fawelj
Fields (TE)

hoke
Hoke
Bolden
Eo1de
Born

Riggs
RObertS
Roberts
Rogers
Robraacher
Rohrabacher
Roe-Lette
Ros-Lebtinen

ReedI
KenedsIA
Kened)
KennedRi)

Kaptr
Kaptur

Luther

Doett
Doggeu

RXIa

KsIch
Kasich
Kelly.
BellE
Kim
Rim

Duncan
Bonn

Eeret
Everett

Beg-isIs.

Jones

D?e1
Di-eIer

-

HobD
Hobon

Deal
DeFazio
DeFazjo

000(ey
Dooley
Durbin
Durbic

Baanovic

RageI
Rasgel

Kanioroki

Loigren
Loigren
Lowey
Loey

Di.xon

Quinn
Quinn

J3

Johnston

L.nccn
L.ncol

DeLauro
Dellums
DeIIujs
Deiitsch
Deütsch
Dicks Dthgell
Dingell

Pryce
Pyce
Quinea
QuiUe

Inglls
Ingls
Istook
Jacobs
Jc.bson (CT)
Johnson
(CT)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. Sam
John.on,

Dornan.

Cramer
C2.Iner
Danner
de (a
Ia Garos.
Gazza

Portxna
Portonan
Posiard
Poshard

Byde
Hyde

CinJng

Coyne

Porter

Hunter
Htstcbanso
Huthso

Cunningham
Davis
DeLay
Disa-Balart
-Ba1a-t
tcke3
Dlcke3
Doolittle

Cony
Conyera

Pobo
Pombo

Hostettler

Cbi
Cbjs

Emezo
Emerson
EngUs]
English
Ensign

Petz-i
Petri

Hoghton
Houghton

Cre

Elile.-s
Ehie.-s

Hamilton
Hancock
Hcock

Pray
?omroy
R.h1l
Rahall

Jois0, E.
Joison.
E. B.

LaFalce
LaFaice
Lantos
Levin
Lewls(GA)
Lewis (GA>

Cndlt
Co$lt

-

Peterson (FL)
(FL)
Peterson (MN)
Pckett
Piclcett

Hinchey
Hoyer
Jackson-Lee
kson-Lee
Jeeron
JeOèrnon

Kennelly
KeneI1y
Kildee

Coleman
Collins (1L
ColthS(IL)
Collts
Collins(MI)
(MI)

Paxon

Hoekstra

Coble
CbIe
Coburn
Collins (GA)
(GM
Co.nbest
Combeat
Cooley.
Cocley
Costello
Costello
Cox
Cox
Crane
Capo
Crapo
Crerneans

r11ch
EhrlIi±

obey
Ortis
Oxley
Oxey
Packard

Heinerr.a.
Heinerr.a.n
Herger
liniear-j
HilIea_-y

-

CIybur
C1ybur

o
o

Greenwood
GUIIdSO
Gusderson
Gutknecht.
Hall (OH)
Hall (TX>
Hall
(TX)
Hansen
Ha.stert
Hastert
Hastings
Hastings (WA)
(WA)
Bayworth
Hayworth
Befley
Refley

:

C1erne
Clement

ey

Graia.rn
Grasa.ns

Barton
Bass
Baternazi
Baternais
Bereuter
Bereu,er
Bllbray
Blibray

Chap.

Morella MUX'tha
Murtha
Myers
Myrick
Nethercuta
Neherciitt
Neumann
Ney
Narwood
Nussle

Gllchrest
G1chiest
Glilmor
Gilirnor
GiIina
Oilman
Goodla.c
Goodlatte

Ary

Browder
Browxjer
Brown (CA)
Brown (FL)
&OWXI
Brown (OlD
(0Th
Bryant
Bryant (TX)
(TX)
Cardin
Card in
Chapman
Clay
Clay
Clayton
C1a3-ton

H3
RECOPDED
CORD VOTE
vor

EflSig
Ensign
Esboo

-

Evans
--

Everett
Fart
Fair
Fattab
Fattah
Fa.zio
Fa.io
Fields (LA)
Fields.(TX)

Filner
Flake

fla.nagaxi
Fia.nagan

Fcglletta

Forbes
Ford
Fowier
Foer

Fo
Fx
Fox

F
Franl- (MA)
(MA)
Franks (CT)
Franks
Fraflks (NJ)
(NJ)
F1gbuyse
Frolingbuyse
Frsa
Frisa
Frost
Fse
Purse
Gauiegly
Gaiiegly
Gazke
Ganzke

Geson
Gedanson
Ge-kin -Gerun

-

Gbons
Gibbons

Gilchrest
Gücest
GlIlmor
GU1or
Gi1a
Oilman

GoJez
Goanales

Gor
Gordon
Goes
Green

Gr
Greewood
Greenwood

-

Ganderson
Gderson
Gztjzrrez
HaIl (OH)

Hancock

Eansen

Hasting-s(FL)
Hat!s
(FL)
Eastng
Hastings WA)
(WA
Hayes
Eay
Hefley
Efley

Eer
Eeer

-

Beitemmn
Beizemmn

erger
Berg-er

Billiard
Hiflrd
Rinchey
Eobson

Hr
Horn

Hostettier
Hostet1er
Eo.ghton
Eonghto
Eo3-r
Sayer
Boater

Etet
E3e
Hyde

Jackson-Lee
Jacobs
,Jenemon

Jobon(C'i)

-

H3524
H 3524
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Johnaon. K.
,Iohnson.
E. B.
Johnson. Sam
Johnston Johnston
Jones

Moorhead
)dora.n
?dora.n

Morella

Sisisicy
Sisisk
Skaggs
5kaggs
Skeen
5keen

Neal

Nethercuit
Nethercutt
Neumann
Ney
Nuasle
Nussle

Oberstar

King
)ug

Stenholm
5tenholm
Stokes
5tokes
Studds
5tudds
Stump
5tump
Stupak
5tupak
Tanner

Ortiz
Orton

Enollenbeg
Knolleoberg
Kolbe
La.ctoa
Lantos
LaTourette
L.aTourette
Laughlin
Lazio
Leach
Levin
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)
Lewis (KT)
Lincoln
Livingston
LeBjondo
LeBiondo
Loigren
Lo(gren
Longley
Langley
Lowey

Owens

Osley
Oxley

Packard
Pailone
Parker
Pastor
Payne (NJ)
Payne
(NJ)

Taun
Taimin

Payne (VA)
( VA)
Pelosi

Peterson (FL)
Peterson (MN)
Petri

Ptckett
Pickett

,

-

-

Pomeroy

Luther
Ma.nton
Mant.on

Manzullo
Manrullo
Markey
Martinez
Martini
Mascara
Matsui
McCarthy
Y.cCa.rthy
McCollum
MoCollum
McCrery

McDermott
cDermo:t
Mciiugh
Mchugh
McKinney
McEinney
MtIulty
McNulty
Meehan
Ifeehan
Meek
Menendec
Menendez
Meyers
Minnie
Miller
(CA)
Mflier(CA)
Miller (FL)

ume

Mneta
neta

S&xton
-

Schaefer

Goes
Goes

Graham
Graham
Green
Green
Greenwood
Greenwood
Gunderson
Sander-son
Gutknecht
Gutknecht

.- Callahan

Calvert

Hall (OH)
Han (TX)
Hall

Camp
Canady
Caixady
Cardin

Mrs.
and Messrs.
30N0, BARRETT of Nebraska, and BEREUTER
P.EUTER changed
changed theirvote from
their- Vote
-

Mr. WARD and Mr. ISTOOK changed
-

The results of the vote was an-

nounced as above recorded.

AMENDMENT OFFERED
OFFERED BY
BY MR.
MR.BUNN
BtJNN OF
OFOR,EGON
OREGON

Hamilton
Hancock
Hansen
Harman
liastert
Hastert
Hastings (WA)

Castle
Chabot
Chanxbliss
Chanibliss
Chapman
Chenoweth
Christensen
Chrysler
Clement
Clinger

Coble
Coburn
Coleman
Collins (GA)

Hayes
Hayworth
}iayworth
Eefley
Halley
Iieineman
Heineman
-

-

-

redesignate
-

-

The
The

ment.
-

the

Clerk
Clerk redesignated the amendRECORDED
VOTE
REcORDED VOTE

-.

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has

been dernanded.
demanded..
-

-

-

-

T
T

Nethercutt

Eoekstra
Boekstra

Neuinaxin
Neumann

Hoke

liolden
Holden

Cox

Eoyer
Homer

Cramer
Crane
Crapo
Cremeans

-

Hunter
Hutchinson
Eutchinson

-

Istook
Jackson-Lee
Jacobs
Johnson (CT)
(CT)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. Sam
Johnston
Jones
Kanjorski
Kaptur

Peth
Petri
Plckett
Pickett
-

Pombo
Pomeroy
Porter
Portanan
Portunan

Kelly
Poshard
Posha.rd
Kennedy(MA)
KennedyiMA)
Piyce
Pxyce
Kennedy (RI)
Kennedy
iRI)--Quillen
--Quillen
Kennelly
Quinn
Kildee
Radanovicb
aianovicl,
Kim
Rahall
Ra,hall
-

Doolittle
Dornan
Doman
-

--

-

Payne (VA)
Peterson (MN)
IMN)

-

Becerra
Bishop
Bonlor
Bonior

Gutlerrez
Gutierres
Hastings (FL)
Refner
Hlllisrd
Hillisrd
Hinchey
Hostettler
Hostettler.
Jefferson
Johnson. K.
Johnson,
E B.

Payne (NJ)
Pelosi
Peloal
Peterson (FL)
Reynolds
Rose
Roybai-Allard
Roybal-Allard
Rush
Sabo
Schumer
Schuxner

.

Laughlin
Levin

Slaughter
slaughter
5mith(MI)
Smith
(MI)
Stark

Lewis (GA)

5tenliolm
Stenlsolxn

Lincoln
Loigren
Lofgren
Martinez
Matsui
McDermott

Stndds
5tndds
Ts.nner
Tanner
Thompson
Thomon

Kolbe
Kolbe-

Stokes
5tokes

Thurman
Torkildeen
Torres

McKlnney
Meek
Miller(CA)
Miller
(CA)

MlnetaMineta
Mink
Nadler
Orton

Edwards
Edwr-s

Towns

Tucker
Velasquez
Ve1azuez
Waters
Watt
Watt (NC)
(NC)

.

Waxina.n
Waina

Owens

Parker
Yates
Yates
NOT VOTING.—2
NOT
VOTING—2
Frank (MA)

-

-

-

-

0
1952
0 1952
Ms. BROWN
BROWN -- of Florida, Mr. SCHIJ-

MER,- and
MER,andMr.
Mr.FIELDS
FLDS of
of'Louisiana
Louisiana
changed their vote from "aye" to "no."

Mrs. CUBIN,
Mrs. ROUKEM.A,
CUBIN, Mrs.
ROUKEMA, and
Messrs. WU4LIAMS,
WILLIAMS, SHAYS.
SHAYS. ENGEL,
and SERRANO
,, changed their vote from
no to
no
to "aye."
aye.
So
So the amendment was agreed to.
The result of the Vote
vote was
was announced
announced
as above recorded.
-

-

Pastor
Pason
Pazon

Kasich

NOES—81

-

Ortiz
ox]ey
Ox]ey
Packard
Pahlone
Pallone

Hyde
Inglia
Inglis

DeLay
Deutsch
Diaz.Balart
Dsaz-Balart
Dickey
Dickey
Disks
Dicks
Doggett
Dooley
Dooley
Doyle

Nusale
Oberstar
Obey
Olver

Zeliff.
Zellif
Zimmer
Zimxner

.

Gonzalez

-

-

Ney
Norwood

-

Horn
Eoughton
Houghton

--

-

Hobson

Wynn
Young (AX)
Young (FL)

Abercrombie

Ford
-.
Frost
Gejdenson
Gibbons

-

Murtha
Martha
Myers
Myrick
M3'rick
NealNeal -

Walsh
Wainp
Ward.
Watts (OK)
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White
Whltfleld
Whltllelcl
Wicker
Wlliiains
Williams
Wilson

Wooisey
Woolsey

Torricelli

-

Berger
Eerger
Eillea.ry
Hilleary

Combest
Cooley
Costello

The CHAIRMAN. The pending busiCubin
ness is the demand for a recorded vote (jbin
Cunningham
on the amendment offered by the gen- Cunuxnghs:ri
Danner
ziernan from
tieman
from Oregon
Oregon[Mr.
[Mr.BUNNJ
BtjNJ on Davis
de Ia Garza
which further proceedings were post- delaGarza
DeFazio
poned
poned and on which the ayes prevailed DeFaslo
DeLauro
by voice vote.
The Clerk will
amendment.

.-

Volkmer
Volknier
Vucanovich
Waldholtz
Walker

-Wyden•Wyden-

Thornton.
Thornton
Tiabrt .
Tiahrt

Foglietca
Foglietta

Meyers
Minnie
Mfume
Mica
MUler(FL)
Miller
(FL)
Minge
Moakiey
Molinarl
Molinari
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moorhead
Moran
aforella
Morella

Viacloaky

Wise
Wolf

.

Fattah
Fat
Fo
Pazlo
Fields (LA)

Metcalf
-

.

Taylor (MS)
(M5)
Taylor(NC.)
Taylor
(NC)
Tejeda.
Tejeda
Thomas
Thoruberry
Thornberry

Coflins (MI)
Coliins(MI)
Condit
Conyers
Come
Coyne
Deal
Dellums
Dingell
Dixon
Evans

-

.

Stearns
5tearns
5tockman
Stockman
5tump •.
Stump
5tupak
Stupalt
Talent
Tate
Tamin
Tannin

COULnS
(fl.)
Collins(m)

McCollum
MoCollum
MCCISIY
McCrery
McDade
McHale
McHugh
Meinnis
Mcintosh
McKeon
McNulty
MeebanMenendez

Gitman
Gilman
Goodiatte
Goodling
Goodling
Gordon
Gordon

.

5ratt
Spratt

Clayton
clayton
Clyburn
Clybum

.

Martini
Mascara
McCarthy

Gilchrest
Gilchrest
Gillmor
Gilimor

Buyer

-

.

.

Brown (CA)
Brown (FL)
Clay

Maloney
Manton
Manzullo
Markey

Ganake
Ganske
Gekas
Gekss
Gephsrdt
Gephardt
Geren

Burr

-

.

.

.

Luther

-

Smith (TX)
Smith
smith (WA)
5olomon
Solomon
Souder
Souder ..Spence:
5pence

Shadegg
5iegg

LoBiondo
Longley
Langley
Lowey
Lucas

Franks (NJ)
Frelinghuysen
Frlsa
Funderburk
Furse
Gallegly
Gallegly

- Burton
Burton

-

their vote from "no" to "aye."
So
So the amendment was rejected.

Flanagan

Lightfoàt
Llghtloot
Linder
Linder
Lipinski
Livingston
Livingston

Foley
Forbes
Fowler
Fox
Franks (CT)

Brown (OH)

0 1942
1942
CHENOWETH

"aye" to "no."

-

Boucher
Brewster
Browder

NOT VOTThG—1
Edwards.
Edwards
-

Filner
Flake
flake

Bono
Borskl
Box-ski

-

-

-

Bliley
Bliley
Blute
Blute
Boehlert
Boehuer
Boeliner
Bonilla

-

Schumer

Fawell
Fields (TX)

.

Skelton
5kelton
Smith (NJ)

Scott
scott
Seastrand
seastrand
Sensenbrenner
5ensenbrenner
Serrano
5errano

Upton
Vento

.

Skagga
Skaggs
Skeen
5keen

Saxton
5axton
Scarborough
Schaefer
5cbaeier
SchilT
5chlff
Schroeder

Lazio
Leach
Lewla(CA)
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (KY)
LWi5
('1)

Farr

Bilirakis
Bilirakis

-

Scf•

Ewing

Bevill
Bevill
Bllbray

Browuback
Bryant (TN)
Bryant(TX)
Bryant (TX)
Bunn
Bunnung
Dunning

.

alicant
TaXicant

Shuster
Sisisky

P.oth
Roth
Roukerna
Roukerna
Royce
Royce
Salmon
Sanders
Sanlord
Sanford
Sawyer

.

Klink
Slink
Slug
KIng
Enollenberg
LaPalce
1.aPalce
LaHood
Laliood
Lantos
L.argent
Largent
Latham
latharn
La'rourette
LaTourette

Everett

Bereuter
Bereuter
Berman

wam

-

.

..

Engel
English
Ensign
Eshoc
Eshoo

Bass
B6tSflttO
Bateman
Bellenson
Beilenson
Bentsen
Bent.sen

Upton
Velasquez
Velszue
vento .Vento
Visclosky
Visciosky
Volkmer
Vucasovich
Vuca.novich
Waldholtz
Waidholtz
Walker
Walsh
Waters -Watt
Watt (NC)
(NC)
Waxman
Weldon (PA)
waite
White
Williams
Wilson
Wise
wise
Wolf
Woolsey
Wyden
Wynn -Yates
Young
(As)
Young (AK)
Young (FL)
Zeliff
Zimmer
Zirrimer

King
Kingston
Kleczka
KisCZk&

Ehrlich
Emerson

Barton

Tucker

R.smstad
Rangel
Bangel
Reed
Regula
Reynolds
Richardson
Riggs
Rivers.
Roberts
Rogers
Rohrabacher
Rohraba.cber
B.os-Lehttnen
Ros-Lehtinen
Rose
Ronkéma
Roybal-Allard
Rush
Sabo
Salmon
Sanders
Sawyer

Dreier'
DreieiDuncan
DUnn
Dunn
Durbin
Ehiers
Ehlers

Bartlett

Ta.flcazt
Trauicant

Quinn
Ra.danovich
Radanovich

McDade
MoDade

inan
'j21
Trt
Torkildsen
Torklldsen
Towns

Poshard
Poahard
Pryce
Quillen

Maloney

(VS)
Taylor (MS)
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompson
Thornberry
Thoroberry
Thornton
Thurman
Torres
Torricelil

Porter
Portrnan

.

AYE&—351
AYES—351

Ackerman
AUa.rd
Auard
Andrews
Andrtws
Archer
Armey
ArmeY
Bachus
Baesler
Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)
Baldacci
Ballenger
Ballenger
Barcia
B3
Barr
Barrett
Barrett (NE)
(NE)
Barrett (WI)
Barrett(Wl)

Spratt
5pratt
5tark
Stark

Obey
Olver
Olver

Slink
Elink

[Roll No. 260]

Shaw
Shaw
Shays

Rivers
Roberts
Roemer
Roemer
Rogers
Rogers
Rohrabacher
Rohrabacher
.Roa-Lehtjnen
Ros-Lebtinen

not voting 2, as follows:

Skelton
Slaughter
Smith
5mith (NJ)
5mith (TX)
Smith

March
March22,,
22, 1995
1995

Ra.mstad
Raunstad
Rangel
Range)
Reed
Regula
Richardson
Riggs
Rlvs

The vote was taken by electronicdevice, and
vice,
and there
therewere—byes
were—ayes351,
351,noes
noes
81,,

Shuster

Y.yrick
Nadler

Kelly
Kennedy (MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennelly
Keunelly
Kildee
Kidee
Kim .
Eieczka
Kieczka

A recorded vote was ordered.
The CHAIRMAIQ
C}LURMAI. This
This is
is aa s-minute
5-minute
vote.

Shaw
Shaw
Shays

)dortha-:
Murtha;
Yjers
Y,yers

Ka.njorsk-i
Ka.nlorski
Kaptur
Ka.ptur
Kasich

Mink
Moakley
MnI:nari
Multuarl
Mollohan
Mcntgorruery
Montgomery

Scott
Serrano
Serrazio

AMENDMENT OFFERED
OFFERED BY
BY MR.
MR. SMiTH
SMiTHOF
OFiW
W-

.

JERSEY

-

The CHAIRMAN. The pending business is the request for a recorded vote
printed in House
on amendment
amendmentNo..
No.88 printed

Report 104—85 offered by the gentleman
from New Jersey
Jersey [Mr.
[Mr. SMTrH]
SMrrH] on which
further proceedings were postponed and

on which
ithich the
the noes,
noes prevailed
prevailedby
b voice
voice
vote.
-The Clerk
amendment.
The
The

ment.

will

the

redesignate

-

Clerk
Clerk redesignated
redesignated the amend-:

-

-

-

-

RECORDED VOTE
RECORDED
VOTE

-

The CHAIRMAN.
-vote has
has
CHAIRMAN. A recorded -vote
been demanded.
A
A recorded vote was ordered.
-

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

March 22, 1995

CONGRESSIONAL
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The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. This
This isis a 5-minute
5-minute Richardson
Riggs
Riggs
vote.
Rwers
The vote was taken by electronic de- Rivers
Rorca
Ror
vice, and there were—ayes 352, noes
noes 80, Roemer
Rogers
not voting 2,
2. as follows:

Skaggo
5kaggs
5keen
Skeen

Ackerman
Aceran
Allard
Andrews
Arther
Archer

Ala

Bathos
Bachus
Baesler
Baker(cA)
Baker (CM
Baker(LA)
Baker (LA)
Baidacci
Eaidacci
Balleger
Ballenger
Barcia
Barr
Bar
Barrett (NE)
Barrett
(E
Barrett (WI)
Ba.'rett
(WI)
Bartlett
Ba.itlett
Ea.rton
Barton
Bass
Batem
Baseman

Beatsen
Bentse
Bereuter
Berman
Bevill
Bilbray
Blbray
Biiiras
Bilarahis
Bliley
Blute
Boeblert
Bohner

'
,

Burr
BuIT
Burton
BurtoD
Buyer

Callaa
caunhan
Calvert
Cakert
Camp
Canady
Canaty
Cathn
Cardin

Castle
cas:le
Chabot

Cltamb)iss
Crnbljss
Chapman
cheowetb
Checoweth
Chstese
Ch.-istecser

Chrysler
cbsler
Clayton
Clernett
Clement
clinger
Clinger

Coble
Coleman
CoIean
ColIths (GA)
Collins
Combes
Combest

Condit
Cocdlt
Cooley
Costello
Cns
Co
Cramer
Crarner.
Crane
crao
Crapo
Cremeas
Cremeacs
Cubic
cubit

cuntgh
Cunningham
Dancer
Davis
de 1&
Ia Garta
Gara
DePazio
DeLauro
DeLay
DeI.ay
Desch
Deutsch

Dooley
DooEttle
000lmttle
Dornan
Doyle

Don
Dreer
Dreber

Everett

.

Ewing

Rohrabacher
Ros-Lehtjnen
Ros-Lebtinen
Roth
Roukerna

Pawell
Paws!)

Fields (TX
Fiber
Filcer
Flake
Flanagan
Pogiletta
Foglietta
Foley
Fo'ey

Franks(CT)
(CT)
Fraks
FraDks (NJ)
Franks
Frelinghuyse
Frelinghuysen
Frisa
Frost
Finderburk
Fianderburk
Furse
Gallegly
Gallegly
Gaske
Gacake
Geidenson
Gekas
Ger'en

Gilchrest
Gillmor
Glilmor
G1lma
G11nm
Goodlatte
Goodling
Good1ig
Gordon
Gordoc

,

Lantos
LatOS
Largent
1.atham
Latham
LaTourette
LaTourete
Laughlin

'

Lightfoot
Lght1oot
Linder
Lipthsi
Lipinski
Livingston

Luther

Hamilton
Harnilo
Hancock
Hansen
Hrnia
Harman
Rastert
Ra.stert
Hastings
(WA>
Hastis (WA)
Hayes
Hayworth
Hefley
Halley
Heinerna
Heinernan
Herger
.

,

Hlleary
Hilleary

'

Martini
1artini
Mascara
I1cCarthy
McCarthy

Hoekstra
Hokstra
Hoke
Hoke
Helden
Horn
Houghto
Houghton
Hoyer

McDade
McDae
3!cHale
McHale
'1cHugh
McHugh
'1c1nis
Mcmznis

'

Eaus
Evans

Fattah
Fath

'

Fazlo
Fazio
Fields (LA)
(LAi
Ford

Gephardt
Gerhardt
Gibbons
Gonzalez

Gutierrez
Hall (TX)

Molinari
Moliari
.!olloha
Mollohac
Montgomery
Moothea
Moorhead
Moran
Moras
Morefla
Mørel1
Martha
3lyers
Myers
Myrick
Naler
Nadler

Edwa.
Edwards

,

'

-Neal
Neal

'

Nethe-cutt
Nethercutt

Kennedy(MA)
Kennedy
(MA)
Kennedy(R1
Xeedy
(RI)
Kennelly
Kaldee
Ktldee
Kim
Rim
King
king
ingsto
Kingston
Kleczka -,
,

,

Packard
Pallone
Parker
Pastor
Paion
Paiorj

Young (FL)
Zehff
ZeUff
Zimnrner
Zirnrner

Johnson. E.
Johnson.
E.B.
B'
Johnston
'

'
-

'
-

Kolbe
Lewis (GA)

Lincoln
LoIgren
Lofgren
Matsui
.1atsuj
McDermott
McIntosh
Mcintosh
McKiney
McKinney
Meek
Meyers
!1eyers
Mifler (CA>
Miller
(CA)

Mineta
Mieta
Mine
Mink
Neuan
Neumann
,

Owens

Payne(NJ)
(NJ)
Pare
Pe(osi
Pelosi

Peten
Peterson(FL>'
(FL)'
NOT VOTLNG—2
VOTLNG—2
Frak(MA)
Fk
(MA)

Pickett
Reynolds
Rose
Roybal-Afla.-d
Roybal-Alla.-d
Rush

Scarborough
5carborough
Schiimer
5chu.rner
5hays
Shays

5laughter
Slaughter
smith (M1
Smith
(Ml)

Spratt
5pratt
Stark
5ta.rk

Stokes
5tokes
Studds
5tudds
Tanner
Thompson
Thurman
TorkildseD
Torkildsen
Torricelli
Towns

Tucker
Veazuez
Velazuez
Waters
Watt (NC)
Cxc)

W'cnrn
Yates

,

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant
rule, the gentleman
gentleman from
fromOrec
Ore
\VYDEN) will be recognized for

utes, and a Member in opposjt
opposi

be recognized for 10 minutes.

Mr.
BTJNNING of Kentuc]
Mr. BUNNING
Kentuc
Chairman, I know of no oppo
oppo
amendment,and
andI Iwou1d
wouidC]
c
the amendment,
time in opposition
opposition to
to the
the amenc
amen

The CHAIRMAN. The ge
ge:
from Kentucky
from
Kentucky[Mr.
[Mr.BUNNflG]
BUNNG]
recognized for 10 minutes.
minutes.

The Chair recognizes the ge:
ge
fromOregon,
from
Oregon,
Mr.Mr.
WYDEN.
Wm.
Mr. WYDEN.
WYDEN. •Mr.
Mr. 'Chairmi
'Chairma
amendment would encoura
encouia

States to utilize the Nation',
Nation's
parents,
parents, with
with their
their vast
vast trez
trea

love and practical experience,
our youngsters
ou±
youngsters who
who might
might othe:
othe
abandoned or put
put in
in foster
foster car
ca
ties, or put up for adoption.

From across the country in
ii

months I have heard from gran
grant
who often are
are not
not informed,
informed, at
a
child protection agencies I:

i

States when their grandchild
moved to foster care
care facilities
facilitie
up for adoption.

We all know
know that
that when
whenchil(
chik
separated from their parents, iit

ally a painful and traumatic

ence. Living with grandparen
grandparen
trust gives
gives them
them aa bE
be
know and trust

This amendment would
wotfld str
str

Mr. Chairman, I wotfld
would like
-

-

'

-

(b)PLAcEMENT
PLACEMENTOF
OFCHILDREN
.CILDRE WITR
"(b)
wrrR REL-.
REL-.
ATIVE5.—A
ATIVES.—AState
Statetotowhich
whichaagrant
grant is
Is made
made
under
this part
under this
partmay
may consider—
consider—

-

their assistance..
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, v
gentleman yield?
Mr. WYDEN.
WYDEN. II yield
yield to
to the
thegex
ger
from Florida.
Mr. SHAWL
Mr.
SHAW. Mr. -Chairman,
Chairman, ]I
like to
to compliment
cornplimen.tthe
thegéntlerni
géntlern
like
very wise amendment. Being a
father of
of five
five myself,
myself,IIcan
canCE
ce
appreciatethe
appreciate
the11111
full impact
impacttotowh
w

"(i)
"(1) establishing a new type of foster care
placement, which
w1icb could be considered a perchildren who
who are
are sep...
sep-.
manent placement, for children
arated from their parents (In
(in this subsection
referred to as 'kinship care')
care') under
urder which—
gentleman speaks, and I th:
thi
"(A) adult relatives of such children
children would brings a very good element to t
be the preferred placement option If such rel- I plan to support it.
-

'

-

then).
dreri).

•the
theability
ability of
of families
families to. rely
own family,
family members as
as resourc
resour
00 1954
1954
would promote
promote self-reliance
self-reliance wil
wit
would
Mr. GEJDENSON
Mi'.
G.EJDENSON and
and Mr.
Mr. SANFORD
SANFORD families and within our commui
commur
changed thervote
thIrvote from "no" to "aye."
Mr. Chairman, I would like to
So the amendment was agreed to.
amendnient is ir
size
that this amendment
The restflt
result of the vote 'was announced scriptive. It is a permissive
perniissive
as above recorded,
recorded.
would
simply
offer
to the State
State
CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to ,the
The CH.AIRMAN.
the
Nation's
ation's
grandparents
grandparents
whe:
whe
Consider
amendmentNo.
No 9 printed in grandparents meet child safety
consider amendment
House Report 104—85.
-tion standards.
standards, This amendmen'
amendment
AMENDMENT OFFERED
OFFEREDBY
BYMR.
MR.WYDEN
WYDEN
ported by
by the
the American
AmericanAssociE
Associ
Mr. WYDEN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II offer
offer Retired
Persons,
'the
Nationa]
Retired
Persons,
the
National
an amend.rrjent.
amend.ment.
tion
tion of
of Grandparents,
Grandparents, and
and grand
grand
Clerk read as
The Clerk
as follows:
follows:
organizations from across the
the C
c

before the
the semicolon.
semicolon.
Page 72.
72, line 4, insert "(a)
"(a) L'
L' GENERAL.—"
GEcERAL.—"
before "Each
"Each St&te".
State".
Page 72, after line 20, insert the following:
-,

Rahall
Rahajl
Ramstad
Ramstd
Rangel 2.ngel

those acting as foster parents
parents of
of

60. line
line 8.
S. Insert ", using adult relatives as that
that the
the majority
majority has
has been
been exi
ext
the preferred placement for children
children sepa- helpful in the.
the
developing
developing
c
rated from their parents
parentsififsuch
such relatives
relatives
ap
all State child
meet all
childprotection
protectionstandards"
standards" amendment, for which I ap

Poshard
Pryne
Pce
Quillen Quillen
Quinn

da,ovich
Bada.novach

standards established
standards
establishedby
bythe
theSt&te;
State;
"(B) the
the St&te
State would make
make aa ne
n
payment and
and provide
provide supportive
supportivese
s
appropriate, with respect
respect to
to chilth
childr
in a kinship care arrangement; and
2 in placing children for adop
"(2)
adol
irig preference to adult relatives i
ing
applicable adoption standards

portunity in the world.

Amendment offered
Amendment
offered 'by
'by Mr.
Mr.WYDEN:
WYDES: Page
page

Porter
Portmao
Portma

Regula

lyfl

,

-

Payne(VA)
?ane
(VA)
PetersoD (Ms)
Peterson
(M5
Petri
Petn
Pombo
Pomeroy

Reed

Wise
Wolf
\Voolsey
Woolsey
Wyden
Wynn
Young (AK)
Young
(A

I

atives meet all relevant child

'

Oberstar

Jackson-Lee
JacksonLee
-Jacobs
Jacobs
Johnson (CT)
JOflSOn (SD)
(5D,
Johnson
Johnson. Sam
Jones
Kanjoreki
Kwjorski
Kaptur
Raaich
asich
Kelly

Iszook
Istook
Jefferson
Jelterson

coe

Coyne
Deal
Dellurns
Deflun's
Dngell
Dingell

••

Olver
Ol;-er
Ortin
Ortiz
Orton
Oxley

Hyde
logUs
thglis

Hostettler
Hostetler

Collins
(IL
collins (IL)
collins (MI)
Collins
Conyers
cocyezs

..Oby
-Obey

Hunter
Hutchinson
Histehinson

Hinchey
Hnche

coburn
Cob,

Mccoflum
McCollum
McCrery

Ney
Norwood
orwood
Nussle
ussle

Bobson
Hobson

NOES—SO
Hastings (FL)
Hasttgs
(FL)
Helaer
Hefer
llilliard
Hjlliard

rown (CA)
Bro*n(FL)
Bron
(FL
clay
c1y
Cs-burn
clyburn

'

Thoroberry
TorbezTy
Thornton
Thortoc
Tiahrt
Torres
Traficant
Trafiat
Upton
upton

Wamp
Ward
Wats (OK)
Watts
(OK)
Weldon
Welon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
Wiite
White
Whituield
Whitheld
Wicker
Williams
Wilson

Veto
Vento

Becerra
Beilesoc
Beilenson
Bishop
Bonlor
Bonior

-.

Maloney
3laloney
Macton
%1aton
Mazullo
Maczuflo
Markey
!%1aZk
Martinez

'

Hall (OH)

'

.4,bercrombie
.berombie

M(ume
.11urne
Mica
Mca
Miller (FL)
(FL)
1iller
Minge
Mrnge
Moakley

Gutkecht
Gutknecht

Talor(NC)
TaYlor (NC)
Tejeda
Tejed
Thomas

5.y

Metcalf
MetcalI

Gunderso
Gundersoc

'

Shuster
shuster
Sisisky

LoBiondo
LBiondo
Langley
Logley
Lowey
Lowe:Lucas

Stump
5tump
5tupak
Stupak
Talent
Tate
Tauzin
Taylor (M5>
Tayior(M5>
'

'

Lewis (CA)
Lewis (KY)
Lewis
-)

'

Stockman
StockmaD

Schaefer
5ce1er
5chiff
5chroeder
Schroeder
Scott
5cott
Seastrand
SenseDbrer
Senseobrenner
5errano
Serrano
Shadegg
5hadegg
Shaw
5haw

LaZO
Leach

Waldholtz
.Walker
Walsh

Stenholm
5tenhoLn
-

Sutton
Sa.xton

Menendez
Menendec

Greecwood
Greenwood

Solomon
Solorno
Souder
Spence
Stearns
5tearDs

Salmon
Sanders
5aders
5a.fo
Sanford
Sawyer

LaHood

Neeha
Neehan

Graham
Graarn
Green

Kick
Ubk

Royce
Sabo

LaFalce

Mculty
McNulty

Goss

,

KIug
ollenberg
Knollenberg

Lerin
Levin

Farr

'

Bung

Dogett
Doett

,

Fox

Bono
Boo
Borski
Boucher
Bouche
Brewster
Browder
Broder
Brown (OH)
(OH
Browbak
Browobank
Bryant (TN)
Bryant(TX)
Byat
(TX)
Buon
Bun
Buncing

Dickey
Dicks
DioD
Dison

Eshoo

Forbes
Fowler

BoUla
Boilla

Dtaz-Ba1Disz-Balar

AYES.—352
AYES—352
Dunca.
Duncan
Dunn
Du.n
Durin
Dwbin
Ehlers
Ehiers
Eh,lich
Ehrlich
Ernerso
Emerson
cage)
Egel
English
EDglish
E.sign
Ensign

VOj
Vucaojch
Walholtz

Shelton
5eIwn
5iüth
Smith (NJ)
(NJ)
5zIth
Srtlth (TX)
(TX
Smith
5mIth (WA
(WA

'

(Roll No
No 261)
261)

Viselosky
Vsclosky
Volkmer
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WYDEN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
gentleman for his assistance.
r. Chairman,
C1ia.irmari,I Iyield
yieldback
back the
the balof my time.

BUNNfl'JG of
BUNNING
of Kentucky.
Kentucky. Mr.
rman, I yield myself such time as
r.

y consume.

Chairman,
Chairman, II rise
rise in
in support
support of
of a
•ision
in this
this bill
bill that
that will
will make a
ision in
natic
1atic difference for the kids
kids In
in this
:try who are waiting for placement
loptive
homes.
optive homes.
ce
the early
nce-the
early1980's,
1980's,adoption
adoption placeplacet agencies have been discriminat-

against
2.galnstthese
these kids
kids and
and prospective
prospective

nts
becauseof
oftheir
their race.
race. Under
ts because

dines that the Department of
lines
.th arid
and Human
Human Services
Services sent
sent out
out to
to
e agencies back
back in
in .1981,
1981, race is one

e factors that can be used In
in plachildren In
in adoptive homes.
practice, when the actual
actuai placeis made by the agencies, race
b.comes
becomes the
the sole matching factor
social
social workers
workersuse
use In
in making

March
March 22.,
1995
22., 1995
mean that they can use race
race to
to hold
hold up
up the
the
Personal
Responsibility
Act
by
the
children in foster care. But, now
now Sen- Republicans, under the tax cut plan,
ator METZENBAUM has indicated that he that gave
gave aa 35,000
s5,000 tax
tax credit,
credit,b.xt
bit itit Is
would like to see his bill repealed so
so nonrefundable.
that kids are not tied up in foster care
Many
Many of
of the
the kids
kids that thè
thégéntleman
gentleman
just because of the color of their skin. takes reference
reference to
to today
today wi-il
will remain
in
Back in
in the
the late
late 196Os
1960s and 1970's,
1970's, foster care facilities simplyremain
Back
because
more than 10,000 black children
children were
were people who are
are workingworking and
and making
making
adopted by white parents. Research 320.000
$20.000and
and330.000
330.000aa year
year will
will not be
coujitless studies clearly show that able to receive that tax credit;
and countless
these children know who they
they are, feel
Once again, only the wealthy and
good about themselves, and do well in rich of this Nation will be able to reschool. Until HHS handed down the de- ceive the tax credit to adopt these kids
luded 1981 guidelines, this was a prac- that the gentleman is trying to help,
tice that was working.
and I support the gentleman's concept.
I know that this is true because I I am not in opposition to It.
it.
have personal
personal experience
experience in
in this
this matI think those in the country of birater. Two of my daughters have adopted cial adoptions, I have no problem with
minority
children—one that is Korean, that, but
rnnority children—one
but in
in -the
the gentleman's
gentleman's tax cut
one that is biracial. And I can attest to• bill, he comes back and creates a prob•how
howwell
well this
this has
has worked
worked out
out for
for my lem
for minorities who are
lem- for
are -working
working
family. The children are happy and and other minorities
people who have low incomes
doing well, and they have made- my who are making 320,000
S20;000 and $30,000 a
family a brighter and happier
happier one.
one.
year.Mr. Chairman, there is a difference
The tax cut
plan--under
cut -plan
under -the
theRepubRepubbetween a policy that is based
based on
on race licans, under
under - their Contract With
and
and one
one that
thatisissensitive
seIsitive to
torace.
race.-A
A pol- -America,
America, itit does
does just
just what
what the --gengen-icy that prohibits delaying the place- tlernan
tleman is trying to do for-rich people,
ment of a child into an adoptive
adoptive home
home but
:the working
but itit takes
takes itit away
away from
from-the
because of
of race
race isis not
notinsensitive
insensitive to
to poor of this
this Country.
country. race as a cultural issue, but cognizant
Mr. BIJNNG
BtINNING ofofKentucky.
Kentucky. Mr.
of the fact that the defiiiing
defining variable Chairman-,
Chairman, - the
thern gentleman
gentlemaj from
from Tenhere is not race but a loving
loving home.
home.
nessee [Mr. FORD]
FORD] realizes
realizes we
we a.re
a.re dis-

-

-

-

-

-

.

deciSIons.
decisions.

e result of this has been that mlmiy children end up waiting twice as

.

in
!n foster care as white children.
black children, while only conconng 14 percent of the child popu-

,

—

now
ri, now

account for over 40 percent
e children in foster care.

-.

--

-

Potential parents should be judged
by the love in their hearts, not the
color of their skin. Potefltial
Potential adoptive
children should be judged not by the

'ercent of the population, this has
..andallKennedy,
andall
Kennedy,the
the black
black HarHarlaw professor, to note that "even
u do a super job of recruiting, in
achusetts, where
.achusetts,
where only
only 5 percent of
opulation Is
is black and nearly half
bidsinInneed
ds
needofofhomes
homesare
are black,
black,
.re still
i.re
stillgoing
going to
to have
have aa problem."

-.

--

--

-

ce black families only make up

--'

-

cussing the welfare reform bill, and
when we get to -the tax bill I will be
rncre than
mcre
than happy
happy to
to debate-debate- the issue

s5,000 credit
with the gentleman- on the $5,000
credit
color of their skin but by their
their needs
needs as
as for adoption.
children.
Mr.
Mr. FORD. If the-gentleman will conThe new policy in this welfare reform tinue to yield, absolutely, Mr. Chair-.
-

-

bill would accomplish an end to the man. I appreciate that, and I- under-bill
of tens of thousands of minor- stand
However, 369.4-stand th-at.
that. However,
S69.4- billion In
in
anindictment
indictment of the sacrifice
is not•
not an
ity children, on the altar of political this 5-year
window
window .that
.that will
will be
be saved
saved
community. Black. Americans correctness. It is one of.the best provi- will 5-year
go to -offset
-offset -the
the $189
$189 million tax
tax.
a long traditIon of "taking care
care of
of sions in
in this
this entire
entirebill,
bill,and
ad one
one that I
for
for aa 5-year
5-year period
period as well.
own" tirough
throughinformal
informaladoption,
adoption, believe will really help improve the cutMr.
BUNNING of Kentucky. It is posip
1pcare,
care,and
and other
other arrangements
arrangements race relations in our country. sible that thatthat- could
could be,
be, but
but itIt-is
is im
are not
not made
madepublic
publicsand
ad do
do not
not
But,
But, most importantly, it will help probable
probable that
that we will need it.'
it.
p ininofficial
np
official counts.
counts.
is

-

--

-

--

-

-

-

-

- --

•

the
the kids
kids who
who -are
are in
in limbo now, stuck In
in
given all that the black commu- • foster
foster homes
homes only becauseof their
their skin
skin
because of
as done,
has
done,and
andgiven
given 20
20 years
years of color. That is sad, Mr. Chairman, and
.1 money going for minority re- it is wrong. I urge my colleagues
al
colleagues to
to
ent,
ment,we
westill
stillhave
haveaalarge
large numnum- support this bill and make a difference
f black children with no place to in these ch.ildrens
children's lives.
orne.
ome.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chafrn-an,
Chairman, will the
rov!sion in the Republican welfare gentleman yield?
rovision

will help solve this problem. It

-

-

-

-

-

Mr. MILLER
MiLLER of
of California.
California. Mr.,
Mr. Chairman, will the
the gentleman
gentleman yield?
yield?Mr. BUNINLNG
Kentucky.IIyield
yield to
to
BUNNING ofofKentucky.

--

-

the gentleman from Calhfornia
California.
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Chairman,
man, I want to commend the gentleman for his amendment. I think this

-

is
is

what
what we were trying
tiy1ngtotodo
do- in
In the
the
conference ccm.mittee
corn.mittee last
last year
year with
with
Senator Metzenbaum, and I think we

-

Mr.
Mr. BUNN2cG
BTJNNncG of
of Kentucky.
Kentucky. I yield to

I deny Federal funds to any agenagen- the gentleman from Tennessee.
at uses race as a criteria in placMr.
Mr. FORD.
FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, .1 thank got some bad
bad-advice
advicefrom
fromIffiSonsorne
IffiSonsomeifldren in adoptive homes. It is a the gentleman for yielding to me.
-language.
language.
-blind provision that will help
help a
Mr. Chairman, when the gentleman
just want to thank the gentleman
! children
children get
get out
out of
of foster
foster care offered this amendment, basically what forI just
the
permanent loving homes, and I he was doing was repeal the Metzen- floor.bringing this amendment to the
is consistent with our Nation's baum provisions that were passed in
Mr. BtTNNThG
BtTNNrNG of Kentucky. I thank
ights laws.
Ights
the last Congress.
Congress, is that correct?
-the
the gentleman,
gentleman, Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
year,Senator
tt year,
rZENBALTM
SenatorMM
TZEBAUN got
Mr. BUNIING
Mr.
BNflG ofof
Kentucky.
Kentucky.That
That is• Mr.
Mr. WATTS of Okfahoma Mr. Chairman,
vision included In
the
minority
in
correct.
children need
need love.
love.Children
Children- need
children
need families.
amendment bill that originally
Mr.
Mr. FORD.
FORD. Therefore,
Therefore, we
we would
would go
go Children need consistency and unity as they
have done what we are trying to back to language
language prior
priorto
tothethe Metzen- grow up.
this welfare reform bill. But by baum bill passed last year?
The best place to get
get the
the fundamentals
fundamentals of
e the so-called child advocates
advocates Mr.
Mr. BUNNThG
of Kentucky.
Kentucky. The
The Civil life
BUNNDG of
'ife is with their own families, if possible—if
possibIe-.—f
whiff of this and helped get
get itit Wawa- Rights Act of 1964.
not, other
not,
other permanent
permanent measures
measures for
for the
the chilchilin conference, the provision
down In
Mr. FORD.
FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chafrnia, basically.
basically, dren's stabiHty
stability shOuld
shOud be
primary objecbethe—
the'- primary
od1fied the
odified
the then-current
then-current practice we know there are many, many kids of dren's
tive.
Senator METZENBAtJM was origi- minority
m.thorl-ty
who
are
trapped
'into
who
are
trapped
into
foster
In most cases,
cases, the
the two-parent
two-parentfamily,
family,siong—
Jong-trying to
tying
to overturn
overturn,
care simply because they cannot find with other family members. contribute posilivety
positivety e the Metzenbaum bill passed,
passed, 43
43 parets
who will adopt them, and I also in
n aa child's
should be
child's life.
life. Family shc5uld
beconsidered
considered
have interpreted this law to parezits who will adopt them, and
-

--

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-•

-

would
liketo.
to-mabe
makenote
notethat
that itit was
was
woid like

-.

-

-

-

as aa major
major factor
factor in
in the
the equation
equation of
of solving
solving the
-- as
the

--
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w&fare problem.
weilare
prob'em. Before making the automatic
assumption that people should be swept into
the welfare trap, the State should be given
given the
flexibilrty to
to consider
flexibility
consider the eligibility
eligibilfty of aa member
member
of the kinship care network—a grandparent,
grandparent, a
norcustodial parent
noncustocjial
parentperhaps,
perhaps, or
or even
even an aunt
or uncle.
unce.
I
urge you
you to
to support
supportthis
thisvery
verypro-family
pro-famy
proposal as an important and integral part of
the House welfare reform package.

The CHAIRM.AN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The question
question is
is on
'the amendment
amendment offered
offered by
by the
the gengen-

tleman from Oregon
Oregon [Mr.
[Mr.WYDENJ.
WYDEN].
The amendment was agreed to.
02015
Te
The CHAIRMAN,
CHAJRM., ItItisisnow
now in order to
conjder
consider amendment
amendment namber
number 11
11 printed
in House
House Report
Report104—85.
104—85.
ANDMENT OFFZRED
AMtNDMENT
OFFZRED BY MS.
Ms. WOOL5EY
WOOLSEY

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I offer
offer

an arnendment
amendment
The
The CHAmMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
Clerk will
will desThe Clerk
designate the amendment.
The text of the
The
is as folthe amendment
amendment Is
lows:
Anendrnent
offered
by Ms.
Adrne
offered
by Ms.
WOOLSEY:
WOOLSEY:
Pag
Page 74. line 8. strIke
strike "Secretary"
"Secretary'S and
andinsert
inet
•Attorney
'Attorney General
United States".
Genea1 of
ofthe
te Un1td
Page
Page 74,
7& line
line9.9.insert
inse't '.by
"by contract" after
after
operate",
operate.
Page
Page 74,
74,line
hne 15,
15. strike
strike "Secretary"
"Secretary" and
and insert
ert "Attorney
'Attornev General
Geera1 of
of the t3nited
tnited
States".

The CEAMAN.
CHAMAN. Pursuant
Pursuant to the

gent1eworrn from California
rule, the gentleworr2n
[Ms. WOOLSEY]
WOOLSEY] and
and a Member opposed
opposed

willeach'control
eachcontrol 10 minutes.
will

Mr. SHAW.
SHAW. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I do not
see any
see
any opposition
oppositionon
on the
the floor,
floor, but II
would claim the
the time
time in
in Opposition.
opposition.
The
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
The CHArnMAN.
from Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr. SHAw]
SHAw] win
will be
be recogrecognized for 10 minutes
minutes in
in opposition to
t:e amendment.
the
amendment,
The Chair
The
Chair recognizes the gentlewomanfrom
fromCalifornia
Caljforja[Ms.
[Ms.
woman
WOOLSEY].
WOOLSEY].
Ms.
M. WOOLSEY.
WOOLSEY. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield
yse1f such
as I may consume,
myself
such time
time as
consume.
The WoolseyiP,ainstad
The
WoolseyIRarnstad amendment
amendment is
a
tecicaj amendment
a technical
amendment that corrects
an inadvertent error made during the
the
1214.
drafting of H.R. 1214,

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, itIt is obvious
Mr.
obvious that
that'it
is
it is
in our bipartisan best
best interest
interest to
to proprotect prograrn
programs for
for missing
missing and
and 'exexploited children,
children,IIthank
thankthe
the gentleman
gentleman
ploited
from Texas
Texas [Mr. ARCHER]
ARCHER)for
forhis
his supsupport.
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman in October of 1993, 13year-old Polly
Pollymaas
mass was abducted by a
stranger from her home in Petaluma,
stranger
which is
Is in my district,
district. II know
know that
that
many of
many
of my
my colleagues
colleag-ues are
are aware
aware of
this tragic story. But what
what many
many of
of my
my
Colleag-ues may
may not
not be aware
colleagues
aware of is that
an important role was played by the

services in searches
searchesfor
foralmost
almost 40,000
40,000
children nationwide.
nationwide.This
Thisamendment,
amendment.
preserves the
the effectiveness
effectiveness of the CenCenter's programs by
by keeping
keeping these
these prothe Department
grams in the
Department of
of Justice
Justice
where
now reside.
where they
they now
reside. This is necnecessary because
essary
becauseH.R.
HR. 4 repeals
repeals the
the MissMissing Children's'Act
Children's Act which
which among
among other
things est.ablishes
establishes the
the National
National Center
Center
for Missing and
and Exploited Children,
Children.
order to
to ensure
ensure 'that
In order
that the
the Center
Center
continues to
to operate,
continues
operate,H.R.
H.R.44also
also au-

while. After working with
with la
la
ment on
on over
over40,000
merit
40,000 cases,
cases, i
26,000 children
26,000
children have
have been recc
Again,
Again, Mr. Chairman,
th
Chairman, th:
ment as
ment
aste
thegentlewom
gentlewom frc
fro
nia said
said isis technical,
technical, it
it simp]
simp]
the authority
authority for the
the Justic
Justic
ment to retain the 10-year p
meat
•'with
withthe
theCenter
Center rather
rather than
with another agency.

Let us pass this importar
importai
thorizes the Secretary
Secretary of
meat and preserve
preserve this
this im'p
imp
of Health
Health and ment
Human Services to establish and oper- sorship. Our children and ou
ou
ate the Clearinghouse
Clearinghouseand
andHot
HotLine
Line for
for deserve nothing less.
Missing and Runaway Children,
Children. HowMr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman
Chairman
ever,
ever, under the current congressional agree
agree with
with the
the amendment
amendment aa
the Missing
mandate in the
Missing Children's
Children's Act,
Act, very pleased with the gen
it is the Department of Justice which from California for bringing
bringing
works
works in partnership with the Center attention. She is quite correc
to operate the
the clearinghouse
clearinghouseand
and hot drafting error,
error, we
we compijine)
compljme
line.
bringing
it
It
to
our
attentjo
attentio
The
The Woolsey-Ramstad
Woolsey-Ramstad amendment
arnendnxient support the amendment,
amendment.
moves
moves the authority back to the AttorThe
The quesi
•TheCHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMA. The
ques:
ney General, in the Department of
of JusJus- the amendment offered
by
offered
by U
ti
tice, and gives her
her continued
continuedauthority
authority
from California
California [Ms.
[Ms. I
to contract
contract with
with the
the National
National Center
Center woman
The amendment-was agreed
Missing and
and Exploited
for Missing
Exploited Children
Children to
Mr. REED. Mr. Chairmari,
Chairman,
rise
operate
the
clearinghouse
operate
clearinghouse and
and the
the hot.
hot tion
to
to the
the rule
rule before
before us
line. This
us today.
This amendment
amendment is strongly sup- Von
most important
important
ported by both the NatIonal
National Center
for form is one of the most
Center for
will consider in this Congress, and
Missing and Exploited Children
Children and
and the will
amendments file
fiIe
more than 150 amendments
of Justice,
Department of
Justice.
Mr.
Chairman. itit is crucial that the Rules Committee, only
on'y 30 amendr
Mr. Chairman,
order. And
And furtherr
furtherr
Center and the Department of
Center
of Justice
Justice been made in order.
continue
continie their 10-year Partnership
partnership to Democratic amendments have bee
our most
of the debate.
protect our
most precious
precious national
national re- 'of
I

source, our children.
children,
I had filed
fi'ed an amendment, not all
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I yield to the gen- considered under the rule before
tleman from
fromMinnesota
Mimiesota[Mr.
tleman
RA.MSTAD).
[Mr.
RA.MSTAD). that wOuld
would have
nut
have made the two nut

Mr. RAiISTAD.
RAiISTAD.I Ithank
thankthe
the gentlegentle- grants
grants more
moreflexible
flexible to
to changing

woman for yielding
yielding and
woman
and also
aiso for her
her cocc- conditions within states. My amendr
sponsorhIpofofthis
sponsorhip
thisamendment,
amendnent.
have established a tngger
trigger which v

Mr. Chairman, I rise
Mr.
rise in strong
strong supsup-

port of
of this
this amendment,
amendment.
As
the author of the Jacob
Wetterling
Crimes against
Wetterling Crimes
against Children
Act, II know
knowthe
theimportance
Act,
of mainimportance of
taining aa partnership between the Justaining
tice Depattment
Department and the National
National Center for
for Missing
Missing and
and Exploited Children,
Children.
Last year
year alone,
alone, Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
the
Justice Department reported that over

made States with rising
ñsing unemploym

for increased funding to expand

programs during
dunng economic
econ3mic downturr
downturr

offered this amendment in mar
Opportunities Committee,
Committee, and
and itit ha
Ia
bipartisan support. In addition, be
bo
lican and Democratic Governors are
as supporting a block
block grant
grant trigger.
trigger.
urge my colleagues
colleagues to
to vote
voteagai
aga
I

114,000 children in this country were strictive rule.
114.000
Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, thro
thro
targets of attempted abduction. FortuCongres, 1'I have
have watched
watched
nately,
nately, the
the National
National Center
Center is
is doing
doing an career in Congress,

idly by
by and
and wa
w
outstanding job to both recover ab- crat majorities sat idly
destroy the
the Jives
lives of
of
ducted
ducted children and prevent abductions welfare system destroy
Americans. I have watched as these
Americans,

in the first place.

The Center's toll-free hot line has
has

logged over 750,000 calls
calls since
since

1984,
1984.

era!
eral

policies have burrowed a de

deeper hole
deeper
hole of
of ddper.dency,
dper.dency, abuse,
abuse,
irresponsibility
irresponsibiUtyfor
forour
ourchildren
childrenand
ard

Each week the Center distributes literally millions
millions of
of photographs
photographs of
of misserally
miss- dren.
Democrats argue today
today that
that th
th
ing children and many ofofthese
these are
are
high-tech, age-enhanced photos. In fact
recc
fact favor of change. They claim to rec
'

right

now

the

photo
photo

of
of

Jacob

-

fact that welfare has
has not
not onty
only failec
faile

problems, but
but itft has actually rr
Wetterling, the young boy from
from Min- problems,
National
Centerfor
forMissing
Missing and
atjonaj Center
and ExExwho was kidnapped a number of worse. Unfortunately, this realizatic
reaiizatjc
ploited Children in the search for nesota
years ago, Jacob would have just cele- too
too late. Last year, Democrats who
Polly.
brated his 17th
17th birthday,
birthday, Mr.
trolled the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
Mr. ChairChair- trolled
The Center alerted 17,000'poljce
17,000police de- man,
man, and
that
that photo of Jacob, how he ate, and the Presidency,
Presidency, could
could not
not r
partmehts nationwide.
partrneiits
natiowjde. They broadcast does and
at 17,
now at
17,has
hasbeen
been cir- system. In historic
histoñc numbers, the
public service
public
service announcements
announcements on all culatedlook
around the Nation. The center
center people
peop'e embraced the Republican re
the
the major
rnaor television
television networks,
networks, they
they has also printed 8.3 million publica- posal,
and Republicans
RepublicanswiN
willreform
reformtht
posal, and
distrjbted
distributed -sketches
of Polly
Polly and her
sketches of
her tions
tions and
andtrained
trainedover
over
130,000
130,000
police
police System.
system.
abductor through the
the network
network of
of near- and other Professionals.
professionals,
While
strong'y support this bit
strongly
biL
ly 400
400 private
private sector
sector partners.
partners.The
TheCenCenHere.
Here
is
is
the
the main evidence that our
our admit
adrnt to some reservations.
reservations. I behev
ter has provided
believ
provided these
these same
same crucial investfnent
investment in the Center is worthI

I

fortunate
that we
wehave
haveleft
leftuntouc'r
untouc
fortunate that
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ins that States could
muchmore
more effecou'd much
effeadminister as block
block grants.
grants. II have
have conconaotit the
about
theexpanded
expandeduse
use of
of Social
Social Secucnbersunder
underthe
thechild
child support
support proviprovigTers
Finally, believe there are understandas that
a's
that this
this bill
bill could
could adversely impact
rnber
mber of
of abortions.
abortions. But the vast majority
blfl will be beneficial
beneficaJ and
and will
will help
help those
those
bill

current we'fare
welfare system
system encourages
encourages illegitimacy, nonwork,
nonwork, and
and dependency.
dependency.Those
Those
whom we
whom
we are
arefighting
fightingtotoprotect
prote have
have instead
instead
a'cycle
been imprisoned in a
cycle of poverty that is
passed from generation
generation to
to generation.
generation. AmeriAmerca's campaign against poverty has claimed
many victims—most,
victims—most, notably,
notably, and
and tragically,
tragically,

hosen to call supporters mean spirited,

league from Indiana, Mr. BURTON, in offering a
sense-of-Congress
sense-of-Congress resolution regarding the

I

iDnents
Dnerts of
of this
this welfare
welfare reform
reform package

our children have suffered.

For this reason, I have
have joined
joined with
with my
my cOlcO-

ey claim that the bill puts children at use of funds under the Child Protection Block
believe that it
ft is far more uncaring and Grant. Our resolution, which has been into put children and their
their parents
parents into
into aa
system that offers little hope of esdo not wsh to leave future generations
e social and fiscal responsibilities of
g up our mess.

b1l does not, as some on the other
bill

cluded in the chairman's en bloc amendment,
encourages States to allocate sufficient funds

under their Child Protection Block Grant to
promote adoption.
piomote
adoption. II think
think we
we can
can ail
all agree
agree that
that
a loving family is the
the best
best socaJ
social structure
structure in
in
which a child can be raised.
As an adoptive mother of a 4-year-old, the
issue of adoption is very important to me and
place in
in my
my heart.
heart In the dehas a permanent place
bate about policy,
poicy, itit :5
is sometimes
sometimes easy
easy to
to lose
lose

v argued,
ve
argued,need
needaajobs
jobs program.
program. Welform, along with other
other provisions
proviscns in the
is in and of itself a jobs
jobs program.
program. By
By
ig the
g
the size
size of
of Government,
Government, by getting
iment out of people's lives, and by cut- sight of those about whom we speak. They
tax burden felt by the American public, are, after
after aU,
all, our
our children.
1 be naturally created.
ceated. In fact, I would
Today, too many children are abused and
that we would today have more jobs neglected
neg'ected in their home
home environment.
environment Our
er
herwages
wageswere
wereititnot
notfor
forGovernment
Government child welfare systems
systems are
are charged
charged with
with the
the
ia rnto
ra
into the
the market.
market
task of protecting these innocent victims and
we do need is to end the cycle of de- providing them with
with substitute
substitute care
care when
when necnecicy that
cy
that has
has been
been created
created by the cur- essary. Ideally, these children would be placed
lifaresystem.
system.InIntoo
toomany
many cases,
cases, the with a family that can provide a stable environare
system has created what amount to ment and a consistent caring relationship. Intons. So
eons.
So long
long as
as beneficiaries
beneficiaries stay stead, many children end up in the often uncertain boundaries, they will be given stable and lonely foster care system, including
d clothing
id
clothing and
and shelter
shelter and
and other bene- group homes and orphanages. The adverse
ie system
system not
not only does not reward conditions faced by these children in an abumo
o
trytrytotomove
moveoff
offofofthe
the reservation,
reservation, sive home and then in institutionalized care
i1y punishes them. This bill provides hinders their ability to develop
lily
dev&op .pcsitive
positive social
socaI
aJ
taJincentives
incentives for
for States
States and
and individindivid- skills and succeed in adulthood. There are
make real
make
real efforts at moving
movtng bene- tens of thousands of children waiting to be
to self-sufficiency and reducing the embraced into caring
canng families willing
withng to
to raise
raise
rls.
them in an atmosphere of love, self-respect,
as most
3S
most importantly,
importantly, this bill gives the -arid
ard responsibility.
responsibility. Adoptive
Adoptive famihes
famiHes are
are 100
100
the flexibility to
to reach
reach those
those goals.
goa}s. percent functional,
functionai, happy, and whole. •.
ovemors across
3overnors
acrossthe
theNation
Nation have
have been
The
The Burton-Pryce
Burton-Pryce amendment
amendment stresses
stresses to
to
'.entlng
.eng with
with
innovat:ve
innovativeprograms
programs and
and States the importance of facilitating
faciItating the
the perrnaperrnagreat success in giving beneficiaries -nent
nent placement of children into loving
loving families,
families,
iothnftes and
'orti..'nlties
andincentives
incentives they
they need to
to and strongly
strongiy urges States to devote child proindependent, the Federal Government tection funds to adoption for that purpose.
n targ&y
an
largelystatic,
static,watching
watching without
without act- Specifically,
SpecicaIly, ititencourages
encourages the
the facilitated
facilitated adopthis biM,
bill, we
wewill
will give
give States
States the oppor- tion of special-needs children arid suggests a
push those experiments even further. tax credit to families to make these adoptions
I

rs.

give States very real incentives
incent!ves to

iccessful programs from other States,
.iccessfu
imposing Federal mandates from on

more affordable.

I encourage my colleagues to support this
sense-of-Concress resolution which seeks to
sense-of-Congress

protect our children and provide them with

y, we begin to move in the right direc- hope for the future by voting in favor of ChairI hope that this will be only the first man ARCHER'S
ARCHER's en bloc amendment
ooe that
that we
we will
willbe
beable
abletotoimplement
impment
Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, our burrent
current
reforms in the future to give States welfare
wetfare system strips the American people of
esources and
and more
more responsbhties.
responsibihties. economic opportunity and fosters a society deray see this bill as too Large a step, pendent on government handouts. For far too
rry call it '100
tOO small.
snaiL But
But itit is a step. many
many Americans
Americans the weIfae
welfare system
system no
no longer
longers one step more than Democrats ever serves as a safety net, it is a hammock. Our
urge, my
urge
my colleagues
colleagues to support
suppert this •Republican
Republican welfare
welfare reform
reform proposal offers real
I

'YCE. Mr. Chairman,
Charrnan, I nse
rise in
in strong
strong
fo
forthe
theimportarn
important provisions
provisions contained
contained
b'oc amendment offered by Cnairn bloc
Chairther. I commend the chairman for his
rk on
irk
on this
this bill
bill and for his
hs wJiingness
willingness to
arr.endrnents that strengthen H.R. 4,
arr,endments
onal Responsibility Act.

saree with
sagree
withthe
the fact
fact that
that our
our present
system is failing. Our Nation's 30-yearwaron
onpoverty
poverty has
b.a done little
3 thUion
billion war

ve the plight of the poor. America's

change, not false security.
Welfare clearly represents the biggest, most

costly policy failure
faiture of our time. The current
system encouraoes
encourages social behavior that destroys:families, fuels
fuels skyrocketing
skyrocketing illegitimacy,
illegitimacy,
and impoverishes millions of children. ItIt is a

heartless system that
that blocks
blocks incentives
incentives for
for

people to lift themselves out of poverty:
Our Repub'ican
Republican Personal
PersonalResponsibThty
Responsibility Act

offers compassionate approaches that promote personal responsibility,
respansbiIity, require work and
farrdies. It works to hft
strengthen families.
lift families and

7
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their children
children out
out of
of the
the govemmenVs
govemmenrs harm
barnmock and
and back
back on
on to
to their
theirown
ownfeet.
feet Our
Our proproposal
posal brings
brings the
the welfare
welfare system
system c'osest
closest to
to the
the
-people that need it most by giving block grants
to the States.

Welfare
Welfare has
has become
become aa way
way of
of life
life for
for milmillions
of Americans.
Americans. Our
Our current
current system
system imps
traps
ions of
people
people in a cycle of dependency and despair
despair
and offers httle
little in the way of hope and opporopportunty. It is responsible
tunity,
responsib'e for spawning
spawning crime,
crme,
drug use, problem-ridden
problem-ridden schools
schools and
and other
other,
social ills, forcing taxpayers to subsidize
these.
Mr. Chairman, restoring America's
Amenca's work

ethic, a sense of self-respect
self-respect and
and community
community
responsibility will alleviate
alleviate much
much of
of the
the social
social
decay we see today.
today. Our
Our Republican
RepubIcan welfare
reforms will leave aa more
more civil
civil and'
and compassionate society for our children and grandchildren. The Personal Responsibility Act replaces the Federal hammock with family security and responsibility.
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, this is an extraordinary week for the House of Representathe American
American people.
people.
tives and for,
for the

What we,.
we. are
are seeing
seeing on
on the
the floor
floor of
of the
the
House of Representatives constitutes a war on
the poorest women and children in our country
in order to pay for tax breaics for the wealthy.

The Republican Party, which recently held a
fundraiser and raised Si 1 million
milion doflars
dollars in
peopte
one night from some of the wealthiest people
in this country are hew,
row, under
under the guise of
weUare reform,
reform, savagely
savagely cutting back on a
welfare
wide
wide variety
variety of programs which are
are desdesperately needed by the weak and defenseless—by children,
children, by
by the
thee3derly,
elderly, by the hunhungry, disabled and the sick.

Sixty-nine billion
biflion dollars are being cut back -ssstance programs over .a 5on low-income ssistance
year period in order to serve as a down payment
ment for
for tax
tax breaks
breaks for
for the
the rich.
rich. Robin
Robin Hood
Hood
in
in reverse.
reverse. We
We take
take from
from the
the poor
poor and
arid give
give to
to
the rich. We take away school lunches from

hungry
hungry chidren
children. -and
andserve
serveUp
p two
two inartini
martini
corporate bosses.
bosses. What
What courage.
courage..
lunches to corporate
At a time
thiscountry,
country,before
beforethese
these cuts,
cuts,
time wI-len
wen this
already has the highest rate of childhood poverty in the
it is
the industrialized
industrializedworld,
wotid.it
is clear that
the major problem facing low-income children
chi'dren
is that
that they
they do
donot
notfully
fullyunderstand
understandthe
the
work-•
woing of the entrepeuria!
entrepeuna! system. If only the low-

income children, who
who are
are going
going to
to see
see cut
cut
backs in nutrition programs,
programs, health
4eath care and
chi'd care—had the sense
sense to
to pay
pay Si
Si,000
child
,000 aa
plate for a Republican fundraiser,
fL'ndraiser, things
things would
would
be different.
The Department of Health
Heafth and Human Serv-

ices estimates that 6 rriiUion
miUion children will be
thrown off welfare as a result of the Personally
ResponsibUty Act. Conservative estimates
Responsibility
show that in the year 2000 close 10400,000
to 400,000

or
or 40 percent of
of disabled
dsabed children
children will
will no
no
lorger receive
longer
receive SSI
SSI benefits;
benefits; 14 million chddren
children
would continue to receive some food stamps,
but at a reduced
reduced level;
eveI; over
over 22 million
milbonchildren
thildren
would no longer be eligible for school lunches;
1
milion
million chiidren
children would
would no
no longer be fed in
child care settings; close to 400,000 children
would be denied
denied child
child care;
care;andand 60,000 chilchil-

dren would lose access-to
access'to foster care and
adoption assistance.

In the year 2000 the State of Vermont will
lose
lose Sb
SlO million
million in cash welfare and education, training and
and employment
ernpoyment programs for
welfare recipients and
and 2,4.50
2,450 children
children will be.
dropped from assistance. In the same year,
Vermont will lose S5.1
S5.i miflion
million in
in aid
aid for blind

-
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and disabled children and 500 children will be
arid
aropped from the rolls. Vermont will lose close
dropped
to Si million
mlbon in schoo
school lunch
lunch funds
funds and
and 4,100
4,100
children will no longer receive free or reduced
price meals.
meals. Vermont
Vermont will
wiltlose
loseSiS.6
.6 million in
child care funds and 990 children will be de-

WELFARE REFORM IS ABOL'T
DWIDUAL
fl'DWIDUAL HUMAN
HUMAN BEINGS
BELNGS

H3
H3

who have helped me over the past five
to reach my goal. Thanks for not girl.
givii
on me.
ou

-

(Mr. SKAGGS
SKAGGSasked
asked and
and was
was given
given
permission to address
address the
permission
theHouse
Housefor.
for, 11

SPECIAL
ORDERS
sPEcIAL ORDERs

.minute and to revise and extend his reThe SPEAKER
The
pro tempore.
tempore.1t
SPEAKER pro
marks, and include extraneous matter.) the Speaker's announced policy of
nied care.
care..Vermont
Vermontwifl
wfl lose
'ose $3.5
S35 million in
n
Mr. SKAGGS. Mr. Speaker, the welfunds for the
the child
chd and
and adult
adult care
care food
food pro- fare reform debate that we are engaged uary 4, 1995, and under a previous c
the House,.
House,.the
thefollowing
followingMen
Me
gram and 4150
children
4150 children will
will lose
ose their
their daily in is nt about politics, and it is not of the
will be recognized for 5 minutes
minutes ea
ea
meals. Vermont will lose S9 million in food about abstract policy;
pcñicy; itit is
is about
aboat peopeosarnp funds
stamp
funds and 25,386
25,386 children
chdren would
would re- ple, about human beings.
WESTE
COMMERCIAL sPACE
SPACE CEcrEB
CEiTEB LL
Li
WEs7Z COMMERCIAL
ceve
ceivereduced
reducedfood
food stamp
stamp benefits.
benefits.
51QL'G
SIQNL'G
And one person
person in
in my
my hornetov-n
hometown of
of
We all recognize that the current welfare Boulder, Colorado recently had this to
The SPEAKER
SPEAXER pro
proternpore
ternporeUn
Un
system is
s not
not working
working weU,
well, but in reforming tell
order of
of the House, the ge:
tell me:
me: Five
Five 3'ears
years ago I was pregnant previous order
ge
the system we do not want to punish some of and abandoned by my husband. I had woman
from
California
[
the most vulnerable people
peop'e in our society.
SEASTRAND] is isrecognized
recognized for
for S5
no home, no job. no money but I had a SEASTRAND]
Tnis House just passed an unfunded Fed- goal in my life—to be an education spe- utes.
This
eral mandate
mandate bill
bill and,
ard, as a former
fornier Mayor,
Mayor,
Mrs. SEASTRAND.
Today II have
have 'reached
reached my goal.
goal.
SEASTRAND. Mr.
cialist. Today
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,
suppoted that
bill is I have a happy 4-year-old daughter. I Friday the
supported
that bill.
bill. This
This wetfare reform bill
the 25-year
25-year lease
leaseagreenien
agreeeni
unfunded Federal
Federal mandates
mardates have a job that I love, teaching young tween the Department
one of the largest unfunded
Department of
of the
the Air
Air FF
that
that the State of Vermont wiH
will ever
ever experience.
experience. children. If it weren't for government
governnient and the
the Western
WesternCommercial
Commercial S
If we are serious about real welfare reform
programs such as Self-Sufficiency, Center—better
Center—betterknown
kowasasthe
theCaJ.ifc
CaJ.ifo
than we must be talking
talking about
about aa jobs
jobs bill
8, immunizations,
immunizations, Medic- Spaceport
bill WIC, section 8,'
Authority—was Ill
fi
which can employ those people who are leav- aid.
aid, food stamps
stamps and LIHEAP
LIHEAP II would
would —signed.
-signed. ItIt was
wasan
an arduous
arduous process
process
ing welfare. We must
must be
be talking
taking about increas- not have reached my goal.
tested
thecommitment
tested the
comlriitrnenttotocomnme
cornme]
"We
ing child care, job training, and educational
"We can't
can't know,"
know." she goes on, "we
"we space development on all sides.
know the individual ciropportunities. If our goal is to get people
peop'e oil
off can't
this agreement
Although this.
agreement had
had
for assistassist- agreed upon in principle for
w&fare and into jobs, then we must provide
provide cumstances of all who ask for
welfare
for month
montl
think anyone
anyone plans
plais to or was nearly derailed by an overzea
the infrastructure for that transaction. Not to ance. I don't think
overzea
do that is to simply punish poor people
peop]e for wants to beg for help. Thanks for not civilian
civilian bureaucracy
bureaucracy within the
giving up on
on me."
rne.'
being poor.
• partment
partment of
of the
the Air Force. In
In essi
ess
We have got to reform welfare but as what
Mr. TORRES.
Mr. Chairman,
TORRES. Mr.
week we
we
Charrnan, last week
what would
wouldhave
havetaken
takenless
lesstha
th
we
do
it.
it,
we
cannot
give
up
on
decent
saw how the Republicans
Republicans eagerly
from
eagerly take from
sector.took se
se
-days in the private sector.took
working families,
famifles, senior citizens and children. young women like this.
months because of the arcane
arcane ma:
ma
Mr. speaker, here is the full text of in which the federal
When II went
When
wenthome
hometotomy
mydistrict
strict I stopped.
stopped.
federal governmeiit
government Iit
what
this
young
woman
told
me:
roe:
by an
an elementary
eIementa' school—I
school—I wanted
wanted to
to see
see for
for
to operate.
Fce years
Five
years ago.
ago, I was pregnant
pregnantand
ad abanabanmyself the
the importance
impotance of Federal
myself
Fed&aI nutrition proThere were
were two key issues at w
There
doed by
bymy
mybusband
husbandwho
who was,
was, in
in his own first,
grams and
an totolearn
learnwhat
whatthese
these meals
meals mean
mean to doned
first,
the
release of 3 million in
words. "not
words.
'not ready"
ready"for
fr the
the resposthility
responsibility of
of
the children.
viously awarded
viously
awardedFiscal
FiscalYear
Year1994
194
pareothoodi
I
had
no
home,
no
job,
no
parerthoo&
I
d
no
home,
no
job,
no
What I saw were children being fed a hot money,
Defene grants to
money. and
andno
noinsurance.
thsirance.And
AzdI Iwas
'as worried,
worried. partment of Defense
and nutritious
nutitous rnea—the
meal—theonly
onlydecent
decent meal
meal I had a goal for my life—to be an environ- Space Center;
second, signing
signing
Center: and
ad second,
I

,.

they eat
they
eatthe
th ertire
entire day.
day.

The cold and heartless attack we are witnessing is
is appalling.
appa!ing.
Hunger affcts
Hunger
afftcts up to
to 30
30 million
milHon Americans,
Americans,

i2 mHon
million of
children.My
Mycongrescongres2
of them
th areare
chtdren.
sional
district,the
theEast
East San
San Gabriol
Valley of
of
soa
district,
Gabrl Va]ey
Angeas County,
Cour1y. will be the moit'
Los Angeles
most heavily
heavily
irpacted ininaH
impacted
all of Ca!Iornia.
California. 4,000
41,000chUdren,
children,

dstrit alone,
in my district
alone,will
willbe
benegatively
negatively irnimpacted
proposal to
to cut nupacted by
by the
the Republican
Repubcan proposa
trition programs.

'

mental
educationteacher.
teacher. Row
Row was
was I going lease itself which would then aa
meta1 educaticto do this and be a single parent? I still had construction to
to begin
begin on
on the
the first
first;
to complete
coriplete my
my education!
orbit commercial spaceport
spaceport in
in .&
Today, I have reached
reacted my
my goal.
goal. I have a ba.
4-year-old daughter
daigter who,
happy 4-year-old
who,contrary
contrary to ica.
The DoD grants
grantswere
wereawarded
awardedini
articlein
inU.S.
U.S. News
News and
World Report
Report
aanarticle
ad World
were awarded I1:
which states that fatherless children were cal Year 1994. They were
more likely
more
likelytotohave
havelearning
le .rLg disabilities
disabilitiesand
ad pendently
of the
the 25-year
25-yearlease
leasewith
wit
pendently of
behavioral problems,
behavioral
problems, is
is well-adjusted
weU-ad.justedand
ad Air Force.
Force. On
OnOctober
October28,
28, 1994,
1994.
ha been
has
beentested
testedas
ashaving
having an
an above
above average Sèc±'etary
Secretary Widnall
Widnall announced
announced the
a jobthat
thatI Ilove,
love,teachiflg
teaching young
young
IQ. I have
av a job
negotiate aa 11
children about
about our
ourenvironment
enviroment and
children
and how to Force's intention to negotiate
.

-

-

•

care of it.
it. These
These are
are children
childen of tax- with the Space Center, no mention
We a know that hungry students are fa- take
paying 'citizens
cit1zes who,
who, through
through their
their taxes, made of a link between releasing
tigued, cannot concentrate
concentrate ai-.d
ar.d end up doing supported me during hard time. I feel that. grants
- and Lig-ning
grants-azid
signing the
the lease. Yet,
worse than their peers on
cn standardized tests. by
by educaung
educating their
their childrefl,
children, I am helping to some
some reason, release of grant fundi
fud.s
I
urge my Republican
RepbIican coUeagues
colleagues to visit repay
repar that debt.
debt. IfIf itit weren't
werent for
forState
Stateand
ad cause
cause tied to the
the lease
lease sigrJ.ng.
sigring.

their
their schoo's.
schools. before denying
dehying this small but essential program
program from
from our
ourchHdren,
children,

You cannot disguise the
the tact
lact that
that block
b'ock
granting nutrition
is taking
taking food out
nutiftion programs
pro.'arns is
of the mouths
mouths of
of children,
chdren, to
to fill
fill the
the trough that
feeds corporate
C3rpoate subsidies.

Mr.
Mr. SHAW.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I move
SAW. Mr.
that
th Ccrnmttee
that the
Ccrnmittee do
donow
now rise.
rise.
The motion
motion was
was agreed to..
Accordingly, the Committee rose;
ad the
and
theSpeaker
Speakerpro
protempore
tempore [Mr.
[Mr.
LATOURZTTE]
TOURZTTE]
having assumed the

chair, Mr. LINDER,
chair.
LINDER,Chairman
Chairnan of the
of the
Committee c-f
the Whole
Whole House
House on the
State of
State
of the
the Union,
Union reported
reported that that
that
Committee, having
having had under consideration the
thebill
bill (H.R.
(H.R. 4)
4) to
to restore
restore the
the
American
family, reduce
American family,
reduce illegitimacy,

local
iccal government
government programs
programs such
such as
as Project
Project
This lease
lease had
hadbeen
beenagreed
agreedupo:
upc
Self-Sufficiency,
Housing, principle
Self-Suificiency, W1C, Section 8 Housing.
principle for
formore
more than
than four
four mci
rno
Free
lmrrninizations,
Immunizations,
Medicaid,
Medicaid.
Food
1994,mee
rne
Starnps, and LIKEAP,
Stamps,
LIEEAP. (low-income energy During a December 15, 1994,
the Air
Air Force
Forcegeneral
generalcc
c
assistance program),
program). all of which I have re- between the
ceved benefits
ceived
benefits from,
from, I would not hare been
bees sel's office and the Space Center,
Cente:,
able to reach my goal. I qualified for and re- Space Center was told they would i1
cFed these
ceived
thesebeneflts
benefitswhile
whileworking
workingfull
fulltime
tim a draft of
of the
the lease
leaseby
byJan\ary
Jana.ry1,1,i&
1
and taking
and
takinga full
a full
course
course
load ia
at the
at te
Univertver- and
that
the
lease
would
be
signed
signel
sity of Colorado.
Colora.o.
Today I am happy to know that some of January 15, 1995.
On January 30, 1995—30 days afti
afte
my taxes a.re
are going
going to help others like myself
myself
who are
are tsying
ying totoreach
reachtheir
theirlife
life goals,
goals, in was promised by the Air Force gen
spite
and
hardships
spite of
of difficulties,
diificuJties,obstacles,
obstacles,
and
hardsjs counsel's office—a '76-page
76-page lease wit
which
which are
are beyond
beyondtheir
theircontrol,
contri.
wa
submitted
to the 5;
conditions
wa-submitted
S
We- can't know
kt3w the individual
thd1vjthia cir- Center.
cumstances of all who ask
ask for
for assistaDce.
assistance. I
was traded
traded b
For weeks, the lease was
don't think anyone plans to or wants to beg and
forth. Signing was set .to t
for help. I also don't
dont believe that two years and forth.
place twice, yet both deadlines
pa
deadlines pa
of assistance is long enough for most people place
because civilian
civilian bureaucrats
bureaucrats kept
to complete education or job training and because
ing new conditions.
find a job
all their bills. ing
job that
that isis going
goingtotopay
ay all
conditions. For
For example,
example, c
.

-

-

control
cotro1 welfare
welfare spending,
spending, and,
and. reduce
reduce
welfare dependence,
weLfare
dependence, had
had come to no I would like to take this opportunity to thtion
d.ition 15
15 of
of the original
originai lease
lease addre
addr
resolution thereon.
thaflk all the taxpayers, friends and family liability and stated
thank
stated-that
that damages
damages
i
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not to exceed $10 million. But the bureaucrats decided to add environmental lang-uage
language to
to the
the lease—despite
lease—despite
the fact that the environmental issues.
had been addressed and resolved during

-
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ginia; New Mexico, Colorado, Texas,
ginia.
That 4.5 percent promise comes
comes with
with
Hawaii and others. But, more impor- all kinds of trap doors that will
will drop
drop
tantly, our nation stands to benefit. even more kids from the school lunch
There is enormous economic potential. program.

if we are willing to do what is necThe first trap door is that States
three review processes and the fact essary to successfully compete:
be required
requiredtotouse
useonly
only80
80per-V
would be
perthat no launches would take place for

As we saw at crunch time on the cent of the school block grant for
school meals. Governors may transfer
20 percent to other
other pro
programs.
grams. That
means a potential additional loss of $5
dollars from
fromthe
theprogra-n—sl
billion dollars
progra-n.--$1
billion a year. In my home State of

As we saw at crunch time on the
two years thus eliminating the possi- Vandenberg
lease, commercial space is
bility of an enviroru-nental
environmental problem.
problem.
a partisan issue—it.
issue—it is
is an
an American
American
Then the civilian bureaucrats de- not
issue. It is an issue where Republicans
Republicans
cided that the Space Center would have and Democrats can come together and
60 days to submit a certified insurance unite behind a cause that ultimately
policy. Clearly unreasonable because benefits all Americans.
insurance companies rarely, if ever,
issue certification of policies within 60
days.

Then, the bureaucrats decided that
there should be rio
no cap on the amount

that could be sought and awarded in a
liability suit.—then
suit—then Spaceport could be
sued for any amount of money. Obviously no reasonable insurance company
would issue a policy where they would
be required to pay unlimited damages.
In the end.
end, due in large part to bipar-

tisan support and participation, the
primary lease between the Space Center and the Air Force was signed.
Mr. Speaker, the process by which
this lease agreement came to be signed
should not be
be aa model
motel for future negotiations. ItIt should
tiaticins.
should have
have never
never reached
reached
an 11th hour deadline. It should have
never reached
reached aa point
point wherewhere the
the Space

Center was in danger of shutting its

doors. It should never have reached a
point where 'nundreds.
hundreds, and ultimately
thousands of jobs, could have been lost.

It should never have put tens
tens of
of mUrnfl-

0 2030

Connecticut, if the Governor had this
kind of discretion today and exercised
it, the School Lunch Program would

lose 32 million in 1995 alone.
The second trap door is that these
WELFARE REFORM: SHELL GAME
funding
are not guaranteed—
The SPEAKER pro tempore
tempore (Mr. they willincreases
be subjected to the political
LATOURETrE). Under
LATOURETI'E).
Under a previous order whims
of the annual budget process. So
of the House, the gentlewoman from the Congress
year will be able to
Connecticut [Ms. DELAURO] is recog- vote to reduceeach
funding
even more and
nized for 5 minutes.
drop even more kids from the program.
Ms. DELAURO,
DELAURO. Mr. Speaker, I rise to
The Republicans
Republicans also
also claim that
join my colleagues once again in expos- their bill
bill will cut bureaucrats, not
ing, the myths that the Republicans kids. They
ing.
They couldn't
couldn'tbe
befurther
furtherfrorn.
fro the
the
keep repeating about their welfare re-

form proposal and its impact on child
nutrition programs. Later this evening,
two of my colleagues will demonstrate
how the Republicans are misleading

truth. If Republicans were only
only interinterested in cutting administrative costs
they would have done their
their homework:
homework:

Tie entire administrative budget for
all USDA feeding programs is 3106
$106 milthe American people and how this lion
per year. The Republican plan
block grant plan clearly cuts funding would
cut
cut $860
$860 million
million in
in 1996
1996 child
child nunufor essential child nutrition programs. would
trition
programs
alone.
The
bottom.
But before they begin, here are the line is their cuts far exceed what is
facts.
needed to control administrative
administrative costs.
costs.
The Republicans claim their block
The
The truth is, ifif'the
theRepublican
Republican proprogrant does not cut funding for child nu- posal is
is
enacted,
enacted,3.600
3.600 kids
kids will
will be
be
trition programs, only the grow.th
grow.th rate
rate dropped from the School Lunch Proof these programs. They would like ev- gram in Connecticut in the first year
cear
eryone to believe that their proposal
proposal alone, and over half a million
million kids
kiäs will

lions of
liors
of dollars
dollars in
in private sector investment in jeopardy.
jeupardy. It should never have
put the future of corrimercial
commercial space de- increases funding for programs, such as
velopment in California on the line.
school lunch, by 4.5 percent each year.
One of the reasons the voters of The truth
truth is
is their 4.5 percent inAmerica responded as they did during crease in funding for School Lunch is a
the 1994 elections was because of prob- fabrication.
fabrication, In fact, the bill doesn't
doesn't
lems such as this. The American people even designate funding specifically
for
have demanded a smaller and more ef- the school
school lunch,
lunch,oreakfast,
breakfast, or any
ficient federal government that puts other school-based meal program. The
the interests of
of its
its people
people ahead
aheadof
ofev-•
ev- Republicans' numbers are nothing

be dropped nationwide.
The Congressional Budget Office has
concluded the Republican
Republican proposal
proposal will
will
cut $2.3
2.3 billion
billionover
over55years
years from
from school
school
based nutrition programs and $7
S7 billion
bI1ion

from all child nutrition programs over
5 years.

Republicans though don't want to
to.
admit this. They actually believe that
erything else. This lathes and gen
gen- more than assumptions—I
assumptions-_I repeat, as- these are not cuts. They boast that
tleman, is the essence of the Contract sumptions—of
sumptions-of how
may their plan provides savings. I ask you,
howmuch
much States
States may
with America.
While spaceport development and

choose to use for lunch programs.
Even if States spent all of the money

commercial space are not part of the they receive under this block grant,
100-day agenda, they are very much in this mythical funding increase would
line with the goals and spirit of
of the
the fall 3300 million short of the amount
104th Congress. Our government
goverIment must necessary to meet real needs,
needs. That is
be willing to make America a strong because the Republicans' plan won't
and vibrant competitor in the inter- keep pace with expected increases in
national commercial space market. program enrollment, inflation, or a
Further,
the government
governrnet must
Further, the
must dem- possible recession. These needs
needs require
require
onstrate to private
pnvate industry that they a 6.5 percent increase, so even the
are committed to making America a mythical 4.5 percent increase falls woeleader in the international commercial fully short.
space market.
The Republicans' mythical funding
Mr. Speaker, the time for action is also includes only cash assistance and
nrw. All of our international
internationa] competi- not the value of direct purchases of
tors—France, China, Russia, Canada, food goods such as cheese and fruit.
Japan. Australia—are moving
Japan,
moving forward
forward These direct purchases of food are a
in the commercial space arena. We can- critical part of the school lunch pronot fall behind. Spaceport development gram. In the first year, Republicans
must go forward in conjunction with cut $51 million from direct food assistan aggressive U.S. commercial space ance. Over 5 years, they cut $600 milpolicy.
lion. That is a total shortfall of 31 bilAnd who stands to benefit from this lion even if they live up to their hollow
approach? Certainjy
Certainly space states
states such
such promise of a 4.5 percent increase in
as Alaska, California, Florida, Vir- cash assistance.

savings, if
if you
you don't
dont
how can you have savings,
cuts? TI-ifs
This isisthe
have cuts?
thebiggest
biggest RepubRepublican myth of them all.
The tragedy
The
tragedy in this debate,
debate, Mr.
Mr.
Speaker, is that these Republican
Repubi1can

myths are being perpetuated so that

drastic cuts can be made in a program
that everybody agrees is working—and
working well. And the savings—the
saving.—;he
money that will no longer be
be used
used to
to
pay for a child's school lunch—wifl
lunch—win be

used to pay for a tax break for the
wealthiest
weaithiest Americans. It's shameful.
It's mean
1ts
meanspirited.
spirited. It's just plain
p!ain
Wrong.
wrong.

WELFARE REFORM

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a

previous order of the House, the gentleman from
tleman
fromTennessee
Tennessee[Mr.
[Mr.W.Ax?]
W.'.?] is
is

recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. WAMP.
WAMP.Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker,asaswe
weenter
eer

into this debate on welfare in ths
t!'.
country,
country, I think itit is
is important
important to
to re:reognizethat
thatmy
mycolleague
colleague
from
et
ognize
from
west

-
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RESPONSIBILITY ACT
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
PERSONAL
OF 1995

The SPEAKER pro tempore

(Mr.

DICKEY). Pursuant to House
House Resolution
Resolution

119. and rule XXIII. the Chair declares
119,

the House in the Committee of
of the
the
Whole House on the State of the Union
for the further consideration of the bill
HR. 4.
H.R.
0 1055
IN THE
IN
T coMNilTrEE
COMMITI'EE
OFOFTHE
THEWHOLE
WHOLE

Accordingly,
Accordingly. the House resolved itself into the Committee of the Whole
House on the State of the Union for the

further consideration of the
the bill
bill (HR.
(HR.
4) to restore the American family. re-

illegitimacy, control welfare
spending. and reduce welfare dependduce

ence, with Mr. LINDER
UNDER in
in the
the chair.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Committee of the Whole rose on Wednesday.
Wednesday,
1995, amendment No. 11
March 22, 1995.
printed in House Report 104—85.
104—85, offered
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by the gentlewoman from
frcm California
I am pleased to be proposing this ment is to make sure some of the pro[Ms.
LMs.WOOLSEY],
WOOLSEY]. had
had been disposed of amendment today because I think it
that do work stay in the Federal
and the bill was open for amendment at expands our resources significantly to grams
purview.
any point.
address the child care needs that will H.R.
HR. 44 repeals a transitional child
chiid
It is now in order to consider amend- develop as we reform welfare. But this
ment No. 13. printed in House Report amendment is not the whole answer. care program which guarantees day
for the children of parents who
104—85.
That is a point that is very important care
leave welfare. This is needed.
needed. ItIt repeals
repeals
AMENDMENT OFFERED
BY MRS.
AMENDMENT
OFFERED BY
OF
MRS.JOHNSON
JO5ON OF
to make because there was a lot of mis- an AFDC child care program which
cONNEcTIcIJr
CONNEcTICIJr
understanding in recent days as we de- provides day care for parents attemptMrs.
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr. bated this bill about how we are going
Chairman. I offer amendment No. 13. to manage the child care needs that ing to get off welfare, and H.R. 4 recare program
program for
for
printed
in House
HouseReport
Report104—85.
104-85.
printed in
welfare reform will impose upon soci- peals the at-risk child care
The CHAIRMAN. The clerk will des- ety. The heart of the solution is actu- people that try to stay off and do not
ignate the amendment.
ally not this amendment; the heart of want to go back on. and so we have this
The text of the amendment is as fol- the solution is moving welfare from a amendment before us which is a good
lows:
cash-gift basis to a cash-wage basis be- amendment because it has additional
everyone receiving
Amendment offered by Mrs. JOHNSON of cause if everyone
receiving welfare
welfare dollars for day care.
Connecticut:

Page 87,
87.
line 3,
3.
strike
"$1,943,000,000" and insert "S2.093.000.000".
"S1,943,000,000"
"S2.093.000,000".

The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the

rule, the gentlewoman from Connecti-

cut [Mrs. JOHNSON] will be recognized

for 10 minutes,
minutes. and a Member opposed
will be recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
MCDERMOTT, Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II
rise in opposition to the amendment.
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Washington [Mr.
(Mr. MCDERMOTT]
will be
be recognized
recognized for
for 10
10 minutes.
minutes.
will
The Chair recognizes the gentlegentlewoman from
from Connecticut
Connecticut LMrs.
[Mrs. JOHN-

were also working and we
we used
used our
our day
day

care resources to pay very skilled administrators and lead teachers, child
development experts to run these day
care centers,
centers. with welfare recipients
now being paid to staff them, then we
would in fact have the child care slots
that is
is curthat we need at the money that
currently available.

However.
However, Mr. Chairman, the amend-

ment has the correct idea; unfortuunfortunately the vehicle is the incorrect vehicle. Block grants will not be able to
provide more with less. If you are serious about taking people off welfare and

putting them to work, in many cases
day
you have to see there is adequate cay
care. That is what the programs
programs we
we are
are

So this is simply one step forward, ending tried to do.
giving States time and resources
resources to
to One of the best parts of the
the Federal
Federal
create really the much greater,
greater. broader
child care opportunity,
opportunity. better connected to education, work, and
and traintraining that real reform demands.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

program is taking care of three groups
needing
child care:
care:The
Thefamily
familyonon\\elelneeding child

fare trying to get off, the family that

was on welfare and doesn't want to go
back, and the family in danger of going
on welfare. If you work, want to work,
work.
or need to work, you often need help—
0 1100
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise today to urge
especially if you are a single head of
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
MCDERMOTT, Mr. Chairman, I household. I commend the woman and
support of the child care amendment yield
myself such
myself
such time
time as I may Mrs. JOHNSON for putting forth this
which I am offering along with Con- consume.
SON].
SON].

Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut,
Connecticut. Mr.
Chairman.
Chairman, I yield myself such time as
I may consume.

gresswomen
PRYCE,
PRYCE.
DUNN,
and
WALDHOLTZ. which
which raises
raises the
the authorauthorWALDHOLTZ.

Mr.

amendment,
amendment.

Chairman,
Chairman, Members of the
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr.
House, we have again a fig leaf on the Chairman,
ization level for the child care grant by House.
before yielding to my colother
side.
They
have
written
the
bill,
bill.
S150 million
Sl50
million aa year for 5 years.
league
from
I yield myself such
have gotten it out here.
here. Then
Then they
they time as I mayOhio.
Mr. Chairman, there are three main they
consume.
a
poll.
On
Monday
they
did
a
poll;
did
they
did
a
poll;
points I would like to make with re- a Republican pollster did a poll, and Mr. Chairman, I do want to mention
spect to this amendment.
that 67 percent of Americans be- that this amendment was put in well
First, requiring adults to work in ex- found
lieve
the
should help pay before that poll. This is not a poll rechange for their benefits will increase for child Government
care
for
mothers
on welfare. sponse. This was put in after all the
the need for child care. This is inevi- They found that 54 percent
of committees.
committees. We had a
out of
those bills came Out
table. Fully 63 percent of families on surveyed opposed eliminatingof
chance to evaluate their interaction
requireAFDC have children age 5 and under. A ments to State-set minimum health and how the program would work, and
significant number of children
children who
who are
are
safety standards for child care. So this is the money that then we decided
in school still need after-school care. and
they said, "This
awful what
what we
we did.
did. was needed to be added in order to en'This isis awful
since the school day and school
school year
year We've
sure that welfare
welfare reform
reform will
will work
workfor
fo
Weve cut 400,000
400.000 kids out
out
of
child
of
child
are much more limited than the typi- care."
women and children and provide secucal workday and work year.
the future.
future.
So they have come out here with an rity and opportunity in the
In an ideal world, extended family amendment
Mr. Chairman. I yield 2 minutes to
today.
It
is
a
fig
leaf.
It
would be able to provide some amount puts 100.000
the gentlewoman from Ohio [Ms.
{Ms.
100.000 back
back on.
on.There
There is
is still the
of this care. But in today's
todays world day 300.000
PRYCE].
kids who will not get welfare PRYCE).
care and the need for day care is a re- child care under this bill.
Ms. PRYCE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I rise in
ality for those on welfare and
and those
those
strong
support
of
this
amendment ofThere
should
be
no
mistake
about
it;
gaining independence.
fered by my friend, the gentlewoman
this
does
not
solve
the
problem.
The
Second. reduced child care funding gentlewoman from Connecticut (Mrs. from Connecticut [Mrs.
[Mrs. JOHNSON].
JOHNSON]. comcomputs the squeeze on the working poor. JOHNSON] is absolutely correct. It is a mend her for her efforts, and in strong
In recent years. AFDC participation fig leaf because they got a poll that objection to the fact that there was a
rates have resulted in States offering said they were in trouble.
statement from the other side that this
the program tilting more and more toMr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 2½ minutes to was the result of a poll. This is the reward welfare families and away from the gentlewoman from
from Connecticut sult of mostly hard work, consultation
consultation
the working poor.
[Mrs. KENNELLY].
with Governors and working the numThirty-five States reported last year
Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Chairman, this bers, as the gentlewoman from Conthat they have a waiting list for sub- goes right to the heart of the debate,
debate.
[Mrs. JOHNSON]
JOHNSON] just
just alluded
alluded
sidized chi)d
child care for working poor. My
My and the gentlewoman from Connecticut necticut
to.
State of Connecticut does not even (Mrs.
LMrs.JOHNSON]
JOHNSON] and
and I have worked on
people from
Mr. Chairman, moving peopie
maintain a waiting list anymore, since some of these issues over the years, but welfare
work and toward self-suffialready spoken
spoken we part company today in addressing ciency istothe
all slots opened up are already
central goal of welfare refor.
day care;
care: the reason is that the Repub- form. But only by removing the barAs we require more women on wel- lican bill block grants and sends everyto work can we achieve this goal.
fare to work, this problem is going to thing back to the State. What we riers
It is
is clear
clear that
that lack
lack of
of affordable
get more serious, not less serious.
would like to do in the Deal amend- quality child care is a primary
primary obstacle
obstacle
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to employment for many parents. espeMr. Chairman, the beauty of the gen- why I cannot support this bill, but the
cially single mother-s.
mothers. IfIf we
we are
are going tlewomans
tiewoman's amendment is that
that she
she gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
fromConnecticut
Connecticut[Mr's.
!Ms.
to require
reouire work, and we should, our Na- goes way above what the CBO
CBO baseline
baseline JOHNSON) is marginally improving the
tion
s
children
must
not
be
forgotten.
tions children must not
projects for spending over this 5 years. bill with her amendment.
As the work participation require- CBO baseline says 9,396.000.000. With So, Mr. Chairman, I would urge the
ments under H.R.
HR. 44 are
are phased
phased in.
in. the
the the amendment offered by the gentle- support of the amendment offered
offered by
by
demand for child care will increase dra- woman from Connecticut IMrs. JOHN- the
the gentlewoman from Connecticut
matically. Federal child care dollars SON]
SONIwe
weare
arenow
now up
up to
to 10.515,000.000.
10,515.000.000. So [Mrs.
IMrs. JOHNSON] but urge the defeat of
will need to
to serve
serve today's
today's working
working there is a sizable increase over what the bill.
poor. as well as the new welfare fami- the CBO baseline projects,
projects. and I am
Mr. GOODLING.
GOODLINC. Mr. Chairman, as

lies who will be entering the work- happy to support the gentlewoman's
gentlewomans
place.
amendment.
All Americans have an interest in
Mr. McDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I
meaningful welfare reform that en- yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from

the designee of the gentleman from
Texas IMr. ARCHER]. I move to strike

the last word in order to receive the 5
minutes of debate time as provided for
Nation also
also has
has an
an Michigan IMr. KILDEE]. and I ask unan- in the rule.
courages work. Our Nation

intense interest in ensuring that our imous consent that he be allowed
allowed to
to The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has
children are
children
arecared
cared for,
for, especially in control that time.
that right.
their early years so that they can grow
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr.
Nir.
into responsible,
responsible, productive
productive citizens. to the request of the gentleman
gentleman from
from Chairman, how much time do I have re-

The investment H.R. 4 makes in child
care will contribute to this goal. Young
children watching parents go to work
every day is a lesson in life that cannot
be taught any other way.
Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues
to support the Johnson-Pryce-DunnWaldholtz amendment to make sure we
take care of Americas
America's children
children while
while
their parents
parentsexjirience
exrience the
of
the dignity of
work and move into self-sufficiency.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT. Mr.
yield
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. LEvIN].
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman,

Washington?
There was no objection.

maining?

The CHAIRMAN. Eight and a half

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in minutes.
support of the amendment offered by Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Inthe gentlewoman from Connecticut cluding the 55 minutes
minutesjust
just yielded?
IMrs. JOHNSON] because it makes the
[Mrs.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentlewoman
gentlewoman is
is
The
bill marginally better. But the struc- correct.
ture that has been changed in this bill
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. N'Ir.
really will not permit me to vote for Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 2 minutes to the genthe bill itself, but I will support the tlewoman from Washington [Ms.
I.1s.
amendment in
in case
case this
this bill
bill passes.
passes. DUNN].
DUNN], a member of the Committee on
that we will have marginally recog- Ways and Means and the chief sponsor
nized that this child care is very, very of this amendment.
important. Let me give my colleagues
Ms. DUNN'of
DUNNof Washington. Mr. ChairMs.
an example.
man. on behalf of some of Americas
I have been in public life for 30 years neediest and yet valued citizens, we
now, and of course for 30 years. like begin the process of ending welfare as a
many of my colleagues in public life, I way of life and restoring welfare assisthave been asked to try to get people ance to its original purpose, to provide

this
amendment is better than nothing,
nothing. but
it really is not good enough. Real welfare reform is critical. The status quo
is indeed dead. The key to welfare reform is work, and important for get- jobs. I can recall in one instance I got temporary help to our neighbors in
ting people off of welfare into work is a woman aajob
job working
working in a restaurant need.
need,
child care.
in Flint. MI, and she had three chil- Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,Americans
Americansare
areaagenenH.R. 4 would gut the child care provi- dren, and she was so happy to get that erous people who have long demsions. and what this does is to try to job. but she really did not have any re- onstrated our commitment to help our
sions,
retrieve some of that. According
According to
to one
one liable child care. She worked
worked on
on that
that neighbors. families and children in
estimate. 32 percent
percent of
of what
whatisiscut
cutOut
out job less than 2 weeks and found that in need, but the American people also ask
of H.R.
HR. 44 would
would be
be restored here.
less than 2 weeks she had four or five for results for our efforts.
So. Mr. Chairman, a third of a loaf is different arrangements for child care.
care,
To the American taxpayers '.'ho
wi-o
better than none, but it is going to with her grandparents, with a sister. have, so far, spent $5 trillion to support
supoort
leave many people who are
are on
on welfare.
welfare. with a neighbor. One day the kids were what has been described by both sides
who must get to work, without the pro- left alone—that was the last day she in this House debate as a failed welfare
vision of child care. The Deal bill goes worked—left home alone,
alone. asking
asking aa system.
system, let me assure them that our
all the way in terms of making work a neighbor to look in once in a while on bill is a botton-up review. The Repubreality and making day care available,
available. them.
lican bill will remove the incentives
and that is why I support the Deal bill.
Mr. Chairman, that is a cruel choice that encourage welfare dependency and
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr. to give to women, to tell them that provide new incentives that encourage
Chairman. I yield such time as he may they should work. and certainly work work and lift people from the cycle of
Chairman,
consume to the gentleman from Penn- is much to be preferred to welfare,
welfare. but poverty.
sylvania [Mr.
[Mr. GOODLING].
C0ODLING], chairman of to force a woman to have no reliable
As part of providing support to the
the Committee on Economic and Edu- child care,
care. to rely upon a neighbor. a soon-to-be working mothers.
mothers, Mr. Chaircational Opportunities.
sister. a grandparent, and then the man.
sister,
man, we are offering an amendment
amendment
Mr. GOODLINC. Mr. Chairman, I worst choice, to leave them home that will provide an additional
additionai S750
thank the gentlewoman from Connecti- alone. and that, for her, was the last million in child care funding to these
cut [Mrs. JOHNSON] for giving me the she could choose, and she had to leave parents. As people move off welfare the
time and also for sponsoring the that job. Now we can do better
better than
than women with children,
children. especially orepreamendment.
that.
school children, could be caught in a
Mr. Chairman, when the legislation
Now I support the amendment offered trap. Rightfully they are required to
committee. I said to the Com- by the gentlewoman from Connecticut enter the work force,
left our committee,
force. and yet also
aiso
mittee on Ways and Means that I had IMrs. JOHNSON], but the
the structure
structure and
and rightfully they are worried about the
two concerns about what we had done the cuts we have here in child care are safety of their children.
children, Our amendin committee. One was that perhaps in enormous. By the year 2000.
2000, fiscal year ment helps newly working mothers
the outyears we did not have sufficient 2000.
2000, in Michigan. Michigan
Michigan will
will lose
lose meet their personal responsibility oblimoney. I was not worried about the 1st Sl6.l
S16.1million
millionfor
forthis
this and
and lose
lose almost
almost gations and address the legitimate conyear or the 2d year as far as day care 10.000 child care slots. Now,
Now. albeit the cerns for their children.
was concerned, but I was worried about Johnson amendment does marginally
Last Saturday, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. at
the outyears. and she is taking care of improve that,
that. under that Michigan.
Michigan. by
by home in Washington State I met with a

that. The other
other concern
concernthat
that I had the year 2000.
2000, will lose $12.1 million and group of welfare mothers at a Head

dealt
dealt with
with legal
legal aliens,
aliens, which
which 1I believe lose only 7.400
7,400 slots. But I am con- Start meeting. They were unanimous
unanimous
will be taken care of later also.
cerned about those 7.400
7,400 slots. That is and emphatic in their desire to get off
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welfare, but one thing they did ask for the basic fundamental problem with
Mr.
Chairman,
first
of all, I commend
help on was the responsibility of fund- this bill,
bill. it
work. cheats the gentlewoman who has offered
weak on work,
offered this
this
ing day care. Help them find good day children, andisrewards
rich, all of amendment, because I think it does
care, and they will take the respon- this to give a tax break the
to the wealthi- recognize a movement in the right disibility of finding work in the private est Americans.
rection to correct some of the provisector.
Chairman, I urge my colleagues sions of H.R.
HR. 4.
4. ItIt will
will in
in fact
fact add
add back
back
Mr. Chairman, as a single mother toMr.
vote against
against H.R.
HR. 4. I commend the additional funds. But as I look as the
who raised two sons, I know the value Members
for introducing this amend- scoring on this,
this. it appears to me that
of good day care and the peace of mind ment.
we are still talking about cutting the
when it is found. I urge my colleagues
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr. funding in this category by
by some
some S600
$600
to support this amendment.
Chairman. I yield myself 15 seconds.
million below current levels,
levels. I think
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield Chairman,
Mr. Chairman, I want to clarify the that is what places all of us on the
such time as she may consume to the RECORD.
bill sets
sets aside
aside S3.5
$3.5 horns of a dilemma
The Deal bill
gentlewoman from California [Ms.
dilemma in
in this
this debate
debate
billion. The CBO baseline estimate is about welfare reform. On the one hand.
PELOSI].
PEWsI].
move people
people
Ms. PELOSI.
PELOSI.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, as the S4.8 billion, for a total of approxi- if we are going to try to move
work. espegentleman from Michigan [Mr. KILDEE] mately $8.3 billion. With the Johnson off of welfare and on to work,
amendment. our bill will provide $10.5 cially is we are talking about mothers,
mothers.
pointed Out
out in
in his
his very
very poignant
poignant story amendment,
about the mother who had to choose billion for day care. So there is abso- the availability of child care is an essential ingredient in that formula.
between leaving her child at home or lutely nothing cut.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield 22 minutes
minutes to
to
going to work to provide for that child.
If we are in fact
fact under
under H.R.
HR. 4, even
nothing is more important in moving. the gentlewoman from Utah [Mrs. with the amendment, still cutting
transitioning, poor women from wel- WALDHOLTZ], a chief sponsor of this bill below current levels by $600 million.
fare to work than the availability of and an esteemed freshman colleague.
and if current levels are not adequate
WALDHOLTZ, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I to change the status quo,
quality child care, and that is what is Mrs. WALDHOLTZ.
quo. then we still
so sad about H.R. 4. because it elimi- thank the gentlewoman for yielding have a problem.

nates child care assistance to more time to me.

Our Deal substitute, on the other

Mr. Chairman, one of the greatest hand, adds $3.7 billion additional to the
than 400,000
400000 low-income
low-income children in the
year 2000,
2000. it eliminates child care fund- failings of our current welfare system child care fund, and in addition to that
ing now guaranteed for AFDC recipi- is that it forces people to choose be- we have some $424 million over a 5-year
ents participating in education, train- tween work and benefits.
period to assist the working
working poor.
poor.
ing or work
work activities.
activities. It
It eliminates One of the fundamental principles of
I think we all recognize that this is
should be
be enthe child funding now guaranteed for 12 this bill is that people should
en- an essential ingredient in making the
months to AFDC recipients making the couraged and rewarded for work.
work, and transformation from welfare
welfare to
to work,
work,
transition from welfare to work,
work. and it this bill gives them that opportunity.
and I commend the gentlewoman for
cuts more child care services by $2.4 But parents cannot reasonably be ex- this effort.
effort, I think it is a movement in
billion over the next 5 years.
pected to work
work their
their way
way Out
out of de- the right direction. I would like to
Now the amendment offered by our pendency if while they are working think,
think, however,
however, that
that our
our substitute
substitute
colleagues, the gentlewoman from Con- their children are not safely cared for. does a better job.
necticut
lMrs.
JOHNSON].
necticut [Mrs. JOHNSON],the
the gentleThe dangers of inadequate child care
Mr. FORD,
FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
woman from Ohio [Ms. PRYCE] and the are obvious. And forcing low-income gentleman yield?
gentlewoman from
Utah
[Mrs. parents to make a choice between welLMrs.
Mr. DEAL. I yield to the gentleman
WALDHOLTZ]. is a step in the right di- fare and work based on their ability to from Tennessee.
WALDHOLTZ],
rection, and I commend the sponsors afford adequate child care is cruel—and
rection.
Chairman, I want to
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
for offering it.
it, but I recall a story by undercuts our efforts to encourage
encourage associate myself with the remarks
the former Governor of Texas who said. work and promote self-sufficiency.
made by the gentleman from Georgia
'You can
"You
can put
put lipstick
lipstick on
on aa sow
sow and
and call
This amendment increases the bill's [Mr. DEAL] and just point Out that in
it Monique, but
but it's
it's still
still a pig." and child care block grant by $750 million,
Deal bill,
bill. putting work first,
first. you
this. I contend, is a cosmetic change to so that the States can fund their own the
this,
really put mothers into the work force,
force.
this terrible bill,
bill. H.R. 4.
affordable child care programs for low- and you provide additional child care
income and working welfare parents.
dollars
0 1115
dollars for those mothers to go to
It will help ensure safe care for our work,
work. in change from what
what current
current law
law
In my State of California, H.R. 4 cuts children,
children. and help their parents go to would
amendment
do. The Johnson amendment
Out 35,000
out
35.000 child
child care slots. This bill work and stay at work by giving them would
would, I guess,
guess. bring about some help.
would restore 9.000 of those. That, as I peace of mind that their children are would.
It will reduce the overall package from
said, is a step in the right direction.
cared
cared for.
400,000
400.000 to
to 300.000
300.000 children
children who
who will
will be
be in
in
It is interesting to me that our col- I am proud to join
join with
with my
mycolcol- need of child care, but the Deal bill
leagues keep saying
saying why
why are
are you
you criticriti- leagues in making this important
provides additional resources to ensure
cizing HR.
H.R.4.
4.ititisis aa great
great bill,
bill, and
and then change. and I strongly urge my
mycolcol- proper child care,
care.
come to the floor with 25 amendments change,
leagues to support this amendment.
amendment.
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr.
of their own to make the bill more acThe
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIR14AN. The gentleman Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the genceptable. this being one of them,
them. this from Washington [Mr. MCDERMOTT].
tleman from Florida [Mr. SHAWl,
SHAW], the
not being enough, because it does not has minute remainingMCDERM0Tr].
and has the chairman of the subcommittee and the
restore traditional, transitional child right to close.
chief author of the welfare reform bill.
care services that have been proven esMr. MCDERMOTT,
MCDERMOTT Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, to
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I thank
sential to move mothers with young extend
the debate I move to strike the the gentlewoman for yielding, and
children from welfare to work, does not last word.
word, and ask unanimous
unanimous consent
consent compliment
compliment her
her on
on aa most-needed
ensure that the additional funds
funds itit auau- to merge that additional time with
the amendment.
thorizes will even be available. It only time I am presently controlling.
Mr. Chairman, we have discussed this
raises the authorization level, and
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN, Is there objection in the subcommittee, we have dis1

without it being an entitlement, the to the request of the gentleman from
committee, that
cussed this in the full committee.
funds may never be there, and would Washington?

continue to cut. I repeat, cut child care
There was no objection.
services for more than 300.000 low-inMr. MCDERMOTT.
MCDERMOTT, Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II
come children in the year 2000. It would yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
continue to pit poor
poor parents and their Georgia [Mr.
IMr. DEAL}.
DEAL].
demands to children and to work
work to Mr. DEAL. Mr. Chairman, I thank
provide for those children. It addresses the gentleman for yielding.

the success of the jobs program in providing real jobs in H.R. 4 would require

the necessity for additional money to
be put into child care. I would like to
also point out to the committee that
under the
the Deal
Deal bill,
bill, the
the child
child care
carepropro.
under
vision is $8.3 billion over 5 years. That
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a total over 5 years. With the JohnThis lack of funding for child care assistance
Mr. MCDERIvfOTT.
McDERMOTT, II yield
yield 30
30 seconds
son amendment.
amendment, H.R. 4 will
will be
be $10.5
$10.5 bilbil- Could
mean that
that either
either welfare
welfare recipients won't to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
could mean
lion.
move into
work, or
move
into work,
or parents
willbe
be forced
forced to
parents will
to LEVIN).
So these are the figures. The Johnson leave their
their chUdren
children in
in unsafe
unsafe or substandard
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I have
amendment brings
brings H.R.
HR. 4 far ahead of care if they do get work.
tried
to
check
Out
out
the
figures of the
the Deal bill in the amount of money
CBO estimates that the Deal substitute will gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
fromConnecticut
ConnecticutLMrs.
iMrs.
that is put into child care. The figures provide
provide $3.7billion
billion inin child care spending to JOHNSON] and I truly think they are
are plain, the figures are there, and meet the$3.7
increased demand for child care as wrong. You are discussing just part of
you cannot argue with them.
more individuals
individualsmove
moveinto
intowork.
work. The
The subsub- the Deal bill and not all of the pieces
So this bill is much richer in child stitute also increases
child care assistance for that fall in place under the Deal bill.
care and recognizes the need for addi- the working poor by $424 million over 5 years Your approach provides less money
tional child care much more than the above the baseline projections.
when you take into account the whole
Deal bill. I certainly would urge all the
picture than would be the entitlement
The
Deal
proposal
also
consolidates
child
Members to support the amendment.
amendment.
provision under Deal. The analysis
analysis is
is
care
programs
under
a
uniform
set
of
rules
Mr. McDERMOTT.
McDERMOTT, Mr. Chairman, I
that you provide only one-third of
yield myself such time as I may and regulations, rather than having to comply what is cut by H.R. 4.
4, and the Deal bill
with a patchwork of rules under different proconsume.
keep
all
of
it.
would
all
of
it. Those
Those are
are the
grams.
Mr. Chairman, I would just
just point
point Out
out
facts.
The
primary
source
of
child
care
assistance
to the chairman of the committee that
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut.
Connecticut. Mr.
Mr.
he is mixing apples and oranges.
oranges. The
The under the Deal consolidated block grant would Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the genn the
theform
form of
of vouchers
vouchers that
that would
would be
be used
gentleman has taken away the guaran- be in
by parents with the child care provider of their tleman from Indiana [Mr. ROEMER.
tee of child care.
(Mr. ROEMER asked and was given
choice, Having worked on child care in past permission to revise and extend his reMr. Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the choice.
gentleman from Texas [Mr. STENHOLM].
STENHOLML Congresses, strongly believe we must con- marks.)
(Mr. STENHOLM asked and was tinue
tinue to support parental choice as we have in
Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, I rise
given permission to revise and extend the Deal substitute.
in
reluctant support of this amendhis remarks.)
In addition, the Deal substitute contains the ment, the Johnson-Pr-yce
amendment. I
Johnson-Pryce amendment.
Mr. STENHOLM. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I most aggressive work requirements of any bill think it is like throwing a bucket of
again want to come with one set of fig- we will consider today. We also support these water into Lake Michigan. We need
ures. only to hear what I believe to be work requirements with funding for the transi- that bucket of water;
water: we need all the
true is totally wrong. It makes me very tional tools recipients need to make the move help we can get in child care. I wish
confused. But I do commend the gentle- from welfare to work. Child care is one of the that it was more.
woman for offering this amendment, most important tools available for working
We have heard countless times in our
is

I

because in my opinion, she makes a mothers and believe we must provide
provide the
the Committee on Education and EcoEcovery badly flawed bill a little bit bet- necessary funding to see that they are able to nomic Opportunities
that child care is
ter. But I still believe very strongly work.
directly connected to getting people to
the Deal substitute is much better, and
Reluctantly, urge opposition to the John- work. I strongly support a tougher
I believe the debate will show this.
I

I

I want to quickly recount a little

conversation that I had with a pastor
in a church in my district. He said to
me, "Charlie. if you just do one thing
for me, I have five unwed mothers.
teenage mothers, in my church. If you
do just one thing for me,
me. give me the
child care money so that I can provide
child care while I tell that young
mother, go back to school and get an
education. I will tell her you get that
education, you make your grades, if
you will just help me get the money to
take care of her child when we do it."
it.'
That is what the Deal substitute is

son amendment and enthusiastic support for work requirement. But we
we want
want people
people

moving off welfare onto the work rolls.
Mrs. JOHNSON
JOHNSONof
ofCorlskecticut.
Connecticut. Mr. We want them to be good parents and
Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gen- good workers.

the Deal substitute.

tleman from
from Delaware
DelawareLMr.
LMr.CASTLE].
CASmE].

That is the way that you connect

Mr. CASTLE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I thank this together, by adequate funding in
the gentlewoman for yielding, and I child care. We do not want them to say
rise
rise in very
very strong
strongsupport
support of
of her go to work and neglect your family.
you cannot be a good parent. We want
amendment.
to do
do both.
both. This
Thisamendment
amendment
Mr. Chairman, I think child care is a them to
vital function of our welfare
welfare reform
reform efef- helps in a small way do that.
I had an amendment before the Comforts. If you are going to train people.
have people work, you need to make a mittee on Rules that would have alprovision for children. But I think we lowed States to match more money
program. but that was not alshould straighten Out a few
few facts.
facts. One.
One. into this program,
lowed.
is
it
the
welfare
reform
bill
that
we
are
proposing. a workable—a workable subproposing,
Mr. McDERMOTT. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
stitute. not what we are being offered debating here actually has more money yield 1MCDERMOTT.
minute to the gentleman
gentleman from
from
in it than the Deal bill as far as child
in H.R.
HR. 4.
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,I Icommend
commend the gentlewoman
for seeking to make improvements in the base

[Mr.
EMr.DE
DELA
LAGARZA.J
G.RzA.J
care is concerned. I say that respect- Texas
Mr. DE
Mr.
DELA
i GARZA.
GARZA.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, listening to the debate, a name burns in
my mind and in my soul. Alejandrita
Hei-nandez, 6 years old,
Hernandez,
old, her
herparents
parents
in a field in Florida.
Florida, She is
as we debate this also. Also the struc- working
raped and killed under a truck.
ture of all this has been criticized, the found
were poor working people. and
structure of going to a block grant. I if These
you
reduce
by one the availability of
would point Out
out a few aspects of going child
care,
child
care.
I
I
want
want it to burn in your
to a block grant which I think help mind,
Alejandrita Hei-nandez.
Hernandez. We are
mind. Alejandrita
with respect to the providing of child talking
about savings to give tax credcare.
its to the rich. We are talking about
First, ititprovides
First,
provides States
States maximum
maximum not welfare,
welfare. not revamping. We are
flexibility in developing programs that missing the boat altogether.
best suit the needs of the residents. It
As good
good intentioned
intentioned as all of us
promotes parental choice to help par- might be.
be, you have not done anything
ents make their own decisions on child to help Alejandrita Hernandez. You
care to best suit their needs, and we cannot bring her back. But it would
get rid of State set-asides which gives burn in my mind and soul that her
us more money as well. It gives us name would be forgotten so that we
flexibility, and I support the amend- can give tax credits to $200,000 and

fully. because I do respect the Deal bill.
Second. a lot of welfare recipients do
Second,
bill. Unfortunately,
tear that even were her
fear
amendment to pass, the
the child
child care
care provisions
provisions not even use State-supported child
would be inadequate. Therefore, rise in op- care. We need to understand that issue
I

I

position
position to

the Johnson amendment which

falls far short of the child care provisions contained in Mr. DEAL's substitute.

The Deal substitute provides sufficient funding for child care to meet the increased needs
under the plan's
plan's aggressive
aggressive work
work requirerequirements. KR.
ments.
KR. 4,4, on the other hand, reduces
child care
Child
carefunding
funding$1.4
$1.4billion
billion below
below levels
levels
provided for under current law and does not
ensure that child care will be available to individuals who need it.
This
amendment restores only slightly more
This amendment

than half of the funding needed to maintain

current law.
law. In
In addition,
addition, it still does not guarcurrent
antee that
that funding
fundingwill
will be available
avadable for
for welfare
welfare

recipients who
who need
need child
chId care assistance
assistance to
to
move into work.

ment.

over.
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Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr.
I strongly support the block grant child care; they should not be doing
Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the gen- and the fact that the gentlewoman that.
tleman from California [Mr.
IMr. BILBRAY).
BILBRAY]. from Connecticut
Connecticut(Mrs.
IMrs.JOHNSON)
JOHNSONJ is
So we suddenly have this little fig
who has had a lot of experience in this adding $150 million which
which will
will provide
provide leaf amendment. I urge that Members
area.
even more, certainly, that goes to child vote against this fig leaf amendment
Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II stand
stand care than we are providing now. A and for the bill of the gentleman from
here today not as a Member of Con- great deal is lost in
in the
theconfusion
confusion Georgia(Mr.
DEAL].
IMr.
DE].
gress. but as somebody who operated a among the various programs. I strong- Georgia
The CHAIRMAN. All time has exwelfare system for a county that was ly support the Johnson amendment.
pired.
Union, San
larger than 30 States of the Union.
Mr. McDERMOTT.
McDERMOTI'. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
The question is on the amendment
Diego County. I want to commend my yield such time as he may consume to
offered
by the gentlewoman from Concolleague from Connecticut
Connecticut because
because the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr.
IMr. necticut [Mrs.
IMrs. JOHNSON).
JOHNSON].
she shows the awareness of the reali- CLEMENT).
CLEMENT].
The amendment was agreed to.
ties out there that have been ignored
(Mr. CLEMENT asked and was given
by the Federal Government for too permission to revise and extend his re- The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider amendment No. 15 printed in
long.
long.
marks.)
I appreciate my colleague from Texas
Mr. CLEMENT. Mr. Chairman, I rise House Report 104-85.
being concerned about the tragedies in opposition to the Johnson
Johnson amend..
amendAMENDMENT OFFERED BY MRS. ROUKEMA
that have occurred. Those tragedies ment.
ment.
Mrs.
ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I
have occurred. Mr. Chairman, because
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, one
one of
ofthe
the biggest
biggest barriers
barriers to
to offer an amendment.
of the lack of innovative approaches work
work for
for welfare recipients
recipients isis their
theirinability
inability to
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will desbeing allowed
being
allowed by
by local government.
government. provide their child
child with
withsafe
safe and
and affordable ignate the amendment.
This amendment will actually allow care
care while
while they work.
The text of the amendment is as folwomen to participate in the
the child
child care
care
HR. 44 will
H.R.
willmake
make itit more
more difficult for single lows:
process, to be part of the answer rather parents
parents on
on welfare
wetfareto
tomove
moveinto
into work
work than
than itit
Amendment offered
Amendment
offered by
by Mrs.
Mrs.RouKEi:
Roux:
than part of the problem. And rather is right now.
114. strike
114.
strike line 4.
4, and
and insert
insert the
thefoUowfoUowthan what
what our
colleagues
on
the
other
our colleagues
other
H.R. 44 reduces
reduces child
child care
care funding
funding and
and propro- Page
ing:

side of the aisle would like to do, al- vides
vides no
no guarantee
guarantee that
that child
child care will
will be
be
larger, bigger bureauc- available to individuals who need
ways finance a larger.
need it.
it.
racy. this allows the recipients to be H.R.
H.R. 4 as it is currently
currently written
writtenreduces
reduces
part of the answer, to participate, to funding
funding for
for child
childcare
care services
services $1.4 billion
actually earn part of their benefits by below the current levels.
levels,

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
(b) ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTSWITH
WrrHRERETo ASSISTANCE
AssISTANcE FOR PREGNANT,
PRECNANr,
POSTPARTUM,
WOMEN,
POSTPARTUM, AND
ANDBREASTFEEDINC
BRASTFEEDINC WOMEN,
SPECT
sPECT

INFANTS. AND CHILDREN.—
INFANTS,
(1) MINIMUM
MINIMUM AMOUNT
AMOtMF OF ASSISTANCE.—The
A55ISTANcE,—The

participating in child care.
The Johnson amendment restores more State shall
Mr. Chairman, I think that the com- than
Page
Page 114.
114.after
afterline
line 11.
11,insert
insertthe
thefollowing
following
than half
half the
the cut
cut but
but still
still leaves
leaves funding
funding for
passionate approach that our
our col- child
child care
care services $650
current paragraph:
$650 million
million below current
(2) CosT
(2)
MEASURESREGARDREGARDCosr COI'TrAINMEWr
corrrAjNiwr MEASURES
leagues from Connecticut have shown levels.

should entice our colleagues on
on the
the
other
other side
side to join us in this good
amendment.

PARUANTARY INQUIRY
PARUAMENTARY
INQUIRY

Supporters
Supporters of H.R. 4 claim that their bill has
has
real work requirements and
and that
thatthey
theywill
will put
people to work. If
If this
this isis true,
true, they
they do
do not
not have
have
childcare
care and
and these
these people
enough money for
for child

Mrs. JOHNSON
Mrs.
notbe
be able
able to go to work,
work.
will not
JOHNSON of
of Connecticut.
Connecticut. Mr. will

Chairman, I have a parliamentary in-

So
So which
which is
is it?
it? Is
Is H.R.
H.R. 4 weak
weak on work as

ING PROCUREMENT OF
INC
OF IN'FANT
INFANT FORMJL.A—
FORMULA—
(A) IN
(A)
INGENERAL—The
GENERAL—The
Stateshall,
shall,with
withrereState
spect to
spect
to the
the provision
provision of
of food
food assistance
assistance to

economically
disadvantaged
pregnant
women, postpartum women,
women. breastfeeding
women, infants, and young children
children under
under

subsection (a)
subsection
(a)(l).
(1), establish and carry
carryOut
out aa

quiry.
we assert,
assert,or
orisisitit that
that H.R.
FiR. 4 is weak on fund- cost containment system for the procurement of infant formula.
for child
childcare?
care?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
gentlewoman ing for

will state it.

Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr.

Chairman, is it not procedurally correct that I close?

Which is
Which
is it?
it? You
You cannot
cannot have
have it both ways?
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, another
another day of debate,
debate, ananother hole
hole exposed.
exposed.

Mr.
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMOTr. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman yield myself
the balance
balance of my time.
myselfthe
from Connecticut is choosing to amend
We have talked about numbers here.
the committee position. The gen- The fact is that the bill that came out
tleman
from
Washington
[Mr.
IMr. of the committee, proposed by the genMCDERMOYr] took the committee posi- tlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs.
MCDERMOTT)
IMrs.
tion in opposition. He has
has the
the privilege
privilege JOHNSON]
JOHNsON] and
and others, repealed $4.6 bilof closing.
lion in child care. That,
That. plus the $8 milMrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut.
Connecticut. Mr.
Mr. lion that the gentleman from Georgia
Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gen- [Mr.
[Mr. DEAl..]
Di..] has.
has,isismore
morethan
than$12
$12 biltlewoman from Kansas [Mrs. MEYERS). lion.
lion, which is more money than was

0 1130
1130
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair-

presently in this bill. So there is no
question.

The gentlewoman from Connecticut
man, I rise
man.
rise in
in strong
strong support of this IMrs.
[Mrs. JOHNSON] assures us that there is
amendment and of the whole concept of no dealing with polls here,
here. nobody is
block granting.
worried about polls. Well.
Well. II have
have a

We currently have seven different story from the Washington Times on
Federal programs:
programs: Child care for the 5th of March where the
the gentleman
gentleman
AFDC.
AFDC, Transitional Child Care.
Care, At- from Pennsylvania [Mr.
IMr. C000LING]
GOODLING]
Risk Child Care. Child Care Develop- says.
says, "The
'The only
only major
major area
area of
of concern
concern
ment Block Grant. State Dependent
Dependent I have is the area of day care."
Care Planning and Development Grants
This has been known since the 5th of
Program,
Program. Child Development Associate March, when it was in the committee
Credential Scholarship Program. Na- of the gentleman from Pennsylvania
tive American Family Centers Pro- [Mr.
IMr. GOODLING]. He did absolutely
grain.
nothing about it.
This is certainly not a seamless proWhen it gets out here on the floor
gram. There is a great deal
deal of
of bureaucbureauc- and the American public figures out
racy and money spent. It is confusing
confusing what it is all about, suddenly they say.
to the recipients.
in the poll, the Republicans are cutting

USEOF
(B) USE
SAyOFAMOUNTs
AMOUNTSRESULTINC
RESULTING FROM
FROM SAyINCS.—The State shall use amounts available
ING5.—The
available

in costs
costs to
to
to the State as
as result
result of savings in
the State
State from
from the implementation of
of the
the
cost containment system described in subparagraph (A)
paragraph
(A) for the purpose
purposeof
of providing
providing
assistance described
the assistance
described in paragraphs (1)
(1)

through (5) of subsection (a).
through
'(C)
(C) ANNUAL
REPORTS.—The
Stateshall
shall
Armu.i. oRrs.—The
State
submit to the Secretary for each flscal
fiscal year
a report containing—
'(i)(i)aadescription
descriptionofofthe
thecost
costcontairm'ient
containment
system
system for
for infant formula implemented by
the State
State in
in accordance
accordancewith
withsubparagraph
subpararaph
(A) for
(A)
forsuch
such fiscal
fiscal year:
year: and
and
"(ii) the
"(ii)
theestimated
estimated amount of savings in
costs
costs derived
derived by
by the
the State
Statein
in providing
providing food
assistance described
assistance
described in such subparagraph
under such cost
cost containment
containment system
system for
for such
fiscal year
fiscal
year as
as compared to the amount of
such savings derived by
by the
the State
State under
under the
the
cost containment system for
for the
the preceding
preceding
fiscal year,
fiscal
year. where appropriate.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
The

gentlewoman from New Jersey [Mrs.
IMrs.
ROUKEMA] will
ROUKEMA]
willbeberecognized
recognized for
for 10
minutes, and a Member in opposition

will
will be recognized for 10 minutes.

KILDEE. Mr.
Mr. KILDEE.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I am

mildly opposed to the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

from Michigan [Mr.
IMr. KILDEE] will be
recognized for
for 10
10 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentle-

woman from New Jersey IMrs.
(Mrs. ROuRouKEMA].
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Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, I support the block fewer WIC participants which means that the
yield myself such time as I may grant approach.
approach However,
However, some block market is smaller and, subsequently, less of
consume.
grant supporters argue that States
States are
are an incentive for an infant formula manufacturer
Mr. Chairman, as you know, I am of- capable of carrying
carrying Out
out their own cost- to offer a low bid.
fering an amendment to H.R. 4 that containment systems without
without Federal
Federal
It
It has been suggested
suggested that,
that, as
as evidenced
evidenced

will require States to carry out cost- involvement, and that States
States will
will conconcontainment systems for providing in- tinue to carry Out
out cost-containment
fant formula to WIC participants under systems that best serve those in need.
fain
the family nutrition block grant in But we should not assume that States
H.R. 4.
will do the right thing when this kind
Mr. Chairman, this issue rightfully
rightfully of money is at stake.
has been the source of considerable deamendThat is precisely what this amendbate over the past few months.
do, Mr. Chairman.
ment attempts to do.

through past multistate systems, larger States

ciary one—to evaluate and monitor

rectly from the manufacturer at some type of

During the Opportunities Committee
markup, an amendment was offered by
markup.
my colleague from Michigan [Mr. KILDEE]. that would have maintained the
current system of competitive bidding

join with other large States and that small
States join with other small States because,
when they cross over, smaller States will benefit with a higher rebate which might fall below

the rebate that the larger States were originally receiving.
Four, fixed price procurement systems—

The Congress has an obligation—a fidu- State agencies purchase infant formula

how Federal tax dollars are being
spent.

And. I would argue against those who
And,

di-

discounted fixed price.
The infant formula can then either be distributed by the appropriate State agency or by the
retail stores.
And, this fixed price could be determined by
all three parties involved—manufacturer,
nvolved—manufacturer, agency, and retailer.

for infant formula for the WIC Pro- claim that this would be a mandate on
gram. This amendment, which I sup- the States interfering with flexibility
ported—the only Republican to do so— because my amendment neither tells
was defeated, which is why I am stand- the State what type of cost-containing
ing here
here today.
today.
ment measure to implement,
implement, nor
nor does
does
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the
the balance
balance
Many Members, including myself,
myself, it tell the State how much savings to of my time.
continue to be deeply concerned that. achieve.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, to
under the current system in HR. 4,
4.
Mr. Chairman, this is a good amend- extend debate, as the designee of the
which eliminates the existing competi- ment, and a necessary one. I urge my gentleman from Florida [Mr. GIBBONS],
GIBBONS]
tive bidding system for infant
infant formula,
formula, colleagues to support it.
I move to strike the last word and ask
States might no longer choose
choose to
to carry
carry
This amendment
amendment would
This
would require
require States to unanimous consent to merge that addiOut
competitive bidding.
out competitive
carry out cost-containment
cost-containment systems
systems for infant
infant tional time with the time which the

Mr. Chairman, under current law.
law,
States are required to have infant formula producers bid competitively for
WIC contracts, or any other
other cost-concost-containment measure that yields equal to
or greater savings than those achieved
under competitive bidding. And, currently, according to the USDA. this
system achieves an estimated savings
of over $1 billion annually which is

formula included
formula
included in food
food packages
packages provided
under the
under
the family
family nutntion
nutrition block grant.
The
The State will
will report
the Secretary
Secretary of
report to the
ofAgAgriculture on
riculture
onan
anannual
annual
basis:
basis:
thethe system
systemitt is
is
using; the savings generated
using;
generated by
by this
this system;
system;
and
and how this
this savings
previous
savings compares to previous
savings under
savings
under the
the Federal system.
system.
The State
State shall
shall use
use whatever
The
whatever savings
savings it
achieves
achieves for
for the
the purpose
purpose of providing services
to
to

the
the programs
programs under the family nutrition

gentleman from Michigan [Mr. KILDEE)
is now controlling.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection

to the request of the gentleman from
Washington?
There was no objection.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-

nizes the
nizes
the gentleman
gentleman from
from Michigan
Michigan
[Mr. KILDEE].

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Chairman, I am very disnant women, postpartum women, ternative cost-containment systems, States are appointed that the Committee on Rules
breastfeeding women, infants, and certainly
certainly not
not imited
limited to
to these
these options
options but can would not allow me to offer my amendused to provide WIC services to 1.6 mil- block grant
lion economically disadvantaged
disadvantaged pregpregWhile I am about to mention four current al-

young children every month.
month. This,
This, of
of combine andior devise new
new ways
ways to
to Contain
contain ment to require States to continue to
course, is why I support retaining com- costs.
use competitive bidding when purchaspetitive bidding.
One, multisource systems—State agencies ing infant formula for the WIC proAnd, although my amendment does procuring infant formula can award contracts gram.
not mandate competitive bidding.
bidding, I be- to the lowest
owest bidder
bidder as well as other manufacmanufacThat amendment would have
have saved
saved $1
Si
lieve that it takes a big step in ensur- turers whose bids fall within
within aa certain
certain price
price billion. Although I will support probing that States achieve the necessary
necessary range
range of
of this
this bid.
bid. States
States can
can determine
determine how
how ably. if I am persuaded, the amendment
savings in their infant formula pro- big this margin should be.
of the gentlewoman from New Jersey
gram so that eligible individuals can
Two, open market rebate systems—State [Mrs. ROUKEMA),
ROUKEMA). as
as it is well-intenreceive
receive essential
essential WIC
WIC services.
services.
agencies can negotiate separate rebates with tioned.
tioned, I am skeptical that it will realreaiImportantly, Mr. Chairman, my each infant
infant formula
formula manufacturer
manufacturer so that WIG
WIC ly do anything. There is a billion dolamendment would require that States participants
participants can
can choose
choose between those infant lars worth of difference between the
use the savings achieved under
under this
this formulas b&ng
being offered.
words
words "cost
' cost containment"
containment"and
and"com'comsystem for the purposes of
of carrying
carrying Out
out
These rebates do not increase
increase aa man
manufacufac- petitive bidding." A billion dollars
all services under this nutrition
nutrition block
block turers market
market share
share nor
nor will
will choosing
choosing not
not to worth of difference.
grant—child and adult care food,
food. sum- offer a rebate prevent a manufacturer from
The amendment of the gentlewoman
mer food, and homeless children nutri- having less shelf space.
from New Jersey [Mrs.
RouKEtj
tMrs. ROUKEMA)
tion. As a result. States are given the
This merely
mer&y assures smaller or newer infant would require States to use cost conflexibility to use these savings where formula manufacturers some access to the tainment measures. Prior to the enactthey see the greatest need.
WIC infant
WIC
infant formula market.
ment of the 1989 law requiring States
Moreover, my amendment would
Three multistate systems—cooperative pur- to use competitive bidding. States were
have States report annually to the Sec- chasing—States
chasing—Stateswithin
withinaaregion
regionof
of the
the U.S.
U.S. using a variety of cost containment
retary of Agriculture on the system cart
join together
together under one type
can join
type of
of rebate
rebate measures. We found that they
they just
just did
did
they are using.
using, the savings achieved. system
system to procure
procure infant
infantformula.
formula.
not work. The savings were
were minimal.
minimal.
and how this savings compares to that
Rebates
Rebates tend
tend to be higher in large
large States
States
That is why in 1989, in a true bipartiof the previous fiscal year. This is an because in those States there are more peo- san manner with the help of President
important part of the amendment be- ple which means that there will most likely be George Bush, we enacted a law to recause it gives infant formula producers more WIC participants and subsequently a quire States to use competitive bidding
the incentive to keep their bids low. larger market share at stake for which infant in the WIC program. We found that
Without this safeguard.
safeguard, no one has to formula manufacturers are willing to pay a when we required States to use that
know what, if any.
any, savings are being higher price.
competitive bidding.
bidding, Mr. Chairman,
achieved. Nor can we assess whether
Conversely, rebates
Conversely,
rebates tend
tend to
to be
be lower
lower in not mere cost containment, that we
fraudulent practices are adding to smaller States
States because
because these
these States
States have saved
saved SI
$1 billion
billion aa year.
year, 51
$1 billion.
billion. SI
$1 bilbilcosts.
smaller populations most
most likely
likely translating
translating into
into lion
lion that
that enabled
enabled 1½
1½million
million more
more
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pregnant women and infants to

be
served each month under the WIC pro-

gram.
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contract, if we
we used
used the
the language
language II the infant formula companies work in
wanted to use and which the gentle- the various States.

woman supported in committee,
committee, to
to her
her Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to
great credit, competitive bidding.
the gentleman from Oregon [Mr.
States will continue to use
use competitive
competitive
Competitive bidding saves $1 billion a WYDEN].
bidding. But only half the States were year. We found that out as
as soon
soon as
as we
we
Mr. WYDEN. I want to thank the
mandated that
that by
by enacted this in 1989. So the most generdoing that before we mandated
law. The other half were using indus- ous cost containment that could be gentleman for his good work.
me start by saying that I brought
try-favored cost containment systems. used
used under
underthe
the gentlewoman's
gentlewoman's lan- toLet
the floor a can of infant formula
I would like to ask a question of the guage would be far less a savings than
over 30
30 cents
cents a
gentlewoman from New Jersey.
Jersey, who I competitive bidding. There is a $1 bil- which costs a little bit over
know is the only Republican in comcom- lion worth of difference between cost can to manufacture and sells retail in
$2.70 aa can.
can. As
As aa
mittee who supported my amendment containment and competitive bidding. our stores for maybe $2.70
of the free enterprise system
on competitive bidding.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance result
that we brought to WIC on a bipartisan
Let us say that the State enters into of my time.
basis in 1989.
1989, as my colleague has said,
a contract with one of the infant for0 1145
1145
we get 1I billion dollars'
dollars worth of taxmula companies and gets aa $10,000
$10,000 rebate on a $5 million contract.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I payer efficiency on this program every
Would that qualify?
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from year.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, will Pennsylvania [Mr. GOODLINC},
But what I want to say to my colGOODLINC],
the
the gentleman yield?
leagues is that after all the talk of free
chairman of the committee,
committee.
Mr. KILDEE. I yield to the gentleMr. GOODLING.
GOODLINC. I thank the gentle- enterprise that we have heard from the
woman from New Jersey.
Jersey.
other side this session, as a result of
woman for yielding me the time.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I did
I want to echo what she said because this bill, even with the Roukema
not hear the gentleman. I could not it is what I have said since day
day 1.
I, that amendment,
amendment. we will be going back to
hear the gentleman over the din.
we do not believe in block grants as the old days of closed markets and
Mr. KILDEE. The question is, under revenue sharing. We set the goals and backroom contracting.
contracting,
the gentlewoman's language.
language, if a State that is what
what she
she isis doing.
We ought to note that the gentledoing.The
The gengenentered into a contract with an infant tleman from Michigan is correct. Back woman from New Jersey wanted to do
formula company
companyand
andgot
formula
gota $10.000
a $ 10.000 rere- in the old days, and it seems we cannot this right and to keep competitive bidbate on a $5 million contract, would get beyond the old days. But back in ding. What will happen even with this
that qualify under the gentlewoman's the olden days, States did not know all amendment is a lot of States will not
language?
those things. They learned all those have to do sealed bids which
which is
is the
the way
way
Mrs. ROUKEMA,
ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, if things now. Would it not be kind of to have real competition. We will also
the gentleman will continue to yield, if foolish now to walk away
away from
from the
the op- see the infant formula companies going
that is the cost containment program.
program, portunity of getting an extra $1 billion,
about this countryoffering
offering induceinduceyes. I believe that money would then or S2 billion if you can get that? So ments to thecountry
States to reject competibe reinvested back into the WIC
WIC propro- what she does is give that flexibility to tive bidding and go with cost containgram. I am sorry. WIC or any
any other
other the States. I cannot imagine any State ment.
part of the block grant, as I explained anywhere walking
waiking away from getting
I would like to mention that the Fedin my opening statement.
the biggest amount that they can pos- eral Trade Commission, the experts
Mr.
Mr. KILDEE.
KILDEE. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. $100,000
$100,000 sibly get. As I said,
said. they have learned there,
there. are alarmed not just about the
would qualify then, and Si
SI million how to do that now. Ten years
ago.
ago, negative aspects for WIC
WIC of
of eliminating
eliminating
would certainly qualify, right? If they they did not know that. Butyears
they have competitive bidding, they have written
entered into a contract with an infant the experience. So I think the gentle- to me and they have said that by elimiformula company and say we will get a woman's amendment is one that should nating competitive bidding. we will remillion dollars rebate on a $5 million be accepted and it will go a long way to duce competition for infant formula in
contract, a fortiori, that would qualify take care of those we wish to take care our stores and for the general market,
market.
under the gentlewoman's language?
in a flexible manner that more can
be
can
The
reason
that
is
the
case
is
the
way
Mrs. ROUKEMA. I think II am not served than have been served in the these giant infant formula companies
quite sure what the gentleman
gentleman is
is getget- past.
past. IIwould
would hope
hope all
all would support get known is to move into the WIC
ting at. but I think he is talking about her amendment.
market and get the public familiar
sole-source bidding, and maybe he is
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield with their product.
not going to make those same savings. myself
such time as I may consume,
consume.
I just say to my colleagues. particuThat, of course, is one of the underlyI would say that I certainly would larly on the other side, let us reinvent
ing reasons I supported the gentleman hope that we all learn from subsequent
Government where it does not work.
in committee.
served 12
12 years
years in
in This is an example of a program where
But I having served
We do not have all those benefits actions.
government know the
the influence
influence
enterprise,
enterprise. that the parties worked
here, but this is a giant step, it seems State
of the infant formula companies on free
on together in 1989, has worked. As a
to me,
me. in the right direction of exercis- State government. They do various
various
ing, maintaining the flexibility of the things on cost containment. They will result, we are going to be eliniinating
bidding. That is going to
States and still exercising our
our fidufidu- promise
promise the
the university hospital so competitive
take milk from the mouths of poor inciary responsibility.
much infant formula. They will promMr. KILDEE. My point is that
that under
under ise the health department so much. fants and it is going to give cookies
gentlewoman's language,
language,a a$10,000
the gentlewoman's
$10,000 They work very closely with the legis- and cream to the infant formula companies and that is wrong.
wrong.
rebate would qualify for a $5 million lature too.
Mr. Chairman, I include the following
contract, and a $1 million rebate would
I
know
that
there
can
be
other
infor the RECORD.
qualify under a $5 million
million contract.
contract.
not nearly as advantageous
FEDERAL TRADE
FEDE.RAI.
TRADECoMssJoN,
CoeossIoN,
The fact of the matter is that we would ducements
the women
women and
and
the taxpayers and to the
Washington, DC. March
March 16,
16, 1995.
1995.
do better under a competitive
competitive bidding
bidding to
as competitive
the
infants
as
bidding.
competitive
bidding.
If
Hon.
RON
RON
WYDEN,
WYDEN,
than a $1
SI million rebate under a $5 mil- you think they are going to do it.
it,
why
U.S. House
U.S.
1-louseof
ofRepresentatives,
Representatives,
lion contract. We found that
that out.
Out.We
We are you so reluctant to put it into law? Washington, DC,
DC.
would save much more under competiD REPRESENTATIVE
Pennsylvania
DEAR
REPRESENTATIVEWyD':
WYDEN:Chairman
Chairman
The
gentleman
from
Pennsylvania
tive bidding.
Steiger forwarded
forwarded a copy of your March 8.
[Mr. GOODLING] worked
worked with
with me in 1989. Steiger
1995 letter
So the gentlewoman
gentlewoman can
can see
1995
lettertotome
meand
and asked
asked that II respond
see the He.
respond to
He, George Bush,
Bush. and the gentleman
gentleman your
inquiries. In that letter,
letter. you indicated
markup they have on infant formula. from Oregon [Mr. WYDEN].
WYDEN], worked with your
House Economic
Economicand
andEducation
EducationOpopWe would do far more than even if we
we me to get that language in. I think we that the House
got a SI
Si million rebate on a $5 million need that language because I know how portunities Committee had voted to end the
competitive bidding requirement for infant

Many of you will

say. well, the
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formula contracts
formula
contracts that
that are
arepart
part of
of the SpeFinally,
in general.
general,when
when
additional
Finally, in
additional
pro-pro-mogeneous.
mogeneous, and where there are high barcial Supplemental Food Program for Women. ductive
ductive capacity
capacity and
and supply
supply created
created by
by aa new
new riers to entry.
Infants and Children ("WIC").
("WIC"). You
You also
also firm
firm is
is added
added to
to the
the market,
market. that
that additional
additional
The infant formula market
market has
has these
these very'
very
noted that three companies dominate the in- supply
supply will
also have
will also
have aa downward
downward effect
effect on
on characteristics.
characteristics,
The
top
three
firms acfant formula industry and you pointed to a price. Other things being equal,
equal. as the
the supply
supply
for in excess of 90% of the market in
possible effect in the general retail market of a product goes up. prices tend to go down. counted
the
the early
early 1990's.
1990's. Federal
Federal standards
standards for
for nutrinutrifrom
from eliminating
eliminating bidding
bidding requirements
requirements in
in
Competitive bidding in the WIC Program
quality and safety make infant forthe WIC Program. namely.
namely, that it might dis- makes entry into the market easier because tional
mula a relatively homogeneous product.
courage new companies from entering the in- a new or small company can, by winning one Each of the
top three firms selling infant forfor.
fant formula market. In this regard. you bid, assure itself of a large portion of the mula is a pharmaceutical
company; each is
company:
asked that, based on our experience in deal- market for an extended
extended period
period of
of time.
time. The
The similarly integrated: and each markets for-

ing with competitive issues related to the WIC segment of the market accounted for mula in a similar fashion.
fashion, Finally.
Finally, barriers
WIC and general retail market for infant formula. we respond to a series of questions.

approximately 40% of infant formula sales in to entry into the manufacture and sale of infant formula are high.
4. Last year. the state of California decided
rather than bid
bid Out
out a new WIC formula
formula cost
cost

1990's. Winning a WIC bid also efI should point
point Out
out that while I have not the early assures
the winning company of obstudied the proposed legislation to which fectively
significant shelf space at retail outyou referred. I have been involved in lengthy taining
lets, which can result in what
what the
the industry
industry
litigations relating to the WIC and general lets.
to as "spill-over" sales in the non-WIC
retail
retail markets for infant formula, and I am refers
market. The brand name recognition
able to provide you with my views on the retail
questions you have raised. These views, of resulting from the significant shelf space
course, are
are my
my own
own and
and do
do not
not necessarily
necessarily typically given to the WIC bid winner is a
course,

containment contract,
contract. they would extend

the existing contract for another year. However. because of the 1987
ever,
1987 competitive
competitive bidding
bidding
statute, the USDA required them to re-bid
the contract at the end of the year.
This process saved the taxpayer $22.4 million in the cost of infant formula.
formula, A similar
situation in South Carolina ended up saving
taxpayers $8.97 million in the cost of infant

reflect the views of the Commission or any substantial benefit to the winning company.
individual
individual Commissioner.
Commissioner. This
This response
response does
does Finally, obtaining a large WIC contract also
achieve economies
economies of
of
not provide
provide any
any non-public
non-public information
information and.
and. can help the company achieve
not
accordingly. I do not request confidential scale in the production of formula, allowing
the
the company to sell at lower prices to non- formula.
treatment.
From past FTC investigations and current
1. Do you believe that eliminating com- WIC consumers.
2. What is your best estimate of the impact information you may have available,
available. what
petitive bidding for infant formula in the
competitive bidding
bidding for
for W1C
WIC pressures and incentives do the infant forWIC market will discourage competition in of eliminating competitive
the general market for infant formula? infant formula contracts? Please explain the mula companies use to keep states from bidlikely effects on WIC users and federal tax- ding out infant formula
formula contracts?
contracts?
Please explain.
Under the sole source competitive bid proI agree with your assessment that competi- payers.
Early in the history of the WIC Program.
Program, cedures.
cedures, with exceptions being made for phytive bidding in the WIC program makes
the USDA
USDA observed
observed that
that individual
individual state
state sician prescriptions,
entry into the infant formula market easier. the
prescriptions. WIC participants must
I also agree that to the extent that competi- WIC programs that used sole source competi- use one brand of formula, Although all of the
tive bidding
bidding systems
systems obtained
obtained larger
larger savings
savings brands meet statutory nutritional requiretive bidding in the WIC market is eliminated tive
than those
those that
that used
used "open
"open market"
market" systems
systems ments. some parents prefer one brand over
or made less likely, then competition in the than
preferred
by
the
infant
formula
companies.
formula companies. another and made their feelings known to
general retail market for infant
infant formula
formula
Under an open market system,
system. all companies the state WIC director.
would be adversely affected.
affected,
director, To avoid dissatisfaccan
participate
in
the
program,
and WIC par- tion of some WIC participants,
The
The infant
infant formula
formula market
market is
is highly
highly conconparticipants. some WIC diticipants can
can choose
choose any
any company's
company's product.
product. rectors prefer the open market system under
centrated. with three companies accounting ticipants
Because of competitive pressures associ- which parents can choose any brand of forfor the vast majority of sales. As I describe
ated with
with bidding
bidding for
for aa sole
sole source
source contract.
contract. mula.
below, concentrated markets, sometimes re- ated
mula,
where sole
sole source
source bidding
bidding was
was required
required the
the
ferred to as oligopolies. often result in high- where
Because the infant formula companies preer prices for consumers whether or not the amounts of rebates offered by the formula ferred the more profitable open market syscompanies have engaged in unlawful collu- companies
companies escalated over time.
time, These re- tem, they were willing to provide the state
sion. particularly where the companies sell a bates
bates allowed
allowed the
the states
states to
to add
add additional
additional WIC programs
programs with
with rebates
rebatesunderunder an open
homogeneous product and there are high bar- families
families to
to the
the WIC
WIC Program,
Program, thereby
thereby servserv- market system. These open market rebates,
riers
riers to entry.
ing more people with the federal grant.
though in some cases convincing state WIC
Entry into a concentrated market can
These sole source rebates benefitted people programs to opt for open market programs.
programs,
have
have significant
significantprocompetinive
procompetiuve effects
effects in
in aa in other stares
states as well. Under competitive were considerably lower than
thaii the rebates
variety of ways. First, new entry into a con- bid procedures, the states often received re- that could be obtained through competitive
centrated market will make it more difficult bates
bates that were high enough that the state bidding.
for the existing companies to collude. For itself did not need the entire amount of the In addition, formula companies and state
example.
given market otherwise sus- rebate.
example, fri
in aa given
rebate. In
In such
such cases,
cases. rebate
rebate funds
funds were
were rere- WIC programs can structure open market receptible to collusion, a price-fixing agree- turned to USDA where the money was reallo- bates in a way that may meet the state's
ment among three companies is easier to cated to other states.
needs but that result in smaller savings for
achieve and maintain than would be an
As described below,
below. some state WIC pro- the federal government. For example,
example. in 1990
agreement among four companies. The grains, in the absence of a federal require- in Puerto Rico. a system was put into place
fourth company not only adds a forth party ment that there be competitive bidding.
bidding, pre- under which an open market was permitted
that must be convinced to violate the law,
law. ferred that open market systems be utilized. by the local WIC program as long as the
but it also is likely to have different incen- This preference for open market systems in companies were willing
willing to
to provide
provide payments.
payments.
tives than the other companies by virtue of some states existed despite the understand- outside of the WIC program. to the Puerto
its smaller market share. Expansion may be ing that competitive bids resulted in lower Rico health care system. Tnese side paya more profitable strategy than collusion if infant formula prices and despite the under- ments were non
not returnable
returnable to
to the
the federal
the company's share is small.
standing that the federal government pre- government as would be rebate payments not
Second, even
Second.
ever, absent collusion, companies ferred competitive bidding.
bidding.
used by the program. Under this system. the
in an oligopoly act interdependently. That
Competitive bidding has been shown to re- formula companies offered WIC rebates equal
is. each company recognizes that its pricing suit
sult in many millions of dollars in savings to to approximately $6.5 million in 1991. In 1992.
decisions affect others in the industry. For the federal taxpayer. If competitive bidding after a competitive bid,
bid. the winning compaexample, if one firm raises prices above the requirements are eliminated, states may ny's bid was estimated to result in an annual
example.
competitive level in an oligopoly, the other again choose to forego competitive bid pro- rebate of approximately
approximately $23.4
$23.4 million.
million,
firms independently recognize
recognize that they grams in favor of open market systems that
Thank you for giving roe
me the opportunity
have two choices. They can raise prices a provide significantly lower levels of rebates.
rebates, to provide you with my views.
views, If I can be of
similar
similar amount,
amount, resulting
resulting in
in each
each company
company In other words, states may choose to opt for further assistance to you. please do not hesiincreasing profits. Alternatively, they can programs, paid for by the federal govern- tate to call me
meat
at (202)
(202) 326—2821.
326—2821.
maintain their prices, resulting in the price ment, that result in higher infant formula
Sincerely,
Sincerely.
leader
leader being
being forced
forced to
to withdraw
withdraw its
its price
price inin- prices.
MIcHAEL E. Ar'.TALICS,
MICHAEL
Ar'.TALIcS.
crease so as not to lose market share, result3. What are the factors that tend to inAssistant Director for
in inineach
ing
eachof
ofthe
thecompanies
companies forgoing
forgoing the op- crease the likelihood of anti-competitive colNon-Merger Litigation.
portunity for increased profits. Prices in an lusion by companies and are these factors
Mrs.
ROUKEMA.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
oligopoly, accordingly, are often higher than present in the infant formula market?
they would be in a competitive market. If Anticompetitive
Anucompetitive behavior is more likely in yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Florida [Mr.
[Mr.BILIRAKIS).
BIuRpuS).
new entry occw-s
occurs in
in such
such aa market,
market, the like- markets where sales are concentrated in the Florida
(Mr. BILIRAKIS asked and was given
lihood of the incumbent firms being able to hands of few sellers,
sellers. where the product at
continue their interdependent conduct is issue is relatively homogeneous. where the permission to revise and extend his relessened.
firms selling the product
product are
are relatively
relatively hoho- marks.)
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The WIC Directors I have spoken to

thank the gentlewoman for yielding me feel it is important to preserve the rethe time.
quirement for national nutritional
Mr. Chairman. I rise in support of the standards.
Rou
kema
amendment.
Roukema amendment.
WIC Directors are also
also concerned
concerned
Since coming to Congress. I have that State nutritional standards
will
been a strong proponent of the Supple- not be based on science. However, H.R.
mental Food Program for Women, In- 4 requires the food and nutrition board
Children [WIC].
[WIC] WIC funding
fants, and Children
the institute of medicine to develop
buys nutritious foods that are tailored of
model
nutrition standards for food asto the dietary needs of participants and sistance
provided to women, infants.
infants,
provides nutrition education for par- and children.
children,
ticipants.
These standards must be developed in
WIC is a cost-effective program that cooperation
with pediatricians, nutrisaves the Government money. Every tionists,
and directors of programs prodollar spent on pregnant women by tionists.
nutritional risk assessment, and
WIC produces between $2 to $4 in Med- viding
Hopefully, all
icaid savings for newborns and their nutrition counseling. Hopefully.
will adopt these model standmothers. In 1992, WIC benefits averted States
mothers,
$853 million in health expenditures dur- ards.
When H.R. 4 is enacted into
into law.
law, the
the
ing the first year of life of infants.
overUnder the current program, States Congress must conduct sufficient overare required to use a competitive bid- sight of the implementation of the
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Spending has been increased by some
65 percent. Anemia has been drastically

improved. In fact,
fact. low-weight babies
have increased.

I visited my neonatal clinic of the

hospital and found that the cost just of
maintaining a low-weight baby is horrendous.
and $10,000.
rendous, $5,000
$5000 and

Yet the investment we make
make in
in WIC
WIC

makes all the sense. It saves lives. It
saves money.

I urge my colleagues to note that

what we are doing here really does not
correct the issue. It is a movement in
the right direction, but how we should

correct it is keep the current bidding

sealed.

Mrs.
Mrs. ROUKEMA.
ROUKEMA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II rereserve the balance of my time.
Mr. KILDEE.
KILDEE. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. one
thing I would like to say before I yield.
yield,
there seems to be a pattern in the Comding system or other savings
savings mechamecha- family nutrition block grant to ensure mittee on Rules on this bill. One Mem-

nisms for the procurement of infant that women, infants, and children reformula used in WIC packages.
packages. In
In 1994,
1994. ceive proper nutrition assistance.
I have seen what the WIC program
$1.1 billion in rebate revenue was generated from the manufacturers of in- can do for children and their mothers.
fant formula, allowing 1.5 million more
more We must make sure our reform efforts
do not erode the ability of a proven
participants to be served.
proven

My home State of Florida earned program like WIC to provide essential

over $53 million from its infant formula
rebate contract. These funds were used
to provide services to more than 100,000
100.000
additional clients. Clearly,
Clearly. cost-containment is an important component of
the current WIC Program.
The family-based nutrition block

services to women and children.

I urge my colleagues to support the

ber goes up. asking for a substantive
amendment, an amendment that
makes a real difference,
difference. competitive
bidding. Another Member asks what
really is a cosmetic amendment and
the Committee on Rules in every instance has granted the amendment for
the cosmetic amendment.
amendment, not the substantive. I object to that.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to

Roukema amendment.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I want the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
to reiterate, under present law we re- FOGLIETTA].
bidding. not
notjust
quire competitive bidding.
just cost
cost Mr. FOGLIETTA.
FOGLIETTA, I thank the
the gengencontainment.
tleman for yielding me the time.
grant does not require States to estabMr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to I would like to have permission to be
lish a cost-containment system. The the gentlewoman from North Carolina a little bit more general in my apCLAYTON].
addresses this
this [Mrs. CLAY'rONJ.
Roukema amendment addresses
proach to the discussion today. There
important issue and my State of FlorMrs. CLAYTON. I thank the gen- has been lots of talk today and in the
ida strongly supports her amendment.
tleman for allowing me to have some last couple of days about the block
Given the tremendous savings States time.
approach as was quoted by our
are able to achieve through current I also want to commend the gentle- grant
gentlewoman from New Jersey as being

cost-containment contracts, it is imperative that all States establish costcontainment systems and apply those
savings to providing
providing more
more services
services
under the family nutrition block grant.
Over the last several weeks. I have

woman from New Jersey in her intention and support her effort and think
that this is a step in the right direction
but it does not correct the problem.
The problem is that the program
works right now,
now. We have competitive
heard from many constituents who are bidding. In fact,
fact. if part of the reason
concerned about the impact H.R. 4 will for reforming is to save money. this
have on the WIC Program. My con- bidding process and procedure we have
stituents are very concerned that fund- allows us now to save the money. It aling for WIC would be drastically re- lows us to save money and it is fiscally
duced under a block grant.
responsible.
Fortunately, the Committee on EcoBut I ask my colleagues in
in Congress
Congress
nomic and Educational Opportunities
Opportunities to recall that the infant mortality rate
recognized the effectiveness of the WIC in America before WIC was horrendous,
horrendous.
Program. The family nutrition block We need to remind ourselves why the
grant requires that 80 percent of avail- WIC program is important.
able funds be used for WIC. This means
means
therefore. to increase
It is important, therefore,
that under H.R. 4. WIC funding will in- the savings. We had rates much lower
crease by $500 million more than is pro- than we have now and in fact we have
vided under current law.
increased the rate by reducing the inThe WIC Directors in my district also fant mortality by increasing the opporraised concerns that revisions to curcurfor children to live.
rent nutrition programs will nega- tunity
WIC works. We want to do everything
tively impact the WIC program's
program's effeceffec- possible to make this successful protiveness. Although H.R. 4 requires gram work.
States to set minimum nutritional rereWe also ask Members of Congress to
quirements for food assistance, they recall a fact that since the institution
are concerned that
that under
under a block of the nutritional program.
program, we
we really
really
grant, nutrition standards will vary have less of a gap between low-income
from State to State.
diets and those who have affluence and
But as
as they
they point out,
Out, nutrition have other means of getting their
needs do not vary from State to State.
funds.
funds.

the proper way to administer these
programs for the unfortunate
unfortunate and
and the
the
poor.

Let me tell Members about a commu-

nity in the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania who had that option on a local
level. This community had a substantial number
number of
of poor
poor people
people living
living below
below
tial

the poverty line, but this community
decided not to accept the School Lunch

Program. Instead, I will tell you what
they did. This community established a
sharing table. They established a sharing table.
table, a table in the middle
middle of
of the
the

lunchroom where the more affluent

children would come in. If they did not
finish their sandwiches, if they did not

finish their cokes,
cokes. they would leave

what was left over on the sharing table

for the poorer children. So that they

could come in and eat the scraps of the
sandwiches and what was left over of
the sodas.
Could you think of anything more de-

humanizing? Could you think of anything more destructive of self-esteem,

of self-pride, and of self-worth than
that kind of a program? There may be

many things wrong with these pro-

them,
grams, and we should be fixing them.
and we should be correcting them. But
sending them back to the States is not
the answer.
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Mrs. ROUKEMA,
ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman.
Chafrman, I
Remember, we had $25 million
million worth
worth
The
gentleman
from
California
IMr.
yield myself the balance of my time.
of WIC cuts and rescissions, and here CUNNINGHAM] is recognized for 4½ minThe CHATR.MAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
Thegentlewoman
gentlewoman we go again:
again; if we do not have competifrom New Jersey is recognized for 1½ tive bidding fully, one more time we utes.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I
minutes.
will be having another cut because we
we am not going to offer the next amendMrs. ROUKEMA,
ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I will be knocking
knocking people
people Out.
out.
ment, I would say to the gentleman.
gentleman,
would like to summarize what we have
Mr. COODLING,
GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, as
as and I want to explain I had an amendsaid here. This is a good amendment, it the
designee of Chairman ARCHER, I ment in the subcommittee. The illegal
allows the States the maximum flexi- move
strike the requisite number of immigration, we
we cut
cut Out
out all 23 probility. It requires reporting to the De- words to
in
to receive an additional grams. This deals
with
legal immigrapartment of Agriculture so that Con- 5 minutesorder
of debate time as provided tion. II felt that a person,
gress can continue their oversight
oversight rere- under the rule.
once they
sponsibility here. I must say that I
sign up to become an American citizen,
I
yield
myself
the
first
30
seconds.
I
think if we had inquired with all the want to assure my colleague from should have the rights of American
American
States that are represented here today.
citizens,
because
the
process
is often
we would
would have
have found
found something
something similar
similar Pennsylvania that under our program delayed.
we

can be assured that that will never
to the endorsement that we got from he
our colleague the gentleman from Flor- happen in his community again, beida. namely that 100000
100.000 more
more clients cause we have the rules and regulaon how they have to spend the
are served in the State of Florida using tions
these types of cost containment meas- money.
I would say to my friend from Michiures.
I urge support. I think that itit marmar- gan. cosmetics is a good term I supries the best of the block grant ap- pose. The old Committee on Rules alsay. "Well, that makes
proach with the accountability stand- ways used to say,
sense." and then you knew posiards that we as a Congress must en- good sense,"

I have been told by the other side if
I make a unanimous consent to have
that improved it would be objected to.
So I am not going to offer the amendment. It would go down.

But the gentleman from California

IMr. KIM] and myself have some con-

cerns arid
and I would like to yield to the

gentleman from California [Mr. KIM].
Mr. KIM. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
the gentively it would not be made in order.
sure.
So it is a little different from
from coscos- tleman yield?
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman, only beMr. CUNNINGHAM. I yield to the
cause the gentlewoman from
from New
New JerJer- metic that it makes good sense: it is
gentleman from California.
sey had the courage to vote for my not in order.
Chairman, I thank the
Mr. KIM. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I yield the remaining
amendment in committee, the only Re-

publican who had that courage to do 4½ minutes to the gentleman from gentleman for yielding. I presume the

CUNNINGHAM].
so,
so. I will support her amendment even California [Mr. CUNNINGHAMJ.
though it is grossly inadequate.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRJES
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield the balance
balance of
of
Mr. McDERMOTT.
Mr.
MCDERMOTT. A parliamentary
parliamentary
my time to the gentlewoman from Col- inquiry.
inquiry, Mr. Chairman.
orado IMrs. SCHROEDER].
The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
gentleman will
will
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAJL The gentlewoman
his parliamentary inquiry.
from Colorado
Colorado isis recognized
recognized for 1½ state
Mr.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, is
minutes.
Mrs. SCHROEDER.
SCHROEDER.IItharii
thank the gen- this amendment time on the amendtleman from
tlernari
from Michigan
Michigan for yielding me ment we are discussing or is this on the
next amendment?
the time.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. It is on the next
I say many will reluctantly support
that amendment because I guess that amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
is all that side could do.
GOODLING]
I think the gentleman from Michigan from Pennsylvania [Mr. GOODUNG)
made a very good point, that these are struck the last word on the Roukema

really cosmetic amendments that do amendment. The Chair would like to
not go to the core of real competitive point out to the gentleman from Washbidding, but it is all they could get ington that most of the debate has not
bidding.
been on that amendment:
amendment; it has been
agreement on.
1200

on the bill.
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman,

I

In a way you feel it is almost like we yield my time to the gentleman from

are putting lipstick on pigs here, but
when you get all done you still got a

California [Mr.
California
[Mr.CUNNINGHIUYI].
CUNNINGHAM].

Mr. VOLKMER. A parliamentary inpig and that is what the other
other bill
bill is.
is.
quiry, Mr.
quh-y.
Mr. Chairman.
We know that we desperately need
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
competitive bidding. I have spent 22 state his parliamentary inquiry.
years on the Committee on Armed Mr. VOLKMER. Even though the deServices and believe me,
me. that is where bate in the past has not been on the
we got the $900 toilet seats. If you do amendment, is
is not the rule
rule of
of the

not want that in infant formula, then
what we really have to do is be voting
for the Democratic bill because you are
not going to get there with this.
We have letters written to Congressman WYDEN from the Federal Trade
Commission talking about the experience of the State of California and the
experience of the State of South Caro-

lina in competitive bidding. I do not
have time to go into it. but we have

got data all over
over the
the place
place that
that isis
showing regretfully some of these com-

panies who should have better intentions. If they think they can get away
with spending more, they will.

gentleman is yielding to me because he
thinks I am a expert in this area. I am.
Before I explain what my amendment

will do. let me tell just a brief background story.
Under this bill there is one provision

which prohibits all of the benefits to
noncitizens. Who are the noncitizens?
It could be anyone: it could be refugees, could be anyone staying
gees.
staying here
here
temporarily.

But my amendment is carefully
crafted to those folks who are here legally
and
receive
receive
permanent
residentship. those folks who came to
this country in search of the American
dream. Those folks took a long time to
follow the legal process to come here
and finally received
received a permanent
residentship, and they are waiting for
citizenship. Presumably they are soon
going to be a citizen. they are citizenselect.
Denying benefits to those
those folks,
folks, II can
can

understand that. We are in aa financial
financial
crisis with a $4
$4 trillion
trillion deficit.
deficit. I can
understand that. Yes.
Yes, we have to treat
our citizens first before we deal with
other noncitizens. I accept
accept that.
that.
But let me tell my colleagues, once
House. regular order, that the debate those folks who are permanent resithat follows
follows would
would still be on the dents and waited 5 to 6 years to finally
amendment even though others have apply for citizenship and that applicanot debated the amendment?
accepted. he or she should not
tion is accepted,
The CHAIRMAN. Unless a point of be treated as a second-class citizen.
order is raised, since the Chair has
All my amendment does is to treat
been lenient with those who seek to ad- them just like the citizens, and not dedress the bill rather than the amend- flying
nying all
all of
of the
the benefits
benefits to
to those
those folks.
folks.
ment,
ment. the Chair is going to continue to
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. If
If the
the gentleman
gentleman
be lenient.
will yield back,
back. he and I would like to
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I un- enter in a colloquy with the
the gentleman
gentleman
derstand this is coming out of my time.
time, from Texas [Mr. SMITH],
SMITH]. the
the chairman
chairman
so I do not yield to any parliamentary of the Subcommittee on Immigration
Immigration
inquiry if it is coming Out
out of
of my
my time. and Claims, and I would ask if the genThe CHAIRMAN. It is not
not coming
coming Out
out tlemari
tleman from Texas
Texas LMr.
[Mr. SMrrH] would
of the gentleman's time.
agree to work with the gentleman from
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California
California[Mr.
[Mr.KIM
KM } arid
and myself in the
the

The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMkN. Pursuant to the heimer's are unable to take the citizencommittee to resolve the problem,to
problem.to rule,
the gentlewoman from Florida ship test because
because of
of their
their illnesses.
illnesses.
make an amendment in order so that [Ms.
and
[Ms.ROS-LEi-ITINEN]
ROS-LEHTINEN)
anda aMember
Member opop- This amendment would help these

This amendment would help these most
vulnerable permanent residents,
residents, many
many

we can deal with this issue? And it is posed will each control 10 minutes.
minutes,
bipartisan. We have the task force
force Does the gentleman from Washington
which is made up of Republicans and rise in opposition?
Democrats, and we will be happy to
PARUANTy
PARLIANTy INQUIRY
work with the gentleman on this issue
Mr.
MCDERIvIO'fl.
MCDERJvIOfl'
Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
[Mr. KIM] arid
myself, if the gentleman have a parliamentary inquiry.
and myself.
would make that in order.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman. State
state
it.
will the gentieman
gentleman yield?

of whom after years of hard work and
making wonderful contributions to our
great Nation rely on these benefits for

their
their well-being.
well-being.
This
This humanitarian
humanitarian amendment
amendment would
would
exempt those who are the most vulner-

able by allowing them in a calculated
and limited manner to not have to take
the unfair exam that they are unable
to take. This will allow them to not be

Mr. MCDERJvIO1'T.
McDERJ4Qyr. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, are
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I yield to the weMr.
now doing amendment No. 18?
gentleman from Texas.
The CHAIRIvIAJ'J,
CHAIRMAN. Amendment
Amendment No. 18,
18.
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman. I that
is correct.
would like to reassure my friends from
Mr. MCDERMOTT, As printed in the
California
California, Mr.
CUNNINGH,AM
Mr.
CUNNINGHAMand
and Mr. RECORD?
REc0R]?

cut from the benefits
benefits they
they need
need in
in
order to survive.

KIM, that if the amendment that they
KIM.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the
the balance
balance
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. As printed in the
were planning to offer today is not ac- Rules
of my time.
Committee report.
cepted and if that amendment is ofMr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman I rise in
fered in the Subcommittee on Immi- opposition
to
the
amendment.
myself
such time as I may consume.
consume,
gration and Claims, of which
which II am
am
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
Chairman. I reluctantly rise in
Mr. Chairman,
chairman, when we, in the next several from
[Mr. ARcI-IER]
ARCHER] may control
control opposition to the amendment. I undermonths, are considering other com- the 10Texas
minutes.
stand what the gentlewoman is trying
prehensive legislation regarding immiThe Chair recognizes the gentle- to accomplish, and I am very sympagration, we will certainly consider woman
gration.
ROS- thetic to her.
their amendment,
amendment. If that amendment LEHTINEN].from Florida, [Ms. RosMr. Chairman,
Chairman. the problem is that
is not approved on the subcommittee LEWrINEr.i].
ROS-LEHTINEN Mr. Chairman, the definition of disability or impairlevel,
level. I will certainly work with them I Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN.
yield myself
myself such
such time
timeas
as I may
may ment is too broad, that like so
so many
many
and guarantee them that I will
will ask
ask consume.
other areas where we have run into
that it be considered on the House consume,
Mr. Chairman, my amendment is aa problems
floor.
problems when
when we
we talk
talk about
about disability
disability
Mr. CUNNINGHAM.
CUNNINGHAM, I agree
agree with
with this
this straightforward, simple humanitarian within the welfare programs, we have
amendment,
which
would
exempt
exempt
any
approach, and I think Mr. KIM does. U.S.
found that it has been tremendously
U.S.

legal permanent residents who
I yield back to the gentleman from cannot take the naturalization exam
because they suffer from mental disCalifornia [Mr.
LMr.KXM].
KIM].
Mr. KIM. I thank the gentleman for orders and physical impairments or
giving me his assurance. Arid
And II agree disabilities,
of H.R.
H.R. 4 these people
Under title TV
IV of
with this approach, and I think my
amendment will ensure all permanent would be cut off from Federal benefits
residents and aliens would be legal at simply because they are not American
These individuals
individualswould
would not
not
the time of the acceptance of the appli- citizens. These
cation, and I think that is an impor- be able to resolve this problem because
tant message we have to send to those of their inability to take the natuexam,
folks out there. I thank the gentleman. ralization exam.
too.

H.R. 4 currently makes no
no exemption
exemption
CUNNINGHAM, I think this is
Mr. CUNNINGHAM.
would be
be the
one issue I think we can work very well for these individuals who would
with the leadership on the Democratic
Democratic most affected by the elimination of
side as well as ours, and I yield back these benefits. The elderly who suffer
from
from Alzheimer's
Alzheimer'sdisease
disease cannot posthe balance of our time.
posThe
The CHAIRMA.N.
CHAIRMAN. The question is on sibly pass the citizenship exam
exam given
given
disease, They cannot
the amendment offered by the gentle- their debilitating disease.
questions, nor
woman from New Jersey [Mrs. Rou- remember or memorize questions,
KEMA].

abused. We have tried to work
s'ork with the

gentlewoman
gentlewomanfor
fortightening
tightening up
up this

language and have been unable to

reach that conclusion at this time.
However, I would say to the
the gentlegentlewoman from Florida [Mrs.
IMrs. RosROSLEHTINEN].
LEHTINEN], that if it is
is possible
possible to
to get

more precise language that is not so

general in conference, I would be more
than happy to consider that.

There is the additional problem that

CBO has not issued an estimate, a reve-

nue estimate on this amendment. The
rough
rough understanding
understanding that
that we
we have
have been
been
given because of the broadness of the
definition is that it could cost
cost $1
$1 bilbillion.

So.
So,

I would, as I said, reluctantly

urge the Members to oppose this
are they physically able to present amendment and give us an opportunity

The amendment was agreed to.
themselves many times before the citiThe CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to zenship examination.
Under this legislation these people
consider amendment No. 18 printed in
House Report
House
Report104—85.
104-85.
unfortunately would be unfairly cut
off. The same goes for a person who beAENDMENT OFFERED
AENtIMENT
OFFERED BY
BY MS.
Ms. RQ$-LEHTINEN
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, cause of a physical disability cannot
I offer an amendment.
leave his or her home to take the natuThe CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN, The
The Clerk
Clerk will
will desThe
des- ralization exam. These individuals,
ignate the amendment.
many of whom have contributed years
The text of the amendment is as
as fol- of hard work and labor to this country,

to try to work on the language in the
conference committee.
committee,

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance

of my time.
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Chairman,
II

yield myself such time as I may
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate
appreciate the
the rere-

consume,
consume.

marks of the chairman. We
We have
have in
in fact
fact
been working with the staff this after-

lows:
would now be denied benefits simply noon to try to work up the language
Amendmentoffered
Arrendment
offered
by by
Ms.Ms.
R0S-LEHTINEN:
Ros-Lmr'zN: because they cannot because of phys- that specifically tracks section 312(a)
Page
Page157.
157. after
after line 4, insert the following ically tormenting disabilities take the of the Immigration an Naturalization
new paragraph:

my amendamendcitizenship exam. Under my
ment the Immigration and Naturalization Service will be able to have the
apply to an alien who—
to determine if the person is
(A) has been lawfully admitted to the Unit- ability
unfit to take the naturalization exam
ed States for permanent residence: and
disability.
(B) is
Is unable
unable because
because of physical or devel- due to this serious disability.
(B)
Mr. Speaker, in my south Florida
opmental disability or mental impairment
(including Alzheimer's
community and
and indeed
Alzheimer's disease)
disease) to comply
indeed around
around our
Comply community
with the naturalization requirements of sec- great Nation, many U.S. permanent
(6) CERTAIN
CERTAINPERMA1ENT
PERMANENTRESIDENT
RES1D'T AND D15ALIENs—Subsection (a) shall not
ALIENS—Subsection
riot

A.BI..ED
ABI..ED

Act. which already gives such waivers
Act,
to those individuals who are suffering
from disabilities.
from

Our attempt is not to broaden
broaden that
that
current waiver any more than it is al-

ready on the books. It is not to say

that anyone who is a drug addict
addict and
and
anyone who is an alcoholic would not
exam and
tion 312(a)
32(a) ofofthe
theImmigration
Immigration and
and Natu- residents, especially the elderly, suffer- be exempt from taking the exam
would
then
be
able
to
apply
for
beneralization Act.
ing from such terrible diseases as Alz- fits.
fits. That
That is
is not
not the
the intent,
intent. nor
nor does
does

—
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Mr.
MINETA.
Mr.
Chairman.
I
really
gentleman
from
Florida
DIAz[Mr.
DIAZthat to
to happen.
appreciate my colleague yielding.
BA.LARTJ.
who is
is aa cosponsor
cosponsor of this
BALART), who
II think that the scourge has been ununMr. Chairman. I rise today in strong
fair in the way they were calculating
calculating support of the amendment offered by amendment.
Chairman. I
the effects, and in fact in our last dis- our colleagues from Florida—and in Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Mr. Chairman,
cussion the calculations were
were that
that that
that strong disappointment that it has to be think that it is very important that I
commend my
commend
mycolleague,
colleague. the gentlescourge was going to come down con- offered.
siderably once they understood that To me. it is absolutely reprehensible woman from Florida [Ms. RosLEHTINEN], for having introduced this
section 312(a) already has similar lan- that this bill contains an attack on im- LEWrINENJ,
cosponsored. ItIt
guage which exempts these individuals. migrants who were lawfully admitted amendment that I have cosponsored.
is very important that at the very
This amendment
amendment merely
merely puts
puts itit in to this country.
this welfare reform package so that it
As the Chair of the Congressional least those who are physically or menis clear to the INS officials that these Asian Pacific American Caucus,
Caucus. I can tally disabled not be excludable from
individuals are also going to be exempt tell my colleagues that I have seldom benefits even after being legally in this
from the citizenship requirement if seen an issue that has generated so country because of their disability, and
their disabilities are such that it will much concern among the Asian Pacific that is what this amendment, this very
render them unable, physically, men- American
American communities around the fine amendment, seeks to do.
tally unable, to take the exam.
I am very disappointed that a ban on
country.
We have
We
have an amendment
amendment already
already
The rhetoric surrounding this issue SSI and AFDC and food stamps and
drawn up which would be acceptable. has been frightening to many in our Medicaid remains in the legislation. in
that we hope in conference would be community—Bl
legal residents.
residents.
immigrants the bill. with regard to legal
community—61 percent are immigrants
accepted, to further specify that this is who arrived in this country since 1970 I think that ban is unfair. I think
think itit is
is
a very narrow limitation, and that the alone.
unnecessary. I think there
there is
is somewhat
somewhat
budget considerations are not as exWe began to fear where things were of an element of irrationality involved
treme as some would have us believe, heading last year when Proposition 187 because a great percentage of those
and we are very confident that
that that
that is
is was being debated in California.
who may be ineligible, because they
true because section 312(a) refers to
Asian Pacific Americans in Califor- are not citizens, will become citizens.
citizens,
naturalization.
nia are second to none in our frustra- so the savings will be minimal at best
What we want to do is make sure tion with illegal immigration. Many in from
from the
the point
point of
of view
view of
of those
those who
who say
say
that we have it refer now to the exemp- the community have waited patiently this ban will save the Government
tion from welfare benefits for those for years for spouses and children to money.
people who suffer from these debilitat- join them through the legal
legal process.
process.
So it is unfortunate it is in.
in, We will
ing diseases.
But it quickly became clear to us continue fighting against the ban.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
the that the rhetoric and the emotion went against legal residents of the United
gentlewoman yield?
far beyond the issue of illegal
illegal immigraimmigra- States, from services and will continue
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. I yield to the tion alone.
working with the gentleman from Florgentleman from Florida.
Those who supported Proposition 187
the gentleman
gentleman from
from
[Mr. SHAW] and the
Mr. SHAW. I know you have
have been
been told us repeatedly that legal immi- ida
Texas
Texas [Mr.
[Mr.ARCHER)
ARCHER]and,
and, of
of course.
working on this for sometime and you grants had nothing to worry about.
and I may have spoken with regard to
But sure enough, here we are today,
today. Members on the other side of the aisle
the noncitjzen
the
noncitjzen portion
portion of the bill, debating on the floor of the House of to remedy this in the conference process.
which I know gives you and
and aa few
few other
other Representatives whether taxpaying,
taxpaying.
inclusion. the ban's
bans incluMembers great concern. I would just lawfully admitted immigrants will be But this inclusion,
bill. makes it imperative
like to echo the words
worth of my chairman.
chairman, eligible for the services their taxes pay sion in the bill,
our
our language I think in any way
way allow
allow

the gentleman from Texas lMr.
lMr. ARAR- for.
CHER]. in saying we will be
be working
working
Many in our community, particularly
closely during the conference process. those who arrived here fleeing Comand hopefully this is something that munist oppression and civil war, are
we can work together on.
0 1215

I see that our colleague from south
Florida has also come onto the floor,
who has expressed great concern with
regard to this portion of the bill, and I
can assure you that we will do everything we can to be cooperative
cooperative during
during

certainly that people that feel like I

do, as strongly as I do,
do. and
and II know
know the
the
gentlewoman from Florida [Ms. Ros-

LEFrrINEN] does
LEHTINEN)
does on
on this
this issue.
issue, itit is
is imimperative that we oppose this legislation
frightened of where this will lead.
Already, the rhetoric
rhetoric surrounding
surrounding in its current form.
Mr. MCDERMOTI'.
McDERMOTr. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, as
as
this issue has been filled with asser- Mr.

of the gentleman from
tions that
that we
weshould
should "take
take care of the designee
GIBBONS]. I move to strike
Americans first." When did we change Florida [Mr. GIBBONS],
word. and I ask unanimous
the definition of American? When did the last word,
this happen?
Mr. Chairman, my parents were born

in Japan, but they chose to make

consent to be allowed to yield blocks of
time.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection

the conference process. I am sorry that America their home.
to the request of the gentleman
gentleman from
from
we were unable to change the amendWashington?
I can tell you that never in the his- Washington?

ment by unanimous consent, but we
did i-un
run itit by
by the
the minority,
minority, and they
were not inclined to allow the change
at this point.

tory of this country have there been
two finer Americans. They chose Amer-

There was no objection.
Mr. MCDERMOTI'.
McDERMOTr. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I may

ica to build a future for their children.
There is no decision they ever made for consume.
So we will continue to work
work with
with you
you which I am more grateful.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the
and the minority and the Senate in
From Albert
Albert Einstein
Einstein to Martins
House. this is another one of the figMartina
trying to resolve this problem.
Navratilova; from An Wang, the found- leaf amendments.
amendments. Now,
Now, this
this place
place isis
Ms. ROS-LEHTrNEN. I thank the er of Wang computers, to Elie Wiesel,
Wiesel. starting to look like a fig tree. Every
gentleman. Yes, it is a shame: we had winner of the Nobel Peace Prize—all time they bring
bring the
the bill
bill Out,
out, people
the language drawn up. I think it have come to this country and been ac- look at it and
say. "Well, this needs a
would have addressed the concerns that cepted as Americans.
figleaf."
some individuals had about who speH.R. 4 flies in the face of that prinWe took benefits away from legal imcifically would be exempt from this ciple. and to me it's a sad commentary
commentary migrants in this country.
exam.
on the state of national debate in this Now.
Now, I went to the Committee on
Mr. Speaker. I yield to the gentleman country.
Rules
and asked for the right to give
from California [Mr. MINETA].
I urge my colleagues to join with me those benefits to legal
]egal immigrants. and
(Mr. MINETA asked and was given in opposing H.R. 4.
I was joined by the gentlewoman from
permission to revise and extend his reMs. ROS-LEI-iTINEN,
ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Chairman, Florida
florida [Ms. ROS-LEHTINENI
ROS-LEHTINENJ and the
marks.)
I yield 2 minutes to my colleague,
colleague. the gentleman from Florida [Mr. DIAZ-
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But the Rules Committee de- comes to this country agrees, on entry.
Ms.
Ms.
ROS-LEHTINEN
ROS-LEHTINEN,
Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman.
nied that. So we get this little figleaf not the guest workers, but the other I yield
yield 15
15seconds
seconds to
to the
the gentleman
that does not do anything.
resident immigrants legally admitted from Texas lMr.
[Mr. DE LA GARZA].
GARZAJ.
It knocks a half a million people off
this country agree, when coming in.
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
the aged and disabled rolls. It is a help to
be self-supporting. The guest worker rise in support of the amendment
amendment ofoffor a few pitiful people who cannot to
does not make that agreement.
agreement.
fered by the gentlewoman and hopewalk into the office arid
and file. Now, that,
that.
Mr. BERMAJ'4.
BERMAN. Reclaiming
Reclaiming my time.
time.
fully. when we
we have
have more
more time,
time,we
fully,
wewill
will
in my opinion, is about 1 inch when we
Mr. ARCHER. The gentleman does be able to address the underlying moought to go a mile.
not wish a response?
tives behind this issue in this legislaIf you are a legal immigrant in this
tion.
BERMAN. I heard the response.
country, you are working here, you are Mr.
Mr. ARCHER. The response is more
I thank the gentlewoman.
paying taxes, and
arid bad
bad times
times come to lengthy
than that. If the gentleman
Ms.
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN.
ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.
you, you ought to be entitled to every- wants to cut
me off, he may.
colleague. the
I yield 15 seconds to my colleague,
thing else that every American is, and
from New
from
New Jersey [Mr.
I think that this is only aa half aa loaf. Mr. BERMAN. The problem is I only gentleman
as MENENDEZ}.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to have 3½ minutes. But I will yield as
(Mr.
(Mr. MENENDEZ
as I have a little time to respond
MENENDEZasked
asked and was
the gentleman from California [Mr. long
to your response.
given permission to revise and extend
BERMAN.
BERMANL
your time.
time. his remarks.)
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield Mr. ARCHER. Well, on your
Mr.
Mr. MENENDEZ.
MENENDEZ, Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. let
let me
immigration law
law of
of this
this country
country
30 seconds to the gentleman
gentleman from
from CaliCali- The immigration
provides that when you seek residency just say these people are the mothers
fornia [Mr. BERMAN],
(Mr. BERMAN asked and was given here as a legal alien that you are and fathers, brothers, sisters, and sons
permission to revise and extend
extend his
his re- agreeing to support yourself. If you do and daughters of American citizens
not and you become a charge of the who came here and should not be demarks.)
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II won- taxpayers of this country, you are sub- nied. They work, they contribute, and
der if I could get the attention of the
the ject to deportation legally under the they should not be denied simply bemanager of the bill for one moment, law today. A guest worker comes under cause of their status when they have
along. and at least in
the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
[Mr. ARAR- a very different circumstance into this contributed all along,
gentlewoman's case, which I
CHER]. I wanted to ask you to explain country and is protected by the law the gentlewoman's
support. We
We carve
carve Out
out a small
what I find to be one of the most astonaston- that relates to guest workers, and the strongly support.
exception to those people who should
ishing features
features of
of this
this particular
particularproviprovi- gentleman should understand this.
denied.
BERMAN. I suggest
suggestaa very dif- not simply be denied,
sion which the issue is raised by this Mr. BERIvfAN.
Ms. ROS-LE}TflNEN,
ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.
ferent reason. II suggest that someamendment.
The majority has decided to
to deny
deny a where agribusiness stuck into this pro- I yield 15 seconds to the gentleman
BECERRAJ.
series of very important benefit pro- vision a bill to help subsidize the work- from California [Mr. BECERRA].
(Mr. BECERRA asked and was given
grams to legal. taxpaying resident im- ers they want to import because they
to revise and extend his remigrants in this country, and has made do not want to hire the domestic farm permission
one exception, that foreign farm work- workers, and I find it just unbelievable marks.)
Mr.
Mr. BECERRA.
BECERRA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
ers, guest workers, H(2)(a)'s, people that in a bill
bill designed
designedto
toencourage
encourage
who come here on a temporary basis.
basis, work you are helping to displace and thank the gentlewoman for yielding a
of time.
time,
will remain and will be the only group subsidize foreign guest workers and moment
I also support this amendment.
amendment, I
displace American
American workers.
workers.
of immigrants that will remain eligible displace
think she
is trying
she is
trying to do the right
for Medicaid,
Medicaid. housing,
housing. SSI. AFDC.
AFDC, and
The CHAIRMAJ'4.
CHAIRMAN. The
The Chair would think
that while
all of these programs. So that
out that he has tried to be thing. We should not be denying people
while like to point Out
you have thousands of domestic farm lenient on
on Members
Memberswho
whogo
go over
over their who do their darndest to work hard in
workers, many of them here as legal allotted time. If we start abusing it, this country and do the best they can
immigrants who
who are
are paying
paying taxes and the Chair is going to charge it against ultimately to become U.S. citizens.
They should have that opportunity.
are ineligible for these benefits and are the manager's time.
I urge
urge Members
Members to
to support this
among the
among
the lowest-paid workers in
Mr. McDERMOTT.
McDERMOyi-, Mr. Chairman, I amendment.
American society. the agribusiness lob- yield 1 minute.
minute, the remainder of my amendment,
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.
ROS-LEHTfl',EN, Mr.
byists will be able to, and their
their clients
clients time, to the gentleman from Arizona I Ms. ROS-LEHTflsiEN.
I
yield
myself
the
remainder
of my
yield
myself
the
my
will be able to. bring in foreign guest
[Mr.
PASTOR].
guest
time,
workers to harvest
harvest crops
crops instead
instead of
Mr. PASTOR. Mr. Chairman, I would time.
of
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I hope the Members
using the available domestic
domestic farm
that. as they con- will
farm ask my colleagues that,
support this humanitarijan
humanitariian amendworker supply and still be subsidized sider this amendment, they would
would ment to at least allow those individfor the health care and the housing and think of legal immigrants not
not as somesomeother benefits for these workers.
one who recently arrived, not someone uals who are physically and mentally
How could this bill contain such an who only came over to receive benefits.
benefits, disabled to take their benefits that
they deserve that they have worked
exception to this provision?
but to think of the legal immigrant as
as
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, will the a person who has been here for many hard to get.
I hope we can see clearly through
gentleman yield?
years. who has worked, has paid their
years,
anti-immigrant. anti-refugee feelMr. BERMAN. I yield to the
the gen- taxes, has raised their family and has this anti-immigrant,
ing and get on with the real issue of
tleman from Texas.
been responsible.
responsible.
been
Mr. ARCHER. Are you talking about The only thing that they do not have helping those people regardless of their
status.
farm workers?
is the right to vote and are not citi- citizenship
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield
Mr. BERMAN.
BERMkN. II am talking about zens. But this amendment talks about
consume,
foreign guest workers, farm workers,
workers. a person who cannot take the examina- myself such time as I may consume.
Mr.
Chairman,
again,
as
mentioned
again.
are the only group of immigrants left tion.
tion, cannot be naturalized because earlier, I understand whatI the
gentleeligible for these benefits.
they are physically or developmentally woman from Florida is trying to
do. I
Mr. ARCHER,
ARCHER. If the gentleman will disabled or mentally impaired to take still
have a great concern
concern for
for the
the
yield, I would respond by saying
saying these
these the test. So we are talking about a
definition, I think that she acpeople come into this country under safety net for those legal immigrants broader definition.
believes the
the definition
definition to
to be
very special circumstances,
circumstances, under
under spespe- who cannot take the exam because of tually believes
more constricted than it is.
is,
cial provisions in the law, are invited their disabilities.
What came out of the Committee on
on
in here to help the economy—
economy__
I would think that Members of this rules is so broad in what can be a disMr.
Mr. BERMAN.
BERJ4kN. To work.
House on both sides of the aisle would ability or a impairment that I believe
Mr. ARCHER. Under those special
compassion to these people and we will find the very same things happrovisions. The average immigrant who show
support this amendment.
pen there that we have already found
Balarti.
Balar'tJ,
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under '"disability"
disability" in other parts of
under
of the what
what logic are they being denied benefits?
subject to the
the limitations
limitations under paragraph
paragraph
welfare code of this country today.
welfare
today. II do heard someone raise the notion of fraud and (3).
(2)
happen with
with na- abuse
not want to
to see
see that happen
(2) PRECEDENcE
PRECEDENCE OVER
OVER OThER FEDERAL AND
abuse but
but is
is there
there a demonstrated
demonstrated record of
I

tional TV
down the
the line
line for
for
TV exposés
exposés down

abuses
abuses under this
this definition.

I would
would hope
hope that
that the members of
will vote
this committee will
vote this
this amendamendment down, that in conference we
might have
have the
the opportunity
opportunity to construct more constrictive
constrictive language,
language, but
I would
would further
further say
say relative
relative to
to this
this and
and
any other amendments
amendments of
of this type.
type,
that the
the law
law of this land, the
the immigraimmigration law
law of
of this
this land,
land, since
since the late
1800's. provides that anyone coming
1800s.
into this country
country as
as a legal alien un-

such aa prob'em?
such
problem? Are Iega
legal noncitizens
noncitizens any
any different in this regard than citizens?
The policy being
being advanced
advanced in this GOP
measure is
measure
is inappropriate and while
comcom-

LOCAL
LOCALPREFERENCES—Occupancy
PREFERENCES—Occupancy in
in public
public

housing dwelling
dwellingunits
unitsand
andassistance
assistance under
be made
madeavailable
availableto
toeligible
eligible
section 8 shall be
families qualifying
qualifyingfor
forthe
thepreference
preference under
under
paragraph (I) before
before such
such occupancy or
or asasmend
mend this
this amendment
amendment to
to my
my colleagues,
colleagues, the
the ststance
sistance is
is made
made available
available pursuant
pursuant to
to any
GOP
GOP bill is not much changed by this amendamend- preference under section 6(c)
6(c)(4)(A)
(4) (A)
or
or
(A), respectively.
respectively.
ment. We
We do
do not
not even
even have
have an
an up
up or
or down
down 8(d) (1) (A).
ment.
(3)5-YEAR
5-Yit LIMITATION
'(3)
UMITATION ON
ON AsS1STAcE.—
ASSISTANCE.—
the subject
vote on
on the
subject of
of benefits
benefits for
for noncitizens
noncitizens
Notwithstanding any
any other provision of this
due to
due
to the
the restrictive
restrictive Republican rule and Notwithstanding
occupancy of
of any
anyfamily
family in public
these piecemeal
piecemea! amendments will not remedy Act, the occupancy
housing or the provision
provision of
ofassistance
assistance under
this punitive measure.
8. pursuant to the preference under
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. II yield
yield back
back the
the bal- section
paragraph (1).
(1). shall be terminated upon the
the
paragraph
I

ance of
ance
of my
my time.
expiration of
of the
the 5-year
5-year period that begins
derstands that they cannot become a The
CHAIRMAN. All
The CHAIRMAN.
Alltime
timehas
has ex- upon the
the initial
initial provision
provision of
ofsuch
such occupancy
occupancy
public ward.
assistance to
to the
the family.
family.
pired. The question is on the amend- or assistance
(4) FAILURE
FAILuRE TI)
TOPARTICIPATE.—If
PARTIcIPATE—If the
the appliment offered by the gentlewoman from
0 1230
They cannot throw themselves into

Florida IMs.
IMs. ROS-LEHTINEN].
Ros-LEHTINEN].

cable public housing agency determines
determines that
that

follows:
Amendment offered by Mr.
Mr.MORAN:
MoRAN:Page
Page
170,
170.after
after line
line12.
12. insert
insert the
the following new
new

(l)(A).''.
(l)(A).'.

family who
family
who is
is provided
provided occupancy
occupancy in
The question was
was taken:
taken: and
and the
the any
public housing
housingor
orassistance
assistance under
under section
section 8.
8.
the hands
hands of
of the taxpayers
taxpayers of
of this Chairman
Chairman announced
announced that the ayes ap- public
pursuant to the preference under paragraph
paragraph
country,
country, and
and if
if they
they do.
do. ifif they
they go
go on
on peared
to have
have it.
it.
peared to
(I),
in the
the program
program
(1).has
hasceased
ceased paz-r.icipaticg
participating in
welfare, they legally.
legally, today.
today, can
can be deMr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II de- referred to in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) (A)
(A) before
before comcomported.
mand a recorded vote.
pletion of
the
program
or
failed
substanof the
failed substanIn addition, where they come in
tially
to
comply
with
the
requirements
of
The CHAIRMAN.
Pursuant to
The
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant
to the
the tially to comply with the requirements of
the sponsorship
sponsorshipof
of other
other relunder the
rel- rule, further
program, such cessation
cessationor
or failure
failure shall
further proceedings
proceedings on the amend- the program.
atives. those relatives take on the
atives,
the rere- ment offered by the gentlewoman from be considered adequate
adequate cause
causefor
forthe
thetermiterrnifor
of the
the tenancy
tenancy or
or the
the assistance
assistance for
sponsibility of
of maintaining
maintaining and
and supsup- Florida [Ms.
Ros-LE}rnNEN] will be nation of
IMs. ROS-LEHTINENJ
family
family and
and the public
public housing
housing agency
porting their immigrating relatives postponed
until after the disposition of the
postponed until
shall immediately
immediately take
take action to terminate
into this country so
so that
that they
they will
will not amendment
amendment No.
No. 20.
the tenancy
tenancy of
of such
suchfamily
family in public
public housing
housing
become a burden on the taxpayers
taxpayers of
It
It is
is now
now in
in order
order to
to consider
consider amendamend- or the provision
provision of
ofassistance
assistance under section 8
this
this country.
19, printed in House Report on behalf of family,
ment No. 19.
family. as
as applicable.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, my
my ancestors
ancestors and 104—85.
ONAVAILABILITY
(5)LIMTrArloN
LIMITATIONON
AVAILABILITY OF
'(5)
OF PREFPREFcame to
to this
most of our
our ancestors
ancestors came
(I)
EREX'CE.—Thepreference
preferenceunder
under paragraph
paragraph (I)
It is
It
is now
now in
in order
order to
to consider
consider amendamend- ERExcE.—The
country not with
with their
their hands
hands out for
for ment No. 20,
shall not apply to any family
family that
that includes a
20. printed in Report 104—85.
104—85.
member
who—
member who—
welfare checks,
checks, even
evenifif they
theywere
werewillwillAMENDMENT
AMENDMENTOFFERED
OFFERED
BYBY
MR.. MORAN
MORAN
(A) has
has occupied aa public
(A)
public housing
housing dwelldwelling to work,
work. they
they came
came here for the opMr.
Mr. MORAN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I offer ing
ing unit
unitor
orreceived
receivedassistance
assistance under
under section
section
portunity
portunity for
forfreedom
freedom and
and the
the oppor- amendment
No. 20, printed in House 8 as
as aa member
memberof
of aafamily
family provided prefpreftunfty to
tunity
to work
workand
aridtotoachieve
achieve the
the suc- amendment No.
erence pursuant
erence
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph(1).
(1).which
which occesses that
cesses
thatthis
thiscountry
country offers
offers more Report 104—85.
or assistance
assistance has been terminated
The
CHAIRMAN. The
The CHAIRMAN.
The Clerk will
willdesdes- cupancy or
than any other
other country
country in the world.
world.
pursuant to paragraph
paragraph (3).
(3). or (4):
(4): and
and
ignate the amendment.
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, rise in support
Mr.
(B) was
(B)
was personally required to participate
participate
of amendment
amendment No. 20 is as
as in the
The text of
of the Ros-LehtinenfDiaz-Balart amendment to
program
program referred
referred to
to in paragraph
exempt legal permanent residents who cannot
take the U.S. naturalization exam because of
lake
of
a physical or mental disability.
Certainly the denial of benefits under this bill
to legal noncitizens is unjust and unwarranted.
This denial
nothing to do with sponsor
denial has
has nothing
support.
n addition
support. In
addition the measures to strength-

The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant
Pursuant to
to the

rule, the
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromVirginia
Virginia IMr.
[Mr.
rule.
MORAN]will
MoRAr'l)
willbe
berecognized
recognized for 10 minminutes,
and aa Member
Member opposed
opposed will
will be recutes, arid
ognized for 10 minutes.
WORK PROGRAMS.
Is there
there a Member in opposition
opposition
Section 2 of the United States
Housing Act claiming
States Housing
en and extend deeming
deeming should
should be
be carefully
carefully
claiming
the
the
10
10
minutes?
minutes?
1937
of
1937
(42
U.S.C.
(42
U.S.C.
1437)
is
amended—
1437) is amended—
considered.
Mr. MORAN.
MORAN.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, II have
have
(1) by striking the
(I)
the Section
section heading and inThe policy in the GOP
GOP bill denies benefits to
not been informed
informed of
of anyone
anyone opposed.
opposed.
serting the following
following new
section
heading:
new
section
heading:
people who have legally been in the United
Mr. ARCHER.
Mr.
ARCHER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. I am
am
"DECLARXTION
DEcLARAT!ON OF
OFPOLICY
POUCY AND
AND PREFERENCE
PREFERENcE
States 5 years and have not achieved citizenunaware of
unaware
of opposition,
opposition,but
butIIwould
would like
like
FOR
FORASSISTANcE":
ASsISTANcE":
ship,
ship, even though they may have paid taxes
taxes
to control the 10 minutes.
(2)
(2)
by
by
inserting
'(a)
DECLARATION
DEcLARATION
OF
OF
POLPoLand rent or maybe even own a home and
The
CHAIRIviAN. The
The CHAIRMAN.
The gentleman
icy.—"
after 'SEc.
'SEC.2";
2":and
and
icy.—' after
have children,
children, who
have
who are
are U.S.
In St.
U.S. citizens.
citizens. In
St.
IMr. MORAN)
MORAN) will
willbe
be recrec(3)
new
(3) by
byadding
addingatatthe
theend
endthe
thefollowing
following
new from Virginia [Mr.
Paul, MN, we have a significant settlement of subsection:
ognized for 10 minutes and.
and, without
without obSoutheast Asians, the l-lmong,
Hmong, who fled Laos
gentlemanfrom
from Texas
TexasIMr.
lMr.
"(b)
(b) PREFERENcE
PREFERENCE FOR
FOR
FAMILIES
FuuES PARTIcIPATPARTICIPAT- jection. the gentleman
after fighting along with United States troops INC
i4C IN
IN WELFARE
WELFARE A5SSTANcE
ASSISTANCE WORK
WORK PROPRO- ARCHER]
ARCHER] will
willbe
berecognized
recognized for 10 minagainst the Communist forces of North Viet- GRAMS.—
uteS.
utes.
(I)
selecting eligible
(1)IN
INGENERAL—In
cEr.&i,.—In selecting
eligible famfamnam. Because the
the Hmong
Hmong did
did not
not have
have aa writwritThere was no objection.
ten language, many adults have had great dif- ilies for available dwelling units in public
The CHAIR.MAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The
TheChair
Chair recogrecoghousing
and
for
available
assistance
under
for available assistance
ficulty
ficufly learning English. Under the provisions
nizes the
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromVirginia
Virginia IMr.
[Mr.
nizes
section
8.
each
housing
agency
shall
8,
each
public
housing
agency
shall
of the GOP measure
measure before
before the
the House,
House, they
they give preference to any family
MORAN].
MoRAN].
family who,
who,
at
at
the
the
would
would be
be denied most benefits;
benefits: $20 billion of time
Mr. MORAN.
MORAN. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, I yield
time that
that such
such occupancy
occupancy or
or assistance
assistance is
the anticipated
anticipated cuts
the
cuts made
made by this GOP bill initially
myself such
myself
such time
time as
as II may
may consume.
consume.
initially provided for the
the family—
family—
come from just such
such limits.
limits.
"(A)(i)
(A) (i)is5participating
participating in
in aa work
work or job
Mr.
Chairman, what
what this
this amendment
amendment
Mr. Chairman,
This amendment before the House would training program that is aa condition
condition for the would do, depending upon whatever
of welfare
welfare or
or public
publicassistance
assistance benebene- welfare bill is enacted—I happen to
provide some
provide
some modest
modest relief to the harsh GOP receipt of
otherwiseeligieligi- support the Deal amendment—but
bill which unfairly and arbitrarily discriminates fits for which the family is otherwise
or (ii)
(ii) isiseligible
eligiblefor
forand
andhas
hasagreed
agreed to
to
against legal
noncitizens. The circumstances ble, or
egal noncitizens.
in
in such
such a program as
as aa condition
condition what this amendment would do is to
in
St. Paul,
Paul, MN
MN for
for the
the Hmong
Hmong are
are extraorextraor- participate
n St.
that when
when you
you enter
enter aa work
work prosay that
for
for receipt
receipt of
ofsuch
suchassistance:
assistance: and
and
oinary, but
dinary,
but individuals
individuals who
who have not become
become
then in
in fact you go
go to
to the
the top
top of
of
(B) has
(B)
has agreed,
agreed. as
as the Secretary shall re- gram. then
citizens and remain in the United States gen- quire, to maintain
the waiting
waiting list for public and
and publicly
publicly
maintain and
and complete
complete such
such parpar. the
erally are
erally
are subject
subject to unusual factors. Under
Under ticipation
ticipationand
and to
to occupancy
occupancy or
or assistance
assistance assisted
assisted housing.
housing. so there
there would
would be an
Section:
section:
SEC.
44Z.PREFERENcE
PREFERENcE FOR FEDERAL
FEDERAL HOUsING
sEc. 44Z.
HOUSING
BENEFITS FOR FAMILIES
BENEFITs
FAMILIEs PARTIcIPARTICI.
PATING
PATING IN
INWELFARE
WELFARE ASSISTANCE
AssIsTANcE
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incentive for people who seek work to there will be a reverse, a perverse in- more profit. The developer makes more
be able to enjoy the support of sub- centive,
public housing.
housing. profit in building a high-rise. They do
centive. if you are in public
sidized housing.
not to participate in the work partici- not like to provide subsidized housing
Currently.
Currently, there is very little
littie turn- pation program.
for families. That is where the greatest
over in any subsidized housing. In fact.
Mr. VENTO.
yENTa. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
the need is:
is; that
that is.
is. those who compose
there are 13 million people who are eli- gentleman yield?
most of the waiting list.
list, families with
gible for subsidized housing. And less
Mr. MORAN. I yield to the gentleman children, not the elderly or disabled.
than 3.5 million actually receive it.
from Minnesota.
Mr. Chairman, the original intent of Mr. VENTO. I thank the gentleman because most jurisdictions are more
than happy to provide for the elderly
subsidized housing was that it be tran- for yielding.
disabled. They do not want famisitional. that people who needed some
sitional,
Mr. Chairman, I too share some of and
help to get their feet on the ground the concerns raised by the gentleman lies with kids. They assume they are
would be able to take advantage of sub- from Arizona (Mr.
[Mr. PASTOR] with regard unruly, with kids and so on, when they
sidized housing in the interim until to the gentleman's amendment. I note come from a family of poverty. That is
they achieved economic self-suffi- he suggests it does not explicitly,
problem in making the best
explicitly. does our biggest
of the limited subsidized dollars
ciency.
ciency.
not affect the elderly and disabled, but use
What this is doing is providing a sig- there is no explicit exclusion in the that we have.
nificant incentive for people
people to
to find
find amendment that the gentleman is of- But I would also suggest that those
families that are on this waiting list,
work, to get themselves on the ground. fering.
incentive to
to get
get
so to speak, and then after 5 years they
Furthermore, as the gentleman from they ought to have an incentive
a job. to
to pursue
pursue the
the ultimate objectives
would lose their eligibility for this asas- Arizona LMr.
(Mr. PASTOR],
PASTOR], our
our colleague.
colleague. ajob.
sisted housing.
raised. the new proposals in terms of of welfare reform, which in fact both
raised,
So that it will create some turnover HUD. the reinvention blueprint actu- Democrats and Republicans agree is
in assisted housing as well.
ought to
to be
be an
ally asks to mix more people into hous- self-sufficiency. There ought
I would suggest to the Members
Members they
they ing. Of course, it normally leaves the incentive. This is one of the most subconsider this with regard to
to welfare
welfare re- preference decisions, with their
their long
long stantial incentives we can provide.
form.
form.
waiting
lists,
to
the
local
control
in If you go out and search for ajob and
I will bet that Members are not
many
instances.
This
is
contrary
contrary
to
to find a job, we are going to provide subaware of this.
that.
sidized housing for a limited period of
Mr. PASTOR. Mr. Chairman, will the
Furthermore, I think
Further-more,
time.
time, 5 years,
years. so you can get on
think
if
if
this
were
on your
this
were
gentleman yield?
to—it needs some work, I am sure—but feet. This is consistent with both ReMr. MOR&N.
MORAN. I yield to the gentleman
gentleman it sets up a two-tier system for resi- publican and Democratic philosophy.ReIt
from
from Arizona.
Arizona.
dents of public and assisted housing. It also would make much greater priority
Mr. PASTOR. I thank the
the gentleman
gentleman could displace many families currently use of the limited subsidized
subsidized housing
housing
for yielding.
on waiting lists or who are not enrolled funds we have available.
Chairman. I support the gentlegentieMr. Chairman,
training programs.
programs, for a variety
variety of
of Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.
man's amendment. I think what he in
reasons,
reasons.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
wants to do is great because
because we
we need
need aa
gentieman mentioned the obviThe gentleman
Mr. MORAN. Is the gentleman speaklittle bit of assistance to the people ous
ones in terms of age or disability. ing in opposition?
getting
getting off
off welfare.
welfare.
But others who have been waiting who
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.
But with the rescissioris
rescissions and the new are not on training programs and who Yes.
budget that is coming up and the budg- have been on the list for years could be
Mr. MORAN.
MORkN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, 10
10 minbudget for
for pubpub- displaced. If the gentleman would con- utes
et for section 8 and the budget
is reserved on the other side,
side. none
lic housing
lic
housing almost
almost being
being destroyed,
destroyed, tinue to yield,
yield. and I appreciate his of which has been used as yet. I would
does the gentleman think it is really doing so, it makes no exceptions
for
the gentleman seek time there.
going to happen that you will be able families who may lose their jobs or suggest
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
to implement his amendment,
amendment, knowing
knowing whose
whose economic
economic situation changed of my time.
that the Republicans
Republicans are
are going
going to de- within a 5-year period.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 5
stroy section 8 and public housing?
It makes no exceptions for families minutes to the gentleman from PennMr. MORAN.
MORAN. II would
would respond
respond to my
my
go to work at jobs with wage lev- sylvania (Mr.
[Mr. WALKERI.
friend, the gentleman from Arizona who
els that make them ineligible for housMr.
WALKER.
I thank the gentleman
LMr. PASTOR],
PASTORI, the fact is this is
a good ing.

for yielding.
yieldmg.
I know the gentleman's contention is
Mr. Chairman, what I wanted to talk
pens to section 8 or public housing. We if they receive the income, that
that they
they about is more the general rhetoric that
cannot throw in the towel and ignore

amendment, regardless of what hap-

would not be so affected in terms of
any improvements possible under the still not being impacted. We would like
assumption that ultimately all housing to keep those benefits in place.
subsidies programs are going to be
I think the intent of it is good. The
eliminated. I do not think that is going effect of the amendment though,
though. in
to be the case.
terms of existing housing polices raises
In fact, those programs that continue
contmue many questions.
to
to exist,
exist, we
we have
have all
all the
the more
more reason to
Mr. MORAN. I say in response to my
my
prioritize who gets the advantage of friend, the gentleman
gentieman from Minnesota
them. This does not affect elderly or (Mr.
[Mr. VENTO],
VENTOI, who
who has
has been
been very
very active
active
disabled people, because families need in the housing area on the Subcommitmore than one-bedroom efficiencies, tee on Housing, it does not specifically
which is what is available to
to elderly
elderly exclude the elderly and disabled,
disabled. but
and disabled.
families looking for subsidized housing

think many people may not be are not looking for one-bedroom effiaware of fact that in terms of eligi- ciencies. They are not in competition
I

bility for housing subsidies.
subsidies. AFDC
AFDC is
is
counted as income. When welfare reform passes and people who choose not
to go into a work program lose their
AFDC, the other part of the Federal
AFDC.
Government, I-RID,
Government.
HUD, is going to make it
up for them. HUD is going to reduce
their cost of subsidized
subsidized housing
housing so that

with the elderly or disabled.

I would also say to my friend that

one of the biggest problems in terms of
subsidized housing being used for the
people in greatest need is that the only
area that most
mostjurisdictions
jurisdictions are willing
to provide subsidized housing is for the
elderly and disabled because they make

we have heard on the floor in the last
few days about this bill.
Mr. Chairman, I have been astounded
and astonished to
to hear
hear the
the harsh,
harsh,

unreal, and irresponsible talk coming
from the Democrats about
about welfare
welfare re-

done. call
form. To do as they have done,

State and local governments cruel and
heartless, is irresponsible. To do as the
Democrats have done, call our neighbors and neighborhoods mean and insensitive. is harsh to the extreme.
sensitive,
To do as the Democrats have done.
refer to the work of our churches and
charities as uncompassionate, is out of
touch with reality.
Mr. BAESLER. Mr. Chairman, I have
a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman
Pennsylvania LMr.
(Mr. WALKER]
from Pennsylvania
WALKERJ yield

for the purpose
purpose of
of aa parLiamentary
parliamentary inquiry?

Mr. WALKER. I do not. Mr. Chair-

man.
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The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
gentleman does
does
It is corrupt to keep a system that is nizes the importance of work over
not yield.
best known for its waste, fraud, and those who do not work, and I hope we
Mr. WALKER. Oh. the Democratic
Democratic abuse.
pass it.
opponents of welfare reform will say
It is corrupt to give money to FedMr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, to
they have called none of those Ameri- eral bureaucrats that should
should be
be going
going extend debate.
debate, as
as Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS
GIBBONS' desdescans these names. They claim to be at- to truly needy people
people and
and call
call the ignee. I move to strike the last word.
word,
tacking the Republican welfare reform spending compassionate.
and I ask unanimous consent to be albill or the Contract With America.
It is corrupt to pick on the most vul- lowed to yield blocks of time.
But the underlying facts belie their nerab1e
people in
in our society, the chilnerable people
there objection
objection
CHAIRMAN. Is there
caterwauling. We Republicans
Republicans are
are not
not dren and the poor, to maintain ones toThe
the request of the gentleman from
empowered by our welfare reform bill. own political power base.
Washington?
The legislation turns power back to
Yet that is what this debate has reThere was no objection.
States and localities, to neighborhoods. vealed about the opponents of welfare
to churches, and to charities. The only reform. They cannot accept good welPARLIAMENTARY JNQUIRIE5
PARLIAMENTARY
INQUIRIES
way that the results can be cruel and fare reform because it changes the patMr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman, I have a
harsh, insensitive and mean, and tern of power in America. The immoral parliamentary inquiry of the Chair as
uncompassionate isis ifif you
uncompassionate
you do
do not bebe- and corrupt system they have fostered to the effect of granting the last relieve in
in the
the comes to an end. What the Democrats quest.
the basic
basic goodness of the
American people and the American so- speak on this floor is the language of
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
ciety. And the fact is—confirmed by fear—fear of the future,
future. fear of change. state his parliamentary inquiry.
this debate—the liberals do not believe and fear of the loss of their political
political Mr. MORAN. In other words, Mr.
in the basic goodness of the American power. The system no matter how cor- Chairman, will the gentleman from
people
people and
and American
American society.
society.
rupt is their system and they want to Massachusetts
Massachusetts[Mr.
[Mr.KENNEDYJ
KENNEDYJhave
have a
The Democrats long ago came to the keep it. The system no matter now im- block of time to explain his position?
conclusion that goodness and mercy moral is their system and they want to
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
flow through Federal bureaucrats. Op- keep it.
from Washington [Mr.
(Mr. MCDERMOTT]
ponents of welfare reform truly believe
What the rhetoric of the Democrats will control 5 minutes and be able to
in taxing working people more so that have spoken on this floor tells us is yield
yield it. and the gentleman has 1½
1½
they can have more money to spend on that anyone who wants the welfare sys- minutes
remaining in his time.
spreading good will through Washing- tem changed should support the welMr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. I
ton solutions.
fare reform legislation that we have be- have aa parliamentary
parliamentary inquiry.
inquiry. Mr.
That's
why liberals
liberals are
are opposed to fore us.
Thats why
Chairman.
this legislation. It changes things.
Sixty years ago.
ago,Franklin
Franklin Delano The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
gentleman will
will
Democrats are in favor of keeping
keeping the
the Roosevelt told us that all we had to
present welfare system. They derive fear was fear itself. Today, Democrats state his parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.
much of their political standing and tell us clearly in this debate that all
Chairman. I am trying to understand.
understand.
power from the present welfare system. they have left is fear itself.
Their talk of meanness and insensitivMr. Chairman, will the If we have a Democrat and a RepubMr. RA.NGEL.
RANGEL. Mr.
lican that are both in favor of the
ity is status Quo
quo talk.
gentleman yield?
The opponents of welfare reform have
Mr. WALKER. Sure, I would be happy amendment and we have a Democrat, a
group of Democrats, that are opposed
done everything they can for 40 years to yield to the gentleman.
to build the present system. It
It is
is the
the
Mr. RANGEL. I thank the
the gentleman
gentleman to the amendment, how has the Chair
divided the time in aggregate?
symbol of all they believe. They do not from Pennsylvania for yielding.
CHAIRMAN. Ten minutes went
want to see it changed by a new majorMr. Chairman, is it not a fact that toThe
the proponent of the amendment. 10
ity.
the Republicans are not driven to re- minutes
to an opponent of the amendThat is the real choice before us in form the
the system
systemwhich
whichDemocrats
Democrats
the bill on this House floor.
want to reform too but they are driven ment—
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. The
Do you agree with the present
present syssys- in order to save the money in order to
is, Mr. Chairman, that the
tem that robs working people of the pay for this horrendous tax bill
bill that
that trouble is.
treasure of their work in order to sup- you have introduced on the Contract chairman of the committee is not op-

posed to the amendment.
port people wno refuse to work?
With America?
Do you believe the Food Stamp ProThe CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN.He
Heclaimed
claimed the
Mr. WALKER. The gentleman is abgram is the best way to feed the needy solutely wrong. What we are attempt- time by unanimous consent because no
or are you disgusted to see food stamps ing to do is have economic
economic growth
growth arid
and one else claimed it, and no one comabused
abused as
as you
yoi walk through the grogro- at the same time make certain we plained about it; no one objected to his
cery store cneck
check Out
out line?
request. so the genbring down the debt and deficit. It is unanimous-consent request,

Do you believe the School Lunch
Program works well or are you disturbed to see the garbage truck haul
away half the food, food the kids have
thrown away?

tleman—
man—
corrupt and immoral what the Demo- tIe
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Did
crats are out here on the floor defending, I say to the gentleman from New he ask for the unanimous-consent reing.

York (Mr.
[Mr. RANGELI.
RANGEL,

quest. Mr. Chairman?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, he did.
did, and the
Defending this welfare system is acWhat the Democrats are defending tually
gentleman from Washington [Mr.
corrupt arid it is immoral.
with their
unreal, and irrespontheir harsh,
hash, unreal,
MCDERM0Tr], as
MCDERMOTr].
as the
the designee
designee of the
0 1245
sible talk
programs that
that are imtalk are
ar programs
ranking minority
minority member,
member, has
has the
the
moral and corrupt. It is immoral to
This system is absolutely one of the privilege of striking the last word,
word. and
take money fi-om
decent, middle-class most corrupt and immoral systems.
from decent,
systems. having 5 minutes. and controlling it.
it,
Americans who work for everything and
arid itit is
is about
about time
time we
we reform
reform it.
it.
and he just did that under unanimous
they have and give it to people who
Mr. RANGEL. It is tax reduction, not consent.

think they are owed the money for welfare reform,
reform. and the gentleman
doing
doing nothing.
nothing.
It is immoral to run up our debt leav-

knows it.
Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 30

ing our children
chili-en and
and grandchildren
grandchildren to seconds to the gentleman from Kenpay the costs of federally apportioned tucky (Mr.
[Mr. BAESLERJ.
BAEsLEr1.
compassion.
Mr.
Mr. BAESLER
BAESLER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
It is immoral to consign poor people would like to rise in support of the
to lives of living hell as government amendment offered by the gentleman
dependents so that politicians and bu- from
from Virginia
Virginia(Mr.
[Mr.MORANI.
Mow']. ItItdoes
does proproreaucrats can maintain power.
vide incentives, arid
and I do think it recog-

Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. I
understand.
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
MCDERMOTI'. Mr. Chairman, I

yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Massachusetts
Massachusetts (Mr.
(Mr. KENNEDY].
KENNEDY].

Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.

Chairman.
Chairman, I speak in strong opposition

to this amendment, not for the intention that the gentleman from Virginia

[Mr. Mo..\')
Mo..") has for offering it, but
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rather for some of the bizarre and un- put
put down? In fact.
fact, you have people who that we target the area that he wants
anticipated results that I think will are very poor. You have people who to target. I understand what he is tryoccur if the amendment were accepted. have been working and not quite makdo, I think, and we would like to
First of all, let us recognize that ing enough wages to make it in the pri- ing to do.
there in fact would be a disincentive
disincentive to vate market. Both groups get disadvan- work with the gentleman in terms of
it in the housing bill. We
have families get into this program
program if taged by this. It simply falls into a pat- addressing
think
maybe
he is dealing with some
some
the amendment offered by the gen- tern that we have fallen into
into before.
before,
tleman from
from Virginia
Virginia LMr.
[Mr. MoRAN]
M0RANI goes You hinder the law with a set of pref- unintended consequences here in parthrough as it is currently written with erences that are often inconsistent. ticular when it comes to single bedroom units and say that there are fama 5-year time limitation. Why would that don't harmonize.
harmonize, that don't, in ilies interested in that. As a matter of
any family want to get into a program fact.
fact, represent a rational preference fact. right now we are having families
that is going to limit them to 5 years system because you simply say this fact,
in one of these housing programs when.
when, one group, and this one group is all you put in place in one bedroom units.
Those are the same one bedroom units
if they do not go into the housing
housing pro- can deal with here because
because we're
were dealdisabled. who cannot go
go Out
out
gram under the 5-year provision, they ing with welfare. So this says this one that the disabled,
would be able to stay in for a much particular group will be deemed by us and work, or seniors who cannot go out
work, are seeking and
and are
are going
going to
longer period of time? This amendment more worthy than everybody else, and and work.
be bumped off the waiting lists. so I
only affects new section 8's that be- this is not a basis on which
which we
should
we should just simply ask the gentleman if he
come available. There are very few new be deciding who everybody else
is.
would consider possibly withdrawing it
section 8's that are going to become
Mr. Chairman, I have served on the and working with me to ensure that we
available in this country in the next Housing
Housing Subcommittee,
Subcommittee, and
and II could
could not target the population that he is confew years. particularly as
as a result of tell my colleagues who everybody
everybody else
else cerned with.
the budget process.
is. and I am sure other Members could
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, will the
Second, it seems to me that we al- not either.
either. So
So the
the question
question is not gentleman
yield?
ready have a situation where we are whether
do something
something for
for Mr. LAZIO of New York. I yield to
creating preference after preference. the peopleweinshould
this program. It is should the gentleman from Minnesota.
We have preference for victims of we disadvantage
everybody who is not
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, I thank
AIDS. We have preference
preference for
for elderly.
elderly. in this program,
should
we
program,
should
we decide
decide that
that the gentleman
gentleman from
from New
New York
YorkLMr.
[Mr.
We have preference for disabled. I say everybody not in this program
is not LAzIO]
LAziol for his statement, and I think
to my colleagues, If you're just a regu- worthy of getting
getting housing
housing or not worsame questions that he is raising
lar poor person in this country,
country. you thy of a preference because, as the gen- the
are questions
questions that
that are raised
raised precan't get on any section 8 voucher
voucher list tleman
tlemari
Massachusetts
from
Massachusetts
pointed
pointed viously with the gentleman from Virwill get
get you
that actually will
you a section 8. Out
saying,
saying, "No,
"No. you get pushed down ginia
ginia [Mr.
[Mr. MORAN],
MORANI. and
and the
the good
good intenintenThe fact is. in Massachusetts today, out
the list.'
list," meaning
meaningthey
theydo
do not get tions
of the amendment has to be
we have 17.000 people waiting
waiting on
on secsec- housing at all. I do not understand why
why
looked at. As my colleagues know, contion 8. The only people that ever get a we would say, without the ability
to
to tent without context is pretext,
pretext, and
and we
we
section 8 voucher are those at the very make comparisons, that we ability
are going got a problem here in terms of how this
top who end up Continuing
continuing to
to trade
trade off to single Out
out
one
group
to
the
inevione
all fits together in terms of what we
between the special groups that have
have
disadvantage of every other.
are trying to accomplish, and I would
gotten these preferences, so it seems to table
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield hope that I think the suggestion of tryme that what we ought to be doing is such time as he may consume to the
ing to either withdraw this or at least
looking, as this housing committee is gentleman
from
from New
New York
York [Mr.
LMr.LAzxo].
LAzIol. address the concerns raised with the
going to be doing in the next few gentleman
Mr. LAZIO of New York. Mr. Chair- gentleman from
from New
NewYork
YorkLMr.
[Mr. LAZI0J,
LAzIo],
weeks, not linking housing to the wel- man.
man, I thank the distinguished chair- gentleman
the gentleman from Massachufare debate, as this amendment unin- man
of the Committee on Ways and myself,
setts [Mr. KENNEDY]
KENNEDYI and others, would
tentionally does, but let us review.
Means.
be possible,
possible, and
and
President Clinton has
has provided
provided aa
Mr. Chairman, this is the where we would consider that.I hope the author
blueprint through Secretary
Secretary Cisneros
Cisneros are
about to be introduced to
to the
the law
law Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.
to have a complete
complete revision
revision of
of the
the of unintended consequences. I think Chairman,
housing
Chairman,will
will the
the gentleman yield
housing programs.
programs. The Republicans that the gentleman
gentleman from
fromVirginia
VirginiaLMr.
[Mr. just briefly?
have done the same. The gentleman MORANI
has
the
most
noble
of
intenMr. LAZIO of
of New
New York.
York. II yield
yield to
from New York [Mr. LAzIol and I have
and I share his concern in regard the gentleman from
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts.
an opportunity to look through these tions,
the general
genera' preferences, but I want Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. I
issues and get this issue resolved once to
to outline two things.
also want to make the point
point that
that
and for all.
First of all, the area of preferences just
one of the difficulties with this issue is
Mr. MCDERMOTT.
McDERMO"fl" Mr. Chairman, II in. tenant preferences in particular,
in the whole notion of a 5-year sunset on
gentleman from
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman
on
from housing will be addressed by the comall housing. I think the sunset that the
Massachuse
Massachusei[Mr.
[Mr.FRANKJ.
FRANKJ.
when we do the rewrite. It will
from
from Virginia
Virginia LMr.
[Mr. MORAN]
MORANI
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Mr. mittee
be done in a very fundamental way. gentleman
has
written
into
this
is
a
very
different
Chairman, II hope
Chairman
hope the
the amendment is
is de- and it will be affecting many
many different housing policy than we have
have ever
ever had
had
feated. We fail
fall into an unfortunate pat- people,
many
different
groups,
people,
many
different
groups,
not
just
just
in this country, and I think to do this
We, those people who are, say, victims
tern when we do things like this. We.
of without having debate—as my colof
outside the context of an overall con- AIDS and the elderly, those
people who
people
who leagues know,
know. I just found out
out about
about
sideration of a program, say this par- have been dislocated asthose
result of
of Fedaa result
Fed- this amendment earlier today. I think
ticuar
ticulargroup
group isis very
very worthy,
worthy, and
and we
we erai
eral action. That will all be addressed this a very substantive change in our
them aa preference
preferenceover
give them
overeverybody
everybody in
in aamore
morefundamental,
fundamental, more
more comcomhousing policy. It might make
else, and Members vote on that think- prehensive,
hopefully more thoughtful Nation's
some sense under some circumstances,
circumstances.
ing of the worthiness of the particular approach during
the housing rewrite.
but let us have an opportunity to talk
recipients of the preference. What they
I
also
would
like
to
say
that
we are about it, to discuss it and to try to dedo not realize is that giving a pref- going to be involved in placing seniors
termine what the
the consequences
consequences are
erence to group A means giving a dis- and disabled peop'e
are
peoplewho
whodo
do not have going to be. I want
to just make sure
advantage to every other group.
the
go
out
to
work
who
ability
to
go
Out
are
gentleman from
from Virginia
VirginiaLMr.
[Mr.
So I say to my colleagues, You're not disproportionately on the waiting lists. that the gentleman
MoRAN] understands
understands that there are
voting now, iS
if you
you vote on
on this,
this, as to They are going to be bumped as a re- MORAN]
whether or not this particular group is sult of this amendment if it is offered. going to be tens of thousands of people
that are getting section 8vouchers
worthy of a preference. The question is:
vouchers
So I would ask the gentleman if he today that will have to get 8over
$11 an
Is every other group in need of housing would
consider
speaking
with
me
and
hour in order to pay for 30 percent of
unworthy? Should every other group be working with the committee to
ensure their income that would qualify them
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for housing in the private market- housing assistance should be encour- nities.
nities,
do not want to see this House run
do
places.
p'aces.
aged. this amendment really discour- roughshod over reasonable requirements that
So II say to my colleague, you're ages them from doing so.
So
have often
have
often been in place for
for some time.
time.
II

making a very big leap that somehow
you're going to get from welfare to an
$11 an hour job within 5 years. I don't
know that were going to be able to do
that for the tens of thousands of peop]e
people
that could
cou'd ultimately be affected as a
resu]t of this amendment. I think that
result
it's well-intended,
its
well-intended, but I think it's
shortsighted in terms of some of the
per-verse consequences that
that could
could reresult because of the way the amendment
has been written.
Mr. LAZIO of New York,
York. Mr. Chair-

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I would hope the gen-

tieman would withdraw his amend.
tleman
amend-

ment.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Virginia (Mr.
IMr. MORAN] is recognized for the remaining 1½ minutes.
Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, ]et
let me

While

I

know the intention
know
intention of
of the amend-

ment is to reward people who work, the unintended
tended effect
effect wouid
would be
be to
to penalize
penalize aa parent
parent
who stays
who
stays home with a young
young child.
child. It could
aisodamage
so
damageperfectly
perfectlyappropriate
appropriate locally
locally eses-

tablished preferences.
tablished
preferences. II urge my colleagues
colleagues to
to
vote
vote "no'
"no" on
on this
this amendment.

respond to my friends with whom I The CHAIRMAN. All time has exshare many public policy objectives. pired.
but I would strongly disagree
disagree with
with the
the The question is on the amendment
suggestion that we ought to stick with offered by the gentleman from Virginia

the status quo. Let me tell my
my colcol-

leagues about a family in Alexandria

(Mr.
IMr. MORAN].
MORN1.

The question was taken:
taken; and the
man, I just want to expound on that right across the bridge.
Chairman announced that the
the noes
noes apapagain, what the gentleman from MassaMr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, the mother whose peared to have it.
chusetts lMr. KENNEDYI is saying again

husband left her 4 years ago
ago is
is sleeping
s'eeping
and the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. in an automobile. Her 6-year-old isis
MoRA.r'J
MOR1 I think again with the
the most
most with her in the back seat. The 4-yearnoble of intentions, but we are talking old is in the front seat. They have been
about time limitations and upon the on the waiting list for 4 years. She has
broad population, and I know this is no hope of ever getting subsidized
not the intention, to possibly raise it housing.
housing, and she is not unique.
in this context possibly some other
0 1300
time. We are dealing with people that
do not have the ability to go Out and
Because subsidized housing goes to
go to work. The behavioral changes people who have contacts, and in many
that we are seeking to adjust through urban areas, as it is in the District of
welfare reform are not applicable when Columbia, it went to people who were
we talk about the disabled,
disabled, the
the seniors.
seniors. willing to bribe housing officials. In
Mr. SABO. Mr. Chairman, will the most suburban jurisdictions, subsidized
gentleman yield?
housing goes to the elderly
elderly and
and the
the disdisMr. L.AZIO
of New
New York. I yield to abled. because that is where the profit
LAZIO of
the gentleman from Minnesota.
margin is for building high-rise apartMr. SABO. Mr. Chairman, I would ment buildings,
buildings. and they are no threat
join in asking the gentleman from Vir- to the community.
ginia IMr.
(Mr. MORANI
MON1 totowithdraw
withdrawthe
the
Families with children are in
in great
great
amendment and let the committee need of subsidized housing today.
today, and
work on jt.
it. I do not know what its im- those families who are willing
willing to
to parpar.
pact on senior housing is,
is. plus in our ticipate in a work participation
participation proprocommunity we have a very unique
unique gram ought to get some incentive and
project with Indian preference, and I ought to get some support. There are 13
think this amendment would
wou'd override million families today who qualify for
what has been very difficult negotia- housing and people in housing have no
tions.
incentive to leave it.
it, and we have no
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I regulation that requires them to leave
yield 1 minute to the gentleman
gent]eman from it. They are in there for life.
life.

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman,

mand a recorded vote.

I de-

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the

rule, further proceedings on the amend-

ment offered by the gentleman from
Virginia (Mr.
IMr. MORAN)
MORAN] will be postponed

until after the vote on amendment No.
18.

ANNOUNCENT BY BY
ANNouNcEMENT
THETHE
CHAIRMAN
cflMAN

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, proceedings will now resume on
those amendments on which further

proceedings
proceedings were
were postponed.
postponed, in
in the
the folfol-

lowing order: Amendment No. 18 offered by the gentlewoman from Florida
[Ms. ROS-LEHTINENJ
andamendment
amendment
IMs.
ROs-LEwrir'iN1 and
No. 20.
20, offered by the gentleman from

Virginia
Virginia IMr.
[Mr. MORAN].
MORAN].
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY Ms.
MS. ROS-LEHTINEN
R0S-LEHTINEN

The CHAIRMAN. The pending business is the demand for a recorded
recorded vote
vote
on amendment No. 18 printed in House
Report 104-85 offered by the gentlewoman
woman from Florida [Ms.
RosIMs.
LEHTINEN] on which further proceedLEHTINENI
ings were postponed and on which the
ayes prevailed by voice vote.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman. I withdraw my demand for a recorded vote.
The CHAIRMAN. The amendment
Cleveland. OH (Mr.
IMr. STOKES).
STOKES].
Mrs. LOWEY.
LOWEY. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise today in
in stands as agreed to.
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, I, too,
too. opposition
opposition to
to this
this amendment
amendment that would
So the amendment was agreed to.
would grant

would hope that the gentleman from preference for obtaining
obtaining Federal
Federal housing
housing asasVirginia
would consider
consider sistance
Virginia (Mr.
IMr.MORAN]
Moiw'i} would
sistance to
to families
famIies that participate in required

withdrawing this amendment. I know
he is well intentioned in this amend-

ment, but it is really a bad amendment.
ment.

Mr. Chairman,
this amendment
would impact every individual in public housing. Public housing recipients
include the most vulnerable persons in
this Nation,
Nation. our elderly and children.
There are nearly half a million elderly—predominantly single and disabled
women—and almost a million
million arid
and a
half children living in public housing.
The effects of the Moran amendment
on their lives would most certainly be

severe. Under this measure,
measure. partici-

State
programs.
State welfare
welfare work
work programs.
While share
share the
the goal
goal of my
my colleague,
colleague, the
the
gentleman from
gentleman
from Virginia—to
Virginia—to assure
assure that workworking people
people are
are rewarded
rewarded for
by the
the
for playing
playing by
rules,
have concerns
have
aboutthethe
unintended
concerns about
unintended
I

consequences
this
amendment
as as drafted.
consequencesofof
this
amendment
drafted.
By
By providing
providing aa housing preference for peo-

AMENDNT OFFERED
BYME.
h. MORAN
AMENDMENT
OFFERED BY
MORAN

The CHAIRMAN. The pending business is the demand for a recorded vote
on amendment No. 20 printed in House
Report 104—85
Report
104-85 offered
offeredby
bythe
the gentleman
gentleman
from Virginia
from
Virginia[Mr.
[Mr.MORAN)
MOR'I] on
on which
which
further proceedings were postponed and

on which the noes prevailed by voice

vote.
ple participating in
in the
the State welfare work proproThe Clerk will redesignate the
the
grams, this
grams,
this amendment
amendment will
will create a
a bias
bias amendment.
women with
wfth young children.
against women
children, ItIt should
The Clerk redesignated the amendcome as
as no surprise that when young
young chUdren
children ment.
are involved, the primary
are
primary caregiver
caregiver often
often stays
stays
RECORDED VOTE
at home—especially
home—especially when
when safe.
safe, affordable,
affordable,
The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has
child
child care
care is not available. If this
this amendment
amendment

demanded.
were to pass,
were
pass, those
those parents
parents who
who are
are at
at home
home been
A recorded vote was ordered.

with their children for
with
for whatever
whatever reason—would
The vote was taken by electronic depants in welfare-to-work programs be
be penalized—and
penalized—and could
could be
be denied of approapprovice. and there were—ayes 35. noes 395.
have preference over all other eligible priate, affordable housing.
households. T'nus.
Thus, many of the elderly
elderly
Furthermore, in
in discussing
amendment not voting 4. as follows:
Furthermore,
discussing this amendment
[Roll No. 262)
and children in families with nonable- with
with housing
housing officials
my district,
district,
officia's in
in my
have
II

bodied adults would be in jeopardy of heard serious
serious concerns
concerns that
that this
this amendment
amendment
having their assistance terminated.
might
might undermine
undermine preferences which have
In addition. setting an arbitrary time been
developed. For
been carefully developed.
some
For example,
example, some

limit on housing assistance is misguided and, while families receiving

communities have given
communities
given preference
preference for
for section
section
B housing
8
housing for residents
residents of
of their
their own
own commucommu-

AYES—35
BesIer
Baker (LA)
Beilenson
Brownback
Brownback
Bryant (TX)

Condit
Cooley
Cramer
Cramer
Davis
Deal

Emerson
Geren
Ceren

Oilman
Cilman
Crecn
Green

Hal) (TX)
Hall
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Hansen
H ayes
Hayes
Klink
Linco'n
Lincoln

Myers

McCrerv
Montgomery
Moran

Parker
Pastor
Payne (VA)

Abcrcrcmbie
Abcrcrombe
Ackerman

Dooley

Allard
Andrews

Dornan
Doyle

Archer
Archor
Armey

Drcier
Drcer
Duncan

Bachus
Bachus
Baker (CA)
Baker
(CA)
Baida cc I
Baldacci

Dunn

Myrick
Norwood
Orton

Pelosi
Roth
Soudcr
Souder
Stenholm
Tanner

Thornton

Ballenger
Ballenger
Barcia
Barr
Barrett (NE)
Barrett (WI)

Bartlctt
Bartlett

Durbin
Edwards
Ehlcrs
Ehrlich
Ehrlich
Engct
Engel

English
Ensign

Barton
Barton

Eshoo
Evans

Bass

Everctt
Everett

Bateman
Batoman
Becerra
Becorra

Ewing

Ben tscn
Bencsen

Berouter
Borcutor
Berman
Bcrman

Bevill
Bcvill
Bilbray
Blibray
Bi lirakis
Bilirakis
Bishop

Bliloy
Blilcy
Blute
Boehlerc
Bochlcrt
Boehncr
Boehner

Bonilla
Bon
ill a
Bonior
Bono
Borski
Borski

Boucher
Brewstcr
Brewster
Browder
Brown (CA)
Brown
Brown (FL)
(FL)
Brown (OH)

Bryant (TN)
Bunn
Bunning
Burining
Burr
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Callahan
Calvert
Caivert
Camp
Canady
Cardin
Cardin
Castk
Castle
Chabot
Chambliss
Chapman
Chcnoweth
Chenoweth
Christensen
Christcnscn

Chrysler
CLayton
Clayton
Clement
Clingcr
Clinger
Clyburn
Coble
Coburn
Coburn
Coleman
CoIJ ins(GA)
(GA)
Collins

Collins (IL)
Collins (MI)
(Ml)
Cornbest
Conyers

Costello
Cox
Coyne
Coyne
Crane
Crapo
Cremeans
Cremcans
Cubin

Cunningham
Danner
Oanner
de Ia Garza
DcFazio
DeFazio
DeLauro
OeLauro
DeLay
DeI)ums
Dellums
Deutsch
Diaz- Balart
Diaz-Balart
Dickcy
Dickoy
Ditks
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon

Dogett
Doggect

Farr
Factah
Fattah
Fawell
Fazic
Fazio

Fields (LA)
Ficlds
Ficids ('TX)
Fie(ds
(TX)
Filner
Filner
Flake
Flakc
Flanagan
Foglictta
Fogliecta
Folcy
Foley
Forbes
Ford

Fowler
Fox

Frank (MA)
Franks (CT)
(CT)
Franks
Franks (NJ)
(NJ)
Frelinghuysen
Frelinghuysen
Frisa
Frost

Funderburk
Furse

Gallegly
Gallcgly

Pickett
Pickett
Johnson(SD)
Johnson
(SD)
Johnson. E. B.
Johnson. Sam
Johnson,
Johnston
Jones

Kanjorski
Kaptur
Kasich

Kelly
Kennedy
Kcnnedy (MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennelly
Kildee
Kim
King
King
Kingston
Kleeska
Kleka
Kiug
KIug
Knollenbcrg
Knollcnbcrg
Kolbe
LaFalce
LaHood
Lantos
Largcnt
Largent
Latham

LaTourette
LaTourctte
Laughlin
Lazio
Leach
Levin
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)
Lewis (KY)
Lcwis

Lightfoot
Lighcfoot
Linder
Linder
Lipinski
Livingston
LoBiondo
Lofgren
Longley
Longley
Lowey
Lowcy
Lucas

Goodlatte
Goodlang
Goodling
Cordon
Gordon

Luther
Maloncy
Maloney
Manton
Manzullo
Markey
Martinez
Martini
Martini
Mascara
Matsui
Matsul
McCarthy
McCollum

Goss

McDade

Graham
Greinwood
Greenwood
Gunderson

McDermott

Cuticrrez
Gutcrrez
Gutkncchc
Gutknecht
Hall (Oil)
Hall
(OH)
Hamilton
Hamilton

Mclnnis
Mcintosh

Ganske
Gejdenson
Gcjdenson
Gekas

Gephardt
Gcphardt
Gibbons

Gilchrest
Gilchrcst
Gilimor
Gilimor
Gonzalez
Gonzalez

Hancock
Hancock
Harnsan
Harman
Hastert

Hastings (FL)
Hastings (WA)
Hayworth
Hefley
Hetner
Hefner
Heineman
Heincman
Herger

Hilleary
I-iilleary
Hilliard
Hinchcy
Hinchey
Hobson

Hoekstra
Hoke
hoke
Holden
Horn

Hostettler
Houghton
Hoyer
Hoyer
Huntcr
Hunter
Hutchinson
Hyde

Inglis
istook
Istook
Jackson-Lee
Jacobs

Jefferson
Jefferson
Johnson
(Cl)
Johnson (CT)

Packard
Pallone
Pal
lone
Paxon
Payne (NJ)
Peterson
Peterson (FL)
(FL)
Peterson (MN)

Petri
Petri

NOES—395
Doolittle

oxley
Oxley

McHale
McHugh
McKeon

McKinney
McKinney
McNulty
McNulty
Meehan
Meek
Menendez

Metcalf
Metca'f
Meyers
Mfume
Mica

Miller (CA)
Miller (FL)
Mineta
Minge
Mink
Moakley
Mol
man
Moinari

Mollohan
Moorhead
Morefla
Morella

Murtha
Nadler
Neal

Nethercutt
Neumann
Ney
Nussle
Nussle
Oberstar
Obey

Olver
Orciz
Ortiz
Owens

Pombo
Pombo
Pomeroy

Porter
Portnsan
Portman
Poshard
Prvce

Quillen
Quinn
Radanovich
Rahall
Rahafl
Ramstad
Rangel
Reed

Regula
Reynolds
Richardson
Riggs

Rivers
Rivcrs
Roberts
Roerner
Rocmcr
Rogcrs
Rogers
Rohrabacher

Ros-Lchtinen
Ros.Lehtjnen
Rose

RoybahAllard
Roybal-A.llard
Royce
Rush
Sabo
Sanders
Sanford
Sawyer

Saxton

Scarborough
Schaefer

Schifi
Schff
Schroeder

Tiahrt
Torkildsen
Torres
Torrcs
Torricell,
Torricelli

Schumer

Towns

Scott

Traficant
Traficant
Tucker

Seasrrand
Seastrand
Sensenbrenncr
Sensenbrenner
Serrano
Ser-rano
Shadcgg
Shadegg
Shaw
Shays

Shuster
Sisisky
Sisisky
Skaggs
Skecn
Skccn

Shelton
Skelton
Slaughter
Smith (MI)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Solomon
Solomon
Spence

Sprart
Spratt
Stark
Stearns
Stockman
Stokes
Studds
Stump
Stupak

Talent
Talent
Tate
Tate
Tauzin
Tauzin
Taylor (MS)
Taylor
(MS)
Taylor
Taylor (NC)
(NC)
Tejoda
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompson
Thornberry
Thornberry
Thurman

Upton
Velazqucz
Velazqucz
Vento

Visclosky
Volkmer
Volkmcr
Vucanovich
Vucanovjch
Waldhoizz
Waldholtz
Walker
Walsh
Walsh
Wamp
Ward
Wators
Waters

Watt (NC)
Watts (OK)
Waxman
Woldon (FL)
Weldon
Weldon
Wcldon (PA)
(PA)
Weller
Wellor
White

Whitfield
Whitficid
Wicker
WIlliams
Williams
Wilson
Wise
Wiso

Wolf
Woolsey
Wydon
Wyden
Wynn
Yates
Young (AK)
Young (FL)

Zeliff
Zoliff
Zimmcr
Zimmor

NOT VOTING—4
Clay
Roukema

Salmon
Smith (WA)

0
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Messrs.
ROBERTS, COSS,
COSS. and
SMITH of
SMITH
of Michigan,
Michigan, Mrs.
Mrs. FOWLER,
FOWLER.
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The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from
from Kansas
Kansas (Mr.
[Mr. ROBERTS] will be recognized for 10 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman

from
TRAFICANT].
fromOhio
Ohio(Mr.
[Mr.
TFIcAr'rr].

Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Chairman,

I

yield myself such time as II may
consume.

Mr. Chairman, we have a system
right now with food stamps that has
become street currency. Hard-earned
taxpayers' dollars
taxpayers
dollars going
going to provide food
and nutrition for programs will end up

being trafficked on the streets of our
cities in many cases.

But as Members know, there are

abuses not only on the street. Citibank
has just moved to incorporate a photograph in their credit card. If you go to
Sam's Club now.
now, Sam's Club requires a

photograph on that transaction card.

All the States in the union now require
a photograph on their driver's
driver's license.
license.

There was a time when individuals
would take a driver's license and use a
fraudulent driver's license in the wrong
capacity. As a result, the States were
moved to put that photograph on there.

The Traficant amendment requires
that if a State opts for the electronic
benefit
benefit transfer
transfer system,
system, they
they can
can use
use
that money,
that
money, but
but the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the
UnitedStates
United
States says.
says, That
That card
card shail
shall
have aa photograph
have
photograph of
of the
the head
head of
of the
the
household.
household.

There has
been some
There
has been
questionif.
if. in
some question
in
fact,
myamendment
amendment would
fact, my
would require
require evev-

erybody in the household to have a
and Messrs. FOLEY. MILLER of Cali- photograph.
it would not
not. That
That
fornia. WICKER, and TIAHRT
TIAHRT Changed
changed would be upNo,
to the States and legislatheir vote
vote from
from"aye"
aye' toto"no.'
'no."
history to date shall determine
Mr. HANSEN Changed
changed his
his vote
vote from tive
that.
"no" to
'no"
to "aye."
"aye."
But the
the point
will
point is.
is,many
many times
times you
you will
So the amendment was rejected.
see a
police car
car at
at an
an intersection
intersection and
and
a police
The result of the vote was announced see
the
the police officer does not have a radar
as above
recorded.
above recorded.
gun on anybody. Maybe he or she may
PEP.SONAL. DaLANATIoN
PERSONAL.
E)LANATloN
doing their paperwork. People apMr. SALMON.
Mr.
SALMON.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,I Ijust
just be
that intersection, see that powanted to
rollcall proach
wanted
to say
say that
that I did miss rolicall
No. 262. If I had been here, I would have lice car, they take added caution.
Everybody in this House is concerned
voted
voted "no."
"no."
about
the limited
limited dollars
dollarswe
we have
have to
to
about
The CHAIRIvIAN. It is now in order to apply the
consider
consider amendment
amendmentNo.
No.21
21 printed in apply to the needy people of our coun-

try. Let me say this,
this. every dollar that
can be saved by preventing
preventing abuse
abuse and
and
fraud
and
the
unintended
purpose
Mr.
Mr. TRAFICANT.
TRAFICANT.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, II the expenditures of these moneys of
is
offer an
offer
an amendment.
amendment.
much
morefor
for the
the people
of our
much more
people of
our
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRIvIAN. The
The Clerk
Clerk will des- that
country who
country
who depend
dependupon
upontheir
their food
food
ignate the amendment.
and nutrition
and
nutrition from
from programs
programs such
such as
as
The text of the amendment is as fol- this.
this.
lows:
I am not going to use up all my time
Amendment offered by Mr. TRAFICANT: In
House Report 104-85.

AMENDMENT
OFFEREDBY
ANDMENT OFFERED
BYMR.
MR.TRAFICANT
TRAFICANT

I

amamsaddened
the beginning
beginning on
on this.
this.I I
saddened
section 7(i)(l)(E)
7(i)(I)(E) of the Food Stamp Act of in the
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2016(j)),
2016(i)), as added by section 556

of the bill, insert ".
",

that each electronic benefit transfer card shall bear a pho.
photograph of the members of the household to
except

which such card is issued"
issued' before
before the period.

to see
to
see there
there are
aresome
some in
in the
the DepartDepartment
ment of
of Agriculture, bureaucrats that
oppose it.

Well, those bureaucrats
could not commit Sam's Club not to do

it. They could not commit Citibank

The CHAIRMAN. Under
Under the
the rule,
rule, the
the not to do it. The private sector is start-

gentleman from Ohio (Mr. TRAFICANTI
TRAFICANT]
will be recognized for 10 minutes, and a

ing to put those photographs in because in the final
finai analysis,
analysis. they are

10 minutes.

stop abuse.

Member opposed will be recognized for

Is there a Member in opposition to

cost effective. They save money. They

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I reserve the
the balance
balance

the amendment?
of
of my
my time.
time.
Chairman. I rise
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield
in opposition to the amendment.
myself much time as I may consume.
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Mr. Chairman. I rise in reluctant opI would say to my colleagues. Mr. fice downtown who never had to cash a
position to the gentleman's amend- Chairman, that while I admire the gen- food stamp and does not know how imment. The gentleman from
from Ohio
Ohio LMr.
(Mr. tleman's
tlemans intent,
intent, and I admire the gen- portant they are to the family.
family, if we
TRAFICANTI,
TRAFICANTI. as

every Member knows, is

the Buy American amendment champion of the House of Representatives
and does yeoman work in that regard.
I agree with the gentleman's intent
of the amendment. And the gentleman

does describe a real problem
problem we
we have
have in
in

the Food Stamp Program where ap-

proximately $3 billion in expenditures,
as itemized by the inspector general of
the Department of Agriculture, is

going to fraud, abuse, and organized
crime.

0 1330

We have stores in big cities that are
not stores, they are just clearing

houses in regard to using the
the Food
Food
Stamp Programs and the coupons as a
second currency to bankroll organized
crime.

tleman, the cost of placing a photo- are going to follow their advice and
graph of a family on the EBT card.
card, counsel, we have made a great mistake.

while unknown, is unlikely to pay off.
Second of all, let me say this. There
I think it is going to slow down our ef- is a lot of technology coming into play.
forts to have States adopt aa criteria
criteria to
to The Coburn amendment adds to that.
put in place the entire system is regard The Traficant amendment deals with
to
to EBT.
the streets. People on the streets do
Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he
have computers, they do have finmay consume to the gentleman from not
gerprint
gerprint scans,
scans,
one thing they
Missouri [Mr. EMERSONI.
EMERSONI, the distin- know: If there is but
a
photograph
on that
guished chairman of the subcommittee card, and they do not have permission
in
in charge
charge of
of food
food stamp
stamp reform.
reform.
have that card, and they are at any
Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman. I to
apprehended with that card, they
thank the gentleman for yielding to time
are subject to problems.
me.
I do not need evidence from the inMr. Chairman.
Chairman, I,
I. too rise in reluctant
general, who screwed up the
opposition to the amendment of the spector
gentleman from Ohio IMr. TRAFICANT].
TRAFICANT). food stamp program. If the food stamp
was OK.
OK, we would not have
I wonder if he might consider with- program
the
EBT
here
being discussed on the
drawing it. and for this reason. We do floor.
create here an unfunded mandate.
Citibank, Sam's
Citibank,
Sam's Club, driver's liThe subsequent amendment
amendment is
is going
going

We have a strong antifraud
antifraud provision
provision
in this bill. It is bipartisan. The distin- to allow .the
the States,
States, if
if they wish, in
guished ranking minority member, the pursuit of an EBT system to do what
gentleman from Texas (Mr.
[Mr. DE LA the gentleman wishes. I personally conGARZA}, chairman emeritus of
GARZ,A},
the sider. II have
of the
intereste'd in the
have been interestë'd
House Committee on Agriculture, has EBT approach to the management of
contributed to that effort, and the ad- our welfare system for a long time. I
ministration has contributed to that think it has very unique potential.
effort.
I intend, as the chairman of the relWe asked the inspector general of the evant subcommittee on the Committee

Department of Agriculture whether or
not the amendment of the gentleman
from
from Ohio
OhiotMr.
[Mr.TRAFICANT).
TRAFICANT], from
from aa
practical standpoint, would be of help.

on Agriculture, to hold early oversight
hearings into this subject,
subject. and I would
like to work with the gentleman from
Ohio and cooperate with him in seeing
that his concerns are
are addressed.
addressed. I
would simply like to explore the issue
that the gentleman raises here before
we lock ourselves into doing it. and I

cense: when you go to vote on the
Traficant amendment. look at your

voting card. My God, are we worried
about trafficking in voting cards? The
truth of the matter is.
is, the Congress of
the United States
States is
is saying
saying "Look,
'Look, you
do not have to adopt an EBT system. If
you do. there are block grants. Go
ahead and implement it." However, the
Congress of the United States
States is
is saying
saying
as an added safeguard.
safeguard, to make sure

that money that we are putting into

food and nutrition goes to the people
who need it, the Congress is saying we
want a picture on it.
At Sam's Club they have a computerin, they take your
ized system. You go in.
picture. and you get a computer printpicture,
graph of
of the
the family
familyreceiving
graph
receivingfood
food operation in pursuing this idea.
out card with a photograph on it. We
stamps.
There are a lot of aspects to EBT are not reinventing the wheel here.
In the fIrst
first place, we have a problem that in an oversight sense are going to
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to
here with an unfunded mandate, since need to be addressed. We will be back the
the gentleman
gentleman from
from Colorado
Colorado (Mr.
LMr.
I think from a perception standpoint
there is no question that gentleman's
amendment in terms of intent is very
positive, but the amendment requires
that the EBT cards contain a photo- am willing to pledge to him my co-

the States pay half the cost of the at the subject again in the farm bill.
bill,

MCINNIS).
McINNIS].

trafficking.

point. that hey,
point,
hey. it may not thrill the

EBT.
EBT, or that card. By this amendment,

when that is before us in the commit- Mr. McINNIS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I thank
they would be required to pay addi- tee in May. There are going to be op- the gentleman for an opportunity to
tional amounts for a system that in- portunities this year to address the address this.
cludes the photographs.
concerns of the gentleman from Ohio. I I think the gentleman is absolutely
In addition, in contacting the Inspec- appreciate his interest and look for- right. Mr. Chairman. He used to be a
tor General, there is very little if any ward to working with him as an ally in sheriff. I used to be a police officer. Let
evidence, there is no evidence that hav- pursing the goals that he has in mind roe
me tell the Members, it makes a difing a photograph of the entire family here.
ference on the streets. I think the genof the EBT card will stop any kind of Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, IIjust
just think there is a tleman from Ohio brings up a good

In order to traffic in Food Stamp
Programs with an EBT card, there
must be a willing participant
participant and
and aa
willing person in the grocery store.

better way to do it down the road.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,

inspector general.
general, but when is the last
thank the gentleman for his contribu- time the inspector
inspector general
general rode
rode Out
out
tion, and I reserve the balance of my there in a squad unit or was
was Out
out on the
time.
streets? It is going to make a difdifHaving a photograph on that card will
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I ference.
not deter the trafficking, because the yield myself such time as I may We have huge amounts of
of fraud
fraud going
going
grocery store oerson is a willing partic- consume.
out
Out there
there with
with food
food stamps. The food
ipant. That certainly would not
not stop
stop Let me see if I understand this. The stamp program has lost its credibility
credibility
the case. Without a willing partner in inspector general who has been respon- across this
this country
countrybecause
because of
of the
the
the grocery store, there would be no sible for a food stamp program that is fraud, and frankly. not only because of
trafficking with the EBT cards.
the laughingstock of the free world is the fraud, but the failure of somebody
I want to make it clear that the EBT now going to advise us as to what is to do something about the fraud.
cards are instrumental in reducing the evidence and what may prove to be a
maneuver, It is
This is a very simple maneuver.
incidences of street trafficking of food system that would provide some pre- not going to require a lot. It is not
stamps, but it does not eliminate the ventive mechanisms from fraud and going to require big cost. It did not retrafficking. However. EBT does provide abuse?
quire us much to put that picture on
a trail, so that law enforcement per- If the Congress of the United States, our voting card. That is our picture. I
sonnel can trace these violations, and after the track record of food stamp can bet the Members money none of
then really prosecute all who violate programs,
programs. is going to accept advice of them are going to take this.
this, This is a
the act.
counsel, some bureaucrat in some of- small crowd.
I
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We know
knowthat
thatOut
out on
on the streets you
you not fill that position for the better part They
They tell
tell me
me this
this will
will work
work as
as an
an added
added
get that picture, and it is like the gen- of 2 years.
deterrent to people trying to defraud
tleman from Ohio (Mr. TRAFICANT)
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the
the balance
balance the welfare system through EBT. I
says, it is like an empty squad car. of my time.
says.
urge
urge everyone to support this.
When we would go out for our coffee
Mr. TRAFICANT.
TRAFICANT Mr.
Mr. Chairman. I
Chairman, I yield
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman.
breaks we never parked our squad cars yield myself such
such time
time as
as I may 30 seconds to the distinguished
distinguished gengenbehind the building. We parked them consume.
from Missouri [Mr.
IMr. EMERSON).
EMERSON].
right out on the street,
street. because everyMr. Chairman, if the Members will tleman
Mr. EMERSON.
Mr.
EMERSON, Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I
body coming up thought they were get- read the amendment, it stays "The thank
ting radared. It is the perception that transfer card shall bear a photograph to me. the gentleman for yielding time
counts.
of the members of the household to
I simply want to point out we
we are
are aa
The perception will count in
in cutting
cutting which such card is issued."
issued.' The
The States
States
into an apples and oranges argudown on food
food stamp
stamp program
programfraud.
fraud. II who enact that will make that deter- little
here, The point of opposition that
here.
stand in strong support of the amend- mination,
mination. It does not necessarily mean ment
I
have
to the amendment of the genIMr, they will have to have a photograph of tleman from
ment of the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
(Mr. TRAF'ICANT]
TRAFICANT) is
Ohio IMr.
TRAFIcAr'rr]. I Ithink
TRAFICAN'T].
thinkwe
wehave
have to
to move
move everybody in that family. That is a that it is an unfunded
mandate.
misrepresentation,
this argument to the street. What is misrepresentation.
A few weeks ago we passed
passed an
an ununbackground of
of funded
I commend the fine background
the streets' perception?
mandate
bill
and
said
States.
States,
general. but let me we are not going to do this to you anyMr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman. I yield this new inspector general,
say this,
this. anybody who says this photomyself such time as I may consume.
We are going to give you broad
Mr. Chairman, it is always interest- graph will not be a deterrent is either more.
out, Here
did work
work on the flexibility to figure things out.
ing to note in a debate when somebody smoking dope or never did
are
the
broad
parameters
of
the prostreet.
street,
because
the
gentleman
himself
starts to pillory another individual.
Now. you devise it as best you
Now,
when they do not know anything about has said in his comments that it would gram.
can,
take a willing participant.
participant, a willing can.
the other individual.
The next amendment to be offered is
second
second
party,
and
a
willing
second
The new inspector general of the Deholding, one that allows States to pursue the
partment of Agriculture is Roger party knows that they are holding.
idea,
idea. but does not mannow, aa transfer
transfer card
card with someone gentleman's
Viadero. He has beep on board for 4 now,
Viadero,
date it.
months. He is the gentleman who took else's picture on it.
Mr. McINNIS,
MCINNIS Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, will the
the tape and provided the House ComD 1345
mittee on Agriculture the first hearing gentleman yield?
Chairman, I yield
Mr.
ROBERTS.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr.
TRAFICANT.
I
yield
30
seconds
on fraud and abuse in years and years
Colorado,
to the gentleman from Colorado.
30 seconds to the gentleman from Oklaand years. It was the 1st of
of February.
February.
LARCENT].
Mr. McINNIS.
McINNI5. Mr. Chairman, I agree homa [Mr. LARCENT).
Prior to 4 months ago.
ago, he spent
spent a cacaMr.
Mr. LARGENT.
LARGENT. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise
rise
the gentleman, and I agree with
reer in the FBI and as a street cop: with
in opposition to
to this
this amendment
amendment as
as
street.
street, street. I would tell the gen- the inspector general. whoever per- well.
the fraud walks into the store
tleman from
tleman
from Colorado
Colorado[Mr.
[Mr.MCINNIS]
McI'NxS] petrates
and has a willing
willing participant
participant on the My opposition is simply based upon
upon
and the gentleman from Ohio IMr.
(Mr.
side of the counter,
counter. What we are the fact that the subsequent amendTRAF'lcAwr], he he
TRAFICANTI.
was
wasa astreet
streetcop.
cop. He other
about is before they walk into ment that we are going to be
be addressaddressknows full well what will happen in re- talking
the store, there are people who will ing introduced by the gentleman from
gard to this particular effort.
effort.
that card with fraud intended, and Oklahoma (Mr. COBURN], who has done
Let me remind the gentleman that take
the photos on there, they are
really yields
yields
are not extensive work on this, really
an EBT card is not an ID card.
card. II hope
hope with
to go into the store.
the opportunity. as my colleague the
nobody around here is voting
voting with
with an going
course it is going to have savings. gentleman from Missouri just said.
said, to
EBT card. It is not a driver's license. It OfOf
course
it will cut down on fraud.
the States.
is not a bank card. In addition to that.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, might
If we are about
about anything
anything in
in H.R.
HR. 4.
4, it
Mr. Chairman, in terms of the inspec- I inquire
of the Chair how much time is about granting the authority and the
tor general's
generals advice, and he is in charge
charge we
have
have remaining?
remaining?
power to make decisions like this back
of it, he has indicated that it will not weThe
CHAIRMAN, The gentleman to the States where people really are
CHAIRMAN.
stop the trafficking that my colleagues from
Kansas [Mr.
(Mr. ROBERTS] has 1'/2 on the street dealing with
with this
this issue.
issue.
hope
hope would
would take
take place.
place.
minutes
minutes
remaining,
remaining.
and the gentleman
I urge
urge aa "rio"
'no"vote
vote on
on this
this amendamendIf you have an EBT card and you from Ohio
Ohio [Mr.
[Mr.TRAFICANT]
TR CAr'rr] has
has 1½
1½ minmin- ment on the basis that it will be adcheat, you have to have a willing par- utes remaining.
The gentleman from dressed later.
ticipant on the other side. It will take Kansas (Mr. ROBERTS)
TRAFICANT, Mr. Chairman, I
more time for States to meet the cri- of closing. ROBERTS] has the privilege Mr. TRAFICANT.
yield myself the balance of my time.
teria of an EBT
EST system to provide an
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Chairman, I
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
audit trail to stop fraud if we put aa pic- yield 30 seconds to the former sheriff, from
Ohio is recognized for 30 seconds.
seconds,
ture on the EBT card.
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
(Mr.
Mr. TRAFICANT. I am going to supIf we require it.
it, it is an unfunded the
HOLDEN].
port the Coburn amendment, but remandate. States will have to pay half
HOLDEN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I thank member this: The Coburn amendment
of the cost. In addition, the gentle- theMr.
gentleman for yielding time to me. does not say there has to be a photoman's amendment is structured, and he
First, I want to commend
commend the
the gengen- graph.
cannot amend it.
it, according to the rule. tleman from Missouri [Mr. EMERSON)
The Traficant amendment says the
that the entire family has to be on the and the chairman, the gentleman from
Congress of the United States gives
card. What do we do with a 10-member Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS).
ROBERTS), for the work you the option of having this new sysfamily,
6? The
The picture
picture they did on this.
family. or 9 or 8 or 7 or 6?
this, I.
I, too,
too. have 14 spent tem.
would have to be larger than the card. years in law enforcement,
enforcement, 77 as
as aa sheriff,
sheriff,
But the Congress ofof the United
This does not serve any practical.
practical, and I support the amendment
of the States says Congress
you can opt to use that
useful purpose. It may send a message gentleman from Ohio.
block grant money for it. But
But the
the ConConin terms of perception,
perception. but in terms of
We have pictures on drivers licenses, gress of the United States
States wants
wants aa phophofood stamp program reform and stop- we have pictures on ID's.
ID's, to identify tograph on that card, because
because the
the ConConping crime and fraud, we should not people for alcohol.
alcohol, It works as a deter- gress of the United States wants to enuse perception, we should use the best rent.
rent, The first EBT project program in sure that the limited dollars that we
advice of a street cop. an FBI expert. the whole country was in Reading. PA,
have go to the hungry children in the
and a gentleman who has come to the in my district.
families that we are here trying to help
inspector general's office after it has
I just hung up with the director of with the limited moneys that we have.
been absent. The administration did public
County, PA.
PA, I appreciate your support.
welfare in Berks County.
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Mr. ROBERTS.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman I yield
The Chair recognizes the gentleman best to achieve security in their sysmyself the balance of my time.
from Oklahoma [Mr. COBURN].
tem, whether it is a photo ID.
tem.
ID. aa PIN
PIN
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
Mr. COBURI"I.
COBURN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman
Chairman II yield number, a fingerprint or a retinal scan.
scan,
from Kansas is recognized for 30 sec- myself such time as I may consume.
all of which companies
companies are
are readily
readily
onds.
After listening to the discussion
discussion that
that available to provide. The State can deMr. ROBERTS. Well, if we could we just had. II think
think it is important
how to do it. But the system
lower our voice a little bit and indicate that we bear in mind that the objec- termine
must be secure.
that Members who oppose the amend- tives of the gentleman from Ohio and
The most important part of the
ment are not smoking dope,
dope, itit would
would be
be my objectives are the same. That is. to
however, addresses
addresses the
the
helpful. Maybe corn silk at one time try to return integrity to the Food amendment,
most visible problem people have with
but certainly not dope.
Stamp Program at the point at which the current Food Stamp Program—peoI would hope the gentleman would food stamps are used,
used.
ple using food stamps for things other
withdraw the amendment, that we
Several gentlemen have shown their than
food.
could deal with this in regards to the congressional voting card here today than
I carmot
cannot tell you how many times I
farm bill when we reauthorize the Food that does have a photo ID on it. This have
had people in my district talk to
Stamp Program. That is the
theapproappro- amendment will allow that if
if aa State
State me
me about
about the
the abuse
abuse of
of food
food stamps.
stamps. The
The
priate time. It is an unfunded mandate. so chooses to have a photo ID.
purpose of this program is to
The Food Stamp Program was estab- whole
The Inspector General of the Departsure food stamps are used for
ment of Agriculture who has done more lished to provide a level of nutritional make
their
intended
purpose, for nutrition
to sift Out
out fraud
fraud and
and point out the sustenance for people who cannot af- and support, and
not for items other
feed themselves.
to feed
problem says from a perception stand- ford to
themselves. Oftentimes
Oftentimes than that.
practical effect
effect this does not seem to be the case when
point maybe. from a practical
Current law provides certain guideno.
we observe how food stamps are used.
lines
as to what can and cannot be proConsequently. I would
Everyone
knows
that
the
current
syswould hope
that
hope that
vided.
This system is intended
intended to
to elecelectem
has
loopholes
that
have
allowed
Members would oppose the amendment.
The CHAIR.MAN.
CHAIRMAN. The question is on fraud, waste, and abuse to become tronically and through computer techhappening. ItIt
force that into happening.
amendment offered
the amendment
offered by
by the
the gen- rampant. Many States, including my nology
it. up to 2
Oklahoma. are looking has a wide range of time on it,
home State of Oklahoma,
tleman from Ohio [Mr. TRAFICANT].
years, and we will have a discussion
The question was taken: and the at electronic benefit transfer systems years.
which have
have provprov- about the benefits associated with this.
Chairman announced that the ayes ap- as an alternative way which
I would urge all of my colleagues
colleagues to
to
en to be effective at saving administrapeared to have it.
waste. vote for this amendment.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman. I de- tive costs and cutting down on waste,
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will
will
fraud, and abuse.
mand a recorded vote.
H.R. 4 encourages States to establish the gentleman yield?
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
Mr. COBURN.
Mr.
COBURN.I Iyield
yieldto
tothe
the gengenrule, further proceedings on the amend- EBT systems for distributing food
ment offered by the gentleman from stamp benefits. For this reason I tleman from Kansas.
Mr. ROBERTS. I thank the gengenOhio[Mr.
[Mr.TR,rIcA1rrj
TIcAwrj will be
Ohio
be postponed
postponed wholeheartedly agree.
My amendment is intended to further tleman from Oklahoma for yielding. I
until after the debate on the amendamendment. II would
would
help States make the transition to an thank him for his amendment.
ment numbered 25.
It is now in order to consider amend- EBT system while strengthening the like to engage him in a colloquy if I
ment No. 22 printed in House Report ability of States to cut out the waste might.
in the system.
There could be a situation
situation here
here when
when
104—85.
The first part of the amendment ad- States are able to define the food items
ANDMENT OFPER BY MR..
MR cOBURN
coBuRN
Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I offer dresses a concern that many States that are eligible, that conceivably that
have voiced in setting up an EBT sys- could slow down the conversion by
an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk
Clerk will
will desdes- tem. Current law states that an EBT States to the EBT system.
system must demonstrate lower adminI know that that is not the outcome
ignate the amendment.
cost than paper coupons in that the gentleman anticipates or
The text of the amendment is as fol- istrative
any one year.
wants and the body should understand
lows:
Although costs have been shown to that if it looks like this could occur.
occur,
Amendment offered by Mr. COBURN:
In section 556(a)
556(a) of
of the
the bill.
bill.strike
strikepar-apara- be considerably lower with EBT sys- that the 2-year time frame can be extems over time, the first-year cost may tended to 5 years. II think
graph (2)
think the gengraph
(2) arid
and insert the following:
be higher in order to set up this new tleman has stated this, but I wanted to
(2) in paragraph
paragraoh (2)—
system.
(A) by striking "effective
'effective no
no later
later than
make sure that that was the gentleApril 1,
1. 1992,':
1992.':
The amendment
amendment drops
drops the
the "any
any one man's intent.
(B) by
by striking
striking "the
approval of':
the approval
of:

(C) in subparagraph (A) by striking

',

in

any
year.: arid
any 1I year.":
and
(D) by amending subparagraph (D) to read
as follows:

"(D)
(D) (i)
(i) measures
measures to maximize the security

of such system using the most recent technology available that the State considers apriology
propriate and cost-effective and which may
include (but is not limited to) personal identification number (PIN). photographic identification on electronic benefit
benefit transfer
cards, and other measures to protect against
fraud and abuse: and

year" phrase to give States the flexiCOBURN. That is my intent,
intent. Mr.
Mr. COB(JRN.
bility to set up a system that works Chairman.
properly while still keeping adminisMr. ROBERTS.
ROBERTS. II thank the gengentrative costs far lower than the current tleman for his contribution, and I supsystem.
port the amendment.
The second part of the amendment
Mr. FORD.
FORD, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
the
addresses one of the most common gentleman yield?
forms of food stamp abuse,
abuse, their
their use
use by
by
Mr. COBURN. I yield to the genunauthorized persons.
tleman from
from Tennessee.
Tennessee.
tleman
With paper coupons or even EBT
Mr. FORD. To the author of the
cards, there
there isis danger
dangerthat
that someone
someone amendment,
amendment. I want to support the
could steal the benefits we have pro- amendment,
amendment. but would the gentleman
vided.

respond to a couple of questions if you
There is also nothing to prevent a re- do
do not
not mind?
mind?
Simplification
Simplification and
and Reform
Reform Act
Act of
of 1995,
1995, measmeas- cipient from giving his coupons or EBT
The electronic transfer benefit,
ures that permit such system to differentiate card to a noneligible person. We should would this apply to food stamps as well
items of food that may be acquired with an ensure that the person to whom we as the block grant cash benefits
benefits of
of the
the
allotment from items of food that may not have given the food stamp benefits is AFDC recipients as well?
be acquired with an allotment.":
allotment. ': and
and
the only person who can use those benMr. COBURN. This amendment does
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the efits.
efits.
not
address that, but it could be used
rule, the gentleman from Oklahoma
The Traficant amendment addresses
addresses in that fashion if a State wanted to use
[Mr. C0BURNJ
[Mr.
CoBUIJ and
anda aMember
Memberopposed
opposed this in one fashion, although the State it. But it would be under a completely
will each control 10 minutes.
should be allowed to determine how different set of circumstances. But this
"(ii)
(ii) effective not later than 2 years after
the date of the enactment of the Food Stamp
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amendment addresses only food stamp gram will give us an opportunity to would
would be
be a manmean that this would
benefits.
stop that kind of fraud and abuse. But
Mr.
am
Mr. FORD.
FORD.But
But this
this electronic
electronic trans- more importantly, it will let the States date on the States to put in place. I am
not opposed to your amendment at all.
fer would be through some sort of card: decide.
trying to make sure
sure that
that we
is that correct?
In the debate we just heard on the I am just
understand that we would reMr. COBTJRN
COBtJRN. That is correct.
Traficant amendment, we saw the men- clearly
the States to do this which would
Mr. FORD. States are going on-line
of Washington,
Washington. DC. that for too quire
that this would be a mandate;
mandate: is
is
now with the electronic benefit trans- tality
long,
Congress, know
know the
the an- mean
long. we. in the Congress.
that correct?
fer; is that correct?
fer:
swer. Certainly a photograph is a right
Mr. COBURN.
COBURN, If the gentleman
gentleman will
will
Mr. COBURN. That is correct.
step in the direction of stopping fraud.
we are
are requiring
requiring isis the
yield. what we
Mr. FORD. With the Personal Re- But there are other mechanisms.
the
mechanisms, There yield,
for how
how they
they
sponsibility Act, we are talking about are retina testers, there are thumb- States to be responsible for
block-granting the cash benefit to print screeners. There are lots of dif- spend the money in terms of using the
AFDC recipients
recipientsand
andthen
then in
available technology that is available
in most
most ferent devices. Technology
cases they are recipients of food er than the U.S. Congress. moves fast- to them at any one period of time. It is
stamps as well.
will see
see in
in the
the
What the Coburn amendment
amendment does
does is
is our intention, and if you will
With that.
that, should we authorize
authorize or say it said, we don't have all that wisdom
rest of the bill, that there is no manto those States that the cash benefit here. We should let the States, charged date on States other than having the
should also be a part of this electronic with the responsibility of administer- call. They can use any one
one they
they want.
want,
card?
cheapest one or the most expening this program,
program. make those deci- the
sive.
Mr. COBURN.
COBURN We have not tried
tried to sions.
Mr.
make that a focus of this amendment
The most
most expensive
expensivehappens
happens to be
I urge my colleagues to support
support the
the
and that has not been addressed.
addressed. We
We Coburn amendment.
retinal
images
presently.
If
If they
they want
were specifically addressing food
food
to use that, they can. They are just reMr.
COBURN.
Mr.
Chairman,
I
yield
stamps because of the significant minute to the gentleman from
from Florida
Florida quired if they want to have blockamount of fraud that is seen and used [Mr. FOLEY].
granted food stamps that within a 2with food stamps, both on the black
period. if the technology is availMr. FOLEY. I want to commend my year period,
availmarket, the use of purchasing even colleague on this very good amend- able. which
which we
we think
thinkititwill
willbe,
be, that
that
cars or drugs.
ment.
they are going to use a system that seThe whole goal of the amendment
amendment is
is
We have talked about it a lot in Flor- cures it for the very purpose that the
to eliminate the fraud in the Food ida
and we have talked about it in food stamp was intended for, that supStamp Program and not address the other States. In fact. Maryland is going
plement.
other issues, although it is
is entirely
entirely quickly to the EBT system. This
Mr. FORD. I think it is a good
possible that it could be used in that amendment gives the States the flexi- amendment,
I guess an amendment to
amendment.
manner.
to implement what II think
think is
is the
the your amendment would not be in order
Mr. FORD. We Just
just want to make bility
important aspect of reform in the under the rule of the House
House today.
today, but
sure that we can also look at this in- most
Program; $1.8
$1.8 billion
billion has
Food Stamp Program:
if
this
bill
does
go
to
the
Senate
in conhas
formation superhighway, that we make been shown to be wasted at least in the ference,
ference.
hopefully
the
provision
with
sure that the cost savings that might Food Stamp Program. This very
very good
good the electronic transfer would be part of
cash benefits.
benefits. Now
be involved with the cash
Now amendment will now strike some of the cash benefit for the AFDC recipiwe are
are only
onlyallocating
allocatingthe
the1994
that we
1994 that and bring the dollars to truly ben- ents as well that would be included at
level under the formula of $15.4 billion, efit the needy of our communities.
communities.
some point.
we want to make sure that States can The Republican Party
is
about
feedalso have savings here, that they will ing the poor. We want to make certain
0 1400
not have to mail out a check monthly they get basic nutrition.
Mr.
COBURJ'Q
Mr.
COBURN,
would very much
II would
recipients
to the AFDC recipients.
This bill also provides that we can agree with the gentleman
on that. I
Mr. COBURS'J.
COBURN. Reclaiming
Reclaiming my time.
time, exclude cigarettes,
cigarettes.
alcohol,
and
hopethink that is a good way to make sure
that is entire1y
entirely possib1e
possible with this sys- fully ice cream,
cream, hopefully
hopefully popcorn,
popcorn, those benefits are intended
intended and
and spent.
spent,
tem and States could do that.
hopefully junk foods that are taking and intended in a direction.
They canMr. Chair-man,
Chairman, II yield
yield 1½ minutes to our precious tax dollars and giving
peothe gentleman from
from Arizona [Mr.
(Mr. ple food that is not nutritious in value. not be spent on things we would not
want, our support dollars going to supSHADECC].
SHADECG].
I strongly support the Coburn amendMr. SHADEGG.
SHADECG. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise ment. I urge my colleagues to do the port.
That is not part of this amendment
in strong support
suDport of
of the
the amendment
amendment of- same.
thinkititisisaawonderful
and
II think
wonderful suggessuggesfered by my colleague the gentleman
COBURN. Mr.
Mr. COBURJ'J.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II yield tion. If the gentleman would bring
that
from Oklahoma.
myself
the
balance
of
my
time.
up
when
we
do
go
to
conference,
we
The Coburn amendment makes very
The CHAIRJ'AAN.
CHAIRJvIAN. The gentleman could do that.
modest changes to this legislation from Oklahoma
[Mr.
COBURN]
is
recogMr. FORD. Before
Before II yield
yield to
to my
my other
which will do a tremendous amount to nized for 1 minute.
colleagues, let me say that itit is
is very
solve the real threat to the credibility
credibility Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman. I urge
urge clear that this is an area that
that we need
of the Food Stamp Program which is my colleagues to support the amendat. the electronic on-line systo look at,
posed by fraud, waste, and abuse,
abuse. Be- ment.
system with food stamps as well as AFDC.
yond that, it will save taxpayers dol- If there is an emotional issue,
issue.
it
is
Fraud, waste, and abuse is something
lars.
1ars. We
We have
have to
to all
all be
be about
about that
that task. that the money that we spend to help
we
we all
all are
are in
in Opposition
opposition to and we want
The electronic benefit transfer cards those who need it should go
for
what
go for what to do everything possible to cut it out.
out,
save money over the current paper food
1

we intend it to do. This amendment but we certairiiy
certainly do not want to constamps. Distributing food stamps by goes very far in that regard.
this method will also enable us to I would urge all to support this fuse it with the vast majority of these
recipients arid try to suggest for one
eliminate a great deal of the fraud.
amendment.
minute that people who are trying
trying to
There is indeed,
indeed, today,
today, a regrettable
Mr.
GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
GIBBONS.
Mr.
Chairman,
to
to exex- make ends meet and to feed their chilamount of black market in
in food tend the debate. I move to strike
the
every day, arid
and it is difficult for
stamps. Hundreds of millions of dollars last word,
word. and I yield to the
the gentleman
gentleman dren
food
stamps
and
other
benefits to carry
of our taxpayers' money are
are going to from Tennessee (Mr.
[Mr. FORD].
them through
through the
the month.
month, that
thatwe
we want
food for
for the
be used right now not for food
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, let
let me try to lump
everybody into some type of
hungry but to buy drugs from black- a couple of questions to the author of
waste, fraud, and abuse situation. That
marketed stamps and to buy beer and the amendment.
is not the case. Those who
who are
are doing
doing it,
it.
drugs that do not help the families who
The way I read your amendment
are supposed to be benefited.
benefited. This
This propro- that you require the States whichis we want to stop it certainly, but we
want to stop it immediately.
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Mr. HEFNER. Mr. Chairman, will the following (and make such technical and con- modest payment to help support their
forming changes
forming
changes as may be appropriate):
gentleman yield?
child. The result is that both the child
child,
Mr. FORD.
Mr.
FORD.I Iyield
yield to
to the
the gentleman
gentleman

from North Carolina.
Mr. HEFNER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I thank

the gentleman for yielding. and I agree
with the gentleman's amendment. But

sEc.

581.

DISQUAUFICA'I'ION RELATING
r)I5QUAUFIcATI0N
RELATINGOF
F
CHILD SUPPORT
SUPPORT ARREARS.
cHILD
ARREARS.

Section
Section 66 of the Food
Food Stamp
StampAct
Actofof1977
1977 (7
(7

U.S.C. 2015)
2015) is
isamended
amended by
by adding at the
the end
end

going to get to the problem of the people that do the massive abuses in automobiles and traffic in this. I say to the
gentleman from Kansas City, you have
to have a willing counterpart
counterpart to
to engage
engage

the following:
the
following:
(i)
(i) No individual
individual is
is eligible
eligible to participate
participate
in the food
food stamp
stamp program as aa member
member of
of
any household
householdduring
during any
anyperiod
periodsuch
suchindiindiany
vidual has any
any unpaid
unpaid liability
liability under
under a court
order for the support
support of
of aachild
thild of such individual.'.
vidual.".
The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the

remainder of the time to the gen-

"(I)
of
(1)under
underaacourt
court order
order for
for the support of

make no mistake about it, this is not

and the attending parent suffer and are
penalized.

This amendment will no longer reward parents who fail to fulfill their
obligations to pay child support but
continue to receive Government assist-

ance through the Food Stamp Program.

Today there is $34 billion in unpaid
child support due to more than 23 milchildren. More specifically,
specifically, more
more
Michigan lion
in this, and I think what you have to rule, the gentleman from Michigan
than 30 percent of women with
with kids
kids in
in
[Mr.
UPTON]
[Mr.
UPToN]
will
will
be
recognized
be
recognized
for
10
do i.s
is go
go even
even further
further than this and get
poverty
receive
no
child
support
whatminutes. and a Member opposed will be
some real strong restrictions from the minutes,
soever.
inspector general to get to the root be- recognized for 10 minutes.
A survey of income and program parDoes
any
Member
seek
control
of
the
cause of the people that are ripping off
ticipation found that of the 525.000
time
in
opposition?
the food stamp program. It is not the The Chair recognizes the gentleman noncustodial parents receiving food
little old lady trying to get by and feed from
stamps. 79 percent or 415.000
415.000 were
were not
not
Michigan[Mr.
[Mr.UPTON].
UrON].
her children that is ripping off the food from Michigan
paying child support.
ANDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
AS
ASMODIFIED.
MODIFIED. OFFERED
OFFERED BY
BY
MR.
1R.
stamp program. And as noble as this is.
It is time to stop the free lunch. We
UDN
you are not going to solve the big probare asking custodial single parents.
parents.
Mr.
UPTON.
Mr.
Chairman,
Chairman.
I
ask
lems of ripping off the hundreds of milconsent for a very small who happen to be primarily mothers.
lions of dollars until you get to some unanimous
in the amendment which, to cover a lot of bases and carry the
real strict enforcement like the gen- modification
other parent?
parent?
as
I
understand,
the ranking member of load, but what about the other
tleman from Kansas is talking about.
Where is the equity? We cannot forget
the
committee
has
agreed
to.
Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman, if the
CHAIRMAN. The Clerk
Clerk will
will rere- that parenting is the respensibility of
gentleman will yield.
yield, I would just re- Thethe
two people, and we certainly cannot
amendment, as modified.
mind the gentleman 10 days ago using port
forget the children who are in
in desfollows:
desThe Clerk read as follows:
the system in Houston. several gen- Amendment
perate
need
of
assistance.
Amendment
No.
24.
as
modified,
offered
by
No.
4.
as
modified,
offered
by
tleman were found through the use of Mr. UPTON: At
If this amendment passes. I fully inAt the
the end
end of
of subtitle
subtitle BB of
of title
title
the EBT securities system and will be V.
insert the following
(andmake
make such
such tech- tend
V. insert
following (and
tend to work
work to
to ensure
ensure that
that this
this
making restitution of some $300.000 to nical and
and conforming
conformingchanges
changes as
as may be ap- amendment targets those who are
$500.000 because we can now with the propriate):
$500,000
dodging their parental responsibilities.
EBT system track for fraud and indi- SEC.
SEc. 581.
581. 1)IsQJALLFIcATJoN
DISQUALIFICATIONRELATING
RELATING OF
OF
not those who are making an honest efCHILD
SUPPORT
ARREARS.
cHILD
SUPPORT
ARREARs.
vidual abusers. And the technology is
fort to care for their child.
of the
the Food
Section 66 of
FoodStamp
StampAct
Actofof1977
1977 (7
(7
there. There is technology to eliminate Section
Mr. Chairman, we cannot continue
continue to
to
U.S.C. O15)
2015)isisamended
amendedby
byadding
adding at
at the end
this fraud and abuse, even to eliminate U.S.C.
support deadbeat parents, and
and II urge
urge
the following:
following:
willing providers because the computer the
(i) No
No individual
individual isis eligible
eligibleto
to participate
participate Members to vote "yes" on this amendchip will be hard to beat.
in the food stamp
in
stamp program as
as aa member
member of ment.
Mr. HEFNER. Good for them.
any household
any
household during
during any
any period
period such
suchindiindiMr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman. I yield the vidual
vidual has
has any
any unpaid
unpaidliability
liability that
thatisisboth—
both— gentleman
gentleman from
fromNew
NewJersey
Jersey
IMr.
[Mr.
MARMof such
such individual;
individual: and
and
tlemanfrom
tleman
fromTexas
TexasIMr.
IMr.
DE
DC
LALA
GARZA],
GzAJ, aa child of
(2) for which
which the court is not allowing
allowing
who serves on the Committee on Agri- such
suth individual
individualto
to delay
delay payment.".
payment.".
culture.
Mr.
Mr. UPTON (during the reading). Mr.
Mr. DC
DE L.A
LA GARZA.
GAR.zA. II thank
thank the genunanimous Consent
consent
tleman for yielding the time, and
and Chairman, I ask unanimous
modified, be
be
thank our
our colleague,
colleague, the
the gentleman
gentleman that the amendment, as modified,
considered as read and printed in the
from Florida [Mr. GIBB0NsJ.
GIBB0NsJ.

TINI].

Mr.

MARTINI.

Mr.

Chairman,

I

thank the gentleman for yielding the
time, and I congratulate him for the
fine effort on this amendment.

To me.
me, this amendment is a clear

statement of right and wrong.
wrong.
If
there
is
one
overriding
message in
RECORD.
Let me say everyone is in favor of
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection our overhaul of the welfare system, it
cutting fraud and waste and abuse, and
saving money. There is not problem in to the request of the gentleman from is that we as a government and as
members of a compassionate society
that. How we address it is part
part of
of the
the Michigan?
demand that all of us act as responsible
There was no objection.
problem.
CHAIRMAN. Is there objection citizens.
And II basically
basically am in accord with toThe
the modification?
Well, as most of my colleagues know,
what the gentleman is attempting to
There was no objection.
parenthood demands responsibility.
do.
do.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
Any person who brings a child into
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's
gentleman's The
Michigan[Mr.
[Mr.UPTON]
UPTON] is recog- this world and then refuses to do everytime has expired. All time has expired. from Michigan
thing in his or her power to ensure that
The question is on the amendment nized for 10 minutes.
Chairman, I yield child's well-being deserves punishment,
offered by the gentleman from OklaOkia- Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman.
myself such time as I may consume.
not the taxpayers' generosity.
homa
horna [Mr.
IMr. COBURN].
Mr. Chairman. I am very encouraged
encouraged
In Maine. it has been the case that
The amendment was agreed
agreed to.
to.
The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to by the child support enforcement pro- the very threat of such sanctions as liconsider amendment No. 24
24 printed
printed in
in visions that are part of this welfare re- cense forfeiture has produced a huge
form bill. But we need to do more.
increase in the amount of child support
House Report 104-85.
I have spent considerable time with a that state has collected.
ANDMENT OFFERED
AMENDMENT
OFFEREDBY
BYMR.
MR.UPTON
UPTON
number of
of 1414- and
and15-year-old
li-year-old mothers
I would expect that the very threat
Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman, I offer an who face a very hard life
lifejuggling
juggling of withholding food stamps from deadamendment.
school work, work and the demands of beat parents would do the same.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des- parenthood as well. Many of us take
I once again commend the
the gentleman
gentleman
ignate the amendment.
that responsibility very seriously, as from Michigan for his excellent idea,
The text of the amendment is as fol- we live for our kids and we want them and urge my colleagues
colleagues to
o support this
lows:
to have a better life, and we
we are
are taken
taken measure.
Amendment
Amendment No.
No. 424offered
offeredby
byMi-.
Mr. UPTON: aback by parents who shirk this reMr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield
At the
At
the end
endof
ofsubtitle
subtitleBB of
of title
title V. insert the sponsibility and refuse to make even a 11/2
1½ minutes
minutes to
to the
the gentleman from
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arises, that I be allowed to allocate know they are embarrassed that they
man and now ranking member of the blocks of time to Members.
Mr. DE
Texas [Mr.
DELA
LA GARzA],
GARZA].former
former chairchair-

committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
Mr.
Mr. DE
DELA
L.AGARZA.
GARZA.Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman. I to the request of the gentleman from
thank the gentleman for yielding the Florida?
time, and I appreciate his interest and
There was no objection.
his effort. All of us are of course in
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman. I yield
favor of
favor
of reducing
reducing fraud, waste and myself
such time as I may consume.
abuse, and certainly this is an area of
Mr. Chairman, this is about the most
most
very strong interest to us.
tepid debate I have seen around
around here
here in
in

What I would like to ask of the gen- years. and I think it is really by detleman is that there is concern that sign.
there needs to be further refinement of
Yesterday it was obvious that the Rehis amendment. Am I correct in that? publicans wanted to move this bill
Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman, will the quickly through the House without

had to bring this dog to the floor. But
that is the only way they could raise a
part of the money so they can give it
back to tax cuts that the Nation itself
does not need,
need, tax
tax cuts
cuts that
that come
come at
the wrong time in the American economic history.
history,

00 1415
1415
America is at full employment right
now. America is at maximum factory
capacity utilization right now. The
American dollar
American
dollar is
is unstable because
the world currency traders are betting
we do not have the guts to balance or

gentleman yield?
anybody really seeing what was in it
Mr. DE LA GARZA. I yield to the gen- and what it really did. But they
they have
have
tleman from Michigan.
succeeded in cutting off all of the real- reduce our budget deficit.
Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I thank
spirited debate by what they have And so we come into this debate
the gentleman for yielding back. I ly
done here.
would like to say I want to work very
I wish the cameras would please pan today on these nothing amendments so
that people will be bored to death and
closely with the chairman and
and others
others the floor. I think there are 12 Members,
on his side, as well as our side, to make maybe 13. Two just came in. Fourteen so that 10 or 12 of us here will be here

sure that the intent of this legislation.
legislation, Members here on this debate, 14 Memor that the actual language
language follows
follows the
the bers out of 435 Members on this debate
intent.
on the most important piece of legislaIn some cases, of course, an individ- tion that will come before this body, a
ual not making child support payments piece of legislation that takesbody.
may be doing so in conjunction with $70 billion from paor children to about
in
the court, and those we do
do not
not want
want to the crown jewel of the contract touse
give
penalize. We want to make sure those tax cuts that are not needed to people
individuals who are in fact in arrears who do not deserve them.
them.
at the subjugation, II guess,
guess. of the
There are 12 or 14 of us here. And the
courts, are in fact those who are penal- Committee on Rules I think did this
ized,
ized. This language does not permit deliberately. The amendments we have
that.
had have been nothing amendments. I
I would like to work with the
the gen- do
do not
not impugn
impugn anybody's
anybody's integrity
integrity

to take part in it. It is a travesty. It is
a travesty that the time of Congress is
wasted on what we have here before us
today. It was deliberately done to bore
the audience to death and the Members
to death so that they would have no opportunity to make any important deci-

sions.

The Committee on Rules did not
Matsu i-Kennedy amendment.
allow the Matsui-Kenneciy

Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman. I yield
minutes
minutes to the
thegentleman
gentleman from
Michigan[Mr.
Michigan
Mr.SMITH).
SMm].
tleman and others as the bill moves about them, but they have just been Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. ChairI appreciate the gentleman yieldforward to make sure we get
get the
the best
best nothing amendments,
amendments. We have not man,
ing.
language available.
even called for
for rollcalls on any of And I want to say good job to the
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, we them. They do
nothing. They could
from Michigan
Michigan[Mr.
Mr. UPTON].
appreciate that. We support the gentle- have been done by unanimous
unanimous consent. gentleman from
man's intent and motive, and hopefully
Mr. ROBERTS,
ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, will good amendment.
we will be able to craft it in an appro- the gentleman yield?
You know, the breakdown of the fampriate manner so it can address effectragedy. and when we
No. I am not going to ily is a national tragedy,
Mr. GIBBONS. No,
tively the intent. And I thank the gen- yield. But why did the Committee on do have time to discuss the amendtleman.
Rules do that?
ments, let us discuss what is happenMr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman. I yield 2
I have the floor and I would like to ing.
minutes to the gentleman from Kansas continue using it. If I have any time
This is another notch. This is anMr. ROBERTS}.
[Mr.
ROBERTS].
left over, I may yield it to you,
sir.
you.
other
foot forward in trying to control
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman irresponsibility of parents that forsake
thank the gentleman for yielding time from Florida has the time.
their kids.
to me. I will not take the 2 minutes.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, the
Ijust want to.
to, in the U.S. News, read
As indicated, the gentleman's amend- Committee on Rules had 164 requests
a couple of quotes out of it. It says:
ment does require that no person can for
for amendments
amendments up
up there.
there. They
They grant- More than virtually any other factor,
factor. a bireceive food stamps if that person is re- ed 31 amendments,
amendments. 5 of which came ological
fathers presence
father's
presence in
in the
the family
family will
will
quired by a court order to pay
pay child from the Democrats, and 2 of our determine
determine the
the child's
child's success
success and
and happiness.
happiness.
support, and then dealt with the un- amendments they stole from us
us and
and
poor. white or black, the children
paid liability issue. The gentleman has gave to the Republicans because they Rich or poor,
of divorce arid
and those born outside of marriage
marriage
amended his amendment so that be- sounded so good that they
they could
could not rere- struggle through life at a measurable discomes
comes more flexible and certainly more sist that. I have a list of 13 really
im- advantage. The absence of fathers is linked
practical.
amendments here that they to the most social nightmares from boys
Let me seek the gentleman's assur- portant
down and would not even let be with guns to girls with babies.
ance that the effective date of this turned
debated here, and yet there are 12 or 14
This is a step forward. We have the
amendment will coincide with the im- of us here on the floor to carry on this
ability within H.R. 4 to identify these
plementation of the new child support nothing debate today.
individuals. It is reasonable that we do
enforcement
enforcementsvsterri
system as described
described in
The Committee on Rules did not not
H.R. 4.
HR.
reward the individuals that have
allow
the
Stenhoim
amendment
Stenholm
amendment
to
rereMr.
Mr. UPTON.
UPTON. II accept
accept that.
that.
forsaken their responsibilities for their
strict
the
70
billion
dollars'
worth
of
ROBERTS. I support the gentle- savings here to budget deficit reduc- kids by giving them additional Federal
Mr. ROBERTS,
handouts.
man's amendment and I thank
thank him
him for
for tion and not to spend it on tax cuts.
cuts.
his contribution.
Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
They did not allow another 12 amendMr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
GIBBONS, Mr.
Mr. Chairman, in
1½ minutes to my friend, the genin ments, all sponsored by Democrats.
Democrats,
order to extend the time of debate. I that were good, substantive amend- tleman from
from Kansas
Kansas [Mr.
Mr. ROBERTS].
ROBERTSI.
move to strike the last word.
Mr. ROBERTS. I thank the genments, that were controversial. They
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman put in all of these nothing amendments tleman for yielding.
wish to control
control the
the 55 minutes?
Ah, memories are made of this. It
that we have had here all day.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chain-nan.
Chairman, I ask
You know.
know, I do not blame the Repub- was just the other day when the genunanimous consent, if the
occasion
the occasion licans for wanting to duck this bill. II tleman from Florida was requesting of
1'/z
1½
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the 1-louse
House in
indecibels
decibels aa little
little higher
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has gentlewoman
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from

Florida

IMrs.
the ones
than the
ones he
he just
just used
used everybody
everybody that right.
THuRrNJ.
THURMAN].
to sit
sit down
down and cease and desist, let us
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
gentleman
Mrs. THURMAN. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
have a rational debate.
from Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS] for 5 min- thank the gentleman for yielding time
I would suggest that the amendments utes.
to me.
that we are considering are not nothWithout objection, the gentleman
I know that the gentleman from
ing amendments. I would suggest the may control the time.
Texas
Texas [Mr.
IMr.DE
DELA
LAGARZA]
GARZA]has
has spoken
There was no objection.
policy debate we had in the House Agwith the gentleman from Michigan
Michigan
riculture Committee that went 15
Mr.
Mr. ROBERTS.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield IMr. UPTON] about this amendment,
hours did
hour-s
didnot
notinvolve
involve nothing.
nothing. It
It in- myself such time as I may consume.
and I understand that he was given an
Chairman, so
so finally,
finally, a third opportunity to try to perfect the
volved tremendous policy decision
decision in
in Mr. Chairman,
rule. Mr. Chairman, as I continue with amendment without any opposition
regards to food stamp reform.
opposition
this, and
and would
would from the minority side, because we recMight I remind the gentleman from memories are made of this,
call
for
the
attention
of
the
gentleman
Florida that in October 1987 the Demoognize how important it is to make
first attempted
crats fir-st
attempted to
to self-execute from Florida if he might. was reported this correct.
hours of
of general
general
the adoption of their welfare reform which provided for 4 hours
But I do want to make some points,
points.
bill into the reconciliation bill without debate, only minority substitute, and a because I think it is very important
set
of
en
bloc
amendments
by
the
gena separate vote. The adoption of the
that we understand what we
we are
are trying
trying
LMr. ANDREWS]. to do and get this on the record.
rule was considered to be the adoption tleman from Texas (Mr.
of the welfare reform amendment. That Both the Michel and Andrews amendWhen the amendment was drafted,
drafted. it
rule was rejected by the House. A sec- ments were subject to 1 hour of debate failed to distinguish between a parent
order aa comcom- who fell behind in payments but was
ond legislative day was created that each. The rule made in order
same day by Speaker Wright. Memories promise and reported bill put together making a good-faith effort to make
ofjurisdiction,
by the four committees of
jurisdiction, payments,
are made of this.
payments. and a deadbeat dad who recommittees. not what we fuses to pay support even though he
And we brought forward a new
new rule
rule 1 hour, four committees,
today. as the base text had the money. And if you denied food
for reconciliation minus the welfare re- are having here today,
purposes.
stamps to these individuals who were
form component. The Committee on for the amendment purposes.
The rule was adopted 213 to 206, so trying to make their payments,
payments. recipiRules subsequently reported a separate
rule for the welfare reform
reform bill
bill making
making there was just a tad bit of controversy ents would have likely spent their
in order just one amendment, one in regards to that rule back in 1987 on money on food than on child support
payments. which is why we have tried
payments,
amendment, not a series of amend- the very same subject.
The manager of the rule, the gen- to correct that, and I suggest the genments or nothing amendments that we
FROST], said tleman was correct in doing
doing that,
that, and
and II
are talking about here, in the nature of tleman from Texas IMr. FROST].
was a modified closed rule, and so appreciate it. and I hope that if this
a substitute by the minority leader. that
hours of
of dede- language is not correct, that we conbut that rule was withdrawn from lack here we are today after hours

of support by the Democrats.
Finally we had a third rule.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the

gentleman from Kansas has expired.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi. Mr.
Mr.
Chairman, I have a parliamentary inChairman.
quiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will

state his parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi. At what

point can I be recognized to offer an
amendment so that whatever savings
come from this bill, possibly $70 billion. would be dedicated for deficit reduction?
Mr. ROBERTS. Regular order. Mr.

Chairman.
Chairman.

Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi. II am
am
making a parliamentary inquiry, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The rule does not

allow amendments to these amend-

m
ents.
ments.
Mr.
Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi. How did
that happen,
happen. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. It is in the rule.
Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi. And a

bate, many hours of debate.

I would remind the gentleman from
Florida that Members are in their offices. Members have heard this debate
on and on and on,
on. 15 hours in the Ag
Committee. many, many hearings. I
Committee,
think the commentary is specious. I
think it ill serves the House. I think it
ill serves the intent of Members who
brought to this title of the bill impor-

tinue to work on this.

However, let me just say to you all

that I want to point out here on the
table about the Deal substitute again.

Because I think it is important that

we understand we even have a stronger

child support enforcement where we

are demanding an uncompromising, pu-

nitive measure for deadbeat dads. It is
basically a stronger version of legislatant amendments that they thought tion than was even introduced by Repwere important.
resentatives
resentatives JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, KENINELLY,
KENNELLY, and
Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he others, and that the Deal substitute
may consume to the gentleman
gentleman from
from will strongly enforce income withholdMichigan (Mr.
IMr. UPTON] if he chooses to ing and allow States to revoke licenses,
comment.
and the substitute also enhances the
Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman, I yield. paternity establishment by simplifying
to close the debate on this amendment. procedures in hospitals.
to my friend, the gentleman from AriWhat I would like to just suggest is
zona IMr. KOLBE].
that while we all agree that this is a
The
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman very, very, very important part of this
from Michigan IMr. UPTON] has 30 sec- debate. that if you have questions and
onds remaining. The gentleman from you are not pleased with what is hapKansas [Mr. ROBERTS] has 3 minutes re- pening on the other side right now with
maining. That is all the time remain- strong enforcement.
enforcement, I would hope that
ing.
you would all, please. support the Deal
INQIJIRY
PARUAMENTARY INQUIRY
amendment.
Mr.
Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman, I have
Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman, I
a parliamentary inquiry.
yield myself such time as I may

majority of Members voted to keep a
Member from offering an amendment
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will consume.
so that the savings from this bill could state his parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. Chairman, as the gentleman from
be placed towards deficit reduction?
Mr. VOLKMER. Has someone claimed Florida earlier had pointed out, this
Mr. ROBERTS. Regular order.
time in opposition to the amendment? amendment,
amendment. even though it may
may be
be
The CHAIRMAN. When the House
The CHAIRMAN. No one has.
somewhat meritorious on its face, but
adopted House Resolution
Resolution 119.
119. the
the rule
rule
Mr. VOLKMER. I do so.
actually has very little to do with food
governing this
governing
thisdebate,
debate, the rule de- The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has stamp fraud. Very few people fit the
amendments to
to be
be that right. The gentleman controls 10 category that the gentleman
clared there were no amendments
from
gentleman from
offered to these amendments being of- minutes.
Michigan is attempting to address
address to
to
fered today.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman say to deny them food stamps. every
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, as
as the
the from Missouri
Missouri IMr.
(Mr. VOLKMER].
VOLK\IER].
benefit from food stamps.
stamps, and yet we
designee of the chairman of the ComMr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman. I have within the proposal by the majormittee on Ways and Means, I move to yield such time as she may consume. ity on that side provisions to reduce
strike the last word.
but no longer than 5 minutes,
minutes. to the food stamps for needy families.
families, people
people
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out there
there that
that need
needit,
it.by
by USDA,
USDA, says
says amendment
amendment does is this, it indicates
Mr.
SHAW.
I
thank
the chairman for
Mr.
SHAW.
I
thank
the
for
by $24 billion.
billion. Even
Even CBO says
$21 bilbil- that if
says $21
if there
there isis aa deadbeat
deadbeat parent that yielding to me.
lion we
lion
we are
are cutting back.
is
out
there
that
is
not
paying
child
Mr. Chairman,
And
And this
this little
Chairman. I would say to my
little amendment
my
amendment is
is supsupby order of the court and re- friend
posed to
amendment support
posed
to help
help it?
it? This
This little
little amendment
from Missouri,
Missouri, who
who has
has just
from
ceiving
food
stamps,
that
ceiving
food
stamps,
is
what
it
does not
does
not help those
those people
people who
who are does.
consumed aa great
great deal
deal of
of time.
time, do not
does.
going to be denied.
the amendment
amendment that is prestrivialize the
Mr. VOLKMER,
VOLKMER. He
He should
should not get trivialize
How
Howare
are they
they going
goingto
tobe
be denied?
denied? the food stamps.
ently on the
the floor.
floor. This is a very imstamps.
Well, they
Well,
they are
are going
going to
to be
be denied
denied beamendment. There
There is
is nothing
nothing
Mr. UPTON.
Mr.
UPTON. ItItdoes
does not go after portant amendment.
cause
cause their
their proposal
proposal under
underthe
thethrifty
thrifty fraud. ItIt does
frightening today
today than what is
does not
not address
address a whole num- more frightening
food plan does not give you 103 percent ber of things you talked about. I
going on
on of
of the
the trend toward fathers
was going
of the thrifty
thrifty food
food plan.
plan. Oh. no. it
it says
says not able to
care of
of their
their children;
children: fato add
add 100
100 amendments
amendments as not taking care
2-percent increase a year. and as had someone
have kids
with
someone would
perhaps liked
would have perhaps
liked on thers would have
kids
withunwed
unwed
been pointed
been
pointed out
out by
by USDA.
USDA. that means this bill,
bill,
mothers and then disappear.
disappear. In
In fact.
fact, we
by 1999
1999 people
people are
are going
going to be
be getting
Mine
Mine isis aa very
verysmall
smallamendment
amendment that
that find
having kids
kids with
with aa numfind they
they are having
numless than
than they are
are getting
getting today. Ev- goes after folks
folks who
whoabuse
abuse the
the system
system ber of women
women and
and then disappearing
erybody,
erybody. the
the working
working poor,
poor, are
are going
going who are trying
trying to
to get
get aa free lunch at and leaving the poor mothers to
to fend
fend
at home are going the expense
to get less. Children at
expense of
of the taxpayers,
taxpayers, and
and II say for
for
themselves.
depend
themselves,
to depend
upon
the
the life
life
to get less than under the lunch pro- enough is enough.
dependence on
of dependence
on welfare.
welfare.
gram. They cannot eat at school. They
Mr. VOLKMER.
VOLKMER. Reclaiming
Reclaiming my time.
This is an
time,
animportant
importantamendment.
amendment,
cannot get
get their
their breakfast
breakfast food
food for
for you are addressing more than
one- and this deserves
the
time
of this comdeserves
the
time
of
combreakfast. They cannot get food stamps tenth of 1 percent of the problem. You
mittee, and I am proud to support it,
mittee.
it.
at home.
were given 20 minutes
minutes of
of the
the time
time of
of
II say
say to my
my friend,
friend.the
the gentleman
gentleman
Now, we were told in the Committee
Committee the House to do it. I cannot get II
from
from
Florida
Florida
[Mr.
(Mr.
GIBBONS)
GIBBONS]
that
that this
on Agriculture
Agriculture when
when we
we marked
marked up this minute to
to address
address problems.
amendment
process,
these
are
amendment
process.
these
are
not ununbill on
bill
on this
this part
part of
of the
the welfare bill
that
bill that
0 1430
Wejust
important amendments.
amendments. We
just passed
itit was only going
going to
to cost $16.5 billion.
few hours ago on a
That is
is all
would like
liketotoaddress
address one other an amendment aa few
allthey
theywere
weregoing
going to take II would
might say,
say, that was very
away.
away. It
It is not through reform that problem here, that
that II took to the Com- voice vote, I might
important. in which we put $750
$750 million
million
amendment which
which II important,
money is taken
taken away
away from
from people.
people. ItIt is
is mittee on Rules an amendment
If you
child
child care.
care. If
you need
need child
through the
the thrifty
thrifty food plan and the was not
not given
given the
the opportunity
opportunity to offer, more in child
care, that is an important amendment.
cap that they put on. They put a cap on and that is. under the language
language of
of the care,
important amendment,
amendment. and
there so
so that you cannot in times of re- working requirements
requirements in
in this
this bill
bill that It is an important
you have
have before you today you could that is why we supported it.
cession. you are
cession.
are not
not going to have any you
The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRJvIAN. The
The
are on
on welfare
welfare today
Increase.
are going
going to do away have people that are
The gentleman
increase. People are
today
with food.
that are not working,
that should
working, that
(Mr. ROBERTS}
Kansas EMr.
ROBERTS) has 22 minshould be from Kansas
Here we are
are talking
talking about an amend- working
working but
but they are not
not working.
working, utes remaining.
remaining, the gentleman from
maybe they could not find
find a job.
ment that does
does very
very little
little to correct maybe
(Mr. UPTON)
UPTON) 1½
1½ minutes
minutes rejob, and
and if
if Michigan (Mr.
the situation. There were
been on
on welfare
welfare for
for 90
maining,.and
andthe
the gentleman
gentleman from MisMis90 days maining,
were amendments
amendmen they have been
meet the
the criteria
criteria in order souri [Mr.
that this gentleman
gentleman and
and others on this they do not meet
(Mr.VOLKMERJ
VOLKMER) 1½
1½ minutes
minutes rereside tried
side
tried to
to offer
offer to
to this
this bill
bill so that to continue on welfare. They are
are off
off be- maining.
cause
they
are
not
working
20
hours
cause
they
are
not
working
20
hours
hungry kids could
could eat.
eat. We were
aa
The gentleman
gentlemanfrom
from Missouri
Missouri (Mr.
(Mr.
were denied
denied
the opportunity
opportunity to
to offer
offer that amendhashas
VOLKMER)
theright
righttotoclose.
close.
the
amend- week. They are given some time to find VOLKMER]
ment.
ajob after this bill
billbecomes
becomes law.
law.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, II yield
Mr. EMERSON.
Mr.
EMERSON, Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will 35.2
What is more important, to say that
35.2
seconds
to
the
gentleman
from
seconds
from
someone cannot get good stamps be- the gentleman yield?
Michigan (Mr.
Michigan
(Mr. UPTON).
UPT0NI.
Mr.
VOLKMER.
No,
No.
I
I
will
will
cause he
cause
heisisnot
not supporting
supporting the
the chilchilnot yield. I
UPTON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II will
will add
tried to
to talk
talkto
tothe
the gentleman
gentleman about myMr.
dren? Yes, I agree, that is a good idea. tried
30
seconds
the
gento
that
which
the
this.
We
tried
to
talk
to
to his staff and
But,
But, gentlemen,
gentlemen, that
that does
does not help the
and tleman just yielded to me.
me,
and
I
and
I
yield
discussed the
the amendment
amendmentwith
with him.
him. We the balance
kids that
that are
are going to go hungry be- discussed
kids
balance of
of my
my time to my good
even allowed
allowed aa colloquy
colloquy on friend,
cause of
cause
of the
the cuts
cuts in
in this
this bill.
bill. That
That does
does were not even
the gentleman
from Arizona
gentleman from
those who
who were sick and
and ill
ill and
and because (Mr. KOLBE),
not give them any more.
more, You are not those
to close
close in support of the
[Mr. KOLBE], to
they
got
laid
off
off
by
by
the
the
employer
helping them a bit.
involuntarily and
and could not work
work 20
20 hours
hours aa amendment.
Our amendments that we wanted to untarily
KOLBE.I Ithank
thankthe
the gentleman
gentleman
Mr. KOLBE.
week.
We
tried
tried
to
to
discuss
discuss
do to help, we did not get to offer. We
this. We forMr.
yielding this time to
to me.
me.
could
not
even
a
colloquy
get
a
colloquy
were
on
that.
were denied
deniedthose,
those, to
totake
take the
the cap
cap off. We could not get
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, aa lot
lot of
of things
things have
have
get aa colloquy
colloquy worked
worked out
We were denied to put
put the
the thrifty
thrifty food with
been said
been
said here
hereon
onthe
thefloor
floor today.
today. It rethe gentleman's
gentleman's staff.
the
plan back in
in in whole. We were denied. with
a bloodhound who is sent
So II will
So
will not yield. They
They will
will not
Because they
not minds me of
Why? Because
they need
need that
that$21
$21or
or $24
$24
convict Out
out there but someaddress the
the problem.
problem. What hap- out after a convict
billion to
billion
to give
give to millionaires, to give even address
body gave him
him the
wrong
the
wrong piece
piece of
pens
to
the
working
poor,
the
pens
to
working
poor,
the
man
beof
man
beto the big corporations,
corporations, That
That isis where
where
clothing. So
So we
we are
are chasing up the
and 50
50 who
who is out there
there workwork- clothing.
the money is going to go, out of the tween 18 and
tree. we are going after the
mouths of
of babes.
babes. That is where it is ing trying to make it but for some rea- wrong
thing here.
here.
son or other he
he gets
gets laid
laid off
off by
by the
the em- wrong thing
going to go. gentleman from Michigan.
Michigan. ployer.
not
not because
because of
of his own fault, he
What we have heard
heard is
is not what this
This is where you are going
going to vote ployer.
work 20
20 hours a week. They amendment
amendment is
is about.
about.ItIt is
is very
very simple,
to put the money. Between now and 2 could not work
get itit anymore. Now, is as
as the
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromMichigan
Michigan (Mr.
(Mr.
weeks
from now
now you
you will
will have voted to say you do not get
weeks from
UPTON]explained
explained just
just aa few
few minutes
minutes
say take
take away
away from them and give it that more important than this amend- UvroN)
ment we have here
here today?
today? II think
think so,
over
so. I ago.
over here.
here.
think
think so.
so. At
Atleast
least as
as important. But
It is
It
is aa good amendment. It says
But
says ifif an
Mr. UPTON.
Mr.
UPTON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
the they say "no."
"no...
individual isis getting
individual
getting food
food stamps
stamps now
gentleman yield?
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II reserve
reserve the balance and under aa court
court order to pay child
Mr. VOLKMER. I yield to the gen- ofMr.
my time.
support and he has
has not
not gone
gone to
to court
court to
tleman from
t.lernan
from Michigan.
Michigan.
Mr. ROBERTS. I yield 1 minute to get a delay because
Mr.
Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman, my
because he
he cannot
cannot afford
afford to
distinguished chairman of the Sub- make the payments under the court
amendment.
amendment, the gentleman talked a the
Human Resources
Resources of
of the order.
little bit about fraud and how my committee on Human
order, not having done that, no delay
of
of the
the Ways and Means, the from the
the court,
court, if
if he
he is not making
amendment does
does not
not go
go after
after fraud, Committee
man
who
responsible
for
is
most
this
The gentleman is right. What my
payments, he should not be getting
payments.
welfare
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW.
welfare reform proposal,
proposal, Mr.
food
food stamps.
stamps. The taxpayers should not
1
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be subsidizing him. They are trying.
trying, breaks for the rich. That is what this is
but they cannot afford to. They have all about.
not done that. They are under an order
It is not what the chairman of the
from the court, they are supposed to be committee is intending to do. We have
making payments, they should not be a good chairman. We have good memgetting food stamps. The rest of the bers on this committee. But the undertaxpayers should not be subsidizing lying motive of the leadership is
them. They are supposed to be making money to pay for tax breaks for the
child support
support payments
payments to
to support rich and take it from the children
children and
and
their kids. That is what this says. They take it from the elderly and take it
do not get the food stamps if they are from those that cannot defend themnot current in their child support pay- selves.
ments.

So. getting back to the amendment, I
So,
It is as simple as that. It clearly fills commend the gentleman for his amenda loophole, fills a gap in the bill. Some- ment. I think it is a good amendment.
thing should be done. I do not know But I disagree with what we are going

H3609
H 3609

lotted to a State for a fiscal year. such State
shall submit to the Secretary an application
in such form, and containing such information
and assurances,
tion and
assurances, as the Secretary may
require by rule, including—
including—
(I) an assurance that such grant will be ex-

pended by the State to provide food assist-

ance to resident individuals in such State
who are economically disadvantaged separately or as members of economically disfamilies,
advantaged families.
(2) an assurance that not more than 5 per-

cent of such grant will be expended by the
State for administrative costs incurred to

provide
provide assistance
assistance under
under this
this section.
section. and
and
(3) an assurance that an individual who has

not worked 32 hours in a calendar month

be ineligible to received food assistance
why
why all
all the discussion about other to do with the funds: Give it to the shall
under
under
this
this subtitle
subtitle during
during the
the succeeding
succeeding
things.
rich.
month unless such individual is—
Mr. ROBERTS. I yield the balance of
The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex(A) disabled,
(A)
disabled.
my time to the gentleman from Mis- pired.
(B) has
(B)
has attained
attained 60
60 years
years of
of age.
age. or
or
souri IMr. EMERSON].
amendment,
The question is on the amendment.
(C) residing
(C)
residing with
with one
one or
or more
more of
of such
such indiindi-

Mr. EMERSON. I thank the
the chairman
chairman as modified, offered by the gentleman vidual's
vidual's children who have not attained 18
years of age.
age, but is not residing with any
for yielding.
from Michigan [Mr. UPTON).
children. unless
parent of any of such children,
Mr. Chairman. I am somewhat puzThe amendment, as modified, was other
that other parent is disabled.
zled here because the distinguished agreed
agreed to.
to,
(d)
(d) ANNUAL
ANNUAL REpORT,—Each
REPOR'r.—Each State that reranking member of the Committee
Committee on
on
The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
Ways and Means, who controls the de- consider amendment No. 25. printed in ceives funds appropriated to carry out this

House Report
Report 104—85.
104—85.
bate on the other side, was up making House
the speech complaining about the qualANINDMENT
OFFEREDBY
BY .. HOSTETI'LER
AMErwMEr OFFERED
H0STETTLER
ity of debate. Surely having made such
Mr. HOSTE1'TLER.
HOSTEITLER. Mr. Chairman, II
a complaint, he should insure
insure that
that at
at offer amendment No. 25. printed in
least his side follows his admonition. House
House Report
Report 104-85.
104-85.
The gentleman from Missouri made a
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will deslot of very baseless allegations, rhetor- ignate the amendment.
ical statements that have absolutely The text of the amendment is as folnothing to do with the point of debate lows:

here.

Amendment offered by Mr. HOSTETrLER:

section for a fiscal year shall submit the Secretary. not later than May
retary,
May 1I following such
fiscal year. a report—
(I) specifying the number of families
families who
who
(1)
received food assistance under this section
provided by such State in such fiscal year;
(2)
(2)

specifying the number of individuals

who received food assistance
assistance under
under this
this secsec-

tion provided by such State in such fiscal
year:

(3)
(3) the
the amount
amount of
of such
such funds
funds expended
expended in
in

such fiscal year by such State to provide

The gentleman says our staff denied
In title V of the bill, strike
strike subtitle
subtitle B
B and
and food assistance: and
insert the
thefollowing:
following:
to find
find Out
out some matters insert
him the right to
(4)
(4) the administrative costs incurred in
involved here. The gentleman's staff. Subtitle B—Consolidating Food Assistance such fiscal year by such State to provide
Programs
food assistance.
so the record will be straight, the genFOODSTAMP
(e) LIMiTAT1Or'.—No
LDOTAT1ON.—NOState
Stateororpolitical
politicalsubsub(e)
STAMPBLOCK
BLOCK GRANT
SEC. 531.
53i. FOOD
GRANTPROGRAM.
PROGRAM.
tleman's staff discussed with our staff sEc.
(a) AI.rrHoRrry
AIrrHo1rry To
To MAKE
MAKE BLOCK
BLOCK GRANTS.—
GRANTS.— division of a State that receives funds prosome questions relating to work reshall replace
replace any
any ememSecretary of Agriculture shall make vided under this title shall
quirements. The
quirements.
Themajority
majority staff anan- The
in accordance with this section to ployed worker with an individual who is parswered them. They added some lan- grants
States to provide food assistance to individ- ticipating in a work program for the purpose

guage to a report which the gentleman uals who are economically disadvantaged of complying with subsection (c)(3). Such an
was concerned about, in cooperation
cooperation and to individuals who are members of eco- individual
individual may
may be
be placed
placed in
in any
any position
position ofof-

with the staff of the gentleman from
Missouri. relating to retroactive work

nomically disadvantaged families.

(b)
(b) DISTRXBLTION
DISTRXBU'rIONOF
OFFUPJD5.—The
FUNDS—The funds ap-

out this
propriated to carry Out
this section
section for any
requirements.
year shall be
be allotted
allotted among the
So let
So
us be
let us
be clear
clear between
between sub- fiscal
States as follows:

fered by the State or political subdivision
that—
(A) is a new position,

(B) is a position that became available in

the normal course of conducting the business
stantive debate arid
and rhetorical flour- (1)
(1) Of
Of the
the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount to
to be
be distribdistrib- of the State or political
political subdivision.
subdiv1son.
ishes here. I wish the gentleman from uted
under this section, .21 percent shall be
(C) involves performing work that would

Florida. having admonished us to stick reserved for grants to Guam. the Virgin Is- otherwise be performed on an overtime basis
Florida,
to quality, would get his own
own troops
troops in
in lands of the United States. American Samoa. by a worker who is not
not an
an individual
individual part2ciparticiline.
line.
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana pating in such program,
program. or
Islands.
Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. In Islands, the Republic of the Marshall Islands,
(1))
(D) that is a position which became availFederated States of Micronesia, and able by shifting a current employee to an alorder to have the outstanding quality the
ternate position.
in this debate. I yield the time remain- Palau.
(2) Of the aggregate amount to be distrib(f) AUThORIzATION
AUThORIZATION OF
OF APPR0PRIXnONs.—(l)
APPRoPRJATIoS.—(l)
ing to the outstanding member of the uted
under this section. .24 percent shall be There are authorized to be
be appropriated
appropriated to
to
Committee on Agriculture, the former reserved for grants to tribal organizations carry out this section $26,245,000,000
$26245.000.000 for each
chairman, now the ranking
ranking member
member of
of that have governmental jurisdiction over of the fiscal years 1996.
1997, 1998. 1999. and
the full committee, the great gen- geographically defined areas and shall be al- 2000.
tleman from Texas [Mr. DE LA GARZAJ.

located equitably by the Secretary among

Mr. DE
GARZA.Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman. such organizations.
DE LA
L GARZA.
(3)
The
The remainder
remainder of such aggregate
yes. perhaps we have gone a little amount
shall be allocated among the reastray of the debate on the amend- main
ing States.
States. The
The amount allocated to
ment. But—and not in defense,
defense, but maining
each of the remaining States shall bear the
feeling the same way as the gentleman same proportion to such remainder as the

(2)For
Forthe
the purpose
purpose of
of affording
affording adequate
adequate
(2)
notice of
notice
of funding
funding available
available under
under this
this secsection.
tion. an appropriation to carry Out
out this
this secsection is authorized to be included in an appropriation Act for the fiscal year preceding the

fiscal year for which such appropriation is
from Florida [Mr. GIEBONS}—the
GIEBONS)—the issue number of resident individuals in such State available for obligation.
is the way that the rule is crafted, the who are economically disadvantaged sepa- SEC. 532.
S32. AVAILABILITY OF FEDERAL COUPON
SYSTEM TO STATES.
inability for a ranking member
member to
to have
have rately or as members of economically disadvantaged
families
bears
to
the
aggregate
(a) ISSUANCE.
ISSUANcE. PuRcHAsE.
PURCEASE,AND
ANDUSE
USEOF
OFCOUCoUsufficient time to discuss an issue.

But the underlying theme here is the
motive and the reason. We are going
about with little amendments that cut
a little bit here,
here. save a little bit there.
What for? So that we can pay for tax

number of resident individuals in all such re-

PONS—The Secretary shall issue, and make

maining States who are economically dis- available for purchase by States, coupons for
advantaged separately
separately or
or as
as members
members of
of ecoeco- the retail purchase of food from retail food
nomically disadvantaged families.
stores that are approved in accordance with
(c) ELICIBILrrY
Cc)
EUCIBILITY To REcxvE
REcEIvEGRANTS.—To
GRANTS.—To be subsection . (b). Coupons issued, purchased,
purchased.
eligible to receive a grant in the amount al- and used as provided in this section shall be
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redeemable
redeemableat
at face
face va'ue
value by
by the
the Secretary profit
establishments,
establishments,or
orpublic
public or
or private
private subject to review
review as
as provided in
in subsection
subsection
through the facilities of
of the
the Treasury of the profit
nonprofit shelters
shelters that feed individuals
who (f)
individuals who
(Ill.
United
States. The purchase price of
United States.
of each
each nonprofit
permanent dwellings
dwellings and indo not reside in permanent
(4) As a condition
condition of
of authorization
authorization to
coupon issued under this subsection shall be dividuals
to acacdividuals who
who have
have no
no fixed
fixed mailing
mailingaddressaddressthe face value of such coupon.
es
es shall
shall not
not be
be authorized
authorized to redeem coupons
coupons cept and redeem coupons issued under subsection (a). the Secretary may require a re(b) APPROVAL
APPROVAL OF
OF RETAIL
RETAIL FooD
FOODSTORES
STORESAND
AND through financial institutions which are inreWHOLESALE Fooo
food store
store or
or wholesale
wholesale food
foodconcern
tail food
FOODCONCIsJ'4s.—(l)
CONCiS.-_(l) Regulations
concern
Regulations sured
sured by
by the
the Federal
FederalDeposit
Deposit Insurance
InsuranceCorCor- tail
which has been
been disqualified
disqualified or subjected to a
issued pursuant
issued
pursuant to
to this
this section
section shall
shall provide poration or the
the Federal
FederalCredit
CreditUnion
UnionAct.
Act. No
No which
for the submission
of applications
applications for
for ap.
submission of
civil
civilpenalty
penaltypursuant
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph (I)
(I) to
ap- financial institution
may
impose
institution
may
impose
on
on
or
colcol.
proval by retail
retail food
food stores
stores and wholesale
wholesale lect from
furnish
furnish aa bond to cover
cover the
the value of
of coupons
from aa retail
retail food
food store
store a fee or
other
or
other
food concerns
concerns which
whichdesire
desire to
to be
be authorized
authorized charge
food
such store or concern may in the fufuwhich such
for the redemption
redemption of
of coupons
charge for
coupons that
that which
to accept and redeem coupons under this
this secsec- are
accept and
andredeem
redeemininviolation
violation of
of this
this
are submitted
submitted to
to the
thefinancial
financial institution
institution in ture accept
tion. In determining the qualifications of ap- a manner consistent with
Secretary shall,
shall. by
by regulation.
regulation,
with the
the requirements.
requirements. section. The Secretary
plicants. there shall be considered among other than any requirements relating to
amount. terms, and conditions
conditions
to cancan- prescribe the amount,
such other factors as may be appropriate.
appropriate, cellation
the Secretary
Secretary finds
finds that
that such
such
cellation of
of coupons,
coupons, for
for the
the presentation of of such bond. IfIf the
the following:
the
following:
store or concern has accepted and redeemed
coupons
coupons by financial
financial institutions
institutionstotothe
theFedFed. store

(A)
extent of
of the
the food
food busibusi(A) The
The nature
nature and extent
ness conducted
ness
conducted by
by the applicant.
(B) The
(B)
The volume of
of coupon
coupon business
business which
which
may reasonably be expected to be conducted
by the applicant food store or wholesale food
concern.
integrity and reputation
(C) The business
business integrity
of the applicant.
Approval of
Approval
ofan
an applicant
applicant shall
shall be
be evidenced
evidenced
by the issuance
issuance to such applicant
applicant of
of aa
nontransferable certificate
nontransferable
certificate of approval. The

Secretary is authorized to issue regulations
providing
providing for
for aa periodic
periodic reauthorization
reauthorization of
of
retail food
food stores
stores and wholesale food conretail

cerns.
(2) A
A buyer
buyer or
or transferee
transferee (other than a
bona fide buyer or transferee)
transferee) of a retail food
store or wholesale food concern that has
been disqualified
been
disqualified under
under subsection (d) may
not accept or redeem coupons until
until the
the SecSecreceives full
full payment of any penalty
retary receives
imposed on such store or concern.
(3) Regulations
Regulations issued
issued pursuant to this sec-

eral Reserve banks.

(d)CIvIL
CIvILMoNey
(d)
PENALTIES
MONEY
PENALTIESAND
ANDDISQUALiDISQUALJFICATION OF
FICATION
OFRETAIL
RETAIL FOOD
Fooo StORES
S'ToREsAND
ANDWHOLE.
WMOI.
SALE FOOD
SAI.,E
FooD CONC1iS.—(l)
CONciJs.-_(l) Any
Anyapproved
approved rere-

coupons
of this
this section
section after furfurcoupons in
in violation
violation of

nishing
nishing such bond, such store or concern
forfeitto
tothe
theSecretary
Secretary an
an amount of
shall forfeit
such bond which is
is equal
equal to the value of
of cou-

tail food
tail
food store
store or wholesale food concern
redeemed by
by such store or
concern pons accepted and redeemed
concern in
in violation
violation of
of this
this section.
section. Such
Such
may be disqualified for
for aa specified
specified period
period of
of concern
time from further participation in
in the cou- store or concern may obtain a hearing on

pon
pon program
program under this section. or subjected
subjected
to a civil
civil money
$10,000 for
for
money penalty of up to $10,000
each
violation
if
the
Secretary
determines
each violation if the Secretary determines
that its disqualification would cause
cause hardship to individuals
individuals who
who receive
receive coupons,
coupons. on a
finding, made
finding,
made as specified in the regulations.
regulations,
that such store or concern has
has violated
violated this
section
section or the regulations issued pursuant to
this section.
(2) Disqualification
underparagraph
paragraph (I)
Disqualification under

shall be—
(A) for
(A)
foraa reasonable
reasonable period of time.
time, of
of no
less than
than 66 months
months nor
nor more than 5 years,
upon the
the first
first occasion
occasionof
of disqualification.
disqualification,
(B) for
(B)
for aa reasonable
reasonable period
period of
of time, of no
less than
less
than 12
2 months
months nor
nor more
more than
than 10 years,
years.
secondoccasion
occasionof
ofdisqualification.
disqualification,
tion shall require an applicant retail food upon the second
and
and
store or wholesale
wholesale food
food concern
concern to
to submit in(C) permanent
permanent upon—
upon—
(C)
formation which
which will
will permit a determination
formation
determination
(1) the
(i)
thethird
third occasion
occasionof
ofdisqualification.
disqualification.
as to
to whether
whether such
such applicant
applicant
to be made as
(ii) the
(ii)
the first
firstoccasion
occasionororany
anysubsequent
subsequent ocqualifies, or continues
continues to
toqualify,
qualify, for
for apdisqualification based
based on the purproval under
under this
this section
section or
or the
the regulations
regulations casion of a disqualification
chaseof
of coupons
couponsor
ortrafficking
trafficking in coupons by
issued pursuant to this section. Regulations chase
issued pursuant
issued
pursuant to
to this
this section
section shall
shall provide a retail food store or wholesale food concern.
except that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall have
have the
the disdisfor safeguards
safeguards which
which limit
limit the
the use
use or
or disclodisclo- except
impose aa civil
civil money penalty of
sure
obtained under the au- cretion to impose
sure of
of information
information obtained
each violation
(except that
violation (except
thority
granted by
by this
this subsection
subsection to pur- up to $20,000 for each
thority granted
civil money
moneypenalties
penalties imposed
imposed
poses directly
poses
directly connected
connected with
with administraadministra- the amount of civil
violations occurring
occurring during a single
single inintion and enforcement of this section or the for violations
may not
not exceed
exceed$40,000)
40,O00) in
in lieu
lieu of
regulations issued pursuant to this section, vestigation may
under this subparagraph,
subparagraph, for
disqualification under
for
except that
that such
suchinformation
information may be
be disdis- disqualification
purchaseof
ofcoupons
couponsorortrafficking
trafficking in
closed to and
and used
used by
by States
States that purchase such purchase
coupons that
coupons
that constitutes
constitutesaaviolation
violation of
of this
such coupons.
section or the regulations
regulations issued
issued pursuant to
(4) Any retail food store or wholesale
wholesalefood
(4)
food this
this
section.
section,
if
the
Secretary
determines
if the Secretary
concern which
concern
which has
has failed
failed upon
upon application
application to
there is
is substantial
substantial evidence
evidence(including
(including
there
receive approval to participate in the pro- that
that
evidence
that
neither
neitherthe
theOwnership
ownership nor
nor
gram under this sectionmay obtain a hearing
management of
of the store
store or
or food concern was
as provided
provided in subsection (f).
U). management
on such refusal as
aware
of,
approved,
benefited
from,
or
or
was
was
(c)
(c) REDEMYT1ON
REDtr.ip'rloN OF
OF COUPONS—Regulations
COUPONs—Regulations
involved in
involved
in the
the conduct or approval of the
the
under this
this section shall provide
provide for
issued under
for violation) that
that such
such store or food concern
concern
the redemption of
of coupons
coupons accepted by retail violation)
had
an
an
effective
effective
policy
policy
and
program
program
in
in
effect
food stores through approved wholesale food
violations of
of this
this section
section and
and such
concerns or
concerns
or through
throughfinancial
financial institutions
institutions to prevent violations
or
which are
which
are insured by
by the
the Federal Deposit In- regulations,
(iii) aa finding
(iii)
findingofofthe
thesale
sale of
of firearms.
firearms, amsurance Corporation,
surance
Corporation, or which are insured munition,
munition, explosives, or controlled subunder the
the Federal
Federal Credit
Credit Union
Union Act
Act (12 stance
(as
(asdefined
defined in
in section
section 802
802 of
of title 21,
21.
U.S.C. 1751 et
et seq.)
seq.) and
andhave
haveretail
retail.food
food stance
States Code)
States
Code) for
for coupons,
coupons, except
except that
that
stores
storesor
or wholesale
wholesalefood
food concerns
concernsin
intheir
their United
the
Secretary
shall
discretion
have
the
discretion
to
field
field of membership, with the cooperation
cooperation of impose
imposeaacivil
civil money
moneypenalty
penaltyofofupuptoto$20,000
$20,000
the Treasury Department, except that retail
retail for each violation (except that the
the amount of
food stores
stores defined
defined in
in section
section 533(9)
533(9) (D)
(D) shall
civil money
civil
money penalties
penalties imposed
imposed for
for violations
violations
be authorized to redeem their
their members'
members' food occurring
occurring during aa single
single investigation
investigation may
coupons
coupons prior
prior to receipt by the members
members of
of not
exceed$40,000)
$40.000)ininlieu
lieuof
of disqualification
disqualification
purchased,and
andpublicly
publicly operated not exceed
the food so purchased,
Secretary dethis subparagraph
subparagraph iiii the Secretary
decommunity mental
community
mental health
health centers
centers or private under
termines that there is substantial evidence
nonprofit organizations or
or institutions (including
(includingevidence
evidence that
that neither
neither the
the ownerwhich serve
which
serve meals to narcotics addicts or al- ship
nor
nor management
management of
of the
the store
or food
food
store or
coholics
coholics in
in drug
drug addiction or alcoholic treat- concern
was aware
aware of.
of. approved,
approved, benefited
benefited
ment and
and rehabilitation
rehabilitation programs,
programs, public
public from, or
or
was
involved
involved
in
in
the
the
conduct
or apnonprofit shelters
and private nonprofit
shelters that prepare proval of
of the violation)
violation) that
that the
the store
store or food
and serve meals
meals for
for battered women and chil- concern had
had
an
an
effective
effective
policy
policy
and
program
dren, public
dren.
public or private nonprofit group
groupliving
living in effect to prevent
violations of this section.
prevent violations
arrangements that serve
serve meals
meals to
to disabled
disabled or
or
(3) The
The action
action of
of disqualification
disqualification or the
(3)
the imimblind residents,
and public
public or private non- position
blind
residents, and
of a civil
civil money
money penalty
penalty shall be

such forfeiture pursuant to subsection
subsection (f).
(f).
(5) (A)
(A) In
In the
the event
event any retail food store or
wholesale
concern that
that has
has been diswholesale food concern
qualified
qualified under paragraph
paragraph(1)
U) is
is sold
sold or
or the
ownership thereof is otherwise transferred to
transferee, the
the person
person or
or pera purchaser or transferee.
persons who
sons
who sell
sell or
or otherwise
otherwise transfer
transfer ownerownership of the retail food store or wholesale
wholesale food
food
concern shall be subjected
subjected to
to aa civil
civil money
penalty in
in an
an aiiount
aiount established by the Secretary through regulations to
to reflect that
portion of
of the
the disqualification
disqualificationperiod
period that
that
has not
not yet
yet expired.
expired. If
If the retail food
has
food store
or
or wholesale food concern has
has been
beendisqualidisqualified permanently,
permanently, the
thecivil
civil money
money penalty
penalty
shall be double
double the
the penalty
penaltyfor
for aa10-year
10-yeardisdisqualification
qualificationperiod,
period.as
as calculated
calculated under regregulations issued by the Secretary. The disqualification period
qualification
period imposed
imposed under
under paragraph
graph (2)
(2) shall
shall continue
continue in
in effect
effect as
as to
to the
the
person or persons
persons who
who sell or otherwise
transfer ownership of the retail food
food store
store or
wholesale food concern notwithstanding the
imposition of
of a civil
civil money
money penalty
penalty under
this paragraph.
(B) At
At any
any time
time after
after a civil
money pencivil money
alty imposed
alty
imposed under
under subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A)has
has bebecome final under subsection
subsection (0(1).
(f)(l), the
the SecSecretary may request
request the
the Attorney
Attorney General of
to institute
institute aa civil
civil action
the United States
States to
against the person
person or
or persons
persons subject
subject to
to the
the

penalty in aa district
district court of the United

States
which such
such person
States for
for any
any district
district in which
person

or persons are
are found,
found, reside.
reside, or transact business
penalty and
and such court
court
ness to
to collect
collect the penalty
shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to hear
hear and decide
decide
such
such action,
action, the
the validity
validity and
such action. In such
amount of such penalty shall not be subject
to review.
(C) The Secretary may impose a fine
(C)
against any retail food
food store
store or
or wholesale
wholesale

food concern
concern that
that accepts
accepts coupons that are
food
not accompanied by the corresponding book
cover.
cover, other
other than
than the denomination
denomination of
of coucoupons used
used for
for making change as
as Specified
specified in
in
regulations issued under this section. The
of any
any such
such fine
fine shall
shallbe
beestablished
established
amount of
by the
by
the Secretary
Secretary and
andmay
maybe
beassessed
assessed and
accordance with
collected separately in accordance
with regregulations issued under this section or in combination with
with any
any fiscal
fiscal claim
claimestablished
established by
the Secretary.
Secretary. The
The Attorney
Attorney General of the
United States
may institute
institute judicial
judicial action
States may
action
in any
any court
court of competent
jurisdiction
competent jurisdiction
against the store
store or
or concern
concern to
to collect
collect the
fine.

(6) The Secretary may impose a fine
against any person not approved
approved by
bythe
theSecSec-

retary to
to accept
accept and redeem coupons who
violates this section or a regulation issued

under this section,
section, including
including violations concerning the acceptance
cerning
acceptance of
of coupons.
coupons. The
shall be
be established
amount of any such fine shall

by the
the Secretary
Secretary and
and may
may be
be assessed
assessed and
and
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collected in accordance
accordancewith
withregulations
regulations
is- issued under this section
section separately
separately or in corncombination with any fiscal claim established by
by
the Secretary. The Attorney General of the
United States may institute judicial action
in any
any court
court

of competent jurisdiction

against the person to collect the fine.

accordance with
with the
the law
law and
and the
the evidence.
evidence.
of such
such judicial
judicial review.
During the pendency
pendencyof
or any appeal therefrom, the adrnihistrãtive
adrhiilistrâtive
action under
under review
review shall
shall be
be and
and remain
remain in
in
action
full force and effect, unless on application to
the court on not less than ten days' notice.
and after hearing thereon and a consider.
consideration by the court of the applicant's likeli-

H 3611
H3611
(A) is 60 years of age or older.
(B)(i) receives
receives supplemental
supplemental security
security inin-

come benefits under title XVI of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S,C.
U.S.C. 1381 et seq.). or Fed.
Fed-

erally or State administered supplemental
benefits of the type described in section

212(a)
212(a) of Public Law 93—66 (42 U.S,C,
U.S.C. 1382
note). or
note),
(ii) receives Federally or State administo determine the amount of and settle and arable injury, the court temporarily stays
adjust any claim and to compromise or deny such administrative action pending disposi- tered supplemental assistance of the type described in section 1616(a) of the Social Secuall or part of any such claim or claims aris- tion of such trial or appeal.
appeal,
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 1382e(a)), interim assisting
ing under
under this
this section
section or
or the
the regulations
regulations isis(g)
VIoz.xnoNs AND ENFoRcE1r'rr.—(l)
VIOLk'nONs
EFoRcrrr.—(1)
sued pursuant to this
this section.
section, including,
including, but
but Subject to paragraph (2), whoever knowingly ance pending receipt of supplemental secunot limited to. claims
claims arising
arising from
from fraudufraudu- uses, transfers, acquires, alters, or possesses rity income, disability-related medical aslent and nonfraudujerit
nonfraudulent overissuances to re- coupons in any manner contrary to this sec- sistance under title XIX
XIX of
of the
the Social
Social SecuSecu.
cipients, including the power to waive claims tion
disabilitytion or the regulations issued pursuant to rity Act (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.). or disability.
if the Secretary
Secretary deter-mines
determines that to do so this
benefits. if
this section
section shall,
shall, ifif such
such coupons
coupons are
are of
of aa based State general assistance benefits,
would serve the purposes of this section. value of $5,000 or more, be guilty of a felony the Secretary determines that such benefits
Such powers with
cith respect
respect to
to claims
claims against
against and shall be fined not more than $250,000 or are conditioned on meeting disability or
recipients may be delegated by the Secretary imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not more
more than
than 20
20 years.
years. or
or blindness criteria at least as stringent as
to
to State
State agencies.
agencies.
dtle XVI of the Social Seboth, and shall,
shall. if such coupons are of a those used under title
(f) ADMINIs'rRxrlvE
ADMINISTRATIVEAND
(f)
AND JUDICIAL
JUDTCIALREVIEW.—
REVIEW.— value of
$100
or
Act,
of $100 more, but less than $5,000, be curity Act.
(e)

COu,,c'r1oN
CoLLECTIoN

AND
ANt)

DISPOSITION

OF

CLAIMS—The
CLAIMS—TheSecretary
Secretaryshall
shall have
have the
the power

(I) Whenever—
Whenever—

(A)
(A) an application of a retail food store or
wholesale food concern for approval to accept and redeem coupons issued under subsection (a) is denied pursuant to this section.
(B) a retail food store or wholesale food
concern is disqualified or subjected to a civil

money penalty under subsection (d).

(C) all or part of any claim of a retail food
store or wholesale food concern is denied
under subsection (e), or

(D) a claim against a State is stated pursu-

ant to subsection (e).
(e)

notice of such administrative action shall be
issued to the retail food store, wholesale food
concern, or State involved. Such notice shall

be delivered by certified mail or personal

service. If such store, concern, or State is agservice,
grieved by such action, it may. in accordance
with regulations promulgated under this section, within 10 days of the date of delivery of
tion.

such notice, file a written request for an opop.

portunity to submit information in support

hood of prevailing on the merits and of irrep-

(C) receives disability or blindness pay.
guilty of a felony and shall, upon the first
payconviction thereof, be fined not more than ments under
under title
title I,I, 11,
II, X.
X,XIV,
XIV, or
or XVI
XVI of
of the
the

S1O,000or
SlO.000
orimprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not more
more than
than 55

years. or both.
both, and,
and, upon
upon the
the second
second and
and any
any
subsequent conviction thereof,
thereof. shall be imprisoned for not less than 6 months nor more
than 5 years and may also be fined not more
than $10,000 or, if such coupons are of a value

complaint required
Complaint
required to
to be
be delivered to the of-

ficial or agency whose order is being at-

tacked shall be sent to the Secretary or such
person or persons as the Secretary may designate to receive service
service of
of process,
process. The
The suit
suit

n the
in
the United
United States
States district
district court
court or
or State
State
court shall be a trial de novo by the court in
which the court shall determine the validity
of the questioned administrative action in
issue.
issue, IfIf the
the court
court determines
determines that
that such
such adadministrative action is invalid, it shall enter
such judgment or order as it determines is in

a governmental agency because of a disability considered permanent
permanent under
under section
section 221
221(i)
(i)
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 421(i)),
(D) is a veteran who—
(j)
(i) has
has aa service-connected
service-connected or
or non-servicenon-service-

of less than $100. shall be guilty of a misdemeanor' and,
demeanor':'
and,upon
uponthe
the first
first conviction
conviction connected disability which is rated as total
thereof,
thereof. shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
not more
more than
than $1,000
51.000 under title 38. United States Code,
Code. or

or imprisoned for not more than one year. or
(ii) is considered in need of regular aid and
both. and upon the second and any subse- attendance
both,
or permanently housebound
quent conviction thereof, shall be impris- under such title.
title,
oned for not more than one year and may
(E) isisaasurviving
CE)
surviving spouse
spouse of a veteran and—
and—
also be fined not more than $1,000.
(i)
Ci) is
is considered
considered in
in need of regular aid and
(2) In the case of any individual convicted
of an offense under
under paragraph
paragraph (1),
(1), the
the court
court attendance or permanently housebound
38. United States Code, or
may permit such individual to perform work under title 38,
(ii) is entitled to compensation for a servapproved by the court for the purpose of providing restitution for losses incurred by the ice-connected death or pension benefits for a
United States and the State as a result of non-service-connected death under title 38.
Code. and has a disability conthe offense for which
which such
such individual
individual was
was United States Code,
permanent under
under Section
section 221(i) of the
convicted, If the Court
permits such individ- sidered permanent
court permits
Social
Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 421(i)),
ual to perform such work and such individ(F)
is
a
child
of
a
veteran
and—
ual agrees thereto,
thereto. the court shall withhold
(i) is considered permanently incapable of
the imposition of the sentence on the condi-

of its position to such person or persons as
the regulations may designate. If such a request is not made or
or ifif such
such Store,
store, concern.
or State fails to submit information in support of its position after filing a request,
request. the tion that such individual perform the assigned work.
work. Upon
Upon the
the successful
successful completion
completion
administrative determination shall be final. signed
If such request is made by such store, con- of the assigned work the court may suspend
sentence,
cern, or State such information as may be such sentence.
submitted
submitted by
by such
such store,
store, concern,
concern, or
or State
State as
as
(3) Whoever presents.
presents, or causes to be prewell as such other information as may be sented. coupons for payment or redemption
available, shall be reviewed by the person or of the value of $100 or more,
more. knowing the
persons designated by the Secretary.
Secretary, who same to have been received,
persohs
received. transferred, or
judicial review
shall, subject
subject to
to the
the right
rightof
ofjudicial
review used in any marmer
manner in violation
violation of
of this
this secsechereinafter provided, make a determination tion
tion or
or the
the regulations
regulations issued
issued under
under this
this secsecwhich shall be final and which shall take ef- tion.
tion, shall be guilty of a felony and, upon the
fect 30 days after the date of the delivery or first conviction thereof,
thereof. shall be fined not
service of such final notice of determination. more than $20,000
$20,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not more
more
If such store, concern, or State feels ag- than 5 years. or both,
both. and, upon the second
grieved by such final determination, it may and any subsequent conviction thereof, shall
obtain judicial
judiciai review thereof by filing a be imprisoned for not less than one year nor
complaint against the United States in the more than 5 years and may also be fined not
United States court for the district in which more than $20,000,
$20,000. or,
or. if such coupons are of
it resides or is engaged in business, or.
or, in the a value of less than $100.
S100. shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
of aa
case of a retail food store or wholesale food misdemeanor
misdemeanor and,
and. upon
upon the
the first
first conviction
conviction
concern,
concern. in
in any
any court
court of
of record
record of
of the
the State
State thereof,
thereof. shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
notmore
morethan
than$1,000
Sl,000
having competent jurisdiction, within 30 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not more
more than
than one
one year.
year. or
or
days after the date of delivery or service of both,
both. and, upon the second and any subsefinal notice of determination
determination upon
upon it.
it, rere- quent conviction thereof,
the fInal
thereof. shall be imprisquesting the court to set aside such deter- oned for not more than one year and may

mination, The copy of the summons and
mination.

Social Security Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
US.C, 301
301 et seq.) or

receives
receives disability
disability retirement
retirement benefits
benefits from
from

self-support under section 414 of title

38.
38,

United States Code,
Code. or
(ii) is
is entitled
entitled to compensation for a service-connected death or pension benefits for a

non-service-connected death under title 38,
32,
United States Code, and has a disability considered permanent
permanent under
under section
section 221
221(j)
(i) of the
Social Security Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 421(i)),
421(i)), or
or

(C) is an individual receiving an annuity
(G)
under section
section 2(a)(1)(iv)
2(a)(l)(iv) or 2(a)(l)(v) of the
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of
of 1974
1974 (45 U.S.C.
Railroad
231a(a)(1)(iv)
231a(a)(l)(jv)oror231a(a)(1)(v)),
231a(a)(l)(v)),ifif the individual's service as an employee under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974, after December
31. 1936.
1936, had been included in the term "em-

ployment" as defined in the Social Security
seq.). and if an applicaAct (42 U.S.C. 301 et seq.),
tion for disability benefits had been filed,
(4) the term "food" means.
means, for
for purposes
purposes of
of
section 532(a) only—

(A) any food or food product for home con-

sumption except alcoholic beverages,
beverages. tobacco. and hot foods
foods or
or hot
hot food
food products
products

ready for immediate consumption other than
those authorized pursuant to subparagraphs
also be fined not more than $1,000.
(C).
CE).(G).
(C),(H),
(H), and
and (I),
(C), CD),
(D). (E),
SEC. S33.
S33. DEFINmONS.
DEFINmONS,
(B) seeds and plants for use in gardens to
For purposes of this subtitle—
produce food for the personal consumption of
(1)
(1) the
the term
term "coupon"
"coupon" means
means any
any coupon.
coupon. the
the eligible individuals,
individuals.
stamp, or type of certificate, but does not in(C) in the case of those persons who are 60
clude currency.
currency,
years of age or over or who receive supple.
supple(2) the term "economically
"economically disadvantaged'
disadvantaged" mental security income benefits or disability
means an individual or a family,
family. as the case or blindness payments under title I. II,
II. X,
X.
may be.
be, whose income does not exceed the XIV. or XVI of the Social
Social Security
Security Act
Act (42
(42
most recent lower living
living standard
standard income
ircome U.S.C. 301 et seq.),
seq.). and their spouses,
spouses. meals
level published by the
the Department
Department of'
of Labor.
Labor, prepared by and served
served in
in senior
senior citizens'
citizens'
(3) the term "elderly
'elderly or disabled individ- centers,
centers. apartment buildings
buildings Occupied
occupied priual" means an individual who—
marily by such persons,
persons. public or private
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nonprofit establishments (eating or other(C)
a
store
purveying
the
hunting
and
fishThe
CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN.
The
wise) that feed such persons, private estab- ing equipment described in paragraph (5)(F),
The gentleman
(5)(F).
lishments that contract with the appropriate or
from Texas IMr.
[Mr. DE LA
LA GARZA]
GARZA] will
will be
be
agency
agency of the State to offer meals for such
(D) any private nonprofit
nonprofit cooperative
cooperative food
food recognized for 15 minutes.
persons
persons at
at concessjonaj
concessional prices,
prices, and
and meals
meals purchasing venture, including those in which
The Chair recognizes the gentleman

prepared for and served to residents of federally subsidized housing for the elderly.
(D) in the case of persons
persons 60
60 years
years of
of age or
over and persons who are physically or mentally handicapped or otherwise
otherwise so
so disabled
disabled
that they are unable adequately to prepare
all of their meals, meals prepared for and dedelivered
livered to
tothem
them(and
(andtheir
theirspouses)
spouses) at
at their
their
home by a public or private nonprofit organiorgani-

zation or by a private establishment that

the members pay for food
food purchased
purchased prior
prior to
HOSTEITLER],
to from Indiana [Mr. HOSTETTLER),
the receipt of such food.
food,
Mr. HOSTETTLER, Mr. Chairman,
(6) the term "school"
'school means
means an elemen- for the past 30 years in this
this country we
we
tary, intermediate, or secondary school.
school,
tary.

(7) the
the term
term "Secretary"
'Secretary" means
means the
the SecSec. have conducted a social experiment,
More than S5 trillion has been
been spent
Spent on
(7)

retary of Agriculture.
Agriculture,
(8) the term "State" means
means any
any of
of the
the several States,
States. the District of Columbia, the
Guam, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Cuam,
Virgin Islands of the United
United States,
States, Amer-

contracts with the appropriate State agency ican Samoa, the Commonwealth of the
to perform such services at concessional Northern Mariana Islands.
Islands, the Republic of
prices.
(E) in the case of narcotics addicts or alco-

the
the Marshall
Marshall Islands,
Islands, the
the Federated
Federated States
States of
Micronesia, Palau, or a tribal organization
holics, and
and their
their children,
children, served
served by
by drug
drug ad- that exercises governmental jurisdiction
holics,
area. and
rehabili- over a geographically defined area,
diction or alcoholic treatment and rehabjlj(9) the term "tribal organization" has the
tation programs,
Cation
programs,meals
meals prepared
prepared and
and served
under such programs.
meaning given it in section 4(1) of the Indian
(F)
(F) in
in the
the case
case of
of eligible
eligible individuals
individuals living
living Self-Determination and Education Assistin Alaska,
Alaska. equipment for procuring food by
by ance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b(l)),

this experiment,
experiment. aimed at exterminating poverty in the United States,
States. Despite this massive outpouring of taxtaxpayer dollars, poverty actually has increased. The people sitting in the cofIN, understand
fee shops in Vincennes, IN.
from this data that letting WashingWashington, DC, handle it is a bad idea. The
people on the job site in French Lick
understand that taking more and more
of their tax dollars is not only bad for
for
them, but it does not help the people it
is supposed to help. The people dropping off their kids at school in Chandler understand the local officials and
other residents of communities have a
far better perspective on dealing
dealing with
with
the problems of the economically disdisadvantaged than do career bureaucrats
in a Washington.
Washington, DC.
DC, office. Washing-

534, REPEALER.,
REPEALER..
hunting and fishing,
fishing. such
such as
as nets,
nets, hooks.
hooks, SEC. 534.
The
rods, harpoons, and knives (but not equiprods.
The Food
Act of
of 1977
1977(7(7U.S.C.
U.S.C.2011
Food Stamp Act
2011
ment for purposes of transportation,
transportation, clothcloth- et seq.) is repealed.
ing. or shelter, and not firearms,
ing,
firearms. ammuniStrike section 591 of the bill and insert the
tion. and explosives) if the Secretary detertion,
mines that such individuals are located in
in an
an following:
SEC. 591,
591. EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE, APPLICATION
APPLICATION OF RE—area of the State where it is extremely dif- SEC.
PEALER,
ficult to reach stores selling food and that
(a)
Ep'pac'nvE
DATES.—
(a)
EFc'nvE
DATES.—
such individuals depend to a substantial ex(I) GENERAL
DC, does not have the answers;
answers: the
GENEI EFFECTIVE
EFFEcTIVE
DATE
DATEOFOFSUBTITLE
tent upon hunting and fishing for subsistSUBTrnE ton, DC.
A.Subtitle A shall take effect on October 1, people of the eighth District of Indiana
ence.
(C)
(C) in
in the
the case
case of
of disabled
disabled or
or blind
blind recipi- 1995.
and all the .other
districts in
in the
the U.S.
other districts
U.S.
(2) GENERAL
GENERAL
EFCm'E DATE
(2)
EFFECTIvE
DATE OF
OF SUBTITLE
ents of benefits under title I, II. X, XIV, or
SUBTITLE do.
provided
in
subsection
B—Except
as
provided
in
subsection
(b).
XVI
(b). subXVI of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 301
This is why I am introducing
introducing an
an
title B and the repeal made
made by
by section
section 534
et seq.).
seq.), or
or are
are individuals
individuals described
described in
in sub534
et
sub- shall take effect on the date of the
amendment
calling
for
repeal of the
enactparagraphs
paragraphs (B)
(B) through
through (C)
(C) of
of paragraph
paragraph (4).
(4), ment
of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Food Stamp Act of 1977 and block
who are residents in a public
public or private non- ment
(3) SPECIAL EFFECTIVE
EFFEC'rIVE DATE—The repeal
repeal granting cash to be used by the States
profit group living arrangement that serves
by section 534 shall not take effect for food assistance to the economically
no more than 16 residents and is certified by made
the first day of the first fiscal year
year for disadvantaged. Funding would be frothe appropriate State agency
agency or agencies until
which funds are appropriated more than 180 zen
under regulations
regulations issued under section days
at fiscal year 1995 levels, around
days in
in advance
advance of
of such
such fiscal
fiscal year to carry
1616(e) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. out
$26.25 billion. This would bring a savsection 531.
1382e(e)) or under standards
standards detei-rnined
determined by
by
(b) APPLICATION OF REPEALER—The repeal ings of $18.6 billion over current Conthe Secretary to be comparable to standards made
by section 534 shall not apply with re- gressional Budget Office baseline levimplemented by appropriate State agencies spect to—
els,
els. The savings come from ending the
under such section,
section, meals
meals prepared
prepared and
and
(I)
powers. duties.
duties, functions, rights, individual entitlements status of the
served under
under such
such arrangement,
arrangement,
served
claims.
penalties.
penalties,
or
obligations
applicable
(H) in the case of women and children tem- to financial assistance provided under the programs. The amendment also includes aa work
work provision
provision calling
porarily residing in public or private non- Food
calling for
Food Stamp Act of 1977
1977 before
before the effective
battered women
profit shelters for battered
able-bodied individuals who are under
women and
and chil- date of such repeal,
repeal. and
dren, meals prepared and served,
served. by such
60 and
and who
who are
are not
not at home
(2) administrative
administrative actions
actionsand
andproceedings
proceedings the age of 60
shelters. and
shelters,
date. or authorized alone with a dependent child to work
commenced before such date,
(I) in the case of individuals that do not re- before such date to be commenced.
commenced under at least 32 hours each month. Only 5
side in permanent dwellings and individuals such Act.
percent of the grant funds can be used
that have no fixed mailing addresses,
addresses. meals
The
CHAIRMAN:
Pursuant
for
administrative costs, meaning 95
to
the
prepared for and served by a public or
or prigentleman from
from Indiana
Indiana[Mr.
EMr. percent of the funds go to food assistvate nonprofit establishment (approved by rule, the gentleman
ance,
will be recognized
HOSTE'ITLER} will
recognized for
appropriate State
Stateoxor local
an appropriate
local agency)
agency) that HOSTE-I-1-LER]
for 10
10 ance.
feeds such individuals and
and by
by private estabI signed the Contract With America,
estab- minutes, and a Member opposed will be
be
lishments that contract with the appropriate recognized for 10 minutes.
minutes,
Mr. Chair-man,
Chairman, not
not for
for political
political gain,
gain.
agency of the State to offer meals for such
Member in
in Opposition?
opposition?
Is there a Member
but
because
I
though
the
policies it esindividuals at concessional prices.
Mr. DE LA GARZA.
GARZA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II poused were good policies. This amend(5) the
theterm
term"retail
retail food
food store'
store - means—
(5)
to oppose the amendment and seek ment returns to the original
original Concept
concept of
(A) an establishment
establish.nent or recognized depart- rise time
allotted,
allotted.
HR. 4,
H.R,
4. which
which included
included the block grantment thereof or house-to-house trade route. the
The
CHAIRMAN. The
The CHAIRMAN,
The gentleman ing of food stamps. There are concerns
over
over 50
50 percent
percent of
of whose
whose food
food sales
sales volume.
volume,
DE LA CARZA]
GARZA] will be raised by some about how well the
Texas EMr.
[Mr. DE
as determined by visual inspection,
inspection. sales.
sales- from Texas
minutes,
records, purchase records,
records, or
or other
other inventory recognized for 10 minutes.
States will administer the program.
Mr. GIBBONS,
Mr.
or accounting
accounting recordkeeping
recordkeepingmethods
methods that
that
GIBBONS, Mr. Chairman, in While I resist the temptation to
answer
reasonable in
in 'the
the retail order to extend debate time, I move to this with "They can't do any
are customary or reasonable
any worse
worse
food industry,
industry. consists of staple food items strike the last word and ask unani- than has the federal
federal government,"
government;' iI
for home preparation and consumption,
for
consumption, such mous consent that I may yield that
think the testimony from Ag Commitas meat,
meat. poultry,
poultry. fish, bread,
bread. cereals, vegeta- time to the gentleman
gentleman from
from Texas
Texas[Mr.
EMr. tee hearings,
hearings. the track record of the
bles, fruits, dairy products, and the like,
bles.
like. but DE LA GARZA].
the
former
chairman
GARZA],
former
chairman
of
of Federal Government and the feeling of
not including accessory food items, such as
the
Committee
on
Agriculture.
coffee,
tea. cocoa,
tea,
cocoa.
and the public at large bear testament
carbonated
testament to
and
uncarbonated drinks, candy, condiments,
control the time the fact that it is time to give this procondiments. that he be allowed to control
and spices,
and yield it in blocks,
gram to the States—as the other com(B) an establishment,
establishment. organization, proThe CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
gram. or group living arrangement
arrangement referred
referred to the request of the gentleman from mittees have decided to do with many
of the other programs.
(C). (H).
(H), or Florida?
to in subparagraph
subparagraph (C).
(C). CD),
(D), (E). (C),
(I) of paragraph (5),
It seems we need to be reminded that
objection.
There was no objection,
the taxpayers providing
providing funding
funding for

for
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1445
00 1445
For
most
in
the
food
business,
up to
It is the taxpayers' money, not
not money
money
30 percent of their revenue comes from
Mr.
Mr.
Chairman,
this
is
critically
imbelonging to the Agriculture Commitnot for the people presently on the Food Stamp Program. Cut food
tee or to the Congress or to the Federal portant,
presently on welfare,
welfare, who
who stamps and you cut commodities. Cut
Government. It belongs to the people. assistance,
have been so denigrated in the debate food stamps and you choke America's
We should, therefore, take the adminis- that has taken place, but working fam- economy. Cut food stamps and you put
tration of the program closer to the ilies
ilies hanging
out of
of work
work and maybe into welwelhanging in there,
there. standing on people Out
people. Cover-nor
Governor Thompson
Thompson and Gov- their own, but one recession
away from fare. I say cut food stamps because a
ernor Engler among others have shown losing their job, losing their pay check block grant is a cut. It is a cut because,
just how innovative and effective wel- and needing the assistance of food unlike current law, there would be no
fare reform at the State level can be.
stamps. A critical part of this Nation's automatic increases in funding to keep
I do not question the sincerity
sincerity of
of my
my safety net is the ability of programs to pace for inflation under a block grant
Republican colleagues'
colleagues belief that they rise and shrink depending on economic program. It is a cut because, when popcan reform the program at the Federal cycles. We have had recessions before, ulations rise, as they will over
over the
the next
next
level, rather I sincerely disagree
disagree with
with and we will certainly have them again. years,
rise, The
The dedeyears. the funds do not rise.
the policy itself. Under Federal guid- This chart indicates the difference mand rises, the funds are frozen. That
ance, food stamp spending has in- between the Deal substitute and the is a cut.
creased nearly 300 percent since 1979. bill that it seeks to amend relative
relative to
to A block grant is a cut because States
Today more than 28 million people in the costs of food. The red line shows will be able to use one-fifth of the
the United States receive food stamps. that in years to come, under the bill money for things other than food,
food. If a
For true and comprehensive welfare before us. we do not keep up with the State spends 20 percent less on food in
reform to take place, we at
at the
the Federal
Federal cost of food.
1 year than was spent in a prior year.
year,
level must let go and let the more local
Mr. HOSTETTLER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II that is a cut. We confronted this issue
bodies of government—along with the yield 2 minutes to the distinguished of block granting food stamps in the
private sector responsibility.
responsibility. This
This is
is gentleman from Florida [Mr. WELDON]. Committee on Agriculture. In fact,
fact. we
what has been done in much of this
Mr. WELDON of Florida. Mr. Chair- spent,
spent. as the Chairman said. 15 hours,
welfare reform bill, and this is what man, I have a prepared text here, but into the early morning, when we conshould be done with food stamps.
there is something else that I really sidered title 5 of this bill. On a bi-parWith that. Mr. Chairman, I reserve want to say as part of this debate here. tisan basis, Democrats joined with Rethe balance of my time.
I began to realize there was some- publicans, and we soundly rejected the
Mr.
DELA
i GARZA.
Mr. DE
GARZA.Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman, I thing wrong with our food stamp pro- block grant proposal. That decision
ask unanimous consent that I may gram when I was in college. I worked was wise then.
then, and it is wise
wise now.
now, This
This
yield en bloc half of my time to the my way through college, and I had a amendment also requires work for food
gentleman from
from Kansas
Kansas [Mr.
[Mr.ROBERTS]
ROBERTS, friend who did not work, but he went stamps.
Stamps.
the distinguished chairman of the Com- out,
Out, and
and he
he applied
applied for
for and
and qualified
qualified for
In some instances, it requires 32
mittee on Agriculture.
food stamps,
stamps. and, when I was working hours of work per week. Yet,
Yet. it does
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection on weekends from 11 o'clock at night not mandate the minimum wage as
to the request of the gentleman from until 7 a.m.
am. in
in the
the morning
morning and when I compensation for that work. That is
Texas?
was working in the evenings
evenings in
in the
the dordor- another issue we confronted in the AgThere was no objection.
mitory, he was not,
not. and he was qualify- riculture Committee, and, again,
again. on a
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I ing for food stamps.
stamps, and that
that is
is the
the bi-partisan basis,
basis. Democrats and Reyield 2 minutes to our distinguished problem with these programs. Some of publicaris.
publicans, overwhelmingly
overwhelmingly rejected
colleague, the gentleman from
from North
North the people who get them really do need forced labor at less than the minimum
Dakota [Mr. POMEROYJ.
them, and some of the people do not.
wage. This amendment hurts everyMr. POMEROY. Mr. Chairman, you
What we are saying here with the body,
body. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. It hurts the rich.
know, the gentleman who is sponsoring Hostettler amendment is we are going the poor,
poor. it is poorly conceived, ill-adthe amendment is absolutely
absolutely correct
correct in
in to put it Out
out at
at the
the lowest level where vised and goes against the considered,
considered.
his desire to cut spending. He just hap- the local officials can really seriously bi-partisan opinion of the committee of
pens to be incorrect in the method monitor who really needs these pro- jurisdiction. It deserves to be rejected.
which his amendment seeks to accom- grams and who does not because we
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield
plish that end. The amendment under have a serious problem with fraud, and myself such time as I may consume.
consideration, like the bill it amends.
amends, we are spending the people's money.
Mr. Chairman, the amendment offails to take into
ixto account something We
We are
are not
not spending
spending our
our money;
money: we
we are
are fered by the gentleman from Indiana
pretty basic,
basic. something any consumer spending the people's money. and most [Mr. HOSTETTLER]
H0STETTLERJ does
does provide
provide that
that the
the
in any corner of any of our neighbor- of the people work very, very
very hard
hard for
for Food Stamp Program will be block
hoods could tell us: The cost of food this, and my colleague here has come granted to the States. I rise in relucgoes up.
up with what I think is is very good tant opposition.
Mr. Chairman, for goodness sakes,
sakes. idea, to help improve the efficiency of The committee considered several
the cost of a box of cereal now is in ex- this program, and I throughoughly sup- policy options as we were considering
cess of $4. That is more than it was last port the Hostettler amendment to this food stamp reform, and in contacting
contacting
year, quite a bit more than it was the bill.
the Governors of the States and the
year before that. That is why the cost
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman. I National Governors' Conference, not to
of the Food Stamp Program has to yield 2 minutes to our distinguished mention many experts in the field, the
track the increasing costs in groceries. colleague, the gentlewoman from first policy option that we considered
Food costs go up for all of
of us.
us. including
including North Carolina [Mr. CLAYTONI.
was that of the gentleman from Indithose
those on
on food
food stamps.
stamps.
Mrs. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman, this ana [Mr.
[Mr. HOSTETTLER].
H0sTETn.ERJ. However
However the
the
The amendment under consideration.
consideration, amendment, like this bill, will hurt Republican leadership, along
along with
with the
the
amend. fails to poor families and hurt children. But. committee leadership,
like the bill it seeks to amend,
leadership. made the detertake into account another fact:
fact: If
If you
you the amendment goes further. It will mination that the Food Stamp Prohave more people on food
food stamps,
stamps, you
you also hurt farmers, hurt large and small gram should remain at the Federal
are going to have to have more funds grocery stores and hurt the economy. level as a safety net during the transiavailable for those people's needs. Only The Food Stamp Program feeds
feeds more
more tion period while States begin to reJesus can feed the multitude from a than poor families. It feeds the farmers form the entire welfare programs,
programs. and
single little boy's portion. For us mere who feed America. It fees those who re- the committee strongly believes that
mortals, if we are going to have more tail foods,
foods, along the dusty country the intent of the gentleman
genueman is very
people. we are going to need more por- roads and in the large urban shopping good. but that the Food Stamp Propeople,
tions, it is as simple as that.
centers.
gram should be reformed.
reformed, After
After all.
all, itit
food
foodstamps
stamps are
are residents
residents of
of the States.
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is our responsibility before it is con- need to create real solutions
solutions to
to serious
serious
Mr.
Chairman,
I
appreciate
the converted into. into a block grant.
problems facing their communities. cern and the sense of frustration of the
Fraud and trafficking, as we have Without this amendment
our work gentleman from Texas, Mr. SAM JOHNheard, are serious problems in the propro- here is actually incomplete.
SON, who spoke here just a moment
gram. We do have significant reforms,
I remember when we first began the SON.
ago. and,
and. as I tried to indicate,
indicate. in reand they are bipartisan, and States task
of designing solutions to end the gard to the policy options that we conwill have the responsibility to institute welfare bureaucracy. We agreed the
reforms of the AFDC program and best thing we could do for the truly sidered in the House Committee on Agother State programs. They will be needy Americans was to return control riculture there were four. The first opgenharmonized, and, while this is going of all major programs back to the tion that was suggested by the gentleman from Indiana was obviously
on, we think it is important that there States.
States, We agreed on this approach be- supported by the
the
from
be a food program for needy families.
cause the current system run by Wash- Texas in terms of his gentleman
remarks, and we
we
We have a provision allowing
allowing States
States ington is broke.
broke, it does not work.
work. II
block grant,
grant.
that have implemented the EBT sys- cannot understand why we would now offered the Governors a block
we said, "What do you want? Here
tem that has been much discussed in turn around and say.
say, "Well, block and
are the coupons. Here is the Food
this debate on a statewide basis to ad- grants are good,
good. but
but not
not for food Stamp Program."
minister the Food Stamp Program in a stamps."
stamps," That is what I just heard. If They said, "Thank you, but no thank
block grant. Therefore States
States can have local control is the solution for school
We don't want to administer the
a block grant for food stamps, as the lunches.
lunches, family nutrition and child you.
Food Stamp Program. We want the
gentleman desires, if they have taken protection,
protection. which we believe it is, then tax, 27 billion dollars' worth,"
worth."
steps to reduce fraud and if
if they
they have
have it must also be the answer for reformWell, with all due respect,
respect. Richard
really started to implement an
an effieffi- ing food stamps. The Governors need Nixon
President, and we do
is no longer President.
cient system to issue the food
food benefits.
benefits. and deserve all the flexibility we
we can not have any revenue to share,
share.
The EBT block grant in H,R.
H.R. 44 says give them to solve the problems
that
So then we said, "OK, you can't have
that food benefits can only
only be
be used
used for
for they understand best. I say to my colThat really
really wouldn't
wouldnt be refood. The Hostettler
Hostettier amendment will leagues, "To only give them two-thirds the cash. That
sponsible, But you can have the coucouallow States to issue food benefits and of the tools they need is like playing sponsible.
pons."
cash. The gentieman
gentleman has aa very
very innovainnova- golf without a putter. You can't
cant finThey said, "We don't want the coutive amendment. It was a good amend- ish,"
ish."
ment. This is a very sharp departure Two committees I served on stood pons."
That may give my colleagues a little
from our current practice.
practice. Food
Food stamps fast. and fulfilled their promise and
indication
as to what they would do
should be used only for food. Under fast,
tough. but fair welfare
passed Out
out aa tough.
that amendment what has been food bill. Despite all the Democratic rhet- with the cash.
So then we
we considered
considereda 40—60
40-60 split,
benefits can be used for any item.
oric, I strongly support and believe in and if you give them thea40
My opposiuon
percent.
opposition to
to this
this amendment
amendment the block grant proposals contained in
in and that amounts to the people on food
does not mean there will never be any this bill, but I cannot believe the Comthat are also on welfare,
welfare, and
and we
we
block grant for the food stamp pro- mittee on Agriculture caved in to the stamps
gram, quite the contrary, but the Com- big farm lobbyists and failed to fulfill wanted to have one-stop service,
gram.
streamline it, bring the cost down.
mittee on Agriculture will continue its
Contract With America. By doing
oversight of the program, monitor the their
this they have put our entire effort at
0 1500
States progress of AFDC and other real reform at risk. This system was
But
the
60
percent
on the other side
block grants.
designed by the Governors and the ConMr. DE
DE LA GARZA.
GARZA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, gress as an integrated system that would have grown. That is about a $6
billion expenditure,
expenditure. and we could not
will the gentleman yield?
works simultaneously,
simultaneously. together. It was afford that. So we decided to do what
Mr. ROBERTS. I yield to the
the gen- to work as one.
one, each section
section supporting
supporting we tried to do for decades, years, and
tleman from Texas.
Texas, the distinguished the next. This is why it is so
so important
important that is establish food stamp reform.
ranking minority member.
we pass this amendment.
And we have done that, and we have a
Mr. DE LA GARZA.
GAR2A. Mr. Chairman, I
Let us get back to the State author- good bill.
associate myself with the gentleman's ity that
that our
our U.S.
U.S. Constitution dedeI remind everyone on this floor that
remarks and endorse his remarks in op- mands, Mr. Chairman.Constitution
The Governors not one farm lobbyist came to this
position to the amendment.
amendment.
would
not
need
and
deserve
nothing
chairman and this committee and indiMr. ROBERTS.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I less than full welfare reform.
cated that we should cave in in regards
thank the gentleman from Texas
Texas for
for
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I to food stamp reform. I am tired of
his comments, and I reserve the balbal- yield 30 seconds to the distinguished
hearing it, and it is not accurate. And
ance of my time.
gentleman from Missouri [Mr.
[Mr. VOLKyOLK- the Committee on Agriculture measMr. HOSTETTLER. Mr. Chairman, I MER].
MER).
responsibility. and we
up to its responsibility,
yield 3 minutes to the distinguished
Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman, I ured
have a fine food stamp reform package.
gentleman
gentlemanfrom
fromTexas,
Texas,
Mr.
Mr.
SAM
5j JOHNJOHN- would
would just
just like
liketotopoint
pointOut
out to
to the If the package were considered
considered a year
SON.
members of the committee that this ago. it would have been incredible
in
Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. amendment, when offered by the gen- ago,
this House of Representatives.
Chairman,
Chairman. I rise in strong support
support of tleman from Indiana in the
the Committee
Committee Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
the gentleman's
gentlemans amendment
amendment to block on Agriculture, got a total of five of my time.
grant food stamps back to the
the States.
States. votes, and yet the Committee on Rules
Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I
and I understand that the chairman of has made it in order while the amend1½ minutes to the gentlewoman
gentlewoman
the committee really says that he ment offered by the gentlewoman from yield
from Florida [Mrs. THURMAN).
wants to do that,
that. but he did not do it, Florida,
Florida.
which
is
very
important
to
Mrs. THURMAJ'J,
THURMAN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
arid I believe this is a very important correct the thrifty food plan provision
amendment because it will complete
complete under this bill, got 18 votes. It was not when it comes to the question of block
the
he historic transformation of the most made in order by the Committee on granting food stamps, I want to commend the responsible and thoughtful
thoughtful
disastrous, cruel, and mean-spirited Rules.
leadership of the gentleman from Kanand destructive Federal welfare system
just wanted to point sas [Mr. ROBERTS) and the gentleman
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. IIjust
ever created. We owe it to the States, out
to
tomy
mycolleagues
colleagueshow
howthis
thisCommit..
Commit- from Missouri IMr.
[Mr. EMERSON]
EMERSON] who
who both
both
the counties,
counties. the local communities. Out
tee
on
Rules
of
the
majority
is
understand what a bad idea this is. The
and the people currently trapped
trapped in ing. giving an amendment thatoperathas no
was voted down
down 37
37 to
to 55 in
in
this system to pass this amendment.
at all a chance,
chance. and yet would amendment
the Committee on Agriculture just a
This amendment will ensure that the chance
not give a good amendment
amendment aa chance.
chance.
few weeks ago.
Governors and local officials have not
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
The notion that without block grants
just some, but all, of the tools
tools they
they myself
such time as I may consume.
States are powerless against Federal
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bureaucrats is pure fiction.
fiction. Block stamps.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
PARLIAMENTARY
INQUIRY
stamps. and
and not
noteven
evenbybyfreezing
freezing
thethe
granting the food stamp program expenditures in food
food stamps
stamps as
as this
this
Mr. ROBERTS.
Mr.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman. II have
have
would place
place aaterrible
terribleburden
burden
on on
States
States amendment
parliamentary inquiry.
inquiry.
amendment calls
calls for,
for, but
but by
by cutting a parliamentary
and
food Out
and take
take food
out of
of the mouths
mouths of
of food stamps.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
will
stamps. Sixty
Sixty percent
percentof
of AmeriAmeriThe gentleman
gentleman will
hungry children and
and the elderly.
cans believe
believe we
we have
have got
got to
to return
return to state it.
cans
The
The big
big difference
difference with
with block grants fiscal responsibility by reducing this
Mr. ROBERTS.
Mr.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,isis it
is in
in that
that the programs are no longer program.
the Chair's understanding that
that as
as the
entitlements,
entitlements, so
so in a slump States
designeeof
of the
the chairman
chairman of
of the ComIn conclusion,
conclusion. the staff of Governor designee
would no
would
no longer
longer get
get aa automatic
automatic boost Pete
Ways and
and Means, II can
can move
move
Pete Wilson
Wilson of California
California contacted
contacted our mittee on Ways
in Federal aid. They would have to cut office
office today
today and
and said
said that this amend- to strike the last word?
more likely,
likely, place newly ment
benefits or. more
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
Thegentleman
gentlemanhas
has
ment was
wasvital
vital to
to the
the total
total welfare
welfare rereunemployed on
on waiting
waiting lists. Longer- form
the gentleman
gentleman is asking
form that
that must
must happen
happen on
on the
the State that right. IfIf the
term recipients would keep their bene- level. It
unanimous consent
consent to
to combine
combine it.
it, he
theability
ability unanimous
It gives
gives the States
States the
fits as
fits
as would people with steady job and the
would have
have 61/2
6'/z minutes
minutes remaining.
remaining.
the capability
capability to have real welfare
welfare would
those with
with aa little
little bad reform on the local level.
histories, but those
Mr. ROBERTS.
Mr.
ROBERTS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. I move
luck would suffer.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr.
Chairman. II yield to strike the last word, and I ask unanThis proposal would put hard-work- 30 seconds
merge that
that additional
additional
seconds to
to the
the distinguished
distinguished gen- imous consent to merge
ing
ing families with
with children
children on waiting tleman
time with
with the
the time II am
am currently con[Mr.
PASTORJ,
a
from
Arizona
[Mr.
PASTORJ,
a
lists for
for food.
food, just
just when
when they
they need it valued member of the committee.
trolling.
the most.
most. ItIt would
would actually put
put longlongThe CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. IsIsthere
there objection
objection
Mr.
Mr.
PASTOR.
PASTOR.
Mr.
Mr.
Chairman.
Chairman.
I
rise
rise
term recipients ahead
ahead of
of people
people with
with
to
the
request
request
of
of
the
the
gentleman
gentleman
from
from
set the
the record
record straight
straight Kansas?
short-term needs.
needs. II thought we wanted today to help set
and talk about the actual cuts that the
to decrease
long-term dependence.
decrease long-term
dependence.
There was no objection.
WIC Program
Program would
would suffer
sufferunder
under the
the
The Deal substitute recognized that WIC
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr.
Chairman. II yield
State flexibility
State
flexibility is
is important.
important. but that Republican welfare proposal. To begin. myself
myself such
such time
time as
as I may
may consume.
consume.
the House
House has
hasjust
just passed
passedaa$25
$25million
million
welfare reform
reform will
will fail
fail ififStates
States do not
not the
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, again I want to say
Program. Is
Is this
this that I am rising in reluctant opposition
have the proper resources for
for State
State rescission to the WIC Program.
considered aa cut
cut just
just be- to the amendment of the gentleman
programs. The Deal plan provides cut not to be considered
cause itit was voted on separately? Sec- from
Stateswith
States
with flexibility
flexibility to
to respond
respond to cause
from Indiana.
Indiana. The intent of
of the amendamendblock grant approach.
approach. WIC
WIC ment is to move immediately in
economic downturns
downturns and
and increases
increases in
in ond. under aa block
in regard
regard
would be competing with other pro- to block
child poverty.
block grants
grants to
to the
the States. The ingrams for
for funding and only 80 percent tent of the amendment
I would
would like
liketotohave
havemy
myname
name associassoci- grams
amendment is
is good.
good. The
The bill
bill
its funds
funds would
wouldbe
be guaranteed
guaranteed for as
ated with
the chairman's
chairman's remarks
remarks on
on of its
with the
as passed
passed by
by the
the committee
committee gives us
the farm. Not
Not one
one farmer
farmer came
came to me. WIC-like
WIC-like services.
services. Yet, how can
can we
we in
in the opportunity
opportunity to
todo
dothat
thatonce
once States
States
Children
about this.
this.
Children came
came to me about
good
good conscience
consciencesay
saythat
thatWIC
WICwill
will not
not can demonstrate they meet the criteria
criteria
Mr.
HOSTE1TLER. Mr.
Mr. HOSTETTLER.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II be
be cut
cut when
when we
we are
aredrastically
drastically cutting
cutting of an EBT
EBT program.
program. So
So we are not at
yield
yield
minute to the distinguished the other programs
timing issue.
issue.
programs in
in its
its block grant? odds. It is merely a timing
gentleman from
gentleman
from Georgia
Georgia jMr.
jMr. BARRJ.
I would
would also
also like
like to
to add,
add, in
in aa calmer
Is the remaining 20 percent that might
might
Mr. BARR.
Mr.
BARR. Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman. IIthank
thank be diverted to another program not to tone, that this perception that somethe gentleman
gentleman for
for yielding.
yielding.
Committee on
on Agriculture
Agriculture did
cut? Or.
Or. more to the how the Committee
be considered aa cut?
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, when I looked at the point, ifif the
address true
true food
food stamp
stamp reform
reform is
the child
childand
and adult
adult care
care feed- not address
amendment of
amendment
of the
the distinguished
distinguished col- ing program
would like
like to
accurate. II would
program and
and the summer food propro- simply not accurate.
league from
league
from Indiana,
Indiana.Mr.
Mr. HOSTETTLER.
HOSTETTLER. gram are
stress again
againthat
thatno
nofarm
farm organization.
organization.
are cut,
cut, will
will that
that not
not lead
lead some
some stress
I asked
asked myself
myself certain questions. I States
commodity group,
group, no
no lobbyists
lobb ists in
States to
to shift
shift funds around to
to meet
meet no commodity
asked do
asked
do we
we want a program that is the various competing
regard to
to the
the food
food chain,
chain, no
no one
one in
in the
the
competing needs?
needs? What regard
streamlined? I said to myself.
myself. yes.
yes. II guarantees
community. that I am
guarantees will
will we
we have
have to
toassure
assure that
that agriculture community,
said do we want a program that is con- funds for this program will
will be
be there
there aware, called the chairman in reference
sistent? I said to myself.
myself. yes.
yes. II asked when
to changing any policy
policy in
in regards
regards to
when needed?
needed?
do we need a program that
that reduces
reduces Lastly.
Lastly. I want to clarify how WIC food stamp reform, whether it be a
fraud? I said yes. I said do we want
want aa funds are spent.
spent.To
To begin.
begin, WIC
WIC dollars block grant or not.
program that requires
requires the
thedignity
dignity of are notare
The decision reached
reachedby
by the
thecommitcommitspent on items
such
as
items
such
as dispos- tee
work by
work
by aa recipient
recipient that
that is able, and
and II able diapers, as
was reached
reachedby
bydetermining
determining serious
serious
as was
was alleged
alleged last
last night
night tee was
said yes.
yes. More
More important.
important. my
my constitu- on the floor
options: Will
Will itit work,
work, can
can we
floor of
of
the
the
House.
House.
Expenditures policy options:
ents said yes
yes to
to each
each and
and every
every one
one of
of under WIG
the
the reform,
reform, can it be done
done in
in a
WIC are
are used
used to promote good achieve
those questions.
timely basis.
timely
basis.
nutrition
nutrition
and
and
to
encourage
encourage
eligible
eligible
perthis isis aavery
verywell
well thoughtthought- sons to
I think this
Now. IIunderstand
Now,
understand the
the blood
blood pressure
pressure
to participate
participate in
in this program. To around
out amendment.
amendment. II think
think itit isis consistent
consistent sons
this
place
in
in
regards
regards
to
to the
the
fulfill the
thespirit
spiritof
ofthe
the block
block grant
grant ap- marching
with what
what we
we are
are doing
doing here,
here, and it has fulfill
marching
orders
orders
and the deadlines that
proach. States have already been
been given
given have been
an added
added bonus
bonus of
of reducing
reducing the power proach,
been suggested.
suggested.not
notonly
oniy with
with
some latitude
latitude in
in the
the administration
administration of
of welfare reform
of bureaucrats
bureaucrats which
which I think is
is good.
good. some
reform but
but the
the entire Contract
this
program.
States
have
the
option
of
States
have
the
option
of
With
WithAmerica.
America.There
There isis nothing
nothing in
inthe
the
my constituents think
think is
is good.
good. and
and the
food items
items to
to meet
meet the
the spe- Contract With America,
recipients of this important program approving food
America. by
by the
the way.
cific nutritional
cific
nutritionalneeds
needs of
of aa particular that specifies that block
think is
think
is good.
good.
block grants
grants of
of cash
cash
cer- be given to
I rise in strong support of
of my distin- population group which may have certo States.
States. We are attempting.
attempting.
nutritional deficiencies.
deficiencies. This way. and II think we are actually achieving.
guished colleague from Indiana's tain nutritional
nontraditional foods may be permitted true reform.
amendment.
these identified
identified needs.
needs. The
The Now, my
Mr. HOSTEVrLER.
Mr.
HOSTETTLER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I to meet these
my good
good friend from
from Texas,
Texas. the
principal point
point to
to remember,
remember, though, is chairman emeritus of the House Comyield myself such
such time
time as
as I may principal
that WIG
WIC vouchers
vouchers are used
usedexclusively
exclusively mittee on Agriculture,
consume.
consume.
Agriculture,and
and others
others on
on
nutritional products.
products. Are we now the minority
Mr. Chair-man,
Mr.
Chairman, IIwould
wouldlike
like to
to first
first on nutritional
minority side,
side, have
have characterized
switching the
the terms
terms of
of the
the debate
debate to the food stamp reforms as something
state the
state
the reason
reasonwhy
why the
the Committee
Committee on switching
States should
should not
not determine that we have done in regards to saving
Rules most probably ruled this amendamend- say that States
how to
to best
best encourage
encourage mothers and money to pay for tax cuts. We had this
ment in order was given the fact the how
pro- discussion all during our committee
CNN-USA Today-Gallop
recent CNN-USA
Today-Gallop Poll
Poll children to participate in this procommittee
gram? I would admonish this body to markup. and I want to repeat
says that
says
that 60 oercent
Dercentof
of Americans
Americans be- gram?
what I
repeat what
lieve the budget deficit
deficit should
should be
be cut seek
seek aa modicum
modicum of
of consistency
consistency as we said then: The
The food
food stamp
stamp provisions
provisions of
move forward with
with the
the year's
year's legisla- H.R.
by cutting food stamps.
stamps. Not
Not by reduc- move
HR. 44 in
intitle
titleIV
IVare
arefor
forthe
thepurpose
purpose of
ing the increase
increase in
in spending
spending in
in food
food tive
tive agenda.
agenda.
badly needed reforms. These
These reforms
reforms
1
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are to achieve policy changes.
changes, not
not to
to
Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman. I the
Food
Stamp
Program
and
the
Food
Stamp
Program
and to
to freeze
freeze the
the
cut spending to pay for taxes.
want to associate myself with every- spending
spending level through
through fiscal year 2000.
2000. beThe Committee on Agriculture held thing that the distinguished chairman lieve it is
is very
very important
important that
that we
we maintain
maintain aa
extensive hearings, and let me just of the Committee on Agriculture has very basic
safety net
net to
to ensure
ensure that
that chUchilfood safety
read again the provisions that are con- just said, and to say to my conserv- dren
dren do
do not
not go
go hungry.
hungry.
tained in this reform package. I want ative brothers and sisters that the botThe fact is that 82 percent
percent of
of food
food stamp
stamp
all sides to listen to this. I want all of tom line here is accountability. The households
contain children and 16 percent
the folks who have been so vocal on chairman stated that we offered the have elderly members. In addition, 92 percent
stamps, of
that side in regard to the tax cuts and States the block grant in food stamps.
of food
food stamp households have gross incomes
all the Robin Hood statements that we which is the form in which the program at or below the Federal
Federal poverty
poverty level.
'evel. Freezing
Freezing
I

have had in that regard. and I want ev- now exists. You do have a much higher
erybody on this side over here who level of accountability with food
claims instant
instant purity
purity in
in regards
regards to stamps than you do with cash. Frankare neither
neither one
one
whatever this legislation
legislation should
should or ly, food stamps or cash are
any good. which is why we
we have
have the
the
should not be.
We increase the penalties and
and proceproce- strong provisions in this act to move
dures to curb the more than $3 billion us toward an electronic benefit transannually that is lost to waste, fraud, fer system in which we will achieve the
and abuse. We have not done that for highest level of accountability.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, reyears. We are doing it now. We are harmy time.
time, I thank the genmonizing the welfare reform in regards claiming
for his
hiscomments.
comments. There is
to AFDC and food stamp programs so tleman for
policy for all of these reforms. It
that States can provide a more effi- sound
time to stop building straw men and
cient one-stop service. Not
Not only
only for
for the
the is
support the reform.
taxpayer, but for the user.
Mr.
LA GARZA.
Mr. DE
DE LA
GARZA. Mr. Chairman. I
In regards to the recipient, we have a yield
yield myself such
such time
time as
as I may
promotion of real private sector work consume.
consume.
by requiring able-bodied individuals beMr. Chairman, I join the gentleman
gentleman
tween 18 and 50 years of age who have from
Kansas
in
opposition
this
no dependents must work at
at least
least partpart- amendment. There was a novel to
and intime now to be eligible for food stamps. amendment,
block grant program called
called workfare, jobfare. It promotes novative
sharing. It did not work. Bethe adoption of a new and more effi- revenue
sides.
sides, if you give 50 States the money.
money,
cient technology within something you
different programs.
programs. Is
Is
will have 50 different
called the electronic benefit transfer that streamlining?
system.
Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he
Finally, it takes the program off of may consume to the gentleman from
autopilot that it has been on for years Texas EMr.
STENHOLM].
[Mr. STENHOLM].
and years and years and years, to re- The
The CHAIRIvIAN.
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
gain the control of the
the ballooning
ballooning from Texas is recognized for 45 seconds.
costs. This thing started about $1 mil(Mr. STENHOLM asked and was
lion back in 1961. Four years later, we
we given permission to revise and extend
were up to $60 million. I remember the his remarks.)
former chairman of the House CommitMr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. will
tee on Agriculture. Bob Poage said,
said. the gentleman yield?
"You
You know, sometimes this is going to
Mr. STENHOLM. I yield to the genget to be expensive. We are going to get tleman from Vermont.
to real money
money here."
here.'
0 1515
Ten years later.
later, $4.6
S4.6 billion. Today,
Today.
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. the
S27 billion,
$27
billion. in terms of cost. Ten years
ago. 19.9
19.9 million people. Today. 27.3 chairman of the committee made a
million people. The economy went up,
up. point when he said no child would go
these
these costs
costs went up. automatically. hungry. I believe he just said that.
Does the
the chairman
chairman deny
deny that
that in
The economy went down, and that is Does

the funding levels, therefore, will most heavily
impact poor children and the elderly and will
not account for major
major shifts
shifts in
in the
the economy.
economy.

Not only does Mr. l-IOSTE'fl'LER's
I-IOSTFrrLER's amendamendment threaten this safety net, it also weakens
the current work requirement in the base bill.
This
This amendment
amendment would
would require
require recipients
recipsentsto
to
work only 32 hours in a calendar month,
whereas,
whereas, the
the Deal
Deal substitute
substitute would
would require
require an
an
average of 20 hours of work per week. The
Deal substitute also provides funding for additional employment and training to help move
people off
off welfare
welfare and
and into
into work.
work.
people
Finally, I would like to remind my colleagues
cofleagues

of the discussion we had yesterday regarding
the deficit reduction issue. Members from the
other side of the aisle pointed out to me that
the committees had spoken on deficit reduction provisions during the markup process.
resent that
resent
that characterization
characterization since my substantive deficit reduction amendments were
I

on. However,
not allowed to be voted on.
1-lowever,the
the

sense-of-the-committee resolution
sense-of-the-committee
resolution which
which statstated
ed savings
savings should
should go
go to
to deficit
deficit reduction
reduction did
did
unanimously pass the Agriculture Committee.
On the other hand, would like to point out
that by a vote of 37 to 5, Members from both
I

Sides
of the
the aisle
aisle in the Agricu'ture
Agriculture Committee
sides of
rejected the Hostettler amendment. The committee
mittee has,
has, in fact,
fact, spoken
spoken clearly on this
issue.

urge the defeat of this amendment and
support of a food safety net for children and
I

the elderly.

The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex-

pired.
pired.

The question is on the amendment

offered by the gentleman from Indiana
[Mr. HOSTETI'LER].
HOSTETFLER].

The question was taken: and the

Chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.
Mr. HOSTETTLER. Mr. Chairman, I
a recorded vote.
vote.
the time the Food Stamp Program America today, with the highest rate demand
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant
Pursuant to
to the
the
should work. Why, of course they con- of childhood poverty in the industri- rule,
alized world, 5 million children are al- rule. further proceedings on the amendtinued to go up.
ment offered by the gentleman from
So we have restored, as far as I am ready hungry?
Indiana EMr.
[Mr. HOSTETTLER]
HOSTETTLER] will
will be
be postpostMr.
STENHOLM.
Mr.
Chairman,
I
concerned, the congressional responjust like totoassociate
associate myself
myself poned.
sibility to at least come in and
and take
take aa would
ANNOUNCEtNTBY
BYTHE
ANNOUNCEtWr
THECHAIRMAN
CHAIRMAN
look at this with a 2-percent increase with the remarks of the chairman, the
member, and say that on the
The
every year, and with real reform, as ranking
The
CHAIRMAN.
Pursuant
to the
CHAIRMAN.
Pursuant
amendment, I cannot be- rule, proceedings will now resume
amendment.
suggested by the gentleman from Mis- Hostettler
on
lieve
that
he
would
offer
an
amendsouri [Mr. EMERSON].
EMERSON], in terms of add- ment that reduces the work require- those amendments on which further
ing $100 million in terms of the feeding ments.
postponed. in the folwere postponed,
ments. In
In aa bill
bill in which we have proceedings
programs to the homeless and the soup talked about
lowing order: Amendment No. 21
21 ofwork.
work,
this
amendment
kitchens all around the country. Under would require recipients to work only fered by the gentleman
gentleman from
fromOhio
OhioEMr.
[Mr.
these reforms there will be
be no
no more
more unun- 32 hours. The Deal substitute would reTRAFIcAwT]; amendment
amendment No. 25 offered
TRAncArsn']:
regentleman from
from Indiana
IndianaEMr.
[Mr.
the gentleman
controlled growth in costs. If there is a quire an average of 20 hours
hours of
of work
work by
HOSTETTLER].
funding, Congress will per week.
future need for funding.
do its job,
job. we will step up to that reWith all of the rhetoric going on on
ANDNT OFFERED
ANDMENT
OFFERED BY . TRAFICANT
sponsibility.
sponsibility. No
No child
child will
will go
go hungry.
hungry.
this floor, how we would have entered
The
CHAIRMAN.
The pending
pending busibusiSo I think it a good reform package. in an amendment that was defeated 37 ness is the demand for
a recorded vote
Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. will to 5 in the Committee on Agriculture, on amendment No. 21 printed
in House
the gentleman yield?
I cannot believe.
Report 104—85
104-85 offered
offeredby
bythe
the gentleman
gentleman
Mr. ROBERTS. I yield to the gen- Mr. Chairman, rise in strong opposition to Report
[Mr. TRAPIcANT)
from Ohio EMr.
TRkPICANT] on which
tleman from Missouri.
tiemari
Mr. HOSTETTLER'S
HOSTETrLER'S amendment to block
block grant
grant further proceedings were postponed and
I
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nyers
Kanjorski
on which the ayes prevailed by voice Conycrs
Pombo
HEFLEY.
Cooley
vote.
Costello
Cose1to
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I with- Cos'nc
Covne
Crrner
Cramer
draw my demand for a recorded
recorded vote.
The CHAJRJvIAN.
CHAIRIvIAN. The gentleman Cremeans
from Kansas [Mr.
IMr. ROBERTSJ
ROBERTSI withdraws
withdraws Cubin
Cunningham

his demand for a recorded vote, and the
amendment
agreedto.
t.
amendment isisagreed
So the amendment was agreed to.
A1€NDMZNT OFFERED BY MR. HOSTETFLER
A1€NDMENT

Danner
Davis
ae (a
ac
C.arza
a Garza

Deal
Deal
DeFazio

The CHAIRMAN. The pending busi- DeLauro
ness is the demand for a recorded vote Deliums
Dmch
Dcutsch
on amendment No. 25 printed in House Diaz.Balart
Report 104—85 offered by the gentleman

from Indiana [Mr.
IMr. HOSTETTLERI on
which further proceedings were postponed and on which the noes prevailed
by voice vote.
The Clerk
amendment.
•

will

redesignate
redesignate

ment.

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has
been demanded.
A
A recorded vote
vote was
was ordered.

The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—ayes 114. noes 316,
not voting 4. as
as follows:
follows:
Ro1lNo.
Roll
No.2631
2631

B.ono
Sono

Bryant (TN)
Bunnng
Sunning
Burton
Chabot
Chenoweth
Cnristensen
Christensen
Chrysler
Cobb
Coble

Coburn
Collins (GA)
Cox
Crane
Crapo

DeLay
Doolittle
Dornan
Duncan
Dunn
English
Ensign
Fawell
Fields (TX)
(TX)
Fields
Flanagan
Forbes
Fox
Funderburk
Gallegly
Gekas
Geren
Gflrnan
C'ilman

AYES—I 14
AYES—I
Goodlatte
Coodhng
Goodling
Coos
Goss
Graham
Greenwood

Gucknecht
Guknccht
Hail (TX)
Hall
Hancock
Hansen
Hefley
Herger
Hilleary
Hoekstra
Hoke
Hostettlcr
Hostettler
Hunter

Norwood
Paxon
Pccri
Peri

Porter
Portman
Quillen
Radanovich

Ramstad
Riggs
Rohrabacher
Roth
Royce
Salmon
Sanford
Scarborough

Bass
Bass
Sateman
Bateman
Secerra

Seilenson
Beilenson
Bentsen
&ntSen
&reuter
Sereucer
Berman
Bevill

Ourbin
Durbin
Edwards
Ehiers
Ehrlich
Emerson
Engel
Bagel
Esrsoo
Esnoo
Evans
Everett
Ewing

Farr

Fattah
Fasio
Fazio
Fields
Fields (LA)
(LA)
Filner

Flake
flake
Foglietta

Foley
Ford
Fowler
Frank
Frank (MA)
(MA)
Franks (CT)
Franks
(CT)
Franks (NJ)
Frelinghuysen
Frelrnghuyscn

Frisa
Frsa
Frost
Furse
Ganskc
Geidenson
Gephardt
Cephardt
Gz,bons
Gibbons
Giichrest
Gilimor
Giimor
Gonzalez
Gordon
Green
Gunderson
Guuerrez
Guterrez
Hall (OH)
Hail
Hamilton
Harman
Harrnan
Hastert
Hastings (FL)
Hayes
Haves
Hayworth
Havworth
Hefner
Heineman

Myers
Mers

Schaefer
Seastrand
Seastrand
Sensenbrenner
Shadegg
S'nays
Snays
Smith (Ml)
(Ml)
Smith (WA)
(WA)
Solomon
Souder
Spence
Stearns
Stockrnan
Stockman
Stump
Stump
Talent
Taien
Tate
Taylor (MS)
Taylor (NC)
rnornberry
Thornberry
Torkildsen
Walker

lions
horn

Nev

Wamp
Weldon (FL)
Zimmer

Burr
Buyer
Buyer
Callahan
Calvert
Camp
camp
Canady
Cardin
Castle

Jacobs
Jefferson

Hyde
Inglis
Istook
Johnson, Sam
Johnson.

Jones
Kasch
Kasich
KLng
King
Kiug
Largent

Livingston
Marizullo
Manzuilo
McCollum
McCrery
McCrery
Mclnnis
Mcintosh
Mica

Miller (FL)
Moorhead
!,toorhead
Mvrick
Neumann
NOES—316
NOES—3l6

Abercrombie
Abercrombe
Ackerman
Allard
Andrew
Andrews
Baesler
Baker (CA)
Baker
(CA)
Baldacci
Badacci
Ballenger
Ballenger
Barcia
Barrett (NE)
Barrett
Barrett(WI)
(WI)

Dixon
Doggeet
Doggett
000ley
Dooley
Doyle

the Dier
Dreier

The Clerk redesignated the amend-

Archer
Arnicy
Arn,ey
Bachus
Baker
Baker(LA)
(LA)
Barr
Bartlett
Bartlett
Barton

Dickcy
Dickey
Dicks
Dingell
Dingcll

Bilbray
Bilirakis
Bishop
Bfl]ey
Bliley
Blute
Boehiert
Boehlerc
Boehner
Bonilla
Senior
Bcnrnr
So."ski
Sorski
Boucher
Brewster
Brewster
Browder
Bross'n
Brown (CA)
Brown
Srown (FL)
Brown (OH)
Brownback
Br'anc (TX)
Bryant
Bunn
Sunn

Cisambliss
Chambliss
Clay
Clayton
Clement
Clinger
Clvburn
Clyburn
Coleman
Coleman
Collins (IL)
(IL)
Collins
Collins (Ml)
(MI)
Combest
Condit
Contht

Hilliard
billiard

Hinchey
l4obson
HOason
Holden
bolden

HoughtOn
houghton
Hover
Hutchinson
Jackson.Lee

Jo'nnson (CT)
Johnson
Johnson (SD)
(SD)
Johnson

Johnson. E. B.
Johnson,
Jonnston

Kaptur

Pomeroy
Pomcroy

Kelly
Kennedy (MA)
(MA)
Kennedy (RI)
(RI)
Kennel3y
Kcnnclly
Kildee
Kim
Kingston
Kleczka
Klink
Knollenbcrg
Kolbe
LaFalce
LaHood
Lantos

Poshard
Prycc
Pryce
Quinn
Quinn
Rahall
Raha]1
Range]
Rid
Reed
Regula

Latham
LaTourettc
LaTourete
Laughlin
Lazio
Leach
Levin
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)
(GA)
Lewis (KY)
Lightfoot
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lindor
Linder
L2plnski
Lapinski
LoBiondo
Lofgren
Longley
Longley
Lowey
Lucas
Lus

Luther

Maloney
Ma'oney
Manton
Markey
Martincz
Martinez
Martini
Mascara
Matsui
MatSui
McCarthy
McOade
McDade
McDermott
McHale
McHaIe
McHugh
McKeon
McKinney
Mckinney
McNulty
Mechan
Meek
Mcncndez
Menendcz
Metcalf
Meyers
Mfume
Mfumc
Miller (CA)
Mineta
Mincta
Minge
Mink
Molinari
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moran
Morella
Murtha
Nader
Nadler
Neal

Nethercutt
Nussle
Oberstar
obey
Obey
Olver
Ortiz
Orciz
Orrors
Orton
Owens
Oxley
Oxley
Packard

Paflone
Pallone

Parker
Pastor
Payne (NJ)
Payne
Payne(VA)
(VA)
Pelosi
Pelosi
Peterson
Peterson (FL)
(FL)
Peterson (MN)
Peterson
(MN)
Pickets
Pickett

Reynolds
Richardson
Rivers
Roberts
Rocrncr
Roemer
Rogers
Ros.Lchtincn
RosLchtinen
Rose
Roukema
Roukensa
Roybal.Allard
Roybal.AlIard
Rush
Sabo
Sanders
Sandcrs
Sawyer
Saxton
Schiff
Schroeder
Schumer
Scott
Serrano
Shaw

Shustor
Shuster
Sisisky
Sisisky
Skags
Skaggs
Skecn
Skeen
Skelton
Slaughter_
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Spratt
Sprart
Stark
Stenholm
Stenhoim
Stokes
Studds
Stupak
Tanner
Tauzin
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompson
Thompson
Thornton
Thurman
Tiahrt
Torres
Torres
Torricelli
Towns
Towns

Traficant
Trafcant
Tucker
Upton
Velasquez
Velazquez
Vento
Visclosky
Volkmer
Vo]kmer
Vucanovich
Waldholtz
Walsh
Ward
Waters
Watt (NC)
Watts (OK)
(OK)
Watts
Waxman
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White
White

whitfield
WHtfield
Wicker
Wilson
Wilson
Wise
Wolf
Woolsey
Wyden
Wynn
Yates
Young (AK)
Young
(AK)
Young (FL)

Zeliff
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PORTER,
PORTER.
MOORHEAD.
RAMSTAD. DORNAN.
DOR1AN. PETE
PETE GEREN of

Texas. TAYLOR of Mississippi. FO of
Pennsylvania, and
and RIGGS changed

their vote from 'no" to 'aye."
aye.

So the amendment was rejected.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
recorded
The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider amendment No. 26 printed in
House Report 104—85.
ANOMENT OFFERED
AMENDMENT
OFFEREDBY
BYMR.
MR.BLUTE
BLUTE

Mr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman. I offer an
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as fol-

lows:
Amendment
Amendment offered
offered by
by Mr.
Mr. BLUTE:
BLLJTE:
Page 37. after
after line 21. insert the
the following:
following:
(11) DEN].i
DEN]Ai..
"(11)
OFOFASSISTANCE
ASSISTANcEFOR
FORFUGITIVE
FUGITIVE
FLOS
FELONSAND
ANt)PROBAT1Or
PROBATION
io PAROLE
AND
PAROLEOLAOL.-

TaRS.-

"(A)
(A) IN GErJERAL.—A
GENERAI...—AState
State to which aa
grant is made
made under
under Section
section 403 may not use
use
of the
the grant
grant to
to provide
provideassistance
assistance to
to
any part of
any individual who is—
'(i) fleeing
"(1)
fleeing to
to avoid
avoidprosecution,
prosecution. or
or cuscustody or confinement after
under
after Conviction,
conviction, under
the laws of the place
place from
from which the individ.
individual
ual flees,
flees, for
for aa crime,
crime, or an
an attempt
attempt to
to corncommit aa crime, which
mit
which is
is aa felony
felony under
under the laws
of the place
place from
from which the individual
individual flees,
flees.
or which,
which, in
in the
the case
case of the State
State of
of New Jersey. is aa high
high misdemeanor under
under the
the laws
laws of
such State; or
"(ii) violating
"(ii)
violatingaa condition
condition of
of probation
probation or
parole imposed under Federal or State
State law.
law,
"(B) EXCHANGE
WITH
EXCHANGEOF
OFINFORMATION
IN!'ORMATIoN
wrri LAW
ENFORCEMENT ACENcIE$.—jf
AGENcIES—If aa State
State to
towhich
which
a grant is made under section 403 establishes

safeguards against
against the
the use
use or
or disclosure
disclosure of
information about
information
about applicants or recipients of

assistance
assistanceunder
underthe
theState
Stateprogram
program funded
funded
under
under this
this part,
part. the safeguards
safeguards shall
shall not prevent the State
State agency
agency administering
administering the program from
from furnishing
furnishingaaFederal,
Federal. State.
State. or
local law
law enforcement
enforcement officer,
officer, upon
upon the
the rerequest of
quest
of the officer, with
withthe
the current
current address
address
of any recipient if
if the
the officer
officer furnishes
furnishes the
the
agency with the name of the recipient and
notifies
the agency that such
notifies the
such recipient
recipient is
to avoid
avoid prosecution.
prosecution, or custody or
fleeing to
conviction, under
under the
the laws
laws
confinement after conviction,
of the place
place from
from which the recipient flees,
flees.

for aa crime, or an attempt to commit a

crime, which
which is
is aa felony
felony under
under the
the laws of
of
flees, or
the place
place from
from which the recipient flees.
which, in
which,
in the
the case
case of the State
State of New Jericr-

sey. is aa high
high misdemeanor under
under the
the laws
laws of
such State.
such
State.or
orisisviolating
violating aa condition
condition of pro.
probation or parole imposed under Federal or
State
has information
that is
is necnecState law,
'aw, or has
information that
essary for
essary
for the
the officer
officer to conduct
conduct the
the official
official
duties of the office,
that the location or
or apapoffice, that
prehension of
prehension
of the recipient is within
within such
such ofofficial duties.
duties.
ficial
Page 37,
Page
37.after
afterline
line 21,
21.insert
insertthe
thefollowing:
following:
"(11) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE
"(II)
ASSISTANCEFOR
FORhONOR
flrcoR
CHILDREN WHO
CHILDREN
WHO ARE
THE
HOME
AREABSENT
ABSENTFROM
FROM
THE
Ho

FOR
FOR A
A SIGNIFICANT
SIGNIFICANT PER.IOD.—
PERIOD.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—A
CEFi.rERAL._AState
State to
to which
which a
grant is made under
under section
section 403 may not use
any part of
of the
the grant
grant to
to provide
provideassistance
assistance
Chapman
Moakley
for a minor
minor child
child who
whohas
has been, or is exHastings (WA)
Hastings
(WA)
Williams
pected by
by aa parent
parent (Or
(or other caretaker relpected
0 1536
ative) of
of the
the child
child to
tobe.
be. absent
absent from
from the
the
for a period of 45 consecutive days
days or.
Messrs. BASS. KIM,
KIM. BERMAN, and home
the option of the State,
State, guch
such period
period of not
DICKEY changed their vote from at
less
less than
than 30 and not
not more
morethan
than9090consecuconsecu"aye' to
to "no."
'no.'
"aye"
tive days as
as the
theState
Statemay
mayprovide
provide for
for in
in the
Mrs.
Mrs. MYRICK
MYRICK and Messrs. BARTBART- State
State plan
plan submitted
submitted pursuant totosection
section

NOT VOTING—4

LETT, CRANE. COX of California,

402.
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(B) STATE
STATEAUTHORITY
AtrnjoRrry 'ro
(B)
TOESTABLISH
ESTABLISH GOOD
GOOD
CAUSE
CAUSEEXCEP'flONS.—The
EXCEPTIONS—The
State
Statemay
mayestablish
establish

such good cause exceptions to subparagraph
(A) as
(A)
as the State considers
considers appropriate
appropriate if
if such

exceptions are
in the
the State
State plan
are provided
provided for in
submjti,ed
pursuant to section 402.
submitted pursuant

- (C)
(C)
Dti'i OF
OF ASSISTANCE
DEr'IIAL
ASSISTANCEFOR
FOR RELATIVE
RELATIVE
WHO
WI'(O FAILS
FAILS'To
TONOTIFY
NOTIFYSTATE
STATEAGENCY
AGENCY OF AB-

title with
respect to
with respect
to any
any month
month if.
if, through-

out
out the
the month,
month, the person
person is—
is—
'(A)
(A) fleeing to avoid
avoid prosecution,
prosecution. or
cusor custody or confinement after conviction, under
which the
the person
the laws of the place from which
attempt to
to commit
flees, for a crime, or an attempt
a crime, which is
is a felony
felony under
under the laws of
of
the place from which
which the
the person
person flees, or
which,
in the
the case
case of the State of New Jerwhich, in
sey.
sey. is
is aa high
Fughmisdemeanor
misdemeanorunder
under the
the laws
laws of
such State:
State; or
'(B)
(B)violating
violating aa condition
condition of
of probation or
or
parole imposed under
under Federal
Federal or
or State
Statelaw.".
law,".

SENCE OF
CHILD—A
SENCE
OF
CHilD—A
Statetotowhich
which aa grant
State
grant is
is
made
made under
under section
section 403
403 may not use
use any part
provide assistance
assistance for an indiof the grant to provide
individual
who isis aa parent
parent (or
(or other caretaker
vidual who
caretaker
relative) of a minor child and who
who fails
fails to
notify the
notify
the agency
agency administering
administering the
the State
State
(b) EXCHANCE
EXCHANGE OF
OFINFORMATION
WITHLAW
LAWENINFORMAflON WITH
ENprogram funded under this part, of the ab- FORCEMEt,'T
FORCEMENT AGENCIES_Section 1631(e)
of
sence
senceof
ofthe
theminor
minorchild
child from
from the home
home for
for such
such Act
amended by
Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(e)) is amended
by inthe period specified
specified in
in or provided for under
under serting after paragraph
paragraph(3)
(3) the
thefollowing:
following:
subparagraph (A),
subparagraph
(A), by the end of the 5-day pe"(4)
(4) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other
other provision
provision
nod that begins with
the date that it bewith the
be- of law,
law, the
the Commissioner shall furnish any
comes
comes clear
clear to
to the
the parent
parent(or
(or relative)
relative) that Federal,
Federal.
State.
or
local
law
State.
or
enforcement
offioffithe minor child will
willbe
beabsent
absent for such
such pepe- cer, upon the
the request
requestof
of the
theofficer,
officer. with the
so specifIed
specified or provided for.
dod so
current address
address
of
of any
any recipient
recipient of benefits
Page 235,
Page
235, after
after line
line 24,
24, insert
insert the
the following
following under this title,
title, if
if the
the officer
officer furnishes
furnishes the
the
(and make such
such technical
technica! and
and conforming
conforming agency
agency with
with the name
name of
of the
the recipient
recipient name
changes as
as may
may be
be appropriate):
appropriate):
notifies
agency
that—
and
the
agency
that—
SEC. 581,
SEC.
581.ELIMINATION
ELIMINAflON OF FOOD
FOOD STAMP
STAMP BENEBENE"(A)
(A) the
the recipient—
recipient—
FITS WITH RESPECT TO FUGITIVE
'(i)
'(i)isisfleeing
fleeingto
toavoid
avoid prosecution,
prosecution, or cusFELONS AND PROBATION AND PAtody of confinement after conviction,
conviction, under
ROLE VIOLATORS,
VIOLATORS.
under
which the
the person
(a) INELICJBIU-I'y
INELG1BILrI'y FOR
FOR FOOD
F00JD STAMPS.—SecSTAMPS—SeC- the laws of the place from which
flees.
flees,
for
a
crime,
or
an
attempt
attempt
to
uon
tion 66of
U.S.C.
to commit
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
StampAct
Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
is a felony
felony under
under the laws of
of
2015). as amended by section 555. is amended a crime, which is
the place from
fromwhich
whichthe
theperson
the end
endthe
thefollowinT
followinT
by adding at the
personflees,
flees, or
which, in
State of
of New Jerin this
this case
case of the State
(j)
No member
member of
of aa household
household who is oth- which,
(j) No
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the
the laws
laws of
erwise eligible
er-wise
eligible to
to participate
participate in the food sey,
State:
stamp program
stamp
program shall
shallbe
beeligible
eligibleto
toparticipartici- such State;
"(ii) is violating
"(ii)
violating a condition of probation
pate
pate in
in the program as aa member
member of that or
any other
otherhousehold
householdwhile
whilethe
theindividual
individualis—
is— or parole imposed under Federal or State
any
law: or
(1) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or
"(1)
or cus- law;
"(iii)
"(iii) has
has information
thatis is
tody or confinement after conviction, under
information that
necessary
forfor
necessary
the officer
officer to conduct
conduct the
the officer's
officer's official
the laws of the place from which
which he
he flees, for the
official
duties:
a crime, or an
an attempt
attempt to
to commit
commit a crime,
crime.
which
"(B)
which is
is aa felony
felony under
under tne
the laws of
of the place
"(B) the
the location
location or
or apprehension
apprehension of the
the rerefrom
from which
which he
he flees, or which,
which, in
the official
official duties
duties of
of the
the ofofthe case
case of cipient is within the
m the
ficer; and
and
the State of New Jersey,
Jersey. is a high mis- ficer:
demeanor under the laws of such
(C) the request is made
made in
in the proper exersuch State: or
(2) violating
violating aa condition of
of probation
probation or cise of such duties.".
parole imposed under a Federal or State
Amend the table of contents
contents accordingly.
accordingly.
law.",
law.'.
The
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Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr.SHAWl
SHAW] could
could tell
tell us
us the
name of an individual who rose in opopposition
pOsitiontotoan
anamendment
amendment and
and then
then did
did
not vote that way.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II will
will tell
tell
the gentleman privately, if he wishes
to know.
'Mr.
Mr. VOLKMER.
VOLKMER, II would
wouldlike
like to know.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, to
to extend
extend

debate, as the designee of the

gen-

tleman
tleman from
from Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr. GIBBONS].
GIBBONS].

unanimous consent to merge that additional time with the time I am
am Curcurrently controlling.
controlling.
The CHAIRMAN, The Chair would

ask, does the gentleman from Ten-

nessee [Mr. FORDI
FORD] intend
intend to
to Control
control the
entire 15 minutes? Was that
that the
the gentlegentleman's request?

Mr. FORD. Yes,
Yes. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman it

was,
was.

The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN, Without
Without objection.
objection.

the unanimous consent
consent request is

agreed
agreed to.
to.
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN, The Chair recog-

nizes the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
tMr. BLUTE].

BLUTE, Mr.
Mr, BLUTE.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the need
need
for welfare reform in our country is obvious. The system is broken and it just
does not work. There are aspects of our

welfare system that are downright
silly.
Recently, many of us saw the movie
Recently.
"The
'The Fugitive," with Harrison Ford. In
In

the movie, the fugitive gets financial
help from a friend. However.
However, a more
world scenario would have the taxreal world
payer financing the fugitive's
fugitive's flight
from justice, because that is exactly

The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN.Pursuant
Pursuantto
tothe
the
rule, the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. BLUTE]
BLUTEI and a Member
Member opOp- what is happening in the
such Act
Act (7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (8)) is amended—
streets of
(1) by striking
(I)
each Control
control 10 minutes,
'and (C)"
striking "and
(C)"and
and inserting
inserting posed with each
America today.
today.
"(C)";
and
"(C)"; and
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I am reluc- America
(2) by inserting
inserting before
before the
the semicolon at the tantly opposed to the amendment ofofend
0 1545
0
endthe
thefollowing:
following:
1545
(2)
(2) EXCHANCE
OFOFINFORMAflON
EXCHA,NCE
INFORMKfloN WITH
WrrH LAW
LAW

ENFORCEME
ENFORCEOFFICERS—Section
OFFCERS.—5ection 11(e)
11(e)(8)
(8) of

". CD)
",
CD) notwithstanding
notwithstanding
any other provision
provision of
of law,
law,the
theaddress
address of
of a
member of
of aa household shall
shall be
be made
made available. on request, to a Federal,
able,
Federal. State.
State, or local
jaw
law enforcement
enforcementofficer
officer ififthe
the officer
officer furnishes the State
State agency
agency with
with the name of the
member and notifies
notifies the
the agency
agency that (i)
(i) the
member
member (I)
(I) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or
custody or confinement after conviction.
convicuon,
under the laws of the place from which he
flees, for a crime, or an attempt to
to commit
commit
a crime, which is a felony
felony under
under the laws of
of
the place
zne
placefrom
from which he flees, or which, in
the case
case of
of the State
State of
of New Jersey. is
is aa high
high
misdemeanor under
under the
the laws
laws of
of such
such State,
or is violating
violating aa condition of
of probation or parole imposed under Federal or State
State law, or
(II)
(II) has
has information that is necessary
necessary for
for the
officer to
officer
to conduct
conduct the officer's official
official duduties, (ii)
(ii) the
ties,
thelocation
locationor
or apprehension
apprehension of
of the
member isis within
member
within the
the official
official duties of
of the
officer, and
and (iii)
(iii)the
therequest
request is
is made
officer,
made in
in the
the
proper exercise
exercise of
of the
the duties,
duties, and".
and'.
Page 266, after
after J,ine
line 15.
15, insert
insert the following:
following:

SEc.
SEC. 606.
606, DENIAL
DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR

FUGITIVE FELONS AND PROBATION AND
VIOLATORS,
PAROLE VIOLATORS.

(a) IN
—Section 1611(c)
1611(c) of
Ir'j Gsr'ER&j
GENER&j,—Sectjon
of the Social
cal Security
Security Act (42 U,S.C.
U.S.C. 1382(e)), as
amended
amendedby
bysection
section601(b)(l)
601(b)(l) of
of this
this Act, is
amended by
amended
by inserting
inserting after paragraph
paragraph (2) the
following:

(3)AAperson
person shall
shall not
not be an
"(3)
an eligible
eligible indimdividual or
or eligible
eligiblespouse
spouse for
for purposes
vidual
purposes of this

I

move to strike the last word and ask

fered by the gentleman from Massachu-

The
The truth is indeed stranger than fiction because in the real world fugitives
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW, A parliamentary inquiry, do in fact go to the taxpayers to subMr. Chairman.
Chairman,
sidize their life on the lam. Sting operoperOhio, Pennsylvania, and
The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
gentleman will ations in Ohio.
other States have found anywhere from
state his parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I have no- one-third to three-fourths of fugitive
collecting welfare
welfare benefits.
benefits. Last
ticed during the debate on at least one felons collecting
occasion, if not more, that
that aa Member
Member of
of year. then Congressman and now Senthis body has stood up to claim the ator RiCK SANTORUM and I introduced
time on the negative
negative side
side of
ofthe
theamendsituation.
amend- legislation to address this Situation.
ment, and has not voted that way.
This amendment,
amendment, the
the Blute-Lipinski
Blute-LipinskIs it the Chair's interpretation that Johnson amendment, is based
based on that
those who claim to be voting or are bill and would solve this problem
problem by
against the amendment must have doing two things.
every
every intention
intention to vote against it,
First.
First, Mr. Chairman, it defines the
it.
also?
term "fugitive
'fugitive felon"
felon" and
and cuts
cuts off
off benbenThe CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN The Chair must as- efits to those who fit the definition,
definition.
sume that the Member seeking the Second, it forces Federal agencies to
time in Opposition
opposition intends at
at the
the time share certain information with law enhe seeks it to vote against it. It is
is not forcement officials who request it,
it. enathe Chair's intention to double
double check
check bling them to better track down fugieveryone's vote.
tives. Under present law, Federal social
tives,
Mr. VOLKMER.
VOLKMER, Mr. Chairman, a par- service
Service agencies
agencies routinely
routinely deny inforliarnentary inquiry.
liamentary
mation to the
the police
police regarding
regarding the
the
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will whereabouts of Criminals
criminals who
who have
have
state
State it.
it,
felonies and later fled jusMr. VOLKMER,
VOLKMER Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I am committed
tice, even though
though in
in many
many cases they
just curious if the gentleman from tice.

setts [Mr. BLUTEJ.
BLUTEJ,

PARLIAMENTy
PARLIAMENTY INQUIRIES
INQUIRIES

are sending a check to the fugitive's
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new address. This amendment would gry kids, kicking people off welfare. ac- not so food stamp lists. Depending on
end that scenario by requiring
requiring social
social tually. kicking them off programs that what kind of assistance someone reservice agencies that administer SSI. will help them so that they work them- ceives depends on whether
whether police
police can
can
food stamps.
stamps, and AFDC to turn off the selves Out of. not letting them have track them down. Does this
make
any
this
make
any
spigot of free money once they are those programs.
sense? I do not think so.
made aware that an individual is a fuSeventy billion dollars in total cuts.
Access of information should be congitive felon. Presently there are about Where is it going to go? Major corpora- sistent
regardless of the type
type of
of assistassist392.000 fugitive warrants on file at the tions, going to go to the wealthy in tax ance someone
is
receiving.
Let's
set a
National Crime Information Center. So cuts when we do the bill next
next week.
week.
Federal
standard.
You
break
the
law.
if only 30 percent of this total is calIt is still a sow's ear, folks,
folks. You have
lecting an average welfare benefit not made a silk purse out of this sow's you do not receive benefits, and the pocan use these public aid lists if
package of $300 monthly, a very con- ear. The only silk purse that
that is
is going
going lice be.
be,
servative
sex-vativeestimate
estimate means
means that tax- to be here today in my opinion is the need
What will happen if this amendment
payers could be
be shelling
shelling Out
out almost Deal substitute. If you want a silk
not pass? Fugitives will continue
$400 million annually. We have got to purse, you vote for the Deal substitute. does
to receive welfare benefits and the po-

stop making crime pay.
You have got a sow's ear.
My amendment would take us a step
Mr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 4
closer to a smaller, more efficient wel- minutes to the gentleman from Illinois
fare system that benefits those
those who
who [Mr.
IMr. LIPINsKIJ, aa coauthor of this
truly need it.
amendment.
amendment.
This legislation has been endorsed by
Mr. LIPINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I am
the National Association of
of Chiefs
Chiefs of
of very proud to stand up and support this
Police and the Fraternal Order of Po- amendment. I believe this amendment

lice will not be able to track them

Americans. and let's
Americans,
lets put
put an end to protecting these
these criminals
criminals from being
thrown back into jail because our own
government agencies are denying information about their location to law en-

reform and
and the
the end
end
this debate. Welfare reform
of food stamp abuse, yes. Everybody is

amendment.

that under his reform,
reform, no
no child
child in
in

down. Let's pass a little common sense.

Let's pass
Lets
pass the
the Blute-Lipinski-Johnson
Blute-Lipinski-Johnson
amendment today.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 2½

minutes to the gentleman from Vermont IMr.
[Mr. SANDERS].
SAr'DERS].

genis a silk purse amendment and not a Mr. SANDERS. I thank the genLet's put an end to this taxpayer rip- sow's ear amendment. As you all know tleman for yielding me the time.
Mr. Chairman, let's introducejust for
off that allows criminals to benefit now, fugitives have been receiving welsay, a note of reality into
from the tax dollars of law-abiding fare benefits. I found it hard to believe kicks, as we say.

lice.

investigation.
at first, but upon further investigation,
I discovered that the Federal and State
laws prohibited some welfare agencies
from disclosing the addresses of recipients to law enforcement departments
forcement.
under the guise of confidentiality.
Surport the
Support
the Blute-Lipinski-Johnson
Does America really want to protect

the confidentiality of a fugitive? Do
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance the American people want to support
of my time.
these people with their tax dollars? I
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 3 doubt it very seriously.
minutes to the gentleman from MisThe amendment that we offer today
souri IMr.
IMr. VOLKMER].
VOLKMER.
not only ensures the exchange of inforMr. VOLKMER. I thank the gen- mation between police
and welfare
police and
welfare
tleman from Tennessee for yielding me agencies but makes fugitives ineligible
the time.
for
for benefits
benefits in the first place.
place. CurCurMr. Chairman, it is very apparent to rently there is no provision
provision in
in the
the welwelme that on Tuesday night and then fare bill to prohibit States from passyesterday, we in this House have been ing confidentiality laws. Section 403(f)
presented with legislation which I of H.R. 1214 says that the Federal Govwould call as ugly as a sow's ear. They ernment may not regulate the conduct
have tried
tried yesterday
yesterday and
andtoday
today to
to of States except to the extent expressly
make a silk purse Out of a sow's
ear by
by provided. We need to provide that, so
sows ear
trimming it on the edges.
no State shall hinder police in their
We first had the amendment by the search for fugitives.
gentlewoman from Connecticut to imlt is estimated that one-third of
It
prove on the child care provisions.
provisions. But
But those running from the law are receivjust marginally. We had amendments ing welfare benefits. Yet, in
in some
some
by the gentleman from Oregon [Mr. States it is impossible or next to imBUNN] and the gentleman from New possible to track them down by going
BUNN)
Jersey [Mr. SMITH]
SMITH in
in regard
regard to unwed to the agency and asking for an admothers under 18. We still have major dress. Lieutenant Griffin of the Chiproblem, but it is just a marginal im- cago Police Department told me that it
provement.
is a tremendous benefit to be able to
In the debate on the Johnson amend- access public aid lists. It is the
the only
only
ment.
ment, the gentlewoman from Utah said spot they really go to.
to, he said.
was real cruel to mothers to deny them
The Federal Government has been
child care. That is what the bill did just as guilty as the States in protectwhen it basically
basically came
came Out
out of the com- ing the rights of criminals. Between
mittees. It still does, because
because itit does
does the two, we have created a bureaunot fully fund the child care, so it is cratic nightmare.
still cruel but maybe not quite as
For example.
example, the Food Stamp Act excruel. It is still
still aa sow's
sows ear.
pressly prohibits the release of inforWe have adopted the Traficant mation of recipients. And the States
amendment and the Upton amendment,
amendment. build on this nonsense by either denyand the Blute amendment is now before ing access of data or making the procus and I am sure it will be
be adopted.
adopted. But
But ess of receiving data too prohibitive.
these, too, are just minor changes on
Another situation that 1I discovered
the fringes. Still the problem remains,
remains. is the inconsistency with which inforreducing school lunches, reducing food mation is available. For example, in Ilstamps for the working poor,
poor. the hun- linois, police can access AFDC lists but

for that. Increased pain and suffering
for America's children, no, many of us
are opposed to that.

ago. the chairman of
A little while ago,
the Committee on Agriculture stated
America would go hungry. Who are we
kidding?
Today in America,
America. before cutbacks to
food stamps or to WIC or to other nutrition programs. 5 million children in

the United States are hungry. Today.

in this country, we have by far the
highest rate of childhood poverty
poverty in
in
the industrialized world. What kind of
country are we when we are talking
about more cutbacks for low-income
kids, when we already have double the
highest rate of childhood poverty in
the industrialized world?
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, if we were serious

and I do not
about welfare reform, arid
think we really are, but if we were, we
would be talking about a Federal jobs

program to create real jobs so that

poor people could then have real work
and earn a real income.
If we were serious about welfare reform, we would be talking about rais-

ing the minimum wage so that when

poor people work,
work. they can escape from

poverty, not abolishing the minimum

wage
wage as
as some
some would
would have,
have.

If we are serious about talking about
welfare reform, we must talk about improving child care capabilities.
capabilities, so that
children of working mothers and working families are provided for. If we are
serious about talking about welfare reform, we must talk about job training
form.

and transportation so that welfare recipients are able to get to the jobs that
are open for them.
Last, today we are talking about welLast.

fare reform as it applies to the poor. I
hope that in the future we will have
the guts to talk about welfare reform
as it applies to the rich and the multinational corporations.
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I hope that we will say that the U.S.
Oh, there is another restriction. No payer dollars to criminals and allow
Government with its huge
huge deficit and matter what the economic conditions
welfare agencies to help our police offiits enormous
enormous social
social problems
problems can
can no
no are in the locality where the recipient cers fight the war on crime.
longer afford to spend
spend tens
tensof
ofbillions
billions is,
is. no matter how hard he or
or she
she tries
tries
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, will the
of
of dollars
dollars a year
year providing
providing tax breaks to get a job,
job. if no jobs are available.
yield for the purpose of my
and subsidies to the rich
rich and
and the large
large then we say the governors cannot give gentleman
support?
corporations. I look
look forward
forward to that them cash assistance because the time
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's
welfare reform.
has run out.
time has expired.
Mr. FORD.
Mr. Chairman. I yield 3
FORD. Mr.
I tell my colleagues this: If a politiMr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from New cal pundit had to find out how to win
seconds
to the gentleman from New
York [Mr. RANGELI,
RANCELI. one of the distindistin- an election they would say go
go against
against
IMr. RANGELJ.
RANCELI.
guished members of the Committee on affirmative action, go against immi- York [Mr.
RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I would
Ways and Means.
grants, go against people who are poor. beMr.
grants.
glad to support this well thought
(Mr. RANGEL
RANCEL asked and was given go against welfare, go against food
permission to revise and extend his re- stamps and make America feel that we out amendment to stop welfare paymarks.)
have to reform the system. But
But then
then ments from going to fugitives who are
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, there again, if you put that in a contract and fleeing. The only thing I ask is. where
has been a lot of concern about people you win, you can bet your life it is not does the fleeing fugitive apply for welcalling each other mean-spirited and enforceable, not in this great country fare?
FORD, Mr.
Mr. FORD.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, may I innot being concerned about the welfare it is not.
of children in this great country
Chairman. I yield 2 quire about how much time we have recountry of
of Mr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman,
ours. But also there has been a restric- minutes to the gentleman from Dallas,
Dallas. maining?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
tion that our Republican friends have.
have, TX. Mr. SAM
JOHNSON. one
SAM JOHNSON,
oneof
ofthe
the leadleadFORDI has 7½ minand, that is, a contract. That contract ers of the welfare reform movement from Tennessee [Mr. FORD]
utes remaining
utes
remaining and
and the gentleman
seems to be driving people to do things here in the Congress.
Massachusetts(Mr.
[Mr.BLUTE]
that are inconsistent with what they Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. from Massachusetts
BLu'rE] has
truly believe. What are they driving to Chairman, I say to the gentleman from 1½ minutes remaining.
do?
Chairman, I yield
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
New York [Mr. RANGEL],
RANCELI, I heard him
The first drive, the jewel in
in the
the yesterday talking about how we had minute to the gentleman from North
were getting
getting Dakota [Mr. POMEROYJ.
crown, is to cut back taxes. That is the left out our felons who were
driving force. That is the engine. welfare, left them out. That is what we
Mr. POMEROY. Mr. Chairman, I
Whether it is $780 billion over 10 years are talking about
about right
right now
now isis an
an thank the gentleman for yielding and II
or $200 billion that we have to cut back amendment to correct that and make want to take this minute to talk about
what I am for, what our caucus is for in
in taxes now, not that we have
have heard
heard it happen.
The Deal bill does not even talk to terms of welfare reform.
the American people screaming for it,
it.
fact. it destroys any welfare We are for a welfare reform package
but I assume the wealthy people know that. In fact,
that is tough on work, that puts
what is best for them and I assume you reform that there is going.
puts aa
I cannot believe that our Federal work expectation for people receiving
work closer with them. But assuming
benefits.
that you have agreed and you
you are com- Government actually pays with tax- benefits.
dollars, I might add, welfare
We are for a welfare reform package
mitted in your contract to turn back payers dollars.
responsibility,
$200 billion in revenues, then you have benefits to criminals who are fleeing that enforces personal responsibility.
that same strong commitment to bal- prosecution from the law. I heard the particularly the personal responsibility
for your children.
ance the budget, indeed, change the gentleman say that.
I would like to list for those who do
Third. we are for a welfare reform
Constitution. Once
Constitution
Once you
you have reached
those conclusions,
the tax cut and to not know the benefits criminals get package that does not punish kids beconclusions the
cause, for gosh sakes, it was not the
balance the budget.
budget, the only thing left while on the run: Criminals, criminals cause.
problems we
to do is to cut, cut, cut, cut. And where under current law can and do receive kids that caused the problems
we have
AFDC,
SSI,
with the present system.
do you cut? Did you go to the strongest AFDC. SSI. and food stamps.
Instead of giving benefits to those
These are meaningful resoonses,
that have been enjoying the subsidies?
No. you went to our aged,
aged. you went to who truly are in need we are giving meaningful reforms and they are reprepour sick, you went to our children,
children, and
and them to individuals who have broken resented in the Deal substitute. By
the
law
and
are
trying
to
escape
from
contrast, the bill of the majority fails
you charged it all up to the lack of dis- it.
on all three counts, most particularly
cretion of the teenaged mother for
The real question is why does this the work requirement.
making God's child without having a
atrocity continue to happen. The anlegal contract.
A Congressional Budget Office study
swer is because current law prohibits put it on the front page of the WashFederal welfare agencies from
from sharing
sharing ington Post today talking about
0 1600
about how
how
with local law enforce- States will fail under the GOP work
How dare we in this body determine information
ment communities.
rules.
what a child should or should not have
What this means, if your local police
We need to make a work program
program
because of the lack of discretion
discretion of
of the
the officer
calls the Federal welfare
welfare agency work,
work. and
arid that
that is
is the
the Deal
Deal substitute.
substitute.
mother? And how do we feel as feder- that administers those benefits
and
ally elected legislators in saying we
we asks for the address of a known felon, Please support it this afternoon.
Mr. FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, IIwield
wield I
have messed up this program as Demo- that
welfare agency by law is forbidden
to the gentleman from New
crats, so our responsibility is to turn it even from giving the most current ad- minute
York (Mr.
[Mr. NADLERJ.
NADLER].
over to the Governors, no strings at- dress to the police.
Mr. NADLER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I simtached? Oops, I made a mistake, there
I cannot believe that this is happen- ply rise to ask of the sponsors two
are strings attached.
two
just one
in our country. It is just
one more
more questions: No. I,1, the question of the
Do not show enough compassion to ing
irritation
that
our
police
officers
curgentlemanfrom
fromNew
NewYork
York[Mr.
[Mr.RA,IsJRANgive cash assistance to anybody that rently have to hurdle in their attempt gentleman
CELI. If someone is a fugitive, how is it
GEL].
has a child if they are 18 or younger to stop crime.
that we are paying him anything,
anything, since
since
and they are not married. Oops,
Oops. anThis is simply outrageous. Whoever
other thing that had strings attached. said crime does not pay never under- the definition of a fugitive is we do not
where he is and he is not declarIf there is another child while you
you stood how Government bureaucracy know
it because he is on the run from the
are on welfare, regardless of how it works. I urge all of my colleagues and ing
came or the conditions, the governors I hope the gentleman from New York law?
The second question is:
ii: The meaning
are restricted from giving cash assist- [Mr. RA.NGEL].
RANCELJ, too,
too, will support this of the amendment,
amendment. where it says that if
ance.
amendment and stop the flow of tax- aa child, a second provision of the
1

1
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amendment
amendment that
that says
says ifif a child
abchild is
is
who has had a real world experience in this land. We should be doing as
sent for any
any length
length of
of time
time that
that you with this issue, being a former police much here in the U.S. Congress.
would not give the welfare
welfare to
to that
that fainfain- chief of Raleigh.
Raleigh, NC.
The Preamble to the Constitution
ily. My question is would you simply
(Mr. HEINEMAN asked and was given says it is our responsibility to promote
not
give the welfare
welfare attributable
not give
attributable to permission to revise and extend his re- the general welfare. This
This majority
majority
that
child during
during the
that child
theperiod
periodof
of absence
absence marks.)
marks.)
today
in
this
Congress
is
not
moving
to
or for
for other
other children
children also
who
may
be
also who may
Mr. HEINEMAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise promote the general welfare. It is realpresent
present in
inthe
the home?
home?
in strong support of the Blute-Lipinmoving to pull the carpet up from
Mr.
BLUTE. Mr. Chairman, will the ski-Johnson amendment. As a former ly
Mr. BLUTE.
under millions of Americans who need
gentleman yield?
chief I can tell you that we need the help so one day they can be in a poMr.
Mr. NADLER.
NADLER. II yield to the gen- police
to crack down on the number of wel- sition to be tax producers rather than
tlemari from Massachusetts.
tleman
fare recipients who become fugitive felof subsidies from the GovMr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman, I thank ons and are now collecting welfare ben- recipients
ernment.
the gentleman for yielding.
at the expense of the American
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman, under
Mr. Chairman, with regard to the efits
taxpayer.
rule I move to strike the last word.
first question, it is
is happening
happening right Today there are almost 400,000 fugi- theMr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield myself such
now where fugitive felons are receiving tive warrants on file at the National
welfare benefits and law enforcement Crime Information Center—and it is es- time as I may consume.
It seems we always get distracted
distracted
agencies cannot get the information

from social service agencies as to exactly who these people are or where
they are.
Mr. NADLER. Could the gentleman
gentleman

timated that one-third of those felons from the debate on the amendment at
are receiving public assistance.
hand. But I must say the gentleman

What's even worse is that law en- who just spoke in the well spoke of

forcement officers are prevented by local answers to problems, and then he
privacy
privacy laws
laws and
and regulations from turns right around and says but do not
answer the second question?
give the States and the local commuThe CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRJ'AAN.The
Thetime
time of
of the
the tracking down these wanted felons.
Welfare and Social Security
Security offices
offices nities more opportunity to do the kind
gentleman from New York JMr.
are prevented from telling law enforce- of constructive job that he just
just spoke
spoke
NADLERI has expired.

to.
Mr.
Mr. FORD.
FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield 1½
1½ ment officials the whereabouts of a to.
are sending
sending
minutes to the
Ironic, because our plan does prethe gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from felon—even though they are
him or her a Government check every cisely that. It puts more resources in
Texas [Ms.
Texas
[Ms.JACKSON-LEE].
JAcKs0N-LEEJ.
the hands of the communities and the
Ms. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman. I month.
This is outrageous and an affront to States where real success can occur,
thank my colleague from Tennessee for
occur.
the American taxpayer. We need to not where you have payment. Arid
yielding the time.
And one
Mr. Chairman, let me say I do not crack down on this kind of waste and thing my friend from New
New York
York forgot
forgot
think there is a person in the House abuse of our current welfare system— to mention is what are we doing here;
here:
and certainly not in this great
great country
country and help our law enforcement officials. we are cutting off Federal bureaucrats.
that would say that criminals are by This amendment will correct this ridic- We forget to use them in his litany and
and large the ones
ones gettin,g
getting welfare. I ulous situation.
yes,
yes, we are doing that and we are creI urge my colleagues to support the ating more flexibility.
did not know that 2- and
arid 3-years-olds
3-years-olds
were criminals, so I would
would certainly
certainly be
be Blute-Lipinski-Johnson
amendment
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I reserve the balance
supportive of keeping criminal fugi- and I compliment my friend from Mas- of my time.
tives from getting welfare, but I am sachusetts for offering this amendThe CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman
really here to talk about is what I ment.
from Massachusetts seek to yield his
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ last one-half minute?
stand for in terms of how to make this
program really work and really be wel- minutes to the gentleman from PennMr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman. I yield
fare reform.
sylvania IMr.
JMr.FATTAHJ.
FArrAHI.
sylvania
the remainder of our time to the genWe have to have real welfare to work,
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I thank tleman from Chattanooga.
Mr. FAT1AH.
FAITAH. Mr.
Chattanooga, TN IMr.
[Mr.
we have to have ajob creation program the gentleman for yielding time to me. WAMP].
that is really sincere and offers to peoMr. Chairman, as a member of the
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II yield
yield 1I
ple the real opportunity to work. At Pennsylvania State Legislature in 1987. minute to the gentleman from Tenthe same time, we have to be sensitive I sponsored the Employment Opportu- nessee [Mr. WAMP].
to our infants and to our women and nities Act. Democrats and Republicans
(Mr. WAMP asked and was given perchildren, and I just want to emphasize got together in Pennsylvania and cre- mission to revise and extend his rethat. We hear all of the talk about in- ated
joint job training initiative and
ated aajoint
and marks.)
vestment in the future and taxpayers' moved
moved 200.000
200,000 people
people off
off of
of the
the welfare
welfare
Mr. WAMP. Mr. Chairman, I thank
money. And "I do not want to pay for rolls, not by punishing them but by the gentleman from Massachusetts
those deadbeats.
those
deadbeats." This
This is
is what an in- providing job training and child care. LMr.
[Mr. BLUTEJ
BLLrrE] and
and the gentleman from
vestment in our children is all about.
and transportation subsidies so
so they
they Texas EMr. ARCHER] for yielding time
Infants arid
and could get to a multitude of training to me.
Just take the Women, Infants
Children Program. We can see what we programs and they work. We
We do
do not
not
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. to keep convicted felwould save if we were participating in have to be mean-spirited if we want to ons from receiving Government
Government welfare
welfare
the Women. Infants and Children Pro- help Americans by moving them to- benefits is through my eyes a nogram some $12,000 to $15,000 per child ward self-sufficiency. It has worked in brainer. This amendment will fix an inthat we invested in making sure that a number of States.
justice in the current system that I bewomen, infants and children had good
It is unfortunate that the Republican lieve no one wants.
nutrition programs.
majority thinks that the American
Mr. Chairman, no matter what side
The Republican program does not people really do not understand. We of the debate you fall on. I think you
have good nutrition programs, it does have 9 million children on welfare, and will agree that welfare dollars should
not focus on the child. It focuses on they come to the floor talking about not be spent on criminals, should not
taking away from the child.
one set of abuses in Chicago with 19 be spent on criminals who have sucLet us move for-ward
forward to
to aa progressive
progressive children in which someone was not cessfully avoided the law. This is not
standard for all people and that is vote doing the right thing with the
the welfare
welfare the type of success we want to reward.
for the Democratic alternative.
alternative. Let
Let us
us check. Millions of families are doing
While you may agree this is wrong.
make sure welfare reform is that and what they should do with a welfare the gentlewoman from Texas thinks
not welfare punishment.
check, and that is helping children this does not happen very much. It is
Mr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. II yield
yield 1I meet their needs every day and work- an exception that is costing the taxminute to the gentleman from North ing and
preparing for the moment in payers an estimated $1 billion annuand preparing
Carolina [Mr. HEINEMANJ, one Member which they can be self-sufficient again ally.
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The American people are frustrated.
frustrated. ton it was 20 percent. That includes
Mr.
HEFNER.
Mr.
Chairman, will the
Mr. Chairman. I urge my colleagues to those people who were involuntarily
involuntarily gentleman yield?
support this amendment and close a working part-time and discouraged
discouraged
Mr. FORD. I yield to the gentleman
disgusting loophole in the welfare bu- workers.
from North Carolina.
reaucracy.
Now, when you say you are going to
Mr. HEFNER. I do not think felons
Two hundred years ago Benjamin take a 16-year-old kid and drive them
should get welfare.
Franklin said:
out into the street by taking away the
But the numbers just do not add up,
up.
I am for doing good to the poor,
poor. but I differ money for their kid and that somehow
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. If
If you
you are
are going
going to get
in my opinion of the means.
means. II think
think the
the best
best they are going to magically find a job Mr.
way of doing good for the poor is not making when there is 20 percent of the people $69 billion over 5 years to pay for a tax
them
them easy
easy in
in poverty
poverty but
but leading
leading them
them or
cut, somebody is going to
to get
get cut.
cut.
unemployed or underemployed
underemployed in
in the
the cut.
driving them
them Out.
out.
Bureaucrats are bureaucrats whether
Washington.
State
of
Washington,
you
simply
live
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, could
could II inin- in a dream world.
in North Carolina or Washington. DC.
DC,
quire how much time is remaining?
or North Dakota or wherever they are,
are.
This
is
a
bad
bill.
The
CHAIRMAN. The
The CHAIRMAN.
The gentleman
You are not cutting out bureaucrats.
Mr.
ARCHER.
Mr.
Chairman,
I
yield
from Tennessee [Mr. FORD] has 2½ mm- myself the balance of my time.
You are going to cut $69 billion worth
utes remaining, and the gentleman
of benefits to the most vulnerable peoMr.
Chairman,
we
have
got
to
try
to
from Texas [Mr.
IMr. ARCHERI has 3½ minfrom
min- separate rhetoric from fact in this de- pie
ple in these United States to give a tax
utes remaining.
cut to the wealthiest people in this
bate. It is very difficult to do.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, do we rere.
country. and that is what you said in
When we talk about the supposed re- country,
serve the right to close?
ductions
ductions
in
whether
your contract, and that is what you are
WIC
or
school
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman lunches or whatever it might be,
be. we are trying to live up to. So why not brag
from Tennessee has the right
right to
to close.
close. not talking about cuts at all. We
We are
are about it?
of dollars
dollars based
based
0 1615
talking about increases of
The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN. All time
time has
has expired.
Mr.
Mr. ARCHER.
ARCHER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield 22 on the current level.
But from the Democrat side of the The question is on the amendment
minutes to the gentleman from Massaaisle, they think only Federal entitle- offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
IMr. BLUTE].
chusetts [Mr.
IMr. BLUTE1.
BLUTh].
Mr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II thank
thank ment programs dictated in a strait- chusetts
The amendment was agreed to.
to.
the distinguished chairman for yield- jacket with FederaF bureaucrats ading and commend him for his
his great ministering with pounds and pounds of The
The CHAIRJvIAN.
CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
regulations are the only way that you consider amendment No. 30 printed in
work on this welfare reform bill.
help to people who need help. Just House Report 104—85.
We all know our welfare system is get
reverse.
reverse,
broken, that it needs to be fixed, that theAnd
AMENDMENT OFFERED
OFFERED 8Y
8Y MR.
MR.SALMON
5ALMON
as far as work habits or work reit creates dependency, victimization,
you can
can go
Chairman, I offer
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman.
and ultimately despair amongst our quirements are concerned, you
amendment.
to Massachusetts or Virginia, and you an amendment,
citizens, and we need to change that, can
go to States today that are putting
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will desand we need to tighten up the
the welfare
welfare
amendment,
system so it does what it is supposed to people on work as a condition of wel- ignate the amendment.
fare within 60 days. That is what
what we The text of the amendment is as foldo.
And one of those things should not be want all of the States to be able to do, lows:
Amendment offered by Mr. SALMON: Page
giving welfare benefits to convicted fel- and we want to get through with this
387. after line 10. insert the following:
ons who are on the lam from the law. I waiver process and these pounds of pa- 387,
have with me a number of letters from pers that have to be filed that take SEC. 768. LIENS.
money away from really going
going to
to those
those Section 466(a)(4)
the parole board in my State where who
(42 U.S.C. 666(a)(4))
666(a)(4)) is
need help.
they have been rejected from getting
getting
amended to read as follows:
That
is
why
we
have
got
an
outstandinformation from social welfare agen(4) Procedures under which—
cies on the whereabouts of felons that ing welfare reform approach, and it is
(A) liens arise by operation of law against
why
the
Democrat
substitutes
will
not real and personal property
the parole board is looking for.
property for
for amounts
amounts of
do
the
job.
overdue support owed by an absent parent
This is a system that is broken. It is
is
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal- who resides or owns property in the State:
State;
wrong. It should not happen.
happen.
ance of
of my
my time.
time.
and
and
I urge all of my colleagues on both ance
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield my"(B)
(B) the State accords full faith
faith and
and credit
credit
sides of the aisle to adopt this amend- self
to liens described in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) arisaristhe balance of my time.
ment.
ment, and let us restore some sanity to
in another State,
State. without registration of
Mr. Chairman, no one wants
wants to
to see
see ing
our welfare system.
underlying order.".
receive welfare in
in this
this coun- theAmend
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. II yield
yield I fugitives
the table of contents accordingly.
try.
You
know,
it
is
really
amazing
to
minute to the gentleman from
from WashWash- see what the Republicans are doing and
The
CHAIRMAN.
Pursuant to the
IMr. MCDERMO'I-I-].
MCDERMO'I-I-], a very disthidistinington [Mr.
IMr.
about children in this country. rule, the gentleman from Arizona [Mr.
guished spokesman on welfare reform saying
The Los Angeles opinion page
page on Sun- SALMON] will be recognized for 10 minin this Nation, one who has been very
very day said that: "Congressional Driveby: uteS,
utes. and
and aa Member
Member opposed will be recactive in this debate.
ognized for 10 minutes.
Gang-bangers
Kill
Innocent
Kids.
ReMr. MCDERMOTT Mr.
Chairman,
Mr. Chairman, the
Just Kill Programs
Programs To
To Help
Help Does the gentleman from Tennessee
fundamental difference
difference between the publicans
Kids." And to quote the gentleman [Mr.
IMr. FORD]
Fonn] seek
seekthe
thetime
timein
inopposition?
opposition?
Democrat and the Republican approach
approach from Florida IMr.
[Mr. SHAWL
SHAWl, who
who isis the
Mr. FORD. Yes. I do. Mr. Chairman.
to what we do about welfare is what chairman
chair-manof
ofthe
the subcommittee,
subcommittee, and the
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
you believe is the fundamental
fundamental probprob- source
is the
theCONGRESSIONAL
CONGRESSIONALRECORD
REcoltn of from
is
from Tennessee
Tennessee [Mr.
IMr. FORD]
FORD] will
will be
be reclem. If you beat on people, they will go source
22, he said.
22.
said, "We are talking ognized
ognized for 10 minutes.
to work:
work; that is what Republicans
Republicans bebe- March
about children you would not want
want to
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
lieve.
leave your cat with over the weekend."
weekend," from Arizona (Mr.
IMr. SALMON].
Now, ifif this
thisbill
billwere
wereinineffect
effectinin1982
Now,
1982 or you hear what the gentlewoman
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
when Ronald Reagan.
Reagan, and we had that from Connecticut [Mrs.
IMrs. JOHNSON], who myself 2 minutes.
big sweep and we were close to the serves on the Committee
on Ways and
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, delinquent parents
wall, the unemployment rate
in
rate in the
the Means, says.
"It
is
not
hard
to
clothe
says,
can
no longer be allowed to shirk their
State of Washington was 12.1
12.1 percent. your kids, folks. Just go to the secondresponsibilities and expect the GovernThe national unemployment rate was hand Store
store to do so."
ment to act in their place. That is un9.6 percent. The Bureau of Labor StaThe Republicans are so mean to kids fair to the child. It is unfair to the taxtistics says the underemployment
underemployment rate
rate
this welfare reform package just for payer. It is time we sent a message if
in the country at that time was 16.5 in
the
sole purpose of giving the well-to- you bring a child into this world that
percent, and in the State of Washing- do rich
of this Nation a huge tax cut.
you are going to care for it. This is the
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compassionate and sensible thing to do back to court for each case, which is burden.
burden- amendment similar to this, if not the
for our Nation's children.
chi]dren.
some
some and
and slows
slows the
the process
process significantly.
significanfly. same amendment, before the commit-

In child support cases, liens are not Thus
deadbeat parents
parents can
Thus deadbeat
canindulge
indulgeininluxury
luxury tee.
Mr. NEAL of Massachusetts. Mr.
Upon locating property,
property. many case- estate, make
make investments,
investments,etc.,
etc.,while
while their
their chil- Chairman,
Chairman.
I think one of the most sigworkers still prepare individual liens dren are
are left
'eft to endure life's hardships with
with not
not nificant options in this debate has been
used
used by
by States to their full potential. items such as
as boats
boats and
and fancy
fancy cars,
cars, buy
buy real
real

and seek judicial approval for each
case. This is a slow and ineffective

process, and our Nation's children are
the ones that are paying for it.
Our amendment makes it easier for
States to collect or for States to issue
liens to collect past-due support and to
help each other collect child support
debts by providing that child support
liens are enforceable across
across State
State lines
lines

without going to court again unless
unless

only the
the emotional,
emotional, but
but also
also the financial
suponly
financial support of only
port
only one parent. Most often the mothers are
are left
left with
with this
burden, and are
this heavy burden,

how a well-organized minority can, indeed, move the majority. I remind the
deed.
listeners today and the viewing
viewing audiaudiforced to look to the State
forced
State and
andFederal
Federal GovGov- ence that there was no child support
ernment for
ernment
for aa helping
helping hand,
hand.Abandoning
Abandoning parenta' responsibility can
rental
can no longer
longer be tolerated
tolerated
ifif this
this country
country is
is to
to survive, and
and the
the GovernGovemment
ment should not bear the burden of deadbeats
anymore
anymore.
The Satrnon-WalcJholtz-'rorlcildsen
Satmon-WaldhoItz-Torjçldsen amend-

ment is a simple.
simple, straightforward approach to
contested. Past-due support in all cases the
the problems States
States are
are currently experiencing
already becomes a judgment by oper- in collecting past-due support. It states that
ation of law.
liens will arise
arise by
byoperation
operation of law, which
Many States support this amendamend- means that
that processing
processing the
the thousands
thousands of
of delindelinment. In fact, just about every State quent
quent cases will be much easier and cheaper
we have talked to wants this amend- by avoiding
visits to
avoiding return
return visits
to court.
court. For example,
ment. This is not an unfunded man- since
since 1992,
1992, Massachusetts
Massachusetts has
has issued
issued adminadmindate. In fact, the States will save istrative liens in every case where a
money by this measure, and the Na- noncustodial
parent owed
owed more
more than
than $500—
$500—
noncustodia parent
tion's children will benefit.
liens to more
more than
than 90,000 child support
America cannot work unless its citi- delinquents with property as varied as workzens take more 'responsibility for their man's
man's compensation claims, wages, bank acown actions. It is time that parents counts, and real estate,
estate. All were handled by

fulfill not only their own emotional
but also their financial obligations to

initiative offered by the Republican
Republican
majority in this House until we convinced them that there should have
been a strong child support component.

I offered a similar amendment to this
during the Ways and Means markup.
and it was turned down on a party-line
vote.

The gentleman from Massachusetts

to
hishiscredit,
credit,had
had
contacted my office and asked me to
offer this amendment. It has the support of Bill Clinton and Bill Weld. I
[Mr.
to
[Mr.TORKILDSENI.
TORKILDSENI.

think that this goes to the heart of

personal responsibility, paying
paying for
for the
the
children that you have.

During the Ways and Means Committee markup I offered an amendment to
the child support enforcement title to
computer on a wholesale rather than retail include the use administrative liens to
collecting more
more than
than$13
basis, collecting
$13million.
million.
collect past-due child support. This
Not only
Not
only has the collection process been dif- amendment failed on a party line veto.
ficult within
ficult
withinaa State,
State, it is
is even more so when
Now this amendment has bipartisan

their children. We can at least
least address
address
the financial obligations in this body.
Mr. Chairman, this amendment has delinquent
delinquent parents
parents cross
cross State
State lines
lines to
to thwart
thwart
widespread support from the national efforts
efforts to track them down and collect. Alchild support enforcement advocates. though 30 percent of all child
child support
support cases
Marilyn Smith. president of the Na- are interstate, only 10 percent of all dollars
tional Child
tiona.l
Child Support
Support Enforcement As- collected
coflected originate from out-of-State.
out-of-State. For
For exexsociation. has campaigned
sociation,
camoaigned tirelessly ample, if a deadbeat dad from Arizona moves
amendment, and
and to
for the reforms in this amendment,
to avoid
to Utah
Utah to
avoid supporting
supporting his children, curJerri Jensen. president and founder
founder of
of rently it is
is extremely
extremety difficult
difficu't to recover the

support.

Congressman SAI..M0N
SAu.oN and
and
Congresswoman WALDHOTZ
WALDHOTZ are
are cosponcosponCongresswoman

sors of this amendment. This amend-

ment is something both President Clinton and Governor Weld agree upon.
This is the type of amendment which
should have bipartisan support.
support. Under
Under

current law,
law. a child support payment
Aces, whose story was told this week in money
money he
he owes across State
Statelines.
lines. Under
Under our
the TV movie "Abandoned and De- amendment,
amendment, ifif the
the lien
lien is sent to another State becomes a judgment by operation of
ceived."
ceived,•' says
says that
that irresponsible
irresponsible parents to
to attach property owned in that State, it can law as it becomes due and unpaid and
entitled to full faith and credit. This
should not be able to profit from sell- be flied
filed by the
the State
State agency
agency in
in the
the second
second
State without
without going
goingto
toCourt
court to
to get
get accepted
accepted as
as provision takes existing law one step
children suffer due to lack of court-or- aa lien
lien issued
issuedin
in that
that State.
State.Again,
Again, this sim- further and allows States in interstate
dered child support.
plifies the
plifies
theprocess
process and thus itit will
will be
be vast'y
vastly cases to move and to levy and seize assupporl enforcement
Child
Child support
enforcement is
is aa vital
vitalcompocompo- easier for
for States to coflect
collect even across State sets without registering the underlying

ing out-of-state property while their

nent of
reform. Delinquent
parents can
of welfare reton'n.
Delinquent parents
can
no longer be
be allowed
allowed to shirk their
their responsibilresponsibilities and expect the
the Government
Government to
to act
act in
n their
their
place. That is
is unfair
unfair to
to the
child, and
and unfair
th child,
unfair to
to
the taxpayer.
taxpayer. ItIt isis time
timewe
wesent
sent the
the message
message
that if
if you
you bring
bring a child into this world, you
must care
care for
for it.
it. This
This isis the
the compassionate
compassionate
and sensible
sensiblething
thing to
to do
dofor
for our
our Nation's
Nation's chilchildren.
aren.
child support
support
The national collection rate of child
payments is abysmal.
abysmal. Regularly
Regularly received
received col.
collections average
lections
average 'IS
18 percent
percent in the
the United
United
States. In
States.
In my State,
State, Arizona,
Arizona, the rate is only
10 percent, and even in the best States it
reaches only
reaches
only as high as 27 percent. For this
this
reason
reason we
we have
have decided
decidedto
toadopt
adoptChild
child support enforcement
port
enforcementmeasures
measuresasas part
part of
of the
the
Welfare Reform egislation
legislationwe
we promised
promised in
in our
our
Contract With America. The States will
will
achieve a better collection
collection rate
rate though
though these
these
provisions
costs to
to the
the States
provisions and thus tower
lower costs
and Federal
Federal Government,
Govemment, who
who are
are left
left to profinancial care
care for children of delinvide the
the full
full financial
quent parents.
States are
States
are already
already required
required to use liens to
collect past-due
collect
past-due support but
but do
do not
not use
use this
remedy to
remedy
to its
its full
full potential. Upon
Upon locating
locating propproperty, they prepare
prepare individual
individual 'iens
liens and must go
go

lines.
lines. Arizona,
Arizona,Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, and
and Utah
Utah have
have order in the sister States, unless the
come out in support of this amendment and
and lien is contested on grounds of mistake
other
other States have expressed
in of fact. Because the lien arises by operexpressed great interest in
ation of law, unlike current practice,
changes.
such procedural
procedural changes.
'case-by-case." ItIt gives
gives simisimiThe sections
sections of
of the
the welfare
we!farereform
reform bill
bill that which is "case-by-case."
were
were reported out of the Committee on Ways
Ways lar treatment in interstate cases to
and
and Means—primarily
dealing liens as has been already accorded to
Means—primarily those sections dealing
with
withholdmg order
with child support enforcement reform—go far interstate income withholding
in solving the collection problems experienced since 1984. An estimated one third of
at the
the State
State level. However, the
the SalmonSa'mon- delinquent obligors own property eligiWaldhol-Torkildsen
Waldho-TorkjIdsen amendment iss fun- ble for a lien. With approximately 3.5
damental to the successful reform of the sys- million delinquent support cases natem, according to child support associations tionwide.
tionwide, that equals a million or more
agencies across
and State agencies
acrossthe
theNation.
Nation. The
The liens, easy to issue and transmit by

National Child Support Enforcement Associa-

computer, impossible to write by and

other enforcement mechanism in this legislation.
tion. Time
Time isis of
ofthe
the essence
essence inin our
ourefforts
efforts to
end the cycle ofofdependency
dependencywhile
whileensuring
ensuring

30 seconds to the gentleman from Lou-

tion, a leader is the reform
refon'n movement, has send by hand.
called this amendment the basis for every
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman. I yield

the well-being of our children.
Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance

of my time.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
chusetts
[Mr. NEAJ_I.
NE,j..). one
one of
of the
the distinguished members of the Committee on
Ways and Means and who handled an

isiana [Mr.
[Mr. MCCRERY}.
McCRERY}.
Mr. McCRERY.
Mr.
McCRERY. Mr.

Chairman,
thank the gentleman for yielding.

I

I want to commend the gentleman
from Massachusetts for his efforts in

committee and here on the floor to
adopt this. As I told him during the
committee, it was new to me. I just
had to look at it, and a number of us
have, and we are going to support it.
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Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield 15 other States and not fulfill your funWe have had two reforms. I hope this
seconds to the gentleman from Massa- damental commitment to our children.
third reform that is implicit
implicitin
in this
this
chusetts (Mr.
(Mr. NEAL],
NEAL], aa member
member of
of the
Welfare reform will only be complete bill—because child support
support enforceenforceCommittee on
on Ways
Ways arid
and Means.
if we boost compliance in interstate ment is welfare reform—that
reform—that is,
is, his
Mr. NEAL. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I want to cases. Fewer children and single paramendment,
we
will
be
recognizing
thank the gentleman from Louisiana ents
ents will
will turn
turn to
to public
public assistance,
assistance.
(Mr. MCCRERY}.
MCCRERY]. I think that the gen- making this amendment is win-win-win that no child support system is any
tleman from
from Louisiana
Louisiana EMr.
[Mr. MCCRERYI
MCCRERYJ situation—a win for children, a win for better than the individual States. So
we have reached into the States. This
is an example of how this bill could custodial parents, and a win
win for
for taxtax- is an interstate system, and we have to
have been accomplished in a bipartisan payers.
have reciprocity.
manner. From day 1.
1, he
heindicated
indicated aa
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, before I
willingness to work with the
the minority
minority minutes to the gentleman from Massa- yield
additional time, in order
party to get a good, sound bill done.
done, chusetts
[Mr.
MEEMANJ,
who
is
chusetts (Mr. MEEMANI, who isaaformer
former tend debate, as the designee of theto exgenand his mind was always open
in
prosecutor.
open in this
tleman from Florida (Mr.
(Mr. CIBBONS].
CIBBONs], I
debate.

I thank the gentleman for his kind

0 1630

words.

Mr. MEEHAN.
MEEHAN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,II rise
rise
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield in support of this amendment. This is aa
2 minutes to the gentleman from Mas- actually a very, very good amendment
to a very bad bill.
sachusetts (Mr. TORKILDSEN}.
TORKILDSEN].
Mr.
Mr. TORKILDSEN
TORKILDSEN Mr. Chairman,
We have been doing a lousy job in
in
nearly 2 years ago. a constituent of this country of holding people accountmine—Susan Brotchje,
Brotchie, a divorced able when they have children. Mr.
mother and president of Advocates for Chairman, as a prosecutor in Massa-

Better Child Support—met with me chusetts,
chusetts. I prosecuted a case, the first
and requested that I work on legisla- criminal enforcement case in child suption to address the issue of delinquent port in Massachusetts under the restatute. ItIt was
wasaadefendaj-it
defendant who
parents hiding their assets in real prop- vised statute.
erty. and thus avoiding child support was married, lived in Lowell, MA. This
payments. Out of that meeting was defendant took off to New York. He

move to strike the last word and ask
unanimous consent to merge that addi-

tional time with the time I currently
control.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection

to the request of the gentleman from
Tennessee?
There was no objection.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from New
York [Mr. NADLER].

Mr. NADLER. I thank the gentleman
for yielding this time to me.
me.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,I I rise
rise in
in support
support of
of
this amendment
amendment which
which requires
requires the
the
States to adopt procedures under which

born H.R. 1029 and the substance
substance of
of this had 7 children at home. The bank liens may be imposed automatically
amendment.
began foreclosure procedures because against the property of persons who are
Let us face it. Child support enforce- the wife could not make payments. He delinquent in child support payments
City. on
on 52d
52d in another State, and also ofpayments
ment will only be truly effective if we was living in New York City,
the next
Street.
and
he
had
a
place
in
the
Caribenforce cases across State lines. It is
amendment providing for suspension of
bean.
also important that we reduce
reduce the
the burand professional
professional licenses
licenses for
for
The
child support enforcement divi- drivers
The child
den placed on parents left with little or
child support delinquencies.
cost prohibiprohibi- sion in Massachusetts could not get at
no means of support. It is cost
The nonpayment of child support is
children need any of the assets.
tive for a parent whose children
an
an urgent
urgent public
public crisis that comWe
could
ao
do
a
much,
much
better
support to chase a delinquent parent
job promises the economic security of a
of
collecting
child
support.
State
agenfrom State to State, hire lawyers, and
agen- very large number of American chiland
wade through multiple State judicial
judicial cies do not have the ability to do long- dren and families.
families. In
In 1994.
1994, more
more than
arm statutes, go Out
out and
and collect
collect these
these half the children
systems.
living in single-parent
assets.
We
could
save
$32
to
$35
billion
This amendment attacks the interfamilies were poor, and the
the majority,
majority,
state problem at its core by allowing
allowing if we could just collect child support.
the large majority of them were in
By
the
way.
way,
90
percent
of
the
money
money families where the child support payStates to give full faith and credit to
liens placed in other States. It saves that is owed in child support in this ments were delinquent.

money, country is men who owe women child
while leaving in tact all State enforce- support. I cannot help but think that if
procedures This
ment procedures.
This amendment
amendment imim- 90 percent of the money was women
proves existing law; it does not create who owed men, this system would have
out a way to collect these paypaynew, unfunded mandates on the States. found
ments.
My home State of Massachusetts re- ments.
This bill is part of a bill I supported
mains a leader in the fight to make desponsored, It is long overdue. I
linquent parents accountable. Since and sponsored.
hope we could get something
1992, Massachusetts has
has issued
issued adminisadminis- would
peotrative liens in every case where aa par- done to increase the effort to hold peoent owed more than $500. Massachu- ple accountable when they have chilalso set
set up
up reciprocal
reciprocalagreements
setts also
agreements dren. We are doing a lousy job at it
with neighbor-mg
neighboring States,
States, so that liens now.
Massachusetts, as my colleague indiplaced in Massachusetts are given full
cated, is a leader in this area.
faith and credit in Vermont. These re- cated.
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman
Chairman,II yield
forms have resulted in a 29-percent in30
seconds
to
the
gentlewoman
from
crease in child support collections in New
Jersey
Jersey[Mrs.
(Mrs.ROUKEMA).
RouKENLJ.
the last
last 3 3years—a
years—acompliance
compliance rate New
(Mrs. ROUKEMA asked and
and was
was
that has risen from 51 to 60 percent—
permission to revise and extend
and 10.000 more families receiving sup- given
remarks.).
remarks.)
model nationwide
nationwide her
port. Expanding this model
Mrs.
ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I
would boost the
tne rate of compliance in thank the
gentleman for yielding, and
and
interstate cases up to 70 percent.
I want to extend my congratulations to
By not passing this amendment, we our
the gentleman from Ariare endorsing the safe havens that cur- zona.colleague,
This is a wonderful amendment.
rently
rentiy exist for parents who own propChairman.
Chairman, I speak now
now as the
erty in other States. This Congress Mr.person
back 10
10 years ago who
must send a powerful message to delin- first
brought the issue of child support, and
quent parents: You can no
no longer
longer enjoy
enjoy the national disgrace it had
become,
become.
the benefits of property arid
and luxuries in before
our Congress.

Federal and State taxpayer

Before I came to this House, I was
the author of bills in the New York
State Legislature which allowed for

liens to be placed against the property
of persons who were delinquent in their
child support payments and
and which
which pro-

vided for suspension of drivers and professional licenses of delinquent payors.
The lien bill passed and resulted in a

large increase in child support collections in New York.

The amendments
amendmentsbefore
before us today
would improve the collection of child
support in an area where we have serious collection difficulties, interstate
collections. Interstate child support
cases comprise 30 percent of all child
support cases and a very large fraction
of the failures of collection.
The effective child support enforcement helps many single-parent families make the move to independence,
independence.
self-reliance. This approach has succeeded in New York,
York. and it will
will imimprove the lives of single parents and
their children across the country.
This amendment will let absent parents know we are serious about collecting due child support. It will contribute to improving the economic conditions of children and families and will
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lessen the number of families forced to know what it takes to feed their chil- the greatest mandates ever imposed
go on welfare to survive.
dren. You do not know what it takes to upon our communities."
commuruties."
I urge my colleagues to support this find
find aajob.
job.
And from a report issued today by
amendment arid
and the next amendment
You talk about getting jobs. Leaving the Congressional Budget Office on
as two very worthy amendments to the jobs Out
of the
the bill and not having HR.
out of
H.R.4.
4,"the
"the literature
literature on
on welfare-towelfare-towhat is. unfortunately, a very bad bill a full track to find a job. it is not easy work programs. as well as the experibut which will improve that bill sig- to find a job. Most people on welfare ence with the JOBS program indicates
nificantly.
will not work. I have not seen in any of that States are unlikely to obtain such
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman, I yield these bills any way that would lead to high rates of participation." And June
1 minute to the gentleman from Illi- ajob.
O'Neil.
O'Neil, the Director who was recently
nois (Mr.
IMr. WELLER].
WELLERL
So all we are talking about here is installed by the Republican leadership
(Mr. WELLER asked and was given vapor, vapor that does not really go said that "given what is known about
permission to revise and extend his re- any place. And we are looking
work, I was comlooking at
at chilchil- how these programs work.
marks.)
fortable signing" the report. "We
'We did
did
dren in a very cruel way.
Mr. WELLER. I thank the gentleman
evidence.'
There is no mistake about it,
it. Our this totally based on the evidence."
from Arizona for yielding this time to welfare system needs to be improved.
Support the only responsible welfare
me.
bill. Protect your States and
We all know that. But do we have to reform bill,
Mr. Chairman. I rise in strong sup- improve it by taking food Out of chil- cities. Support the Deal substitute.
port
of
the
Salmon-Waldholtz- dren's mouths? Do we have to improve
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman, I am a
Torkildsen amendment, which further it by taking away the welfare help we little confused,
confused. I have not found that
strengthens the essential child support are giving States now? You are talking the gentlewoman from Florida or the
enforcement provisions
enforcement
provisionscontained
contained in about States'
rights, but
but you are not gentleman from Tennessee have been—
rights,
the 'Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act."
Act.' our giving States
and on—and
on—and II
them
the
autonomy
they need. they have been going on and
Republican welfare reform initiative.
do not find any of this information in
On
the
one
hand
you
say
here
is
autonIt is unconscionable that 30 percent
Salmon-Waldholts-Torki]dsen
Salmon-Waldholtz-Torkildsen
on the other hand you take away the
of dead-beat parents are able to shirk omy:
amendment.
the
money.
Does
that
make
sense?
It
their responsibilities to their children does not work. If you want the
the States
States The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would inbecause they reside in a different State to do something with welfare
form the gentleman from Arizona [Mr.
welfare
reform,
reform.
than their children. In fact, in Illinois, then give them the same amount of SALMON] that the Chair has been realittle children were stiffed to the tune money you gave them before.
sonably lenient because about 75 perof $176.1 million in 1994 due to deadcent of the conversation has not been
I
stand
here
today
to
say
to
you
that
beat parents who refused to meet their all of this is a bunch of baloney. It does on the appropriate amendment.
responsibility to their own flesh and not lead down to the neighborhoods
Mr. SALMON. I am baffled. We seek
neighborhoods child
blood. This has got to stop.
support enforcement.
where
the
people
are
poor
and
need
Provisions in H.R. 4 go a long way to- help. All this about wearing secondMr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the
ward solving this problem, and this hand clothes, where have you
from
Florida
[Mr.
IMr.
you heard
heard of
of gentleman
amendment works hand-in-hand with
SCARBOROUGH].
such
a
mess
before?
Wearing
Wearing
secondsecond.
improvements by
these improvements
by providing
providing aa hand clothes? It goes
Mr. SCARBOROUGH. II thank the
goes to
to show
show you gentleman
simple, straightforward method
method of
for yielding this time to me.
processing interstate collection,
collection. It where the mindset is. How can you
Mr. Chairman, I will actually speak
make
an
amendment
if
you
do
not
have
simply allows liens on personal propon the
the Salmon
Salmonamendment.
amendment.II am
am a
erty filed in one State to be honored in the right mindset?
strong supporter of it. IIhave
have been
been lisMr.
FORD.
Mr.
Chairman.
I
yield
1½
a second State without having to go minutes to my distinguished colleague. tening to this debate for a week,
week, "Help
'Help
back to court,
court. thereby avoiding unnecthe
children,
the
children,
the
children;
children:
essary delays and judicial red-tape. It the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. you are mean-spirited." All you talk
CLEMENTI.
is better for the child and the taxpayer. CLEMENT].
about is children,
children. children. We finally
Mr. CLEMENT. I thank the gen- have a bill before us,
Abandoning parental responsibility
us. an amendment
amendment
tleman
for
yielding
this
time
time
to
to
me.
me.
can no longer be tolerated—and the
that will help children without increasMr. Chairman,
Chairman. once you get past all ing
Personal Responsibility Act, with this
ing the
the Federal
Federalbureaucracy.
bureaucracy. It is
amendment, brings us one step closer the rhetoric, you are left with just the about time. We have deadbeat dads
facts are
are that
that H.R.
HR. 4 going from. State to State.
to providing America's
Americas children with facts. And the facts
State, running
the inherent parental support they does not fund its requirements.
away from child enforcement authorTranslation—H.R.
4
passes
on
a
huge
need and deserve.
ity. arid
ity,
and here is a great idea. We can
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman. may I in- unfundated mandate to States, cities. help children without funding a huge
counties and localities.
quire as to how much time remains?
bureaucracy. The argument all week
Just yesterday President Clinton has been, "You
The CHAIRMAN.
The
CHAIRMAN. The
The gentleman
'You have
have got to vote more
signed
the
unfunded
mandate
legislafrom Arizona
from
ArizonalMr.
IMr.SALMON]
Suviofl has
has44minminmoney. throw more money at a probtion
into
law.
During
the
debate
and
in
utes remaining and the gentleman
gentleman
lem that we have not been able to solve
passed since
since we
we for the past 30 years. by making bufrom Tennessee IMr.
(Mr. FORD]
FoRD] has
has 9 min- the days which have passed
sent this legislation on.
on, many on the reaucracies larger. And if you are not
utes remaining.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman. I yield 2 other side have been beating their for huge bureaucracies, then you are
minutes to the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from chest and talking about how they against children."
children.' That is garbage. arid
and
saved our States,
States. cities, and American everybody here knows it is garbage.
Florida (Mrs.
IMrs. MEEK).
MEEKI.
Mrs. MEEK of Florida. Mr. Chair- taxpayers from the evils of the Federal
That is the great thing about the
the
man. I thank the gentleman for yield- Government. And now, before the Salmon amendment: It finally helps us
President's signature
Presidents
signature is
is even dry we do it without increasing the size of buing this time to me.
Mr. Chairman, the debate on this are being asked to support the mother reaucracy.
floor regarding
regarding welfare
welfarereform
reform has
has of all unfunded mandates.
Let us cut down on deadbeat dads
But do not just take my word for it. running away from their responsibilbeen. in my opinion, as far from what
been,
is real in the real world as anything I A letter from the United States Con- ity, and do it without creating a huge
have ever seen. I have heard what a lot ference of Mayors "
HR. 4 will Federal bureaucracy.
of you call rhetoric. I have heard a lot further strain local budgets. It basiMr. FORD,
FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. for the
of theoretical aspirations from many of cally shifts costs our way. We can ex- purpose of debate I yield 1½ minutes to
you.
you.
pect general assistance expenditures to the gentleman from California [Mr.
IMr.
Many of you would not know
know aa welwel- skyrocket in those states which pro.
pro- BECERRA].
fare mother if you saw her. Not
Not only
only vide it *
Mr. BECERRA.
BECERRA. I thank the genMr.
genwould you not know her, but you do The League of Cities had this to say tleman from Tennessee for
for yielding
yielding the
the
not know how they live. You
You do
do not
not about H.R. 4.
4, "The bill could be one of 1½ minutes.
1
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Mr. Chairman, we would like to dis-

cuss just this one particular amendment. The problem is that on a lot of
these small amendments that we see,
see.
when you take a look at the entire bill,
bill.
what we have is a beast. And whether
you put lipstick on it or not, it is still
an ugly beast. It is difficult to talkjust
about one little aspect of this
this entire
entire

Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. I thank

the Chair, and
tleman.

I
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available,
available. and this is a means that is

yield to the gen- available,
available. then taxpayers pay,
pay. and children, children, suffer.
dren.

So. Mr. Chairman, I certainly urge
urge
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman, I yield strong support of this amendment.
Mr. SALMON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 1 minute.
Mr. Chairman, I am a little bit baf- 1 minute to the gentleman from Massa0 1645

chusetts(Mr.
[Mr.
BLUTE).
Bunt).
fled. It seems that we are hearing
hearing that
that chusetts
Mr. BLUTE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II want
want to
this amendment somehow benefits the
rich. I am getting a little bit confused. commend the authors of this amendment, including my colleague from
Actually this amendment hurts the ment.
rich deadbeat dads and it helps the Massachusetts. Our State has taken
children that
children
that are not getting their the lead on this issue. Governor Weld
child
support,
I would really appresupport.
appre- and his Lieutenant Governor Salucci
gram. And
grams.
Andfor
forwhat?
what? We
We found
found out ciate if we canand
understand
that
cogent
believe this is absolutely essential to
very clearly in an amendment that point and stay on point.
any
any welfare
welfare reform,
reform. but,
but. speaking
speaking of
of all
all
passed yesterday. These are
are cuts
cuts on
on
out. Mr. Chair- the States, I say to my colleagues.
I would like to point out,
colleagues, If
kids, cuts on school lunch programs so man,
how this amendment came about. you look around this country, and look
that we could pay for cuts
cuts for
for tax
tax It did come up in the Committee on at Massachusetts,
Massachusetts and
and Wisconsin.
Wisconsin. State
State
breaks, cuts for the wealthy.
wealthy. That
That is
is Ways and Means. It was not successful. after State have engaged in stronger
stronger
what we are driving toward.
toward.
I think it should have been
been there.
there. II will
will welfare reform than
than were
we're talking
Billions of dollars will
will be saved,
saved. agree that it should be a bipartisan ef- about here. The States are waytalking
ahead
saved by cutting from kids and cutting fort, and I am happy to say II believe
believe of this Congress in tightening up and
from school lunch so we can send it now it is. The gentlewoman from Utah changing this welfare system,
system. and we
over to give tax breaks for the wealthy. [Mrs.
(Mrs. WALDHOLTZ] and the gentleman better get our act together here,
here, and
and
That is what this is all about. That is from Massachusetts [Mr.
(Mr. TORKILDSENJ
TORKILDSEN] pass this amendment and pass this bill
our concern.
Our
concern.
and I put our heads together and came so we can do what we said
said we're
we're going
going
But we have to talk about this entire up with this idea. The gentleman from to do, and reform
reform Our
ôur welfare system
Massachusetts
legislation, not just about one particu- Massachusetts IMr.
TORKILDSEN]
(Mr.
TORKILDSEN] has
has and catch up to all those State governlar amendment, because this
this is
is going
going been working on this issue for the last ments out there.
entire country,
country, not
notone
to affect the entire
one inin- couple of years, and it is an important
Mr. SAM JOHNSON
JOHNSON of
of Texas.
Texas. Mr.
Mr.
issue, not only to American families, Chairman,
dividual.
I yield 2 minutes to the gengenbut
children
everywhere.
So let us remember, when we start
tlewoman
from
Utah
(Mrs.
[Mrs.
voting on
The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN. The Chair would WALDHOLTZJ.
on these
these particular amendWALDHOLTZ).
like
to
inquire
from
the
gentleman
ments, whether you are voting to pass
pass
Mrs. WALDHOLTZ,
WALDHOLTZ. Mr. Chairman,
from Texas,
Texas.[Mr.
(Mr.SAM
SAMJOHNSONJ
JoHNsoN) whethwheth- this
it or not, you cannot improve the looks from
is an amendment designed
designed to help
er
he
is
going
to
control
the
5
minutes
of a beast by putting some lipstick on
on or if he is yielding the control of the 5 make parents meet
meet their
their moral
moral and
and
it. I hope that we understand that, ultiultilegal responsibility
responsibilitytoto support their
minutes
to
the
gentleman
from
Arimately,
mately. the folks who are going to
sufchildren. In our mobile society, many
to suffer at the hands of this beast are not zona.
parents evade their child support obliMr.
S.AM
SAM
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
of
Texas.
I
will
the folks in
in this
this room,
room,not
notthe
thepeople
people maintain
maintain control
control of the time.
time, Mr. gations simply by moving to another
that got elected, but the people
people who
State. Thirty percent of delinquent
who Chairman,
Chairman.
voted to elect us to office. That
That is,
is. the
the
support cases involve parents who
Mr.
Chairman,
I
yield
1½
minutes
to
to child
children and the families who will suf- the gentlewoman from Maryland [Mrs.
have moved to' another State. while the
(Mrs.
fer because school lunch programs will MORELLA].
families they left behind suffer.
MORELLA).
not be there and day care will not be Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Chairman,
The bill we are debating today inChairman. I
there—all because Republicans wanted just think that this amendment makes cludes strong new measures to enforce
to give tax cuts to the rich.
a great deal of sense. Here we are talk- child support orders and track down
Mr. FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman let me in- ing about child support enforcement, deadbeat parents. But, we can make a
quire as to how much time the Demo- and I can tell my colleagues that for good provision even better with this
crats would have
have and
and whether
whether or not instance in my State of Maryland S500
$500 amendment.
The
we reserve the right to close on this million plus is in arrears, and
Salmon-WajdholtzTorkildsen
Salmon-WaldholtzTorkildsen
and only
only $300
$300
particular issue.
million has been aid.
amendment will help ensure that when
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
support order.
order,
I say to my colleagues. Now, if you're a State issues a child support
from Tennessee
Tennessee [Mr.
(Mr.FORD]
FOrw] has the going to have this amendment in order, the debt can be collected regardless of
that. if somebody from where the noncustodial parent lives or
right to close, and he has 4 minutes re- this means that,
maining.
property. This amendment
Maryland has a deadbeat parent who owns property.
be in
in Florida
Florida in
in a marvelous streamlines the process of collecting
collecting
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I would may be
like to also know whether or not my palazzo which has been purchased, this past due child support by allowing
allowing
colleagues on the other side of the aisle will allow her to be able to put a lien, liens to attached to property automation, that property in cally. without registration of the origiwill request the additional 55 minutes
minutes have a lien put on.
and if so, how will we handle that in order to help to support the children nal child support order in the State in
in
debate
debate when
when the
the beast
beast isis Out
out there hovering over your shoulders.
What we find in this entire debate is
the fact that we are talking about cuts,
cuts.
cuts to kids, cuts to school lunch
lunch propro-

the closing?
that have been parented by both of
Mr. SALMON. Yes, we will request them.
I think it makes a great deal of
the additional 5 minutes.
sense.
Mr. FORD. Then I will yield to the tion ofCurrent law allows the imposiliens by processing orders
gentleman.

Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr.
Chairman, as the designated representative for
for Mr.
Mr. ARCHER.
ARCHER.IImove
moveto
to strike
strike
the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
gentleman isis
entitled to 5 minutes on his pro forma
amendment and, without objection,
objection,
may control that time.
There was no objection.

which the deadbeat parents'
parents' property is
located. All 50 States allow some
some sort
automatically. by operof lien to arise automatically,
ation of law. This amendment will not

require States to significantly chance
through the judicial system,
system. but it is their laws.
laws, but does require that liens
really a very difficult, if not impos- for past due child support be accorded
sible, process for an out-of-State parpar- this most simplified kind of enforceent to utilize. So this bill would elimi- ment to avoid the expense and time of
nate such a system. It would order registering
registeringliens
liens in various jurisdicstates to give full faith and credit to tions.
any lien imposed by another State in The
The
SalmonWaldholtz-Torkildsen
Salmon-WajdholtzTorkjldsen
support collection.
collection. amendment
the pursuit of child support
is
not
an unfunded manWhen we cannot collect child support date and it does not alter State law reby utilizing all the means that we have garding lien priority. The amendment
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does not impose additional costs on the
So. Mr. Chairman, I would urge us to children. I would just like to observe
States.
States. What
What itit does
does do,
do. is
is simplify the support the Deal amendment
we that this amendment, colleagues. does
amendment when:
when we
procedure for enforcing valid child sup- get the opportunity.
exactly the opposite of that. It
It puts
puts
port orders and does away
away with
with the
the curcurMr.
Mr. SALMON.
SALMON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. II yield
yield food in the mouths of children because
rent incentive for irresponsible parents

such time as he may consume to the
to move Out of State to try to
to dodge
dodge gentleman from Arizona
STUMP].
Arizona [Mr.
Mr. STUMP}.
their obligations.
(Mr. STUMP asked and was
was given
given
The bill is supported by the National permission to revise and extend his reChild Support Enforcement Associa- marks.)
tion, the Association for Children for
Mr. STUMP. Mr. Chairman, rise to express
Enforcement of Support, and by my my concern over title
title VII
VII subtitle
subtitle G section

-haps, a deadbeat mom. But this is a bill

459(h)(1)(A)(ii)(V)
of H.R.
I-fR. 1214, which would
would
459(h)(1)(A)(jj)(V) of
permit garnishment of veterans
permit
veterans disability
disability compensation. WhUe
pensation.
While support
support the
the bill,
bill, I oppose

children,
during this
this
children. and the debate during
time ought
time
ought to
to be
be focused
focused on
on this
this

home State of Utah which is well-

known for objecting to Federal man-

dates.
Nothing in our society is more simple

than a parent's duty to support their
child. This simple amendment will
duty
make it easier to enforce that duty
against parents who ignore
ignore it.
it.

I urge my colleagues to support the

Salmon-Wal dholtz-Torkildsen
dholtz-Torkildsen
ment.

amend-

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman. I yield 20
seconds to the gentleman from North
Carolina
Carolina Mr.
Mr. HEFNERJ.
HEFNERJ.

Mr. HEFNER. Mr. Chairman, I want

I

the particular provisions regarding garnishVA disability compensation.
ment of VA

Mr. Chairman, there is an alternative to garnishment. VA has long had a process known
as apportionment,
apportionment, which
which accomphshes
accomplishes essenessen-

tially the same result
result as
as garnishment.
garnishment. As
As didrected by 38 CFR 3.451,
3.451, VA
VA can
can apportion
apportion
disability benefits by considering the:
Amount of
Amount
of VA
VA benefits
benefits payable:
payable: other reresources and income
income of
of the
the veteran
veteran and
and those
dependents in
in whose
whose behalf apportionment is
is
claimed; and
claimed;
and special
special needs
needs of
of the
the veterans.
veterans.
his
or her
his or
herdependents,
dependents,and
andthe
the apportionapportion-

this is an amendment that has to do
parental responsibility,
responsibility. with
deadbeat dads and occasionally. perwith

that does exactly the opposite of what
they are accusing it of not doing. This
amendment puts food in the mouths of

amendment. I am very pleased that the

last two speakers on that side
side of
of the
the
aisle did admit,
admit. after all of the diatribe

before,
before. that this,
this. in fact,
fact. was a good
amendment and should be supported.
supported,

and I support it.
it, too.
too,
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10
seconds to the gentlewoman from Colorado IMr.
Mr. SCHROEDER,
SCHROEDER].

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, I

just want to point out that we are glad

these amendments are bringing this

bill up to the level of the Deal bill, and
clainiants. The
The amount
amount apportioned that is all we are talking about here.
excellent, excellent amendment. I wish ment clainiants.
be consistent
consistent with
with the total
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield
he had had more input into this
this very
very should generally
of dependents
dependentsinvolved.
involved.Ordinarily,
Ordinarily.
bad bill, but I support
supportitit strongly.
strongly. I number
apportionment of
of more
more than
than 50 percent of minute to the gentlewoman from Flor-

to congratulate the gentleman on an

1

think it is the one bright spot in this the veterans
veterans benefit
benefit would
would constitute undo
bill,
terrible bill.

ida
BROWN].
ida EMs.
IMs. BROWN].

(Ms. BROWN of Florida asked and
hardship—on the veteran, while
while apportion.
apportion.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 1½ merit
meat of less than 20 percent of the benefits was given permission to revise and exminutes to the distinguished gen- would
would not
not provide
provideaa reasonable
reasonable amount for tend her remarks.)
any appor-tionee.
apportionee.
tleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
IMr. OBEY].
Ms. BROWN of Florida. Mr. Chair-

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman. I think

this is a good amendment, but, as Ann
Richards. Governor of Texas, said.
"Just because you dress up a pig. that

doesn't
mean itit still
still isn't
isn't a pig." and
doesnt mean
that is what this bill is.

I think we are going to make the

same mistake that this Congress made
a long time ago under President Nixon.
President Nixon worked hard. He got

through this House on a bipartisan
basis a sweeping welfare reform bill.
bill,
and then, when it went to the Senate.
it got killed because it was crunched
between extreme conservatives on one
side and extreme liberals on the other

side. And so this country went for

years .without welfare reform.

Now I am afraid we are going to see
are seeing
seeing
the same thing. I think we are
in this House the chances of this bill
becoming law being destroyed
destroyed by
by the
the

extremism of those who are supporting
the committee Republican bill. I do not

think the public wants us to pursue

ideology. I do no think they want us to

pursue our pet theory of social engineering. I think the public wants us to
focus on how to move people on welfare

to work;
work: that ought to be the sole question. They want to know what works in
the real world.

It seems to me that the crucial difference between the Deal amendment
and the base bill which we are debating

is that the Deal amendment is more

real.
real. It deals with real world situa-

I

would like to work with my distinguished

colleague, Mr. ARCHER, chairman of the CornCommittee on Ways and
and Means,
Means, to
to ensure
ensure the
the ininterests of the disabled
disabled veterans
veterans and
and their
their dede-

pendents are protected. As chairman of the
Veterans' Affairs
Veterans
Affairs Committee,
Committee, II intend
intend to
to review
review
VA's apportionment authority
authonty under chapter 53
of title 38.
There is a good reason to retain the current
method of apportioning VA disability pay. That

man HR. 4 is
is aa big
big failure.
failure. H.R.
HR. 4 does
not create a single job. It is reform in

name only. It cuts the school lunch
program. It cuts resources for child
care. It cuts health care. It cuts transportation. It cuts the tools that make
a difference in whether someone keeps

a stable job or ends up back on welfare.
Haste makes waste. Republicans are
in a hurry to pay for the tax breaks for
is the presence of a disability which impairs the rich at the expense of hungry chil-

the
the earning
eaming power of the veteran. There is an dren.
dren, the elderly and veterans.
veterans, Once
agency
agency which
which is
is best
best suited
suited to
to judge
judge the
the fair.
fair- the sound bites are over, the American
ness of an application for apportionment; an people will realize that the contract
contract
agency with the most knowledge of the case, "with"
with" is a contract "on."
and that is the VA.
Shame, shame, shame. Republican
Children of disabled veterans do not suffer shame.
because
because the authorities
authorities are
are unable to locate
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise today in support of the
the veteran
the
enforce
child
support
or alimony Mink substitute
veteran totoenforce
child
support
or alimony
substitute which
which will
wilt transform the
the AFDC
AFDC
orders. A
A disabled
disabled veteran
veteran who receives a dis- program
program into
into aa program
program that will really
really move
move
ability benefit must have a mailing
maihng address.
address.
people
people from
from welfare
welfare to work.
There is a long history of special
There
special treatment
treatment
The
The Mink
Mink substitute
substitute significantly
significantlyincreases
increases
of disability payments to veterans. They are the
the funding for education,
education, job training, employtax-exempt
been safe
safe ment services,
tax-exempt, They
They have generally been
services, and
andchild
child care
care for welfare
w&fare refrom garnishment.
cipients. These
cipients.
These components
components are
are essential
essentia' to
believe disabled
disabled veterans
believe
veterans should
should meet
meet any
any program
program toto help
move into
into the
help people
peop'e move
their
their parental
parental obligations
obligations whenever
whenever they
they are
are fifi- work force. This amendment
amendment helps
helps to make
make
nancalIy able
nancially
able to do so.
sure
sure that States
move people
peopleoff
off of
of welfare
States move
In
In 1994,
1994, there
there were
were approximately
approximately 22,729
22.729 and into real jobs.
cases in
in which
which VA
VA apportioned
apportioned compensation
compensation
cases
H.R. 44 is
is aa bad
badbill.
bill. ItIt is a mean-spirited
HR.
mean-spirited bill
bill
or pension benefits.
because itit does
because
does not provide
provide the
the tools
toolsneeded
needed
There is a system in
in place—the
place—the VA
VA and
and its
its to help people
work and lift
lift themselves
peop'e work
themselves out of
of
authority to apportion. I hope my concerns can poverty.
poverty. Yes,
Yes, we
we need
need real reform
reform that
that helps
helps
be
be addressed
as
this
measure
moves
through
addressed as this measure moves through people
people get
get off welfare
welfare for
for good
good and
and helps
the Senate
Senate and
the
and into
into conference.
conference,
them to
them
to take care
care of
of their
their own
own families.
families. But
But
Mr.
Mr. SALMON.
SALMON. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield H.R. 44 does
does not create aa single
single job. It
It repeals
repeals
1 minute to the gentleman from Mary- the
the main job training
training program
program even
even though
II

tions. It will move more people into land
land [Mr.
lMr. BARTLETT].
BARTLErr].
education
educationand
andjob
jobtraining
training are
are the
the keys
keys off
off
the world of work. The committee bill
Mr. BARTLETT of Maryland. Mr. welfare. This bill
bill is
is a big failure; itit is
is reform
reform in
in
tries to do that on the cheap. It is not Chairman, from the other side of the name only:
going to work. It will fail the
the basic
basic rere- aisle we have heard a lot of comments
sponsibility that we have to the Amer- during the debate on this amendment
ican people.
about taking food Out of the mouths of

cuts resources
It cuts
resources for child
child care.
It cuts health care.
care.
It
It cuts transportation.
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cuts the tools that make the difference in
whether someone keeps a stable job or
or ends
ends
up back on welfare.
urge my colleagues to support the Mink
substitute to improve this bad bill that the mamajority has shamelessly
shamelessly rushed
rushedthrough
through the
the
It

House.
Shame, shame, shame on the Republicans.

The Republican bill is just part of a bigger
GOP plan to rush bad legislation
through so
Iegisation through
Americans won't see the line
fine print in the Contract
tract on
on America.
America,
Haste makes waste. Republicans are in too
much of a hurry to pay for tax breaks for the
rich at
at the
the expense
expense of
of hungry
hungrychildren,
children,the
theelerich
dery, and
derly,
and veterans.
veterans. Once
Once the sound bites are
over, the American public will realize that this

slash and bum lawmaking will only hurt the
the

indicated to us that consume.
Florida [Mr.
(Mr. SHAW]
SHAw] indicated
we would have an opportunity to bring
Mr. Chairman, the provisions of this
this particular amendment on child bill go far. With the last amendment.
support enforcement to the full com- with the provisions in the bill, we
we are

mittee. We thought these provisions

would have been in the bill. They were
not included in
in the
the bill. Plus, the
Democrats tried to go before the Committee on Rules with 104 Democratic
amendments. We wanted to perfect this

House today.
The CHAIRMAN. All time has exMr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas.
Texas. Mr.
Mr.
Chairman, I yield myself the balance of pired.

SAM JOHNSON,
SAM
JOHNSON, for
for 1½
1½ minutes.
minutes.

Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas,
Texas. Mr.
Mr.
Chairman, I would like to point out for
Chairman.

probably 90 percent close to closing
this circle, the circle of loopholes that

have existed in law regarding inter-

enforcement. I hope
state child support enforcement,
that we can close that full circle.
I do not know whether or not we can
bill on the House floor. The Repub- this year, but for my colleagues who do
background, I want you to
licans are denying the Democrats an not have the background.
10-year effort
effort
opportunity to perfect the bill. We know this has been a 10-year
think the Deal substitute is the right with two major reforms, and now I
answer to this welfare issue before this would hope that in the interests of the

most vulnerable in America.

my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair
Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas.
Texas, Mr.
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0 1700
1700
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I
Better still, the gentleman from yield myself such time as I may

children, and in the interests of the
taxpayers, that we recognize that we

have to deal firmly and strongly with
The question is on the amendment this national disgrace of child support
deadbeats.
offered by the gentleman from Arizona enforcement and the deadbeats,
The amendment before us is very
[Mr. SALMON].
States must
must have
have in
in
The question was taken; and the straightforward.
a program of their own design
Chairman announced that the ayes ap- place
and choosing that provides for the revpeared to have it.
ocation, suspension, or restriction of
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II demand
demand

a driver's licenses, professional and occustarters that Ann Richards is
is the
the exexGovernor of Texas. I believe Mr. George recorded vote.
licenses, and recreational liThe CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the pationalfor
Bush is the Governor
Governor down
down there
there now
deadbeat parents. We are
rule, further proceedings on the amend- censes
by acclamation.
talking, remember, about wilful violaI might add that the Deal bill,
bill, which
which ment offered by the gentleman from tion, repeated wilful violation of legal

[Mr. SALMON]
Arizona [Mr.
SALMON] will
will be
be postmy colleagues have been talking about Arizona
at length all day. is really the Clinton poned.
The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN It is now in order to
deal, phony deal,
deal, bill.
bill. Let
Let me just say
say
that it does not talk to any of the is- consider amendment No. 31 printed in
House Report
Report 104-85.
104-85.
sues that we have been discussing. Our House

bill
bill isis totally
totally more
more substantive
substantive than

that. It talks to fugitives that are in
food stamps. It talks to the food

stamps. It talks to the kids.
Mr. Chairman, with the amendments

we have we have a far stronger bill
Clinton deal.
than the Deal bill, the Clinton
deal,

AMENDMENT OFFERED
AMENDMENT
OFFERED BY

S. ROUKEMA
ROU}(EMA

Mrs. ROUKEMA, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I
offer an amendment made in order
under the rule.
The CHAIRMAN,
The Clerk
Clerk will desCHAIRMJ'J, The
designate the amendment.
The text of the amendment is as fol-

phony deal, bill ever thought of being. lows:
lows:
As a matter of fact, the Clinton deal is Amendment
Amendment offered by Mrs. ROu1c1A:

an unfunded mandate on the States.

Medicaid transitional assistance is increased from 1 year to 2 years. States

must provide additional Medicaid beneCBO, the Deal
fits which, according to CBO.
Deal

child support orders.
orders,
As we debate this amendment today.
today,
I want to point out that we as Repub-

licans have referred to the States as
the laboratories of democracy, and
here we can learn in this amendment

exactly how effective States have been
in terms of leading the way on effective
enforcement, These rechild support enforcement.
forms have saved taxpayers millions of
dollars in a relatively very short time.

By the way, there are at least 19
19

States, and some say closer to 25, that
already have these kinds of measures
example. the State of
Page 387. after line 10, insert the following: on the books. For example,
Maine has been a leader in this respect
respect
SEC.
768. STATE
STATE LAW
LAW AUTHORIZING
AUTHORIZING SUSPENSION
SU5PENSION
5Ec. 768.
and has come to be known for its effecOF LICENSES.
Section 466(a)
466(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(a)).
666(a)), as
as amended
amended tiveness in terms of using the prospect
of losing a license. They have collected
by sections
sections 715,
715. 717(a).
717(a). and
and 723
by
723 of this
this Act.
Act, is
amended
very
end the
thefollowing:
following: multiple millions of dollars in very
amended by
by adding
adding at the end
"(15)
time, less than a year.
year, in delin(15)AuTHoRrry
Au-rorry 10
OR
'TOWOLD
wrrFooLD
ORSUSpErD
SUSPEND short time.

bill, the Clinton deal, phony deal, bill
will cost the States an additional $1.5
billion between now and the year 2000. LICENSEs—Procedures
payments. and
UCENSES.—Procedures under which the State quent child support payments,
has (and
(and uses
uses in
in appropriate
appropriate cases) authority they have only had to suspend, believe
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal- has
to

to withhold
withholdororsuspend,
suspend,
restrict
or or
to to
restrict
the the use
ance of my time.
licenses, The State of Caliuse it or not, 41 licenses.
of driver's
drivers licenses,
licenses, professional
professional and occupa- fornia has had
had aa very
very similar
similar experiMr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- of
experitional
licenses,
and
recreational
licenses
of
tional
licenses,
and
recreational
licenses
of
self the balance of the time.
ence. They have collected
collected $10
$10 million
million
individuals
individuals owing overdue support

owing overdue support or
or failing.
failing.
Mr. Chairman, as my colleagues
Mr.
receiving appropriate
appropriate notice,
notire. to comply
know, the gentleman from Arizona after
with subpoenas
with
subpoenas or
or warrants
warrants relating
relating to pa[Mr.
SALMON] mentioned
Mr. SALMON]
mentionedearlier
earlier that ternity
ternity Or
or child support proceedings.".
the Democrats are talking about the The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAJ"j,Pursuant
Pursuant to the
bill in general and not talking about rule,
the gentlewoman from New Jer-

the amendment that is before the Con-

gress today. I would say his amendment was offered in the full committee. We tried, as Democrats in
in every
every
way to perfect the
the bill
bill at the subcommittee level and the full committee level. We debated this particular
amendment.
amendment.We
We debated
debated the next
amendment that will be on this House
floor. Democrats voted for this amendamend-

ment in the full committee, Republicans voted no against both amendments in the Subcommittee arid
and full
committee.

in a short time and have not revoked
even one single license. I think what it

shows is when the law means business,
business.
deadbeat parents miraculously come up
with the money which they swore
swore was
not available.
sey [Mrs. ROUKEMA]
ROUKEMA] and
and aa Member
Member opEffective child support enforcement
posed will each control 10 minutes.
are an essential component of
Does the gentleman from Tennessee reforms
true
welfare
prevention, Research has
prevention.
[Mr. FORD] seek control of the time in been
been conducted
conducted by various groups,
opposition?
whether it is Columbia University or
or
Mr. FORD. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I do.
Department of Health and Human
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman the
Services, that show up to 40 percent of
from New Jersey
Jersey (Mrs.
[Mrs. ROUKEMA]
ROUKEMA] will mothers
on public assistance would not
be recognized
recognized for
for 10
10minutes,
minutes, and the be on welfare
today if they were receivgentleman from Tennessee [Mr. FORD] ing the legal support orders to which
will be recognized for 10 minutes.
they are legally and morally entitled.
The Chair
The
Chair recognizes
recognizes the gentleIt is a national disgrace, as I have
woman from New
New Jersey
Jersey [Mrs.
[Mrs.ROuRou- said
before. Our child support enforceKEMA].

ment system continues to allow the
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most obvious things to go on and peoThis is tough. This says to people we those cases we have found that people
ple are neglecting their children, their should collect child support enforce- immediately get
get Out
out and write their
moral obligations, and their legal obli- ment.
ment, and if you are going to have to checks for child support, because they
gations. Make no mistake about it: If be inconvenienced, it might be quite a do not want to lose their hunting liwe close this circle and close the loop- real inconvenience. I must say in this cense, their driver's license,
license. or their
holes.
holes, as we are about to do today, the situation, you do not necessarily im- professional license.
so-called enforcement
enforcement gap.
gap. the dif- mediately take away the license. If
Using as one of the examples Maine,
ference between how much child sup- someone
someone comes
comesforth
forthand
andsays
says 'II am Maine has collected nearly
nearly $13
$13 million
million
port can be collected and how much willing to make an agreement.
agreement, I can in back support and only revoked
revoked 15
15 lilichild support is actually collected, has only give so much."
much" and
and they are up censes. Let us support this important
been estimated conservatively at $34 front about it, this can work,
work. It worked amendment.
billion.
in New Hampshire, it worked in 19 Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr.
Perhaps the most salient fact we other States, and I think it can work Chairman, to extend debate as Mr. ARmust keep in mind as we seek
seek to
to imim- in a Federal way. I think it is nice we CHER's designee,
designee. I move to strike the
prove our system is that our interstate can come together on an amendment last word.
system is only as good as its weakest and agree. I thank the gentlewoman for
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
link. States that have been enforcing bringing it forth on the floor and the to the request of the gentleman from
and collecting child support payments gentleman from Florida [Mr. SHAW] for Texas?
that have given it a priority are penal- bringing it up again after the commitThere was no objection.
ized by those States who fail to recip- tee.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is
rocate. That is precisely why we need
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman,
would
liketo
toexpress
express my
would like
my entitled to 5 minutes on his pro forma
comprehensive reform, to ensure that strong
amendment on
strong support for this amendment
on revoking
revoking amendment and may control that time
all States come up to the highest level the licenses of delinquent parents.
or allow that time to be controlled by
and not sink to the lowest common deoffered
an identica?
identical amendment
offered an
amendment in
in the others.
others.
nominator.
and Means
Means Committee,
Committee,which
which II regret
regret to
to
Ways and
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, to extend
So what this amendment is about is say
rejected the provision on a 17 to 17 tie debate as
say rejected
as Mr.
Mr. GIBBONs
GIBBON'Sdesignee.
designee. I
putting into practice what our lan- vote.
vote,
said then,
then, and
and say again
again now,
now, we move to strike the last word and ask
guage has been, family values, needs of should
should not
not be
be squeamish
squeamish about
about being
being as unanimous consent to merge that addiI

I

children. and,
children,
and. of course, to save the tough
tough on delinquent parents as
as the
the bill
bill is
is on tional time with time I am currently
taxpayer.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance

of my time.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II yield
yield 22
minutes to the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs.
[Mrs.KENNELLYI.
KENNELLYJ. the great
great

woman warrior of child support enforcement on the Committee on Ways
and
and Means.
Mrs.
Mrs. KENNELLY.

Mr.

Chairman,

there has been much disagreement on
this floor the last 2 days,
days. and
and honest
honest
disagreement, on the way we are going
forward in welfare reform. Of course,
that is what this process is about and
what this democracy
democracy isis about. But

mothers and
and children.
children.

Nineteen States
Nineteen
States are already experimenting
experimenting
with restricting professional and driver's licenses of
censes
of delinquent
delinquent parents
parentsand
andthe
theinitial
initial inindications
dications are
are very good. For
For example,
example, Maine
has
collected$23
$23million
million in additional collechas collected
tions just since August 1993. The State
State only
only
had
revoke 41
had to revoke
41 licenses
licenses to
to get
get this
this money:
money:
in
in other
other words,
words, the
the threat
threat was almost
almost always
always

I

both sides of the aisle and agree on this
amendment to revoke licenses of people who do not pay.
When we say licenses, we are talking
about a driver's license, we are talking

to the request of the gentleman from
Tennessee?

There was no objection.
Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr.
Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Florida [Mr. SHAW),
SHAW], our
distinguished chairman of the commitenough.
tee that designed such a wonderful welCalifoma increased
California
increased collections
collections by $10
$10 milmH- fare bill.

ion without revoking
lion
revoking a single license—just by
by
sending out
out notices
to delinquent
delinquent parents.
notices to
The Department of
of Health
Health and
and Human ServServices look at
at this
this evidence and
and estimated that
nationwide
nationwide license
license revocation
revocation could
could increase
when we come to the amendment of the child
collections by
child support
support collections
by $2.5
$2-5 billion
billion over
over 10
10
gentlewoman from New Jersey IMrs.
[Mrs. years.
ROUKEMA]. the amendment
amendment for
for child
child
Let us say once and for all that both parents
support enforcement,
enforcement. revoking the li- share responsibility for their children.
children, urge
urge
censes of delinquent parents. I think it my colleagues to support
support this
this amendment.
amendment,

is very nice we can come together on

controlling.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I thank

the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Chairman. I would like to stand

in support of the amendment, and I

want to direct my remarks to the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. KENNELLY] who offered this
this in
in the
the commitcommit-

tee. at which time I did vote against it.
tee,
We concocted a variation of it.
it, a much
weaker one which expressed the desire

Mrs. ROUKEMA,
ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I of the Congress
Congress to
to put
put this,
this, for
for the
yield
minute to the gentlewoman States to put this in their own bill. It
from Maryland
Maryland LMrs.
[Mrs. MORELLAJ.
MORELLA].
is effective and it is.
Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Chairman, this
I would like to say to the gentlelicense revocation
revocation amendment
amendmentisis so
so woman I have come along to your way
1

very important to child support en- of thinking on this and intend to sup-

about a professional
professionai license. We are forcement. It had its inception in the
talking about saying to somebody if Women's Caucus child support bill in
you want to have what society
society can
can give
give the last Congress. It was also contained
you and be according to the
the law
law in
in the
the in the Women's Caucus bill this year,
year.
area of what you want to do.
do, such as too.
drive a car under the rulings of the
The caucus has always felt that liState. then you will pay your child cense revocation is critical to any efsupport.
fective child support reform. I want to
When this amendment came up in the thank the gentlewoman from New Jer-

port it, and wanted to be sure that I did
come forward and congratulate you for

being as persistent as you were, and
also to congratulate the gentlewoman

ROUKEMAJ as
from New Jersey [Mr. ROUKEMA]
well as other Members of this Congress.

who did work hard to see that this became a part of the bill.

Mrs. KENNELLY,
KENNELLY. Mr. Chairman, will
Committee on Ways and Means, we had sey [Mrs.
tMrs. ROUKEMAJ. the gentlewoman the gentleman yield?
a 17 to 17 tie. The committee discussed from Connecticut [Mrs. KEI'ThIELLY],
KEITh1ELLY], and
Mr.
Mr.SHAW.
SHAW.I I yield
yield to
to the
the gentleit on both sides of the aisle, much talk, others for their strong support. and the woman from Connecticut.
and we sat and figured out how this strong support of the gentleman from Mrs.
Mrs. KENNELLY.
KENNELLY. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, we
we
could be acceptable to all of us. I am Georgia [Mr. COLLINS]
COLLINSI for this amend- did have some good discussion in comdelighted that the gentlewoman from ment.
m ent.
mittee. I thank the chairman.
New
New Jersey
Jersey[Mrs.
tMrs.ROUKEMAJ
ROUKEMAJ has
has got
Why must it be done on a Federal
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I
this amendment on the floor. The level? Because States have been notori- yield
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from

Women's Caucus, with all the other ously lax in implementing strong child
members. the gentlemen that are mem- support reforms. This says States must
members,
bers of the caucus over the years, this have license revocation procedures in
is the idea, to be serious about child place. We now have 19 States that have
support enforcement.
revocation procedures in place, and in

Colorado
Colorado [Mr.
[Mr. MCLNNIS].
McIr'mIIsJ.

Mr. MCINNIS.
McINNIS. Mr. Chairman, I think

this amendment reflects an idea that
works. In the United States a very interesting statistic is that 4 percent
percent of
of
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our population. 4 percent of our popu- ing responsibility and enforcing it. It is
I am confident that the child support legislalation, is behind on their car payments. very, very important.
tion we have before us today will result in mil-

Almost 50 percent of the population
Again. I thank my colleague from
that is legally obligated to pay child New Jersey and all the Congresswomen
support is behind on their child support and the members of the caucus
caucus across
across
payments. This amendment works. It the aisle who have stood for this for so
is a good idea.

long.

Now, some people will say that it is
This is a good day in that no matter
not a good amendment, it is not a good what happens,
happens. we are going to have the
idea, because you are taking away the highest standard here,
here. and it is about
ability for these people obligated to time.
pay child support from driving to work.
Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr.
But I ask you to take a look at the sta- Chairman, I yield such time as she may
may
tistics where it has been tried.
consume to the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
For example. in Maine. they only had Connecticut [Mrs. JOHNSON].

lions upon millions more dollars being put toward the support of children by their parents.
It is with great enthusiasm that
support the
child support enforcement title of the bill, as
well as the
the biH
bill as a whole.
I

•Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr.
Chairman, I yield such time as he may
consume to the gentleman from Cali[Mr. CUNNINGHAM].
CUNNNGHAMJ.
fornia [Mr.

(Mr. CUNNINGHAM asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

to revoke 41 licenses. Just the fear of
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I
(Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut asked
the revoking of the license brought in and
rise
in support of the amendment. I
was
given
permission
to
revise
and
$23 million. In California. they colwould like to advise the gentlewoman
extend her remarks.)

lected $10 million without revoking one
one
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut,
Connecticut. Mr.
license.
Chairman, I rise in support of this
Mr. Chairman, I commend the sponand in support of this legsors on both sides of the aisle on this amendment
slation.
amendment. This is an idea that iislation.
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, I rise
rise in
in strong
strong support
support of the
the
works.
I

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman. I yield 2
minutes to the gentlewoman from Colorado [Mrs. SCHROEDER].
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Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman. I

thank the gentleman from Tennessee

for yielding time to me. I thank the
gentlewoman from New Jersey for
bringing this forward.

The prior speakers have pointed
pointed this
this
out. Thank goodness we have had the
bipartisan Women's Caucus or we
would not have this great alliance, because the Women's Caucus has been
working on this year after year after

year. And let me tell you how disappointed we were when the committee

marked up the welfare reform bill of
the majority side, the Republican
Republican side,
side,
and there were some Members who had

child support
support provisions in
in H.R.
H.R. 1214,
1214, the
the Perchild
Personal Responsibility Act,
Act, including
includingthe
theamendamendments to
ments
to itit that we will
will consider
consider today.
today.
I would
would like
like to
to take
take this opportunity to commend my colleagues on the Congressional
Caucus for
for Women's
Women's Issues
Issues who
who have
have worked
worked
issues. In
long and hard on child support issues.
In parpar-

ticuar,
MARGE ROIJKEMA
ticular,Congresswomen
Congresswomen MARGE
ROIJKEMAand
and
BARBARA
BARBARAKENNELLY,
KENNELLY,
whoserved
servedon
onthe
the U.S.
U.S.
who
Commission on Interstate Child
Child Support,
Support, have
have
brought years
brought
years of
of leadership
leadership and expenence
experience to
our debate.
debate. The
TheChild
Child Support
Support Responsibility
Responsibility
Act,
Act, which we introduced
introduced earlier
earlier this
this year
year
along
along with
with Congresswomen
CongresswomenCONNIE
CONNIEMORELLA,
MORELLA,
PATRICIA SCHROEDER,
PATRICIA
SCHROEDER, and
and ELEANOR
ELEANOR HOLMES
NORTON, has been largely
argeIy adopted
adopted into
into the
the

welfare reform bill before us today.
Consequently,
Consequently, I am
am extremely
extremely pleased that
the child support
support title
title in
inthis
thisbill
billwill
will go a long
way
way toward soMng some of the most difficult
difficult
problems in the system. If focuses on locating
parents who
parents
who move
movefrom
from State
State to
to State
State in
in order
order

from Colorado,
Colorado. it is the Republican bill
that is passing it. The democrats would
not bring it up.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Maryland [Mr. HOVER].
H0YER].

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman from Tennessee for
yielding time to me. I rise to thank the
gentlewoman from New Jersey [Mrs.
ROUKEMA]
ROUKEMA) for her leadership on this
issue and certainly my colleague and
friend, the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. KENNELLY].
KENNELLY], who has
been in the forefront of this fight. as
have others on this floor,
floor.
Mr. Chairman, every able-bodied
American must understand it is wrong
wrong

to have children you cannot or will not
care for and support. The message we
are sending with this amendment is. if

you are a deadbeat parent,
parent. we are
going to pursue you and demand you
meet your moral and legal obligations
to those children you brought into this
world.
world,

a press conference and said how pleased
It is a simple but a very compelling
they were it was father friendly.
friendly.
to avoid paying support, and puts into effect
Well, let me tell you, first of all, it is tough enforcement mechanisms that will force and important message.

not just fathers who miss payments.
this is really a deadbeat parent issue,

unfortunately, anymore. But the
women have constantly rallied and the
Congresswoman from New Jersey is reminding us all of that to say that children in a divorce should be held
held economically harmless as long as possible.
And
about. This
This is
is
Arid that is what this is about.
welfare prevention.
My colleague from Colorado points
out that car payments are made almost

reluctant parents into paying even when we already know their whereabouts. The legislation

sets up interacting State databases of child

We understand during the course of
this debate that one problem with children
dren

in America today is that too

support orders,
support
orders, which
which will
be matched
matched against many people believe that having chilwill be
many
hire' data so that State child
child supsup- dren is a spectator sport. Too many
basic "new hire"
port officials can locate missing, non-paying deadbeat dads, unfortunately, believe
is aanonparticipatory
nonparticipatory event after
parents.
parents. It applies the same wage withholding it is
and enforcement rules to Federal employees, birth.
This amendment says, you need to
including military personnel, as currently apply
extent of
of
to the rest of the workforce.
workforce. ItIt makes
makes enforceenforce- care for and support, to the extent

ability. your child. And if you do
ment of orders for parents who are self-em- your ability,
us, who will clearly
ployed easier through a number of means, not, the rest of us.
child. will.
will, howsuch as the newly adopted amendment to ad- want to support that child,

automatically and yet child support
payments are ignored. They are going minister liens on an interstate level.
to dig this society up and think that Finally, this legislation contains my provision
we worship cars and did not like our adopted in the Ways and Means Committee
children. There is something
something wrong
wrong that will put work
work requirements
requirements on
on many
many
with that picture.
noncustodial parents
noncustodial
parents who
who are
are behind
behind in
in paying
paying
I am really glad there has been aa child support, often due to their not having a
change of heart on the other side and job. Just because a person is not employed
that they are now going to put
put this
this in
in does not mean his or her obligation
obhgation to support
their bill and that now all the bills will the
ends. Many
Many ch;Idren
children are on welfare
the Child
child ends.
be as strong as they can be on child because one parent is not paying their courtsupport enforcement because it has ordered child support. This provision requires

ever.
ever, exact a price from you.
This is a good amendment. This

moves in the right direction. The gentleman from Colorado made a very salient point, nobody wants to lose their
car so they stay current with their car
payments. They
payments.
They ought
oughtto
to be
be much
much
more responsible when it comes to caring for the dearest thing they may ever
have. And that is their child.
I thank the gentlewoman for offering
parents to either pay their child support, enter this amendment.

been much too long in coming.
The children of America deserve
deserve this.
this. into a repayment plan through the courts, or

Mr. Chairman, every able-bodied American
They deserve not to have to live under work in a govemme
nt-sponsored program. must understanct—it
government-sponsored
understand—it is
is wrong
wrong to have children
the taint of welfare because one parent Since the government
government is
is paying
paying for
for the
the child's
child's you
you cannot
cannot or
or will
will not
not care
care for.
for.

decided that they had had enough of

that and wanted to escape. This

is

about responsibility. This is about tak-

welfare check,
check. itit isis entirely
support through a welfare
entirely
And the message we are sending with this
reasonable to expect something in return
retum from amendment is if you are a deadbeat parent,
the non-paying parent.
parent. And
And we
we do.
do.
we are going to pursue you and demand you
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or Republicans and Democrats, we real- put this tool in the hands of officials
those
those children
children you
you brought
brought into
into this
this world.
world.
ize something has to be done.
who need it and put money in the pockThis amendment
amendmentputs
putsreal
real teeth into the
We all know that the single greatest ets
ets of
who deserve
deserve it and
of families
families who
child
support
enforcement
system.
child support entorcement system.
correlative factor to poverty and, thus. where
where itit should
should be.
be. I urge my colIt would
wou'd require States to establish proce- welfare dependency is teenage girls be- leagues
to support this bipartisan
leagues to
bipartisan proprodures
dures under which they
they could
couldwithhold,
withhold, sussus- coming pregnant, Out
out of
of wedlock,
wedlock, with- posal.
pend,
per- out a man to support the family.
pend, or restrict
restnct State issued licenses of perAnd again.
And
again.IIwould
wouldlike
like to pay tribSons
delinquent in making court ordered child
sons deunquent
One thing we may not be aware of.
of, I ute to the
the gentlewomen,
gentlewomen, the
the great
great
support payments.
was shocked when I found Out, is that women that have
have served
served before
us
and
before us
It would give my State of Marytand
Maryiand an addi- the vast majority of the men that are those that
that
have
brought
this
forward.
have
brought
tional weapon in its fight to collect $771 million
miliion causing teenage pregnancies are sigMr. FORD.
Mr.
FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I yield I
in uncollected child support from deadbeat
nificantly older adult men. They are minute to the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from New
New
parents.
men who oftentimes are financially York [Mrs.
IMrs. LOWEYj.
LOwEYj.
Last week, the Health and Human Services independent, and they skip Out
out on
on their
their
(Mrs. LOWEY asked and was given
Department released
r&eased aa study
study which
which tracked
tracked responsibilities. But this is much more
permission to revise and extend her rethe revocation of State
State issued
issued licenses
licenses from
from than skipping out on one's
ones responsibil- marks.)
parents ignoring child support obligations.
ob'igations.
ities.
Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman. I rise
It estimates that if similar programs were in
What we are left with is a program
place nationwide,
nationwide, child support collections that in effect punishes the parent who today in strong support of the Rouwould grow by S2.5
S2.5 bdlion
billion over 10 years. raises the child, who assumes respon- kema amendment to the child support
Clearly, the mere threat of not receiving or sibility for the discipline, the struc- enforcement provisions contained in
bill. Many members of the conkeeping licenses has caused deadbeat par- ture, the
the financial
financial support of that this
gressional caucus for women's issues.
issues,
meet your moral
moral and
and legal
legal responsibilities
responsibilities to
to

ents to pay what they
they owe
owe in
in child
child support.
support
Moreover, the Congressional Budget Office
estimates the Federal Government
Govemment could save

$146 million
milkon over the first 5 years as a result
of a nationwide flcense
license revocahon
revocation program.
program.
This is a direct savings to the American taxpayers.
payers.
If
If

there
there is
is aa way
way we
we can
can cause
cause deadbeat
deadbeat
dads and moms to support their children, we
must. This amendment provides us with a responsible and just action by helping
heiping to instill in
parents the values needed in child rearing.
urge
urge my
my colleagues
colleagues to
to support
support it.
it.
Mrs.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I

I

child, worries every day about their particularly Congresswomen BARBARA
child.
health care, about their child care.
care,
and LYNN WOOLSEY, have
discipline. while the man KENNELLY
about their discipline,
who is at least equally responsible has long worked for comprehensive, funno concern for what is happening to damental reforms of the child support
are pleased
pleased
enforcement system. We are
the family they created.
There is probably no greater scandal that-many of the provisions of the cauthink of the millions of young
young children
children rent bill by the Ways and Means Comof families who are living in
in poverty
poverty mittee.
Child support enforcement is essenbecause of the lack of responsibility

in American society today than to cus bill were incorporated into the cur-

and accountability by the men who tial to the reform of the welfare syscaused those families,
families, who are equally tem. Deadbeat parents in the United
responsible for their support. If noth- States owe over $34 billion to their

yield 1 minute to the gentleman from ing else happens.
happens, we at least will make
New Jersey [Mr.
jMr. MARTINI].
sure that they have to assume their reMr. MARTINI. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I sponsibility when welfare reform legisthank the gentlewoman for yielding, lation is passed.
time to me and applaud her efforts
Mr. FORD.
Mr.
FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 1½
today.
minutes to the gentlewoman from CaliMr. Chairman,
Chairman, once
onceagain
againII rise to fornia
fornia [Ms.
[Ms.ESHOOI.
EsHool.
speak Out
out on
on the
the important issue of Ms. ESHOO. Mr. Chairman. I thank
forcing deadbeat parents to pay their the gentleman from Tennessee
Tennessee for
fair share of child support. In threaten- yielding time to me.

ing to revoke the drivers or profes-

children—more than the cost of the en-

tire welfare system. To help families
stay off welfare in the first place,
place. we
must strengthen the child support enforcement system and demand that
parents support the child they bring
into this world.

This amendment, building on the
does just this: It strengthens the enwork of Congresswoman KENNELLY,
KENNELLY.

I rise in support of the Roukema forcement provisions in the bill. We're
now. because
sional licenses of parents whose pay- amendment. I would like to salute the reforming the system now,
ments are in arrears, Mrs. ROUKEMA gentlewoman from New Jersey
Jersey for
for her
her families and children can't enforce the
has proposed to us an enforcement
enforcement decade-long effort on this as well as the laws on their own. They need our help.
mechanism that will truly go a long gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs.
By requiring States to establish proIMrs.
way toward collecting more money for KENNELLY] and the women that have cedures under which they would withchildren in need. Similar to Mr. worked long before me in the House of hold. suspend,
suspend. or restrict the State-isUPTON's amendment
UPTON'S
amendment offered earlier, Representatives through the bipartisan sued licenses of persons who are delinMrs. ROuKE.tA
ROUKEtA is championing a plain Women's Causus.
quent in making court-ordered child
old question of right and wrong. The
Mr. Chairman, this bipartisan meas- support payments, the amendment
amendment propromessage is simple if you do not want to ure would put real teeth in the enforce- vides the leverage States need to conplay by the rules, do not expect privi- ment of child support payments by re- vince deadbeat parents to pay-up. This
leges from the State. What is more, quiring states to establish license rev- amendment.
amendment, by giving children and
this measure will work.
ocation programs for deadbeat parents. families the assurance that States will
Maine instituted the same reform
According to a recent HHS study. 19 take away privileges this society has
and sent over 22,000 notices in a year States have already adopted this. Just granted to parents, should send a
and a half to deadbeat parents inform- the threat of revoking licenses has strong message that those parents
ing them that they were in danger of raised $35 million in nine States that must fulfill their obligations to their
losing their licenses.
collect these statistics. In fact, my own own offspring. What is more, we know
While over 13 million dollars in back State of California has collected, over this works in the States that have alsupport was recovered, only 41 licenses $10 million of outstanding child sup- ready
ready established
established license revocation
revocation

be revoked.
revoked.
needed to be

I cannot think of any better evidence
of this measure's effectiveness.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 2
minutes to
minutes
to the
the gentleman
gentleman from
from Virginia [Mr.
ginia
[Mr. MoRxz1.
MoR.zJ.
Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman, it is encouraging that at least we have found
one subject on which we all agree, and
it is a terribly important subject. And
whether it is men or women
women legislators
legislators

port since beginning its program in procedures.
late 1992.

If similar programs were in place nationwide—as this amendment would require-child support collections
collections would
would
grow by $2.5 billion over 10 years and
Federal welfare spending would shrink
by $146 million in half that time.
Mr. Chairman, revoking a license is a
powerful tool for enforcing child support. The Roukema amendment
amendment would
would

Let us build on what works and pass
this amendment. Let's help children recover the support owed to them.
Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr.
Chairman, I yield 30 seconds to the
gentleman
from
Louisiana IMr.
[Mr.
McCRERY].
McCRERYI.

Mr. McCRERY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. II
thank the gentleman for yielding time
to me.
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I just want a chance to say that I reinsert this critically important enpenalize parents who do not support
want to commend all who worked
worked on
provision.
this amendment_the gentlewoman forcement
chi]dren. II think
thinkwe
wewill
willfind
find that
that
The child support provisions are built their children.
from New Jersey. as well
well as the gentlewoman from Connecticut
Corirecticut who offered it
in committee. I thought it was a good
amendment in committee,
committee.

I voted present,
present, but
but II have
havehad
had a
chance to look at it since then, and
and II
am prepared to vote for it today and

urge my colleagues to support it.
Mrs. ROUKEMA,
ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman. I
yield 11 minute
yield
minute to the gentleman from
Ohio IMr.
[Mr. HOKE].
Ohio
H0KE].

around a key element of the Child Support Responsibility Act, the creation of
centralized registries for child support
order-s and
orders
and "new
new hires"
hires" information,
information.
and the central
centralization
ization of child support
coil ectionsand
anddistribution,
distribution Interstate
collections
coordination isis critical to reach the
coordination
high percentage of deadbeats who
who try
to escape responsibility by residing in
other States,
States.

Although I strongly urge my colto support the Roukema
amendment to ensure that both partake responsibility for their chilchiled to express my appreciation to the ents
dren. this is a good amendment
dren,
amendment to a
gentlewoman from New Jersey [Mrs. bad bill.
bill. II also
also urge my colleagues to
ROUKEMA]
ROUKEMAI for her leadership on this.
support the Deal substitute that would
I would like to point out
Out one
one thing also allow
allow States
States to
to suspend
suspend the liwith respect to this bill that
that II think is censes of those in arrears
in their child
particularly important with respect to support payments while being tough on
Mr. HOKE. Mr. Chairman, talk about
a great idea whose time has come. This
certainly is such an idea. I really want-

leagues

this amendment.
work without punishing children.
children.
That is. when you combine the estabestab0
1730
lishment
of aa paternity
paternityrequirement
lishment of
requirement
along with
along
withti-us
this revocation of
Mrs. ROUKENt&.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman. I
Mrs.
ROUKEM, Mr.
of a license
requirement what
requirement,
what you
you are going to do would ask how much time I have reis for the first time you are going to maining.
actually create consequences for teenThe CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
teenJersey [Mrs.
[Mrs. R0UKEN&&]
ROUKEMA] has I
age boys who will have to think twice from New Jersey
about the consequences of their actions minute remaining.
because they will become accountable.
Mrs. ROUKEMA.
ROUKEMj. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I
They will become accountable in a way yield 1 minute to the gentleman from

that will have maybe a lot more im- Delaware IMr.
[Mr. CASTLE].
Mr. CASTLE,
CASTLE. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I thank
pact than anything that we have done
done
to date.
the gentlewoman for yielding time to
That is the car keys. We are going to me.
Mr. Chairman,
Mi-.
Chairman, II rise
rise to
to strongly suptake away the car keys, and I believe it
will have a profound impact on
on promispromis- port this amendment, and all the work
cuity. And we will really do what we the gentlewoman has done on this.
enforcement is
is another
have not been able to do in other ways. Child support enforcement
risein
instrong
song support,
II rise
support, and
and I thank issue which has bipartisan support, as
and for
for good
good reathe gentlewoman for yielding time to we have seen today, arid
son.

me.

There now exists about $45 billion in
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman
Chairman, I yield I
minute to the gentlewoman from Cali- back child support owed. About 5 million mothers are on welfare
welfare because fa[Ms. HARMAN].
fornia EMs.
HARMAN].
fa(Ms. HAR\L&1I
HAR\1A1 asked
asked and was given thers do not pay. At least $10 billion in
permission to revise and extend her re- child support goes unpaid each year.
A Columbia University study
marks.)
study found
found
almost
Ms.
percent of welfare beneMs. HARMAN.
HAR\j&.N Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chaiz-inan,II rise
rise ficiaries40could
in strong
be self-sufficient if
strong support
in
support of the
the Roukema
Roukema
noncustodjal parents paid their supsupamendment to strengthen the welfare noncustodial
licenses,
reform bill's
bills child support enforcement port. The proposal to deny licenses.
along with other measures in
provisions.
in our bill
four. I know that to crack down on deadbeat dads, would
As a mother of four,
increase
child
support
collections
by
child support enforcement is the mothbillion over
over 10 years, and help
er of welfare reform. The best way to $24 billion
mothers and
and children
children off
off welwelreform our welfare system is to prevent 800.000 mothers
fare.
mothers from going on welfare in the fare,
We need to send
send parents
parents all across
across
first place, and that is what these prothe country a loud signal: if you nevisions will
visions
willdo.
do.ItIt is time that both
both glect your responsibility
to support
parents take responsibility for them- your children, we will suspend
your liselves and for their children.
garnish your pay,
pay. track you
I applaud the child support provi- cense.and
make
make you
you pay. My State dissions in the welfare reform bill before down,
covered this some number of years ago.
us. which are based on the Child Sup- and
port Responsibility Act that I. along arid has very high rankings in the area
1

along
paternity and child support paywith many members of the congres- of
ment.
sional caucus for women's issues,
issues, cocoChairman. II encourage
Mr. Chairman.
encourage us
us all to
sponsored. I was distressed to learn, support
this amendment.
however, that the Ways and
and Means
Means
Mr. FORD,
FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield

Committee omitted a critical provision
which requires States to enact laws denying professional, occupational, and
flying
driver's licenses to deadbeat parents.
The Roukerna amendment would

there is no disagreement in
in this
this House.
House.

Democrats and Republicans
Republicans alike
alike do
not like deadbeat dads. I think this is
an example of the kind of cooperation

we could have had on welfare reform if
we had had a little bit of reasoned cooperation.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I would like
like to say it
is a good amendment, again, to a bad
bill. I still think the bill is bad because

we are taking money,
money. we are taking
out of
food Out
of the
the mouths
mouths of children in
in

order to provide tax cuts for the rich.
rich. I
think we are punishing teenaged parents unfairly when we should
should be
be traintraining them to become independent.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to plead
with my colleagues to please do somesome-

thing about that portion of the bill
that would deny cash benefits to disabled children. I have discovered
discovered that
deaf children,
children. I have discovered that
crippled children, and mentally re-

tarded children are going to be terribly

hurt by this legislation,
legislation. Their parents
will have no way of getting people to
help them while they are
are working,
working, and

it is unfair.
If Members want to do better and cooperate
operate in
in the
the way
way that
that we
we have
have been
been

cooperating on the deadbeat dads,
dads. I
would ask them
them to
to eliminate
eliminate that
that from
from
their bad bill, and I think we could do

something
something about real reform.
Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas,
Texas. Mr.
Chairman, I yield the remainder of our

time to the gentleman from Georgia

[Mr. COLLINSJ,
COLLINS], our colleague on the
Committee on Ways and Means.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Georgia [Mr. COLLINS] is recog
recognized for 31/2 minutes.

Mr. COLLINS of Georgia. Mr. Chair-

man, I thank the gentleman for yielding time to me.

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise as a cosponsor
of this amendment and its role in the
debate on how and why a change
change to
to the
welfare system is needed.
Mr. Chairman, why is change
change needed?
needed?

Because today's welfare system provides an Income-based
income-based subsidy
subsidy for
for 26
26
percent of the families in this country.
In 1965.
1965, President Johnson launched
the war on poverty which
which was supposed
to be a short-term investment,
investment. For the
next 5 years,
years. the rolls of AFDC grew
from 4.3 million to 9.6 million—this
was a record growth for welfare during
5 years when unemployment averaged
3.8 percent—the lowest unemployment
rate in 40 years. It is evident the lack
of jobs was not the reason
reasonfor
for the
the
growth.

What was the reason? The 1960's expansion of the welfare system taught a
new generation of Americans that it is
your right as a citizen to depend on the
Government to provide an income,
income. The
welfare system of the sixties said it is
fine to have children out of
of wedlock
wedlock if
if'
you cannot afford
afford them—.because
them—because it is
your right to have the Federal Government support them. The welfare
welfare syssys-

yield 1½
1½
minutes to the gentlewoman from California[Ms.
fornia
[Ms.WATERS].
WkItis].
Chairman. I am
Ms. WATERS. Mr. Chairman,
pleased arid
and proud to rise in support of
the Roukema amendment,
amendment. We need to tem of the sixties said it was fine for
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children; and, accept- tee on Ways and Means. II certainly
children to have children:
certainlyjoin
join
able for dead-beat parents to evade re- with all of those here today in giving A recorded vote was ordered.
The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN. This will be a 15sponsibility because it is your right to strong support to this amendment.
minute vote, followed by a 5-minute
transfer the needs of your children to
Mr.
Chairman,
we
tried
to
perfect
Government The welfare this bill in the full committee. We said vote on the amendment offered by the
the Federal Government,
expansion of the 1960's
1960s changed the at- to our Republican colleagues who voted gentlewoman from New Jersey [Mrs.
titudes and behavior of millions of peo- this amendment down in the Commit- ROUKEMA].
The vote was taken by electronic deple.
tee on Ways and Means that this was vice,
and there were—ayes 433.
433, noes 0.
That attitude is wrong—but
wrong—but that
that at- the right thing to do.
not voting 1. as follows:
titude still exists today and that attiEven though we will vote in aa few
few
tude is the major problem
problem with
with the
the cur- minutes,
and hopefully we will pass
rent welfare
w&fare system.
system. Middle-income
Middle-income this amendment, this does not make up
AYES—433
American workers are tired of working for the cuts and the pain that they will Abercrombje
Abercrombie
Crcmcans
crcmeans
Hancock
hard to make ends meet, only to have have caused on the children with this Ackerman
Ackcrman
Cubin
Hansen
Hanscn
more money taken
taken Out
out of their family passage of the Personal Responsibility Allard
Cunningham
Harman
Andrew5
budgets, to pay for those who think it Act that is before this committee Andrews
Danncr
Danner
Hastert
Hastcrt
Davis
Hastings (FL)
Hastings
(FL)
is their right to depend on the Govern- today. They will take the $69.4 billion Archer
Armcy
Armey
de Ia Garza
Hastings
(WA)
Hastings (WA)
ment.
Deal
DcaI
in cuts and give it to the privileged few Bachus
Hayes
Haycs
This legislation will change welfare of America. It will be painful on chil- Baesler
Bacser
DcFazio
Hayworth

assistance so that it is not seen as a dren in this Nation,
Nation. and it certainly
citizen's
ciuzen's right—but instead a vehicle will
send
send the
the wrong
wrong message.
message.
for temporary,
temporary transitional assist- will
Although we will vote on a very good
ance—an alternative of last resort.
that will help perfect this
This amendment, under very flexible amendment
bill,
by
no
means
will this make up for
parameters, will require States to es- the pain that it will
and the
the crucause and
crutablish procedures for the revocation
revocation of
of elty that there will be
on the children
drivers, professional, occupational.
driver's,
the welfare population of this Naand
recreational
licenses
for of
tion.
noncustodial parents that have failed
Mr. Chairman, I would
would urge my
to be responsible for their children. It

send a strong message to friends to vote for this amendment, but
I want the Republicans to know by no
noncustodial parents that they can no means
will they make up for what they
longer push the responsibility of supdoing to the children of this Naporting their children
children Onto
onto someone are
tion.
else.
The CHAIRMAN. All time
time has
has exexThe Personal Responsibility Act will
continue to provide assistance to fami- pired.
The question is on the amendment
lies while eliminating the nature of the
offered by the gentlewoman from New
status quo.
ROUKEMA).
I urge support of this amendment and Jersey [Mrs. ROUKEMA].
The question was taken:
taken; and the
this welfare change bill.
Chairman announced that the ayes apMr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. peared
to have it.
Chairman.
Chairman, I yield back the balance of
REcoRDED vOTE
RECoRDED
my time.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II demand
demand aa
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may consume
consume to
to the
the recorded vote.
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant
Pursuanttoto the
gentleman from New York [Mr. RANthe
GEL].
GEL.].
rule, further proceedings on the amendMr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II was
was ment offered by the gentlewoman from
called off the floor. I just wanted to New Jersey [Mrs. ROUKEMA] will be
make sure from the chairman,
chairman, the
the gen- postponed.
ANoeNcEMEr-r BY
BY ThE
ThE CHAIRMAN
CHAiRMAtl
tleman from
from Florida
florida [Mr. CLkY
Cl..Ay SHAWl.
SHAW].
will

whether or not the language in the
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant
Pursuant to
to the
the
Roukema amendment is the same lan- rule, proceedings will now resume on
guage we had in the Committee on those amendments on which further
Ways and Means, which we referred to proceedings were postponed, in the folas the Kennelly amendment.
lowing order:
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will
will the
the
First, amendment No,
No. 30 offered by
the gentleman from Arizona [Mr.
gentleman yield?

SALMQsfl;
Mr. RANGEL. I yield to the gen- SALMON):
tleman from Florida.
Second. amendment No. 31 offered by
Mr. SHAW.
SHAW.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, inin the
the gentlewoman
gentlewomanfrom
from New
New Jersey
the the
Committee on Ways and Means I do not
Committee
not [Mrs. ROUKEMA].
believe we have the statutory lanAMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. SALMON
guage, so it is different, but
guage.
but the
the intent
intent
The CHAIRMAN. The pending busiis the same. I think I made that very ness is the demand for a recorded vote
clear in my short statement on
on the
the on the amendment offered by the genfloor, in which I addressed the gentle- tleman from
floor.
from Arizona
Arizona [Mr.
[Mr. SALMON]
SALMON] on
on
woman from Connecticut [Mrs. KEN- which further proceedings were postNELLY],
NELLY].
poned and on which the ayes prevailed
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I thank by voice vote.
the gentleman.
The Clerk will redesignate the

Mr.
Mr. FORD.
FORD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II yield
yield my- amendment.
self such time as I may consume.
The Clerk redesignated the amendMr. Chairman, I want to say that I me
ment.
nt.
join with the Women's
Women's Caucus,
Caucus,and
andjoin
join
REcORDED VOTE
vOTE
RECORDED
with my Democratic colleagues who ofThe CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has
fered this amendment in the Commit- been
been demanded.
demanded.

Bakcr (CA)
Baker
(CA)

Baker (LA)
Baldacci
Ballengcr
Baflenger
Barcia
Barr
Barrett
Barrett (NE)
(NE)
Barrett
Barrett (WI)
(WI)

Bartlctt
Bartlett
Barton
Bass

Batcrnan
Bacernan
Becerra
Bcccrra

DeLauro
DcLauro
DeLay
DcLay
Oellums
Dcllums
Dcutsch
Diaz-Balart
DiazBalart
Dickey
Dickcy
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Doggett
Doolcy
Dooley

Doolictlc
Doolittic

Bevill
Bcvill
Bilbray
Bilirakis
Bihrakjs

Dornan
Doyle
Dreier
Drcier
Duncan
Dunn
Dunn
Durbin
Durbin
Edwards
Edwards
Ehlers

Bishop

Ehrlich

Bcilenson
Beilenson
Bencsen
Bentsen
Bcreutcr
Bereuter
Berman

Bliley
Blalcy
Blute
Blutc
Bochlert
Bochiert
Boehner
Boehncr
Bonilla
Bonior
Bono

Borski
Boucher
Bouchcr
Brewster
Browdcr
Browder
Brown (CA)
Brown (FL)
Brown (OH)
Brownback
Brownback
Bryant (TN)
(TN)
Bryant
Bryant (TX)
Bunn
Bunning
Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Calver-t
Calvert
Camp
Canady

Cardin
Castle
castle
Chabot
Chambliss
Charnbliss
Chapman
Chenoweth
Christensen
Chrysler
clay
Clay
clayton
Clayton
Clcment
Clement
clinger
Clinger
clyburn
Clyburn
Coble

Coburn
Coleman

Emerson
Emcrson
Engel
English
Ensign
Eshoo
Evans

Everett
Evcrctt
Ewing
Farr
Fattah
Fatcah
Fawell
Fazio
Fields (LA)
Fields (TX)

Filner
Filncr
Flake

Flanagan

Foglietta
Folcy
Foley
Forbes
Forbcs
Ford

Fowler
Fox
Frank )MA)
(MA)
Franks (C'fl
Franks (NJ)
Frclinghuyen
Frelinghuysen
Frisa
Frost
Funderburk
Fursc
Furso
Gallegly
Ganske
Gejdenson
Gekas
Gephardt
Gephardc
Geren
Gibbons

Gilchrest
Gillmor
Gilman
Gilman
Gonzalez
Goodlatte
Goodlacte

Hetner
Hctncr
Heineman
Hcincman
Hcrger

Hilicary
Hilleary
Hill iard
Hilliard
Hinchcy
Hinchey
Hobson

Hockstra
Hoekstra
Hoke
Hokc
HOldcn
Holden
Horn

Hostcttlcr
Hostettler
Houghton
Hoyer
Hunter
Huntcr
Hutthinson
Hutchinson
Hyde

Inglis
Istook
Jackson.Lee
Jackson-Lee
Jacobs
Jacobs
Jefferson
Jefferson
Johnson
Johnson (CT)
(CT)
Johnson (SD)
(5D)
Johnson. E. B.
Johnson. Sam
Johnson,
5am
Johnston
Jones

Kanjorski
Kaptur
Kasich

KclIy
Kelly
Kennedy
Kenncdy (MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennelly
Kennefly
Kildec
Kildee

Kim
King
Kingston
Kleka
Kleezka

Klink

Klug
Kiug
Knollcnberg
Kolbe
LaFalce
LaFake
LaHood
Lancos
Lantos
Largcnt
Largent
Latham
LaTourette
LaTourettc

Laughlin
Laughlin
Lazio
Leach
Levin
Lcvin
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)
Lewis (KY)

Lightfoot
Lighttoot
Lincoln
Linder
Lipinski
Livingston

Goodling
Gordon

LoB londo
LoBiondo
Lotgren
Longley
Longlcy
Lowey

Combesc
Combest

Goss

Condit

Lucas

Graham
Green
Greenwood
Gunderson
Gutierrez

Luther

Collins (GA)
Collins (IL)
Collins (MI)
Conyers
Cooley

Costcflo
Costello
Cox
Coync
Coyne

Cramer
Crane
Cranc

Gutknecht

Maloney
Maloncy
Manton
ManzullO
Manzullo
Markey
Maz-tincz
Martinez

Hall (OH)

Martini
Martini

Hall (TX)

Mascara
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McCarthy

Pomeroy

McCollurn
McCoIlum
McCrcry
McCrery
McDade
McDadc
McDermott
McDermott
McHalc
McHugh
Mclnnis
Mcintosh
McKcon
McKeon
McKinncy
McKinney

Porter
Portman
Poshard
Pryce

Quiflen
Quillen
Quinn
Radanovch
Radanovich
Rahall
Rarnstad
Ramscad
Range!
Rangel

McNulty
Mcchan
Meehan

Reed

Regula
Rcvnolds
Reynolds
Richardson
Riggs
Rivers
Robcrts
Roberts
Rocmer
Rocmcr
Rogers
Rohrabachcr
Rohrabacher
Ros-Lchtznen
Ros-Lehtinen

Meek
Meck
Mcnendez
Menendcz
Metcalf
Meccaif
Meycrs
Meyers
Mfumc
Mfume
Mica
Mica

Miller
Millcr (CA)
Miller (FL)
Mincta
Mincra
Minge
Mink
Moakley
Molinari
Molinari
Mollohan
Montgomcry
Montgomery

Roth
Roukema
Royce
Roycc
Rush
Sabo
5abo

Salmon
5almon
5anders
Sanders
Sanford
Sawyer
Saycr
Saxcon
5axton
5carborough
Scarborough
5chacfer
Schaefer
Sch ft
Schiff
5chroeder
Schroeder
5chumer
Schurner
Scott
5cott
Scastrand
Seastrand
Scnsenbrenner
SeflSeflbrenner
5crrano
Serrano
Shadegg
5hadcgg
Shaw
5haw
shays
Shays
5huster
Shunter

Mycrs
Myers

Mvrick
Nadler
Ncal
Neal

Ncthcrcutt
Nethnrcutt
Neumann
Ncy
Ney
Norwood
Nussle
Obcrscar
Obors car
Obcy
Obey
Olver
Olver
Orciz
Orcon
Orton
Owens
Owcns
Oxley
Packard
PaI1on
Pallone

sisisky
Sisisky
Skaggs
5kaggs
Skeen
5ken

Parker
Pastor

Shelton
5kelton
5laughter
Slaughter
Smith (MI)
(Ml)
5mith
Smith (NJ)
5mjth
Smith
5rrnth (TX)
Smith
5mith (WA)
Solomon

Paxon
Payne (NJ)

Pombo

Towns

Traficant
Tucker

Roybal-Ailad
Roybal-Allard

Morcila
Morella
Murtha
Murtha

Petri
Petr4
Pickect
Pckett

Thornton
Thurman
Tjahrt
Tiahrt
Torkjldscn
Torres
Torricelli
Torricell i

Rose
Rose

Moorhead
Moran

Payne (VA)
Pelosi
Pdosi
Peterson
Petcrson (FL)
Peterson (MN)

Stearns
Stcarns
Stenholm
5tcnholm
5tockman
Stockman
Stokes
5tokes
5tudds
Studds
5tump
Stump
5cupak
Stupak
Talent
Tanner
Tacc
Tate
Tauzin
Tauzjn
Taylor (MS)
(M5)
Taylor (NC)
Tejcda
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompson
Thornbcrzy
Thornberzy

Souder
5pence
Spence
5pratt
Spract

Upton
vclazqucz
Velazquez
Vento
Vcnto
Visclosky

Volkrner
Vucanovich
Vucanovjch
WaIdhol
Waldholtz
Walker
Walker
Walsh
Wamp
Ward
Waters

Watt (NC)
Watts (OK)
(OX)
Watts
Waxman
Wa,cman
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White

Whitfleld
Thittjeld
Wicker
WilIia
Williams
Wilson
Wise

Wolf
Woolsey
Wvden
Wvden
Wynn
Yates
Young (AK)

Young (FL)

Zeliff
Zimmer

5rk

Stark

NOT
VOTINc
NOT VOTINc—.-I
Hcfley
Hnfley
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A recorded vote was ordered.
McNulty
The CHAIRJi.4AN
CHAIRMAN. This
Thisisis a S-minute
5-minu te Meehan
Mcncndez
Menendes
vote.

The vote was taken by electronic deThe
de-

vice,
vice, and there were—ayes 426. noes 5.
not voting 3. as follows:
IRoll No.
IRoll
No. 265J
265J

AYES—426
Abcrcrombje
Abcrcrombic
Ackcrman
Ackerman
Allard
Andrews

Archcr
Archer
Armcy
Armey
Bathes
Bachus
Bacs)cr
Baes)er

Baker (CA)

Baker (LA)
Baldacci
Ballcngcr
Ba)lenger
Barcia
Barr
Barr
Barrctt (NE)
Barrett
Barrctt (Wi)
Barrett

Bartlctt
Bartlett
Barton
Bass

Bateman
Bateman
Bcccrra
Becerra
Bcilcnson
Beilcnson
Bcntscn
Bencsen
Bereuter
Berman
Bevill
BcvtIl

Bilbray
Bilirakjs
Bilirakis
Bishop

Bliley
Blilcy
Elute
Blute
Boehlerc
Boehlcrt
Boehner
Eon ifla
Bonifla

Bonior
Bono
Borski
Borsk
Boucher
Brcwster
Brewster
Browder
Browdcr
Brown (CA>
(CA)
Brown
Brown
(FL)
Brown (FL>
Brown (OH)
Brownback
Bryant (TN)
Bryant (TX>
Bryant
(TX)
Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Caliahan
Calvert

Camp
00 1759
1759
Canady
Card
in
CardLn
So the amendment was
was agreed to.
Ctle
The result of the vote was announced Castle
Chabot

as above recorded.

Chambliss
Chamb] ins
Chapman

ANNOUNCErs-r BY
ANNouNcEA-lBYTHE
TH CHAIRMAN
cHAJRJJ

The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRJJ'.l Pursuant
Pursuant to
to the
the

rule, the Chair announces that he will
reduce to a minimum of 5 minutes the
period of time within which
which the following vote will be taken by electronic device.

ADT OFRD BY S ROfl(EMA

AMENDMEZ,T OFFERED BY MRS. RO(JKEMA

The
The CHAIRMAij.
CHAIRMAN.The
Thepending
pending busi-

ness is the demand for a recorded vote
on the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from New Jersey [Mrs. RouKEMAJ
KEMAJononwhich
whith further proceedings
proceedings
were postponed and on which the ayes
prevailed by voice vote.
The Clerk will redesignate
amendment.

the

The Clerk redesignated the amendment.
RECORDED
CoRDED VOTE
VOTE

The
The CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN. A recorded

been demanded.

vote has

Christensen
Christcnsen
chrysjer
Chrysler
Clay
clayton
Clayton
clement
Clement
Clinger
Clybum
Clyburn
Coble
Coburn
Coleman
Collins (CA)
(GA)
Collins (IL)
Collins
(IL)

Collins (MI)
Combest
condit
Condit
Conyers
Conyers
Cooley
Coojey
costcllo
Costello
cox
Cox
Coyne
Cramcr
Cramer
Crane
C
rape
Crapo

Cremeans

Cunningham
Danner
Dancer
Dav
Davis
de Ia Garza

Deal
Deal
DeFazio
DcFazio
DeLauro
DcLauro
DeL.ay
DcLay
Deilums
Dellurns

Helner
Hclner
Heincman
Heinemari
Hergcr
Herger

Deutsch

Hinchcy
Hinchey

Diaz-Balart
DiazBalart
Dickey
Dickey
Dicks
Dingell
Dingcll
Dixon
Doggcct
Doggcrt
Doolcy
Dooley

Doolittle
Doolittlo
Dornan
Doylc
Doyle
Drcicr
Oreier
Duncan
Dunn
Durbin
Durbin
Edwards
Ehkrs
Ehlors

Ehrlich
Emerson
Emcrson
Engel
English
English
Ensign
Eshoo
Evans

Everett
Evcrett
Ewing
Farr
Fattah
Fawcll
Fawell
Fazio
Ficlds (LA)
Fields
Fields (TX)
Filner
Flake
Flanagan
FogUetta
Fogliecta
Folcy
Foley
Forbes
Ford
Fowler
Fox
Fox
Frank (MA)
Franks (CT)
Franks
(C'fl
Franks (NJ)
Frchnghuysen
Frelinghuysen
Frisa
Frost
Funderburk
Furiderburk
Fue
Fume
Gallegly
Ganske
Canske
Cejdenson
Gejdenson
Gokas
Gekas
Gephardt
C.eren
Gercn
Gibbons
Giichrcst
Giichresc

Gillmor
Gilman
Gonzalez

Goodlatte
Goodlatte
Goodling
Gordon
Gordon

Gos
Goss
Graham
Green
Greenwood
Gunderson

Gutierrez
Gutierrcz
Cucknecht
Gutknecht
Hall (OH)
(OH)
Hall
(TX)
Hall (TX)
Hamilton
Hancock
Hansen
Harrnan
Harrnan

Hastert
Hastings (FL)
Hastings
(FL)
Hastings (WA)
(WA)
Hayes
Hayes
Haorth
Hayworth
Hefley

Hilleary
Flilleary

Hilliard
Hobson
Hobson

Hockstra
Hoekstra
Hoke
Holden
Horn
Hostettler
Hoscettlor
Houghton
Hoyer
Hoycr
Hunter
Hunter
Hutchinson
Hydc
Hyde

Inglis
lnglis
Iscook
Istook
Jackson-Lec
Jackson-Lee
Jacobs
JcfTerson
Jefferson
Johnson (CT)
(C'fl
Johnson
Johnson
(5D)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson, E.
Johnson
E B.
B
Johnson, Sam
Johnson.
Johnston
Jones

Karijorski
Kanjorski
Kaptur
Kasich

Kelly
Kelly
Kennedy (MA>
Kennedy
(MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennclly
Kennelly
Kildee

Kim
Kàng
King
Kingston
Kleczka

Klink
Kiug
Klug
Knollcnberg
Knollenberg
Kolbe
LaFalce
LaHood

Lantos
Largent
Largenc
Latham
LaTouretce
LaTourett
Laughlin
Lazio
Leach
Levin
Lewis (CA)
Lewis(GA)
Lew
(CA)
Lewis (KY)
Lightfoot
Lightfooc
Lincoln
Ljnder
Linder

Lipinski
lJvingston
Livingston
LoBiondo
Lofgren
Longley
Lowey
Lucas

Luther
Maloney
Maloney
Manton
Manzuflo
Manzul)o
Markey
Martinez

Martini
Mascara

Matsui
McCarthy
McCoflum
McCrery
McCrexy
McDade

McDermott
McHaIe
McHale
McHugh
Mclnnis
Mclnrsis

Mcintosh
McKeon

McKinney
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Radanovich
Rahaji
Rahall
Ramstad
Rangel

Metcalf
Meyers

Reed

Mfumc
Mfume
Mica

Rcgula
Rcula
Reynolds
Richardson
Riggs
Rivers
Roberts
Roemcr
Roemer
Rogers
Robrabacher
Rohrabacher
ROs-Lehtxnen
Ros-Lehtinen

Miller (CA)
Miller
(CA)
Mineta
Minge
Minge
Mink
Moakicy
Moakley
Molinari
Mo] man
Moliohan
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moorhead

Rose
Rose

Moran
Morcila
Morella
Murtha
Myers

Roth
Roukema
Roybal-Allard
Royce
Rush

Myrick
Nadjcr
Nadler
Neal
Ncal
Nethcrcutt
Nethercutt
Neumann

5abo
Sabo

Salmon
5almon
Sandcrs
Sanders
Sanford
Sawyer
Saxton
5carborough
Scarborough
Schaefer
5chacfcr

Ney
Nc'y
Norwood
Nussje
Nussle

Oberstar
Obcy
Obey

5chifI
Schiff

Olver

Schroeder
5chroedcr
5chumer
Schumer

Ortlz
Ortlz
Orton

Scott
5cott
5castrand
Seastrand

Owens

Oxley
Oxley
Packard
Palione
Pallone
Parker
Pastor
Pastor

Sensenbrenner
Scrrano
5hadcgg
Shadegg
Shaw
5haw
5hays
Shays
5huster
Shuster
Sisisky
sxsisky
Skeen
Skelton
5kelton
Slaughter
Slaughter

Paxon
Paync
Payne (NJ)

Payne (VA)
Pelosi
Pelos,
Peterson
Petcrson (FL)
Peterson (MN)
Petrj
Fern

Smith
5mjth (MI)
5mith (NJ)
Smith
5mjth
Smith (TX)
(TX)
5mith (WA)
Smith
5olomon
Solomon

Pjckctt
Pickett
Pombo
Pomeroy

Porter
Portman
Portmari

Souder
5ouder
spence
Spence

Poshard
Pryce
Pryce

Spratt
5pratt
Stark
5zark

Quillen
Quinn

5tearns
Stearns
Scenhoirn
5tenholm

Chenoweth
Chenoweth

Skaggs

Stockrnan
5tockman
Stokes
5tokes
Studds
5tudds
5tump
Stump
Talent
Tanncr
Tanner
Tate
Tatc
Tauzzn
Tauzin
(M5)
Taylor (MS)
Tay'or (NC)
Taylor
TeJcda
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompson
Thornberry
Thornton
Thurman

Tiahrt
Torklidseri
Torkjldsen
Torrcs
Torres
Torricelli
Torrcc1h
Towns

Traficant
Tuckcr
Tucker
Upton
Vclazqucz
Velasquez
Vcnto
Vento

Visclosky
Visciosky
Volkmer
Vucanovuch
Vucanovich
Waldholtz
Walker
Walsh
Walsh
Wamp
Ward
Waters

Watts (OK)
(DK)
Waxman
Waxrnan
Wcldon (FL>
Weldon
(FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
Weller
White

Whitfield
Whitricld
Wicker
Williams
Wilson
Wise
Wisc
Wolf
Woolscy
Woolsey
Wydcn
Wyden
Wynn
Yates
Young
Young(AK>
(AK)
Young (FL)
Zeliff
ZelifT
Zimmer
Zammcr

Yat

NOES—5
Cubin

5tupak
Stupak

Watt (NC)

NOT
NOT VOTINC—3
VOTINC_3
Bunn

Meek

Miller (FL)

0 1808
o
1808
So
So the amendment was agreed to.
to
The
The result of the
the vote
vote was
was announced
as above recorded.
AMENDMENT
AMEt)MENT ININTHE
OF AASUBS1TFLJrE
5UBS1TnJTE
THENATURE
NATURE OF
OFFEREDBY
OFFERED
BYMR.
MR.DEAL
DEALOF
OFCEORCt.k
GEORGIA

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,

I offer an amendment in the nature of
a substitute,
The
The CHAIRJ.jj
CHAIRJpJ The
The Clerk will
will desdesignate
amendment in the nature
ignate the amendment
nature of
a
a substitute
substitute.
The text of the amendment in the nature of a substitute is as follows:
Amendment
Amendment nin the
the nature of a substitute
offered
offered by
byMr.
Mr.DEAL,
DE.a.LofofGeorgia:
Georgia: Strike

Strike out

all after the enacting clause and insert:
Insert:
SECTION
SECTION 1.
i. 5HORT
SHORT TITLE.
TITLE.

This Act
Act may be cited as
as the
the "Individual
'lndividual
Responsibility Act
Act of
of 1995'.
1995'.
SEC.
SEC.2.2.TABLE
TABLE
coNrEwrs.
OFOp
CONTENTS.

The
The table of contents of this Act is as follows:
Sec.
Sec. 1. Short
Short title.
Sec.
Sec. 2. Table of contents.
contents.
Sec.
Sec. 3. Amendment of the Social Security

Act.
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TITLE I—TIME-LIMITED TRANSITIONAL
ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE

Sec. 101. Limitation on duration of AFDC
benefits.
Sec. 102. Establishment
base.

of Federal

data

TITLE Il—MAKE
TITLE
Il—MAKE WORK
WORK PAY
Subtitle A—Health Care
Sec. 201. Transitional medicaid benefits.
Subtitle B—Earned Income Tax Credit

Sec. 211. Notice of availability required to
be
be provided
provided to
to applicants
applicants and
and
former recipients of AFDC, food
stamps, and medicaid.
medicaid.
Sec. 212. Notice of availability of earned in-

come tax credit and dependent

care tax credit to be included
thcluded

on W-4 form.
Sec. 213. Advance payment of earned income

tax credit through State demonstration programs.
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Sec. 424. Locator information frominter- Sec. 503. National clearinghouse on adolesstate networks.
cent pregnancy.
Sec. 425. Expanded Federal Parent Locator Sec. 504. Incentive for teen parents to attend
Service.

Sec. 426. Use of social security numbers.
Subtitle D—Streamlining
D—Streamliningand
andUniformity
Uniformir' of
of
Procedures
Procedures
Sec. 431. Adoption of uniform State laws.
Sec. 432. Improvements to full faith
faith and
and
credit for child support orders.
Sec. 433. State laws providing expedited procedures.
Subtitle E—Paternity Establishment
Sec. 441. Sense of the
the Congress.
Congress.
Sec. 442. Availability of
of parenting
parenting social
services for new fathers.
Sec. 443. Cooperation requirement and good
cause exception.
Sec. 444. Federal matching payments.
Sec. 445. Performance-based incentives and
penalties.
Sec.
Sec. 446.
446. State
State laws
laws concerning
concerning paternity
paternity esestablishment.

school.

Sec.
Sec. 505.
505. State
State option
option to
to disregard
disregard 100-hour
100-hour
rule under AFDC-UP program.
Sec. 506. State option to disregard 6-month
limitation on AFDC-UP benefits.
Sec. 507. Elimination of quarters of coverage
requirement under
requirement
under AFDC-UP
AFDC-UP

program for families in which
both parents are teens.

Sec. 508. Denial of Federal housing benefits

to minors who bear children
out-of-wedlock.
out-of-wedlock.

Sec. 509.
Sec.
509.State
Stateoption
option to
to deny
deny AFDC
AFDC to
minor parents.
Subtitle B—State Role
Sec. 511. Teenage pregnancy prevention and
family stability.
Sec. 512. Availability of
of family planning
services.

Subtitle C—Child Care
Sec. 221. Dependent care credit to be refund- Sec. 447. Outreach for voluntary paternity
able; high-income taxpayers inable:
establishment.
TITLE VI—PROGRAM SIMPLIFICATION
eligible for credit.
Subtitle
F—Establishmen..t
F—Establishmeri.t
and Modification
Subtitle A—Increased State Flexibility
Sec. 222. Funding of child care services.
of Support Orders
Subtitle D—AFDC Work Disregards
Sec. 601.
601. State
State option to provide AFDC
Sec. 451. National Child
Child Support
Support Guidelines
Guidelines Sec.
through electronic benefit
Sec. 231. Option to increase
increase disregard
disregard of
Commission.
transfer systems.
earned income.
Sec. 452. Simplified process
process for
for review
review and
and

Sec. 232. State option to establish voluntary
diversion program.
Sec. 233. Elimination of quarters of coverage
requirement for married teens

under AFDC-UP program.
Subtitle E—AFDC Asset Limitations
Sec. 241. Increase in resource thresholds:
thresholds;
separate threshold for vehicles.
Sec. 242. Limited disregard of amounts saved
for post-secondary education,
education.
the purchase of a first home,
home, or
or

the establishment or operation
microenterprise.
of a microentel-prise.

TITLE Ill—THE WORK FIRST PROGRAM

Sec. 301. Wor.k
Woik first
first program.
program.
Sec. 302. Regulations.
Sec. 303. Applicability to States.

Sec. 304. Sense of the Congress relating
relatthg to
availability of work first program in rural areas.

Sec. 305. Grants to community-based organizations.
TITLE
IV—FAMILY
RESPONSIBILITY
AND IMPROVED CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—Eligibility and Other Matters
Concerning
ConcerninB Title
Title IV-D
IV-D Program
Program Clients
Clients

Sec. 401. State obligation to provide pater-

nity establishment and child

support enforcement services.
Sec. 402. Distribution of payments.
Sec. 403. Due process rights.
Sec. 404. Privacy safeguards.
Subtitle B—Program Administration and
Funding
Sec. 411. Federal matching payments.
Sec. 412. Performance-based incentives and
penalties.
Sec. 413. Federal and State reviews and audits.
Sec. 414. Required reporting procedures.
Sec. 415. Automated data processing requirements.
Sec. 416. Director of CSE program: staffing
study.
Sec. 417. Funding for secretarial assistance
to State programs.
Sec. 418. Reports and data collection by the
Secretary.
Subtitle C—Locate and Case Tracking
Sec. 421. Central State and case registry.
Sec. 422. Centralized collection and disbursement of support payments.
Sec. 423. Amendments concerning income
withholding.

Sec. 602.
602.Deadline
Deadlinefor
foraction
action
onon
applicatiox
applicati
adjustment
adjustment of child support or- Sec.
for waiver of requirement appliders.
cable to program of aid to famiSubtitle G—Enforcement of Support Orders
lies with dependent children.
children.
Sec. 461. Federal income tax refund offset.
Sec. 462. Internal Revenue Service collec- Subtitle B—Coordination of AFDC and Food
Stamp Programs
tion of arrears.
Sec. 463. Authority to collect support from Sec. 611. Amendments to part A of title IV
Federal employees.
of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act.
Act.
Sec. 464. Enforcement of child support obli- Sec. 612. Amendments to the Food Stamp
gations of members of the
Act
Act of
of 1977.
1977.
Armed Forces.
Subtitle
C—Fraud
Reduction
Sec. 465. Motor vehicle liens.
Sec. 631. Sense of the Congress in support of
Sec. 466. Voiding of fraudulent transfers.
the efforts of the administraadministraSec. 467. State law authorizing suspension of
tion to address the problems of
licenses.
Sec. 468. Reporting arrearages to credit bufraud and abuse in the supplereaus.
mental security
mental
security income
income proSec. 469. Extended statute of limitation for
gram.
collection of arrearages.
Sec. 632. Study on feasibility of single tamSec. 470. Charges for arrearages.
per-proof identification card to
Sec. 471.
471. Denial
Denial of
of passports
passports for
for nonpayment
nonpayment
Sec.
serve programs under both the
of child support.
Social Security Act and health
Sec.
Sec. 472.
472. International
International child support enreform legislation.
forcement.
Subtitle
D—Additional Provisions
Sec. 473. Seizure of lottery winnings,
winnings. settlements. payouts,
ments,
payouts. awards, and be- Sec. 641. State options regarding unemployed parent program.
quests. and sale of
of forfeited
forfeited
of essential
essential person.
person.
property. to pay child support Sec. 642. Definition of
arrearages.
Sec. 643. "Fill-the-gap" budgeting.
Sec. 474. Liability of grandparents for finan- Sec. 644. Repeal of requirement to make cercial support of children of their
tain supplemental payments in
minor children.
States paying less than their
Sec. 475. Sense of the Congress regarding
needs standards.
programs
programs for
for noncustodial
noncustodial parpar- Sec. 645. Collection of AFDC overpayments
ents unable to meet child supfrom Federal tax refunds,
refunds.
port obligations.
Sec. 646. Territories.
Territories,
Sec.
Subtitle H—Medical Support
Sec.
Sec. 647.
647. Disregard
Disregard of
of student
student income.
income.
Sec. 481. Technical correction to ERISA def- Sec.
Sec. 648.
648. Lump-sum
Lump-sum income.
income.
inition of medical child support
TITLE Vil—CHILD
WI—CHILD PROTECTION BLOCK
order.
GRANT PROGRAM

Sec.
Sec. 482.
482. Extension
Extension of
of medicaid
medicaid eligibility
eligibility
for families losing AFDC due to

Sec. 701. Establishment of programs.

702. Repeals
Repealsand
and conforming
conforming amendamendincreased child support collec- Sec. 702.

tions.
Subtitle I—Effect of Enactment
Sec. 491. Effective dates.
Sec. 492. Severability.

TITLE V—TEEN PREGNANCY AND
FAMILY STABILITY

ments.
ments.
Sec. 703. Effective date.
TITLE VIII—SSI REFORM
Subtitle A—Eligibility of Children for
Benefits
Sec. 801. Restrictions on eligibility.

Subtitle A—Federal Role
Sec. 802. Continuing disability
disability reviews
reviews for
for
certain children.
Sec. 501. State option to deny AFDC for additional children.
Sec. 803. Disability review required for SSI
Sec. 502. Minors receiving AFDC required to
recipients who are 18 years
years of
of
live under responsible adult suage.
pervision.
Sec. 804. Applicability.
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Subtitle B—Denial of SSI Benefits by Reason Sec. 1052. Availability of commodities.
of Disability to Drug Addicts and Alcoholics
Alcoholics Sec. 1053. State,
State.
local
and
private
Sec.
Sec. 811.
811. Denial
Denial of
of SSI
SSI benefits
benefits by
by reason of
supplementation of commodcommod.
thsability to drug addicts and
disability
ities.
alcoholics.
Sec. 1054. State plan.
Sec. 1055. Allocation of commodities to
TITLE IX—FINANCING
States.
Subtitle A—Treatment of Aliens
Sec. 901. Extension of deeming
deeming of
of income Sec. 1056. Priority system for State distribution of
of commodities,
commodities.
tion
and resources under AFDC. SSI,
SSI. Sec. 1057. Initial
processing costs.
costs.
and food
food stamp
stanp programs.
Sec. 1058. Assurances:
Assurances; anticipated
anticipated use.
Sec. 902. Requirements
Requirements for
forsponsor's
sponsors affidaaffida- Sec. 1059. Authorization of appropriations.
vits of support.
Sec. 1060. Commodity
Commodity supplemental food
Sec. 903. Extending
Extending requirement
requirement for
for affIdaaffIdaprogram.
of support to family-relatvits of
Sec. 1061. Commodities not income.
ed and diversity immigrants.
Sec. 1062. Prohibition against certain State
Subtitle B—Limjtatjon
B—Limitation on Emergency
charges.
Assistance Expenditures
Sec. 1063. Definitions.
Definitions
Sec. 911. Limitation
Lmftatjon on expenditures for Sec. 1064. Regulations.
emergency assistance.
Sec. 1065. Finality of determinations.
determinations,
Sec. 1066. Relationship to other programs.
Subtitle C—Tax Provisions
Sec. 921. Certain Federal assistance includ- Sec. 1067. Settlement and adjustment of
claims.
claims,
ibie in gross income.
ible
amendments.
1068. Repealer-a;
Repealers amendments.
Sec. 922. Earned income tax credit denied to Sec. 1068.
Sec.
TITLE XI—DEFICIT
XI—DEFICrr REDUCTION
individuals not authorized to be
employed in the United States.
States, Sec. 1101. Dedication
Dedication of
of savings
savings to deficit reSec. 923.
93. Phaseout
Phaseoutof
ofearned
earned income
income credit
duction.
for individuals
individuals having
having more
more
TITLE XII—EFFECTp
TiTLE
XII—EFFECp DATE
DATE
than $2,500 of taxable interest Sec. 1201.
Effective date.
and dividends.
AMENDMENT OF THE
Sec. 924. AFDC and food stamp benefits not SEC. 3. AMENDMENT
THE SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY
ACr.
—
ACT.

taken into account for purposes
of the eat-ned
earned income
income tax Credit.

TITLE
REFORJvI
TITLEX—FOOD
X—FOODASSIST1&J'JCE
ASSISTJ'JCE REFORM

Subtitle A—Food Stamp Program Integrity
and Reform
Sec. 1001. Authority to establish authorization periods.
Sec. 1002. Specific period
period for
for prohibiting
prohibiting par-

Except

lack of business integrity.
Sec. 1003. Information for
for verifying eligibility for authorization.
Sec.
Sec. 1004.
1004. Waiting
Waiting period
period for
for stores
stores that
that iniini-

tially fail to meet authorization criteria.

that the State shall offer to
each such family the option of extending
and

coverage under this subsection for any of the
first 22succeeding
succeeding6-month
6-monthperiods,
periods,in
in the
same manner and under the same conditions

as the option of extending coverage under
this subsection for the first succeeding 6month period.".

(2)
CO'JFORMJNC
CONFORMiNG
AMENDMENTS_Section
AIvENDNTS._Sectjon
1396r—6(b)) isis amended—
amended—
1925(b) (42 U.S.C. I396r—6(b))

in the heading, by striking 'Exr-

(A) in the heading, by striking "EXTEN(A)
SION - and inserting
SIaN'
inserting"EXTErSIONS';
- 'EXTENSIONS":
(B) in the heading of paragraph
paragraph (I),
(1), by

-'and inserting
inserting "IN
"IN

striking
"REQUIR
striking
"REQuI1r'
CENERAL";
CENERAL":

and

(C) in paragraph (2)(B)(ii)—
(i)

in the heading.
heading, by striking

"PERIODS'. and
and inserting "PERIODS",

-

'PERIOD"

(ii) by striking
striking "in
"in the
the period"
period' and inserting'In
ng
'in each
each of
of the
the 6-month
6-month periods":
periods":
(D) in paragraph
paragraph (3)(A),
(3)(A),by
bystriking
striking "the
"the 66penod' and
month period"
and inserting
inserting "any
'any 6-month
6-month
period";
period":
(E) in paragraph
(A). by striking •'the
paragraph (4)
(4)(A),
"the
extension period
extension
period" and inserting "any extenextenperiod"; and
sion period":
(F) in paragraph (5)(D)(i), by striking "is a
3-month period"
and all
all that
that follows
follows and inperiod' and
serting
serting the
the following:
following: "is,
"is, with
with respect to a
particular 6-month additional extension pe-

under this subsection, a 3as otherwise expressly provided.
provided, riod provided
month period
period beginning
beginning with
with the 1st or 4th

wherever in this Act an amendment or repeal
is expressed in terms of an amendment to. or
repeal of,
of. a section or other provision, the
reference shall be considered to be made to a
section or other provision of the Social Security Act.
TITLE I—TIME-LIMrFED TRANSITIONAL
ASSISTANCE

ticipation of Stores
stores based on
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lowing: '.'.
lowing:

SEC. 101. LIMITATION
LIMITATION ON
ON DURATION
DURATION OF
OF AFOC
AFDC
BENEFITS.

Section 402(a)
Section
402(a) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.602(a))
602(a))isis amendamend.

ed—
ed—

(1) by
by striking
striking "and"
(I)
'and" at the end of parapara-

month of such extension period,".
period.".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments

made by subsection (a) shall apply to
to cal1. 1997, without regard to whether
or not
final regulations to carry Out
out such
such amendments have been promulgated
promulgated by
by such
such date,
date.

endar quarters
quartersbeginning
endar
beginning on
on or after October

Subtitle B—Earned Income Tax Credit
SEC. 211. NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY REQUIRED
TO BE PROVIDED TO APPLICANTS
AND FORMER RECIPIENTS OF AFDC.
FOOD STAMPS,
STAMPS. AND MEDICAID,
MEDICAID.

Sec. 1005. Bases for suspensions and disqualifications.

graph (44):

dicial review.
Sec. 1007. Thsoualjfjcation
Disqualification of retailers who

graph (46):
(46);
"(46)
'(46) in the case of a State that has exer- graph
(2) by
(2)
by striking
striking the
the period at the end of
cised the option provided for in paragraph

(a) AFDC,—Section
AFDC.—Sectjon 402(a) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)),
(2) by
(2)
by striking the period at the
the end
end of as amended by sections 101 and 102 of this
Sec. 1006. Authority to suspend Stores
stores vio- paragraph (45) and inserting "; and':
and ';and
and
Act, is amended—
lating
1ating program requirements
(3) by inserting after paragraph
paragraph (45)
(45) the
the folfol(1) by striking
striking "and"
"and' at the end of parapending administrative and ju- lowing:

(52), provide that—
are disqualifIed
disqualified from the WIC (52).
"(A) a family shall not be eligible for aid
Percanent debarment
Sec. 1008. Permanent
debarment of
of retailer-s
retailer-s under the State plan if a member of the famfamWflOintentionally
intentionally submit
submit falwho
fal ily is—
sified applications.
(i)
(i) prohibited from participating
participating in the
Sec. 1009. Expanded
Exoaided civil and criminal
criminal for- State
State progran
programestablished
established under
under subpart
subpart I of

program.

fetui-e for violations
feiture
violations of the part C by reason of section
section 497(b);
497(b); or
or
Food Stamp Act.
(ii)
(ii) prohibited
prohibited from
from participating
participating in the
Sec. 1010.
1010. Exoanded
Exanded authority
authority for sharing in- State program
progranl established under subpart
subpart 22 of
formation provided by retailers. part
part C by reason of section 499(a) (4):
(4); and
Sec. 1011.
loll. Expanded
Expandeddefinition
definitionofof"coupon".
"coupon".
(B)
each
member
of
the
family
shall be
Sec.
Sec.1012.
1012.Doubled
Dou1e penalties
penalties for violating
purfood stamp program require- considered to be receiving such aid for pur-

ments.
Sec. 1013. Mandatory
claims
collection
methods.
Sec. 1014. Reduction of basic benefit level.

Sec. 1015. Pro-rating benefits after interrupriois in
tions
in participation.
participation.
Sec. 1016. Work requirement for able-bodied
recipients
recipients.
Sec. 1017. Extending cun-ent
cun'ent claims retention rates.
Sec. 1018. Coordination of employment and
and
traUling programs.
programs.
training
Sec. 1019. Promoting expansion of electronic
benefits transfer.
Sec. 1020. One-year freeze of standard deduction.
Sec.
Sec. 1021.
1021.Nutrition
Nuthrjon assistance
assistance for Puerto
Rico.

Sec. 1022. Other afl)endments
amendments
Stamp Act of 1977.

to the Food

Subutle B—Commodity Distribution
Subtitle
Sec.
Sec. 1051.
1051. Short
Short title.
title.

paragraph (47) and inserting ";': and":
and"; and
paragraph (47)
(47) the
the fol(3) by inserting after paragraph
following:

"(48)
'(48) provide that the
the State
State agency
agency must
provide written notice of the existence
ex2stence and
availability
availability of the
the eat-ned
earned income
income credit
credit

under
under section
section 32
32 of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Code of 1986 to—

'(A)
(A)any
anyindividual
individual who
who applies
applies for aid
under the State plan, upon receipt of the apapplication: and
plication;
"(B)
any individual
individual whose
whose aid
aid under the
'(B) any
poses of eligibility for medical assistance State plan is terminated, in the notice of
termination of
of benefits.".
benefits:',
under the State plan approved under title termination
(b) FooD
XIX for so long as the
the family
family would
would be
FOODSTAIvIPS.—Section
STAMPS—Section 11(e) of the
be eligible for Such
aid but
but for
for subparagraph
subparagraph (A).".
such aid
Food Stamp Act of 1977
1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2020(e))
2020(e)) is
(A).".
SEC. 102. ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL DATA
BASE.

Section 402
402 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.602)
602) is amended
amended by
by

inserting
inserting after
after subsection
subsection (c)
(c) the
the following:
following:
-.

(d)
(d)

The Secretary shall establish
establish and
and

amended—

(1) in paragraph (24) by striking "and" at

the end;
end:
(2) in paragraph (25) by striking the period
at the end and
and inserting
inserting ";: and";
and"; and
and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (25) the folfol.

maintain a data base of participants in State
programs established under parts F and C lowing:
which shall be made available to the States
"(26)
(26) that
that whenever
whenever a household applies for
for
for
for use
use in
in administering
administering subsection
subsection (a)(46).".
(a)(46):. food stamp benefits, and whenever such benbenefits
are
terminated
with
respect
TITLE
II—MAJ( WORK
TITLE Il—MAKE
WORK PAY
to aa househousehold.
hold, the State agency shall provide to each
Subtitle A—Health Care
SEC. 201. TRANSITIONAL
TRANSmONAL MEDICAID
MEDICAIDBENEFITS.
BENEFITS,
(a)
(a) EXTENSION
EXTENSIONOF
OFMEDICAID
MEDICAID ENROLLMENT
ENROLLMEN1

FOR FORMER
FORM AFDC
FOR
AFDCRECIPIENTS
RECIPIENTS FOR
FOR I ADDIADDI-

TIONAL YEAR.—
TIONAL.
YEAR.—
(I)
(1)
IN GENERAL—Section
CENERAL—Section

1925(b)(1)
1925(b)(I)

(42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.1396r-6(b)(1))
l396r-6(b)(fl)isis amended
amended by
by striking

the period at the end and inserting the fol-

member of such household notice of—

(A) the existence of the earned income
tax credit under section 32 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986;
1986: and

(B) the fact that such credit may be appli"(B)
cable to such
such member.".
member:'.
(c)
(c) MEDICAID—Section
1902(a)
MEICAJD.—Sectjon 1902(a)
l396a(a)) isis amended—
1396a(a))
amended—

(42

U.S.C.

March 23, 1995
(1)
(1) by
by striking
striking•'and"
•'and"atatthe
the end
end

graph (61):

(2)
(2)
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of
of parapara-

by striking
by
striking the
the period at the end
end of
of

paragraph
paragraph(62)
(62)and
andinserting
inserting ';; and':
and: and
and

PROPOSALS—No
PROPOSALS.—NOState
Statemay
maybe
bedesdesignated
ignated under
undersubsection
subsection g)(2)
unless the
(g)(2) unless
State'sproposal
States
proposalfor
forsuch
iuch designation—
designation—
(3)

"(A)
agen(A)identifies
identifiesthe
theresponsible
responsible State
State agen-

(3)
(3) by adding
adding at
at the
theend
endthe
thefollowing
following new
new cy.

paragraph:

"(B)
(B)describes
describes how
how and
and when
when the
the advance
advance
earned income
will be
by
ear-ned
income payments
payments will
be made
made by
that
that agency, including
including aa description of
of any
any
State or
or Federal
Federalbenefits
benefitswith
with which
which
other State
such payments
payments will
will be
be coordinated.
(C) describes
describes how
how the
the State
Statewill
will obtain
the
the information
information on
on which
whichthe
the amount
amount of
of adadvance ear-ned
earned income
income payments
payments made
made to each
will be determined
determined in
in
participating resident
resident will
accordance
with paragraph
paragraph (4)
(4),
accordance with
SEC.
SEC. 212. NOTICE
NOTICE OF
OF AVAILABILITY
AVAILABILITY OF
OF EARNED
(D) describes how State residents who
INCOME TAX CREDIT AND DEPENDwillbe
be eligible
eligibletotoreceive
receiveadvance
advance earned
earned inENT CARE
EN'T
CARE TAX
TAX CREDIT TO BE IN- will
come payments
payments will
will be selected,
selected, notified
notified of
CLUDED ON W-4 FORM.
CLIJDED
opportunity to
toreceive
receiveadvance
advance earned
earned
Section
1114 of
Section 1114
ofthe
the Omnibus
Omnibus Budget
Budget RecRec- the opportunity
from the
the responsible State
onciliation
onciliationAct
Actofof1990
1990(26
(26U.S.C.
U.S.C.21
21 note),
note), re- income payments from
and given
given the opportunity
opportunity to
to elect
elect to
to
lating to
lating
to program
program to
to increase
increase public aware- agency, and
ness,
ness, is amended by adding at the end the participate in the program.
(E) describes
how the
theState
Statewill
will verify,
verify, in
describes how
in
following new
new sentence:
following
sentence: "Such
Such means
means shall addition
to receiving the certifications and
include
include printing
printin2 aa notice of the availability
availability
(7) (D) (iv).
of such credits on the forms used
used by
by employemploy- statement described in paragraph (7)(D)(iv).
eligibility of
for
eligibility
of participating
participating residents
residents for
ees to
ees
to determine
determine the
the proper
proper number
number of
of withwith- the
earned tax
tax credit,
earned
holding exemptions
holding
exemptions under
under chapter
chapter 24 of
of the
the the"(F)
(F) commits the State
State to
to furnishing
furnishing to
Internal Revenue
Internal
Revenue Code
Code of
of1986.".
1986.'.
each participating
each
participating resident
resident and
and to the SecSEC.
each year
year aa written
written
213. ADVANCE
ADVANCE PAYMENT
PAYMENT OF EARNED IN- retary by January 31 of each
SEC. 213.
COME TAX
COME
TAX CREDIT
CREDIT THROUGH
THROUGH STATE statement
showing—
statement showing—
DEMONSTRATION.PROGRAMS.
DEMONSTRATION.PROGRAM5.
(9) the
the name
nameand
andtaxpayer
taxpayeridentification
identification
(i)
(a)
(a) IN
IN CENERAL.—Section
GEr'JER..—Sectjon 3507
3507 of
of the
the InterInter- number of the participating
participating resident,
resident, and
nal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986
1986 (relating
(relating to the ad"(ii)
(ii)the
thetotal
totalamount
amountofofadvance
advanceearned
earned
vance payment
vance
payment of
of the
the ear-ned
earned income tax income payments
payments made
madeto
tothe
theparticipating
participating
credit) is
credit)
is amended
amended by adding at the end
end the
the resident during the prior
prior calendar
calendar year.
year.
following:
(C) commits the State
State to
to furnishing
furnishing to

"(63)
(63)provide
providethat
that the
the State
State shall provide
existence and
andavailability
availability of
notice of the existence
the ear-ned
earned income
income tax
tax credit
credit under
under section
Revenue Code
32 of the Internal Revenue
Code of
of 1986
1986 to
to
each individual
each
individual applying for
for medical
medical assistassistance under
ance
under the
the State
State plan
plan and
andto
to each
eachindiindividual whose
eligibility for
whose eligibility
formedical
medicalassistassistance under the State plan is
is terminated.".
terminated.'.

(g) STATE
STATE Dz'iONsTR.A'rIoNs.—
DONSTRATIONS.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—In
GENRA.L.—ln lieu of receiving
receiving
earned income
ear-ned
income advance
advance amounts from an em-

December 11 of
ofeach
each year
year aa
the Secretary by December
written
written statement
statement showing
showing the
the name
name and

taxpayer
taxpayer identification
identificationnumber
numberof
ofeach
each parparployer under subsection
subsection (a),
(a), aaparticipating
participating ticipating
ticipatingresident,
resident,
resident shall receive advance
advanceear-ned
earned income
(H)
(H) commits
commitsthe
the State
State to
to treat
treat the
the adpayments from
from aa responsible State agency vanced ear-ned
earned income
income payments
payments as
as described
pursuant
pursuant to
to aa State
State Advance
Advance Payment
Payment ProPro- in subsection (g)
(g)(5)
(5) and
and any
any repayments
repayments of
of
gram that
that isisdesignated
asignated pursuant
pursuant to
to para- excessive
excessive advance
advanceear-ned
earned income payments
graph (2).
as described in subsection (g)
(g)(6).
as
(6),
(2)
(2) DESIGNA'noNs.—
DESIc'rIoNs.—
(I) commits
(I)
commitsthe
theState
State to
toassess
assess the devel(A) IN
IN GENAL.—From
GENAL.—Fromamong
amongthe
the States
States opment
(A)
opment and implementation of
of its
its State
State AdAdsubmitting prooosals
proDosals satisfying the requirerequire- vance Payment Program, including
includingan
anagreeagree.
ments of subserzion
subseczion (g)
(g)(3),
(3), the Secretary
Secretary (in
(in ment to share
share its
its findings
findings and lessons
lesson6with
with
consultation wzh
with the Secretary
Secretary of
of Health
Health other interested States in a manner to
to be
be deand Human Services) may
may designate
designate not scribed by the
the Secretary, and
more than 4 State Advance Payment Dem(J) is submitted to the Secretary on or
onstrations. States
onstrations.
Sates selected for
for the dem- before
before June
June 30.
30, 1995.
onstrations
ma have,
onstrations may
have,in
in the
the aggregate, no
(4)
AMOUNT
AMOUNT AND
AND TIInNG
TI1flNG OF
OF ADVANCE
ADVANCE
more than 5 percent
percent of
of the total number of EARNED
EARNEDINCOME
INCO PAYMENTS.—
PAYMENTS.—
household paricipating
participating in
in the program
(A) AJ4O.ThT.—
AMOUNT.—
under the Food Stamp program in the immeimme(i) IN
IN GENERAL—The
GENERAL—Themethod
methodfor
fordeterdeterfiscal year,
year.Administrative
Administrative mining
diately preceding
preceding fiscal
the amount of advance
mining the
advanceear-ned
earned inincosts of
of a Staze
State in conducting
costs
conducting aa demonstra- come payments made
made to
to each
each participating
participating
be included
included for resident
tion under this section may be
resident is
is to
to conform
conform to the
the full
full extent posposmatching under section 403(a) of the Social
Social sible with
the provisions of
of subsection
subsection (c).
with the
Security Act
Act and
and section 16(a) of the Food
"(ii)
(ii)SPECIAL
SPECIALRULE—A
RULE—AState
Statemay.
may. at
at its
Stamp
Act of 1977.
Stamp Act
election, apply the rules of subsection
(B) WI-EN
WN DESIGNATION
DESIGNATIONMAY
MAYBEE MADE—Any
MADE—Any

designation under
unoer this paragraph shall be
made
made no later
later than
than December 31. 1995.
FORM1CH
VHICHDESIGNATION
(C) PERIOD
PERIOD OR
"(C)
IN
DESIGNATION IS IN
EFFECT.(i)
(i) IN
IN GENERAL_—Designations
GENERAL—Designations made
made under

this paragraph shall be effective for
for advance
advance
earned income payments
paYments made
madeafter
after DecemDecemearned
ber 31. 1995.
1999,
1995, and before January 1. 1999.
"(ii)
(ii)SPECIAL
SPECIAl..RULES.—
RULES.—
(I) REVOCATION
REVOCATIONOF
OFDESIGNATIONS.—The
DESIGNATION5—The

Secretary may revoke the designation
designation under
under
paragraph if
this paragraph
if the
the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines

State is
is not
not complying
complying substanthat the State
substantially with
tially
withthe
theproposal
proposal described
described in
in paraparagraph (3) Submitted
submizzed by
bythe
the State.
State.

(c) (2) (8) by substituting
substituting 'between
(c)(2)(B)
'between 60
60 percent
percent
and 75 percent
percent of
of the credit percentage
percentage in
in ef-

fect under section
section 32(b)(l)
32(b)(I) for
for an
an individual
individual
with the
with
the corresponding
corresponding number
numberof
ofqualifying
qualifying
children for
children'
for '60
'60 percent
percent of
of the
the credit
credit perpercentage in
centage
in effect
effect under
under section
section32(b)(l)
32(b)(l) for
for
such an
such
aneligible
eligibleindividual
individualwith
with II qualifying
qualifying
child' in
child'
inclause
clause (i)
(i)and
and'the
'thesame
same percentage
percentage
(as applied in clause
clause (i)) for '60
'60 percent' in
clause
(ii).
clause (ii).
TIMING—The frequency
frequency of
of advance
advance
(B) TIMING.—The
ear-ned income payments may
may be
be made on
the basis
basisof
of the
thepayroll
payrollperiods
periodsof
ofpal-ticipatparticipating residents,
ing
residents, on a single statewide
statewide schedule.
schedule,
or on any
any other
other reasonable
reasonable basis prescribed
by the State
State in
in its proposal; however, in no
event
earned income
event may
may advance
advance ear-ned
incomepayments
payments
be made
made to
to any
any participating
participating resident
resident less
frequently than
frequently
than on
on aa calendar-quarter basis.
basis.
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(i)
(i) shall
shall neither
payment
neither be
be treated as
as aa payment
of
of compensation
compensation nor be included in
in gross
gross inincome.
come. and
and
"(ii)
madeOut
out of—
of—
(ii)shall
shallbe
be treated
treated as
as made
'(I)
(1) amounts
amounts required
required to be deducted by

State and
and withheld
withheld for the
the State
the calendar
quarter by the State
State under
under section
section 3401
3401 (re(re-

withholding). and
lating to wage withholding),
and
"(II) amounts
"(II)
amounts required
required to
to be
be deducted
deducted for
the calendar quarter under section 3102 (relating
latingto
toFICA
FICAemployee
employeetaxes),
taxes),and
and
"(III) amounts
"(III)
amountsofofthe
thetaxes
taxes imposed
imposed on
on the
the
State for the calendar quarter under section
3111 (relating to FICA
FICA employer
employer taxes).
taxes).
as if
as
if the State had paid to the Secretary, on
the day on which
which payments
payments are
are made
made to
to parpar-

ticipating
an amount
amountequal
equal to
to
ticipating residents,
residents, an
such payments.
(B) ADVANCE
EXCEED TAXES
ADVANCEPAYMENTS
PAfENTS EXCEED
TAXES
DuE—If
DUE—Iffor
forany
anycalendar
calendarquarter
quarter the
the aggre-

gate amount
gate
amount of
of advance
advanceear-ned
earned income payments made by the responsible
responsible State
State agency
agency
State Advance
Advance Payment
Payment Program
Program exexunder a State
ceeds the
the sum
sum of
of the
the amounts
amounts referred
referred to in
ceeds
subparagraph (A)(ii)
(A) (ii) (without
(without regard
subparagraph
regard to para(A)). each such advance
advance earned
earnediningraph (6)
(6)(A)).
come payment
payment shall
shall be reduced by an
amount which
which bears
bears the same ratio to such
excess as
excess
assuch
suchadvance
advanceear-ned
earnedincome
incomepaypay-

ment bears
bears to
to the
the aggregate
aggregateamount
amountof
of all
all
such advance ear-ned
ear-ned income
income payments.
(6) STATE REPAYMENT
REPAYMENT OF
OF EXCESSIVE
EXCESSIVE ADADVANCE
VANCE EARNED INCOME PAYMENTS.—
PAYMENTS.—
(A) IN
IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding
GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
any

other provision of
of law.
law,ininthe
thecase
case of
of an
an excessive advance
advance earned
earned income
income payment a
as having
having deducted
deducted
State shall be treated as
and withheld under section 3401 (relating to
wage withholding).
withholding). and
therefore
is
required
and
required
to pay to the United
United States,
States, the repayment
amount during
during the
the repayment calendar quarter.
(B) EXCESSIVE
(B)
EXCESSIVE ADVANCE
ADVANCE EARNED INCOME
INCOME

PAYMENT—For
PAYMENT—Forpurposes
purposesof
ofthis
thissection.
section. an
an

advance income
income payment
payment is
is that
excessive advance
portion of
portion
of any
any advance
advance earned income payment that.
that, when
when combined
combined with
with other advance earned
earned income
income payments
payments previously
previously
sameparticipating
participating resident durmade to the same
ing the
ing
the same
same calendar year,
year. exceeds the
income tax
tax credit
credit to which
amount of earned
earned income
that participating resident is entitled under
section 32 for
for that
year.
that year.
(C)
repayment
(C) REPAYMENT
REPAYMENTA.MOUNT.—The
AMOUNT—The repayment

amount is equal to 50
50 percent
percent of
of the
the excess
excess
of—

(i)
(i) excessive
excessive advance
advance earned income payments made
made by
by aa State
State during
during aa particular
particular
calendar year,
year. over

"(ii)
(Ii)the
the sum
sum of—
of—
(1)
percent of
of all
alladvance
advance earned
earned income
(I) 44percent
income
made by
by the
the State
Stateduring
during that
that calcalpayments made
endar year,
year. and
and
"(II) the
"(II)
theexcessive
excessive advance
advance earned
earned income
payments made
made by
by the
the State
Stateduring
during that
that calcal-

been collected
collected from
from
endar year that have been
participating residents
participating
residents by
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary.

(D)
CALENDAR QUARTER—The
QUARTER—The
(D) REPAYMENT
REPAYN.T CALENDAR

repayment calendar quarter is the second
quarter of
of the third calendar year
calendar quarter
after the calendar year in which
which an
an excessive
earned income payment is
earned
is made.
made.
(7) DEFINITIONS—For
DEFINITIONS—FOr purposes
"(7)
purposes of
of this
this secsection—
(A)STATE
STATE ADVANCE
ADVANCE PAYMENT
'(A)
PAYNT PROGRAM.—
PROGRAM.—
The term 'State Advance Payment Program'
means the
the program
program described
described in
in a proposal
means

submitted for
for designation
designation under
under paragraph
(I) and
(I)
and designated
designated by the Secretary under
paragraph
(2).
paragraph (2).
"(II)
(II)AIJTOM,ATIC
AUTOMATICTERr,GNATION
TERrNATION OF
OF DESIGNADESIGNA"(8)
(B) RESPONSIBLE
RESPOr'SIBLE STATE
STATE AGENCY—The
AGENCY—The
TIONS.—Anyfailure
TIONS—Any
failureby
byaaState
State to
to comply
term 'responsible
responsible State agency' means the
with the
with
the repol-th'tg
reporting requirements described in
agency that
that will
will be
single State agency
be making
making the
the
paragraphs (3)(F)
paragraphs
(3) (F) and
and (3)(G)
(3) (C) has
hasthe
theeffect
effect of
of
(5) PAYNTS
PAYMENTS
"(5)
TO TO
BEBE
TREATED
TREATEDAS
ASPAYMENTh
PAYMENTS advance
advance earned
earnedincome
income payments
paymentsto
to resiresiimmediately terminating
immediately
terminating the
the designation
designation OF WIThHOLDING AND FICA TAXES.—
State who
who elect to participate in
dents of the State
under this paragraph (2) and
and rendering
rendering parapara"(A)
(A) IN
IN GENERAL—For
GENERAL—Forpurposes
purposesofofthis
this a State
State Advance
Advance Payment Program.
graph (5)(A)(ii)
graph
(5)(A)(ii)inapplicable
inapplicabletotosubsequent
subsequent title,
earned income
title, advance
advance ear-ned
income payments
payments dur(C) ADVANCE
(C)
ADVANCE
EARNED
EARNED
INCOME
INCOPAYMENTS.—
PAY?NTS.—
payments.
ing any calendar quarter—
The term 'advance earned income payments'
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means an amount
amount paid
paid by
by aa responsible
responsible State
(F) Paragraph (I) of section 129(e) of such
agency
agency to residents of the
the State
State pursuant
(B)
describes
the
activities
"(B)
activities the
the State will
pursuant to Code is amended by striking "section
will
'section carry Out
a State Advance Payment Program.
out with
with funds provided under
under this
this sec21(b)(2)'
2l(b)(2)"
and
inserting
"section
'secrion
35(b)(2)".
(D) PARTICIPATING
tion;
tion:
PARTCIJ'ATThG RESIDENT—The
RES1D€rrr._The term
(G) Subsection (e) of section 213 of
(C)
of such
'participating resident means an individual Code
(C) provides assurances
"(C)
assurances that
that the
the funds
funds
is
is amended
amendedby
bystriking
striking "section
'section 21"
who—
21" and
and provided
provided under this section will be used to
inserting
inserting
"section
'section
35".
35'.
(i) is
is a resident of a State that has in ef"(i)
supplement.
supplement,
not
supplant,
supplant.
State
and local
(H) Paragraph (2) of Section
section 1324(b) of title
fect a designated State Advance Payment
Payment 31,
31. United States Code,
Code, is
is amended by insert- funds as well as Federal funds provided under
Program.
any
Act
and
applied
to
child
". or from section 35 of
care activities
before the period ".
(ii) makes the election described in para- ing
in the State
State during
duringfiscal
fiscalyear
such Code",
Code'.
year1989:
1989:
graph (3)(C) pursuant
pursuant to
to guidelines pre(D)
provides
assurances
that
the State
(I) The table of sections for subpart C of
scribed by the State.
will not expend more than 7 percent of the
part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1I of
of such funds provided to the States percent
(iii) certifies to the State the number of Code
is amended by striking the item relatunder
under this secqualifying children the individual has, and
qualif5ing
tion for the fiscal year for administrative exinserting the
the following:
following: penses:
(iv) provides to the State the certifi- ing to section 35 and inserting
penses;
catioris
CE) provides
cations and
and statement
statement set
set forth in sub- "Sec. 35. Expenses for household and depend(E)
provides assurances
assurances that,
that. in
in providing
providing
sections (b)(1),
(b)(l), (b)(2).
(b)(2). (b)(3).
(b)(3). and (b)(4) (except
child care assistance, the
the State
State will
will give
give Priprient
care
services
necessary
for
that for purposes of this
this clause
clause (iv).
ority to families with low income and fami(iv). the term
gainful employment,
employment.
lies living in aa low-income
•any employer
'any
employer' shall
shall be substituted for 'angeographical
low-income
geographical
Overpayment5 of
of tax.",
tax.",
area:
other employer'
emplover in subsection (b)(3)). along "Sec. 36. Overpayments
with any other information
information required
"(F)
(F) ensures
ensures that child care providers re(J) The table of sections
sections for
required
by
the
for subpart A of imbursed
State.".
State.
".
under this section meet applicable
such part IV is amended by Striking
striking
the
item
(b)
(b) TECFirqIA
ASSISTANCE —The Secretar- relating to section 21,
TECtiI,sj ASSISTANCE_The
standards of State and local law:
21.
ies of Treasury
TreasuI-' and Health
Health and
"(G)
(G) provides assurances that the
(b) HIGE{ER-INCO
HICHER-INCO TAXPAYER.S
TAXPAYERS INEUCIBLE
and Human
the lead
Human Servlead
INEUGIBLE
ices shall Jointly
jointly ensure that technical as- FOR CR.EDrr.__Subsection
CREDIT__Subsection (a) of section 35 of agency will coordinate the use of funds prosistance is provided to State Advance Pay- such Code, as redesignated by
vided
under
this
section
with
the
use
of
subsection (a).
ment Programs and that these programs are is amended by adding at thebyend
the follow- other Federal resources for child care prorigorously evaluated.
ing new paragraph:
vided under this Act,
Act. and with other Federal,
(c) ANN(JA
REPORTS,—The
(c)
ANNUAL
RorrS,_The Secretary shall
State, or local child care and preschool pro(3)PP.SEOUT
"(3)
.sEourOF
OFCREDIT
CREDrFFOR
oR HIGHER-INHIGHER-1N
issue annual reports detailing the extent to COME
COME TAXPAYERS_The
operated in the State:
TAXPAYP,5._The amount
amount of the credit
credit grams
which—
• '(H)
provides for
(H) provides
for the
the establishment
establishment of
which would (but for this paragraph) be alof such
fiscal
and
accounting procedures as may be
(1) residents participate in the State Ad- lowed by this section shall be reduced (but
to—
necessary
vance Payment
Vance
Payment Programs,
Programs.
not
not below zero) by an amount which bears
(2) participating residents file
(i) ensure a proper accounting of Federal
file Federal and the same ratio to such amount of credit as
State tax returns,
returns.
funds received
received by
by the
the State
State under this secthe excess of the taxpayer's adjusted gross funds
tion: and
tion;
(3) participating residents report
for the taxable year
year
over
over
$60,000
accu- income
$60,000
"(ii)
(ii) ensure
ensure the
the proper
proper verification
verification of the
ratelv
rateh' the amount of the advance earned in- bears
bears to
to$20,000.
$20,000.Any
Anyreduction
reduction deterniined
determined
submitted by the State under
come payments made to
to them
them by
by the responunder subrespon- under the preceding sentence
sentence which is not a reports
(0(2);
sible State agency during the year,
multiple of $10 shall be rounded to the near- section (0(2):
year. and
(I) provides assurances that the State will
multiple of
of $10.".
SIC.'.
(4) recipients of excessive advance earned est multiple
(c) EFFEctIVE
not impose
impose more
more stringent
stringent standards
standards and 11income payments repaid those amounts.
EFFECnVE DATE.—The
DA'rE,—The amendments not
11.
or regulatory requirements on
made by
by this
this section
section shall
shall apply
The report
report shall
shall also
also contain
on child
The
apply to taxable censing
contain an estimate of made
care
providers
receiving
years
beginning
after
December
31.
funds
funds
beginning
after
December
31,
1996.
the
of advance
advanceear-ned
the amount of
provided
1996.
earned income payunder this section than those imposed on
ments made by each responsible State agen- SEC. 222. FUNDING
FUNDING OF CHILD
CHILD CARE SERVICES,
SERVICES.
other
child
care
providers
in
the
State:
cy but not reported on the tax returns
(a) ELIMINATION
EUMINA-I-ION OF
returns of
of aa
OF CHn
(J) provides assurances that the State
CHnCARE
PROC PRO.
participatino resident and the amount of ex- GRAMS,—
Participating
CRAMS.—
will not implement any policy
policy or practice
cessive advance
advance earned
earned income
income payments
cessive
(1) AFDC
(1)
AND
TRANSITIONAL
AFDC
AND
TRANSmO CHILD
CHILD CARE
CARE which has the effect of significantly restrict(d) AUThORIrTION
OFAPPR0PRJATj05._
AUTh0RIT0N OF
PROGR..&J45—
PROCRAJs4S._
APPROPRIATIOrJS.
ing parental choice by—
For purposes of providing
providing technical assist(A) REPEALER._Section
(A)
REPEAL.._Section
(i) expressly or effectively excluding any
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
ance described
described in
u subsection
subsection (b), preparing 602(g)) is hereby repealed. 402(g) (42
category
category of care or type of provider within a
the reports described in subsection (ci.
(B) CONFORMING
CONFORMING AMEND
At ND
(ci, and
'TS
'-rS.category of care;
providing grants to States in support of des(i) Section 403(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 603(a)(3)) is
"(ii) limiting parental access
access to
to or
or choices
choices
ignated State Advance Payment Programs,
'other than
Programs. amended by striking "other
than services
services from among various categories
categories of
of care or
there are authorized
autnorjzed to be appropriated
appropdated in furnished pursuant to section 402(g)".
types'
of
providers:
or
advance to the Secretary of the Treasury
(ii) Section 403(e) (42 U.S.C.
(iii) excluding
U.S.C. 603(e)) is
"(iii)
excluding aa significant
significant number
number of
of
and the Secretary of Health and Human amended—
providers in any category of care:
care; and
$1,400,00o for
Services a total of $I,400.Ooo
(I) by striking ", 402(a)(43), and 402(g)(l)."
for
fiscal
years
402(g)(l),"
"(K)
(K)
provides
provides
assurances
assurances
that
that
parents will
1996
1996 through 1999.
inserting "and
'and 402(a)
402(a) (43)":
(43)'; and
and inserting
be informed regarding their options under
(II) by striking the 2nd sentence.
section.
this
section,
including
the
Subtitle C—Child Care
option of receiv(2) AT-RISK CHILD
CHILD CARE
CARE PROGR&,M,_Sections
care certificate or voucher.
PROCRAM_Sections ing a child Care

SEC. 221. DEPENTjj'r
DEpENDEr CARE CREDIT TO BE RERE.

FUNDABLE.
HIGH-INCOME
TAXTAX.
PAYERS
INELIGIBLEFOR
FORCREDIT.
CREtIrr,
PAYERS INELIGIBLE

BE RE,_

(a) CREDrr
(a)
CRErr To
To BE REFABLE.
(I) ININ
GENERA!_,_.Section
(1)
CEN._Section 21
21of
ofthe
the Internal
Internal

402(i) and 403(n) (42 U.S.C. 602(i) and
and 603(n))
603(n))
(2)
State may
(2) FORM.—A
FOi.—A State
maysubmit
submit a plan
are hereby repealed.
that meets the requirements of paragraph (1)
(3) CHIU)
CHIu) CARE
cARE PROCRAM5
PROGRAMS UNDER THE CHILD
CKILD in the form of amendments to the State plan
CAREAND
CARE
ANt)DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPrrr BLOCK
BLOCK GRANT ACT OF

1990—The Child
1990.—The
Child Care
Care and
and Development
Development

Block
Block
Revenue Code
Revenue
Code of
of1986
1986(relatino
(relatjn to expenses Grant
Grant Act
Act of
of 1990
1990 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 9858 et seq.) is
for household and dependent care services hereby repealed.
repealed,
(b) FUNDING
necessary
necessary for
for gainful
gainful employment)
employment) is hereby
FIJNDINC OFOF CHIL.D
CHILD Csje SERVIcFs
SERvIc
to subpart C of part
moved 'to
THROUCH SOCIAL SERVICES
SERVIcES BLOCK
part JV
JV of subchapter THROUGH
BLOCKGto,r'GRojn-PROPRO.
A of chapter
chapter 1i of such Code (relating to re- GRAM—Title
CRAM_—Title XX
XX (42 U.S.C. 1397—13971)
1397-.I397f) is
fundable credits) and inserted
inserted after section amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
theend
end the
the following:
following:
34.
"SEC. 2008. CHILD CARE.
(2)
(2) TECHJ','ICAL
ADME.,,_
ECHJaC AMENDMErrs._
"(a)
(a) CON1ITIONAT
ENT1TLMF_1n addiCONDITIONAL ENTITLEM,_ln
(A)
(A) Section
Section 35
35 of
of such
such Code
Code is redesignated
add ition
tion to
to any
any payment
payment under
under section 2002
as section 36.
or
2007,
each
State
with
2097,
(B)
Section 21
a
plan
approved
under
(B) Section
of
such
Code
21 of such Codeisis redesignated
redesignated this section for a fiscal
as section
section 35.
35.
year shall be entitled
to payment of an amount equal to the spe(C) Paragraph
Paragraph (1)
(I) of section 35(a)
35(a) of
of such
such cial allotment of the State
State for the fiscal
Code (as redesignated by subparagraph
subparagraph (B))
(B)) is
is year.
amended
amended by striking
strixm "this
chapter" and
this
chapter'
inand
in"(b)
'(b)
STATE
STATE
PLANS.—
PLANS.—
serting -"this
serting
'this subtitle".
subtitle".
(1) CONTENT—A
CoNmr-r,_A plan
(1)
plan meets the requireCD)
Subparagraph (C) of
(D) Subparagraph
of section 129(a)(2) of
ments of this paragraph if the plan—
such Code is amended by striking
striking "section
"(A)
(A) identifies
identifies an
an appropriate State agency
21(e)" arid
and inserting
inserting "section
'section 35(e)". . section
to
to be
be the
the lead
lead agency
agency responsible
responsible for
for adminadinin(E) Paragraph (2) of section 129(b) of Such
such
istering
istering at
at the
the State
State level,
level. and
Code
Code is amended by striking
and coordinating
"section
governments.
with
local
governments,
the
21(d) (2)' and inserting
Inserting "Section
"section 35(d)(2)",
21(d)(2)"
activities of the
35(d)(2y'.
State pursuant to this section:
section:

submitted pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section658E
658E of
of the
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990.
1990, as in effect before the
the effective
effective
date of section 222 of the Individual Responsibility Act of 1995.
(3) APPROVAL_Not
APPROVAL_NOtlater
later than
than 90
90 days
days

after the date the State submits a plan to

the Secretary under this subsection, the Secretary shall either approve or disapprove the
plan. If the Secretary disapproves the plan.
plan,
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall provide
provide the
the State
State with
an explanation
explanation and
and recommendations
recommendations for
an
for
changes in the plan to gain approval.
(c) SPECIAL ALLDflj-j'5,
ALLcrflEwrs_
(1) IN GENERAL_The special allotment of

a State for a fiscal year equals the amount

that bears the same ratio to the amount

specified in paragraph (2) for the fiscal year.
year,
as the number of children who have not attained 13 years of age and
and are
are residing with
families In the State bears to the total number of such children in all States with plans
approved under
under this
this section
sectionfor
for the fiscal
fiscal
year, determined on the basis of the most
most recent data available from the Department of
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Commerce
Commerceatatthe
thetime
timethe
thespecial
special allotment
'(F)
(F) State efforts to provide technical asis
is determined.
determined.
sistance designed to help providers improve
(2)
(2)AMOUN1
AMOur SPECIFIED—The
SPECIFIED—The amount
amount specispeci- the services offered to parents and childrei,;
children;
fied in this paragraph is—
and
•(A)
(A)51.400.000.000
S1.400.000.000 for
for fiscal year 1997; and
and
(C) other child care-related programs con"(B)
51.450.000.000 for each of fiscal years sistent
'(B) S1.450,000.000
sistent with
with the
the purpose
purpose of
of this
this section
section and
and
1998. 1999,
1998.
1999. and
and 2000.
2000.
approved by the Secretary.
(d) PAYML'TS
PAnENTS TO STATES.—
STATES.—
"(3)
(3) LIMITATIONS
LIVUTATIONSON
ONUSE
USEOF
OFFUNDS.—A
FUNS.—A
(1) PAYME,VrS.—The
PAYMENTS—The Secretary
'(1)
Secretaryshall
shall propro- State to which funds are paid under this sec•

vide funds to each State with a plan ap- tion for a fiscal year shall use not less than
proved under this section for a fiscal year 80 percent of such funds to provide direct
allotment of
of the
the State
State for
for child care assistance to low-income parents
from the special allotment
the fiscal year. in accordance with section through child care certificates or vouchers.
vouchers,
6503 of title 31. United States Code.
contracts, or grants.
(2) EXPENDITURE
(2)
Exprcorrtjie OFOF
FUNDS
FUNDS
BY
BYSTATES.—
STATES.—

Except as provided in paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3)(A).
(A). each
State to which funds are paid under this section
tion for
for aa fiscal
fiscal year
year shall
shall expend
expend such
such funds
funds
in the fiscal year or in the immediately succeeding
ceeding fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
•

(3) REDISTRIBUTION
OF UNEXPENDEID
UNEXPENDED SPEREDISTRIBUTION OF

CAL ALLOThSrS.—
ALLOfl'TS.—
-(A)
(A) REMrrrJ\t
TO TO
THE
SECRETARY.—Each
REMITrANCE
THE
SECRETARY,—Each
•

(4) METHODS OF FUNDING—Funds for child

care services under this title shall be for the
shall bebeprovided
benefit of parents and shall
provided
through child care vouchers or certificates
provided directly to parents or through contracts
tracts or
or grants
grants with
with public
public or
or private
private proproviders.

(5) PARENTAL RJCHTS
RIGHTS OF CHOICE—Any par-

ent who receives a child care certificate

State to which
funds are paid under this sec- under this title may use such certificate
whith funds
tion for a fiscal year shall remit to the Sec- with any child care provider, including those
retary that part of such funds which the providers which have religious activities, if
State intends not to,
to. or does
does not,
not, expend
expend in
in such provider is freely chosen by the parent
the fiscal year or
or in
the
in the
the immediately
immediately suc- from among the available alternatives.
ceeding fiscal year.
'(6)
(6) CHILD
CHILo CARE
CARE CERTIFICATES.—
CERrIFICATES.—
• (B)
(B) REDISTRIBUTION—The
REDIS1'RISiJTION.—The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall
'(A)
(A) IN GENERAL—For purposes of this
increase
increase the
the special
special allotment
allotment of
of each
each State
State title, a child care certificate
certificate is
is aa certificate
certificate
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appropriate
appropriate subject
subject to
to approval
approval of
of the
the SecSecretary;
retary:
(B) nonprofit organizations under subsections Cc)
and(d)
(d)of
ofsection
section 501
501 of
of the
the InIn(c) and
ternal Revenue Code of 1986;
1986:
(C) professional or employee associations;
associations:

"(D) consortia of small businesses;
businesses: and
(E) units
units of State and
and local
local governments,
governments.
(B)
and elementary, secondary, and post-secondary educational institutions.
"(10)
(10)
PROHIBrTED
PROHIBITEDUSES—Any
USES—Any State
State to
which funds are paid under this section may
not use such funds—
•

(A)

to satisfy any State matching re-

quirement imposed under any Federal grant:
grant;
"(B)
(B) for
for the purchase or improvement of
land,
land, or
or the
the purchase,
purchase. construction,
construction. or
or perpermanent improvement (other than minor remodeling) of any building or other facility:
or
(C)
(C) to
to provide
provide any
any service
service which
which the
the State
State
makes generally available to the residents of
the State without cost to such residents and

without regard to the income of such residents.
dents,

(1) REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.—

"(1)
(I) NOTIcE
NOTICETO
TOSECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF UNEXPENDED
UNEXPENDED

FUNDS—Each State which has not completely expended the funds paid to the State

with a plan approved under
under this
this part
part for
for aa issued by a State directly to a parent or
fiscal year that does not remit any amount legal guardian for use only as payment for
to the Secretary for the fiscal year by an child care services in any child care facility

under this section for a fiscal year in the fiscal year or the immediately succeeding fis-

"(B)
(B) REDEMPTION—If
REDEMPTION—If the demand for child

later than 18 months after
after the
the date
date of
of the
the enenactment
actment of
of this
this section.
section, and
and each
each year
year therethereafter, the State shall prepare and submit to
the Secretary, in such form as the Secretary
shall prescribe, a report describing the
the
State's
State's use
use of
of funds
funds paid
paid to
to the
the State
State under
under
this section. including—
type. and distribution of
(A) the number. type,
services and programs under this section;
(B) the average cost of child care,
care. by type

amount equal to—
'(i)
remitted
(1)the
the aggregate
aggregate of
of the amounts remitted

eligible to receive funds under this Act.

pursuant to subparagraph (A) for the fiscal care
care services
services of
of families
families qualified
qualified to
to receive
receive
year; multiplied by
year:
such services from a State under this Act ex-(ii)
(ii) the adjusted State share for the fiscal ceeds
ceeds the
the available
available supply
supply of
of such
such services.
services.
year.
the State shall ration assistance to obtain
(C) ADJUST STATE
STATE SHARE,—As
SHARE—As used in such services using procedures that do not
subparagraph (B)
(B)(ii),
(ii). the
the term
term 'adjusted disadvantage parents using child care certifiState
State share'
share' means,
means, with
with respect
respect to
to aa fiscal
fiscal cates.
cates, relative to other methods of financing.
year—
in either the waiting period or the pecuniary
•'(i)
(j)the
thespecial
specialallotment
allotment of
of the
the State
State for
for value of such services.
the fiscal year (before any increase under
"(C)
(C) COMNENCE?NT
COMNCE?WT OF
OFCERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE PROPRO•

subparagraph (B)); divided by
CRAM—Beginning
GRAM—Beginning not later than 1 year after
"(ii)
(I) the
the sum
sum of
of the special allotments
"(ii)(I)
allotments of
of the date of the enactment of this section.
section,

cal year shall notify the Secretary of any
amount not so expended.

(2) STATE REPORTS
REPORTS ON
ON USE
USE OF
OF FUNDS.—Not
FUNDS.—Not

of provider;
provider:
(C) the number of children
children serviced
serviced under
under
this section:

all States with plans approved under this each State that receives funds under this
(D)
CD)the
theaverage
average income
income and
and distribution
part for the fiscal year: minus
title shall offer a child care certificate proof incomes of the families being served;
served:
'(II) the
"(II)
the aggregate
aggregate of
of the
the amounts
amounts remitremit• gram in accordance with this section.
ted to the Secretary pursuant to subpara(B) efforts undertaken by the State pur(E)
(D) AUrHORITY
AUHORrry TO
TOUSE
USECHILD
CFULDCARE
CARE FUNDS
FUNDS

suant to this section to promote and ensure
health and safety and improve quality;
quality: and
(F) such other information as the Secthe funds provided to the State under this
retary
considers
appropriate.
this
this section
section shall
shall be
be used
used to
to expand
expand parent
parent title which are required to be used for child
choices in selecting child care, to address de- care activities to plan and establish the
(3) GUIDELINES FOR STATE REPORTS: COficiencies
ficiencies in
in the
the Supply
supply of child care,
care, and
and to
to State's child care certificate
ORDINATION
ORDINATION WITh
WITh REPORTS
REPORTS UNDER
UNDER SECTION
SECTION
certificate program.
program.
graph (A) for the fiscal year.
'(e)
(e)USE
USEOF
OFFUNDS.—
FUNDS.—

"(I) IN GENERAL—Funds provided under

expand and improve child care services, with

FOR CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM—Each
PROGR.M.—Each State to

which funds are paid under this title may use

(7) OPTION
OPTION OF
OF R,ECEIVING
RECEIVING A
A CFULD
CHILD CARE
cARE CERCER-

an emphasis on providing such services to TIFICATE—Each
TIFICATE—Eachparent
parentoror legal guardian
guardian
low-income families and geographical areas. who receives
receives assistance
assistance pursuant
pursuanttoto this
Secretary. title shall be provided with the option of this
Subject to the approval of the Secretary,
enStates to which funds are paid under this rolling their child with an eligible child care
section shall use such funds
funds to
to carry
carry Out
out provider that receives funds through grants.
and activities
activities through
through contracts, or child care certificates provided
child care programs and
cash grants. certificates, or contracts with under this title. Such parent shall have the
families, oror public
public or
or private
private entities as the right to use such certificates to purchase
State
State determines
deterrrunes appropriate.
appropriate. States shall child care services from an eligible provider
take parental preference into account to the of their choice. The State shall ensure that
maximum extent possible
possible in
in carrying
carrying Out
out parental preference is considered to the maxchild care programs.
imum extent possible in awarding grants or
(2) SPECIFIc
SPECIFICUSES—Each
USES—EachState
Stateto
towhich
which contracts.
contracts,
funds are paid under this section may expend
(8)RIGHTS
RIGHTS OF
OF RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS CHILD
CHILD CARE PRO"(8)
such funds for—
VIDERS—Notwithstanding any other provi-. (2)

(A) child care services for infants, sick sion of law, a religious child care provider
children, children
children with
with special
special needs,
needs, and
and who receives funds under
children,
under this
this Act
Act may
may rerechildren of adolescent
adoiescent parents:
quire adherence by employees to the reli(B) after-school and before-school
before-school propro. gious tenets or teachings of the provider.
grams and programs during
during nontraditional
nontraditional
(9)ELIGIBLE
ELIGIBLECHILD
CHILDCARE
CARE PROVIDERS—Any
PROVIDERS—Any
'(9)
hours for the children of working parents;
parents:
child care provider who meets applicable
- (C) programs for the recruitment and
standards of State and local law shall be eli-

training of day care workers, including older
Americans:
Americans;
(D)
(D) grant and loan programs to enable
child care workers and providers to meet
-

State and local standards and requirements;
requirements:
(E)
(E) child care programs developed by public and private sector partnerships:
-

2006.—Within 6 months after the date of the

enactment of this section.
section, the Secretary

shall establish guidelines for State reports
under paragraph (2). To the extent feasible.
feasible,
the Secretary shall coordinate such reporting requirement with the reports required
under section 2006 and, as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
deems appropriate, with other reporting requirements placed on States as a condition
Federal funds
funds which
which supsup.
of receipt of other Federal
port child care.

'(4)
(4)REPORTS
REPORTSBY
BYTHE
ThE SECRETARY.—

(A) REPORTS TO THE CONGRESS OF SUMSUM.

MARY OF STATE REPORTS—The Secretary

shall
shall annually
annually summarize
summarize the
the information
information
reported
reported to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary pursuant
pursuant to
to paraparagraph
graph (2)
(2) and
and provide
provide such
such summary
summary to
to the
the
Congress.

(B) REPORTS TO
TO THE
ThE STATES ON EFFECTIVE

PRACTICES—The Secretary
PRACTICES—The
Secretary shall
shall annually

provide the States with a report on particularly
larly effective
effective practices
practices and
and programs
programs supsupported by funds paid to the
the State
State under
under this
this
gible to receive funds under this section. As section. which ensure the health and safety
used in this paragraph,
paragraph, the
theterm
term'child
child care
care of children in care, promote quality child
provider' includes—
care, and provide training to all types of pro"(A)
(A) proprietary for-profit entities.
entities, relrel- viders,
viders.
atives. 'informal day care homes, religious
ADNflNSTRATIONAND
ANDENFORCEMENT.—
ENPORCErNT.—
(g) ADMINISTRATION
child care providers, day care centers, and
(1)
(I)
ADflNSTRATION.—The
ADMINISTRATION—The
Secretary
any other entities that the State determines shall—
shall—
-
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(A) coordinate all activities of the DeDe-

(C) to the extent that the State agency
(A) upon the recommendation of
'(A)
of the
the casethat such care is necessary for worker
who is handling the case of aa family
lating to child care, and, to the maximum determines
family
the
employment
of
an
individual,
if
the
famextent practicable, coordinate such activi- ily of which the individual is a member has eligible for aid under the State plan, the
shall. in lieu of any other payment
ties with similar activities
activities of
of other
other Federal
Federal ceased to receive aid under the State plan State shall,
entities;
the State plan to a family during a
under part A of title IV by reason under
time period of not more than 3 months.
(B) collect, publish, and make available approved
increased
hours
of,
or
income
from,
of
or
income
from,
such
to the public a listing of State
State child
child care
make a lump-sum payment to the family for
care employment
employment or by reason
partment of Health and
and Human
Human Services
Services rere-

standards at least once every 3 years; and
(C) provide
provide technical
technical assistance
'(C)
assistance to assist

reason of section the time
time period
period in
inan
anamount
amountnot
nottotoexceed—
exceed—
402(a)
(8) (8) (ii) (II).subject
subjecttotoparagraph
paragraph(2)
(2) of
402(a)(8)(B)(ii)(II)
'(i)
the amount
amount of
of the
the monthly benefit to
(i) the
this subsection.

assistance on a reimbursable
reimbursable basis.
basis.

(2) LI1VUTATIONS
LItVUTAT!S ONON
ELICIBIUTY
(2)
ELICIBIUTYFOR
FOR TRANSrrIONALCl-OLD
CHILD CARE—A family shalJ
srrIoNAL
shall not be
eligible for child care under paragraph
(I)(C)—

States to carry out this section, including

ENFORCEMENT.—
ENFORcENT.—
(A) REvIEw
REvIEwOFOFCOMPUANCE
COMPUANCE WITH
WITH STATE
STATE
PLAN.—The
PLA1L—The
Secretaryshall
shallreview
review and
and monSecretary
-. (2)
(2)

which
which the
the family
family is
is entitled
entitled under
under the
the State
plan; multiplied by
"(ii)
(ii) the
the number
number of
of months
months in
in the
the time
time period;
riod:

(B) a lump-sum payment pursuant to
to subsubparagraph (A) shall not be made more
more than
than
once to any family; and
"(C) if.
if, during a time period
period for
for which
which the
State has made a lump-sum payment to a
family pursuant to subparagraph (A). the
the
which the family received such aid;
(but for
for the
the lump-sum
lump-sum
(C) if the family does not include a child family applies for and (but
would be eligible for aid under the
who is (or.
(or.ififneedy,
needy,would
would be)
be) a dependent payment)
monthly benefit
plan for a greater monthly
benefit
child (within the meaning of part A of title State
than
the
monthly
benefit to
to which
which the
benefit
the famfamIV);
the
State
ily
was
entitled
under
the
State
plan
at the
the
(D) for
for any
any month
month beginning
beginning after
after the
the time of the calculation of the lumpplan at
"(D)
sum paycaretaker relative (within the meaning of ment.
ment,
then,
notwithstanding
notwithstanding
subparagraph
subparagraph
such part) in
in the
the family
family has
hasterTninated
terminated his (A). the State shall, for that
part of the time
or her employment without good cause; or
that remains after the family be(E) with
CE)
withrespect
respect to
to aa child,
child, for any month period
comes
eligible
for
the
greater
monthly benebeginning after the caretaker relative in
in the
the
provide monthly benefits to the family in
family has refused to cooperate with the fit,
an amount not to exceed—
—
State in establishing or enforcing the
State
the obligaobliga"Ci)
(i) the amount by which the
greater
tion of any parent of the child to provide monthly
benefit exceeds the former monthly
support for the child, without good cause as benefit, multiplied
by
the
number
of months
determined by the State agency in accord- in
in the
the time
time period;
period; divided
divided by
by
ance with Standards
prescribed by
by the
the SecSecstandards prescribed
'(ii)
"(ii)
the
the
whole
whole
number
of
months
remainretary which shall take into consideration ing in the time period.".
the best interests of the child.

(A) for more than 12 months after the last
itor
itor State
State compliance
compliance with
with this
this section
section and
and
which the family received aid deunder this
this Section
section for the month for
the plans approved under
in such paragraph;
scribed
paragraph:
State,
State. and shall have the
the power
power to terminate
(B) ifif the
the family did not receive such aid
"(B)
payments to the State in accordance with
in at least 3 of the most recent 6 months in
subparagraph (B).

(B) NoNcopuc._.
lANCE.—.
(B) NONCOM

'(i)
(i) IN CENER.AL—If
CENERJ_.—If the
the Secretary,
Secretary, after
reasonable notice to a State
State and
and opportunity
opportunity

for a hearing, finds that—

(I) there has been
"(I)
been aa failure
failure by
by the
the State
to comply substantially with any provision

or requirement set forth in
in the
the plan
plan

ap-

proved
proved under
under this
this section
section for
for the
the State:
State; or
(II) in the operation of any program
"(II)
program for
wFuch assistance
assistance is provided
provided under
which
under this
secthis section there is a failure by the State to comply
substantially with any provision
provision of
of this
this secsection;

the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall notify
notify the
the State
State of the
the
findings
findings and that no further payments may
be made to such State under this section (or.
in the case of noncompliance
noncompliance in
in the
the operoperation
auon of a program or activity, that no
no furfur-

ther payments to the State will be made
with respect to such program or activity)

until the Secretary is satisfied that there is
no longer any such failure to comply or that
the noncompliance will be promptly cor-

(b) STATE ETn-r
ENfl-nwr
TO TO
PAYMENTS._
PAENTS._

Each State with a plan approved
approved under
under secsection 2008 shall be entitled to receive from the

SEC. 233.
233. ELIMINATION
SEC.
ELIMINAflON OF QUARTERS
QUARTERS OF
OF COVCOy.
ERAGE REQtJIREMEWr
ERAGE
REQtjIREJNT FOR
FORMARMAR.
RIED TEENS
TEENSUNDER
UNDERAFDC-UP
AFDC-UP
PRORIED
PRO.
GRAM.

Secretary for any fiscal year
year an
an amount

GENEJRAJ..._Sectjon 407(b)(I)(A)
407(b)(1)(A)(jii)(I)
(a) IN GENERAL.—Section
(iii) (I)
equal to—
to—
equal
rected,
rected.
(42 U.S.C. 607(b)(1)(A)(iij)(I))
607(b)(1)(A)(iii)(I)) is amended by
"(I) the
"(I)
the total
totalamount
amountexpended
expended by the inserting
(ii)ADDITIONAL
ADDrT-IONALSANCTIONS
SANCTION5._In
the case of
'(ii)
—In the
"except in the case of a family in
in
a finding of noncompliance made pursuant to State to carry out subsection (a) during the which the parents are married and
neither
year;
year: multiplied by
(i), the Secretary may,
may. in addition
clause (i).
addition to fiscal
parent
has
attained
20
years
of
age.'
after
(2) the greater of—
imposing the
the sanctions
sanctions described
described in
"(I)''.
''(I)''.
in such
such
(A) 70 percent; or
subparagraph, impose the other appropriate
(b) EXTSION
(b)
OF
AFDC-Up
PROCRAM..
EXTENSION
OF
AFDC-Up
PROCRAM.—
(B) the Federal medical assistance per- Section
sanctions
sanctions, including recoupment of money
money
Section 401(h)
401(h) of
of the
the Family
Family Support
Support Act of
inproperly
improperlyexpended
expendedfor
forpurposes
purposes prohibited centage (as defined in the last sentence of 1988 (42 U.S.C. 602 and note.
note, 607) is amended
section 1118. increased by
by
10 percentage
or not authorized by this section, and disdisby striking "1998" and
and inserting
inserting 20OO".
"2000".
qualification from the receipt of financial as- points.".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The
DATE—The amendments and
Subtitle E'—AFDC
E—AFDC Asset Limitations
sistance under this section,
section.
effect SEC.
(iii) NOTICE—The
NOflCE.—The notice required under repeals made by this section shall take effect
"(iii)
SEC. 241.
241, INCREASE IN RESOURCE THRESHOLDS
on October 1.
1, 1996.
subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) shall include a specific
SEPARATE THRESHOLD
THRESHOLD FOR
FOR VEHI.
VEHIidentification of any
CLES.
dentification
any additional
additional sanction
Subtitle
D—AFDC
Work
Disregards
sanction
being imposed under clause (ii)
(ii).
Section
402(a)
(7)
(8)
(42
602(a)
(7)(B))
402(a)(7)(B)
(42
U.S.C.
602(a)(7)(B))
SEC. 231.
23J. OPTION
OPTIONTO
TOINCREASE
INCREASEDISREGARD
DISREGARD OF
OF is amended—
-. (C)
(C) ISSUANCE
ISSUANCE OF
OF RULES.—The
RULES.—The Secretary
EARNED INCOME.
(I) by
(1)
shall establish
by striking
establish by
by rule
rule procedures
proceduresfox-—
for—
.$(g)Q or such lower
striking "$1,000
Section 402(a)(8)(A) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(8)(A))
lower
(i) receiving,
(1)
receiving, processing,
processing, and
and determining
amount as the State may
may determine"
determine" and
and inindetermining is amended—
the validity of complaints
complaints concerning
serting
"2.O00';
and
serting
"$2,000";
and
concerning any
(I) by striking
striking "and"
at
the
end
of
and"
the
end
of
clause
clause
failure of a State to comply with the
(2) in clause
clause (i),
(i), by
by striking
striking"such
'such amount
(vii): and
the State (vii);
plan
plan or any requirement of this section: and
as the Secretary may prescribe" and insert(2) by adding at the end the following:
(ii)
"(ii) imposing
dollar amount prescribed
'the dollar
prescribed by
by the
imposing sanctions
sanctions under
under this
this sub(ix) if electing to disregard clauses (ii) ing "the
subthe
section.
section,
and (iv). shall disregard
disregard from
from the
the earned
in- Secretary of Agriculture under section 5(g)
earned in-SEC.
SEC. 2009. CHILD CARE DURING PARTICIPATION come of any child, relative, or other
Act of
of 1977".
1977'.
individ- of the Food Stamp Act
IN EMPLOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENt EDUCATION.
EDUCAnON. AND
TRAfl'G;
EXTENDED
TRAINING;
EXTENDEDEUGIBILITy.
ELIGIBILITy.

-.
(a)
"(a)

CHILD
CHILD CE
C.ssGUARANTE._
GUARAXTE_
(1)
(1) IN CENERAL._Each
GEr RAi,.—Each State
State agency
agency referred to in section 2008(b)(l)(A)
2008(b)(1)(A) shall
shall guarguar-

antee child care in accordance with section
200S—
2008—

(A) for any individual who is participatpal-ticipating
mg in an education or training
training activity
activity (in(inciuding participation
cluding
participationin
in aa program
program established under part G
C of title IV) if the
the State
agency approves the activity and determines
that
participating satisfacmat the individual is participating
satisfactorily in the activity;

ual specified in clause (ii)
ual
(ii) an
an amount equal
to not less than the first $120 and not more
than the first $225 of the total of such earned
income not disregarded under any other
clause of this
this subparagraph,
subparagraph plus not more
than one third of the remainder
remainder of
of such
such
earned income;
income; and".
and'.

SEC. 232. STATE OPTION
OPTION TO
TOESTABLISH
ESTABLISH VOLVOLUNTARY
UNTARY DIVERSION
DIVERSION PROGRAM.
PROGRAM,

SEC. 242.
242. LIMiTED
DISREGARD OF AMOUNTS
UMrrED DISREGARj)
AMOUNTS

SAVED FOR POST-SECONDARY
POST-SECONDARy EDU.
PURCHASE OF A FIRST
CATION, THE PURCHASE
FIRST
HOME.
HOME, OR
OR THE
THEESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT OR
OR
OPERATION
OF
A
M1CROENThpJSE
M1CROENTERPRJSE,

(a) D1SRECARj
(a)
DISIC FROM
FROM
RESOURCES_Section
RESOURCES._Sectjon
402(a)(7)(B) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(7)(B)) is amend.
amended—

(I)
(1)by
bystriking
striking- 'Or'.
'or' before
before '(iv)';
"(iv)'; and
and
(2)
by
inserting
". or (v)
(v) any
any amount
amount not
not
by sections 101. 102.
102. and
and 211(a)
211(a) of
ofthis
this Act,
is exceeding
Act,
38.000
in
exceeding
$8,000
in
I
qualified
asset
I qualified
account
account
amended—
(as
defined
ifl
Section
406(i))
of
I
defined in section
member
member of
(1) by
by striking
striking "and"
at the
the end
end of
of paraand" at
para- such family" before ";
": and".
graph (47);
602(a)), as amended
Section 402(a) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)).

'(B)
(b) DISREGARD
DISRECARDFROM
FROMINCOME.—
INCOrii.—
(B) for
for each
each family
family with
with aa dependent
dependent child
(2) by
by striking
strikingthe
theperiod
period at
at the
the end
end of
(I) IN
requiring such care to the extent that such paragraph
IN GENERAL—Section
GENERAL—Section 402(a)(8)(A)
402(a)(8)(A) (42
paragraph
(48)
and
inserting
(48)
and
inserting
':
and ; and
; and";
care is determined by the State agency to be
U.S.C. S02(a)(8)(A)), as amended by section
(3)
by
inserting
after
paragraph
(48)
the fol- 231 of this Act,
Act. is amended—
necessary for an rndividual
individual in the family
family to lowing:
accept employment or remain employed, in(A) by
by striking
stnlung "and"
"and' at the
the end
end of
ofclause
clause
"(49)
at
the
option
of
the
State,
and
State.
in
in such (viii); and
cluding in a community service job under part or parts of the State as the State
may
IV: and
Dart H of title IV;
clause (ix)
(ix) the
the fol(B) by inserting after clause
select, provide that—

lowing new clause:

fol-
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Cx)
shall disregard
(x) shall
anyinterest
interest
disregard any
or or income
income

'(C) shall provide a position in
in the
earned on a qualified asset account (as de- workfare
workfare program
programestablished
established by
by the
the State
State
fined in section 406(i))
406(i)) and
andpaid
paidinto
into the ac- under
under part
part H.
H, or
or aa job
job placement
placementvouèhèr
vouhèr
count. to the extent that the total amount in under the
count,
job placement voucher program
thejob
program esesthe account, after such
such payment,
payment, does
does not
not tablished by the State
State under
underpart
partII to
to any
any ininexceed $8,000:
exceed
$8,000:and'.
and".
dividual who,
dividual
who,by
byreason
reason of
of section
section 497(b).
497(b). is
is
(2) NONRECURRING
NONRECL'RRING LU
LUMP
SUM
EXEMPTFROM
FROM prohibited from participating in the work
SUM
EXEMPT

H3641

A, who
employed in
in the
the pripriA.
who have
have not become
become employed
vate sector
sector within
within 1 year after signing an individual responsibility
responsibility plan,
plan, in the first

available slot
slot in
in the
the State
State program
program estabestablished under part C.
C, except as
as provided
provided in
in
subsection (b).
'(b) EXCEPTIONS—A
"(b)
ExcEP'rloNs.—A State
Statemay
may not
not be
be required to place aa recipient
recipient of such aid in the
established under
under part
part C
G ifif
State program established
the recipient—
"(I)
is ill,
(I) is
ill, incapacitated,
incapacitated,or
orofofadvanced
advanced

LUMP SUM
LUMP
SUMRULE—Section
RIJLE.—Section402(a)(17)
402(a) (17)(42
(42U.S.C.
U_s.c. first
first program
program operated
operated by
by the
the State.
State. and
602(a)(17))
602(a)(l7)) is amended
amendedby
byadding
addingat
at the
the end shall not provide
provide such
such a position or
or such
such a
the following:
following: ":
': and
and that
that this
this paragraph
paragraph voucher to any
any other
other individual:
individual: and
shall not apply to earned or
or unearned
unearned income
income
(D) shall
(D)
shall provide
provide to
to participants in such
received
received in
in a month on a nonrecurring basis
basis programs such case management services as
as age:
to the extent that such income is placed in
in are necessary
necessaryto
to ensure
ensurethe
theintegrated
integratedproviprovi"(2)
has not
not attained 18 years
years of
of age:
'(2) has
a qualified
qualified asset
asset account (as defined in secsec- sion of
such proproof benefits
benefits and
and services under such
(3) is caring for a child or parent who is
"(3)
tion 406(i))
in which, after grams.'.
406(i)) the
the total amount
amount in
grams.".
ill or
ill
or incapacitated:
incapacitated: or
such placement, does not exceed $8,000:".
$8,000:".
(b) ESTABLISHMENT AND
AND OPERATION
OPERATIONOF
OFPROPRo(4)
(4) is
is enrolled
enrolled in
in school
school or
or in
in educational
educational
(3)
TREAmT As
TREAThN'T
AS
INCOME.—Section
INCO.—5ection CRAM—Title
GRAM—Title IV
IV (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 601
601 et seq.) is or
or training
training programs
programsthat
thatwill
will lead
leadto
topripri402(a) (7) (42 U.S.C.
U,S.C. 602(a)
602(a) (7))
(7)) is amended—
amended—
amended
by striking
striking part
amended by
part FF and
and inserting
inserting the
the vate sector
sector employment.
employment.
(A) by striking
striking "and" at
atthe
the end
end of
of subsub- following:
"SEC.
PENALTIES.
'SEC. 485,
485. PENALTIES.
paragraph (B):
paragraph
(B):
"Part F—Individual
F—Individual Responsibility
Responsibility Plan
Plan
(a)
STATE
(B) by
(B)
by striking
strikingthe
the semicolon
semicolon at
at the end
end of
of "SEC.
NOTOPERATING
OPERATING A
"(a)
STATE
NOT
A WORK
WORK FIRST
FIRST
SEC. 481.
481. ASSESSMENT.
subparagraph (C)
subparagraph
(C)and
andinserting
inserting ":
and and
PROGRAM UNDER A STATE MODEL
PROCRAM
MODEL OR
OR A
A
': and":
and
State
agency
referred
to
in
section
"The
agency
referred
to
in
section
(C) by adding at the end
end the
thefollowing
following new
PROGRAM—In the case
WORxF.RE PROcRpJ.—In
case of a State
402(a) (3) shall
402(a)(3)
shallmake
makean
aninitial
initial assessment
assessment of WOREFARE
subparagraph:
is not operating a program under subsubthe skills,
skills, prior
priorwork
workexperience,
experience, and
and emem- that
"(D)
distribution the
(D)shall
shalltreat
treatas
as income any distribution
part 2 of part G
C or under part H:
ployability of
of each
each individual for
for whom
whom secsecfrom aa qualified
from
qualifiedasset
asset account (as defined in ployability
"(1) FAILURE 10
TOCOMPLY
COMPLYWrTH
WITHINDIVIDUAL.
INDIVIDUAL
402(a)(50)(A)requires
requires the
the State
State to de- RESPONSIBILITY
section 406(i)(l))
section
406(i)(I)) that is not a qualified dis- tion 402(a)(50)(A)
RESPONSIBILITY PLAN
PLAN OR
OR AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT OF
OF MUMUvelop an
an individual
individual responsibility
responsibility plan.
plan.
TUAL RESPONSIBILITY.—
TUAL
RESPONSIBILITY.—
tribution (as
(as defined in
in section
section 406(i)
406(i)(2)):".
tribution
(2)):".

(c) DEFINTflONS.—Section
DEFINTrI0Ns.—Section 406
406(42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 606)

is amended
amended by
by adding at
at the
the end
end the
thefollowfollowing:
"(i)(l)
(i)(1)The
Theterm
termqualified
qualifiedasset
assetaccount'
account

means aa mechanism
mechanism approved by the State
(such as
retirement accounts,
accounts, esas individual
individual retirement
crow
crow accounts,
accounts, or
or savings
savings bonds) that allows
allows
savings of
of an
an thdividual
individual receiving aid to famsavings
families with
ilies
withdependent
dependent children
childrentotobe
beused
used for
foraa
purpose described
described in
in paragraph
paragraph (2).
(2),
(2)
The term qualified distribution'
means aa distribution
means
distribution for
for expenses
expenses directly
directly
related to I or more
more of
of the
the following
following purposes:
(A) The
(A)
The attendance
attendance of a member of the
family at
family
at any
any postsecondary
postsecondary education program.
(B) The
The purchase
purchase of residential real prop'•(B)

"SEC.
482.INDIVIDUAL
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
SEC. 482.
RESPONSIBILITY PLANS.
PLANS.

"(a)
'(a) IN
IN GENER,sJ,._On
CENERAL.—Onthe
thebasis
basis of
ofthe
the asas-

sessment made
sessment
made under
under section
section 481
481 with
with rerespect to
to an
an individual,
individual. the
agency, in
in
spect
the State agency,

"(A)
'(A)PROGRESSIVE
PROGRESSIVE REDUCTIONS IN
IN AID
AIDFOR
FOR

1ST AND 2ND
2ND FAILURES—The
FAILURES—The amount
amount of aid

otherwise payable under the State plan ap-

proved under
under part
partA
A to
to aafamily
family that
that ininconsultation with
consultation
with the
the individual,
individual, shall dede- cludes
cludes an
anindividual
individual who
who fails
fails without good
velop an
velop
an individual
individual responsibility plan for cause
cause to
to comply
comply with
with an individual
individual responresponthe
the individual, which—
which—
sibilityplan
sibility
plan(or,
(or.ififthe
theState
Statehas
has established
established
"(I)
(I)shall
shallprovide
providethat
that participation
participation by
by the
the a program under subpart I of
of part
part CC and
and the
the
individual in
individual
injob
jobsearch
search activities
activities shall
shall be
be a individual
individual is
is required
required to
to participate in the
condition of eligibility
eligibility for
foraid
aidunder
under the program.
program, an agreement
agreement of
of mutual responunder part
part A,
A, except sibility)
State plan approved under
sibility)signed
signed by
by the
the individual
individual (other
(other than
than
during any period
period for
for which the individual is by reason
reason of conduct described in paragraph
paragraph
inan
an unsubsidized
unsubsidized job in
in (2))
employed full-time
full-time in
(2)) shall
shall be
be reduced
reduced by—.
by—
the private sector:
sector;
(i)
act of
of non(i) 33
33 percent
percent for
for the
the 1st such act
"(2)
(2)sets
sets forth
forth an
an employment goal for the compliance: or
individual and
individual
and aa plan
plan for
for moving
moving the
theindividindivid"(ii)
(ii)66
66percent
percent for
forthe
the 2nd
2nd such
such act of nonual immediately into
into private
private sector
sector employ- compliance.
ment:

(B)
(B) DENIAL
DENIAL.OF
OF AID
AID FOR
FOR 3RD
3RD FAILURE—In
FAiLURE—In

(3) sets
sets forth
forth the
the obligations
obligations of
of the
the indiindi- the case
caseof
of the
the 3rd
3rd such
suchact
actof
of noncomplinoncompli.
vidual, which
vidual.
which may
may include
include aa requirement
requirement ance.
the family
family of which the individual
individual is
ance, the
is aa
that the individual attend
maintain member
attend school, maintain
member shall not thereafter be
be eligible
eligible for
attendance, keep
keep school
school aid
certain grades and attendance,
aid under
under the
the State plan approved under part
age children
children of
of the
the individual
individual in school,
school, imim- A.
age
munize
children, attend
attend parenting and
family.
"(C)
(C)ACTS
ACTSOF
OFNONCOMPLIANCE—For
NONCOUANCE.—For purpur.
money management
management classes,
classes, or do other poses
(j) The
(i)
The term
terni microenterprise'
poses of
of this paragraph, a 1st
1st act
act of
of nonmicroenterprise' means
means a money
things
that
will
will
help
the
individual
become
help
the
individual
become
continues for
compliance by an
an individual
individual continues
for
commercial enterprise which has
or fewer
has 55 or
employees. II or more of whom owns the en- and remain employed in the private sector: more than I calendar month shall be considemployees,
and
terprise.'.
terprise.".
ered aa 2nd
2nd act
act of
of noncompliance, and
and a 2nd
"(4) may
individual enter act of noncompliance that continues for
"(4)
may require that the individual
TITLE Ill—THE
Ill—THE WORK
WORK FIRST
FIRST PROGRAM
PROGRAM
the State
State program established
established under
under part
part C,
C. more than 3 calendar months shall be considSEC. 301. WORK
WORK FIRST
FIRST PROGRAM.
PROGRAM.
if the
if
the caseworker
caseworker determines that the indi- ered
ered aa 3rd
3rd act
act of
of noncompliance.
noncompliance.

erty for the family
family that
that the
the family
family intends
intends
to occupy, ifif no
no member
member of
of the
the family
familyhas
has an
an
ownership interest in
in such
such a property,
property.
'(C)
(C)The
Theestablishment
establishment or
or operation
operation of a
microenterprise owned by a member of the

(a)
(a) STATE
STATE PLAN
PLAN REQUIREMENT—Section
REQUIREMENT—Section
402(a) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602(a)).
602(a)).as
as amended
amended by
by secsec-

tions 101.
101. 102.
102. 211(a),
211(a),and
and232
232ofofthis
thisAct,
Act, is
is
amended—

(I)
(1) by
bystriking
striking 'and"
'and" at
atthe
theend
end ofofparapara-

graph (48):

need education,
vidual will
will need
education, training.
training. job
placement assistance, wage enhancement, or
other services to become
become employed
employed in the

private sector,
sector.
(b) TININC.—The
Stateagency
agencyshall
shall comcom"(b)
TiNG.—The State

ply
an ininply with
withsubsection
subsection (a) with
with respect
respect to an
(2) by
(2)
by striking
striking the
the period
period at
at the
end of
the end
of dividual—
paragraph (49)
(49) and
paragraph
andinserting
inserting ": and":
and' and
and
"(I)
(I)within
within90
90days
days(or,
(or.atatthe
the option
option of
of the
the
paragraph (49)
(3) by inserting after paragraph
the folfol- State,
(49) the
days) after
after the
the effective
effective date of
State, 180 days)
lowing:
this
this part,
part, in
in the case
caseof
ofan
anindividual
individual who, as
as
"(SO)
'(50) provide
provide that the State—
of such effective date, is aa recipient
recipient of
of aid
"(A)
(A)shall
shalldevelop
aevelop an
an individual
individualresponrespon- under the State plan approved under part A:
A:
sibilityplan
sibility
plan in
inaccordance
accordance with part F for or
each
applicant for,
for. or recipient of. aid under
each applicant
within30
30 days
days (or,
(or. at
at the option of
of the
(2) within
the
the State
Stateplan
planwho—
who—
State,
90 days)
days)after
afterthe
theindividual
individual is deterdeter.
State, 90
'(i)(1)
has
hasattained
attained18
18years
years of
ofage:
age: or
or
mined to be eligible
eligible for
for such
such aid.
aid. in
in the
the case
case
"(ii)
(ii)has
hasnot
notcompleted
completed high
high school
school or
or ob- of any other
other individual.
individual.

'(2)
'(2)DENIAL.
DENIAL OF
OF AEDC
AIDC TO
TO ADULTS
ADULTS REFUSINC
REFUSING TO
TO
WORK. LOOK FOR WORK,
WORK. OR
OR ACCEPT
ACCEPTAA BONA
BONA FIDE
FlOE
OFFER OF
OFFER
OFEMPLOYMENT.—
EMPLOYNT.—
(A) REFUSAL TO WORK
WORK OR
OR LOOK
LOOK FOR
FOR

WORK.—Ifan
WORK.—If
an unemployed
unemployed individual
individual who
who has
has

attained 18 years
years of
of age
age refuses
refusestotowork
work or
or
look for work—
(i) flinthe
(i)
thecase
case of
ofthe
the 1st
1st such
such refusal, aid
under the State
State plan
plan approved under part A
shall not be payable
payable with
with respect
respect to
to the
the indimdi.
vidual until the later
later of—
of—
"(I)
"(I)aa period
period of
ofnot
notless
less than
than 6 months after
the date
date of
of the
the first
first such refusal: or
"(II)
(II)the
thefirst
firstdate
datethe
the individual
individualagrees
agrees to
work or look for work.
"(ii)
(ii)ininthe
thecase
case of
ofthe
the 2nd
2nd such
such refusal, the
family of
family
of which
whichthe
the individual
individualisisaa member
member
tained a cei-ficate
certificate of
of high
high school equiva- "SEC.
SEC. 483.
483. PROVISION
PROVISION OF
OF PROGRAM
PROGRAM AND
AND EM.
EM- shall not thereafter be
be eligible
eligible for aid
aid under
under
lency,
school:
lency. and is not attending secondary school;
PLOYMENT INFORMATION.
the
the State
Stateplan
plan approved
approvedunder
underpart
partA.
A.
'(B)
(B)has
hasinineffect
effectand
and operation—
operation—
"The
shall inform
inform all applicants for
The State
State shall
"(B)
(B)REFUSAL
REFUSAL TO
TO ACCEPT
ACCEPT A
A BONA
BONA FIDE
FIDE OFFER
OFFER
(i) a
'(i)
a work
work first
firstprogram
programthat
thatmeets
meets the and recipients of aid under the State plan ap- OF EMPLOYMENT—If
an unemployed
unemployed individEMPLOYMENT—If an
individrequirements of
requirements
ofsubpart
subpartI I of
of part C
G (or,
(Or. for
for proved under part A of all
all available
available services
services ual
ual who has attained 18 years
years of
of age
age refuses
refuses
any fiscal year for
for which
whichthe
theSecretary
Secretary has
has under the
the State
Stateplan
planfor
for which
which they are
are elieli- to accept
bonafide
fide offer
offer of
of employment.
employment,
accept aa bona
approved a State
State plan
plan under subpart 2 of part gible.
the family of
of which
which the
the individual
individualisisaa memmemC. such subpart 2): and
G.
"SEC.
SEC. 484.
484. REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENT THAT
THAT RECIPIENTS
RECIPIENTS ber shall not thereafter
thereafter be
beeligible
eligible for
for aid
"(ii)
(ii) a commtmity
community service
service program that
ENTER THE WORK
WORK FIRST
FIRSTPROGRAM.
PROGRAM. under the State
State plan
plan approved
approved under
under part
part A.
A.
meets the requirements
meets
requirements of
of part H,
H. or a job
'(a) IN
"(a)
IN GENERAL—Beginning
with fiscal
CENEi.i..—Beginning with
fiscal
'(b)
(b)O'n'IRR
OTHERSTATES—In
STATES—Inthe
thecase
case of
of any
any
placement voucher program that meets
meets the year 2004. the State shall place recipients of
of other State.
State, the State shall reduce, by such
requirements of
of part
part I,I. but not both:
both:
requirements
aid under the State plan approved under part amount as the State
State considers
considers appropriate.
appropriate,
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the amount
amount of
of aid
aid other-wise
other-wise payable under
under
the State
Stateplan
planapproved
approved under
under part
part A
A to a
family
an individual
individual who
family that
that includes
includes an
who fails
without
to comply
comply with
with an
without good
good cause
cause to
an indiindiresponsibility plan
plan signed
signed by the
vidual responsibility
the indiindividual.
"Part G—Work
G—Work First
First Program
Program
"Subpai-t
1—Federal Model
Subpart 1—Federal
"SEC.
SEC. 491.
491. ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT AND
AND OPERATION
OPERATION OF
OF
STATE PROCRAM5.
STATE
PROCRAMS.

'A
'A work
workfirst
first program meets
the requiremeets the
requirements of
rnents
of this
this subpart
if the
subpart if
the program
program meets

ment team
ment
team shall
shall meet
meetwith
with the
theindividual
individual

and develop an agreement
agreementof
of mutual
mutual responsibility for
sibility
for the
the individual,
individual.
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"(xi)
of such
such Act (42
(xi) Subtitle
Subtitle C
C of
of title
title VII
VII of
U.S.C. 11441)
11441) (relating
(relating to
to job
job training for the
homeless).

(8) ACREEMENTS
OF MUTuAL
(2)
ACR m.i-r' OF
I'i RESPONSIBILRESPONSIBIL'(xii) The
"(xii)
TheSchool-to-Work
School-to-Work Opportunities
Opportunities
ITY—The
ITY.—Theagreement
agreement of
of mutual
mutual responsibil- Act
Act of 1994,
1994.
ity
for aa participant
participant shall—
shall—
ity for
"(Xiii)
TheNational
National and
and Community Serv(xiii) The
(A) contain
(A)
contain an individualized
individualized comprehenSex-vof 1990
1990 (42 U.S.C. 12501 et seq.).
sive plan,
plan, developed
developed by
by the
the team
team and
and the
the par- ice Act of
"(xiv)
(xiv)
The
National
Skill
Skill
Standards
Standards
ticipant. to move the participant into a fullAct of
fulljob. through activities 1994.
time unsubsidized job,
"(B)
(B) COORDINA'flON,_In
COORDINAflON._In
under section 492,
492. 493, 494. 495, or 496:
utilizing
appro496;
priate Federal or State
State one-stop
one-stop employment
employment
(B) to
(B)
to the
the greatest
greatest extent possible, be de- pnate
shops described
described in subparagraph
signed to move the
the participant
participant as
subparagraph (A),
(A), the
quickly as
as quickly
as shops
the
ensure coordination
coordination between the
possible into whatever type and amount of State shall ensure
work as
work
as the participant is capable of han- caseworker of each
each program participant and
and
dling. and
dling.
and increases
increases the
theresponsibility
responsibility and the administrators of the programs carried
amount of
amount
of work over time until the partici- out under the provisions of law
law described
described in
pant
pant is
is able
ableto
towork
workfull-time;
full-time;
such subparagraph.
(C)
(C) where necessary,
necessary, provide
provide for
"(11)
(11)
for eduNONDISpLACE._The program
NONDISpLACEMN1',_The
education or training of the participant:
participant;
may not be
be operated in a manner that re"(I))
(D) provide
provide that
that aid
aid under
under the
the State
State plan sults
in—
sults in—
is
is to be
be paid
paid to
to the
the participant
participant based
based on the
(A) the displacement
displacement of
of aa currently
currently em"(A)
number of hours that the participant
participant spends
spends ployed worker or position by a program parin activities provided for in the agreement:
ticipant:
agreement;

the following
requirements:
following requirements:
(1)
O.JECT1VE.—The objective
objective of
(I) OBJECTIVE_The
of the program is for each program participant to find
and hold
hold aa full-time
full-time unsubsidized
unsubsidized paid job,
job.
and for this goal to be achieved
achieved in
in aa cost-effective
fective fashion.
fashion.
(2) METHOD_-The
MErH0D.—The method
method of the program
is to connect recipients of aid to families
with dependent
with
dependent children
children with the private
sector
sector labor
labor market as soon as
as possible
possible and
offer them
offer
them the support and
and skills
skills necessary
to remain in
in the
the labor
labor market.
market. Each
Each composhould be
bepermeated
nent of the program should
"CE)
(E) provide that the participant shall
permeated
(B) the
"(B)
the replacement
replacement of
of an
an employee
employee who
with an
with
an emphasis
emphasis on employment and
least 30
30 hours
hours per
spend at least
and with
with spend
perweek
week(or.
(or. at
at State has
has been
beenterminated
terminated with
with a program
program participartician understanding
understanding that
that minimum
minimum wage jobs option,
option, at
at least 20 hours per week during fis- pant;
pant: or
are aa stepping
stepping stone
stoneto
tomore
more highly
highly paid em- cal years 1997 and 1998,
1998. and at least 25 hours
'(C)
the
replacement
of
"(C)
replacement
of
an
individual
ployment.
ployment.
an individual who
who
per week during fiscal year 1999) in activities is on layoff
fromthe
the same
same position given to
layoff from
(3) .308
Jos CREATION_The
for in
inthe
the agreement:
agreement:
CREATION_The creation of jobs,
jobs. provided for
a
program
participant
or
any
equivalent
with an
with
an emphasis on
on private
private sector jobs,
pojobs.
(F) provide
provide that
that the participant shall
shall ac- sition.
shall be a component of the program
program and
and cept
cept any
any bona
bonafide
fide offer
offer of unsubsidized fullfullshall be a priority
priority for
foreach
each State
State office with time employment,
SEC. 492.
492. REVAMPED
employment, unless
unless the participant
REVAJ4pED JOBS
JOBSPROCRA,M
PROCIWf.
participant has
has 'SEC.
responsibilities under
responsibilities
under the
the program.
program.
good cause
cause for
for not
not doing so;
so:
A State
"A
State that establishes aa program
program under
'(4)
(4)USE
USEOF
OFNCEJrnVES._The
INCENTIVES_The State
State shall
"(C)
(G) at
at the
the option
option of
of the
the State.
State. require the this subpart may operate a program
program similar
similar
use
useincentives
incentives to
to change
changethe
theculture
cultureof
of each participant to
to undergo
undergo appropriate substance to the program known
known
as
as
the
'GAIN
'GAIN ProState office
office with responsibilities under the abuse
State
abuse treatment:
treatment: and
gram
that
has
operated
by
that
has
been
State plan approved under part A. improve
Riverside
"(H)
(H) at
at the
the option
option of
of the
the State.
State, require the County. California.
California, under
under Federal law in efthe performance of employees,
employees and ensure participant
to
have
his
or
her
her
children
children
reimmediately
before
the
fect
immediately
before
that the objective of
of each
each employee of
date this subof each
each ceive appropriate immunizations against dis- part first
first applies
applies to
to the
the State of California.
such
such State
Stateoffice
office is
is to
to find an unsubsidized ease.
paid job for
for each
each program
program participant.
participant.
"SEC.
SEC. 493. USE
USE OF
(9)OPTIONS
Oirior FOR
(9)
FORPA
PAtt7C1PAS_.The
OF PLACEMENT
PLACEMErJ-r COMPANIES.
flClP,W15 —The case
case
(5)
CASWORJ<ER TRAINThC.The
CASEWORKER
TRJNThJC.The State manager for
for
a
program
participant
'(a)
"(a)
IN
GEl RA.L.—A State
State that establishes
IN
GENERAL—A
a
program
participant
shall
shall
may provide
provide such
such training
trainingtotocaseworkers
caseworkers present
the participant
participant with
with each
the
each option ofthis subpart
subpart may
may enter into
of- a program under this
and related
related personnel
personnel(including
(including through the present
fered under the State program option
contracts with
with private companies (whether
through contracts
use of
use
of incentives) as may be necessary
necessary to
to en- which the participant
participant
will,
will,
operatedfor
forprofit
profit or
or not
not for
for profit)
profit) for
over time, be operated
for the
sure successful
successful job
job placements that result
result in
in moved into full-time
full-timeunsubsidized
unsubsidized employ- placement
placement of
of participants in the program in
full-time
publicor
orprivate
privateempLoyment
full-time public
employment (out(out- ment.
positions
of
full-time
employment, prefside the State
State agencies
agencieswith
with responsibilities
(10)ONE-s'rop
Or-5'rrjp
"(10)
EMPLOYMEN-Ierably in the private sector,
sector, for
for wages
EMPLoyMr SHOPS.—
SHOPS.—
wages suffisuffiunder part
part A)
A) for program participants.
participants. The
(A) IN
'(A)
CENERAL.—_In
carrying
IN
CENERAL_In
carrying
cient
to
eliminate
eliminate
the
the
need
need
of
such particiout
prothe
State
State shall
shall reward
reward any caseworker
caseworker who
who en- gram. the State
State
shall
and
make
shall
utilize
and
pants
for
for
cash
cash
assistance.
assistance.
availan agreement
agreementof
ofmutual
mutual responsibility
resporsibihty
ters an
to each
each program
program participant, through
'(b) REQUIRED
TERMS—Each
REQUIRED CONTRACr
CoN"rRAc'r TERAIS,—Each
with a prograrri
prograrr participant
participant that provides for ableestablishment
and
the
establishment
and
operation
contract entered
entered into under this section with
operation
or
utilizaor
utilizaeducation or
education
or n'aining
training activities as
as
well
as
as
tion
tion of appropriate Federal
Federal or State one-stop a company
company shall
shall meet
meet the
thefollowing
following requirework.
employment
employmentshops.
shops,sex-vices
services under programs ments:
-. (6)
(6) REPORTS,_Each
REPO}._Each office
office with responrespon- carried out under the following
followi.ng provisions of
(I) PROVISION
sibility for oDeratng
(1)
PROWSIOr OF
OFJOB
JOBREADINESS
READIr55 AND
ooerating the
the prograri
ANID SUPSUPprogram shall
shall law:
PORT SERVICES—The
SERVICES—Thecontract
contract shall
shall require
statistical reports to the gov- law;
make monthly
monthly Statistical
require
'(i)
(i) Part
Part A of title
title IIII of
of the
the Job
company to
to provide,
provide. to
to any program parJob Training
Trajnino the company
body of
ofthe
theState.
State. county,
county,and
and city in
erning body
Partnership Act
Partnership
Act (29
(29 U_S.C.
U.S.C. 1601 et
et seq.)
seq.) (re- ticipant
ticipant who
who presents
presents to the company aa
which lotated.
located, of
of job
jobplacements
placements arid
and the lating
to the
the adult
adult training
trainingprogram).
lating to
program).
voucher issued under subsection (d)
(d) intensive
number of program
program participants
participants who
who are
are no
"(ii)
Part
B
of
title
II
of
such
"(ii) Part
II of such Act
Act (29
(29 U.S.C.
U.S.C. personalized support and job
job readiness
readiness servlonger receivmg
aidunder
under the
the State
receivm aid
State plan
plan apap- 1630 et seq.)
seq.)
(relating
to
the
(relating
summer youth ices designed to prepare the individual for
proved under part A as
as a result of participa- employment and training
training programs).
programs)
in the
the program.
proaram.
tion In
employment and
employment
and ensure
ensure the continued suc"(iii)
(iii)
Part
of
title
II
of
Part
C
of
title
U
of
such
'(7)
(7) CASE
of the
theindividual
individual in employment.
cess of
employment,
such Act
Act (29
(29 cess
CE'-CE_,'-TEAJ4S.—
TEAMS.—
U.S.C.
1641
U_S.C.
1641
et
seq.)
(relating
et
seq.)
-, (A) DUTIES....The
"(2)
PAYMENI'S._
to the
the youth
youth
'(2) PAYMENTS,—
DLTT1E.—The program
program requires
requires the
the training program). (relatingto
"(A)
IN
CENERAL._The
"(A) IN CENERA.L._The contract shall proState to assign
assign to
to each
eachindividual
individual required
pro"(iv)
(iv) Title III
III of
of such
such Act (29 U.S.C. 1651 et vide for
for payments
payments to
to be
be made to the comor allowed to participate in
in the
the program a seq.)
seq.)
(relating
(relating
to
to
employment
employment
and
training
training
pany with
with respect
respect to each program particicase
case management
management team that shall meet
meet with
with assistance for
for dislocated
dislocated workers).
workers),
the program
prograrl participant and develop an assistance
pant who presents
presents to
to the
the company
company a voucher
(v)
Part
Part
B
B
of
of
title
title
IV
IV
of
such
Act
(29
such
Act
issued under subsection (d),
(d).
agreement
agreementof
of mutual
mutual responsibility
responsibility for
for the U.S.C. 1691
et seq.) (relating to
individual.
individual
to
the
the
Job
"(B)
STRUCTURE_The
(B) STRUCT1JR,_The contract
contract shall
shall proCorps).
Corps),
DaADUXE._
(B) DEADLINE._
vide for the majority of
of the
the amounts to be
"(vi)
(vi) The Carl D. Perkins
Perkins Vocational
Vocational and paid
(i) IN
IN GEN'ERAL._The
CEFRAL._The case
case management
paid
under
the
contract
with
with
respect to a
Applied Technology Education
Education Act
(20 U.S.C. program participant, to be paid
Act (20
team shall comply with
withsubparagraph
subparagraph (A) Applied
paid after
after the
2301 etseq.).
with respect
with
respect to a program participant within
has
placed
the
participant
in a p0company
has
placed
the
participant
within
"(Vii)
The Adult
"(vii) The
Education
Adult
Education
Act
(20
U.S,C.
Act
U.S.C.
30 days
days (or.
(or. at the
the option
option of the State.
sition
of
full-time
full-time
employment
employment
and
and
State, within
within 1201
the par1201 etseq.).
etseq.).
a period not
not exceeding
exceeding 90
90days)
days) after
ticipant has
ticipant
has beer
been employed
employed in
in the
after the
the position
position
"(viii)
'(viii)Part
PartBBof
ofchapter
chapter 1
1 of
of title
later of—
title II of
of the
the
for such
such period of
of not
not less
less than 5S months as
for
Elementary
Elementary
and
Secondary
Education
and
Secondary
Education
Act
Act
of
(I)
the date the
(I) the
the application
application of the
the
State
deems
appropriate.
deems
appropriate.
the propro- 1965 (20 U.S.C. 2741 et
et seq.)
seq.)(relating
(relating to
to Even
gram participant for
for aid
aid under
under the State Start
"(c)
BIDDINC REQUIRED.—Con
'(c) COMPErrnW
COMPa'rrnvE BIDOINC
REQUIRED.—Con
family literacy
literacy programs).
programs).
tracts under
plan approved under
under part
part A
A was approved;
tracts
sectionshall
shallbe
beawarded
approved: or
under this sectior
awarded
"(ix)
(ix)
Subtitle
Subtitle
A
A
of
of
title
title
VII
WI
of
of
the Stewart only after competitive bidding.
"(II)
the date
date this subpart first applies to B. McKinney Homeless Assistance
(II) the
McKinney Homeless Assistance Act
the State.
Act (42
'(d)
VOUCHERS__The
State
(d)
VOUCNERS,_The
State
shall
shall issue
issue aa
(ii) REPEAT
REPT ?ARTCiPANTS._Within 30 days U.S.C. 11421) (relating to adult education
for voucher
education for
voucher to each program participant whose
wnose
the homeless).
after the State makes
makes aa determination
determination under tne
agreement
of
mutual
responsibility
agreement
of
mutual
provides
"Cx)
(x) Subtitle
Subtitle B of title VU
VU of such
such Act
Act (42 for
section
section497(b)(2)
497(b)(2)totoallow
allow an
an individual
individual to
the
use
of
placement
for
the
use
of
placement
companies
to U.S.C.
companies
under
under
11431etetseq.)
seq.) (relating
(relating to education
education this section, indicating that the participant
participate
participate in
in the program,
program, the
the case manage- U.S.C. 11431
for homeless
for
homeless children and youth).
for the
the services
set-vices of
of such
such a company.
is eligible for
•

-

-
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SEC. 494. TEMPORARy
"SEC.
TEMPORARY SUBSIDIZED
SUBSIDIZED JOB CRECRE.
ATION.

'A
A State that establishes aa program
program under
this subpart may establish
establish aa program
program similar
similar
to the program
programknown
knownasas'JOBS
JOBS Plus'
Plus that
has been
been operated
operated by
by the State
State of
of Oregon
under Federal
Federal law
law in effect immediately
immediately bebe(A) may
(A)
mayreduce
reduce or
orel5minate
eliminate the amount
amount
fore
fore the
the date
date this Subpart
subpart first
first applies to the of earned
earned income
income to
to be
be disregarded
disregarded under
under the
the
State
State of
of Oregon.
Oregon.
State plan as the State
State determines to be necSEC. 495.
"SEC.
495.MICROENTERPRJ5E,
MICROENTERPRJSE.
essary and
essary
and appropriate
appropriate to
to further
further the purGRsJn's AND
(a) GRAj.'TS
of the
the work
work supplementation
supplementation program:
program:
AND LOANS
LOANS TO NONPROFIT OR- poses
poses of
GANIZATIONSFOR
GANIZATIONS
FORTHE
THEPROVISION
PROVSION OF TECH- and
NICAL.
NCAL. ASSISTANCE.
ASSISTJ'CE. TRAJNNG.
TRAINING,AND
AND CREDIT
CREDIT TO
"(B)
(B)during
during1I or
or more
more of
of the first
first 99 months
Low INCO
INcONENTREPRENEURS—A
ENTREPRENEURS—AState
State that of an individual's
employment pursuant to aa
individual's employment
establishes aa program
program under this
this subpart
subpart program under this subpart,
subpart. may apply to
wagesof
of the
theindividual
individual the provisions of
grants and
andloans
loanstotononprofit
nonprofit oror- the wages
may make grants
subparagraph
ganizations to provide technical
(A)(iv)
(A)
(iv) of section 402
ganizations
technical assistance.
assistance.
402(a)(8)
(a) (8)
without regard
regard to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of subparasubparatraining,
training, and
and credit
credit to
to low
lowincome
income entreentre- without
preneurs for
preneurs
graph
(B)
(ii)
(II)
of
such
section.
(B)(ii)(II)
of
such
for the
thepurpose
purpose of
of establishing
establishing

microenterprises
microeriterprises,
- -(b)
(b) MICROE
MICROENTERPRISE
T'ERPRISEDEFINED—For
DEFINED—For purposes
of this subsection, the
the term
'microenterprise'
microenterprise' means
means aa commercial
commercial enterprise which
which has
has 5 or fewer employees. I or
more of whom
whom owns
owns the
the enterprise.
"SEC.
SEC. 496. WORK
WORE SUPPLEMENTATION PROGRAM.

-, (a) IN GEN'EIi.L—A
State
GENERAL—A
Statethat
thatestablishes
establishes
a program under this subpart may institute
institute
a work supplementation
supplementation program under
which
the State.
State. to the extent itit considers
considers
which the

appropriate, may
appropriate.
may reserve
reserve the sums that
would
payable to
to participants
participants
would otherwise
otherwise be payable
as aid
aid to
to families
families with dein the program as
pendent children
children and
and use
use the sums instead
for the purpose
purpose of
of providing
providing and subsidizing
jobs for
for the
the participants
participants (as
(as described in subsection (c)(3)(A)
and (B)),
(B)), as
as an
section
(c)(3)(A) and
an alternative
alternative
dependent chilto the aid to
to families
families with dependent
children that would
would otherwise
otherwisebe
be so
so payable
payable to
to
the participants,
participants.
(b) STATE
(b)
STATEFLEXIBILrr'._
FWOBIi'.—

-. (1)

Nothing in
in this
this subpart,
subpart, or in any
Nothing

the work supplementation
supplementation program
program (Or
(Or with
with
respect to
to whom the State or local agency
respect
the
provides all or part of
of the
the wages paid to the
individual by
individual
by another
another entity
entity under
under the pro-

gram), or as requiring any
any State or local
local
agency to
agency
to provide
provide that
thatan
aneligible
eligibleindividual
individual
fillingajob
a jobposition
positionprovided
providedby
byanother
another enenfilling
tity
tityunder
underthe
the program
program be
be provided
provided employee
employee
status by
status
by the
the entity
entity during the first 13 weeks
the individual
the
individual fills
fills the
the position,
position.

"(2)
(2)
Wages
paid
under
a
work
supplementation program shall
shall be
be considconsidered to be earned
earned income
income for purposes of any
- (c) RULES
RULES RELATING
RELATING TO
TO SUPPLE?NTED
SUPPLENTED provision of law.
"(I)
(f) PRESERVATION
PRESERVAnON OF
OF MEDICAID
MEDICAID ELIGIEuGIJOBS.—
BILITY.—AnyState
Statethat
thatchooses
chooses to
to operate
operate aa
"(I) A work
"(1)
work supplementation
supplementation program op- BILrr-Y.—Any
work supplementation
supplementation program
program under
under this
erated by
erated
by aa State
State under
underthis
this section
section may
may work
shall provide
provide that
thatany
anyindividual
individual who
who
section shall
provide that any
any individual
individual who is an
an eligieligi- section
program. and
and any
any child
child or
ble individual
individual(as
(as determined
determined under
under parapara- participates in the program,
the individual
individual (or
(or other
otherindividual
individual
graph (2))
(2)) shall
shall take
take aa supplemented
supplemented job
job (as
(as relative of the
living in
as the
the individindividinthe
thesame
same household as
defined in paragraph
paragraph (3))
(3)) to the extent
extent that
that living
for aid to families
families
supplemented jobs are available under the ual) who would be eligible for
with dependent
dependent children
children under
under the
the State
program. Payments
Payments by
by the
the State
Statetotoindividindivid- with
uals or to employers under the
the State
State did
did
the work
work plan approved under part A ifif the
work supplementation program.
supplementation
supplementation program
program shall
shallbe
be treated
treated as
as not have aa work
considered individuals
individuals receiving aid
expenditures
incurred by the State
State for
for aid
aid to
to shall be considered
expenditures incurred
families with
families
withdependent
dependent children
children except
except as to families
families with
withdependent
dependent children under
limited
limited by
by subsection
subsection (d).
the State
State plan
plan approved
approved under
under part
part A
A for
(2) For purposes
purposes of
of this section.
section, an
an eligieligi- purposes
purposes of
formedical
medicalassistance
assistance
of eligibility
eligibility for
ble individual
individual is
is an individual
individual who
who is
is in
in aa under the State
State plan
plan approved
approved under
under title
title
category which
which the
the State
State determines should XIX.
be eligible to participate in the work
SEC. 497,
497. PARTICIPATION RULES,
RULES.
supplementation program, and
and who
who would.
would, at "SEC.
"(a)
(a) IN
IN GENERAL—Except
GENERAL—Except as
as provided in
of placement
placement in
in the
thejob
be
the time of
job involved.
involved, be
establishes aa proproeligible for
for aid
aid to
to families
families with
withdependent
dependent subsection (b), a State that establishes
under this
this part
part may
may require
require any
any indiindichildren under an approved
approved State
Stateplan
planifif the
the gram under
vidual receiving
receivingaid
aidunder
underthe
the State
State plan
plan apapState did
State
did not have aa work
work supplementation vidual
proved under part A to participate in
in the
the
program in effect.
program.
(3) For
For purposes
purposes of this
this subsection,
subsection, a sup-

State plan
State
plan approved
approved under
under part
part A.
A. shall
shall be
be
construed to prevent a State
State from
from operating
operating
(On such
(on
such terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions and in such plemented
plemented job
job is—
cases as
cases
asthe
theState
Statemay
may find
find to be necessary
(A)
(A)
aa job provided to an
an eligible
eligible individindividor appropriate) a work supplementation pro- ual by the State
State or
or local
local agency
agency administeradministergram in accordance
accordance with
with this section and ing
ing the
the State
State plan under part A:
A; or
section 494 (as
(as in
in effect
effect immediately before
a job provided to
to an
aneligible
eligible individindividthe
the date this subpart first applies to the ual (B)
other employer
employer for
for which all or
by any other
State).
part of
of the
the wages are paid by the State
State or
or
"(2)
Notwithstanding section
section 402(a)
402(a)(23)
(2) Notwithstanding
(23) or
or local agency.
any other provision of
of law,
law, aa State
State may ad- A
State
State may provide
provide or
or subsidize
subsidize under
under the
just the levels
levels of
of the
the standards
standards of
of need
need under A
any job
job which
whichthe
theState
State determines
determines
the State plan as the State determines to be
be program
to be appropriate.
necessary
andappropriate
appropriatefor
forcarrying
carryingOut
out a
necessary and
(4) At
At the
the option of
of the
the State.
State. individuals
individuals
work supplementation
work
supplementation program
program under
under this who
who hold
hold supplemented
supplemented jobs
jobs under
under aa State's
State's
section.
work supplementation
work
supplementation program shall be ex(3) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding section
section402(a)(I)
402(a)(l) or
or empt from
from the
the retrospective budgeting reany other provision
provision of
oflaw,
law,aaState
State operating
operating quirements
imposed
imposedpursuant
pursuant to
to section
under this
this quirements
a work supplementation program under
402(a)(13)(A)(ii)(and
(andthe
theamount
amount of
of the
the aid
section may provide
provide that
that the
the need
need standards 402(a)(l3)(A)(ii)
which
is
payable
to
the
family
of
is payable
family ofany
any such
such
nin effect
effect in those areas
areas of
of the State
State in
in which
which which
individual
for
any
month,
be
individual
for
any
or
which
would
the program is in operation may be
be different
different so payable
payable
but
for
the
individual's
but
for
the
individual's
participafrom the need
need standards
standardsinin effect
effect in the tion in
in the
the work
work supplementation
supplementation program.
program.
areas in
areas
in which
which the program is not
not in
in Operoperbe determined on the basis of the inination, and the State
State may
may provide
provide that the shall
ation.
come and other relevant circumstances in
need standards
need
standardsfor
for categories
categories of
of recipients
recipients that month).
may vary
vary among
among such
such categories to the ex(d) COST
amount of
of the
COST LIMITATiON—The
LITAflON,—The amount
tent the State determines to be appropriate Federal
Section 403
403
payment to a State under section
basisof
of ability
ability to participate in the for
on the basis
for expenditures incurred in making paywork supplementation
work
supplementation program.
ments to individuals
individuals and
and employers
employers under
under aa
(4) Notwithstanding any other
other provision
provision work
work supplementation
supplementation program
program under
under this
this
such further
further adad- subsection shall not
of law,
law, aa State may make such
not exceed
exceed an amount equal
justments in the amounts
amounts of
of the
the aid
aid to
to famifami- to the amount
amount which
which would otherwise be
lies with
Lies
withdependent
dependent children
children paid
paid under
under the payable
payable under
undersuch
suchsection
sectionififthe
thefamily
family of
of
plan to different
different categories
categories of
of recipients
recipients (as
(as each
each individual
individual employed
employed in
in the
the program
program esesdetermined
under
paragraph
(3))
determined under paragraph (3))in
in order
order to
to tablished in
in the
the State
State under this
this section
section had
had
offset increases
increases in
in benefits
benefits from
from needs-relatneeds-relat- received the maximum amount of aid to famfamed programs
programs (other
(other than the State
State plan
plan ap- ilies
ed
ilies with
withdependent
dependent children
children payable
payable under
A)as
as the
the State
State determines the State
proved under part A)
State plan
plan to
to such
suchaafamily
family with
with no into be necessary
necessaryand
andappropriate
appropriateto
tofurther
further come (without
(without regard
regard to
to adjustments
adjustments under
the
the purposes
purposes of
of the work supplementation subsection
subsection (b))
(b)) for
for the
the lesser
lesser of—
of—
program.
'(1) 9 months: or
or
"(1)
"(5)
(5)In
Indetermining
detei-rniningthe
theamounts
amountsto
tobe
be rere'(2)
(2)the
thenumber
numberof
ofmonths
monthsin
in which
which the inserved
and used
usedfor
forproviding
providing and
and subsidizing
subsidizing dividual
served and
dividual was
was employed in
in the program.
jobs under this section as described in subRuts OFOF
INTERPRETAnON.—
(e) RULES
INTERPRETATION.—
-
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section (a),
section
(a).the
theState
State
may
a sampling (I)
may
useuse
a sampling
(I)This
Thissection
sectionshall
shallnot
notbe
beconstrued
construed as
as
methodology.
requiring
requiring the
the State
State or local agency admin(6) Notwithstanding
"(6)
Notwithstanding section
section 402(a)(8)
402(a)(8) or
or istering
istering the
the State
State plan to provide employee
any other provision of
of law,
law,aa State
State operating status
status to
to an
aneligible
eligible individual
individual to whom the
aa work
work supplementation
supplementation program
program under this State
or local agency
agency provides
provides aa job
job under
under
State or
section—

(b) 2-YEAR
2-YEAR LIMITATION
LIMITATION ON
ONPARTICIPAPARTCIPATION.—
nON.—
"(1)
(I) IN
IN GENERAL—Except
GENERAL—Except as
as provided in

paragraph (2).
paragraph
(2), an
anindividual
individual may not
not participarticipate in a State program established under
if the
this part if
the individual
individual has
has participated in

the State program established under this
part for 24 months after the
the date
datethe
theindividindividual first
first signed
signed an
an agreement
agreement of
of mutual responsibility
under this part, excluding any
sponsibility under
month during
during which
which the
the individual
individual worked
worked
for
for an
an average of at least 25 hours per week
in a private sectorjob.
sectorjob.
'(2)
(2) AuThOR1I
AUThORITYTO
TOALLOw
ALLOWREPEAT
REPEATPARTICIPARTICIPAflON,—
PATION.—

'(A)
(A) IN GENERAL—Subject
GENERAL—Subjecttotosubparagraph
subparagraph
(B) of
(B)
of this
thisparagraph,
paragraph. aa State may allow
allow an
an
individual who,
individual
who,by
byreason
reason of
of paragraph
paragraph (I).
(I).

would be prohibited from participating in
the State program established under this
part
part to participate in
in the
the program for
for such
such
additional period
periodor
orperiods
periodsas
as the
the State
State dedeadditional
termines appropriate.
"(B) LIMITATION
LIMXTAflONON
ONPERCENTAGE
PERCENTAGE OF
OF REPEAT
REPEAT
PARTICIPANTS.—
PARflCIPANTS.—

'(1)
(i) IN
IN GENERAL—Except
GENERAL—Except as
as provided in
clause (ii)
(ii) of
clause
of this
thissubparagraph,
subparagraph, the number
of individuals
individualsallowed
allowedunder
under subparagraph
subparagraph
(A)
(A)to
toparticipate
participate during
duringaa program
program year in
State program
program established
established under
under this
this part
part
a State
shall not exceed—
"(I) 10 percent
'(I)
percent of
of the
the total
total number
number of
of indiindi-

viduals who participated in the State
State propro-

gram established
establishedunder
underthis
this part
part or
or the

State program
program established
established under
underpart
partH
H durdurState
ing the immediately preceding program
year; or
year:
"(II) ininthe
"(II)
thecase
case of fiscal
fiscal year
year 2004 or any
succeeding fIscal
fiscal year. IS
succeeding
15 percent
percent of such
total number of individuals.'
individuals:
'(ii) AUTHORITY
TO INCREASE
INCREASE LIMITATION.—
"(ii)
AUTHORrrY TO
LINTAflON.—

- (I)
(I) PETTrJON.—A
PE-TTrION.—A State
State may
mayrequest
request the
the
Secretary to increase to not more than 15
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percent the percentage limitation imposed moving rec2pients
recipients of aid under the State
State
(7)
CASELO
PARTICIPATION
(7)
CASELOAD
PARTICIPATION
fiscal year
year before
before fiscal
by clause (i)(I) for a fiscal
RATES—The
RATES_The
fiscal plan approved under part A into full-time
year 2004.
program shall comply with section 498.
unsubsidized
employment
employment.
(II)
'(8)
NONDISPLACEMr_NT._The
(8)
NONDJSPLACEl.The
(II) Arfl-rry
A1.rn-IQRI-ry
o CRr.-r
To cRj.rr
REQUEST—The
REQUEST.—The
program
shall
(c)
(c)PERFORJ&ANCE-BASCO
PFOR NCE-B.sMEASURES.—
MSs.—
491(1!).
comply with section 491(11).
Secretary may approve a request made purESTABLISHJ
ENT..The
Secretary
shall.
(I)
ESTABLISHMENT_The
Secretary
shall,
suant to subclause
(b) AriJAL
ANNu REPORTS.—
REPORTS.—
subclause (I)
(I) ifif the
the Secretary
Secretary deems
deems by regulation, establish
establish measures
measures of
of the efefit appropraate.
The Secretary
Secretary shall develop fectiveness
(1)
(1)COMPUANCE
COMPLIANCE WITh
WITHPERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE MEASappropnate. The
fectiveness of
of the
the State
State programs
estabprograms
estabtJRES.—Each State that operates a program
recommendarjons
onthe
the criteria
Criteria that
that should
should lished under this part and under part H in IJRES.—Each
recommendatjo on
be applied in evaluating
evaluating requests
requests under moving recipients of aid under the State under this subpart shall submit to the Secsubclause (I).
retary annual
annual reports
reports that compare the
plan approved under part A into full-time retary
"SEC.
SEC. 498.
achievements of the program with the
498. CASELOAD
CASELOAD PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION RATES:
RATES: unsubsidized employment
achievements
the perbased
peremployment
based
on
the
perperPERFORMANCE
MEASURES.
PERFORJJ.JCE MEASURES.
formance-based measures established
•

formance of such programs.

PA rICIPArnOr RATES—
(a) PARTICIPATION
RATES.—

(I) REQU1REMZ1..-1-._A
State that
that operates
REQUIREMENT._A State
program under
under this
this part
part shall
shall achieve
achieve a
aa program

(2)
(2)

under

section 490(b).
490(b),

ANNUj
COMPUANCE
REPORTS,—Each
ANI'IUAL
COMPUAI-4CE
REPORTS.—Each

that operates
operatesaaprogram
State that
programunder
under this

(2)

COMPUANCE
COMPLIANCE

WITH

PARTICIPATION

part shall submit to the Secretary annual re- RATES—Each State that operates a program
participation rate for the following
following fiscal
under this subpart for a fiscal year shall subfiscal ports that compare the achievements of the
the mit
years of not less than the following percent- program with the performance-based measmit to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary aa report
report on the particiage:
pation rate of the State for the fiscal year.
ures established under paragraph (1).
"Fiscal
'Fiscal yeac
year
"Subpart
Subpart 2—Optionai
2—Optional State Plans
Percentage:
"SEC.
500.FEDERAL
FEDERJ,L ROLE.
SEC. 500.
ROLE.
1997
1998
1999

2000
2001

2002

2003
2003 or later

16
20
24

28
32
40

52.

PARTICIPA'flON RATE
(2) PARTICIPATION
RATE DEFINED.—
FINED—
(A) IN
used in
IN cENAL.—M
CNAL,_As used
in this
this sub-

section. the term 'participation
participation rate' means,
means.
with respect to a State and a fiscal year. an
amount equal to—

(i)
(1) the
the average
average monthly
monthly number
number of
of indiindividuals who, during the fiscal year. participate in the State program established under
this part or the State program (if any) established under part H: divided by
(ii) the average monthly number of
of individuals for whom an individual responsibility plan is in effect under section 482 dur1ng
during
the fiscal year.
(B) SPECIAL RULE—For each of the 1st 12

months after an individual ceases
ceases to receive
aid
aid under a State plan approved under part A
by
by reason
reason of
of having
having become
become employed for
more than 25 hours per week in an
unsubsidized job in the private sector, the individual shall be considered to
to be
be participatparticipating in the State program established under
under
this pal-c,
part, and
andto
to be
be an
an adult recipient of
such aid, for purposes of subparagraph (A).

"SEC. 499.
SEC.
499.STATE
STATE ROLE.
ROLE.
(a) PRocR&
(a)
REQUIREMTs._Any
PROCRAM
REQUIREMENTS_AnyState
State

(A) IN CENERi.L._If
CNERAL.—If a State reports that

the State has failed to achieve the participation rate required by paragraph
paragraph (I)
(1)for
for the

fiscal year,
year. the Secretary
Secretary may make recommendatio for
ommendations
forchanges
changesininthe
the State
State pro-

placement, wage supplementation, temporary subsidized jobs, or such other services
that the State deems necessary to help a recipient obtain private Sector
sector employment.
-. (3)
(3) JOB
JoB CREATION_The
CREATION_The creation of jobs.
jobs,

with an emphasis on private sector jobs.
shall be a component of the program and

shall be a priority
for each
each State
State office
office with
pnority for

supplementation programs, temporary subsidized job creation.
creation, job counseling, assistance in establishing microenterprises, or
other services to provide individuals with
the support and skills necessary to obtain
and keep employment in the private sector.
(5) 2-YEAR
2-YEAR LIMITATION
LIMiTATIONON
ONPARTICIPATION._.
PARTjCIPATiON_.
The program shall comply with section

gram established under this part and (if the
State
State has
has established
established aa program
program under
under part
K) the
I-I)
theState
Stateprogram
program established
established under part 497(b).
(6)
AcRNr-S OF
(6) ACREEITrS
OFMUTUAL
MUTUAL RESPONSIBfl,.
H. The State may elect to
RESPONSIBn.
to follow
follow such
such recommendatio and
ommendations
andshall
shall demonstrate
demonstrate to the fly."(A)
(A) IN
CENERAL.—The
State
IN
CENERAL.—The
State
agency
shall
Secretary how the State
State will
will achieve
achieve the re- develop an agreement of mutualagency
quired participation rates.
rates,
responsibileach program participant, which will
(B) SECOND
SECONDCONSECUTIVE
COrSECUTWE FAILURE—Not.
FAJLUR.Not ity forindivjdualised
comprehensive
comprehensive plan, dewithstanding subparagraph (A),
(A). if a State be an individualized
veloped by the team and the participant,
fails to achieve the participation rate re- move
participant, to
move
the
the
participant into aa full-time
full-tin-ic
quired by paragraph (1)
(I) for 2 consecutive fisunsubsidized job. The agreement should decal years. the Secretary may—
the
educat2on,
training,
tail
education,
training.
-. (i)
or skills
Or
skills that
that
(i) require the State to make changes
changes in
in the ind2vidual
individual will be receiving to obtain a
the State program established under this
full'time
unsubsidized
job,
and
full-time
unsubsidized
job,
and
the
obligaobligapart and (if the State has established a pro- tions of the individual.
gram under part H) the State program estabestab(B)
lished under part H: and
and
(ii) reduce
reduce by
by 5 percent the amount other"(ii)
other.
wise payable to the State under paragraph
(I) or (2) (whichever applies to the State) of

section 403(a).
STANDARDS_The Sec(b) PERpQRJ.<r
PERPORJ.C STA1JDARDS..The

retary shall develop standards to be used to
measure the effectiveness of the programs

established under this part and part H in

(a) APPROVAL OF STATE PLANS.—
PLANS,—

-, (1)
(I)

IN
IN GENERAL—Within
CENERAL,—Within 60 days after

the
may establish and operate a work first propro. date a State submits to the Secretary plan
pian
gram that meets the following requirements. that provides for the establishment andaoperunless the State is operating a work first ation of a work first program that meets the
program under subpart 1:
requirements of section 499. the Secretary
(1) OBJECTIVE
—The objective
objective of the pro- shall approve the plan.
OBJECTIVE—The
gram is for each program participant to find
(2) At.rrl4oRrry
'i'OEXTEND
EXTENDAPPROVAL
AuTHoRrry O
APPROVAL DEADDEADand hold a full-time unsubsidized paid job, LINE.—The
LINE,—The 60-day deadline established in
and for this goal to be achieved
achieved in
in a cost-ef- paragraph (1) w2th
with
respect
respect
to
to
a
State
may be
fective fashion.
extended in
in accordance
accordance with
with an agreement
extended
(2) METHOD—The
METHOD—The method
method of
of the
the program between the Secretary and the State.
(2)
connect recipients
is to Connect
recipients of aid to families
(b)
(b)PERFOR
PERFORNBAS
MEA5URE._The
CE-BAsED
MEASUP.ES._The
with dependent children with the private Secretary
shall. by regulation, establish
sector labor market as soon
soon as
as possible
possible and
and measures ofshall,
the effectiveness of the State
offer them the support and skills necessary
established under this subpart and
to remain in the labor market. Each compo- program
program under
nent of the program should be permeated (if the State has established aa program
with an emphasis on employment and with part H) the State program established under
under
an understanding that minimum wage jobs part H in moving recipients of aid under the
State plan approved under part A into fullare a stepping stone to more
more highly
highly paid
paid emememployment. based on the
ployment. The program shall provide recipi- time unsubsidized employment,
education, training,
training,job
ents with education,
job search and performance of such programs.

(3)
STATE
COCOJ
STATE
REPORTS—Each
LIA.NCE
REPORTS—Each responsibilities under the program.
-.
(4) FORMS
"(4)
State that operates a program under this
FORMSOF
OFASSISTANCE—The
ASSISTANCE_The State
State
part for a fiscai
year
shall
submit
fiscal
shall submit to
Sec- shall provide assistance to participants
participants in
in
to the
the Secretary a report on the participation rate of the program in the form of education, training. job placement services (including vouchthe State for the fiscal year.
-. (4)
placement services), work
(4) EFFzc'r
EFFEC'j-OF
OFFAILURE
FAILURETo
TOMEET
MEET PAR'flCIPAPARTICIPA- ers for job

TION RATES.—

-,

-

(c) EFFECT
TOTo
MEET
PARTICIEFFECTOF
OFFAILURE
FAILURE
M PARr1CICc)

PATION
PATION RATES.—
RATES.—

"(1)
(I) IN
IN CENER.AL.—If
CENERAL—If aa State reports
reports that
the State has failed to achieve
achieve the
the participaparticipation rate required by section 499(a)(7) for
for the
fiscal year. the Secretary may
make
may make recrecommendations for
for changes
changes in
in the
the State
State proommendations
gram established under this subpart and (if
the State has
has established
established aa program
program under
part H) the State program established under
part H. The State may elect to follow such
recomlnendationsand
recomjnendaUo
andshall
shall demonstrate
demonstrate to
the
the Secretary
Secretary how
how the
the State
State will
will achieve the
required participation rates.
(2)

SECOND CONSECUTIVE
CONSECUTIVE FAILURE.—NotFAILURE—Not-

withstanding paragraph
paragraph (1),
(I). if the State
State has
failed to achieve the participation rates required by section 499(a)(7) for 2 consecutive

fiscal
fiscal years.
years, the Secretary may require the
State to make changes in the State program
established under this subpart
subpart and
and (if
(if the
the
State has established a program
program under part
H) the State program established under part
H.

Part H—Workfare
"Part
H—Workfare Program
Program
"SEc.
SEC.500A,
500A.ESTABUS}Jqr,ESTAU5}4J AND
ANDOPERATION
OPERATION OF
PROGRAM.
PROGRAM,

-. (a)
(a)

IN
IN GENER&L.—A
GENER&L...A State
State that
that establishes

a work first program under a subpart of part
C may establish and carry out a workfare
program that meets the requirements of this
part, unless the
the State
State has
has establ2shed
established a job
placement voucher program under part I.
(b) OBJECTIVE_The
OBJECTJVE._The objecUve
objective of
of the
the
workfare program
program is
is for
for each
each program parHOURS OF PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATiON REQUIRE- workfare
ticipant to find and hold a full-time
MENT—The agreement shall provide that the unsubsidized
unsubsidized paid
paid job,
job, and
and for
for this
this goal
goal to be
individual shall participate in activities in achieved
in a cost-effective
cost-effective fashion.
fashion.
accordance with the agreement for—
(c) CASE MANAGEMENT
MANACEMENT TEAM5.—The
TEAMS—The State
State
-, (i)
(i) not fewer than 20
20 hours
hours per
per week
week dur- shall assign to each program
participant a
ing fiscal years 1997 and 1998:
1998;
team that
that shall
shall meet with
"(ii)
23 hours per week dur- case management team
(ii) not fewer than 25
the participant and assist the participant to
ing fiscal year 1999: and
choose the
the most
most suitable
suitable workfare
workfare job
job under
(iii) not fewer than 30 hours per week choose
"(iii)
subsectionCe).
subsection
(e). (f).
(fl, or (g) and to eventually
thereafter.
obtain a full-time unsubsidized
unsubsidized paid
paidjob,
job.
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"(d)
(d) PROVISION
PROVISION OF
OF JOBS—The
JOas.—The State shall
provide each
provide
each participant in the
the program
program with
with
a community
community service
service job
job that
that meets
meets the requirements of subsection (e) or a subsidized

job that
that meets
meets the requirements of subsub.
section (1) or (g).

COMMUNITY SERVICE
(e) COMMUNITY
SERVICE JOBS.—
JOBS.—
(I) IN
(1)
IN GENERAL—Except
GENERAL—Except as
as provided

in
paragraphs (2)
paragraphs
(2) and
and (3),
(3), each
each participant
participant shall

work for
work
for not
notfewer
fewerthan
than 30
30 hours
hours per
per week
(Or,
(Or.atat the
the option of
of the
the State.
State, 20 hours
hours per
per
week during
during fiscal
fiscalyears
years 1997
1997 and
and 1998. not
not
fewer than 25 hours
hours per
per week
week during
during fiscal
fiscal
year 1999,
1999. not fewer than 30 hours per week
during fiscal
fIscalyears
years2000
2000and
and 2001.
2001. and
and not
not
during
fewer than 35 hours per
per week
week thereafter)
thereafter) in
in aa
community service
community
service job,
job.and
and be
be paid
paid at
at aa rate
which is
which
is not
not greater
greater than 75 percent (Or. at
the option of
of the
the State.
State. 100 percent) of the
maximum amount
maximum
amount of
of aid
aidpayable
payable under
under the
the
State plan
State
plan approved
approved under
underpart
partAA to
to aa family
family
of the same
size and
andcomposition
composition with
with no insame size
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from
the
State
program
es- es- (2)
from participating
participatinginin
the
State
program
(2) The
The limitation
limitationdetermined
determined under
under this
this
tablished under this part to participate in paragraph
paragraph with
with respect
respect to
to aa State
Statefor
forany
anyfisfisthe program for such additional period or
or pepe- cal year is
is the
the amount
amountthat
thatbears
bears the
the same
same
riods as the State
State determines
determines appropriate.
appropriate.
ratio to
paragraph
to the
the amount Specified
specified in paragraph
(B)
(B) LIUTATION
L1UTATIONON
ONPERCENTAGE
PERCENTAGE OF
OF REPEAT
REPEAT (3) for
for such
such fiscal
fiscalyear
yearas
as the
the average monthPARTICIPANTS.—
ly number
ly
number of adult recipients (as
(as defined
defined in
in
(i) IN
IN GENERAL—Except
GENERAL—Except as
as provided in paragraph (4)) in
in the
the State
State in
in the
the preceding
preceding
clause (ii),
clause
(ii), the
the number
number of
of individuals
individuals allowed fiscal
year bears to the average
average monthly
monthly
under subparagraph
subparagraph(A)
(A) to
to participate during fiscal year
number of such recipients in all
all the
the States
States
in aa State program
program estabestab- for
a program year in
such preceding
preceding year.
lished
lished under
under this
this part
part shall
shallnot
notexceed
exceed 10
10 perper- for such
(3) (A) The
The amount
amount specified
specified in this para"(3)(A)
cent
cent of the total number of individuals
individuals who
who graph
is—
participated in the program
program during
during the
the imim'(i)
(i) Sl.500.000.000
S1.500.000.000 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1997:
mediately preceding program year.
(ii) AUThORITY
(ii)
A,mjORJTv TO
TOINCREASE
INCREASE LilflTATION.—
LIMITATION.—

(iii)$2,000,000,000
(iii)
$2,000,000,000 for
for fiscal
fiscalyear
year 1998:
1998:

(iv) $2.600.000.000
(iv)
$2,600,000,000 for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1999:
"(I)
(I)PE'ITrION.—A
PETrrION.—AState
Statemay
mayrequest
request the
'(v)
(v)$3,100,000,000
S3.l00.000.000for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 2000:
2000: and
and
increase the
thepercentage
percentagelimitalimitaSecretary to increase
(vi) the amount determined under sub(Vi)
tion imposed by clause
clause (i)
(I) to not more than
than
paragraph (B)
paragraph
(B) for
for fiscal
fiscalyear
year 2001
2001 and
and each
each
15 percent.
succeeding fiscal year.
(II)AUTHORITY
Au-n.iORrry TO
TO GRANT
GRANTREQUEST—The
REQUEST—The succeeding
"(II)
(B)
The amount
amount determined under this
(B) The
Secretary may approve a request
request made
made purpursubparagraph for
for aa fiscal
fiscal year is the product
suant to subclause
subclause (I)
(I) ifif the
the Secretary
Secretary deems
deems subparagraph
the
following:
of
the
following:
it appropriate.
it
appropriate. The Secretary shall develop
come.
(i) The
(i)
The amount
amount specified
specified in
in this
this paragraph
paragraph
(2)EXCEPTION.—(A)
EXCEPTION—CA) IfIfthe
'(2)
theparticipant
participanthas
has recommendations on the criteria that should
immediately preceding
preceding fiscal year.
evaluating requests
requests under
under for the immediately
obtained unsubsidized
unsubsidized part-time
part-time employment be applied in evaluating
(ii)
subclause(I).
(I).
1.00 plus the percentage
percentage(if
(if any)
any) by
by
in the private
private sector,
sector, the State
State shall provide subclause
OF PLACEMENT
PLACEMENT COMPANIES—A which—
0)
(j) USE OF
the participant with a part-time community
(1)
(I)
State
that
establishes
establishes
a
a
workfare
workfare
program
program
the average
average of
of the Consumer Price
servicejob.
service job.
enter into
into contracts
contracts Index (as defined in Section
section 1(0(5)
1(0(5) of
of the In•(B)
(B) If
If the
the State provides a participant a under this part may enter
with
private
companies
operated
with
private
companies
(whether
operated
ternal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986)
1986) for the most repart-time community sex-vice
service job
jobunder
under subsubfor
profit
profit
or
or
not
not
for
for
profit)
profit)
for
for
the
the
placement
placement
cent
12-month
12-month
period
period
for
for
which
such
inforparagraph (A),
(A). the
the State shall ensure
ensure that
available: exceeds
exceeds
the participant works for not fewer than 30 of participants in the program in positions of mation is available:
full-time
employment, preferably in the
full-time employment,
the priprihours
hours per
per week.
week.
(II)
(II)the
theaverage
average of
of the
the Consumer
Consumer Price
sector, for
for wages
wages sufficient
sufficient to eliminate Index (as so
so defined)
defined) for the 12-month period
•°(3)
(3) WAGES NOT CONSIDERED
CONSIDEREDEARNED
EARNEDININ- vate sector,
need of
of such participants for
for cash
cash assistassist- ending on June
June 30
30 of
of the
the 2nd
2nd preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal
cOME.—Wages
workfare program the need
COME—Wages paid under aa workfare
in accordance
accordancewith
with section
section 493.
493.
ance in
year.
shall not
not be
be considered to be earned income ance
(k) MA,OMUM
MAXIMUMOF
OF33COMMUNITY
COMMuNrry SERVICE
SERVICE
for purposes
purposes of
of any
any provision
provision of
of law.
law.
"(iii)
(iii)The
Theamount
amountthat
thatbears
bears the same
same
(4) COMMUNITY
(4)
C0MMU1\TrY SERVICE
SERVICEJOB
JOBDEFNED.—For
DEFNED.—For JOBS—A program participant may not re- ratio to the amount specified in this paramore than
than33community
communitysex-vice
service jobs graph for the immediately preceding
purposes of
of this section.
preceding fiscal
fiscal
purposes
section, the term 'commucommu- ceive more
under the program.
nity service
servicejob'
nity
job' means—
year as
as the
thenumber
numberof
of individuals
individuals whom the
"Part
1—Job Placement
Placement Voucher
Voucher Program
Part 1—Job
(A) aajob
(A)
job provided to a participant by the
Secretary estimates
estimateswill
will participate in proSecretary
SEC.50DB.
50DB.JOB
JOBPLACEMENT
PLACEMENTVOUCHER
VOUCHER PROPRO- grams operated
State administering
State
administering the State plan under SEC.
operated under
under part
part C,
C. H.
H. or
or I during
GRAM.
part A:
A: or
the
the fiscal
fiscal year bears
bearsto
to the
thetotal
total number
number of
of
"A State
workfare individuals
•A
State that is not operating aa workfare
(B) ajob
ajob provided
provided to
to a participant by any
"(B)
individuals who
who participated
participated in such proH may
may establish
establish aa job
job grams during such preceding
for which all
preceding fiscal
fiscal year.
other employer for
all or
or part
part of
of the
the program under part H
placement voucher
voucher program
program that
thatmeets
meets the
the
wages are
are paid
paid by the State.
(4) For
For purposes
purposes of this
this subsection,
subsection, the
following
following
requirements:
requirements:
A State
A
State may provide or subsidize under
under the
the
term 'adult recipient' in the case
case of
of any
"(1) The
"(1)
The program
program shall
shall offer
offereach
each program State means
program any job which
which the
the State determines
determines
means an
anindividual
individual other than a departicipant a voucher which the participant pendent child (unless such child is
to be appropriate.
is the
the custouse to
to obtain
obtain employment
employment in
in the
the pripri- dial parent of another
another dependent child)
(f) TEMpOR&iy
TEMPoRARY SUBSIDIZED JOB CRE- may use
vate
sector.
whose
whose needs
needsare
aremet
met(in
(inwhole
whole or
or in
in part)
ATION—A
ATION—AState
Statethat
thatestablishes
establishes a workfare
(2) An employer
"(2)
employer who
who receives
receives aa voucher with
with payments
payments of aid to families with
with dedeprogram under
progra.rn
under this
this part
part may
may establish aa proproissued
issued
under
under
the
the
program
program
from
from
an
an
individual
individual
pendent
pendent
children.
children.
gram similar
similar to
to the
the program
program operated
operated by
by the
the may redeem the voucher at any time after
"(d)(l)
"(d)(I)
In
In
lieu
lieu
of
of
any
any
payment
payment
under
under
subState of Oregon. which
which isis known
knownas
as'JOBS
JOBS the individual
individual has
has been employed by the em- section (a). the Secretary shall pay to each
Plus.
Plus'.
ployer for 6 months, unless another em- State
State that
that is
is operating aa program
program in
in accord(g)
(g) WORE
Wo St SUPPLEMENTATION
PIIMENTATION PROGRAM.—
PROGRAM.—
displaced by
by the
the ance
of the employer was displaced
ancewith
with subpart
subpart II of
of part C (Or in accord"(1)
(l) ININGENER.L.—A
State that
that establishes
establishes ployee
GENERAL—A State
of the
the individual.
individual.
ancewith
with aa plan
plan approved
approved under
under subpart
subpart 22 of
of
a workfare program under
under this
this part
part may
mayinin- employment
(3) Upon
Upon presentation of a voucher by an ance
part C).
C). and
and aa program
program in
in accordance
accordancewith
with
stitute a work supplementation program employer
part
to
to
the
the
State
agency
responsible
responsible
for
for
H or I,I. and
and to which
which section
section 1108
1108 does
under which the
the State, to the extent it con- the administration
of the
the program,
program. the
the State
State part
administration of
not apply,
apply. with
withrespect
respect to
to expenditures
expenditures by
siders appropriate,
appropriate. may reserve the sums agency
shall
pay
to
the
employer
an amount not
State
State to
to carry Out
out such
such programs,
programs, an
an
that would otherwise be payable
payable to
to participartici- equal
equal to 50 percent of the total amount of aid the
amount equal to 70 percent. or the Federal
pants in the program as
as aa community
community service paid
paid
under
under
the
the
State
State
plan
plan
approved
approved
under
under
medical assistance
assistance percentage (as
(as defined in
in
minimum
wage and
and use
use the sums instead
minimum wage
instead for
for part
part A
A to
to the family
family of
of which
which the
the individual
individual medical
the purpose
purposeof
of providing
providing and
and subsidizing
subsidizing pripri- is a member for the most recent
1905(b)) increased
increased by
by 10
10 percentage
percentage
recent 12
12 months
months section 1905(b))
sectorjobs
vate sector
jobs for
for the
the participants.
greater, of
is the greater,
of the total
for
for which
which the
the family
familywas
was eligible
eligible for
forsuch
such points, whichever
"(2)
AGREEMENT—An employer
(2)EMPLOYER
ElpLOyE AGREEMENT—An
employer aid.'.
expended during
during the quarter for the
amount expended
aid.".
who provides aa private
private sector
sectorjob
particjob to aa particand administration
administration of such
such propro(c) FUNDING—Section
FUNDING—Section 403
403 (42 U.S.C. 603) is operation and
ipant under paragraph (1) shall agree
agree to
to pro- amended
amended by
by inserting after subsection (b) the grams.
(2) In lieu
vide
wages following:
vide to the participant an amount in wages
lieu of
ofany
any payment
payment under
under subsubequal
equal to the poverty threshold for a family
family
(a), the Secretary shall
shall pay
pay to
to each
each
(c) (I) Each State
State that
that is
is operating
operating aapropro- section (a).
"(c)(1)
of three.
State that
that is
is operating aa program
program in
in accordgram in accordance
accordance with
with subpart
subpart 1I of
of part
part C
C State
(h) JOB SEARCH
SEARCH REQUIREMENT—The
REQIJiRMENT.—TheState
State (or
ance with
with subpart
subpart II of part C (or in
in accordaccord(Orininaccordance
accordance with
withaaplan
planapproved
approved under
under ance
shall require
require each
each participant
participant to
tospend
spend aa subpart 2 of part C),
ance with
with a plan approved under subpart 2 of
C). and aa program
program in
in ac- ance
minimum of
minimum
of 55 hours
hours per week on activities cordance
part
G).
C).
and
and
a
program
in
accordance
accordance
with
with
cordance with
with part H
H or I shall be entitled to
related to securing
securing unsubsidized
unsubsidizedfull-time
full-time payments under
and to
to which
whichsection
section 1108
1108 applies.
applies.
under subsection
subsection (d)
(d) for
for any fiscal part H or I.I, and
employment in
in the
the private
private sector.
sector.
with respect
respect to expenditures by the State to
year in an amount equal to the sum of the with
(i) DURATION
DURATION OF PARTICIPATION.—
such programs
programs(including
(including expendiexpendiapplicable percentages
applicable
percentages (specified
(specified in
in such
such subsub- carry out such
(1) IN
IN GENERAL.—Except
GENAL.—Except as
asprovided
provided in
in section) of its expenditures
for child care
under section
expenditures to
to carry
carry Out
out such tures for
paragraph
paragraph (2),
(2). an
anindividual
individual may not participartici- programs (subject
(1) (A)). an
an amount
amount equal
equal to—
to—
402(g)(1)(A)).
(subject to
to limitations
limitations prescribed 402(g)
pate for
pate
for more than 2 years
years in
in aa workfare
workfare pro- by or pursuant to such parts
parts or
or this
this section
section
(A)
withrespect
respect to
to so
so much of
of such
such ex(A) with
gram under this part.
on expenditures
expenditures that
that may
maybe
beincluded
includedfor
for penditures in a fiscal
fiscal year
year as
as do not
not exceed
exceed
(2) At.rniORrry
Au-rHogrry TO ALLOW
ALLOWREPEATED
REPEATED PAR- purposes
purposes of
of determining payment under sub- the State's
State's expenditures
expenditures in
in the
the fiscal
fiscal year
TICIPATION.—
TICIPATION.—
section (d)). but
but such
such payments for any fiscal
fiscal 1987 with
with respect
respect to which
which payments
payments were
were
(A)
INCENERAL.—Subject
GENERAL—Subjecttotosubparagraph
subparagraph year in the case
(A) IN
case of any State may not exceed made
made to
to such
such State
Statefrom
from its
its allotment
allotment for
(B).
a
State
(B), a State may
may allow
allow an
an individual
individual who, by
by the limitation
limitation determined
determinedunder
under paragraph
paragraph such fiscal year pursuant
pursuant to
to part
part C
C of
of this
reason of
reason
of paragraph
paragraph(I).
(I). would
would be prohibited (2) with
withrespect
respect to
to the
the State.
State.
title as
title
as then in
in effect.
effect, 90
90 percent:
percent: and
and
•
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"(B)
(B) with
with respect
respect to so much
much of
of such
such exex- of the Federal payments under such provi(c) ALrn4oRri-'
A(.rrHORJry OF THE
penditures
penditui-es in a fiscal year as exceed the
ThE
SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OF
sions of law for such fiscal year. but for fis- I-IE.5,L.TH
HEALTh AND
Huiw. SERvICES
ANo Hulvtsj'4
SERVICESTO
TO DELAY APamount
amount described
described in
in subparagraph
subparagraph(A).—.
(A).—
cal
years
after
1997,
such
amount
at
the
end
PLICABIL.rrY
PLICAaILrI-YTO
TOAASTATE—If
STATE—IfaaState
Stateformally
formally
(i) 50 percent. in the case of expenditures of such fiscal year shall not
not exceed notifies the
for administrative costs
the Secretary
SecretaryofofHealth
Health
and
and
Human
Human
costs made
made by
by a State
State in
in $400,000,000.".
$400.000.000.'.
Services
Services that
that the
the State
State desires
desires to
to delay
delay the
operating such programs for such fiscal year
the
(e) C Cor.c
(e)
AIDr]-$,.,..
oRM1rc
A1rrs._
applicability
to
the
(other than the personnel costs for staff emto the State of the amendmenrs
amendments
(I) Section
Section 402(a) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)) is
made
by
this
title,
the
amendments
ployed full-time in the operation of such pro- amended by striking
shall
paragraph (19).

Dy

gram) and the costs of transportation
transportation and
and
other work-related supportive services under

(2) Section 403 (42 U.S.C. 603) is amended by

striking subsections (k)
(k) and
and (1).
(1).
(3)
(3)
Section
407(b)(l)(B)

section 4O2(g)(2);
4O2(g)(2): and

(42
(42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

(ii) 70 percent or the Federal medical as- 607(b)(l)(B))
607(b)(l)(B))isisamended.—.
amended—
(A) by adding
adding "and"
"and' at the end of clause
clause
sentence of section 1118) increased by 10 per- (iii):
(iii);
centage points, whichever is the greater, in
(B) by striking
striking ": arid"
and" at the end of clause
clause
the case of expenditures made by a State in (iv)
(iv) and
and inserting
inserting a period:
period; and
operating such programs for such fiscal year
(C) by striking
clause (v).
s-iking clause
(other than for costs described
described in
in clause
clause (i)).
(i)).
(4) Section
Section 407(b)(2)(B)(ij)(I)
407(b)(2)(B)(ii)(I) (42
(42
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
(3) With respect to the amount for which 607(b)(2)(B)(ii)(l))
607(b)(2)(B)(jj)(I))
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking
payment is
is made
made to
to aa State
State under
under paragraph
paragraph "under
payment
'under section
402(a)
(19)
or",
section 402 (a) (19) or'.
(2)(A),
(2)
(A).the
theState's
States expenditures
expenditures for
for the
the costs
costs
(5)
Section
407(b)(2)(C)
(42
U.S.C.
of operating such programs may be in cash 607(b)(2)(C))
is amended by striking "section
or in kind, fairly evaluated.
402(a)(19)
and''.
402(a)
(I
9)
arid".
"(4)
'(4) Not more than 10 percent of the
(6)
Section
Section
1115(b)(2)(A)
lll5(b)(2)(A)
(42
(42
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
amount payable to a State under this sub- 1315(b)(2)(A))
l315(b)(2)(A))is isamended
amended
striking ".
byby
striking
". and
section for a quarter may be for expenditures 402(a)(l9)
402(a)
(19)
(relating
to
the
work
incentive
(relating
to
the
work
incentive
promade
made during the quarter with respect to pro- grain)",
gram)'.
gram participants who are not eligible for
(7)
Section
1108
(42
U.S.C,
1308)
is
U.S.C.
1308)
is
amendamendaid under the State plan
plan approved
approved under
under part ed—
edA.'.
A".
(A) in subsection
subsection (a),
(a). by
by striking
striking"or.
'or. in
in
(d) SECRzmJy's
SECRETARY'S SPECIAL
SPEcLAJ
AOJuS'fl4fl- the case of part
ADJUs-r-MJ'r
part A
A of
of titie
titleIV,
IV,section
section403(k)";
403(k)';
FUND—Section
403(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 603)
603) is
is amended
FIjND._Section 403
amended and
by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end the
the following:
following:
(B) in subsection (d). by
by striking
striking "(exclu'(exclu(p)(I) There
There shall be available to the Sec- sive
"(p)(l)
of any amounts on account
ofser-vices
account of
services
retary from
retai-y
fromthe
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated for
for and
and
items
to
which,
in
the
case
of
of
part A of
payments under subsection (c) for States'
States such title,
title. section 403(k)
403(k) applies)".
applies)'.
programs
programs under
under parts
parts C
C and
and H
H for
for fiscal
fiscal year
(8)
(8)
Section l902(a)(19)(A)(j)(I)
1902(a)(19)(A)(i)(I) (42 U.S.C.
1996. $300,000,000
$300.000,00o for special adjustments to
to 1396a(a)(!9)(A)(i)a))
1396a(a)(19)(A)(i)a)) is amended by striking
States' limitations
States
limitations on Federal payments
payments for "482(e)(6)" and inserting
inserting "486(1)".
"486(f)".
such programs.
1928(a)(l)(42 U.S.C. l396s(a)(1))
(9) Section l928(a)(l)

sistance percentage (as defined in the last

(2) A State may. not later than March 1
and September 1 of each fiscal year. submit
to the Secretary a request to adjust the limilimitation on payments under this section with
respect to its program under part C (and, in
fiscal years
fLscal
years after
after 1997)
1997) its
its program under
part H for the following fiscal year. The Secretary shall Only
only consider
consider such
such a request
from a State which has, or which
demonsu-ates convincingly
onstrates
convincingly on
on the
the basis of estimates that
that itit will,
will, submit
submit allowable
allowable claims
mates
claims
for
for Federal
Federal payment
payment in
in the
the full
full amount
amount
available to it under subsection (c)
(c) in
in the
the
current fiscal year and obligated 95 percent
of its full amount in the prior fiscal year.
The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe
prescribe
criteria for the equitable allocation among
the States of Federal payments
payments pursuant to
adjustments of the limitations referred to
to in

intends for State activities under section 494
of the Social Security Act (as added by
by the
amendmentmade
madeby
bysection
section301(b)
301(b) of this
amendmt
this
Act)
to
emphasize
the
use
of
the
funds
Act) to emphasize the use of the funds that
would otherwise be used to provide individ-

u&S with
uals
with aid
aid to
to families
families with
with dependent
dependent

children under part A of
of title IV of the SoSocial Security
Secuxity Act
Act and
and with
with food
food stamp benebenefits under
under the
theFood
FoodStamp
StampAct
Actofof1977.
1977. to
subsidize the wages of such individuals in
temporarvjobs.
tempor'arvjobs.
(g) SsE
(5)
S5EOF
OFTHE
THECONCR.ESS.—4t
COr'zcgtss.—It is the sense

ACCELERcr APPUCAAPPLJCA-

tion on
on Federal
Federal payments
payments to
to a State for a
tion
fiscal year under subsection (c). and upon a
determination by
determination
by the
the Secretary
Secretary that
that (arid
(arid
the amount by which) a States limitation
raised, the
the amount
amountspecified
should be raised.
specified in either Such
such subsection,
subsection or both, shall
shall be conther
sidered to be so increased
increased for
for the
the following
following

retary of Health and
arid Human
HumanServices
Services that
that
the State desires to accelerate the applicability to the State of the amendments made
utle. the
the amendments
amendments shall
by this ude,
shall apply to
the State on and after such earlier date
date as
the State may select,
select.

The amount
amount made
made available
available under
under
The
paragraph (I)
(1) for
for special
special adjustments
adjustments shall
shall
remain available to the Secretary until ex-

(b) STXrE
STATEOPTION
OP'rioNTO
TODy
DEiy
APPUCABIU'
APPUCAB1LIY
UNTIL
UNTILW.AIVERS
W.iivs E)]RE.—The
E)1RE.—The amendments
made
by
this
made by this title shall
shallnot
notapply
apply to
to aa State

'(4)

BILITY.—If a State formally
formally notifies
notifies the Sec-

with respect to which there is in effect
effect aa
waiver issued under section 1115 of the Social
Security Act for the State program estabunder part C of title IV of such Act.
shall be increased in a fiscal year by the lished
until the waiver expires, if the State
amount by
amount
by which
which all States'
States' limitations
limitations mally notifies the Secretary of Health for(c) of
under subsection Cc)
ofthis
this section
section and secsec- Human Services that the State desires and
pended. That amount shall be reduced by the
sum of
of the
the adjustments
adjustments approved
approved by
by the
the SecSecsum
retary in any fiscal year, and the amount

tion
uon 2008 for a fiscal year exceeded the sum

date agreed upon by the Secretary and the
State.
State,

SEC. 304. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS RELATING TO
TO
AVAILABILITY
OF WORK
WORK FIRST
FIRST PROPRO.
AVAILABILITY OF
GRAM IN RURAL AREAS.
CRAM

It is
is the sense of the Congress that the
the
Secretary of Health and Human Services and
the States should Consider
the needs of rural
consider the
areas in designing State
State plans
plans under
under part
part C
of title IV of the Social Security Act.
SEC. 305. GRANTS TO COMMUNITY.BASED
COMMUNITY.BA.SED ORCA.
ORGANIZATIONS,

(a) IN GENERAL—The
CENERAj,,.—TheSecretary
Secretaryofof Health
and Human
Human Services
Services may
maymake
make grants
grants in
in acaccordance
cordance with
with this
this section
section to
to community.
communitybased organizations that move recipients of
aid to families with dependent children
children

under a State plan approved under part A of
title IV of the Social Security Act or under
other public
public assistance
assistance programs
programs into
into priprivate sector work.
(b) AUmojzA'rjo
(b)
OF APPROPRjATIONS._
AUTHORIZATION
OF APPROPmATIO._

There are authorized to be appropriated to
carry out this section $25,000,000
$25.000,000 for fiscal
year 1996 and $50,000,000
$50.000,000 for fiscal years
years 1997.
1998.
1998. 1999,
1999, and 2000.
(c) EUCIBLE
ELICIBLE ORCANIZATIONS._..The
ORCANIZATIONS._.The

Sec-

retary of Health and Human Services shall
shall
award grants
grants tO
to community-based organiza-

tions
tions that—
(42 U.S.C. l396s(a)(l))
receive at least 5 percent of their
their fundfundis
is amended
amended by striking "482(e)(6)"
"482(e) (6)" and
and insertinsert- ing(I)from
local government sources;
sources; and
and
ing "486(f)".
'486(f)".
(2) move
(2)
recipients
referred
move
recipients
referred
to
to
in
subin
sub(f) INTLN'r
(f)
llr'-r OF OF
T CONGRESS—The
'r CONGRESS—TheCongress
Congress section (a)

of the Congress that States should target individuais who
wno have not attained 25 years
dividuals
years of
of
age for participation in the program established by the State under
under part
part C
G of
of title
title IV
rv
the preceding sentence in the case where the of
of the Social Security Act
Act (as
(as added
added by
by the
requests of all States that the Secretary amendmt
amendment
made
madebybysection
section30
301(b)
1(b) of this
finds reasonable exceed the amount avail- section) in order to break the cycle of welable, and, within 30 days following the dates fare dependency.
specified in this paragraph,
paragraph, will
will notify
notify each SEC.
SEC. 30Z.
30Z, REGULATIONS.
REGULATIONS,
State whether one or more of its limitations
The
Secretary
of Health and Human
will be adjusted
adjusted in
in accordance with the ices shall prescribe such regulations as Servas may
State's request
request arid
and the amount
amount of
of the ad- be necessary to implement the amendments
justment (which
(which may
may be
be some
some or all of the made by this title,
amount requested).
APPLICAZU.,fly TO STATES,
STATES.
SEC. 303. APPLICAZUJTY
(3) The Secretary may adjust
"(3)
adjust the
the limita(a) STATE
OPTION
TO To AcCtAm
(a)
STATE
OPTION

fiscal year.

apply to the State on and after
after any
any later
later

delay such effective date.

section (a) in the direction of unsubsidized
unsubsidized
private employment by integrating and colocating at least 5 of the following services—
(A) case management;
management:
(B)job training;
training:
(C) child care:
care;

CD)
(D) housing;
housing;

(E) health
(E)
health care
care services;
services:
(F)
(F) nutrition programs;
programs:
(C) life skills training; and
(H) parenting skills.
(d)AWARDING
Aw.4,RDINC
Gg,Awr5.
(d)
OFOF
GRANTS.—
(I) IN
(1)
IN CENERAL._The
GENERAL—The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall award

grants based
based on
on the
the quality
quality of
of applications,
applications,
subject to
subject
(3).
to paragraphs
paragraphs (2) and (3).

(2)
AWARDING CRANTS.—In
(2) PREFERENCE
PREFEPCE ININAWARDINC
CRAWrS.—In

awardLnggrants
grantsunder
under this
this section,
awarding
section. the
theSecSecretary shall
retary
shallgive
give preference
preference to
to organizations
organizations
which receive
receive more
more than
than 50
50 percent of their
funding from State government, local gov'
gov.
ernment or private sources.
sources,
(3) DISTRIBLJrION
DISTRisW'ION OF
OFCRANT,—The
CRANT,—The Secretary
Secretary

shall award at least II grant
grant to each State
from which the Secretary
Secretary received
received an application,
cation.
(4) LThETATION
LnTATION ON
(4)
ON SIZE OF
OF CRANT,—The
CRANT,—The SecSec-

retary shall not award any
any grants
grants under
under this
this

section of more than
than $1
$1,000,000.
.000.000.
(e) ISSUANCE OF RECULATIONS._NOt
RECULATIONS,_NOt less
than 6 months after the date of the
the enactenactment of this section,
section. the Secretary shall pre-

scribe such regulations as may be necessary
to implement this section.
section.
TITLE IV—FAMILY
IV—FAMILY RESPONSIBILrrY
RESPONSIBfl,i-'y AND
rMPROVED CHILD
CHiLD SUPPORT ENFORCE.
IMPROVED
ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—Eligibility and Other Matters
Concerning Title
Title IV-D
IV-DProgram
Program Clients
Clients
SEC. 401. STATE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE PA.
TERNITY
ESTABLISHMEN'
ESTABLISHMENT
AND
CHILD SUPPORT
SUPPORT ENFORCEME
ENFORCEMENT
SERVICES,

STATE
STATELAW
LAWREQUR_Section
REQIJ]RE.fl's,_.Sectjon
to
to so 466(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a))
666(a))isisamended
amendedby
by insertinserting after paragraph
the following:
paragraph (11)
(II) the
(a)
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each place it appears and inserting assistance

(12)
(12) UsE OF CENTRAL
CENTRAL CASE REGISTRY AND

CENTRALiZED COLLEC'flONS
CENTR.ALIZED
COLLECTIONS

UN1T.—ProcJures "454
UNIT—Procedures
"454(4)
(A)(ii)".
(4) (Al
(ii)
under which—
(2) Section 454(23)
(42 U.S.C. 654(23)) is
(A) every child support order established amended,
amended, effective
effective October
October1.
1, 1998.
1998, by strikor modified in the State on or after October ing "information as to any application
fees
1. 1998.
1998,isisrecorded
recordedin
inthe
the central
central case reg- for such services and",
and".
istry established in accordance with section
(3)
Section
466(a)(3)(B)
466(a)(3)(B)
(42
U.S.C.
454A(e): and
666(a)(3)(B)) is amended by striking "in the
(B) child support payments are collected case of overdue support which a State has
through the centralized collections unit es- agreed to collect under
under section
section 454(6)'
454(6)" and
and
tablished in accordance with section 454B—
inserting "in any other
other case".
case".
(i) on and after October
October 1,
1, 1998.
1998. under
under each
each
order subject to wage withholding under sec-

(4)

Section

466(e)

(42

U.S.C.

666(e))

is

H3647
to such
such

family during

such

month:
second. from any remainder,
remainder. amounts
(2) second,
equal to the balance of support owed for the
current month shall be paid to the family:
family;

"(3) third, from any remainder, amounts
equal to al-rearages
arrearages of
of such support obliga-

tions assigned. pursuant to part A. to the
State making the collection
collection shall
shall be
be reretained and used by such State to pay any
any

such arrearages (with appropriate reimburse-

ment of the Federal Government to the exextent of its participation in the financing):
fInancing):
"(4)
(4) fourth,
fourth, from
from any
any remainder,
remainder, amounts
amounts
(a) DISTRIBUTIONS
DISTRIBUONS THROUGH
THROUGH STATE
CHILD
STA1t CHILD
each other order required to be recorded in SUPPORT
equa' to al-rearages
arrearages of such support obligaSUPPORT ENFORCENT
AGENCY
TO FORIR
ENFORCENT
AGENCY
TO Foi equal
such
such central
central case
case registry
registry under
under this
this parapara- ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS—Section 454(5) (42 tions assigned. pursuant to part A. to any
graph
graph or
or section
section 454A(e),
454A(e). except
except as
as provided
provided U.S.C. 654(5))RECIPIENTS—Section
other State or States shall be paid to such
is amended—
in subparagraph (C): and
other State or States and used to pay any
(1) in subparagraph (A)—
•(C)(i)
(C) (i) parties subject to a child support
(A) by inserting "except as otherwise spe- such arrearages (with appropriate reimburseorder described in subparagraph (B)(ii) may cifically provided in section 464 or 466(a) (3),"
(3)." ment of the Federal Government to the exopt out
Out of
of the
the procedure
procedure for
for payment
payment of
of supsup- after "is effective,":
tent of its participation in the financing):
effective.": and
and
port through the centralized collections unit
(B) by striking "except that" and all that and
(but
(but not
not the
the procedure
procedure for
for inclusion
inclusion in
in the
the follows
"(5) fifth.
fifth, any remainder shall be paid to
follows through the semicolon: and
central case
the family.".
central
caseregistry)
registry)by
byfiling
filingwith
with the
the
(B). by striking ". ex(2)
in
subparagraph
(B),
exState agency a written agreement,
agreement. signed by cept" and all that follows through "medical
(c) DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUmON TO
(c)
TO A
A FAMILY
FAMILY NOT
NOT RECEIvRECEIV"medica'
both par-ties,
parties, to
toan
an alternative
alternative payment
payment propro- assistance",
ING AFDC.—
INC
assistance'.
tiOn
466(b): and
tion 466(b):

"(ii)
October 1,
1, 1999. under
(ii) on and after October

cedure: and

"(ii)
(ii)an
anagreement
agreementdescribed
describedininclause
clauseCi)
(i)
becomes void whenever either party advises
the State agency of an intent to vacate the
agreement..
agreement.".
(b)

STA1t PLAN
STATE
PLANREQtj1R(ENTS,—Sectjon
REQUIR(ENTS,—Sectjon

454
454 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654)
654) is
is amended—
amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (4) and inserting
the following:

(4) provide that such State will under-

take—

(A) to provide appropriate services under
this part to—
(i) each
(1)
eachchild
childwith
with respect
respect to
to whom
whom an
an asassignment is effective under section 402(a) (26).
471(a) (17). or
or 1912
1912 (except in cases
471(a)(17),
cases where
where the
the

State agency determines, in accordance with
paragraph (251.
(25). that
that itit is
is against the best interests
terests of the child
chfld to do so): and
"(ii)
(ii) each
each child
child not
not described
described in
in clause (i)—
(I) with respect to whom an individual applies for such services;
and
services:
"(II) (on
(on and
and after
after October 1,
1. 1998) each

child with respect to whom a support order
is recorded in the central
central State
State case
case registry
registry

established under section 454A. regardless of

whether application is
is made for services
under this part: and
and
-.(B)
(B)to
toenforce
enforce the
the support
support obligation
obligation esestablished with respect to the custodial parent of a child described in subparagraph (A)
unless the parties to the order which establishes the
hshes
the support
support obligation
obligation have
have opted,
opted, in
in
accordance with
with section
section466(a)
466(a)(12)(C),
accordance
(12) (C). for
for an
alternative payment procedure.": and
(2) in paragraph (6)—

(A) by striking subparagraph (A) and in-

serting the following:
(A) services under the State plan shall be
made available
avaflable to nonresidents on the same
terms as to residents:":
residents;":
(B)
(B) in
in subparagraph (B)—

(i) by inserting
inserting -'on
'onindividuals
individuals not
not receiv-

ing assistance under
under part
pal-cA'A" after "such
'such
services shall be imposed": and

(ii) by inserting "but
shall
but no
no fees or costs shall
be imposed on any absent or custodial parent
or other individual for inclusion in
in the
the

central State registry maintained pursuant
to section 454A(e)";
454A(e)": and

(C) in each of subparagt-aphs
subparagraphs (B),
(B). (C), and

amended by striking
striking "or
'or (6)".
SEC. 402.
SEC.
402.DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION OF PAYMENTS.
PAYMEN.

(b) DISTRIBU'rION
DISTRIBUTION TO A FA1VULY CURREN-1-LY
RECEIVING
RECEIVINGAFDC,—Section
AFDC.—Section 457
457 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 657)

TO A FALY CuR'my

(1)
(I) IN
457(c) (42 U.S.C.
INGENERAL—Section
GENERAL—Section 457(c)
657(c)) is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
(c)
(c) IN CASE
CASEOF
OFFAMILY
FALY NOT
NOTRECEIVING
RECEIVING

(1)by
(I)
by striking
striking subsection
subsection (a)
(a) and
and redesig.
redesig-

AFDC.—Amounts collected
collected by
by aa State
State agenagency under this part during any month as sup-

is amended—

nating subsection (b) as subsection (a):
(2) in subsection (a),
(a). as redesignated—

(A) in the matter preceding paragraph (2),
(2).

to read as follows:
IN THE
THE CASE
CASEOF
OFAAFAMILY
"(a) IN
FALYRECEIVING
RECEIVING

AFDC.—Amounts
collected under
under this part
AFDC.—Amounr collected
during any month as support of a child who
is receiving assistance
assistance under
under part
part AA (Or
(or aa
parent or caretaker relative of such a child)

shall (except in the case of a State exercising

the Option
option under
under subsection
subsection (b)) be distributed as follows:

"(1)an
"(I)
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to the
the amount
amount that
will be disregarded pursuant
wifl
pursuant to
to section
section

402(a) (8) (A)
(vi) shall
shall be
be taken
taken from each of—
(A)(vj)

"(A)
"(A) amounts
amounts received
received in
in aa month
month which
which

represent payments for that month: and

"(B) amounts received in a month which
represent
represent payments
payments for
for aa prior
prior month
month which
which
were made by the absent parent in the
month when due:
due;

and shall be paid to the family without affecting its eligibility for assistance or decreasing any amount
amount otherwise
otherwise payable
payable as
as
assistance to such family during such
month:":

(B) in paragraph (4).
(4), by striking "or (B)"
and all that follows and inserting ": then (B)
from any remainder, amounts equal to ar-

rearages
rearages of
of such
such support
support obligations assigned. pursuant to part A,
signed,
A. to any other
State or States shall be paid to such other

State or States and used to pay any such arrearages (with appropriate
appropriate reimbursement
reimbursement of
of
the Federal Government to the extent of its
participation in the financing): and then (C)
any remainder shall be paid to the family.".
(3) by inserting after subsection (a). as redesignated,
designated. the
the following
following new
new subsection:
subsection:
"(b)
'(b) ALTERNATIVE
ALT1ATIVE DISTRmUTION
DISTRmIJ'rIONIN
INCASE
CASE OF
FAICLY RECEIVING
FAMILY
RECEIVINGAFDC,—ln
AFDC.—Inthe
thecase
case of
of aa

State electing the option under this sub-

402(a)(8)(A)(vi) shall be taken from each of—
402(a)(8)(A)(vj)

by indenting such subparagraph
subparagraph and
and
aligning its left margin with the left margin

represent payments for that month:
month; and

of subparagraph (A): and
(ii) by
by striking the final comma and insert(ii)
ing a semicolon.

Cc)
CoNoflNc AHRND\'-rs.—
(c) CONFO1NG
ANE\s,—

(1)
(I)
Section 452(g)(2)(A)
452(g)(2)(A)
(42
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
652(g)(2)(A)) is amended by striking "454(6)"
632(g)(2)(A))

be distributed as follows:
"(1)

first, amounts equal to the total of
ftrst,
of

such support
support owed
owed for
for such
such month
month shall
shall be
be
such
paid
paid to
to the
the family:
family:
"(2) second.
second, from any
any remainder.
remainder, amounts
amounts
equal to al-rearages
arrearages of
of such support obligations for months during which such child did
not receive assistance under part A shall be
paid to the family:
family;
"(3) third, from any remainder,
remainder. amounts
equal to arrearages
arrearages of
of such
such support
support obligaobligations assigned to the State making the collection pursuant to part A shall be retained
and used by such State to pay any such arrearages (with appropriate reimbursement of
the Federal Government to the extent of its
participation
participation in
in the
the fInancing):
financing):
remainder. amounts
"(4) fourth, from any remainder,
equal to arrearages of such support obligations assigned to any other State pursuant
to part A shall be paid to such other State or
States,
States. and used to pay such arrearages,
arrearages. in
the order in which such arrearages accrued
(with appropriate reimbursement of the Federal Government to the extent of its participation in the financing).".
(2)
EFFECTIVE DATE—The
EFFECTIVE
DATE—The amendment
amendment
made
made by
by paragraph
paragraph (I)
(I) shall
shall take
take effect
effect on
on
October 1, 1999.
(d) DISTRIBU-rION
DISTRIBUTION TO A
A CHiLD
CHILD RECEIVING
RECEIVINGASASSISTANCE UNDER PAR'r
PART E.—Section 457(d) (42

U.S.C. 657(d))
657(d)) is
is amended,
amended. in
in the
the matter
matter prepreU.S.C.

ceding paragraph (1).
(1). by
by striking
striking "Notwith"Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section. amounts" and inserting the following:
(d) IN CASE OF
OF A
A CHILD
CHiLD RECEJVING
RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER
UNDER PART
P.RT E.—Amounts",
E.—Amounts".

section. amounts collected as described in
(e) SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION OR
OR CANCELLATION
CANCELLXflON OF
OF DEBTS
subsection (a) shall be distributed as follows: UPON MARRIAGE OF PARENTS—Section 457 (42
"(2)
(2) an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to the
the amount that U.S.C. 651)
657) is amended by adding at the end
will be disregarded
disregarded pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section the following:

(D)(i)

port of a child who is not receiving assistof a parent or careance under part A (Or
(or of
taker relative of such a child) shall (subject
to the remaining provisions of this section)

(e)
'(e)

SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION

OR

CANCELLATION

OF

(A) amounts
amounts received
received in
in a month which DEBTS TO STATE UPON MARRIAGE OF PAR"(A)
ENTS.—
"(B) amounts
amounts received in a month which
"(B)
"(1)CIRCUMSTANCES
"(I)
CRCUMSTANCS REQUIRING
REQUIRING SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION
represent payments for a prior month which OR CANCELLATION—In any case in which a
were made by the absent parent in the State has been assigned
assigned rights
rights to
to support
support
month when due:
due:
owed with respect to a child who is receiving
and shall be paid to the family without af.
af' or has received assistance under part A and—
fecting its eligibility for assistance or de"(A) the parent owing such support marcreasing any amount otherwise payable as ries (or
(Or remarries)
remarries) the
the parent
parent with whom

H 3648
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such child is living
such
living and
and to whom such
such supsupport is
is owed
owed and applies to the State for report
relief
liefunder
under this
this subsection:
subsection:
(B)
the
State
determines
(in
(B)
State determines (in accordance
accordance
with procedures
with
proceduresand
andcriteria
Criteria
established
established
by by

the Secretary) that
that the
the rnan-iage
marriage is not a
sham marriage entered
entered into
into solely
solely to satisfy
this subsection: and
(C) the combined
combined income
income of
ofsuch
such parents
is less
than twice
twice the
the Federal
Federal poverty
poverty line.
line.
less than
the State
State shall
shall afford
afford relief to
to the
the parent
owing such
such support in accordance
accordance with
owing
with paragraph (2).
(2)
(2) SUSPENSION
SuSPENSION OR CANCELLATION._In the
•

case of
case
ofaa marriage
marriage or
orremarriage
remarriagedescribed
described in
in
paragraph
(1). the
the State
Stateshall
shalleither—.
either—
paragraph (I).

"(A)
(A)cancel
cancelall
alldebts
debts owed
owed to
to the
the State

assignment: or
or
pursuant to such assignment:
• (B) suspend
suspendcollection
collection of such debts for
for
'(B)

the duration
duration of
of such
such marriage,
marriage,and
and cancel
carcel
debts if
if such duration
duration extends
such debts
extends beyond
end of
of the period with
with respect
the end
respect to which
support is owed.
(3) NOTICE
NOTiCE REQUIRED.—The
REQURED.—The State
State shall
shall no-

tify
tify custodial
custodial parents
parents of
of children who are receiving aid under
under part
part A
A of
of the
the relief
relief available under
under this
this subsection
subsection to
to individuals
individuals who
marry (Or
remarry).'•.
marry
(or remarry).".
STATE OPTIONS
U)
(f) STATE
OPTIONS To
TOPASS
PASS THROUGH
THROUCH ANI)
ANt>
To DISREGARD
TO
DISRECARD CI-LD
C SUPPORT
SUPPORTAMOUNTS.—
AMOUNTS.—
(I) STATE OPTION TO
TOPASS
PASSTHROUCH
THROUGH CHILD
SUPPORT—Section
SUPPORT—_Section
457(b) (1)
(42
U.S.C.
657(b)(l))
657(b)(l))isisamended
amended to read
read as
asfollows:
follows:
(I)
(1) at State
State option,
option, an amount deter-

mined by the State. equal
equal to
to all or a portion
of the monthly support obligation.
obligation, may be
paid to the
the family
family from
from each
each of—
(A) amounts
(A)
amounts received in a month which
represent payments
payments for
for that month: and
represent
"(B)
(B)amounts
amounts received
received in a month which
represent
represent payments
paymentsfor
for aaprior
prior month
month which
which
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mize
mize irregular monthly
payments to such
monthly payments
such
(2)The
The applicable
applicable percent
percent for
"(2)
for a quarter
families.
for
purposes of paragraph
paragraph (l)(A)
for purposes
(I) (A) is—
is—
(i)
CLERICALAMEND>,',"r.5ection
AMEND._Section 454
(i) CLERICAL
454 (42
(42
"(A)
(A)
for
for
fiscal
fiscal
year
year
1997,
1997,
69
69
percent.
percent,
U.S.C. 654) is
is amended—
amended—
(B) for
(B)
forfiscal
fiscalyear
year1998.
1998.72
72percent.
percent. and
and
(I) in
(I)
inparagraph
paragraph (11).
(11). by
bystriking
striking"(11)"
"(II)' and
and
(C) for
fisfor fiscal
fiscal year
year 1999
1999 and
and succeeding
succeeding fisinserting
"(ll)(A)"; and
inserting "(1l)(A)':
and
cal years, 75 percent.".
percent,",
(2) by
by redesignating
redesignating paragraph
paragraph (12)
(12) as sub(b) MAINTENANCE
MA1NTNANCEOF
OFEFFORT—Section
EFFOr.—Section 455
paragraph
(B) of paragraph
paragraph (II).
(II).
paragraph (B)
(42 U.S.C. 655) is amended—
SEC. 403.
403. DUE
DUE PROCESS
PROCESSRIGHTS.
RIGHTS.
(I)
(1) in subsection (a)(l),
(a)(l), in
in the
the matter
matter prepre(a) IN GENER&L.—Sectjon
GENERAL—Section 454
654). ceding subparagraph (A).
454 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654).
(A), by
by striking
striking"From"
From'
as amended
as
amendedby
by section
section402(f)
402(1)of
ofthis
this Act,
Act, is and inserting "Subject to subsection (c).
amended
byinserting
insertingafter
afterparagraph
paragraph(11)
(II) from':
amended by
from": and
newparagraph:
paragraph:
the following
following new
(2) by inserting
inserting after
after subsection
subsection (b) the folfol(l2) provide
"(12)
provide for procedures
lowingnew
new subsection:
subsection:
procedures to ensure lowing
that—
(c)
"Cc) MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCEOF
OFEFFOR'r.—Notwith.
EFFORT._Notwjth
"(A)
(A)individuals
individuals who
who are
are applying for or re- standing the provisions of subsection (a),
(a).
ceiving
services
under
this
part.
or
are
ceiving services
for the
the State
State program
par- total expenditures for
ties to cases
cases in
in which
which services are
are being
being profiscal year
year 1997 and each
pro- under this part for fiscal
each
vided under this part—
succeeding fiscal year, reduced by the per'(i)
'(i) receive notice of. all proceedings in centage
centage specified
specified for
for such fiscal year under
which support
support obligations
obligations might
might be
be estabestab- subsection
which
subsection (a)(2)(A).
(a)(2)(A),(B)
(B), or (C)(i).
(C)(i), shall
shall not
lished or modified: and
less than
than such
suchtotal
total expenditures
expendituresfor
for fisbe less
fis"(ii)
(ii)receive
receiveaa copy
copy of
of any
any order
order establishestablish- cal year 1996. reduced
reduced by
by 66
66 percent.",
percent.'.
ing or modifying
modifying aa child support
support obligation,
obligation, SEC. 412.
412, PERFORMANCEBASED
PERFORMANCEBASED INCENTIVES
INCENTIVEs
or (in
(in the case
case of
of aa petition
petition for
for modification)
modification)
AND PENALTIES.
a notice of determination that there should
should
(a) INCENT'IVE
INCENTIVE
ADJUSTMEWrS
ADJUSTMENTS
TO
FEDERAL
FEDEF&r
be no change
changein
in the
the amount
amountof
of the
thechild
child supMATC!-UNCRTE,—5ection
RATE—Section458
458(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 558)
658)
within 14
of MATCHING
port award,
award. within
14 days
days after
after issuance
issuance of
to read
read as
asfollows;
follows:
is amended
amended to
such order or determination:
-

"(B)
(B)individuals
individuals applying
applying for or receiving
receiving

services under this part have access
access to
to aa fair
fair
hearing that
that meets
meets standards established by
ensures prompt
prompt considerthe Secretary and ensures
consideration and resolution of complaints (but the
the

"INCENTIVE
'NCENrIvE AJLSTh1ZWrS
ADJUSTHIENTS
TOTO
MATCF{INC
MATCHING RATE

"SEC. 458.
"SEC.
458. (a)
(a) INCENTIVE
INcENTiVE ADJUSmi.rrr.—(j)
ADJuSmRIrr....(l)

IN
IN

GENERAL_Inorder
ordertotoencourage
GENs.i,.—In
encourage and
and rereward State child support enforcement pro.
programs which
grams
which perform in an effective manner,
the Federal matching rate for
for payments
payments to
to aa
State under section 455(a)(1)(A),
455(a) (1) (A), for
for each
fiseach fiscal year beginning on or after October 1.1,
1998, shall be increased
increasedby
by aafactor
factor reflecting
reflecting
the sum of the applicable incentive adjustments (if
(if any) determined ininaccordance
accordance
with
regulations under this section
with regulations
section with rerespect to Statewide paternity establishment
establishment
and to overall performance in child
child support
enforcement.

resort to such procedure shall not stay the
enforcement of any support order): and
(C)
(C) individuals adversely
adversely affected
affectedby
by the
establishmentor
establishment
ormodification
modification of
of (or,
(or, in
in the
the
case of
case
of aa petition
petition for
for modification,
modification the
the deterdetermination
minationthat
thatthere
there should
should be
be no
no change
change in)
in)
were made
made by
by the
the absent
absentparent
parentinin the
afforded not
the a child support order shall be afforded
month when due:".
less than 30 days
days after
after the receipt of the
(2) STATE
(2)
STATEOPTION
oP'nop,rTOTO
I)!SR,EGA,RI)
D!SREGA CHILD
initiate proceedproceedCHILD SUPSUP- order or determination to initiate
PORT—Section 402(a)(8)(A)(vi)
402(a)(8)(A)(vj) (42 U.S.C ings to challenge such order or determinadetermina602(a)(8)(A)(vi)) isis amended—
amended—
tion :'.
tion:",
602(a)(8)(A)(vi))
(2) STANDAEDS.—(A)
STANDARDS._(A) IN GENERAL—The
(A) by striking "shall
(b) EFFEC'rIVE
EFFEcTIvE DATE—The
shalldisregard
disregard the
the first
DATE—The amendment
amendment Secretary
Secretary shall
shall specify
specify in
in regulations—
regulations—
S50" and insel-ung
550"
inserting "may
"may disregard
disregard all or any made by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) Shall
shall become effec(1)
"(1) the levels of accomplishment,
accomplishment and
portion";
and
portion":
tive on October 1, 1997.
rates of
of improvement as
rates
as alternatives to such
(B) by striking
striking "the first
first 550"
550" and
and insert- SEC.
SEC. 404.
404.PRIVACY
PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS.
SAFEGUARDS.
levels, which
levels.
which States
States must attain to qualify
ing "and
and all
all or
or any
any portion";
portion": and
(a) STATE PLAN
PLAI.JREQLflREMENT._Sectjon
REQUIREMEN''._5ection 454
for
ncent]ve adjustments under
for incentive
under this
this section:
454
striking "section
sectior;
(C) by striking
section457(b)"
457(b)"and
and insert- (42
U.S.C.
454)
is
amended—
(42
U.S.C.
454)
is
amended—
and
ing "section
section 457(a)".
(I)
by
striking
(1)
by
striking
"and"
at
the
end
of
and'
at
the
end
of
para"(ii)
'(ii)
the
the
amounts
amounts
of
of
incentive
incentive
adjustment
adjustment
para(g)
(g) PASS
PASS THROUGH
THROUGHAND
ANt)DISREGARD
DISRECARDOF
OFSUPSjp- graph (23):
that shall be awarded to States
States achieving
achieving
PORT
COLLECTEDON
ONBEH.A.LF
BEHALF OF
PORT COLLECTED
OF A FAMILY
FAIOLY
(2) by striking
(2)
striking
the
period
at
the
end
the
period
at
of specified accomplishment or improvement
SualEcr -m'ID 'rs FAMILY
SUBJECT
FAMILYCAP.—
CAl'.—
paragraph (24)
(24) and
and inserting
inserting ':": and':
and": and
levels, which
levels.
which amounts
amounts shall
shall be
be graduated.
graduated,
(I) PASS
(I)
PASS THROUCH._Section
THROUGH_Section 457
457 (42 U.S.C. paragraph
(3) by adding after paragraph
paragraph(24)
(24) the
the folfol. ranging up to—
637). as
657),
as amended by
by subsection
subsection Ce)
(e) of
of this sec- lowing:
lowing:
(Z) S
S percentage
"U)
percentage points, in
in connection
connection
tion.
is amended
amended by adding at the
tion, is
the end
end the
the
"(25)
(25)will
willhave
haveinineffect
effectsafeguards
safeguards applicaapplica- with
with Statewide
Statewide paternity
paternity establishment:
establishment: and
following:
sensitive and
ble to all sensitive
andconfidential
confidential informainforma"(II) 10 percentage
(f) PASS
(f)
percentage points.
points. in
in connection
PASS THROUGH
THROUCH OF SUPPORT
SUPPORTCOLLECTED
COLLECTED tion
tion handled
handled by
by the
the State
State agency
agency designed
designed to with
ON
with overall
overall performance
performance in
in child support
ON BEHALF
BEHALF OF
OF A
A FAMILY
FAMILY SUBJECT
StjBJECr TO
To THE
-ri FAMFAMthe privacy rights of
of the
the parties, in- enforcement.
11y
ILY CAP—Amounts
Ci'.—Amounts collected
collected by
by a State protect
cluding—
"(B)
(B)LIflTATIoN.—In
LflflTATIOp.—In
setting
settingperformance
performance
agency under
under this
this part during any month as
"(A)
(A)
safeguards
safeguards
against
against
unauthorized
use standards pursuant to subparagraph (A)
(A)(i)
(i)
support of aa child
child who is a member
member of
of aa IIor
disclosure
disclosure
of
of
information
information
relating
to
adjustment amounts pursuant to subpro- and adjusrjnent
parent family
subject to
to section
section 402(a)(51)
402(a)(5l)
family subject
ceedings
ceedings
or
or
actions
to
establish
establish
paternity,
paternity,
paragraph (A)(ii),
(A) (ii), the Secretary shall ensure
or paragraph
shall be
be distributed
distributed to
to the
thefamily.".
family,".
that the aggregate
aggregate number
number of percentage
(2) DISREGAJW._SectiOn
D1SRECAJW._.-Secon 402(a)(8)(A)(vj)
402(a)(8)(A)(vi) (42 to establish or enforce support;
percentage
"(B)
(B)
prohibitions
prohibitions
on
on
the
the
release
release
of
of
informapoint
increases
as incentive
incentive adjustments to
point increases as
U.S.C. 602(a)(8)(A)(vj))
is amended
amended by
U,S,C.
602(a)(8)(A)(vi)) is
by insert- tion
tion
on
on
the
the
whereabouts
of
one
party
ing
all
States
do
not
exceed
such
all
States
do
not
exceed
such
aggregate
to
anto
ing ", except
caseof
of aa1-parent
except that, in the case
aggregate inl'parent
against whom
whom aa protective
protective order creases
creases as
asassumed
assumedby
by the
the Secretary
Secretary in
in estifamJy subject to paragraph
family
paragraph (51).
(51). all
all support other party against
with
respect
to
the
former
party
has
been
with
respect
to
the
former
party
has
been
mates
of
this
section
as of June
enmates
of
the
cost
of
payments collected
payments
collected and
andpaid
paidto
tothe
thefamily
family tered: and
1995,
the aggregate
aggregateperformance
performanceof
of all
1995. unless the
under section 457(f)
457(f) shall be disregarded" be"(C)
(C)prohibitions
prohibitionson
onthe
the release
release of informa- States exceeds
fore the semicolon.
exceeds the
the projected
projected aggregate pertion on
on the
the whereabouts
whereabour of one party
party to
to anall States
States in such cost esti(h) REGULATIONS._The
RECUiTION5._The Secretary
Secretary of
of Health
an- formance of all
Heakh tion
party ififthe
theState
State has
has reason to
and Human Services shall promulgate regu- other party
to believe
believe mates.
that the release
releaseof
of the
the information
information may relations—
"(3) DETER3NATION
DETERJNATION OF
OF INCENTIVE
INCENTIVE ADJUSTin physical or emotional harm to the MENT—The
(I)
under part
partDDof
of title
title IV
IV of the Social
Secretary shall determine the
MENT.—The Secretary
0) under
Social sult
former
former
parry.
party.".
Security Act,
Act, establishing
establishing a uniform nationamount (if any) of
of incentive
incentive adjustment
adjustment due
(b) EF'I-rvE
EFFECTIVE
DATE—The
DATE—The
amendment
amendment each State
State on
on the
the basis
basis of
of the data
data submitsubmitwide standard
standard for
for allocation
allocation of
of child
child support
made
by
(a)
shall
ted
subsection
become
effecby
the State
collections from an
an obligor
obligor owing
owing support to
State pursuant to section
effecsection
tive
tive
on
on
October
October
1,
I,
1997.
1997.
more
one family:
family: and
more than one
and
454(l5)(B)
454(l5)(B) concerning the levels
levels of
of accom(2) under part A
plishment (and rates
ratesof
of improvement)
improvement) with
with
A of such title, establishing
Subtitle B—Program Administration
Administration and
and
respect to
respect
to performance
performance indicators
indicators specified
standards applicable
standards
applicable to States electing the
Funding
by the Secretary pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this section.
alternative formula
formula under
under section
section457(b)
457(b) of
of SEC.
SEC. 411.
411.FEDERAL
FEDERAL MATCHING
MATCHING PAYMENTS.
PAYMENTS.
(4) FISCAL
such Act
such
Act for distribution of
of collections on
"(4)
YEAR
SUBJECT T
TO
INCENTIVE
FISCAL
Y SUBJECT
INCENTIVE
(a)
(a) INCREASED
INREA5ED BASE
BASEMATCHiNC
MATCHING RATE.—SecRATE.—Sec.
behalf of families receiving
receiving Aid
Aid to Families
ADJIJSThNT._The
AoJUsmEri-r._'j'he
total
total
percentage
percentage
point
point inin455(a)
(2) (42
tion
455(a)(2)
U.S.C.
655(a)(2))
is
amended
(42 U.S.C. 655(a) (2)) is amended crease
with Dependent
with
Dependent Children,
Children, designed
designed to mini- to read
crease determined
determined pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this section
section
read as
asfollows:
follows:
with respect
with
respect to
to aa State program in aa fiscal
fiscal

n
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year
year shall
shall apply
apply as
as an
an adjustment
adjustment to
to the
the apap(A)(iii)—
(E) in subparagraph
(E)
subparagraph (A)
(iii)—
if
if
the
the
Secretary
Secretary
determines
determines
that
that
the
the extent
extent
plicable percent under section 455(a)(2) for
(i)
(i) by striking
striking "during
'during the
the fiscal
fiscal year": of the incompleteness
incompletenessor
orunreliability
unreliability of the
payments
such State
payments to
to such
State for
for the
thesucceeding
succeeding and
data is of a technical nature which
whichdoes
does noz
not
fiscal year.
year.
(ii) by
(ii)
by striking
striking and"
"and"atatthe
theend:
end: and
adversely affect
affect the
thedetermination
determinationofofthe
te
'(5)
(5)
RECYCLING OF INCENTIVE ADJUST(F) in
in the
the matter following
followingsubparagraph
subparagraph adversely
level of
of the
the States
State's performance.".
MENT—A
MENT—A
Stateshall
shallexpend
expendininthe
theState
State (A)—
State
(A)—
(2)CONFORMiNG
(2)
CONFORMING
AMENDMEN'TS.—
ArNoNm.—
program
program under
under this
this part
part all
all funds
funds paid
paid to
to the
the
(i) by
by striking
striking who
"whowere
wereborn
bornOut
out of
of wedwed(i)
(A) Section
(A)
Section 403
403 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 603)
603) isis amenoed
amended
State by the Federal Government as aa result
result lock during the immediately preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal by
by striking subsection
(h).
subsection (h).
of an incentive
incentive adjustment
adjustment under
under this
this secsec- year"
year'
and
andinserting
inserting'born
'bornout
Outofofwedlock":
wedlock:
(B) Section 452(a)(4) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(4)) is
(B)
tion.
(ii) by
by striking
striking "such
such preceding fiscal amended
bystriking
striking "403(h)"
amended by
'403(h) each
each place
place
•(b)
(b)MEAMNC
MEANING
OFOF
TERMS—Forpurposes
purposesof
of year' both places it appears
TERMS—For
appears
and
and
inserting
inserting
such
term
appears
appears and
andinserting
inserting "455(c)".
"455(c)".
this section—
"the
'the preceding fiscal
fiscal year":
year': and
(C)
Subsections
(d)(3)(A),
(d)(3)(A).
(g)(1), and
(g)(l).
(I) the
(1)
the term
term Statewide
'Statewidepaternity
paternity estabestab(iii) by
(iii)
by striking
striking 'or
"Or(EY'
(E)"the
thesecond
second place
place (,g)(3)(A)
(g)(3) (A) of
ofsection
section452
452(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.652)
652)are
are each
eacn
lishment percentage'
percentage' means,
means, with
lishment
with respect to it
it appears.
appears.
amended
by
striking
"403(h)"
inserting
amended
by
striking
"403(h)"
and
fiscal year.
year. the
the ratio
ratio(expressed
(expressedas
as aa perperaa fiscal
(3) Section 452(g)(3) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(3)) is
centage)
centage)of—
of—

amended—

"455(c)".
'455(c)".

(f)
(f) EFFECTIVE
EEcnvE DATES.—
DATES.—
"(A)
(A) the total number
number of
of out-of-wedlock
(A) by
(A)
by striking
strikingsubparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A)and
andredesredes(1)
INCENTIVE ADJUSTMEN'TS.—(A)
INCEwrivE
ADJUSTMTS.—(A)
children in
children
inthe
the State
State under
under one
one year of
of age
age ignating
The
ignating
subparagraphs
(B)
and
(C)
as
subsubparagraphs
(B)
and
(C)
as
subfor whom
by subsections
subsections (a).
amendments made by
for
whom paternity
paternity is
is established
(a), (b.
establishedor
or acac- paragraphs
paragraphs (A)
(A) and (B),
(B). respectively:
respectively:

during the
the fiscal
fiscal year.
year. to
to
knowledged during
-. (B)
(B) the total number of children
children born
born Out
out
of wedlock
wedlock in
in the
the State
State during such fiscal
year: and
-. (2)
(2) the
the term
term 'overall
'overall performance in child
child
support enforcement
enforcement' means
means a measure
measure or
or
measures of
of the effectiveness of the State
measures
agency in
agency
in aa fiscal
fiscai year
year which
which takes
takes into
into acaccount factors
factors including—
including—
'(A)
(A)the
thepercentage
percentage of
ofcases
cases requiring a
child
child support order in which such an
an order
order
was established:
'(B)
(B)the
thepercentage
percentage of
of cases
cases in
in which child
child
support is being paid:
paid;
"(C)
(C)the
the ratio
ratio of
of child
child support
support collected
collected to
to
child
child support
support due;
due: and
and
(D) the
(D)
the cost-effectiveness
cost-effectiveness of
of the
the State
State
program, as
as determined
determined in
in accordance
accordance with
with
standards established
established by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary in
in
standards
regulations:.
regulations.".
(b) ADJUSTMENT OF PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS UNDER
UNDER PART

D OF TrX-LE
TITLE IV.—Section
IV.—Section 455(a)(2) (42 U.S.C.
655(a)(2)), as
as amended
amended by
by section
section 411(a)
411(a) of
of
this Act,
Act, isis amended—
amended—
(1) by striking
strikingthe
the period
periodat
at the
the end
end of
of subsubparagraph (C)
paragraph
(C) (ii)
(ii) and
and inserting
inserting aa comma: and
(2)
below subparagraph
subparagraph
(2) by adding after and below

(C). flush with
with the
the left
left margin
margin of
of the subsubsection, the
section.
the following:
following:
increased by
mcreased
by the
the incentive
incentive adjustment factor (if
(ifany)
any)determined
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary pursuant to
suant
to section
section458.".
458..
(c)
COT'JFORMiNG
CONFOR1aNG
AMENtMENTS.—Section
AMENDMENTS.—Section
454(22) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.654
64(22))
454(22)
(22))isis amended—
amended—

(1) by
by striking
striking "incentive payments'
(I)
payments" the
fIrst place
fIrst
place ititappears
appears and inserting
inserting 'incenincen-

tive adjustments":
adjustments": and
and
(2) by striking
(2)
striking "any
any such
suchincentive
incentive paypayments made to the State
State for
for such period"
period
and inserting "any
"any increases
increases in Federal
Federai payments to the
the State
Stateresulting
resulting from
from such
such inincent
ive adjustments".
adjustments•'.
centive
(d) CALCULATION
CALcULATIoN OF
OF IV-D
IV-DPATERNTTY
PATERNITYESEsTABUSHMENT
TABLISHMENT
PERCEKrAGE.—(I)
PERcEI'rrAcE.—(l)
Section
452(g)(1) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(1))
452(g)(l)
652(g)(l)) is amended in

tne
subparagraph (A)
(A) by inthe matter preceding subparagraph
inserting "its
'its overall
overall performance
performance in child support
(as defined
defined
oort enforcement is satisfactory (as
iinsection
Section458(b)
458(b)and
andregulations
regulations of
of the
the Secretary), and" after
retary).
after "1994,".
'1994.".
(2) Section 452(g)(2)
452(g)(2) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652(g)(2))
652(g)(2)) is
is
amended—
(A)
in
subparagraph
(A).
in
the
matter
pre(A) in subparagraph (A), in the
ceding clause
clause(i)—
(i)—

(i)
(i) by striking 'paternity
"paternityestablishment
establishment
percentage" and
percentage"
and inserting
inserting "IV-D
"rV-D paternity
paternity

establishment percentage":
percentage': and
(ii) by
(ii)
by striking
striking "(or
all States,
States, as
as the
the case
case
(or all
may be)":
be)':
(B) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)(i),
(A)(i). by striking
"during
during the
the fiscal
fiscai year":
year":
(A)(ii)(I), by striking
(C) in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)(ii)(I),
"asof
as
ofthe
theend
end of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year"
year" and
and inserting "in
in the fiscal year or.
or, at
at the
the option
option of
of
the State.
State, as
as of
of the
the end
end of
of such
such year";
(D)
(A)(ii)(II). by
(D) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)(ii)(II),
by striking
striking
"or
year" and
and
or (E) as of the end of the fiscal
fiscai year"
inserting "in
"in the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year or.
or, at the option
option
of the State.
State, as
as of
of the
the end
end of
of such
such year":
year';

(B)
(B) in subparagraph (A).
as redesignated,
redesignated.
(A), as
by striking
striking 'the
"thepercentage
percentage of children
children born
born
out-of-wedlock
in the
the State'
State" and
and inserting
out-of-wedlock in
the percentage
percentage of
in the
the State
State who
'the
of children in
are born out
are
Outof
of wedlock
wedlock or
or for whom
whom support
support
has not been established": and
and

(C) in subparagraph (B),
(B). as redesignated—
(C)
(i) by
(i)
overall performance
by inserting "and
'and overall
in child
child support
support enforcement"
enforcement' after "pater'paternity establishment
nity
establishment percentages':
percentages": and
and
(ii)
byinserting
inserting"and
'and securing support" be(ii) by
fore the period.

and (c) shall become
become effective
and
effective October I.
I, 1997.

except to the extent
extent provided
provided in subparasubparagraph (B).
(B)
(B) Section 458
458 of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act.
Ac:.

as in
as
in effect prior
prior to
to the
the enactment of this

purposes of
section. shall be
be effective
effective for purposes
of incentive payments to States
Statesfor
for fiscal
fiscal years
years
prior to
prior
to fiscal
fiscal year
year 1999.
1999.
(2) PENALTY
PENALTy REDUCnONs,—(A)
The amendamendREDUCflONS.—(A) The

ments made by subsection (d) shall become
effective with
effective
withrespect
respect to
to calendar
calendar quarters
beginning on
beginning
on and
and after
after the
the date
date of
of enactmenz
enactment
OF PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS UNDER
UNDER PART
PARTDD of this Act.
(e) REDUCTION OF
(B) The
(B)
The amendments
amendments made by subsection
OF TrrL,E
TITLE IV.—
become effective
effective with
with respect
respect to cal(1) NEW
(I)
NEw REQUREMENTS,—Section
REQUIREMENTS—Section 455 (42 (e) shall become
quarters beginning
beginning on and after the
U.S.C. 655) is amended
amended by
by inserting after sub- endar quarters
date one
one year
year after
after the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of'
of'
section
section (b)
(b) the
thefollowing:
following:
"(c)(I) IfIfthe
"(c)(I)
theSecretary
Secretary finds,
finds, with
withrespect
respect this Act.
to
to a State program
program under
under this
this part in
in aa fiscal
fiscal SEC.
SEC. 413.
413.FEDERAL
FEDERALAND
ANDSTATE
STATEREVIEWS
REVIEWSAND
ANDAUAt-

on or
or after
afterOctober
October1.1,1997-.—
1997—
year beginning
beginning on
"(A)
(i) on
on the
the basis of data submitted by aa
(A) (i)

DOTS.
DITS.

STATE AGENCY
AGENCY AC'flVrr!E$,—Section
(a) STATE
(a)
ACTIVITIES—Section454
44

State
State pursuant
pursuant to
to section 454(1
454(15)
5) (8),
(B), that the
the (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—
State program
State
program in
in such
such fiscal
fiscal year
year failed
failed to
to
(1) in paragraph
paragraph (14),
(14),by
bystriking
striking"(14)"
'(14)" and
and
achieve the
the IV-D
IV-D paternity
paternityestablishment
establishment inserting
"(14)(A)":
inserting "(14)
(A)";
percentage
percentage (as
(asdefined
definedin
in section
section 452(g)
452(g) (2)
(2) (A))
(A))
(2) by
by redesigriating
redesignating paragraph
paragraph (15) as subor the appropriate
appropriatelevel
levelof
of overall
overall performperform. paragraph (B) of
of paragraph
paragraph (14):
(14): and
and
ance in
ance
in child
child support
support enforcement
enforcement (as
(as de(3) by inserting after paragraph
paragraph (14)
(14) the
the folfol458(b)(2)).
fined in section 458(b)
(2)). or
or to
to meet
meet other lowing
lowing new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
performance measures
performance
measures that may
may be
be estabestab"(15) provide
'(15)
provide for—
lished by
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary. or
"(A)
(A) a process
process for
for annual reviews of and re"(ii)
on the
the basis of an audit or audits of ports
(ii) on
to
the
Secretary
Secretary on
onthe
theState
Stateprogram
prograi
such State data conducted pursuant to
to secsec- under this part,
include such
such inpart. which shall include
rntion 452(a) (4) (C),
(C). that
that the State
State data
datasubmitsubmit- formation
formation as
as may
maybe
be necessary
necessary to
to measure
measure
ted pursuant to section 454(l5)(B)
454(15)(B) is
is incomincom- State
State compliance
Federal requirements
compliance with
with Federal
plete or unreliable: and
expedited procedures
procedures and timely
case
for expedited
timely case
"(B)
(B) that,
that, with
withrespect
respectto
tothe
thesucceeding
succeeding for
processing.
processing, using such standards
standards and
and proceprocefiscal year—
as
as are
are required
required by the Secretary,
Secretary. unOer
unde'(j)
State failed
(i) the State
failed to take
take sufficient
sufficient cor- dures
which the
agency will
will determine
the State agency
determine the
the
rective action to achieve the appropriate which
to
to which
whichsuch
suchprogram
program isis in
in conformconformlevels as
as described in subpara- extent
performance levels
ity with
with applicable
applicable requirements
requirementswith
withrergraph (A)
(i) of
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph, or
graph
(A) (i)
to the operation of
of State
State programs
"(ii)
thedata
data submitted
submitted by
by the
the State pur- spect
"(ii) the
(including the
coiflthis part (including
the status of comsuant
454(15)(B) is
is incomplete
incomplete or under
suant to section 454(l5)(B)
plaints filed
filed under
under the
the procedure
procedure required
unreliable.
unreliable,
under paragraph
paragraph (12)(B)):
(12)(B)): and
the amounts otherwise payable to the State
(B)
(B) aa process
process of
of extracting
extracting from
fromthe
the State
State
under this part for
for quarters
the automated data
quartersfollowing
following the
data processing system and
end of such succeeding
succeeding fiscal
fiscal year,
year. prior
prior to transmitting to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary data and
and calcatquarters
the end of the first quar- culations concerning the
quarters following
following the
the levels
levels of
of accomaccomter throughout which
which the
the State
State program is plishment (and rates
rates of
of improvement)
improvement) with
with
in
such performance re- respect
in compliance with
with such
to applicable performance indicators
respect to
quirement. shall
shall be
be reduced
reduced by
by the
the percentpercent- (including
quirement,
(including IV—D
IV-D paternity
paternity establishment
establishment perperage specified
age
specified in paragraph (2).
centagesand
andoverall
overall performance
performancein
in child
child
centages
-. (2)
(2) The reductions
reductions required
required under
under parapara- support enforcement)
enforcement) to
to the
the extent
extent necnecgraph (1) shall
shall be—
essary for
essary
for purposes of sections 452(g) an
an
"(A)
(A)not
notless
lessthan
than 66 nor
nor more
more than
than 88 per- 458.".
cent. or
cent,
(b) FanEJ.,
FEEj. ACTIVITIES—Section
ACTIvmES,—Sectjon452(a)(4,
452(a)(4,
"(B)
(B) not less than
than 88 nor
nor more than
than 12
12 perper- (42 U.S.C. 652(a) (4))
(4)) isis amended
amended to read as
as folfolcent. if
the finding
findingisisthe
thesecond
second consecutive
consecutive lows:
cent,
if the
lows:
finding made
finding
made pursuant
pursuant to paragraph
paragraph (1),
(1), or
"(4) (A)review
reviewdata
dataand
andcalculations
calculations transtrans"(4)(A)
"(C)
'(C) not
not less
less than 12 nor more than 15 per- mitted
mitted by
by State
State agencies
agencies pursuant to section
cent. if the finding
cent,
finding isis the
the third
thirdor
oraa subsesubse- 454(15)
454(15)(B)
(B) on
on State program accomplishaccomplishquent consecutive
consecutive such
such finding.
finding.
ments with
with respect to performance indica"(3)
(3) For
For purposes
purposes of this
this subsection.
subsection, secsec- tors for
for purposes
purposes of section 452(g) and 455.
455,
tion 402(a)(27),
tion
402(a)(27), and
and section 452(a)(4), a State
State and determine
determine the
the amount
amount (if
(if any) of penalty
which
is determined
determined as
as aa result of
of an
an audit
audit reductions pursuant to section 455(c) to be
which is
to have submitted
submitted incomplete
incomplete or unreliable applied to the State;
State:
to section
section 454
454(l5)(B),
data pursuant to
(15) (B), shall
shall be
"(B) review
"(B)
reviewannual
annual reports
reports by
by State
State agendetermined
determined to
to have
have submitted
submittedadequate
adequate data
data cies pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 454(15)
454(15)(A)
(A)on
on State
State
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program conformity with Federal require-

ments: evaluate any elements of a State program in which significant deficiencies
deficiencies are indicated by such report on the status of corncomplaints under the State procedure under secsection 454(12)(B): and, as appropriate, provide
to the State agency comments, recommendations for additional or alternative corrective
assistance; and
actions, and technical assistance:
(C) conduct audits, in accordance with

"AUlDMATED DATA
"AUTOMATED
DATA PROCESSING
PROCESSING
"SEC.
'SEC. 454A. (a) IN
1N GENERAJ.,.—ln
GENERAL.—ln order to
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(3)

RECULATI0r'IS.—Sectjon
REGuLATIOrSIS.—Section 452 (42 U.S.C.

652) is amended by adding at the end the fol-

meet the requirements of this section. for lowing:
purposes of
of the
the requirement of
of section
section
"U)
(j) The Secretary shall prescribe
prescribe final
final regreg'
454(16), a State agency
agency shall
shall have
have in
in operoper. ulations for implementation of the require.
ation a single statewide automated data ments of section 454A not later than 2 years
processing and information retrieval system after the date of the enactment of this subwhich has the capability to perform the section.".
section.",
tasks specified in this section, and performs

(4)

lLr.rrATION TIMETABLE-_Section
IILEMENTATION
TIMETABLE—Section

such tasks
tasks with
with the
the frequency
frequency and
and in
in the
the 454(24) (42
(4 U.S.C.
U.S.C.654(24)),
654(24)). as
as amended
amended by secthe government auditing standards of the such
manner specified in this part or in regula- tions 404(a)(2)
404(a)(2) and
and 414(b)(i)
4l4(b)(l) of this Act,
Act, is
United States Comptroller General—
tions
or
guidelines
of
the
Secretary,
amended to read as follows:
follows:
once every
every 33 years
years(Or
(or more
(i) at least once
more
'(b)
PROCRAJ
MANAGEMENT—The
auto'(b)
PROCRAI
MANAGENT.—The
auto"(24)
(24) provide that the State will have
have in
in efeffrequently, in the case of a State which fails mated system required under this section
fect an
an automated
automated data
data processing
processing and
and inforinforto meet requirements of this part,
to
part. or of regu- shall perform such functions as the Sec- fect
mation
retrieval
system—
lations implementing
implementing such requirements,
requirements. retary may specify relating to management
'(A) by
"(A)
by October
October 1.1, 1995.
1995, meeting
meetingall
all rere
concerning performance standards and reliability of program data)
data) to
to assess
assess the
the comcom-

of the program under this part,
part. including—

quirements of this part which were enacted

'(1)
(1)controlling
controlling and
and accounting
accounting for
for use
use of on or before the date of enactment of the
pleteness, reliability, and security of the Federal.
State. and local funds to carry out Family Support Act of 1988;
State,
1988: and
data, and the accuracy of the reporting
sys-

such program: and
"(2)
maintaining the data necessary to
"(a) maintaining

"(B)
1. 1999,
'(B) by October 1,
1999. meeting all requirements of this part enacted
enacted on
on or
or before
before
meet
Federal
reporting
requirements
on
a
meet
Federal
reporting
requirements
on
a
the
date
of
enactment
of
the Individual Reand section 458:
timely basis.
basis,
sponsibility Act of 1995 (but this provision
• (ii)
'(ii) of
of the
the adequacy of
of financial managemanage'(c)CALCULATION
CALCULA'I-ION OF
OF PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE INDICA'(c)
1N1CA- shall not be construed to alter earlier deadment of the State program, including assess- TOP1S,—In
TOPS.—In order
orderto
toenable
enable the
the Secretary to lines
lines specified
specifiedfor
forelements
elementsofofsuch
suchsystem),
systii),
ments of—
the incentive and penalty adjust- except that such deadline shall be extended
(I) whether Federal and other funds made determine
ments required by sections 452(g) and 458.
458, the by I day for each day (if any) by which the
Outthe
theState
Stateprogram
available to carry out
program
agency shall—
Secretary fails to meet the deadline imposed
under this part are being appropriately ex- State
"(1) use
"(I)
use the
the automated
automated system—
by section 452(j):".
pended, and are properly and fully accounted
pended.
"(A) to maintain the requisite
requisite data
data on
on
(b)
MATCHINGRATE
RATE FOR
(b) SPECIAL
SPECIALFEDE1a,t,
FEJ MATCFUNG
for: and
State performance with respect to paternity DEVELOPMEWr CosTs
Cos'rsOF
OFAUTOMATED
AUTOMXrEDSYs.
S's'(11) whether collections and disburse"(II)
disburse- establishment and child support enforcement DEVELOPMENT
TEM5.—Sec4on 455(a) (42 U.S.C. 655(a)) is
'rEIvlS,—Sec4on
ments of support payments and program in- in the State: and
rnents
amended—
come are carried out correctly and are prop(B) to
to calculate
calculate the IV-D paternity estab'(B)
(1) in paragraph
paragraph (1)(B)_
(l)(B)_
for; and
erly and fully accounted for:
lishmnent
percentage
and
overall
performance
lishment
percentage
and
overall
performance
(A) by striking "90 percent" and inserting
insertthg
(iii) for such other purposes as the Sec- in child support enforcement for the State
"the
the percent specified in paragraph (3)":
(31':
retary may find
find necessary:".
necessary:'.
for
each
fiscal
year;
and
(B)
(B) by
by striking
striking "so
"so much
much of':
of'; and
and
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The
DATE,—The amendments
"(2) have in place systems controls to en(C) by striking
striking "which
which the Secretary" and
made by this section shall be effective with sure
the
completeness,
completeness,
and
and
reliability
reliability
of.
of,
and
and
that
follows
and
inserting
all
inserting
",
', and": and
and
respect to calendar quarters beginning on or ready access to. the data described in para(2) by adding at the end
end the
the following
following new
after the date one year after enactment of ready
graph
(l)(A),
and
the
accuracy
of
the
calculaparagraph:
this section.
tions described
described in
in paragraph
paragraph(1)
(I) (B).
(B).
"(3)
(A) The
The Secretary
Secretary shall pay to each
"(3)(A)
"(d)
SEC. 414. REQUIRED
REQUIRED REPORTING
REPORTING PROCEDURES.
(d) INFORMATION lNTEcIr1-y
l.-I'EcR1'ry
PROCEDURES,
SECU- State. for each quarter in fiscal year 1996. 90
(a) ESTABLjSl4J4,"r,_Section
Rrrv.—The State
Stateagency
agencyshall
shallhave
have in
in effect
effect percent of so much of State expenditures deEsmBuSl-fJi-r._Section 45(a)
452(a) (5)
(5) (42 R.TTY.—The
safeguards on the integrity, accuracy,
accuracy. and scribed in subparagraph
U.S.C. 652(a)(5))
6S2(a)(5)) is amended by inserting
subparagraph (1)(B)
(l)(B) as the Secof. access to.
to, and use of data in retary finds are for a system meeting the reand establish procedures to be followed by completeness of,
States for collecting and reporting informa- the automated system required under this quirements
quirements specified
specifiedininsection
section454(16).
454(16). or
or
section, which
which shall
shall include
include the
the following
following (in
(in meeting such requirements without regard
tion required to be provided under this part. section,
and establish uniform definitions (including addition to such other safeguards as the Sec- to clause
clause CD)
(D) thereof.
thereof,
retary specifies
specifies in
in regulations):
regulations):
those necessary to enable the measurement
measurement retary
"(B)
(B) (i)
(i) The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall pay
pay to
to each
each
"(1)
POL.ICIES
RESTRICTING
ACCESS,—Wrftten
'(1)
POLICIES
RESTRICTING
ACCESS.—Wrjtten
of State compliance with the requirements
State.
for each
eachquarter
quarterininfiscal
fiscalyears
State, for
years1997
1997
of this part relating to expedited processes
policies
concerning
access
to
data
by
State
through
through2001.
2001. the percentage specified
processes
specified inin
personnel. and sharing of data with clause (ii) of so much of State expenditures
and timely case processing) to be applied in agency personnel,
before the semifollowing such procedures"
procedures' before
semi- other persons, which—
described
subparagraph(1)
(l)(B)
described in subparagraph
(B) as
as the Seccolon.
colon.
'(A) permit
permit access
access to and use of data only
'(A)
only retary
retary finds
finds are
are for
for aa system
system meeting
meeting the
the rere(b) STATE
REQUIR
M Wr,—Section
to
to
the
the
extent
extent
necessary
necessary
to
to
carry
carry
out
out
program
program
(b)
STATEPLAN
PLAN
REQUIR
454
.—Sectjon
quirements
quirements specified
specifiedininsection
section454(16)
454(16)and
ad
responsibilities:
(42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by section 404(a) responsibilities;
454A, subject to clause (iii).
of this Act, is amended—
"(B)
(B) specify
specify the data which may be used
'(ii) The percentage specified in this
"(ii)
particular program
program purposes, and the
the per- clause, for purposes of clause (i), is the high(I) by
(1)
by striking "and"
'and" at
at the
the end of para- for particu.lar
graph(24):
graph
(4);
sonnel permitted access to such data: and
er of—
er'
of—
"(C)
(C) ensure
ensure that
that data
data obtained
obtained or
or disclosed
disclosed
(2) by striking the period at the end of
percent, or
(I) 80 percent.
for a limited program purpose is not used or
paragraph
": and": and
paragraph (25)
(25)and
andinserting
inserting":
(II)
and
(II) the percentage otherwise applicable
another, impermissible
impermissible pur(3) by adding after paragraph (25) the fol- redisclosed for another.
pur- to Federal payments to the State under subpose.
pose,
lowing:
paragraph (A) (as adjusted pursuant to sec"(2)
SYSTEMS
CONTROLS—Systems
()
SYSTEMS
CONTROLS—Systems
controls
"(26) provide that the State
State shall
shall use the
tion 458).",
(such
as
passwords
or
blocking
of
fields)
definitions established
establishedunder
undersection
section452(a)
45(a)(5)
(c)
definitions
(5)
to
CONFORMING
CONFORNING
AMNDMr.—Section
AMENDMENT—Section
in collecting and reporting information as ensure strict adherence to the policies speci- 123(c)
123(c) of
of the
the Family
Family Support
Support Act
Act of
of 1988
1988 (102
(102
fied under paragraph
paragraph (1).
(I),
required under this part.".
Stat. 2352;
Stat,
352: Public
PublicLaw
Law100—485)
100—485) is
is repealed.
repealed.
tems, used for the calculations of performance indicators specified in subsection (g)

SEC. 415.
415. AUTOMATED
SEC.
DATA PROCESSING
AUTOMATED DATA
PROCESSING REREQIJIREMENTS.
QUIREMENrS.

(a) REVISED
REQUIREM.Er.J'rs_(l) Section
REv]SEt REQUIREMEWrs.—(1)
454(16)(42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654(16))
654(16)) is
is amended—
amended—
4S4(16
(A) by striking ". at the option of the

State.":
State,":

"(3)
(3)MONITORINC
MONITORINGOF
OFACCESS—Routine
ACCESS—Routine monrnon-

itormg of access to and use of the automated
itoring
system, thj-ough
through methods
methods such as audit trails
trails
and feedback mechanisms, to guard against
and promptly identify unauthorized access

or use.
Or
use,
"(4)
(4)

TRAINiNG AND INFORA4ATION,_The
INFOR1vLrION.—The
(B) by inserting 'and operation by the
(B)
State agency"
agency' after "for the
the establishment";
establishment': State agency shall have in effect procedures

ensure that all personnel (including State
(C)
(C) by
by inserting
inserting"meeting
meeting the requirements to
local agency staff and contractors) who
of section 454A"
454A" after
after "information
'information retrieval and
may have access to or be required to use sensystem";
system":
or confidential program data are fully
(D) by striking "in
'in the
the State
State and
and localities sitive
informed of applicable requirements and penthereof.
thereof, so as
as (A)"
(A)" and
and inserting
inserting"so
'so as":
as":
alties.
and
alties,
and are
are adequately
adequately trained
trained in
in security
security
(E) by striking
striking "(I)":
'(i)"; and
procedures.
procedures,
(F) by striking '(including"
and
all
"(including" and all that
that
'(5)
(5) PENALTIES—The State agency shall
semicolon.
follows and inserting a semicolon,
have in effect administrative penalties (up to
(2) Pax-t
titleIV
IV(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 651—669)
651—669) is and including dismissal from employment)
Part DDofoftitle
amended by inserting after section 454 the for unauthorized access to, or disclosure or
following
following new
new section:
section:
use of, confidential
confidential data,",
data,'.

(d)

ADDITIONAL

PROVISIONS—For

addi-

tional provisions of section 454A, as added by
subsection (a) of this section, see the amendments
and433(d)
433(d)
ments made
madeby
bysections
sections421.
41, 422(c).
42(c), and
of this Act.
SEC. 416, DIRECTOR OP CSE PROGRAM;
PROGRAM: STAFFING
STUDY,
STUDY.

(a) REPORTING
REPORTINGTO
TOSECRETARY,—SecTJOn
SECRETARy,—Secrjo
452(a) (4
452(a)
(42U.S.C.
U,S.C. 652(a))
652(a)) is amended in the

matter preceding paragraph
paragraph (1)
(I) by striking
'directly".
"directly".
STUDIES,—
(b) STAFFING STUDIES.—

(1) SCOPE—The Secretary of Health and

Human Services shall. directly or by

con-

tract, conduct studies of the staffing of each
tract.

State child support enforcement
enforcement program
program
under part D of title IV of
of the
the Social
Social SecuSecurity Act,
Act. Such studies shall include a review
of the staffing needs created by requirements
for automated data processing,
processing. maintenance
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(i) by striking "with
'with the data required

of a central case
case registry
registry and
and centralized collections
lections of child support, and of changes in

H3651
"(2)PAYMENT
'(2)
PAYMENTRECORDS—Each
RECOR5.—Each case
case record

under each clause being separately stated for in the central registry shall include a record
these
needs resulting
these needs
resulting from
from changes
changes in
in such
such cases"
cases" and
and inserting
inserting "separately
"separately stated
stated for
for of—
requirements.
requirements. Such
Such studies shall examine (1) cases";
cases':
"(A) the amount of monthly (or other periand report on effective staffing practices
(ii) by striking "cases
where the
the child was odic) support owed under the support order,
'cases where
used by the States and on
on recommended
recommended
staffing procedures.

(2) FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY OF
OFSTIJDIES..—The
STUDIES—The Secretary

formerly receiving" and inserting
inserting 'or
'or forfor- and other amounts due or overdue (including
merly received":
arrears, interest or late payment penalties,
(iii) by inserting
"471 (a)(17)":
"471(a)
(17)": and

'or

after and fees):
'(B)
'(B) the date on which or circumstances
circumstances
(iv) by
by inserting
inserting "(2)"
"(2)" before
before "all
"all other':
other':
(iv)
under which the support obligation will terand may conduct additional studies subse(B) in each of clauses (i)
(i) and
and (ii),
(ii). by
by strikstrik' minate
minate under
under such
such order;
order:
quently
quently at
at appropriate
appropriate intervals.
intervals.
ing ".
", and the total amount of such obliga"(C) all child support and related amounts
(3) REPORT TO THE CONGRESS—The
CONCRESS—The SecSec- tions":
tions";
collected (including such amounts as fees,
retary shall submit a report to the Congress
in clause (iii). by striking
striking 'described
described late payment penalties, and interest on arstating the findings and conclusions of each in"(C)
and all that follows and inserting 'in
rearages);
in rearages):
study Conducted
conducted under
under this
this subsection.
subsection,
which support was collected during the fiscal
'(D) the distribution of such amounts colSEC. 417. FUNDING FOR SECRETARIAL ASSIST- year:":
iected; and
lected:
ANCE TO STATE
STATE PROGRAMS.
PROGRAMS.
(D) by striking clause (iv): and
(E) the birth date of the child for whom
Section 452 (42 U.S.C. 652). as amended by
(E) by redesignating clause
(E)
clause (v)
(v) as
as clause
clause the child support order is entered.
section 415(a)(3)
4l5(a)(3) of
of this
this Act,
Act, is amended by (vii),
'(3)
MONITORING—TheState
State
(vii). and inserting after clause (iii) the fol(3)UPDATING
UPDATiNG AND MONrTORINC.—The
adding at the end the following new sub- lowing
new clauses:
agency shall promptly establish and mainsection:
tam, and regularly monitor, case records in
"(iv) the total amount of support collected tain,
(k) FUNDING
FUNDINC FOR FEDERAL
FEDERAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES ASAsduring such fiscal year and distributed as the
the registry
registry required
required by
by this
this subsection,
subsection. on
on
SISTINC
STATEPROCRAMS.—(1)
PROCRAMS.—(I)There
Thereshall
shallbe
be current support:
SSTNC STATE
the basis of—
support;
available to the Secretary.
Secretary, from amounts ap"(A) information on administrative actions
"(v)
(v) the
the total
total amount
amount of
of support
support collected
collected
propriated for fiscal year 1996 and each sucduring such
such fiscal
fiscal year
year and
and distributed
distributed as
as arar- and administrative and judicial proceedings
ceeding fiscal year for payments to States during
rearages:
and orders relating to paternity and support:
under this part, the amount specified in rearages:
"(B) information obtained from matches
"(vi) the total amount of support due and
paragraph (2) for the costs to the Secretary
with Federal.
Federal, State, or local data sources:
unpaid
unpaid for
for all
all fiscal
fiscal years:
years: and",
and",
for—
"(C) information on support collections
(3)
Section 452(a)(lO)(G)
452(a)(l0)(G)
(42
U.S.C.
'(A)
(A) information dissemination and
and techtechdistributions; and
is amended
amended by striking 'on the and distributions:
652(a)(l0)(G)) is
nical assistance to States, training of State 652(a)(lO)(G))
(D) any other relevant information.
USeofofFederal
Federalcourts
courtsand",
and',
and Federal staff, staffing studies, and relat- use
(I)
(f) DATA
MA'rci-s AND
DATA MATCHES
ANDOTHER
OTHER DISCLODISCLO(4) Section 452(a)(lO)
452(a)(l0) (42
(42 U.S.C. 652(a) (10)) is
ed activities needed to improve programs
OF INFORMATION—The
IrFORMATlON.—The automated sys(including technical assistance concerning amended by striking all that follows sub- SURES
tem required under this section shall have
paragraph (I).
(I),
State automated systems);
systems):
capacity. and be used by the State agen(b)
(b) DATA
DATA COLLECTION
COLLECflON AND REPORTING—SecREPORTING—Sec- the capacity,
(B) research, demonstration, and special
cy. to extract data at such times,
cy,
times. and in such
projects of regional or national significance tiOn 469 (42 U.S.C. 669) is amended—
standardized format
format or
or formats,
formats, as
as may
may be
be
(1) by
(I)
by striking
striking subsections
subsections (a) and (b) and standardized
relating to the operation of State programs
required by the Secretary,
Secretary. and to share and
inserting the following:
under this part:
part; and
with. and receive data from,
"(a)
'(a) The Secretary shall collect and main- match data with,
(C) operation of the Federal Parent Locadata bases and data matching services,
tor Service under section
section 453,
453, to
to the
the extent
extent tain, on a fiscal year basis, up-to-date statis- other
State. with respect to services to es- in order to obtain (or provide) information
such costs are not recovered through user tics. by State,

shall Complete
complete the first staffing study rerequired under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(I) by October 1,
1. 1997.
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necessary to
to enable
enable the
the State
State agency
agency (or
(or
tablish
tablish paternity and services to establish necessary
child support obligations,
obligations, the
the data
data specified
specified Secretary or other State or Federal agento carry Out responsibilities under this
graph for a fiscal year is the amount equal to in subsection (b). separately stated, in the cies)
part. Data matching activities of the State
case of
of each
each such
such service,
service. with
with respect
respect to—
to—
a percentage of the reduction in Federal pay- case
shall include at least the following:
(1) families
"(1)
families (or
(or dependent
dependent children) re- agency
ments to States under part A on account of
"(1) DATA BANK
•'(I)
BANK OF
OF Cl-OLD
CHILD SUPPORT
SUPPORT ORORfees.

(2) The amount specified in this para-

col- ceiving aid under plans approved under part
(orE);
E): and
lected in the preceding fiscal year on behalf A (or
(2)families
familiesnot
notreceiving
receiving such
such aid.
aid.
'(2)
of children receiving aid under such part A
"(b) The data referred to in subsection (a)
in such preceding fiscal year (as determined
on the basis of the most recent reliable data are—
"(1) the
"(I)
the number
number of cases in the caseload of
available to the Secretary as of the end of
the third calendar quarter following the end the State agency administering the plan
under this part in which such service is needof such preceding fiscal year). equal to—
ed; and
"(A)
(A) 1 percent.
percent, for the activities specified ed:
"(2)
such cases
cases in
in which
which the
the
'(2) the number of such
in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph
service has
has been
beenprovided.":
provided,; and
(1): and
(2) in subsection
(2)"
subsection (c),
(c), by
by striking
striking"(a)
"(a)(2)"
(B) 2 percent, for the activities specified
and
and inserting
inserting"(b)
'(b) (2)".
in subparagraph (C) of
of paragraph
paragraph (1).".
(I).".
(c)
EFFEC'rIVE
EEC'rIvE DATE.—The
DATE.—Theamendments
amendments
SEC.
SEC.418.
48. REPORTS
REPORTS AND
BY
ANDDATA
DATA COLLECTION
COLLECTION BY
made by this section shall be effective with
THE SECRETARY,
SECRETARY.
respect
to
fiscal
year
1996
and
succeeding
fisANNUAL REPOr
(a) ANNUAL
(a)
REPORrTO
TOCONGsS.—(1)
CoNcREss.—(l)SecSection 452(a)(1O)(A)
452(a)(lO)(A) (42
652(a)(lO)(A)) is cal years.
(42 U.S.C. 652(a)(10)(A))
child support (including arrearages)

1

amended—

(A)
(A) by
bystriking
striking 'this
part:"and
and inserting
inserting
this part;'
'this
this part,
part, including—';
including—': and
(B) by adding at the end the following in-

dented clauses:

(i) the total amount of child support payments collected as a result of services furnished during such fiscal year to individuals
receiving services under this part:
part;
(ii)the
thecost
costto
tothe
the States
States and
and to
to the Fed'(ii)
eral Government
Government of
of furnishing
furnishing such
such services
services
eral
to those individuals: and
and
(iii)
(in) the number of cases involving families—
lies—

(I) who became ineligible for aid under
part A during a month in such fiscal year:
year;
and

(II) with respect to whom a child support
in the
the same
same month:".
month;'.
payment was received in
(2)

Section

452(a)(lO)(C)
452(a) (10) (C)

652(a)(10)(C)) is amended—
652(a)(lO)(C))

(42

U.S.C.

(A) in the matter preceding clause (i)—

Subtitle C—Locate and Case Tracking
SEC. 421. CENTRAL STATE AND CASE REGISTRY.

OERS.—Furnjsh
to the
the Data
Data Bank
Bank of Child
DERS—Furnish to

Support Orders established under section

453(h) (and update as necessary,
necessary. with information including notice of expiration of orders) minimal information (to be specified by
the Secretary) on each child support case in
the central case registry.
'(2)
(2)FEDERAI,.
FEDERAL PARENT
PARENT LOCATOR
LOCATORSERVICL—
SERVIcL—

Exchange data with the Federal Parent Locator Service for the purposes specified in

section
section 453.
453.
"(3) AFDC
"(3)
AFDCAND
ANDMEDIcAID
DICAID AGENCIES.—XAGENCIES—Ex-

change data with
with State
State agencies
agencies (of
(of the
the

State and of other States) administering the
programs under part A and title XIX.
XIX, as nec-

essary for the performance of State agency
responsibilities under this part and under

such programs.
"(4)
ITRAINTRAAND
INTERSTATE
IN'I'ERSTATE
DATA
MATCHES—Exchange data with other agen-

Section 454A.
454A, as
as added
addedby
bysection
section415(a)
415(a)(2)
(2) cies of the State.
State, agencies of other States.
States,
of this Act, is amended by adding at the end and interstate information networks, as necthe following:
essary and appropriate to carry Out (or assist
"(e)
CASE
RECIS'rRY.—(l) IN
IN GENGEN- other States to carry Out) the purposes of
(e)CENTRAL
CENTR CASE
REGI$TRY.—(1)
ERAL—The
ERAL.—The automated system required this part.".
part.'.

under
under this
this section
section shall
shall perform
perform the
the funcfunctions. in accordance with the provisions of
this subsection, of a single central registry

SEC. 422. CENTRALIZED COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT
BURSEMENT OF
OF SUPPORT PAYMENTS.
MENTS,

containing records with respect to each case
(a) STATE
STATEPLAN
PLANREQLTJREMEN'T.—Sectjon
REQUIREMENT—Section 454
in which services are being provided by the (42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by sections 404(a)
State agency (including, on and after Octo- and
and 414(b)
414(b) of
of this
this Act.
Act, is
is amended—
amended—
ber 1,1, 1998. each order specified in section
(1) by
(I)
by striking
striking "and"
"and" at the end of pam466(a)(12)).
such standardized
standardized data
data eleele- graph (25):
466(a)(12)), using such
ments (such as names,
names. social security num(2) by striking the period at the end of
bers or other uniform identification num- paragraph (26) and inserting
inserting ":'; and": and
bers, dates of birth, and case identification
(3) by adding after paragraph (26) the folnumbers). and containing such other infor- lowing new paragraph:
numbers),
mation (such as information on case status)
(27)
(27) provide
provide that
that the
the State
State agency,
agency. on
on arid
arid
as the Secretary may require.
after October 1,
1. 1998—
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(A)will
will operate
operate aa centralized,
centralized, automated
automated
"(A)
(3) automatiC
automatic use
use of
of enforcement
enforcement mecha- nor use for any purpose
purpose
(including any
any purpur(including
unit for the collection and
and disbursement
disbursement of
of nisms
(including mechanisms authorized pose unrelated to the purposes
of this part),
part).
child support under orders being enforced pursuant to section 466(c))
466(c)) where
where payments
payments any automated interstate network
or system
under this part, in accordance with section are not timely made.".
used to locate individuals—
454B;
454B: and
(d) EFFgCTIVE
EircrIvE DATE,—The
DATE.—Theamendments
amendments
(A)
(A) for purposes relating to
to the
the use
use of
have sufficient
sufficient State staff (con- made by this section shall become effective
(B) wiU
will have
motor vehicles: or
motor
sisting of State employees),
employees), and
and (at
(at State
State opop- on October 1. 1998.
"(B)
law enforceenforce(B) providing information for law
tion) contractors reporting directly to the SEC. 423.
423, AMENDMENTS CONCERNING INCOME
ment purposes (where child support enforceState agency to monitor and enforce support
WITHHOLDING.
ment agencies are otherwise allowed access
collections through such centralized unit, inMANDATORYINCOME
INCO WrTHHOLDINC._(1)
(a) MANDATORY
WITHHOLDING_Cl)
by State and Federal law).
law),
cluding carrying out the automated data Section 466(a)(l)
466(a)(1) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(I)) is
unless all Federal and State agencies adminprocessing responsibilities specified in sec- amended to read as follows:
processing
follows:
tion
tion 454A(g)
454A(g) and
and to
to impose,
impose, as
as appropriate
appropriate in
in
programs under this part (including
istering programs
(1)
(1) INCoME
lNCO WtTHHOLDJNC._(A)
W1THHOLDINc._(A) UNDER
UNDER OR- iStering
particular
particular cases,
cases, the
the administrative
administrative enforceenforce- DERS ENFORCED
the entities established under section 453)
ENFORCEDUNDER
UNDERThE
ThESTATE
STATEPLAN.—
PLAN—ProProment remedies
remedies
information in
in Such
such system or
specified
in
section cedures described
described in
in subsection
subsection(b)
(b) for the
the have access to information
466 (c) (I).
466(c)(1).".
network to the same extent as any other
withholding from income of amounts paypay(b) ESTABLISHMENT
user of such system or network.",
network.".
(b)
CoL- able as support in cases subject to enforce- user
ESTABLISHMENT OF
OF CENTRALIZED
CENTRALIZED COLLECTION UNrr.—Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. ment under the State plan.
plan.
SEC. 425. EXPANDED FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR
651—669)
651—669) is
is amended
amended by
byadding
addingafter
after section
(B)
(B) UN
CERTAIN
ORDERS
PREDATINC
UNDER
CERTAIN
ORDERS
PREDATINC
SERVICE.
454A the following new section:

'CENTRALIZED COLLECTION
'CENTRALIZED
COLLECTION AND
ANt) DISBURSEMENT
DISBURSEMENT
OF SUPPORT
SUPPORT PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS
OF
"SEC.
SEC. 454B. (a) IN GENERL.—In
GEr,gRs.j,_In order
order to

meet the requirement of section 454(27). the
State agency must operate
operate aa single
single centralcentral-

CHANCEIN
CHANCE
INREQUIREMENT_Procedures
REQUiRENT._Procedures under
under

(a)EXPANDED
EXpj'rj At.m.orry
Ii(a)
ALm.ioRrryTO
'tO LOCATE
LOCATE INDIwhich all child support
support orders
orders issued
issued (or
(or V]DUALS AND ASSETS—Section 453 (42 U.S.C.
modified) before October 1, 1996, and which V]DIJALS
653) is
653)
is amended—
are not otherwise subject to withholding
(1)
(1) in subsection (a), by striking all that
under subsection (b), shall become subject to follows
follows 'subsection
"subsection(c))'
(c))' and
and inserting the
withholding
withholding from
from wages
wages as
as provided
provided in
in subsub- following:
section
section (b)
(b) if arrearages
ar-rearagesoccur,
occur, without
without the
for the purpose of establishing parentage.
parentage.
need for a judicial or administrative hear- establishing, setting the
the amount
amount of,
of, modifymodify.
ing.

ized. automated unit for the collection and
and
disbursement of support
support payments,
payments, coordicoordiing. or enforcing child support obligations—
ing,
nated with
with the
the automated
automated data
data system
nated
resystem re(2) Section 466(a)(8) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(8)) is
"(1)
(1) information
information on. or facilitating the disquired under section 454A.
454A. in
in accordance
accordance repealed.
covery of,
of. the location
location of
of any
any individual—
individual—
with the provisions
provisiori of
of this
this section,
section, which
which
(3) Section 466(b) (42
(42 U_Sc.
U.S.C.
666(b))
is
'(A)
(A) who
who isis under
under an
an obligation
obligation to pay
shall be—
pay
amended—
child
support:
support;
(I) operated directly by the State agency
(A) in the matter
matter preceding
precedingparagraph
paragraph(1),
(1).
(B) against whom such an obligation is
(or
(Orby
bytwo
twoor
ormore
moreState
Stateagencies
agencies under
under a restriking 'subsection
"subsection(a)(l)"
(a)(l)' and inserting sought:
sought; or
gional cooperative agreement),
agreement), or
or by
by a single by
"subsection (a)(I)(A)";
'subsection
(a)(1)(A)":
"(C)
to whom
whom such
such an
an obligation
obligationisisowed,
contractor responsible directly to the State
owed,
(B) in paragraph (5), by
by striking
striking all
all that
that including such individual's social security
agency: and
follows "administered
"administered
inserting
by"
and
number
(or
numbers),
most
recent
residen(2) used
used for the collection and disburse"(2)
through the
the centralized
centralizedcollecState through
collecaddress, and the name, address, and
ment (including interstate collection and "the
and emtions
unit
established
pursuant
to section tial
ployer identification number
number of
of such
such individdisbursement) of payments under support orindividor- 4543,
454B,
in
in
accordance
accordance
with
with
the
the
requirements
requirements
of
of
ual's employer: and
ders in all cases being enforced by the State such
such section
section454W":
4543.";
-

pursuant to section 454(4),
454(4).

(b) REQUIRED
REQUIRED PROCEDURES._The
PROCEDtJ5—The central"(b)
centralized collections unit shall use automated
ized
automated
procedures, electronic processes, and comcom-

puter-driven technology to the maximum extent feasible,
feasible, efficient,
efficient and
arid economical,
economical, for
the Collection
collection and
and disbursement
disbursement of support
payments, including procedures—
(I) for
(1)
for receipt
receipt of
of payments from parents,
parents.

(C) in
(6)(A)(i)—
(C)
iii paragraph
paragraph (6)
(A) (i)—
(i) by inserting ".
", in accordance with time-

tables established by the
the Secretary,"
Secretary," after
after
'must be required";
required": and

(ii) by striking "to the appropriate agenand inserting
inserting "to
cy" and all that follows and

"(2)
(2) information on the individual's
individual's wages
(or other income) from, and benefits of,
of. ememployment (including rights to or enrollment
in
in group
group health care coverage);
coverage): and
(3) information
information on the type, status, loca'(3)
tion. and amount of any assets of, or debts
tion,
owed by or to, any such individual,";
individual.": and

the
the State
State centralized
centrajized collections
collections unit
unit within
within
(2) in subsection (b)—
5 working days after the date such amount
in the matter preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph (1),
(I),
would (but for this subsection) have been by(A)
striking "sociai
"social security"
security"and
andall
all that
employers, and other Stares,
States, and for disdis- paid or credited to the employee.
employee,
for
for
disdisfollows
follows through "absent parent" and insertbursements to custodial parents and other tribution in accordance with this part.":
ing "information
ing
'information specified
specified in subsection
obligees, the State agency,
agency, and
and the
the State
State
paragraph
(6)(A)(ii),
by
inserting
(D)
in
paragraph
(6)
(A)
(ii),
"be
(a)": and
agencies of other States:
in
a
standard
format
prescribed
by
the
Sec(2) for accurate identification of pay(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting before the
retary. and" after "shall";
"shall": and
period ". or from any consumer reporting
ments:
(E) in paragraph (6)(D)—
(as defined
defined in
in section
section603(f)
603(f) of the
(3) to ensure prompt disbursement of the
the
(i)
(i) by strikmg
striking "employer
"employer who
who discharges"
discharges' agency
Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C.
custodial
custodial parent's share of any payment:
payment; and and inserting "employer who—(A)
who—(A)
dis1681a(f))";
l681a(f))";
(4) to furnish to either parent, upon re- charges":
in subsection (e)(1), by inserting before
quest, timely information on the current
quest.
(ii) by relocating
relocatthg subparagraph (A).
(A), as des- the(3)
period ",
". or by consumer reporting agenstatus
status of support payments.".
payments,".
ignated.
ignated,
as
an
indented
subparagraph
after
after cies",
cies".
(c) USE
USEOF
OFAUTOMATED
AtjrorviJT SYSTEM.—Sectjon
(c)
SYSTEM,—Section and below the introductory matter;
matter:
(b) RE
R
454A, as added by Section
section 415(a)(2)
USEMEI'rIFOR DATA
FEDURSEzwr FOR
DATAFROM
FROM
F415(a) (2)of
of this Act
(iii)
(iii) by
by striking
striking the
the period
period at
at the
the end:
end: and ERAL ACENCIES.—Section
AGENCIES—Section 453(e)(2) (42 U.S.C.
and as amended by Section
section 421 of this Act, is
(iv)
by
adding
after
and
below
subpara653(e)(2))
653(e)(2)) is
is amended
amended in
in the
the fourth
fourth sentence
amended by adding at the end the following graph (A) the following new subparagraph:
new subsection:
by inserting before the period "in an amount
arrount
'(B)
fails
to
withhold
support
from
"(B)
wages.
(g) Criuz
(g)
COuC'rION
AND
DISCsz.rrRAuzED
COLLECTION
AND
Dis- or to pay such amounts to the State central- which the Secretary determines to be reapayment for the data
TRIBtJTION
TRIBUTION OF SUPPORT PAYMENTS—The autodataexchange
exchange
ized collections unit in accordance with this sonable
(which amount shall
shail not include payment for
mated system required under
under this
this section
section subsection.".
subsection.'.
the costs of obtaining.
obtaining, compiling.
compiling, or mainshall be used, to the maximum extent fea(b)
(b)
CONFORNC
CONFORJDNC
AMENDMENT_Section taining the data)",
data)".
sible.
facilitate collections
collections and 466(c)
sible, to assist and facilitate
466(c) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(c))
666(c))isisrepealed.
repealed.
ACCESS
TO
CONSUMER
REPORTS
UDER
(c) AccEss
TO
CONSUMER
REP0R'r'S
UNDER
disbursement of support payments through
(c) DEFINITION
OFTERMS—The
TERMS—The Secretary FAIR
DEFINrnON OF
the centralized
REPORTING
AcT.—(l)Section
Section 608
FAIRCR,EDrr
Crr REPORTING
Ac-r.—(l)
centralizedcollections
collections unit operated shall
regulations
providing
promulgate
regulations
providing
defidefipursuant
pursuant to section 454B. through the per- nitions. for purposes of part D of title IV of of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C.
of 1681f) is amended—
amended—
formance of functions including at a mini- nitions,
the Social Security Act, for the term "in- l68lf)
mum—
(A) by striking ",'. limited to" and inserting
insertmg
come"
and
for
such
other
terms
relating
to 'to
-. (1)
(I) generation of'
"to aa governmental
governmental agency (including the
the
of orders
orders and notices to income withholding under
section
466(b)
under
section
466(b)
of
entire
consumer
report.
report,
in
in
the
the
case
case
of
of a Fedemployers (and other debtors)
debtors) for
for the
the withwith- such Act as the Secretary
may
find
Secretary may fthd itit nec- eral. State. or local agency administering a
wages (and
(and other
otherincome)—
income)-.
holding of wages
essary or advisable to define,
define.
(A) within two working
working days
days after
after receipt
receipt SEC. 424.
program under part D of title IV of the So4Z4. LOCATOR
LOcATOR INFORMATION
INFORJ%j4flON FROM
FROM INTER.
INTER- cial Security Act,
Act. and limited to":
to"; and
(from the directory of New
New Hires
Hires established
STATE NETWORXS.
(B) by striking
striking "employment.
"employment. to aa governunder seCtion
section 453(i) or any other source)
source) of
governof
Section
466(a)
(42
U.S.C.
666(a)),
as
amended
U.S.C.
666(a)),
as
amended
mental
mental agency"
agency' and inserting "employment.
"employment,
notice of and the income source subject to
to by section 423(a)
(2)
is
423(a)(2)
of
this
Act.
amended
in the case of any other governmental agenwithholding and
such withholding:
inserting after paragraph (7) the
the followfollow- cy)".
(B) using uniform formats
formats directed
directed by the by
ing:
Se
cretal-y:
(2) REIMBURSEMENT
RE
Secretary;
(2)
STATE
URSEMENT FOR REPORTS BY STATE
"(8) LOCATOR
LOCATOR INFORMATION
INFORMATIOr.J FROM
FROM INTERINTER- AGENCIES
PJn CREOJT
CREorr 3IJREAUS.—Seon
ACENCIES AND
BUREAUS—Section 453
453
(2) ongoing
ongoing monitoring
monitoring to
to promptly
promptly iden"(2)
iden- STATE
I'S'ETWORKS._Procedures
ensuring
that
STATE
TWORKS.—Procedures
ensuring
that
U.S.C. 653) is amended by adding at the
tify failures to make timely
timely payment;
payment: and
the State will neither provide funding for. (42
end the following new subsection:
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(g)
(g) The
The Secretary
Secretary is
is authorized
authorized to
to reimrein,burse costs to State agencies
agencies and
and consumer
consumer
credit reporting
reporting agencies
agencies the costs
costs incurred
incurred
by such
such entities
entities in
in furnishing
furnishing information
requested
requested by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary pursuant
pursuant to
to this
which the
the Secretary
Secretary
section in an amount which
determines to be reasonable
reasonable payment
payment for the
data exchange
data
exchange(which
(which amount
amountshall
shall not
not ininclude payment
payment for
for the costs
costs of
of obtaining.
obtaining.
compiling, or
compiling.
or maintaining the data).'.
data)..

(d) DISCLOSURE
DIScLOsURE OF
OFTAX
TAXRETURN
RETURNINFORMA1NFORMAT]ON.—(l) Section
TION.—(1)
Section 6103(1)(6)(A)(ji)
6103(1)(6)(A)(ii) of
of the
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
1986 is
is amended
amended by
by
striking ". but
striking
but only Ir'
jr and
follows
arid all
all that
that follows
and inserting a period.
.

(2) Section
Section 6103(1)
6l03(l)(8)(A)
(8) (A)of
ofthe
theInternal
Internal Rev-

enue Code
enue
Code of
of 1986 is amended by inserting
inserting
"Federal."
'Federal" before "State
"Stateor
orlocal",
local.
(e) TECHNICAL
TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.—
AMENDiEr'rrs.—

(1) Sections 452(a)(9),
452(a)(9). 453(a).
453(a). 453(b).
453(b). 463(a).
463(a).
and 463(e) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(9).
652(a)(9), 653(a).
653(a), 653(b).
663(a). and 663(e)) are each
each amended
amendedby
byininserting 'Federal"
Federal" before 'Parent"
Parent each
place itit appears.
appears.
(2) Section 453 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 653)
653) is
is amended
amended in

of such reports:
(ii) transmission
•ffl)
transmission by
by regular
regular mail:
mail:and
and
(iii)transmission
(iii)
transmission of
of aa copy of the form required for
for purposes
purposes of compliance with
with secsection 3402
3402 of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code of
of
1986.

(C) EMPLOYEE
DEFINED—Forpurposes
purposes of
Erir'LOvz DEFINED—For

this paragraph. the term 'employee means
means
any individual
individual subject
subject to the requirement
requirement of
of
section 3402(fl(2) of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Code of 1986.
(D)

PAPERWORK

REDUCTION

REQUIRE-

MEN"r.—As
Marcr.—Asrequired
requiredby
bythe
the information
information reresources management
sources
managementpolicies
policies published by
the Director of the Office
Office of
of Management
Management

the heading
headingby
byadding
adding"FEDERAL"
'FEDERAL" before
before and
and Budget
(1) of
Budget pursuant
pursuanttotoSection
section3504(b)
3504(b)(1)
of
"PARENT".
'PAREWr".
title 44,
title
4-I.United
UnitedStates
StatesCode,
Code, the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
(1)
NEw COMPONENTS—Section 453 (42 in order to minimize
minimize the
the cost and
and reporting
reporting
U_S.C.653).
653).as
asamended
amended by
by subsection
subsection (c)(2)
(c)(2) burder
U.S.C.
burden on
on employers.
employers, shall
shallnot
notrequire
requirerere
of this
this section.
section. is
is amended
amended by adding at the porting
porting pursuant
pursuant to this
this paragraph
paragraph if
if an
an alalend the
end
the following:
following:
reporting mechanism
mechanism can
can be develternative reporting
(h) DATA
DATA BANK
BANK OF
OF CHILD
CInLD SUPPORT
SUPPORT OROR- oped that
tnat either relies on existing Federal or
DERS
DERS.—
State reporting
reporting or
or enables
enables the Secretary to
to
"(1)
later than
than October
October 1,
(1) IN
IN GENERAL—Not
GENERAL—Not later
1. collect the needed
needed information
information in
in aa more
1998, in order to
1998.
to assist
assist States
States in
in administeradminister- cost-effective and equally expeditious maning their
their State
State plans
plans under this
this part
part and
and ner. taking into
into account
account the
the reporting
reporting costs
costs
F. and
and G.
G. and
and for
forthe
the other
otherpurposes
purposes on employers.
parts A.
A. F.
specified in this
this section.
section, the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall
CIVIL
(E) CiviL
MONEY
MOSEY
PENALTY
NONCOMPLYPENALTYON
ON NONCOMPLYestablish and
and maintain
maintain in the Federal Parent
Parent INC
ING EMPLOYERS.—(i)
E°LOYERS.—(i) Any
Anyemployer
employerthat
thatfails
fails
Locator Service
Service an
an automated registry to be to make aa timely
Locator
timely report in accordance
accordance with
with
known as the
the Data
Data Bank
Bank of
of Child Support this paragraph
paragraph with
with respect
respect to
to an
anindividual
individual
Orders, which shall contain abstracts of shall be subject
subject to
to aa civil
civil money penalty.
penalty, for
for
child support
support orders and
child
and other
other information
information each
each calendar
cajendaryear
yearininwhich
which the
thefailure
failure ococdescribed in
in paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) on
on each
each case
case in curs. of the lesser
lesser of
of $500 or 1 percent of the
each State
State central
central case
case registry
registry maintained wages or other compensation paid by such
pursuant to section 454A(e).
454A(e). as
as furnished
furnished employer to such
such individual
individual during
during such
such calupdated), pursuant to section enda
(and regularly
regularly updated),
endar year.
year.
454A(f),
byState
State agencies
agencies administering propro.
454A(f). by
'(ii)Subject
Subject to
to clause
clause (iii).
the provisions
"(ii)
(iii), the
grams under this part.
of section
section 1128A
ll28A (other than
than subsections
subsections (a)
(a)
of
(2) CASE
CASE INFORMATION—The
INFORMAflON.—The information and co) thereof) shall apply to a civil
civil money
money
referred to in
in paragraph
paragraph (1). as specified by penalty under clause (i)
inthe
thesame
same manner
manner
(i) in
the Secretary.
Secretary.shall
shallinclude
includesufficient
sufficient inforinfor- as
as they
they apply
apply to
to aa civil
civil money penalty or
mation (including
mation
(includingnames,
names, social
social security
security proceeding under
under section
section 1128A(a).
ll2SA(a).
numbers
numbers or
or other uniform identification
"(iii)
(iii) Any
Anyemployer
employerwith
withrespect
respect to
to whom
whom
numbers, and
and State
Statecase
caseidentification
identification num- aa penalty under this
this subparagraph
subparagraph is upheld
bers) to
bers)
to identify
identify the individuals who owe or after an
ar. administrative
administrative hearing shall
shall be
be lialiaare owed support
support (or
(or with
with respect
respect to or on ble
ble to
to pay
pay all
all costs
costs of
of the
the Secretary with rebehalf of whom
whom support obligations are spect to such hearing.
sought to be established), and the State or
(3)EMPLOYMENT
(3)
ELOvir- SECURm'
SECURITY
INFORNtflON.—
INFORMATION.—
States which
States
which have
have established
establishedor
or modified.
modified.
(A) REPORTIX'G
REPORTiNG REQURENT.—Each
(A)
REQUIREMENT—EachState
State
or are enforcing or
or seeking
seeking to
to establish,
establish, such agency administering a State unemployment
an order.
order.
an
compensation law
law approved
approved by
bythe
the Secretary
Secretary
(i) DIRECTORY
(i)
DIRECTORYOF
OF NEw
NEw HIRES.—
HIREs.—
Labor under
under the
the Federal Unemployment
Unemployment
of Labor
(1) IN
(1)
INGENERAL—Not
GENERAL—Notlater
laterthan
than October 1,
1.
Tax Act
Act shall
shall furnish
furnish to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
1998.
1998.InInorder
ordertotoassist
assistStates
States in administer- Health and
arid Human Services extracts
extracts of
of the
the
ing their
their State
State plans under this part and reports to the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor concerning
parts A,
A. F.
F, and
and G.
G. and
and for
forthe
the other
otherpurposes
purposes the wages and
and unemployment
unemployment compensation
specified in this
this section. the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall paid to individuals
individualsrequired
requiredunder
under section
section
establish and
and maintain
maintain in the Federal Parent
Parent 303(a)(6).
303(a) (6). in
in accordance
accordance with
with subparagraph
Locator Service an automated
automated directory
Locator
directory to (B).
be known as
as the
thedirectory
directory of
of New Hires.
Hires, conCOUANCE.—The extracts
(B) MANNER OF COMPLIANCE—The
extracts
taining—
(A) information supplied by employers
employers on
on
"(A)
each
inaccordance
accordance
each newly
newly hired individual,
individual, in
with paragraph
paragraph (2);
(2): and
and
with
(B)
informationsupplied
suppliedby
byState
State agenagen(B) information
cies
cies administering State unemployment
compensation laws, in accordance with
with paraparagraph (3).

(2) EMPLOYER
(2)
EO'LOYERflYFORMATIOrL—
flFORMAflON.—

'(A)
(A)IOiw-nON
INFORMATION
REQUIRED—Subject
REQUIRED—Subject to
to
subparagraph (D).
subparagraph
(D). each
each employer
employer shall
shall fur.
furfish to
nish
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary,for
for inclusion
inclusion in
in the
the didirectory established
established under this subsection.
not later than 10 days after the date (on or
the employer
after October 1,
1. 1998) on which the
hires a new employee (as defined in
nires
in subparasubpara.
graph (C)).
graph
(C)). aa report containing
containing the
the name.
name,
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date of
date
of birth,
birth, and
and social
social security
security number
number of
of
(B) The Social Security
Security Administration
Administration
such employee, and
and the
.theemployer
employeridentifica.
identifica- shall
shall verify
verifythe
theaccuracy
accuracy of.
of. correct
correct or
or sup.
suptior. number of the eihployer.
eitiployer.
ply to
ply
to the
the extent
extent necessary
necessary and feasible,
feasibie. and
(B) REPORTING
REPORTINGMETHOD
METHODAND
ANDFORMAT—The
FORMT.—The report
report to
to the
the Secretary.
Secretary.the
thefollowing
following inforinforSecretary snail provide for
for transmission
transmission of
of mation
Secretary
mation in data supplied by the Secretary
Secretary
the reports required under subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) pursuant to subparagraph
subparagraph (A):
(A):
using formats and
and methods
methodswhich
whichminimize
minimize
(i) the
the name,
name, social
social security
securitynumber',
number, and
and
(i)
the burden on employers,
employers, which
which shall in- birth
each individual:
date of each
individual: and
clude—
(ii)
of
(ii) the
the employer identification number
number of
(i)
automated or electronic transmission
(i) automated

required under subparagraph
subparagraph(A)
(A) shall
shall be
be furfurnished
nished to the
the Secretary of
of Health
Health and
and
Human
1-lumacServices
Serviceson
onaaquarterly
quarterly basis,
basis.with
with
respect to calendar quarters beginning on
and after
azer October 1, 1996. by such dates.
dates. in
in
such format,
such
format, and
and containing
containing such
such informainformation as
tion
as required by that Secretary in regulations.
DATA MATCHES
MATC-S AND
ANDOmoR
O'iR DISCLO(j) DATA
DISCLOSURE.S.—
SURES.—
'(1)
BY SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
(I) 'ERIF1CAT1ON
'ERIFICATION BY
SECURiTY ADADPflN1STRXnON.—(A) The Secretary shall
PnN'ISTRATION.—(A)

transmit data
data on individuals
and employers
transmit
individuals and
maintained
maizamed under
under this section to the Social
Securizv Administration
Security
Administration to
to the
the extent
extent necnecessary
in accordance
accordance with
essarv for
for verification
verification in
subparagraph (B).
subparagraph
(B).

each
each employer.
employer.

(2) CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT
SUPPORT LOCATOR
LOCATOR MATCHES—For
MATcHES—For

the purpose
purpose of
of locating
locating individuals
individuals for'
for purposes of
poses
of paternity establishment and establishment and enforcement
enforcement of
of child support.
support,

the Secretary
Secretary shall—
shall—
(A) match
(A)
match data
data in
in the
thedirectory
directoryof
o New
child support order abHires against the child
stracts
stracts in
in the
the Data
Data Bank
Bank of
of Child
Child Support
Orders not less
less often
often than
than every
every 22 working
working
days: and
days;
(B) report
report information
information obtained from
such a match to concerned State
State agencies
operating
operating programs
programs under
under this
this part
part not
no: later
iater
than 2 working
working days
days after such match.
DATA MATCHES
(3) DATA
MATCHESAND
AND DISCLOSURES
DISCLOSLRES OF
OF
DATA IN
REGISTRIES FOR TITLE IV PRODATA
IN ALL
ALL REGISTRIES
GRAM
GRAMPURPOSES—The
PURPOSES—The Secretary
Secretary shall—
shall—

(A)perform
performmatches
matches of
of data
data in each
'(A)
ea.n com-

ponent of the Federal Parent Locator ServService maintained under this section against
against
data in each
each other
other such
such component
component (other
(other
than the matches required pursuant
pursuant zo
to paraoaragraph (1)). and
and report
report information
information resulting
from such
from
such matches
matches to
to State
State agencies
agencies operatoperating programs under this part and parrs
A. F.
parts A.
F,
and C:
G; and

(B) disclose
disclose data
data in
in such
such registries
registries to
to
agencies,
such State agencies.
to the extent, and
and with
with the frequency, that
the Secretary
Secretary determines
determinesto
to be
beeffective
effective in
in
assisting such States
States to
to carry
carry out
Out their
their responsibilities under
sponsibilities
under such
such programs.
programs.

(k) FEES.—
FEES,—
'(k)
(1) FOR SSA
Secretary
SSA VERIFICATION—The
VERIFICATION—The Se:rezary

shall reimburse
reimburse the
theCommissioner
Commissionerofo Social
Social

Security, at
at aa rate negotiated between the
Security,
Secretary and the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner. the costs

incurred by the Commissioner in
in performing
performing

the verification services
services specified
specified in
ir subsection (j).

(2) FOR
(2)
FROM SESAS—T'ne
SESA5.—The
FORINFORMATION
INFORMXnON FROM

Secretary
Secretary shall
shall reimburse
reimburse costs
costsincurred
incurredby
by
State employment security
security agencies
agencies ir.
in furfur.
fishing data
nishing
data as
asrequired
requiredby
by subsection
subsectionfj)(3).
(j)(3).
the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines to
to
at rates which the
be reasonable
shall
no:no:
:n:iude
be
reasonable(which
(whichrates
rates
shall
iude
payment for
payment
for the
the costs
costsofofobtaining.
obtaining.compilornpiling, or maintaining
ing.
maintaining such
such data).
data).
INFORMAflON FURJ'J]S}-(ED
TO STATE
STATE
(3) FOR INFORMATION
FURNISHED TO

AND FEDERAL
AND
FEDERALAGENCIES—State
AGENCIES—Stateand
and Federal
Federal

agenciesreceiving
agencies
receivingdata
dataororinformation,
information from
from

the Secretary pursuant
pursuant to
to this section shall
reimburse the costs
costs incurred
incurred by the Secretary in
furnishing
such
in
suchdata
dataoroririformairormation, at
tion,
at rates which the Secretar''
Secretary determines to be reasonable
reasonable (which
(which rates
rates shall
shall ininclude payment
payment for
for the costs
costs of
of obtaining.
obtaining.
verifying,
maintaining,and
and matching
matching such
verifying, maintaining,
data or
data
or information).
information).
(1) RESTRICTION
USE.—
RESTRIC'TON ON DISCLOSURE
DISCLOSUREAND
ANt USE.—

Data in the Federal
Federal Parent
ParentLocator
Locator Service,
Se-'ice,
and information
and
information resulting from
from matches
matches
using
using such data,
data. shall
shall not be used
used or
or disdisclosed
closed except
exceptas
asspecifically
specifically provided
provided in
in this

section.
section,
(m)
(m) RETENTION
RE'rEr'jl-IONOF
OF DATA—Data
DATA—Datath
inthe
the

Federal Parent Locator
Locator Service.
Service,and
anddaza
data refrom matches
matches performed pursuant to
sulting from
section. shall be retained for such
such period
this section,
(determined by
by the
the Secretary)
Secretary) as
as appropriate
appropriate
(determined
for
specified in
in this section,
for the
the data uses
uses specified
section.
(n)
(n) JjOIKnON
INTEGRITY
INFORNLATIDN
INTEGRITY AND SECU-

RTI'Y.—The
Secretary shall establish
RrrY.—The Secretary
establishand
an implement safeguards with
with respect
respect to the entientities established under this section designed
to—
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"(I) ensure the accuracy and completeness
of 1nformation
information in
in the
the Federal
Federal Parent Locator
Service: and
(2)
(2) restrict access to confidential information in the Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator ServService to authorized persons, and restnct
restrict use
use of
of
such information to authorized purposes.
(o)
(0)

LIMIT
LiMrr ON LIABILITY—The Secretary

shall not be liable to either
either aa State
State or
or an
an individual for inaccurate information provided
to a component of the Federal Parent Locator Service section and disclosed by the Secretary in accordance
accordance with
withthis
thissection.".
section.'.

(g) CONFORMINC
AMDMEwi-s,—
(g)
CONFORNC
AMow,_
(1)
ToPART
PARTDDOF
(1) To
OFTITLE
TITLEIV
IVOF
OFTHE
THESOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT—Section 454(8)(B) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.

654 (8) (B))isisamended
amendedto
toread
read as
as follows:
follows:
654(8)(B))
-.

(B)
(B)

amended inserting after paragraph (13) the
following:

"(14)
(14)IN-rERSTA'r'E
lr-r-ER5rATE ENFORCEMENT—CA)
ENFORCEMEZ'.T,_(A) ADOPADOP-

(6) in subsection
subsection (e).
(e). by
by strikinz
strikinz"make
'make a
State adopts in its entirety (with the modi- spect to a child that is made"
made" and
an inserting
userting
additions specified
specified iii
in this
this para- "modify
fications and additions
child supoort
supoort order
order issued":
'modify aa child
graph) not later than January 1, 1997,
1997. and
(7) in
in subsection
subsection(e)(l).
(e)(l).bybyinsert:r.z
insertz "pursu"pursu.
uses on and after such date, the Uniform ant(7)
to subsection
subsection (i)'
(i)' before
beforethe
theserucolon:
seucolon:
lntei-state Family
Interstate
Family Support Act, as approved
approved
(8) in subsection (e)(2)—
by the National
NationalConference
Conference ofofCommisCommisinserting "individual"
'individual' before
(A) by inserting
befc-e "con"consioners on Uniform State Laws in August,
August. testant"
testant' each
each place
placesuch
suchterm
termapoea.-s:
apnes: and
1992.
(B) by striking "to that court's
the
court's c'iaking
c'aking the
(B) EXPANDED APPLICATION OF UIFSA.—The modification and
andassuming"
assuming'and
andinserting
:serting
State law adopted pursuant to subparagraph modification
'with the State
"with
Stateofofcontinuing,
continuing.
extlt,'sive
e':sive juju(A) shall be applied to any case—
(A)
risdiction for a court of another
State to
anothe' S:ate
(i) involving
involving an
an order established or
'(i)
or modimodi- modify
modify the
the order
order and
and assume":
assume":
fied in
f1ed
in one
one State
State and for which aa subsequent
subsequent
(9) by redesignatirg
redesignatirigsubsections
subsections f and

TION OF UIFSA.—Procedures
UIFSA.—Procedures under
under which
which the
the modification of a child support oroet
orae- with rere-

the Federal Parent Locator Service modification
mothfIcation is sought in another State:
State: or

established under
established
under section
section453:",
453:'.

(2) TO
To FEDERAL
FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT.—

Section 3304(16)
Section
Revenue Code
3304(16) of
of the lnternal
Internal Revenue
Code
of 1986 is amended—
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(B) by striking "subsection
"subsection (e)"
(e)" arid
ard insertinserting "subsections
(0":
'subsections (e) and (f1:

"(ii)

in which interstate activity
activity isis

quired to enforce an order.
order.

re-

'(C) JURISDICTION
"(C)
JURISDICTION TO
TO MODIFY ORDERS—The

and (g)
(g)

subsections(g)
(g)and
and(h).
(h).
respective':
as subsections
respecti%-eiv:
(10) by
by inserting
insertingafter
aftersubsectio'.
subseczcr (e) the
following:

(0 RECOGNITION

"(I) RECOGNITION OF
OF CIULD
CFmJDSUPPORT
SL??ORT ORadopted pursuant to subparagraph DERS—If
(A) by striking "Secretary
'Secretary of
of Health,
Health, Edu- Stateoflaw
orders
DERS—If one
one or
ormore
morechild
childsupoor't
supto- orders
this
paragraph
shall
contain
(A)
shall
contain
the
folfol.
cation,
cation. and Welfare" each place such term
have been
been issued
issued in
in this
this or
or another
another State
State
have
lowing
provision
in
lieu
of
section
611(a)
(1)
of
appears and inserting "Secretary
regard to
toan
anobligor
obligorand
anda achild.
cni. a court
regard
'Secretary of Health the Uniform Interstate
lnterstate Family Support
Support Act with
and Human Services":
Services':
arid
shall apply the
the following
following rules
rulesir,
ir.cetermin.
dterminin such subparagraph (A):
(B) in subparagraph (B).
(B), by
by striking
striking "such
'such described
trig
which order
ing which
ordertotorecognize
recxgnizeforforou,-ooses
o.-oses of
(1)
the
following
requirements
'(1)
the
following
requirements
are
are
met:
information" and all that follows and insertexclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and enenthe child.
child, the
the individual
individual obligee,
obligee, and
and continuing,
(i) the
forcement:
ng 'inforrnation
ing
"informationfurnished
furnishedunder
under subparasubpara- the"'Ci)
obligor—
(I)
graph (A) or (B) is used only for the purposes
"(I) If only
only one
one court
court has
has issued
issued a child
'(I)
(I) do not reside in the issuing State:
State: and
and supportIforder,
a uthorizedunder
undersuch
suchsubparagraph:":
subparagraph::
authorized
of that
that court
cuj-t must
the order of
"'(II)
either
(II)
either
reside
in
this
State
reside
in
this
State
or
are
subor
are
subbe
recognized,
recognized.
(C) by striking "and" at the end of sub- ject to the jurisdiction of
of this
this State
State pursupursu.
paragraph (A):
(A);
(2)IfIftwo
two or
or more
more courts
courts have issued child
'(2)
child
ant to section 201: and
(D)
CD) by
by redesignating
redesignating subparagraph
orders for the same
same obligor
oohaor and
subparagraph (B)
(B) as
(ii) (in
"'(ii)
(in an'
an' case
case where
where another
another State is support
subparagraph
subparagraph (C):
(C):and
and
and only one of the
the courts
courts would
"Quld have
exerc1singor
orseeks
seeksto
toexercise
exercise jurisdiction
jurisdiction child,
CE)
byInserting
inserting after
after subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) the exercising
(E) by
continuing, exclusive
jurisdictionunder
underthis
this
exclusi'ejurisdion
to modify the order) the conditions of sec- continuing.
following new subparagraph:
section, the order
order of
of that
that court
courtmust
mus be rectiOn
204
are
met
extent
tion
204
are
met
to
the
same
as
as
re"(B)
(B) wage
wage and
and unemployment
unemployment compensaognized,
ognized.
compensafor proceedings to establish orders:
tion information contained in the records of quired
(3) If two or more courts have issued child
or,
or'.
such agency shall be
be furnished
furnished to the Secsupport orders for the same ob.igor
obligor and
(D)
(0)
SERVICE
SERVICZ
OF
PROCESS—The
State
State
law
law
retary of Health arid
and Human Services (in acchild, and
and only
only one
oneof
ofthe
thecourts
courtswould
'ould have
pursuant to
to subparagraph
subparagraph(A)
(A) shall continuing,
cordance with regulations promulgated by adopted pursuant
exclusive
jurisdictior,
ider this
continuing, exclusive jurisdiction under
this
recognize
as
valid,
for
purposes
of
recogmze
any
proany
such Secretary) as necessary for the pursecuon, an order
section,
order issued
issued by
by aa cozrz
court in the
the
ceeding
subject
to
such
service
ceedin
subject
to
such
State
law,
service
of
of current
poses
poses of
of the
the directory
directory of
of New
New Hires
Hires estabestabhome
State
of
the
child
must
current
home
State
of
the
child
ms
be
recbe recprocess
process
upon
upon
persons
persons
in
in
the
the
State
State
(and
(and
proof
proof
lished under section 453(j) of the Social Secuognized,
butififan
anorder
orderhas
hasnot
notbeen
en issued
ognized, but
issued
of such service) by any means acceptable
rity Act,
Act. and",
and'.
acceptable in in the current home State
State of
of the
the child,
thild, the
another
State
which
is
the
initiating
or re- order
(3)
(3) To
To STATE
STATE GRANT
CRAWI PROGRAM UNDER TITLE
order most
mostrecently
recentlyissued
issuedmust
musbe
b recogrecogsponding State in such proceeding.

III
III OF THE
T SOCIAL
SOCIAL
SECURiTY
SECURITYACT—Section
ACT—Section

303(a)
303(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 503(a))
503(a)) is
is amended—
amended—

"(E)
CE)

COOPERXI"IoN
COOPERATION

BYEMPLOYER5.—The
BY
ELOYERS,—The

(A) by striking "and"
"and' at
at the
the end
end of para- State law adopted pursuant to subparagraph
(A) shall provide
provrne for the use of procedures
graph (8):
(including sanctions
sanctions for noncompliance)
(B) by striking the period
period at
at the
the end
end of
of under
under which
wnich all
all entities
entities in
in the
the State
State (includ(includparagraph (9) and inserting ":'; and": and
(C) by adding after paragraph (9) the fol- ing for-profit, nonprofit, and governmental
employers) are required to provide promptly.
promptly,
lowing new paragraph:
(10) The
The making
making of
of quarterly
quarterly electronic
electronic in response to a request by the State agency
"(10)
reports, at such dates, in such format, and of that or any other State administering a
containing such
such information,
information as required by program under this part, information on the
containing
emplovnient, compensation, and benefits of
the Secretary of Health and Human Services employment,
any individual employed by such entity as
under section 453(i)(3),
453(i)(3), and
and compliance
compliance with
with an
employee or contractor.",
contractor,".
such provisions as such Secretary may find
the correctness
correctness arid
and vernecessary to ensure the
432.IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROENTS TO
ver- SEC.
SEC. 432.
TOFULL
FULL FAITH
FAITH AND
AND
ification of such reports.".
CREDIT FOR CHILD SUPPORT OR-

SEC. 426. USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS,
NUMBERS.

(a)

STATE LAW
STATE
LAWREQUIREMENT_Section
REQIjJRE?NT,_Section
466(a)
466(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.SC. 666(a)).
666(a)), as amended by sectiOn
tion 401 (a) of this Act,
Act, is
is amended
amendedby
by insert-

ing after paragraph (12) the following:

nized,
nised,

"(4)
(4) If
If two
two or
or more
more courts have issued child

support orders for the same
same ooigor
ooLor and

child, and
and none
none of
ofthe
thecourts
courtswould
wouj have continuing. exclusive
tinuing.
exclusivejurisdiction
jurisdictionunder
ider this

section,
support
section. aa court
courtmay
mayissue
issuea achild
chi support
order, which
order,
whichmust
mustbe
e recognized.
recognized.
"(5)
(5) The court that
thaflhas
hasissued
issuedan
ar order
3der rec-

ognized
ognized under
under this
this subsection
subsection is
is the
the court
court
havingcontinuing,
continuing.exclusive
exclusivejuristhjon.":
having
juristhotlon.":
(H)ininsubsection
(II)
subsection
(5)(g)
(as (as
so redesisriated)—
so redsated)_
(A) by
by striking
striking"PRIOR"
"PRIOR"and
and".serting
serting
"MODIFIED": and

(B) by
by striking
striking"subsection
"subsection(e)"
(e)"
arid
a insertinsertand (fY:
(f)':
ing "subsections Ce)
(e) and
(12) in subsection
subsection (h)
(h) (as
(asso
soredesi'iated)—
redesiated)—

DERS.
(A) in paragraph
paragraph (2),
2), by
by insert±n
insertth "includ'includSection l738B
Section
1738B of
of title
title 28,
28, United
duration of
of current
current patients
pavmts and
United States
States ing the duration
Code, is amended—
other obligations
obligationsofofsupport"
support"before
bore the
(I) in subsection
subsection (a)(2).
(a)(2), by
by striking
striking "sub"sub- comma: and
section (e)'
(e)" arid
and inserting "subsections (e).
(B) in
in paragraph
paragraph(3).
(3).by
byinserting
insertin "arrears
'arrears

and (i)':
(0. and
(13)SOCLAL
SOcLJ,SEcup-ry
"(13)
SECURiTy NUMBERS
REQUIRED,— (f),
rUMBERS REQLJIIRED._
(2) in subsection (b), by inserting after the
Procedures requiring the recording of
of social
security numbers—
2nd undesignated
undesinated paragraph
paragraph the
the following:
'child 5 home
'child's
home State'
State' means the State in
"(A)
'(A) of both parties on marriage licenses
in
which a child lived with a parent or
and divorce decrees: and
or aa person
person
as
parent
for
at
least
six
consecutive
acting
as
parent
for
at
least
six
corecutive
(B) of
of both
both parents,
parents. on birth records and
"(B)
child support and paternity orders,".
orders.".
months
monthi immediately preceding
preceding the
the time
time of
of
(b) CLARIFICATION
filingofofaapetition
petitionor
orcomparable
comparable pleading
OFFEDERAL
FEDEaai POLICY,—
CLARIFICATION OF
POLICY,— fllin
Section
for
support
and,
if
a
child
is
less
than
and.
205(c)(2)(C)(ii)
205(c)(2) (C)(ii)
six
(42
U.S.C.

under" after
after "enforce":
"enforce'; and

(13) by adding at the end the following:
(i) REGIS'FRATION
REGISTRATIOV
FOR
MODn:rON,_f
FOR
MODn',:.iTION.—If
there is no individual contestant or child residing in the issuing State.
State. the
the part's'
pa-fl' or supsup.

port
port enforcement
enforcementagency
agencyseeking
seekingtcc modify,
modify.

or to modify
modify and
and enforce,
enforce,aachild
chii support
order issued
issued in
in another
another State
Statesha1
shaL register
that order in a State with
with jurisdiction
judsthc'Ion over

is
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking the
the months old, the State in which the child the nonmovant for the purpose of modification,
third sentence and inserting "This clause
period tion.".
clause lived from birth with any of them. A period
shall not be considered to authorize disclo- of temporary absence of any of them is SEC.
SEC. 433,
433. STATE
STATE LAWS
LAWS PROVIDING
PROVIDING \PEDITED
\PEDITED
405(c)
(2) (C) (ii))
405(c)(2)(C)(ii))

-

counted as
as part
part of
of the
the six-month
six-monthperiod.":
period.';
sure of such numbers except
except as
as provided
provided in
in counted
PROCEDURES.
PROCEDURES,
(3)
the preceding sentence.",
sentence.".
(3) in
in subsection
subsection (c),
(c), by
by inserting "by a
(a)
STATE
LAW
R',"rS._Section
(a) STATE
LAW
REQ1RE.'T5
—Section466
466
court of a State" before
before "is
is made":
made";
Subtitle
D—Sti-eamlining and Uniformity of
Subtitle D—Streamlining
(42 U.S.C. 666) is amended—
(4)
(4) in
in subsection
subsection (c)(l). by inserting
inserting "and
"and
Procedures
(I) in subsection (a)(2), in the first
sensubsections
subsections(e),
(e), (f).
(I). and (g)" after "located":
"located": tence, to read as follows: "Expedited st
SEC. 431.
431. ADOPTION
ADOPTIONOF
adminOFUNIFORM
UNIFORMSTATE
STATE LAWS.
LAWS,
(5) in subsection (d)—
Section
istrative and
istrative
andjudicial
judicialprocedures
procedures(including
Uluding
Section 466(a)
466(a)(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(a)),
666(a)).as
asamended
amended
(A) by inserting "individual" before "con'con- the
the procedures specified in subsectiofl
subsection (c)) for
by sections 401(a) and
and 426(a)
426(a) of
of this
this Act, is testant": and
establisMng paternity
establishing
paternity and
andfor
forestablishing,
eszalishing,
'
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modifying,
modifying. and enforcing
enforcing support
support obligaobliga. the payee to the appropriate government en(2) by adding at the end the following new
tions.' : and
tions.
tity.
paragraph:
(2) by adding after subsection (b) the fol(C) SECURE ASSETS TO
TOSATISFY
SAT]SFY ARREARARREAR"(2)
(2) NoNr
NONrREQUIRE5\TS.—The
REQtflRE\TS.—The Seclowing new subsection:
ACES,—For the
ACES.—For
the
purpose
of
securing
overdue
purpose
of
securing
overdue
retary shall not grant an exemption from the
(c)

(c) ExPEDrr
ExPEDrrPROCEDJR.ES.—The
PROCEDURES—The proceproce- support—
dures specified in this subsection are the fol(i) to intercept and seize any periodic or
iowing:
(1)

ADU IS
ADMINISTRATIVE
rrVE

ACTION

BY
BY

STATE
STATE

requirements of—
(A) subsection
subsection
"(A)

(concerning procelump-sum payment to the obligor by or dures for paternity establishmenz);
establishment):

through a State or local government agency,
agency.

(a) (5)

ACENCY.—Procedures which give the State including—
including—
agency the authority (and recognize and en(I) unemployment
(I)
unemployment compensation,
compensation. workworkforce
force the authority of State agencies of ers' compensation, and other benefits:

"(B)
(B) subsection
subsection (a)(1O)
(a)(10) (concerning
(concerningmodimodi'
fication of orders):
"(C)
subsection
(a)(l2)
(concerning
record"(C) subsection (a)(12)
record.

lis'nment
asprovided
providedininsection
section466(a)
466(a)(5).
lishment as
(5).
(B) DEFAULT ORDERS—To enter a default

ceeds.
ceeds,

State law—
State

ments to include amounts for arrearages

415(a) (2) of this Act and as amended by sections 421
tiOns
421 and
and 422(c)
422(c) of
of this
this Act, is amended
by adding at the end the following new subsection:
'(h) Exrr
"(h)
EXPEDrrED
AD ISRATIVE
ADMINIs'rRvE
PR0CEPROCEDJRES.—The automated system required
DURES—The
under this section shall be used. to the maximum extent feasible, to implement any expedited administrative procedures required
under section 466(c).".
Subtitle E—Paternity Establishment
Subtitle
Establishment

ing of orders in the central State case regother States), without the necessity of ob"(II) judgments and settlements in cases istry):
taming
taining an order from any other judicial or under the jurisdiction of the State or local istry):
"(D) subsection
subsection (a)(13)
(a)(l3) (concerning
record(concerning recordadministrative u'ibunal (but subject to due government: and
ing of Social Security numbers):
process safeguards. including (as appro"(III) lottery winnings:
winnings:
"CE)
subsection(a)(a)(l4)
"(E) subsection
(14) (concerning
(concerning interinterpriate) requirements for notice, opportunity
"(ii) to attach and seize assets of the obli- state
enforcement): or
to contest the action, and opportunity for an gor held by financial institutions:
institutions:
"(F)
(F) subsection
subsection (c)
(c) (concerning expedited
expedited
appeal on the record to an independent ad"(iii)
(iii) to
to attach
attach public
public and
and private
private retireretire- procedures). other
otherthan
than paragraph
para9raph (l)(A)
(I)(A)
ministrative or judicial tribunal), to take ment funds in appropriate cases,
cases. as deter- procedures),
thereof (concerning
(concerning establishment
establishnent or modithe following actions relating to establish- mined by the Secretary: and
of support amount).".
amount),".
ment or enforcement of
of orders:
orders:
"(iv)
(iv) to impose liens in accordance with fication
Cd)
AUTOMATION OF
OF STATE
STATE ACENCY
ACEr'.Cy FUNC(d) AUTOMAT]ON
FUNC(A) CENE'nC
CENEnc TESTINC.—To
TESTINC.—To order
order genetic paragraph (a)(4) and,
and. in appropriate cases,
cases. to TIONS—Section
454A. as
as added
added by section
testing for the purpose of paternity estab- force sale of property and distribution of pro- liONS—Section 454A.
(H)

INCREASE MONTHLY
MON'rHLY PAYMENTS—FOr
PAYMENTS—For

order, upon a showing of service of process the purpose of securing
securing overdue
overdue support.
support, to
to
and any additional showing
showing required
required by
by increase the amount of monthly support pay-

(i) establishing paternity, in the case of (subject to such conditions or restrictions as
any putative father
fatner who refuses to submit to the State may provide).
genetic testing;
testing: and
(I) SUSPENSION
OFDRP/ERS'
DRIVERS'UCENSES.—To
UCENSES.—To
SUSPSION OF
(ii) establishing
establishthg or modifying a support suspend drivers' licenses of individuals owing
obligation, in the case of
of aa parent
parent (Or
(or other past-due support, in accordance with subobligor or obligee) who fails to respond to section
section (a)(16),
(a)(l6),

notice to appealappear at
at aa proceeding
proceeding for such

(2)

SUBsTAr'rnvE
SUBSTANTIVE

AND
AND

PROCEDLJRfi.1.
PROCEDURAL

purpose.
(C) SUBPOEMAS.—To
SLJBPOErsi,S._To subpoena
subpoenaany
any finanfinan-

RULES—The
RULES—The expedited procedures required
under subsection (a)(2) shall include the fol-

SEC. 441.
SEC.
441. SENSE
SENSE OF
OI THE CONGRESS.

poena.
poena.

port orders:

442.AVAILABILrrY
AVAILABILITY OF
SEC. 442.
SEC.
OF PARENTING
PARENTLNGSOCIAL
SOCIAL
SERVICESFOR
FORNEW
NEWFATHERS,
FATHERS,
SERVICES

It is
is the sense of the Congress that social
cial or other information needed to estab- lowing rules and authority, applicable with services should be provided in hospitals to
lish.
lish. modify, or enforce an order, and to respect to all proceedings to establish pater- women who have become pregnant as a resanction failure to respond to any such sub- nity or to establish, modify,
modify, or
or enforce
enforce supsup. sult of rape or incest,
(D) ACCESS TO
TO PERSONAL
PERSONALAND
AND FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL

IN'FORMAT]ON.—To obtain
INFORMATION—To
obtain access,
access, subject to

safeguards on privacy and information security. to
to the
thefollowing
following records (including
automated access, in the case of records
maintained in automated data bases):
(i) records of other State and local government agencies,
agencies. including—

(A) LOCATOR
LOCMOR INFORMAT]ON;
INFORMATION:PRESUMPTIONS
PRESUMpTIONS
CONCERNThC
CONCERNING

which—

NOTICE—Procedures

under

'(i)
(i) the parties
pal-tiesto
toany
anypaternity
paternity or
or child
child

support proceedings are required (subject to
privacy safeguards) to file
file with
with the
the tribunal
tribunal
before entry'
entry of
of an
an order.
order, and to update as appropriate. information on location and iden(I) vital staZstics
stazstics (including
(including records of tity
tity (including
(including Social
Social Security
Security number,
number, resiresimarriage, birth, arid divorce):
dential and
and mailing
mailingaddresses,
dential
addresses, telephone
"(II) State and local tax and revenue number, driver's license number.
"(II)
number, and name,
records (including information on residence address,
address, and
and telephone
telephone number
number of
of employer):
employer):
address, employer, income and assets):
'(III) records concerning real and titled
"(III)
personal property:
propert\':

'(IV) records
"(IV)
records of
of occupational and profesprofessional licenses, arid
and records concerning the
ownership and control of corporations, partnerships. and
nerships,
and othez'
other business
business entities:
(\')
(V)employment
employment security
security records:
(VI)

records of agencies administering

public assistance programs:
(VII) records
records of
o the
the motor
motor vehicle department: and
(VIII) corrections records:
records; and

"(ii)
(ii) certain
certain records held by private enti-

and

"(ii)
"(ii) in
in any
any subsequent
subsequent child
child support
support enenforcement action between the same parties,
the tribunal shall be authorized, upon sufficient showing that diligent
diligent effort
effort has
has been
been
made to ascertain such party's current location, to deem due process requirements for
tion.
notice and service of process to be met, with

respect to such party,
party. by delivery to the

most recent residential or employer address
so filed pursuant
pursuant to
to clause
clauseCi).
(i).

(B) STATE%%WE
STATE%1DE JURISDICTION—Procedures
JURISDICTION.—Procedui-es

under which—

Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)),
666(a)). as amended
by sections 401(a),
401(a). 426(a). and 431 of this Act.
Act,

is amended by inserting after paragraph (14)

the following:
"(15)
"US) Procedures for providing new fathers
with positive parenting
parenting counseling
counseling that

stresses the importance of paying child support in a timely manner, in accordance with
regulations prescribed
regulations
prescribedby
bythe
theSetretary.".
Seetary.".
SEC.

443. COOPERATION
COOPERATION REQUIREMENT
443.
REQUIREMENTAND
AND

GOOD CAUSE EXCEPTION.
(a)
ENFORCEMENT
REQUIRE(a)Cl-OLD
CHILDSUPPORT
SuPPORT
EORCEr REQUIRE-

MENTS—Section 454
MENTS—Section
454 (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654)
654) is
is amendamended—

(I) by striking "and" at the end of para-

graph (23):

(2) by
by striking
striking the period at the end of
(2)

paragraph (24) and inserting "; arid":
and"; and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (24) the following:

"(25) provide that the State agency administering the plan under this part—
"(A) will
will make
make the
thedetermination
determinaon specified
specified
under paragraph (4).
(4), as to whether an individual is cooperating with efforts to estab-

(i) the
(1)
the State
State agency
agency and
and any
any administrative or judicial tribunal with authority to
paternity and secure support
support (Or
(or has
customer records of public utilities hear child support and paternity cases exerts lish
good cause not to cooperate with such efand cable television companies:
companies; and
statewide jurisdiction over the parties, and forts) for purposes of the requirements of
"(II)
(II) information (including information orders issued in such cases have statewide ef- sections 402(a) (26) and 1912:
1912;
liabilities) on
on individuals
individuals who
who fect:
on assets and liabilities)
fect; and
(B) will advise individuals, both orally
"(B)
owe or are owed support (or against or with
"(ii) (in the case of a State in which orders and
and in
in writing,
writing, of
of the
the grounds
grounds for
for good
good cause
cause
respect to whom a support obligation is in such cases are issued by
by local
local jurisdicjurisdic- exceptions to the requirement to cooperate
sought) held by financial institutions (sub- tions) a case may be transferred betweenjubetweenju. with such efforts:
Iimitatiois on liability of such enti- risdictions in the State without need for any
ject to limitations
(C) will take the best interests of the
"(C)
ties arising from affording such access).
additional filing by the petitioner, or service child into consideration in making the deter(E)
(E) INCO
TFHHOLDINC.—To
INcoME
vTrHHoLDINc.—Toorder
order inin- of process upon
upon the
the respondent,
respondent,totoretain
retainjuju- mination whether such individual has good
come withholding in accordance with sub- risdiction over the parties.".
cause not to cooperate with such efforts:
efforts;
ties. including—
ties,
(I)

section (a)
(a)(l)
(1)and
and (b)
(b) of
of section
section 466.
CJ.JCE ININ
PAYEE.—(In
(F) CHANGE
PAYEE—Uncases
cases where
where

support is subject to an assignment under

Cc)
EXCEPTIONS FROM
FROM STATE LAW
(c) EXCEPTIONS
LAw REQUIRE-

MENTS—Section 466(d) (42 U.S.C. 666(d)) is
is
amended—

"(D)(i)
(D) (i)will
willmake
makethe
the initial
initial determination
determination

as to whether an individual is cooperating

not to
to cooperate)
cooperate) with
with efef(or has good cause not
(1) by
by striking
striking"Cd)
"(d) If'
If" and
and inserting
inserting the forts to establish paternity within 10 days
requirement to pay through the centralized following:
after such individual is referred to such
collections unit under section 454B)
434B) upon
(d) EXEMPTIONS
FROMREQUIREMENTS.—
REQUIREMENTS.—
EXET]ONS FROM
State agency by the State agency adminproviding notice
notice to
to obligor
obligorand
andobLigee,
obligee, to
"(1) IN CENZRAL.—Subject
GENERAL—Subject to paragraph (2). istering the program under part A of title
direct the obligor or other payor to change if': and
XIX:
XIX;
section 402(a)(26),
402(a)(26). 471(a)(17),
471(a)(l7). or 1912, or to a
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(ii) will
will make redeterrnjnations
"(ii)
redeterrninations as
as to
to coco- found to have good cause for refusing to co(4)
operation or good
(4)
as provided in
provide
that
(except
cause at
good cause
at appropriate inter- operate, as determined in accordance with
paragraph (5)) an applicant requiring patervals; and
vals:
standards
prescribed
by
the
Secretary,
which
"(iii)
(iii) will promptly notify the individual,
individual. standards shall take into consideration the nity establishment services (other than an
and the
the State
Stateagencies
agencies administering
administering such best interests of the child on whose behalf individual eligible for emergency assistance
as defined in section 406(e),
406(e). or presumptively
programs,
programs, of each such determination and aid
aid is
is claimed—
claimed—
eligible pursuant to section 1920) shall not be
redetermination:
"Ci)
(i)
to
to
the
the
satisfaction
satisfaction
of
the
State
State
agency
agency
eligible for medical assistance under this
(E) with respect to any child born on or administering the
the program
programunder
underpart
partD,
0. as title until such applicant—
after the date 10 months after enactment of administering
determined
in
accordance
with
(i) has
section
"(1)
has furnished
furnished to the agency adminthis provision, will not determine (or rede- 454(25).
with respect to the requirements istering the State plan under
under part
part D
D of
oftitle
title
termine)
termine) the
the mother
mother (or
(or other
other custodial
custodial relrel- under clauses
(i)
and
(ii)
of
subparagraph
(A);
(A):
IV
the information specified in section
ative) of such child to be cooperating with and
454(25)(E): or
efforts to establish paternity unless such in"(ii)
'(ii) to the sadsfaction
satisfaction of the State agency
"(ii)
has been
been determined
determined by such agency
'(ii) has
dividual furnishes—
administering
the
program
under
this
part,
part, to have good cause not to cooperate;
cooperate: and
(i) the name of the putative
putative father
father (Or
(or fa- with
respect
to
with
respect
to
the
requirements
the
requirements
under
thers): and
"(5)
(5) provide
provide that the provisions of paraclauses
(iii)
and
(iv)
of
subparagraph
(A);
(A):
(ii) sufficient
graph (4) shall not apply with respect to an
"(ii)
sufficient additional
additional information to
(D) that (except as provided in subpara- applicant—
enable the State agency, if reasonable efforts
graph
(E))
an
applicant
requiring
paternity
(i) if such agency has not, within 10 days
were made, to verify the identity of the per(other than
than an
an indiindi- after such individual
son named as the putative father (including establishment services (other
individual was
was referred
referred to such
vidual
eligible
for
emergency
assistance
as
as agency, provided the notification
notification required
required by
by
such information as the putative father's
defined
in
section
406(e))
shall
not
be
eligible
secton
406(e))
shall
not
be
eligible
section 454(25) CD) (iii), until such notification
present address, telephone number, date of
for
any
aid
under
a
State
plan
approved
is
received);
and
received):
employment,
birth, past or present place of employment.
"(ii) if such individual appeals a deterschool previously or currently attended, and under this part until such applicant—
'(i)
(i) has furnished to the agency admin- mination that the individual
individual lacks
names and addresses of parents, friends, or
lacks good
noncooperation. until after such
relatives able to provide location informa- istering the State plan under part D the in- cause for noncooperation,
formation
specified
in
section
454(25)
CE):
in
section
454
(25)
(E);
tion.
tion, or
or other
other information
information that
that could
could enable
enable
determination is affirmed after notice and
or
"(ii) has been determined by such agency opportunity
opportunity for a hearing.".
service of process on such person), and
to
have
good
cause
not
to
cooperate:
(d) EFFECTIVE
DATE—Theamendments
amendments
(F)
(j)(where
(where aa custodial
custodial parent
parent who
who was
EFFtc'rxvE DATE—The
(F)(i)
'CE) that
that the
the provisions
"(B)
provisionsof
ofsubparagraph
subparagraph made by this section shall be effective with
initially determined not to
to be
be cooperating
cooperating
(D) shall not
not apply—
apply—
(or to have good cause not to cooperate) is (D)
respect to applications filed in or after the
(i) if
"(9)
if the
the State agency specified in such first calendar quarter beginning 10 months
later determined to be cooperating or to
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of
have good cause not to cooperate) will imme- subparagraph has not, within 10 days after or more after the date of
(or such
such earlier
earlier quarter
quarter as
as the
the State
diately notify the State agencies administer- such individual was referred to such agency,
agency. this Act (or
ing the
the programs
programs under
under part
part A
A of
of title
title XIX
XIX provided the notification required by section may select) for aid under a State plan aping
thiseligibility
454(25)(D)(iii).
untilsuch
suchnotification
notification is rethat this
until
eligibilityCondition
Condition has
has been
been met:
re- proved under part A of title IV or for medical
met: 454(25)(D)(jii)
and
(ii) (where a Custodial parent was ini"(ii)
tially determined to be cooperating (or to

have good Cause
cause not to cooperate)) will
will not
not
later determine such individual not to be cooperating (or not to have good cause not to
to
cooperate) until such individual has been afforded an opportunity for a hearing.".
(b) AFDC
AFDCAMEND-5._
AMD-rs,_
(I) Section
Section 402(a)(lj)
402(a)(lj)(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.602(a)
602(a)(ll))
(I I)) is

ceived; and
ceived:
assistance
assistance under
under aa State
State plan
plan approved
approved under
under
"(ii)
XIX.
(ii) if such individual appeals a deter- title XIX,

mination that the individual lacks
lacksgood
good
cause for noncooperation, until after such

SEC. 444. FEDERAL MATCHING PAYMENTS.
(a) INCREASED
INCREASED BASE
BASE MATCfflJ.C
MATCFilNCRATE—SecRATE—Sec-

paragraph
(ii) beginning
beginning with
paragraph (A)
(A)(ii)
with "that,
'that, if the
the

'(A)
(A)for
forfiscal
fiscalyear
year1996.
1996. 69
69 percent:
percent;
"(B)
(B) for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1997.
1997, 72
72 percent:
percent: and
and
"(C)
'(C) for fiscal year 1998 and succeeding fiscal years, 75 percent.",
percent.".
(b) MAI
TENANCE OF
OF EFFolt'r,—Section
EFFORT—Section 455
M.mn'Er..aJ..cE
455

determination is affirmed after notice and
and tion 455(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 655(a)(2)) is amended
opportunity for a hearing;
hearing and":
and": and
and
to read as follows:
(H)
(i)by
by relocating
relocating and
and redesignating
redesignating as
(H)(i)
'(2)
(2) The applicable percent for aa quarter
quarter
subparagraph (F) the text
text at
at the
the end
end of
of subsub- for purposes of paragraph (I) (A) is—

relative"
relative" and all that follows through the

semicolon;
amended by
by striking
striking 'furnishing
'furnshing of' and in- semicolon:
serting "application for".
(ii) th
in subparagraph (F),
(F), as
as So
so redesignated
(26) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602(a) (26)) is and relocated, by striking "subparagraphs
(2) Section 402(a)
402(a)(26)
•'subparagraphs
amended—
(A) and (B) of this paragraph"
paragraph'Sand
andinserting
inserting
(A)
(A) in each of subparagraphs (A) and (B), "subparagraph (A)": and
and
by
by redesignatng
redesignatiirig clauses (i) and (ii)
(ii) as
(iii) by striking
striking "and'S
"and" at the end of
of subsubclauses (I) and (II):
paragraph (a) (ii).
(B) by indenting and redesignating sub(c)
At
(c)ME.DICAXD
MEDICAID
AtNrs._5ection 1912(a)
1912(a)
paragraphs (A),
(A). (B). and (C) as clauses (i), (42 U.S.C. 1396k(a))NDMENTS,_Sectjon
is amended—
(ii), and
(ii),
and (iv),
(iv). respectively:
(I)
Cl)in
in paragraph
paragraph (l)(B),
(l)(B), by
by inserting
inserting "(ex(ex(C) in clause
clause (ii),
(ii).as
asredesignated—
redesignated_
cept as provided
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph(2))'
(2))" after
after "to
'to
(i) by striking "is
obtaining cooperate with the State";
'isclaimed,
claimed, or in obtai.nthg
State":
any other payments or property due such ap(2) in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of
parachild.' and
plicant or such child,"
and inserting
inserting "is
'is graph (I) by striking ", unless" and all that
claimed:":
claimed:'; and
follows and inserting a semicolon:
semicolon; arid
follows
and
"unless' and all that fol(ii) by striking
striking "unless"
(3) by redesignating paragraph (2) as paralows
lows through
through 'aid
'aid is
is claimed:
claimed: and":
and":
graph (5).
and
inserting
after
(5),
paragraph
(I)
paragrapn (1)

CD) by adding after clause (ii) the following
new clause:

part D:
(C) that an
an individual
individual will
"(C)
will not
not be required

and inserting "Subject to subsection

(c).
(c).

from"; and
from":
(2)
(2) by
by inserting
inserting after
after subsection
subsection (b)
(b) the
the folfollowing:

(c) MAIN
'(c)
r'ANCE oOFEvvo-r.—Noith
MAJNrENA.NCE
EvvoR'r.—Nowjth
standing subsection
standing
subsection (a),
(a), total
total expenditures
expenditures
for the State program under this part for fiscal year 1996 and each
each succeeding
succeeding f2scal
fiscal year.
reduced by the percentage specified for such
fiscal year under subparagraph (A). (B).
(B), or

SEC.

445,
445.

PERFORMAJ4CEBASW INCENTIVES
PERFORMAJ'4CEBASW
AND PENALTIES,
AND
PENALTIES.

(a)
(a)

INCEWrIvE
INcEwrlvE
ADjus'n-j's
ADJus1-j'
TO FEDERAL
TO Fa

Mfi.TC1-NC RATE.—Sectjon
MA'rtI-ONC
RATE.—Section 458 (42 U.S.C. 658)

is amended to read as follows:

•'INCENTIVEADJUSTMENTS
ADJUS ffiNTS TO
RATE
"INCENTIVE
TOMATCHING
)tATCHING RATE

'SEC.458,
458.
Ir'CEwrIvEAj1fl-I-,_
"SEC.
(a)(a)
INcEWrIVE
ADJL'SThNT,—
(I) IN
'(I)
INCENERAL.—In
GENERAL.—Inorder
ordertoto encourage
encourage
and reward State child support enforcement
programs which perform in an effective manner. the Federal matching rate for payments
ner,
to
State under
under section
section 455(a)(l)(A),
455(a)(fl(A), for each
toaaState
fiscal year beginning on or after October 1.
1997. shall be increased by a factor reflecting
1997,
the sum of the applicable incentive adjust-

ments (if any) determined in accordance
regulations under this section with reand to obtain support (including medical with
spect to Statewide paternity establishnient
support) from a parent;
parent: and

the overall performance of the State in
"(B) to the satisfaction of the State agency and
child support enforcement,
enforcement.

administering the program under this title.
title,
to cooperate with the State,
State. as provided with
with respect
respect to
to other
other requirements
requirements to counder
under subparagraph
subparagraph (A).
(A). ififthe
theindividual
individual is
is

(1)
in subsection
subsection(a)
(a)(l),
(I) in
(I), in
th the matter pre(A). by
by striking
striking "From"
'From"
ceding subparagraph (A),

(C)(i) of paragraph (2),
(2). shall not be less than
the following new paragraphs:
such total expenditures
expenditures for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1995.
1995.
reduced
by
percent.".
66
•"(2)
'(2) provide
provide that
that the State agency will imim-

(iii) to cooperate with the State in
"(iii)
m ob- mediately refer each applicant
applicant or recipient
taining any other payments or property due requiring
requiring paternity
paternity establishment
establishment services
services
such applicant
applicant or
or such
such Child:
child: and":
and";
to the State agency administering the pro(E) ininthe
CE)
thematter
matter preceding
preceding clause (i) (as so gram under part D of title
title IV:
IV;
redesignated) to read as follows:
"(3)
(3) provide
provide that an individual will not be
"(26)
•'(26) provide—
State, as proto cooperate with the State.
"(A) that.
that, as a condition of eligibility for required
under paragraph (1).
(1), if the individual is
aid, each applicant or recipient will be re- vided
found to have good cause for refusing to
to cocoquired
quired (subject
(subject to
to subparagraph
subparagraph(C))—":
(C))—':
operate, as determined in accordance with
(F) in subparagraph (A)(iv), as redesig- operate.
standards
prescribed
by
the
Secretary,
which
nated. by striking ". unless
nated,
unless such individual" standards shall take into consideration the
and all that follows through
through "individuals
"individuals in- best interests of the individuals involved—
volved'
(A) to
to the satisfaction of the State agen(G) by adding at the end the following new cy"(A)
administering
administering the
the program
programunder
underpart
partD.
0,
subparagraphs:
as determined in accordance with section
(B) that the State agency will imme454(25), with
with respect
respect to
to the
the requirements
requirements to
diately refer each applicant requiring pater- 454(25),
cooperate with
with efforts
efforts to
to establish
establish paternity
paternity
cooperate

nity establishment services to the State
agency administering the program under

(42 U.S.C. 655) is amended—

operate under paragraph (I):

"(2)
(2)STANDARDS.—
STANDARDS.—
(A) IN GENERAL—The
GENERAL—The Secretary
Secretary shall
specify in regulations—
regulations—
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the levels of accomplishment
accomplishment, and
and support enforcement' means a measureance
or in child support enforcement (as derates of improvement as alternatives to such measures of the effectiveness of the State
fined
in section 458(b)(2)), or to meet other
levels, which States must attain to qualify agency in a fiscal
fIscal year which takes into ac- performance measures that may be estabfor incentive
incentive adjusri-nents
adjustments under
under this section: count factors including—
lished by the Secretary, or
and
(A) the percentage of cases requiring a
(i)

"(ii) on the basis of an audit or audits of
(ii) the amounts of incentive adjustment child support order in which
which such
such an
an order
order such State data conducted pursuant to secthat
that shall
shall be
be awarded
awarded to
to States
States achieving
achieving was
was established:
established;
tion 452(a) (4) (C). that the State data submitSpecified
specified accomplishment or improvement
improvement
(B) the percentage of cases in which child ted pursuant to section 454(15)(B) is incomlevels, which amounts shall be graduated. support is being paid;
paid:
plete or unreliable;
unreliable: and
ranging up to—
(C)
(C) the
the ratio
ratio of
of child
child support
support collected
collected to
to
"(B)
that,
with respect to the succeeding
(I) 5 percentage
percentage points,
points, in connection child support due:
and
due;
fiscal year—
with Statewide paternity
Paternity establishment;
establishment: and
(D) the cost-effectiveness of the State
(0)
(i) the State failed to take sufficient cor'(II)
(II) 10 percentage
perce,tage points,
points, in connection program,
program. as determined in accordance with
with overall performance in child support standards established by the Secretary in rective action to achieve the appropriate

enforcement.
regulations.
regulations.".
(B) LIMITATiON.—In
LIMrrA'rioN.—In setting
setting performance
performance
(b) TrrLE
TTrLE IV-D
IV-D PAYMENT
PAYMENT ADJUSTMENT,—
ADJU5TMNT.—
standards
subparagraph (A)
(A)(i)
standards pursuant to subparagraph
(i) Section 455(a)(2)
435(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 655(a)(2)), as

and adjustment
adjustment amounts
amounts pursuant
pursuant to
to subsub- amended by section 415(a)
and
415(a) of
of this
this Act,
Act, isis
paragraph
paragraph (A)(ii).
(A)(ii). the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall ensure
ensure amended—
that the aggregate number of percentage
(I)
(I) by
by striking
striking the
the period
period at
at the
the end
end of
of subsubpoint
point increases
increases as
as incentive
incentive adjustments
adjustments to
to paragraph (C) and inserting a semicolon;
semicolon: and
all States do not exceed
exceed such
such aggregate
aggregate inin,
(2) by adding after and below subparagraph
creases as assumed by the Secretary in esti- (C),
(C). flush with the left margin of the submates of
mates
of the
theccat
ct ofofthis
thissection
sectionas
as of
of June
June section.
section, the following:

performance levels as described
described in
in subparasubpara.
graph (A)(i),
(A)(i). or

"(ii)
(ii) the data submitted by the State pursuant to section 454(15)(B)
454(l5)(B) is
is incomplete or
unreliable.
unreliable,

the amounts otherwise payable to the State
under this part for quarters following the
end of such succeeding fiscal year, prior to
quarters following the end of the first quarter throughout which the State program is
in compliance
compliance with
with such
such performance
performance rere1994. unless the aggregate performance of all "increased
'increased by the incentive adjustment fac- in
States exceeds the projected aggregate per- tor (if any) determined by the Secretary pur- quirement, shall be reduced by the percentage specified in paragraph (2).
formance of all States in such cost esti- suant to section 458.".
mates.
(2) The reductions required under para(c)
COOR1ilNC AMEN
CONFORMING
rr(rs.—Sectjon
ArNrs.—Section
(3) DETERJXkTION
DEERMxk-i-IONOF
OFINCENrTVE
INcENTIvE ADJUST-

454(22) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654
654(22))
(22)) is amended—

graph (1)
(I) shall be—

(A) not less than I nor more than 2 perper.
'(A)
sthking 'incentive
(1) by striking
"incentivepayments
payments" the
cent. or
(A)
(A) USE
USEOF
OFPERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCEINDICATORS.—
ThICATORS.— 1st place such term appears and inserting cent,
"(B)
(B) not
not less
less than
than 22 nor
nor more
more than
than 33 perperThe Secretary shall, for fiscal year 1998 and "incentive adjustments": and
—
cent. if the finding is the 2nd consecutive
each succeeding fiscal year.
year. determine
determine the
the
(2) by striking "any such incentive
incentive paypay- cent,
amount (if any) of incentive adjustment for ments made to the State for such period" finding made pursuant
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph (1).
(I), or
each State on the basis of the data submit- and inserting "any increases in Federal pay"(C) not less than 3 nor more than 5 perted by the State pursuant to section ments to the State resulting from such in- cent, if the finding is the 3rd or a subsequent
MENT.—

454(15) (B) with
with respect
respect to
to performance
performance indi- centive
454(15)(B)
centive adjustments"
adjustments".cators established by the Secretary.
(d) CALCULATION
Cd)
CALCU..ATION OF
OF IV-D
IV-D PATERNITY
PATERNITY ESEs(B) MINIMUM PERFORMANCE
PERFORM,4JCE REQUIRED.—

TABLJSH?NT PERCENTAGE.—
TABUSHN\'T
PERCENTAGE,—

consecutive such finding.";
finding.": and
(3) in subsection (h)(3).
(h)(3), by striking "not in
full compliance" and all
all that
that follows
follows and
and inin-

(i)
(i) IN
IN CENERAL.—The
GENERAL—The Secretary shall not
(I)
(1) Section
Section452(,g)(l)
452((1) (42(42
U.S.C.
U.S.c.652(g)(1))
652(g)(l)) is serting "determined as a result of an audit
to have submitted incomplete or unreliable
determine an
an incentive
incentive adjusunent
adjustmentfor
for aa amended in the matter preceding subpara- to
-

State for a fIscal
fiscal year if the level of
of performperformance of the State for the fiscal year with respect
spect to such performance
performance indicators
indicators is
below the performance threshold established

by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary for
for the
the State
State for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year.
(ii) ESTA
"(ii)
ESTA SMNT
OF OF
STATE
PERFORMSHMEN'T
STATE
PERFORMANCE THRESHOLD—The
ANCE
THRESHO —The performance
performance thresh-

old with respert
respec to such performance indicators for a State and a fiscal year shall be at
or above the greater of—

section 454(15)
454(15)(B),
(B), shall be
graph (A)
(A) Dy
by inserting "its
'its overall
overall performperform- data pursuant to section
ance in child support enforcement is satis- determined to have submitted adequate data
factory (as defined in section 458(b) and regu- if the Secretary determines that the extent
or unreliability
unreliability of
of the
the
lations of the Secretary),
Secretary), and"
and" after
after "1994,".
"1994,'. of the incompleteness or
(2)
Section 452(g)(2)(A)
(42
U.S.C. data is of a technical nature which does not
652(g)(2)(A)) is amended in the matter pre- adversely affect the determination of the
level of the State's
States performance.".
performance,".
ceding clause (i)—
(1) EFFEctIvE
(f)
EFFEcTIvEDATES.—
DATES.—
(A) by
by striking
striking "paternity
'paternity establishment
(1)
(I)
lNCwr1vE
INCENTIVE
ADJUST?NTS.—(A)
ADJUS'rMEN'Ts.—(A)
The
percentage"and
percentage
and inserting
inserting 'IV-D
"IV-Dpaternity
paternity
amendments made by subsections (a),
(a). (b).
establishment percentage";
establishment
percentage'; and
and
(c)
shall
become
effective
October
1.
1996.
1,
(B) by striking
striking "(Or
'(or all
allStates.
States, as
as the
the case
case

except to the extent provided in subpara(I) the national average level of perform- may be)".
graph (B).
ance with resDect
respect to
to such
such indicators,
indicators, as of
(3) Section
Section 452(g)(3)
452(g)(3) (42
652(g)(3)) is
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652(g)(3))
is
(B) Section 458 of the Social Security Act,
the date of the enactment
enactment of
of this
this section:
section: or
or amended—
(II) the level
lev& of performance of the State
(A) by striking subparagraph (A) and redes- as in effect immediately before the date of
section, shall be effecwith respect to such indicators for the imme- ignating subparagraphs
subparagraphs (B)
(B) and
and (C)
(C) as
as subsub. the enactment of this section.
tive for purposes of incentive payments to
diately preceding fiscal year.
paragraphs (A) and (B),
(B). respectively;
respectively:
-(C)
(C) DEux
1998.
FOR FOR
ISSUANCE
OF
DEADUr.E
ISSUAIcE
OFRECULARECULA(B) in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(as so redesig- States for fiscal years before fiscal year 1998,
(A) (as
TIONS.—Within 90 90
(2) PENAL'ry
PENALrY REDUC'floNS.—(A)
REouc11ON5.—(A) The amendamend.
TIONS.—Within
days
afterthe
thedate
date of
of the nated).
days
after
nated), by striking "the percentage of chilsubsection (d)
(d) shall
shall become
become
enactment of this section. the Secretary dren
dren born
born out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock in
in aa State"
State" and
and inin- ments made by subsection
issue regulations
reuiations setting
shall issue
setting forth
forth the cri- serting
serting •the
percentage
of
children
'the
percentage
of
children
in
a
in
a effective with respect to calendar quarters
teria for awarding
awaraing incentive adjustments.
State
State who
who are
are born
born out
out of
of wedlock
wedlock or
or for
for beginning on and after the date of enactment
(4) FISCAL
YEAR SUBJECT
FiscAl. YE.AR
SU3JECT TO
TO INCENTIVE
L'CENTIVE ADAD- whom support has not been established";
established": and of this Act.
(B)
(B) The
The amendments
amendments made
made by
by subsection
subsection
JUSThIENT.—The total
JUSTMENT—The
total percentage point in(C) in subparagraph (B) (as so redesig(e) shall become effective with respect to calcrease determined pursuant to this section nated)—
endar
quarters
beginning
beginning
on
on
and
and
after
after the
the
with
with respect
respect to
to aa State
State program
program in
in aa fiscal
fIscal
(i) by inserting
inserting "and
'and overall
overall performance
performance
year shall apply as an adjustment to the per- in child support enforcement" after "pater- date that is I year after the date of enactment of this Act.
cent
455(a)(2)
cent applicable
applicableunder
undersection
section
4(a)(2) for
for nity establishment percentages";
percentages" and
and
payments to such State for the succeeding
(ii) by
'and securing support" beby inserting
inserting-"and
be- SEC. 446,
446. STATE LAWS CONCERNING PATERNITY
-

fiscal year.
year.
fiscal
fore the period.
(b) DEPiNrno.—As
(b)
DEiINrncjs.—Asused
usedin
in subsection
subsection
(e) TrI
Tn IV-A
IV-A PAYMENT
PAYMENT REDUCTION—Sec(a):

(1)
PATERNITY
ESTABUSI-f14ENT
(1) STATEWm
STATEWmE
PATERNTIY
ESTABUSHIT
PERCENTACE.—The term 'Statewide paternity
paternity
PERCENTACE.—Trte

establishment percentage' means, with re-

spect to a fiscal year. the ratio (expressed as
aa percentage) of—.
of—

tiOn 403
tion
403 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 603)
603) is amended—

(a)

ESTABLISHMENT.
STATE
LAWS
LAwS
REQUIRED—Section

466(a) (5) (42 U.S.C. 666(a) (5)) is amended—

(1)
(1) in
in subsection
subsection (a),
(a). by
by striking "1958—"
(I)
(1) by
by striking
striking "(5)"
"(5)" and inserting the foland inserting "1958—"
"1958—" (subject
(subject to
to subsection
subsection lowing:

(hfl—'
(h))—";

(2) in subsection (h).
(h), by striking all that

precedes paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) and
and inserting
inserting the
the folfolprecedes

"(5)
'(5) PROCEDURES CONCERNII'JC
CONCERNINC PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT.—";
TABU5HMENT,—":

(2) in subparagraph (A)—
"(A)
(A) the
the total
total number
number of
of out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock lowing:
lowing:
(A) by striking "(A)(i)" and inserting the
children in the State under one year of age
'(h) (1) IfIf the
"(h)(l)
the Secretary
Secretary finds,
finds, with
with respect following:
for whom
whom paternity
paternity is established or ac- to a State program under this part in a fiscal
"(A)
(A) ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT PROCESS
PROCESS AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE

knowledged during the fiscal year. to
year beginning on or after October 1, 1996—
FROM BIRTH
UNTIL ACE EICHTEEN.—(i)":
EIGHTEEN.—(i)": and
BIRTh UNTIL
(B) the
the total number of children born out
(B)
"(A)(i) on
on the
the basis
basis of data submitted by a
(B) by indenting clauses (i) and (ii) so that
of wedlock in the State during such fiscal State pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section434(15)
454(l5)(B),
(B), that
that the the left margin of such clauses is 2 ems to
year,
year.
"(2)
Ovui PERFORMANcE OF THE STATE State program in such fiscal year failed to the right of the left margin of paragraph (4):
(2) OVERALL

achieve the
the FV.-D
IV-D paternity
paternity establishment
establishment
(3) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (B)—
(B)—
(3)
percentage (as defined
defined in
in section
section 452(.g)
452(g) (2) (A))
(A) by striking "(B)" and inserting the foloverall performance of the State in child or the appropriate level of overall perform- lowing:

OF THE STATE
IN CHILD
ENFORCEMENT.—The term
CHILD SUPPORT
S1iPPOT ENFORCEMEN'T.—The
term
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PROCURES
PROCEDURES

CONCERNINC
CONCERI'INC

TESTINC.—(j)';
TESTINC,—(j)":

may not be suspended during the challenge.
challenge,

CENET]C

(B)
(B) in
in clause
clause (i).
(i). as redesignated, by insertinserting before tne
the period
period
where
where such request is
supported
supported by a sworn statement
statement (I)
(I) by such
party
alleging paternity
party alleging
paternity setting forth
facts
forth facts
establishing a reasonable
establishing
reasonable possibility
possibility of the
requisite sexual contact
contact of
of the
the parties,
parties, or
or (II)
(II)

except for good cause shown.
(II) Procedures under which, after the 60.
60-
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(b) NATIONAL
ACKNOWLEDCNT
NATIONALPATERNITY
PATERNITY
ACKNowLwCr'I'
AFFIDAVIT_Section 452(a)(7)
AFFIDAVIT_SectiOn
452 (a) (7)
(42
U.S.C.
652(a) (7))isisamended
652(a)(7))
amendedbybyinserting
inserting".. and
and de-

day period referred to in clause (i).
(i), a minor
an affidavit to be used for the volwho signs an acknowledgment of paternity velop
untary acknowledgment of paternity which
other than in the presence of a parent or shall
shall include
include the
the social
social security account
account
court-appointed guardian
guardian ad
ad litem
litem may
may rere- number of each parent" before the semisemithe
acknowledgment
in
scind
acknowledgment
in
a
judicial
judicial
or
or
colon.
by
by such
suchparty
partydenying
denying paternity
paternity setting administrative proceeding, until the earlier
(c)
AMENDM,"r_Section
468 (42
forth facts establishing aa reasonable
reasonable possi(c) TECHNICAL
TECHN1C AMJDM
T_Secton 468
possi- of—
bility of the nonexistence of sexual contact
U.S.C. 668) is amended by striking 'a simple
contact
"(aa)
attaining
the
age
of
majority:
(aa)
attaining
or
of the parties:":
parties:':
process for voluntarily acknowledging
(bb)
(bb) the
the date
date of
of the
the first
first judicial
judicial or ad- civil
(C)
paternity and".
and'.
(C) by
by inserting
inserting after and
arid below
below clause
clause (i)
(I) ministrative proceeding brought (after the paternity
(as
redesignated)
(as
the
thefollowing
followingnew
newclause:
clause:
to
establish
a
child
support
obligasigning)
child
support
obliga.
SEC. 447. OUTREACH FOR VOLUNTARY PATER• '(ii)
'(ii) Procedures
Procethireswhich
which require
require the
the State
State tion.
NITY ESTABLISHMENT,
ESTABLISHMEN'r.
tion, visitation rights, or
or custody
custody rights
rights with
with
agency,
agency, in any
any case
case in
in which
which such
such agency oror- respect to the child whose
(a) STATE PLAN REQutsat._Section
whose
paternity
paternity
is
is
the
the
REQUflfl._Section
ders genetic testing—
testing—
subject of the acknowledgment, and at which 454(23) (42 U.S.C.
US.C. 654(23))
654(23)) is
is amended by add"(I)
(I) to
to pay costs of such tests,
subject
tests, subject to the minor is represented
represented by
by aa parent, guarding
at
the
end
the
following
new subparaguardrecoupment (where the State so elects) from ian ad litem, or attorney.":
graph:
the putative father if paternity is estab(5) by striking
striking subparagraph
subparagraphCE)
(E) and insert'(C)
(C) publicize
publicize the availability and encourlished; and
lished:
ing
the following:
following:
ng the
age the use of procedures for voluntary es(I!) to obtain additional testing
(H)
testing in
in any
any
(E)
CE)B.i,1
B ON
ON ACOWEDGr- RATIFICARATIFICA- tablishment of paternity and child support
case where an original test result is disdisPROcEEDINCS._procedures under
under which
which through a variety of means, which—
PROCEEDINGS_Procedures
puted. upon request
reouest and advance payment by TION
no judicial or administrative proceedings are
(i)
(i) include
include distribution
distribution of
of written
written mateparty.";
the disputing party.":
or permitted to ratify
ratify an
an unchalunchal- rials at health care facilities (including hos(4) by striking subparagraphs
subparagraphs (C)
(C) and
and (D)
(0) required
acknowledgment of
of paternity.";
paternity.':
lenged acknowledgment
pitals and clinics),
clinics). and other locations such
and inserting the following:
by striking subparagraph (F) and insert- as schools:
'(C)
(C) PATERJrrY
PATERMTYAC}(NoLEDC?r._(i)
AcNNoLEDc?-r._(i) ProPro- ing(6)
the following:
"(ii)
(ii) may
may include
include pre-natal
pre-natalprograms
programs to
cedures for a simple civil process for volun"(F)
(F) AD?nSSIgflJTy
ADMISSIBII,,rryOF
OFGENETIC
GENETIc TESTINC
TESTINC RE- educate expectant couples on individual and
and
tarily acknowledging paternity
paternity under
under which
which SULTS.—Procedures_
SLLTS.—Procedures_
joint
rights
and
responsibilities
with
respect
the State must provide that, before a mother
'(i)
U)
requiring
requiring
that
that
the
the
State
State
admit
admit
into
to
paternity
(and
may
require
all
expectant
expectant
and aa putative
putative father
father can
can sigfl
sian an acknowlacknowland
for purposes of establishing paterpater- recipients of assistance
assistance under
under part
part AA to paredgment of paternity, the putative father evidence,
par'
nity.
results
of
any
genetic
genetic
test
test
that
that
is—
is—
ticipate
in
such
pre-natal
programs,
programs.
and the mother must be given notice, orally.
as an
-.
(I) of a type generally acknowledged, by
"(1)
by element of cooperation with efforts to estabin writing, and in a language that each can
can accreditation bodies designated by the Sec- lish paternity and child support):
understand of
understand,
of the
the alternatives
alternatives to,
to. the
the legal accreditation
as reliable evidence of paternity: and
(iii) include,
include, with
with respect
respect to
to each
each child
child
"(iii)
consequences of, and the rights (including, if retary.
"(II)
performed by
by aa laboratory
laboratoryapproved
(II) performed
approved discharged from a hospital
hospital after
after birth
birth for
I parent is a minor, any rights afforded due
for
due by such an accreditation body:
whom paternity or child support has not
to minority status) and responsibilities that
"(ii)
that
any
objection
to
genetic
testing
established,
established, reasonable
reasonable follow-up
foflow-up efacknowledgment,
arise from, signing the acknowledgment.
efwriting not later been
must be made in writing
forts (including at least one contact of each
"(ii)
(ii) Such
Such procedures
proceduresmust
mustinclude
indude a hos- results
each
than
a
specified
number
of
days
before
any parent whose whereabouts are known, except
pital-based program for the
the voluntary
voluntary ac- hearing at which such results may
may be intro- where there is reason to believe such followknowledgment of paternity
paternity focusing
focusing on the duced
duced
(Or.
at
into
evidence
(or.
at
State
option,
not
not up efforts would put mother or child at risk),
risk).
period immediately before or after the birth
birth later than a specified number
number of
of days
days after providing—
ofa child.
receipt
of
such
results):
and
(I) in the case of a child
"(iii) Such
child for
forwhom
whom pater"(iii)
Suchprocedures
proceduresmust
mustrequire
require the
the
(iii) that, if no objection is made,
"(iii)
made, the
the test nity has not been established, information
State agency responsible for
State
formaintaining
maintaining results are admissible as
evidence
of
as
evidence
of
pateron the benefits of and procedures for estabbirth
birth records
records to
to offer
offer voluntary
voluntary paternity
paternity es- nity without the need for foundation
testi- lishing paternity;
paternity: and
tablishment services,
mony
mony
or
other
proof
of
authenticity
or
accu"(II)
(II) in the case of aa child
child for
forwhom
whom paterpater.
"(iv)
(iv) The Secretary shall prescribe regula- racy.":
racy.': and
nity
has
been
established
but
child
nity
has
been
established
but
child support
tions governing
govermng voluntai-y
voluntary paternity estabsupport
estab(7)
(7)
by
adding
after
subparagraph
(H)
the
has
not
been
established,
information
lishment services offered by hospitals and following new subparagraphs:
on the
benefits of and procedures for establishing a
birth record agencies. The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
(I) NO
No RICHT
RICHT TO
TO JURY
JURY TRIAL—Procedures
TRiAL—Procedures child support order, and
and
an
application
for
an
application
for
reguJatons specifying the types of
prescribe regulations
that the parties to an action to es- child support services:".
services;".
other entities that may offer voluntary pa- providing
tablish
paternity
are
not
entitled
to jury
ENHANCEDFEDERAL
FEDER MATCfCNC.—Section
(b) ENHANCED
MATci-nr'C,—Section
ternity establishment services, and govern- trial.
455(a)(l)(C) (42
455(a)(1)(C)
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 655(a)(l)(C))
655(a)(l)(C)) is amend.
amendingthe
theprovision
provision of
of such
such services, which
ng
which
(J) 1ipor&jy
1iporjy
suPPoRr
SUPPOR'i' ORDER
BASED ON
ON ed—
ORtER BASED
shall
shall include
include aa requirement
requirement that
that such
such an en- PROBABLE PATERNTrY
IN
CONTESTED
CASES.—
PATERNTrY
IN
cON'TESTFD
CASES.—
(1) by inserting "(i)'
'(i)" before
tity must use the same notice provisions Procedures which require that
before"laboratory
"laboratory
a temporary costs", and
used by. the same materials used by. provide order be issued, upon motion
motion
by
by
party. rea party,
(2) by inserting before
before the
the semicolon
semicolon ".
the personnel providing such services with quiring the provision of child support
'. and
pend- (ii)
pend(ii) costs of outreach programs designed to
the same training provided by. and evaluate ing an administrative
administrauve
orjudicial
deterrninadeterminaencourage voluntary acknowledgment of pathe
the provision
provision of
of such
such services
servicesin
inthe
the same
of parentage,
parentage. where there is clear and ternity".
manner
manner as.
as,voluntary
voluntarypatex-nity
paternity establishestablish- tion
evidence
of
paternity
convincing
evidence
of
paternity
(On
the
(on
the
(c) EFFECTIVE
EFFEc-rivE DA'ras.—(l)
DA'rEs.—(I)The
The amendments
amendments
ment programs of hospitals
hospitals and
and birth
birth record
record basis of genetic tests or other evidence).
agencies.
made
made by
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall become
become effeceffec(K) PROOF OF CERTAIN SUPPORT AND
.

(v)

(K) PRooF OF CERTAIN SUPPORT AND PA- tive October 1.
1, 1997.
Such procedures must require the TERNITY
TERNITYESTABLISHMEN'I'
ESTA3USF*IENI
COSTS—Pure5
COSTS—Procedures
(2)
amendments
made by subsection
The
under which bills for pregnancy,
pregnancy. childbirth, (b) shall be effective with respect to calendar
and genetic
genetic testing
testing are
are admissible
admissible as
and
as evi- quarters
beginning
on
and
after October 1,
quartet-s beginning on

State and those required to establish paternity to use
useonly
onlythe
theaffidavit
affidavit developed
developed
under section 452(a)(7) for the voluntary acacknowledgment of paternity, and to give full
full
faith and credit to such
such an
an affidavit
affidavit signed
signed in
any other State,
State.
(D) STATUS
'(D)
STATES OF
OF SIGNED
SICNED PA'IERNl'ri'
PATER1'1Ty ACAc-

dence without requiring third-party founda-

tion testimony, and shall constitute prima

facie evidence of amounts incurred for such
services and testing on behalf of the child.
(L)

(L) WAIVER OF STATE DE8TS
DEBTSFOR
FORCOOPERAcOOPER,AKNOtc-I-(i)
KNOAFcr,_(j)Procedures
Proceduresunder
under which TION—At
the option of the State. procedures
signed acknow'edgment
aa signed
acknowledgment of
of paternity
paternity

is

considered a legal finding of paternity, sub,)ect
theright
rightof
ofany
any signatory
signatory to
to rescind
rescind
ject totothe
the acknowledgment within
within 60
60 days.
days.
"(ii)(I)
'(ii)(I) Procedures
Proceures under
under whicn,
which, after
after the

under which the tribunal establishing paternity and support has discretion to waive
rights to all or part of amounts owed to
to the
State (but not to the mother)
mother) for
for costs related to pregnancy, childbirth, and genetic testing and for public assistance paid to the farnfamily where the father cooperates
cooperates or acknowledges paternity
paternity before
before or
or after
after genetic testtesting.

1996.

Subtitle F—Establishment and Modification
of Support Orders
Orders
SEC.

451. NATIONAL
451.
NATIONAL CHILD SUPPORT GUIDE-

LINES COMMISSION.

ESTABU5iN._There is
(a) ESTABUSHJ''._There
is hereby established a commission
commission to
tobe
beknown
known as the

"National Child Support Guidelines Commission" (in this section referred to as the
"Commission").
'Commission").
to in
in clause
clause (i), a
60-day period referred to
(b)
(b) Gr,jpr
GENERAL DU'TIES.—The
DUTIES—The Commission
signed acknowledgment of paternity may be
challenged
shall develop
develop aa national child
challengedin
incourt
court only
only on the basis
child support
support guidebasis of
of
line
for
consideration
by the Congress
fraud, duress, or material
material mistake
mistake of
Congress that is
of fact, ing.
based
on
a
based on a study
study of various guideline models.
models.
proof upon
upon the
the challenger.
challenger,
with the burden of proof
(M) STANDING
"(M)
OPOP
PUTATIVE
FATHERS.—
STANDINC
PUTATIVE
FAT_RS.— the benefits and deficiencies of such models,
and under which the legal responsibilities Procedures
ensuring
that
the
putative
father
and
any
needed
improvements.
chfld support obligations) of any has a reasonable
(including child
reasonableopportunity
opportunity to
to initiate
initiate aa
(c)
(c)MEMBERSHIP.—
MEs-jp.__
signatoryarising
aristh from
signatory
from the
the acknowledgment
acknowledgment paternity
action.".
(1) NUMBER:
(I)
NtJffiER: APPOINTMENT.—.
APPOINThlEfrr.—

March 23, 1995
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(A)
INCENERAL.The
C ER—The Commission
(A) IN
Commissionshall
shall be
composed
composed of
of 12 individuals appointed jointly
by
Secretary of
of Health arid
and Human
by the Secretary
Human ServSex-vices
and the
ices arid
the Congress.
later than
than JanuJanuCongress, not later
ary 15. 1997
1997,ofofwhich—
which—
(i) 2 shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the Chairman of
of

the Committee on Finance of the Senate,
Senate.

and 1I shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed by the ranking minority member of the Committee;
Committee:
(ii) 2 shall be appointed by the Chairman of

the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives,
and 1I shall be apRepresentatives and
appointed by the ranking minority member of

the Committee: and
(iii)
(iii) 6 shall be appointed by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services.
(B) QUAUFICATIONS
QUALIFICATIONS OF
OF MEMBERS,—Members
MEMBERS—Members

the Commission
Commission shall
shall have
have expertise
expertise and
and
of the
experience in the
the evaluation
experience
evaluation and
anddevelopdevelopment of
of child support
supportguidelines.
At least
least I
guidelines, At
member shall represent
represent advocacy
advocacy groups
groups for
custodial
custodial parents,
parents, at
at least
least I1 member
member shall
shall

represent advocacy groups for noncustodial
parents,
parents, and
and at
at least
least 1I member shall be the
director of a State program under part D of
title IV of the Social Security Act,
Act.
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(B) Procedures
which
each
childchild
Proceduresunder
under
which
each
account for expenses directly
directly related
related to 11 or
or

support order issued or modified in the State more of the following purposes:
after the effective date of
of this
thissubparagraph
subparagraph
(A) The attendance
attendance of
"(A)
of aa member
member of
of the
shall require the parents subject to the order family at any education or training program.
to provide each other with a complete state"(B) The
"(B)
The improvement
improvement of
of the
the employment of their respective financial condition ability
self-employment) of a
annually on a form which shall be estab- member (including
of the family (such as through the
lished by the Secretary and provided by the purchase of
an automobile).
State. The Secretary shall establish regulations for the enforcement of such exchange ily."(C) The purchase of a home for the famof information.'.
CD) A
A change of the family residence.".
"CD)
residence.'.
Subtitle C'—Enlorcement
C—Enlorcement of Support Orders
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE,—The
DATE.—The amendments
SEC. 461.
SEC.
OFF. made by this section shall become effective
461.FEDERAL
FEDERAL INCOME
INCOME TAX
TAX REFUND OFFSET.
SE'r.
(a) CHANCED
CHANCED ORDER
ORDER OF
OF REFUND
REFUND DISTRIBUDISTRIBU(a)
TION
TION UNDER
UNDER INTERNAL
INtERNAl,, REVENUE
CODE—SecREvtJE CODE—Sec-

6402(c) of
tion 6402(c)
of the
the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of
1986 is amended by striking the 3rd
3rd sentence.
(b)
(b) ELIMINATION
ELIMINATION OF
OF DISPARITIES
DISPARITIES IN TREATTREATMENT
MENT OF
OF ASSIGNED
ASSIGNED ANt)
ANt) NON-ASSIGNED
NON-ASSIGNED ARARREARACE5.—(l)
REARACES.—(l) Section 464(a) (42 U.S.C.

664(a)) is amended—

(A) by striking "(a)" and inserting "(a)

OPFSET AUThORIZED.—'
OFFSET
AUThORIZED. —

(B)
(B) in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)—
(I)—
(i) in the
the first sentence, by
by striking
striking "which
'which
(2) TERMS OF OFFICE—Each
OFflCE.—Each member shall has
has been
been assigned
assignedtoto such
such State pursuant
pursuant to
be appointed for a term
term of
of 22 years.
years, A
A vacancy
vacancy section
section 402(a)
(17)": and
402(a)(26)
(26)or
orsection
section 471(a)
471 (a)(17)'':
in the Commission shall be filled in the man(ii)
(ii) in
in the
the second
second sentence, by striking
striking "in
"in

October
October 1,
1, 1999.
1999.

462.INTERI',IAL
INTERNAL REVENUE
SEC. 462.
SERVICE COLLEC.
REVEWE SERVICE
COLLECTION OF ARREARS.
TION
(a)
(a) AMENDMEN'r
AMErwiwr 10TO
INTERNAL
IcrERr'4pj,,REVENUE
REVENUE

CODE—Section 6305(a)
CODE—Section
6305(a)of
ofthe
theIntei-nal
Internal ReveRevenue Code of 1986 is amended—

(1) in paragraph
paragraph (I).
(I), by
by inserting
inserting"except
'except as
as
provided in paragraph (5)" after "collected";
"collected":
(2)
(2)by
by striking
striking "and"
'and" at the end
end of paragraph
(3):
graph (3):

(3) by
(3)
by striking
striking the period at the end of
paragraph (4) and inserting a comma;
comma:
(4) by adding after paragraph (4) the following new paragraph:
"(5)
"(5) no
no additional
additional fee
fee may
may be
be assessed
assessed for
for

ner in
th which the original appointment was accordance with section 457 (b)(4) or (d)(3)"
adjustments to an amount previously cermade.
and

and inserting
insertthg "as
"as provided
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph (2)":
(2)":
(C) in paragraph (2),
(2). to read as follows:
"(2) The State agency shall distribute
distribute
The First
first sentence
sentence of subparagraph (C).
(C). the
the amounts
amounts paid
paidby
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasfirst and third sentences of
subparagraph
of subparagraph ury pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph(1)—
(1)—
(D), subparagraph (F) (except with respect to
accordance with
with section
"(A) in accordance
section457
457(a)(4)
(a)(4)
the
the conduct
conduct of
of medical
medical studies),
studies), clauses
clauses (ii)
(ii) or
or (d)(3),
(d) (3).ininthe
the case
case of past-due support asand (iii) ofofsubparagraph
(G).
and
subparasubparagraph (G), and subpara- signed to a State pursuant to section
graph (H) of
of section
section 1886(e)(6)
l886(e)(6) of the
the Social
Social 402(a)(26)
402(a) (26)ororsection
section
471(a)(17);
47l(a)(I7);
andand
Security Act
Act shall
shall apply
apply to
to the
the Commission
Commission
Security
"(B)
"(B) to or on behalf
behalf of the
the child
child to
towhom
whom
in the same manner in which such provisions the support was owed,
owed, in the case
caseof
of past-due
past-due
apply to the Prospective Payment Assess- support not so assigned.":
assigned.':
ment Commission.
(D) in paragraph (3)—
(e)
REPORT—Not later
(e) REPORT—Not
laterthan
than22years
yearsafter
after
(i) by striking
striking "Or
'or (2)"
(2)"each
eachplace
place itit apapthe appointment of members, the Commis- pears:
pears: and
and
sion shall submit to the President,
President. the Com(ii) in subparagraph (B). by striking "under
mittee on Ways and Means of' the House of paragraph (2)" and inserting "on account of
Representatives and
Representatives,
and the
the Committee
Committee on Fi- past-due support described in paragraph
(d)
Cd)
COijnssION
ConssIoN
POwERS,
POWERS,
COMPENSATION.
COENSAT1ON,
ACCESS
ACCESS'ID
r0 INFORMATION,
lN.pORlijcI-ION,AND
ANI)SUPERVISION.—
Sup 1VIsON.—

nance of the Senate,
Senate. a recommended na-

tional child support guideline and a final asas-

(2)(B)".
(2)

Section 464(b)

(42

U.S.C.

664(b))

is

sessment of issues relating to such a pro- amended—
posed national child support guideline.
(A) by striking
striking "(b)(l)"
"(b)(l)' and inserting '(b)
'(b)
(f)
(1)

TERvflNATION.—The Commission
Commission shall
shall
TERMINATION—The

terminate 6 months after the submission of
the report
reportdescribed
(e),
described in
in subsection
subsection (e).

REGULATIONS,—";
and
REGULATIONS.—"; and

(B) by striking paragraph (2).
(3) Section 464(c)
(42 U.S.C.

664(c))

is

tified pursuant to such section 452(b) with respect to the same obligor.": and

(5)
(5) by
by striking
striking "Secretary
"Secretary of
of Health,
Health, EduEducation, and Welfare" each place it appears
and inserting "Secretary of Health and
Human Services".
Services',
(b) Ep'FEc'rrVE
EFFECTIVEDA'rE.—The
DAlE—The amendments
made by this Section
section shall become effective

October 1, 1997,
1997.

SEC. 463,
463.AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY TO
SEC.
TO COLLECT
COLLECT SUPPORT
SUPPORT

FROM FEDERAL EMPLOYEES,
EMPLOYEES.

(a) CONSOLIDATION
COrSOL1DAT1ON
AND
AND
STREArva,ININC
STREAJNINC OF
AUTHORITIES.—

(1) Section 459 (42 U.S,C.
U.S.C. 659) is amended in

the caption
captionby
byinserting
the
WITHHOLDinserting"NCO
"INCOME
WITHHOLDING."
"CARNISHMENT".
INC,"before
before
"CARNISH'T'.
(2) Section 459(a) (42 U,S.C,
U.S.C. 659(a)) is
amended—

(A)
(A) by
by striking
striking "(a)"
"(a)" and
and inserting
inserting "(a)
"(a)

CONSENT
CONSENT To
TOSUPPORT
SUPPORTENFORCEMENT.—
EF0RCEMENT.—

(B) by striking "section 207" and inserting
"section 207 of this Act and 38 U.S.C. 5301":
5301";

and

(C)
(C) by
by striking
striking all that follows "a private
person."and
andinserting
inserting"to
"towithholding
withholding th
in ac(A) by striking
striking "(c)
"(c)(l)
(1)Except
Except as
as provided
provided person.'
with State law pursuant to subin paragraph (2).
in
(2), as" and
and inserting
inserting "Cc)
"(c) DEFI- cordance
sections (a)
(1)and
and(b)
(b)of
ofsection
section466
466and
andreguregu(a)(I)
NrrION.—As' and
N]TION.—As":
and
lations of the Secretary thereunder, and to
(B)
by
striking
paragraphs
(2)
and
(3).
U.S.C. 666(a)(10))
666(a)(lO)) is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as folfol(c) TREATMENT
TREA'rMEN'I' OF
TANREFUND
REFUNr) any other legal process brought, by a State
(c)
OFLuMP-SUM
LU-SUM TAX
lows:
lows:
agency administering a program under this
UNDER AFDC.—
(10)PROCEDURES
PR0CE,DURESFOR
FORMODIFICATION
MODIFICATION OF SUP'(10)
(I) EXEMPTION
RULE—Sec- part or by an individual obligee. to enforce
(1)
EXEMPTIONFROM
FROMLUMP-SUM
LU?-SUM RULE—Sec452. SIMPLIFIED
SIMPLIFIED PROCESS
SEC. 432.
PROCESS FOR
FORREVIEW
REVIEWAND
AND
ADJUSTMENT OF
ADJUSTMENT
OF CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT
ORDERS.
(a) 1N
IN GENERAj,,,—SectjOn
GENERAL..—Section 466(a)(l0) (42

PORT ORDERS.—

(A) (i) Procedures under which—
"(A)(i)
-.

(I) every 3 years.
years, at the request of either
parent subject to a child support order, the
State shall
shall review
review and,
and, as
as appropriate,
appropriate adState
adjust the order in accordance with the guidelines
lines established under section 467(a) if the
amount of the child support
support award
award under
under the
the
order differs from the amount that would be
awarded in accordance with such guidelines.
without a requirement for any other change
in circumstances: and

amended—

tion 402(a)(17)
402(a)(I7) (42 U.S.C.
U,S.C, 602(a)
602(a)(l7))
(17))isisamendamend- the legal obligation of such individual to

ed by adding at the end the following: "but provide child support or alimony.".
(3)
(3) Section 459(b) (42 U,S.C,
U.S.C. 659(b)) is
this paragraph shall not apply to income reamendedtotoread
readas
asfollo:
follo:
ceived by a family that is attributable to a amended
child support obligation owed with respect to

'(b) CONSENT To
ID REQUIREMEI'J'rS
REQUIREMENTS APPLICAAPPUCA-

BLE 10
TOPRIVATE
PRIVATEPERsoN.—
PERSON.—Except
Except as
as otherothera member of the family and that is paid to BLE
the family from amounts withheld from a wise provided herein, each entity specified in
subject. with respect
Federal income tax refund otherwise payable subsection (a) shall be subject,
to the person owing such obligation, to the to notice to withhold income pursuant to
(a)(l)
(I)or
or (b)
(b) of
of section
section 466,
466, or
or to
to
extent that such income
income is
is placed
placed in
in aa qualiquali- subsection (a)
fied asset account (as defined in section any other order or process to enforce support
obligations
against
an
individual
the total amounts in which, after such
(if such
(II) upon request at any time of either 406(j))
placement, does not exceed
order or process contains or is accompanied
exceed $10,000;".
$10,000:'.
parent subject to a child support order, the
(2) QUAIIFIED
QUAUFIED ASSET ACCOUNT DEFINED.—
DEFiNED,— by sufficient data to permit prompt identiState shall review and, as appropriate, ad- Section 406 (42 U.S.C. 606).
individual and
and the
the moneys
moneys inin606), as amended by fication of the individual
just the order in accordance with the guideguide- section 402(g)(2) of this Act, is amended by volved),
volved), to
to the
the same
same requirements
requirements as
as would
would
lines
lines established
established under
under section
section 467(a)
467(a) based
based adding at the end the following:
apply if such entity were a private person.".
on a substantial change in
th the circumstances
"(j)(l)
account'
"W(I) The term 'qualified asset account'
(4)
(4) Section
Section 459(c)
459(c) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 659(c))
659(c)) is
is redesredesof either such parent.
means
means aa mechanism
mechanism approved
approved by
by the
the State
State
and relocated as paragraph (2) of
of
"(ii)
"(ii) Such
Suchprocedures
procedures shall
shall require
require both
both (such as individual retirement accounts, es- ignated
subsection (f),
(f), and
and is
is amended—
amended—
parents subject to a child support order to be crow accounts.
accounts, or savings bonds) that allows
(A) by striking "responding to interrognotified of their rights and responsibilities savings
savings of
of aa family
family receiving aid to families
families
pursuant to requirements imposed by
provided for under clause
clause Ci)
(i) at
at the
the time
time the
the with dependent children to be used for quali- atones
section 461(b)(3)" and inserting "taking acorder
order is issued arid
and in the annual information fied
fled distributions.
tions necessary to comply with the requireexcharge form
exchange
form provided under subparagraph
"(2) The
The term 'qualified distribution' ments of subsection (A) with regard to any
(B).
means a distribution from a qualified asset individual": and
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(B)
any of his duties
(B) by
by striking
striking•''any
duties' and
and all
all
that follows and inserting
inserting '"such
duties..
such duties.'.

RECUL.ATONS.—"; and
(g) REGULATIONS.—":

(B) by striking "section 459" and inserting
(5) Section 461 (42 U.S.C. 661) is amended by "this section".
striking subsection (b). and section 459 (42
(42
(11)
Section 462 (42 U.S.C.
(II) Section
U.S.C. 662)
662) is amended
U.S.C. 659) is amended by inserting after subby
by striking subsection (f), and section 459 (42
section (b) (as added by paragraph (3) of this U.S.C.
U.S.C.659)
659)isisamended
amended by
by inserting
inserting the folsubsection) the following:
fol1owng:
(c) DESIGNATION
RESPONSETO
TO
DESICNATIONOF
OFAGENT;
AcNr; RESPONSE

NOTICE OR PR0CESS.—(1)
PROCESS.—(l) The head of each

agency subject to the requirements of this
section shall—

lowing after subsection (g) (as added by paragraph (10) of this subsection):
'(h)
(h) MONEYS SUBJECT TO PROCESS.—(l)
PROcESS.—(1)

"(A)
(A) consist
consist of—

"(1)
(i) compensation
compensation

paid or payable for perper-

sonal services of such individual, whether

such compensation is denominated as wages,
wages,
allowances.
salary. commission, bonus, pay. allowances,
or otherwise (including severance pay,
pay. sick
pay. and incentive pay):
pay);
ber.".
ber.
"(ii)
(ii) periodic
periodic benefits (including a periodic
(6) Section 459 (42 U.S.C. 659) is amended by benefit
as defined
definedininsection
as
section228(h)(3))
228(h)(3)) or
striking subsection (d) and by inserting after benefit
payments—
subsection (c)(l) (as added by paragraph (5) of other
(I) under the insurance system estabthis subsection) the following:
following:
lished by title II:
II;
(2) Whenever
Whenever an
an agent
agent designated
designated pursu(2)
pursu(II) under any other system or fund estabant
ant to
to paragraph
paragraph (I)
(I) receives
receives notice
notice pursuant
pursuant
lished by
by the
the United
United States
States which
which provides
provides
to subsection (a)(l) or (b)
(b) of
of section
section 466.
466, or is lished
for the
the payment
payment of
of pensions,
pensions, retirement
retirement or
effectively served with
with any
any order,
order, process,
process, or for
pay. annuities, dependents' or surviinterrogatories, with respect to sri
an individ- retired pay,
uals child
ual's
child support
support or alimony payment obli- vors' benefits, or similar amounts payable on
account of personal services performed by
gations, such agent shall—
(A)
(A) as soon as possible (but not later than the individual or any other individual:
"(III)
(III) as
as compensation
compensation for
for death
death under
under any
any
fifteen days) thereafter, send written notice
program;
of such notice or service (together with a Federal program:
(IV)
under
any
Federal
program
estabcopy thereof) to such individual at his duty
lished
lished to
to provide
provide 'black
'black lung'
lung' benefits:
benefits: or
station or last-known home address:
"(V) by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs
"(B)
(B) within
within 30
30 days
days(Or
(or such longer period
period
as may be prescribed by applicable State as pension, or as compensation for a serviceconnected disability
disability or
or death
death (except any
law) after receipt of a notice
notice pursuant
pursuant to Connected
subsection (a) (I) or (b) of section 466, comply compensation paid by such Secretary to a
Armed Forces
Forces who
who is
with all applicable provisions of such section former member of the Ar-med
is
in receipt of retired or retainer pay if such
466: and
former member
member has
has waived
waived aa portion
portion of
of his
his
'(C)
(C)within
within30
30days
days (or
(or such
such longer
longer period former

agent or agents, identified by title of position,
tion, mailing
mailing address,
address, and
and telephone
telephone numnum-

retired pay
pay in
in order
order to
to receive
receive such
such
as may be prescribed by applicable State retired
law) after effective service of any other such
order, process,
process, or
or intel-rogatories,
interrogatories. respond
thereto.
thereto.",
(7) Section 461 (42 U.S.C. 661) is amended by
by

striking subsection (c),
(c). and
and section
section 459
459 (42
(42
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 659)
659)isisamended
amendedby
byinserting
inserthg after
after subsection (c) (as added by paragraph (5) and
amended by paragraph (6) of this subsection)
the following:
(d)
(d) PRJoRrry
PRioRrr OF
OFCLAIMS,—ln
CLAIMS.—IrI the
the event

that
that a governmental entity receives notice

com-

an individual among claimants under section
466(b) shall be governed
governed by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
of
such
Such section
Section466(b)
466(b)and
andregulations
regulations therethereunder: and
(3) such moneys as remain after compliance with subparagrapha
subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall be
available to satisfy any other such processes
on a first-come, first-served basis, with any
such process being satisfied
satisfied Out
out of such mon-

eys as remain after the satisfaction
satisfacuon of all

such processes which have been previously
served.'.
served.".
(8)
(8)

Section 459(e)

(42

U.S.C.
U.S.C. 659(e))

is

striking "sections 459,
459. 46!.
461. and
and 462
462 of
of the
the SoSocial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659. 661, and 662)"
and inserting "section 459 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659)".

(c) MILrTY
Cc)
MILITARY
RETIRED
RETIRED
AND
ANDRETAINER
RETAINER PAY.—
PAY.—

paragraph (B);

(B) by striking the period
period at
at the
the end
end of
subparagraph (C) and inserting
inserting ":
": and": and
and
(C) by adding after subparagraph (C) the
following new paragraph:

(D) any administrative
administrative or
"(D)
or judicial
judicial tributribu'
nal of a State competent to enter orders for
support or maintenance (including a State
agency administering a State program under

part D of title IV of the Social Security

Act),":
Act).":

(2)
(2) DEFINITION
DEFJNTTiON OF
OFCOURT
Cocr ORDER—Section
ORDER—Section
1408(a)
(2) of
of such
such title is amended by
1408(a)(2)
by insert-

ing "or a court order for the payment of
child support not included
included in
in or
or accompanied
accompanied
by such a decree or settlement," before

"which—".
(3) PUBLiC
PUsuc PA'ltE.—Section
PAYEE.—Sion 1408(d)
1408(d) of
of such
title is amended—
(A) in the heading, by
by striking
striking "to
"to spouse"
for benefit
benefit of)":
of)'; and
and inserting "to (or for
(B) in paragraph (I).
(I), in the first sentence.
sentence,

by inserting "(or
for the
the benefit
benefit of such
'(or for

spouse or former spouse to a State central
collections unit or other public payee desdes.
ignated by a State, in accordance
accordance with
with part
D of title IV of the Social Security Act,
Act. as
directed
directed by
by court
court order.
order, or
or as
as otherwise
otherwise directed in accordance with
with such
such part
part D)"
D)' before "in an amount sufficient".
sufficient",

(4)
RELA'flONSP To
DD
OFOF
TITLE
(4) RELATIONSEn?
TOP.sir
PART
TrrLEIV.—
IV.—

pensation): and
pensation);
Section 1408 of such title is amended by add"(iii) worker's compensation benefits paid ing at the end the following new subsection:
under Federal or State law:
law; but
"0)
LAw.—In
"(j) RELATiONSHIP
RELATIONSHIP ID
TOO'rsari
OTHER
LA.—In any
any
"(B)
(B) do
do not
not include
include any
any payment—
payment—
case involving a child support order against
"(1)
(i) by way of reimbursement or otherwise, a member who has never been married to the
to defray expenses incurred by such individ- other
other parent of the child, the provisions of
of

ual in carrying out duties associated with this
this section
section shall
shall not
not apply,
apply, and
and the
the case

his employment: or
"(ii)
members of
of the
the uniuni(ii) as allowances for members
formed services payable pursuant to chapter
title 37.
7 of title
37, United
States
Code,
United States Code, as
as prescribed by the Secretaries concerned (defined
by section 101(5) of such title) as necessary
for the efficient performance of duty.".

provjded in this
or is served with process, as provided
section. concerning amounts owed by an insection,
dividual to more than one person—
"(I) support collection under section 466(b)
(12) Section 462(g) (42 U.S.C. 662(g)) is remust be given priority over any other proc- designated and relocated as section 459(i) (42

ess.
ess, as
as provided
provided in
in section
section 466(b)
466(b) (7);
(7);
"(2)
(2) allocation of moneys due or payable
payable to
to

amended,
amended. in
in subsections
subsections (h)(2)
(h)(2)and
and (i).
by
(i). by

DEFINITION OF
OF COtitT.—Sectjon
CO3JT.—Section l408(a)(l)
1408(a)(l)
Subject to subsection (i),
(i). moneys paid or
or (I) DEFINTTiON
10, United States Code, is amended—
payable to an
an individual
individual which
whichare
areConsidconsid- of title 10.
'and" at
(A) by striking "and"
at the
the end
end of subered to be based upon remuneration for em-

(A) designate an agent or agents to reorders and
and accept
accept service
serviceof
ofprocess:
ceive orders
process; ployment,
ployment, for
for purposes
purposes of
of this
this section—
section—
and
(B) publish (i) in the appendix of such regulations. (ii) in each subsequent republicaulations,
and (iii)
(iii) annually
annually in
tion of such regulations,
regulations and
the Federal Register, the designation of such
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(2) TO
To TIThE
'flThE 5, UNTT
UNTT STATES
STATESCODE—SecCODE—Section 5520a of title 5, United
United States
States Code,
Code, is
is

U.S.C. 659(i)).

(13)(A) Section
Section 462
462 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 662) is amend(l3)(A)

ed—
(i)

in subsection (e)(1),
(e)(1),by
byredesignating
redesignating

shall be Subject
subject to the provisions of section
of the
theSocial
SocialSecux-itv
Securft' Act,",
459 of
Act,",
(d)
(d) ECrIVE
EFFci'IVEDATL—The
DATE.—Theamendments
amendments
made by this section shaLl
shall become
become effective
effective 66

months after the date of the enactment of
nionthi
of
this Act.
Act,

SEC. 464. ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF CHILD
CHaD SUPPORT
SUPPORT OBOB-

UCATIONS OF
LIGATIONS
OF MEMBERS
MEMBERS OF
OF THE
ARMED FORCES,
FORCES.

(a) AVAILABILITY
AvAjJu-ry OF LOCATOR
OF LOCATOR
INFORMAINFORMA-

TION,—
TION.—
(I) MAINTENANCE OF ADDRESS INFORMA(1)

subparagrapha
subparagraphs (A).
(A), (B).
(B), and (C) as
as clauses
clauses (i).
(i),
(ii), and (iii);
(iii): and
(ii) in
in subsection
subsection Ce),
(e), by
by redesignating
redesignating
paragraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A)

TION—The Secretary of Defense shall establish aa centralized
centralized personnel
personnellocator
locatorservice
lish
service
that includes the address of each member of

by adding at the end the following:
(j) DEFINITIONS—For
DEFINITIONS—For purposes of this sec"0)
tion—".

the Coast Guard shall be included in the cencentralized personnel locator service,
service.

and (B).
(B) Section
Section 459
459(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.659)
659) is amended

(C) Subsections (a) through (e) of section

662), as amended by subpara462 (42 U.S.C. 662).

the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction of
the Secretary. Upon request of the Secretary
Transportation, addresses for members of
of Transportation.
(2) TYPE OF ADDRESS.—

(A)
RESIDENTIALADDRESS—Except
AREss.—Except as pro(A) RESIDENTIAL
vided in subparagraph (B), the address for a
member of the Armed Forces shown in the

and inserting the graph (A) of this paragraph, are relocated
amended by striking "(e)"
'(e)" and
following:
and redesignated as paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
(I) through locator service shall be the residential ad"Ce) No
"Ce)
No REQLI
MENr TO
REQ1.IREMENT
ToVARY
VARY PAY CYCLES.—'
Cl_ES.—".

CY-

(9) Section 459(f) (42 U.S.C. 659(f)) is
(9)
is amend-

ed by
by striking
striking "If)"
"(f)' and
ed
and inserting
inserting the
the followfollowing:
ing:
(f)
(f) RELIEF
RELIEF FROM
FROM LIABIU'ry,—(I)".
LIIi..rrY.—(l)"
(10) Section 461(a) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.661(a))
661(a)) is
is re-

designated and relocated as section 459(g).

and isis amended—
amended—

(A) by striking "(g)" and inserting
inserthig the fol-

lowing:

(4), respectively of section 459(j) (as added by
by dress of that member.
subparagraph (B) of
of this
(B) DUTY
this paragraph, (42
DUTY ADDRESS—The
ADDRESS—Theaddress
address for a
U.S.C. 659(j)), and the left margin of each of
U.S.C.
of member of the Armed Forces shown in the
such paragraphs (I) through (4) is indented 22 locator
locator service
service shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty address
address of
of
ems to the right
right of
of the
the left
left mar-gin
margin of sub- that member in the case of a member—
section (i) (as added by
by paragraph
paragraph (12)
(12) of
of this
this
(i) who is permanently assigned overseas,
subsection),
subsection).
to a vessel, or to a routinely deployable unit:
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
or
(I)
TFrLE
IV.—Sections461
461and
and
(I) TO
TOPART
pjr D 0oOF
T1flE
IV.—Sections
(ii) with respect to whom the Secretary
462 (42 U.S.C. 661).
661), as amended by subsection concerned makes a determination that the
(a) of this section, are repealed.
member's residential address
address should
should not
not be
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disclosed due to national security
security or
or safety
safety
concerns.
(3) UPDATING OF LOCATOR INFORMATION,—
INFORMATION.—

Within 30
30 days after a member listed in the
locator service establishes
establishes aa new
new residential
residential
address (Or
address
(or aa new
new duty address,
address, in the case
case of
a member
member covered
covered by
by paragraph
paragraph (2)(B)). the
the
Secretary concerned
concerned shall
shall update
update the
the locator
service to
to indicate
indicate the
the new
new address
service
address of the
the
member.
Av,n,a,s,j-ry
(4)
OFINFORMATION.—The
AvAILABIUTY OF
INFORMA'flON,—The
Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defenseshall
shallmake
makeinformation
information

regarding
of aof a member
regardingthe
theaddress
address
member of the
Armed Forces listed
listed in
in the
the locator
locator service
service
request. to the Federal Parent
available, on request,
Locator Service.
Service.

(b) FACILITATING
FACILITATINC GRANTING
GRANTINC OF
OF LEAVE
LEAVE FOR
FOR
ATrENOANCE AT HEARINGS.—
ATFENOANCE
HEARINGS.—
(I) REGULATIONS—The
REGULATIONS—The Secretary
Secretary of each
each

under State law for which effective service is
made on the Secretary concerned on or after
the date of the enactment of this paragraph

and which provides for payments from the

States Code): and

(C) the exigencies of military service (as
determined by the Secretary concerned) do
not otherwise require that such leave not be

granted.
(2) COvERED
HEARINGS—Paragraph(1)
(1)apap(2)
CovE HEARiNcs.—Paragraph

SEC. 468. REPORTING ARREARAGES TO CREDIT
BUREAUS.

(7)
REPORTThG ARREARAGES
(7) REPORTING
ARREARAGESTO
10CREDIT
CREDITBUBU(1)
to make
make payments
payments from the disposable
(I) to
disposable reretired
tired pay
pay of
of aa member
member to
to satisfy
satisfy the
the amount
amount REAUS.—(A) Procedures (subject to safeof child support set forth in a court order or guards pursuant to subparagraph (B)) requirthe State
State to report
report periodically to
an order of an administrative process estab- ing the
lished
pay. consumer reporting agencies (as defined in
lished under State law shall apply to paysection
603(f)
of
the
Fair Credit Reporting
ment of any amount of child support arreararrear•
1681a(f)) the
the name
name of
of any
any ababages set forth in that order as well as to Act (15 U.S.C. 1681a(f))
amounts of child support that currently be- sent parent who is delinquent by 90 days or

Section 466(a)(4)

(42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

more in the payment
payment of
of support,
support. and
and the
the
amount of overdue support owed by such par-

666(a)(4))

amended—

is

(I) by
(1)
by striking
striking "(4)
'(4) Procedures"
Procedures" and inserting the following:
"(4)
(4) LIENS.—
LIENS.—

"(A)
(A) IN
IN CENERAL.—Procedures";
GENERAL.—Procedures' and
and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
subparagraph:
(B) MOTOR VEHICLE
VECLE LXENS.—Procedures
LIENS—Procedures for

ent.

"(B)
(B) Procedures
Procedures ensuring that, in carrying
out subparagraph
Out
subparagraph (A).
(A). information
information with respect to an absent parent is reported—

(i) only
(i)
only after
after such
such parent has been af-

forded all due process required under State
law, including notice
notice and
and aa reasonable
reasonable opporopportunity to contest the accuracy of such information: and

"(ii)
(ii) only
only to
to an
an entity
entity that has furnished
evidence satisfactory
satisfactorytotothe
theState
Statehat
that the
motor
motor vehicle
vehicle titles
titles of
of individuals
individuals owing
owing evidence
agency.".
such arrears
such
arrearsequal
equal to
to or exceeding two entity is a consumer reporting agency.",
placing liens for arrears of child support on

months
months of
of support,
support, under
under which—
which—

SEC. 469. EXTENDED STATUTE OF LIMITATION

place such a lien;
(ii) the
"(ii)
theState
Stateagency
agency administering
administering the

AMENDMENTS,—Section
AMENDMENTS.—Section
U.S.C. 666(a) (9)) is amended—

(i) any
any person
'(i)
may
person owed
owed such
such arrears may

court or pursuant to an administrative proc- place such liens:
liens;
ess established under State law,
law. in connec"(iii)
(iii)expedited
expeditedmethods
methodsare
areprovided
providedfor—
for—
tion with
with aacivil
civilaction—.action—
"(I)
(I) ascertaining
ascertaining the
the amount
amount of
of arrears:
arrears;
(A) to determine whether
whether aa member
member of
of the
the
'(II) affording
affordingthe
theperson
person owing
"(II)
owing the
the arrears
arrears
Armed Forces is a natural parent of a child:
child; or other titleholder to contest the amount of
or
arrears or to obtain a release upon fulfilling
(B) to
to determine
determine an
an obligation
obligation of
of aa member
member the support obligation:
(B)
obligation;
of the Armed Forces to provide child sup"(iv)
(iv) such
such aa lien
lien has
has precedence
precedence over all
port.
other encumbrances on a vehicle title other
(3) DEFINfl1ONS.—For
DEF'INrnoNs.—For purposes of this subsub- than a purchase money security interest:

(A) The term "court"
'court"has
has the
the meaning
meaning

or child support proceedings.".

Section 466(a)(7)
466(a)(7) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(7)) is
the amount of child support set forth in the
order, the authority provided in paragraph amended to read as follows:

plies to a hearing
hearing that
that is
is conducted
conductedby
byaa program under this part shall systematically

section:

subpoenas or warrants relating to paternity

disposable retired pay of a member to satisfy

military
department, and
and the Secretary
Secretary of
military department,
of come due.".
Transportation with respect
Transportation
respect to the
the Coast
Coast SEC. 465. MOTOR
MOTOR VEHICLE
VEHICLE LIENS.
UENS.
Guard when it is not operating as a service
in the Navy, shall prescribe regulations to
facilitate the granting of leave to a member
of the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction
of
of that
that Secretary
Secretary in
in aa case
case in
in which—
which—
(A) the
the leave
leave is
is needed
needed for
for the
the member
member to
to
(A)
attend a hearing described in paragraph (2):
(B) the member is not serving in or with a
unit deployed in a contingency operation (as
defined
defined in section 101 of title 10.
10
United

H 3661

title is amended by adding at the end the fol- the use of driver's licenses, and professional
lowing new paragraph:
and occupational
occupational licenses of
of individuals
individuals
"(6)
In the
the case
case of a court order or an order owing overdue child support or failing, after
'(6) In
of an administrative process established receiving appropriate
appropriate notice,
notice, to
to comply
comply with
with

and

FOR COLLECTION OF ARREARAGES.
466(a)(9)
466(a) (9)
(42

(a)

(1)by
(I)
by striking
striking "(9)
'(9) Procedures" and insertinserting the following:
"(9)
OF ARREARS.—
ARREARS.—
(9)LEGAL
LEGALTREATh4ENT
TREAmfENT OF

"(A)
(A) FINALITY—Procedures":
FINALiTy—Procedures";
(A). (B).
(2) by redesignating subparagraphs (A),
and (C) as clauses (i),
(i). (ii), and (iii),
(iii). respectively. and by indenting each of such clauses
2 additional ems to the right: and
(3) by adding after and below subparagraph

(A). as redesignated,
(A),
redesignated. the following new subparagraph:
"(B)
(B) STATUTE
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS—Procedures

"(v)
(v) the individual or State agency owed under which the statute of limitations on
the arrears may execute on. seize, and sell any arrearages of child support extends at
the
the property
property in
in accordance
accordancewith
withState
Statelaw.".
law,'. least until the child owed such support is 30
(B) The
The term
term "child
'child support"
support' has
SEC.466.
466.VOIDING
VOIDING OF
OF FRAUDtJLENT
FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS.
TRANSFERS. years
has the
the SEC.
years of
of age.".
age..
meaning given
given such
such tel-rn
term in section 462
462 of
of
Section466(a)
Section
466(a)(42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)),
666(a)). as amended
amended
(b) APPLICATION
APPLICATIONOF
OF
REQUIREMENT—The
REQWRNT.—The
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 662).
by sections 401(a). 426(a),
426(a). 431. and 442 of this amendment made by this section shall not be
(c) PAYMENT
PAYMEI'tr OF
OF MILITARY
MILITARY RETIRED PAY IN Act,
Act, is
is amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after paragraph
paragraph read to require any State
State
law to
to revive
revive any
any
law
COIUANCE
COMPLIANCEWITH
WITH CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT
ORDERS.—
SUPPORT ORDERS.—
(15) the following:
payment obligation which had lapsed prior
(1)
(I)
DATE OF CERTIFICATION OF COURT
"(16)
(16) FRAUDULENT
FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS—Procedures to the effective date of such State law.
ORDER.—Section
ORIDER.—'Section 1408 of title
title 10. United
United under which—
SEC. 470. CHARGES FOR ARREARACES.
ARREARAGES.
States Code, is amended—
"(A)
(A) the State has in effect—
effect—
(a) STATE LAW REQWREMENT.—Section
REQUIREMENT—Section
(A) by redesignating subsection (i) as sub(i) the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance
466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as amended by secsection (j):
(j); and
Act of 1981.
tions 401(a),
401(a),426(a),
426(a).431.
431, 442.
442. 466.
466. and
and 467
467 of
of
(B) by inserting after subsection (h) the
"(ii)
(ii) the
the Uniform
Uniform Fraudulent
Fraudulent Transfer
Transfer Act
Act tiOns
this Act, is amended by inserting after parafollowing new subsection (i):
of 1984.
1984, or
'(i)
(i) CERTIFICATION DATE—It is not nec(iii) another
"(iii)
anotherlaw.
law.specif'ing
specif,ing indicia
indicia of
of graph (17) the following:
"(18)
(18) CHARGES FOR ARREARACE5.—ProceARREARAGES.—Proceessary that the date of a certification of the fraud which create a prima facie case that a
authenticity or completeness of a copy of a debtor transferred income or property to dures providing for the calculation and colcourt order or an order of an administrative avoid payment to a child support creditor,
creditor. lection of interest or penalties for arrearages
support. and for distribution of such'
process established under State law for child which
which the
the Secretary
Secretary finds
finds affords com- of child support,
penalties collected
collected for
for the
the benefit
benefit
support received by the Secretary concerned parable rights to child support creditors: and interest or penalties
of
the
child
(except where the right to supfor the purposes of this section be recent in
"(B)
(B) in
in any
any case
case in
in which
which the
the State knows
assigned to
to the
the State).
State).".
relation to the date of receipt by the Sec- of a transfer by a child support debtor with port has been assigned
retary.•.
retary.".
(b) REGULATIONS—The Secretary of Health
respect to which such a prima facie case is
(2)
and Human Services shall establish by reguPAYMENTS cONSISTEN'r
CONSISTENr VTFH ASSIGN- established, the State must—
MENTS
OF
lation a rule to resolve choice of law conRIGHTS
TO
STATES—Section
(i) seek to void such transfer: or
1408(d)
(1) of
of such
such title
title is
is amended
amended by insert1408(d)(1)
(ii) obtain a settlement in the best inter- flicts arising in the implementation of the
"(ii)
amendment made by subsection (a).
ing after the first sentence
sentence the
the following:
following: "In
'In ests of the child support creditor,".
creditor.'.
(c)
CONFORMING
CONFOR1ONG
the case of a spouse or former spouse who,
who. SEC. 467. STATE
AMENDrNT.—Section
AMENDMEN'r.—Section
STATE LAW
LAW AUTHORIZING
AUTHORIZINGSUSPENSION
SUSPENSION
454(21) (42 U.S.C. 654(21)) is repealed.
pursuant to section 402(a)(26) of the Social
OF LICENSES.
(d) EFFEc'rrvE
EFFECTIVEDATE—The
DATE—The amendments
amendments
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 602(26)),
602(26)). assigns to a
Section 466(a)
Section
466(a)(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(a)).
666(a)). as
as amended
amended
State the rights of the spouse or former by
by sections
sections 401(a).
401(a). 426(a).
426(a). 431,
431. 442,
442. and
and 466
466 of
of made by this section shall be effective with
spouse to receive support,
support. the Secretary con- this Act, is amended by inserting after para- respect to arrearages accruing on or after
given that term in section 1408(a) of title 10,
10.
United States Code.

cerned
cerned may
may make
make the
the child
child support
support paypayments referred to in the preceding sentence

to that State in
m amounts consistent with
that assignment
assignmentof
ofrights.".
rights..

(3) ARREA,RAGES
ARREAR.AGESOWED
OWEDBY
BYMEMEERS
MEERS OF
OFTHE
THE
UNIFORMED SERVICES—Section 1408(d) of such

graph (16) the following:

"(17)
'TOWITHHOLD
WITHHOLDOR
ORSUSPEND
SUSPEND
'(17) AUThoRrry
AuroRrrv TO

October 1.
1, 1998.
1998.

LICENSES—Procedures
under which
which the
the State
State
LICENSES—Procedures under
has (and uses in appropriate cases) authority

DENIAL OF PASSPORTS
FOR
FOR
NONPAYMENT OP
NONPAYMENT
OF CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT.
SUPPORT.
(a) HI-IS
HHS CERTW1cA'noN
CERTWICATION PROCEDURE.—
PROCEDURE.—

guards) to withhold or suspend,
suspend. or to restrict

452 (42 U.S.C. 652). as amended by sections

(subject to
to appropriate
appropriate due
due process
process safesafe(subject

SEC.

471.

(1) SEcRETARIAL
(1)
SECRETARIALRESPONSIBILI'Th'.—Section
RESPONSIBILrTh'.—Section
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4l5(a)(3)
415(a)(3)and
and417
417ofofthis
thisAct,
Act, is
is amended
amended byby manner
manner as
as the State treats
treats interstate
interstate child
child
adding
adding

section:

at the
the end
end the
thefollowing
following new sub- support
support cases.".
cases,".

(I)
(1)CERTIFICATIONS
CERTWICATIOS FOR PURPOSES OF
OF PASSPORT
RESTRJc'rloNs.—
PORT RESTRJCTIONS.—
•

(I)
(1)

lr' CE\tRAL.—Where
lr'I
CEr\tR,AL.—Where the Secretary
Secretary rere-

ceives aa certification
by aa State
State agency
certification by
agency in
in
accordance with
accordance
with the requirements of section
454(28) that an individual
individualowes
owesarrearages
arrearaces of
child support in an amount
amount exceeding
exceeding$5,000
$5000
or in an
an amount
amountexceeding
exceeding24
24months'
months worth
worth
of child
child support,
support, the Secretary shall transof
transmit
such certification
certificationto
tothe
theSecretary
Secretary of
mit such
of
State for
for action (with
(with respect
State
respect to denial, revocation,
ocation. or
or limitation
limitationofofpassports)
passports)pursuant
pursuant
to
to section
section 471(b) of
of the
the Individual
IndividualResponRespon.
sibility
sibility Act
Act of
of 1995,
1995.

(2) LIT
LuuTON
olcLIABILITY—The
uABE,,rry.—The Secretary
Secretary
shall not be
be liable
liable to an
an individual
individual for any
action with
respect to aa certification
with respect
certification by a
State agency
State
agency under
under this
this section.".
section.".
(2)

STATE CSE
CSEACENCY
ACENCYRESPONSIBII..rI-Y.—
RESPONSIBILITY.—

Section 454 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654),
654). as
as amended
amended by
by

sections 404(a).
sections
404(a). 414(b).
414(b), and
and422(a)
422(a)of
ofthis
thisAct.
Act,
is amended—

(A) by striking
striking "and"
and" at
at the
the end of para-

graph (26):

(B) by
(B)
by striking
strikingthe
the period
period at
at the
the end of

paragraph (27)
(27) and
ard inserting":
and: and
inserting": and":
fol(C) by
by adding
adding after
after paragraph (27) the following
lowingnew
newparagraph:
paragraph:

"(28) provide
provide that the State
State agency
agencywill
will
have in effect a procedure
procedure (which
(which may be
combined with
with the
the procedure for tax refund
offset under section
section 464)
464) for
for certifying
certifying to
to the
the
Secretary, for
for purposes
purposes of the procedure
under section 452(1) (concerning denial of
of
passports)
passports) determinations
determinations that
that individuals
individuals

owe arrearages
arrearag ofofchild
owe
childsupport
support in
in an amount

SEC. 473.
SEC.
473. SEIZURE
SEIZURE OP
OF LOTTERY
LOTrERY WINNINGS.
WINNINGS, SETSETPAYOUTS. AWARDS. AND
TLEMENTS. PAYOUTS,
BEQUESTS. AND
BEQUESTS.
ANDSALE
SALE OF
OF FOR.
FORFEITED PROPERTY.
FEITED
PROPERTY,TO
TO PAY
PAY CHILD
CHILD
SUPPORT ARREARAGES.

470(a).
and 473
Act, is
isamended
amended by
470(a). and
473 of
of this
this Act,
by ininser-ting
after paragraph
paragraph (19)
(19) the
serting after
the following:
following:

"(20)
(20)Procedures
Procedures under
under which
which each
each parent
of an individual
individual who
who has
has not attained
attained 1818
years of
of age
age isis liable
liable for
for the financial supamended by
470(a) of this Act, is amended
by inserting
inserting years
port of any child of the individual
individual to
to the
the exafter paragraph
paragraph(18)
(18)the
thefollowing:
following:
tent that the
the individual
individual is unable
unable to provide
provide
"(19)
(19) Procedures,
Procedures, in
in addition
addition to other
other inin- such support. The preceding sentence
sentence shall
shall
come withholding
withholding procedures,
procedures, under
under which
which aa not apply to
to the
the State if the State plan exlien is imposed against
against property
property with
with the
the folfol- plicitly
plicitly
provides
provides
for
for
such
such
inapplicability:'.
inapplicability.".
lowing effect:
SEC.
OF THE CONGRESS REGARDING
(A) The distributor of the winnings from SEC. 475. SENSE
'(A)
PROGRAMS
FOR
NONCUSTODIAL
NONCUSTODIAI
aa State lottery or State-sanctioned
or tribaltribalState-sanctioned or
PARENTS UNABLE TO MEET CHILD
sanctioned
gambling house
house or
or casino
casinoshall—
shall—
sanctioned gambling
SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS.
(i) suspend
(i)
suspend payment
paymentof
of the
thewinnings
winnings from
from
It isisthe
thesense
sense of
of the
the Congress
Congress that the
the person
person otherwise
otherwise entitled to the payment States
States should develop programs,
programs. such
such as
as the
until an
an inquiry
inquiryisismade
madetotoand
andaa response
response is program
until
program of
of the
the State
State of Wisconsin
Wisconsin known
known as
as
the "Children's
' Children's First Program".
received from the State child support en- the
Program", that
that are
are deforcement agency as to whether the person signed to work with
with noncustodial
noncustodial parents
parents
owes a child support arrearage: and
and
who are unable to meet
meet their
their child support
"(ii)
(ii)ififthere
thereisissuch
such an al-rearage,
arrearage, withhold
withhold obligations.
from the
from
the payment
payment the lesser
lesser of the amount
Subtitle H—Medical Support
of the payment or the amount of
of the
the arrear- SEC.
SEC. 481.
TECHNICAL CORRECTION TO
481. TECHNICAL
TO ERISA
ERISA
age, and
and pay
pay the
the amount
amount withheld
withheld to the
age,
DEFiNITION OF MEDICAL CHILD
DEFiNITION
agency for
agency
for distribution.
distribution.
SUPPORT ORDER.
ORDER.
"(B) The
"(B)
The person
person required to make aa paypay(a)
(a) IN
IN GENERAL,.—Section
GEr'JERAL.—Section 609(a)
609(a) (21(B)
(2) (B)of
ofthe
the
ment under a policy
policy of
of insurance
insurance or
or aa settle- Employee Retirement Income Security Act
Act
with respect
ment of a claim made with
respect to the of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1169(a) (2) (B)) is amended—
policy shall—
striking "issued
"issued by aa court
(1) by striking
court of
of comcom'(i) suspend
suspend the
'(i)
thepayment
paymentuntil
until an
aninquiry
inquiry petentj
petent jurisdiction";
urisdiction";
is made to and a response
responsereceived
received from
from the
(2) by striking
strikingthe
the period
periodat
at the
the end
end of
of
agency as
as to
to whether
whether the person
person otherwise
otherwise clause
clause (ii)
(ii) and
and inserting
inserting aa comma:
comma: and
and
entitled to the payment owes aa child
child support
(3) by adding.
(ii),
adding, after and below clause
clause (ii).

•

(b) Tm- OF

"(29) provide
"(29)
providethat
thatthe
the State
State must treat age,
the amount
amount withheld
withheld to
age. and pay the
to the
the
agency
agency for
for distribution.".
distribution,",

international child
international
childsupport
supportcases
cases in
in the
the same

Section
Section 466(a)
466(a)(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(a)),
666(a)),as
as amended
amended
by sections
sections 401(a),
401(a). 426(a).
426(a). 431.
431,442,
442. 466.
466. 467,
467.

Section 466(a) (42 U,S.C.
amended
U.S.C. 666(a)),
666(a)). as
as amended
by sections 401(a). 426(a),
426(a). 431. 442,
442. 466. 467. and

arrearage: and
"(ii)
(ii)ififthere
thereisissuch
such an
an arrearage,
arrearage, withhold
withhold
months' worth
worth of child support, under
under which
which
months'
procedure—
procedure—
from
from the
the payment
payment the lesser
lesser of the amount
"(A)
each individual
individual concerned
concerned is afforded
"(A) each
afforded of the payment or the amount
amount of
of the
the arreararrearnotice of
of such
such determination
determination and
and the
the concon- age,
age. and
and pay
pay the
the amount
amount withheld
withheld to the
sequencesthereof,
thereof, and
and an
anopportunity
opportunity to agency
sequences
for distribution.
distribution,
agency for
contest the determination; and
"(C)
(C) The payor of any amount pursuant to
"(B)
(B)the
thecertification
certificationby
bythe
theState
State agency
agency an award.judgment,
award, judgment. or
or settlement
settlement in any acformat, tion brought in
is furnished to
to the
the Secretary in such format.
in Federal
Federal or State court
accompanied by
by such
such supporting
supporting docudocu- shall—
and accompanied
mentatiori, as the
mentation,
the Secretary
Secretary may
may require.".
require.".
(i) suspend
suspend the payment of the amount
(I)
TMEN-r PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE FOR
(b) STATE DEp,
DEpARmjrJ-r
FOR DEDE- until
untilan
aninquiry
inquiryisismade
madetotoand
andaaresponse
response is
is
N.1ALOF
NIAL
OFPASSPORTS,.—.
PASSPORTS.—
received
receivedfrom
fromthe
the agency
agencyasas to
to whether
the
whether the
(1) IN
IN CENERAL,—The
CENERAL.—TheSecretary
Secretary of State,
State. person
otherwise entitled to the payment
otherwise
payment
certification by
upon certification
by the
the Secretary of Health person
owes
owesaachild
childsupport
supportarrearage:
arrearage: and
in accordance
accordance with
withsecand Human Services, in
sec"(ii) ififthere
"(ii)
thereisissuch
such an
an arrearage.
arrearage. withhold
withhold
tion 452(1)
tiOn
452(1) of the Social Security Act,
Act, that
that an
an
the payment
payment the
the lesser
lesser of
of the
the amount
amount
from the
individual owes
individual
owes arrearages
arrearages of
of child support from
the payment or the amount of
of the
the arrearin excess
in
excess of $5,000,
$5,000. shall
shall refuse
refuse to
to issue
issue aa of
age, and pay the amount withheld to the
passport to
passport
to such
suchindividual,
individual, and may revoke.
revoke, age. and pay
agencyfor
for distribution,
distribution.
restrict, or limit
limitaapassport
passport issued previously agency
"(D)
"(D) IfIfthe
the State
State seizes
seizes property
propertyforfeited
forfeited
to
to such
such individual,
individual.
State by
by an
an individual
individual by
by reason
reason of
of aa
(2)
LI.-rON
ON LIABILITY.—The
(2) Lo.'r
UBIU1y.—The Secretary of to the State
criminal conviction,
conviction,the
the State
State shall—
shall—
State
be liable
liable to
to an
an individual
individual for criminal
State shall not be
(i) hold
hold the
theproperty
propertyuntil
until an
aninquiry
inquiry is
is
'(i)
any action with respect
respect to
to aacertification
certification by
made to and aa response
responseisisreceived
received from
from the
a State
State agency
agency under
under this
this section,
section.
as to
to whether
whether the
the individual
individual owes a
(c) EEEc-rxvE
DATE—This section
EFFcTxvE DATE—This
section and
and the
the agency as
child support
support arrearage:
al-rearage: and
amendments made
amendments
made by
by this
this section shall be- child
(ii) ififthere
(ii)
thereisissuch
suchan
an arrearage.
arrearage. sell the
come effective October 1, 1996.
SEC. 47Z.
SEC.
472, INTERNATIONAL.
INTEENATIONAL CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT
SUPPORT ENEN- property and, after satisfying the claims of
FORCEMZNT.
FORCEMENT,
all other private or public claimants to the
of
proceeds of
THAT
(a) SENSE
SENSE OF
OF TH
THECONCRESS
CONCRESS
THATTHE
THEUNTTUNIT- property and deducting from the proceeds
as for
for towED
Uro-i-ED NAthe sale
sale the attendant costs (such as
ED STATES
STATESSH0UD
SHouoRk'rlsy
RxrIFy'THE
T UF.TrED
NA- the
storage. and the sale), pay the
the lesser
lesser of
of
TIONJSCONVENTION
TIONS
COrvE'rnoN OF
OF 1956.—It
1956.—It is
is the
the sense
sense of ing. storage,
the Congress
Congress that
that the
the United
United States
States should
should the remaining proceeds or the amount of the
ratify the
ratif'
the United
United Nations Convention of 1956. arrearage
arrearagedirectly
directly to the agency
agency for
for distribudistribu(b) TREATMEN-T OF INTERI4A'flONAL
tion.
It
CHILD tion,
i-rio&j CHiLD
SUPPORT CASES
SUPPORT
CASES AS
AS INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE CASES—Sec(E) Any
Anyperson
person required
required to make aa pay"(E)
paytion
tion454
454(42
(42U.S,C.
U.S.C.654),
654).as
asamended
amended by
by secsec- ment in respect of a decedent
decedent shall—
shall—
tions
tions 404(a),
404(a). 414(b),
414(b), 422(a).
422(a). and
and 471(a) (2) of
of this
this
--(i)
(i)suspend
suspendthe
thepayment
paymentuntil
until an
aninquiry
inquiry
Act, is
is amended—
amended—
Act,
is
is made
made to
to and
and aa response
response received
received from
from the
(1) by
striking
'and'
by striking "and" at
at the
the end of para- agency as
as to
to whether
whether the person
person otherwise
otherwise
graph (27);
(27):
child support
entitled to the payment owes aa child
(2) by striking
(2)
striking the
the period at the end of arrearage:
arrearage; and
paragraph (28)
paragraph
(28) and
and inserting
inserting ":
": and":
and"; and
and
"lii) ififthere
"(ii)
thereisissuch
suchan
an arrearage.
arrearage. withhold
(3) by inserting after paragraph
paragraph(28)
(28) the
thefolfol- from
(3)
fromthe
thepayment
paymentthe
thelesser
lesser of
of the
the amount
amount
lowing:
amount of
of the
the arreararrearof the payment or the amount

in an
an amount
amount exceeding
exceeding 24
24
exceeding $5,000 or in
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SEC.
SEC. 474,
474. LIABILITY
LIABILITY OF
OF GRANDPARENTS
GRANDPARENTS FOR
FOR FIFlNAN'CIAL SUPPORT
NANCIAL
SUPPORT OF CHILDREN OF
THEIR MINOR CHILDREN.

the
the following:
"if such
"if
such judgment.
judgment, decree,
decree, or
or order
order (I)
(I) is isissued by
by aa court
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction or
sued
(II) isis issued
(II)
issued by
by an
an administrative
administrative adjudicaadjudicator and has
the force
has the
force and
andeffect
effectof
of law
law under
under
applicable State
State law.".
law.",
(b) EFFEC1WE
EFFECTIVEDAlI,—
DAli.—
(I)
amendments made
made by
(1) IN
IN CENER.AL,—The
CENERAL.—The amendments
by

this section shall take effect on the date
date of
of
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act,
(2) PL,,i'
NOTREQUIRED
REQUIREDUNTIL
UNTIL
PLANAMENDMENTS
AMENDNTS rOT
iANUARY
!9.—Any amendment
plan
JANUARY 1.1.1996.—Any
amendment to a plan

to be
be made by an amendment made
required to

by this section shall not be required to be
made
before the
the first
first plan year
year beginning
beginning on
made before
or after January
January 1.
1, 1996,
1996, if—
if—
(A) during
(A)
duringthe
the period
period after
after the
the date
date before
and bethe date
date of
of the enactment
enactment of
of this Act
Act and
fore such first
first plan
plan year.
year. the
the plan
plan is
is operated
operated
in accordance
accordance with
with the requirements of the
amendments made
made by
by this section.
section, and
(B) such
(B)
such plan amendment applies
applies retroretroactively to
actively
to the
the period
period after
after the
the date
date before
the date
date of
of the enactment
enactment of
of this Act
Act and
and before such first plan year,
year.
A
plan shall
shall not
not be
be treated
treated as
to be
be
A plan
as failing
failing to
operated
operated in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions
of the plan merely because
because itit operates
operatesininacac
cordance with this
this paragraph.
paragraph.
SEC. 482.
SEC.
482.EXTENSION
EXTENSIONOF
OFMEDICAID
MEDICAIDELIGIBILITY
ELIGIBILITY
FOR FAMILIES LOSING AFDC DUE TO
INCREASED CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS.

Section402(a)
Section
402(a)(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.
602(a)).
602(a)).
as amended
as amended

by the other provisions of this Act.
Act, is
is amendamended—

(I) by
(1)
by striking
striking "and"
"and" at
at the
the end
end of
of parapara-

graph
graph (55):
(55):

(2) by striking
(2)
end of
of
striking the
the period
period at the end

paragraph (56)
paragraph
(56) and
andinserting
inserting":": and": and
and
(56) the
the folfol(3) by inserting after paragraph
paragraph (56)
lowing:
"(57)
(57)provide
providethat
that each
each member
member of
of aa family
family

which would
would be
be eligible
eligible for
for aid
aid under
under the
State plan
State
plan but
but for
for the
the receipt
receipt of
of child support payments shall
shall be
be considered to be receiving such
such aid
aid for
for purposes
purposesofofeligibility
eligibility
for
State plan
plan
for medical
medical assistance
assistance under the State
approved
undertitle
title XIX
XIX for
approved under
forso
so long
long as
as the
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family would (but for such receipt) be eligi- cal assistance under the State plan approved
ble for such aid.'.
aid.".
under title XIX for so long as such aid would
Subtitle I—Effect
I—Effect of Enactment
otherwise not be so reduced;
reduced: and
and
SEC. 491.
491. EFFECTIVE
EFFECrIVE DATES.
SEC.
DATES.
(B) if the State exercises the option,
option. the
vouchers,
(a) IN
.AL..—Except as
asotherwise
IN GE
CEN.—Except
otherwise spespe- State may provide the family with vouchers.
cifically provided (but
(but subject
subject to
to subsections
subsections in amounts not exceeding the amount of any
such reduction in aid, that may be used only
(b)
(b) arid
and (c))—
(I)
(1) provisions
provisions of
of this title requiring enact- to pay for particular goods and services specified by the
the State
State as
as suitable
suitable for
for the
the care of
of
ment or amendment of State laws under sec- ifIed
tion 466 of the Social Security Act, or revi- the child of the parent (such as diapers.
clothing, or school supplies).".
sion
sion of State plans under section 454 of such clothing.
(b) APPLICABILITY
APPLICABILITY—The
—The amendments
amendments made
Act, shall
shall be
be effective with respect to periods
Act,
by
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) shall apply to payments
beginningon
on and
and after
beginning
after October
October 1.
1, 1996;
1996: and
and
under a State plan approved under part A of
(2) all other provisions of this title shall
title
title IV of the Social Security Act for
become effective upon enactment.
enactment,

H3663
(I)
(1) ADOLESCENTS—The
ADOLEsCEWrs —The term adolescents'
means youth who are ages 10 through 19.
'(2)
ENTITY—The term
(2) ELICIBIi
Eucmi.,s ENTITY—The
term eligible
eligible

entity' means a partnership that includes—

agency. acting on
"(A) a local education agency,

behalf of one or more schools, together with
"(B) one or more community-based organizations, institutions of higher education, or
public or private agencies or organizations.
organizations,
"(3)
(3) ELIGIBLE
ELICIBLE AREA—The
AREA—Theterm
term 'eligible
eligible

area' means a school attendance area in
which—

(A) at least 75 percent of the children are
are

from low-income families as that term is
used in part A of title I of the Elementary
(b)
GRACE
PERIOD FOR
STATE LAW months beginning after the date of the en- and Secondary Education Act of 1965: or
Act. and to payments to
CHANCES—The provisions of this title shall actment of this Act,
"(B)
(B) the
the number
number of children receiving Aid
under such part for quarters beginbecome effective with respect to a State on States
to Families with Dependent Children under
ning after such date.
the later of—
SEC. 502. MINORS RECEIVING AFDC REQUIRED part A of title IV is substantial as deter(I)
soecified in this title.
title, or
(1) the
the date
datesoecified
officials: or
mined by the responsible Federal officials;
TO
or
LIVE
UNDER RESPONSIBLE
(2) the effective date of laws enacted by the
"(C) the unmarried adolescent birth rate is
ADULT SUPERVISION.
legislature
legislature of
of such
such State
State implementing
implementing such
such
determthed by the responsible FedSection 402(a)(43) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(43)) is high, as determined
provisions
provisions.
amended by striking "at the option of the eral officials.
but in no event later
iater than the first day of the State.'.
'(4)
(4)SCHOOL—The
SCHOOL—The term
term 'school'
'school' means a
State.".
first calendar quarter beginning after the SEC. 503. NATIONAL
middle. or secondary
NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE
CLEARINGHOUSEON
ONADOADO- public elementary, middle,
school.
close of
of the
the flrs
first regular session of the State
LESCENT PREGNANCY.

legislature that begins after the date of

en-

(a) IN GENERAL—Title XX (42 U.S.C. 1397-

actment
actment of
of this
this Act.
Act. For
For purposes
purposes of
of the
the prepre- l397fl.
this
13971),as
asamended
amended by
by section
section 222(b) of this
vious sentence, in the case
case of
of aa State
State that
that Act,
Act. is amended by adding at the end the folhas aa 2-year
2-yearlegislative
leslative session,
session, each
each year of lowing:
such session shall be deemed to be a separate "SEC. 2010. NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ON ADOregular Session
session of the State legislature.
PREGNANCy.
LESCENT PREGNANCY.
(c) GRACE
(c)
GRACEPERIOD
PR1ODFOR
FORSTATE
STATECONSTITUCONSIITu-

'(a)
(a)NAnONAL
NATIONALCLEAR1NCHOUSE
CLEARINGHOUSE ON ADOLESADOLES-

TIONAL A€..Dcr—A
cti'rr PRECNANCY.—
PRECNANCY.—
TIONAL
AI€ND.,'-I-,—A
Stateshall
shall not
not be
State
be CENT
found
found out
Outof
ofcompliance
compliancewith
with any
any requirerequire(1) ESTABLISHJEN'T.....The
(I)
ESTABLISHMEi.'T—The responsible Fedment enacted by this title if it is unable to eral officials shall establish,
establish. through grant
comply
comply without
without amending
amending the
the State
State concon- or
or contract,
contract, aa national
national center
center for
for the
the colleccollecstitution until the earlier of—
tion and provision of programmatic informa(1) the
(1)
the date one year after the effective tion and technical assistance
assistance that
that relates
relates to
to
date of the necessary State constitutional adolescent pregnancy prevention programs,
amendment, or
to be known as the 'National Clearinghouse
(2) the date five years after enactment of on Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Prothis title.
title.
grams'.
SEC. 492.
492.SEVERABILITY,
SEVERBUJTY.

(5)REsPONSIBLE
RESPONSIBLEFEDERAL
FEDERALOFFICIALS—The
OFFICIALS—The
"(5)

term 'responsible Federal officials' means
the Secretary of Education, the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, and the Chief

Executive
Executive Officer
Officer of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation for
for NaNational
tional and
and Community
Community Service.",
Service.'
(b) EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE—The
DATE—The amendment
amendment
made by this section shall become effective
October 1,
I, 1994.
SEC. 504.
504, INCENTIVE FOR TEEN PARENTS TO ATTEND SCHOOL.

Section 402(a) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)), as amended
by sections 101. 102. 211(a). 232. 301(a).
301(a), and
and
501(a)
Act. is amended—
501(a) of
of this
this Act,

(1) by
(I)
by striking
striking 'and"
"and"at
at the
the end
end of
of parapara-

graph (50):
(2)

by striking the period at the end of

"(2)
es(2) FUNCTIONS.—The
FUNCTJONS—The national Center
center esIf any provision of this title or the applica- tablished under paragraph (1) shall serve as aa
national
information
information
and
and data
data clearingtion thereof to ar,y
any person or circumstance
circumstance is
is

paragraph
(51) and
andinserting
inserting":: and';
paragraph (51)
and": arid
and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (51) the fol-

severable.
severable,

tificate of high school equivalency) may be
reduced by 25 percent if,
if. during the imme-

house, and as a training, technical assist- lowing:
held invalid,
invalid. the invalidity shall not affect house.
"(52)
(52) provide
provide that the amount of aid otherance,
other provisions or applications of this title ance, and material development source for wise payable under the plan for a month to
which can be given effect without regard to adolescent pregnancy prevention programs. a family that includes a parent who has not
the invalid provision
prcvsion or
or application,
application, and to Such center shall—
20 years of age and has not com(A) develop arid
and maintain a system for attained
this end the provisions of this title shall be
pleted secondary school (Or received a cerTITLE V—TEEN PREGNANCY AND FAMILY

STABX1
STABXI

Subthje A—Federal
Subtitle
A—Federal Role
SEC. 501.
501, STATE
STATEOPTION
O?rION TO
TO DENY
DENY AFDC
AFDC FOR
FOR AD.
ADDm0XAL CHILDREN,
DITIOXAL
CHILDREN.

I GENER.L—Secrjon
(a) IN
GENERsz.-'-Section402(a)
402(a) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.

602(a)),
602(a)).

as ameflded
amended by sections

101,

102.
102,

211(a). 232,
232. and 301(a) of this Act, is amend-

ed-

disseminating information on all types of adolescent pregnancy prevention
prevention program
program and
and
on the state of adolescent pregnancy prevention program development, including information concerning the most effective model
programs:
programs;
(B)
(B) develop
developand
and sponsor
sponsor aa variety
variety of
of traintrain-

diately preceding month, the parent has

failed without good cause (as defined by the
State in consultation with the Secretary) to
maintain minimum attendance (as defined

by the State in consultation with the Secing institutes and curricula for adolescent retary)
at an educational institution.'.
pregnancy prevention program staff;
staff:
'(C)
(C)identify
identifymodel
modelprograms
programsrepresenting
representing SEC. 505.
505. STATE
STATE OPTION
OPTION TO
TO DISREGARD
DISREGARD 100200-

the various
various types
types of
of adolescent
adolescent pregnancy
pregnancy
the

(I) by
(1)
bystriking
strikin "and"
"and" at the end
end of
of parapara- prevention programs:
'(D) develop
"CD)
develop technical
technical assistance mate(2)
(2) by
by striking
striking the period at the end of rials and activities to assist other entities in

graph (49):

paragraph
inserting ": and":
paragraph (50)
(50)and
ad inserting
and": and
and
establishing and improving adolescent preg(3) by inserting
inserthg after
after paragraph
paragraph (50)
(50) the
the fol- nancy prevention programs:
lowing:
(E) develop networks of adolescent preg"(51)
of the State,
State. provide nancy prevention programs for the purpose
(51) at
at the
the option
opion of
chat—
that—
of sharing and disseminating
disseminating information;
information:
"(A)(i)
(7)(A).
(A) (i) notwiztanding
notwizatanding paragraph
paragraph (7)
(A). and
and
the needs of a child will not be taken into ac(F) conduct such other activities as the
makix the
count in making
thedetermination
determination under responsible Federal officials find will assist
assist
paragraph (7) with respect to the family of in
in developing and
out programs
Out
programs or
or
the child if the
the thud
childwas
wasbox-n
born (other than as activities to reduce carrying
adolescent pregnancy.
a result of rape or incest) to a member of the
'(b)
(b)FUNDINC,—The
FUT'.DINC,—Theresponsible
responsible Federal
Federal offamily—
ficials shall make grants to eligible entities
"(I)
(I) while
while the
the family was a recipient of aid for the establishment and operation of a Naunder
under the State plan;
plan: or
tional Clearinghouse on Adolescent Preg"(II)
(II) during
during the
e 6-month
6-monthperiod
period ending
ending nancy Prevention Programs under subwith the date the family applied for such aid;
aid: section (a) so that in the aggregate the exarid
and
penditures for such grants do not exceed
"(ii)
"(ii) if
if the
the amount
amoimt of
of aid
aid payable
payable to
to aa famfam- $2,000,000
S2.000.000 for fiscal year 1996. $4000000 for fisily under the &aze
State plan is reduced by reason cal year 1997. $8,000,000 for fiscal year 1998.
of subparagraph (A). each
each member
member of
of the
the and $10,000,000 for fiscal year 1999 and each
family shall be considered to be receiving subsequent fiscal year.
year.
such aid for purposes of eligibility for medimcdi(c) DEFINITIONS—AS used in this section:

HOUR RULE UNDER AFDC-UP PROHOUR
GRAM.
GRAM.

Section 407(a)
Section
407(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 607(a))
607(a)) is amend-

ed—

(I) by inserting "(1)"
'(1)" after
after "(a)":
"(a)"; and
followthg:
(2) by adding at the end the following:

"(2)
(2) A standard prescribed pursuant to
paragraph (1) that imposes a limit on the

amount of time during which a parent who is

the principal earner in a family in which

both parents are married may be employed
during a month shall not apply to a State if
the State plan under this part explicitly provides for such inapplicability.",
inapplicability.".

SEC. 506. STATE OPTION TO DISREGARD 6-

MONTH LIMITATION ON AFDC-UP
BENEFrT-S,
BENEFITS.

Section 407(b)(2)(B)
407(b)(2) (B) (42
(2) (B))
(42 USC.
U.S.C.607(b)
607(b)(2)(B))

is amended by adding at the end the following:

"(iv)
(iv) A
A regulation prescribed by the Secretary that limits the length of time with respect to which a family of a dependent child
in which both parents are married may receive aid to families with dependent children
by reason of this section shall not apply to a
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State if the
State
the State plan under this
this part
part exex-

(M)
CM)the
theprogram
program of
ofgrants
grants for
for preservation
preservation
plicitly provides
provides for such inapplicability.".
inapplicability..
and rehabilitation of
of housing
housing under section
SEC.
SEC. 507. ELIP.UAnON
ELIMINATION OF
OF QUARTERS
QUARTERS OF
OFCOV.
Coy. 533 of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S.C.
ERACE

REQUIREMENT
UNDER
AFDC-UP
PROGRAM FOR
AFDC-UP PROGRAM
FOR FAMILIES
FAMILIES

IN WHICH BOTh PARENTS ARE

TE\S.
TES.

Section
407(b)(I)(A)(iji)
407(b)(I)(A)(jjj)
(42
(42
U_S.c.
U.S.C.
607(b)(I)(A)(iii))
607(bfll)(A)
(iii)) is amended
amended by
by striking

l490rri):
149Dm): and
(N) the
(N)
the program of
of site
site loans
loans under section

524 of the
the Housing
Housing Act
Act of 1949
1949 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
1490d) 1490d).

(2) COVERED
(2)
CovEaw PROJECT—The
PROJECT—Theterm
term"covered
'covered

Subtitle B—State Role
SEC. 511. TEENAGE
TEENAGE PREGNANCY
PREGNANCY PREVENTION
PREVENTION
AND
AND FAMILY STABILITY.
STABILITY.

FINDINGS—The Congress
(a) FINDINCS,—The
Congress finds that—
(1) long.term
long-term welfare
welfaredependency
dependency is
is increasing driven
creasing
driven by
by illegitimate
illegitimate births;
births;
(2) too
many teens
too many
teens are becoming parents
and too few are able to responsibly
care for
for
responsibly care

project'Smeans
means any
any housing
housing for which FedFed"(iii)(I)"
(iii)(Iy' and
and inserting "(lii)
"(lii) neither
neither of the project'
nurture their
their children:
children:
and nurture
assistance isis provided
provided that is and
child 's parents
parents have
have attained
attained 20 years of age. eral housing assistance
child's
attached to
attached
to the
theproject
projector
orspecific
specificdwelling
dwelling
(3) new
new research
research has shown that spending
spending
and
and (I)".
(I)".
units in the project.
time
time in aa single-parent
single-parentfamily
family puts
puts children
children
SEC.
508.DENIAL
DENIAL OF
OFFEDERAL.
SEC. 508.
FEDERALHOUSING
HOUSING BENE.
BENE(3)
FEDERAL HOUSING
FEDERAL
HOL'SING ASSISTANCE—The
increased risk
risk of dropping
dropping
ASSISTANCE—The at substantially increased
FrI'S
TO MINORS
FITS TO
MINORS WHO
CHILWHOBEAR
BEAR CEUL.

term 'Federal
means—
Federalhousing
housingassistance"
assistance means—
DR OUT-OF-WEDLOCK..
OUT-OF-WEDLOCK,
(A) assistance
(A)
assistanceprovided
provided under a covered
(a)
PROFUBrI1 OF
(a) PROHJBr11
OFAss1ST.r'cE.—Notwich.
ASSISTANCE—Notwithof any
any contract,
contract, grant,
standing any other provision of
of law,
law, aa househouse- program in the form of
subsidy, cooperative
cooperative agreement,
agreement, loan
hold whose head
head of
of household
household is
is an
anindividindivid- loan. subsidy.
ual who has borne
be. or mortgage guarantee or insurance, or other
borne aa child
child out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock befinancial assistance;
assistance: or
fore attaining
attaining 18
18 years
years of
of age
age may
may not
not be
be financial
(B) occupancy
occupancy in
in aa dwelling
dwelling unit that is—
provided Federal
for a
provided
Federal housing
housing assistance
assistance for
(i)
providedassistance
assistance under a covered pro(i) provided
dwelling
unit tmtil
untilattaining
dwelling unit
attainingsuch
suchage,
age, unun- gram:
or
less—
(ii) located
(ii)
located in
inaa covered
covered project
project and
and subject
(I) after
(I)
after the birth
b.rth of the
the child—
child—

(A) the
(A)
the ind2-jdual
individual marries
marries an individual
who has been
been determined
determined by
by the relevant
State to
State
to be
bethe
thebiological
biological father
father of
of the
the child;
child;
or

(B)
the biolo9ical
bioloical parent
(B) the
parent of
of the
the child
child has
legal custody of
o the
the child
childand
and marries
marries an
an inindividual who lea1ly
leeallyadopts
adopts the child;
child:
(2) the individual
individual is
is a biological
biological and
and custocustodial parent of another child
child who
who was
was not
not
born out-of-wedlock:
out-of-wedjock: or
eligibilityfor
forsuch
suchFederal
Federalhousing
housing as(3) eligibility
as
sistarice is based
sistance
basedin
in whole
whole or
or th
in part
part on
on any
any
disability or
disability
or nandicap
handicap of
of aa member
member of the

out of
Out
of high
high school,
school, having
having aachild
child out-of-wedout-of-wedlock. or being neither in school nor at work:
lock,
work;

and
(4) between 1986 and 1991, the rate of births
births
to teens aged
aged 15
15 to
to 19
19 rose
rose 24
24 percent.
percent. from
from
births per
per 1,000 females.
50.2 to 62.1 births
(b) SENSE
SENSE OF
OF THE
THE CONGRESS—It
CONCRSS.—It isisthe
thesense
sense
of the Congress that—
(1) children
(I)
children should
should be
be educated
educated about
about the
the
risks
risks involved
involved in
in choosing
choosing parenthood
parenthood at
at an
an
to occupancy limitations
under aa covered early age;
limitations under
program that are based
based on
on income.
income.
(2)
planning and edu(2) reproductive
reproductive family
family planning
(4) STATE.—The
term
(4)
STATE.—The
term'State'
"State"means
means the
the cation should be made available to every poStates of
of the
the United
United States,
States,the
theDistrict
Districtof
of tential
States
tential parent
parent so
so as
as to give
give such
such parents
parents the
the
Columbia,
Columbia. the Commonwealth of Puerto opportunity to avoid unintended
unintended births;
births:
Rico, the Commonwealth of the Northern
(3) States should use
use funds provided
under
provided under

Mariana Islands.
Islands, Guam,
Guam. the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, title XX
XXof
ofthe
the Social
Social Security Act to proAmerican Samoa.
American
Samoa, and any other territory
territory or
or vide comprehensive services
services to
to youth
youth in
in high
possession
States.
possession of
of the United States.
risk neighborhoods,
through community
community orneighborhoods, through
(c)
(c) LIMITATIONS
LIMrrA'nONS ON
ON APPLICABILITY.—Sub.
APPLICABILITY._Sub- ganizations, churches, and schools;
schools: and
to Federal
Federal houssection (a) shall not apply to
(4) States
States should
should work
work with
with schools
schools for
for the
the
assistance provided
ing assistance
provided for a household pur- early identification and referral of children
suant to an
an application
application or request for
for such
such at risk for
for parenthood
parenthood at
at an
an early
early age.
age.
assistance made
assistance
made by
by such
such household
household before
before
household.
household,
SEC. 512.
512.AVAILABIL,rry
AVAILABILITY OF
OF FAMILY
FAMILY PLANNING
PLANNING
date of
of this Act ifif the
the household
household SEC.
(b) Dmrn,—For
Dmlrn.—Forpurposes
purposes of this sec- the effective date
SERVICES.
SERVICES.
was receiving
receiving such
such assistance
assistance on
on the
the effeceffection. the following
followthg definitions
definitions shall apply:
Section
402(a) (15) (A)
402(a)(l5)(A)
(42
(42
U.S.C.
tive date
date of
of this
this Act.
Act.
(I) COvERED
Covix PCRAM—The
(1)
CRAXVL—Theterm
term"covered
"covered tive
602(a) (15) (A))isisamended
amendedbybystriking
striking"Out
'out of
602(a)(15)(A))
prorai-n' means—
program"
means—

(A) the
the program
program of
of rental
rental assistance
assistance on
beon be-

SEC. 509.
509. STATE
STATEOPTION
OPTIONTO
TO DENY
DENY AFDC
AFDC TO
MINOR PARENTS.
PARENTS.

(a) IN
IN GENERAL—Section
GENERAL—Section402(a)
402(a) (42 U.S.C.
half of low-incxjmne
low-inxjrne faniilies
familiesprovided
provided under
under
States Housing
of 602(a)). as amended by sections 101,
section 8 of the United States
Housing Act of
101. 102,
102.
1937 (42
1937
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1437f);
211(a), 232,
301(a),
501(a),
and
1.37f):
232. 301(a).
and 504
594 of
of this Act.
Act.
is
amended—
(B)
(B) the
the public
publit housing program
under
title
program under title
(1) by striking
striking"and'
'and' at the end
end of
of paraparaI of
of the
the United Sates
States Housing Act
Act of
of 1937
1937 (42
(42

U.S_c,
U.S.C. 1437
1437etetsec.);
See.):
(C) the program of
of rent
rent supplement
supplement payments on behalf of qualified
qualifiedtenants
tenants pursupursu-

contracz entered
section
ant to contracts
entered into under section
101 of
of the
theHousing
Hoisng and
UrbanDevelopment
101
and Urban
Development

Act of
of1965
1965(12
(12U.S.C.
U.SC.1701s);
l701s);
Act
(D) the program
progran of
of interest
interest reduction payments pursuant
pursuan: to
to contracts
contracts entered
enteredinto
into by
by
the Secretary
Housing arid
Secretaryof
ofHousing
and Urban Development under section
236of
ofthe
theNational
National1-fousHoussezion 236
ing Act
Act (12
(12 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1713z—1);
l715z—1):

(E) the prograxr
proeram for mortgage insurance
provided
pursuanttotosections
provided pursua!z
(3) or
or (4)
(4)
Sections 221(d)
221(d) (3)
of
of the
the National
NarioiaJ Housing Act (12 U.S.C.
17151(d))
housing for low- and
and
17151(d))for
formuth.farnily
mui!arnily housing

moderate-incomsfamilies:
modei-ate-jnco
families;
(F) the rural housing
loan program
program under
under
lousing loan
section
section 502
502 of
of the
e Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of 1949
1949 (42
(42
U.S.C. 1472);
1472):

graph (51);
(51):

of 1949 (42 U.S.C. 1472(h)):
1472(h));

(H) the loan and
ad grant
grantprograms
programs under
under section
tion 504
504 of
of the
the Housing
-iousthg Act
Act of
of 1949
1949 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
1474) for
for repafrs
repairs and improvements to
rural
to rural
dwellings:
dwellings;
(I) the
(I)
the program of loans for rental and cooperative rural housing under Section
of
section 515 of
of 1949
1949 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1485):
1485);
the Housing Act
Ac: of
(.J) the
(.1)
the program
progri ofof
rental
rentalassistance
assistance pay.

ments pursuant
pursuax to
into
to contracts entered
entered into
under section 52ia)(2)(A)
521a)(2)(A) of
of the
the Housing
Housing Act
rnents

of
of 1949
1949 (42
(42U.S.C.
USC. 1490a(a)
1490a(a)(2)(A));
(2) (A)):

(K) the
(K)
the loan and
a assistance
assistanceprograms
programs under
under
sections514
sections
514and
an 516
316 of the
the Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of
1949 (42 U.S.C. 1484.
14.34.1486)
1486)for
for housing
housingfor
for farm
farm
labor;

TITLE '/I—PROGRAM
VI—PROGRAM SIMPUFICATION
SIMPUFICATION

Subtitle A—Increased State Flexibility
SEC. 601.
601, STATE
OPTION TO
TO PROVIDE
STATE OPTION
PROVIDE AFDC
AFDC
THROUGH ELECTRONIC BENEFIT
TRANSFER
TRANSFER SYSTEMS.
SYSTEMS.

(2) by
(2)
by striking
strikingthe
theperiod
period at
at the
the end
end of Section 402(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602(a)).
602(a)),as
as amended
amended
paragraph (52) and inserting ";': and":
by sections
and"; and
and
sections 101,
101. 102,
102, 211(a).
211(a). 232.
232. 301(a),
301(a), 591(a).
501(a).
by inserting
inserting after
after paragraph
paragraph (52) the folfol- 504,
(3) by
Act, is
504. and
and509(a)
509(a)ofof this
this Act,
amended—
is amended—
lowing:
(1)
by
striking
(I) by striking "and"
and" at the end of
of parapara"(53)
(53) (A)
(A) at the option of
of the
the State.
State, provide graph (52):
that—
(2) by
(2)
by sv-iking
striking the
the period
period at
at the end of
(i) in making
making the
the determination
determination under
under paragraph
paragraph (53)
(53) and
and inserting
inserting ":
"; and"; and
and
paragraph (7)
paragraph
(7) with respect to a family,
family, the
the
(3) by inserting after paragraph
paragraph (53)
(53) the
the folfolState
State may
may disregard
disregard the
the needs
needsof
ofany
anyfamily
family lowing:
member who
who isis aa parent
parent and
and has
has not
not attained
attained
"(54)
'(54) at the option of
of the
the State. provide for
18 years of
of age
age or
or such
such lesser
lesser age as the State
State the payment of
of aid
aid under
under the
the State
State plan
may prescribe;
prescribe; and
and
through the use
use of
of electronic benefit transfer
"(ii)
(ii) jfif the
the amount
amount of
of aid
aid payable to aa famfain- systems.".
systems.".
ily under
reduced by
by reason
reason SEC.
ily
under the State plan is reduced
DEADLINE FOR ACTiON
602. DEADLINE
ACTION ON
ON APPLICAAPPLICAof subparagraph (A).
each member of the
(A), each
TION FOR
WAIVER OF
OF REQUIREFOR WAIVER
REQUIRE.
family shall
family
shallbe
be considered
considered to
to be
be receiving
receiving
MENT APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE TO
TO PROGRAM
PROGRAM OF
such aid
such
aid for
for purposes
purposesofofeligibility
eligibility for mediAID
AID TO FAMILIES WITH
WITH DEPENDENT
DEPENDENT

cal assistance
assistance under
under the State
State plan
plan approved
(G) the rurai
rural 1ousing
housing loan
loan guarantee
guarantee propro- under
title XIX
XIX for
aid would
would
under title
forso
so long
long as
as such aid

gram under
gram
undersection
seion 502(h)
502(h) of
of the
the Housing Act

wedlock",

otherwise not
otherwise
not be
be so
so reduced:
reduced; and
(B)
the State
State exercises
exercises the option, the
(B) ifif the
State may
State
may provide
provide the
the family
family with
withvouchers.
vouchers,
in amounts not exceeding the amount of any
such reduction in aid, that may
may be
be used only
to pay
pay for—
for—
(i) particular
particulargoods
goods and
and services
services specified
specified
(i)
as suitable
suitable for the care of the
by the State as
child of
child
ofthe
the parent
parent (such
(such as
as diapers, clothing.
clothing,
or cribs);
cribs): and
"(ii)
'(ii) the
the costs
costs associated
associated with
with a maternity
maternity
home, foster home, or other adult-supervised
supportive living
living arrangement
arrangement in which the
parent and
parent
andthe
thechild
childlive.".
live..
(b) APPLJCABIUTY.—The
APPLICABILITY.—The
amendments made
made
amendments
by subsection (a) shaLl
shall apply
apply to payments
State plan
plan approved
approved under
underpart
partA
A of
of
under a State

CHILDREN.

Section 1115 (42
Section
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.1315)
1315)isisamended
amended by
adding at the
the end
endthe
thefollowing:
following:

(e) The Secretary shall approve or deny
an application for a waiver under this secsection
tion with
with respect
respect to a requirement
requirement of
of section
section
402. not later
later than
than 90
90 days
days after
after the
the SecSecretary receives the application, unless otherwise agreed upon by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary and the
applicant.".
Subtitle B—Coordination
B—Coordinationof
Subtitle
of AFDC
AFDC and Food
Food
Stamp Programs
SEC.
611. AMENDMENTS TO PART
SEC. 611.
PART AA OF TITLE IV
IV
OF ThE SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY ACT.
ACT.
(a) STATE OPTION
OPTION TO
TO USE
USE INCOME
INCOME AND ELIGIEuciBILITY
VERIFICATION
SYSTEM—Section

1137(b) (42 U.S.C. l320b—7(b))
is amended—
amended—
1320b-.7(b)) is

(1)
striking paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
(I) and
(1) by striking
and (4),
(4). and
and
(L)
(L) the
the program
program of
of grants
grants and
and loans for title IV
Security Act
Act for redesignating
IV of
of the
the Social
Social Security
paragraphs (2). (3),
(3). and (5) as
mutual
mutual and
and seL'-help
self.help housing and technical months beginning on or after January 1,
1. 1998.
1998. paragraphs
paragraphs (1).
(1). (2),
arid (3).
(3). respectively:
respectively;and
and
(2). and
assistance
assistanceunder
und- section
section 523
523 of
of the
the Housing
Housing and to payments
payments to
toStates
States under
undersuch
suchpai-c
part
(2) in
in paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) (as
(as so redesignated),
redesignated), by
Act of
Act
of 1949
1949 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1490c);
for quarters
for
quarters beginning
beginning after
after such
such date.
date.
adding "or"
adding
or' atatthe
the end.
end.
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(b) STATE
STATE OPTIoN
OPTIoNTo
ToUSE
USERETROSPECTIVE
RETROSPECTIVE
BUDGETING
WrrHol,rr MONTHLY
MONTHLY REPORTiNC.—
REPORTING.—
BUDCETNG WrrHou-r
Section 402(a)(l3)
402(a)(13) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(13))
60(a)(13)) is

amended—

(I)
allthat
that precedes
precedes subparasubpara(1)by
bystriking
siking all

graph (A) and
and inserting
inserting the
the following:
following:
(13) provide,
(13)
provide,atatthe
theoption
option of
of the
the State

(g) EXCLUSION
FROMRESOURCES
RESoLmcEs OF
OF ESEsExcLUSION FROM
SENTIAL EMPLOYMENT-RELATED
SENTIAL
E?LOYNT-RELATED PROPERTY.—
PROPERTY.—

402(a)(7)(B)(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.602(a)
602(a)(7)(B)),
Section 402(a)(7)(B)
(7) (B)), as
amended by
amended
bysection
section242(a)
242(a)of
ofthis
this Act.
Act, is
amended—

(1)
bystriking
striking "or"
"or" at
at the
the end
end of
of clause
clause
(I) by

H3665

(2)
(2) Section 6(c)(1)(C) of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp
Act ofof1977
1977 (7
Act
amend(7U.S.C.
U.S.C.2015(c)(1)(C))
2015(c)(1)(C)) is amend-

ed—

(A) in clause
clause (ii)
(ii) by
byadding
adding "and"
'and" at the

end:

(B) in clause
clause (iii)
(iii) by
by striking
striking ";': and" at the
end and inserting a period;
period: and
(2) by inserting ". or (vi) the value of real
(C) by
by striking
siking clause
clause (iv).
egories as the State may select and identify and
and tangible
tangible personal
personal property
property (other
(other than
than
(b) INCLUSION
INCLCSION OF ENERCY
ENERGY ASSISTANCE IN INin the State plan.
that—"; and
and
in
plaa that—";
currency,
currency, commercial
commercial paper, and similar COME.—
(2) in each of subparagraphs (A) and (B). by property) of a family
family member
member that
that is
is essenessen(1) AMErcawrS TO
TOTHE
THE Fooo
FOODSTAMP
STAMPACT
ACT
striking ".
in the
the case
case of
of families
families who
who are
are rere- tial
'. in
tial to
to the
the employment
employment or
or self-employment
self-employment OF(1)
1977.—Section
1977,—Section55ofofthe
theFood
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of
quired to report monthly to the State agen- of the member, until the expiration of the 1- OF
(7 U.S.C. 2014)
is amended—
2014) is
amended—
cy pursuant
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph(14)
(14)'.
year period beginning on the date the mem- 1977
(A) in subsection
subsection (d)—
(c) EXCLLS]ON
EXCLUSIONFROM
FROMINCO
lNCO OF
OFALL
ALL INCOME
INCOME
ber ceases to be so employed or so self-emstriking paragraph
paragraph(11);
(i) by striking
(11):and
and
DEPENDTCHILD
CHILDWHO
OF DEPEi'jD
WHOISIS
AASTUDENT.—
STUDENT.— ployed"
ployed" before
before the
the semicolon.
semicolon.

and with respect to such category or cat-

Section

402(a) (8) (A)
(A)(1)
(i)

(42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

602
602(a)
(a) (8) (A) (i)) is amended—

(I)
and
(1)by
bystriking
striking"earned";
'earned: and
(2) by inserting
inserting 'applying
'applying for
for or"
or" before
before
• receiving'.
'receiving".
(d) EXCLUSION
INCOME
OF OF
CERTAIN
(d)
EXCLLSIONFROM
FROM
INCOME
CrJN ENENERCY
ERGY
ASSISTANCE PAYMEN-I'S
ASSISTANcE
PAYMEWrS
BASED ON
NEED.—
(1)
(I) IN
IN GENER,u...—Section
CEAL.—Section 402(a)(8)(A)
402(a)(8)(A) (42
(42
U.S.C.
602(a)(8)(A)), as
as amended
amended by sections
U.S.C. 602(a)(8)(A)),
231 and 242(b)(1)
thisAct,
Act. is
is amended—
amended—
242(b)() ofofthis

(A) by striking "and"
'and" at the end of clause

(ix); and
(ix):
(B) by adding at the end the following:
-(xi)
(xi) shall
shall disregard
disregard any
any energy
energy or utilitycost assistance payment based on need, that
is
is paid to any member of the family under—
under—
"(I)
pro'(1)aaState
State or
or local
local general
general assistance program:
gram: or
or
"(II) another basic assistance program
program
comparable
comparable to
to general
general assistance
assistance (as
(as deterdetermined by the Secretary):
Secretary); and".
(2)
INCLL'SIoNOF
OF ENERGY
(2) INCLUSION
ENERCY ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE PROPROVrDED
UNDER TMZ
VIDED UNDER
THE UHEAP
LIHEA? PROGRAM—Section
PROGRAM—Section

402(a)(8)(B) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(8)(B)) is amended—

(iv):
(iv); and

(ii)
(ii)
by redesignating
redesignating
paragraphs (12)
(12)
(h) EXCLUSION FROM RESOURCES OF EQUrrY
EQUITY
through (16)
through
(16) as
as paragraphs
paragraphs (11)
(11) through
through (15).
(15).
IN CERTAIN
CERTAININCOME-PRODUCING
INCO-PRODUCINC REAI
REAL PROPPROPrespectively: and
respectively;
and
ERTY—Section
ER:ry.—Section
402(a) (7) (B)
402(a)(7)(B)
(42
(42
U.S.C.
(B) in
(B)
in subsection
subsection (k)—
(k)—
602(a) (7) (B)), as
602(a)(7)(B)),
as amended
amendedbybysection
section 242(a)
242(a) of
of

this
this

Act and
and by
by subsection
Act
(g) of
subsection (g)
of this
this section,
section,

is amended—

(1) by
by striking
striking "or"
(I)
'or"at
atthe
theend
end of
of clause
clause

(v);
(v): and

(2) by inserting ". or (Vii)
(vii)the
theequity
equity of
of any
any

member of the family in real property to
which 1
I or
or more
more members
members of
of the
the family
family have

sole and clear title, that the State agency
determines is producing income consistent
with the fair market value of the property"
before the semicolon,
semicolon.

(i) EXCLUSION FROM RESOURCES OF LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES—Section
POLICIES—Section402(a)
402(a)(7)(B)
SURANCE
(7) (B) (42
(42

U.S.C. 602(a)(7)(B)).
602(a)(7)(B)), as amended by section
242(a) of this Act and by subsections (g) and
(h) of this section, is amended—

(1)by
(I)
bystriking
striking•'or"
"or" at the end of clause

(vi);
(vi): and
and

(2) by
(2)
byinserting
inserting',", or (viii) any life insur-

ance policy" before the semicolon.
(j)
EXCLUSIONFROM
FROMRESOURCES
RESOURCES
OFOFRR
(j) EXCLUSION
PROPERTY
THATTHE
E FAMILY
PROPERTY THAT
FAMILYIs
ISMAKING
MAKING A

(A) by striking
stri1thg "and"
"and' at the end
end of
of clause
clause GooD

(i): and
(1);
and

FAITH Eor TO

SELL—Section
SELL—Section

402(a)(7)(B)(iii)
402(a)
(7) (B) (iii) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.602(a)
602(a)(7)(B)(iii))
(7) (B) (iii)) is

(B) by adding at the end the following:

(iii) shall not disregard any assistance
"(iii)

amended—

(1)by
(I)
bystriking
striking "for
"for such
such period
period or
or periods
periods

provided directly to, or
or indirectly
indirectly for
for the
the of time as the Secretary may prescribe":
prescribe': and
and

benefit of, any person described in subpara(A)(ii) under
graph (A)(ii)
iiinderthe
theLow-Income
Low-Income Home
Home
Energy Assistance Act of 1981,
1981. notwithstanding section 2605(0(1) of such Act: and".

(e) APPUCAB]LITY
Ce)
APPUCABILrrY TO
TO AFDC
AFDC OF
OF FUTURE
FUTURE ININUNDERFOOD
FooD STArIP
COME EXCLL-SIONS
EXCLL'$IONS UNDER
STArn' PROCRAM—Section
GRAM—Section
402(a) (8) (A)
(42
U,S.C.
U.S.C.

602(a)(8)(A)), as amended by sections

231.
231,

242(b)(1) of this Act
Act and
and by
by subsection
subsection (d)(1)
(d)(I)
of this sectior..
section. is amended—
amended—
(1) by striking 'and"
clause
and' at
at the
the end of clause
(x): and
(2) by adding at the end the following:

both,
that aa Federal
Federal statute (enboth. any funds
funth that
acted after the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this
clause) excludes from income for purposes of

(i)

and

(ii) in
inparagraph
paragraph (2)—
(2)—
(I)
(I)by
bystriking
striking subparagraph
subparagraph (C):
(C): and
(II)
(II)
by redesignating
by
redesignating subparagraphs
subparagraphs (D)
(D)
through
(H) as
as subparagraphs
through (H)
(C) through
subparagraphs (C)
through
(J), respectively,
(J).
respectively.

HO

(2)
AMENDMENTS TO
(2) AMENDMENTS
TOTHE
THELOW-INCOME
LOw-INCOp HOME
ENERCY ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE ACT
ACT OF
OF 1981.—Section
1981.—Section
2605(f) of
2605(f)
of the
Energy AsAstheLow-Income
Low-Income Home
Home Energy
sistance Act
sistance
Act of
of 1981
1981 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 8624(f)) is

amended—
(A)

in paragraph

(1)

by striking "food

stamps.":
stamps,": and
(B) by
by amending
read as
as
amendingparagraph
paragraph(2)
(2) to
to read
follows:
"(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply for any
purpose
purpose under
under the
the Food
StampAct
Actof
of 1977.".
1977.".
Food Stamp
(c)EXCLUSION
EXCLUSIONOF
OFCERTAIN
CrAJN JTPA
(c)
JTPA INCOME.—
INCO.—
Section 5(d)
Section
5(d) of
ofthe
theFood
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 (7
(7
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2014(d)).
2014(d)), as
asamended
amended by
by subsection
subsection (b).
(b).

is amended—
is
amended—

(1) by
(1)
by striking
siking "and
(15)" and
"and (15)"
and inserting
inserting
"(15)"; and
'(l5)":
(2)
(2) by
by inserting
inserting before
beforethe
the period
period the
the folfollowing:
lowing:
and (16)
(16) income
received under
and
income received
under the
the Job
Job

(2) by striking "any such period" and inserting "any period during which the family Training
Training Partnership
Partnership Act
Act by
by aahousehold
household
is making such an effort".
member
member who
whois
is less
less than
than 19
19 years
years of
of age".
age".
(k) PROMPT
PRONT RESTORATiON
RESTORATION OF
OF BENEFrrS
BNEprrs
(d) EXCLUSION
EXCLL'SION OF EDUCATIONAL
EDUCATiOrcAL ASSISTANCE
WRONCFULLY
D'i,—Section 402(a) (42 FROM
WRONGFULLY
DENIED—Section
FROM INCOME,—Section
INCO—Section 5(d)
5(d) of
of the
the Food
Food
U.S.C. 602(a)), as amended by sections 101,
101.

102. 211(a).
102,
211(a), 232, 301(a),
301(a). 501(a).
501(a), 504. 509(a),
509(a). and

601 of this Act and by
by subsection
subsection (f)
(I) of
of this
this

section, is amended—

Actofof
Stamp Act
1977
1977(7
(7U.S.C.
U.S.C.2014(d))
2014(d))isis amendamended—

(1)
(1) by
paragraph(3)
(3) to
to read
by amending
amending paragraph
read as
as
follows:
'(3) all
alleducational
follows: "(3)
educational loans
loans on
on which
which

(I)
end of
of pai-apara- payment is deferred (including any loan
(1) by
by striking
striking "and" at the end
origination
feesor
orinsurance
insurance premiums
origination fees
premiums assoasso(2) by striking the period at the end of ciated with such loans).
grants, scholarships.
scholarships,
loans) grants.

graph (54);
(54):

paragraph (55) and inserting ";
": and":
and"; and

(xii) shall disregard from the income of
(3) by inserting after paragraph (55) the folany child,
child. relative, or other individual de- lowing:
scribed in clause (ii) applying for aid under
"(56) provide that, upon receipt of a rethe State plan, any child, relative, or other quest from a family for the payment of any
individual so described receiving such aid, or
Individual

(1)(B)
Ci)inin paragraph
paragraph
(l)(B)bybystriking
striking ",
". not
not including
cluding energy
energy or
or utility-cost
utility-cost assistance.";
assistance.":

amount of aid under the State plan the payment of which to the family has been wrong-

fellowships, veterans
fellowships,
veterans' educational
educational benefits,
benefits.
and
and the
the like
likeawarded
awarded to
toa ahousehold
householdmember
member
enrolled at
enrolled
at aa recognized
recognized institution
institution of
of postpost-

secondaryeducation,
secondary
education,atataa school
schoolfor
for the
the

handicapped, in
education prohandicapped.
in aa vocational
vocational education
program, or
in aaprogram
gram.
or in
programthat
that provides
provides for
for comcom-

pletion of a secondary school diploma or ob-

fully denied or terminated, the State shall taining the equivalent thereof.":
thereof,": and
promptly pay the amount to the family if
(2) in paragraph (5) by striking "and no
the wrongful denial or termination occurred portion" and all that follows
follows through
through "reiin'relinnot more than 1 year before the date of the bursement",
bursement',

determining eligibility for benefits under the
food stamp program
program under
under the
the Food
Food Stamp
Act of 1977, the level of benefits under the request
request or
or the
the date
date the
the State
State agency
agency is
is notinotiCe)
LIMITATION ON
Es.Rr.jD
IN(e) LINnTATiON
ONADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL
END INprogram, or both, respectively.".
respectively.'.
fied or
or otherwise
otherwise discovers
discovers the
the wrongful
wrongful dede- COME DEDUCTION—The
fied
DEDUCTION—The 3rd
3rd sentence
sentence
of
of
secsec(f) PERIODIC
PERIODICREVIEV5.—Section
REVIEWS—Section 402(a)
402(a) (42 nial or termination,",
(0
termination.",
tion 5(e)
tion
5(e)ofofthe
the
Food
FoodStamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 (7
(7
U.S,C. 602(a)), as amended by sections 101,
U.S.C.
101.

102,
102. 211(a),
211(a). 232. 301(a), 501(a). 504, 509(a), and
601

of this Act, is amended—

SEC. 612.
612, AMENDMENTS TO THE FOOD STAMP
ACT OF 1977.

(a) CERTiFICATiON
CERTIFICATION PERJOD.—(1)
PERJOD.—(I) Section
Section 3(c)
3(c)
(7 U.S.C.

(1) by
(1)
by striking
striking 'and"
"and" at
at the
the end
end of
of parapara- of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

graph (53);
(53):

(2) by strikmg
striking the period at the end of
(2)

paragraph (54) and inserting ": and";
and": and
(3) by inserting
inserng after
afterparagraph
paragraph (54)
(54) the
the fol-

lowing:
"(55)
(53) provide
provide that
that the
the State
State shall,
shall. not less
frequently than annually review each determination made under the State plan with re-

spect to the eligibility of each recipient of
aid under the State
State plan:".
plan:".

2012(c)) is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:

(c) 'Certification period' means the period

specified by the State agency for which

households shall be eligible to receive authorization cards, except
except that
that such
such period
period
shall
be—
shall be—
"(1)
(1) 24
24 months
months for
for households
households in
in which
whichall
all
adult members are
are elderly
elderly or
or disabled:
disabled:and
and

(2) not
not more
more than
than 12
12 months for all other
(2)

households.".
households.",

2014(e)) is amended by striking
"earned income that" and all that
that follows
follows
through "report", and inserting "determining an
an overissuance
overissuance due
duetotothe
thefailure
failure of
of aa

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

household to report earned income".
income",
(f) EXCLuSIoN
(f)
EXCLL'SION
OF OF
ESSENTIAL,
ESSENTIAL
EMPLOYMENTELOYNTRELATEDPROPER'iy.—Sectjon
PROpEjry.—Section 5(g)(3)
RELATED
5(g)(3) of
of the
the
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of1977
1977(7(7U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2014(g)(3))
2014(g) (3)) is
amended to read as follows:
"(3) The value of real and tangible personal

property (other than currency, commercial
paper, and similar property)
property) of
of aa household
household
member that is essential to the employment
or self-employment of such member shall be
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excluded
excluded by
by the
the Secretary from financial
financial reresources until the expiration of
sources
of the 1-year period beginning
beginning on the date such
such member
member
riod
ceasesto
ceases
to be
be so
soemployed
employed or
or so
50 self-emself-employed.••.
ployed.".

March 23,
23. 1995

ardized
ardized criteria
criteria which
which can
can be
be used
used to
to measmeas- 407(b)(1)(A)
407(b)(1)(A) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.607(b)(1)(A)),
607(b)(l)(A)), as
as amendamendure
ure an
an individual's
individuals functional ability.
ed by section 507 of this Act, is amended—
(E) The assumption by the Social Security
(I)
(1) by
by striking
striking the
the matter
matter preceding
preceding clause
clause
Administration of primary responsibility
responsibihty for (i) and inserting the following:
documenth'tg functional
documenting
functionalability
ability using the
'(A) subject
"(A)
subject to
to paragraph (21.
(2). shall
shall provide
(g) EXCLUSION
EXCLUSIONOF
OF LIFE
LIFE INSURANCE POLIPOLIstandardized measurement criteria, with the for
for the payment
payment of
of aid
aid to
to families
families with
with dedeCIES—Section
CIES—Section5(g)
3(g)ofofthe
theFood
FoodStamp
Stamp Act of goal of developing functional
functional assessment
assessment ininchildren with respect to a dependent
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(g))
2014(g)) is
is amended
amended by adding struments that are standardized, accurately pendent
child within the meaning of subsection (a)—
at the
the end
endthe
thefollowing:
following:
measure an individuals functional abilities.
abilities,
(6) The Secretary shall exclude from fi- and are universally accepted by the public.
(2) in clause (i), by
(2)
by striking
striking "whichever"
'whichever"
nancial
nancial resources
resources the
the cash
cash value
value of
of any
any life
life the advocacy community,
community. and health care and
inserting "when,
and inserting
'when, ifif the
the State
State chooses to
insurance
by aa member
insurance policy
policyowned
owned by
member of
of aa professionals.
so require (and specifies in its State plan).
plan),
household. ".
household.",
(F) The use of the results of the standard- whichever":
(h) IN-T
-'OEM
EXCLUSIONS
FROMINCOME.—
INCOME.—
IN-TxE
ExcLusIoNs
FROM
ized functional
functional measurement
measurementwith
with a new
new
(3) in clause (ii). by inserting
inserting "when"
'when" beSection 5 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 standard
standard to describe basic physical and menmen- fore such parent: and
U.S.C. 2014)
U_S_C.
2014)isisamended
amendedby
byadding
adding at
at the
the end tal
tal demands of a baseline of work that rep(4) in clause (iii).
(iii), by inserting "when, if the
the
the following:
resents
resents substantial
substantial gainful
gainful activity
activity and
and that
that State chooses to so require (and so specifies
(n) Whenever a Federal
Federal Statute
statute enacted exists in significant
numbers
in
the
national
significant
national in its State plan)" after "(iii)".
after
after the date of the enactment of this Act economy.
(b) STATE OPTION TO EXPAND PROCRAM.—
excludes funds from income for purposes of
(5)(A) An evaluation of whether a child is Section 407(a) (42 U.S.C. 607(a)) is amended
amended
determining eligibility, benefit levels, or engaging
engaging in
in substantial gainful activity, by inserting "or
'or the
the unemployment
unemployment (as deboth
both under
under State
State plans
plans approved
approved under
under part
part whether a child has a medically determina- fined (if at all)
the State in the State plan
A of title IV of the Social Security Act, then ble physical or mental impairment that will approved underby
section
section 402)"
402)" before
before "of
'of the
such funds shall be excluded from income for meet the duration requirement, and whether parent".
purposes of determining eligibility,
eligibility. benefit a child has an impairment that meets the
(c) EFFEcTIVE
EFFEC'nvE DATE—Subsection
DATE—Subsection (b) and
levels, or both, respectively, under the food criteria in the index of disabling impair- the
the amendments
amendmentsmade
made by
by subsection
subsection (a)
stamp program of households all of whose ments.
shall
becomeeffective
effective
October
1, 1996,
shall become
October
1, 1996.
members receive benefits under a State plan
(B) The development, with the assistance SEC. 642. DEFINITION
DEFINiTION OF ESSENTIAL PERSON.
approved under part A of title IV of the So- of the medical community
community and
and educational
educational
cial Security Act.".
(a) GENERAI
GENAL REQUIREMENT—Section
REQUIREMENT__Section 402
402 (42
experts,
experts, of
of standardized
standardized criteria
criteria which
which can
can
U.S.C. 602). as amended
(i) APPUCATION
APPUCAnON OF A?NDMENTS.—The
by section
AMENDMENTS—The be used to measure aa child's
child's functional abil- U,S.C.
222(a)
(1)
(A)
of
this
Act
is
amended
by
insertamendments
amendments made by this section shall not ity to perform
perform aa baseline
baseline of functions that 222(a)(1)(A) of this Act is amended by inserting after subsection (1) the following:
apply with respect to certification periods are comparable to the baseline of occupa"(g)
(g) In order that the State may
beginning
beginning before
before the
the effective
effective date
date of
of this
this tional
mayinclude
include
tional demands
demands for
for an
an adult.
section.
individual in
in determining
determining the
the
(C)
(C) The
The conduct
conduct of research to specifically
specifically the needs of an individual
needs
of
the
dependent
child
and
relative
Subtitle C—Fraud Reduction
identify aa skill acquisition
identify
acquisition threshold
threshold to
SEC. 631. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS IN SUPPORT measure broad areas required to develop the with whom the child is living, such individOF THE EFFORTS OF THE ADMINIS- ability to perform substantial gainful activ- ual must be living in the same home as such
child and relative, and—
TRATION TO ADDRESS THE PROB- ityity.
(1) furnishing
furnishing personal services required
LEMS OF FRAUD
FRAUD AND
AND ABUSE
ABUSE IN
IN THE
THE SEC. 632. STUDY ON FEASIBILITY OF SINGLE
"(1)
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
SUPPLEMENTAL
SECURITYTh4COME
INCOME
TAMPER-PROOF
TAMPER-PROOF
IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFICATION because of the relative's physical or mental
PROGRAM.
CARD TO SERVE PROGRAMS UNDER inability to provide care necessary for herThe Congress hereby expresses support for
self or
or himseff
himself or for the dependent child
BOTh THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT self
the efforts of the Social Security AdminisAND HEALTH REFORM LEGISLALEGISLA. (which, for purposes of this subsection only.
DON.
TION.
tration
tration to
to reduce
reduce fraud
fraud and
and abuse
abuse in
in the
the supsupincludes a child receiving supplemental secu(a)
SI1JDY.—As soon
(a) STJDY.—As
soonasaspracticable
practicable after
after rity income benefits under title XVI); or
plemental security income program under
the
date
of
the
enactment
title XVI of the Social Security Act by imenactment of
of this Act, the
"(2)
'(2) furnishing child care services, or care
plementing
plementing aa structured
structured approach
approach to
to disabildisabil- Commissioner of Social Security shall con- for an incapacitated member of the family.
family,
ity
decisionmaking
duct
a
study
of
the
feasibility
of
issuing.
in
•that
ity decisionmakingthat
thattakes
takesinto
into considerconsiderthat isisnecessary
necessary to
to permit
permit the caretaker
ation the large number of disability claims counterfeit-resistant
relative—
counterfeit-resistant form,
form, aa single
single identiidentireceived while providing a basis
flcation card which would
would combine
combine the feabasis for
"(A) to engage in full or part-time employ.
employforconsistfeaconsist- fication
ent. equitable
equitable decisionmaking
tures
social
security
of
the
social
security
card
now
issued
by
claims
adcard
decisionmaking by claims adnow issued ment outside the home.
home, or
judicators
at each
judicators at
eachlevel,
level,that
thatprovides
provides for
for the pursuant to section 205 of the Social Secu"(B) to attend a course of
of education
education dede'
following:
rity Act and any health security card which signed to lead to a high school diploma (or
(1) A
(I)
A simplification
simplification of the monetary guide- may be provided for in health reform legisla- its equivalent) or a course of training on a
lines for determining whether an individual tion
tion enacted
enacted in
in the
the 104th
104th Congress.
Congress. In
In such
such full or part-time
basis. or to participate in
part.time basis,
(except those
those tiling
filing for benefits based on study,
study, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall devote
devote parpar- the program under part C
G on a full or partticular consideration
consideration to—
to—
blindness)
blindness) is
is engaging
engaging in
in substantial
substantial gainful
gainful ticular
time basis,".
basis.".
activity.
(1) employment in such card of finger-print SEC,
SEC. 643. 'TILL.THE.GAY"
"FILL.THE.GAP" BUDGETING.
(2)
(2)The
Thereplacement
replacementof
of aa threshold severity identification,
identificauon, bar code validation, a photo(a) IN CENERAL,—Section
GENERAL—Section 402(a)(8)(A) (42
requirement for determining
hologram. or any other identifiable U.S.C.
determining whether
whether a graph. a hologram,
602(a)(8)(A)), as amended by sections
claimant has
has aa medically
medically determinable im- feature.
231, 242(b)(1).
242(b)(l),and
and611(d)(1)
6l1(d)(l)ofofthis
this Act,
Act. is
(2) the efficiencies and economies which 231,
pairment with a threshold inquiry as to
amended—
amended—
whether the claimant has a medically deter- may be achieved by combining the features
features
(1) by striking "and"
'and" at
at the
the end
end of clause
social security
minable physical or mental impairment that of the social
security card
card as
as currently
currently isis- (xi);
and
can be demonstrated by acceptable clinical sued and the features
features of any health security (xi):
(2) by adding at the end the following:
and laboratory diagnostic techniques.
card which might be issued under health re"(xiii) in addition to any other amounts re(3) The comparison of an impairment re- form legislation, and
quired
or permitted by this paragraph to be
(3) any costs and risks which might result disregarded
ferred to in paragraph (2) with an index of
a month, may exempt countdisabling impairments that contains fewer from combining such features
features in
in aa single
single able incomeinidentified
in the
the State
State plan
plan by
by
impairments, has less detail and complexity. identification card and possible
possible means
means of
of alal- type or source and byin
amount, but in an
and does not rely on the
the concept
concept of
of 'medical
'medical leviating any such costs and risks.
not exceeding the difference between
equivalence".
(b) REPORT.—The
REPORr.—The Commissioner of Social
Social amount
the State's
State's standard
standard of
of need
need applicable
applicable to
to
(4) (A) The consideration of whether an in- Security shall, not later than 1 year after the
the family
family and
and the
the amount
amount from
from which
which all
all
dividual has the ability to perform substan- the
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, transtrans- the
nonexempt income is subtracted
tial gainful activity despite any functional mit
mit aa report
report to
to each
each House
House of
of the
the Congress
Congress remaining
determine the amount of aid payable
loss
loss caused
caused by
by aa medically
medically determinable
determinable setting forth the Commissioner's findings to
the State plan to a family of the same
physical or mental impairment.
impairment.
from the study conducted pursuant to sub- under
with no other income:".
(B) The
The definition
definition of
of the
the physical
physical and
and menmen- section (a). Such report may include such size
(B)
(b) EFFECTIVE
EF'FEC'flVE DATE—The
DATE—The amendment
amendment
tal requirements of substantial gainful ac- recommendations for administrative or leg- made
subsection (a) shall take effect on
tivity.
tivity,
islative changes as the Commissioner consid- Octoberby
1.
1997.
(C) The objective measurement, to the ex- ers appropriate.
SEC. 644. REPEAL OF REQUIREMENT TO MAKE
tent possible,
possible. of whether an individual meets
Subtitle fl—Additional Provisions
CERTAIN
CERTAIN
SUPPLEMENTAL
PAYsuch requirements,
requirements.
such
SEC. 641,
641. STATE OPTIONS REGARDING UNEMMENTS IN STATES PAYING LESS
(D)
CD)The
Thedevelopment,
development, with
with the assistance
PLOYED PARENT PROGRAM,
PROGRAM.
THAN THEIR NEEDS STANDARDS.
of the medical community
community and
and other
other outside
outside
(a) DURATION
(a)
DURADON OF
OFUNEMPLOYMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT AND
Section 402(a)(28) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(2$))
602(a)(2$)) is
is
experts from disability programs, of stand- RECENCYOIrWORJ(
RECENCY-OF-WORJ(
TESTS.—Section hereby repealed,
TESTS—Section
repealed.
.
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SEC. 645.
645. COLLECTION OF
OF AFDC OVERPAYMENTS
FROM FEDERAL
FEDERAL TAX
TAX REFUNDS.
(a) Au'riioRrry
(a)
AumORrry To
INTERCEPT TAX RETo lr.n-ERcEPT
REFUND.—(l)
Part
F'UND.—(j)
PartAAof
of title IV (42
(42 U.S.C.
US.C. 601-

Tx

end the
the folfol617) is amended by adding at the end

lowing:

COLLECTION OF OVERPAYMENTS
'COLLECTION
OVERPAYMENTS FROM
FROM
FEDERAL TAX REFUNDS

"SEc. 418.
"SEC.
418. (a)
(a) Upon receiving notice from
from aa

State agency
State
agency administering
administering a plan approved
approved
has
under this part that a named
named individual
individual has
been overpaid under the State plan approved
under this part.
part, the Secretary of the Treasury
ury shall determine whether any amounts as
as
refunds of
of Federal
Federal taxes
taxes paid are payable to
such individual,
regardless of whether such
such
individual, regardless
such
individual filed
individual
filedaatax
taxreturn
return as
as a married or
unmarried individual.
individual, IfIfthe
theSecretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury finds that any such
such amount
amount is
is paypayable. he
he shall
shall withhold
withhold from
from such
such refunds
refunds an
amount equal to the overpayment sought to
be collected by
by the
the State
State and pay such
amount to the State agency.
(b)
(b) The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury shall
issue regulations, approved by
by the
the Secretary
of
Healthand
andHuman
HumanSex-vices,
Services, that proof Health
vide—

(1) that a State
State may
may only
only submit under
subsection (a)
subsection
(a) requests
requestsfor
forcollection
collection of overpayments
paymentswith
with respect
respecttotoindividuals
individuals (A)
(A)
who are no longer receiving aid
aid under
under the
State
Stateplan
planapproved
approvedunder
underthis
thispart,
part,(B)
(B)with
with
respect to whom the State has
has already
already taken
appropriate action under State
State law
law against
against
the income or resources
resourcesof
of the
theindividuals
individuals or
families
involvedas
as required
required under
under section
families involved
402(a)(22) (B).
(B). and
and(C)
(C) to
to whom
whom the
the State
State
agency has
agency
hasgiven
givennotice
noticeof
of its
its intent
intent to
to rerequest withholding
withholding by
quest
by the
the Secretary of the
Treasury from their
their income
income tax
tax refunds:
refunds:
(2) that
(2)
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
will give
will
giveaa timely
timelyand
andappropriate
appropriate notice
notice to
any other
other person
personfiling
filing aa joint
joint return with
the
the individual
individual whose
whoserefund
refund is subject to
withholdingunder
withholding
under subsection
subsection (a): and
and
(3)the
theprocedures
procedures that
that the
the State and
"(3)
and the
the
Secretary
in carSecretary of
of the
theTreasury
Treasurywill
will follow
follow in
rying
rying out this section which, to the maximum extent feasible and consistent with the
specific provisions of
of this
this section,
section. will
willbe
be the
the
same as
as those
those issued
issued pursuant
pursuant to section
464(b)
464(b)applicable
applicable to
to collection
collectionofofpast-due
past-due
child support.
support.'.
child
(2) Section 6402 of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Code of 1986 (as amended
amended by
by section 443(a) of
this Act)
Act) is
is amended—
amended—
(A)
insubsection
subsection (a). by striking
striking"(c)
'(c) and
and
(A) in
(d)' and
'(c), (d).
(d).and
andCe)":
(e)':
(d)"
and inserting
inserting '(c).
(B)
by redesignating subsections (e)
as subsections
subsections (f)
through Ci)
(i) as
U) through
through (j).
(j). respectively: and
(C) by inserting after
after subsection
subsectionCd)
(d) the
the folfol-

lowing:
(g)COLLECTION
(g)
COLLECTION
OF OF
OVERPAYMENTS
OVEPAYNTS
UNDER
UND
TITLE IV-A
TI'I'LE
IV-A OF
OFTHE
ThE SOCIAL SEcURrI-y
SEcuRrrYACT.—
AcI.—

The
amount of any overpayment to be reThe amount
funded to the person
person making
making the overpay-

ment shall be reduced
reduced (after
(after reductions pursuant to subsections
subsections (c)
(c) and (d). but before a
credit against
against future
future liability
liability for
for an
an internal
revenue tax) in accordance
revenue
accordance with
with section 418
of the Social Security
Security Act
Act (concerning
(concerning recovrecovto individuals under
ery of overpayments
overpayments to
State plans
State
plansapproved
approvedunder
underpart
partAAofoftitle
titleIV
IV

of such
such Act).",
Act).".
(b)
Cor'.pojnxc
CONFORC AMENOMErcr.—Section
ArvNDNT.—Section
552a(a)(8)(B)(iv)(III)
552a(a) (8) (B) (iv) (III)
title
UnitedStates
States
of of
title
5. 5.United
Code, is amended
amended by
by striking
striking 'section 464 or
Security Act"
Act' and
1137 of the Social Security
and insertinsert"section 419.
419.464.
1137 of
ofthe
the Social
Social SeSeing 'section
464. oror 1137
curity Act."
SEC. 646.
SEC.
646.TERRITORiES.
TERRITORIES.
(a) IN
(a)
1108(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
IN GENERAL.—Sectjon
GENER.L.—Sectjon 1108(a)
1308(a)) is amended
by striking
striking paragraphs
amended by
paragraphs

H 3667
H3667

(A) $82,000,000
(A)
$82,000,000 with
with respect
respect to fiscal years
years

"(2)
(2) preventive services
services and
andactivities,
activities, inin1994. 1995. and 1996,
1996. and
cluding community-based
community-based family
family support
(B) $102.500.000
(B)
$102,500,000 or.
or. ififgreater.
greater. such
such amount
amount services, designed to strengthen
strengthen and
and preserve
preserve
adjusted by
adjusted
by the
the CR1
CPI (as
(as prescribed in sub- families
families and
and to
to prevent
prevent child
childabuse
abuse and nesection (f))
(0) for
for fiscal
fiscalyear
year 1997
1997 and
and each
each fiscal
fiscal glect;
glect: and
year thereafter:
thereafter;
(3) permanency planning
planningservices
services and
and acac(2)
for
payment
to
the
Virgin
lslands
shall
'(2) for payment to the Virgin Islands
tivities to
to achieve
achieve planned,
planned, permanent
tivities
permanentliving
living
not
not exceed—
exceed—
arrangements(including
arrangements
(including family
family reunifica.
reunifica"(A)
$2,800,000 with
respect to fiscal years
years tion,
(A) $2,800,000
with respect
tion. adoption, and
and independent
independentliving)
living) for
for
1994. 1995.
1995. and
and 1996.
1996. and
and
children
children who have been
been removed
removed from
from their
their
'(B)
(B)$3,500,000
$3,500,000 or.
or. if
if greater.
greater, such amount families.
adjusted by
(as prescribed in sub- "SEC.
adjusted
by the
the CR1
CPI (as
SEC. 421.
421. STATE PLANS.

STATE PLANS.
for fiscal
fiscalyear
year 1997
1997 and
and each fiscal
section (I))
U)) for
(a) IN
(a)
order to
to be
be eligible
IN GENER.,1...—In
GENERAL—In order
year thereafter: and
for payment
payment under
under this
this part,
part, aa State must
'(3) for payment to Guam shall not ex- for
"(3)
have an
an approved
approvedplan
plan(developed
(developedjointly
jointly by
ceed—
agency. after
"(A)
(A) $3,800,000
$3800000 with
with respect
respectto
tofiscal
fiscal year
year the Secretary and the State agency,
withpersons
persons and
and entities speciconsultation with
1994. 1995,
1995. and 1996. and
in subsection
subsection (b))
(b)) for the provision of
"(B)
(B) $4,750,000 or,
or. if greater, such
such amount
amount fied in
services to
which meet
meet
to children
children and
and families
families which
adjusted by the CR1
(as prescribed
prescribed in
in subsub' services
CPI (as
for fIscal
fiscal year
year 1997
1997 and each
section (f)),
(0). for
each fisfis- the requirements of subsection (c).
CONSULTATION WITH
(b) CONSULTATION
WITH APPROPRIATE
APPROPRIATE ENEN.
cal year thereafter.".
TITlES—A State,
State. in
in developing
developing its
its plan
plan for
for
(b) CR1
CPI ADJUSTMENT—Section
ADJUSTMEN'r.—Section 1108 (42 TrnEs.—A
approval
under
this
part.
shall
consult
with
part, shall consult with
U.S.C. 1308)
1308) isis amended
amended by
by adding
addingatatthe
the end
end
concerned
concerned
persons
persons
and
and
entities,
entities,
including—
including—
the
thefollowing:
following
(I)
privateagencies
agencies
(1) public
public and nonprofit
nonprofit private
'(f)
(f) For purposes of
of subsection
subsection (a). an
and community-based organizations with
with exexamount is adjusted by the CPI' for months and
perience in
in administering
administering programs
programsof
of child
child
year by
by multiplying
multiplying that
in calendar
calendar year
that amount perience
services for
for children
children and
and families:
families:
by the ratio of
of the
the Consumer
Consumer Price Index
Index as
as welfare services
and
prepared by
prepared
by the
theDepartment
Departmentof
ofLabor
Laborfor—
for—
(2) representatives
"(2)
advocatesfor
for
representatives of and advocates
(1) the third
third quarter
quarter of
of the
the preceding cal.
caland families.
children and
families.
endar
year.40
endar year.4O
STATEPLAN
PLANREQU
REQWRZrrS.—A
(c) STATE
ZMENTS.—AState
State
"(2)
(2) the
the third
third quarter of calendar
calendar year
year 1996.
1996.
under this
this part
part shall—
shall—
and
and rounding
rounding the
the product,
product.ifif not
not aa multiple
multiple plan under
"(1)
services and
andactivities
activities to
to
(1) describe
describe the services
of $10,000, to the
the nearer
nearermultiple
multipleof
of $10,000.'.
$10000.'.
be performed,
performed. and
and the
the service
service delivery
delivery mechmechSEC. 647.
647. DISREGARD
DISREGARD OF STUDENT INCOME.
anisms (including service providers and
IN GENERAL—Section
GENERAt,.—Sectjon402(a)
402(a)(8)(A)(j)
(a) IN
(8) (A) (I) (42
(42
distribution
distribution of
ofservices)
Services)totobe
beused.
used,
U.S.C. 602(a)(8)(A)(i))
US.C.
602(a)(8)(A)(i))isisamended
amended by striking statewide
to provide—
'dependent
and all
'dependent child"
child" •and
allthat
thatfollows
follows and
and
'(A)
(A)child
childprotection
protectionservices
servicesdescribed
described in
in
inserting' 'individual
inserting
individual who
whohas
has not attained 19 section
420(1)
420(1) (including
(includingsuch
such services
services proyears of age and is an elementary or
or secondsecond. section
vided under this part and part El:
E):
ary school student".
student'.
"(B)
preventiveservices
servicesdescribed
described in
in secsec'(B) preventive
(b)
CONFOR1UNC
(b) COoNG
AMENDMENTS—Section
AMENDNTS.—Section tion
420(2) (and shall
shall provide
provide for
for delivery of
402(a) (42 U.S.C. 602(a))
602(a)) is
is amended—
amended—
such services
services through
through aa statewide
statewide network
network of
paragraph(8)(8)(A)(vii)—
(1) in paragraph
(A) (vii)—
nonprofit
nonprofit community-based
community-based family sup(A)
(A) by
by striking
striking"a
"adependent
dependent child
child who
who isis aa local
port
programs.
programs,
in
in
collaboration
with
with
existing
existing
full-time
student" and
and inserting
full-time student"
inserting 'jan
"an individindividmental health, education,
education, employemployual who
who has
has not attained 19 years of
of age
age and health,
training,
training. child
child welfare,
welfare, and
and other
other sosois an elementary or secondary
secondary school
school stustu- ment,
cial
services agencies):
agencies); and
cial services
dent'; and
"(C)
(C) permanency
permanency planning
planning services
services dechild and
(B) by striking
striking "such
'such child'S
and inserting
inserting scribed
scribed in
in section
section 420(3)
420(3)(including
(including family
family resuchindividual":
individual"; and
'such
unification. adoption,
adoption. and independent
independentlivliv(2) in paragraph
paragraph (18),
(18), by
by striking
striking "of
"of aa de- unification,
ing):
pendent child'
pendent
child"and
andinserting
inserting"of
"of an
anindividindivid"(2)(A)(i)
declarethe
the States
State's goals
goals for ac'(2)(A)(i) declare
ual under age
age 19".
19'.
complishments under the plan is in operSEC.
SEC. 648.
648.LUMP-SUM
LUMP-SUM INCOME.
iNCOME.
ation in
in the
the State, and
be updated periand (ii)
(ii) be
Section402(a)
402(a)(8)
(8)(A)
(A) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.602
602(a)
(8) (A)),
(A)), odically
Section
(a) (8)
odically to
todeclare
declare the
the States
State's goals
goals for
for acacas
amended by sections 231. 242(b)(l).
242(b)(1), complishments under the plan by the end of
6l1(d)(l), and
611(d)(1),
and643(a)
643(a) of
of this
this Act,
Act, is
is amended—
amended— each
each fifth
fiscal year
year thereafter:
thereafter:
fifth fiscal
(1) by striking
striking 'and"
"and"at
at the
the end
end of clause
clause
"(B)
(B) describe the methods
methods to
to be
be used
usedin
in
(xii); and
and
(xii):
measuring progress
progress toward
toward accomplishment
(2) by
by adding
adding at
at the end the
(2)
the following:
following:
of the goals; and
"(xiv)
disregard from
(xiv) shall disregard
from the income
income of
of
(C)
(C) contain a
a commitment
commitment that the
any family
family member
member any
any amounts of income State—
received
received in
in the
the form
form of nonrecurring lump(I)
willperform
perform an
an interim review of
(i) will
of its
its
sum
sum payments
payments other
other than payments
payments made
made progress
progress toward accomplishment of the goals
pursuant to an order for child
child or
or spousal
spousal supsup- after the end
end of
of each
each of
of the
the first
first 4 fiscal
fiscal
port
port being enforced by the agency
agency adminadmin- years covered by the goals,
goals. and
and on
on the
the basis
basis
istering the
istering
the State
State plan approved under part of such
such interim
revise the
the statestateinterim review will
will revise
D,".
ment of goals in
in the
the plan.
plan. ififnecessary.
necessary. to rere'frI—CHILD PROTECTION
TITLE 'In—CHILD
PROTECTION BLOCK
BLOCK
flect changed
flect
changed circumstances
circumstances or
or other
other relrelGRANT PROGRAM
evant factors:
factors; and
"(ii)
willperform,
perform,after
afterthe
theend
end of
ofthe
the last
last
"(ii) will
SEC. 701.
701. ESTABLISHMENT OF
OF PROGRAMS.
goals. aafinal
final rerePart BBofoftitle
titleIV
IV (42 U.S.C. 620—635) is fiscal year covered by the goals,
view
of
its
progress
view
of
its
progress
toward
accomplishment
amended to
amended
to read
read as
asfollows:
follows:

PART B—CHILD PROTECTION BLOCK
GRANT PROGRAM

of the
of
the goals
goals and
and prepare
prepare a report
report to
to the
the SecSecretary on the
the basis
basisofofsuch
suchfinal
finalreview:
review
(3)

provide
assurances that reasonable
provide assurances

SEC. 420.
"SEC.
420.PURPOSES;
PURPOSES;AUTHORIZATIONS
AUTHORIZATIONS OF
OF APAPPROPRIATIONS.
"The purpose of
"The
of this
thispart
part is
is to
to enable
enable

be expended
expended under this part to
amounts will
will be
carry Out
carry
out each
each of
of the purposes
purposes specified
specified in
in

of becoming.
becoming, victims
victims of
of abuse
abuse or neglect:

the requirements
requirements of
of this section.

paragraphs (1)
paragraphs
(1) through (3) of
of section
section 420:
420: and
and

States to
States
to carry
carry out
Outaaprogram
programof
ofchild
child welwel"(4) provide
"(4)
provideassurances
assurances that
that the
the State
State has
has
fare and child
child protection
protectionsex-vices
services which
which in- in effect
effect aa program
program of
of foster
fostercare
care safeguards
safeguards
cludes—
meeting the requirements of section 425.
(1). (2), and (3) and
and inserting
inserting the
thefollowing:
following:
(1) child
for children
children
child protection
protectionsex-vices
services for
"(d)
(d) SECRETARIAL
SECRETARIAL APPROVAL—The
APPROVAL—The Sec"(I)
"(1) for payment to Puerto Rico
Rico shall not who are, or are suspected
suspected of
of being or at risk retary
retary shall
shall approve
approve aa State
State plan
plan that
that meets
meets
exceed—

H3668
"SEC.
SEC.

422.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
March 23. 1995
sponsibility
sponsibilityofofthe
theState
State for
for66 months
months or shall apply with
with respect
respect to activities
activities under
under

RESERVATIONS:
ALLOTMEp TO
RESERvATIONS; ALLOTMENTS
TO

STATES.
STATES.

more, which determined—
State programs on and after that date.
GENERAL—The
Secretary shall
GENERAL—The Secretary
shall
(A) the
(A)
the appropriateness
appropriateness of.
of, and necessity
allot
the amount specified
allot the
specified in
insubsection
subsection (b) for,
the
foster
care
placement;
TITLE VII1—SSI
TITLE
VII1—SSI REFORM
REFORM
for,
the
foster
care
placement:
for each
each fiscal year in accordance
accordance with
with sub(B)
(B) whether
whether the child
child could
could or
or should
should be
be
Subtitle A—Eligibility
sections (c)
of Children For
Sections
(c) through
through (f).
(I)
A—Eligibility of'
For
returned to the parents
parents of
of the
the child
child or should
Benefits
FEDER..FUNDING—The
FUNINC.—The amount
amount speci(b) FERAl.,
speci- returned
be
freed
for
adoption
or
other
permanent
fied
fied for
for purposes
purposes of this
this section
section shall be—
be—
(a)

IN
IN

•

(I)
1996;
(I) S653.000,000
S653.000.000 for fiscal year 1996:
"(1) S682.000,000
"(I)
$682,000,000 for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1997;
1997:
(1) S713.000.000
$713000000 for
(I)
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1998;
1998:
(I)
S737,000,000for
forfiscal
fiscalyear
year1999;
1999: and
and
(I) $737000000
(I) $763,000,000
2000.
(I)
S763.000.000 for fiscal year 2000.

placement; and
placement:

SEC.
801.RESTRICTIONS
RESTRIC'flONSON
ONELIGIBILITY.
ELIGIBILITY,
SEC. 801.

Ca)
IN CENER.—Section
CENERAj,-_.SectionI614(a)(3)(A)
1614(a)(3)(A) (42
the services necessary
necessary to
to facilitate
facilitate
(a) IN
the return of the child or the placement
of U.S.C. 1382c(a)C3)CA))
placement of
l382c(a) (3) (A)) isisamended—
amended—
the child for
for adoption
adoption or legal guardianship;
Cl) by inserting
inserting "Ci)'
after "(3)(A)";
Cl)
'(i)" after
C3) CA)":
(2) be operating. to the satisfaction of the
(2) by inserting 'who
"whohas
has attained
attained 18 years
Secretary—
of
age"
before
'shall
be
considered";
of
age"
before'
shall
be
considered';
Cc)
PROJECTS OF
(c) PROJECTS
OFNATIONAL
NATIONAL
SICNIFICCE._
SICNIFICANCE.
"CA)
statewide information
information system
system from
(A) aastatewide
(3)
inC3)by
bystriking
striking"he"
"he"and
andinserting
inserting "the
'the inTwo
Two percent
ofthe
theamount
amount
specified
under which
percent of
specified
under
which can be
be readily
readily determined
determined the
the status.
status. dividual";
subsection (b) for
for each
fiscal year
each fiscal
year shall
shall be
be re- demographic
demographic characteristics,
characteristics, location,
location, and
and
(4) by striking
of an
striking "(or.
'(or, in
in the case
case of
an indiindiserved for
served
for expenditure by the Secretary for goals
for
for the placement
placement of
of every child who is vidual
vidual under
under the
the age
age of
of 18,
18. if he suffers from
projects of national significance related
related to
to coals
(or, within
(or.
within
the
immediately
preceding
the
immediately
preceding
12
any medically
medically determinable
determinable physical
physical or
or menmenany
the purposes
purposes of
of this part.
months, has
been) in
in foster care:
care:
has been)
tal impairment of comparable
comparable severity)":
severity)":
"Cd)
Cd)
TRAIN1NC AND
TRAINING
ArZD TEcHNICAL
TECHNICAL ASSISTASSJST(B)
(B)
a
a
case
case
review
review
system
system
Cas
(as
defined
in
and
ANcE.—Two
specified
ANCE—Two percent
percent of
of the
the amount specified
for each
each child
child receiving
receiving foster
foster
(5) by adding after and below the end the
(5)
under subsection
subsection (b)
(b) for
for each
each fiscal
fiscal year
year shall
shall section 475(5)) for
under the
the supervision
supervision of the State;
following:
be
be reserved
reservedfor
for expenditure by the Secretary care under
(C) aa service program designed to help
'(ii) An
"(ii)
An individual
individualwho
whohas
has not attained
attained 18
18
for training
for
training and
and technical
technical assistance
assistance to
to
years of age shall be considered to be disState and
State
and local
local public
public and
and nonprofit
nonprofit private children—
(i)
where appropriate,
(i) where
appropriate, return
returnto
to families
families abled for purposes
purposesof
of this
this title
title for a month if
if
entities related to the program under this from
from which
whichthey
theyhave
have been
been removed: or
or
the individual
individual has
has any medically determinapart.
part,
"(ii)
'Cii)be
beplaced
piacedfor
foradoption,
adoption. with
with aa legal
legal ble physical or mental impairment
impairment (Or
(or com(e)INDIAN
INDI TRIBES—One
com"(e)
TRIBES.—Onepercent
percentof
of the guardian,
or.
or. ifif adoption
adoption or
or legal
legal guardian.
guardian. bination
bination of
of impairments)
impairments)that
thatmeets
meets the
the reamount specified under subsection
subsection (b) for guardian,
ship
is
determined
not
to
be
appropriate
for
quirements.
quirements,
applicable
applicable
to
to
individuals
individuals
who
who
each
be reserved
reservedfor
for allotalloteach fiscal year shall be
child, in
permanent have not attained
in some
some other planned, permanent
attained 18
18 years
yearsof
of age.
age,of
ofthe
theListListin accordance
accordance with sec- a child.
ment to Indian tribes in
livingarrangement;
living
arrangement; and
ings of Impairments set
tion 424.
tiOn
set forth
forth in appendix II
'CD)
CD)
replacement preventive services of subpart P of part 404 of title
title 20.
20, Code of
— "(f)
—
"(I) STATES—From
of
STATES—Fromthe
the balance
balance of the programa designed
to help
help children
children at
at risk
risk of Federal
designed to
Regulations, or
or the
the individual
individual has a
Federal Regulations.
amount specified for each
each fiscal
fiscal year under
under
fosrer care
care placement
placementremain
remainwith
with their
their famfam- combination of impairments the effect
effect of
of
subsection
(b) remaining after the applica- foster
subsection (b)
ilies: and
which should be considered
which
considered disabling
disabling for
for purpurtion
Uonof
ofsubsections
subsections (c),
(c). Cd).
Cd). and
and (e).
(e), the
the Sec- ilies;
"(31(A)
"C3)CA)have
havereviewed
reviewed (or
Corby
byOctober
October 31,
31. poses
posesof
of this
this title.
title. In applying
applying this
this clause,
clause,
allot to
toeach
each State
State an amount
retary shall allot
have reviewed)
reviewed) State
State policies
policies and
and such
will have
such Listings
Listings shall not include maladaptive
which
same ratio
ratio to the amount 1995 will
which bears
bears the same
administrative and
and judicial
judicial procedures
proceduresin
in efef- behavior
behavior or
or psychoactive
psychoactivesubstance
substance dependspecified as the total amount that would
would administrative
fect for
at or
or shortly
shortly ence
for children
children abandoned
abandoned at
ence disorder (as specified in
in the
the appendix
appendix
have been
been allotted
allotted to
to the
the Stare
State for
for such
such fisfis- fecr
after
birth
birth
(including
(including
policies
policies
and
and
procedures
procedures
setting forth such
Listings).".
such Listings):'.
cal year under this part, as
as in
in effect on Sepproviding
for
legal
representation
such
providing
for
legal
representation
of
such
Cb)TRANSITION
(b)
TRANSITIONTO
TONEw
NEWELIGIBILITY
ELJGIBILITY
CR1Citember 30, 1995,
1995. bears
bears to
to the
the total
total amount children); and
TERIA,—Within
date of
of the
the
TERIA—Within 33 months
months after the date
that would have been
beenso
soallotted
allotted to
to all
•(B)
(B)
be
implementing
(or
(or
by
by
October
October
31.
31,
enactment of
enactment
of this Act.
Act, the Commissioner of
States
for such
such flscal
fiscal year.
States for
1996. will
will be
be implementing)
implementing)such
such policies
policies and
and Social Security shall establish aa functional
"SEC.
functional
'SEC. 423.
423. PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS TO STATES.
procedures
as
on
the
the
State
determines,
equivalency standard separate
separatefrom
from the
the ListList(a) ENnmEr-r TO PAYMENT;
TO PAYMENT;
FEDERAL
FEDERAL basis
basis
of
the
review
in
clause
(i),
described in
clause
(i), to ing of Impairments Cset
(set
forth
in
appendix
11
forth
in
appendix
SHARE
which has
has aa be necessary
SHARE OF
OF COSTS—Each
COSTS—Each State
State which
necessary to
to enable
enable permanent
permanent decisions
decisions of subpart P of part 404 of title
title
20,
20.
Code
of
plan approved under this part shall be entienti- to be made
made expeditiously
expeditiously with
withrespect
respect to
to the
the Federal
Federal Regulations
Regulations (revised
(revised as
asof
ofApril
April 1,
1.
tled to
tled
topayment,
payment, equal
equal to its allotment placement
of such children.
1994)) under which a child with
with aa combinaunder section
section 422
422 for
for a fiscal
fiscal year. for use
in SEC.
use in
SEC. 702.
702. REPEALS
REPEALS AND
AND CONFORMING
CONFORMING AMENDAMEND- tion of
of impairments
impairments should
should be
be considered
considered
payment by the State
State of
of 75 percenr
percent of
of the
MENTS.
disabled for purposes
of the
the supplemental
supplemental sepurposes of
secosts
of activities
activities under
costs of
under the State plan dur(a)
Ca) ABANDONED
AOr 1Ars INFANTS
ASSISTANCE.—
ASSISTANCE.—
curity income program
program under
undertitle
title XVI
XVI of
of
year. The remaining
remaining 25
25 pering such fiscal year.
(1) REPEAL—The
REPEAL—The Abandoned
Abandoned Infants As- the Social
Social Security
Security Act.
Act. Within
Within ID
ID months
months
cent of
of such
such costs shall
shall be
be paid
paid by
by the
the State
Srate sistance
U.S.C. 670
670 note)
note) is
is re- after the date
sistanceAct
Act of
of 1988
1988 C42
(42 U.S.C.
date of
of the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
with
withfunds
fundsfrom
fromnon-Federal
non-Federalsources.
sources.
pealed.
the Commissioner shall review the case
case of
"(b)
PAY
Cb)
PAYMENT
'T INSTALLMENTS—The
INSTALLMENTS_The Sec'
Sec(2)
CONFORMING
AMENDMENT—Section
ANDNT,_Section each
each individual
individual who,
who. immediately
immediately before
before
retary
retary shall
shall make
make payments
payments in
in accordance
accordance 421(7) of the Domestic
Domestic Violence
Violence Service
Service Act
Act such
such date of enactment,
enactment, qualified for
for benebenewith section
with
section 6503 of title
title 31.
31. United
United States
States of 1973 (42 U.S.C.
U5.C.
5061(7))
is
amended
5061(7))
is
amended
to
read
reason of
of an
to read fits
fits under
under such
such program by reason
an indiindiCode, to each
eachState
Statefrom
fromits
itsallotment
allotment for
for as
as
follows:
follows:
vidualized functional
vidualized
functionalassessment
assessment in
in order
order to
to
use
use under this part.
(7)
the
'boarder
baby'
means
'(7)
the
term
'boarder
baby'
means
an
inan in' determine
determine eligibility
eligibility under
under such
such Listings
"SEC.
SEC. 424.
424.PAYMENTS
PAYMENTSTO
TO INDIAN
INDIAN TRIBES.
fant
farr
who
is
medically
cleared
for
discharge
and
the
criteria established
established under such
"(a)
(a) IN
GrRAj,,.__The Secretary
IN CENERAI_.-_The
Secretary shall from
from an
an acute-care
acute-care hospital setting, bur
but re- standard.
make payments
payments under
under this
this part
part for
for a fiscal mains hospitalized because
of
a
lack
of
because
of
a
lack
of
apap- SEC. 802.
802. CONThVUINC
CONTThIUINGDISABILITY
DISABILITY REVIEWS
REVIEWS FOR
FOR
year directly to the tribal organization of an propriate
propriate out-of-hospital
out-of-hospital placement
placement alteralter. SEC.
CERTAIN
CERTATh cHILDREN,
CHILDREN.
Indian tribe
tribe with
withaa plan
plan approved
approved under
under this natives.".
natives.".
Section
Section
I6l4(a)(3)(G)
1614 (a) C3) CC)
(42
part, except that such plan need not meet
U.S.C.
(b) CHILD ABUSE
•

(C)
CC)

(a) Err.rr

any requirement under such section that the
Secretary determines
determines is
is inappropriate
inappropriate with
with
respect
respect to such Indian tribe.
tribe.
'(b)
(b)ALLOTMEWI.—From
ALLoThJs(t—From the amount reserved pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 422(e)
422(e) for
for any
any fisfisSecretary shall
shall allot
allot to each Incal year,
year. the Secretary
dian tribe meeting the conditions specified

in subsection (a),
(a). an amount bearing
bearing the
the
same ratio
ratio to such reserved amount as
as the
the
same
number
number of children in all
all Indian
Indian tribes
tribes with
with
State plans so approved, as determined by
State
the Secretary on the basis of the most curcurand reliable
reliable information available to
rent and
the Secretary.
"SEC.
425. FOSTER
FOSTERCARE
SEC. 425.
CARE PROTECTION.
PROTECTION.

"In order
order ro
to meet
meet the
the requirements
requirements of
of this
this
section.
section, for
for purposes
purposesof
ofsection
section421(c)(4).
42l(c)(4), a
State
State shall—
(1) since June 17. 1980,
1980. have
have completed
completed an

inventory of all
all children
children who,
who, before
before the in-

ventory. had
had been
been in
in foster
foster care
care under
under the
the reventory.
re-

PREVENTION AND
(b) Cl-au) ABUSE PREVENTION
AND TREAT-

MENT.—

1382cCa)C3)(C))
l382c(a)
(3) (C)) isisamended—
amended—

(I) by
(1)
byinserting
inserting "(I)"
'(i)" after "(C)"; and
(2) by adding at
at the
the end
endthe
thefollowing:
following:
"(ii) (I) Not less frequently
frequently than
'(ii)(I)
than once
once every
3 years,
years. the
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall redetermine
C2)CONFORMING
(2)
CONFORiUNG AMENDMENTS.—The
AMENDMENTS—The Victims
Victims
the eligibility
forbenefits
benefits under this title
eligibility for
title of
of Crime Act
Act of
of1984
1984 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 10601
10601 et seq.)
seq) each
individual who
each individual
who has
has not attained 18
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking section
section 1404A.
1404A.
years of
years
of age
age and
andisiseligible
eligible for
for such
such benefits
benefits
(c) ADOPTION
ADOPTION
OPPORTuNrr1The Child
OPPORTUNfl'1E5.—The
Child by reason
reason of
of disability.
disability.
Abuse Prevention and
and Treatment
Treatment and
andAdopAdop(II)
(II)Subclause
Subclause (I)
(I) shall
shall not apply to an intion Reform
Reform Act
Actofof1978
1978(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.5111
5111 et dividual
the individual
individualhas
has an
an impairment
dividual ififthe
seq) isis repealed.
seq.)
repealed.
Cor
(or
combination
combination
of
of
impairments)
impairments)
which
which isisCor
(or
SUPPORT CENTERS.—Subtirle
(d) FAMILY
FAMILY SUPPORT
CENTERS—Subtitle FF
not expected
expected to
to improve.
improve.
of title VII
VIIof
ofthe
the Stewart
Stewart B. McKinney are)(III)
Subject to recommendations made
Homeless Assistance
Assistance Act
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
U.5C. 1l4811481by the Commissioner, parents or guardians
guardians
11489) is
is repealed.
repealed.
of recipients
recipients whose
whose cases
cases are reviewed under
(e) FOSTER CARE—Section 472(d)
472Cd)(42
(42U.S.C.
U5.C. of
present. at
of reat rhe
the time of
re672(d)) is
is amended
amended by striking
srriking"422(b)
'422(b)(9)'
672(d))
(9)" and this clause shall present,
view, evidence
evidence demonstrating
demonstrating that
that funds
funds pro.
view.
proinserting "425".
'425".
to asvided under this title
title have
have been
been used
used to
SEC.
703.EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIvE DATE.
SEC. 703.
DATE.
sist the
the recipient
recipient in
in improving the condition
condition
The amendments
The
amendmentsand
and
repeals
made
by this which
repeals
made
by this
which was
basis for
for providing benefits
was the basis
title shall
title
shall take
take effect
effect on
on October
October 1,
1, 1995,
1995, and under
this title.".
title.".
under this
(1)
Cl) REPEAL—The
REPEAL—The Child
ChildAbuse
Abuse Prevention
F'revenuon

and Treatment
ard
Treatment Act
Act (42 U.S.C. 5101 et seq.) is
repealed.
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SEC. 803. DISABIUTY REVIEW REQUIRED FOR SSI
RECIPIENTS WHO ARE 18 YEARS OF
AGE

(a) IN
(a)
IN GENERL,—Sectjon
GENERAL—Section1614(a)(3)(G)
1614(a)(3)(G) (42
U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(G)),
1382c(a)(3)(G)). as
as amended
amended by section
section

802 of this subtitle, is amended by adding at
the end the following:
(iii)(I) The Commissioner shall redetermine the eligibility of a qualified individual
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to the Commissioner's
Commissioners determination that has attained 75 years of age. and has resided
the individual
individual is
is disabled,".
disabled.'.

in
in the United States for at least 5 years:

(b) COoc ANDMmrS.—
(b) CONFORMIr.IG AMENDMEN'I'S.—
(I) Section 1611(e) (42 U.S.C.
(1)

1382(e)) is
is

amended by striking paragraph (3).
(2)
(2)
Section 1631
1631(a)(2)(A)(ij)
(a) (2) (A) (ii)
(42
1383(a)(2)(A)(ji))
1383(a)
(2) (A) (ii))isisamended—
amended—

(A)
(A) by
by striking
striking "(I)";
"(I)": and
and
(B) by striking subclause (II).
(3)
Section 1631(a)(2)(B)

U.S.C.

(2) the alien—
(A) is a veteran (as defined in section 101 of

title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge.
discharge,
(B)

is on active duty (other than active

duty for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or
U.S.C.
(C)
(C) is the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-

for supplemental security income benefits
(42
under this title by reason of disability, by 1383(a)(2)(B)) is amended—
applying the criteria used in determining eli(A) by striking clause
clause (vii):
(vii):
graph (A) or (B):
gibility for such benefits of applicants who
(B) in clause (viii). by striking
striking "(ix)"
(ix)" and
(3) the alien is the subject of domestic viohave attained 18 years
years of
of age.
age.
inserting
"(viii)"
"(viii)";
lence by the alien's spouse and a divorce be'(II)
(II) The
The redetermination
redetermination required by
(C)
in
clause
(ix)—
tween the alien and the alien's
aliens spouse has
subclause
subclause (I)
(I) with
with respect
respect to
to aa qualified
qualified mdimdi(i) by striking "(viii)"
(viii)' and inserting been initiated through the filing of an approvidual
vidual shall
shall be
be conducted
conducted during
during the
the 1-year
1-year
(vii)":
(vii)':
and
priate action in an appropriate court: or
period that begins on the date the qualified
(ii)
(ii) in subclause (II). by striking all that
(4) there has been paid with respect to the
individual
individual attains
attains 18
18 years
years of
of age.
age.
follows
"15
'15
years"
years"
and
and
inserting
inserting
a
period:
period;
self-employment income or employment of
(III) As used in this clause, the term
(D)
in
clause
(xiii)—
the alien, or of a parent or spouse of the
'qualified
qualified individual
individual' means
means an
an individual
individual
(xi)"; alien,
alien, taxes
taxes under
under chapter
chapter 22 or
or chapter
chapter 21
21 of
of
who attains 18 years of age and is a recipient and(i) by striking "(xii)" and inserting "(xi)";
the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986
1986 in
in each
each of
of
of benefits under this title by reason of dis(ii)
striking
(ii)
by
striking
"(xi)"
inserting
"(x)":
(xi)'
and
inserting
"(xY':
20
different
calendar
quarters.
ability.
and
(IV)
(c) HOLD HAmfl.,ESS
HARMLESSFOR
FORMEDICAID
MEDICAIDELIGIEucI(IV) A
A redetermination
redetej-rnination under
under subclause
subclause
(E) by redesignating clauses (viii) through B1LITY.—Subsection
(a) shall
shall not
not apply with
BILITY—Subsection (a)
(I) of this clause shall be considered a sub(xiii)
as
clauses
(vii)
through
(Xii),
respec(xiii)
as
clauses
(vii)
through
(xii),
respect
to
determinations
of
eligibility
for
stitute for a review required under any other tively.
benefits under part A of title IV of the Social
provision
provision of
of this
thissubparagraph.".
subparagraph..
(4) Section l631(a)(2)(D)(j)(II)
1631(a)(2)(D)(i)(II) (42 U.S.C. Security Act Or
under the
the supplemental
supplemental inor under
(b) REPORT
REPoI TOTü
THE
mE CONCRESS.—NOt
CONCRESS.—NOt later
(a) (2) (D) (I) (II))
amendedby
bystriking
striking all
all come security program under title XVI of
1383(a)(2)(D)(i)(II))
is isamended
than October 1,
1. 1998. the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of 1383
$25.00 per
per month"
month' and inserting such Act but only insofar as such determinaSocial
Social Security
Security shall
shall submit
submit to
to the
the CommitCommit- that follows "$25.00
tions provide for eligibility for medical astee on Ways and Means of the House of Rep- a period.
(5) Section 1634 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1383c)
l383c) is amended sistance under title XIX of such Act.
resentatives and the Committee on Finance
(d) EFFECTIVE
of the Senate a report on the activities con- by striking subsection (e).
(d)
EFFECTIVEDATE—This
DATE—This section
section shall
shall
(6) Section
Section 201(c)
201(c)(l)
(1)of
ofthe
theSocial
Social Security
Security take effect on October 1,
1. 1995.
ducted under
under section
section 1614(a)(3)(G)(iii)
l614(a)(3)(G)(iii) of
of the
the
Independence and Program Improvements SEC. 902. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFISocial Security Act,
Act.
(c)

Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C. 425 note) is amended—

CONFORMING REPEAL—Section 207 of
DAVITS OF SUPPORT.
(A) by striking "—" and all that follows
the Social Security
Independence and
and ProProSecunty Independence
(a)
IN
GEI'.'ERAL.—Title
GENERAL—Title
of
of the
the ImmigraImmigrathrough "(A)"
"(A)" the
the 1st
1st place
place such
such term
term apap- tion and Nationality Act isIIIIamended
gram Improvements Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C. through
by inpears:
1382
1382 note:
note: 108
108 Stat.
Stat. 1516)
1516) is
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
after section 213 the following new
(B) by
by striking
striking "and"
the 3rd
3rd place such serting
and' the
SEC. 804. APPLICABILITY.
APPLICAEILJTY.
section:
CONFORMING REPEAL—Section 207

(a) NEw
NEWEicxB1LrrY
Eucxan,,rrySTANDARDS
STANDARDS AND
ANDDISDIs-

ABILITY REvIEs
ABILITY
REviEsFOR
FOR CHILDREN.—
CHILDREN.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided
(1)

in

paragraph (2). the amendments made by sections 801 and 802 shall apply to benefits for
months beginning
beginning more
more than
than 99 months
months after
after
months
the date of the enactment of this Act, without regard to whether regulations have been
issued to implement such amendments.
(2) TRANSmONAL
(2)
TRANsmor,1. RULE.—
RULE.—
(A)

IN GENERAL—For months beginning

after the date of the enactment of this Act

term appears;
appears:
(C) by
by stiiking
striking subparagraph
subparagraph (B):
(B):
(C)
(D) by striking
(D)
striking "either
either subparagraph (A) or
subparagraph (B)
subparagraph
(B)" and
and inserting
inserting 'the
the precedpreceding sentence":
sentence: and
(E) by striking
striking "subparagraph
(B)"
subparagraph (A) or (B)
and inserting
inserting"the
'the preceding
precedingsentence".
sentence.
(c) EFFECTIVE
DATE—Theamendments
amendments
EFEcrJvE DATE.—The
made by this section shall take effect on October 1.
1, 1995. and shall apply with respect to
months beginning on or after such date.
(d)

FUNDING OF CERTAIN PROGRAMS FOR
DRUG ADDICTS AND ALCOHOLICS—Out
ALCOHOLICS.—Outof
ofany
any

"REQUIREMENTS
REQUIRENTS FOR
FORSPONSOR'S
SPONSOR'SAFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
SUPPORT

"SEC. 213A.
2l3A. (a)
(a) ENFORCEABILITY.—
ENFORCEABILITY.—

"(I) IN GENERAL.—No affidavit of support

may be accepted by the Attorney General or
by
by any
any consular
consular officer
officer to
to establish
establish that
that an
an
alien is not
not excludable
excludable under
undersection
section2212(a)(4)
12(a) (4)

unless
unless such
such affidavit
affidavit is
is executed
executed as
as aa concontract—

"(A)
(A) which
which is
is legally
legally enforceable
enforceable against
against
the sponsor by the Federal Government,
Government. by a

State. or by any political subdivision of a
and before the first month
month to
to which
which the
the
State. providing cash benefits under a public
amendments made by section 801 apply under money in the Treasury of the United States State,

appropriated, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
otherwise appropriated,
paragraph (1)
and subject to subparagraph not
(I) and
the Treasury shall pay to the Director of the
(B). no individual who has not attained 18 the
National
Institute
on
Drug
Abuse—
years of age shall be considered to be dis(I) $95000000.
(1)
595.000.000,for
foreach
eachof
offiscal
fiscal years
years 1997.
1997,
abled for purposes of the supplemental secu- 1998,
1998. 1999.
1999, and 2000,
2000. for expenditure through
rity income program under title XVI of the the
Federal
Capacity
Expansion
Program
to
Social Security Act solely on the basis of expand the availability of drug treatment;
maladaptive
maladaptive behavior
behavior or
or psychoactive
psychoactive subsubstance dependence disorder.
(B)

Excr1ON
EXCEPTION

FOR
FOR

CURRENT

BENZBEND-

FICI.ARIES.—Subparagraph (A) shall not apply

cash assistance program (as defined in sub-

section
section (0(2)).
(0(2)), but not later than 5 years
after the date the alien last receives any
such cash benefit:
benefit; arid
and
(B)
(B) in which the sponsor agrees to submit

to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought

and
under subsection (e) (2).
(2)
(2) $5.000.000
$5,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1997.
1997,
"(2)
(2) EXPIRA'rIoN
EXPIRATIONOF
OF LIABILITY—Such
LIABILITY—Such con1998.
1998. 1999,
1999. and
and 2000
2000 to
to be
be expended
expended solely
solely on
on tract shall only apply with respect to cash

development project to im- benefits described in paragraph (l)(A) proin the case of an individual
individual who
who is
is aa recipirecipi- the medication
drug abuse and drug treatment re- vided to an alien before the earliest of the
ent of supplemental security income benefits prove
search.
following:
following:
under such title for the month
month in
in which
which this
this search,
"(A)
(A) CITIZENSHIP.—The
CmZENS-UP.—The date the alien beTITLE LX—FINANCING
LX—FINANCING
Act becomes law.
comes a citizen of the United States under
(b) DISABILITY
DxsABn.sry REvwws
REVIEWSFOR
FOR18-YEAR
18-YEAR OLD
Subtitle A—Treatment of Aliens
chapter 2 of title III.
III,
R.ECIPIENTS.—The amendments
RECIPIEWrS.—The
amendments made
made by
by secECrENSION OF
OF DEEMING
DEEMING OF
OF INCOME
"(B)
(B) VETERAN—The
VETERAN—The first date the alien is
tion 803 shall apply to benefits for months SEC. 901. EICrENSION
AND RESOURCES
RESOURCES UNDER
UNDER APDC.
AFDC, SSI. described in section 901(b)
(2) (A).
901 (b)(2)
beginning after the date of the enactment of
AND FOOD STAMP PROGRAMS.
(C) PAYMENT OF
OF SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURID' TAXES.—
TAXES.—
this Act.
this
(a) IN GENERAL—Except
GENEa.—Except asasprovided
provided in
in The first date as of which the condition deSubtitle B—Denial
of
SSI
Benefits
by
Reason
B—Deniai of SSI Benefits by Reason subsections (b) and (c),
(c), in
in applying
applying Sections
sections scribed
scribed in
insection
section901(b)(4)
901(b)(4)isismet
met with
with reof Disability to Drug Addicts and Alcoholics
415 and 1621 of the Social Security Act and spect to the alien.
SEC. 811. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS BY REASON section 5(i) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977.
1977,
"(3)
(3) NONAPPUCATION
NONAPPL.ICATIONDURING
DURING CERTAIN
CERTAiN PERIOF DISABILITY TO DRUG ADDICTS the period in which each
each respective
respective Section
section ODS—Such
ODS.—Such contract
contract also shall not apply
AND ALCOHOLICS.
ALCOHOLICS.
(a)

IN

GENERAL.—Section
GENERAL,—Sectjon

1614(a)(3)
l6l4(a)(3)

(42

otherwise applies with respect to an alien with respect to cash benefits described in
shall be extended through the date (if any) paragraph (l)(A) provided during any period
in which the alien is described in section

U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3))
l382c(a)(3)) is
is amended
amended by adding at on which the alien becomes a citizen of the
the end the following:
United States (under chapter 2 of title III of
"(I)
(I) Notwithstanding subparagraph
subparagraph (A).
(A), an
an the Immigration and Nationality Act).
individual shall not be considered
considered to
to be
be disdis(b) EXCEPTION—Subsection
EXCEPTiON—Subsection (a) shall not
abled for purposes of this
this title
title ifif alcoholism
alcoholism apply to an alien if—
or drug addiction would (but for this sub(I) the
(1)
the alien
alien has
has been
been lawfully
lawfully admitted
admitted to
to
paragraph) be a contributing factor material the United States for permanent residence.

901(b)(2)(B)
90l(b)(2)(C).
901(b)(2)(B) oror901
(b) (2) (C).

'(b)
90 days
days after
after
(b) FORMS,—Not
FORMS.—Not later than 90
the date of enactment of this section,
section. the At-

torney General, in consultation with the
Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Health and
and Human
HumanSex-vices,
Services, shall formulate
formulate
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an affidavit
affidavit of support
supportConsistent
consistent with the section. shall apply to affidavits of support
in the State plan approved under section 402
provisions of this section.
executed on or after a date specified by the of an eligible State. but shall not include
(c) NOTIFICATION
NOTIFICAflON OF
OF CHANCE
CHAJ'JCE OF AD- Attorney
Attorney General,
General, which
which date
date shall
shall be
be not
not care for an eligible needy child or other
DRESS. —
DRESS.—
earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90 member of the household in which the child
(I)
(I) REQUIREMEN'T,-_The
REQU 9vNT.—The sponsor
sponsorshall
shall nono- days)
days) after
after the
the date
date the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General is living to the extent that the child or other
tify the Federal Government and the State formulates
formulates the
the form
form for
for such
such affidavits
affidavits under
under member is entitled to such care as medical
in which the sponsored alien is currently subsection (b) of such section 213A.
assistance under the State plan under title
resident within 30 days of any change of ad- SEC.
903. EXTENDING
EXTENDING REQUIREMENT
SEC. 903.
REQUIREMENT FOR
FOR AFFIAFFI. XIX.
dress
dress of
of the
the sponsor
sponsor during
during the
the period
period specispeciDAVITS
DAVITS OF
OF SUPPORT
SUPPORT TO FAMILY-RL
FAMILY-RE'(ii) The term 'eligible
eligible needy child' means
"(ii)
fied
fied in
in subsection
subsection (a)(l)(A),
(a)(l)(A).
LATED
AND
DIVERSITY
IMMIa needy child—
GRANTS.
GRANTS.
• '(2)
ENFORCNT.—Anyperson
person subject
subject to
(2) EFORCNT.—AJiy
(I) who has not attained 21 years
'(I)
years of
of age;
age;
(A)
the requirement of paragraph (I) who fails to
(A) IN
212(a)(4) of the
IN GENERAL.—Section
GENEIt,L,—Sectjon 212(a)(4)
'(II) who is or (within such period as the
"(II)
satisfy such requirement shall be subject to Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
a civil penalty of—
Secretary may specify) has been living with
1182 (a) (4))
(4)) is
is amended to read as follows:
1182(a)
follows:
- (A)
(A) not
not less
less than
than $250
$250 or
or more
more than
than $2,000.
$2.000.
"(4)
(4) PIJBIJc
PIJBL]CCHARCE
CI-IARCEAND
AND AFFIDAVITS
AFDAVITS OF SUPSUP- any relative specified in subsection (a)(l) in
•

or

(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge
"(B)
-

PoRT.(A) PUBUC
PUBLIc CHARCE.—Any
CHARGE—Any alien who, in

a place of residence maintained by I or more
of such relatives as the home of the relative
or relatives;
(III) who is without available resources:

public charge is excludable.

relative refused
refused without
without good
good cause
cause to
to accept
accept
relative
employment or training for employment.

that the sponsored alien has received any the opinion of the consular officer at the
benefit under any means-tested public bene- time of application for a visa.
visa, or in the opin$2000 or more
fits program, not less than $2,000
more ion of the Attorney General at the time of and
than
than S5,000.
$5000.
application for admission or adjustment of
(IV) whose requirement for emergency as(d)
(d)R RExr
URSEMENF
OF Govi-r
o Ccv rrrEXEX- status,
status. is likely at any time to become a sistance did not arise because the child or
-

PENSES.—
"(1) REQUEST
REQUEST FOR
FORREIMBURSESNT.—
RE1MBURSENT.—
-. (A)
(A) IN
lN

CErJERAL.—Upon
GENERAL—Upon notification that a

sponsored alien has received any cash bene(a)(l)(A). the apfits described in subsection (a)(l)(A),

propriate Federal.
Federal, State.
State, or
or local
local official
official

(B) AFFIDAVITS OF SUPPORT—Any immi-

grant who seeks admission or adjustment of
(iii) The term "eligible
"(iii)
'eligibleState"
State"means
means aa
Status
as any
any of
of the following is excludable State whose State plan approved
status as
approved under
under secunless there has been executed with respect tiOn
tion 402
402 includes
includes provision
provision for emergency asto the immigrant an affidavit of support pur- sistance.".

shall request reimbursement by the sponsor suant to section 213A:
in
in the
the amount
amount of
of such
such cash
cash benefits.
benefits.
A an
sec(i) As
animmediate
immediate relative
relative (under sec-

Subtitle C—Tax Provisions
"(B)
tion 201(b)
20l(b)(2)).
(2)).
(B) REGULATIONS—The
RECULAT1ONS.—The Attorney
Attorney General,
General. tion
INSEC.
921.
CERTAIN
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN.
in consultation with the Secretary of Health
"(ii) AS
As aa family-sponsored immigrant
immigrant
CLUDIBLE IN GROSS INCOME.
INCOME,
and Human Services, shall prescribe such under section 203(a) (or as the spouse or child
(a) IN
subchapter B
B of
of
IN GENERAL—Part
Gr'RAL,.—Part IIIIofofsubchapter
regulations as may be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry Out
out under section 203(d) of such an immigrant).
chapter 1 of
ofthe
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code of
subparagraph (A).
"(iii) As the spouse or child
child (under
(under Section
section chapter
'(2)
(2) IrrrixnON
INITIATION
OFOFACnON.—If
AC'flON.—Ifwithth
within 45 203(d)) of an employment-based
employment.based immigrant
immigrant 1986 (relating to items specifically included
in gross income)
Income) is amended by adding at the
days
days after requesting reimbursement; the ap- under section 203(b).
203(b).
end the following new section:
propriate
propriate Federal.
Federal. State.
State. or
or local
local agency
agency has
has
'(iv) As
"(iv)
As aa diversity
diversity immigrant
immigrant under Secsec1

not received a response from the sponsor in- tion
tiOn 203(c)
203(c) (or
(or as
as the
the spouse
spouse or
or Child
child under

dicating a willingness to commence pay- section 203(d) of such
such an
an immigrant).".
immigrant):'.

ments. an action may be
be brought
brought against
against the
the
(b)
(b)
EFPECTIVE
EFFEcTIvE DATE—The amendment
sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support. made by subsection (a) shall apply to aliens
(3)
FAILURE
FAILURE TO
TOABIDE
ABIDEBY
BYREPAYMENT
REPAYNNT with respect to whom an immigrant visa is
TERMS,—lf
TER,MS.—Ifthe
thesponsor
sponsor fails
fails to
to abide
abide by the issued (or adjustment of status is granted)
repayment terms established by such agen- after the date specified by the Attorney Gency.
cy. the agency may. within 60 days of such eral under section 902(c).
failure, bring
bring an
an action
action against
against the
the sponsor
failure,
Subtitle B—Limitation on Emergency
pursuant to the affidavit of support.
Assistance Expenditures
'(4)
ACTIONS—No cause
(4) LINITATION
LINTAT1ON Or-i
Or ACTIONS—No
cause of SEC.
SEC. 911. LIMITATION
LIMITATION ON
ON EXPENDITURES
EXPENDITURES FOR
FOR
action may be brought under this subsection
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.

later than 5 years after the date the alien
benefit described
described in
in
last received any cash benefit
subsection (a)
(A).
subsection
(a) (I)
(l)(A).
-. (I)
(f) DEFINITIONS—FOr
DEFINmONS.—For the
the purposes
purposes of this

section:
(I)
(I) SPONSOR.—The
SPONSOR.—The term
term 'sponsor'
'sponsor' means
an individual who—

(a)
(a)

IN
1N

GEI.JEpj,,—Sectjon
GENERAi,,.—Section

U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602(a)(5))
lows:
lows:

403(a)(5)
403(a) (5)

(42

is amended to read as fol-

(5)
(5) in
in the
the case
case of
of any
any State.
State. an
an amount
amount

equal to the lesser of—

SEC. 91. CERTAIN FEDERAL ASSISTANCE.
"SEC.

"(a)
(a) IN
INGENERAL—Gross
GErj,.—Gross income
incomeshall
shall inin-

clude an amount equal
equal to
to the
the specified
specified FedFed.
eral
eral assistance
assistance received
received by
by the
the taxpayer
taxpayer durduring
ing the taxable year.
(b)SPECIFIED
SPECIFIED
FED ASSISTANCE.—For
"(b)
FEDERAi,
ASSISTANCE.—For
purposes of this section—
"(1)
'(1) IN
IN CENERAL.—The
GENERAL—The term 'specified
'specified FedFederal assistance' means—

(A) aid
aid provided
provided under a State plan ap'(A)
proved under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act (relating to aid to families with
dependent children), and
and
(B) assistance
"(B)
assistance provided under any food
stamp
stamp program.
program.
"(2)
(2) SpECIAl..
SPECIAL RULE—In the case of assist-

ance
ance provided
provided under
under aa program
program described
described in
in

(A) 50
"(A)
50 percent of the total amount ex- subsection (d)(2), such term shall include
required to
to be
be provided
provided
(A) is a citizen or national
national of
of the
the United
United pended under the State plan during such only the assistance required
as emergency assistance to needy under section 21 or 22 (as the case may be) of
States or an alien who is
is lawfully
lawfully admitted
admitted quarter
families with children: or

to the United States for permanent residence:
dence;
'(B) is 18 years of age or over;
over: and
(C) is domiciled in any State.

"(B) the greater of—

the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

SUBJECT TO TAX—For
(i) the
the total
total amount expended under the purposesINIvIDus
'(i)
of this section—
State plan during the fiscal year that imme"(I)
(1)AFDC.—Aid
AFDC.—Md described
described in subsection
-, (2) PUBLIC
PUEIJC CASH
CASH ASSISTANCE PROCRAM.—
PROCRAM— diately precedes the fiscal year in which the (b)
(1) (A)shall
shallbebetreated
treatedasasreceived
received by
by the
the
(b)(l)(A)
quarter
occurs;
multiplied
by
occurs:
The term 'public
cash assistance program'
public cash
relative with whom the dependent child is
(I) 4 percent.
percent, if the national unemploy- living (within the meaning of section 406(c)
means a program of the Federal Government
or of a State or political subdivision of a ment rate for the United States (as deter- of the Social Security Act).
State that provides direct cash assistance for mined by the Secretary of Labor) for the 3rd
"(2)
'(2) FOoD
FooD STAMPS—In the case of assistthe purpose of income maintenance
maintenance and
and in
in or 4th quarter of the immediately preceding ance described in subsection (b)(1)(B)—
percent: or
which
which the
the eligibility
eligibility of
of an
an individual,
individual, househouse- fiscal year is at least 7 percent;
"(A) IN CENERAL.—Except
GENERAL—Except as provided in
(II) 3 percent.
percent, otherwise: or
hold,
hold, or
or family
family eligibility
eligibility unit
unit for
for cash
cash benebenesubparagraph (B). such assistance shall be
the total
total amount
amount expended under the
'(ii) the
the treated as received ratably by each of the infits
fits under
under the
the program,
program, or
or the
the amount of "(ii)
emer- dividuals taken into account in determining
such cash benefits,
benefIts, or both are determined State plan during fiscal year 1995 as emergency
assistance
to
needy
families
with
chilon the basis of income, resources,
resources, or
or finanfinarthe amount of such assistance for the benefit
dren.".
cial need of the individual, household, or
of such individuals,
or
AuThoRiTy
OF
STATES
E(b)
AUmoRrry
OF
STATES
To
DEFINE
unit. Such term
term does
does not
not include
include any pro"(B)
(B)ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCETO
TOCHILDREN
CHILDRENTREATED
7REATED AS
AS
pro- CENCY
ASSISTANCE.—Secrjon
ASSISTANCE.—SeCtjOn
406(e)
(1)
(42 RECEIVED BY PARENTS,
gram insofar as it provides medical, housing.
PARENTS, ETC—The
ETC—The amount
amountof
of
U.S.C.
606(e)(1))
U.S.C.
606(e)(l))
is
amended
to
read
as
is
amended
to
read
as
foleducation, job training, food, or in-kind asassistance which would
would (but
(but for
for this
this subparasubpara-

sistance or social services,".
services.".

lows:

"(e)(l)(A)
'(e)(l)(A) The term 'emergency
emergency assistance
contents
Contents of
of such
such Act
Act is
is amended
amended by inserting to needy families with children' means emereligthle
after the item relating to section 213 the fol- gency assistance furnished by an eligible
State with respect to an eligible needy child
lowing:
pro"Sec. 2l3A.
213A.Requirements
Requirementsfor
forsponsor's
sponsors affi- to avoid destitution of the child or to pro.
vide living arrangements in a home for the
davit of support.".
child.
(c) EFFEcTIvE
Cc)
EFFECTIvEDATE—Subsection
DATE.—Subsection (a) of Secsec"(B)
(B) As
As used
used in
in this
this paragraph:
paragraph:
tion 213A of the Immigration and National"(i)
(i)
The term
The
term 'emergency assistance'
ity Act, as inserted by subsection (a) of this means emergency assistance
as provided for

(b) CLERICAL
CiRJcJ AND
T.—The table
AMENDMENT—The
table of
of

(b)

(c)

INDIVIDUALS SUBJECT To TAX—For

graph) be treated as received by a child shall
be treated as received as follows:
(i)
(i) If there is an incluclible
includible parent,
parent, such

amount shall be treated as received by the
includible parent (or if there
there is
s more
more than
than II
includible parent.
includible
parent,as
asreceived
received ratably by
each includible parent).

"(ii) If there is no includible parent and

there is an
an includible
includiblegrandparent,
grandparent, such
amount shall be treated as received by the
includible
includible grandparent (or if there is more
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H3671
than I includible
grandparent, as
as received
includible grandparent,
(2) SPECIFIED
(2)
SPECIFIEDFEDERAL
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE—The
ASSISTANCE—The
(d) EFFECTIVE
DATE—The
amendments
EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
ratably by each includible
includible grandparent).
grandparent).
'specifiedFederal
Federalassistance'
assistance' has
has the
the made by this section shall apply to taxable
term 'specified
"(iii)
(iii) If
If there
there is no includible
includible parent
parent or meaning given such term by section 91(b).
years beginning after
after December
December 31.
31. 1995.
1995,
grandparent, such amount
amount shall
shall be
be treated
treated as
as
'(3)
(3)AMour'"rs
AMOuNTSTREATED
TREATEDAS
AS PAID—The
PAID—The rules SEC. 923.
923. PHASEOUT OF EARNED INCOME CREDIT
each includible
adult.
received ratably by each
includible adult.
of section 91(c) shall
shall apply
apply for
forpurposes
purposes of
of dedeINDIVIDUALS HAVING
FOR INDIVIDUALS
HAVING MORE
MORE
(C)
(C) DEFINTrIONS.—For
DEFINTrIONS.—Forpurposes
purposes of
of subsub- termining
termining to
to whom
whom specified
specified Federal
Federal assistassistTHAN S2.500
THAN
52.500 OF
OF TAXABLE
TAXABLE INTEREST
INTEREST
paragraph (B)—
(B)—
paragraph
ance is
ance
is paid."
paid,"
AND DIVIDENDS.
AND
'(i)
(i) CHfl.D.—The
CHI1..D.—Theterm
term'child'
'child'means
means any
any in-

dividual
dividual who
whohas
has not
not attained
attained age
age 16 as of

(2) PENALTIES.—

(A) Subparagraph
(A)
Subparagraph (B)
(B) of section 6724(b)(l)
6724(b)(I)

(a) IN
IN GENER.s.t,.—Section
GENER.t.—Section 32
32ofofthe
the Internal
Internal
amended by redesigRevenue Code
Code of
of 1986 is amended

the close of the taxable year. Such term of such Code is amended
amended by redesignating nating subsections (ii
(i) and (j)
(j) as
as subsections
subsections
shall not include any
any individual
individual who is an in- clauses (ix)
(ix) through (xiv)
(Xiv) as clauses (x) (j) and (k),
(k), respectively,
respectively, and
and by
by inserting
inserting
cludible parent
cludible
parent of
of a child
child (as
(as defined in
in the through (Xv).
(xv). respectively,
respectively, and
and by inserting after subsection
subsection (h)
(h) the
the following
following new
new subsub-

preceding sentence).
"(ii)
(ii) ADULT.—The
ADULT.—Theterm
term'adult'
'adult'means
means any
individual who
individual
who is not a child.
"(iii)INCLUDmLE.—The
"(iii)
INCLIJDISLE.—Theterm
term'includible'
'includibje'
means, with
with respect
respectto
toany
anyindividual,
individual, an
an ininmeans,
dividual who
dividual
who is
is included in determining the
amount of
of assistance
assistance paid to the household
the child.
child.
which includes the
"(iv)
term
'parent'includes
includes
(iv) PARENT.—The
PA!'r,—The term
'parent'
the stepfather and
and stepmother
stepmother of
of the
the child.
child.
(v)
GRANDPARENT—The tern,
GRANDpA,jtr'n'.—The
term grandparent' means any parent of a parent of
of the
the
child.

(d) FOOD
FOODSTAMP
STP PROGRAM—For
PROCRAM.—Forpurposes
purposes

of subsection (b),
'food stamp
stamp propro(b). the term 'food

gram' means—
"(1)
the food
food stamp
stamp program (as defined in
(I) the
section 3(h) of the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977),
1977).
and
(2) the portion
portion of
of the
the program
program under
under sections 21
tiOns
21 and
and 22 of such
such Act
Act which provides
food assistance.
assistance."
food
REP0FmNG.—
(b) REPORTING.—
(I) IN
(1)
IN GENERAL.—Subpart
CENERAL—Subpart B
B of
of part
part III
III of

subchapter A
subchapter
A of chapter 61 of such Code is
amended by
amended
by adding
adding at
at the
theend
endthe
thefollowing
following
new section:

SEC. 6050Q.
SEC,
6050Q. PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS OF CERTAIN FEDERAL

ASSISTANCE.

(a) REQUIR'rr
REQUIREMENT
"(a)
OFOF
REPORTING—The
REPORTING—Theapappropriate ofFicial
official shall make a return, according to
to the
the forms
forms and
and regulations preSecretary, setting
setting forth—
forth—
scribed by the Secretary.
"(I)
(1)the
theaggregate
aggregateamount
amountof
of specified
specified Federal assistance
assistancepaid
paidtotoany
anyindividual
individual during
any calendar year,
year. and
'(2) the name, address,
address,and
andTIN
TIN of such individual.

'(b) STATEM-rS
STATEMIS To
TOBE
BE FURNISHED
FURNISHED TO PERSONS WITH RESPECT
RESPECT TO WHOM INFORMATION
INFORMArnON IS
IS

after clause
clause(viii)
(viii) the following
following new
new clause:
clause:
section:
"(ix)
(ix) section 6050Q (relating to payments of
PHASEOUT OF CREDIT
'(i)(i)PHASEOLTI'
CREDIT FOR
FOR INDIVIDUALS
INDIVIDUALS

certain Federal
Federal assistance).'.
assistance),',

(B) Paragraph
(B)
Paragraph (2) of section 6724(d) of
of such
such

redesignating subparasubparaCode is amended by redesignating
(T) as
as subparagraphs
subparagraphs (R)
graphs (Q) through (T)
(R)
through (U). respectively, and
and by
by inserting
inserting
after subparagraph (P) the following
following new
subparagraph:
"(Q)
(Q) section
section 6050Q(b)
6050Q(b) (relating to payments

of certain
certain Federal
Federal assistance),'.
assistance),'.
(c) CLERICAL
CLERICALAMENDMENTS.—
A?NDMENTS.—
(c)

amount of interest
interest and
and dividends
dividendsincludible
includible
in the gross income of the taxpayer for the
taxable year exceeds $2,500. the amount of
of
the credit which would (but for
for this
this subsubsection) be allowed under this section for
such taxable year shall be reduced
reduced (but
(but not
zero) by an amount which bears the
below Zero)
the
Same ratio
same
ratio to
to such
such amount of
of credit
credit as
as such

(1) The table of sections for part IIII of
ofsubsub- excess
excess bears
bears to
to $650."
$650."
chapter B of chapter 1 of such Code
Code is
is amendamendINFLATION ADJUSTMENT—Subsection
(b) INFLATION
ADJIJ5TMENT.—Subsection (j)
ed by adding at
at the
the end
endthe
thefollowing
following new of section
Section 32 of such Code
Code (relating
(relating to
to inflainflaitem:
tion adjustments),
tion
adjustments). as
as redesignated
redesignated by
by subamended by
paragraph
section (a),
(a). is amended
by striking
striking paragraph
"Sec. 91. Certain
Certain Federal
Federalassistance.'
assistance.'
(2) and by inserting the following
new paraparafollowing new
(2) The table of sections
sections for
for Subpart
subpart B
B of graphs:
INTERESTAND
AN])DIVIDEND
DIVIDENDINCOME
INCOMELIMITALIMITA(2) IN'FEREs-r
part
part III
III of
of subchapter
subchapter A
A of
of chapter
chapter 61
61 of
of such
such
TION—In the
thecase
case of
of aa taxable
taxable year beginCode
Code is
is amended
amended by
by adding at the end the TION—In
following new
following
new item:
ning in a calendar year after 1996. each
each dollar
dollar
ning
amount contained in
in subsection
subsection (1)
(I) shall be
"Sec, 6050Q. Payments of
"Sec.
of certain
certain Federal
Federal asas- increased
increased by
by an
an amount
amount equal
equal to—
to—
sistance,"
sistance.'
"(A)
such dollar amount.
amount, multiplied
"(A) such
multiplied by
"(B)
(B)the
the cost-of-living
cost-of-livingadjustment
adjustment deterdeter(d) EFFECTIVE
EPtcTIvE DATE—The
DATE—The
amendments
amendments
for the
the calendar
made by this section shall apply to benefits mined under section 1(1) (3) for
year in which
which the
the taxable
taxable year
year begins,
begins, deterreceived after December 31. 1995.
1995.
mined by substituting
substituting 'calendar
'calendar year
year 1995'
EAR.NED INCOME
SEC. 922. EARNED
DENIED for
INCOME TAX
TAX CREDIT DENIED
'calendar
year
1992
for
'calendar
year
1992'
in
subparagraph
in subparagraph(B)
(B)
TO INDIVIDUALS NOT AUTHORIZED thereof.
TO BE EMPLOYED IN THE UNITED
ROUNDING—If
any
amount
as
adjusted
"(3)
ROuNDING—If
any
amount
as
adjusted
STATES.
paragraph (I)
(I) or (2) is not a multiple
multiple of
of
(a) IN GENERAL—Section
GENERAL—Section 32(c)(1)
32(c)(l) of
of the In- under paragraph
ternal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986
1986 (relating
(relating to indiindi- $10, such dollar amount shall be rounded to
nearestmultiple
multipleof
of $10,.'
$10.'
viduals eligible
eligible to
to claim
claim the
the earned
earned income
income the(c)nearest
EFFECTIVE DATE—The
DATE—Theamendments
amendments
EFFECTIVE
tax credit)
credit) is
is amended
amended by adding at the end
end made by
made by this Section
section shall apply to taxable
the following
following new
new subparagraph:
subparagraph:
after December
December 31.
31. 1995.
1995.
(F)
(F) IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFICATION
rUfBER REQUIRE- years beginning after
NUMBER
SEC. 924.
924. AFDC
AFDC AND
AND FOOD STAMP BENEFITS NOT
NOT
MENT—The term
MENT—The
term'eligible
'eligibleindividual'
individual'does
does SEC.
TAKEN INTO
TAKEN
INTOACCOUNT
ACCOUNT FOR
FOR PURPURnot include any
any individual
individual who does
does not
not ininPOSES OF THE EARNED INCOME TAX

on the return of tax for
for the
the taxable
person required
required to
to make aa clude
year—
return
return under
under subsection
subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall furnish
furnish to
(i) such individuals taxpayer identifica'(i)
each individual whose name is retion number, and
quired to be set
set forth
forth in such
such return
return aa writwrit'(ii)
"(ii)
if
the individual is married
if the
married (within
(within
ten statement
statement showing—
showing—
meaning
meaning of
of Section
section 7703). the taxpayer
"(1)
(I) the
the name
name of the agency
agency making
making the
the the
identification number
identification
number of
of such
such individual's
individual's
payments, and
spouse."
(2) the aggregate
"(2)
amount of
of payments
aggregate amount
IDENTIFICAnON NUMBER.'—Sec(b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER—Secmade to
made
to the
the individual
individual which are required to tiOn
32ofofsuch
suchCode
Codeisisamended
amended by
by adding
adding at
tion 32
REQUIRED—Every

HAVING
HAVING MORE
MORE THAN
THAN $2,500
$2,500 OF
OP TAXABLE
TAxABLE INTEREST
AND
DIVIDENDS—If the
aggregate

-

CREDIT.
(a)
(a) IN
32of
ofthe
the Internal
Internal
IN GENERAL,.—Section
GENER.t.—Section 32

to the
the earned
earned
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986 (relating
(relating to
income tax
tax credit).
credit), as
as amended
amended by section
932(b) of
of this
this Act,
Act,isisamended
amended by adding at
new subsection:
subsection:
the end
end the
the following
following new

(I) ADJUSTED
(1)
ADJUSTEO GROSS
GROSSINCOME
INCOME DETERSuND
DEERVUNED
WITHOJr REGARD
WITHOUT
REGARDTO
TO CERTAIN
CERTAIN FEDERAL ASSISTANCE—For purposes
SISTANCE—For
purposesofofthis
thissection.
section. adad-

justed gross
gross income
income shall be determined
be shown on such return.
the
the end
endthe
thefollowing
following new subsection:
without
regard to any amount
without regard
amount which
which is
is ininwritten statement
the
The written
statement required under the
(k) IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFICATIONNUMBERS—Solely
NUMBERS—Solely for
for

cludible in
in gross
gross income solely
solely by
by reason
reason of
cludible
purposes of subsections
(c)(l)(F)
(c)(1)(F)
and section 91.".
91,".
(c)(3)(D). aa taxpayer identification
(c)(3)(D).
identification number
number Section
(b) EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE—The
DATE—Theamendment
amendment
means aa social
number issued
issued to
to an
an made by
social security number
this section shall apply to taxable
individual
by
the
Security
Adminisindividual
by
the
Social
after December
December 31,
31, 1995.
1995.
to be made.
tration (other
(other than
than a social security
security number
number years beginning after
"(c)
(c) DEFmlrrIoNs
DEFm,irrlONS AND
AND SPECIAL
SPECIAL RULE—For
TiTLE X—FOOD
RULE—For issued pursuant
X—FOOD ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE REFORM
REFORM
pursuant to
to clause
clause (II)
(II) (or
that
por(Or
that
por-purposes
purposes of
of this
this section—
Subtitle A—Food Stamp
Stamp Program
Program Integrity
Integrity
tion of
of clause
clause (III)
that relates
relates to clause
clause (II))
(III) that
(II))
"(I)
(1)APPROPRIATE
APPROPRIATEOF1C1AL.—The
OFFICIAL—The term 'apap- of section
and Reform
section 205(c)
(2) (B) (i)ofofthe
theSocial
Social SecuSecu205(c)(2)(B)(j)
propriate official'
propriate
official means—
means—
rity Act)."
SEC. 1001. AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY TO
TO ESTABLISH
ESTABLISHAUTHORAUTHOR.
"(A)
(A)ininthe
thecase
caseof
ofspecified
specifiedFederal
Federalassistassist(c) EX'rENSION
E)CrENSIONOF
OFPROCEDURES
PROCEDURES APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE
IZATION PERIODS.
ance described in Section
section 9l(b)(I)(A).
9l(b)(I)(A), the TO
TO MA'T1-MATICAL
MAT}MA-flCALOR
ORCLERICAL
CLERJcL ERRORS.—
ERJORs.—
Section
Section
9(a)(l)
of
the
Food
Stamp
Food StampAct
Act of
of
head of the State
State agency
agency administering
administering the Section 6213(g)(2)
to 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2018(a)(l))
6213(,g)(2)of
of such
such Code
Code (relating
(relating to
2018(a)(l)) is
is amended
amended by adding
plan under which
which such
such assistance
assistance is
is provided.
provided. the definition
definition of
of mathematical
mathematical or clerical
clerical erer- at the
the end
endthe
thefollowing:
following: "The Secretary
Secretaxy
is
"(B)
(B) in the
the case of specified
specified Federal
Federal assistassist- rors) is amended
amended by
"and" at
at the
the authorized to
by striking
striking "and"
to issue
issue regulations
regulations establishing
establishing
ance described
ance
describedin
th section
section91(b)(l)(B).
91(b)(l)(B). the head
head end of subparagraph
subparagraph(D).
(D). by
by striking
striking the pe- specific time periods during which
which authorizaauthorizaof the State agency
agency administering
administering the pro- riod
riod at
at the
the end of
of subparagraph
subparagraph (El
(E) and in- tion
to accept
accept and
and redeem coupons under the
tion to
gram under which
whichsuch
such assistance
assistance is propro- serting ",
and", and
andby
byinserting
inserting after
after subsub- food stamp program
'. and",
program shall
shall be
be valid,".
valid,".
vided, and
paragraph (E)
paragraph
(E) the
the following
following new
new subparasubpara- SEC.
SEC. 1002.
1002. SPECIFIC
SPECIFIC PERIOD
PERIOD FOR
FORPROHIBITING
PROHIBITING
in the
the case
case of specified
specified Federal
Federal assist- graph:
(C) in
PARTICIPATION OF
PARTICIPATION
OF STORES
STORES BASED
BASED
ance described
(I) (C).
(C). the
the head
head
ance
describedininSection
section91
91(b)
(b)(l)
(F) an
anomission
omission of
of a correct taxpayer
"(F)
ON LACK
ON
LACKOF
OFBUSINESS
BUSINESS INTEGRITY.
of the State pubic housing agency
agency adminadmin- identification
number required
required under section
identification number
section
Section 9(a)(l)
Section
9(a)(I) of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
istering the program under which such
Such as- 32 (relating to the earned
earned income
income tax
tax credit)
credit) 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2018(a)
(1)),asasamended
amended by
bysecsec2018(a)(l)),
sistance is
sistance
is provided.
provided.
to be included on a return."
tion 1001.
tion
1001, is
is amended
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end
preceding
preceding sentence
sentenceshall
shall be
befurnished
furnished to
to the
individualon
onor
orbefore
beforeJanuary
January 31
31 of
of the
the
individual
year following
the calendar
calendar year
following the
year for
for which
required
the return under subsection (a) was required
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the
thefollowinE:
fol1owin: 'The
TheSecretary
Secretary is
is authorized
authorized lion
tion action, and the period of suspension
to issue
ssue regulations establishing
establishing specific shall be deemed a part of any period of distime periods
periods during
during which
which aa retail
retail food
food store qualification
qualification which
which isis imposed.":
imposed.': and
and
or
or wholesale
wholesale food
food concern
concern that
that has
has an
an appliappli(3) by striking the last sentence.
cation for approval to accept and redeem SEC. 1007. DISQUALIFICATION OF RETAILERS
coupons denied or that has such an approval
WHO ARE DISQUALIFIED FROM THE
withth-awn on the basis of business integrity
WIC PROGRAM.
and reputation cannot submit a new applicaSection 12 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
tion for approval. Such periods shall reflect U.S.C. 2021) is amended by adding at the end
the severity of business integrity infractions the following:
that
that are
are the
the basis
basis of
of such
such denials
denials or
or withwith(g) The Secretary shall issue regulations
drawals.•'.
drawals.
providing
provithng criteria for the disqualification of
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(II) any food stamp
"(II)
stamp benefits
benefitsand
and any of
such person's
property used, or intended to
persons property
be used, in any manner or part, to commit.
or to facilitate the commission of such violation.
"(ii) In imposing sentence on such person,
person.

the court shall order that the person forfeit
to the United
United States
States all
all property
property described
described
in this subsection.
(B) All
(3)
All food
food stamp
stamp benefits and any prop-

erty subject to forfeiture under this sub-

approved retail food stores and wholesale section. any seizure and disposition thereof,
food concerns that are otherwise disqualifIed
disqualified and any administrative or judicial proceedSection 9(c)
9(c)of
ofthe
theFood
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 from accepting benefits under
shall be
be governed
governed by
by
under the
the Special
Special ing relating thereto, shall

SEC. 1003.
1003. L'sTOR.MATION
INFORMATION FOR VERIFYING
VERIFYING ELIGIEUGIBIUTY FOR AUTHORIZATION.

(7 U.S.C. 2018(c)) is amended—

Supplemental
(c), (e), and (g) through (p) of
Nutrition Program for subsections (b), (c).
Women, Infants and Children (WIC) authorWomen.
author. section 413 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
which may include relevant income and sales ized under section 17 of the Child Nutrition Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (21 U.S.C.
tax filing documents.
documents," after
after 'submit
1966. Such
Suchdisqualification—
disqualification_
853),
submit infor- Act of 1966.
853). insofar as applicable and not inconsistmation' and
mation"
"(1)
(1) shall be for the same period as the dis- ent with the provisions of this subsection.
insertmg after the first sentence
(2) by inserting
(3) This subsection shafl
sentence the
the qualification from the WIC Program:
Program;
shall not apply to
following: "The regulations may require re(2) may begin at a later date: and
property specified in subsection (g) of this
tail food stores and wholesale food concerns
section.
(3) notwithstanding section 14 of this Act.
Act,
to provide written authorization for the Sec- shall not be subject to administrative
(4) The Secretary may prescribe such
administrative or
orju.
juretary
retary to
to verify
verify all
all relevant
relevant tax
tax filings
filings with
with dicial review.".
review.'.
rules and regulations as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
appropriate agencies and to obtain corrobo(I)
(1)

in the first sentence by inserting

SEC. 1008. PERMANENT DEBARMENT OF RETAIL-

rating documentation from other sources
ERS WHO INTENTIONALLY SUEMJT
SUBMIT
sources in
order that the accuracy of information proFALSIFIED APPLICATIONS.
vided by such stores and concerns may be
Section 12 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
verified.' verified.".
U.S.C. 2021), as amended
amended by
by section
section 1007.
1007, isis
SEC.
SEC. 1004.
PERIOD
1004. WAJTG
WAITING
PERIODFOR
FORSTORES
STORESTHAT
THAT amended by adding at the end the following:
L'.TrIALLY FAIL TO
TO MEET
MEET AUTHORAUThOR.
INITIALLY
(h)
(h) The
The Secretary shall issue regulations
IZATION CRITERIA.
providing for the permanent disqualification
Section 9(d) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 of a retail food store or wholesale food con(7 U_S_c.
2018(d)) is amended
U.S.C. 2018(d))
amended by
by adding
addingat
at the
the cern that is determined to
to have
have knowingly
knowingly
end the following: Regulations issued pur- submitted an application
application for
for approval
approval to acacsuant to this Act shall prohibit a retail food cept and redeem coupons which contains
store or wholesale food concern that has an false information about one or more
submore subapplication for approval to accept and rere- stantive matters which were
were the
the basis
basis for
for
deem coupons
couponsdenied
deniedbecause
because itit does
does not
not providing approval. Any disqualification immeet criteria for approval established by the posed under this subsection
subsection Shall
shall be subject
Secretary in regulations from submitting a to
to administrative
administrative arid
and judicial
judicial review
review pursupursunew application
applicarjon for six months from the date ant to section 14. but such disqualification
of such denial.",
denial.".
pending such
such review.".
review.'.
shall remain in effect pending
SEC.
SEC. 1005.
1005.BASIS
BASISFOR
FORSUSPENSIONS
SUSPENSIONS ANT)
ANT) DISDISQUALIFICATIONS.

Section 12(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
U.S.C. 2021(a)) is amended by adding at
(7 U.S_c.
at the
the
end the following: "Regulations
Regulations issued
issued purpur-

SEC. 1009. EXPAJ4DED
EXPANDED CIVIL AND CRIMINAL
CRIMINAL FORFOR-

FEITURE FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE
FOOD STAMP ACT,
ACT.

(a)
(a) FOi,rru
OF ITEMS
EXCHANGED
FORFE_rruRE
OF ITEMS
EXCHANGED IN
IN

Fooo STAMP
FOOD
STAMPTRAFFICKING—Section
TRAFF1CKD,C.—Section 15(g) of
of
the
the Food
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2O24(g))
2024(g))

suant to this
th.s Act shall provide criteria
criteria for
for
violations and
and the
the suspension
the finding of violations
is amended by striking
suspension is
striking "or
or intended to be
disqualthcauon of a retail food store or furnished".
or disqualification

wholesale food concern on the basis of evidence which may include, but is not limited
to.
to, facts
facts established
established through
through on-site
on-site invesinvestigations, inconsistent redemption
tigations.
redemption data,
data, or
evidence Obtained
obtained through
through transaction
transaction reports under electronic benefit transfer syssystems. - -tems.".
SEC.
SEC. 1006. AUTHORITY TO SUSPEND
SUSPEND STORES
STORES VIOVIO-

LATING PROGRAJ4
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
PSXDING
PDThG
ADMINISTRkTIVE
ADMINISTRATIVEAND
AND JUJUDICXAL REVIEW.
REVIEW.
DICIAL

(a) Section 12(a) of the Food Stamp Act of

(b) CIVIL AND CRIMINAL
CRIMINAL FORFEITIJRE.—SecFORFEflI3RE.—Sec-

tion 15 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7

SEC. 1010. EXPANDED AUTHORITY FOR SHARING
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY RETAILERS.
(a) Section 205(c)(2)(C)(iii) (42 U.S.C.

405(c) (2)(C) (iii))(as
(asamended
amended by
by section
section 316(a)
405(c)(2)(C)(iii))

of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Administrative
Administrative ReReof
form Act of 1994 (Public Law 103—296: 108
Stat.
Stat. 1464)
1464) is
is amended—
amended—

(1)by
by inserting
inserting in
in the
the first sentence
(I)
sentence of
subclause (II) after "instrumentality of the
United States'
States" the
thefollowing:
following:".'. or State
government officers and employees with law
enforcement or investigative responsibilities, or State agencies that have the respon-

sibility
sibility for
for administering
administering the
the Special
Special SupSupplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children
Children (WIC)";
(WIC)';

(2) by inserting in the last sentence of
(2)

subclause (II) immediately
immediately after
after "other
'other Federal' the
the words
words"or
or State';
State": and
and
(3) by inserting
inserting "or
'or a State" in subclause
subclause
(III) immediately after "United States",
States".
(b) Section
(2) of the Internal ReveSection 6109(f)
6109(fl(2)
nue Code of 1986 (26
(26 U.S.C. 6109(0(2)) (as
added by section
section 316(b)
36(b) of
ofthe
theSocial
Social Security
Security
Administrative Reform Act of 1994 (Public
Law 103—296: 108 Stat. 1464)) is amended—

U.S.C. 2024)) is amended by adding at the end
(I) by
(1)
by inserting
inserting in subparagraph (A) after
the following:
"instrumentality
instrumentality of the United States" the
"(h)(l)
CIVILFoRStrru
Forrri,j FOR
FooD STAMP
"(h)(l) CIVIL
FOR FOOD
STAMP following: ", or
or State government officers
BEN'rr VIO1,xrlONS.—
BENEFrr
VIOLATIONS.—

and employees
employees with
with law
law enforcement
enforcement or
or inin(A) Any food stamp benefits and any vestigative responsibilities,
responsibilities.
or State agenproperty. real or personal—
property,
cies that have the responsibility for admin(i) constituting,
'(i)
constituting,derived
derived from,
from, or
or tracetrace- istering the Special Supplemental Nutrition
able to any proceeds obtained directly or in- Program
Program for
for Women,
Women, Infants
Infants and
and Children
Children
directly from, or

(ii) used, or intended to be used, to commit, or to facilitate.
facilitate,
violation of
of subsection
subsection
the commission of a violation
(b)
(b) or subsection (c) involving
involvingfood
food stamp
teria under which
theauthorization
authorization of
of a re- benefits
'flich the
having an aggregate value of not
tail food store or wholesale food concern to less than $5,000.
$5,000, shall be subject to forfeiture
accept and redeem coupons may be sussus- to the United States.
pended at the fime
thne such store or concern is
(B) The
The provisions
provisions of
of chapter
chapter 46
46 of
of title
title
initially found to have committed violations 18, (B)
to civil forfeitures shall extend
of program
progran requirements.
requirements. Such suspension to arelating
seizure or forfeiture under this submay coincide with the period
period of
of aa review
review as
as
insofar as applicable and not inconprovided in section 14. The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall section,
with the provisions of this subsubnot be liable for the value of any sales lost sistent
section.
during any suspension or disqualification pe(2) CRIMINAL
CRIMINALFoRFErrtJp.
FOR1rrup FOR
FORFOOD
FOOD STAMP
STAMP
U.S.C. 2021(a)),
2Ol(a)). as
1977 (7 U.S.C.
asamended
amended by
by section
section
l00,
1005.isisamended
amendedby
byadding
addingatatthe
theend
end the following: 'Such regulations may establish cricri-

-

riod.
' riod.'•.

carry out
Outthis
thissubsection.".
subsection.'.

(WIC)":

(2) in the last sentence
sentence of
of subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A)

by inserting "or State" after "other
other FedFed-

eral": and
eral";
(3) in subparagraph (B) by inserting "ar
"or a
State" after "United
'United States".
SEC.
EXPANDED DEFINITION
"COUPON",
SEC. 1011.
lOll. EXPANOED
DEFINITIONOF
OF
'COUPO',

Section 3(d) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
amended by
by striking
striking "or
'or
(7 U.S.C. 2012(d)) is amended

type of certificate" and inserting "type of
certificate, authorization cards, cash or
checks issued of coupons or access devices.
including, but not limited to. electronic ben-

efit transfer cards and personal identifica-

tion numbers".
numbers",
"(A)(i) Any person convicted of violating SEC.
SEC.
1012.
DOUBLED PENALTIES
PENALTIES FOR
FOR VIOLATING
VIOLATING
1012.
DOUBLED
subsection
subsection (b)
(b) or subsection (c) involving
FOOD
FOOD STAMP
STAMPPROGRAM
PROGRAMREQUIREREQUIRE.
(I) in
(1)
in the
the first
first sentence
sentence by inserting 'sussus- food stamp benefits having an aggregate
MENTS.
pended,' before "disqualified or subjected":
pended.'
subjected";
value
of
not
less
than
S5.000,
$5,000,
shall
shall
forfeit
forfeit
to
Section
6(b)(I)
of
the
Food
Stamp
Act of
6(b)(l)
(2) in
n the
thefifth
fifth sentence
sentence by
by inserting
inserting before
before the United States, irrespective
irrespective of
of any State 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2015(b) (1)) is amended—
the period at the end the
the following:
following: '. except law—
law—
(I)
(1) in
in clause
clause (i)—
that in the case of the suspension
suspension of
of a retail
(I) any food stamp benefits
benefits and
and any propprop(A) by striking "six
'six months"
months" and
and inserting
food store or wholesale food concern pursu- erty
constituting,
constituting. or
or derived
derived from,
from, or
or tracetrace- '11year":
year": and
and
ant to section 12(a). such suspension shall re- el-ty
able
to
any
proceeds
such
person
obtained
di(B)
"and" at
at the
theend;
(B) by
by adding
adding "and"
effect pending any administrative or
end: and
and
main in effect
rectly or indirectly as aa result
result of
of such
such violaviola(2) striking clauses (ii)
(ii) and
and (iii)
(iii) and
and insertinsertjudicial review of the proposed disqualifica- tion:
and
ing the following:
(b)
(b) Section 14(a)

of the Food Stamp Act of
of

1977
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2023(a)) is amended—

BENEFIT VIOLATIONS.—
VIO1,xrlONS.—
BENEFIT
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(I) a program under the Job Training
(2) by striking subparagraphs (B). (C).
(C), (E)

(ii) permanently upon—
(I)
(I) the
the second
second occasion
occasion of
of any
any such
such deterdeter.
mination: or
mination:
or

Partnership Act
Partnership
Act(29
(29U.S.C.
USC. 1501
1501 et seq.);
seq.):

and (F) and redesignating subparagraph (D)

SEC.

subsection (d) (2).

Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(d)(4)).
2015(d)(4)),

•

"(II) a program under section 236 of the as subparagraph (B): and
(II) the first occasion
occasion of
of aa finding
finding by
by aa Trade
Trade Act
Actofof1974
1974 (19
or
(19 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2296):
2296): or
(3)
(3) in
in subparagraph (B) (as
(as so
so redesigredesigFederal. State. or local court of the trading
"(III)
"(III) another
another program
program for
for the purpose
purpose of nated),
nated), by
by striking
striking "for
'for each" and all that
of a controlled substance (as defined in sec- employment
employmentand
andtraining
trainingoperated
operated by
by a follows through "ofof$60,000,000"
$60,000,000" and
and inserting
tiOn
102 of
of the
the Controlled
Controlled Substances Act (21 State or local government, as
tion 102
ap- "the
as determined apSecretary shall
shall allocate funding".
'the Secretary
funding".
U.S.C.
802)). firearms,
U.S.C. 802)).
firearms,ammunition,
ammunition,or
or exploexplo- propriate by the Secretary: or
(c) REQUIRED PARTICIPATION IN WORK AND
sives for
for coupons,".
coupons.".
(v) or would otherwise be exempt under
TRAiPING PROCRAMS.—Section
TRAINING
PROGRAMS—Section 6(d)(4)
6(d)(4) of
of the
the
1013. MANDATORY CLAIMS COLLECTION

"(C)
'(C) The Secretary may waive the requireSection 11(e)(8)
1l(e)(8) of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp Act ments of subparagraph (A) in the case of
some or
of
of 1977
1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2020(e)(8))
2020(e)(8)) is
is amended
amended by
by inin- some
or all
all individuals
individuals within
within all
all or
or part
part of
serting 'or refunds of Federal taxes as au- State if the Secretary finds that such area—
'(i) has an unemployment rate of over 7
thorized pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3720A" before
percent: or
the semicolon at the end.
"(ii) does
does not
not have
have a sufficient number of
(b) Section 13(d) of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of
jobs to provide
provideemployment
employment for
1977 (7 U.S.C. 20Z2(d)) is amended—
for individuais
individuals
subject
to
this
paragraph. The Secretary
(1)
by striking 'may'
'may and inserting
shall
report
shall
report
to
the
Committee
on Agri'shall':
"shall"; and
and
(2) by inserting
inserting 'or
orrefunds
refunds of
of Federal
Federal culture of the House of Representatives and
METHODS.

(a)

taxes as
as authorized
authorized pursuant
pursuant to
to 31
31
taxes

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

the
the Committee
Committee on
on Agriculture.
Agriculture. Nutrition,
Nutrition.

and
and Forestry
Forestry of
of the
the Senate
Senate on
on the
the basis
basis in
in
3720A"
37Z0A" before
before the
the period
period at
at the end.
(c) Section 6103(1) of the Internal Revenue which the Secretary made this decision.
(D) An
An individual
individual who has been disquali"(D)
Code (26 U.S.C. 6103(1)) is amended—
(I) by
(1)
bystriking
striking"officers
'officersand
andemployees"
employees in
n fied from the food stamp program by reason
paragraph (I0)(A)
(10)(A) and
and inserting
inserting 'officers.
officers. of subparagraph (A) may reestablish eligiemployees or agents, including
including State
State agenagen. bility for assistance—
(i)by
bymeeting
meetingthe
therequirements
requirements of
of subsub'(i)
cies"; and
cies';
(2) by striking 'officers
'officers and
and employees
employees" in
in paragraph (A);
"(ii)
(ii) by
by becoming
becoming exempt under subparaparagraph (10)(B)
(I0)(B) and inserting
inserting 'officers,
officers, employees or agents,
agents. including
including State
State agencies".
agencies'. graph (B): or
"(iii) if the Secretary grants a waiver
SEC. 1014. REDUCTION OF BASIC BENEFIT LEVEL
subparagraph (C).
(C).
Section 3(o)
Section
3(o)of
ofthe
theFood
FoodStamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 under
"(E)
CE)AAhousehold
household(as
(as defined
defined in
in section 3(i)
(7 U.S.C. 2012(o)) is amended—
of
the
Food
of
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Actof
of1977
1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
(1) by
by striking "and (II)'
(11)' and inserting 2015(i))
2015(i))that
thatincludes
includes an
an individual
individual who
who re''(11)'':
'(11):
fuses to
work. refuses
refuses to
to look
look for
for work,
work. turns
turns
work,
(Z) in clause (11)
(2)
(11) by
by inserting
inserting"through
'through OcDc' down to
aa job,
job.or
orrefuses
refusesto
toparticipate
participate in
in the
the
tober 1,1. 1994"
1994' after
after'each
'eachOctober
October I there- down
State program if the State places the indi-

after": and
in such program shall be ineligible to
(3)
(3) by
by inserting
inserting before
before the
the period
period at
at the
the end
end vidual
receive food stamp benefits. The State agenthe following:
reduce, by such amount
amount the
the State
State
shall reduce.
and (12) on October 1.
1, 1995, and on each Oc- cy
appropriate,
appropriate. the amount otherwise
tober 1 thereafter, adj
adjust
ust the
the cost of such considers
to a household that includes an indidiet to reflect 102 percent of the cost, in the payable
who fails without good cause to compreceding June (without regard to any pre- vidual
with other requirements of the individ.
individvious adjustment made under this clause or ply
responsibility plan signed by the individclauses (4)
(4) through
through (11)
clauses
(11) of this subsection) ual
and round the result to the nearest lower ual.'(F)
(F) The
The State
State agency
agency shall make an inidollar increment for each household size".
tial assessment of the skills, prior work exPRO-RATING BENEFITS AFTER INTERSEC. 1Q15.
1015. PRO-RATING
INTER- perience, and employability of each particiRUPTIONS
RUF'TIONS IN
IN PARTICIPATION,
pant not exempted under subparagraph (B)
Section 8(c)(2)(B) of the Food Stamp Act of within
within six
six months
months of
of initial
initial certification.
certification.
1977 (7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2017(c)(2)(B))
2017(c)(2)(B)) is
is amended
by The State agency shall use such assessment,
amended by
assessment.
striking "of
more than
than one
one month".
month".
'of more
in consultation with the program
program participarticiSEC. 1016,
1016. WORK
WORJ REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENT FOR
FOR ABLE-BODABLE.BOD- pant.
pant. to
to develop
develop an
an Individual
Individual Responsibility
Responsibility
lED
IED RECIPIENTS.
Plan for the
the participant. Such plan—
(a)
REQUIREMENT—Section
6(d) of
(a)WORK
WORK
RSQlJJrr.—Section 6(d)
(i) shall
shall provide
providethat
that participation in food
the Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977(7
(7U.S.C.
U.S.C.2015(d))
Z015(d))
stamp employment and training activities
is
is amended
end the
the followfollow' shall be a condition of eligibility for food
amended by adding at the end
ing:
ing:
stamp benefits, except during any period of
"(5)(A) Except as provided in
in subparasubpara- unsubsidized
unsubsidizedfull-time
full-time employment
employment in the
graphs (B),
(B). (C), and (D), an individual who private sector:
has received an allotment for six consecutive
(ii) shall establish an employment goal
"(ii)
months during which such
such individual
individual has
has not
not and a plan for moving the individual into
been employed a minimum of an average of private sector employment immediately:
20 hours per week shall be disqualified if
"(iii) shall establish the obligations of the
such individual
individual is
is not
not employed
employed at
at least
least an
an participant,
such
participant. which shall include actions that
average
average of
of 20
20 hours
hours per
per week,
week, participating
participating will help the individual obtain and keep priin
in aa workfare
workiare program under section 20 (or a vate sector employment: and
comparable State or local
localworkfare
workiare pro"(iv) may require that the individual enter
gram), or participating
participating ininand
and complying
complying the State program approved under part C or
with the requirements of'
of an approved em- part H of title IV of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act
Act
ployment and training program under para- if the caseworker determines that the indigraph (4).
vidual will need education,
education. training, job
"(B) The provisions of subparagraph (A) placement assistance, wage enhancement,
enhancement. or
shall
not
apply
in
the
case
of
an
individual
shall
other services to obtain private sector emwho—
ployment.'•.
ployment.".
'(i)
(i)isisunder
under eighteen
eighteen or over fifty years
years of
of
ANDTRAINING
TRAiNING
(b) ENHANCED
ENMANCEDEMPLOYMENT
EMPLoy1lEN'r AND
age:
PROGRAM—Section 16(h)(1) of the Food
"(ii)
(ii) is certified by a physician as phys.
phys- Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 20Z5
2025 (h)(1)) is
ically
ically or mentally unfit for employment:
amended—
"(iii)
(iii) is a parent or other member
member of
of aa (1) in subparagraph (A)—
household that includes a minor child:
(A)
(A) by
by striking
striking "$75,000,000"
"$75,000,000' and inserting
"(iv) is participating a minimum of an av- "$150,000,000": and
erage of 20 hours per week and is in compli(B) by striking "1991 through 1995" and inance with the requirements of—
serting "1996 through 2000":
2000"
1

is amended by adding at the end the following:

"(0)
(0) The
The State
State agency shall provide an opop.
portunity to
to participate
participate in
in the
the employment
employment
portunity
and training program under this paragraph
to any individual who would otherwise become subject to disqualification under para(5)(A),".
graph (5)
(A).".

(d) COORDINATING WORK REQUIREMENTS IN

AFDC AND FOOD STAMP PROGRAMS—Section
6(d)(4) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C.
20l5(d)(4)), asasamended
U.S.C. 2015(d)(4)).
amendedby
bysubsection
subsection

(c), is
is amended
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end the
the folfol(c),
lowing:

(P) (i)Notwithstanding
Notwithstandingany
anyother
otherproviprovi.
'(P)(i)
sion of this paragraph,
paragraph. a State agency that
meets
meets the
the participation
participation requirements of
paragraph (ii) may operate its employment
and training program for persons receiving

allotments under this Act as part of its Work
First
First Program
Program under
under part
part FF of
of title
title IV
IV of
of the
the

Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 681 et seq.),
seq.). except that
that sections
sections487(b)
487(b)and
and489(a)
489(a)(4)
shall
cept
(4) shall
not apply to any months
months during
during which
which aa perper.

son participates in such program while not
receiving income under part A of subtitle IV
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.). If a State agency exercises the option
provided under this subparagraph.
subparagraph, the
the operoperation of this program shall be subject to the
requirements of such part
part F.
F. except
except that
that any
any
reference to 'aid to families with dependent
children' in such part shall be deemed a reference to food stamp benefits for purposes of
any person not receiving income under such
part A.
"(ii) A State may exercise the option provided under clause (I)
(i) if it provides any per-

sons subject to the requirements of para-

graph (5) who is not employed at least an average of 20 hours per week or participating in

a workiare
workfare program
program under
under section
section 20
20 (Or
(or a
comparable State or local program) with the
opportunity to participate in an approved
employment and training program. A State
agency shall be considered to have complied
with the requirements of this subparagraph

in any area for which a waiver
waiver under
under subsub.
section (5)
section
(5)(4)(C)
(4) (C)isis in
in effect.".
effect.".

SEC. 1017. EXTENDING
E)CrENDING CURRENT CLAIMS RETENTION RATES.

Section 16(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7

U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2025(a))
2025(a))

is amended by striking

"September
September 30.
30. 1995"
1995" each
each place
place itit appears
appears
and inserting "September 30. 2000".
SEC. 1018. COORDINATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING PROGRAMS.

(a) Section 8(d) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2019(d)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "or any
any work
work requirement
requirement
under such program" after "assistance
' assistance propro.
gram": and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
"If a household fails to comply with a work

requirement in the program under part A of
title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
601 et seq.). the household shall not receive
an increased allotment under this Act as a

result of a decrease in the household's income caused by a penalty imposed under

such Act,
Act. and the State agency is authorized

to
to reduce
reduce the
the household's
household's allotment
allotment by
by no
no
more
more than
than 25
25 percent.".
percent.".

SEC. 1019.
SEC.
OF ELECELEC1019.PROMOTING
pROMOTING EXPANSION
EXPANSION OF

TRANSFER.
TRONIC BENEFITS TRANSFER,

Section 7(i) of the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977

2016(i)(1))
(7 U.S.C. 2016(i)
(1)) is amended—
amended—
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(A) in
in paragraph
paragraph (I) by
by striking "food
"food beginning before the effective date
date of
of this
"(l)(A)
'(I)(A)State
Stateagencies
agencies are
are encouraged to stamps.":
stamps. ':and
and
(I)
(1)by
byamending
amending paragraph
paragraph (1)
(I) to
to read:

implement an on-line electronic benefit
transfer system
system in
in which household benefits
benefits
deter-mined
under section
section 8(a)
determined under
8(a) are issued
from
and stored
stored in
in aa central
central data
data bank and
from arid
electronically
accessed by household mernelectronically accessed
members at
at the
the point-of-sale,
point-of-sale
"(B)
(B) Subject to paragraph (2), a State
agency
agency is
is authorized
authorized to
to procure
procure and
andimpleimplement
ment an
an electronic
electronic benefit transfer system
under
under the
the terms,
terms,conditions.
conditions, and
anddesign
design that
that
the State agency deems appropriate.

(C) The
"(C)
The Secretary
Secretary shall,
shall.upon
upon request of a
State
State agency.
agency, waive
waive any
any provision
provision of this
this
subsection prohibiting
prohibiting the
the effective
effective implesubsection
mentation of an electronic benefit transfer
with the
system consistent with
the purposes
purposes of this
this
Act. The
Act.
The Secretary
Secretary shall act upon
upon any
any rerequest for
quest
for such
such aa waiver
waiver within
within 90
90 days
days of receipt of a complete
complete application."
application.":
(2) in paragraph
paragraph (2).
(2),by
bystriking
striking "for
"for the
the
approval":
approval"; and
(3) in paragraph
paragraph (3),
(3), by
by striking "the SecSecretary shall
shall not
not approve
approvesuch
such aa system
system ununless" and inserting "the State
State agency shall
ensure
that",
ensure that",
SEC. 1020.
SEC.
1020,ONE-YEAR
ONE-YEAR FREEZE
FREEZEOF
OFSTANDARD
STANDARD DEDUCTION,

Section 5(e)
5(e) of
of the
theFood
FoodStamp
StampAct
Actofof1977
Section
1977
(7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C.2O14(e))
2014(e))isisamended
amendedin
in the
the second
second

sentence
sentenceby
byinserting
inserting "except
"except October
October
1995" after "thereafter"
"thereafter",

1.
1,

SEC. 1021,
SEC.
1021.NUTRiTION
NUTRrI'lON ASSISTAJ'.CE
ASSISTANCE FOR PUERTO
RICO.

Section 19(a)(l)(A)
19(a)(l)(A) of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act

of 1977
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C.2028(a)
2028(a)(jj(A))
1977 (7
(1) (A))isisamended—
amended—

(1)by
(I)
bystriking
striking"1994,
"1994.and"
and" and
and inserting

"1994,": and
(2) by inserting "and 31.143,000,000
31.143,000,000for
for fiscal
fiscal

year 1996." before
before "to
"to finance",
finance",

SEC. 1022.
SEC.
1022,OTHER
OTHEiAMENDMENTS
A ENDMENTS TO THE
THE FOOD
FOOD
STAMP ACT
ACT OF
OF 1977,
1977.
STAMP

(a)
PERJOD.—(I)
Section 3(c)
(a)CERTIFICATION
CTIC,-IOM PJOD—(l)
Section
of the Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 (7 U.S.C.

20l2(c))
amendedto
toread
read as
llI2(c)) isisamended
as follows:
follows:
(c) 'Certification
'Certification period'
period' means
means the period
period
specified
specifiedby
by the
the State
Stateagency
agencyfor
for which
which

section.
section,
(B) by
(B)
by amending
amending paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) to
to read
read as
follows:
Subtitle B—Commodity Distribution
(2) Paragraph
Paragraph(I)
(I) shall
shall not
not apply
apply for
for any SEC.
"(2)
SEC, 1051.
1051. SHORT
SHORT TITLE,
TITLE.
purpose under
under the
the Food
FoodStamp
StampAct
Act of
of 1977.".
1977,",
purpose
This
subtitle
may
be
subtitle
may
be cited
cited as
as the "ComCom(c) EXCLUS!ON
EXCLUSION OF
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN .JTPA
JTPA INCOME.—
INCO?.— modity Distribution Act
Act of
of 1995",
1995".
Section 5(d)
5(d) of
ofthe
the Food
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
(7
U.S,C. 2014(d)),
U.S.C.
2014(d)). as
as amended by subsection (b).
(b),
is amended—

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of
(1) by
(1)
by striking
striking "and
Secretaryof
ofAgriculture
Agriculture (hereinand (15)"
(15)" and
and inserting law,
law. the Secretary
(hereinafter in this subtitle referred
referred to
to as
asthe
the"Sec"Secretary)
retary")
inserting before
before the period the fol(2) by inserting
is
authorized
is authorized during
folduringfiscal
fiscal years
lowing:

"(15)"; and
and
"(15)":

1996 through 2000 to purchase
purchaseaavariety
variety of
of nunuand (16) income
income received
received under
under the Job tritious
tritious and
and distribdistriband useful commodities and
Training
Training Partnership
Partnership Act
Act by
by aahousehold
household ute such
such commodities
commodities to the States
States for
for dismember who is less than 19 years
years of
of age".
tribution in
tribution
in accordance
accordance with
with this subtitle.
subtitle.
(d) EXCLUSION OF EDUCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTAI'ICE
ASSISTANCE

FROM INCOME—Section 5(d) of the Food
Stamp Act
Stamp
Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d)) is amended—

(1) by
by amending
amending paragraph (3) to read as
follows:
follows: "(3)
(3)all
alleducational
educationalloans
loans on
on which
which
payment is deferred (including
(including any loan
origination fees
origination
fees or insurance premiums assowith such
ciated with
such loans),
loans), grants, scholarships,
scholarships.
fellowships, veterans
veterans' educational
educational benefits,
benefits.
and the like awarded to a household member
enrolled at aa recognized
recognizedinstitution
institution of
of post-

(B) in
(iii) by striking
in clause
clause (iii)
striking ":
and" at the
"; and"

end and
and inserrino
inserting a period: and
and
(iv),
(C) by strikino
striking clause
clause (iv),

(b) INCLUSIN
INCLUSIONOF
O ENERCY
ENERCY ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE IN IN-

COME.—
cOME.—

(1) AME
(1)
AMEM IT$TO
T$TO
THE FOOD
STAMP
FOOD
STA ACT OF

1977.—Section 5ofofthe
1977.—Section
theFood
FoodStamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2014)
2014) isis amended—
(A)
insubsection
subsection Cd)—
(d)—
(A) in

(i)
by striking
striking paragraph
paragraph (11); and
(i) by
and
(ii)
b' redesignating paragraphs (12)
through (16)
(i6) as
as paragraphs
paragraphs(11)
(11) through
through (15),
respectively: and
(B) in
(B)
n subsection
subsection (k)—
(k)—
(t)
(l)(B)
striking ".
". not in(1) in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(B) by striking
cluding energy
energy or
or utility-cost
utility-cost assistance.":
assistance,":
and
(ii)
(ii) in
inparagraph
paragraph (2)—
(I)by
bystriking
strikingsubparagraph
subparagraph (C):
(C); and
(I)
and

(II) by redesignating subparagraphs
subparagraphs (D)
through (H)
(H)as
as subparagraphs
subparagraphs (C) through
(J). respectively.

(2) AMENDI'TS
(2)
ANND?-rs 'ID
'IDTHE
THELOW-INCOME
LOW-INCO HOME
ENERCy ASSISTANCE ACT
ACT OF
OF 1981,—Section
2605(0 of the Low-Income
Low-Income Home
Home Energy
Energy Assistance Act
sistance
Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 8624(f)) is
amended—

(b)

In addition
addition to
to the
the commodities de-

scribed in
in subsection
subsection (a),
(a). the
the Secretary
Secretary may
expend funds made
made available
available to carry out the

32 of
of the
the Act
Act of August 24,
section 32
24. 1935 (7
U.S.C. 612c), which
which are
are not
not expended
expended or needed to carry
carry out
out such
such sections,
sections, to
to purchase.
purchase,
process,
process. and
anddistribute
distribute commodities
commodities of the
types customarily
customarily purchased
purchased under such secStatesfor
fordistribution
distribution in
in accordtion to the States
accordance to
to this subtitle,
ance
(c)

In addition to the commodities

de-

scribed in subsections (a) and (b),
(b), agriculsCribed
secondary education, at aa school
school for the tural
tural commodities
commodities and
and the
the products thereof
handicapped, in
handicapped,
in a vocational education pro- made available under clause
clause (2)
(2) of the second
gram. or
or in
in aa program
program that
that provides for
for comcom- sentence
gram,
sentenceof
of section
section32
32of
of the
theAct
Act of
of August
pletion of
ofaa secondary
secondary school diploma
diploma or ob- 24. 1935
pletion
1935(7
(7U.S.C.
U,S,C.612c).
6l2c). may
may be
be made
made availavailthereof.": and
and
taining the equivalent thereof,":
able by the Secretary to
to the
the States
States for dis(2)
(2) in paragraph
paragraph(5)
(5) by
by striking
striking "and
"and no
no tribution
tribution in
in accordance
accordance with this subtitle,
portion" and
portion"
and all that follows through "reim'reim(d) In
Cd)
In addition
additiontotothe
thecommodities
commoditi dedebursement",
bursement
scribed in subsections (a), (b).
(b), and (c).
(c), com(e) LIMITATION
EARNED
(e)
LIMITATION ON
ON ADDrflOr..L
ADDITIONAL
E,jNso ININmodities acquired by the
the Commodity
Commodity Credit
Credit
COME
COME DEDUCTION—The
DEDUC'flON.—The3rd
3rdsentence
sentence of sec- Corporation
Corporation that
that the
the Secretary determines,
Stamp Act
Act of 1977 (7 in the discretion
tion 5(e) of the Food Stamp
discretion of
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, are
are in exU.S.C. 2014(e)) is amended by striking cess
U.S,C,
cess of
of quantities needed to—
"earned
earned income
income that"
that" and
and all
all that
that follows
follows
(1) carry out
Outother
other domestic
domestic donation
donation prothrough "report",
through
report", and
and inserting "detern'iiri"determin- grams:
ing sri
dueto
tothe
thefailure
failureof
of a
an overissuance
overissuance due
(2) meet other
other domestic
domestic obligations:
obligations:
household to
to report
report earned
earned income",
income'.
(3)
(3) meet
meet international
international market
market development
development
(I)EXCLUSION
(I
EXCLUSIOr' OF
o ESSEI'mAL
Essr'mAL EMPLOYMENT and food aid commitments,
commitments, and
and
RELATEDPR0PER'ry,_Section
PROPERTY—Section5(g)(3)
5(g)(3) of
of the
RELXrED
(4) carry out
Out the
the farm
farm price
price and
and income
Food Stamp
StampAct
Act of
of 1977
1977(7
(7U.S.C.
U.S.C.2014(g)(3))
20l4(g)(3)) is
is stabilization purposes
purposes of
of the
theAgricultural
Agricultural
amended
to read
read as
asfollows:
follows:
amended to
1938. the
Adjustment Act of 1938,
the Agricultural
Agricultural Act
Act
"(3)
(3)The
Thevalue
valueofofreal
realand
andtangible
tangiblepersonal
personal of 1949. and the Commodity
Credit CorporaCommodity Credit
Corporaproperty (other than currency, commercial tion
tion Charter
Charter Act:
Act:shall
shallbe
bemade
made available
available by
by
paper, and
paper,
and similar
similar property) of a household
household the Secretary.
charge or credit for
Secretary, without
without charge
member
member that
that is
is essential
essential to
to the
the employment
employment such commodities.
commodities, to the States
Statesfor
for distribudistribuor self-employment
self-employment of
of such
such member shall be tion in
in accordance
accordance with
with this
this subtitle.
subtitle.
excluded by the
the Secretary
Secretaryfrom
fromfinancial
financial reCe)
During each
each fiscal
fiscal year. the types,
(e) During
types. varisources
sources until
until the expiration of the 1-year pe- eties,
eties. and
and amounts
amounts of
of commodities to
pur'
to be pur-

households shall be eligible to receive au•nouseholds
thorization cards,
thorization
cards, except
except that such period
shall be—
(1) 24 months for households
households in
in which
which all
disabled: and
adult members are elderly or disabled:
'(2)
"(2) not more
more than
than 12
12 months
monthsfor
for all
all other
other
households.".
households"
(2) Section 6(c)(l)(C)
6(c)(l)(C) of
the
Food
of the Food Stamp
of 1977
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(c)(l)(C))
Act of
20l5(c(1)(C)) is
is amendamend- riod beginning
such member
beginning on
on the
the date such
member
ed—
ceases to
to be
be so
soemployed
employed or
or so
so self-emself-em(A) in
(A)
in clause
clause (ii)
(ii) by
by adding
adding "and" at the ceases
ployed.'.
ployed.",

end;

SEC. 1052.
SEC.
1052.AVAILABILITy
AVAILABILITY OF
OF COMMODITIES,
COMMODITIES.

(g) EXCLUSION OF LIFE INSURANCE POLI-

Food Stamp
StampAct
Act of
of
CIES—Section 5(g) of the Food
1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2O14(g))
2014(g)) is amended
amendedby
by adding
adding
the end
endthe
thefollowing:
following:
at the

"(6)
(6) The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall exclude
excludefrom
from fifi-

nancial resources
resources the cash value of any
any life
life
insurance
insurance policy
policy owned
owned by
byaa member
member of
of aa
household.".
household,".
(h) IN-TANDEM
IN-TANDEMEXCLUSIONS
EXCLUSIONS
FROM
FROM
INCOME,—
IMCO,—

Section 5 of the Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2014)
2014)isisamended
amendedby
byadding
addingatatthe
theend
end
the
the following:
(n)Whenever
Wheneveraa Federal
Federal statute
statute enacted
"(n)
after the date of the enactment of this Act
excludes funds
funds from
from income
income for
for purposes
excludes
purposes of
determining eligibility.
determining
eligibility, benefit levels,
levels, or
both under State plans approved under part
part
A of title IV
Security Act,
Act, then
A
IV of
of the
the Social Security
such funds shall be
be excluded
excluded from
from income for
purposes
purposes of
of determining
determining eligibility,
eligibility, benefit
benefit
levels, or both,
both. respectively, under the food
stamp program of households
households all
all of whose
members receive benefits
benefits under
under aa State
State plan
plan
approved under
approved
underpart
partAA of
of title
title IV
IV of
of the
the SoSocial Security
Act.".
Security Act.",
(i) APPLICATION OF AMENDMENTS_The
AMENDMENTS—The
amendments made
made by
by this
this section shall not
amendments
apply with
with respect
respect to
to certification
certification periods

chased under
chased
under this
this subtitle
subtitle shall be determined by the Secretary. In purchasing such
commodities, except those
those commodities
commodities purchased pursuant to section 1060,
1060. the
the SecSecretary shall, to the extent practicable and
appropriate, make
makepurchases
purchasesbased
based on—
appropriate,
on—
(1) agricultural market conditions:
(2) the preferences and needs
needs of
of States
States and
and
distributing agencies:
agencies: and
distributing
(3) the preferences of the recipients,
recipients.

SEC.

1053.

STATE,
STATE.

LOCAL

AND

PRIVATE

SUPPLEMENTATION OF
OF COMMODCOMMODrIlES.
rilEs.
(a) The Secretary shall
shall establish
establish proce-

dures under
under which
which State and
and local
local agencies.
recipient agencies,
agencies, or
or any
any other
other entity
entity or
person may
person
may supplement
supplement the
thecommodities
commodities disdistributed under this subtitle for use
use by
by recipirecipient
ent agencies
agencieswith
with nutritious
nutritious and wholesome
commodities that
that such
such entities
entities or
or persons
commodities
persons
donate for
donate
for distribution
distribution, in
in all
all or
or part of the
State,
State, in
in addition to the commodities otherwise made
made available under
under this
this subtitle.
subtitle,
(b) States
(b)
States and eligible
eligiblerecipient
recipientagencies
agenci
may use—
(1) the funds appropriated
appropriated for
for administraadministrative cost under section 1059(b):
(2) equipment, structures,
structures, vehicles,
vehicles, and
and all
all
other facilities
facilities involved
involved in
inthe
the storage,
storage. handling, or distribution of commodities made
available under this subtitle; and
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(3) the personnel,
(3)
personnel,both
both paid
paid or volunteer.
involved in
involved
in such
such storage.
storage, handling, or distribution: to
to store,
store, handle or distribute corntribution;
commodities donated
modities
donated for
for use
use under subsection
(a).

(c) States and recipient agencies shall con-

tinue. to the maximum extent practical, to
tinue,

use volunteer
use
volunteer workers, and commodities and
other foodstuffs
donated by charitable and
foodstuffs donated
other organizations,
orgarnzations.in
in the
thedistribution
distribution of
subtitle,
commodities under this subtitle.
SEC. 1054.
1054, STATE
STATE PLAN.
(a)
(a) AAState
State seeking
seeking

to receive commodities
under this subtitle shall submit a plan of opop.
eration and
and administration
administration every four years
to the
the Secretary
Secretary for
for approval. The plan may
to
be amended
amended at
at any
any time,
time, with the
the approval
approval
of the Secretary.
(b) The State
State plan,
plan, at
at aaminimum,
minimum, shall—
(1)
designate the
the State
State agency
agency responsible
responsible
(I) designate
for distributing
distributing the
the commodities
commodities received
under this subtitle;
(2) set forth a plan of operation and admin.
administration to expeditiously distribute
distribute corncomin quantities
quantities remodities under this subtitle in
quested to
quested
to eligible
eligible recipient
recipient agencies
agencies in ac-

sections 1056
1056 and
and 1060;
1060;
cordance with
with sections
(3) set
set forth
forth the
the standards
standardsofofeligibility
eligibility for
recipient
recipient agencies: and
standardsof
ofeligibility
eligibility for
(4) set forth the standards
for
individual
individual or household recipients
recipients of
of corncommodities, which at minimum shall require—
(A) individuals
(A)
individualsor
orhouseholds
households to be corncomprised of
of needy
needy persons;
persons; and
(B)
(B) individual
individualor
orhousehold
household members
members to be
residing in
in the
the geographic location served by
at the
the time
time of
of appliapplithe distributing agency at

cation for
for assistance.
assistance,
(c) The Secretary shall
(c)
shall encourage
encourage each
State receiving
commodities under
under this
this subsubState
receiving commodities
title to
to establish
establish aa State advisory board contitle
sisting of
of representatives
representatives of
of all interested
entities, both public and private, in the distribution of
tribution
of commodities
commodities received
received under this
subtitle in
in the
the State.
A State
State agency receiving commodities
(d) A
under this subtitle may—
(1)
(A)enter
enterinto
intocooperative
cooperativeagreements
agreements
(l)(A)
with
State agencies
agencies of
with State
of other States
Statesto
to jointjointly
ly provide commodities
commodities received
received under this
subtitle to eligible
eligible recipient
recipient agencies
agencies that
serve needy
needy persons
persons in
in aa single
single geographical
geographical
area which
includes such
such States:
States: or
area
which includes
(B)
(B) transfer commodities received under
this subtitle to any such
such eligible
eligible recipient
recipient

agency in the other
other State
State under such agree-

ment: and
(2) advise the Secretary of
of an
an agreement
agreement
entered into under this subsection arid
and the
transfer of commodities
commodities made
made pursuant to
such
such agreement.
agreement.
SEC. 1055.
1055. ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION OF
OF COMMODITIES TO
TO
STATES.
(a) In each fiscal year,
year. except for
for those
those

commodities purchased
purchased under section 1060.
1060.
commodities
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall allocate the
the commodities
commodities
distributed under this subtitle as
as follows:
follows:
(1) 60 percent of such
such total
total value of corncommodities shall
modities
shall be
be allocated
allocated in
inaamanner
manner such
such
that the value
value of
of commodities allocated to
to
each State
State bears
bears the
the same
sameratio
ratio to
to 60
60 percent
of such
of
such total
total value
value as
as the number
number of
of persons
persons
in households within
the State
State having ininwithin the

comes below the poverty
line bears
bears to
to the
the
poverty line
total number of persons
persons in
in households
households within
within
all States
States having incomes below
below such
such povpovall
erty
line.Each
EachState
State shall
shall receive
receive the value
ery line.
of commodities
commodities allocated
allocated under
under this
this paraparagraph.
(2) 40 percent of such
such total
total value of corncommodities shall
modities
shall be
be allocated
allocated in
inaamanner
manner such
such
that the value
value of
of commodities allocated to
to
each State
State bears
bears the
the same
sameratio
ratio to
to 40
40 percent
of such total
total value
value as
as the average
average monthly
monthly
number of unemployed persons
persons within
within the
the
State bears
bears to
to the
the average
average monthly
monthly number
number
of unemployed persons
persons within
within all
all States
States during the same
same fiscal
fiscal year. Each State
State shall
shall rere-

ceive
ceive the value of commodities
commodities allocated
allocated to
the State under this paragraph.
(b)(l) The
(b)(l)
The Secretary
Secretary shall notify
notifyeach
each State
State

of the amount of
of commodities
commoditiesthat
thatsuch
such
State is allotted to
to receive
receive under
under subsection
subsection
(a)
(a) or this subsection, if
if applicable.
applicable. Each
Each

State shall
State
shall promptly
promptly notify the Secretary
Secretary ifif
not accept
accept
such State
State determines
determinesthat
thatitit will
will not
of the
the commodities
commodities made
made available
any or all of
under
under such
suchallocation.
allocation. On
On such
suchaanotification
notification
by
by a State.
State. the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall reallocate
reallocate
and distribute such commodities in a manner
manner
the Secretary deems
deems appropriate
appropriate and equitable. Tne Secretary
Secretary shall
shall further
further establish
procedures to
States to
procedures
to permit States
to decline
decline to receive portions of
of such
such allocation during
during each
each
fiscal year
year in
in aa manner
manner the
the State
State determines
fiscal
is appropriate and the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall realloreallocate and
and distribute
distribute such allocation
allocationas
as the
the
Secretary' deems
Secretary
deems appropriate and equitable.
(2) In
In the event of any drought,
drought. flood, hurhutricane, or other natural disaster affecting
ricane.
affecting
substantial numbers of persons in a State.
State,
county.
or parish,
parish, the
the Secretary
Secretary may
may request
request
county. or
that States unaffected by
by such
such a disaster
consider
consider assisting
assisting affected
affected States
Statesby
byallowallowing
ing the Secretary
Secretary to
to reallocate
reallocate commodities
commodities
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sales of
cial sales
of such
such commodities
commodities or
or the
the prodproducts thereof. The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall submit
submit to
the Committee on
on Agriculture
Agriculture of
of the
the House
of Representatives and
and the
the Committee
Committee on
Agriculture, Nutrition,
Agriculture.
Nutrition,and
and Forestry
Forestry of the
Senate by
Senate
by December 31.
31, 1997,
1997. and not less
than every two
two years
years thereafter, a report
report as
as
to whether
whether and
and to
to what
what extent
extent such
such displacedisplace.
ments or substitutions are
are occurring.
occurring.
(b)
(b) The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall determine that
commodities provided under this subtitle
shall be purchased
purchased and
and distributed
distributed only
only in
in
quantities that can be consumed
consumed without
without
waste. No
waste.
No eligible
eligible recipient
recipient agency
agency may receive commodities under this subtitle in
in exexcess of
cess
of anticipated use,
use, based
basedon
oninventory
inventory
records and
and controls,
controls, or in excess
of its abilexcess of
ability to
ity
to accept
accept and
and store such commodities.
SEC. 1059,
SEC.
1059.AUThORIZATION
AUThORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.
APPROPRIATIONS.

(a) PURCHASE
OF COMM0DrrIEs.—To
COe4oDrrIES.—To carry
PURCHASE OF

Out this subtitle,
subtitle, there
there are
are authorized to be

appropriated $260,000,000
$260,000,000 for
for each
eachof
of the
thefiscal
fiscal
2000 to
to purchase,
purchase, process.
process,
years 1996 through
through 2000
and distribute commodities
commodities to
to the
the States
States in
accordance with
accordance
with this subtitle.
subtitle,
(b)
(b) A nNls-rRxl-IvE
flN1S'TIE FUNDS.—
FUNDS.—
from such
from
such unaffected
unaffected State
State to States
States con(1)
(1)There
Thereare
are authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
taining areas
taming
areas adversely affected by the disas- $40,000,000 for
for each
each of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years 1996
1996
ter.
through 2000 for
for the
the Secretary to make
(c)
(c) Purchases
Purchasesof
ofcommodities
commodities under
under this
this available to
to the
the States for State and
and local
local
subtitle
shall be
be made
made by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary at
at payments for costs
subtitle shall
costs associated
associated with
with the thsdissuch times and under such conditions as the tribution of
of commodities
commodities by eligible recipiSecretary determines appropriate within ent agencies
agencies under
underthis
this subtitle,
subtitle. excluding
excluding
each fiscal
each
fiscal year.
year. All
All commodities
commodities so
so pur- costs
costs associated
associatedwith
with the
thedistribution
distribution of
chased
chased for
for each
each such
such fiscal
fiscal year shall be de- those
those commodities distributed
distributed under
under section
section
livered
at reasonable
reasonable intervals
to States
States 1060. Funds appropriated
livered at
intervals to
appropriated under
under this
thisparapars.
based
based on
on the
the allocations
allocations and
and reallocations
reallocations graph for any fiscal
fiscal year
year shall
shall be
be allocated
made under subsections (a) and (b). and or to the States
on an
an advance
advancebasis
basisdividing
dividing
States on
out section
carry Out
section 1060.
1060, not
not later than Decem- such funds among the States
States in
in the same
same
ber 31
31 of
of the
the following
following fIscal
fiscal year.
year.
proportions as
as the commodities distributed
distributed
PRIORITY SYSTEM
SEC. 1056. PRIORITY
FOR STATE
DIS. under this subtitle for
SYSTEM FOR
STATE DISfor such
such fiscal
fiscal year
year are
are
TRIBUTION OF COMMODITIES.
TPJEU.1.ION
OF coorn.
allocated among
among the
the States.
States. IfIf aa State
State agenagen(a) In distributing the commodities
commodities alloallo- cy is unable to use
use all
all of the funds so allocated under
under subsections
subsections(a)
(a) and
and(b)
(b) of
of section
section cated to it. the
the Secretary shall
shall reallocate
reallocate
1055, the State agency.
agency, under procedures dede- such unused
unused funds
funds among the other States
States in
in
termined
termined by the State
State agency,
agency.shall
shall offer.
offer. or a manner the Secretary deems appropriate
appropriate
otherwise make
available,
its
full
allocation
make available, its full
and equitable.
of commodities
commodities for
for distribution
distribution to emer(2)(A)
A State
State shall make available
available in
in each
each
(2) (A) A
gency feeding
feethng organizations.
fiscal year to eligible
eligible recipient
recipient agencies
agencies in
(b)
(b) If
If the
the State
State agency determines that the the
the State
State not
not less
lessthan
than40
40percent
percentof
of the
the
State
not exhaust
exhaust the commodities alloallo- funds received by
State will
will not
by the
the State
State under paragraph
cated under
under subsections
subsections(a)
(a) and
and(b)
(b) of
of section
section (I)
for such fiscal
fiscal year.
year.as
as necessary
necessary to pay
1055 through distribution
distribution to
to organizations
organizations (1)
for, or
or provide
provide advance
advance payments
payments to
to cover.
cover,
referred to in subsection (a). its remaining the
allowable expenses
expenses of
of eligible
eligible recipient
allocation of commodities shall be distrib- agencies
agencies for distributing commodities to
uted to charitable
cnaritable institutions
institutions described
described in
in needy
needy persons,
persons.but
butonly
only to
to the extent such
such
section 1063(3)
1063(3) not receiving commodities
expenses
expenses are
areactually
actually so
so incurred
incurred by such reunder subsection (a).
cipient agencies.
agencies.
(c) IfIfthe
theState
State agency
agency determines
determines that
that the
the cipient
(B) As
(B)
As used
used in
in this
this paragraph.
paragraph, the term
State
not exhaust
exhaust the commodities alloalloState will
will not
allowable expenses"
expenses" includes—
includes—
cated under
under subsections
subsections(a)
(a) and
and(b)
(b) of
of section
section
(i)
(i)
costs
costs
of
of
transporting,
transporting.
storing,
storing, handling.
handling,
1055 through distribution
distribution to
to organizations
organizations repackaging.
repackaging, processing,
distributing
referred to in
in subsections
subsections (a) and
and (b).
(b). its re- commodities incurred afterand
such commodmaining allocation of
of commodities
commodities shall be ities are received
received by
by eligible recipient
recipient agenagendistributed to any eligible
eligible recipient
recipient agency
agency cies:
not
commodities under
under subsections
subsections
not receiving commodities
(ii) costs
costs associated
associated with
(ii)
with determinations of
(a) and (b).
(b),
eligibility, verification,
eligibility,
verification,and
anddocumentation;
documentation;
SEC. 1057. INITIAL
PROCESSING
COSTS.
INrFIAL PROC
ESSINC COSTS.
(iii)
costs of providing
providing information
information to
to perper(iii) costs
The Secretary may use
use funds
funds of
of the
the CornCom- sons
sons receiving
receiving commodities under this subsubmodity Credit
modity
Credit Corporation
Corporationto
topay
pay the
the costs
costs title
title concerning
concerning the
the appropriate
appropriate storage
storage and
of initial
initialprocessing
processing and packaging
packaging of
of corncom- preparation of such commodities;
commodities: and
modities to be distributed under
under this
this subtitle
subtitle
(iv) costs
(iv)
costs of
of recordkeeping,
recordkeepirig. auditing,
auditing, and
and
into forms
forms and
and in
in quantities
quantities suitable,
suitable, as
as de- other administrative procedures
procedures required
required for
for
termined by
by the
the Secretary. for use
use by the inin- participation
participation in
in the
the program
program under
under this
this subsubdividual households or eligible
eligible recipient title.
title.
agencies, as
may
as applicable.
applicable. T'ne Secretary may
(C) If
State makes a payment. using
If aa State
pay such
such costs
costsin
in the
theform
form of
of Corporation- State
State funds,
funds. to cover allowable expenses
expenses of
of
owned commodities equal in value to such
such eligible
eligible recipient
recipient
agencies.
agencies,
the amount of
costs. The Secretary shall ensure that any such payment shall be counted toward the
such
suchpayments
paymentsininkind
kindwill
will not
not displace
displacecorncom- amount a State
State must
must make
makeavailable
available for
for almercial sales
mercial
sales of such commodities.
commodities.
lowable
lowable expenses
expenses of
of recipient
recipient agencies
agencies under
SEC.
SEC.1058,
1058.ASSURANCES;
ASSURANCES;ANTICIPATED
ANTICIPATEDUSE.
USE.
this paragraph.
(a) The Secretary shall
shall take
take such
such prepre.
(3)
(3) States
States to
to which
which funds are
are allocated
allocated for
for
cautions as the Secretary deems necessary
necessary a fiscal year under this subsection shall subto ensure
ensure that
that commodities
commodities made
made available
available mit
mit financial
financialreports
reports to
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary. on aa
under this subtitle will
not displace
displace commer- regular basis,
will not
basis. as
as to the use
use of
of such
such funds,
funds. No
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such funds may be used by States or
or eligible
eligible
recipient agencies
agencies for
for costs other than those
involved
involved in
in covering
covering the expenses related to
distrjbutjon of commodities by eligible
the distribution
recipient agencies.
agencies.
(4)(A) Except
(4)(A)
Except as
as provided
provided in
in subparagraph
subparagraph
(B), to be eligible to receive funds under this
subsection, a State shall
shall provide
provide in
in cash or
or
in kind
kind (according to procedures
in
procedures approved
approved by
by

the Secretary for certifying these in-kind
contributions) from non-Federal sources a
contribution equal to
to the
thedifference
difference between—

(i) the amount of
of such
(i)
such funds
funds so
so received;
received;
and
(ii) any
any part
part of
ofthe
the amount
amount allocated
allocated to
to the
the
(ii)
State
State and
and paid
paid by
by the
the State—
State—
(I) to
(I)
to eligible
eligiblerecipient
recipientagencies;
agencies: or
(II) for
(II)
forthe
the allowable
allowableexpenses
expenses of
of such
such recipient agencies:for
cipient
agencies;for use in carrying
carrying Out
out this
subtitle,
subtitje.

(B) Funds
(B)
Funds allocated to a State
State under
under this
this
upon State
State request, be allosection may. upon

cated before States
States satisfy
satisfy the
the matching
matching rerequirernent specified in subparagraph
quirement
subparagraph (A).
(A),
based on the estimated
based
estimated contribution
contribution required. The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall periodically
periodically recreconcile
oncile estimated
estimated and
and actual
actualcontributions
contributions

and adjust allocations to the State to corcor-

rect for
for overpavments
overpavments and
and underpayments.
underpayments.
(C) Any funds distributed
distributed for
for administi-aadministrative costs
costs under section 1060(b) shall not be
tive
covered by this paragraph.
(5) States
States may
may not
not charge
chargefor
for commodities
commodities
made
available to eligible recipient
made available
recipient agencies.
and may not
not pass
pass on to such recipient
recipient agenagencies
cies the
the cost
costof
of any
any matching
matching requirements.
requirements.
under
under this
this subtitle.
(c)
(c) VALuE
VjuuE OF COMMODITjESThe
value of
COMMODITIES—The value
the commodities made available under subsections Cc)
sections
(c) and
and (d)
(d)of
ofsection
section1052.
1052, and
and the
the
funds of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation used
used to
to pay
pay the
the
costs of
of initial
initial processing,
costs
processing, packaging
packaging (in(including
cluding forms
forms suitable
suitable for
forhome
home use),
use), and delivering commothties
commothties to
to the
the States
States shall not
livering
be charged
charged against
against appropriations
appropriations authorized
authorized
by this
this section.
section.
SEC.
SEC. 1060.
COM\1ODrry SUPPLEMENTAL
1060. COMMODITy
SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD
FOOD
PROCRAM.
PROCRAM

(a) From
(a)
From the
the funds appropriated under sec-

tion 1059(a),
1059(a). S94,500,000
594.500,000 shall
shall be
be used
used for
for each
each
tion
fiscal year
fiscal
year to
to purchase
purchase and distribute
distribute commodities to
to supplemental
supplemental feeding
feeding programs
programs
serving woman, infants, and children or elderly individuals
individuals (hereinafter
(hereinafter in
in this
this section
section
referred
referred to
to as
asthe
the'commodity
commodity supplemental
supplemental
food
food program"),
program). or
orserving
serving both
both groups
groups wherever located.
(b) Not
Not more
more than
than 20 percent of the funds
made available under subsection (a) shall
shall be
be
made available to
to the
the States
States for
State and
for State
local payments of administrative
administrative costs
costs associated
ciated with
with the distribution
distribution of commodities
by eligible
eligible recipient
recipientagencies
agencies under this section. Administrative
Adminisu-ativecosts
costs for
for the purposes
of the commodity supplemental
supplemental food
food program shall
shall include,
include, but
but not
not be
belimited
limited to.
to. exex-

pensesfor
penses
for information
information and referral,
referral. operation,
ation. monitoring,
monitoring, nutrition education.
start-up costs, and
and general
general administration.
administratiort,
including staff, warehouse
warehouse and
and transportranspor-

tation personnel, insurance, and
and administraadministration of
of the
the State
State or
or local office.
(c)(l) During each fiscal year the commodcommod(c)(1)
ity
supplemental food program is in operity supplemental
operation, the
aton.
the types,
types. varieties,
varieties, and
and amounts
amounts of
of
commodities
commodities to
to be
be purchased under this secsecuon shall be determined by the Secretary,
but, ifif the
the Secretary
Secretary proposes
proposes to make any
significant changes
changes in the types,
significant
types, varieties,
varieties, or
amounts from those that were
were available
available or
were planned at
the
beginning
of
at the beginning the fiscal
shall report
report such
such changes
changes
year the Secretary shall
before implementation to the
the Committee
Committee on
Agricultureof
ofthe
theHouse
House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives
Agriculture
and the
and
the Committee
Committeeon
onAgriculture.
Agriculture. NutriNutrition,
tion, and
and Forestry of
of the
the Senate,
Senate.

(2) Notwithstanding
(2)
Notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
provision of
of
law, the Commodity Credit Corporation
shall,
shall. to the extent that the
the Commodity
Commodity
Credit Corporation inventory levels permit.
provide not
not less
less than 9.000.000 pounds
pounds of
of
cheese
cheeseand
andnot
notless
lessthan
than4,000000
4.000000pounds
poundsof
of
nonfat dry milk
milk in
ineach
each of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal years
to the
the Secretary.
Secretary. The Sec1996 through 2000 to
shall use
use such
such amounts
amounts of
of cheese
cheese and
retary shall
nonfat dry milk
milk to
to carry
carry out
out the
the commodity
commodity
supplemental food program before the end
end of
of
each fiscal
each
fiscal year.
(d) Tne Secretary shall, in each
each fiscal
fiscal year,
approve applications of additional sites for
the program, including
including sites
sites that serve
serve only
only
elderly persons.
persons, in
in areas
areasin
inwhich
which the
the proprodoes not operate.
operate, to the full
gram currently
currently does
full
extent that applications
applications can
can be
be approved
approved
within the
within
the appropriations
appropriations available for the
program for
progr-arn
for the
thefiscal
fiscal year
year and
andwithout
without reducing actual
actual participation
participation levels
levels (including
(including
participation
of elderly
elderlypersons
persons under subparticipation of
section Ce))
(e)) in
inareas
areas in
in which
which the
the program
program is
in effect.
(e) IfIf aa local
local agency
agency that
that administers
administers the
commodity supplemental
supplemental food
food program
program dedecommodity
termines that the amount of funds made
available to
available
to the
the agency
agency to
to carry
carryOut
out this
this secsection exceeds
tion
exceeds the amount of funds
funds necessary
necessary
to provide assistance
under such
such program
program to
to
assistance under
women, infants, and children,
children, the
the agency.
with the
with
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary,
Secresary. may
may perpermit
mit low-income
low-income elderly
elderlypersons
persons (as defined
by the Secretary) to participate
participate in
in and
and be
be
served by such program.
(1) (1)If Ifit it
(f)(1)
is is
necessary
necessaryfor
forthe
theSecretary
Secretary to
to
pay a significantly
significantly higher
higherthan
than expected
expected
for one
one or more types of commodities
price for
section. the
the Secretary
Secretary
purchased under this section,
shall promptly
promptly determine
determine whether
whether the price
is
is likely
likely to
to cause
cause the number of persons that
can be
beserved
servedin
inthe
theprogram
programin
in aa fiscal
fiscal year
year
can
to decline.
(2) IfIfthe
the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines that such a
decline would
would occur,
occur, the
the Secretary shall
promptly notify
notifythe
theState
Stateagencies
agencies charged
charged
promptly
with operating
with
operating the
the program of the decline

ensure that
and shall ensure
that aa State
Stateagency
agencynotify
notify
all locai
all
local agencies
agencies operating the program in

the State
State of
of the decline.
(g) Commodities
Commodities distributed
distributed to
to States
States purshall not
not be
be considered
considered
suant to this section shall
in determining the
the commodity
commodity allocation to
in
each State
each
Stateunder
undersection
section1055
1055ororpriority
priority of
of
distribution
under
section
1056.
distribution under
SEC.
SEC. 1061. COMMODITIES NOT INCOME.
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(3) The term
term "eligible
"eligible recipient agency"
agency"
means
meansaapublic
public or
or nonprofit
nonprofit organization

that administers—
(A)
(A) an institution providing
providing commodities
to supplemental feeding programs serving
women,
women. infants, and children or serving elderly persons.
persons, or serving both
both groups;
groups:
derly
(B) an
(B)
an emergency feeding organization:
organization;
charitable institution
institution (including hos(C) a charitable
pitals and retirement homes and
and excluding
excluding
penal institutions)
institutions) to
to the
the extent
extent that such
institutionserves
serves needy
needy persons;
persons:
institution
(D) aa summer camp for children,
children, or
or aa child
child
(D)
nutrition
nutrition program providing food service;
(E) a nutrition
nutrition project
project operating
operating under the
the
Older Americans Act of 1965. including such

projects that operate a congregate
congregate nutrition
nutrition
site and aa project
project that provides home-delivhome-deliv-

ered meals:
meals; or
relief program;
(F) a disaster
disaster relief
program; and
and that has
has
been designated
designated by
by the
the appropriate
appropriate State
State
agency, or by the Secretary, and
and approved
approved by
by
the Secretary
in the
the proSecretary for
for participation in
gram established under this subtitle.
subtitle,
(4) The term
term "emergency
"emergency feeding
feeding organizaorganization" means
tion"
means aa public
public or nonprofit organization that administers activities and projects
(including
the activities
activities and
and projects
projects of
of a
(including the
charitable institution,
institution, aa food
food bank,
bank. a food
hunger relief
relief center,
center, aa soup
soupkitchkitchpantry, a hunger
en, or
or aa similar
similar public or private nonprofit
en.
eligible recipient agency)
agency) providing
providing nutrition assistance
assistance to
to relieve
relieve situations of emeremergency and distress
distress through
through the
the provision
provision of
food to needy persons,
persons,including
including low-income
low-income
and unemployed
unemployed persons.
persons.
(5) The term "food
'food bank"
bank"means
means a public
charitable institution
institution that maintains an
and charitable
established operation
established
operationinvolving
involving the
the provision
provision
of food or edible commodities,
or the
the prodcommodities or
ucts thereof, to food pantries, soup kitchens,
hunger relief
centers, or other food or
or feedfeedrelief centers,
ing centers that, as
as an
anintegral
irttegralpart
partof
of their
their
normal activities,
activities, provide meals
meals or
or food
food to
to
normal
feed needy persons
persons on
on aa regular
regular basis,
basis,
(6) The term "food pantry"
pantry" means
means aa public
public
or private nonprofit organization that dislow-income and
and unemployed
tributes food to low-income
households, including food from
from sources
other than
than the
the Department
Departmentof
ofAgriculture.
Agriculture,
to relieve situations of
of emergency
emergency and distress.
tress.
(7) The term "needy persons'
persons"- means—
means—
(A) individuals
(A)
individualswho
whohave
have low
lowincomes
incomes or
or
who are unemployed.
unemployed, as
as determined by the
State (in no event shall the income
income of
of such
such
individualor
orhousehold
household exceed
exceed 185 percent of
individual
the poverty line);
line)
(B) households
households certified as eligible
to parpar(B)
eligible to
ticipate in
in the
the food
food stamp
stamp program under the

Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, commodities distributed under this sublaw.
title
title shall not be considered income or resources for
sources
for purposes
purposesof
of determining
determining recipient
recipient
eligibility
eligibility under
underany
anyFederal.
Federal. State.
State. or local Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of 1977
1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U5.C. 2011
2011 et
et seq.);
seq.):
means-tested
program.
means-tested program.
or
SEC. 1062.
1062, PROHIBITION
(C) individuals
individuals or
or households
households participating
participating
PROHIBmON AGAINST
AGAINSTCERTAIN
CERTAIr
STATE CHARGES.
in any other
other Federal,
Federal. or
or federally
federallyassisted,
assisted,
means-tested
means-tested
program.
program.
Whenever
Whenever aa commodity
commodityisismade
made available
available
(8)
The
(8) The term
term "poverty
"poverty line"
without
charge or credit under this subtitle
line"has
hasthe
the same
same
without charge
by the Secretary
the meaning given such term in section 673(2) of
Secretaryfor
for distribution
distribution within
within the
States to
States
to eligible
eligible recipient
recipientagencies.
agencies, the
the the Community Services Block Grant Act
Act (42
(42
State may
State
may not charge
charge recipient
recipient agencies
agencies any
any U.S.C. 9902(2)).
kitchen" means
means a pub(9) The term "soup kitchen"
amount that is in excess
excess of
of the State's
States direct
costs
lic and
and charitable institution
institution that.
that, as
as intecostsof
of storing,
storing, and
andtransporting
transportingto
to recipirecipi- lic
ent agencies
agencies the
the commodities
commodities minus any gral part of its normal activities, maintains
established feeding
feeding operation
operation to
to provide
provide
amount the Secretary provides the State for an established
the costs
costs of
of storing and transporting
transporting such
such food
food to needy homeless persons on a regular
basis.
basis.
commodities,
commodities.
SEC. 1063.
SEC.
1063,DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS,

As used
used in
in this subtitle:
(I) The
(1)
The term
term "average
"average monthly
monthly number of
of
unemployed persons'
unemployed
persons" means
means the average
monthly
monthly number of unemployed persons
within
State in the most recent
within aa State
recent fiscal
fiscal year
for which
which such
such information is available as
determined by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Labor
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor.
Labor,
(2) The term "elderly
'elderly persons"
persons" means
means individuals 60
viduals
60 years
years of
of age
age or older.
older.

SEC. 1064,
SEC.
1064.REGULATIONS.
REGULATIOr5.
(a) The
(a)
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall issue
issue

regulations
within 120
within
120 days
days to implement this subtitle.
subtitle,
(b) In
In administering this
this subtitle,
subtitle, the SecSecretary shall minimize,
minimize,to
tothe
the maximum
maximum extent practicable, the regulatory, recordrecord.
keeping, and paperwork requirements
requirements imimposed on
posed
on eligible
eligible recipient agencies.
agencies.
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall as
as early
early as
as feasible
(c) The
but not
not later
later than
than the
thebeginning
beginning of
ofeach
each fiscal year,
year. publish
in
the
publish in the Federal
Federal Register
Register aa

-
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nonbinding estimate of the types and quan(6) The Food.
Food, Agriculture, Conservation,
tities of commodities that the Secretary an- and Trade Act of 1990 (7 U,S.C.
U.S.C. 612c note) is
ticipates are
ticipates
are likely
likely to
to be
bemade
made available
available amended by striking section 1773(f).
under the commodity distribution program
Title X1—DEFICJT
X1—DEFICIT REDUCTION
REDUCTION
under this subtitle during the fiscal year.
(d) The regulations issued by the Secretary SEC. 1101. DEDICATION OF SAVINGS TO DEFICIT
REDUCTION.
under this section shall include provisions
that set standards with respect to liability
(a) Upon the enactment of this Act, the Difor commodity losses for the commodities rector of the Office of Management and
distributed under this Subtitle
subtitle in situations Budget shall make downward adjustments in
in
in which there is no evidence of negligence the
the discretionary
diScretionary spending
spending limits
limits (new
(new budgbudg-

express my appreciation to the
leadership for allowing this issue of

and shall not be reviewable by any other officer or agency of the Government.

Maryland IMr.
[Mr. HOYER].
H0YER].

I

welfare reform to come to the floor and

to the members of the Committee on
Rules and its chairman for allowing
our substitute to be presented for debate.

We believe that work is the only

long-term solution to the issue of welor fraud, and conditions for payment to et
et authority
authority and
and outlays),
outlays). as
as adjusted,
adjusted, set
set fare, and we believe that our plan precover such losses. Such provisions shall take forth in 601
(a) (2)of
ofthe
theCongressional
Congressional Budget
Budget sents the best alternative with the re601(a)(2)
into consideration the special needs and cir- Act of 1974 for each
each of
of fiscal
fiscal years
years1996
1996 sources to the States to achieve that
curnstances of eligible recipient agencies.
through
through 1998
1998 as
as follows:
follows:
transition.
SEC. 1065. FINALITY OF DETERMINATIONS.
(1) For fiScal
fiscal year
year 1996. reduce new budget
In the 30 minutes that we are allotDeterminations
Determinationsmade
madeby
bythe
theSecretary
Secretary authority by $1,420,000,000 and reduce outlays ted.
ted, we will do our best to reveal to
under this subtitle and the facts constituting by $1,420,000,000.
(2)
(2) For
For fiscal
fiscal year
year 1997.
1997, reduce
reduce new
new budget
budget Members why we believe that our plan
the basis for any
an' donation
donation of
of commodities
commodities
under this subtitle, or the amount thereof. authority by $1,420,000,000 and reduce outlays presents the best alternative of making
the transition from welfare to work.
when officially determined in conformity by $1,420,000,000.
Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he
with the applicable regulations prescribed by
(3) For fiScal
fiscal year
year 1998, reduce new budget
the Secretary.
Secretary, shall be final
final and
and concluSive
conclusive authority by $1,470,000,000 and reduce outlays may consume to the gentleman from
by $1,470,000,000.

(b) Reductions in outlays resulting from
(Mr. HOYER asked and was given
SEC. 1066.
1066. RELATIONSHIP
RELATIONSHIPTO
TOOTHER
OTHERPROGRAMS.
PROGRAJS. the enactment of this Act shall not be taken
to revise and extend his repermission
(a) Section 4(b) of the Food Stamp Act of into account for purposes of section 252 of marks.)
1977 (7(7U.S.C.
the Balanced
Balanced Budget
Budget and
and Emergency
Emergency Deficit
Deficit
2013(b))
1977
U.S.C.
2013(b))
shall
notapply
applywith
with rere- the
shall
not
Mr. HOYER.
HOYER. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.IIrise
riseSri
in
Control Act
Act of
of 1985.
1985.
spect to the distribution of commodities Control
strong Support
support of the Deal bill.
under thiS
this subtitle.
TiTLE Xll—EFFECTIVE
Xfl—EFFECTIVE DATE
On Tuesday, Representative
Representative CAS'rl..E
CASTLE said
said

(b) Except as otherwise provided in section

the Republican bill
1057.
1057, none of the
the comm_pdities
commodities distributed
distributed SEC. 1201. EFFECTIVE DATE.
billisisaa big-bang approach to
Except as otherwise provided
provided in
in this
this Act.
Act, changing welfare.
under this subtitle shall be sold or otherwise
disposed of in commercial channels in any this Act and the amendments made by this
He was right—and it is the kids who are

Act shall take effect on October 1.
1, 1996.

form.

SEC. 1067.
i067. SETFLEMENT AND
AND ADJUSThENT
ADJUSTMENT OF
OF
CLAIMS.

The
The Secretary may—
(1) determine the amount of. settle, and ad(a)

getting banged up.

The CHAIRMAJ',1,
CHAIRMAN. Pursuant
Pursuant to the
rule, the gentleman from Georgia [Mr.

the only bill before us which makes fundamen-

from
from Georgia [Mr. DEA.1].
DEAL].

both parents responsible
responsib'e for taking care of

I

rise today to support the Deal substitute,

DEAL] will be recognized
recognized for
for 30
30 minuteS
minutes tal changes to the current system while proIMr. tecting our children.
any claim
children,
just any
claim arising
ariSing under
under this
this subtitle: and the gentleman from Florida [Mr.
SHAWl
will be
be recognized
recognized for
for 30
30 minuteS
minutes
SHAw] will
and
The Deal bill is tough on work.
(2) waive such a claim if the Secretary de- in opposition to the amendment.
It is fair to kids.
termines that
that to
to do
do So
so will serve the
the purpurThe Chair recognizes the gentleman
gentleman
It holds recipients accountable, and it makes
poses of this subtitle.
(b) Nothing contained in
in this
this section
section Shall
shall

be construed to diminish the authority of
the Attorney General of the United States

PARUAMENTARY INQUIRY
PARLIAMENTARY

their children,
children.

Mr. FORD.
Mr. Chairman.
The Deal bill is tougher on work than any
FORD. Mr.
Chairman, may I inunder section 516 of title 28,
28. United States quire as to whether or not as the des- proposal before the House.

Code, to conduct litigation on behalf of the ignee of the gentleman from Florida
Each person on welfare will be required to
United States.
IMr. GIBBONS], it would be in order for sign a comprehensive individualized respon[Mr.
SEC. 1068.
1068. REPEALERS:
REPEALERS; AMENDMENTS,
AMENDMENTS.
(a) REPEALER.—The Emergency

Food Assistance Act
Act of
of 1983
1983 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 612c
612c note) is repealed.
pealed,

(b)
(b)AMENDcrS.—
AMErcrs.—

5 minutes to be reserved for debate
time under the rule?

The CHAIRIvIAN.
CHAIRMAN. ItIt is not in order.

Mr. FORD. Under the substitute it is

(1)
(1) The
The Hunger
Hunger Prevention
Prevention Act
Act of
of 1988
1988 (7
(7 not in order?

sibility plan.

Each recipient is required to start looking for
work immediately.

Nobody who refuses to
to work
work wifl
wil get
get benebenefits.
Unlike
Unlike the
the

U.S.C. 612c note) is amended—
(A) by striking section 110: and
(B) by striking section 502.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not in order.

612c note) is amended by striking section 4.

Mr. DEAL,
DEAL. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- make sure they live up to their responsibility to

Republican bill, the
the Deal

bill

Mr. FORD. So the 5 minutes would makes sure no kid will go to school hungry. It
not be granted?
makes sure no kid will be left alone when
(2) The Commodity Distribution Reform
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is Mom or Dad goes to work.
Act and WIC Amendments of 1987 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. correct.
It cracks down
down on
on deadbeat
deadbeat parents
parents to
to
(3) The Charitable Assistance and Food
consume.
Bank Act of 1987 (7 U.S.C. 612c note) is self such time as I may consume,
amended by striking section 3.
(4)
(4) The
The Food
Food Security
Security Act
Act of
of 1985
1985 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
6l2c note)
612c
note) is
is amended—
(A) by striking section 1562(a) and section
1571; and
1571:

(B) in section 1562(d), by striking "section
4 of the Agricultural and Consumer Protection Act of 1973"
1973' and inserting 'Section
'section 1060
of the Commodity Distribution Act of 1995",
1995".
(5) The Agricultural and Consumer Protec-

tion
tion Act
Act of
of 1973
1973 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 612c
612c note)
note) is
is amendamended—

(A)in
insection
section4(a).
4(a).by
bystriking
striking"institu'institu-

(A)

Mr. Chairman, today is the day for
change, today is the time to reaffirm
change.
our basic belief in work. Hard
Hard work
work has
has

built this Nation and hard work continues to sustain it.

Today we are here to talk about

support their children.

Both Democrats and Republicans agree the
current welfare System
system is broken.
The Deal bifl
bill is the change we need
need to
to end
end
welfare as we know it.
I urge support for the Deal substitute, which
truly
truly ends welfare as we know it.
it

changing the institution of welfare and
Mr. DEAL. Mr. Chairman, I reserve
replacing it with work. This should not the balance of my time,
time.

be a partisan debate, we should all

share in seeking the best answers re-

0 1815

gardless
gardless of
of whose
whose ideas
ideas they
they are.
are.

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 5
The substitute is brought to you by minutes to the gentleman from Texas

tions (including hospitals and facilities
dons
facilities carcar- six Members and their hard-working [Mr. ARCHER], the chairman of the full
ing for needy infants and children), supple- staffs, none of whom are chairmen or Committee on Ways and Means.
mental feeding programs serving women, in- ranking members, and three of whom

fants and children or elderly persons, or

both. wherever located, disaster areas, sumboth,
mer camps for children.
children,":
(B) in subsection
Subsection4(c),
4(c). by
by striking
striking "the
Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983" and
inserting "the
inserting
Distribution Act
Act
the Commodity Distribution
1995" and
of 1995":

(C)
(C) by
by striking
striking section
section 5.
5.

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. it is cuwere freshmen when this issue began in rious to note the Democrat welfare bill
our group last Congress. In
In this
this time
time of
of that we have before us today is only of-

basketball fever with the final four fered in response to the strong
strong action
action
being talked about. I would suggest taken by Republicans on this issue,
issue.
that our bill is assigned a real label When the Democrats ran the Congress.

that has made it to the final three and they ran away from welfare reform.
for that I am grateful.
They did nothing about our crumbling
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cities, our decaying families,
families, and
and our
our not discourage out-of-wedlock births.
births, sponsibility
sponsibilitytotoaddress
address these
these needs.
needs. We
We must
impoverished children. Only now that it maintains the Status
status quo. And it cre- make sure
sure that
that uniform
uniform standards
standardsapply
apply to
to ali
all
Congress is
under
Republican
control
s under Republican
ates unfunded mandates on the States: States.
States. Furthermore,
Furthermore, it will
be
the
recipients
will
be
the
did the Democrats muster the
the will
will to
to the President signed a bill
bill yesterday
yesterday to
to responsibility
responsibilitytotouse
usethese
these services to move
'Me. too.
say. "Me.
too.' on
on this
this vital
vital issue.
stop this.
off welfare
welfare rolls
rolls into
into real
real jobs.
off
Let us take a look. Mr. Chairman, at
Mr. Chairman, welfare has left a sad
In February, brought together
together community
community
this late and reluctant arrival at wel- mark on the American success story. It
leaders in
leaders
in my
my Distnct
Districl for a forum
forum on weflare
welfare
fare reform. What is wrong with this has created a world in which
which children
children
brought together
together welfare
welfare recipients
recipients
amendment? Let me tell you. Their have no dreams for tomorrow, and par- reform.
with elected
elected officials,
human service workers
officials, human
substitute spends more on welfare than ents have abandoned their hopes for with
with human
human service directors. Together we
the current law.
law, S2
$2 billion more.
today. Crime runs rampant. Fathers with
consensus on
on what
what is truly
truly needed
needed
This Democrat welfare bill raises run away. And leaders run from real came to a consensus
I

I

to reform welfare
welfare and
and in my
my judgment
judgment the
the Deal
taxes to do so on millions of middle-in- solutions.
come working Americans. Let me reThe time has come to pull the
the plug
plug proposal comes closest to those recommenda-

peat that: The Democrat welfare bill on the failed welfare state and to put
raises taxes on millions of middle-in- in its place a new system, a system
system
come working Americans.
Americans.
based on work, personal responsibility,
responsibility.
It was only 5 months ago that the and a system that dismantles
dismantles the
the FedFedAmerican people voted the Democrat eral bureaucracy and gives control
people Out
out of
of office
office because
because of
of their
their where it can do the most good. at the
big-taxing. big-spending ways. Now. State and local level.
more than 2 million Americans will
The Deal substitute does not get the
have their taxes raised as a result of job done. It punishes the taxpayer
taxpayer and
and
this amendment.
maintains the failed welfare status
Mr. Chairman, the Democrats' true quo. The bill is not a good
good deal
deal for
for anyanycolors are showing. Their approach to one. It is a bum deal for everyone, and
welfare, just like their approach to all is should be defeated.
problems, is to raise taxes and spend
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
more money. This is a repeat of 1988. I yield such time a'
she may consume
a she
The last welfare reform bill, you re- to the gentlewoman from Ohio [Ms.
member.
member, "Let us put a few more billion KAPTURJ.
KAPTURJ
in with the promise that more people
(Ms. KAPTUR asked and was given
will work and get off of welfare 5 years permission to revise and extend
extend her
her rere-

later."
marks.)
Here we are. 6 years later, about to Ms.
Ms. KAPTUR. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,

do the same thing under the Deal
amendment. The Democrats in Washington still
still do
do not
not understand
understand that

Government is too big and spends too
much. So. once again, they raise taxes
on working Americans to redistribute
wealth to those who do not work. Their

rise today in

support of work
work and
as fundamental
and education as
fundamental

to real
real welfare
welfarereforrn—.--encjorse
reform—endorse the
the Deal
Deal substitute—and oppose
Unlike H.R.
H.R. 4, the
stitute—and
oppose I-l.R.
ftR. 4.4.Unlike
Deal substitute
substitute provides
provides meaningful
meaningful work opportunities immediately by moving individuals
individuals

tions.

NORTHwEsT OHIO
NORTHWEST
OHIOREcOMMENDATIONS
REcOMMEN0An0N5

I would
would like
liketo
to outline
outlinefor
formy
mycolleagues
colleagues the
the
recommendations made
recommendations
madeby
by my
my community
community on
welfare reform. To
To be
be successful,
successful, welfare
welfare rereform must begin on
on the
the frontlines
trontlines with
with recipiand case
caseworkers
workerswho
who know
know what works
ents and
does not,
not, on
on an
anindividualized
individualized basis.
and what does
basis.
We must emphasize
emphasize individualized
individualized contracts
with aa local
with
local case
case manager
manager who
who is
is allowed
allowed to
I

work with
work
withaa family
familyon
onits
itsspecific
specificneeds
needs reeducation, skills
garding work, education,
skills training opportunties and
tunities
andbuilding
building whole
whole families.
families. The
The curcurrent system perpetuates
perpetuates peop'e
people being
being on
on servservice programs, not getting them off. We
We must
focus
focus our
our attention
attention on
on incentives
ncentives to heap
help the
the
working
working poor
poor and
and working
working families
families move
move up
up
and out of poverty.
Case
Case managers shou'd
should be
be professional
professional social workers
ciai
workerstrained
trainedininstrength-based
strength-basedassessassessments, not needs-based assessment.
assessment. We
must change
changeour
ourfocus
focusfrom
from providing
providing overly
bureaucratic eligibility
bureaucratic
eligibility determinations
determinations to one of
partnership and
and coordination
coordination of services. This
can be
be done
doneby
byusing
usingan
anIndividualized
Individualized Family
Family

in which
picks its
which the family picks
off of
off
of welfare
welfare and
and into
into work.
work.The
The Deal
Deal subsub- Service Plan, in
weaknesses, goals
goals and
andobjecobjecstitute requires that a job search begin imme- strengths and weaknesses,
tax hikes hit working parents with thateiy.
finds the
tives, and
and the
the case
case manager finds
the services
services
diately. KR.
people tives,
HR. 44 does
does not even require people
in the community
communitytotomeet
meetthose
thoseneeds.
needs. This
This
children the hardest. These are not toto read
read the want
want ads.
ads.
rich peop]e.
people. They are middle-income
approach empowers
empowers the
thefamily
family and gives them
We all
all agree
agree the current welfare system approach
working Americans with children who simply
get off
off and stay
stay off
off welfare.
simply does
does not work. The current system the tools to get
will lose their tax credit for child care.
care. does
does not
not result
result in
in the
the very
very values
values we
we wish
wish to
INTERGOvERNMENTAL RE5PON51BIUT1E5
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
RE5PON5IBIUT1E5
As bad as their tax hikes are, there encourage—work,
encourage—work, famUy
family and
and responsibility—
responsibility—
FEDERAL STANDARDS
FEDERAL
5TANDARD5
are other problems in this bill.
bill.The
The that are
are the
the underpinning
underpinning of a productive sociDeal substitute maintains the worst ety.
At aa minimum,
At
minimum,the
the Federal Govemment
Government
features of the failed welfare status
national framework
framework which
For, welfare reform to work, the American should provide aa national
quo. This amendment leaves welfare as people first must have job opportunities that outlines the
the categorical
categoricaleligibility
eligibility criteria
criteria and
and
an entitlement, and it continues to pay enough for them to be self-supporting.
self-supporting. minimum
minimumbenefits
benefitsstandards
standards to
to ensure
ensure that the
force Governors into inflexible posi- Half
Half the
the people
people on
on welfare
welfare in
in my
my community
community poorest citizens receive equitable treatment.
tions when they appeal to Washington work,
low to
work, but
but at
at wages
wages too low
to afford
affordthe
thebasic
basic Local
Local agencies
agencies should not have to devote preon bended knee to obtain waivers so necessities.
Half of our
necessities. Half
our welfare
welfare caseload
caseload re- cious time to determining and
and redetermining
redetermining
that they can help their own
own citizens.
citizens. mains
mains on
on welfare
welfare just to get the
the health
health benefit
benefit eligibility
eligibility ofofrecipients
recipientsand
and administering
administering the
the
The Democrats
Democrats treat
treat as sacred the that their private
private sector job does not provide. programs. Initial determination of eligibility
egibility
failed welfare system that has us in
If we
we are
are to
to be
be successful,
successful, our goal must be
be should be aa federal
If
federal responsibility
responsibility set
set up
up like
like
this mess in the first place.
place.
rooted in a strong economy that produces local Social Security offices. Local
Loca' governFor 30 years the Democrats built this good-paying
good-paying jobs.
jobs. We
We must
must require
requireparents
parents to
to ments could then
then devote
devote their
their efforts
efforts toward
failed system based on a faulty founda- assume
responsibility for themselves and
and their
their training
assume responsibility
traIning and
and work activities, and employment
employment
tion.
tion, Now that true reform is at hand, families.
families. Any
Anyreform
reformeffort
effortmust
mustmove
movepeople
people and related supportive services such as
as child
child
they just cannot bear to see their toward
toward literacy
literacyand
and skills
skillsadvancement
advancement to
to get
get care. The Federal Govemment
Government should estabfailed creation come to an end,
end. over $5 them
them off
off welfare
welfare and
and ultimately
ultimately into
into jobs
jobs that
that lish a persons
person'seligibility
eligibility like
like Social
Social Security
Security
trillion of Government money spent on pay
pay a living
livingwage.
wage. There's
There's something wrong
wrong does, and
and develop
develop and
and monitor
monitor performance
performance
welfare in the last 30 years. and
and now
now with
with an
an economy
economy that
that produces
produces more rent-a- standards so that States programs can be
they want to spend more.
workers than
than factory
factory jobs.
jobs.
measured. Federal standards are critical.
I have
have aa simple
simplemessage
message for the Welfare
Welfare must
must be
be structured
structuredas
as aa system
system that
that When the Federal Government has
has failed
failed to
Democrats who are fighting to keep offers a helping hand
hand in
in time
time of need,
need, while
while do so in the past, what resulted was the "MisMisthe failed welfare status quo
quo alive:
alive: Let
Let also
also providing
providing the path
path to
to self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency and
and sissippi
sissippi Syndrome"—great
Syndrome"—great inequity among
it go. let it go. let it go. Help the poor personal responsibility.
responsibility. States
be given
given States.
States should be
States. Without
Without Federal
Federal standards
standards and perperby taking welfare off of its life support the
the flexibibty
flexibility to
to make
make the system
system work
work for formance measures,
Stateswill
will not comply,
measures, States
comply, as
as
system.
that jobjob- has
them, but in turn we must demand
demand that
has been
been demonstrated
demonstratedhistorically.
historically. Federal
Federal
There are other features in the Deal readiness
readiness and
and living
living wage jobs are the end re- regulations
regulations on confidentiality prohibit
prohibit local
substitute which deserve comment. It sult.
sult. Job
Job training,
training, child
Child care,
care, transportation,
transportation, agencies—Head
agencies—HeadStart,
Start,welfare
welfareoffices,
offices,WIC,
WIC,
does not put people to work, it puts and
long way in
moving Department
and education can go aa long
n moving
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, PCI—from sharing
sharing
Federal
Federai bureaucrats to work. It does people
people off
off the
the rolls. It will
wHIbebethe
theStates
States rere- necessary information
about clients. Since
information about
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these agencies, along with many others, servment should permit cross referencing at the

basis. For example, northwest Ohio has a glut
of nurses, yet schools continually market nursing as an excellent field with plenty of job op-

local
ocaI level.

portunities available.

ice the same populations,
populations. the Federal Govern-

STATE PARTNERSHIP,
STATE
PARTNERSHIP,SIMPLiFICATION
sIMpuFIcATIoN AND
AND LOCAL
LOCAL
EMPOWERMENT

Half of welfare recipients in northwest Ohio
remain on the program to receive health insurance, therefore, welfare must be reformed to
offer people
peopte health insurance in private sector

Mr.
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,

I yield such time as she may
mayconsume
consume
to the
thegentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from California
[Ms. HARMAN].

(Ms. HARMAN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend her reFederal block grants to the States must not
marks.)
permit States to forgo their fair contribution to
Ms. HARMAN. Mr. Chairman. I ask
alleviating
aUeviating poverty.
poverty. States
States must
must be
be encour- entry level jobs. Perhaps there could be a my colleagues to vote for the Deal subaged to "earn"
Federal
payments.
Flexibility
is
"eam"
partnership formed at the local level between stitute to move people from welfare to
essential. What happens
happens ifif there
there is
is not
not enough
enough potential employers, human service agencies,
work without punishing children.
money in a given year to finish that year? and clients. For example, perhaps Federal
be completely
completely cut off until the health insurance such as Medicaid could be
People Would
would be
next year. States must be allowed to carry used to transition citizens for a period into pripnover funds
funds and
and not
not be
be penalized
penalized for
for good
good vate sector employment. Any person receiving
management of money.
welfare should be able to keep health insurHuman service regulations
regulations in my home ance coverage after employment at least until
State of Ohio are some of the most com- his or her wages rise above the poverty level.
plicated in the Nation. The application is 37 If States receive incentives for performance,
pages long. We should not assume that if the they will address health insurance.
Federal Government
Govemment cashes programs out to
OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
the States, the system in Ohio or any other
Emphasis must be placed on paternity orState will be streamlined. The Federal GovernGovem-

ment must force States to streamline regulations.
tions.

It should further be required that, as a condition
dition of
of receiving
receiving Federal
Federal funds,
funds, States
States be
be rerequired
with
quired to sign contractual arrangements With
the local hurrtan
serviceadministering
administering agency
agency
hunän service
that places each on an equal plane. Counties,
or any other local administering entity, should

be given equal status
status with
with the
the State
State governgovemment to administer programs through contractual arrangements.

ders, with identification of absent fathers being
key to the receipt of benefits. The IRS should
be the
the primary
primary collector
collector of
of child
child support
support paypaybe
ments. Stronger, swifter, and more certain
sanctions for failure to cooperate in the order
establishment are needed. Any proposed work
plan must include a provision for at least minimal
mal child
child support
support payments.
payments. The
The reporting
reporting of
of
nonsupport
nonsupport should
should be
be rewarded.
rewarded. Workers
Workers curcurrently have no incentive to follow up on leads
pravided by custodial parent, so they don't do
provided
anything.

5!MPUFIATION
SIMPUFICATION

The ideal system should encourage a team
approach With
with a case
case manager-—as
manager—as opposed
opposed
approach
to a caseWorker—deterrnining
caseworker—determining What
what services
are needed for a specific family, then bringing
together a team at aa location
location Which
which is easily
accessible and user friendly.
friend'y. Computer linkage
at the local level is needed to ensure the success of a team approach. Interagency
interagency contracts must be established
established Within
within each case
management situation to avoid limits between
agencies because of
of confidentiality
confidentiality requirerequirements, and these contracts must be filtered
fItered

Mr. Chairman, I support
reforms
support bold
of of
ourour
boldreforms
system.The
welfare system.
Thecurrent
system
is is broken
current
system

and must be dramatically changed, not just
with.
tinkered with.
support strong work requirements for welfare recipients. I support job training programs
I

I

to prepare people for work, and aggressive
placement
placement services
services to
to move
move people
people into
into the
the
workforce. I support time limits so that welfare
workforce.
is a transition to work—not a way of life. I sup-

port strong child support enforcement to assure that both parents are responsible, and to
keep many mothers off welfare to begin with.
And
support State flexibility so that States
can experiment
expement and
andfind
findinnovative
innovative ways
ways to reI

form welfare.
But do not support punishing children by
I

cutting programs that
that work
work and
and disguising
disguising
these cuts as block grants. Block grants do
allow those closest to the people with the flexi-

bility
bility to
to meet
meet the
the unique
unique needs
needs of
of aa certain
certain
area, but strongly oppose the block grants
proposed in the Personal Responsibility Act.
The child nutrition block grant would cut the
School Lunch Program and the WIC Program—two
gram—two programs that are proven sucI

ssI
SSI

We should anticipate the trend toward increased SSI benefits when work is made man-

datory. SSI benefits to drug and alcohol dependent persons, many of whom are mentally
ill, should, therefore, not be cut off automatically;
cally: rather, Cases
cases should
should be assessed individually and funds should
shou'd be channeled to
local substance abuse treatment agencies to

cesses.

Low-income families must be allowed to remain together without being penalized mone-

School districts in my congressional district
serve 413,017 lunches each day, keeping children healthy and ready to learn. Based on the
numbers
numbers of
of partially
partially and
and fully-paid
fully-paid for
for lunches
lunches
in my district, block granting the School Lunch
Program
end of
of the
the
Program would effectively mean the end
School Lunch Program. I have met with school
district administrators, teachers, and children

A common intake form
form should
should be
be designed
designed
by the Federal Govemment,
Government, along
alongWith
with similar
eligibility criteria
cntena for all
all human
human service
service programs: Medicaid, AFDC, food stamps. Definition of eligibility relative to poverty guidelines
varies across Federal
Federal programs;
programs; itit should
should be
be
simplified and made the same for all of them.
Local Welfare
welfare personnel
personnel complain they spend
incredible hours
incredible
hoursof
oftime—an
time—anaverage
average of 2
hours per client—ascertaining
client—ascertaining aa client's
client's eligieligi-

tarily. Accounts of mothers and fathers are

in my district, and

currently separate and based on eligible work
quarters. Families should be treated as fami-

bility. They are required
required to
to answer
answer over
over 700
700

The Food Stamp Program where possible
cashed Out
out and the money used for
should be cashed

Lunch
Lunch Program
Program has
has been
been incredibly
incredibly successsuccessful. ate one of these lunches last week with
children at Mark Twain Elementary School in
my district and saw firsthand the value of the
School Lunch Program.
also do not support taking away the child
protective services: the services that are the
last resort for many kids. I heard from the Los
Angeles County
Angeles
County Supervisors—Democrats
Supervisors—Democrats and
and
Republicans—who worry about the huge increase in numbers of children who would fall

down to the staff level.

different questions
questions about
about that
that client.
client.

work with the client in his or her interest.
KEEP FAMILIES
FAMILiES TOGETHER

lies.
DvELOPMENTAL PROGRAMMING
DEVELOPMENTAL
PROGRAMMING

Mandatory classes in budgeting, parenting,
and nutrition,
nutrition, and
and registration
registration of
of children in
Head Start or other quality
quality preschool
preschool programs should be required of recipients.
FOOD STAMPS
STAMPS

regular benefits, health insurance, or eduEDucATION, TRAINING
EDUCATION,
TRAINING AND HEALTh
HEALTHINSURANCE
INsuRANcE
Two
TWOareas
areasof
ofpolicy
policy that
that must
must be
be a part of cation associated with moving people off the
respect
people respect
Federal Welfare
welfare reform
reform are education and job program. We must accord people

training.
Fifty thousand adults
adults in
in northWest
northwest Ohio are
illiterate, many of them
them on
on Welfare.
welfare. I am sure

enough to assume they will spend the cash on

many other Districts across our Nation face
the same situation. Welfare reform must address this problem. Skills training and education must
must be
be incorporated
incorporatedintO
into Welfare
welfare reform.
form. The
The Federal
Federal Government
Government must
must assure
assure

UTILITY

after giving
after
counseling
giving them
them nutrition counseling
and education.
food,

I

know that the School

I

I

through the cracks under the Personal
Persona' Responsibility Act.

Denying welfare benefits to many mothers
and then cutting child protective services is
not welfare reform,
reform, itit is
is punishing
punishing children.
children.

Proponents of the Personal Responsibility
Act would balance ill-timed tax cuts on the

Assistance
Assistance plans—like PIP—must
PIP—must be
be reformed. They leave the recipient with a debt
which must be paid before utilities can be
turned
tumed on in one's name at another residence.

backs of vulnerable children. Any savings from
welfare reform should go toward reducing the
deficit—not toward tax cuts. The Rules Com-

HOUSING

ment similar to the bill
introduced in the
House 2 weeks ago. We must ensure that a

educational institutions—such as some proprietary schools—will not rip off clients and deprive them of their futures. Vocational and pro-

incentives Should
should be provided for
people to leave
'eave public housing. If one has no

prietary
pnetary schools
schools must
must be
be held
held to
to uniform
uniform acaccreditation standards. Further, they must be
required
required to
to give
give labor
'abor market statistics about
each of their courses of study on a regular

income, one pays no rent. The safety of knowing one can always
always stay
stay even
even ifif not
not paying
paying
anything prevents people from trying to get out
of the system.

Finally,

mittee rejected a proposed lock box amendI

cut is a cut.
While I oppose the Personal
Perspnal Responsibility
Act in its present form, strongly support the
Deal substitute. It is
is true
true welfare
welfare reform. It
I

would move people off welfare and into work
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and it would give States greater flexibility to
administer their own proarams.
programs. It would allow
California
Cakfomia to continue its successful GAIN Proiimits and require
gram. It would establish time limits
recipients to work for
for thefr
their benefits.
benefits. It would
crack down on deadbeat parents; stronger
child support enforcement laws would mean
fewer mothers on welfare in the first place.
place, It
require minors
minors who
who have
have children
chi'dren
would also require
to live with a responsible adult in order to re-

fighting chance to get through life.
Does H.R.
4. the
the Republican
Republican version?
HR. 4.

March 23, 1995
Vote to move from caretaking dollars

to wage dollars,
dollars. to restore dignity to

And finally, the Deal substitute will need.
rid the children's SSI program of fraud
Vote against the Deal amendment.
and abuse while ensuring that much- Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.
needed benefits for those severely dis- I yield such time as she may consume
abled children are afforded due process to the gentlewoman from Texas JMs.
and that they are not indiscriminately JACKSON-LEEJ.
cut
cut off.
off. Does
Does H.R.
HR. 4? No.
(Ms. JACKSON-LEE asked and was
Support the Deal substitute.
given permission to revise and extend
ceive benefits. As a mother of four, know
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 her remarks.)
that teens cannot raise children on their own;
own: minutes to the gentlewoman from ConMs. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,
they need supervision. The Deal substitutes necticut [Mrs. JOHNSON], a member of let me say
say that
that II rise
riseto
tosupport
support the
the
Committee
on
Ways
and
Means.
emphasis on pregnancy prevention is a critical
Deal amendment, because it truly
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr. takes care of the children with child
component of welfare reform—helping to keep
Chairman. I respect the effort of my care and trains the parents for work.
Chairman,
young women off welfare in the first place.
urge my colleagues to vote for the Deal colleague, the Gentleman from Georgia
Mr. Chairman, I rise
rise today
today in support of H.R.
I

I

substitute
substitutetotomove
movepeople
people from
from welfare
welfare to

work without punishing children.

[Mr. DEAL],
DEAL]. whose bill does many of the 1267, which offers a comprehensive proposal

things we know need to be done now to to reform our Nation's welfare system. This

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. make the current approach workable.
I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman But it only loosens the reins of Washfrom Tennessee [Mr. CLErUENTI,
CLEMENT], one of ington in those areas we see as necessary now. When flexibility is needed
the original cosponsors of the bill.
Mr. CLEMENT.
CLEMENT Mr.
Mr. Chairman, we for States to implement a new idea, it
States to
to gain
gain
have a real opportunity. The American will again take years for States
people are watching us. They
They are
are exex- temporary waivers and even longer for

law.
pecting us to pass a welfare reform Congress to change the law.
Let me give you an example. The
package.

I do not know where the Republicans
Republicans
are coming from when they talk about
taxes and trying to deceive the American people about the Deal
Deal substitute.
substitute. II
am one of the six founders,
founders, you
you might
might
say, of this welfare reform package. It
say.
offers an opportunity for a future rather than welfare recipients being
trapped like they are now. They want a
future. Under the Deal substitute.
which I strongly support, we require
individuals to begin work
work or
or aa work-rework-related activity immediately.
Does H.R. 4. the Republican version?
No.

The Deal substitute has real work requirements for each and every individual in the work
work program.
program. Does
DoesH.R.
HR. 4.
the Republican version?
We require each recipient to sign an
individualized contract of mutual re-

Deal bill does not give States the right

to make rent payments directly to

landlords. Under current law.
law, States

must comply with cumbersome Federal
regulations on a case-by-case basis to

prove the recipient is not capable of
managing his or her financial affairs.
This is so burdensome and takes so
long that States simply do not pursue
it. Yet the need is compelling.

A recent grand jury investigating

crime in a Connecticut police department uncovered a direct tie between

welfare dollars and the drug trade.

When taxpayer-provided benefit checks

hit the streets, drug purchases soared.
In the same city.
city, kids are not staying
in the same school the whole school

year. Many classes turn over nearly 100
percent each year, compromising children's education severely. Families are
the move, and children are the vicsponsibility outlining
sponsibility
outliningtheir
their road to on
tims due to nonpayment of rent, due to
work and self-sufficiency and
and the
the obliobli- parents'
drug
drug addiction, subsidized
subsidized
gations they must meet. Does I-I.R.
l-I.R. 4.4, with taxpayer
dollars.
the Republican version? No.
Can we not do better from WashingWe also include specific provisions
provisions to
to ton?
We simply cannot construct a

bill, sponsored by my colleague
cofleague NATHAN DEAL
inof Georgia, focuses on promoting work and in.

dividual responsibility without punishing innochi!dren. Moreover, this bill
cent children.
bill gives
gives states
the flexibility to initiate
initiate different approaches
approaches
while establishing clear guidelines and prin'
principles.
ciples.
}-l.R.
ftR. 1267
1267requires
requires welfare
welfare recipients to
maintain a job or be enrolled in a job training
program. It also establishes
establishes the
the principle
princpIe that
our Government must help welfare recipients
to find jobs and not terminate assistance to individuals that are willing to work but are unable to find a job. And yes, itit provides
provides child
child

care!

During this debate on reform of the welfare
system, II have
have emphasized
emphasized empowering
empowering peo-

ple instead of punishing them. Like many of
my colleagues, I acknowledge that the current
system has failed in many ways. However, the
welfare reform bill favored by the Republican
leadership will not help millions of Americans
lead productive lives. We are a caring nation.
In
in making public policy, we must
must exhibit
exhibit comcompassion as well as promote individual responsibility. I believe that H.R. 1267 achieves
these important objectives.

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
I yield
yield 11 minute to the
the gentleman
gentleman from
Georgia [Mr. BISHOP].

Chairman. unlike
Mr. BISHOP. Mr. Chairman,

the Republican
Republican plan,
plan, the
the Deal
Deal sub-

stitute offers real welfare reform. Deal
is real reform.
reform, because it is tough and
compassionate. It links strict work re4, the
the ReRe- flexible enough system to meet the quirements with training opportunities
make work pay. Does HR. 4,
and gives support services recipients
publican version? No.
of kids and their parents.
need to move from welfare to work.
We remove the barriers to work
work by
by needs
Direct payment of rent is only one It is tough, because it sets a time
providing child care and health care to example
of
the
need
for
need
for
far
greater
far greater limit for benefits and requires recipiworking recipients, those returning to State control and authority
the ents to accept individual responsibility
work, and those working and strug- Deal bill provides. It absolutelythan
in plans for education, parenting.
parenting, budgetbudgetgling to stay off welfare. Does the Re- the right direction, but the onlygoes
block ing,
ing. arid
and substance abuse.
publican version,
version, H.R.
HR. 4? No.
with Federal accountability that
It is compassionate because it makes
The Deal
Deal substitute
substitute provides
provides the grant
can
foster
of a welfare available public service jobs after 2
funding to ensure that the funds are system thatdevelopment
will
move
people
off
weltheir to meet the additional financial
financial fare into jobs is the Republican alter- years of unsuccessful job search. It ensures work will pay more than
than welfare
welfare
obligations of increased work require- native.
extending transitional health care
ments, child care, and assistance to Are we taking a risk by creating a by
move
recipients
to a private. block grant system? Yes. Change is in- benefits, giving an earned income tax
credit. and providing the essential elecredit,
unsubsidized job.
unsubsidized
job.Does
DoesI-jR.
HR.4,4. the ReRe- herently risky,
risky, but
but itit is a solid risk. ment of child care during training and
publican version? No.
because in every other sector of our so- work,
work.

Our substitute preserves the
the school
school ciety. pushing authority and respon- And on top of that, it gives States
States
lunch program,
program. and I know a lot of sibility down to frontline folks has flexibility
to
do
innovative
things
like
them are wearing
wearing those
those "Save
'Save the Chil- worked.
programs
to
avoid
teenage
pregnancy.
dren" ties. II do
do not
not see
see any Repub- This week we have the opportunity The Deal substitute is modeled after
licans wearing them, and other proven
proven to rise to the challenge of making sysGeorgia Peach and Work First Prochild nutrition programs ensuring that temic real reform in America's welfare the
grams which have moved Georgians
our children have a full belly and a system.
from welfare to work.
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We
We need
needreforms
reformsthat
that make
make programs
programs one-third. It has been reported
reported that
that the
the
H.R. 4 as submitted by
by the
the Republican
Repubhcan leadleadmore efficient
efficient and effective
effective and
and do not Republican bill was patterned after the ership does not attempt to address the cycle

dust
destroy them
them and
and empower
empower famifamijust destroy

Utah work program.

lies through
and jobs
througn training
training and
jobs but
but do
do
But let me read from the Utah State
not just cut off,
off, that
that promote
promote individindivid- Department of Human Services memo:
ual responsibility
responsibility and
and notjust
not just abdicate "The prescriptive requirements of title
it.
I are not congruent with our policy."
For real welfare reform, we need the They go on to describe what the Utah
Deal substitute.
policy is: Of the hours required,
required.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 2 work
at least 8 must be in a job search and
minutes to the gentleman from Michi- the
remaining hours can be any comgan [Mr.
IMr. CAMP}.
CAMP], another member of the
bination of employment, education, or
committee.
1830
00 1830
Mr. CAMP. Mr. Chairman, we have
the opportunity to fix a badly broken
welfare system. A system that has literally become
become aa prison
prison from
from which

training. They go on to say that the

of poverty. It requires no work or training during the first two years of assistance, nor does
it provide adequate assistance for such training. It cuts child care, making it harder for parents to hold work,
work. It cuts nutrition programs. It
cuts job training. It ignores the inefficiency of

the tax code which makes welfare pay more
than work,
work. Rather than focusing on training
and placing
piacing able-bodied
able-bodied adults
adults in
in private
pnvate sector employment il
it goes after children, poor by
no fault of their own. This ill-conceived legisla-

act, as drafted, would prohibit this ap- tion will most likely result in putting more peoout on
means of
of employemployon the
the Street
street with no means
proach. The Deal substitute is the only ple Out

bill patterned after a Utah-type pro- ment. Whether you are a conservative, liberal
or moderate,
moderate, you
you must
must agree
agree that
that increasing
increasing
gram. and I urge you to support
support the
the or

Deal substitute.
there is little chance of escape.
Mr. SHAW,
SHAW. Mr. Chairman. I yield 30
Unfortunately. I can sum up the Deal seconds to the gentleman from Califorsubstitute by saying
saying "The
'The more things nia [Mr.
IMr. CUNNINGHAM].
change. the more they stay the same." Mr.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM.
CUNNINGHAM. II thank
thank the
the gengenThe Deal substitute does not require tieman for yielding this time to me.
work,
work. It talks about work.
work, their press Mr. Chairman, I spoke to the Repub-

the pool of the untrained unemployed in deeper poverty will not help the economy and wilt
will
eventually cost the country more. Further, it

long on rhetoric, it is short on require- morning, and they asked me to express
ments.
ments,
their strongest opposition to the Deal
It is our understanding from legisla- substitute. I quote:
quote: "The
'The Deal
Deal subtive counsel that the Deal substitute
substitute stitute undermines all our efforts to rehas no individual work requirement form the welfare systems in our
until the year 2005. In contrast, our States." Governor Allen. Governor Wilproposal allows States to require work son, Governor Whitman, and Governors
for benefits from day one as opposed to Engel, Weld,
Weld. Thompson. and a host of
just looking for work.
work,
oppose the Deal substitute,
substitute. It is
Under the Deal substitute, looking
looking others
the big-government solution, to the
for work is the same as having a job Clinton deal, the bad deal.
. and for States who do not meet the
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
work
s%'orkrequirement,
requirement,there
thereisisno
no penalty.
penalty. I yield such time as he may consume to
Under our bill, the States can
can lose
lose up
up
gentleman from Texas [Mr. BENTto 5 percent of the block grant if they the
SEN].
do not meet the work requirement.
asked and was given
If this legislation passes,
passes. a total of (Mr. BENTSEN
to revise and extend his reover 15 percent of the welfare recipi- permission
marks,)
ents
ents would
would be exempted
exempted from
from the marks.)
Mr. BENTSEN. I thank the gengen•work-first and "workfare" time lim- tleman
"work-first
tieman from Georgia,
Georgia, and
and II rise in
its.
its,
This substitute also attempts to strong support of the Deal substitute
in opposition to H.R. 4.
fudge the numbers by counting every- and
Chairman, I rise in opposition
oppositiontotoH.R.
HR. 44
one who leaves the welfare rolls with andMr.
in support
for the
the Individual
Individual Responsibility
support for
earnings as meeting the work requireof 1995
1995 as
as offered
offeredby
byMr.
Mr. DEAL
DEAL and Mr.
ment. Under our proposal,
prooosal. only an in- Act of
crease in the number of people working STENHOLM.
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, for
formore
morethan
than 60
60 years,
years, the
can count toward meeting the work regovernments have
have atquirement. The number of people re- Federal and State governments

ance to cover the increased costs of a reces-

releases talk about work. But while lican Governors of this Nation this

•

.

I

quired to work under the Deal sub-

tempted
tempted to
to provide
provide aa safety
safety net for the poorest

families from the welfare trap, a real
and meaningful work requirement is
necessary. The Deal substitute fails
that crucial test.

of
in
of its
its beneficiaries
beneficiaries in

Utah [Mr. ORTONI.
ORT0NI.

poverty. But,
But,

among us
us who
who have
have fallen
fallen upon hard
hard times.
times,
stitute is actually lowered by
by 500,000
500.000 among
While
While originally
originallyintended
intendedto
tobe
be short-term
short-term asaspeople per month.
sistance to
to cushion
cushion the fallout
fallout from
from the
the busibusiI urge my colleagues to vote against sistance
has trapped
the system has
trapped aa portion
the Deal substitute. In order to
to free
free ness cycle, the

a long-term cycle
cycle of
of povpoverty. AtI
erty.
A!Iofofus
us will
willagree
agree that
that the various public
public
assistance programs, while helping many,
have failed to cure long-term poverty. All of us

loads the problem Onto
onto the
the states
states in a form
which would otherwise be called
cafled an unfunded
mandate. It is one thing to transfer programs
mandate,
govemment to the states, it is
from the federal government
is
another to do so with less funding, no assursion, and extreme mandates.
This bill makes no sense. If you want to get
tough on welfare,
wetfare, why not require work, today.
H.R. 4 does not, the Deat
Deal substitute does.
Mr. Chairman, this House can make history

today, and itit can
can do
do so
so by
by rejecting
rejectingH.R.
HR. 44
and supporting
supporting the
the Deal
Deal substitute.
substitute. Make
Make no
no
and
mistake about it, if you support a welfare bill
take people
people off
off the welfare rolls and
which wU!
will take

put
put them
them on
on payrolls,
payrolls, you
you must
must support
support the
the
Deal bill,
bill. The Deal substitute requires immediate job action by welfare recipients while
H.R. 44 does
does not.
not. The
The Deal
Deal substitute
substitute lays
lays out
out
H.R.
a plan, working with the States and the private

sector to require recipients to enter the job
market, today, not in two years. It is tough on
non-compliance and itt adjusts
adjusts the
the tax
tax code
code to

make work pay more than welfare. H.R. 4

does not. The Deal substitute, and not H.R. 4,
puts teeth in child support for which the Republican Leadership
Leadership abdicated
abdicatedits
itsresponsibilresponsibiity. The Deal substitute provides the means by
which people who must find work can be assured of child care, which the Republican bill
does not.
The Deal substitute understands the necessity to ensure adequate funding in times of re-

cession when
when unemployment
unemploymentincreases
increases by
by
maintaining the entitlement status. It understands
stands the
the importance
importance of
of maintaining
maintaining nutrition
nutrition
programs. ItIt also
also understands
understands the
the need
need to
to rereprograms.
duce the deficit by eliminating wasteful spending and reducing the deficit. Quite simply, the
Deal substitute is a tough bill and a smart bill
which requires people
people on
on welfare
welfare to
to find
find work,
work,
now, not in two years. It helps those who can-

not through no fault of their
their own.
own. The
The Deal
Deal

must change
change the
the welfare
welfare substitute provides training, community work,
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, will agree that we must
I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from program if we are to try and cure the cycle of and a 15-percent recycle provision for those

Mr,
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, H.R.
H.R. 4 neither who try but are unable to find steady private

Mr. ORTON. I thank the gentleman meets this goat
goa! nor does it

try to, rather,
try

it

sector work in 4 years. It penalizes those who

est individuals and corporations,
corporations. It is a shortterni
term diversion of funds which will result in exacerbating long-term problems, it is irresponsible to cut this program without reforming it to
workforce. It is economimove people into the workforce,
cally questionable to do so in order to fund tax

and health care. It adjusts the tax code to ensure that work pays more than welfare. It is a
cost
cost effective, cost conscious measure which

for yielding this time to me.
merely focuses on spending cuts among the do not try. It provides the necessary
necessary means
means to
to
Mr.
Mr. Chair-man.
Chairman. II rise in strong sup- poorest to pay for tax cuts among the wealthi- allow people
to hold jobs including child care

port of the Deal substitute. And in response to my friend, welfare reform
must have one overriding goal. and
that is to move people from dependency to self-sufficiency by putting people to work.

seeks
seeks to
to address
address the
the cycle
cycle of
of poverty
poverty with
with
work. For sure, the goals between this sub-

and the Contract with America are quite
Utah has a welfare reform program cuts and bloat the deficit, but that is exactly stitute
different. The Deal substitute attempts to put
which is working. In the past 2 years what H.R.
does. What
What itit does
does not
not do is re- people back to work to remedy the welfare sitHR. 44 does,
they have reduced AFDC grants by form welfare,
uation. H.R. 4 simply
simp'y cuts spending, without
without
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sufficient
sufficient work or training requirements
requirements and
and no
no
long-termgoat
long-term
goatfor
forending
ending
thethe
cycle
cycte
of poverty.
of poverty.
H.R. 4 puts the issue
issue on
on the
the backs
backs of
of States
States

and the taxpayers. And,
And, ifif we
we adopt
adopt the
the ReRepublican Leadership's bill, and not the Deal
substitute, II assure you we will be back here
here
later realizing the mistake we made in not trying to really reform welfare rather than pay for
a tax cut and increase the deficit. Support real

welfare reform, a real work bill, support the
Deal substitute,
subshtute,

Mr.
Mr. DEAL of Georgia.
Georgia. Mr.
Mr. Chairmai-i,
Chairman,

I yield such time as she may consume
to the gentlewoman from New York
JMrs. L0wEYI.
LowEy].

(Mrs. LOWEY
LOWEY asked
asked and
and was
was given
permission to revise and extend her reremarks.)
Mrs. LOWEY. I thank the gentleman
for yielding me time, and I rise
rise in
in
strong support of the Deal substitute.
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.
I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Massachusett.s
Massachusetts IMr. NEAL].
NEAL].

Mr. NEAL
thank
NEAL of
of Massachusetts.
Massachusetr II thank
the gentleman for yielding this time to
me.
Mr.
Mr.

Chairman,

this evening the
Democratic Party stand united in support of the Deal bill and in unyielding

opposition
Opposition to
to the
the callousness
callousness offered
offered by
the Republican Party. There is not
even a work requirement in the Republican bill that is offered. They are

tough on kids and they are weak
weak on
work.

mines the American dream for millions. As a
nation, we cannot afford to support a program
that encourages able-bodied adults to stay at
at
home rather than look for a job.
Mr. Chairman, for these reasons and more,
more,
nse in support of Congressman DEAL'S
welDEAL's welfare reform substitute to the Personal ResponsibiFrtyAct.
sibility
Act.The
TheDeal
Dealproposal
proposal addresses
addresses the
the
critical need for substantial reform in the current welfare
we!fare system, and includes tough work
requirements and a 2-year time limit on benefits, while maintaining a safety net for our children. The Republican plan does not do this.

simply
simp'y kicking them into the streets.

Real welfare reform must be about ecoeconomic self-sufficiency. tt
It must be the primary
primary

acted and enforced.
The Republican Personal Responsibility Act

is a shameful pretense at real welfare reform.
The Republicans
Republ!cans would simply throw people
out
Outon
onthe
thestreets
streets and
and call
call that
that cruelty
cruelty "re"reform."
This most outrageous proposal as a soform.' This
lution to welfare dependency while not adequately addressing the issue of work.
In seeking to reform the broken welfare syssystem, we must not forget our moral responsibility to the workers and children of America.
Welfare
Welfare reform
reform should
should be
be about
about work,
work, responresponfamihes, not
not about
about aa tax
tax cut
cut for
for the
the
sibility, and families,
wealthy. The most enduring legacy of welfare
reform will be its effect on those children and
families who rely on it in tough times. The curcurrent welfare system encourages perpetual deArnerican values. We
pendence and distorts American
must enact real welfare
welfare reform
reform to
to restore
restore their
their
hope and their futures and break the cycle of

goal
goal of
of any
any valid
valid proposal,
proposal, and
and the
the Deal
Deal subsubstitute faces this issue head-on. In meeting the
goal of economic seU-sufficiency,
self-sufficiency, individuals
must be required to look for a job, and there
ought to be a time limit on receiving benefits.
Mr. DEAL'S
DEL'5 plan
plangives
givesStates
Statesthe
the flexibility
flexibility to dependency. Our future depends on it.
design a strong "Work
'Work First" program to enMr. DEAL of Georgia.

Mr. Chairman,

sure
sure that
that individuals
individuals are
are moved
moved off
off welfare
welfare
and into work. This could
training,
cou'd mean job training

I

education, job placement
placement services,
services assistance
in creating microenterprises,
microenterprises or
or any
any other program developed by the State to move an mdividuai into private,
private, unsubsidized
unsubsidized employment.
employment
viduaj
After 2 years of participation in the Work First
program,
individualswould
wouldno
nolonger
longer be
be eligiprogm
individuals
ble
ble for
forAFDC,
AFDC,but
butwould
wjld be
be eligible
eligible for
for a pri-

(Mr. PAYNE of Virginia asked and
was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. PAYNE of Virginia. II thank
thank the
the
gentleman for yielding this time to me.

Mr. DEAL deserves extraordinary vate employment subsidy or workfare proThe Deal substitute includes a 2-year
credit for bringing Democrats together gram.
time limit—a necessary incentive for welfare
weffare
from every region of this country.
country. To- rectoients
reDents tototake
takeadvantage
advantage of
of the
the work opnight we are going to offer a credible portunities provided in the bill. From the moalternative that stands up under
under scru- ment a person enters the welfare system, they
tiny. I offered Governor Weld's
Welds amend- will oe on their way out—out toto economic
economic opopments at the Committee on Ways and
and se!f-sufficiency.
self-sufficiency. The
The RepubUcan
Republican
Means, and the Republican Party portunity
plan does not do this.
turned them down.
Rea} welfare reform must be about job
Real
job preWe have a chance tonight. I think, to paredness.
pareness. An
Aninitial
initial investment
investment in job pre-

stand in support of a welfare reform

taking away drivers licenses should be en-

I

The Deal substitute would permanently remove people from welfare dependency by
helping
heipThgthem
themfind
findand
andretain
retain real
real jobs,
jobs, not
not by
by
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vanced technology, states can and should
track down these parents. Tough enforcement
mechanisms such as garnishing
gamishing wages and

yield 22 minutes
yield
minutes to the gentleman

from Virginia
Virginia (Mr.
(Mi-. PAYNEI.
PAYNE].

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
the sponsors
sponsors of
of the
the

Deal
Deal substitute
substitute are
are committed
committed to
to makmak-

ing major changes to our welfare sys-

tem.

We understand that real welfare reform must be about replacing a welfare
check with a paycheck.
The Deal substitute isisdesigned
designed to
get people into work as quickly as possible. It requires all recipients to enter

into a self-sufficiency plan within 30

days of receiving benefits and no benefits will be paid to anyone who refuses

parednessand
andplacement
placement will
will result in longlong- to work, refuses to look for work, or
bill that we all acknowledge needs pareness
term
term savings,
savings, and
and do
do more
more for
for our
our long-term
long-term who turns
turns down
downaajob.
job.
change. Stand in support of the Deal economic
economic security
security than
than aa tax
tax cut
cut for
for the
the rich
rich
bill allows
The
Republican
allows welfare
welfare
alternative. It is credible and stands up
up ever would. Welfare
Welfare recipients
recipients must
must learn
learn marmar- recipients to receive benefits
benefits for
for up
up to
to
under the magnifying glass of critical ketaIe skills to find better jobs. And enduring
2 years before they are required to go
analysis.
job skills will prevent repeat visits to the wel- to work, or even to look for work.
The CHAIRMAN,
The
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman fare rolls.
rolls. By
By providing
providingwelfare
welfarerecipients
recpents with
with
Mr. Chairman, we believe the Govfrom Georgia JMr.
jMr. DEAL]
DEALI has 22½ minmin- a real opportunity
opportunity to
to find
findaapermanent,
permanent wellwell- ernment should assist welfare recipiutes remaining,
remaining, and
and the
thegentleman
gentleman paying job, the Federal
Federa' Govemment will soon
soon ents in becoming self-sufficient, but we
from Florida
Florida lMr.
lMr.SHAW]
SHAwl has
has l9'Iz
19½ minbe rewarded with lower welfare costs, higher understand that in the end individuals
individuals
utes remaining.
worker productivity,
and increasing
increasing revenues
productivty and
revenues. must be responsible for their own welwelThe Chair states that he would like The Republican plan
plan cannot
cannot do
do this.
this.
fare.
it to be reasonably balanced.
But real welfare reform
reform does
does not
not stop
stop here.
here.
The Deal substitute provides welfare
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. Staytng in a job is just as critical
critical as finthng
finding recipients with the resources they need
in light of that. I yield such time as he Staying
one
in the first place. Health and child care to move from welfare to work, but it
may consume to the gentleman from one
benefits must be part of any welfare reform also requires individuals to
to be
be responresponCalifornia
Mr. FAzIO].
FAzI0].
California (Mr
plan that seeks to
to keep
keep people
people at
at work,
work, not
not on sible by setting a 2-year time limit
on
(Mr. FAZID
FAZIO of California asked and the Government rolls. Going to work should
was given permission to revise and ex- not mean losing health care benefits. And chil- cash assistance.
years, States may allow indiAfter 2 years.
tend his remarks.)
dren must have a safe,
safe, supervised
supervised place
place to viduals to work for benefits by providMr. FAZIO of California. Mr. Chair- grow and learn
team while their parents are at work. ing them with a voucher to
to supplement
supplement
man, I rise in support of the Deal subRepublican plan does not do this. "Per- private sector wages.
stitute and congratulate the gentleman The
sonal
sonal Responsibility"
Responsibility" should
should not
not mean
mean putting
putting
But no benefits are available after 4
from
from Georgia
Georgia (Mr.
jMr. DEAL]
DEAL] for
for coming
coming up
health and safety of our children at risk.
years.
with a consensus solution to
to our wel- theWelfare
We'fare reform must also be about responMr. Chairman, the Deal substitute is
fare dilemma.
dilemma
siblirty. I am
sibility.
parents can
can shirk
shirk
am outraged
outraged that parents
Mr.
bill which
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman the current
which
system their responsibility to their families by leaving the only welfare reform bill
current welfare
weare system
gives the American people
people exactly
exactly
rewards staying home over work and permits them destitute and not paying child
support. what they want: welfare reform which
dead-beat parents to shirk their obligations to The
The Republican
Republicanplan
planlets
letsthem
them do this. Any makes work the numbeinumbei' one priority.
priority,
their children and is a national embarrassment worthwhile
worthwhile reform
reform effort
effort must
must send
send a clear
dear welfare reform which requires individand outrage. The current welfare system con- message to these deadbeats: you must
suptheir own
own acactradicts the American work ethic, and under- port your children. Through streamlined, ad- uals to be responsible for their
tions, and welfare reform which gives
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the States the
the flexibility
flexibility they need to and I intend to oppose it—is there are
make
make itit succeed.
succeed.
a lot of areas that are not working
working and
and
Mr.
Mr. Chairman. I say to my friends.
friends, have not been thought through. I
let us give the American people what think, in the case of food stamps. that
they want. Support
Support the
the Deal
Deal sub- is one of the areas where we have a lot
stitute.
of fraud and problems with the
the food
food
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman. I yield 1½

stamp system.

H 3683
costs associated
costs
associatedwith
withchild
child care
carefor
for working
working
mothers are
are work
work related. By reducing the
dependent care tax credit for working
women, you
women,
you are
are sending
sending the
the message
message that
work for
work
forthese
these women
women doesn't
doesn't pay.
pay.
The work requirements
requirements in
in your
your bill
bill are
highly prescriptive
highly
prescriptive and
and seriously
seriously restrict
restrict

stamp system.
state flexibility.
The two
two years
years of additional
flexibility. The
minutes to the chairman of the ComCorn- What we have done in the Deal bill is state
coverage required
required by
by your
your bill
bill is ar
mittee on Agriculture, the gentleman we have worked through those prob- Medicaid coverage
unfunded
unfunded mandate
mandate on
on states
statesand
andwill
will cost
cost
from Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS].

lems. We have 19 specific areas where states an
anadditional
additional $1.5
$1.5 billion
billion by
by the
the year
year
Mr. ROBERTS. I thank the gengen- we have addressed the problems in the states
2000.
tleman for yielding this time to me.
Deal substitute. The Republicans have
For all
all of
of the
the above
above reasons
reasons we
we must
must opop-

The Deal substitute does not rep- not done this. They have punted it to

resent real food stamp reform. Rather
than allowing States to harmonize
AFDC and food stamp rules for those
families receiving assistance from both
programs, the substitute clings to the
waiver system. Rather than taking the
food stamp program off of automatic
automatic
pilot, the Deal substitute continues the
pattern of
pattern
of ever
ever escalating
escalating runaway
costs. Rather than demanding workfare
for able-bodied people, the substitute

simply mandates that States do provide the make-work jobs and training.
but provides, really, less than half the
money. It is an unfunded mandate.

But here is the real deal,
deal. I did not

know this.
this, I read the CBO report: The
Deal substitute would count:

Benefit payments from the AFDC and
food
food stamp
stamp programs
programs would
would be
be included
included

in income subject to income tax. You
are taxing food stamps? That is a mean
deal.

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman.
I yield myself 1 minute.

First of all, I respond to the gentleman's comments: Yes, we believe that

for those who are taking Federal as-

sistance through food stamps and
AFDC and
and ear-fling
earning the
the same
same amount of

people.
money as hardworking poor people,
that a dollar of welfare ought to be

worth the same thing as the dollar you
work for. That is the reason for it.
In responding to the issue of who supports whom in this issue,
issue. I would like
to quote briefly from a letter. I would
like to quote briefly from a letter
dated March 20. 1995, from the National

League of Cities, in which they say.
say,
"We believe the pending bill.
bill, H.R. 4.
could affect local government. The bill
could be one of the greatest mandates

pose your
your bill.
bill.
pose

the States.
Sincerely,
Sincerely.
Tommy Thompson,
Thompson. Jim Edgar,
Edgar. Ed Schafer.
Schafer.
So I think we ought to be clear about Tommy
what has happened here. We have a bill and 5 others.
that has worked together with the Mr.
Mr. SHAW,
SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I reserve
AFDC system,
system. it is all integrated, we the balance of my time.
make sure it flows together, and we
Mr.
Mr. DEAL
DEAL of
of Georgia.
Georgia. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.
have addressed
addressed problems.
problems. It is the I yield myself 15 seconds in order to retoughest bill
toughest
bill dealing with the fraud spond.
and abuse and other problems that we
I also have a letter,
letter. and since I have
have in the food stamp system.
not received the one the gentleman
I ask you to support the Deal sub- from Florida quoted from. I have a letstitute.
ter from his own school board in which
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield
yield they say they do support our legislamyself
myself such
such time
time as
as II may
may consume.
consume.
tion.
Mr. Chairman, at this point I would
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the
like to paraphrase for the RECORD from gentlewoman from California [Ms.
a letter dated March 22, from the Re- WOOLSEY].
publican
Governors'
Association.
Association,
(Ms. WOOLSEY asked and was given
signed by a number of Governors. This permission
to
to revise
reviseand
andextend
extendher
herre—
reis a letter addressed to the gentleman permission
marks.)
from Georgia [Mr. DEAL].
DEAL]. In
In referring
referring
(Ms. WOOLSEY.
(Ms.
WOOLSEY.I Ithank
thank the
the gento his bill, they say that it maintains tleman
for yielding this time to me.
the individual entitlements, highly
Mr. Chairman, as the only Member of
prescriptive Federal rules remain in- this
body who has actually been a sinsmtact. It turns back the clock and has a gle,
working
mother
on
welfare,
I
supgle.
chilling effect on the
the Governors'
the Deal substitute.
plans—including his own State of Geor- port
Chairman, Representative
RepresentativeRJCii
RiCMr. Chairman,
gia, I might add. It increases taxes by NEAL
gia.
NEAL of
of Massachusetts
Massachusetts and
and II co-chaired
co-chaired
penalizing working Americans. By re- the
Democratic task force on welfare
ducing dependent care tax credit for reform,
and I want to compliment the
working women, you are sending a many Members
Members
whomade
madethis
thissub—.
sub-.
who
message that work, for these
these women,
women,
does not pay. It is an unfunded man- stitute worthy of widespread support:
PATSY MINK,
MINK, SAND'
NATHANDEAL,
DE, PATSY
SAr'ily
date, and they end by saying. "We NATHAN
LEVIN,
XAVIER BECERRA,
BECERRA,
ELEANOR
must oppose this bill."
HOLMES NORTON,
NORTON. BILL ORTON, and
Mr. Chairman, the full text of the HOLMES
many others worked long and
and hard
hard to
to
letter
letter is
is as
as follows:
follows:
create a bill that reforms welfare withREPU8LIcAN GOvER1'ORs
REPUBLICAN
GOVERNORSASSOCIATION.
ASSOCIATION.
Washington, DC,
DC, March 22. 1995.

out punishing poor women and
and chflchil-

Hon.
NATHAN .J.J.
DEAL,
Hon. NATHAN
Di..

dren.

House
Ho use of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
Washington. DC.
DEAR
CONGRESSMAN
DEAR CONGRESSMAN
DEAL:
Althoughwe
wesasaDEAL:
Although

It invests in education:
education; job training:
and child care to get people into jobs.

The Deal substitute offers a fair deal.
deai.

lute your good intentions on welfare reform
ever imposed upon our communities."
Mr. Chairman, the choice comes
key elements
elements of your bill will, we believe. down to this: We either punish poor
Governor Carper of Delaware,
Delaware. in re- key
substantially
hinder
substantially
hinder
real
welfare
reform
efwelfare
reform
bill. says,
says. forts in
sponding to the Republican bill,
children as the Republican bill does or.
in the
the states.

"In sum, this legislation would not

transform the welfare. Rather, it would
not severely undercut our efforts to reform the welfare system in our State."
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the

Your bill maintains
Your
maintains the
the individual
individual entitle- as in my case we invest in families so

permanently.
ments and does
states with
does not
not provide states
with aa they can get off welfare permanently.

block grant. Current
Current highly
highly prescriptive FedFederal rules
rules intact.
intact. We
We need
needthe
theflexibility
flexibility of
of
block grants to design
design programs
programsthat
thatwill
will
work in
in our
our states.
states.
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. PETER- work
states would be prohibited
Under you bill.
bill. states
SON].
SON].
removing an
an individual
individual from cash
cash welwelMr. PETERSON of Minnesota. Mr. from
without first
first providing
providing 22 years
years of eduChairman, I thank the gentleman for fare
cation and
and training
training benefits.
benefits. This
This provision
provision
yielding this time to me.
will turn
will
turnback
back the
the clock
clock on
on many
many state
state proMr. Chairman. I too want to com- grams already operating and will
will have
have aa
jMr. chilling
mend the gentleman from Georgia [Mr.
chillingeffect
effecton
on Governors'
Governors' plans
plans to put ininDEAL] and the others for putting to- dividuals
dividuals to
to work
workas
as soon
soon as
as we determine
gether this bill,
bill, and
and II rise in strong they are ready to do so.
Further, your
your bill
bill increases
Further,
increasestaxes
taxes by
by reducsupport of the Deal substitute.
ing the dependent
dependent care
care tax
tax credit.
credit. In
In effect.
In responding to the distinguished you
two years
years of
of education
education arid
arid
are financing two
chairman of the Committee on Agri- training
for welfare
welfare recipients
recipients by
by penalizing
penalizing
culture, you know, one of the problems working for
Americans. Working women in parparthat I have with the Republican bill— ticular
willbe
behurt
hurtby
bythese
thesechanges.
changes. The
ticular will

Let us put politics aside and put our
children first. Support the Deal substitute.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II yield
yield
such time as he may consume to the
from Alabama
Alabama [Mr.
[Mr.CALgentleman from
CAL.LAHAN].

(Mr.

CALLAHAN
CALLAJ-!AN asked and was

given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. CALLAHAN. Mr. Chairman. I
rise in opposition to the Deal amendment and in support of H.R. 4.

Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, II rise
rise today
today in opposition
opposition to
to

the Deal substitute
substitute and
and in
4.
in support
support of H.R. 4,
the
the Personal
PersonalResponsibility
ResponsibilityAct,
Act,the
thekey
keyword
word
here being
being"responsibility."
"responsibility."Itt is time we take
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responsibility for this nation by ending the deYes, the Deal
Yes,
Deal substitute
substitute does
does away
pendence on government which too many re- with
with the
the individualized
individualized functional
functional ascipients have
have come
come to
toknow.
know.We
WeaD
all agree
agree that
that sessment.
sessment, the IFA. the rather vague
the current system
the
system is
is in need of reform.
reform, H.R.
H.R. qualifying
qualifying standard
standard that
that children
children are
4 gives people now on the welfare roll the op- getting in
in on now.
now. But
But in the next
next secsecportunity
portunity to take responsibility
responsibUity for
for themselves
themselves tion of their bill they recreate the IFA.
IFA.
payrolL What greater gift can They say
by moving to the payroll.
the commissioner
say the
commissioner of Social

earns $1
earns
$1 more
more than
than the law
law allows, and
then has
hasto
tolose
then
loseher
herMedicaid
Medicaidcoverage.
coverage.

with supporting themselves and their families?

cize the Deal bill
bill for
for being inad-

we give these recipients than the gift of responsibility, freedom and dignity that comes
comes

HR. 4 provides welfare
w&fare families with edueducation, training, job search, and work experience needed to prepare them to discontinue
welfare assistance. At the same time H.R. 4
and farnilies
families by
by maintaining
maintaining a
protects children and
_food
food stamp
stamp program,
program, which grows in a recession, as a Federal safety net. Furthermore, a
siori,
safeguard has been placed in the Federal nutrition grant which mandates that at least 80
percent of the money must be spent on lowincome children. That's the same ratio found
in current nutrition programs.

There
There is
is not a man or woman on this

floor that would take ajob under those

of Social circumstances, and I say to the genSecurity must
Security
mustset
set up a functional
functional tleman.
'Youre got the gall
gall to
tocrir.icritiequivalent
equivalent standard.
standard. So
So they are going tleman. "You're

to call it the FES instead
instead of
of the
the IFA.
IFA.

My home State of Alabama
A'abama obvious'y
obviously has
Big deal. No pun intended.
different needs than the State of California,
That is just
just going
going right back
back to
to the
and even
even the
the different
different counties
counties in
in my
my district
district same
and
same vague
vague standard.
It It invites
standard.
abuse
invites
have diverse
have
needs.
diverse needs. Consolidating
Consolidating Federal
Federal of the program.
programs into more
more ftexible
flexible block
block grants
grants alalCash. They continue cash
cash for
for all
all chilchillows States to respond more effectively to the dren on SSI. That is the problem
problem with
with
needs of their residents.
residents. Eliminating
Eliminating the
the cumcum- the program now. At the level where
bersome Federal bureaucracy and the maze the disability is not so bad that a child
of redtape and regulations which have beset must be institutionalized or have the
the welfare program
program will
will permit
permit Congress
Congress to
to threat of institutionalization
institutionalization they
they are
send more funds to the States to spend on getting
getting these
these parents coaching their
programs such as
as school
school lunches
lunches and
and WLC.
WIC.

Let us talk about that welfare mother
that has
hasaachild,
child, and
and
and takes a job.
job. and

kids to act crazy.
crazy. Even
Even in
in the
the litlit-

erature that the gentleman from Georgia [Mr. DEALJ handed out it says we
cure the crazy check problem.
problem. II say
say to
to
my colleagues,
No, you don't. You
colleagues, "No.
You inin'

equate?"
equate?'
I cannot believe some of the stuff. We
have talked about differences
that we
differences that
we
have
have got,
got, but
but some
some of
of the criticisms,
taxes, Medicaid spending, welfare
moms, taxing benefits, absolutely ridiculous.
diculous,
Mr. Chairman, first, I would
Mr.
would like to
to thank
thank you

opportunity to
to debate
debatethis
thisimportant
for the opportunity
important
issue and particularly, the Deal substitute,
substitute. I
rise rn
nse
in strong support of Mr. DEAL's substitute
substitute
and commend him
him for
for his
his leadership
eadership in this effort.
I believe that we have
have put
put together
together aa rea!,
real,

workable reform package that achieves the
goal we are all
afl striving for—changing the face

vite it all over again by leaving that

of our welfare system. The Deal substitute

month says,
says. "You can't fix it,
it. you
you
can't fix
fix it.'
it."

avoids unfunded mandates and increased
increased

Out there
there for
for the
the parents."
parents.' people off welfare and into work and it prolure of cash out
vides the
the funding
funding to
to do
do so.
so.
The Deal substitute does not fix the vides
problem.
By maintaining the funding
funding necessary
problem, theydo not fix the
the IFA.
IFA. The
The
necessary to
to
GAO report right here issued this carry out our program, the Deal
Dea' substitute
state and local burdens. In contrast, the Na-

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, tional Conference of State Legislatures says
We can no longer sit back and allow mil- I yield such time as he may consume to that "l-l.R.
"H.R. 4 contains many un- and under-

lions of poor Americans to be trapped in the
black
of aa failed
failed welfare
welfare system.
system. ItItis
b'ack hole of
is unfortunate that the very system created to assist persons in getting
geffing back on their feet has
trapped them in a cycle of government dependency. We have
have spent
spent $5
$5 trillion
trillion in
in the
the war
war
on poverty and the status quo will no longer
cut it; let's start taking responsibility for this
Nation and
and pass
pass I-I.R.
H.R. 4.
4. Vote
Vote no" on this
substitute and vote 'for" H.R. 4.
4.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, yield 2 minutes
the gentleman from
Louisiana [Mr.
McCRERY], aamember
MCCRERYJ,
member of
of the
the Committee
Committee on
Ways
Ways and
and Means.
Means.
Mr. McCRERY. I thank the gentleman for
yielding this time to me.
Mr.
Chairman, this Deal substitute, unfortuMr. Chairman,
nateiy,
nately,
is
just
more
of
the
same,
micromanaging from a Federal level, trying to
I

to

the gentleman from North Carolina
[Mr. HEFNERJ.

(Mr. HEFNER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re- of H.R. 4 that "in
'in addition to the significant

marks.)
negative
negative impact
impact the
the proposal
proposal would
would have
have on
on
Mr. HEFNER. Mr. Chairman. I rise in low income people, it will also further strain

strong support of the fairest, most humane reform bill that has been
been offered
offered

'ocal budgets."
local

I yield
yield 22 minutes
minutes to
to the gentleman

savings in the Deal
Deal substitute.
substitute. In
In other
other words,
wo.ds,
states will receive
receive $18.8
$18.8 billion
billion less
less to
to care
care for
hr

in this House in many, many years.
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.

from Texas [Mr. STENHOLMJ,
STENHOLMJ. one of the

original Cosponsors
cosponsors of
of this
this legislation.
legislation.

(Mr. STENHOLM asked and
and was
was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. STENI-IOLM. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I am
constantly shocked by what I hear on
the floor and what I see being put out.
out.
maintain the status quo. We cannot afford Deal taxes welfare
welfare moms'
moms' benefits.
more of the same in this country with respect Thirty-three
Thirty-three percent
percent of
ofthe
thekids
kids in
in
to our welfare programs.
prograrns. We must have fun- America do not even qualify for a
a tax
tax
damental change. That is what H.R. 4 represents. Let me talk about one section of this
bill, particularly the SSI disability for children
program.

cut, and yet we have a wonderful yellow sheet put together by a political
consultant designed
consultant
designed for
for a 20-second
20-second
spot on TV.

Now let us talk about Deal raises
taxes
on the middle class. I am surMr. Chairman,
Chairman. I want to
to compliment
compliment prised to hear that coming from
from this
again the good work that some Mem- side of the aisle.
bers on the Democrat side have done.
done.
Chairman. I ask my good friend.
Chairman,
The gentlewoman from Arkansas [Mrs. theMr.gentleman
from Florida [Mr.
LINCOLN],
LINCOLN],the
thegentleman
gentleman from
from WisconWiscon- SHAwl.
"Do
you
remember
March 29,
29.
Sw].
"Do
you
remember
March
sin [Mr.
IMr. KLECZKAJ; they have done good
sin
0 1845

KLECZKAJ; they have done good

work.
Unfortunately though. Mr. Chair-

1990,
1990. roll call 57? We lost that day on
on
the ABC bill. We lost 195 to 225.
225, but you
did a heck of ajob
ajob rounding
rounding up
upRepubRepub-

man. I think, when they put together
votes, All but 14 voted
voted for
for the
votes.
the
this Deal substitute, they got lican
same
today
that
you
critilanguage
snookered by some people on their side

who did not want to change much
much

funded
funded mandates
mandates including
induding aa federal
federal work
work rerequirement with hefty participation rates". The
United States Conference of Mayors also says

cized."

Now we talk about Medicaid
Medicaid spendspendabout the SSI disability program
program for ing. Let us talk about Medicaid spendchildren.
ing in the Deal bill compared to H.R. 4.
4.

As you can
can see
see from
from the
thechart,
chart,the
thesavin:s
savns
from HR. 4 are much more drastic than the

the needy and help get individuals into jobs
than they
they would
would receive
under the base bill than
receive
under the Deal substitute. More importantly,
substitute directs
directs all
all of
of our
our savings—
savincs—
the Deal substitute
approximately $7.5
$7.5 biHion—to
billion—to deficit reduction,
not tax cuts for the wealthy.
weafthy. This substitute is
the only proposal that can claim any deficit rereduction because itit is
is the
the Only
oniy proposal which
Whici

locks those
locks
thosesavings
savingsaway
away
from
from
being
being
spent
snt
again.
agafn.
In
n addition, the Deal substitute maintains the
current federal nutrition programs, such as
school lunch and WIC. Rather than being driven by spending cuts, our proposal focuses on

moving people from
from welfare
welfare to
to work.
work. School
School
lunch programs, therefore, should not be, and
are not, part of our welfare reform proposal.

We have heard a great deal of talk about
nutrition programs,
programs, particularly
particularly school
school lunch
nutrition
unci
programs. The talk that really caught my attention,
tention, however,
however, was the input
received
from the school superintendents in the 17th
District. They
They couldn't
couldn't understand
understand why we
would want to change our school lunch program, when they don't
don't see
see anything
anything wrong
wrong
with the way it is now. Because they work in
the program at the local level, trust that they
know how well the program is working.
The Deal substitute
substitute also
alsofollows
followsaaresoonresonsible approach
sible
approachtotochanges
changesininthe
theFood
Food
Stamp
Smp
Program, including strong provisions to cut
cut
I

I
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Mr. Chair-man,
Chairman, let
let us
us not punch holes
holes cheapest of four food plans designed by
search and Action Center IFRAC] has en- in the safety net in the name of wel- USDA, and it assures a family a nutritionally
dorsed the Deal substitute as a "far
"tar better ap- fare. I say
say to
to my
my colleagues. don't talk adequate
adequate diet.
diet, ItIt is
is adjusted
adjusted annually
annually to
to reflect
reflect
proach toward meeting the nutrition
nutntion needs of to the Ag Committee about reducing the current cost of food, and food stamp allotfamilies, children, and elderly."
expenditures. We have done over $60 ments are then adjusted
adjusted to
to reflect
reflect the
the changes
changes
strongly urge your support for real, work- billion in 12 years. but. Mr. Chairman
in the thrifty food plan. This is one way that
able welfare reform. Support the Deal sub- and my colleagues,
colleagues. I refuse to use hun- food stamps are responsive to changes in the
stitute.
gry people to get moneys to
to give
give tax
tax
When food costs go up, food stamp
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield
breaks to wealthy people. The Deal economy.
allotments go up by
by the
the same
same percentage.
percentage.
down on fraud and abuse. The Food Re-

1

minute to the gentleman from New substitute mandates you to use the
York [Mr.
IMr. HOUGHTON]. a member of the

committee.
Mr.

HOUGHTON. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
there is
is much
much appeal
appeal to
to the
the Deal

amendment, and I have great respect

Mr. DEAL himself in terms of
changes in the trend in the current
current
for

welfare plan, States requiring
requiring participarticipation, a whole variety of things like

that, but it seems to me the basic

savings only for deficit reduction.

urge colleagues
colleaguesto
to vote
vote for
for the
thesubstitute
substitute
bill prepared by Mr.
Mr. DEAL
DEAL and
and others.
others. We have
worked with
with Mr. DEAL on the food stamp
stamp proviproviI

sions of that substitute and believe that they
present a much better option than the food
stamp provisions of H.R. 4.

The food stamp title of the substitute
substitute inincludes all of the antifraud proposals of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, proposals incorporated in H.R. 1093, a bill I introduced on

weakness comes down to two things.
First, there is continued cash pay- March 1. Although a number of the USDA proments, and I know I am being repet- posals were included in H.R. 4 as a result of
itive here. Second. there is an open- an amendment I offered at our welfare reform
ended entitlement concept, and I say to markup, the substitute includes all of the Decolleagues, if you're going to partment's proposals.
my colleagues.
proposals. The
The most
most significant
significant of
of
change welfare.
welfare, I don't know how you the substitute's antifraud provisions will authordo it with cash payments and open- ize criminal and civil forfeiture when food reended entitlement,
entitlement. It's absolutely
absolutely concon- tailers
tailers traffic
traffic in
in food
food stamps.
stamps. This
This provision
provision will
will
trary to what we're trying to do. and I create a significant disincentive to food stamp
frankly think the Republican bill here.
here, trafficking. The substitute also doubles the
what we're approaching, is humane, penalties
penalties for individuals violating program
and yet it has an element of discipline rules, and requires the collection of certain
and reality to it.
claims against households by Federal tax and

HR. 4 will discontinue use of this mechanism

to keep food stamp benefits in line with the
cost of food, and itit will
alwillsimply
simply require
require that allotments be raised by 2 percent each year, no
matter how much food costs might increase.
CBO estimates that by fiscal year 1998, food
stamp benefits will fall below what a family
fami'y will
need to maintain a nutritionally adequate diet
if H.R. 4 is enacted. The substitute bill will not
let that happen. The annual adjustments to reflect the cost of food will still be made, and instead of families getting 103 percent of what
they need, they will
wifl get 102 percent—the extra
2 percent addresses the lag between the time

that the thrifty food plan adjustment is made
and when benefits are issued over the next 15
months.

This reduction in food stamp benefits, and
several other provisions of the substitute, are
included to provide some savings in the projected cost of the food stamp program. I understand
derstand that
that 0MB
0MB projects
projects the
the savings
savings from
from
these food stamp provisions at approximately
$4 billion over 5 years. These are painful cuts,
but we are providing those savings in as hu-

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. sa'ary
salary offset.
I yield myself 10 seconds.
The substitute will require that food stamp mane a way as we possibly can. The sub-

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. II point
point Out
out that under recipients work at least half-time,
ha!f-time, participate in stitute bill requires that any net savings must
the Republican bill it is 2 years before a public service
service program
programin
in retum
return for
for their
their go to deficit reduction and nothing else. This
anybody ever has to go to work, but in benefits, or participate in an employment and will assure that any reductions in benefits will
ours 30 days after they enter they have training program. This requirement will be im- only go to the employment
employment and
and training
training proproto begin a job search and sign a self- posed on able-bodied recipients who have no grams, the coordination of AFDC and food
sufficiency plan.

Mr. Chairman. I yield 2 minutes to
the ranking member of the Committee
on Agriculture, the gentleman from

Texas IMr.
[Mr.DE
DELA
LAGARZA].
GARZ,,].
Texas

children, after they have received food stamps
for
for 66 months.
months. This
This category
category of
of recipient
recipient is
is very
very
'ikely to find work on their own during the first
likely
6 months and no longer need food stamps. if

they are unable to find work within that 6

Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I month period and continue to
to need
need food
food

say to my colleagues. I urge you to stamps, the
the work
work requirements
requirementswill
will be imvote for the substitute bill prepared by posed. Every recipient wishing to continue to
Mr. DEAl,
DE1. and
Mr.
andothers.
others. The
The food stamp receive food stamp benefits after 6 months
title of this substitute includes
includes all
all of
of who is unable to find work, will be assured of
the antifraud proposals of the U.S. De- a slot in an employment and training program
partment of Agriculture. No one can rather than being kicked off of the food stamp
say
say that the substitute isn't tough on program. Of course, the elderly and disabled
waste, fraud,
fraud, and abuse. The
The food
food are exempt,
exempt, and
and those
those families
families receiving
stamp substitute
stamp
substitute requires
to AFDC will be required to follow the AFDC
requires people to
work. No one can say that this sub- work rules.
stitute does not have a work provision
The substitute
substitute wiH
will provide greater
greater coordinacoordina-

to receive food stamp benefits.
tion between food stamps and AFDC by reAfter 6 months, anyone who is unable quiring
quiring in
in many
many instances
instances that
that the
the same
same rules
rules

to find work, we also have provisions
for employment and training. The substitute bill will promote expansion of

electronic benefit transfers, or EBT.
The substitute
substitute requires.
requires, and
and this
this is

be used to calculate
c&culate income and assets.
assets. This
This
provision will
will help
help caseworkers
caseworkers who
who now
now must
must
provision
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 30
use
use different
thfferent rules
rules for
for different
different programs.
programs.
seconds to the gentleman from Texas
The substitute will promote the expansion of [Mr. ARCHER].
ARCHER].
electronic benefits
benefits transfer,
transfer, or
or EBT,
EBT, by
by aUowallowChairman, may I
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Chairman.
ing States to begin using EBT without seeking ask my friend,
friend. the gentleman from
USDA approval first.
first. Of
Of course,
course, the
the EBT
EBT rere- Texas
[Mr.
GziJ. what
Texas IMr.
DEOE
LALA
GARZAJ,
what are the

very important.
important, this difference between
and HR. 4: We reduce lethe substitute arid
gitimate costs,
gitimate
costs, but
but we
reduce quirements of the Food
we will not reduce
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act will
will

costs
from legitimate
costs from
]egitimate users
users of
of food
food
stamps. These are not the no counts,
counts.
not the anything
anythingelse.
else.What
WhatH.R.
HR. 44
does, it keeps the thrifty food plan at

103 percent. but with no increase. If the

up; too bad,
bad. you go
cost of food goes up:
hungry. We don't do that. And also the
substitute bill
substitute
bill requires
requires that
that all
all net
net

stamps, or deficit reduction. To reduce benefits and allow the savings to be used for any
other purpose is unacceptable.
Finally, the bill coordinates four commodity
distribution programs: the Emergency Food
Assistance Program, the Commodity Supplemental Food Program, the program for soup
kitchens and food banks, and the program for
charitable institutions.
institutions. These
These programs
programs WH
will be
consolidated into one
one discretionary
discretionary program.
program.
This substitute will maintain the safety net
for
for all welfare recipients who
who are
are willing
willing to
to
work but unable to find jobs. It will help those
recipients find work, and train them for work if
that is what
what is
is needed.
needed.The
ThepoUcy
policy behind
behind the
the
substitute demands
demands that
that we
we reform
reform our
our weltare
weIare
system so
system
so that
that itit is humane
as
humane and
and effective
effecve as
it moves people off of welfare and into jobs.
Let us not punch holes in the safety net in the
name of welfare reform.

still

savings in this bill that are going to go

apply,
app'y, and USDA will still monitor States to against the deficit?
make sure that their EBT systems are in comMr. DE LA GARZA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
pliance with the law, but States will no longer will the gentleman yield?
have to prepare and have approved by USDA
Mr. ARCHER. I yield to the gentheir plan for EBT. This provision should make tleman from Texas.
it easier for States to implement EBT, and
Mr. DE LA GARZA. I say to the genEBT will help us reduce fraud in the program. tleman, you
you haven't
haven't told
told us.
us. You
You refuse
refuse
The substitute requires that food stamp al- to tell us.

savings must go to reducing the deficit. lotments be based on 102 percent of the
Mr. ARCHER. I am talking
talking about
about
It does not go to anything else.
thrifty food plan. The thrifty food plan is the their bill.
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Mr. DE
DE LA
LA GARZA,
GARZA. The
The substitute I would also point out there is no cash flows to minors, cash flows to
mandates
mandates that it goes to deficit reduc- Clinton-Deal bill. It is the Clementaliens, cash flows to welfare families
tion.
Deal bill. The gentleman from Ten- who
have additional kids,
kids. and States
Mr. ARCHER. Where are the savings nessee [Mr.
rMr.
CLEMENT]
has
previously
are even required to pay cash to some
in the Deal substitute?
spoken.
who are not working.
Mr. DE
Mr.
DELA
LAGARZA.
GARZA.The
Thesavings
savings are
are in
Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to
Mr. Chairman, State flexibility is
the way that we revamp the food stamp the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
gutted under this bill. States need to
program and not as much as you re- LEVINI.
LEVIN].
come back to Washington to get perit, you reduced them, but—
vamped it.
Mr. LEVIN,
LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, I further mission to reform their welfare system.
Mr. ARCHER. I will say to the gen- say to the gentleman from Texas IMr.
[Mr. Power stays with the HHS bureauctleman, your
tleman,
your bill
bill spends
spends $2
$2 billion DELAY].
DELAY]. "Why
'Whydon't
don'tyou
you stop
stop talking
talking racy, and under this bill,
bill. under this exmore.
labels and start talking substance? It
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield 2 is about time. There is a way to reform isting entitlement structure, the welfare system was preserved like a fly in
minutes to the majority whip,
whip, the
the gengen- welfare, and we must do it, and that is
is amber.
t1eman from
from Texas
Texas [Mr. DELAY].
tleman
work. work."
work,
work.'
There is also a $1.5 billion unfunded
Mr. DELAY. Mr. Chairman. I rise, in
Mr. Chairman, the key to breaking
strong opposition to the Clinton-Deal cycles of dependence and poverty is mandate on the States. and let us talk
about taxes.
taxes, I say to my colleagues.
substitute, and I applaud
applaud the gengen- moving people on welfare into produc- about
"You may want to wake up.
up. This
This is
is an
tleman from Georgia [Mr. DEAL)
DEAL] for his tive work.
and
that
is
why
I
work,
support applause line for you because we're
efforts to bring a conservative Demo- the Deal bill. The Republican bill
talks
to talk about how you're raising
crat approach to welfare as we know it. about work,
work. but lets participation going
taxes. You raise taxes on working
For 30 years
years we
we have
haveseen
seen aa series of goals be met by States
without a single moms in families with
a $60,000 income
Presidents, from Lyndon Johnson,
Johnson. to person being put to work and
and without
without range. You
You impose
impose taxes
taxes on
on AFDC
AFDC benbenCarter, to Bill Clinton.
Jimmy Carter.
Clinton. who
who putting a single dollar into a Federal range.
efits and food stamps."
have failed to deliver on their promise partnership with States to get
get people
people
to end welfare as we know it. Now we off work into welfare.
0 1900
have another approach to tinker
Welfare reform on the cheap will not
Mr.
DEAL
of
Georgia.
Mr. Chairman,
around the edges,
edges. and a very weak ef- work. The Deal bill ensures the necI yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman
fort in my opinion. The Clinton-Deal essary incentives, including child and
bill throws more money at the prob- medical care, to the person who should from Arkansas [Mrs. LINCOLN], one of
of the
the amendcosponsors of
lem, creates more
lem.
more programs
programs on top of move from welfare and additional re- the original Cosponsors
programs, more job programs on top of sources to the States to help make it ment,
(Mrs. LINCQLN
LINCOLN asked and was
was given
over 150 job programs that are already really happen with reasonable time
permission to revise and extend her reout there failing, and it is amazing to limits.
marks.)
me under this bill welfare spending is
roe
In a word.
word, Mr. Chairman, the Deal
Mrs. LINCOLN.
LINCOLN, Mr. Chairman, I
going to increase from $300 billion this plan is likely to move people off welget one
one thing
year to $500 billion by the end of this fare into work. The Republican plan is would just like to get
straight, and that is definitely that
decade.
more
likely
to
move
people
off
welfare
The gentleman from Texas [Mr. to nowhere at all. The Republican plan this bill is not the status quo. If people
would
would learn
learn to
to check
checktheir
theirparty
partysomesomeSTENHOLM) is so exercised on that kind is not oriiy
STENHOLM]
only weak on work, it is harsh
and take a listen to
to
of issue because the savings under our on kids from its hit on school lunches times at the door arid
what their people are saying
saying at
at home
home
bill would not explicitly go to deficit and other
nutrition
programs
other
nutrition
programs
to
its
to
its
reduction. The irony here is there are mandates to the States that they can- to put people above politics and read
we have got here, we would know
no substantial savings in the Clinton- not provide a cash benefit for a child if what
Deal substitute to go to deficit reduc- it is born to teen mothers or if it is a that.
In my weekly trips home to Arkantion under it and a paltry $10 billion in
in second child.
sas, I constantly hear stories of a govsavrigs as described by the previous The Republicans' punitive approach sas.
savings
ernment program called "crazy
'crazy
speaker over the
the next
next 55 years
years out of aa is seen in their treatment of middle
middle
doctors. bankers
bankers
trillion dollars in spending on welfare. and low income families with a seri- checks." Teachers, doctors,
complain to me that parents are coachWhat we have here is very basic. We ously handicapped,
handicapped. physically handi- ing
their children
children to
ing their
to misbehave
misbehave in
have a conservative
conservative approach
approach by
by the capped.
capped, kid. It cuts $15 billion from the
no-strings-attached
Democrat Party to take a system that current program and replaces it with a school to get a ano-strings-attached
we do
do not
not
asks a 14-year-old child that has a baby block grant of only $3.8 billion.
billion, The government check. Well, ifif we
out of wedlock to stay in a public hous- Deal bill gets at abuses without being do something about this program, we
are the ones that are crazy.
ing system, be isolated in aa torn-down
torn-down abusive to handicapped kids.
in February of last year, I asked
public housing unit,
unit. live among the The Republican approach to SSI is a theSoGAO
to investigate both the allegarats and cockroaches with the
the drug
drug vivid example of the painful fact the
of coaching and the overall integand, Republican bill is extreme. The Deal tions
pushers standing outside the door, and.
rity of the program.
as
as long
long as
as she
she does
does not
not get
get married
married or
or bill is mainstream. Let us support
support the
study. the GAO
And after a year of study,
work, the cash will keep flowing.
flowthg. Their Deal bill.
bill,
results confirmed my escalating connew system is
is all
all of
of that.
that, livmg
livingzri
in pubMr. SI-LAW.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield 1½
SHAW. Mr.
1½
The program has grown 300 perlic housing, not getting married, with minutes
to the gentleman from Penn- cerns.
1989. and the subjective IFA
cent since 1989,
the drug pushers standing outside the sylvania [Mr.
ENGLISH).
a
member
of
IMr.
ENGLISH),
standard left the door open for abuse,
abuse.
door. As long as she worked a little bit. the committee,
The GAO said,
said. the high level of subthe cash will keep flowing.
Mr. ENGLISH of Pennsylvania. Mr. jectivity leaves the process susceptible
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman, Chairman, as I have reviewed this soto manipulation and the consequent
I yield myself 15 Seconds
seconds to respond to
Deal substitute, and we do know appearance that children fake mental
the gentleman
gentleman from Texas [Mr. called
there is no Clinton bill;
bill: I will concede impairments to qualify for benefits. A
DELAY).
DELAYI.
that point: I can understand
understand why
why there
there more fundamentai problem is
is deterdeterMr. Chairman, I wish he would
would read
read
committee. and I miningfundamental
no bill offered in committee,
which children are eligible for
my bill. It says we do not continue was
can understand why there was no bill benefits using this new IFA process.
those benefits to underage mothers. passed
by the other side of the aisle
Well,
Well. we eliminate that IFA program.
They have to live at home with a par-

last session. What they have offered
ent or an adult, and they do not have here
is a tax and spend approach
the freedom to live in that public hous- welfare reform which is not going to
to
ing, and we require they go back to fly because
becauseitit is tied to the existing
school and complete their high school failed
welfare system. This bill has
education.
cash flow problems
problems because
because under
under it

and we do reform that program by

trimming 25 percent off the rolls, but

we are not cruel to disabled children.
The Office of the Inspector General
at HHS said that SSI payments are not
being used for special needs
needs of
of children
children
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with disabilities so that they can be This is about food. Make no mistake,
engaged in substantial gainful activity. $25 billion in cuts in food stamps alone
We are the only bill that holds the means less food for children and the elparent accountable to prove that they derly.
are using those funds toward the disOh, we have heard the excuses over

H 3687
The Deal substitute does virtually

nothing on the subject of illegitimacy
and out-of-wedlock births, though the

President himself has admitted the

ability of that child. For the first time. the weeks. A little here,
here. a little there.
there,
we put that accountability into a pro- it will not hurt anybody. But when a
gram.
child misses a meal, it hurts that child.
The Republicans in our letters that It hurts me. And.
And, Mr. Chairman, it

clear link between welfare and out-ofwedlock births.
Incredibly, the Deal substitute raises
children.
taxes on working moms with cnildren.
over $2 billion at the very time we are

KLECZKA have put in. Though I disdiswe sacrifice their well-being,
well-being. we
agree with their approach to solving When
the problem. I certainly applaud them sacrifice the future of America. The
Republican plan will cause children to
for making the effort.
from cognitive development
The Deal bill is the best one there. suffer
problems
due to malnutrition. They do
and I urge my colleagues to support it.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II yield
yield 1½
1½ not eat: they do not learn. They grow
minutes to the gentleman from Nevada up hungry. and they cannot get a job.

again and again, and the American peo-

we received certainly from the sub- should hurt my colleagues on both trying to provide tax relief for the
committee
committee was
was that
that all
all of
ofthe
the govgov- sides of the aisle because
because the
the bill American family. The Deal substitute
ernors opposed H.R. 4 in terms of the threatens the very future
of our soci- has spending increases. It is going to
SSI disability for children program.
ety.
cost $2 billion more over the next 5
I acknowledge the hard work that my
I stand up tonight
years, while the GOP plan saves biltonight
to
say
this
is
to
say
this
is
colleagues
colleagues Mr. McCiRY
and
McCRERY and Mr. wrong. Our children are our future. lions
lions of
of dollars.
dollars. It isis tax
tax and
and spend
ple do not want a welfare reform plan
that is going to cost more money.
money.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield a

minute and a half to the gentleman
from Indiana [Mr. MCINTOSH].

Mr. MCINTOSH. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the Deal amendment.
[Mr.
IMr. ENSIGN], a member of the commit- Then where do we stand?
First. let me say I appreciate
First,
appreciate the
the efefThe Republican plan reduces
reduces the
the abilabiltee.
tee.
forts of Mr. DEAL,
DEA.L and his colleagues to
ity
of
hungry
people
to
buy
food.
In
a
Mr. ENSIGN. Mr. Chairman, the Deal
years, food stamp benefits will fall work towards a welfare bill that would
bill increases taxes on middle-class few years.

families. It increases taxes by $2.2 billion by phasing out a child care credit
for middle-class working families, £2.2
billion. I campaigned on a middle-class

below the amount needed to purchase reduce the dependency on welfare, but
the thrifty food plan, the bare-bones -there are several provisions in there
plan that was developed under the that I find very troubling.
My opposition to the welfare system
Nixon and Ford administrations. What

we know it today is that I think it
tax cut, not to raise taxes on middle- this means is that, first, kids get no as
butter on their bread,
bread. then no bread on ruins the American family. It creates
class families.
for women to leave their
The Deal bill also will cost
cost the
the AmerAmer- their plates, then no vegetable, then no incentives
husbands
in
order to receive
receive benefits.
benefits, itit
meat.
And.
And,
finally.
finally,
the
people
of
the
ican taxpayer, get this. $64 billion more
penalizes
families
that
stick
together.
together,
World
will
Third
World
will
be
watching
be
watching
our
our
than the Republican bill over 5 years.
and
it
ultimately
undermines
the famstarving
children
on
the
evening
news.
That is $64 billion.
Today, the benefit level is set at 103 ily as an institution in our society.
The Deal bill is also weak on work.
Provisions in this bill which end up
Let me give you an example of how in percent of that thrifty food plan cost. taxing
mothers who are relythe formula you can play games
games with
with The Deal plan does drop it to 102 per- ing onworking
the
earned
income tax credit
cent
but
guarantees
that
it
will
never
this.
this. IfIf somebody
somebody goes off of welfare
and
increase
the
marriage
penalty
penalty in
in
drop
below
the
basic
benefit
level.
The
into work, does that three times during
program. I think,
think. would be counthe year, under the Deal bill this would Deal plan provides the safety net for that
terproductive.
be counted as three people going into those who need it the most. Here is the
I also think that allowing a statework. That is how you can play games Deal safety net. Here is the Republican ment
that we are going to accept 50
safety
net
disappearing
quickly.
with the formula, and that is why this
percent
illegitimacy rates as being OK
The
goal
of
welfare
reform
should
be
bill, one of the reasons this bill is so
the wrong signal in this country.
flawed. This bill is more symbolism to create the most effective welfare sends
have to be against illegitimacy and
system. I beg you to vote for the Deal We
than it is substance.
strengthen the family and strengthen
strengthen
plan.
I urge my colleagues to vote against plan.
the
order to
to
roots
that
it
creates
in
order
Mr.
SHAW.
Mr.
Chairman,
I
yield
1½
the Deal bill arid
and for the Personal Reovercome
the
deep
social
problems
that
sponsibility Act,
Act. and I yield back the minutes to the gentleman from Arkan- we have in this country.
sas [Mr.
IMr. HUTCFUNSON].
balance of my time.
So. Mr. Chairman, for that reason, I
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II

would urge my colleagues to vote
thank the gentleman for yielding.
against the Deal substitute arid
and stay
Mr. Chairman, the Deal substitute is with
as weak as water on the subject of tee. the bill that came out of commitwork. They say that it is work first. It
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,
ought to be called job search first.
first, If yield
such time as he may consume to
you listen closely, they keep talking Ithe
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
from Alabama
Alabama [Mr.
IMr.
about job search. They keep talking CRAMER].
about work-related activity.
(Mr.
CRAMERasked
askedand
and
s given
(Mr. CRAMER
was
given
Under the Deal substitute. a person permission to revise and extend his recould spend up to 2 years in job search marks.)
plan is more than tough. It is down- without ever doing any real work. And.
And,
Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise
right cruel. It is brutal to children, the ladies and gentlemen.
gentlemen, looking
looking is
is not
not in strong support of the Deal subelderly and families that are trying to working.
stitute, the only deficit reducing welget back on their feet.
Then the Deal substitute has a loop- fare reform plan.
The bottom line here is that the Re- hole big enough for 500.000 welfare reMr. Chairman, we must reform
Mr.
reform the
the welfare
welfare
publican plan takes food out of the cipients
cipients to walk through. You see.
see, system
system from
from top to bottom.
sysbottom. The current
cuent
sysmouths of hungry children, children caseload attrition counts as
as work
work parpar- tem does
not
notwork.
work. It was intended to be a
whose only sin is having parents who ticipation. It is a kind of caseload re- safetydoes
net for poor children
children and
and families,
families, but
but itt
are working through tough times or el- volving door. One person going on and has become a burned-out bureaucracy that
derly folks who have to make daily de- off the
the rolls
timesinin a year encourages laziness and discourages people
rolls three times
cisions
cxsions between
between buying food or medi- would count as three people going to from finding work.
cine.
work. The Republican plan requires not
I support
support welfare
welfarereform,
reform,and
and am
am going
going to
I yield 2½ minutes to the gentiewoman
gentlewoman
THURMAN], one of
from Florida [Mrs. THURMAN].
the original cosponsors of this amendment.
(Mrs. THURMAN
(Mrs.
THURMAN asked
asked and
and was
was
given permission to revise and extend
her remarks.)
Mrs. THURMAN. Mr. Chairman, the
Republicans pledged to enact a tough
welfare reform bill.
bill. The
TheRepublican
Republican

Let us set the record straight right only real work but a real net decrease vote for the strongest plan possible. I am coccnow. This not about welfare cheats. in the caseload.
sponsoring a plan drafted by the coalition,
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was like this. We went with one guid- called a workfare bill. Do you know
ing principle, and that is if life, as one how many people are working
working now
now that
that
man once said, is about nothing else, it
best plan before Congress to get people off is about the dignity that comes with we have had the 1988 bill for 6 years,
26.000 people
people Out
out of 4½ million people
welfare and get them into the workforce.
earning one's own way.
are
working.
That
is how many people
The weUare
welfare reform
reform plan
plan I support would:
would
Our bill is the only one that really
Impose a 2-year lifetime limit on welfare
we'fare and truly tries to get people back to are going to be working under the Deal
benefits.
work with self-sufficiency contracts. bill. It is the same old wine and it is
Demand that people who get welfare start with a partnership with the State. We not even in new bottles. It is the same
their job search immediately upon receiving try to fix the things that are wrong old wine in the same old bottles.
We are taxing middle-class
middle-class AmeriAmen.
beneffts,
benefits.
with the Federal system before
before we
we
Impose tougher enforcement of child sup- dump it on the governors and the legis- cans. We are pouring the money into
billions and billions of dollars worth of
port, with provisions
provisions to
to revoke
revoke driver's
dnvers licenses latures and the cities of this Nation.
bureaucracies, personal
personal employemployand withhold income of people who fail to pay
I have letters from the U.S. Con- new bureaucracies
child support.
ference of Mayors, the National League ability plans, education and training.
Provide States with funding for job training of Cities against H.R. 4 because of what No where does the bill define work as
which is a group belong
be'ong to made up of conservative and
and moderate
moderate House
House Members.
Members.
servative
The plan support is tough but fair. It is the
I

for recipients so they can get off welfare and
into work.

Whde other
other welfare
welfare proposals
proposals have
have been
been
While
criticized for cutting the National School Lunch

Program, the plan I support does not affect
school
school lunches
'unches or any other nutrition program.
with the current
current welfare
welfare system
system
The problem wfth
is not the School Lunch Program. The problem is the welfare system doesn't give people

they see coming down the road

work. and nobody will be working.
in work,

terms of unfunded
unfunded ma.ndates.
mandates. But I am

not going to get into all that tonight.
Let me tell you what I am going to
to
talk about with the little time I have
got left. Very similar to our bill,
bill, 162

The bill does nothing about illegitimacy. It allows the illegitimacy
illegitimacy rate
rate
to continue to grow. It creates new bureaucracies instead of requiring work.
It maintains the Federal lock hold on

the welfare
welfare system.
system.ItIt is the
the kind
kind of
of
a bill just like this, almost like
like it,
it, and
and welfare reform that we have had in the
Republicans in the last Congress signed

we have been working with them a long past.
time.
Mr. Chairman, it proves that we need
The plan support provides benefits for a
The six of us that are sponsors of this not just to end welfare as we know it,
it.
limited amount of time,
time, during
during which
which yu
you must
must bill cannot be accused of being partisan we need to end welfare reform as we
look for a job. No more something for nothing. voters. We have had, we collectively know it.
My plan is the only one that reduces the have,
have. I would suggest, the most nonVote for the Republican welfare bill
deficft. It costs less than the current system, partisan voting record in this House and against the Deal substitute.
deficit.
and it specifically
specificafly directs
directs the
the savings
savingsto
to go to.
to- over the time we have been here. And
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield
any incentive to work.
I

1

for the criticism that comes from the minute to the gentleman from Iowa
savings toward paying for tax cuts.
(Mr. LATHAM].
Republicans tonight on some
some of
of the
the [Mr.
This proposal is tough but sensible,
sensible. It pro- things that they have been for until it
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Chairman, I thank
vides reasonable assistance for those in need was here tonight as our bill, I think, is the gentleman for yielding
yielding time
time to
to me.
me.
for
for aa limited
limited amount
amount of
of time,
time. It provides the disgusting arid disgusting for this reareaMr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise
rise to oppose Mr.
means and the incentive
incentive to
to get
gel off
off welfare
welfare and
and son. The American people have got DEAL'S
DEAL's substitute
substitute amendment to the
get a job.
enough sense to know that neither Personal Responsibility Act. The curThe House is expected to hold votes on
on the
the party has got a monopoly on wisdom rent welfare system is fundamentally
coalition's welfare reform plan and competing and virtue. And they are tired of par- broken. We must replace it. instead of
proposals by Friday aftemoon.
afternoon.
tisan gamesmanship and this unbeliev- tinkering around the edges.
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman, able rhetoric at the level that there is,
The Deal substitute retains ultimate
I yield 33 minutes
minutes to the
the gentleman
gentleman and 162 of you were for it when we had power in the hands of Federal bureau(Mr. TANNER].
TANNER], one of this almost same bill in the last Con- crats.
from Tennessee [Mr.
crats. Allow
Allow me
me to
to give
give some
some examples:
examples:
the original cosponsors of this legisla- gress. and now all of a sudden it is bad.
States will still have to come to
tion.
I think it isisaashame.
shame. II think
think the Washington bureaucrats
to get waivers
(Mr. TANNER
to to try anything new or innovative.
TANNER asked
askedand
and was given American people want this Congress to
permission to revise and extend his re- work for them and do something about These waivers can take years to obmarks.)
our problems. We have got a chance to tain,
tain.
Mr. TANNER. Mr. Chairman, I want do it tonight, and I would urge us to
The Deal substitute also preserves
lay
aside
our
partisan
differences
and
to thank the gentleman from Georgia
the
Federal bureaucrats power over
over
to
do
that.
try
DEAL] and say that the six of us
[Mr. DEAL)
work programs.
programs. More
More "Washington
who have been working on
on this
this for
for 3.
3.
0 1915
Knows Best."
Best.' Job
Job placement
placement vouchers.
vouchers,
almost 4 years now,
now, none
noneof
of us are Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I would work supplementation and workfare
committee
committee chairmen, none of us are say to the previous speaker that if we are all subject to the blessing of Fedranking members of a committee, and started pointing out the good parts. eral bureaucrats,
bureaucrats.
so the gentleman was right when
when he
he they would start losing votes
I
support
the Personal Responsibility
votes
on
that
said it is really. I think, a tribute to side.
Act because it will not require Govthe merit of this work that our staffs side,
ahead of
of Washing
Washing
Chairman. I yield 1½ minutes to ernors—who are far ahead
and others have done that we are even theMr.
gentleman
gentieman from
fromMissouri
Missouri[Mr.
(Mr.TA1..TAi.- ton when it comes to welfare reform—
on the floor tonight.
ENT].
to seek permission from Federal buWe looked at our welfare system
system
Mr.
reaucrats for their innovate welfare-toMr.
Chairman,
TALENT.
Mr.
Chairman.
I
thank
again about 4 years ago and decided the gentleman for yielding time to
me. work programs.
that we needed to change it for three
Let us look at what the Republican
The bottom line is that the Deal subor four reasons.
actually does. It actually requires stitute fails to meet the public demand
One, the present system encouraged bill
actual people actually on the welfare to end welfare as we know
know it.
it. II urge
urge my
my
unwed motherhood, and that is wrong.
wrong. case load to work:
work;
2.225.000
2.225,000
people
by
colleagues
to
vote
against
the
Deal
arid we changed that in our bill.
beginning of the next decade will substitute.
substitute,
Second, it discouraged two-parent the
have to work under the Republican Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield 1½
families, and that is wrong, and we
we bill. Arid
And it is work as the American minutes to the gentleman from Georchanged incentives in the system in people
understand work, working at a gia [Mr.
(Mr.COLLINS],
COLLINS]. aa member
member of the
this bill.
job.
committee.
Third.
Third, we knew we had to do child
Let us look at what the Deal bill has.
Mr. COLLINS of Georgia. Mr. Chaircare and some things for kids so that It has job search,
search. It has education
education and
and man. I thank the gentleman for yieldpeople could
could accept
accept aa job
job and
and go to training. It has personal employability man,
ing time to me.
work, and we went about this in a way plans. Where have we seen
that
that before?
before?
Members. opportunity knocks only
Members,
that was quiet in many respects. But it In the 1988 welfare bill,seen
which was also once. But temptation will beat your
ward deficit reduction. Other plans put their
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door down. The Deal substitute is a funding
funding is guaranteed to Govemors
Governors but there funded mandates that States and comtemptation. It is a temptation that is no guarantee
guarantee of
of aa school
schoollunch
lunch meal
meal for
for our
our munities wifl
will ever see.
continues an open-end entitlement pro. children.
children. The
The block
block grant
grant funding
fundingsystem
system does
does
We have a letter from the Conference
gram.
not allow for any of this and
and wifi
will force the of Mayors.
Mayors, indicating they think
think that
that
What is an entitlement? An entitle- State
State of
of Texas
Texas to
to make
make up
up for
for lost
lost funding ei- it is a shift, made reference to the fact
ment simply means that if you fit the ther by raising taxes or cutting services. Cut- that the Governors.
Governors, Republican Govcriteria of a program, you are
are entitled
entitled ting
ting services
services means fewer meals.
ernors Association endorsed a letter
to the money that comes from that The
The Comptroller
Comptrollerfor
forthe
theState
Stateof
ofTexas
Texas estiesti- against us. I notice that only eight of
program. Should not states have the mated a loss of federal
federa' revenues of over
over $1
$1 them signed it. I thought you had sigopportunity to adjust their criteria?
criteria? billion in the next 22 years
years iff the
the Republican
Republican nificantly
nificanty more
more than
than that.
that. Maybe they
No. under the Deal substitute, they welfare
welfare bill
bill is passed.
passed. Congress
Congress must
must not
not will get around to signing it later.
continue to be faced with mandates
mandates of
of force
force this
this massive
massive cost
cost shift
shift onto
onto the
the States.
States.
Let me talk to you about the issue of
how to beat that criteria.
We passed
passed the
the unfunded
unfunded mandates
mandates but
but this flexibility. We talk about flexibility,
flexibility to
to will be an unfunded mandate beyond any and we talk about funding. This is the
States should have the flexibility
adjust. A lot has been
been said
said about
about Gov- other. The State
State of
of Texas
Texaswill
will be forced to funding mechanism, you are not going
ernors, Republican Governors, mainly. take charge
charge of
of programs
programs which
which the Federal to be able
ab'e to get people off of work by
but I want to mention a Democrat Gov- Govemment is abandoning.
cutting child care benefits. You are not
ernor from Georgia,
Georgia. Zell Miller. a real
We must not turn our backs
backs on
on the
thechildren,
children, going to get people off of work without
leader in welfare reform.

seniors, or any Americans. I support the Deal

Just last December. he said, "MAC, substitute and II ask
ask for
for its
itspassage.
passage.
when it comes to welfare reform, just
Mr.
DEAL. Mr.
Mr. DEAL.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. I yield
send me the money. Even if you have such time as he may consume to the
to send it be less.
less, I will handle
handle welfare
welfare gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. FORD].
reform in Georgia."
Georgia.' And he has and he
(Mr. FORD asked and was given perwill continue to do so.

giving them the incentive for additional transitional Medicaid so that a
working mother does not lose the
the
health care for her children. And that
costs the money. You have got to have
incentives for people to go to work. We

mission to revise and extend his re- do it and we save money.
Let us end the Washington bureauc- marks.)
How much is it going to cost? I want
racy. Let us give the States and the Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman. I rise in to talk to you about how much it is
local governments the ability to assist strong support of the Deal substitute. I going to cost.
their citizens. Compassion begins at have worked with him over
over the
the past
past 66 The CBO scores these things. That is
home, my colleagues.
colleagues, not in Washing- weeks,
weeks. arid we have looked closely at what they are there for, and they are
ton.
ton.
this bill. And we strongly support this now under the Republicans' control.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I reserve substitute for a real work bill.
the balance of my time.
Chairman. I yield
Mr. DEAL. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. such time as he may consume to the
I yield such time as he may consume to gentleman
gentleman from
from Georgia
Georgia (Mr.
[Mr. LEWIS].
LEWIS].
the gentleman from Texas,
Texas. Mr.
Mr. GENE
GENE
(Mr. LEWIS
LEV'IS of Georgia asked arid
and was
GREEN.

given permission to revise and extend
(Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas asked his remarks.)
and was given permission to revise and
Mr. LEWIS of Georgia. Mr. Chairextend his remarks.)
man.
man, I rise in support of the Deal bill.
Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas. Mr.
Mr. DEAL. Mr. Chairman, I yield myChairman, I rise in support of the Deal self the balance of my time.
amendment.
I

support the substitute

And we have talked about how much
things are going to cost.
CBO has scored both bills, and they
have looked at it from the standpoint
of are you achieving the goal of getting

people off of welfare and into work.
What do they say? They say that we

can meet our work requirements under
the bill and probably not use all of the
resources.

What do they say about the Repub-

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I said at the outset lican version? They simply say that
offered by Rep- that we are the Cinderella team here. none of the 50 States. including the ter-

resentative DEAL
resentative
DEAL which
which provides
provides real reform of
our Nation's weltare
welfare system
systemwithout
without penalizing
penalizing
children,
seniors,
or
economically

disadvantaging people. Congress must pro-

vide training and transitional assistance
assistance to
to
move Americans
Americans from
from welfare
welfare to
to work.
work. Without
Without

providing
providing the
the helping
hetping hand
hand to welfare participants, Congress
Congress will
wilt force
force them
them to
to make
make aa
choice between health care benefits, child
care and
and housing
housing assistance,
assistance,or
orwork.
work. No
No one
one
should be
be forced
forced to
to pick
pick between
between their
their children
children
or work.
We must take charge
charge and
and reform
reform the welfare system
system which
which penalizes
penalizesfamilies
families for
for staystaying together
togetheror
ortrying
trying to
toobtain
obtainwork
workwhich
whichwill
will

We are just pleased to be invited to the ritories. will be able to reach the goals
ball. We had to come as we were. One of of work that they schedule.
our stepsisters got invited. They were
You can talk about us being able to
supposed to be the one that wore the allow people
peop'e to look for jobs and job
shipper. We have taken 2 days and 31 search. Yes, we do require that within
visits to the beauty shop to try to im- 30 days from the time we began. But.
But,
prove their dress, to improve their hair gentleman and ladies on the other side,
style and to give
give them
them a facial you allow people to sit at home for 2
makeover.
years and never have to go to work.
But we are glad to be invited to the They do not even have to look in the
ball. We thank all of you for that op- yellow pages or in the work section of
portunity.
the newspaper.
Let me address some of the issues
I would urge Members to look at this
that you have stated previously. First bill on the merits. We think it is a sub-

of all, we think that unfortunately,
unfortunately. if stantial improvement over what is

cause the loss
loss of
of several
several assistance
assistance propro- you are going to break welfare,
welfare. you
grams. The
grams.
The Deal
Deal substitute
substitute does
does provide
provide this
this have to get people to work. You saw
assistance
thecrucial
crucial transition
transition period. A 2assistance inin the
2- the charts that were displayed
displayed on
on this
this
year extension for medical
medical assistance
assistance allows a side.
welfare recipient to better their life
life and
and keep
The one glaring error is that on the
their
their health
health care
care benefits.
Republican bill you can count someThe Deal substitute
substitute is
is tough
tough love
love but
but itit pro- body in your work requirements just
vides the helping hand for recipients to move by simply kicking them off the rolls
on to a better
better Iffe.
life. Deal
Deal requires
requires double the whether they ever to go work or not.
number of people to work than the Repub- We do not allow that.
licans do and provides more assistance.
assistance. While
While
Let us look at the percentages here.
the Republicans c'aim
claim they are
are tough
tough on re- You will see the percentages. As you
quiring work
quiring
work for
forwelfare,
welfare,the
theDeal
Dealsubstitute
substitute notice,
notice. one of the makeovers did inrequires it.
crease the percentages, but it did not
The Deal substitute allows nutrition pro- give the States any additional revenue
grams to continue under
under current
current iaw.
law. The Re- to achieve
achieve these
these goals.
goals. If
If it costs
publican bifl
bill cuts
cuts school
school lunch and completely money to get people to work,
work, where
where is
is
changes the
changes
the enre
enre program.
program. Under the Re- the extra revenue to get them to work?
pubhcan's bill, school breakfast and lunch We believe it is one of the largest unpublican's

being
being offered.

We are Cinderella, and we believe at
the end of the ball we will be wearing
the slipper.

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I yield

myself the balance of my
my time.
time.

Mr. Chairman, we have had a long
few days. I think we have had
had some
some
good moments in this Chamber, and I
think we have had some of our worst
moments in this Chamber. But I am

struck by the fact that no one has
come to the floor and defended the status quo. despite the fact that for so
many years the Democrats of this

House have prevented real welfare reform.

The gentleman from Tennessee who

spoke just a few moments ago about
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working with us on other legislation.
It is long past time to "end welfare as we
budget of families working hard to get off welhe has. The gentleman from Texas IMr.
SmNHOLM] mentioned
STENHOLM]
mentioned the
the child care
bill. We worked on that together.
together. arid
and
we got good legislation.
The problem is here there is
is too
too

know it."
it" We
move beyond
We need to move
beyond political
pofltical fare. And, most unfortunately,
rhetoric, and
rhetoric,
and offer
offeraasimple
simplecompact
compact
thatthat
pro-provides people more opportunity
opportunity in
in retum
return for
for
more responsibility.
responsibility.

have a few common-sense criteria which
any welfare plan must meet to get my vote,
vote.
It must require all able-bodied recipients to
work for their benefits,
benefits.
It
It must
must require
require teenage
teenage mothers
mothers to live at
home or other supervised setting.
It must create a child support enforcement
system with teeth so that deadbeat parents
support their children.
It must establish a time limit so that welfare
benefits are
benefits
are only
only a temporary
temporary means
means of
of sup-

it will
Will be
be the
children in these families
families who
who will
will suffer
suffer the
the

most."
Unlike the
the Republican
Republican bill,
bifl, the

Deal

bW
bill

maintains the guarantee that no kid will
wifl go to
much politics and there is not enough
school hungry. The Deal bill budgets enough
cure. But let us look for a minute. I
funding for child care to make sure no kid will
want to be very complimentary of the
be left at home alone when mom and dad go
gentieman from
gentleman
from Georgia
Georgia lMr.
lMr.DEAL)
DEAL) for
to
to work.
work. As
As Govemor
Governor Dean
Dean points
points out,
out, the
the ReRedoing this and being able to bring
doing
'not only appears to reduce child
publican bill "not
about some of the Members of his party
care assistance by
by roughly
roughly 20
20 percent
percent over
over 44
who
who are
are dead fast against any reform
years, it would not account for projected in.
into bring them on board.
creases
in child care needs for w&fare
creases in
welfare recipirecipiYou say you have been back and
ents
ents who
who are
are required
required to
to work
work under
under the
the bill."
bill."
forth to the beauty parlor. Some areas
The Deal
Deal bill
bill makes
makes sure
surewelfare
welfare recipients
recipients
you have sat under the dryer too long. port.
can go
go to
to work
can
workwithout
without fearing
fearing for their
their chilI might say. I think that there are
It must
It
must be
be tough
tough on
on those
those who have de- dren's
dren's safety—a
safety—acritical
critical element
element of
of workable
workable
areas that your bill is very commend- frauded the system.
welfare reform.
able. But I am not here to tell you And it must give states maximum flexibility As Govemor
Governor Roy
Roy Roemer
Roemer of
of Colorado
Co'orado
where you did good.
to shape their welfare
we'fare system to their needs, points
points out,
out, "it is unacceptable
unacceptable to
to expect a parI am here to tell you where you while upholding
upho'ding the important national objec- ent to enter
enter employment
employment if it means their
their chilchilmessed up. And I know you messed up tives I have just listed.
dren's safety and
and well-being
well-being is jeopardized
jeopardized by
by
because of the compromises
compromises that
that you
you
Tuesday, in debate on the House floor, Mr. lack of child care or
or medical
medical assistance."
assistance." GovGovhad to make to bring so many of your CASTLE
said the
the Republican
CASTLE said
Republican bill
biD is a "big
ernor
ernor Gaston
Gaston Caperton
Caperton of West Virginia
Virginia tells
tells
Members aboard.
bang" approach to changing welfare. He was us
us that "we need to
to eliminate
eliminate the
the disincentives
disincentives
You increase the deficit by 52 billion. right—and it's the kids who are getting banged to
to work
welfare system,
work running through our weUare
system,
This is not a time to do this. The Re- up.
by providing transitional health and child care
publican bill decreases the deficit. It
As Governor
Govemor Mike Lowry of Washington benefits." Unlike the Republican bill, the Deal
adds back to 567 billion. That is a big. State says regarding the Republican bill, "I bill provides adequate
adequate funding
funding for
for thHd
child care,
care,
big difference.
recognize the serious need to reshape and re- and extends Medicaid
Medicaid eligibihty
eligibility for an addiaddiYou increase taxes. That is a mistake vitalize our public welfare system, but I op- tional year to he'p
help people
people move
move from
from we!fare
welfare
in this atmosphere. It is a mistake to pose prescriptive Federal mandates that would to work.
increase taxes, and you increase it on harm children."
The Deal bill also cracks down on deadbeat
over 2 million middle-income families.
I rise today to support the Deal substitute.
parents to make sure
That is a very, very big mistake. You This is the only bill before this House which they
they live
to their
theirresponsbflity
responsibility
support
live up to
to to
support
should not have done it. You should meets my criteria.
criteria. It
It is
is the
the only
only bill
bill before
before us
us their kids,
kids. It sends a crystal
crysta' clear message to
not have weakened to that.
which makes fundamental changes to the cur- all Americans: You should not become a parparIt is weak on work. There is no ques- rent system without hurting children.
ent until you are able to provide and care for
I

tion about it. When you say someone is
The Deal substitute reinforces the values
looking for work, that counts as work. which Americans share: Hard work, self dis-

And you say you are tough on work.

All you have to do is go home and say.

I am working on my resume or send

your resume to be president of General
Motors and by God you are
are looking
looking for
for
work. But that should not score.
On our side we say that you cannot.

it is not a question of sitting
sitting home
home 22
years. Many of the Governors today.
they provide that you have got to work

the first day. You absolutely gut the

program that is now in place in places
such as Massachusetts and Michigan.
Michigan.
where they are requiring them to go to
work.

Under the Deal bill they can say. I
am getting an education arid
and training.
I am not going to go to work.
work. II got
got 22

years.

Under our bill, the States can say.
say,

cipline and personal responsibility. Itt is tough
on work, fair to kids, holds recipients accountable to the government,
govemment, and makes both parents responsible for
for taking
taking care
care of
of their
their chilchildren.
d re n.
The Deal
The
Deal bill is tougher on work than any
proposal before the House. As Governor
Govemor Tom
Carper of Delaware wrote, the Republican bill

and responsbHity.
responsibility.
Instead of strengthening families and instilling personal responsibility, the system
system penalpenalizes two-parent families, and lets too many ab-

sent parents who owe
owe child
child support
supoort off
off the
the
hook.

The Deal bill puts the teeth into our child
support enforcement system that the Republicans took out of their bill. It includes the provisions Mrs. KENNELLY and fought
fought for in the
Rules Committee last week which withholds or
suspends the professional and driver's liI

censes of people who have not made their
child support payments.

The Deal bill
bili will send a strong message
"will not do what the
the pubhc
public is demanding—.
demanding— that
that parents—even
parents—even teenagers—must
teenagers—must be rethat is, ensure that welfare recipients work."
sponsible for their children. Under this bill,
Under the Deal bill, each individual coming teen mothers will be
be required
required to
to live
live at
at home
home
onto AFOC
AFDC wilt
will be required to sign a comcom- and stay in school. We will send the message
prehensive
prehensive individualized responsibility plan. that
that we
we will
will support
support children
children of
of teenagers
teenagers only
only
This contract outhnes
outlines what welfare recipients
recipients while their parents are preparing to support

must do in order to receive Government
Govemment as- them
them independently.
independently.
sistance. The plan requires that each recipient
The Deal bill is also better than the Repubbegin to look
00k for
for aa job
job immediately,
immediately, and work lican bill for what it does not oo. The Repubto gain the tools which
which will
will move
move them from lican bill wages an attack on the basic food
welfare to work. Nobody
Nobody who
who refuses
refuses to
to work
work programs that make
make sure
sure every
every chUd
child in this
will get benefits.

no.
no, you do not. You are going to work
In addition, the Deal bill requires States to
right now, because there is work
work Out
out meet higher participation rates than the Rethere and it is there for you and you publican
pubUcan bill
bill does.
does. The Republican bill
bill would
would
are going to be able to take it.
count any kind of caseload reduction towards
The unfunded mandates and keeping States' work participation rates, whether peothe bureaucracy here in Washington is ple
ple are working or not
not.Under
Under the
the Deal
Deal bill,
bill,
the greatest tragedy of this bill.
people will
wifi be given the opportunity to gain the
Vote "no" on the Deal bill.
skills they need to get a job—with time limits

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman,
the current
Chairman, the
current welwelfare system is at
at odds
odds with
withthe
the core
core values
values
Americans share: work, opportunity,
opportunfty, family,

your child.
child.
your

country has at least one good meal a day. Despite rhetoric to the contrary, the Republican
bill
bill cuts
cuts spending
spending for
for child
child nutrition
nutrition programs
programs
almost $7 billion below the funding that would
be provided by current law.

Do not just rely on me to tell you. Gov.
Howard Dean of Vermont says, the Republican bill
bill "would
"would decrease
decrease funding,
funding, repeal nu-

tritional standards and permit States to siphon
that create the right incentives to do so.
off school lunch funds to pay for other proThe Deal
also better than the Repub- grams. This is wrong and it should
Dea' bill is a'so
shou'd be stopped
lican bill
bili for what it does not do—it does not in its tracks."
make children pay for the behavior of their
In the Republican bill, funding for the
parents. As Governor
Govemor Benjamin Cayetano of Women, Infants and Children Program is reHawaii says, 'The Republican proposal will duced compared
comparedto
tocurrent
currentsaw—and
law—andprovFprovibite into the already overburdened safety nets sions requiring competitive bidding on baby
of State
State and
and local
local government
govemment and numerous formula
decision
formula have been removed. That decision
nonprofit organizations. It will
wifl bite into the tight alone will
will take
take $1
Si billion of food out of the
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mouths of children each year, and put the
money in the pockets of big business. This
simply
simp'y defies common sense. No one in
America could possibly argue that this is "reform."
The
The Deal
Deal bill
bill maintains
maintains the
the current-law
current-law comcompetitive requirements in WIC that save money
for the taxpayers—and increase the number of
women and children we can help in this program.
gram.

The Deal bill also maintains current funding
levels for foster care. Adoption and foster care
services are already overloaded, and are failfai'-

ing our children. At a time when the need for
foster care, group homes, and adoption is likely to rise dramatically, the Republican welfare
we'fare
plan would cut Federal
Federal support
support for
for foster
foster care
care
and adoption by $4 billion
biHon over 5 years.
As Governor
Govemor Lowry says, "The
"The overall
overall effect
effect
of the welfare
wetfare reform proposal may force more
children into
children
into foster
fostercare;
care; yet the State will
will
have fewer funds to meet this increased need.
Moreover, if the funds provided are diverted
primarily
pnmanly into
into foster
foster care,
care, then
then there
there will
will be
be
even less money available for family support
and preservation, adoption, finding permanent
homes for children, or prevention."
The Republican bill
bifl restricts State flexibility.
flexibihty.
Gov. Mel Camahan of Missouri says that H.R.
1214 "would undermine the reform that has already begun in States like
Missouri" because
'ike Missoun"
it would
would 'provide
"prode (block
(block grants)
grants) with very little
little
flexibility.
The
legislalion
legislation
is
full
of
micromanagement prescriptions. Furthermore,
the
the funding
funding to
to achieve
achieve true
true reform
reform and
and provide
provide
for recipients
recipients in
in harsh
harsh economic
economic periods
periods would
would
for

be,
be, at
at best,
best, uncertain."
uncertain." Governor
Governor Dean
Dean says
says
that RR.
H.R.1214
1214"is
'is overly
overly prescriptive
prescriptive by
by telling
telling
States
who
States how to design their reforms and who
they can serve,
serve. It fails to meet the commitment
ment of
of the
the leadership
leadership to
to grant
the
grant States the

flexibility we view as critical to successful
State-based welfare reform."

As Governor
Govemor Carnahan
Camahan says, the Deal bill
"acknowledges what is needed to help people

move from
move
from welfare
welfare to
to work.
work.This
This measure
measure
would emphasize work requirements, bind recipients to an individual responsibility contract
in order to receive benefits, and encourage responsible parenting."
Both Democrats and Republicans agree the
current
current wetfare
welfare system
system needs
needsto
to be
be overhauled. The Deal bill is tough on work without
being tough on kids,
kids. It represents true welfare
reform—not the wealth-fare reform the Republicans propose.
The Deal bill is the change we need to end
welfare as we know it. I urge your support for
this bill.
I would
would like
like to
to submit the text of these letters from Governors
Govemors across the country for the
RECORD.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE GOVERNOR.

Montpeiier.
Montpelier. VT,
VT March
March 22.
22. 1995.

Hon.
Hon. RicH,Ro
RICHARD
G-RzT.
GEPHAROT.
Democratic
Democratic Leader,
Leader, I-louse
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
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are already seeing encouraging results. ful
In work experience concurrent to learning

the first six months of operation, the number more effecttvejob
effectivejob skills. It also will save the
of employed
employed parents
parents in
in our
our program in- state millions of dollars.
creased by 19 percent and their average
Under the House Republican bill, welfare
monthly earnings grew by 23 percent.
stands a good change of becoming well-unWe were
were hopeful
hopeful that
that federal reforms fair. Unfair to welfare recipients who will see
promised by the 104th Congress would com- basic benefits cut and eligibility standards
plement and propel Vermont's reform initia- devised which do not work in the real world.
tive. However, after closely following the And, unfair to the states who will find themprogress of welfare refOrm
reform in the House and selves
paying Out
out of
of their
their own
own pocket for
examining the details of
of HR.
H.R 1214,
1214. II can
can only
only selves mandated,
but not funded.
funded, by Conconclude that this proposal will deal a severe programs
gress.
blow to our efforts in Vermont by shifting
On the surface, the House Republican bill's
responsibility and costs to the states.
of turning 336 welfare programs into 8
First.
First, I believe there is a national interest goals
grants sounds appealing. It sounds like
in protecting children and
and that
that aa child
child in
in block
cOmmon sense,
sense. ItIt sounds
sounds like
like government
Mississippi
Mississippi is
is no
no less
less important
important than
than aa child
child common
the Sound
sound bites of the
wise. In reality, the
in Minnesota,
Minnesota. Any welfare reform should em- being
brace this national priority and ensure that House Republicans are just that—sound
children are protected and not penalized for bites. The Republican proposal will bite into
the mistakes of others. The Personal Re- the already overburdened safety nets of state
sponsibility Act fails to meet this minimum and local government and numerous nontest of decency and represents a declaration profit organizations. It will bite into the
tight budget of families working hard to get
of war on America's
Americas children.
And, most unfortunately, it will
The failure of the leadership to meet this off welfare. Arid,

test is best illustrated by their proposal to be the children in these families who will
block grant the school lunch
lunch prograni,
program, aa propro. suffer most.
We in Hawaii cannot let this happen. Our
gram that works and puts
puts food
food directly
directly into
into
the mouths of hungry children.
children. The
The bill
bill community will not stand idly by while others attempt
attempt to
to hobble
hobble our
our ability
ability to
to care
care for
for
would decrease funding, repeal national nu- ers

trition
trition standards
standards and
and permit
permit states
states to
to siphon
siphon
off school lunch funds to pay for other programs. This is wrong
and
wrong and it should be
stopped
stopped dead in its tracks.
Second. states
states have
have asked
askedfOr
for flexibility
flexibility to
to

tailor welfare reforms to meet the special
circumstances
circumstances present
present in
in every
everystate.
state.H.R.
HR.
1214 is overly prescriptive by telling states
how to design their reforms and who they
can serve. It fails to meet the commitment

our
our vulnerable
vulnerable populations.
populations.
I and other Democratic Governors believe —
that the health and safety of children should

be protected.
protected. That
That means
means welfare
welfare reform
reform
be
with compassion. The House Republicans
proposal overlooks this key guiding principle
of welfare.

This proposal also restricts a state's ability to gain meaningful welfare reform tailored to the specific needs of an individual
of the leadership to grant states the flexibil- state. I stand with my fellow Democratic
ity we view as critical to successful state- Governors in asking for significant state
based welfare reform.
flexibility which is free of the bureaucratic
Finally,
Finally. I am convinced, based on our expe- prescriptive language
language and hazy funding
funding
rience in Vermont. that real welfare reform mechanisms.
will not save the states or the federal govCongressman Gephardt. your leadership in
ernment money in the short run. If the lead- crafting a reality based welfare reform bill is
ership is serious about moving people from heartily appreciated in the Aloha State. The
welfare to
to real
real and
and meaningful
meaningful work,
work, itit has
has Democratic Governors have been national
welfare
missed
missed the mark. Slashing $69 billion dollars leaders in the welfare reform movement,
and
over five years from the very programs that we stand ready to help you inmovement.
way poswould help people transition from welfare to sible to fashion a welfare bill any
will emwork is a demonstration of the leadership's phasize personal responsibility, that
self.
promote selfseriousness of purpose in welfare reform. sufficiency,
provide economic opportunity
Without sufficient federal support for true sufficiency.
and encourage families to stay together.
welfare reform, H.R. 1214 is simply another
unfunded mandate imposed on the states.

Dick, I stand ready to work
work with
with you
you in
in

With warmest personal regards.
Very truly yours.
yours,

J. CAYETANO.
CAYETANO,
BENJAMIN J.

any way to improve this bill and I appreciate
your leadership on this critical issue. Please
feel free to call on me if I can be of any assistance.
Sincerely.
HOWARD
D, M.D.
HOWARD
DEAN.
M.D.
Governor.

ExEctrrrvE
EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS,
CHAMBERS.
Honolulu, HI.
I-loriolulu,
.1-lI,March
March21.
21.1995.
1995.
Hon.
RiCas.. GEP1-IARDT.
Hon. RICHARD
GEPHAIWT,

House Democratic
I-louse
Democratic Leader.
Leader, U.S. Capitol. Washington.
ington. DC.
DE,.R CONGRESSMAN
CONGRESSMANGEPHARDT
GEPHARDr On
On behalf
behalf

of the State of Hawaii.
Hawaii, I want to express my
strong support for the efforts of the House
Washington. DC.
Democrats to craft a bill that would produce
DE,sJ
REPRESENTATWE
GEiARur: As
As the meaningful and effective welfare reform.
Di RPRESENTATWE
GEPHARDT:
House of Representatives debates welfare reHouse
The State of Hawaii believes that real wel-

form. I wanted to share with you my con- fare reform invests in people. This means
cerns about the Republican proposal,
proposal. H.R. welfare programs that train people for the
1214. The Personal Responsibility Act.
kinds of jobs that will allow
allow them
them to
to earn
earn aa
Vermont was the first state
state in
in the
the nation
nation decent living, to live a life off welfare,
welfare. to be

to implement a statewide welfare reform ini- self sufficient. Our state Department of
tiative that includes both work requirements Human Sex-vices
Services isistaking
taking action
action to make
and time limits. Our goals are to strengthen this kind of program a reality. We have in
incentives
incentives to
to work,
work, make
make dependence
deperdence on place programs which require recipients to
cash assistance transitional, and promote work part-time while receiving job skills
good parenting and individual responsibility. training. This type of program empowers the
Although our reforms took effect in July we recipients by providing them with meaning-

Governor.
Governor,
OFFICE
GovERNOR,
OFFICE OF
OFTHE
Tf GOVERNOR.

Jefferson City, MO,
MO. March 22, 1995.
Hon. RICHARD
RICHARD GEPHARDT,
GEPfARDT.

I-louse Democratic
House
Democratic Leader.
Leader. Washington,
Washington. DC.

DE DICK:
DEAR
DICK:
I amwriting
writingtotoexpress
express my
I am
proposal.
concerns about the welfare reform proposal,
H.R. 1214. scheduled this week for debate on
the House floor. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately. this legislation
tion is
is not
not aa serious
serious attempt
attempt to
to reform
reform welwelfare.
fare. If
If passed.
passed, itit would
would cause
cause more
more damage
damage
than
than good
good to
to Missourians
Missourians who
who are
are trying
trying to
to
improve
their Lives.
lives.
improve their
Democratic governors want to accomplish
real welfare reform and understand how to
achieve it,
it. It has been Democratic governors
who have instituted statewide programs to

help recipients break the cycle of dependency and go to work. Democratic governors

know that to achieve true change,
change. people
must become self-sufficient, find and maintain a job. and be responsible for their families.

The welfare reform legislation that was

passed in Missouri last year accomplishes all
of these goals and more. Missouri's program
emphasizes jobs and self-sufficiency. AFDC

recipients, for example must enroll in self-
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sufficiency pacts that are
are time-limit
tthe-limit con- stand will be Considered
by
the
House
this
considered
by
the
should
be
targeted
to
ensuring
ensuring
that
that welfare
welfare
tracts with a 24-month time limit and pos- week.

sible 24-month extension.
sible
extension, Minor parents

must live in their parent's
parents home to receive

AFDC.

Missouri
s reform
Missouri's
reform does
does not stop there,
there.

Work is rewarded by allowing
allowing families
families to
to
keep a greater share of the money they earn
without experiencing a sudden loss of rere-

sources.
sources. Wage
Wage supplements
supplements go
go to
to employers
employers

who create jobs in low-income neighborhoods.
hoods. Child care is
is made
made accessible
accessible for
those who go to work. Paternity acknowledgment at birth is increased. Perhaps most
importantly.
importanriy. Missouri does not tear away
the
safety net
the •'safety
net" for
forchildren.
children. These
These are the
responsible ways
responsible
waystoto help people to help

-

You
You may be aware that earlier this year.
year, I
announced my statewide welfare reform initiative. "A
'A Better
Better Chance,"
Chance," My
My plan seeks to
ensure that 1)
I) work
work pays more than welfare:
2) welfare recipients exercise personal reresponsibility; 3) welfare is transitional: 4)
sponsibility:
both parents help support a child: and.
and, 5)
two-parent families are encouraged,
encouraged. and

teenage pregnancy is discouraged.
Under this plan,
plan. welfare recipients who go
go

to work
work will
will receive
receive an
an additional
additional year
year of
of
to

recipients can successfully
successfully make
make the
the transitransition to work.
work,
The Republican proposal. HR. 1214,
1214. will

not assure that families who work will be
better off than those who
who don't
dont because it
would deny welfare recipients who go to
work the child care,
care. health care,
care. and nutrition assistance they need to improve their
lves and
lives
andto
tokeep
keep their
their children
children healthy
healthy and
and
safe.
safe, That is simply impractical and wrong.
wrong.
For example.
example, H.R.
HR. 1214
1214 will
will not assure
child care assistance to welfare recipients
who go to work, or participate in job training or job search activities,
activities. In
In my
my state,
state. II

child care assistance and
and Medicaid,
Medicaid, as well
as part of their welfare grants for their families and an individual development account
for continuing education, job training, and will be requiring welfare recipients to go to
work. and to ensure that they can prepare
themselves.
themselves,
economic stability. Welfare recipients will work,
for. find
find and
and maintain
maintain aa job.
job, II will
will be
be providprovidUnfortunately, the same cannot be said for be required to sign contracts of mutual rere- for,
ing significant
significant new
new state
state dollars
dollars for
for child
child
HR. 1214.
H.R,
1214. Self-sufficiency
Self-sufficiency and
and work
work are not sponsibility.
sponsibility, and a two-year time limit on
on ing
However. this
this legislation
Iegisation not
emphasized. Support for children is not en- cash assistance for recipients over 19 will be care assistance. However,
sured. In fact, this legislation would under- imposed,
imposed. after which recipients will be re- only appears to reduce the child care assistmine the reform that has already begun in quired to work for their AFDC checks. Teen- ance by roughly 20 percent over five years.
not account
account for
forprojected
projectedinin
states like Missouri. For example:
agers will be required to stay in school, im- but it would not
Block grants (which are
are by
by their
their nature
nature inin- munize their children and participate in creases in child care needs for welfare recipitended to provide flexibility to states) would parenting education. To discourage teenage ents who are required to work under the bill.
be provided along
aiong with very little flexibility. pregnancy, I've begun a grassroots
grassroots and
and I believe that it is unrealistic to expect
The legislation is full of micro-management media outreach campaign to convince teens many welfare recipients to keep working or
prescriptions that are required of States,
States. to postpone sexual activity or avoid becom- participate in job training if they are not
provided some assistance with child care,
Furthermore, the funding to achieve true re- ing or making someone else pregnant.
In essence.
essence, Delaware's
Delaware's plan
plan Contains
contains strong
Additionally, H.R. 1214 allows the one-year
form and provide for recipients in harsh ecowork
requirement:s.
requirements,
addresses
addresses
the—critical
the—critical
extension of Medicaid benefits for welfare renomic periods would be,
be. at best, uncertain.
need
for
child
care
and
health
care
for
poor
cipients who go to work to expire at the end
Welfare recipients are denied the training.
families. helps recipients find pri- of fiscal year 1998. The expiration of this prochild care, and health care
care that
that are
are needed
needed working families,
vate-sector
jobs,
outlines
a
contract
of
mujobs.
vision will remove both the work incentive
to help recipients to quaiify
qualify for,
for, obtain,
obtain, and
and
tualI responsibility
responsibilitybetween
between welfare
welfare recipi- that this provision
keep jobs. In fact,
fact, child care assistance tua
provision provides,
provides,as
aswell
well
state. imposes real time limits assurance that welfare recipients whoasgothe
would be reduced approximately 20% over ents and the state,
to
on benefits, and lifts barriers to the creation work
the next five years,
years.
work and
and their
their children
children can
can continue
continue to
to reof two-parent
two-parent families.
ceive health care coverage. I authored the
Innocent cj-iijdren
children would
would be
be punished
punished be- of
As I've reviewed the House Republican one-year
one -year extension of Medicaid benefits
cause federal
federai funds could not be used to sup- plan.
benefits
l-LR.1214.
1214,I believe
I believethat
thatititwill
will underunder- which was adopted by the House in the
port children born to a young mother,
mother. born plan,H.R.
1988
to current AFDC recipients, or born into a cut our efforts in Delaware to enact real wel- Family Support Act, and I am disappointed
written. HR. 1214 will not en- that this legislation would not extend such aa
family that has received AFDC for more fare reform. As written,
than five years,
years. Foster care
care protections
protections cur- sure that welfare recipients make the transi- work incentive,
incentive. I would urge consideration
tion
to
work,
will
not give states the flexibil- of an additional
rently in place would be eliminated by this
year extension of Medicaid
ity
needed
to
enact
real
welfare
reform,
and
bill and the guarantee of child nutrition profor welfare recipients who go to work, as I
will
not
assure
adequate
protection
for
chilgrams for low-income
low.income children would be dren.
am seeking in my federal waiver application.
application,
dren,
eliminated.
eliminated,
WORK
STATE
STATE
FLEXIBILITY
FLExIBILFri'
These are only a few examples of the problems that are evident with
with the
the Republican
Republican
The House Republican
Republican plan,
plan, HR.
HR. 1214.
1214, will
will
The House Republican
Republican plan.
plan. HR.
HR. 1214.
1214. will
will
approach to welfare
'velfare reform. As for
for alteralter- not ensure that welfare recipients make the not give states the flexibility needed to
work. The litmus
litmus test
test for
for any
any enact real welfare reform.
native approaches, the proposal put forth by transition to work,
reform, In addition to the
Congressman Nathan Deal (the Individual real welfare reform is whether or not it ade- roughly $69 billion projected loss in funding
Responsibility Act
following three
three quesResponsibility
Act of
of 1995)
1995) seems
ques- for these programs, H.R. 1214 significantly
seems to
tobe
be a quately answers the following
Does itit prepare welfare recipients for alters the federal-state partnership
I) Does
much more
more legitii'nate
legith'nate approach to improv- tions 1)
much
partnership which
which
work?
2)
Does
it
help
welfare
recipients
find has assured both federal and state support
ing
ing the current welfare system. This measmeasure acknowledges what is needed to help peo- a job? 3) Does it enable welfare recipients to for children and families in need.
need, Under HR.
ple move from welfare to work.
work, Triis measure maintain a job? The Republican proposal, 1214.
1214, states would not be able to count on in.
inH,R. 1214.
1214, fails
fails to
to meet
meet this
this litmus
litmus test.
test. This
This creased federal support during times of rewould emphasize work
work requirements,
requirements, bind
bind re- H.R.
recipients to an individual
individual responsibility
responsibility conproposal
will
not
do'what
dowhat
the
public
is
deconcession, to help the thousands,
cession.
thousands. perhaps mil.
milensure that
that welfare
welfare recipirecipi- lions of children and families
tract in order to receive benefits, arid en- manding, that is. ensure
fan'ilies who will need
ents work.
courage responsible parenting.
government assistance.
assistance,
Real, meaningful welfare reform requires
Real.
Dick.
Dick. II appreciate
appreciate your
your leadership
leadershipin
in trytryWhen I came to the Congress in 1982, I reing to achieve true welfare
welfare reform.
reform. There
There are recipients to work and my welfare reform call
call the state ofofour
ournation's
nation's economy.
economy.
ways to reform welfare without punishing plan for Delaware contains stiff work re- Working families who never thought they'd
those who are less fortunate.
fortunate. II am
sin proud
proud of
of quirements. However, this proposal not only need the government's support,
support. applied for
does not
not include
include any
any resources
resources for
for the
the cre- government assistance.
what we are doing in Missouri and pleased to does
assistance, Both the federal and
ation
of
private
sector
jobs,
but
it
would
jobs.
resee many other Democratic governors Strivstrivstate governments reached out to these faming to better serve the people of their states. peal the JOBS program, a program focused ilies
ilies and
and their
their children
children by
by providing
providing critical
critical
on
assisting
welfare
recipients
in
preparing
there are
are more
Please let me know if there
more ways
support through this difficult time. I am
for
and
obtaining
private
sectorjobs.
and
rewe can work together with Congress to redeeply concerned about the next recession.
ward self-sufflcieny.
self-sufflcieny, hard
hard work,
work, and
and personal
personal duce funding for combined AFDC and work or the next disaster, or the next unforeseen
responsibility,
responsibility.
requirements.
JOBS program.
program, aa central
central Circumstance
requirements, The JOBS
that
that will
will occur
occur in my state.
state, in
component of the 1988 Family Support Act. circumstance
Very truly yours,
yours.
of our states or in our country, in which
received
received strong bipartisan support from any
Ma
ME.L CARNA}AN,
the people in our states will call for our asMembers of Congress,
Congress. the Reagan Adminis- sistance.
Governor,
This proposal makes no attempt to
tration. arid
tration,
and the Nationaj
National Governors' AssoAsso. sistance,
address these unforeseen calamities—it does
ciation,
ciation.
The
JOBS
program
in
Delaware,
not
include
adequate adjustments for recesSTATE
STATE OF
OFDEi..Aw,
DELAw,
"First Step",
Step' . has
has been
been nationally
nationally recognized sions.
sions. population growth,
growth. disasters, and
OFFicE
OFFiCEOF
OFTHE
THE GOVNOR.
GOVNOR,
for its success in training and placing thou- other events that could
result in an inMarch 21,
21. 1995.
sands of welfare recipients in jobs. While I creased
creased need for services.
services, As you may recall,
recall.
Hon. RICHARD
Hon.
R1ci'tr GEPHAROT,
GEPHARDT.
certainly support greater state flexibility in the welfare reform resolution which was
Washington, DC.
the use of JOBS funding,
the
funding. II am
concerned
am concerned unanimously approved by the governors at
DEAR DICK:
DEAR
D1ci As
Asone
oneofofthe
theNGA's
NGA's two
two lead that the elimination of this program
without
Nationai Governors Association meeting
governors on welfare reform, let me take that the elimination of this program without the National
-

it with a means for ensuring the
this opportunity to bring to your attention replacing
transition
from welfare to work would remy serious
senous concerns
concerns about
about the
the House
House RepubRepub- duce the focus
of welfare
welfare reform
reform on
on work.
work, II
lican welfare
welfare plan.
plan. H.R.
H.R 1214. which I underunder- believe that additional resources, not less.

in January called for any block grant pro-

posal to address such factors,
factors. I've
I've attached
attached aa
February 23 letter to Chairman
Chairman Archer.
Archer.
signed by Governors Thompson,
Thompson. Engler.
Engler,
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Carlson. Dean. Camahan.
Camahan, and
and roe,
me. outlining
outlining
these and other concerns.
While I recognize that the
the bill
bill includes a
While
Rainy
Rainy Day
Day Fund,
Fund, the
the meager
meager size
size of
of the
the fund
fund
and the
and
the fact that
that itit is aa loan
loan fund
fundwhich
which
states are
states
arerequired
required
to to
repay
repay
within
within
threethree

H 3693

tion reduces
reducesWIC
WICfunding.
funding,
andand
eliminates
eliminates
most legal immigrants from receiving public
federal cost containment
containment requirements
requirements to
to assistance,
assistance. and stop aid to families with an
competitively bid formula rebate contracts.
contracts, adult not cooperating with the child support

a provision which reduced WIC costs by a bil- enforcement system.
lion dollars in FY94.
While I support the broad program goals of
I am concerned about the serious negative the PRA and recognize the serious need to
years.
years. rather
rather than aa grant to states,
states, makes
makes impact of all
alJ of
of the
the above
above provisions
provisions on
on chilchil- reshape and revitalize our public welfare sysit aa wholly
wholly inadequate
inadequateanti-recessionary
anti-recessionary dren. None of these provisions are essential tem.
tem, I oppose prescriptive federal mandates
tool.
transforming the welfare system and in that would harm vulnerable
to transforming
vulnerable children. I
In
addition.
HR.
1214
some
instances.
ln addition. HR. 1214 expressly
expresslyprohibits
prohibits some instances, e.g.
e.g. child
child care reductions

states from
from using
states
using the funding
federal guarantee of child
funding under the cash and removal of a federal
assistance block
block grant
grant to
to serve
serve children born care
care for welfare
welfare recipients who
who go
go to work.
work,
to
will have
unmarried mothers
mothers under
have the
the direct
direct opposite
opposite effect
to unmarried
they will
under 18.
18, additional they
effect on
on
children
children born
born to
to mothers
mothers who currently re- reform efforts.
It
disturbing to
ceive AFDC,
lt isis disturbing
to me
methat
thatchildren
AFDC.and
and children
children and
and families
families who
children who
who
who
most at
at risk
risk are
have received
received AFDC
are targeted
are most
targeted under
have
AFDC for
for five
five years
years or more. are
underthis
this
Decisions on
bill—this will
will only
only serve
serve to
to put
put more chilDecisions
on which
which populations
populations to serve bill—this
risk and further
an alfurther exacerbate
exacerbate an
should be determined at the state
state level,
level, not dren at risk
already overburdened
overburdened child welfare system.
mandated by Congress.
mandated
Congress. These
These provisions
provisions ready
Early
proposals in the Contract with Amershould
Early proposals
should be modified
as state
state options.
modified as
options.
the potential
ica, spoke
spoke to the
Furthermore, states
potential increased
increased need
need for
for
Furthermore,
states are required. under ica.
HR.
care when
when hard
1214, to
hard time
HR. 1214.
toreduce
reduce AFDC
AFDC benefits
benefits for
for chil- a safety net of foster care
dren
reform are
are put in place. To
dren for
for whom
whompaternity
paternityisisnot
notyet
yetestabestab- limits for welfare reform
lished.
lished. II favor requiring full cooperation in
in reduce funding for foster care while acknowledging increased demand from the very popupaternity establishment
paternity
establishment as
asaacondition
condition of
of edging
AFDC receipt.
AFDC
receipt. but I believe
believe that
that this parpar- lation federal foster care was designed to
ticular provision in HR.
H.R.1214
1214discriminates
discriminates protect is illogical at best. Essentially, these
provisions are outright discriminatory and
against
women who
who have
havefully
fully cooperated.
against women
unconscionable. and should either be modiI believe that this proposal's
significant re- unconscionable,
proposals significant
duction in
duction
in funding,
funding.lack
lack of
of aa safety net arid
and fied or entirely removed from the bill.
sum. this legislation will not transform
recessionary
recessionarytools,
tools,as
as well
well as
as its numerous
numerous In sum,
prescriptive mandates.
thx'atensto
tolimit
limit the
mandates. thiëatens
the the welfare system. Rather, it would severy flexibility
very
flexibility II am seeking to ensure suc- verely undercut our efforts to reform the
welfare system
system in
in my
my state.
state. As
As II am
am seeking
seeking
cessful
cessful reform
reform of
of the welfare system
system in
in my
my welfare
to ensure that
that welfare
welfare recipients
recipients prepare
prepare for,
for.
own
own state,
state, and
and very
very likely
likelyininother
other states,
states.
find,
find, and
and maintain
maintain jobs,
jobs. I am deeply troubled
c!-m_DR.EN
cfm..DR.EN
by
legislation's negative effect on
by this
this legislation's
on rereThe House Republican proposal,
The
proposal. H.R. 1214. forming the welfare system
system here
here and
and elseelsewill not assure adequate protection for chil- where.
dren because it reduces the federal commitI am strongly opposed to H.R. 1214 and I
ment to some of the country's most vulner- would urge Members of Congress to vote
able children in a number of significant against this legislation,
legislation, and
and instead.
instead, support
support
ways.
the Deal
Deal substitute.
substitute, which
which in
in my
my view,
view, reprepFor example. H.R. 1214 eliminates the safe- resents real welfare reform.
reform. Representative
Representative
ty
ty net for children
children by removing the entitle- Deals
Deal's legislation
legislation focuses
focuses on providing asment status
status of
ofAFDC.
AFDC. Under
Under HR.
H.R. 1214.
1214, states
states sistance to prepare
prepare welfare
welfare recipients
recipients for
are
expressly prohibited
prohibited from
are expressly
from using
using these work, and to help
help welfare
welfare recipients find
find and
and
federal
federal funds to serve millions of children. maintain
maintain jobs,
jobs. as well as ensure that work
and the bill does not assure children, whose pays more than
thanwelfare.
welfare,which
whichH.R.
H.R.1214
1214fails
fails
parents go to work, child care, adequate nu- to do.
tritional assistance, or health care coverage.
Representative Deal's legislation,
legislation. in conBy requiring states to reduce benefits to trast to HR. 1214,
1214. appropriately
appropriately establishes
establishes
children for whom paternity has not yet the framework of a federal-state partnership
been established,
established. H.R.
HR. 1214
1214 will
will negatively
negatively to
to transform
transform the
the welfare
welfare system
system by
by giving
giving
impact millions of children. The most egre- the states the flexibility to pursue innovagious examples are the bilUs
bill's dramatically
dramatically tive approaches and the resources to successreduced federal commitment to assist dis- fully implement work-focused
work-focused welfare
welfare rere-

children. children in foster care and
abled children,
adoptive placements,
placements. and children who are
abused and neglected. Historically. Congress

determined a federal responsibility to sup-

port children placed in foster care who came
from AFDC-reiated
AFDC-related households in the same

way,
way,parents
parentscontinue
continueto
topay
pay child
child support
support

while
while their
their children
children are
are in foster care. To
end this relationship is a
a fundamental
fundamental
change in the federal government's national
commitment to children.
In addition, H.R.
HR. 1214
1214 reduces
reduces the
the federal
commitment to a number of crucial child nutrition
trition programs.
programs. namely
namely school
school lunch
lunch and
and
school breakfast, as well
well as
as WIC.
WIC. During
During my
my
tenure
tenure in
in Congress.
Congress. I.I. along
along with
with most
most of
of my
my
colleagues in the House. strongly supported
the school lunch and breakfast programs because these programs have been critical in
ensuring childrens' health
health and
and nutrition,
nutrition, and
and

also strongly supported fully funding the
WIC program. Over the past twenty years.
WIC has been a critical program in dramati-

cally improving the nutritional status of

mothers and their infants. Proper nutrition
during pregnancy and in the early years of
life is the most
most critical
critical element
elementinn the develdevelopment of a child. WIC is cost-effective, as a

noted
noted Harvard
Harvard study
study demonstrated—every
demonsuated—every
dollar invested in WIC
WIC saves
saves three
three Medicaid
Medicaid
dollars. I am disappointed that this legisla-

would like to see specific policies in place

that protect the well-being and safety of
children. This is not a state-by-state interest. but a national one. I favor retaining Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

as an entitlement program
program open
open to
to any
any

needy family and child who qualifies for benefits.

I am also concerned that block granting
will not provide our state with the funding
needed to make the radical changes to our

welfare system mandated by this legislation.
Block granting cash welfare as proposed represents the worst of both worlds—not only

reduced funding.
funding, but also
also higher
higher program
program
costs for states to meet expensive conditions
and restrictions.
restrictions, If block grants are going to

be created then the entitlement nature of

the programs must be retained and the prescriptive mandates eliminated.
eliminated, Each state
should have the flexibility to determine
what reform will work best in that state.
Further,
Further. the PRA food and nutrition proposals will be determined to the children of
Washington State,
State. Due to effective targeting
and outreach.
outreach, there has been a 43 percent increase in the number of children receiving
low
low and
and no
no cost
cost school
school lunches
lunches in
in WashingWashington State over the past four years. We have
enjoyed a 23 percent increase in the number

of children eating school breakfasts. The
need for these programs by the children of
our state is growing at a rate much faster
than the graduated increases allowed in the
proposed federal legislation. The dollars invested in the entire continuum of food programs. beginning with WIC and continuing

through the Child and Adult Care Food,
school lunches,
lunches. breakfasts
breakfasts and summer
meals are wisely invested in our children.
The quantity and quality of these meals

must be protected.
The proposed changes to the child welfare

programs will eliminate the entitlement to
foster care and adoption support. Again, the
block grant funding would be capped by a
formula that is calculated to be particularly
form.
form.
harmful to Washington State. Under my adII appreciate
appreciate the
the opportunity
opportunity to
to share
share my
my ministration.
ministration, we have moved dramatically
concerns with you,
you. and I look forward to toward local control of many prevention and
continuing
continuing to
to work
work with
with you
you in
in the
the effort
effort to early intervention programs to address the
transform our nations welfare system.
problems faced by our communities and our
Sincerely.
youth. The overall effect of the welfare reTOM
CARPER.
TOM
CER.
form proposal may force more children into
Governor.

STATE OF
OF WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON.
OFFICE OF
OFFcE
OF THE
THE GOvERr'iOR,
GovERNOR.

Olympia,
Olympia. Washington.
Washington. March
March 22. 1995.
The Hon. RICHARD GEPHARDT.
GEPHARDT,

House Democratic Leader,
Washington. DC.
Washington,
DC.

foster care: yet the state will have fewer

funds to meet this increased need. Moreover,
if the funds provided are diverted primarily

into foster care then there will be even less

money available for family support and preservation,
ervation, adoption,
adoption, finding
finding permanent
permanent homes
homes
for children or prevention.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN
CONGRESSMAN GEPHARDT:
DEAR
GEPHARDT:
I amwritwritI am
The PRA also proposes denying Suppleing to express my concerns
concerns about the pro- mental
mental Security
Security Income
Income (SSI)
(SSI) for
for drug
drug adadposed Personal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act (PRA). I dicts and alcoholics. We believe that any
believe this bill, which
which would
would essentially
essentially disdis- progress states have made in helping and
mantle this country's
country's social safety
safety net and
and treating this population will unravel with
replace it with aa series
series of
of block
block grants.
grants, will this change. There is a clear need to provide
be detrimental to Washington
Washington State
State and
and the these individuals—many of whom have serination as aa whole.
whole. This
This bill
bill contains
contains aa numnum- ous medical problems and
and who
who are
are marginmargin.
ber of provisions that will
will harm
harm children and ally attached to the workforce—with a basic
likely result in higher. hidden costs to states safety net. Because that need will not disand
and local
local governments.
governments.
appear.
appear, state,
state. city and county resources will
The welfare reform provisions of this bill be taxed. To support this
this provision,
provision, state
state
would disallow cash assistance to both moth- and local governments need assurance there
er and child when a mother
mother under
under age
age 18
18
will be federal funding available to enhance
bears a child Out of
of wedlock.
wedlock. The
The bill
bill will
will their capacity to provide these individuals
also
also deny additional cash assistance for a with support services arid
treatment they
they
and treatment
child born while a parent is on welfare, bar need for rehabilitation.
rehabilitation,
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In shaping national
national policies,
policies, flexibility
flexibility in
the design
designand
andimplementation
implementation of
of reform
programs
programs is
is critical ifif states are
are to
to make
make opoptimum
timum use
use of
of agency
agency resources
resources and develop
strategies and approaches that can achieve
maximum results. As Congress
Congress considers
considers
these issues.
these
issues.IIurge
urgeyou
you to
to consider
consider the
thelikelikeof these
ly outcomes of
ly
thesereform
reform measures
measuresand
and to
give
the latitude
give states
states the
latitude to vary from the
the curcurrent proposal in
in areas we
we feel
feel will work for
us.

believe there are several key elements
that warrant special attention by decision
First, these
these measures
measures would
have a
makers. First,
would have
devastating effect
effect on
on the
the safety
safetynet
netnow
nowin
in
devastating
place for
place
for many
many low-income
low-income families and
and chilchildren. Because
the needs
needsof
of these
theseindividuals
individuals
Because the
willcontinue
will
continue and likely
likely grow,
grow, itit could
could result
result
in more poverty
poverty and
and more
more spending
spending by
by states
states
desperately
and local communities when we desperately
need less.
need
less.Passage
Passageofofthe
thebill
billcould
couldwell
well inI3

crease the
the number
number fofchildren
children in
in foster care
crease
and other
other expensive
expensive alternative
alternative living
living Situasituations.
tions, II understand the need
need to
to challenge
parents to
to take
takeresponsibility
responsibility for
for their
their own
own
parents

lives and for the children they
they bring
bring into
world, but
but IIdisagree
disagree with
withthe
the approach
approach
this world,
taken in
taken
in the
the PRA.
PRA, which
which would
would punish
punish chilchil.
dren for the shortcomings of their
their parents.
parents.
Second, II welcome
Second,
welcome the
theopportunity
opportunity to
to taitailor
lor programs
programs and services in ways that meet
the unique needs
needsof
of our
our individual
individual states,
states, but
but
the
the current proposal to cap block grant fundfunding does not take into account uncertain
variables like
likerecessions,
recessior. higher
higherunemployunemployment and other changes
changesthat
thatresult
resultin
in higher
higher
costs
to states.
states.IIwould
would like
like to see
fiscal procosts to
see fiscal
tections in place beyond the 'rainy
"rainy day'
day"
fund to
fund
to ensure
ensure states
states have adequate resources to
to meet
meet the
the needs
needsof
oflow-income
low-income
sources
families and children.
Third,
Third. information technology
technology is fundamental for
damental
for states
statesto
toeffectively
effectively deliver
services to clients and meet federal reportreporting
ing requirements.
requirements. Federal
Federal resources
resources must be
brought to
to bear
bear so
so that
that states
states can
brought
can make necnecessary changes
essary
changestototheir
theircurrent
currentinformation
information
systems
as well
well as
as keep
keep up
up with
with advances in
systems as
management information
management
information technology.
technology.
Finally, as
as Governor
of
Governor of aa state with
with aa
large.
larBe. growing
growing and
and vibrant immigrant population. II am
am concerned
Concerned that
that we
lation,
we not
not tip
tip the
balance
against these
thesefamilies.
families. While
While the inbalance against
tent of
of' the
thelegislation
legislation is
is not
not cost-shifting
cost-shifting to
to
states,
that would
would be
be its
its effect
effect In addition.
states, that
addition,
the well-being of many immigrant families
and children
couldbe
bejeopardjzed,
arid
children could
jeopardized,
I urge you
you to
to consider
consider amendments
amendments which
would protect children and
and give
give states
states the
the
funding and
and support
support needed
needed to turn the corfunding
ner on poverty and dependency.
dependency, Effective
Effective
welfare reform must include a license suspension program
program for
for child
child support
support enforcement. continuation of
ment,
of the
the child
child care
care guarantee. and
tee,
and safety
safetynet
netprovisions
provisions to
to protect
protect chilchildren if jobs are not available to their parents.
I appreciate this opportunity
opportunityto
toraise
raise these
these
concerns on
concerns
on the
the proposed
proposedlegislation.
legislation. I want
to work
work with
withyou
youtotocreate
createand
andshape
shape a public
lic welfare
welfaresystem
system that
that can
can make a positive
difference in the lives of
of those
those in need,
need.
Sincerely.
MIKE
MIKELoy,
L0y,
Governor.
Governor,

STATE OF
OFCOL,ORADO,
STATE
COLORADO,

Colorado, March
Denver. Colorado.
22. 1995.
March 22,
Hon. RICHAan
RICHARDCEPRDT,
GEPRDT,
House Democratic
Democratic Leader,
Leader.
Washington, DC.
DEARCONCRESSM,&.N
CONC SSMANGEPHARDT:
DEAlt
GEPHARDT: As
As the
the

House of Representatives
Representatives initiates
initiates its
its floor
floor
debate on
debate
onwelfare
welfare reform.
reform. II am
am writing
writing to express
press my
my encouragement
encouragement for
for the developbill that
ment of a bill
that will
willrespond
respondtotothe
theneeds
needs
of the nation's children
children and
and at
at the same
same time
effectively
reform the
the welfare system. The
effectively reform

current
Republican proposal
current Republican
proposal falls
falls short
short of
these goals in my opinion.
opinion.
II believe true welfare reform should be
based
onthe
thefollowing
following principles:
principles:
based on
States need
I States
needmaximum
maximumflexibility
flexibility in man-

aging the programs to address
address their
their unique
circumstances and
and needs.
2. Moving
Moving welfare
welfare recipients into employment and keeping them there ought to be

the primary goal
goal of
of any
any legislation.
legislation. HowHowever. in order to accomplish this goal, there
must be upfront investments in education.
skill development,
development. and
andjob
skill
jobtraining.
training.
3. Support services such as child care,
care, medical care, transportation and housing are
also critical to successful
successful welfare
welfare reform.
reform. It
is unacceptable to expect aa parent
parent to
to enter
employment ififititmeans
means their
theirchildren's
childrens safesafety and well being is jeopardized by aa lack
lack of
of
child care
care or
or medical
medicalassistance.
assistance. These servchild
services are
are costly.
costly. For example, in Colorado,
Colorado, aa
parent with
parent
with two
two children,
children, making
making around
around
$9.50/hour would
would spend
spend from
from 25
25 to
to 40
40 percent
percent
of their
their income
income to
to purchase
purchase child care alone.
alone.
costly, these
these services are
Even though costly,
are necnecessary
for parents to obtain and maintain a
essary for
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We have both a moral and an economic ob-

ligation
ligation to
to help
help these
these families help them-

selves.
'cut-otr deadlines
selves. Arbitrary
Arbitrary "cut-ofT
deadlineswill
will not
not
return these people to work
nearly as
as effecwork nearly
effectively
as creating
tively as
creatingmeaningful
meaningfuleconomic
economic opopportunities for
for them
them through
through education
education and
real work
work experience.
experience. Rather,
Rather, we
we need
need to
eliminate the
the disincentives
disincentivesto
towork
work running
running
through our welfare
welfare system,
system, such as
as providproviding transitional
transitional health
health and
and child
childcare
care benebenefits,
used to
to rely
rely on
on natunatuOur states
state's economy used
ral
ral resources
resources extraction.
extraction, As
Asininother
otherstates.
states.

jobs in these sectors
sectors are
aredeclining
declining while
while
technical and service jobs are increasing.
This trend
caused and
and will
will continue
trend has
has caused
continue to
to
cause significant
cause
significant disruption
disruption and
and dislocation
dislocation
to families in our state.
As public
public officials,
officials.
state. As
need to
we need
to support,
support, not
not punish, these
thesefamifamilies in this increasingly complex and competitive world
world by
by creating
creating opportunities and
and
expectations
expectations to return
return to
to the
the world
world of work.
I am Concerned
that current
current proposals
proposals under
under
concerned that
are long
long on expectations,
expectations, but
but
discussions are
short on opportunity. They must go together.
job.
I look
look forward
forward to
to working
workingwith
withyou
youand
andthe
the
4. Any
Any legislation
legislationmust
must establish
establish aa requireof Congress
Congress as you address meanment for state
fiscal participation
participation in its welstate fiscal
wel- members of
ingful and
and effective welfare reform,
reform.
fare reform
reform effort.
effort. Without
Without this commitcommit- ingful
Sincerely,
ment, there will
will be
be aa tendency
tendency for
for programs
programs
to be reduced
reduced to
to the
the level
level of
of available federal
GASTON CAPER-FUN,
GASTON
CAPERTON.
funding which
funding
which will
will be
be inadequate.
inadequate. Those
Those
Governor,
Mr.
states
choosing to spend state
state funds
funds to augstates choosing
RICHARDSON.
RICHARDSON, Mr. Chairman,
am
ment their
their programs
programs may
may become
become magnet proud that Congress this week will
wifl be saying
states for
for the
the population
population seeking
seeking employemploy. no to the status quo and yes to welfare restates
ment opportunities
opportunities.This
This "race
'race to the bot- form.
tom' isis aa short-sighted
tom"
short-sighted approach to public
It
I

policy.
5. Funding
Funding must
must be
be adequate
adequate to support the

total cost of work initiatives
initiatives and
and support
to balance
balance the
the
services cited above. Efforts
Efforts to
budget by
budget
by reducing
reducing the
the federal
federalparticipation
participation
for
for these
these programs either shifts
shifts costs
costs to the
states or
states
or results
results in
in inadequate
inadequatework
work programs
meet the
the objective
objective of welfare regrains to meet
form.
For
example.
under
the
current
form. For example. under
proproposal.
would have
have to
to increase
increase state
state
posal, Colorado would
spending by over $200 million
million over
over the
the next
next
five
five years
years to maintain its existing programs.
Increasing
Increasing participation in employment proprograms as
required in
grams
as required
in proposed
proposed legislation
willexpand
will
expand this
this cost
cost beyond
beyond the
the savings generated by
erated
by increased
increasedflexibility.
flexibility.

Thank you
you Congressman
Congressman Gephardt,
Gephardt. for
your leadership
leadership in
in trying to craft a bill
bill that
that
will
willlead
lead to
to real welfare reform.
Sincerely,
Sincerely.
ROY ROMER.
ROMER.

Governor,
STATE OF WEST VIRCIrnA,
VIRcmnA,
OFFICE OF THE
THEGOVERNOR.
GovEroR,

Charleston,
Charleston, WV
WV March
March 21.
21, 1995.
1995.

I-ton.
Hon. RICHARD
GEPHARDT,
RICHARD GEPHARDT.
House of Representatives,
House

U.S. Capitol. Washington.
Washington, DC.
DEAR
DEAR CONC
SSMAN GEPHARDT:
CONCRESSMA.N
GEPHARDT:IIam
amwritwrit-

ing in support of your efforts to craft a sensible welfare reform
reform strategy
strategy that
that encourages and
ages
aridsupports
supportspersonal
personalinitiative
initiative of people involved in
in our welfare system.
system.
West Virginia
Virginia has
strides in
in rehas made
made great strides
cent
cent years bringing its economy back from
an enduring recession in the 1980s.
1980s, We are
adding jobs. our population is up and our unin 15
15 years.
years.
employment is the lowest in
Yet, even
even in
in the
the best of times there are
hard-working, honorable
honorable West Virginians
that are
are unable
unableto
tofind
find work,
work. Contrary to
most stereotypes,
stereotypes,in
in West
WestVirginia
Virginia the majority of
welfare live
live in families
jority
of people
people on welfare
headed
headed by
by two
two parents.
parents. In
In spite of a lifetime
lifetime
of various
various manual
manualjobs,
jobs,these
these parents
parents may
now lack the skills to work
work in
in our
our changing
changing
economy. Or they may be
be unable
unable to
to afford
afford
the child
child care
care or
or health
health care
care insurance
insurance needfor their children while working
ed for
working aa miniminimum wagejob.

is time to get rid of the fraud and abuse
in a welfare system designed to help
he'p people
get back to work.
work,
Democrats have
Democrats
haveworked
workedhard
hard at
at finding

smart
smart ways
ways to
to fix
fix aa system
system that
that has
has been
been
overcome with problems.
The Democratic bUl
bill is
is tough
tough on
on fraud, it gets
rid of abuse, and most importantly, it gets people to work.
The Democratic bill requires responsibihty
responsibility

and accountability, provides real programs to
move people into work, and does not punish
children.

The Democratic bill ensures that recipients
are not penalized for working. It
ft provides temporary medical
medical assistance,
assistance, expands
expands the
the use
use of
of
porary
earned income tax credits, and gives parents
necessary child care while working.
The Democratic bill requires that recipients

establish an individual responsibility plan to
move from assistance to the workforce and if
a recipient refuses to work—AFDC benefits
will be terminated; this is the sort of responsibility and practicality we must demand.
demand,
The democratic bill
bill sets
sets an
an aggressive
aggressive and
and

realistic compliance
reahstic
compliance schedule
schedule for
for the
the States,
States,
but also allows
aflows States
States to
to accommodate
accommodate ecoeconomic cycles,
cycles.
The Democratic bill is tough on child support enforcement—requires
enforcement—requires aa central
central registry
registry
port
to track support orders, makes interstate enforcement uniform, and enforces income withholding for irresponsible parents.
The Democratic bill makes teen parents re-

sponsible without punishing their children—it
requires teen parents to live at home and
sends benefit checks
checks to
to aa responsthle
responsible aduft;
adult;
most importantly—it
importantly-_it demands that teen parparents stay in school and establishes a national
campaign to stop teen pregnancy.
Finally, the Democratic bill is fair in its
ts treatment of
of legal
legalimmigrants—legal
immigrants—legal immigrants
immigrants
who have worked and paid taxes in this country for 5 years and not denied benefits, and all
legal
'egal Immigrants can receive medical care.
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support the Democratic bill because it Williams
does not tolerate
to'erate people who refuse to work or Wilson
Wise
parents who abandon their children; also, it
aoes not seek to destroy families or condemn
ooes
I

Allard
Archer

children
children who
who are
are born
bom poor.

The Democratic bill gets to the heart of the Archer
Armey
mattermatter; itt creates a rational, comprehensive, Bachus
and compassionate avenue to move people Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)
(LA)
from welfare to work—to truly end welfare as Baker
Ballenger
Ballenger
we know it.
Barr

A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was
Wastaken
taken by
by electronic
electronicdedevice, and
andthere
therewere—ayes
were—ayes205,
vice,
205. noes
noes 228.
228.
not voting
voting I.
1,as
asfollows:
follows:
No. 2661
2661
tRoll No.
tRoll

AYES—205
Abercrombie
Aocrcrombie

Gephardt

Ackerman
Andrews
Andrew5
Baesler
Bacsler
Baldacci
garcia
Earcia
Barrett 1W!)
(WI)
Barrett
Beccrra
Becerra
Sejienson
Si1enson
Bcntscn
Sntsen
Berman
3erman
Bevill
Bishop
Bonior
onior
orski
Borski
Boucher
Brewster
Browder
Brown (CA)
Brown (FL)
Brown (OH)
Bryant (TX)
(TX)
Bryant
C.ardin
Carthn

Geren
Gibbons
Gonzalez
Gordon
Green

Chapman
Clay

Clayton
Clement
C'ement
Clyburn
Coleman

Collins (IL)
Collins
Colhns (Ml)
Condit
Conyers
Costello
Covne
Cramer
Danner
de
oe Ia Garza
Deal
Dea
DeFazio
DeLauro

Dellums
Deutsch
Deut.sch
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Doggetc
Doggett
Dooley
Doyle
Durbin
Durbzn
Edwards
Edge]
Enge
Eshoo
Evans

Farr
Fatc.ah
Fattah

azio
Fazio
Fields
Fe1ds (LA)

Filner
Flake
Foglietca
Foglietta

ford
Ford

Frank (MA)
Frvst
Frost
Furse
purse
GeJdcnson
Cejdcnson

Murtha
Nadler

.

Oberstar
Obey

Grn

Olver
Ortzz
Ortxz
Orton

Gutierrez
Gutierrcz
Hall (OH)

cns

Hall (TX)
Hamilton

Owens

Pallonc
Pallone
Parker
Pastor
Payne (NJ)
Payne (VA)
(vA)

Harman

Hastings (FL)
Haves

Hefner
Hilliard
Hilizard
Hinchey
Holden
Hoyer
Jackson-Lee
Jackson-Lee
Jacobs
Jefferson
Jonnson (SD)

Pelosi
Pe1os

Peterson (FL)
Peterson (MN)

Pickett
Pomeroy
Pomcroy
Poshard
Rahali
Rahall
Range]

Johnson. E.
Johnson
E. B.
B.
Joonston
Jonnston
KanJorski
Kanjorski
Kaptur
Kennedy (MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennelly
Kiloec
Kildee

Reed
Reed

Reynolds
Reynolds
Richardson
Rivers
Roemer

Pombo

Graham
Greenwood
Gunderson

Porter
Porcman
Portman

Bilbray

Roybal-Allard
Rush
Sabo
Sanders

Kieka
Klrnk
Klink

LaFalce
Lantos
Laughlin
Levin
Lezn
Lewis (GA)
(CA)
Lincoln
Lioznski
Lipznski
Lcfgren
Lofgren
Lowey
Luther
Maloney
Manton
Markey
Martznez
Martinez

Skas
Skaggs

Mink
Moakley
Mollohan
Moliohan
Montgomery
Moran
Morella
Morefla

Itoke
Hoke
Horn
Hostettler
Houghton
Hunter
Hutchinson

Ramstad
Ramstad
Regula
Riggs
Roberts
Rogers
Rogers
Rohrabacher
Ros-Lehtinen
Roth
Roukema
Royce
Salmon
Sanford
Saxton
Scarborough
Schaefer

Hyde

Schiff

Hastings
Hastings (WA)
(WA)
Hayworth
Hayworth
Hefley
Hefley
Heineman
Herger

Hilleary
Hobson
Hoelcatra
Hockstra

Inglis
Istook
Johnson (CT)
Johnson. Sam
Jones
Kasich

King
Kingston
KIug
Knollenberg
Kolbe

Scastrand
Seastrand
Sensenbrenner
Shadogg
Shadegg
Shaw
Shays

Shuster
Shuster
Skeen

Smith (Ml)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Smith (WA)

Combest
Cooley
Cox
Crane
Crapo
Cremeans
Crerneans
Cubin
Cubin
Cunningham
Cunnzngham
Davis
Davis

LaHood
LaHood

Spence

Largent
Latham
LaTourette
Lazio
Lazio

DeLay
Diaz-Baiarc
Diaz-Baart
Dickey

Leach
Leach
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (KY)

Stearns
Stockman
Stump
Talent
Tate
Taylor (NC)
Thomas

Dornan
Dreier
Duncan
Dunn
Ehlers
Ehiers

Lighcfoot
Lzghtfoot
Under
Linder
Livingston
LoBiondo
Longley
Lorigley
Lucas
Manzullo

Martini

McCollum
McCrery
McDade
McHugh

Mclnnis
McIntosh
McKeon
Metcalf
Meyers
Mica

Miller (FL)
Moljnari
Molinari
Moorhead

Solomon
Solomon
Souder

Thornberry
Tiahrt
Torkildscn
Torkildsen

tr

Upton
Vucanovich
Waldholtz
Walker
Walsh
Walsh
Wamp
Watts (OK)
Weldon (FL>
Weldon
(FL)
Weldon
(PA)
Wedon (PA)
Weller
White
Whitfield
Whztfle!d
Wkker
Wicker
Wolf
Young (AK)
Young (FL)

Zeliff
Zimmer

Tucker

0 1946

Torres

So the amendment in the nature of a
substitute was rejected.
The result of the vote was announced

Torricelli
Towns

Traficant
Velazqucz
velazquez
Vento

as above recorded,

PERSONAL. EXPLANATION
PERSONAL
EXPLANATION

Visclosky
Volkmer

Mrs. MEEK of Florida. Mr. Chair-

Ward

Waters
Watt (NC)
Waxman

Pryce
Quillen
Quinn
Radanovich
Radanovich

Mr. BLILEY
BLILEY changed
changed his vote from
aye to 'no.
'aye"
"no."

Thornton
Thurman

.

Pctri
Petri

NOT VOTING—i
VOTING—l

Taylor (MS)

Minge
Minge

Hastert
Hastert

Collins (GA)
(CA)

Fowler
Fox
Fox
Franks (CT)
(CT)
Franks
Franks (NJ)

Tejeda
TeJeda
Thompson
Thompson

Mifler (CA)
Mineta
Minera

Hancock
Hansen
Hansen

Kelly
Kim

Forbes

Stokes
Studds
Stupak
Tanner
Tauzin

Gutknecht

Coble
Coburn

English
Ensign
Everett
Ewing
Fawell
Fields
Fzelds (TX)
Flanagan
Foley

Skelton
Skelton
Slaughter
Slaughter
Spratc
Spratt
Stark
Scenholm
Stenhoim

Meehan
Meek
Menendcz
Menendez
Mfume
Miume

Chambliss
Chenoweth
Christensen
Chrysler
Clinger

Emerson

Scott
Serrano
Sisisky

Matsui
McCarthy
Mcermott
McDermott
McHale
McKinney
McNulcy
McNulty

Bono

Brownback
Bro.vnback
Bryant (TN)
Bunn
Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Calvert

Ehrlich

Sawyer
Schroeder
Schumer

Mascara

Blute
Boehiert
Boehlert
Boehncr
Bochner
Bonilla
Bonifla

Doolittle

Rose

Neumann
Ney
Norwood
Nussle
Nussle
Oxley
Packard
Packard
Paxon

Goss

Camp
Canady
canady
Castle
Chabot
Chabot

Neal

Myrick
Mynck
Nethcrcutt
Nethercutt

Batoman
Bateman
Bereuter

Bartlett

Chair-man announced that the noes ap- Bilirakis
Bilirakjs
peared to
to have
have it.
t.
peared
Bliley

Mr. DEAL
DEALofofGeorgia.
Georgia. Mr.
Mr.Chairman.
Chairman.

Myers

Bass

Georgia [Mr. DEAL].

I demand
demand aa recorded
recorded vote.

Ganske
Gekas

Mr.

Barton

Barrett (NE)
(NE)

RECORDED
VOTE
RECORDED
voit

NOES—228
Frelinghuysen
Frisa
Frisa
Funderburk
Gallegly

-

H 3695

Yatcs
Yates

Gilchrest
Gillmor
Gilman
Goodlatte
Goodiatte
Goodling

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment in the nature of a substitute offered by the gentleman from

The question was taken: and the

Woolsey
Woolscy
Wyden
Wynn

man.
man, I missed roilcall
rollcall vote No. 265. I

pj
por.jLJJA11ON
EXPLANATION
TUCKER. Mr. Chairman.

I

missed the last vote. Had I been here I
would have voted aye.
aye."

Ms.
Ms. FURSE.
FURSE. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I support responsible welfare
sponsble
welfare reform
reform that is prowork and
prochildren. But H.R. 4—the Republicans'
bitt—undercuts children and it undercuts work.
We all agree: the current welfare system is
broken and needs to be fixed. I am
am committed
to welfare reform that moves people from welfare to work. In order to do that, we must enen•
sure that people receive the necessary support to get off welfare and into liveable-wage

jobs.

The Republican proposal does nothing to
enable adult welfare
weffare recipients to become self-

sufficient, and itft would hurt their children by
denying them the basic necessities of life, in.
including
cluding nutrition,
nutñtion, shelter,
shelter, and
and health
health care.
care. II am
am
committed to providing
providing those
those necessities
necessities to
toaH
all
children living in poverty while we require their
parents to
parents
to assume
assume responsibility for them-

selves and their family.

wetfare
Children must not be victimized by welfare
reform. Whatever we
we may
may feet
feel about
about the
the bebehavior or situation
situation of
of their
their parents,
parents, as
as aa nation
nation
we must not allow children to become victims.
Our focus must be on
on eliminating
eliminating poverty
poverty
and creating the economic conditions in which
jobs
jobs can
can flourish.
flourish. Any
Any welfare
welfare reform
reform effort
effort
that limits access to welfare without reducing
the need for welfare will only increase poverty
and hurt needy families.
families
Mr. Speaker, we committed $264 billion for

production of weapons and preparations for
war this year. If
U our
our Nation
Nation is
is able
able to
to do
do that,
that,
we have a moral responsibility to ensure that
our
our citizens
citizens do
do not
not go
go hungry,
hungry, have
have adequate
adequate
housing and access to basic health care, and
are given opportunities to work at aa living
are
living
wage.
GETTINGPEOPLE
GETrING
PEOPLEOFF
OF WELFARE
WELFARE ROLI..S
ROLI.S AND
ANDINTO
NTO JOBS
JOBS

Welfare reform means requiring and assist-

ing people to move
move Out
out of dependency and
into self-sufficiency. It means getting people
off the welfare rolls and into jobs.

From the very first day an individual

re-

ceives benefits, the central focus of any we!welfare reform
reform legislation
legislation should
shouldbe
bework.
work.H.R.
HR. 4,
4,
however, has no work requirements for the
first 2 years benefits
beneftts are received.
I am disappointed the
the Deal
Deal substitute
substitute was
was
rejected tonight. I hope the other
other body
body Will
will
give its provisions thoughtful consideration.
The Deal substitute
substitute required
required individuals
individuals whO
who
enter the AFDC program to develop a plan
which addresses who they wilt
will move into the
work
work force.
force. The
The Deal
Dea' approach did not wait for
22 years
years to
to address
address the
the issue
issue of
of work,
work, as
as the
the
Republicans'
Repubhcans bill does.
believe in tough, but fair, work requirebelieve
I

ments. From the very first day of receiving
benefits, individuals
benefits,
individuals will
will only
only receive
receive assistassistance if they play by the rules under the Deal
substitute. Those who refuse to work or turn
substitute,
down a bona fide job offer will not receive
benefits.

As my State's newspaper, the Oregonian,
stated, at a time when national attitudes
attitudes toward welfare reform focus on linking recipirecipients' assistance to behavior, Oregon has a
message to send: incentives help.

We have a Federal waiver in Oregon that

was unavoidably detained.
detained. IfIf II had
had been
been allows us to make public assistance to teen
here I would
would have
have voted
voted 'yes."
yes.'
parents contingent on their participation in the
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Job Opportunities and Basic Skills
Skifis Program, the funding
funding for children
childrenbelow
below185
185percent
percent
of of panding and increasingly, these minimum and
and the strategy pays off. Four years into the poverty,
poverty, while
while USDA
USDA reports
reports that
that closer
closer to
to 90
90
program, 89 percent of teen parents on assist- percent of school meal funds are currently low wage workers can't support themselves
famiies. Therefore,
and their famiiies.
Therefore, such ow
low wage
wage
ance
ance are
are cooperating
cooperating in
in educational
educational plans
plans or
or spent on these chfldren.
children.
workers slide into the welfare system to make
have already completed their high school diFor a family of four, 185 percent of poverty ends meet or to make a transition to a skilled,
plornas
plomas or GEDs.
is S27,380 a year. In 1992, one in four chilThe critical
critica' yardstick is how many people dren in America lived in poverty. That was up better compensated position. This phenomereflection of
of social,
social, economic
economic and
and nunuare moving off the weffare
welfare rolls
rolls into
into se!f-suffiself-suffi- from one in five in 1987. Cutting the School non is a reflection
merous other changes in the latter years of
ciency. And its working in Oregon. Recipients
Lunch Program truly hurts the poor and the the
and the
the shortfaUs
shortfalls in existing
existing
the 20th Century and
are finding work faster. The States welfare working poor.
education,
education, training,
training, unemployment
unemployment and
and numernumercaseload has actually
actuafly declined.
When
When Republican
Republicanleaders
leaders talk about de- ous public assistance programs. We need
H.R.44 doesn't
HR.
doesn't train
train people
people for
for jobs.
jobs. Few fense
fense spending,
spending, they
they expect
expect maintaining
maintaining existexist- policies
policies that
that will
will help
help people
people move
move off
off of
of welwelPeople can
can pull
pull themselves
themselves up
up by
by their
their bootboot- ing
people
ng spending
spending levels
leve'sas
asaaminimum,
minimum,adjusted
adjust fare for good. People need jobs that will pay
pay

straps if they haven't any boots. The reality is
that
that some people not
fbI only
only lack
lack basic skills, but
but
also don't
don't know
know how
how to
to go
go about
about looking
looking for
for
also
work in the first place.
The Deal substitute focused on work. It ensured that a welfare
we'fare recipient would be better

for inflation. When they talk about programs to

a livable wage with which they will be able to
feed kids, provide medical care for veterans, support themselves and their children. They
or retirement security for seniors, they use a need the transitional services which will endifferent measure. They use phrases
phrases like able them to achieve
achieveaa stable
stable situation in
"controlling the growth of programs," which which they can maintain
maintain aa home,
home, pay
pay their
their
means "feed
'feed kids less or feed less kids."
bills and feed their children. This is common
off economically by taking a job than by reH.R. 4 increases bureaucratic requirements
H.P.
maining on welfare. From day one of receiving for school lunch providers. It retains most Fed- sense and the Federal, State and private sectors
tors ought
ought to
to be
be partners
partners in
in such
such endeavors.
endeavors.
benefits, its focus was on helping individuals eral administrative burdens
administrative burdens such
such
meal This requires more
more than
than cutting
cutting off
offbenefits
benefits
join the work force,
force. It extended the amount of counting and income verification, addsas
another
time people could retain their health care ben- layer of State bureaucracy, and requires pro- with the notion that you can forcefeed change
through such harsh action. A rational policy
efits after leaving welfare for a private sector gram
gram managers
managers to
to establish
establish aa system
system to
to ideniden- would start with work so that a person is doing
job from 1 year to 2 years.
tify the ciUzenship
citizenship and
and visa status of partici- what they
they can
can for
for themselves,
themselves fostering
fostering indeindeUnlike the Republicans' bill, the Deal sub- pants.
pendence rather than dependence and passivstitute added S9 billion to assist States in esThe School Lunch Program was established ty. Our purpose must be to change tfie
the public
tablishing programs to move people into work. in 1946 to prevent future generations from suf- ity.
assistance system once and for all; to protect
As introduced, the Republicans' bill did include fering the malnutrition
ferng the malnutrition that disqualified many of children;
chUdren; to
to empower
empower families;
families; and
and to take the
S9.9 billion for work
work funding
funding but
but that
that funding
funding the draftees for service
service during
during World
World War
War H.
II.
time honored values of the dignity of work and
has now been removed.
national security
security is just as
Today Our
our national
deas de- the
the significance
significance of
of the
the individual
individual and
and place
place
The Deal substitute provided State and local
pendent on the nutrition programs put at risk these
these values
values at
at the
the core
core of
of the
the policy
policy reforms
reforms
governments the flexibility
flexbi!ity and resources nec- by H.P.
H.R. 4. That kind of national
nationa' security—well- we shape.
essary to deal with the specific conditions they
fed children—is of at least equal value to the
Last Friday, I met with two women
women from
from my
my
ndividuas from
face and move individuals
fromwelfare
welfare to
to Pentagon
lavishly. district, St. Paul, Minnesota, who had rePentagon which we continue to feed lavishly.
work. The school lunch block grants in H.P.
H.R. 4
do not oppose cutting waste in governgovem- ceived welfare, one is now employed
will
wifl leave
leave States
States to
to bear
bear the
the burden
burden of
of inin- ment. Last week,
tried to offer an amendamend- and has moved
moved off
off of
of AFDC
AFDC and
and the
the
creased costs from inflation or increased case- ment to the rescissions bill
that
that would
would have
have other is about to leave the system. One
load. H.R.
H.R. 44 wiH
will force States and local
local governbut S8 billion for cold war weapons systems of these women shared with me her exments to bear the financial burden of welfare that are still
stili in their research stage, but are no
no perience prior to receiving assistance
reform.
longer needed. Unfortunately, the Republican when she worked in a minimum wage
The Congressional Budget Office has esti- leadership did
aid not accept
accept my
my amendment
amendment for
for job, diligently trying to support her
mated that under
unoer the
the provisions
provisions of
of H.R.
HR. 4, consideration.
child and found she was unable to do
none of the 50 States will be successful in
Mr. Speaker, Jesus
Jesus said,
said, "Suffer
"Suffer the
the lithe
little so.
so. Most minimum wage jobs do not
reaching the employment goals of the bill. children to come unto
unto me,
me, for
for theirs
theirs is
is the
the provide health care benefits and adeTheir
Their views
views echo
echo those
those of
of scholars
scholars who
who have
have Kingdom of heaven." He did
heaven." He dd not say, "Make quate, affordable
affordabie child care is very difstudied welfare-to-work programs.
the children suffer."
ficult to find, perhaps the most imporThe U.S. Conference
Conference of
of Mayors
Mayors has
has recogLet's get our priorities straight.
tant threshold need for the single parnized H.R.
ftP. 44as
asjust
iustexactly
exactly what
what itit is,
s, a huge
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, there are many ent.
cost shift to the State
State and
and local
local governments.
govemments.
problems wtth
with H.R.
H.P. 4, the Republican welfare
welfare
Yes, there are problems with the current
People need jobs, but we don't need this un- reform
bill which patches together disparate system and they are especially stark when it
funded mandate.
policy changes
changes on
on AFDC,
AFDC, governance,
govemance, School comes to making the transition from welfare to
policy
P!!NG OUR
ou cHiLDREN
cHiLDREN
Lunch, Food Stamps, SSI Disability and nunuwant to talk about the
the damage
damage H.R.
H.P. 44 does
does merous other public assistance programs. The work in today's economic environment. We already have long waiting lists for child
chfld care in
to our Nation's school lunch programs.
GOP welfare measure is punitive without purpur- my
my Minnesota
Minnesota district.
district. Cutting
Cutting funds
funds for
for child
child
In my State, Oregon, 5,800 students would pose or promise and in the final analysis turns
tums care programs,
programs, which
which this Republican bill
lose eligibility for
for free or reduced-price out to be weak on work and tough on children care
does, flies in the face of that need. Child care
lunches. Currently,
Curreny, 62
62percent
percent of
of Portland
Portland stu- and
and families.
families. There
There is
is nothing
nothing in
in this
this bill
bill that
that is a crucial need for single parent families atdents
qualifyfor
forfree
freeor
orreduced-price
reduced-price lunches.
lunches. would successfully move welfare
onts qualify
recipients tempting to move away
away from
from dependence
dependence on
on
Kids are caught in the middle and will pay a back into the world of work. There are
cer- welfare and into productive work..
heavy price
puce for this change.
tainly
tain!y problems with our current welfare sysThis Republican
Republican bUl
bill launches an extreme
Well-fed children leam better than poorly fed tem but the GOP policy effort is not going to
and
broad-based attack on poor children and
children. These cuts set up a cruel cycle solve those problems.
problems. This
This bill
bill will
will punish
punish Chilchil- families. From cutting funds for nutrition proprowhere kids
kids fall
fallbehind
behind when
when they've
they've barely dren and leave people to languish on AFDC
grams to reducing funds, incredibly, for famibegun to grow. School
School lunches
lunches are
are an
an edu- for 2 years before they would
wou!d be required to lies who are maintaining a disabled child at
cation program, not a welfare program. Until work or be actively
actively engaged
engaged in
in job
job search
search or home. There have been problems with the SSI
now, they have enjoyed bipartisan support.
job training. The Republican bill doesn't have Disability
Disability Program,
Program, but
but this
this bill
bill attacks
attacks the
the proproThis refom,
reform is mean-spirited and does direct the best interests of
of children
children or
or their
their families
families
harm
harm
to our children.
children, It means $1.2 million
million at heart. It perpetuates a cruel hoax and is gram without taking proper account of the
needs of disabled children and their families.
less for Oregon alone next year. It
It certainly
certainly fundamentally flawed in its core "solutions."
"soluflons."
does not take into account increases in enroll- Current and former welfare recipients have to Congress can do better, we can make
changes to the system that ensure that the
ment, poverty, and
and food
food prices.
prices. There
There are
are no
no fight day by day for child
child care,
care, health
health care,
care, truly disabled are effectively served. The
nutntional guidelines.
nutritional
guieUnes. The
The block
block grants
grants in H.R. education and training, all within the shadow
4 provide
provideincentives
ncenv to to
serve
serve
fewer
fewerand
andfewer
fewer of a welfare stigma to become successful. The changes in this bill are focused on change at
the
the bottom
bottom link
link producing
producing enough
enough money
money for
for
children.
Federal Government
Govemment has a role in helping tax breaks
breaks for
for the
the welt
well off,
off, not
notempowering
empowering
H.P.
H.R. 44 decreases
decreases the
the amount
amount of
of funds
funds that
that these people
peop'e and their children.
families with special challenges to successfully
must be spent on poor children. The RepubToday in our society the number of people participate and achieve greater independence
licans' bill requires targeting of 80 percent of earning and holding minimum wage jobs is exexI

I

I

for individual with disabilities.
thsabilities.
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my Minnesota
Minnesotadistrict
districtthere
there isis a large
large
population of Southeast Asian immigrants,
In

mostly 1-Imong
from Laos.
Laos. Many
Many of the Hmong
Hmong from

are citizens but some are not because of an
unusual problem. It has been estimated that
6,000 to 7,000 noncitizens in Ramsey County,
Minnesota will lose benefits under the Republican welfare bill. Most of the Hmong in Minnesota
nesota face
face spedal
spedal obstacles
obstaclesto
tobecoming
becomingCiticitizens. The Hmong did not have a written language
guage until
until more
more recent
recent times
times and
and many,
many, esespecially the older people among them had
their lives disrupted in their homeland of Laos
by the Vietnam war.
war. Members
Members of
of that
that generageneration have found it very
very difficult
difficult to
to learn
learn English
English
and to become U.S. citizens. Many are struggling to learn
leam English and are working to improve the lives of their families, becoming productive members of American society.
This
This Republican
Republican bill hurts the Minnesota

Hmong
-Imong by denying these tax-paying families
the regular and usual
usua' help accorded others in
our society. The significant
signfficant obstacles which
the Hmong face to supporting themselves and
their families and in becoming citizens is exagexag.
gerated by this poor policy
policy of denying
noncitizens assistance. The Republican welfare bill arbitrarily drops people, dumping them
on the doorstep of the States and counties in
which
which they live.
hve. Minnesota
Minnesota and specifically
specificafly my

area
area didn't
didnt choose to be the home of the
Hmong; secondary migration has greatly contributed to
to this
this concentration.
concentration.But
Butthe
the1-Imong
Hmong
and other
other noncitizens
noncitizens will continue to have
needs which will have to be met and it will
wifl be
left to
to

the
theState
State and
and local
local governments
governments to

meet these needs without the Federal Government bearing its share of the burden. I might
add that even the regular refugee and new imI

migrant assistance grants were prematurely
curtailed and that non-profit groups have done
an outstanding job in helping our communities
cope with this thaJlenge.
Yet another policy area of deep concern is
child protection
child
protection services
services which are overbur-

dened
dened today,
today, reducing
reducing these
these resources
resources will
will not
not

help
help children
children or
or their
their families.
families. The
The GOP
GOP cuts
cuts
to child protection services put children in danger.
ger. What
Whatalternative
atemative would
would such
such children
have when the monetary and professional resources are not there
there to
to help
help their
their families
families
change their cirumstances? How can a family
be held together or a child be removed if they
are at risk?
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, initially
initially thought
thought there
there were
were
virtually no positive
posilive benefits from
from the
the RepubRepublican welfare reform bill but then it would be
positive
positive for
for one
one segment
segment of
of our
our society—the
society—the
affluent. This measure gives new meaning to
the phrase, 'WQmen
'Women and
and children first." This
bifl is fundamentally punitive—punishment for
bill
children born
bom into a circumstance not of their
making—punishment for mistakes
m!stakes that young
women and men make. Will this punitive action result in social
lion
socaJ justice,
justice, or
or aa better
better society.
society.
Visiting
Visiting the
the minor
minor parent's
parent's sins
sins upon
upon their
their new
new
born
born child
child is
is aa big
big step
step backwards,
backwards, itit is beyond the pale of a society which is thought of
as civilized. Those
Thcse working at the community
level are worried and we should readily understand why. The real needs persist where the
rubber meets the road. That is where the programs are implemented and if the House ReI

publican welfare bill were the law they would
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was not accepted. My proposed amendment
not have adequate resources to meet the would have set aside 3 percent of approprianeeds and be strapped with punitive new Re- tions
tions for block grants to Indian
Indian tribes.
tribes. This
This
publican social
social engineering
engineering policies
policies so
50 concon- would
publican
would have
have allowed
allowed Indian
Indian tribes
tribes to
to operate
operate
tradictory to
to basic
basicfairness,
fairness, common
common sense their
their own
Own block
block granl
grant programs
prograrns on
on the same
and decency.
basis as states. For those tribes who would
I assume we could all support moving wel- have declined to assume this program fundfare recipients from welfare to work but there ing, the
the funds would have
have reverted
reverted to
to the
the
is nothing in this Republican welfare bill which state. The State would then operate the prowill have this effect. This Republican bill has gram in the tribes service area according to
all sorts of requirements. It requires that, after their population. My amendment would have
being maintained on AFDC for a certain pe- allowed American Indians
Indians and
and Alaska
Alaska Natives
Natives
riod, that people work but it does not help fa- to participate fully in the welfare reform proccilitate States in meeting such requirements. ess.
The Republicans say that this measure will
Mr. Speaker, there is an obligation here, a
move people off of welfare, off of SSI, off of
trust obligation of fair and honorable dealings
Food Stamps and reduce spending by nearly
Indians and
and Alaska Native
Native
$70 billion over 5 years. The question is; with American Indians
govemwhere are the children, women and the elderly tribes. Tribes have a government to governreIationshp with the Federal GovernGovemgoing? The GOP wants to take away their en- ment relationship
titlement, the social safety net of education, ment and a right to self-determination in the
training, child care,
care, shelter,
shelter, medical
medical care
care and
and operation of programs intended to benefit Indians. Congress and Presidents Nixon to PresiPresifood and admonishes the Congress to trust ans.
the States because flexibility and block grants dent Reagan have recognized the special govare held forth as a cure for all ailments, that ernment to government relationship. Yet, the
frankly makes no sense. No realistic economic Rules Committee has failed to recognize the
countercyclical capacity exists in this GOP p01- long standing trust obligations that this body
icy. There is no common sense to this Repub- and the Federal Government have to tribes.
At current time, tribal programs suffer from
lican policy path. The only cents in this bill are
the $70 billion worth of cuts that are being ex- two problems which handicap tribal social
tracted from poor and working American fami- service programs. First, tribes generally can
lies and bestowed on the affluent through the only contract for operation of secondary social
Republican tax give aways already passed by service programs, since the Bureau of Indian
the
the Ways
Ways and
and Means
Means Committee.
Committee. The
The fiscal
fiscal Affairs programs are secondary and available
deficit
deficit won't be helped by this action.
action. The
The only if an Indian is not eligible for other genStates will
will experience
experience aa trickle
trickle down
down tax
tax inin- erally available programs (AFDC). ConStates
of the
the primary
primary welfare
welfare syssyscrease and America's
Americas human
human deficit;
deficit; the
the numnum- sequently, reform of
tem operating
operating in
in tribal
tribal communities
communities is
is beyond
beyond
bers of kids below the poverty level, the un- tem
tribal control.
control. Second,
Second, tribal
tribal social
social service
service proproderemployed and unemployed, the malnour- tribal
ished,
shed, the
the abused women and kids, the grams, such as Indian Child Welfare Act, were
noncitizens without recourse will grow by funded on a competitive basis for 1 to
to 3-year
3-year
terms. This
This disrupts tribal programs when
leaps and bounds. Mr. Chairman, it is time to terms.
stop blaming the poor for being poor—stop funding interruptions
interruptions occur.
occur. Despite
Despite the
the probprobabove, tribally
tribally run
our abandonment of people in need and to lems above,
run social
social service
service proprorenew real investment in our greatest asset— grams generally outperform state
state operated
operated
communities. [Indian
[indian Child
Child
the American people. We can't afford to desert programs in tribal communities.
people, even those who may have made a Welfare: A Status
Status Report
Report (IHS/BIA
(IHS/BIA 1988)J.
1988)].
mistake or two, certainly not those who are
Efforts by tribes to
to reform
reform welfare
welfare programs
programs
simply born into poverty. Mr. Chairman, it have been opposed by the Bureau of Indian
seems in this Chamber that some have Affairs
which in fiscal year 1994 atAffairs [BIA],
[BA], which
strayed far from the common sense path of tempted to cut off funding for tribally initiated
compassion and human understanding. They Tribal
Tribal Work
Work Experience
Experience Program
Program ETWEP]
ETWEP] in
in
profess an understanding of cost in dollars but the
the Tanana
Tanana Chiefs
Chiefs Conference
Conference and
and Tlingit
Tlingit and
and
understand the value of nothing. They are in- Haida Central Council regions in my state of
correct on all counts.
counts. This
This GOP measure Alaska.
Alaska. ItIt is
is interesting
interesting to
to note
note for
for this
this member
member
should be defeated.
of Congress that the Assistant Secretary of InMr. YOUNG of Alaska. Mr. Speaker, I voted dian
dian Affairs
Affairs took
took credit
credit for
for the
the very
very TWEP
TWEP proprofor the rule on H.R. 4, however, I am deeply gram
gram the Bureau tried to nullity. Within Indian
Indian
disturbed and angered that the Rules Commit- country there is a consensus that welfare retee has chosen to ignore a major committee form is needed
needed and
and that tribes are best
which has jurisdiction on issues which affect equipped to accomplish that task. By excludthe daily lives
ilves of American Indians and Alaska ing tribes from reform of the primary welfare
Natives. Many of my colleagues in the Com- programs, this Congress has abandoned one
mittee on Resources are very concerned that segment of society truly in need and supportthis body has chosen to overtook
overlook the concerns ive of welfare reform.
of American Indians
Indians and
and Alaska
Alaska Natives
Natives in
in the
the
Tribes
Tribes have some of the highest levels of
welfare reform bill and how deeply this action poverty in the country. At least 51 percent of
will affect them. American Indians and Alaska all
all reservation
below the
reservation Indian families are be'ow
Natives have contributed much to this great poverty line. While the merits of the current
country of ours and yet, again have been welfare system can be reasonably debated,
placed at the bottom of the totem pole.
there
there is
is little
little doubt
doubt that
thatitt is not working
working for
for InInoffered a bi-partisan
b-partisan amendment
amendment to
to the
the dian people. This bill as
as written,
written, excludes
Rules Committee, however, my amendment tribes from the primary welfare program. While
I
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provides a 3 percent set aside for one program only, the Child Care Block Grant program, the bill excludes funding for tribes in all
afi
of
of the
the other
other programs
programs of
of the
the bill.
bill. Again,
Again, this
this
body
body is
is not
not meeting
meeting the
the obligation
obligation of
of trust
trust reresponsibility to American Indians and Alaska
Natives and I must
must voice
voice my
my grave concern
with this inequity. Thank
Thank you
you for
for the
the Opporopportunity to vote my objections in omitting American Indians and Alaska Natives in participating in the welfare reform bill currently being
debated by this body.
Mr.
RANGEL Mr.
Mr. RANGEL
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, during my tenure here in Congress,
Congress, II have
have seen
seen and
and participarticpated in several attempts at reforming welfare.
The Democrats have always crafted bipartisan
bipa!tisan
biIs and
bills
and the
the far-reaching 1988 Family Support
Act with its JOBS component is one result of
cooperative work between Democrats and Republicans. However, in crafting the Personal
Responsibility Act, Republicans apparently do
not believe in continuing this bipartisan spirit.
Out of the 150 amendments submitted to the
Rules Committee,
Commfttee, only 33 were accepted. And
of the 33, only
oniy 7 will be offered by the Democrats with the Republicans offering 26 of their
it

I

Own amendments.
own
amendments.

It is a shame that an issue that will impact
millions of low-income and poor families in our

nation is not debated in a democratic forum.
The Republicans continue to exclude us even

after they have incorporated some of the
Democrats' ideas such as allowing immigrants

who are veterans and fought to protect this
country access to public
public assistance
assistance ifif they
they faD
fall
on hard times. And although some of the Republican amendments attempt to correct the
mean-spirited provisions such as letting states
give vouchers to teen mothers, vouchers cannot pay rent or the bus fare to work.
Critics of
of our
our welfare
welfare system
system always
always divide
divide
Critics

the poor
poor into
into two
Iwo groups:
groups: the
the deserving
deserving and
and
the
the underserving
underserving poor.
poor. Never
Never before
before have
have
the
seen
seen the
the so-called
so-called reformers
reformers exaggerate
exaggerate the
the
underservingness of our poor as I have seen
seen
I

in the past couple of months. The Republicans
vilify
viUfythe
the poor
poor and
and uses
uses misinformation
misinformation to justify their welfare cuts.
The typical AFDC mother is seen as
as an
an AfriAfn-

can American teenage girl who has at least
three children
money.
This

and
and sis breeding
breeding more
more for
gross
exaggeration
and

misperception
misperception is
is used
used over
over and
and over
over again.
again.
The truth is
s that
that only
only 10—15%
10—15% stay on
onwetfare
welfare

continuously for five year or more. The rest
cycle on and off welfare, finding jobs but never

one secure or stable enough to stay off welfare permanently. These people who look for
jobs want to work and need help and training
so that they can find secure and permanent
jobs. Instead, they are described erroneously
erroneous'y
as undeserving.

Republicans also argue that out of wedlock
sinole parenthood causes
births and single
causes poverty
poverty
which in turn, fuels a host of all these other
social problems like crime
cnme and moral decay.
Their cause and effect equation is all wrong.
What
What they fail to see is that
the
that poverty
poverty is the
source of social
sodal problems, and joblessness is
what destroys hope and dignity. We need to
train these parents and educate their children
so that they are able to take advantage of opportunities and overcome poverty.
Welfare reform is about helping and investing in people so that they can become economically independent which is not the same
same
thing as refusing help. The Republican welfare
bill

will refuse to help AFDC
AFDC recipients
recipients who
who
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are looking
'ooking for jobs, those who are working ship"
ship" provision
provision that
that could
could render
render legal
legal immiimmibut need child care, and those who are teen grants ineligible for
for benefits
benefits under
under a wide
mothers. The Republican bill will deny benefits range of federal, state and local programs.
to: 70,000 children whose mothers are under This punitive approach, that runs counter to
eighteen: 2.2 million children because of they
eighteen;
AFDC; 4.8
happen to be born to a family on AFDC:
million children due to the 5 year cutoff even
if

their parents cannot find jobs; 3.3 million

children because they cannot establish paternity even though they are fully
fullycooperating
cooperating
and the states are stow
slow to officially
officially estabhsh
establish
paternity.

By the year 2005, an estimated 6.1 million
children will be ineligible
ineligible for
for welfare
welfare benefits.
benefits.
Is this really welfare reform or is it just refusal
to help—a refusal to
to help
help poor
poor people
people and
and
chitdren just for the sake of the bottom line or
children
even worse, to finance a tax cut for families
making $200,000 a year.

There has been talk of compassion and
tough
tough love but is it compassionate
compassionate to
to tell
tefl a
family who cannot find a decent job in 5 years
that they will no longer get benefits? Is it compassionate to tell a legal alien who has been
working and contributing in the United States
for over 20 years that
that he
he can't
can't get
get public
public asassistance? Is it compassionate to cut money for
school lunches for poor children just to save
money?

our best
best traditions of fairness and decency,
our
decency, is
is
strongly
strongly opposed
opposed by
by the
the Catholic
Catholic Church,
Church, the
the
Council of Jewish Federations and a host of
other prominent organizations.
As we discuss this issue, I would
would remind
remind my
my
colleagues that under current law legal
legat immigrants are
are effectively
effectively barred
barred from
from receiving
receiving
most welfare benefits for several years after
entry. Moreover, they are required to fulfill vir-

same responsibilities
responsibities as
tually the same
as citizens.
They must pay taxes, and they can be drafted.
Under the proposed restriction, a legal immi-

grant, who has been working for years and
paying taxes, will be denied assistance if he
becomes
becomes disabled.
disab'ed. Many
Many others
otherswho
whohave
have
worked hard but never officially become citizens will be refused coverage for valuable
health
he&th care services.
For those who assert that legal immigrants
represent a drain on Government,
Govemment, I Icommend
commend

to them a study conducted
conducted fast
last year
year by
by the
the
Urban Institute. The Institute estimated that
immigrants contribute
immigrants
contribute$30
$30biUion
billion more
more in
in reve-

nue than they collect in services each year.

These findings echoed an earlier study by the
Republicans want to foster personal respon- Federal Reserve Bank of New York showing
sibility
sibility in
in these
these AFDC
AFDC recipients
recipients but
but the
the fedfed- that immigrant families on average contribute
eral
eral government
government will
will be
be guilty
guilty of
of abrogating
abrogating about $2,500
$2,500 aa year
year more
moreinn taxes
taxes than
than they
they
our
our responsibility
responsibility to
to the
the poor
poor families
families and
and their
their obtain in public services.
services. We
We should
should also
also rere-

chi'dren in
children
in the
the United
UnitedStates
States if we pass the
the member why many immigrants come here.
bill.

Like many of our ancestors they land on these
The Federal government should bear part of shores because they want to work and be prothe responsibility for ensuring that AFDC re- ductive, self-sustaining individuals.
cipients find jobs or get training to be more
I believe it can only be characterized as calmarketable so that they can get jobs. This Re- lous and mean-spirited to bar taxpaying, lawpublican bill doesn't ensure that they are work- abiding persons from participating in programs
ing but rather, counts people who are cutoff that they must help support.
from
from the
the welfare
welfare rolls
rolls as
as meeting
meeting work
work participarticiRefusing benefits to
to legal
legalimmigrants
immigrants will
pation rates even if they do not have jobs. In clearly
clearly not
not translate
translate into
into savings
savings for
for everyone.
everyone.
my book, work parncipation
participation is
is about
about people
people in
in State and local governments will
wifl be forced tp
to
jobs, not just kicking them off the rolls.
make increased expenditures as those
Beyond this issue of welfare reform is this noncitizens
noncitjzens left with no means of support turn
tum

role of the federal government. We have aa
necessary role to invest in our people, in our

to
to their
theirprograms.
programs. Under
Under the
the proposed
proposed bill,
bill,
states and localities
locahties are
are able
able to
to deny
deny assistassistchildren and to rebuild broken families. It is
is in ance to legal
immigrants. However, I believe
egal immigrants.
our national interest to make sure that Amer- the damaging repercussions of such a deci-

ican families can contribute and that their chil- sion will make them
them reluctant
reluctant to
to do
do so.
so.
dren can grow up to be productive citizens.
I
am sure that
that state
stateand
and local
local officials

This so-called Personal Responsibility Act around the country are surprised to see my
does not invest in our people and help make colleagues
colleagues creating
creating these
these financial burdens
burdens
America more
more productive.
productive. Instead,
nstead, it denies less than a week after Congress sent unhelp to people and
and cuts
cuts funding
funding for
for programs
programs funded mandate legislation to President Clinthat feed children and in the long run, the ton, which he signed.
human consequences of this bill will come
Eliminating Medicaid
Methcaid coverage for legal imback to haunt us. This bill encourages joblessjobiess- migrants will
wifl be particularly costly to state and
ness, drug abuse, crime
crime and
and perpetuates
perpetuates local governments,
governments, as
as weH
well as
as hospitals.
hospit&s. 1.7
hopelessness. In
hopelessness.
In this
this case,
case,the
theRepublicans
Republicar million
million noncitizens—.-many
noncitizens—many of
of whom
whom are chilchilare willing to spend $60,000 a year to lock a dren—will be forced to let their illnesses go
kid up in jaH
jail but
but not
not spend
spend S6,000
S6,000 to keep that untreated until they become emergencies. As
kid in school
we all know, treating persons on this basis is
This bill is not about investment in our chil- generally
generally far
far more
more expensive
expensive than
than providing
providing
dren and country but a conspiracy to end as- routine care.
sistance
sistance to
to the
the neediest
neethest Americans.
Americans.
Past experience shows that it can also be
Mr.
DINGELL Mr. Chairman, several
several fatal. Two studies that appeared in the New
amendments have
amendments
have been
beenoffered
offered to
toimprove
improve England Journal of Medicine are particularly
the unwise and unwarranted provisions of instructive. One focused on the State of CaliH.R. 4, the Personal Responsibility Act, relat- fornia's
fomia's decision to terminate Medicaid
Medicaid eligieligiing to legal immigrants. Sadly, none of them bility for 270,000 people in 1982. Public health
goes far enough to correct a serious defect in experts examined the effect on a number of
this poorly drafted bill.
patients with high blood pressure. Within S
The legislation now before us prohibits most months of losing coverage, these patients suflegal immigrants from receiving certain welfare fered
fered an average increase in blood pressure
pressure
benefits, food stamps and Medicaid. It also associated with a four-fold increased risk of
contains
contains an
an ill-advised
ill-advised "deeming
'deeming until citizen- death.
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Another study focused on New Hampshire's
limitation on prescription drug coverage in

From a policy perspective, their pnonties
priorities are

baffling.
baffling. Rather
Rather than
than debate
debate whether
whether to
to guarguarantee a safe foster home for abused or ne11 months later, limited people to three pre- glected children, or discuss whether welfare
chronicafly-ill ele- benefits Should
scriptions per months. Among chronically-ill
should be terminated if the person is
deny patients nursing home and hospital ad- able and willing to work but cannot find a job,
derly
missions rose significantly. In fact, the result- the Republican majority
majority chose
chose to
to have
have us
us dedeing increase in mental health costs alone ex- bate ways of tracking down deadbeat dads
ceeded the $400,000 savings realized by a who have died, and sense of the Congress
ratio
to 1.
ratio of
ofmore
morethan
thanaa17l7to
1.
language that blames single-parents for crime,
It is clear
that this
this poorly
poorly drafted
drafted legislation
legislation violence and most other ills of our society.
dear that
will leave states and hospitals with unfair
In the interest of full disclosure, let me share
choices. Do they absorb 100% of the costs of with you some of the important amendments
providing non-emergency care, or do they only that Democrats sought to debate. In each intreat legal immigrants on an emergency care stance,
stance, the
the Republican
Republican majority
majority REFUSED
REFUSED to
to
basis. Focusing on emergency care potentially grant our request.
risks the health of
of citizens,
citizens, as
as well.
well in addition,
A Stenholm (TX) amendment to require that
as
as CBO
CBO noted
noted in
in its
its cost
cost estimate
estimate for
for this
this legleg- net reductions from this bill be used for deficit
islation, this approach requires significant fed- reduction.
eral spending. Medicaid expenditures will be
A Matsul
Matsui (CA)
(CA) and
and Kennedy
Kennedy (MA)
(MA) amendamendA
needed to finance emergency services and ment to guarantee foster care and adoption
disproportionate share payments to hospitals. assistance for any child who is abused or neThese are just a few examples of the dan- glected.
wifl have to
gers that America's less fortunate will
A Kleczka (WI) and Rangel (NY) amendface with passage of H.R. 4. I would welcome ment to give States the option of waiving the
the opportunity to work with my colleagues 5-year time limit for any individual who is willacross the aisle to enact well-reasoned and ing to work, but for whom no job is available.
effective welfare reform legislation that does
A Kennelly (CT) amendment stipulating that
not imperil the children, elderly, and legal im- child care be made available
avatlable for the children
migrants of this nation. However, refuse
refuse to
to of parents
parents required
required to
to participate
participate in work,
blindly
blindly support
support extreme
extreme legislation
legislation that
that is
is concon- training
training or
or education
education programs.
programs.
trary to personal responsibility.
responsibihty.
A Clayton (NC) amendment to require that
Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, 30 years of an
an individual
individual employed
employed or
or participating
participating in a
"Great Society"
"Great
Society"Government
Government handouts
handouts has
has work or workfare program
program shall
shall be
be paid
paid at
at
transformed America into a tragic society. Our least the minimum wage.
current welfare system subsidizes illegitimacy
A Hail (OH) amendment to preserve the
and promotes personally
personally destructive
destructive behavior.
behavior. WIC and school lunch
lunch and
and breakfast
breakfast proproIt tears apart the very fabric of our society— grams.
the American
American family.
family.
the
A Kleczka (WI) and Kennelly (CT) amendFor too long, liberal lawmakers fooled Amer- ment to prevent States from reducing cash asicans into believing that big Govemment
Government pro- sistance to a family when the child's paternity
patemity
grams
grams provide
provide the
the best
best solution
solution to
to poverty.
poverty. has not been established due to a State backAmericans have seen the disastrous results log
or inefficiency.
inefficiency.
bg or
and will no longer tolerate the liberal lie. They
A Levin and Rivers
Rivers (MI)
(Mi) amendment
amendment tt pay
pay
know that the so-called welfare safety net is benefits to a teen mother and her child only if
really a web which traps welfare recipients in she lives under adult
adu't supervision,
supervision, stays in
in
a cycle of dependency and despair.
school and cooperates
cooperates with
with paternity
paternity estabestabHard-working families have poured more lishment.
than $5 trillion
trillion into
this bureaucratic black
into this
A Levtn
Levin (Ml) amendment to require all
hole. They demand and deserve more for their States to report child support obligations to
money. That is why they overwhelmingly sup- credit bureaus.
port the Republican Personal Responsibility
A McDermott (WA) amendment to require
Act.
Act.
that a State not terminate a recipient's benefits
Our welfare reform bill works to restore fam- unless it had made available necessary counily values
welfare sys- seling, education, training, substance abuse
values by
by replacing
rep'acing the
thefailed
faed welfare
tem with compassionate solutions.
sofutions. Our bill of- treatment, and child care.
fers tough love reforms
reforms based
based on
on the
the dignity
dignityof
of
A
A Tomcelli
Tomcelli (NJ) amendment to preclude
preclude
work and the strength
strength of
of family.
family. ItIt breaks
breaks the
the States from providing welfare
we'fare to a family who
cyc'e of dependency by promoting
cycle
promoting personal
personal has not vaccinated their minor children.
1981. This policy change, which was reversed

I

responsibility and self-worth.

Mr. Chairman, the Personal Responsibility
Act emphasizes work and life attitudes to rebuild a family-based
fami'y-based society. The family represents the core of our society. We must act
now to mend the tattered
tattered values
values blanket
blanket bebefore
fore another
another family
family gets
gets trapped
trapped in
in the
the Federal
Federal
bureaucratic
bureaucratic safety
safety net.
net.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, the rule governing debate on H.R.
H.R. 4—the
4—the weUare
welfare reform
bili—was narrowty
bill—was
narrowly passed yesterday.
yesterday. voted
no on that rule with a clear conscience because the rule the Republican majority crafted
makes certain that we will never debate the
fundamental issues raised by welfare reform.
Worried about their ability to keep their own
troops in line, the Republicans picked 31—
minor
minor and generally non-controversial—
non-controversial—I

amendments for debate.
debate.
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to children. II say
say again
again what II have
have said on

the floor The truth hurts.
hurts. Let
Let me
me list
list for
for you
you
just ten examples of the cruel policies embedded in the Republican Contract on America:
10. It punishes the
the child
child (until
(until the
the mother
mother isis
18 years old) for being born out-of-wedlock to
a young parent (title
(title I).
I). Number
Nurnber of children
children
punished: 70,000.
9. It punishes a child—for his entire childhood—for
hood—fbr the sin of being born
bom to a family on
weUare, even
welfare,
even though
though the child didn't ask to be
bom (title I). Number of children punished: 2.2
born
million.
8. It punishes a child—by
child—by denying
denying cash
cash
aid—when a State drags its feet on paternity
patemity
establishment (title
(title I).
I). Number
Number of
of children
children punpun-

ished: 3.3 million.
7.

It leaves children holding the bag if the

State runs out of Federal money (title I). Number of children punished: ?
6. It does not assure safe child care for children when their parents work (title I). Number
of children punished: 401,600.
It allows
5. It
allows children
children to
to die
die while
while in State
care without requiring any State accountability
beyond reporting the
the death
death (title
(title II).
II). Number
Numberof
of
children punished: ?
4. It
It throws
throws some medically disabled chil-

dren off SSI because of bureaucratic technicalities (title IV). Number of children punished: 75,943.
3. It

denies SSI benefits to children who

didn't become disabled soon enough (title
(tifle lv).
IV).
612.800.
Number of children punished: 612,800.

2. There is no guarantee of foster care for
children who are abused or neglected (title II).
Number of children punished: ?
1.
1. tItcuts
cutsaid
aidto
to poor
poor children
children to pay for tax
cuts for the rich. Number of children punished:
15 million.

Is this a cruel bill? I suggest my colleagues

ask those 15 million
million children.
children. There
There is
is no
no
question in my mind. Taking $70 billion dollars
from programs for poor children to pay for tax
cuts for the rich is—without question—cruel.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, since introducing
H.R. 4, the Republican majority has changed
the allocation formula for title of the welfare
I

reform bill four times. Those changes mean
millions to the affected States.
For example, Speaker GINGRICH'S State of
Georgia gained $45 million after backroom negotiations
gotiations produced a new fOrmula
fbrmula in the

Rules Committee. Those
Those same
same private
private deals
deals
reduced California's
Califomia's block grant funding over 5
years by $670 million. In every public discussion of
of the
the bill,
bill, California's
Califomia's share was higher.
sion
And, on the way to the Rules Committee, New

A MiHer
Miller (CA)
(CA) amendment
amendment to
to require
require that York lost $275 million.
But that's not aU;
alt; there's
there's more. After criticnti-

States continue to comply with national nutritional standards until they develop their own
standards
standards that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture apapproves.
proves.

cism that the subcommittee bill looked like a
sweetheart deal for
for two
two Republican
Republican Govemors—in Michigan and Wisconsin—the forernors—in
mula was revised. Michigan lost $430 million
and Wisconsin lost $200 million. By the time
the bill got to the Rules Committee, Michigan
had recouped $225 million of what they lost.
Wisconsin was still nearly $200 million in the

A Ranges
Rangel (NY)
(NY) amendment
amendment to prohibit
prohibit the
the
use of Federal funds to displace currently employed workers from their jobs.
These
These are
are issues
issues the
the American
American people
people exexpect us to debate. But we can't because the
RepubUcan majority
Republican
majority has gagged us. That hole.
makes me wonder, why are the Republicans
And, Representative BILL ARCHER (S-TX)
(R-TX)
afraid to vote on these amendments? Are they must have been persuasive in those behindsimply playing politics or are they interested in closed-doors caucuses that Republicans held.
true welfare reform?
reform? The
The American
American people
people can
can By the time the bill left Ways and Means, he
judge.
had
had gathered
gathered up
up more
more than
than $20
$20 million
million for
for his
his
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, my Repub- home
home State of Texas
Texas and—surprise,
and—surprise, surlican colleagues have chafed at suggestions prise—he
pnse—he held on to
to most
most of
of itit in the Rules
that their welfare reform
reform bifl—H.R.
bill—H.R. 4—is
4—is cruel
cruel Committee.
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The facts are simple. Under the latest formula,
mula, '17
17 States
Statesget
get less
less money
money than the
Ways and Means Committee approved; 32
States are winners. The losers are: Alabama,
Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Guam,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland,
Maryland, Minnesota,
Minnesota
Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Texas, Virgin
Islands, and West Virginia.
gn Islands,
Virginia.
For the record, every time the Republicans

March 23, 1995

these
these welfare programs is to let the States do companies in America.
America,assembled
assembled on mismisit.
it. And
packing boxes,
boxes, aa huge.
huge.
And without
without question
question some States have matched chairs amid packing
been
been very
very successful
successful at
at getting
getting people
people off
off the
the unplugged copying machine and constantly

ringing telephones.'
ringing
telephones."
The eager
eager lobbyists
lobbyists had
had wasted
wastedno
notime
timein
in
up Mr. DeLays
DeLay's offer
offer to
to collaborate
collaborate in
The problem, Mr. Speaker, is that not all taking
the drafting of legislation that would scrap
scrap
States
States operate
operate with
with the
the same
same efficiency,
efficiency, and
and II Federal safety and
and environmental
environmental rules that
can just imagine that with 50 different bu- big business
business felt were too tough. When
When the
the
reaucracies, with 50 different sets of laws and bill
bill and
and the debate
debate moved
moved to
to the
the House
Housefloor,
floor,
changed the formula, four States got less. regulations, with 50
50 different
different state
state court
court rulwl- the Post
Post story
story said. "lobbyists
"lobbyists hovered
hovered nearnearThey are: Iowa. Marytand,
Maryland, Minnesota, and
and ings, with 50 different budgetary priorities—will by. tapping Out
out talking
talking points on a laptop
West Virginia. Eight States were winners result in what I suspect will be utter chaos and computer for delivery to Republican floor
floor
every time. They are:
are: District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. NaHa- confusion—and
confusior,—and iff I'm correct Mr. Speaker, leaders."
The mind boggles at the very idea of a
waii,
wail, Idaho, Kansas, Nevada, Puerto Rico, when you block-grant a federal program to a
Gingrich Republican
Republican criticizing
criticizinganyone
anyone as
as a
Rhode Island, and Virginia.
state, that state does not necessarily have to Gingrich
of special
special interests. Republicans in
And the important point
point for
for the
the American
American spend the funds for what Congress had in- captive of
era of
of Newt aggressively hunt down spepeople to understand is this: All of these tended—and if that is the case, Mr. Speaker, the era
cial
interests and demand to be taken capcial interests
changes
changes happened
happened without
without 11 minute
minute of
of public
public my heart goes out to those 21.6 million chil- tive. If,
If.of
ofcourse,
course, those
those interests have
have lots
lots of
discussion. So much for government in the dren that are not going to receive the full ben- money.
sunshine,
sunshine.
guess the Republican majority efits of such federal programs.
And when
when itit comes
conies time
time to
to make
make sacrifices
And
thinks secret closed-door meetings are OK—
Let us
us reform our welfare
welfare system,
system, Mr. to bring the Federal deficit under control,
interests are
arespared.
spared.No
Nopain
paininflicted
inflicted
so long as they are the ones having the meet- Speaker,
Speaker, but
but let
let us
us do
do itit 'ike
like we
we are
are flying
flying like
like those interests
for budget
budget cuts
cuts
ings and making the deals.
deals.The
TheAmerican
American eagles,
eagles, and
and not
not run
run around
around doing
doing so
so like
like aa there. The Republican zeal for
comes
comes to
to an
an abrupt
abrupt halt
halt in
in the
the face
face of
of the
the
people deserve better.
bunch of turkeys.
so-called Contract
Contract
real special interests. The so-called
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman. I move
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I include for the With
With America
America isis actually
actually aa contract
contract with
with big
that the Committee do now rise.
RECORD newspaper
RECORD
newspapereditorials
editorialson
on this
this business.
business.Keep
Keepin
inmind
mind the
thelobbyists
lobbyists writing
writing
The motion was agreed to.
subject, as follows:
legislation in Tom DeLays
DeLay's office.
office. They
Accordingly. the Committee rose:
rose;
WHAT SPECIAL
SPEcIAL Ir'rrEREsr?
INTERESli
weren't representatives
representatives of
of the
the American
American peopeoand the Speaker
Speaker pro
pro tem
tempore
pie.
middle class.
class. They
They represented
represented
pore (Mr. CALple, poor or middle
(By Bob Herbert)
contract.
VERT). having assumed the chair). Mr.
tVLARcH
MARcH 22.
22, 1995.
1995. NY TifES.—0n
TIMES.—On Sunday
Sunday the real beneficiaries of the contract,
According to the National
National Center
Centerfor
forChilChilLINDER. Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the Committee
Committee of
of more than
LIr'tDER.
than 1.000
1.000 people,
people,many
manyofof them
them chilPoverty, 24 percent
percent of
of all
all American
the Whole House on the State of the dren, rallied outside the
the Capitol
Capitol in
in Washing- dren in Poverty.
age of
of 66 are
are poor.
poor. Under
tinder
protest cuts
cuts in
in the
pro- children under the age
the school
school lunch
lunch pro.
Union. reported that that Committee, ton to protest
which is
is just
just one
one of
of many
many excessive
excessive the twisted values of the new Republican
having had under consideration
consideration the
the gram, which
majority,
these
children
become
like
woundmajority,
these
become
like
bill. (H.R. 4) to restore the American and cruel budget proposals the Republican ed swimmers in shark-infested waters.
waters. Their
Their
majority in
inCongress
Congress is trying
trying to
to hammer
hammer very
family, reduce illegitimacy, control majority
very vulnerability
vulnerability is
is aasignal
signal that
that they
they
into law.
welfare spending and reduce welfare deThe theme
theme of
of the rally
rally was 'Pick
Pick on
on SomeSome- should be attacked.
James
JamesWeill.
Weill, general
general counsel
counsel of
of the
the ChilChilpendence. had come to no resolution one Your Own Size.'
Size." which
whichwas
was another
another way
Defense League, said,
said, "They
"They are takthereon.
of saying that the G.O.P.
G.O.P. bully
bully boys might dren's
of the American population
consider spreading
spreading the
the budget-cutting
budget-cutting pain ing that part
deepesttrouble
trouble to
to begin
beginwith.
with,
is in the deepest
around,
around, rather
rather than
than continuing
continuing their obscene
obscene that
poverty, the
the
REMOVAL OF NAME OF MEMBER offensive against the young, the poor, the
the the group with the highest poverty,
greatest vulnerability,
greatest
vulnerability, and
andbecause
because they
they are
are
crippled, the
the weak
weak and
and the helpless.
AS COSPONSOR
COSPONSOR OF
OF H.R.
H.R. 26
26 AND
AND crippled,
so politically
politicallypowerless
powerless they
they are
are attacking
H.R. 209
The Republican reaction
reaction to
to the
the rally
rally was so
to me.
me. is
is the
the worst
worstasasto
Amazing even. Spokesmen
Spokesmenfor
for them the most. That,
are doing."
doing."
Mr. CHRYSLER. Mr. Speaker. I ask interesting.
the party denounced the protest organizers pect of what they are
unanimous consent that my name be as
as exploiters
exploiters of children
children and
and defenders
defenders of
of
removed as a cosponsor of H.R. 26 and special interests. Exploiters of
of children!
children! HOUSE
HousE TAKES
TAMEStiP
UPLEGIsLATION
LEGISLATIONTo
ToDIsMANTLE
DISMANTlE
HR.
H.R. 209.
209.
What an accusation
accusation from
from aa party
party that
that is
is trytrySocIAL PROCRAMS
SOCIAL
PROGRAMS
and give
give them
them productive
productive jobs
welfare roUs,
rolls, and
and add more meaning to their lives.

I

off the
the welfare
welfare
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there ing to throw poor children off
(By Robert
(By
Robert Pear)
Pear)
nutritional standards
standards for school meals: a Ws-aNc-roN,
nutritional
tleman from Michigan?
WAS1-ENCTON.
March
21.—The
HouseofofRepRepMarch
21.—The
House
party that would cut benefits for handi- resentatives
resentatives today
today took
took up sweeping legislaThere was no objection.
capped children:
capped
children; a party that would reduce
reduce
would eliminate
eliminate Federal
Federal
rolls; aa party that would
objection to the request of the gen- rolls:

PUTrING AMERICA'S CHILDREN AT
RISK
RiSK
(Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA
FALEOMAVAEGAasked
asked and

was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute and to revise and
extend his remarks and include extraneous material.)

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Mr. Speaker,

mit to
mit
tomy
mydistinguished
distinguishedcolleagues
colleagues

I

sub-

in this

chamber that the lives and well-being of some
21.6 million of our nation's children are at risk
if we are to allow the proposed welfare reform
bill to pass.
do not
not believe
beheve there
there has
has ever
ever been
been any
any
do
disagreement on both sides of the aisle
ais'e of the
need to reform our welfare programs. But to
do so with such haste as if there is no tomorrow, or that because the Contract With AmerAmer.
ica must be signed,
signed, sealed
sealed and
and naNed
nailed to the
cross within the 1100-day
00-day period—literally
period—literally begs
the question of why all the rush? Thank God
for the U.S. Senate.
Some of my friends
fiiends across the aisle have
have
I

repeated'y said the best way to administer
repeatedly

tion that would
would dismantle
dismantle many
many elements
elements of
protection for
protection
for abused
abused and neglected children.
children, the
social welfare
the social
welfare systems
systems put in
in place
place by
by
reported cases
cases of abuse and ne- the Federal
even though reported
Federal Government
Government overover the
the last 60
glect tripled
tripled between
between 1980 and 1992.
years.
years.
Please,
reality check.
Please, aa reality
There was little
littlesuspense
suspense about the Outout' defenders of
And 'defenders
ofspecial
special interests"?
interests"? A
A ReRe. come:
come; Republicans
Republicans predicted
predicted that
thatthe
thebill
bill
publican in
in the
the era of Newt
Newt can
can say that with would
would be
be approved late this week on a parrya straight face?
face? On
On Monday.
Monday. Richard L. line vote.
Berke wrote in The Times:
"Based on
on the hysterical
hysterical cries
cries of
of those
those who
'Based
"Indeed, many Republicans are seeking to seek
seek to
to defend
defend the
the failed
failed welfare state, you
punish groups that did not support them in would
would have
have thought
thought Republicans
Republicanswere
wereelimielimithe
the past
past to
to insure
insure that they are never again nating welfare in its entirety,"
entirety," rather
rather than
abandoned. While
abandoned.
While Democrats
Democratshave
have never
never Just
just slowing
slowing its growth,
growth, said
said Representative
timid about
been timid
about hitting
up lobbyists,
lobbyists,ReRe. Bill
hitting up
Archer,the
the Texas
Texas Republican who is
Bill Archer,
publicans are
publicans
are going
goingeven
even further,
further, to
to the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee.
point
dictating whom
whombusiness
business groups
point of dictating
Mr. Archer,
Archer, declaring
declaring that "the
Republican
Mr.
'the Republican
should hire."
hire.'
welfare revolution
welfare
revolutionisisatathand,"
hand."said
saidthe
the ReRetruth is
is that
that the
the Republicans
Republicans curcur- publican bill
The cold truth
billsought
sought '"the
broadest overhaul
the broadest
rently in
rently
in Congress
Congress are raising the phenome- of welfare
welfare ever
ever proposed."
non of
of special
special interests
interests to
to dangerous
dangerous new
new For their
their part.
part. Democrats
Democrats acknowledged
heights. The lead paragraph on a Washington
Washington that their
their substitute
substitutemeasure
measure had
had little
little
Post article on March 12 said:
Post
chance of passage
passage but
but predicted
predicted that they
"The day before the Republicans
Republicans formally
formally would
would make
make political
politicalgains
gains ininthe
thedebate
debate by
by
took control
control of
of Congress,
Congress. Rep. Tom DeLay attacking the Republicans
Republicans as
ascruel
cruelto
tochilchilstrolled to
to aa meeting in
in the
the rear conference dren. Representative
Representative John
John Lewis.
Lewis, Democrat
of his
his spacious
spacious new leadership suite on of Georgia. for
room of
for instance,
instance, infuriated
infuriated the
the Rethe first floor
floor of
ofthe
the Capitol.
Capitol.The
The dapper
dapper publicans
publicans when
when he
hesaid
saidtheir"
their' onslaught"
onslaught' on
on
Texas Congressman, soon to be sworn in
in as
as children,
children, poor
poor people
people and
and the disabled was
House majority
whip,
saw
before
him
a
group
majority whip, saw before him a group reminiscent of crimes committed in
in Nazi
lobbyists representing
representing some
some of
of the
the biggest Germany.
of lobbyists
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SCHROEDER addressed the

tleman from Utah [Mr. ORTON] is recMr. SANDERS. 1I think not. I think
House. Her remarks will appear here- ognized for 5 minutes.
not. But I thank you. I would love to
after in the Extensions of Remarks.]
(Mr. ORTON addressed the House. His do it. I really would.
[Mr.
remarks will appear hereafter in the Mr. HOKE. Thank you.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a Extension of Remarks.]
Mr. SANDERS. In terms of welfare,

previous order of the House.
House, the gentleman from California [Mr.
(Mr. MILLER] is
recognized for 5 minutes.

[Mr. MILLER addressed the House.

His remarks will appear hereafter in
the Extensions of Remarks.]

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a

previous order of the House, the gen-

tleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
(Mr. KLINK]
is
is recognized
recognized for
for 55 minutes.
minutes.
[Mr.
(Mr. KLINK
KLINK addressed
addressed the
the House.
House. His
His

remarks will appear hereafter
hereafter in
in the
the
Extensions of Remarks.]

not to understand that the $4.25 mini-

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a mum wage today is virtually a starvaprevious order of the House, the gen- tion wage which forces people into weltleman from Louisiana [Mr. FIELDS] is fare is not to understand the reality of
what is going on in America today. The
recognized for 5 minutes.
minutes.
20 percent
percent
[Mr.
IMr. FIELDS addressed the House. minimum wage today is 20

in purchasing power than it was
His remarks will appear hereafter in lower
in 1970.
the Extension of Remarks.]
If we are serious, it seems to me,
The SPEAKER pro ternpore.
tempore. All
Members having been called, no one is about welfare reform, then we must
seeking additional time under the 5- begin to talk about a real jobs program
which rebuilds America. There is an
minute
minute rule.
enormous amount of work that could
be done. We could take people
people off
off of
of
CAUSES OF POVERTY
welfare and put them to work rebuildThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Under ing America, but we are not hearing
the Speaker's
Speakers announced
announced policy of Jan- that discussion from our Republican

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
4, 1995.
1995. the
the gentleman from Verprevious order of the House. the gentle- uary 4,
[Mr. SANDERS) is recognized for
woman from New York [Ms.
(Ms. SLAUGH- mont (Mr.
35 minutes as the designee of the miTER] is recognized for 5 minutes.
(Ms.
[Ms. SLAUGHTER
SLAUGHTER addressed
addressed the nority leader.
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, I am
House. Her remarks will appear herepleased to be joined tonight by several
after in the Extension of Remarks.]
other Members who will be speaking in
a moment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
Mr. Speaker, most of the discussion
previous order of the House, the gentle- today dealt with the need for welfare

friends.

If we are serious about welfare reform. we must talk about raising
raising the
the

minimum wage to a living
living wage
wage so
so peopeo-

ple can escape
escape from
from poverty
poverty and
andeat-n
earn
enough money—to
money -to take
take care
care of
of their
children.

If we are serious about welfare reform, we must improve our child care
capabilities. What mother, what father
out to
to work
work and leave his or her
woman from Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE] reform, of which there is not a whole can go Out
is recognized for 5 minutes.
lot of disagreement, but I was rather children abandoned in a house or an incapabilities? That
That
(Ms. JACKSON-LEE
[Ms.
JACKSON-LEEaddressed
addressed the shocked at how superficial in many adequate child care capabilities?
House. Her remarks will appear here- ways the discussion about welfare re- would be wrong.
If we are serious about welfare reform today has been.
after in the Extension of Remarks.]
Illegitimate children and the prob- form. we must educate our people and
lem of drug addiction and the very seri- provide job training so they can, in
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a ous crime problem that we face as a fact.
go Out
out and eat-n
earn the
fact, go
the wages
wages that
previous order of the House, the gen- Nation are not the causes of poverty they need and the dignity that they
tleman from Aiabama [Mr.
[Mr. HILLIARD]
HILLIARD] isis and are not the causes of the need for want.
recognized for 5 minutes.
The last point I want to make
make before
before
welfare. Rather, to a large degree, it is
I give the floor over to my good friend
[Mr. 1-IILLIARD
[Mr.
HILLIARI addressed
addressed the
the House.
House. the reverse, the opposite that is true.
His remarks will appear hereafter in
In many respects, our country is be- from Ohio [Ms. KAPTUR] is to say that
the Extension of Remarks.}
Remarks.]
reform,
coming a poorer and poorer Nation. when we talk about welfare reform.
And not to talk about the causes of which is a very important subject, we
the loss of millions of good- should also understand that welfare reThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a poverty,
one part
part of
of
paying
manufacturing
jobs, the decline form for the poor is only one
previous order of the House,
House. the genthe wages that our working people the issue. We should also be talking
tleman from Puerto Rico [Mr. ROMERO- in
are receiving, the growth of low-wage about welfare reform for the rich and
BARCELO] is recognized for 5 minutes.
(Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO addressed
[Mr.

jobs, not to talk about that reality
reality welfare reform for the large multi-

when we talk about welfare
welfare is
is absoabsothe House. His remarks will appear lutely absurd.
hereafter in the
the Extension
Extension of
of ReReMr. Speaker, between 1979 and 1992.
1992,
marks.}
marks.J
the number of full-time workers
workers eat-nearning wages under the poverty line in-

creased from
from 12
12 to
to 18
18 percent.
percent. Eighteen
Eighteen
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a creased
workers now
noware
areeat-fling
earning
previous order of the House. the gen- percent of our workers
tleman from New York [Mr. MANTONI
MANTON] is poverty wages. Between 1990 and 1992.
half of the women in the United States
recognized for 5 minutes.
found full-time jobs were earning
[Mr. MANTON addressed the House. who
the poverty wage.
His remarks will appear hereafter in
Mr. HOKE. Mr. Sanders. would you be
the Extension of Remarks.]
Remarks.]
willing to engage in a debate on precisely this point?
Mr. SANDERS. I will tell you what.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House,
House. the gen- We have only 35 minutes, and we have
tlemanfrom
tleman
fromMaryland
Maryland
[Mr.
[Mr.
CARDIN]
CDIN] is got four of us here. I would really love
to do that. Arid
And if we do agree to do it
recognized for 5
3 minutes.
(Mr. CARDIN addressed the House. sometime later this week or next week,
[Mr.
His remarks will appear hereafter in I really would love to do that.
But we have got four people.
people. We
We do
do
the Extension of Remarks.]
not have Rush Limbaugh and
and G.
C. Gor-

national corporations.
Studies done by conservative groups
such as the CATO Institute, liberal
groups like Ralph Nader's Public Citi-

zen,
zen. moderate groups like the Demo-

cratic Leadership Council's Progressive
Policy Institute
Institute have
have demonstrated
demonstrated
that there are tens and tens and tens of
billions of dollars in welfare that go to
the rich and go to the big corporations.

So if we are serious about welfare reform, I think it is appropriate we begin
that debate as well.

I am now happy to introduce my

good friend from Ohio, MARCY KAPTUR.

Ms. KAPTUR. I want to thank Con-

gressman SANDERS for your refreshing
point of view and as the only independent Member of the House of Represent-

atives for the extra effort that you put
into trying to look behind the curtain
and see what is really going on in imdon Liddy.
portant programs like the welfare proThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
Mr. HOKE. You have got the Wash- gram which is so much in need
need of
of rereprevious order of the House. the gen- ington Post.
form.
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What I liked
the Deal
Deal bill
bill that isn't there
liked about the
there anymore.
anymore. Dana Corporation
Corporation look
look
at
at
the
Republican
proposal, there
was before
before us
us today was it absolutely moved 3.500
3.500 jobs
jobs to
to Mexico
Mexico and
and out
out of
of is no nutritional standards in the
the
linked work with welfare reform, and it our city. Bostwick
BostwickBrown.
Brown.Durwick
Durwick school
school nutrition
nutrition program.
program. Not
Not only
only
provided mechanisms to move
move people
people Corporation,
Corporation.
Swift
Swift
and
and
Armour.
Armour.
All
All
the
into at
at least
least reading
reading the
the want
want ads,
ads, havhav- bicycle manufacturing capacity of the that, 20 percent of their money can be
used for other purposes.
ing
ing job conferences,
conferences, trying
trying to get the country was moved to Taiwan. When used
So I want to thank the gentleman
gentleman for
for
skills
right away,
skills right
away, the
the minute
minute that the
the you think
think about
about what
what has
has happened
happened to
to yielding,
yielding,
and
and
I
I
want
want
to
to
thank
thank
these
these
bill went
went into effect under
under the Repub- people.
people, itit isn't easy
easy for
for them
them to
to find
find kids and all these
teachersfor
forwriting
writing
these teachers
lican version that II guess
guess we
we will
will vote
vote good-paying jobs.
these very.
very, very
very distinguished scrolls.
on
on
Friday.
You
on on Friday. You don't even have to
Mr.
Mr. SANDERS.
SANDERS. IfIf IIcould
could just
just jump
jump these
Mr. SANDERS. I yield to the genread the want
genwant ads
adsfor
for two
two years.
years.
in and say not to understand that refrom
Mr. BECERRA].
from California [Mr.
BECERRA].
So II like the
So
the tight
tight linkage in the ality
ality and
and when
when we
we discuss
discuss welfare re- tleman
Mr. BECERRA. II thank
thank the
the genmeasure
that we considered earlier form
measure that
form is
is totally
totallyabsurd.
absurd.
today.
from Vermont for not only
tleman from
If IImight.
might,we
wehave
havebeen
beenjoined
If
joined by the tleman
But
yielding. but
but also
also for
for scheduling
scheduling this
But you
you mentioned
mentioned women
women in the gentleman from Louisiana
[Mr. yielding,
work force.
and giving
giving us all an opforce.And,
And,of
ofcourse,
course,there
there are a FIELDS].
FIELDS].An
Aninteresting
interestingnight
nightbecause
because special order and
lot of
of women
to discuss
discuss further
further some
some of
women and
portunity to
and children
children on welfare
welfare in
have somebody
somebody from
from the
the Midwest.
Midwest. portunity
in we have
our country today.
of this whole
the aspects
aspects of
whole debate
debate we are
are
somebody from
somebody
fromthe
thesouth.
south.Mr.
Mr.BECERRA
BECERi the
And
through on
on the
the contract on
as aanew
And there
there was
new Brookings
Brookings InstiInsti- is from California, and I am from
from Ver- going through
tution
can join
join my
roy coltution study
study of
of women who were in mont. so I think itit should
should be
be a good America. I am glad I can
leagues.
Ms. KAPTuR
KAPTUR and
andMr.
Mr. FIELDS
FIELDS on
their 20's who had received welfare at discussion.
leagues. Ms.
this particular
particulardebate,
debate, because
because it is
this
some point during
during the
the late
late 1970's
1970's and
0 2300
0
2300
very interesting.
1980's. and
and what
what was
was very
very interesting
interesting
you like
like to
tojoin
FIELDS, would you
join us,
us.
We are now at a point where we are
about that study was that it showed Mr. FIELDS.
FIELDS of
of Louisiana.
Louisiana, II thank discussing so-called welfare reform,
they did leave
leave welfare.
welfare. Two-tiiirds
Two-thirds of
of Mr. FIELDS
gentlemanfrom
from Vermont
Vermont for
for yieldyield- and
the people do. But the
the women
women earned
earned a the gentleman
and what
what we
we find
find in the
the bill
bill before us,
just wanted
wanted to
to echo
echo some of the H.R. 4 on the
median wage
wage of
of about $5.20 an
an hour.
hour. ing. II just
the floor,
floor, itit is
is the version,
my colleagues
colleagues about the sort of a pseudo-version
That is too
too little
little to pull aa family of sentiments of my
pseudo-version of
of what was
was in
in
needtot create
createjobs
jobsand
andthe
theneed
needtotoimim- the contract on America.
three above
above the
thepoverty
poverty line
line even
evenwith
with need
prove the minimum
minimum wage.
wage. We
We have
have peofull-time work.
find isis that
that the
the Republicans
Republicans
What we find
of claim
morning, as
as each
each of
And low
And
lowwages
wages are
are the reason that ple wake up every morning,
claim that
that they
they are
are going
going to
to save
save about
know, and
and they go to work
work everyevery- $66
two-thirds of
two-thirds
of those
those who
who leave
leave welfare you know,
S66 billion
through this welfare reform
billion through
end of
of the day they are package,
return within
years for
for some
some period day, and at the end
within 33 years
package, yet
yet they are
are not
not going to cut
still poor.
poor. ItItisisnot
notbecause
because they are
are school lunches, day-care. Somehow
of time, usually to get
get their
their footing
footing still
lazy,
but
simply
because
we
need
but
simply
because
we
need
to
again, and
and then
then they
they go
go back
back Out
out there.
there.
they are
are going
going to save
save without
without making
the minimum
minimum wage.
I meet these
thesewomen
womenin
in my
my own
own dis- raise the
cuts they say,
say, but
but we
we know
know in fact they
We
have
have
Members
Members
of
of
this
Congress
Congress
trict. working
trict,
working in
in bakeries,
bakeries, working in
will
will cut.
cut.
the gall
gall to
to walk
walk into this auwho have
have the
aulaundromats, working
in restaurants.
restaurants.
laundromats.
working in
But perhaps
But
perhaps the most egregious asBy the
By
the way.
way. nonunion
nonunion restaurants,
restaurants, gust body making $560 a day and tell- pect of these cuts
cuts is
is not
not just that they
where
where they
they are not guaranteed of ing people making $680 a month that go after kids, not just that some
some of
of
do
deserve
a
minimum
they
not
deserve
a
minimum
wage
wage
benefits. But
But aa lot
lot of
of them
them fall
fall
health benefits.
these cuts
cuts they
they are
aremaking
makingoverall
overall go
these
go
and
then
we
say
we
to
increase,
need
back on to welfare.
welfare. They
They don't
dont want to
elderly, not that they go after the
elderly.
get people
people off
off of
of welfare
welfare and
and we
we need
need to after
be there.
these cuts.
disabled,
but the use of these
cuts. We
We
put people on payrolls.
really
payrolls. And
And if we really
I am sure there are loafers on every put
yesterday
yesterday debated
debatedon
onthe
thefloor
floor of
payrolls. I mean, had
program.
program, and we have
have problems
problems with
with want to put people on payrolls,
House a particular amendment
does the gentleman realize last week this
family structure
structure in this country, but does
family
that was supposed
supposedto
to be
betechnical.
technical. ItIt
we
took
600.000
600.000
or
or
1.2
1.2
million
million
young
let us recognize that for many people
change that
that was
was made,
made, and
and II
was a change
people
off
the
payrolls?
So
if
you
really
people
off
payrolls?
So
if
you
really
and half
and
half of the
the people
peoplein
in my
my district
district on
know
know
the
the
cameras
cameras
can't
can't
pick
pick
this
up
want
to
put
people
on
payrolls,
you
do
welfare work.
for our
our colleagues
colleagues to see.
see, but
but what
what II
do it by cutting
cutting summer
summer jobs. So
So II for
What a terrible, terrible indictment not
want to
to read
read what
what that
that amendment
amendment
think all
all this
this is
is all
all somewhat
somewhat incon- want
of this society that people who go out think
said.
This
is
what
we had to spot.
spot. It
It
sistent.
sistent,
there.
there, 40,
40. 30.
50. 60
60 hours
hours aa week,
week, are
are on
on
said page
page 393,
393. strike
strike line
line 4 and all that
if
I
may,
if
the
gentleman
would
But
if
I
may,
if
the
gentleman
would
welfare. The system
systemisn't
isn'tworking
working for
for yield a
follows through
through line
line7.
7. Page
Page 393. strike
seconds, II would
a few more seconds.
would like
like follows
them, In fact,
them.
fact, the
the numbers show that a yield
"technical amendment."
to make
make note of a scroll I received from line 5, strike "technical
person who works 40 hours a week, 50 to
person
What that line
line did
did was
was itit changed
changed
district,
district, to
to change
change the subject aa litlitweeks per
per year
year at
at the
thecurrent
current$4.25
$4.25 my
what the bill
bill said
said which
which required that
tle
bit.
bit,
because
students
at
minimum
minimum earns
earns only
only $8,500
$8,500 a year. not Queensborough
be cut and therefore
would be
Queensborough Elementary
Elementary School
School re- monies that would
really enough to support
support aa family.
family.
would be available
available for
for deficit reduction
ceived
a
a
lot
lot
of
criticism,
criticism,
the
the
teachers
teachers
If
the gentleman would just indulge as
If the
would no longer be earmarked
earmarked for
for defidefias well.
well, by
by Rush
Rush Limbaugh.
Limbaugh. because
because would
roe
one extra
extra minute here.
me one
cit reduction,
cit
reduction, but
but instead
instead could
could be
be used
used
these
these
students
students
decided
decided
to
to
write
write
a
a
scroll
scroll
II was
was thinking
thinking as
as II was
was driving
driving and
like financing
this scroll
scroll to Washington,
financing tax
and send
send this
Washington. DC,
DC, for things like
tax cuts.
through my city
city the
the other
other day
day about
about concerned
about
their
Which tax cuts?
cuts?
Well,
Well. we know the capconcerned
about
their
school
lunch
school
lunch
my mother's life.
life. And
Andshe
she doesn't
doesn't get program. I just take strong issue
issue with
with ital
ital gains
gains tax cut
cut is
is being
being proposed
proposed
C-SPAN.
C-SPAN.She
Shedoesn't
doesn'tget
getcable.
cable.So
So she
she anybody criticizing
the Republican's
Republican's contract
students for Writwrit- under the
criticizing students
contract on
on
can't hear
hear me
metonight.
tonight.But
But how
how her
her life
life ing
their
their Member
Member of
of Congress.
Congress.
America, and
America,
and they need
need about
about S200
$200 bilbilreally differed
differed from
fromthose
those of
of the
the women mg
Mr.
Mr. SANDERS.
SANDERS. Rush
Rush Limbaugh is lion
lion to
to pay
pay for
for these
these tax cuts.
who are growing up in the neighbor- that
income
fellow
that
has
a
hard
low
income
fellow
that
has
a
So
all
of
a
sudden
we are finding
finding that
So
all
of
a
sudden
that
hoods that she
lived
in
that
she
she lived
grew time feeding himself, is that the
the felfel- welfare reform, which
which is
is being
being used
used by
as aa child.
up as
child.
low?
the Republicans to save
save monies
monies by
by cutcutAnd the big difference is that the
Mr. FIELDS
Mr.
FIELDS of
of Louisiana.
Louisiana. II do
do not ting childrens
children's programs,
programs, school lunch,
lunch,
jobs that were there that she
she could
could think
ththk he
he has
has missed a meal.
by cutting
cutting the
the disabled
disabled programs, by
walk
to, because
because no
walk to,
no family
family was more
Mr. SANDERS.
Mr.
SANDERS.That
That makes
makes S25 milmil- cutting programs for the elderly, are
mother's family
family poor. lion
poor than my mother's
lion aa year. I believe, the same
same fellow.
fellow. going to be used
used no
no longer
longer for
for deficit
deficit
Champion Sparkplug is no longer in
Mr.
Mr. FIELDS
FIELDS of
of Louisiana.
Louisiana, If
If not reduction, as
as much as
as you may not
Toledo.
Bank, that was right
right up more.
Toledo. Chase
Chase Bank.
The problem I have
have with
with that, have liked all
all the
the cuts,
cuts. but now they
the
the street
worked. more,
street where my aunt worked.
the kids have a right
right to
to be
be concerned
concerned are available to be used
used for
for tax cults.
closed
closed its door, moved offshore.
offshore. The about their school nutrition
nutrition program,
program, As the gentleman from Vermont
Vermont has
has
glove factory that my cousin
cousin worked
worked at because
becausethe
thefact
factof
ofthe
thematter
matterisisifif you
you indicated, most of these
these tax
tax cuts
cutswill
will
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go to the wealthiest Americans earning They should have eaten their losses, as than 20.000,
20,000.
you
will
get
get
about
about
55 billion.
billion.
more than $200,000.
S200,000.
they ate their earnings over the last 5
when you look at the average AmerMr. SANDERS. Next week I believe years. But they have a special call at So
the tax bill will be coming before the the Treasury of the people of the Unit- ican family, incomes probably below
House. Last week the House Commit- ed States, and yet the people from my 50.000. you see that you get less than a
third of all the benefits of these tax
tee on Ways and Means, as I under- district,
district. 25.000 of them who
who got
got their
their
that are being proposed in the
stand it, passed a provision, this is heating assistance cut,
cut. they had no cuts
hard to believe, especially for people. special call in Washington. No Wash- Contract on America.
That is not bad enough. Let us take
those real
reai deficit hawks concerned ington miracle happened for them. For
about the large deficit, that would re- those millions of kids that will not get a look at who pays: 24 billion is paid
children,
peai the minimal corporate tax.
peal
a summer job, there was no Washing- for by poor families with children.
mostly through the cuts that we are
Now, some people may remember ton miracle for them.
about in the welfare bill that
that in the early 1980's.
1980's, when the large
Mr. SANDERS. If I might interrupt.
interrupt, hearing
have, H.R. 4; 2 billion is being taken
corporations in America were writing Mr. FIELDS from Louisiana.
Louisiana, what does we have.
tax law in this country, what we had is it look like when kids are going
going to
to see
see from abused and neglected children
the outrage. was the outrage of huge cutbacks in nutrition programs and $20
S20 programs: 19 billion is being taken
from food stamp recipients.
recipients, 12 billion is
multibillion dollar corporations like billion is spent bailing out Mexico?
General Electric, AT&T, du Pont.
Pont,
Mr. FIELDS of Louisiana. It is quite being taken from kinds who lose school
WIC: 21
21 billion
billion
wealthy, powerful corporations, who hard to go home and explain
explain to
to kids
kids in
in lunches, child care and WIC;
were paying in the early 1980's zero in Louisiana that will not have a summer taken from legal aliens.
I want to mention something here.
here,
taxes. Zero in taxes.
job this summer if this proposal passes
Well, the embarrassment became so the Senate and is signed by the Presi- These are individuals who have every
deep that finally in 1986,
1986,aaminimal
minimal dent of the United States of America. night to be in this country. Ultimately
corporate tax was passed that said,
said. cor- It is difficult to stand up in a town hall will become U.S. citizens once they
porations even
porations,
even with
with all
all your
your good
good lawlaw- meeting and tell the parent of a kid achieve 5 years in this country. They
yers you can go through all
ail the loop- who will not have a summer job that are law abiding. They pay every single
tax that a citizen must pay.
pay. They
They even
even
to Mexico.
Mexico.
holes you have put into the system and wejust sent $20 billion to
you pay nothing in taxes, there
there has
has got
got Then to add insult to injury, while
while serve in our armed services defending
to be a minimal tax.
war.
we cut domestic aid,
aid. we spend $14 bil- this country in time of war,
So they are law abiding. They proRecently.
Recently, last week, the House Com- lion overseas. It is all right if you live
mittee on Ways and Means proposed to outside of America and you want a vide every single kind of tax that is a

job. because we are going to
do away with that minimal tax. But I summer job,
know that there is another aspect of spend $14 billion to do it. It is all right
corporate welfare that has interested
interested if you live outside of America and you
you
Ms. KAPTUR very, very much, and that want a balanced meal, because we are
$2.2 billion to do that.
is the bailout of Mexico. And maybe in going to spend S2.2

citizen does, yet they are bearing the
brunt of the cost in the so-called reform of welfare under the Republican
welfare reform bill. We are taking $10

billion from Medicare. We are taking 12

The last point I want to make to the billion from Civil Service pensions,
pensions.
having now, in which last week we cut gentleman is we spent a lot of time on people who have worked,
worked. a lot of them.
to cut
cut the balanced budget amendment. We in our military. And we are
back, the Republicans voted to
are taking
taking $100
$100
back on fuel assistance for 5S million should be spending some time on a bal- billion in spending cuts yet to be idenamendment. because under tified. That means, in other words,
Americans.
Americans, cut back on the WIC pro- anced meal amendment,
gram. cut back on senior citizen hous- this proposal that will pass this House that those who sponsor the
the Contract
Contract on
on
tomorrow. there is no standard, no na- America have not yet told us where
ing. now, tell us perhaps how could we tomorrow,
billion. not
notjust
find $20 billion,
just the Republican tional standard whatsoever. Yes, you they are getting 100 billion. So clearly
it, talking about those who gain. if you earn over
problem by the way.
way, how can we find got groups looking at it.
what should be done in the
the future,
future, but
but $100,000, you gain. Those who lose,
S20 billion to
to bail
bail Out
out Mexico?
lose. well,
well.
Ms. KAPTUR. I am glad you asked there is no national standard. I think usually if you are middle income or low
that
is
an
insult
to
the
children
of
our
that question Congressman SANDERS.
income. you will pay for those tax cuts
income,
because it is just another one of those country.
are going to go to top, that earn
Mr.
SANDERS.
Mr.
BECERRA,
what
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. BECER, what that
Washington miracles that happens
over $100,000 or $200,000.
people in
in CaliCaliwithout a vote of Congress. As hard as does it look like to the people
couldjust
Mr. SANDERS. If I could
just ask
ask the
the
fornia?
we tried to get the Speaker of this fornia?
gentleman a question,
question. within the last
Mr.
BECERRA.
Let
me
tell
you.
I
House to bring a bill on the floor to
couple of months there were two very
allow us to stop disbursements of addi- have a chart here that I would like to well publicized fundraising events here
go
through
a
bit
with
all
of
my
coltional dollars to Mexico, he would not
the Nation's Capital. On one night. I
here. because I think it makes in
bring up that bill,
bill. because he
he was
was aa leagues here,
ago. the
believe
it was about a month ago,
partner to the decisions that were a very interesting point. We find that Republican party raised in one night
partner
in the contract with America. we have S11
made by the Clinton administration.
$11 million. On another occasion, SenMr. SANDERS. Let us be fair. This those who gain, and those who lose. ator GRAMM,
Giw&'i, who
whoisisa aRepublican
Republican cancanAnd
although
I
think
the
writing
may
was bipartisan leadership.
didate for their nomination for presibe
a
little
bit
difficult
to
read
from
a
Ms. KAPTUR. Yes, about
about six
six CaucaCaucadent. raised,
raised. I believe,
believe. over $3 million
what we are talking
talking about
about is
is dent,
sian men made this decision for 250 distance,
gain. $200 billion. on one night. On another occasion,
million people. Arid
And we effectively, the in terms of those who gain,
GLNGRIcH held
GLNGRICH
held aa fundraiser
fundraiser for
if you happen to earn more than Speaker
other 432 Members of this body.
body, had well,
his television
networkatat$50,000
television network
$50,000 a
$75,000
a
year.
$94
billion
of
the
200
bilnothing to say about it.
it, and it is amaz- lion you can expect to go to you. That plate.
ing to me how few people are even raisNow. II find
Now.
find itit interesting that the
of people. Of course, if you earn
mg their voices. And yet $5
ing
$5 billion
billion is
is group
Contract
With
America.
America, must
must have
have
year,
over
$200,000
a
year.
you
find
you
get
out the door, another $15 billion is the lion's share of that money. Those been just an oversight.
I am
am sure,
sure. just
just
ready to go. and who knows how much between $50,000 and 75,000 in income get by accident,
accident. they forgot to put in camS50,000
75.000
more, because three banks in Mexico 51 billion.
reform. clearly an overYou start to go to those of paign finance reform,
collapsed a week and a half ago.
sight.
clearly
has nothing to do with
24
billion.
Income
$40to
50.000
income,
24
billion.
Income
They are having difficulty refinanchavejust
just been
been talking
talking about.
about.
30- to 40,000
40.000 dollars, you get 22 bil- what you have
ing their tesobono offerings, and yet of
In other words,
words. we all understand
our Government could find $20 billion lion of the 200 billion.
that this
this system
system is dominated by
0 2310
basically to give to Mexico
Mexico so
so she
she could
could
money and big money. When
When people
people
pay her Wall Street creditors, the specIncomes of 20.000
20.000 to
to 30.000.
30000. you are contribute $11 million in
m
one
night.
night,
ulators who are earning 66 percent in- going to get about 13 billion out of an when the wealthiest people in America
terest on bonds that they had bought. entire 200 billion pot. If you
earn
less
you earn less make those contributions, they are not

terms of the discussion that we are
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doing
doing itit because
because they
they are
are nice guys. It You are not penalizing the mother as gressman SANDERS. I am working two
is an investment. And the investment much as you are penalizing that infant.
jobs. taking a full-time load in my colthat they are making is precisely what Mr. BECERRA. There is something jobs,
Mr. BECERJtA
BECERRA was talking
talking about
about aa momo- really strange and perverse about a so- lege in Vermont. Do not let them cut
back. Yet some people think star wars,
Tax breaks
ment ago. Ta.x
breaks for
for the
the rich.
rich.
ciety when we can have people fly from
greater
Mr. BECERRA.
BECERRA. II think we should across the country, if they are wealthy tax breaks for the rich, are aa greater
point Out
out one
one particular
particular aspect
aspect of
of that enough to come lobby Members of Con- priority.
I do not understand that at all.
third fundraising event that
that you
you menmen- gress. go Out
out and
and have
have lunch.
lunch. Deduct
Deduct it
Mr. FIELDS of Louisiana. National
tioned. That is the event where Speak- because it is a business expense of comService
a prime example. National
er NEWT
GINGRICH helped
NEWr GINGRICH
helpedraise
raisemoney
money ing down here, deduct that £50
$50 dollar Service. is
The
Republican party decided
for his television network that has a lunch that they may have, deduct
deduct itit
political slant to it. That S50.000
$50,000 a and come over here and tell us that we to take money away from National
Service. a program that gives young
plate dinner was tax deductible. So should be cutting school lunch pro- Service,
about a third of
of the
the cost
cost of
of that
that£50,000
£50000 grams for kids while they are writing people an opportunity to earn their
that is contributed for what will ulti- off as a tax deduction a business tax way through college, not welfare. But a

mately be fairly political activities, is
being written off by those wealthy individuals. And who pays? Obviously.
the rest of us middle- and low-income
taxpayers, because somebody has to
make up the cost of that subsidy
subsidy that
that
we
we are
are paying
paying the
the wealthy individuals
to take.
Mr. SANDERS. At the same time as
we are talking about defunding public
radio and public television.
Ms. KAPTUR.
KAPTUR, the relationship of camcampaign finance reform to our discussion.
KAPTUR. Maybe we could work
Ms. KAPTtJR.

out
Out aa deal
deal for
for our
our senior citizens who

just got cut off their heating assistance.
arice. Maybe we could give them an
equal tax cut where they could
could get
get a
credit just like those companies
companies got
that contributed $50,000,
$50.000, did
did you
you say.
say. aa

plate?
plate? But
But we
we will
will turn
turn itit into
into a new
new
form of tax credit and refund their win-

ter heating assistance to them
them in
in the
the

same why.
I wonder if Speaker GINGRICH would
help us amend the tax code in order to
to

help all those seniors across this country who some from northern climates
that are going to have a very difficult
time paying their bills? It seems to me
me
what is fair is fair. And I do
do not supsupport that form of back door campaign
financing, but
rmancii-ig.
but II would
would think we might
use the same measure for people who
are truly in need.

program, a program where
deduction, the cost of a lunch they workfare
may have at aavery
veryexpensive
expensive resres- young people go to work every morning

taurant. What we are doing is,
is. a lot of and work with civic service organizaus are standing up and saying, what is tions and then pay their way through
college. Cut
Cut itit Out.
out.
going on here.
Is that real welfare reform? And is
We want to reform welfare. We just
our
voted on a Democratic alternative by that real, is that what we do for our
some Members, more conservative young people in America? I think not.
Members of the Democratic Caucus,
Caucus. I think that is one of the problems in
that would have reformed welfare but this country. It is all about what we do
what it would have said is,
is. let us make for those who have the most.
Mr. SANDERS. Ms. KAPTUR.
you work. If you are on welfare, it is a
Ms. KAPTUR.
KAPTUR II wanted
wanted to add a comtransition to get you to work. And let
us understand that we have to be real- ment there on student loans. In the
istic. If you have got a daughter or a State of Ohio, we literally, in the last
son and you need to go to work, well. month and a half, have had students
you are going to probably need
need some
some arrested. I have not seen this in a coucouday care. So we are going to
to help
help you
you ple generations. Arrested in our capital
so you can keep that job by providing city of Columbus.
Columbus, concerned about the
you with some day care, making sure fact that what you said,
said. Congressman
you do not lose your medical benefits SANDERS.
SANDERS, that the cost of their loans
because, obviously, as soon as you lose would be going up even more than they
those medical benefits and you have have already gone up. that they would
some problems with the child getting have to be paying interest on their borsick, you are going to drop your job rowings immediately. And we know
and you are going to get back
back on
on welwel- that even now most of the students
fare.
fare.
that graduate,
graduate. graduate in huge debt.
So let us be realistic. Let us reform, And when they graduate, what kind of
but let us make sure in the process of ajob can they go to?
reforming what we are saying is.
is, get to
work.
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Mr. SANDERS. If I might.
might, I find realA lot of them are going into jobs that
ly one of the more outrageous outrages are Sl4.000-a-year jobs. and they are

of the Contract With America is when shocked even with a college degree at
we talk, every single day on the floor

how little they earn. I know I have
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. FIELDS. do many of this House.
House, people talk about the
of your constituents spend $50,000 for a virtues of education. We hear it all of talked to people from Congressman
FIELD'S
FIELD's State, women who work on
on
dinner..
the time. And yet built within the ConoperMr. FIELDS of Louisiana. Very few. tract With America are major cutbacks those shrimp, in those shrimp operwhere they are doing I do not
As a matter of fact,
fact. I do not know any which will make it increasingly
increasingly dif'dif- ations
know how many hundreds of those

right off the bat, any of my constitu- ficult for millions of young Americans
things an hour. they all get carpal tunents who would
woild spend
spend that kind of to afford to go to college.
college.
nel syndrome by the time they are in
money. It goes to show you this whole
I am sure the situation is the same in their mid 30s.
30s, and they are making
debate is not about helping poor people Ohio.
Ohio, Louisiana or California. Cer- about 3 bucks an hour. Now, those are
and making them self-sufficient. It is tainly it is in Vermont. I am getting
working people and yet they do not
about taking as much as possible away letters every day where people
people say.
say. earn a living wage.
wage, so whether you are
from the poor and giving itit to
to the
the rich.
rich. Congressman SANDERS.
SANDERS, do not let them a college graduate in this country.
country,
It is no surprise that 68 percent of cut back on the Fell grants. That
That
is
is
up with debt and the contract
these cuts are coming, laying
laying on the what keeps me in college. Do not have loaded
backs of poor people and children. And them force me to pay interest while I says we are going to load you up with
debt and more interest or wheththere is certainly no surprise, the fact am in college on my loans. It means I more
er
you
are working in a shrimping opthat we got people who live
live on
on trust am going to drop out of college.
college. Do
Do not
not eration in Louisiana or in a dry cleanfunds who try to tell people
people on welfare let them cut back the work study
study propro- ers shop in Toledo, HO,
HO. you can't earn
how to live. When they talk about how gram.
living wage even if you work 40 hours
they want to make people self-suffi- When everybody understands that it aaa week.
cient arid
and then they penalize babies and
extremely difficult today to earn a Mr. SANDERS. I would just simply
they say. we are not penalizing babies. is
good living without a college degree.
me. arid
and I am the shortsightedness and the selfish- say, and I say this, by the way, as an
This is not a surprise to me.
and in my view it is
sure it is no surprise to you that an in- ness of saying to working-class Ameri- independent,
wrong just to blame the Republicans
Republicans
farit cannot wake up in the morning cans.
fant
sorry,
we
are
giving
tax
breaks
to
cans,
not to hold Democrats in criticism
and buy milk. An infant just cannot do the rich or maybe we are going to put and
as well, but I think one thing that has
that. When you take milk away from £50
$50 billion in star wars, but for young
as we
we discuss
discuss
an infant, you are penalizing the baby. Americans, I got a letter today. Con- disturbed me very much as
the problems facing this country
country is
is
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that in this recent election in Novem- something
something approaching
approaching$150,000.
$150,000. Pri- the home go to work. We have to
ber when the Republicans took power vate school, and I was very fortunate change that. The welfare system is broin both houses, all of 38 percent of the to go to Stanford University,
University. they said ken.
American people
people came
came Out
out to vote. Stanford University. you can expect to What I think we are hearing
hearing on
on the
the
Sixty-two percent of the people are so spend about $400,000 for your child to other side of the aisle,
what
we
have
aisle.
turned off by the political system they get educated. What is next? Student been hearing the past couple of days
did not bother to vote. Most poor peo- loans. My goodness.
from particularly the liberal Demople in America.
America, many working people
Mr. SANDERS. I thank the genon the other side of the aisle is
in America do not vote. So what ends tleman from California [Mr. BECERRA], crats
the
last
gasps of a dying philosophy, a
up happening is you have 38 percent of the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. philosophy
that says the government is
the people who vote, you have people FIELDS], and the gentlewoman from the way to go.
the government owes evwho contribute huge amounts of money

to the political system, they are able
choice,
to finance candidates of their choice.
so you have one whole group is invisible.

If you do not vote and you are

earning the minimum wage,
wage, who
who do
do
you think is going to care about you?
If somebody contributes, they buy a
table for $10,000
SI0,000 at the
theRepublican
Republican

Ohio
Ohio [Ms.
[Ms.KAPTUR]
KAPTUR]very
very much.

sible for their own lives. American
sible
WELFARE REFORM
families are to support other people's
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. CAL- kids.
kids.

VERT). Under the Speaker's announced

Not only do they have to support
the gen- their own kids, but the Federal Govtleman from Kentucky [Mr.
[Mr. LEWIS].
LEwIS], is ernment takes a large portion of their
policy of January

4.
4,

1995.

recognized for 35 minutes as a designee
fundraiser, that 10 people will have far of the majority leader.
fundraiser.
more influence over the political procMr. LEWIS of Kentucky. Mr. Speakess than 20.000
20,000 people in Louisiana who er. I would like to yield my time right
are working for minimum wage or now to my good friend from Ohio to
farmers in Vermont who are trying to start us off this evening.
get
get by
by on
on $10,000
$10000 a year.
Mr. CHABOT. I thank my
my good
good friend
friend
So I would simply hope that we can from Kentucky
Kentucky [Mr.
[Mr.LEWIS],
LEwIs], for yieldrevitalize the political process. If we ing this time.
time, What we are going to be
increase voter turnout by 20 percent, doing is discussing the welfare system
this institution would be radically
radically difdif- in this country and why Republicans
ferent. Mr. BECERRA.
Mr.
Mr. BECERRA.
BECERRA. I

erybody a living, people do not have to
work. people do not have to be responwork,

and some Democrats as well
well believe
believe

money. sends it up here to Washington,
Washington.

it
It gets eaten up in this bureaucracy.
this welfare bureaucracy.

Some of it gets sent back to the
States. and much of that money
States,
money is
is

wasted, and it is counterproductive.
counterproductive We
We

have to change that,
that. and that is what
we are here to talk about this evening.

I am very pleased that I am joined
here by my good friend from Ohio

[MARTIN HOKE].
HOKE], and a very good friend

Arizona
who are
Arizona [J.D.
[J.D. HAYWORTI-1],
HAYWORTH], who
thank the gen- that the welfare has been so destruc- from
also going to contribute and talk in
tleman for yielding again.
again.

I think the gentleman from Vermont
is hitting on a very important point. I
think a lot of us take our time at 11:30
at night to be here to discuss this because obviously we are not
not just
just trying
trying

tive in this country that we feel
feel very
very this colloquy.
strongly that we need to change the Mr. HOKE. May I ask the gentleman
welfare system dramatically.
a question?
We have heard a lot of Democrats
Mr. CHABOT. Absolutely.

this week, and in fact since I have been Mr. HOKE. Does this sound familiar?
a Member of Congress, be cute when Whosaid.
said, "I
will eliminate
eliminate welfare as
'I will
to talk to our colleagues but we are they refer to the Contract With Amer- Who
we know it today"?
today' ? Does that sound faalso trying to communicate to the

ica. and they keep saying it is a Con- miliar?
American people. We have to make tract On America.
America, which is ludicrous.
Mr. CHABOT. I believe it was our
sure we let folks understand what is
It is a Contract With America. This President who said that in the camgoing on. This Contract that was a pop0- is a document that we all signed. After paign
aa couple
couple of
of years
years ago.
ago.
litical contract lobbied and cam- talking with people all across this paign
Mr. HOKE. A couple years ago.
ago, 1992.
paigned upon back in November.
November, what country, and they said these are
are the
the
summer 1992. Was this a sucker
did it mean, and what is happening things that we want. If we elect a ma- all
punch?
with that because really when you take jority of Republicans, these are the
LEWIS of Kentucky. Yes.
a look at what is being done, there things we would like you to change Mr.
Mr. HOKE. Is that what was going
really is an inconsistency with trying when you get there.
on? Now,
Now. in the lO3d
103d Congress I do not
America.
to be American and promote America,
Well, the people in my district saw recall any welfare reform bill whatsoand what is being done in contracts
contracts fit to send me here.
here, and one of
of the
the
floor of
of this
this
ever coming to the floor
that say things and when you read main things they wanted to change was ever
Congress.
those find details of the contract, you the welfare system. They realized, I
Mr. CHABOT. That is exactly right.
find something different. The gen- heard over and over again.
again, that
that the
the Of course, that is the same President
President
tleman from Vermont raised an inter- welfare system is wrong. We spend far who
told us he was going to give us a

esting point. We are talking
talking right
right now
now too much money on welfare, and most
over the last week or so about cuts to of that money is counterproductive. We
children's programs, school lunches,
lunches. are hurting more people than we are
other nutrition programs, child care helping
helping on welfare.
for kids. You have to say what is next.
I was a school teacher in Cincinnati
Then all of a sudden you find on the for a number of years in an
an inner
inner city
city
horizon that the next thing is not just school. I worked for the recreation deon kids, but now it is on our young peo- partment in an inner city area, and I
ple that are getting ready to go to col- saw kids over and over and over again
lege with student loans and student who came from homes where there was
grants where we are going to cut a lot no father in the home.
of the moneys that we provide for our
The vast majority of these families
young people to afford a college edu- did not have a father in the home.
cation.
effect. as
They had the government, in effect,
I have got to say
say one
one thing
thing here.
here. II their father. The Federal Government
have a 22-month-old daughter. II sat
sat sent a welfare check every month. No
down with a financial planner,
planner. my wife father in the home,
home. no father figure.
and I about 3 months ago.
ago, 4 months They expected the government to pay
ago, and we asked that financial plan- for them from basically from
from cradle
cradle to
to
ner what will it cost us to get our child grave,
grave. and that is what we have to

middle-class tax cut and then did just
the opposite and raised taxes on the
American people. That is one reason
that the American people said enough
and changed Congress and sent folks
like us here to change Congress.
Mr. HAYWORTH. If my friends from

Ohio would yield. and I recognize my
friend
friend from
from Kentucky
Kentucky controls the
time, and as I have been checking in
other quarters, a certain school from
Kentucky controls the basketball game
tonight.
Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. Good

Mr. HAYWORTH. Between the University of Kentucky and Arizona State.
Much to his delight,
delight. much to my cha-

grin. But it really brings forth a description of both that basketball
basketball tourtournament and I believe it' is safe to say

through college when she grows up. We change.
what has transpired here in the halls of
were told, well, it depends. Public
We have got kids in homes all across the Congress.
Congress, and that is March madschool,
school. you can probably count on this country who never see
see an
an adult
adult in
in ness that is really without parallel.
parallel. II
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could not help but notice my friends on
on him, but I think that—I mean just in know the real tragedy of the way the
the other side during the course of the interests of fairness I think those current system works now is basically
their 35-minute special order enlist the things ought to be pointed out. But I
help of one of their aides, and I am not think he was right to ask the question. our government, under the way welfare
here to demean that aide in
in any
any ways,
ways. "Why aren't we talking more about the works, it makes a deal with welfare
but I thought it was very interesting, aa root causes," and what he would say is mothers all over this country. I says:
"We'll send
send you
you aa check every
scroll that was festooned about his per- that the root causes of the behaviors,
food stamps,
stamps, free
free
son. I suppose in documentation of the and the behaviors he is talking about I month. We'll get you food
working poor. and I would salute the think are illegitimacy, developmental housing, free cash money. You got to
do two
two things
thingsthough
though to
to get this
working poor.
poor, indeed we are holding problems
problems in school,
school, the chances
chances of
of money. No. I.
I, you got to not work.
them up and championing their efforts. being on welfare as a welfare
child
beII listened with interest to
work. And the
the coming a welfare mother herself, a wel- You're not allowed to work,
married to
to
gentlelady from Ohio. but I could not fare child becoming a male on welfare other thing: You can't get married
help but notice the similarity of that himself. Those behaviors, he clearly anybody who works."
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. that is just a prescripgentleman working to provide that vis- stated, are the result of poverty.
ual aid, if you will.
What I would like to do is explore tion for tragedy, and that is what hapthat just a little
little bit
bit because
because DANIEL
DAr'IEL pened in this country. and that is what
0 2330
are going to change starting tomorPATRICKMOYNIHAN,
MOYNIHAN.Democratic
Democratic SenSen- we
And instead of really offering stirring PA1-JcK
row.
ator
from
New
York,
has
written
extestimony to the working poor, it realMr. HOKE. Can you imagine saying
on this, and he wrote in 1964.
1964,
ly resembled someone wearing a bed tensively
to your daughter as she is reaching the
quote,
poverty
is
the
principal
reason
sheet as a ghost as if this were Hal- why these young men fail
19.
19, 20,
20. 21, 22,
22. getting
to meet age of maturity,home;
loween, and I could not help notice the
you say,
say. "Well,
"Well.
those physical and mental standards. ready to leave home:
parallels because this is what it has He
honey, I want you to know that we will
was saying poverty is the problem: honey.
come down to. a debate from the other
1989, in his always be here for you. We're always
side largely devoid of fact, filled with in 1964 he said that. Then in 1989.
percent, and
book
"Towards
a
Soci- going to be behind you 100 percent.
'Towards
a
Post-Industrial
sentiment, much of it heartfelt, but
going to support you financially.
also much of it,
it, II would
would say.
say, cal- ety," he wrote, "Why did I write that we're
thesebehaviors
behaviors We're going to be there, you can count
culated,
culated. designed, to scare everyone in this was the result, these
butthere
there are
are two
two conditions.
conditions, No.
ontis, but
America:
America; first the elderly.
elderly, then the were the result, of poverty in 1965? Why on-tis,
did I write that? Why did I not write I is you've got to agree—it's wonderful
working poor,
poor. and now the children.
kids; that's great. But you
poverty was the result of this: ig- you have kids:
Children have been used in this de- that
got to agree you won't get married.
norance?"
bate as pawns in the political process.
process, norarice?"
No. 2. you got to agree you won't
As Dr. Johnson observed, I do not And No,
teachers requesting that students write
to work, and we'll continue to supletters not born of any heartfelt philo- know how to describe my understand- go
sophical
sophical viewooint
vievooint on the part of
of the
the ing of social structure a quarter of a port you."
That is what we do as a Federal Govthat itit was
was
young students, but born of an indoc- century ago except to say that
not especially formed. He went
went on
on to
to ernment. We are saying to your son,
tririation
trination of a failed liberal state.
'Son, listen,
listen. You know I'm always
What I had
had not
not adequately "Son,
Again I want to say we are not here say. "What
you. but I want
to deniortjze
demonize those who are down on grasped was the degree to which these going to be there for you,
their luck. We are not here to discour- unequal distributions of property were, you to know one thing. You can go out
age the working poor. Quite the con- in fact, themselves dependent upon a and father as many children by as
act. the behavior of many different women as you want:
trary. We salute their efforts,
efforts, but
but what
what still more powerful act,
communities, In
In other
other that's great. But just don't marry
we are here to do in this 104th Congress individuals in communities.
get married,
married, and
and II don't
not, "—DANIEL
'—DANIEL PATRICK them, don't get
is to change for the better a failed sys- words, I had not.'
don't

tem, perhaps noble in its intent,
tem.
intent, but
but MOYNIHAN—' 'I1 had not myself under- want you to work either. As long as

somehow glaringly ignoble
ignoble because
because itit
deprives the very people it purports to
help, it deprives them of their dignity,
it deprives them of the opportunity to
work, and it robs from them not only
their rights as individuals, but their responsibilities in a free society.
Mr. HOKE. I wonder if I could
could ask
ask
You
to yield
yield some
some time here because I
you to
thought the gentleman from Vermont
began the remarks of the earlier special order with what was a pretty honest beginning, and that was to say that
we have not spent enough time actually debating the underlying issue
here, and the underlying issue has to
do with causation, arid,
and, by the way.
way, I
think I should
should point
point Out
out with respect
respect
to the remarks of the gentleman from
Vermont, whom I have a lot of respect

stood that it is the behaviors that have you do those things. we'll continue to
fundamental impact on the results as support you."
It is insane, it is perverse. What a
opposed to the result,
result. poverty, being
the agent that causes the behaviors,"
behaviors." perverse norm. What a sick and twisted
and that goes precisely to what the form of compassion that is.
is. None
None of
of us
us
gentleman from Vermont was talking would do that as parents, arid
and yet that
about, and it truly does inform the dif- is exactly what the Federal Governferences in the debate and the difdif- ment is doing. How could you possibly
ferences in how you can come up with expect anything but the kind of results
an in-government-we-t_i-ust solution, that we are getting?
which is what we have gotten from the
Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. Absolutely.
other side as opposed to in individual and you know the other side keeps saysector. in ing Contract on America instead
responsibility in the private sector,
instead of
of
neighborhoods,
neighborhoods, in communities
communities we
we what we actually signed was a Contrust, in G-d we trust attitude that we tract With America. and I would like

are trying to reform welfare on this to say right now the Contract With
side.

America is not a Republican contract.

Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. The bottom it is an American contract that the Reline is that the War on Poverty
Poverty has
has not publicans signed onto to do the will of
taken care of poverty. I ask, "Isn't it the American people.

for, he has pointed
pointed Out
out a number of true we have more poverty now than And let me say if there is a Contract
times that he is an Independent and when we started?"
started?'
on America.
America, it has been the last 30
the only Independent in the Congress,

CHABOT, That is exactly what
Mr. CHABOT.
but I think it is probably only
only fair
fair and
and has happened.
instructive to state that he votes with As my colleagues know, it really
the Democrats
Democra almost
almostall
allof
of the
the time.
time. started getting out of control during
His committee seniority is with the the so-called Great
Great Society,
Society, the
theLyn-.
LynDemocrats. he sits with the Democrats don Johnson years in the sixties, and it
Democrats,
on the committees that he is on. and, has grown worse, and worse, and worse.
worse,
as the mayor of Burlington,
Burlington, he
he was
was not
not and illegitimacy has grown in tremenan Independent, he was a socialist. So dous numbers since that time as have
I do not know if that means that the welfare
payments. They have both been
Democrats are not liberal enough for pretty consistently going up,
up. and you

years of a welfare system that has destroyed individuals arid
and families.
Mr. HAYWORTH.
HAYWORTH, And the incredible

observation that we hear from the

other side—our
side-our good
goodfriend
friend from
from Wisconsin [Mr. ROTHI
R0THI says
says itit is
is the
the yeahbuts. The gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
HOKE].
HOKE], my friend, had another descrip-

tion earlier on this. It boggles
boggles the
mind, and I believe it is summed up in

Marvin Olasky's new book entitled.
entitled,
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"The
'The Tragedy of American CornpasCompasThe
thing
that
really
gets
me
is
when Instead, we have made him Big Brother
sion,"
and.
Mr. Speaker,
sion" and, Mr.
Speaker, itit is
is wonderful
wonderful you think of the average middle-class
middle-class in Orwellian fashion, in 1994 instead of
to have this time here tonight for
for aa litlit- families
families Out
out there where sometimes
sometimes 1984.
tle straight talk among friends
friends and
and to
to one parent.
parent, sometimes both parents are
And now, 1995, we have a significant
realize
we are
realize that
that we
are poised
poised to change
change working,
working. they are trying to rase their segment of a once-proud political
political party
party
this system for the better.
better.
kids, they are obeying the laws, they engaged in Orwellian newspeak and the
are paying their taxes and so much of tactics of fear, saying that opportunity
2340
their money comes up here to WashingMr. HAYWORTH. I wish we could say ton or in some instances goes to the is somehow perverse, saying that work
that in every circumstance in every State capitals. But it goes to govern- and responsibility, while giving a rhehuman endeavor things will change for ment. And then in our welfare system torical tip of the cap to those virtues
maintaining that it is the governthe better, but I think that would be we then send those dollars back to peo- but
is the
thesole
sole generator
generator of
of
both practically and intellectually dis- ple who basically are not supporting ment that is
same, and I do not believe that we have
honest. We harbor no delusions that their own kids.
seen for those, and I know you have
we have
have seen
this is a perfect plan. But we
seen
And as the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. run across people like this.
the height of imperfection and the nono- HOKE] had said, so many
many of
of these
these fafaI think one of the throw-away lines
tion of tragedy
tragedy box-n
born of
of the
the last
last 30
30 years thers are going around fathering kids
we encounter from time to time is.
is,
of so-called compassion.
and are just assuming somebody
somebody else
else is
is "There
To spend in excess of $5 trillion, and going to take care of their kids. Be- 'There is not a dime's worth of difbetween the two major
major parparunderstand we are just approaching
approaching cause that is the way it works, quite ference
ties." I would beg to differ a great deal.
that in terms of our national debt, and frankly. Let us fact it. They are father- ties,"
But the irony will be we will see a
that in itself is a tragedy, but to spend ing kids now, and they are not supportnumber of
of fair-minded
fair-minded Democrats
Democrats come
come
in excess of $5 trillion on programs ing those kids, and we are doing it. The number
with us because, as we have seen on
noble in their intent, since we should taxpayers, the
the middle-class
middle-class people
peopleOut
out
items in this Contract, when you
always assume the best of those with there, are paying higher taxes so they other
away from the smoke and mirrors.
whom we disagree, but to have them cannot take care of their families to get
when you get away from the Orwellian
fail so completely.
the degree they want to because
because they
they
As has often been noted during the are sending their money up here to newspeak, when you get away from the

course of this debate, if you were going Washington.
to declare war on the American family.
I was watching a program a couple of
on responsibility, on our very fabric as weeks ago. it was 48 Hours, on welfare
a society.
society, you could not have done bet- reform. I found an excellent segment
ter than the so-called war on poverty.
poverty, on there. They had a young woman,
because it, in
in essence,
essence, changed
changed the single mother in a wheelchair. This
scope of how we react as a society: and woman was working two jobs to supit took away the notion that
that for
for every port her own kids, and she was saying.
saying,
right there is a responsibility.
"I'I would not go on welfare. I am going
Indeed, it seems that now the defend- to work as hard as I can. I am going to
ers of the old order would say. "I am. support my own
own kids."
kids.'
therefore I am entitled," instead of, "I
But the thing that she was complainunderstand as an American
American that
that II have
have ing about was that so much of her
rights and those rights are coupled money was taken in taxes and given to
with

with responsibilities
responsibilities and
and my rights other people who would not support
rights of
of anstretch only as far as the rights
an- their own kids.
other, and it is my responsibility
responsibility not
not
That isis not
That
not fair.
fair. That
That is what is
to infringe on
on another's
anothers rights."
wrong with the system. That is why we
Instead, now we have a situation have got to fix it. And we begin to do
where the working poor and those who
are not classified in the working poor.
poor,

those who are fortunate enough to
prosper in this society, many who come
to this Nation from other shores le-

gally to live the American dream, find
themselves paying and paying and paying into this system.
Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. Mr.
Mr.
I-iAYWORTH. II just
just want
want to
to add to that.
HAYWORTH.
tragedy, and
and you have just led
Another tragedy,

up to that, is that the average family,
family.
the working family, we hear the working class and the working family, the
working family today is paying on an
average 40 percent of their income in
State and local
locai and Federal taxes, 40plus. If you add in the hidden taxes, it
is probably reaching close to 50 percent, utility taxes, gasoline taxes. That

is a tragedy.
We wonder why mothers and fathers
are both having to work. Because they

have to pay their Federal bill. That is
a burden that cannot go on. And that is
why we are trying to fix this system so

good, wholesome,
that we can have good.
strong, prosperous families all across

this Nation.
Mr. CHABOT. That is an excellent
point.

tragedy of a once-proud party now

bereft of new ideas,
ideas. indeed one publica-

tion on the Hill said of the Deal plan
that the leadership of the other side
grudgingly accepted that as an alternative.
native,
Mr. HOKE. I have to share
share something
something
with you.
Mr. HAYWORTH. Sure.
Sure.

Mr. HOKE. Name that tune.
tune. Name
Name
that speaker. Because if we are going

to bash the Democrats, and maybe
there is something that we can learn

here, "The
'The lessons
here.
lessons of history confirmed
by the evidence immediately before me

show conclusively that continued dependence upon relief induces a spiritual and moral disintegration fundamentally destructive to the national
fiber. To dole out relief in this way is
that tomorrow when we finally vote for to administer a narcotic,
narcotic. a subtle dewelfare reform.
stroyer of the human spirit."
Mr. HOKE. I thought one of the most
Who spake those words?
moving speeches I have heard here re0 2350
2350
cently was from our good friend, the
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. NoRNORMr.
Mr. LEWIS
LEWIS of
of Kentucky.
Kentucky. Franklin
Franklin D.
D.
wooD] earlier
WOOD]
earlierthis
this evening.
evening. II do
do not
not Roosevelt.
know if you all heard it, but he spoke
Mr. HOKE.
HOKE, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt.
about his own father. He spoke about The father of the modern Democratic
the absolute necessity of fathers in our Party spoke those words. John Kenlives.
nedy spoke not dissimilar words in his
I thought of my father, who created inaugural address. He inspired me.
me, inan example. He created on a daily basis spired I know many of my colleagues.
an example of integrity and character.
character, And yet somehow that has gone so.
so, so
And when I did not measure up to it.
it, he incredibly awry.
Arid
made sure that I knew it, and he made
I want to share, if I can, one other
sure that I was accountable, not always item, maybe to lighten the mood a litin ways that I particularly appreciated
appreciated tle. This is from P.J.
P.J, O'Rourke,
O'Rourke, that
that II
at the time but I do sure appreciate think you might enjoy. He says in his
today.
preface to the Mystery of Government,
It did
It
did occur
occur to
to me
me that
that there
there is
is absoabso"I'I have only one firm belief about the
lutely no substitute for that. There is American political system, and that is
no substitute whatsoever on Earth. The this:"
government cannot be the substitute.
You have to
remember P.J.
P,J.
There is no substitute.
O'Rourke.
I feel a very special kinship
Mr.
Mr. HAYWORTH.
HAYWORTH. The
The gentleman
gentleman with P.J,,
P.J., because we are both sort of
from Ohio [Mr. HOKE] is absolutely refugees from the sixties in disguise. I
right.
know we do not talk about this very
And what we have done is we have much, but I know there are many
many on
on
taken an uncle, Uncle Sam, and not this side of the aisle who also have
father, been reclaimed from the sixties as well.
even plugged him as a surrogate father.
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who earn that money. and who
who give
give in
in in Washington. Despite all the rhetoric
I have
firm belief about the Amerhave only one finn
Amer- unparalleled fashion freely.
freely, volun- I have heard, calling us mean spirited.
spirited,
ican
ican political
political system,
system, and
and that
that is
is this:
this: God
God is tarily. into our tax system, obeying we do not care about kids, for God's
a Republican and Santa Claus is a Democrat. our tax code in so many ways. And it is
sake, I have kids myself. a 5-year-old
God is
is an
an elderly
elderly or,
or. at any rate, middledaughter. probably
probably
aged male, a stern fellow, patriarchal rather not the Federal Government's money. son and 13-year-old daughter,
than paternal and a great believer in rules It is just interesting to see that inter- in bed right now so they cannot hear
pretation
that
would
be
so
statused
in
and regulations. He holds men strictly acme talking, hopefully,
hopefully, because
because they
begin and
and have school tomorrow, but I think the
countable for their actions.
actions. Me
He has little ap- its approach that it would begin
Government.
parent concern for the material well-being of end with the Federal Government,
American people can see through all
the disadvantaged. He is politically conTo the contrary, we say. It begins this rhetoric.
nected, socially powerful and holds the mort- with the individual and it end with the
Mr. HAYWORTI-I.
What is
is more
more mean
mean
HAYWORTH. What
gage on literally everything in the world.
world, individual, and responsibility rests
spirited than leaving an ever-increasGod is difficult. God is unsentimental,
unsentimental. It is with the individual,
working
together
ing debt and burden and responsibility
very hard to get into God's
God's heavenly
heavenly country
country
in corporate fashion, for education, for like that on the younger generation
club.
yes, for and on generations yet unborn? The
Santa Claus is another matter.
matter, Me's
He's cute, spiritual enlightenment, and, yes.
He's nonthreatening. Me's
He's always
law, time to change it is now. The steps are
Me's
always cheerful,
cheerful. government, based on a society of law.
And he loves animals. Me
He may know who's and for civil order.
being taken in these first 100 days. We
been naughty and who's been nice, but he
And it is an all-encompassing picture take another major step tomorrow
never
never does
does anything
anything about
aboutit.
it.Me'd
He'd give
give evev- that recognizes the sanctity and
and the
the with welfare reform.
eryone everything they want without
Mr. HOKE.
HaKE. STEVE,
STEVE, II absolutely agree
thought of a quid pro quo.
quo. Me
He works hard for primacy of the individual and the freecharities, and he's famously generous to the dom and the liberty he or she enjoys in with you. I think the American people,
this
Nation,
in
this
constitutional
Repoor. Santa Claus is preferable to God in
I have absolute utter confidence in
every way but one: There is no such thing as public. We place our faith not only in their ability to discern. They cast their
Santa Claus.
God, but ultimately in the American ballots last November. They asked that
Cod,
people to decide what is best for them- we keep our word, we keep our promThank you. P.J. O'Rourke.
O'Rourke,
selves.
Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. You know,
know. selves.
ises. We are doing everything we can to
there is one thing though that I have Mr. CHABOT. I have heard this, and do that.
noticed in the debate the last few days I think your points are absolutely corFrankly, I think we are right where
that I do not think our friends on the rect. J.D., and I know we are almost we ought to be.
be, we are on the right
Out of
of time,
time, so
so we
we probably
probably need
need to
to path. We have to keep our shoulder to
other side of the aisle are too willing to out
give, and that is a tax break to the wrap it up.
the wheel and keep pushing and keep
II guess
guess aa couple
couple points I want to telling the truth, because it is obvious
middle class of this country.
One thing
thingisis I have heard the there is a massive disinformation
Mr,
Mr. HAYWORTH. What I find amaz- make. One
disinformation camcaming. and we do not want to move too term mean-spirited so many times the paign going on. We have got to cut
quickly, because I think that we have last couple of days from our colleagues through that.
almost numbed the American people.
people, I on the other side of the aisle that if I
But you know what? We do
do not
not have
have
hope at the end of these 100 days. when hear it one more time I think I am to do all of that work. We have to do a
we enact these sweeping changes, II going to scream,
scream. But I think there is lot of the work, but the public
public is
is not
not
know the reaction of the liberal media no question in my mind that there going to be fooled. The people
people will
will find
find
in this town and the folks who make up could be nothing more mean-spirited to out.
They
They will find Out
out on their own.
own.
this culture, almost diametrically op- the kids of this country than the wel- Out.
care enough to discern it.
it, to rebring, they
they fare system that we have got now. It They
posed to the reforms we bring,
the information, and to find it.
it,
will try to stifle a yawn and say. "Well, destroys lives: it will continue to do so quire
and I am very confident about that.
so what?" We can predice that reac- until we change it. We are ready finally
Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. I think it
tion.
to change it.
goes
back to what I said earlier, that
But the American people, and
and this
this is
is
The school lunch program,
program, they
they still
still
are keeping a contract that we
the key. as my friend from Kentucky
Kentucky keep saying. I heard it tonight. that we we
that the American people gave
points out, the American people recog- are going to cut the school lunch pro- signed,
out what
us. We found Out
what they
they wanted.
wanted,
nize that their work helps generate the gram. We are increasing the funding to to
and
we
said
we
are
going
to
do
and
wealth that they have a stake in that the school lunch programs all across we are. We are going to keep ourit,word
wealth by their very labor, and that this country. What we are doing is we and we are going to do it. And we are
they are entitled to keep more of their are cutting Out
out the
the bureaucrats here in
to reform the welfare system and
hard-earned money, and send less of it Washington. and we are sending the going
make it work for people that have real
to Washington, D.C.
money directly to the States. Let the needs.
My friend from Ohio,
Ohio, from Cin- school teachers and the local school
I think the American
cinnati, said it so well, as there
there is
is aa boards and the parents decide how they Mr. CHABOT.
are a whole lot smarter than the
myopia, or a tunnel vision when
when itit want to spend their own money. Not people
people on the other side of the aisle
comes to this topic. So many times I our money.
money, their money.
give them credit for.
have heard other friends, and maybe we
Finally, I think the bottom line,
line, and
and
just disagree, talk about the money I have only been here 2 months, but
they will quote-unquote 'lose" in cer- what I have seen from my colleagues
But he says:

tain projects, but they fail to understand this:
stand
this:ItItisisnot
notthe
thegovei-nmnent's
government's
money. The President may have proposed it in the largest tax increase in

American history. It may have won by
one vote in this Chamber, in the 103d
Congress. by one vote in the Chamber
in the 103d Congress. It may have been

such as the gentlemen that are here
this evening, the difference I think be-

tween this side and the folks on
on the
the
other side of the aisle, is the bottom
line is the folks on the other side over

there think that Washington knows
best, that the decisions ought to be

SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED

By unanimous consent, permission to
address the House.
House, following the legislative program and any special
special orders
orders
heretofore
heretofore entered,
entered. was
was granted
granted to:
to:
(The following Members (at the request
Louisiana) to request of
ofMr,
Mr.Frnl.Ds
FIDs ofofLouisiana)

made up here where we are tonight. We
and extend their remarks and infoisted upon the American people in ought to decide how the American peo- vise
clude extraneous material:)
the name of so-called deficit reduction.
reduction, ple's
ple's money
should
money should be spent,
spent. that
Mr. GUTIERREZ,
Mr.
Gt.rnEz, for for
5 minutes.
5 minutes,today.
today.
even though those numbers we know Washington knows better than the peoMs. PELOSI, for 5 minutes, today.
are subject to sleight of hand, or shall pie
ple all over this country.
Mr. MFUME.
MFUME, for 5 minutes, today.
we say a charitable interpretation by
I do not believe that. I think the de- Mr. OWENS, for 5 minutes, today.
the White House.
cisions should be made and those famiMs. DELAURO, for 5 minutes,
minutes. today.
today.
But the fact is, the money does not lies.
lies, the moms and dads ought to deMr. BROWN of Ohio, for 5 minutes.
minutes,
belong to the Federal Government. It cide how they want to spend money for today.
belongs to those who labor those hours. their kids, not the bureaucrats up here
Mrs. MALONEY, for 5 minutes.
minutes, today.
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In my State of North Carolina,
Carolina, we
we Sec. 102. Increase in State flexibility regardcall it sleight of hand.
ing recipient
recipient participation
participation in
in
jobs program.
If it was not so sad, it would be very
funny.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER
PRO TEMPORE

The SPEAKER pro tempore

(Mr.

CUNNINGHAM). This concludes the I1-

minutes this morning. Further
Further 1-mm1-minutes will be taken at the end of legislative business.

Sec. 103. Elimination of different treatment
of 2-parent families.
Sec. 104. Extension of transitional child care
guarantee.
Sec. 105. Increase in Federal matching rates
for child care.
Sec. 106. Increase injobs program funding.
Sec. 107. Requirement with respect to jobs
program participation rate.
rate.
Sec. 108. Increase in matching rates for

States whose recipients leave

AFDC for paid employment.

Sec. 109. Increase in at-risk child care fund-

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT
OF 1995

ing.
ing.

Sec. 110. Improvements in jobs program self.
self-

sufficiency planning and case

management.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuin mandatory services and
ant to House Resolution 119 and rule Sec. 111. Change
activities under the jobs propro.
XXIII,
XXIII. the Chair declares the House in
gram.
the Committee of the Whole House on Sec. 112. Jobs creation
creation and
and work
work experience
experience
the State of the Union for the further
program.
consideration of
consideration
of the
the bill.
bill. H.R.
HR. 4.
Sec. 113. Provisions generally applicable to
thejobs
the
jobs program.
program.
o 1057
IN THE
T[- COMMITrEE
COMIUTrEEOF
OF THE
THE WHOLE
WHOLE

TITLE Il—MAKING WORK PAY

Sec. 201. Transitional medicaid benefits.
Accordingly the House resolved itself Sec. 202. Temporary exclusion of earned ininto the Committee of the
the Whole
Whole House
House
come for purposes of determinon the State of the Union for further
ing rent paid for units in federally assisted housing.
consideration of the bill (H.R. 4) to reSec.
Sec.
203.
Continuation
of food stamp benebene.
store the American family, reduce illefits.
gitimacy, control welfare spending
gitimacy.
spending and
and

reduce welfare dependence, with Mr.
LINDER in the chair.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN.
the CommitCHAIRMAN.\Aflien
When the

tee of the Whole rose on Thursday.

TITLE Ill—IMPROVING CHILD SUPPORT
ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—Eligibility and Other Matters
Concerning Title IV-D Program Clients
Sec. 301. State obligation
obligation to
to provide
provide paterpater.

nity establishment and child
March 23. 1995. the amendment in the
support enforcement services.
nature of a substitute consisting of the Sec. 302. Distribution
of payments.
text of HR. 1267 offered by the gen- Sec. 303. Due process rights.
tleman from Georgia [Mr. DEAL], had Sec. 304. Privacy safeguards.
been disposed of.

For what purpose does the gentle-

woman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINKI rise?

AMENDMENT irs'
IN THE NATURE OF
OF A
A SUBSTTtIJTE
SUBSTITIJrE
OFFERED BY MRS. MINK OF HAWAII

Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,

pursuant to the rule. I offer an amendment in the nature of a substitute.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-

ignate the amendment in the nature of
a substitute.
The text of the amendment in the nature of a substitute is as follows:
Amendment
Amendment in the nature of a substitute

offered by Mrs. MINX of Hawaii:

Strike all
all after
after the
the enacting
enacting clause
clause and
and ininStrike

sert:

sECTION 1.
sEcTIoN
1. SHORT
5HORTTITLE.
TITLE.

• This
This Act
Act may be cited as the "Family
'Family Sta•

bility and Work Act of
of 1995".
1995'.

sEC. 2.
SEC.
a. REFERENCE
REFERENcE TO 5OCIAI
OCIAi. sECURITY
sECURITY ACT.
ACT.

Except as otherwise specifically provided,
provided.

wherever in this Act an amendment is exwherever
pressed in terms of an amendment to or repeal of a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to that
section or other provision of the Social Security Act.
SEC. 3. TABLE
TABLE OF CONTENTS.
CONTENTs.

The table of contents for this Act is as follows:
Sec. I.

Short title.

Sec. 2. Reference to Social Security Act.
Sec. 3. Table of contents.
TITLE I—IMPROVING
I—IMPROVING AID
AID TO
TO FAMILIES
FAMILIES
WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN

Sec. 101. Increase in standard earned income
disregard.

Subtitle B—Program Administration and
Funding
Sec. 311. Federal matching payments.
Sec. 312. Performance-based incentives and
penalties.
Sec. 313. Federal and State reviews and audits.
d its.
Sec. 314. Required reporting procedures.
Sec. 315. Automated data processing requirements.
rnents.
Sec. 316. Director of CSE program: staffing
study.
Sec.
Sec. 317.
317. Funding
Funding for
for secretarial
secretarial assistance
assistance
to State programs.
Sec. 318. Reports and data collection by the
Secretary.
Subtitle C—Locate and Case Tracking
Sec. 321. Central State and case registry.
Sec. 322. Centralized collection
collection and
and chsbursedisbursement of support payments.
payments.
Sec. 323. Amendments
Amendments concerning income
withholding.
Sec. 324. Locator information from interstate networks.
Sec. 325. Expanded Federal Parent Locator
Service.
Sec. 326. Use of social security numbers.
Subtitle D—Streamlining and Uniformity of
Procedures
Sec.
Sec. 331.
331. Adoption
Adoption of
of uniform
uniform State
State laws
laws
Sec.
Sec. 332.
332. Improvements
Improvements to
to full faith
faith and
and
credit for child support orders.
Sec.
Sec. 333.
333. State
State laws
laws providing
providing expedited
expedited proproced urea
cedures
Subtitle E—Paternity EstabUshment
Establishment
Sec. 341. State laws concerning paternity establishnent.
tablishment.

Sec. 342. Outreach for voluntary paternity
establishment.
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and Modification
Subtitle F—EstabljshM,ent
F—Establishment and
of Support Orders
Sec. 351. National Child Support Guidelines
Commission.
Sec. 352. Simplified process for review and
adjustment of child support or-

ders.
Subtitle
Subtitle G—Enforcement
G—Enforcement of
of Support
Support Orders
Orders
Sec. 361. Federal income tax refund offset.

Sec. 362. Internal revenue service collection
of arrears.
Sec. 363. Authority to collect support from
Federal employees.
Sec. 364. Enforcement of child support obligations of members of the
Armed Forces.

Sec. 365. Motor vehicle liens.
Sec.
Sec. 366. \'oiding
Voiding of
of fraudulent
fraudulent transfers.
Sec.
Sec. 367. State law authorizing suspension of
licenses.
Sec. 368. Reporting arrearages to credit bureaus.
Sec. 369. Extended statute of limitation for
collection of arrearages.
Sec. 370. Charges for arrearages.
Sec. 371. Denial
Denial of
of passports
passportsfor
fornonpayment
nonpayment
of child support.
Sec. 372. International child support
support enforcement.
Subtitle H—Medical Support
Sec. 381. Technical correction
correcjon to
to ERISA
ERISA definition of medical child support
order.
Subtitle I—Effect of Enactment
Sec. 391. Effective dates.
Sec. 392. Severability.
TITLE IV—REAUTHORIZATIDN
IV—REAUTHORIZATION OF CHILD
CARE AND
AND DEVELOpMENT
DEV LOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
GRANT
Sec. 431.
Sec.
431. Reauthorization
Reauthorization of
of child
child care and
development block grant.

(C) that—

(i) the costs of attendance by a recipient
at
at an
an institution
institution of
of higher
higher education
education (as
(as de.
de.
fined
fined in
in section
section481(a)
481(a) of the Higher
Higher EduEdu.
cation Act of 1965),
p965). or a school or course of
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prived" and
and all
all that
that follows
followsthrough
through"inca'incapacity of a parent".
(5) Section
Section 406(b)
(1) (42
(5)
406(b)(l)
606(b)(l))
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 606(b)
(I)) is
is

amended by
by striking
striking "and
and if such relative"
and
and all
all that
that follows
followsthrough
through"section
'section 407".
407'.

vocational or technical training, shall not
(6) Section 407 (42 U.S.C. 607) is hereby
constitute federally reimbursable expenses pealed.
for purposes of section 403: and

re-

Section 472(a) (42 U.S.C. 672(a)) is
"(ii)
'(ii) the costs of day care, transportation. amended by
by striking
striking"or
'or of
of section
section407".
407'.
and other services which are necessary (as amended
(8)
Section 473(a)(2)(A)(i)
473(a) (2) (A) (i)
(42
U.S.C.
determined by the State agency) for such at- 672(a)(2)(A)(j))
672(a) (2) (A) (i)) is amended
amended by
bystriking
striking"Or
'or
tendance
tendance in
in accordance
accordance with
with section
section 402(g)
402(g) section
407".
section
407.
are
are eligible
eligible for
for Federal
Federal reimbursement
reimbursement so
so
(9) Section 1115(b)
1115(b) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1315(b)) is
long as the recipient is making satisfactory amended
by striking paragraph
paragraph (5).
(5).
progress in such institution,
institution, school,
school. or
Section 1115 (42 U.S.C. 1315) is amended
course and such attendance is consistent by(10)
striking subsection (d).
with the employment goals in the recipients
(II) Section l902(a)(lO)(A)(i)
(Ii)
1902(a)(10)(A)(i) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
self-sufficiency plan developed under part F: 1396a(a)(lO)(A)(j))
1396a(a) (10) (A) (i)) is amended by striking
(D) that—
subclause
(V)
and
and
by
redesignating
'(i)
(i) if an individual who is required by the
(VI)
(VI) and
and (VII)
(VII)as
assubclai,zses
subclauses (V)
(V)
State to participate in the program of the subclauses
respectively.
State
State under part F fails without good cause and (VI), respectively.
(12) Section 1905 (42 U.S.C. 1396d) is amend.
amendto participate or refuses without good cause
striking subsection
subsectionCm).
(m).
to accept employment in which such individ. ed by striking
(1) (42 U.S.C.
(13) Section
Section 1905(n)
1905(n)(I)
U.S.C. 1396d(n)(1))
1396d(n)(l))
ual isis able to engage which is offered
is amended—
through the public employment offices of the
the
(A)
(A) in subparagraph (A)—
State, or is otherwise offered by an employer
(i) by striking
striking "(or"
(or' and all that follows
if the offer of such employer is determined to
through "407)":
through
407)": and
and
be a bona fide offer of employment—
(ii) by adding
adding "or"
or" at the end: and
"(I)
(I) the
the family
family of the individual shall cease
(B) by striking subparagraph (B),
(B).
to be eligible for aid under this part: unless
1395r—6(a)) is
(14) Section 1925(a) (42 U.S.C. 1396r—6(a))
"(II)
'(II) such individual is a member of a fainfam'hours of.
of. or
or income
income
ily in which both parents are living at home,
home. amended by striking "hours
and inserting
inserting"income
income from".
from",
and his or her spouse has not failed to com- from." and

ply under
under this
this clause,
clause, in which case the
the

(7)

(15) Section 204(b) (2) of the Family Support

U.S.C. 681
681 note)
note) isis amended
amendedby
by
needs of such individual shall not be taken Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C.
into account in making the determination striking the semicolon and all that follows
through "1998".
'1998".
with
with respect to his or her family under para.
para. through

graph (7)
(7) of
of this
this subsection;
subsection:
graph

(ii) any sanction described in clause Ci)
"(ii)
(i)
until the failure to comply
shall Continue
continue until
comply
ceases:

SEC. 104. EXTENSION OF TRANSITIONAL
TRANSITIONAl. CHILD
CARE GUARM4TEE,
CUARANTEE.

Clause (iii) of section
section 402(g)(1)(A)
402(g)(l)(A) (42 U.S.C.
602(g)(l)(A)(iii)) is amended to read as fol602(g)(1)(A)(iii))

(lii) no
no sanction
sanction shall
shall be
be imposed
imposed under lows:
"(iii)
(iii) A family shall only be eligible for
"(iii)
refusal of
of an
(I) on the basis of the refusal
an indiindi- child care provided under clause (ii)—
Sec. 501. Increase in top
top marginal
marginal rate under
under vidual
vidual to
to accept
accept any
any employment
employment (including
(including
(I) for a period of 24 months after the last
section
II.
section 11.
any
any employment
employment offered
offered under
under the
the program).
program). month for which the family received aid to
VI—EFFECTIVE DATE
TITLE VI.—EFFECTIVE
DATE
if the employment
employment does
does not
not pay
pay at
at least
least the families with dependent children under this
TITLE
TITLE V—AMENDMErsTS
V—AMENDMENTS TO
TO THE
THE
INTERNALREVENUE
INTERAL
REVENUE CODE
CODE

Sec. 601. Effective date.

TITLE 1—IMPROVING AID TO FAMILIES
WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
SEC.
101. INCREASE
INCREASE IN
SEC. 101.
IN STANDARD
STANDARDEAJtNED
EARNEDININ-

COME DISREGARD,
DISRECARD.

Clause (ii) of section 402(a)(8)(A) (42 U.S.C.
602(a) (8) (A) (ii))isisamended
amendedby
bystriking
striking"$90"
"$90"
602(a)(8)(A)(ii))
and inserting
and
inserting
'S170".
•$7
SEC.
SEC. 102.
102. INCREASE
INCREASE IN
IN STATE
STATEFLEXIBILITY
FLEXIBILITY RERECARDING
CARDXNC RECIPIENT PARTICIPA-

TION IN JOBS PROGRAM.
PROCRAM.

(a)

CFLANGES
Cl-lANCES

IN

STATE PLAN REQUIRE-

Nr.i'rS.—Paragraph(19)
Nr'rS.—Paragraph
(19)of
ofsection
section 402(a)
402(a) (42
U.S.C. 602(a)(19))
602(a)(l9)) is
is amended
amended to read as follows:
(19) provide-.—
(19)
provide—

(A) that the State has in effect and oper-

ation a job opportunities and basic skills
training program which meets the requirements of part F;

this subparagraph—

Federal minimum wage under section 6(a) of part: or
the Fair Labor Standards
Standards Act
Act of
of 1938:
1938: or
(II) until the income of the family ex"(II)
"(II) on the basis of the refusal of an indimdi. ceeds by more than 200 percent the income
vidual to participate in the program or acac official poverty line (as defined by the Office
cept employment (including any employ- of Management and Budget.
Budget, and revised anment offered under the program), if child nually in accordance with section 873(2)
673(2) of
care
care (Or
(or day care for any incapacitated indi- the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
vidual living in the same home as a depend- 1981) applicable to a family of the size in-

ent child) is necessary for an individual to volved:
participate in the program or accept employemploy.

first.".
ment, such care is not available, and the whichever occurs first,".
ment.

State agency fails to provide
provide such
such care;
care:and
and
(H) the State agency may require a parpar.
to accept
accept ajob
ajob Only
only
ticipant in the program to

if such agency assures that the family of

such participant will experience no net loss
of cash income resulting
resulting from
from acceptance
acceptance of
of
the job; and any costs incurred by the State
agency as a result of this subparagraph shall
be treated as expenditures with respect to

SEC.

105. INCREASE IN FEDERAL MATCHING
MATCHINC

RATES FOR CHILD CARE,
CARE.
(a) AFDC AND
AM) TRANSIflONAL
TRANSIflONAL CI-ULD
Cl-OLD CARE.—
CARE.—
(1) INCREASE
(I)
INCREASE IN RATES FOR SEVERAL STATES
STATES
ANI) DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—Clause (i) of secAND

tion 402(g)(3)(A) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602(g)(3)(A)(i))
602(g)(3)(A)(i)) is
is

amended by striking "1905(b))." and inserting "1905(b)).
1905(b)). increased by 10 percentage
points.'.
points.',.

(2) INCREASE IN RATES FOR OT1'ER
OTFER STATES.—
STATES.—
(1) or
which section
section403(a)
403(a)(1)
or 403(a)
403(a) (2)
(2)applies:".
applies;'.
"(B)
(B) that,
that, not
not later
later than
than 30
30 days
days after
after ap- which
(b)
IN PAriNT
STATES—Sec- Clause (ii) ofofsection
secUon402(g)(3)(A)
402(g)(3)(A) (42
(42 U.S.C.
(b) CHANCE
Cwc IN Ppmcr,rr
TOTO
STATES—Secproving
proving the
the application
application of
of aa family
family for
for aid
aid tiOn 403(1) (42
602(g)(3)(A)(ii))
602(g)
(3)
(A)
(ii))
is
amended
by striking
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.603(1))
603(1))isisamended
amended by
under
under the
the State
State plan
plan approved
approvedunder
under this
this striking paragraph (2).
"1118)." and inserting
inserting "1118).
'1118), increased by 10
part, the State shall—
percentage points."
points.".SEC. 103. ELIMINATION OF DIFFERENT TREAT. percentage
(i) conduct
Ci)
conductan
an initial
initial assessment
assessment of the
(b) AT-RISK
MENT OF 2-PARENT FAMILIES.
CARE—Subparagraph
AT-RISKCl-OLD
CULD CARE—Subparagraph
self-sufficiency needs of
of the
the family
family that
that inin(A) of
of section 403(n)(1)
403(n) (1)(42
603(n)(fl(A))
GENERAI.—Sectjon 402(a)
(a) IN GENERA,t,,—Sectjon
402(a) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 603(n)
(1) (A))
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. (A)

cludes an assessment of the family circir- 602(a))
6O2(a))isisamended
amendedby
bystriking
striking paragraph
paragraph (41).
(41). is amended by inserting "increased by 10 perpercumstances,
the educational,
educational child care, and
and
cumstances. the
centage points"
points before "of
(b)CONFORIflNC
(b)
CONFORMING
AMBNDMENTS.—
ANDME-rS..
of the
the expendiexpendiother
other supportive
supportiveservices
servicesneeds,
needs, and the
tures".
(1)
(I)
Section
402(a)(38)(B)
402(a) (38) (B)
(42
U.S.C.
U.S.C. tures",
skills, prior work experience, and employability of each recipient;
recipient:
(ii) determine whether it would be appro-

priate to require or permit any member of
the
tne family to participate in the program
program of

the State under part F; and
(iii) advise
advise the
the family
family of
of the
the availability
availability
"(iii)
of child care assistance under section 402(g)
for participat2on
participation in education, training,
training, arid
and
employment:
employment;

602(a)(38)(B)) is amended
amended by
by striking
striking "Or
or in

SEC. 106. INCREASE IN JOBS PROGRAM
PROCRAM FUNDINC.
FUNDING.

section 407(a)".
section 403(k)
403(k) (42
Paragraph (3) of section
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.
(2) Section 402(a) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)) is
603(k) (3)) is amended—
amended by striking paragraph (42).
(1) in subparagraph (E). by striking "and"
(3)
Section
Section 402(g) (1)
(1)(A)
(A) (ii)
(42
U.S.C. at the end;
end:
602(g)(1)(A){ii)) is amended by striking
602(g)(l)(A)(ii))
(2) in subparagraph (F),
(F). by striking
striking "and
'and
"hours
'hours of,
of, or increased
increased income
income from." and each succeeding fiscal
fiscal year,
year," and inserting a
inserting
inserting"income
income from".
from.
comma
at
the
end:
and
(4) Section 406(a)(1)
406(a)(1) (42 U.S.C
U.S.C. 606(a)(l))
606(a)(1)) is
(3) by inserting after subparagraph (F) the
amended by striking
striking "who
'who has been de- following:
following:
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"(G)
'(C) S
1.500.000.000in
intne
the case
case of
of fiscal
fiscal year
SI.500.000.000

1997.

(ii) ½
½ for
for fiscal
fisca] year 1999;
1999:
"(ii)

"(iii)
(iii) ½
½ for
for fiscal
fiscalyear
year2000.
2000. and
and for
for each
each
(H) $1900000000
"(I-I)
$1900000000ininthe
thecase
case of
of fiscal
fiscal year
year fiscal
fiscal year
year thereafter.
thereafter.
1998.
(C) For
(C)
For purposes
purposes of
of subparagraph
subparagraph (A).
(A). the
the
(I) $2800000000
(I)
52.800.000.000 in
in the
the case of
of fiscal
fiscal year
year
term
term qualified
'qualified family
family' means,
means, with
with respect
respect
1999.
1999.
to a State for a fiscal year. a family—
(J) 53.700.000.000
(J)
53.700.000.000 in
in the
the case
case of
of fiscal
fiscalyear
year
(i)
waswas
receiving
aid
(i) that
that
receiving
aid from
from the
the State
5tate
2000.
and
2000. and
under this part during such year:
(K) 55.000.000.000
(K)
in the case
$5000000000 in
case of
of fiscal
fiscal year
year
"(ii)
(ii) aa member
member of
of which
which ceased
ceased to
to participartici.
2001.'.
2001.".

pate in the State
5tate program established under
part
part FF during
suchyear
yearasasthe
the result
result of
during such
of the
the
employmentofofsuch
employment
suchmember
member
inina ajob
job (other
(other
than aa job
the job
than
job provided
provided under
under the
job creation
creation
602)
602)isisamended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after subsection
subsection and
and work
experience program
program under
under section
section
work experience
SEC. 107. REQUIREMENT WITH
WITH RESPECT
TO JOBS
RESPECT TO
PROGRAM PARTICIPATION RATE
(a) REQUREMEr.—5ectjon
REQUREMEm',—Sectjon 402 (42
(42 U.s.c.
U.S.C.

Cc)the
(c)
the following:
following:
"(d)(I)
'(d)(I) With
With respect
respect to the program estab.
established by
State under
under part
lished
by aa State
part F.
F. the
the State

482(e)): and
and
482(e)):

"(iii)
(iii) ceased
ceasedtoto receive
receive such
suchaid
aidas
as aa result
result
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State
may extend
State may
extend such
such period
period

than 365
than
365 days.".
days.".
SEC.
SEC.

to
to not
notmore
more

III.
III. CHANGE
CHANGE IN
IN MANDATORY
MANDATORY SERVICES
SERVICES AND
AND

ACTIVITIES UNDER THE
AC'FIVITIES
ThE JOBS
JOBS PROPRO.
GRAM.

(a) MANDATORY AND PERMISSIBLE SERVICES
AND AC'flVITIES.—Subparagraph
AND
ACTIVITIES.—Subparagraph (A)
(A) of section 482(d)
482(d)(l)
(1)
(42 U.S.C. 682(d)(l)(A))
(42
682(d) (1) (A)) is

amended to read as follows:

'(d)
UNDER THE
THE
(d)SERVICES
SERVICESANt)
ANDACTIVITIES
ACTIvrrIEs UNDER

PRocrs&—(l)(A)
InIn
carrying
PROGRAl&—(1)(A)
carryingout
Outthe
thepropro-

gram. each State shall make available a

broad range of services and activities to aid

in carrying out the purpose of this part.

Such sex-vices
services and
and activities—
activities—
of such
of
such employment."
employment."
'(i) shall include—
shall achieve
(5)
achieve aaparticipation
INCREASEININ
TRANSITIONAL
CHILD
C
participationrate
ratefor
forthe
the fol.
fol(b) INCREASE
TRANSITIONAL
CHILD
CARE
(I) educational
educational activities
activities (as
(as appropriate).
appropriate).
"(I)
RATE—Paragraph (3)
lowing
years of
of not
not less
less than
than the
the folfol. RATE—Paragraph
lowingfiscal
flsca years
(3) of
of section
section4O2(g)
402(g) (42
edu(42 including high school or equivalent edu.
lowing percentage:
percentage:
lowing
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602(g)(3))
602(g)(3)) isis amended
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
cation (combined with training as needed),
the
end the
the following:
following:
"Fiscal
yean
"Fiscal year
basic and remedial education to achieve a
Percentage: end
Percentage:
1997
"(C)
(C) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding subparagraph
subparagraph(A).
(A). in
in basic literacy level, and education for indi15
Is
1998
the case
the
case of
of amounts
amounts expended
expendedfor
forchild
child care
care viduals with limited English proficiency:
20
1999
25
25
pursuant to
pursuant
to paragraph
paragraph (l)(A)(ii)
(l)(A)(ii) by
by any
any State
State
'(II) job skills training:
"(II)
training;
2000
2000

30

2001
2002

35

2003or
2003
or later
later

40
40

50.
50.
(2) As
(2)
As used
used in
in this
this subsection,
subsection, the
theterm
term
participation
rate'means,
means, with
with respect
respect to a
participation rate'
State
State and
ananamount
and aa fiscal
fiscalyear,
year,
amountequal
equalto—
to—

'(A)
(A) the
the average
average monthly
monthly number of individuals who, during the fiscal year. particividuals

pate in the State
5tate program established
established under
under
part F: divided by
(B) the average monthly number of individuals who, during the fiscal
fIscal year,
year. are adult

that satisfies
that
satisfiesthe
therequirement
requirement in
in section
section

"(III)
'(III) job readiness activities to help prepare
pare participants for work:
work;
"(IV)
'(IV) job development and job placement:
ified in subparagraph (A) for such amounts.
"CV) a job creation and work experience
increased by 10 percentage points.".
program as described in subsection (e);
(e): and
SEC.
109. INCREASE
INCREASE IN AT-RISK
SEC. 109.
AT.RISK CHILD CARE
(VI) group and individual job search as
FUNDING.
described in subsection (I);
(f): and
(2) (42
Subparagraph (B) of section
section 403(n)
403(n)(2)
"(ii)
may include—
'(ii) may
include—
U.S.C.
u.s.c. 603(n)(2)(B))
603(n)(2)(B)) of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security
(I)on-the-job
on.the-job training:
training; and
'(I)
Act isisamended—
Act
amended—
(II) any other work experience program
(I)
in clause
clause (iv),
by striking
striking 'and"
"and' at
(1) in
(iv), by
the
at the approved by
by the
the Secretary.".
Secretary.'.
end:
ELnUNATION OF
OF REQU0REINT
REQUrnE?NT WITH RE(b) EUIUNATION
(2)
(2) in
in clause
clauseCv).
(v). by striking "1995, and for SPECT
70 CERTAIN
CERTAINEDUCATIONAL
EDUCATIONALACTIVrrIES.—
AC'nvrl-IEs.—
70
403(1) (2)
the applicable
applicable rate
rate for
forpurposes
purposes
403(1)
(2) (A),
(A), the
of section
of
section 403(a)
403(a) shall
shall be
be the
the percentage
percentage specspec-

recipients
recipients of
of aid
aid under
under the
the State
5tate plan
plan apap- each
each fiscal
fiscal year
year thereafter."
thereafter." and
and inserting
inserting
Section 482(d) (42 U.S.C. 682(d)) is amended—
'1995:'; and
and
proved under part A or participate in the ''1995;";
(1) by
(I)
by striking
striking paragraph (2): and
and
State program
program established
established under
under part
part F.
F.
(3) by
at the
(3)
by adding
adding at
the end
end the
the following:
following:
5tate
(2) by redesignating paragraph (3) as para(3) Each State
5tate that operates a program
"(vi)
$300,000,000 for
year1996:
1996:
"(vi) $300,000,000
for fiscal
fiscal year
graph (2).
under part F for a fiscal year shall submit to

secretary aa report
the Secretary
report on the participation
rate of the State for the
the fiscal
fiscal year.
year.

'(4)(A) If
"(4)(A)
If aa 5tate
State reports
reports that the 5tate
State

has failed to achieve the
the participation
participation rate
rate
required by paragraph (1) for the fiscal year.

the
the Secretary
secretary may make recommendations
recommendations
for changes in the State
5tate program established
under
under part
part F.
F. The
The State
State may
may elect
elect to
to follow
follow
such

"(vii)
'(vii) $800,000,000
$800,000,000 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1997:
1997:
"(viii)
$1,300,000,000 for
year 1998:
1998:
"(viii) $1.300.000.000
for fiscal
fiscal year

"(ix)
$1,800,000,000 for
year 1999:
1999;
'(ix) $l.800.000,000
for fiscal
fiscal year
"(x)
(x) 52.300.000,000
$2300000000for
forfiscal
fiscal year 2000:
2000: and
and

year

"(xi)
$2,800,000,000 for
year 2001.'.
2001.".
(xi) $2,800,000,000
forfiscal
fiscal year
SEC. 110.
110. IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS IN
SEC.
IN JOBS
JOBSPROGRAM
PROGRAM

SELF-SUFFICIENCY PLANNING AND
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
CASE MANAGEMENT,
MANAGEMENT.

Section 482(b) (42 U.S.C. 682(b)) is amend-

recommendations, and shall dem(I)
(1) by
by amending
amending the subsection heading to
onstrate to the Secretary
5ecretary how the State
5tate will
wil]
read as follows:
achieve the required participation rates.
"(b)
(b) SELF-SUFFICIENCY
SELF-SUFFICIENCY PLAN.—";
"(B)
(B) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding subparagraph (A). if
(2)
a 5tate
State fails
fails to
to achieve
achievethe
(2) by
by striking
striking paragraph
paragraph (l)(A),
(l)(A), redesigredesigtheparticipation
participation
(l)(A).
rate
required by
by paragraph
paragraph (1)
for 22 consecuconsecu- nating paragraph (l)(B) as paragraph (l)(A),
rate required
(1) for
tive
tive fiscal years. the Secretary may require and adjusting the placement and margins of
(l)(A) (as so redesignated)
redesignated) accordaccord.
the State
5tate to make changes in the State
5tate pro- paragraph (1)(A)
ingly;
ingly:
gram established under part F.".
(3) in paragraph (l)(A) (as redesignated by
(b)
(b) CHANCE
CHANcE IN
INPAYMENT
PAmiasrr TO
TOSTATES—Sec5TATES.—5ection 403(1) (42 U.S.C.
603(1)) is amended by paragraph (2))—
u.s.C. 603(1))
(A) by striking "such assessment,"
assessment." and instriking paragraphs (3) and (4).
SEC. 108. INCREASE IN MATCHING RATES FOR serting "the initial assessment of self-suffiSTATES WHOSE RECIPIENTS LEAVE
AFDC FOR PAID EMPLOYMENT,
EMPLOYMENT.
(a)
(a) INCREASE
JOBSMATCHJNC
INCREASE IN JOB5
MATCHING RATE.—
RATE.—
Section
5ection 403(1) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 603(1)),
603(1)).asasamended
amended

by section 102(b). is amended by inserting
inserting
after paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1)the
thefollowing:
following:
"(2)(A)
"(2)(A) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding paragraph
paragraph(1).
(I). the
the

secretary shall
Secretary
shall pay
pay to a 5tate.
State. with respect
to expenditures made by
by the
the State
5tate that
that are
are
described in paragraph (I)
(l)(A)(ii)(II),
(A) (ii) (II), an
amount equal to the greater of 70 percent or
the Federal medical assistance percentage

ed—

ciency under
under section
section402(a)
402(a)(19)(B),";
(19) (B),"; and
and

for fiscal year 1998:

ENCE PROGRAM.

Section 482 (42 U.S.C. 682) is amended—

(1) by
(I)
by striking
striking subsections (e) and (I):
(f):

(2) by
by redesignating
redesignating subsections
subsections (g).
(g).
and (i)
subsections(f).
and
(i) asassubsections
(f). (g).
(g).and
and (h):
(h): and
and

(h),

(h).

(3) by
by inserting
after subsection
subsection (d)
(3)
inserting after
(d) the
the folfollowing:
lowing:

"(e)
JOBSCREATION
CREATIONAND
(e) JOBS
ANDWORK
WORKEXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE
PROGRAM, —
PROGRAM.

'(1)
(I) IN GENERAL—In carrying out
Outthe
the propro-

gram.
gram. each
each State
State shall establish

a jobs creation and work experience program in accordance with this subsection,
subsection.

"(2)
(2) GENERAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS—A
REQUIREMEI'rrS.—A jobs
jobs cre-

ation and work experience program is a program that provides employment
employment in
in the
the pubpub.
lic
lic sector
sector or
or in
in the
the private
private sector
sector in
in accordaccordance with the following requirements:
"(A)
(A) PARTICIPATION—A
PARTICIPATION—A State
State shall
shall require
require

an individual to participate in the jobs cre-

and work experience program if the in(B) by striking
striking "employability
"employabilityplan"
plan' each
each ation
dividual—
place such term appears and inserting "self'
self.
(i) is
is eligible
eligible to receive aid under the
sufficiency plan";
plan":
State plan approved under part A;
A:
(4) in paragraph (2)—
is prepared to commence employment.
(A) by striking "initial assessment and re- as"(ii)
determined under the self-sufficiency plan
view and the development of the employ- developed
for the individual
individual under subability plan" arid inserting
inserting "initial
'initial assess- section (b)(l)(A);
(b)(l)(A): and
ment of self-sufficiency and the development
"(iii) has demonstrated that the individual
of the self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency plan";
plan";
not otherwise able to obtain employment
(B) by striking "the
'the State
State agency
agency may re- is
the public or private sectors.
quire" and inserting "the State agency shall in"(B)
PERIODIC
PERIoDIc JOB
JOB SEARCH
SEARCH REQUIRED—As
REQUIRED—As aa
require": and
require";
continuing condition of eligibility to partici(C) by striking "If the State agency exer- pate
the jobs creation and
and work
work experiexpedcises the option under the preceding sen- ence in
program. each participant in the pro.
protence, the State agency must" and inserting gram program,
tence.
periodically engage
engageininjob
search.
shall periodically
job search,
"The State agency must
must":': and
and
"(C)
Ey-v POSITIONS,—
(C) ENTRY-LEVEL
POSITIONS.—

(as
(as defined
defined in
in section 1118 in the case of any
State
which section
section1108
5tate totowhich
1108applies,
applies,or
oras
as dedefined
in
section
fined in section1903(b)
1905(5)in
inthe
the case
case of
of any
other State)
5tate) increased by 10 percent if the
number of qualified families with respect to
(5) in
in paragraph
paragraph (3)—
(3)—
the State for a fiscal year equals or exceeds
(5)
(A)
the proportion specified in subparagraph (B)
(A)by
by striking
striking "may
"may assign"
assign" and
and inserting
for such year of the total number of individ- "shall
shall assign";
assign": and
uals participating in the State
5tate program
program eses(B) by adding at the end the following;
following:
tablished under part F during such year.
Case management services under this para"Case
(B) The proportion specified in this sub- graph shall continue for a period of not fewer
paragraph is—
than 90 days after a participant
participant becomes
becomes emem(i) 1/4
(i)

SEC.
112. JOBS
SEC. 112.
JOBSCREATION
CREATIONAND
ANDWORK
WORKEXPERIEXPERI-

(i) IN
IN CENERAL..—Subject
CENERAL.—Subject totoclause
"(i)
clause(ii),
(ii). the
the

jobs creation
jobs
creationand
andwork
work expenence
experienceprogram
program

shall provide
shall
provide entry-level
entry-level positions.
positions. to
to the
the exex-

tent practicable.

"(ii)NO
NOINFRINGEMENT
"(ii)
OPINFRINGEMENTON
ON PROMOTIONAL
PROMOTIONAL OPPORTuNTrIES.—A job shall not be created in a
PORTUNITIES—A

promotional line that will infringe in any
ployed, and,
ployed.
and. at the option of the State, the way upon the promotional
promotional opportunities
opportunities of
of
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persons employed
persons
employed in jobs
jobsnot
notSubsidized
subsidized
(I) presently employed
(I)
employed worker
worker if the parpar- as
under this
as
amended
amended
by
by
subsection
subsection
(a)(l).
(a)(l),
is
amended
this subsection.
subsection.
ticipant
ticipant is
is in
in aa program
program established
established under
under by inserting after "same conditions"
(D) MAXIMUM
CD)
MA)GMUM PERiOD
PERIOD OF
OF SUBSIDIZED EMsame conditions' the
the folfolEMsection 482(e)
482(e):
PLOYMEcT AT
PLOYMEr',7
"(except as
as provided in paragraph
lowing: "(except
AT SAJE
SAMEPOSITION—The
POSITION—Thejobs
jobs crecreparagraph
(II) employee
(II)
employee who
who recently
recently resigned
resigned or lowing:
(5)(Afl''.
(5)(Afl".
ation and work experience program shall not was discharged:
discharged;
(c)EXTENSION
EXTENS1OrOFOF
COvEcE FOR
LOW-IN(c)
COVERAGE
FOR LOW-INpermit an individual
to remain
remain in the proindividual to
pro(III) employee
(III)
employee who—
—Section1925(b)
1925(b)of
ofsuch
such Act
gram for more than 24 months.
CHILDg.—5ection
(aa) is the subject
'(aa)
subject of
of aa reduction
reduction in
in force: COME CK1LDR,
(E) M1r'mejM
MIrcmiuM WAGE
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1396r-6(b))
1396r-6(b))isisamended
amendedby
byadding
adding at
JIREMENT.—An in- or
Or
WAGEREQ
REOWREMENT_An
end the
the following
following new
end
new paragraph:
paragraph:
dividual participating
dividual
participating in
in the
the jobs
jobs creation
(bb) has recall rights
rights pursuant
pursuant to a colleccollec- the
-"(6)
'•(6) EXTENSION
EXTENSION OF
OFCOVERAGE
and work
work experience
experience program
program may not be re- tive bargaining
COVERACE FOR
FOR LOW-INbargaining agreement
agreement or applicable perper- COME CHILDREN.—
quired to accept
accept any
any employment
employment if
if the wage sonnel procedures:
procedures;
'(A)
'(A) IN
IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding
GENERAL_Notwithstanding any
rate for such
such employment
employment does
does not
not equal
equal or
"(IV)
(IV) employee
employee who
who isis on
on leave
leave (terminal.
(terminal.
or
of this
this title,
title,each
each State
State plan
exceed the
exceed
the minimum
minimum wage
wane rate
rate then
then in
in effect
effect temporary. vacation, emergency,
emergency, or
or sick):
sick); or
or other provision of
approved under
under this
this title
title shall provide that
under section 6 of
of the
the Fair
Fair Labor
LaborStandards
Standards
(V)
(V) employee
employee who is on strike or is being approved
Act
the State
Act of 1938.
State shall
shall offer
offer (in
(in the last
last month
month of
locked out.
out,
of
additional extension
extension period pro(3) WAGES
WACES TREATED
"(c)(l) Sections
"(c)(l)
Sections 142(a),
l42(a), 143(a)(4).
TRAThD AS
proAS EARNED
EARNEDINCOME.—
Ir'COME.—
143(a)(4), I43(a)(5).
143(a)(5). the third additional
Wages
vided
under
paragraph
paragraph
(I))
(I))
to
to
each
each
eligible
eligible
and
143(c)
(2)
of
the
Job
Training
Partnership
and
l43(c)(2)
of
the
Job
Training
Partnership
Wages paid
paid under aa program
program established
low-income child
childwho
whohas
has received
received assistassistAct shall apply to employment provided low-income
under this
this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
be considered
considered to Act
ance pursuant
each of
of
pursuant to
to this section during
during each
be earned
earned income
income for purposes of any
any proviprovi- through any program established under sec- ance
sion of law.
tion 482 of this Act.
the 6-month periods described in subsection
(2)
(4) PRESERVATION
(1) the
the option
option of coverage
(2) Sections
Sections 130(f)
Na. (a) and paragraph (I)
130(f) and 176(f) of the NaPRESERVATION OF
OF EUGIBILrr'
EUCIBIU'ti' FOR
under the
the State
Stateplan,
plan, in
in the
the same
of 1990
1990 under
same manner
CHILD CARE ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE AND
AND MEDICAID
MEDICAID BENEBENE- tional and Community Service Act of
FITS—Any individual
the same
sameconditions
conditions as
asthe
the option
FTTS.—Any
individualwho
whobecomes
becomes ineligible shall apply to employment provided through and under the
of
extending
coverage
under
paragraph
any
program
program
established
established
under
section
section
482
482
of
of
extending
coverage
(1) for
to receive aid
aid under
under aa State plan approved
approved
for
extension pethe second
second and
and third
third additional extension
under part A by reason
reason of
of income from em- this Act.
(d)
(I)
A
participant
in
a
program
estabriods
provided
under
such
paragraph.
"(d)(l)
A
participant
in
a
program
estabnods
provided
under
such
paragraph.
ployment provided under aa program
program estabestab482 may
"(B)
'(B) ELIGIBLE
ELIGIBLELOW-INCOME
LOW-INCOr CHILD
CHILDDEFINED.—
DEFINED.—
lished under this
this subsection
subsection to
to the
the caretaker
caretaker lished under subsection (e) of section 482
assigned to
to fill
fill any
any established
established un- In subparagraph
(A), the
the term
term 'eligible
'eligible lowsubparagraph (A),
the family
family of which the
the individual
individual not be assigned
relative of the
lowfilled position
position vacancy.
vacancy.
income child'
child' means
means an
an individual
individual who
who has
has
is a member
member shall
shall for
for purposes
purposesofofeligibility
eligibility filled
(2)
(A)
A
program
established
under
(A)
A
program
established
under
for child care benefits under
secof
age
whose
famnot
attained
18
years
of
age
and
under section
tion 482
482 may
may not
notbe
be used
used to
to assist,
assist, promote.
promote. ily
income does
does not exceed
ily income
exceed 200
200 percent of the
402(g)(l)(A)(i) and
402(g)(I)(A)(i)
and for
for purposes
purposes of
ofeligibility
eligibility tion
union organizing.
official
official poverty
poverty line
line (as
(as defined by the
for
medicalassistance
assistance under
under the
the State
State plan or deter
for medical
the Office
Office
(B) AAprogram
(B)
programestablished
established under
under section
section of Management and Budget. and
and revised
approved under
be considered
considered to be
approved
under title
title XIX.
XIX. be
revised ananmay
not
be
used
to
impair
existing
482
used
to
impair
existing
connually
in
in
accordance
accordance
with
with
section
673(2)
673(2)
receiving such
such aid
aid for
for so
so long
long as
of
as the sub- tracts for services
or
collective
services
or
collective
bargaining
the
Omnibus
Budget
Reconciliation
Reconciliation
sidized
to the
the individindivid- agreements.".
sidized employment provided to
Act of
of the size
ual under this
this subsection
subsectioncontinues.
continues;•
1981) applicable to aa family
family of
size ininTITLE Il—MAKING
volved.".
volved.".
11—MAKINGWORK
WORK PAY
PAY
-

SEC. 113. PROVISIONS
PROvISIONS GENERALLY
GENERALLy APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE

TO THE JOBS PROGRAM.

Section 484
484 (42
(42 U.S.C.
Section
U.S.C. 684)
684) is
is amended
amended by
striking subsections
striking
subsections (b).
(b). (c)
(c). and
and (d)
(d) and
and inserting
ser-tingthe
thefollowing:
following:
"(b)(l)(A)
Funds
provided
for
"(b)(I)(A) Funds provided
aa program esestablished under section
section 482
482 may
may be
be used
used only
for programs
programs that do not duplicate any employment activity
activity other-wise
otherwise available in
in the
locality
of the
the program.
program.
locality of
(B) Funds
(B)
Funds provided for
for aa program
program estabestablished under section 482 shall not be paid to

SEC. 201. TRANSITIONAL MEDICAID BENEFITS.
(a) 'EXTENSION
ExmSION OF
(a)
OFMEDICAiD
MEDICAIDENROwrrr
ENROLurr

(d)
(d)

EFEc'rIvE DATE—The
EFFECTIVE
DATE—Theanendments
amendments

made by this section shall apply to
to calendar
calendar
FOR Fo
FORJ
FOR
AFDC
RECIPIENTS
quarters beginning on or after
after October
October 1,1.
AFDC
RECIPIENTSFOR
FOR11ADDIAIDDITIONAL YEASt.—
TIONAL
YEAR.—
1996, without regard to whether or not
1996.
not final
final
(I) IN GENERAL—Section l925(b)(l)
to carry
carry Out
out such amendments
anendments
1925(b)(l) (42 regulations to
U.S.C.
U.S.C.l396r.-6(b)(l))
1396r—6(b)(l))isisamended
amendedby
bystriking
striking have been
been promulgated by
by such
such date.
date.

the period at the end and
and inserting
inserting the folfollowing:
and that the State
lowing;",'. and
State shall
shall offer to
each such
each
suchfamily
family the
the option
option of extending

SEC. 202.
SEC.
202. TEMPORARY
TEMPORARY EXCLUSION OF EARNED
INCOME FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING RENT
MINING
RENT PAID
PAIDFOR
FOR UNITS
UNITS IN
IN

coverage under
under this
this subsection
subsection for
for any of the
FEDERALLY ASSISTED HOUSING.
first 2 succeeding 6-month periods, in
in the
the
(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding
GtRAL.—Notwithstanding any
same
same conditions
conditions
same manner and under the same
provision of law.
law, the
the amount of rent
a private entity to conduct activities
activities that
that as
as the option of
of extending
extendingcoverage
coverage under
under other
payable by
by aaqualified
qualified family
family for a qualified
are the same
sameor
or substantially
substantially equivalent to this subsection for the
the first
firstsucceeding
succeeding 66- payable
dwelling
unitmay
maynot
notbe
beincreased
increased because
because
dwelling unit
activities provided
provided by
by aa State in which the
the month period.".
of the increased income due
due to
to the
the employemploy(2)
agency of
of local
entity is located or by an agency
CONFORJVUNG
CONFOR3vNc
ArNDMENTS._Section ment referred
A!vNDMENT5._Section
local
referred to
to in
in subsection
subsection(b)(2)(A)
(b)(2)(A) for
I396r—6(b)) is
is amended—
amended—
government
government with
with jurisdiction over the local- 1925(b) (42 U.S.C. 1396r—6(b))
period that
that begins
begins upon
upon the
the commencecommence(A) in the heading,
ity
in which
whichthe
the entity
entityisislocated,
located, unless
ity in
heading. by
by striking
striking "Ex'rEN"EXTEN- the period
unless the
the
ment of such employment and ends—
SIGN"
and inserting
inserting "EXTENSIONS";
SION' and
"EXTENSIONS":
requiremenrs of
requirements
of paragraph
paragraph (2) are met.
(A)24
24 months
months thereafter,
thereafter, or
(A)
(B)
(B) in the heading of
of paragraph
paragraph (1), by
(2)(A) An
"(2)(A)
An employer
employer shall
shall not
not displace
displace an
(B)
(B) upon the first date after the commenceemployeeor
orposition,
position, including
including partial disstriking "REQUIREMENT"
andinserting
inserting "IN
employee
"REQLJrnr-r" and
dis- striking
ment of such employment that the income of
CENERAL";
placement such
such as
asreduction
reduction in
in hours,
hours, wages. GENERAL";
the family
family exceeds
200 percent
percentof
ofthe
theofficial
official
exceeds 200
(C) in
(C)
in paragraph
paragraph (2)(B)(ii)—
(2)(B)(ii)—
or employment benefits, as aa result
result of
of the
the
(i) in
line (as
(as defined by the Office of
of ManMan"PEmoD" poverty line
in the heading,
heading, by
by striking
striking "PERIOD"
use by
use
by the
the employer
employer of
of aa participant
participant in a
agement and
agement
and Budget
Budget and
and revised
revised periodically
periodically
and inserting
inserting "PERIODS",
"PERIODS, and
and
and
program established under section 482.
accordance with
of the
the OmOmwith section 673(2) of
(ii)by
bystriking
striking"in
"inthe
theperiod"
period"and
and insertinsert- in accordance
(ii)
(B) No
No work
workassignment
assignment under a program
(B)
nibus Budget
Budget Reconciliation
Reconciliation Act of 1981) ap'ineach
each of
of the
the 6-month
6-month periods":
periods":
established under section 482 shall result in
in ing in
plicable
to
a
a
family
fanily
of
of
the
the
size
involved,
involved,
paragraph (3)
(A). by striking "the 6(D) in paragraph
(3)(A),
any infringement of the
the promotional
promotional opporfirst.
month period"
period" and
and inserting "any
"any 6-month
6-month whichever occurs first,
tunities of any employed
employed individual.
individual.
penod";
period":
DEINri-iONs.—For purposes
(b) DEFINITIONS—For
purposes of this sec(C)
(i)AAparticipant
participant in
in aa program
(C)(i)
program estabestabthe following
following definitions shall apply:
apply:
(E) in paragraph
paragraph (4)
(A). by striking "the
(4)(A).
"the tion, the
lished under section 482(e)
482(e) shall
shall not perform
(1) QUALIFIED
LTNrr.The term
term
QUALIFIEDDWELUNC
DLUNG LTNrr.The
any services or duties or engage
engagein
in activities
activities extension period" and inserting "any exten"qualified
dwelling unit"
unit"means
means a dwelling
"qualified dwellthg
dwellthg
that would
would otherwise
otherwise be performed by an em- sion period"; and
unit—
(F) in paragraph
paragraph(5)
(5)(D)(i),
(D) (i). by striking "is
"is a unit—
ployee as part of the assigned
assigned duties
duties of
of the
the 3-month
period" and
and all
all that
that follows
follows and
and in(A)
(A) for
forwhich
whichassistance
assistance is
is provided
provided by
by the
employee.
inthe
serting the
thefollowing:
following: "is.
"is, with
with respect
respect to
Developto aa Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop(u)
(ii) A
A participant
participant in
in aa program
program estabestab- serting
particular
6-month
additional
extension
6-month
additional
extension
ment
in
form
of
contract,
the
forrri
any
grant.
contract,
pelished under section 482 shall not
not perform
perform
provided under
under this
this subsection,
subsection, a 3- loan, loan
loan guarantee,
guarantee, cooperative
cooperative agreement.
any
any services
services or
or duties
duties or
or engage
engageininactivities
activities riod provided
beginning with
with the first or rental assistance
month period beginning
payment, interest
interest subsidy,
subsidy,
assistance payment,
that—
of such
such extension
extension period,".
month of
period.'.
(I) will
insurance.or
insurance.
ordirect
directappropriation,
appropriation or that
that is
is
(I)
supplant the
the hiring
hiring of
ofemployed
employed fourth
will supplant
(b)
(b)
Iosrriorj OF PR.EMIUM
IMPOSITION
OF PREMIUMPERMITrED
PERMI-rI-ED located in a project for which
which such
such assistassistworkers: or
DURING ADDI'TIONAL,
ADDrflONAL EXTENSION
ONLY
EX'rENSiQN
PER)ance is provided;
provided; and
and
PER)- ance
'(II)
(It) are
are services, duties
duties or
or activities with ODS.—
oDS.—
(B)
for which
whichthe
the amount
amount of
of rent
rent paid
paid by
(B) for
respect
has recall
respect to
to which
which an individual
individual has
(1) IN GENERAL.—Seion
(I)
GENERAL—Section1925(b)(5)(A)
l925(b)(5)(A) of the
the occupying
occupyingfamily
fanily is limited,
limited, restricted,
restricted.
rights pursuant to a collective bargaining such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396r—6(b)(5)(A))
l396r—6(b)(5)(A))
is
is
amendamendlaw or
or regulation
regulationbased
based
or determined under law
agreement or applicable
applicable personnel
personnel proceproce- ed by striking "(D)(i))."
"(D)(i)),' and inserting on the income
income of
of the
the family.
family.
dures.
"(D)(i))
"(D)(i))
occurring
occurring
during
during
the
the
second
second
or
third
(2)
FANflLY.—The
(2) QUALIFIED
QUALIFIED
FflLy.—Theterm
term "quali"(iii)
(lii) A
A participant
participant in a program
'qualiprogram estabestab.
extension period provided under fied family"
family"means
means aa family—
family—
lished under section 482 shall not perform additional
subsection,",
this subsection,".
(A)
(A) whose
whose income
incomeincreases
increases as
as a result of
services or duties that have been
been performed
performed
(2)
CONFORMING
CONFORMrNG
ArNDNT._Section employment
AMENDM5IJ'r._5ection
of a member
by or were assigned
to any—
any—
assigned to
member of
of the
the family
family who
1925(b)
(1) of such
1925(b)(l)
suchAct
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
U5C.1396r—6(b)(1))
1396r-6(b)(l)), was previously unemployed;
unemployed; and
and
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(B) who was receiving aid to families with
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"(II)
(11) (on and after October 1,
1. 1998) each

made
made by
by the
the absent
absentparent
parent in
in the
the
dependent children under
under aa State
State plan
plan apap- child with respect to whom a support order were
month when due;
proved under part A of title TV of the Social

Security Act immediately before such ememployment.
ployrnent.

203. CONTINuATION
COTINUAflON OF
SEC. 203.
OFFOOD
FOOD STAMP
STAMP BENEBENEFITS.

5(c) of
of the Food
(a) AMENDMENT—Section
AMEND?N7.—Section 5(c)
Food
Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 (7
(7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2014(c))
2014(c)) is
is amendamend-

ed by adding at the end the following:

"Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provision of
this subsection, in the case of a household
that receives benefits under part A of title

IV of the Social Security
Security Act
Act arid
and whose income increases because a member of such
household obtains employment,
employment, the
the earned
earned
income from such employment shall be excluded during a 2-year period for purposes of
determining eligibility under such standards
unless the aggregate income of such household exceeds the poverty line by more than
200 percent.".
percent:.
(b)
APPLJcATzo OF
APPLICATION
OF AvNDr,—The
AIvNDiT.—The
amendment made by subsection (a) shall not

is recorded in the central State case registry
established under section 454A,
454A. regardless of
whether application is made for services
part; and
under this part:
(B) to enforce the support obligation established with respect to
to the
the custodial
custodial parparent of a child described
described in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A)
unless the parties to the order which establishes the support obligation have opted. in
accordance with section
section 466(a)(12)(C),
466(a)(l2)(C), for an
procedure. '; and
alternative payment procedure.":
(2) in paragraph (6)—

ENFORCEMENT

STATE OBLIGATION
OBLIGATION TO
SEC. 301.
301. STATE
TO PROVIDE
PROWDE PAPATERNITY
ESTABUSHMErcr
ESTABLISHMENT
AND
CHILD
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

(a)
(a)

SERVICES.
STATE LAW
STATE
LAW REQUTREMENTS.—Sectjon
REQU1RElNTs,—Section

466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)) is amended by adding

at the end the following new paragraph:

(12)USE
USEOF
OFCENTRAL
CENTRALCASE
CASEREGISTRY
RECISTRYAND
AND
"(12)

C-r.uzEr
CENTRALIZEDC0LLECnoNS
COLLECTIONS
UNIT—Procedures
UNIT—Procedures
under which—

(B) in subparagraph (B)—

'on individuals
(i) by inserting "on
individuals not receiv-

ing assistance
assistance under
under part
part A"
A' after "such

(D)—
(i)

during such

(B) in paragraph (4).
(4), by
by striking
striking "or
'or (B)"
(B)"
and all that follows and inserting ": then (B)
from any remainder, amounts
amounts equal
equal to
to arrearages
rearages of such support obligations asA, to any other
signed. pursuant to part A.
State or States shall be paid to such other

ticipation in the financing);
financing): and then (C) any
paid to
to the
the family.".
family.'.
remainder shall be paid
(3)
(3) by inserting after subsection (a). as redesignated. the following new subsection:
'(b)
(b)ALTERNATIVE
ALTERNATZVEDISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBtJnON IN CASE OF

FAMILY RECEIVING
FAMILY
RECEIVINC
AFDC.—ln
AFDC.—Inthe
thecase
case of
of a

State electing the option under this sub-

section. amounts collected as described in
section,
subsection (a) shall be distributed as follows:

"(1) an amount equal to the amount that

will be disregarded pursuant to section
402(a)
(8) (A) (vi)shall
shallbe
betaken
taken from
from each of—
402(a)(8)(A)(vj)

"(A)
(A) amounts received in a month which
by indenting such subparagraph and represent
represent payments
payments for
for that
that month:
month: and
and
aligning its left margin with the left margin
(B) amounts received in a month which
of subparagraph
subparagraph (A):
(A): and
and
of
represent payments for a prior month which
(ii) by striking the final comma and insert- were made
made by
by the
the absent
absentparent
parent in
in the
the
ing a Semicolon.
semicolon,

(c)CONFORMING
(c)
CONPONCAMEND?'lTS,—
AND?rrs.—
(1)
Section 452(g)(2)(A)
(42

month when due;

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

amended by
by striking
striking "454(6)"
652(g)(2)(A)) is amended
454(6)"
each place it appears
appeal-s and irisel-ting
inserting
"454(4)
'454 (4) (A)
(A) (ii)
(2)

Section 454(23)

(42

U.S.C. 654(23))
654(23)) is

amended, effective October 1, 1998.
1998, by strik-

(A)
(A) every
every child
child support
support order
order established
established ing "information as to any application fees
or modified
modified in
in the
the Stare
State on or after October for such services
or
services and".
and'.
1. 1998,
1998. is recorded in the central case
(3)
Section 466(a)(3)(B)
case reg466(a) (3) (B)
(42
(42
U.S.C.
istry established in accordance with section 666(a)(3)(B)) is amended by striking 'in the
454A(e); and
case of overdue support which a State has
(B) child
child support
support payments
payments are
are collected
collected agreed to collect under section 454(6)" and
"(B)
through the centralized collections unit es- inserting "in any other case",
case".
tablished in accordance with section 454B—
(4)
Section 466(e)
466(e) (42 U.S,C.
U.S.C. 666(e)) is
(i)
(i) on
on and
and after
after October
October 1,
1. 1998,
1998. under
under each
each amended
amended by
bystriking
striking"or
or (6)".
(6)".
order subject to wage withholding under sec- SEC. 302,
302. DISTRIBUTION OF PAYMENTS.
tion 466(b): and

assistance to such
such family
month;';
month;":

(A) by striking subparagraph (A) and in- State or States and used to any such arrearages (with appropriate reimbursement of the
Federal Government to
to the
the extent
extent of
of its
its parpar-

serting the following:
(A) services
services under
under the
the State
State plan
plan shall
shall be
be
"(A)
nonresidents on the same
made available to nonresjdents
same
terms as to residents:":
residents:';

services
services shall
shall be
be imposed":
imposed": and
and
(ii) by inserting "but no fees or costs shall
be imposed on any absent
absent or
or custodial
custodial parent
apply with respect to certification periods or
other individual for
for inclusion
inclusion in the
beginning before the date of the enactment
central
State
registry
maintained
pursuant
of
of this
this Act.
to section 454A(e)";
454A(e)": and
TITLE IIl—IMPROWNG
Ill—IMPROViNG CHILD SUPPORT
(C) in each
each of
of subparagrapl-is
subparagraphi (B).
(B), (C),
(C). arid
and
Subtitle A—Eligibility and Other Matters
Concerning Title IV-D
JV-D Program Clients

and shall be paid to the family without affecting its eligibility for assistance
assistance or
or dedecreasing any amount otherwise payable as

(a)

and shall be paid to the family without affecting its eligibility for assistance or deanlount otherwise payable as
creasing any amount
as

assistance to such family during such
month;
"(2)
(2) second,
second, from any remainder.
remainder, amounts
equal to the balance of support owed for the
current month shall be paid to the family;

"(3)
(3) third,
third, from any remainder,
remainder. amounts
equal to arrearages of such support obliga-

tions assigned.
assigned, pursuant to part A. to the
State making
making the
the collection
collection shall
shall be
be reretained and used by such State to pay any
such arrearages (with appropriate reimbursement of the Federal Government to the extent of its participation in the financing):
financing);
(4) fourth.
fourth, from any remainder,
'(4)
remainder, amounts
amounts
equal to arrearages of such support obliga-

(a) DISTRIBUTIONS
CKILD
DISTR!BLJrONSTHROUGH
THROUGHSTATE
STATE
CKn,
"(ii)
"(ii) on
on and
and after
after October
October 1,
1, 1999,
1999. under SUPPORT EN'FORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY TO FORMER
FORMER
assigned. pursuant to part A. to any
each other order required to be recorded in
in ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS—Section 454(5) (42 tions assigned,
other State or States Shall
shall be paid to such
such central case registry under this parapara- U.S.C.
U.S,C. 654(5)) is amended—
other State or States and used to pay any
graph or section 454A(e). except as provided
(1) in subparagraph (A)—

such arrearages (with appropriate reimburse-

in subparagraph (C):
(C); and

(A) by inserting "except
as otherwise
otherwise spe'except as
spe- ment of the Federal Government to the exsupport cifically provided in section 464 or 466(a) (3),"
(3),'
financing);
tent of its participation in the financing):
order described
describedin
insubparagraph
subparagraph(B)
(B)(ii)
may after "is
order
(ii) may
'is effective,":
effective,"; and
and
opt out of the procedure for payment of sup(B)
by
striking
"except
'except
that"
that"
and
and
all
that
"(5) fifth,
fIfth, any remainder shall be paid to
port through the centralized collections unit follows through the semicolon; and
the family.",
family.".
(but not the procedure for inclusion in the
(2) in subparagraph (B),
(B), by
by striking
striking ".'. ex(c) DISTRIBIJnON
DISTRIBIJflON TO
TO A
A FAMILY
FA1flLY NOT RECEIVRECEJVcentral case registry) by filing with State cept" and all
all that
that follows
follows through
through"medical
'medical ING
INC AFDC.—
agency a written agreement, signed by both assistance".
assistance",
(1)
IN
GENERAL—Section
(I)
IN
GENERAL—Section
457(c)
(42 U.S.C.
parties, to an alternative payment proce(b) DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION TO
TO A
A FANULY
FAMILY CURRENTLY
(C)
(i) parties
(C)(i)
parties subject
subject to
to a child

dure:
dure; arid
and

RECEI'V]NGAFDC.—Sectjon
AFDC.—Section457
457 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 657)
657)
REcEIVING

"(ii)
'(ii) an agreement described
described in
in clause
clause (1)
(i) is amended—
becomes void whenever either party advises
(I) by
(1)
by striking
striking subsection
subsection (a) and redesigthe State agency of an intent to vacate the nating subsection (b) as subsection (a)
(a):
agreement.'.
(2) in subsection (a),
(a). as redesignated—
(b)
(b) STATE
STATEPLAN
PLAN
REQUIREMENTS—Section
REQUIRE?p'TsSection
(A) in the matter preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph (2),
(2).
434 (42 U.S.C. 634)
454
654) is amended—
aniended—
to
to read
read as follows:
(I) by striking paragraph
paragraph (4)
(4) and
and inserting
inserting
"(a) IN T{E
THRCASE
CASEOF
OFAAFAVflLY
FAvflLy RECEIVING
RECEIVING
the following:
AFDC.—Amounts collected under this part
"(4)
(4) provide that such State will under- AFDC,—Amounts
during any month as support of a child who
take—
receiving assistance under part A (or a
•(A)
(A)totoprovide
provideappropriate
appropriate services
services under is
parent or caretaker relative of such a child)
this part to—
shall (except in the case of a State exercising
"(i)
(i) each
each child
child with respect to whom an as- the option under subsection (b)) be distribsignment is effective under section 402(a) (26),
(26).
471(a)(17), or 1912 (except in cases where the

State agency determines,
determmes. in accordance with
paragraph (25). that it is against the best interests of the child to do so): and
"(ii)
(ii) each
each child
child not described in clause (i)—
(I)
CI)with
withrespect
respectto
towhom
whom sri
an individual
individual applies for such services: and

uted as follows:

657(c)) is amended to read as follows:
follows;
(c) IN CASE
'(c)
CASE OF
OF FAMILY
FA1LY NOT
NOTRECEIVINC
RECEIVING

AFDC.—Amounts collected by a State agency under this part during any month as sup-

port of a child who is not receiving assistance under part A (or of a parent or caretaker relative of such a child) shall (subject
to the remaining provisions
provisions of
of this
this section)
section)
be distributed as follows:

(1) first, amounts equal to the total of
"(I)

such support owed for such month shall be
paid to the family:
family;
"(2)
(2) second,
second. from any remainder, amounts

equal to arrearages of such support obligations for months during
during which
which such
such child
child did
did
not receive assistance under part A shall be

"(I)
(1)an
anamount
amount equal
equal to
to the amount that paid to the family;
family:
"(3)
'(3) third, from any remainder, amounts
equal to arrearages of such support obliga"(A)
(A) amounts
amounts received in a month which tions assigned to the State making the col-

will
will be
be disregarded
disregarded pursuant
pursuant to section
402(a) (8) (A) (vi) shall be taken from each of—

represent payments for that month;
month: and
lection pursuant to part A shall be retained
"(B) amounts
'(B)
amounts received
received in
in aa month
month which and used by such State to pay any such arrepresent payments for a prior month which rearages (with appropriate reimbursement of
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the Federal Government to the extent of its
participation in
in the
the financing):
(4) fourth, from any remainder, amounts
equal
equal to arrearages of such support obligations assigned to any other State pursuant
to part A shall be paid to such other State or
States, and used to pay such arrearages, in
the order in which
which such
such an-earages
arrearages accrued
accrued
(with
(with appropriate
appropriate reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
the FedFederal Government to the extent of its participation in the financing).'.
financing)".
(2)
EFFECrIVE DATE—The amendment
made by paragraph (1) shall take effect on

or (in the case of a petition for modification)
a notice of determination
determination that
that there
there should
should
be no change in the amount of the child support award, within 14 days after issuance of
such order or determination:
determination;
(B) individuals applying for or receiving
services under this part have access to a fair
hearing that meets standards established by
the Secretary and ensures prompt consideration and resolution of complaints (but the

resort to such procedure shall not stay the
order); and
enforcement of any support order):

"(C)(i)
'(C) (i) individuals adversely affected by
the establishment or modification of (or,
(or. in
the case of a petition for modification, the
determination that there
there should be
be no
(42 U.S.C. 657(d)) is amended, in the matter change In)
in) a child support order shall be afpreceding paragraph (1).
(I). by striking "Not- forded not less than 30 days after the receipt
withstanding the preceding provisions of this of the order or determination to initiate proamounts' and
section. amounts"
and inserting
inserting the follow- ceedings to challenge such order or detering
ing:
mination:
mination; and
"(d)
IrJ
CASE
OF
A
(d) IN CASE
CHILI)
ASSISTCFm RECEIVING
RECEIVING ASSIST"(ii) the State may not provide to any
ANCE UNDER TITLE IV-E.—Amounts"
IV-E,—Amounts"
noncustodjal parent of a child representation
noncustodial
(e)
(e) RECULATIONS._The
REGULATIONS—The Secretary
Secretary of Health relating to the establishment or modificaand Human Services shall
shall promulgate
promulgate reguregu- tion of an order for the payment of child sup-

October 1, 1999.

DISTRIBUTION TO A CHILD
(d) DISTRIBLJI'ION
Cl-flu) RECEIVING
RECEIVING AsASSISTANCE UNDER
UNDER TITII
TITLEIV-E.—Sectjon
IV-E.—Sectjon 457(d)
457(d)

lations—

(1) under part D of title IV
IV of
of the
the Social
Social

Security Act, establishing a uniform nationnationwide standard for allocation of child support
collections from an obligor owing support to
more than one family;
family: and
(2) under part A of such title, establishing

standards applicable to States electing the
alternative formula under section 457(b) of
such
such Act
Act for
for distribution
distribution of
of collections
collections on
on
behalf of families receiving Aid to Families
with Dependent Children,
Children, designed
designed to minimize irregular monthly payments to such
families.

(f)
Cu ICAL AMENVNT._Section
ANV,__Section 454
(f) CLERICAL
454 (42
(42
U.S.C. 654) is amended—
(1) in
(I)
in paragraph
paragraph(11).
(11),by
bystriking
striking"(11)"
'(11)' and
inserting "(II)(A)";
"(li)(A)"; and
(2) by redesignating paragraph
paragraph (12)
(12) as sub-

paragraph (B) of paragraph (11).
(g) MANDATORY CHILD
CHiLD
THROUGH.—
ToucH.—

SUPPORT

PASS-

(1)
IN CENERAL._Secijon
GENERAL_Section402(a)
402(a)(8)(A)(vi)
(1) IN
(8) (A) (vi) (42
(42
U.S.C. 602(a) (8) (A) (vi)) is amended—

(A) by striking "$50"
"$50' each
each place
place such term
appears
appears and
and inserting
inserting "$50,
"$50, or,
or, ifif greater,
greater. $50
$50
adjusted by the CPI (as prescribed in section
406(i));'; and
406(i));'';

(B) by
by striking
striking the
the semicolon
semicolon at the end
(B)
and
and inserting
inserting 'or,
'or, in
in lieu
lieu of
of each
each dollar
dollar
amount specified in this
this clause,
clause, such
such greater
amount as the State may choose (and provide for in its
its State
State plan);".
plan);',
(2) CPI
CPI ADJUSTMENT_Section
ADJUSThfFTSecUon 406
406(42
(42 U.S.C.

606) is amended by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end the folfollowing:
'(i)
(i) For
For purposes
purposes of this part,
parr, an amount is
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succeeding fiscal year,
year. reduced by the percentage specified
specified for
for such
such fiscal
fiscal year
year under
under
centage
subsection
subsection (a)(2)
(a)(2) (A),
(A), (B),
(B). or
or (C)(i),
(C)(i), shall
shall not
not

be
be less
less than
than such
such total
total expenditures
expenditures for
for fisfiscal year 1996, reduced
reduced by
by 66
66 percent.".
percent.",
SEC.

312.

PERFORMANCE-BASED
PERFORMAT'4CEBASED INCENTIVES
INCENTIVES
AND PENALTIES.

(a) INCEWflVE
INCENTIVE ADJUs'rMEr.J'I-S
ADJus'rNi-s TO FEDERAL
TO FEDEIt
MATCHING RATE—Section 458 (42 U.S.C. 658)

is amended to read as follows:

'INCENTIVE ADJUSTh{ENTS
TO MATCHING
MATCHINC RATE
"INCENTIVE
ADJUSThENTS TO
RATE

"SEc. 458. (a) INCENTIVE
INCENTIVEADJuSTMENT.—
ADJUSThNfl-._
"SEC.
(I) IN GENERAL—In
'(1)
GENERAL—Inorder
ordertoto encourage

and reward State child support enforcement
programs which perform in an effective manner. the Federal matching rate for payments
ner,
to a State under section
section 455(a)(1)(A),
455(a)(l)(A), for each
fiscal year beginning on
on or
or after
after October
October 1.1.
1998. shall be increased by a factor reflecting
the sum of the applicable incentive adjustments (if
(if any)
any) determined
determined in accordance
with regulations under this
this section
section with
with resup- spect to Statewide paternity establishment
port with respect to that child, unless the and to overall performance
performance in
in child
child support
State makes provision for
for such
such representarepresenta- enforcement.
tion outside the State agency;'.
"(2) STANDARDS.—
(b) EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE—The
DATE—The amendment
amendment
"(A) IN GENERAL-_The Secretary shall
made by subsection (a) shall become effec- specify in regulations—
tive on October 1, 1997.
'(i) the
the levels
levels of accomplishment, and
PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS.
SAPEGIJARDS.
SEC. 304. PRiVACY
rates of improvement as
as alternatives
alternatives to
to such
such
(a) STATE PLAN REQUIRENIEr'rr.—Section
REQUIREMENT.—Section 454 levels, which States must attain
to qualify
(42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 454)
454) is
is amended—
amended—
for incentive adjustments under this section:
(I) by striking 'and" at the
the end
end of
of parapara- and
(23);
graph (23):
"(ii) the amounts of incentive adjustment

(2) by striking the period at the end of that
that shall
shall be
be awarded
awarded to
to States
States achieving
achieving
specified accomplishment
accomplisirent or
specified
or improvement
improvement
levels,
levels, which
which amounts
amounts shall
shall be
be graduated.
graduated,
lowing:
paragraph (24) and inserting ":
"; and"; and
and
(3) by adding after paragraph (24) the fol-

ranging up to—
"(25)
will have
have in
in effect
effect safeguards
safeguards applica'(25) will
"(I)
(I) 5S percentage points.
points, in connection
ble to all sensitive and confidential informa- with Statewide paternity establishment:
establishment; and
tion handled by the State
State agency
agency designed
designed to
(II) 10 percentage points, in
in connection
connection
protect the privacy rights of the parties, in- with overall performance in child support
cluding—
enforcement.
enforcement,
"(A) safeguards against unauthorized use
use
"(B)
(B) LflflTATION.—In
LThETATION.—Insetting
settingperformance
performance
or disclosure of information relating to pro- standards pursuant to subparagraph (A) (i)
ceedings or actions to establish paternity, or and
and adjustment amounts pursuant
pursuant to subto establish or enforce support:
support;
paragraph (A)
(ii). the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall ensure
(A)(ii),
"(B)
'(B) prohibitions on the release of informa- that the aggregate
aggregate number
number of
ofpercentage
percentage
tion on the whereabouts of one party to an- point increases as incentive
incentive adjustments
adjustments to
to
other party against whom a protective order all States do not exceed
aggregate inwith respect to the former party has been en- creases as assumed by thesuch
Secretary in estitered: and
of the cost of this section as of June
'(C) prohibitions
"(C)
prohibitions on
on the
the release
release of informa- mates
1995. unless the aggregate performance of all
1995,
tion on the whereabouts of one party to ananother party if the State has reason to believe States exceeds the projected aggregate per-

of all
all States
States in
in such
such cost
cost estithat the release of the information may re- formance
mates.
sult in physical
physical or
or emotional
emotionalharm
harm to
to the
the mates,
"(3)
(3)DETERMINATION
DETERMINATION OF
OF INCENTIVE
INCENTIVE ADJUSTformer party.".
party.'.
MENT—The
MENT,—The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall determine
determine the
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
amount
(if
any)
of
incentive
adjustment due
made by subsection (a) shall become effec- each State on the basis of the
data submittive on October 1, 1997.
ted by the State pursuant to section
Subtitle B—Program Administration and
454(l5)(B) concerning the levels of accomFunding
plishment (and rates of improvement) with
SEC. 311.
311. FEDERAL
FEDERAL MATCHING PAYMENTS.
respect to performance indicators
indicators specified
specified
(a) INCREASED BASE MATCHING RATE,—SecRATE.—Sec- by the Secretary
Secretaiy pursuant to this section.

'adjusted by the CPI' for any month in aa calcalendar year by multiplying the amount involved
volved by
by the
the ratio
ratio of—
of—
'(1)
(I) the Consumer Price Index
Index (as
(as prepared
by the Department of Labor) for the third
quarter of the preceding calendar year. to
(2) such Consumer Price
"(2)
Price Index
Index for
for the
the tion 455(a)(2) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 655(a)
655(a)(2))
(2)) is amended
"(4)
TOTO
INCENTIVE
third quarter
quarter of
of calendar
calendar year
year 1996.
1996.
third
"(4) FISCAL
FISCALYEAR
YEARSUBJECT
SUBJECT
INCENTIVE
AD-to read as follows:
JUSTMENT.—The total
JUSTMENT.—The
total
percentagepoint
point inpercentage
and rounding
rounding the
the product,
product, if
if not
not a multiple
and
'(2) The applicable
applicable percent
percentfor
foraa quarter crease
crease determined
determined pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this section
section
of $10, to the nearer multiple
multiple of
of $10.".
$10.'.
purposes of
of paragraph
paragraph(I)
(l)(A)
for purposes
(A) is—
with respect to a State program in a fiscal
SEC. 303. DUE PROCESS RIGHTS.
'(A) for fiscal year 1997,
1997, 69
69 percent,
percent,
year shall apply as an adjustment to the ap(a)
(a) IN
INGENERjj_.__Section
GENER._Section 454
454(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654).
654),
"(B)
'(B) for fiscal year 1998.
1998, 72 percent, and
plicable
(2) for
plicable percent
percentunder
underSection
section455(a)
455(a)(2)
as amended by section 102(f) of this Act, is
"(C)
(C) for fiscal year 1999 and succeeding
succeeding fisfis- payments to such State for the succeeding
amended by inserting after paragraph (II) cal years. 75 percent.".
fiscal year.
the following new paragraph;
paragraph:
(b)
(b) MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCEOF
OF
EFFORT.—Section
EFFO.—Section 455
455
"(5)
(5)
RECYCUNG OF INCENTIVE
RECYCLING
INCENTTVE ADJUST"(12) provide for
for procedures
procedures
to
ensure
to
ensure
(42
U.S.C.
655)
is
amended—
that—
MEN-I-—AState
MENI.—A
Stateshall
shallexpend
expend in
in the
the State
(1)
in subsection
subsection (a)(l), in the matter pre(I)
in
preprogram under this part all funds paid to the
"(A)
(A) individuals
individuals who are applying for or re- ceding subparagraph (A).
(A).
by
by
striking
striking
"From"
"From'
State by the Federal Government as a result
ceiving services under this
this part,
part, or are par- and inserting "Subject to
to subsection
subsection (c). of an incentive adjustment under this
ties to cases in which services are being prosecpro. from"; and
tion.
under this
this part—.
part—
vided under
(2) by inserting after subsection (b) the fol-

"Ci)
(i) receive notice of all proceedings in
MEAI'JING OF
OF TERMS.—For
TERMS—For purposes of
(b) MEANING
lowing
lowing new
new subsection:
subsection:
this section—
which support obligations might be estab'(c)
'(c)
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
OF
OF
EFFOHT.—NotwjthEFFo.—Notwith"(I)
the
term
'Statewide
(I) the term 'Statewide paternity
paternity estabestablished or modified:
modified; and
and
the provisions of
of subsection
subsection (a). lishment
percentage'
means,
with respect to
"(ii)
(ii) receive
receive a copy of any order establish- standing
total
expenditures
for
the
State
program
program
a
fiscal
year,
the
ratio
(expressed
as
a pering or modifying a child
child support
support obligation,
obligation, under this part for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1997
1997 and
and each
each

centage) of—
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(A) the total number of out-of-wedlock
(A) by striking subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) and
and redesredes(1)
(I)
INCEN'I"IVE
INCENTIVE
ADJUSTMENTS.—
ADJUSlrrS._
children in the State under one year of age ignating subparagraphs
subparagraphs (B)
(B) and
and (C)
(C) as
as Subsub(A)
(A) The
The amendments
amendments made
made by
by subsections
subsections
for whom
whom paternity
paternity is established or ac- paragraphs
paragraphs (A)
(A) and
and (B).
(B), respectively:
respectively:
(a).
(a), (b), and (c) shall become effective Octoknowledged during the fiscal year. to
(B)
(B)
(A).
in
subparagraph
(A),
as
redesignated.
ber 1,
1, 1997.
1997, except to the extent provided in
(B)
(B) the
the total
total number of children born
born Out
out by
by striking 'the
"thepercentage
percentage of
of children
children born
born subparagraph
subparagraph (B).
(8).
of wedlock
wedlockinin the
the State
State during
during such
such fiscal
fiscal out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock
in
the
State'
in
the
State"
and
inserting
and
(B) Section 458 of the Social Security Act.
Act,
year;
year: and
"the
percentage of
of children
childrenin
inthe
theState
Statewho
who as in effect prior to the enactment of this
'the percentage
() the
(2)
theterm
term'overall
'overallperformance
performance in child are born Out
out of
of wedlock
wedlock or
or for whom support section, shall be effective for purposes of insupport
support enforcement
enforcement means
means aa measure
measure or
or has not been established';
established'; and
and
centive
centive payments
payments to
to States
States for
for fiscal
fiscal years
years
measures of the effectiveness of the State
(B), as redesignated—
(C) in subparagraph (B).
prior
prior to fiscal year 1999.
agency in a fiscal year which takes into ac(i)
by
inserting
'and
overall
performance
(1)
by
inserting
'and
overall
performance
(2)
PENsJ.,'ry REDUCTIONS.—
REDUCTIONS.—
() PENALTY
count
count factors
factors including—
including—
in child support enforcement"
enforcement' after "pater(A) The amendments made by subsection
(A) the percentage of cases requiring a nity establishment percentages":
percentages': and
(d)
(d) shall become effective with respect to
child support order in which such an order
(ii) by inserting
inserting 'and
be- calendar
and securing
securing support"
support' bewas established;
quarters beginning on and after the
fore the period.
•

•

date of enactment of this Act,
"(B)
(B) the
the percentage
percentage of
of cases
cases in
in which
which child
child
(e) REDUCTION
Ce)
REDUCTION OF
OFPAYMENTS
PAYMENTS
UNDER
Uro PART
PART D
(B) The amendments made by subsection
support is being paid:
OF TrrLE
TritE IV.—
IV.—
(e) shall become effective with respect to cal• (C)
'(C) the
the ratio
ratio of
of child
child support
support collected to
(1) NEW
REQUiErIErcrs.-_Section 455
NEw REQUIREMENTS—Section
455 (42
(4
due: and
child support due;
655) is amended by inserting after sub- endar quarters beginning on and after the
CD)
date one year after the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of
(D) the cost-effectiveness of the State U.S.C.
section (b) the following;
following:
program, as determined in accordance with
(c) (1)IfIfthe
theSecretary
Secretaryfinds,
finds, with
with respect this Act,
'(c)(l)
standards established
established by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary in
in to a State program under this part in a fiscal SEC. 313.
standards
313. FEDERAL AND STATE REVIEWS
REVIEWS AND
AND AUAUregulations.".
DITS.
year beginning on or after October 1. 1997—
(b) ADJUSTMENT
OF
PAYMENTS
ADJUSTMENT OF PA-ENTS UNDER PART
PART
"(A)(i) on
on the
the basis
basis of data submitted by a
(a) STATE AGENCY
ACTIViTIES—Section 454
ACENCY ACTIVrrIEs.—Sectjon
454
D OF TIThE
TITLEIV.—Section
IV.—Sectjon455(a)(2)
455(a)() (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. State
section 454(15)
454(15)(B),
to section
(B). that the (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—
655(a)()), asasamended
655(a)(2)),
amended by
by section
section 111(a)
111(a) of State pursuant
fiscal year
year failed
failed to
to
program in such fiscal
(1)
in paragraph
paragraph (14), by striking "(14)" and
(I) in
this Act, is amended—
achieve the IV-D
1V-D paternity
paternity establishment
establishment insert "(14)(A)';
"(14)(A)':
(I)
(I) by
by striking
striking the
the period
period at
at the
the end
end of
of subsub- achieve
percentage
percentage
(as
(as
defined
defined
in
in
section
section
452(g)(2)(A))
45(g)()(A))
(2) by redesignating paragraph (IS) as subparagraph (C)(ii) and inserting a comma: and
level of
of overall
overall performperform. paragraph (B) of paragraph (14): and
(2)
byadding
addingafter
afterand
and below
below subparagraph
subparagraph or the appropriate level
() by
ance
in
child
support
enforcement
(as
de(3) by inserting after paragraph (14) the fol(C). flush with the left margin of the subfined in section
section 458(b)
458(b)(2)),
other lowing new paragraph:
(2)). or to meet other
paragraph:
section. the
section.
he following:
following:

increased by the incentive adjustment facany) determined
determined by the Secretary purtor (if'
(if any)
suant to section 458.".

performance measures that may be established by the Secretary.
Secretary, or

"(15) provide for—

"(A) a process for annual reviews of and re-

"(ii) on the basis of an audit or audits of ports to the Secretary on the State program
State data conducted pursuant to sec- under this part, which shall include such in(c)
Cc)
CONJFOR1UNG
CONFORMENC
ANNTS.—Section such
AMENDMENTS—Section
tion 452(a)
45(a)(4)(C),
(4) (C),that
thatthe
theState
Statedata
data submitsubmit- formation as may be necessary to measure
454(22)
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.654(2))
654(22))isisamended—
amended—
454(a) (4
pursuant to section
section 454(15)(B)
454(l5)(B) is incom- State compliance with Federal requirements
(1) by
(I)
by striking
striking "incentive
"incentive payments" the ted
or unreliable: and
for expedited procedures and timely case
first place it appears and inserting "incen- plete
'(B)
(B) that.
that, with respect to the succeeding processing, using such standards
standards and
and proceproceadjustments" and
tive adjustments':
fiscal
fiscal year—
dures
dures as
as are
are required
required by
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary. under
under
(2)by
()
bystriking
striking 'any
"anysuch
suchincentive
incentive pay"Ci)
the
State
failed
to
(i)
the
State
failed
to
take
sufficient
corwhich the State agency will determine the
ments made to the State for
for such
such period'
period' rective action to achieve the
the
appropriate
appropriate
extent to which such program is in conformand
and inserting
inserting 'any
'any increases
increases in
in Federal
Federal paypaylevels as described in subpara- ity with applicable requirements with rernents to
to the
the State
State resulting from such in- performance
ments
(A)
(i)
of
the
or
graph
(A)(i)
of
the
paragraph.
spect to the operation of State programs
centive
adjustments'.
centive adjustments" "(ii)
the data
data submitted
submitted by
by the
the State
State pur- under
'(ii) the
(d)
(d) CALCULATION
op IV-D
under this
this part
part (including
(including the
the status
status of
of comcomCALCULATION
op IV-D
PAmrry EsPATERNITY
Es- suant to section
Section454(15)(B)
454(l5)(B) is incomplete
incomplete or
or plaints filed under the procedure required
TABUSKMENT
TABUSKMEI'n'
PERcrAc.—(1)
PERcET'rrAcE.—(l)
Section unreliable,
unreliable.
452(g)(1)
under paragraph (12)(B)):
(l2)(B)); and
45(g)(1) (4
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C. 65(g)(1))
652(,g)(l)) is amended in
'(B)
'(B)aaprocess
processof
ofextracting
extracting from
from the
the State
State
the matter preceding subparagraph (A) by in- the amounts otherwise payable to the State
serting 'its overall performance
performance in
in child
child supsup. under this part for quarters following the automated data processing system and
year, prior to transmitting to the Secretary
port enforcement is satisfactory (as defined end of such succeeding fiscal year.
port
Secretary data
data and
and calcal.
quarters following
following the
the end
end of
of the
the first
first quarquar- culations concerning the levels of accomin
in section
section 458(b)
458(b) and
and regulations
regulations of
of the
the SecSec. quarters
ter throughout which the State program is plishmnent
retary).
retary), and'
and' after
after "1994.".
'1994,".
(andrates
ratesof
of improvement)
improvement) with
plishment (and
in compliance
compliance with
with such
such performance
performance rere- respect
() Section
(2)
Section 4S2(g)(2)
45(g)() (4(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.65(g)(2))
652(g)(2)) is
is in
respect to
to applicable
applicable performance
performance indicators
indicators
amended—
quirement. shall be reduced by the percent- (including
quirement,
(including IV—D
paternity establishment
establishment perIV-D paternity
per(a).
(A), in the matter pre- age specified in paragraph (2).
(A) in subparagraph (A).
centages
centages and
and overall
overall performance
performance in
in child
child
ceding clause (i)—
'(2)
'() The
The reductions
reductions required
required under para- support
support enforcement)
enforcement)to
tothe
the extent necnec(i) by striking 'paternity establishment
establishment graph (I) shall be—
essary for
essary
for purposes
purposesofofsections
sections452(g)
45(g) and
and
percentage" and inserting 'IV-D paternity
(A) not
not less than 6 nor more than 8 per- 458.".
"(A)
cent. or
establishment percentage":
establishment
percentage': and
FWERAL.
AcrwJTrns.5ection452(a)
45(a)(4)
(b) FEoER
ACTIvITIES—Section
(4)
"(B)
'(B)
not
less
less than
than 88nor
normore
morethan
than12
1 per- (42
(ii) by striking "(or
all
States,
as
the
case
'(or all States, as
U.S.C. 65(a)(4))
652 (a) (4))
amendedtotoread
read as
as fol(4 U.S.C.
is isamended
may be)":
(B) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)(i).
(A)(i). by striking
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year":
year":
'during
(C) in subparagraph (A)(ii)(I), by striking

cent. if the finding is the second consecutive
cent,
finding made pursuant to paragraph (I). or
"(C)
(C) not less than
than 12
1 nor
normore
more than
than 15 per-

cent, if the finding is the third or a subsecent.

as of
'as
of the
the end of the fiscal
fiscal year"
year' and insertinsert- quent consecutive such finding.
ing "in
'in the
the fIscal
fiscal year
year or,
or. at the option of
"(3) For purposes of this subsection.
subsection, secthe State, as of the end of such year';
year':
tion
(27).and
andsection
Section452(a)(4).
452(a) (4), aa State
State
tion 402(a)
4O(a)(7),
subparagraph(A)
(A)(ii)(II),
(D) in subparagraph
(ii) (II). by striking which is determined as a result of an audit
"or (B)
(E) as of the end of the fiscal year" and to have submitted incomplete
incomplete or
or unreliable
unreliable
inserting "in
'in the
the fiscal year or, at the option
option data pursuant to section 454(15)(B).
454(15)(B), shall be
of the State, as of the end of such year";
determined to have submitted adequate data
CE)in
(B)
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)(iii)—
if the Secretary determines that the extent
Ci)
(i) by
by striking
striking 'during
during the fiscal year": of the incompleteness or unreliability of the
and
data is of a technical nature which does not
(ii) by striking 'and" at the end;
end: and
adversely affect the determination of the
(F) in the matter following subparagraph level of the State's performance.".
-

(A)—
(A)
—
(i) by
(i)

(2)
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
() CONP'ORMiNG
AIvNOMENTS._

striking "who were born out of wed(A) Section
U.S.C. 603)
Section403
403(42
(4 U.S.C.
603) is amended
the immediately
immediately preceding fiscal by striking subsection (h).
lock dur3ng
during the
year" and inserting "born
out of wedlock";
wedlock":
'born out
(B) Section
Section452(a)(4)
45(a)(4) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.652(a)(4))
65(a)(4)) is
(ii)

lows
lows;

"(4)
(A) review data
(4)(A)
data and
and calculations
calculations transtransmitted by State agencies pursuant to section
on State
on
State program
program accomplish.
accomplishmerits with
ments
with respect
respect to
to performance
performance indicaindica.
tors for purposes of section 452(g) and 458.
458,
454(15)(B)

and determine the amount (if any) of penalty
reductions pursuant to section
section 455(c)
455(c) to
to be
be
applied to the State:
'(B) review
"(B)
review annual
annual reports
reports by
by State agencies pursuant to section 454(15)(A) on State

program conformity with Federal require-

proments: evaluate any elements of a State pro.
gram in which significant deficiencies are indicated by such report on the status of complaints under the State procedure under section 454(1Z)(B);
454(I)(B); and,
and,asasappropriate,
appropriate, provide
provide
to the State agency comments, recommendaoons for additional or alternative corrective
tions
actions. and technical assistance;
actions,
assistance: and

by striking 'such preceding fiscal amended by striking "403(h)"
'403(h)" each
each place
"(C)
(C) conduct audits, in accordance with
year" both places it appears and inserting such term appears
appears and
and inserting
inserting"455(c)".
'455(c)'.
the government auditing standards of the
'the preceding fiscal year": and
(C)
(C)
Subsections (d)
(d)(3)(A),
(3) (A),
(g)(l).
(g)
(1),
and United States Comptroller General—
(iii) by striking
CE)"the
the second
second place
place (g)(3)(A)
striking "Or
'or CE)"
(g)(3)(A) of
ofsection
section452
452(42
(4 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652)
65) are
are each
each
(i) at
at least
least once every
'(i)
every 33 years
years(Or
(or more
more
it appears.
amended by striking "403(h)" and inserting frequently, in the case of a State which fails
(3) Section
Section452(g)(3)
45(g)(3) (42
(4 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652(g)(3))
65(g)(3)) is
is "455(c)'.
"455(c)".
to meet requirements of this part, or of reguamended—
(I)
DATES.—
U) EFFECTIVE
EFpcrIvE DATES.—
lations
lauons implementing
implementing such requirements,
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concerning performance standards
concerning
standards and
and reliability of program data)
ability
data) to
to assess
assess the completeness. reliability,
reliability,and
and security
security of
of the
the
data, and
and the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of the reporting systems. used
usedfor
for the
the calculations
calculations of
of performperformance
specified in
in subsection
subsection (g)
ance indicators
indicators specified
and section 458:
"(ii)
(ii)ofofthe
theadequacy
adequacy of
offinancial
financialmanagemanage-

retary
retary may
relating to
to management
management
may specify relating
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"(A)
1, 1995.
(A) by
by October
October 1,
1995, meeting
meetingall
all rereof
underthis
thispart.
part,including—
including-.
of the
the program under
quirements of this part which
which were
were enacted
enacted
'(1)
(1) controlling
controlling and
and accounting for use
use of
of on or before the date of enactment of the
Federal. State.
Federal,
State. and
andlocal
local funds
funds to
to carry
carry out Family
Family Support Act of
of 1988;
1988: and
such program:
program; and
(B) by
(B)
by October
October 1. 1999.
1999. meeting all
all re"(2)
(2) maintaining
maintaining the
the data
data necessary
necessary to quirements of this
this part
part enacted
enacted on or before
meet Federal reporting requirements on a the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
timely basis,
timely
basis.
(but
(but this
this provision
provisionshall
shallnot
notbe
beconstrued
construed to
to
ment of
of the
the State
State program,
program. including
includingassessassess'(c)
(c)CALCULATION
CALCULATIONOF
OFPERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE INDICAments of—
earlier deadlines Specified
specified for elements
ments
of—
TORS—In order
TORS—In
order to
to enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary to
to alter
of such
of
such system),
system), except
except that
that Such
such deadline
(1) whether
whether Federal
Federal and
and other
other funds
funds made
made
the incentive and penalty adjust- shall be extended by I1 day
day for
for each
each day
day (if
(if
available to carry
carry out
out the
the State
State program determine
ments required by sections 452(g)
and
458,
the any) by which
452(g)
and
458.
which the
the Secretary
Secretary fails
fails to
to meet
meet
under this part are being appropriately ex- State
State agency
agency shall—
shall—
the deadline imposed by section 452(j);".
452(j):.
pended, and
pended,
and are
areproperly
properly and
andfully
fully accounted
accounted
(I)
(1)use
usethe
theautomated
automated system—
system—
for:
(b) SPECIAL.
SPECIAL, FEDERAL MATCHING
for: and
and
MATC-nNC RATE
RATE FOR
'(A) to
"(A)
maintain
the
requisite
data
to
maintain
the
requisite
data
on
DEVELOPMENT COSTS
"(II)
(II) whether collections and disburseDEVELOPMENT
COSTs OF
OFAUTOMATED
AUTOMATED SYSSYSdisburse- State
performance
with
report
to
paternity
State
performance
with
TEMS—Section 455(a) (42 U.S.C. 655(a)) is
ments of support payments and
and program
program in- establishment
establishment
and
and
child
child
support
support
enforcement
enforcement
amended—
come are
are carried
carried Out
out correctly
correctly and
and are prop- in
in the
the State;
State: and
(1)
in paragraph
paragraph(1)(B)—
(l)(B)—
(I) in
erly and fully
fully accounted
accounted for:
for: and
and
"(B)
to
calculate
the
IV-D
paternity
estab(B)
to
calculate
the
IV-D
paternity
estab(A)
(A)by
bystriking
striking"90
"90percent"
percent"and
and inserting
inserting
(iii)for
(iii)
forsuch
suchother
otherpurposes
purposes as
as the Sec- lishment
percentage
and
overall
performance
lishment
percentage
and
overall
"the percent
percent specified
specified in
in paragraph
paragraph(3)";
(3)";
retary may find necessary;".
necessary:
in
child
support
enforcement
for
the
State
child
support
enforcement
for
the
State
striking "so
"so much of";
and
(c) EFFECTIVE
(B) by striking
of": and
EFFECTIVEDATE—The
DATE—The amendments
amendments for
each fiscal year: arid
and
(C)
(C) by
by striking
striking"which
"whichthe
theSecretary"
Secretary" and
and
made
madeby
by this
this section
Sectionshall
shallbe
beeffective
effectivewith
with for each
"(2)
have
in
place
systems
controls
"(2)
have
in
place
systems
to
enfollows and
and inserting
inserting ",". and";
all that follows
and"; and
and
respect to calendar quarters
quarters beginning
beginning on or
sure
the
the
completeness,
completeness,
and
and
reliability
reliability
of.
of.
and
and
(2) by adding at the
the end
end the
thefollowing
following new
after the date one year after enactment of ready access to, the data described in paranew
ready access to.
described in para- paragraph:
this section,
section.
graph (l)(A).
(l)(A), and
the
accuracy
of
the
calculaand
the
accuracy
of
the
calcula(3) (A)
"(3)
(A)The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall pay
pay to
to each
each
SEC.
SEC. 314.
314. REQUIRED
REQUIRED REPORTING
REPORTING PROCEDURES.
PROCEDURES.
tions described in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) (B).
State. for
State.
for each
each quarter
quarter in
in fiscal
fiscal year
year 1996,
1996. 90
90
(a)
(a) E5TALj5HM
T.5ection452(a)
452(a)(5)
"(d)
ES'rA5Lj5H'r,_5ection
(5) (42
(d) INFORMATION
INFORMKflON Ir.rrECRrr'
AND SECUSECU- percent
lr'rrEcRrri' AND
percent of
of so
so much
much of
of State
State expenditures
expenditures deU.S.C. 652(a)(5)) is
is amended
amended by inserting
RITY.—The
State
agency
shall
have
in
effect
RITY.—The State agency shall have in effect scribed in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (1)(B)
(1)(B) as
as the Secand establish
establish procedures
proceduresto
tobe
befollowed
followed by safeguards
accuracy, and retary
safeguards on
on the
the integrity,
integrity. accuracy.
retary fInds
finds are
are for
for aa system
system meeting
meeting the
the rereStates
for collecting
collecting and
and reporting
reporting informainforma- completeness of.
States for
of, access
access to.
to, and
and use
useof
of data
data in
in quirements specified in section 454(16). or
tion
tion required
required to
to be
be provided under this part. the automated system
system required
required under
under this
this meeting such requirements
requirements without
without regard
and establish
and
establishuniform
uniform definitions
definitions (including
(including Section.
section, which
which shall
shall include
include the
the following
following (in
(in to clause
clause (D)
(D) thereof,
thereof.
those necessary to enable the measurement addition
addition to
to such
such other
other safeguards
safeguards as the Sec"(B)(i)
(B) (i) The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall pay to
to each
each
of State compliance with
with the
the requirements
requirements retary Specifies
in regulations):
specifies in
State. for
State.
for each
each quarter
quarter in
in fiscal
fiscal years 1997
of this part relating to expedited
expedited processes
processes
(I) POLICIES
(1)
POUcIES RESTRICTING
RESTRICTINC ACCESS—Written
ACCESS—Written through
2001,
through 2001, the percentage
specified in
percentage specified
and timely
timely case
be applied
applied in policies
case processing) to be
policiesconcerning
concerningaccess
accs totodata
data by
by State clause
clause (ii)
(ii) of
of so
so much of
of State
State expenditures
expenditures
followingsuch
following
suchprocedures"
procedures' before the semi- agency personnel, and
and
sharing
sharing
of
of
data
with
described in
in subparagraph
subparagraph(1)
(l)(B)
(B) as the Seccolon,
colon.
other persons,
persons, which—
which—
retary finds
finds are
are for
for aa system
system meeting the re(b) STATE
STATEPLAN
PLAJ REQUIREMENT_Section
REQUXRErNT,_Section 454
454
"(A)
use of
of data
data only
only quirements specified in
"(A)permit
permitaccess
access to and use
in section
section 454(16)
454(16) and
and
(42 U,S.C.
U.S.C. 654).
654). as
as amended by section 104(a) to the extent necessary
necessarytotocarry
carryOut
out program 454A.
454A, subject to clause
clause(iii).
(iii).
of this Act,
Act, is
is amended—
amended—
responsibilities;
responsibilities:
"(ii)
The
percentage
specified
in this
by striking
() by
(I)
theend
endof
ofparastriking"and"
and' atatthe
para"(B)
(B)specify
specifythe
thedata
data which
whichmay
maybe
be used
used clause,
clause, for
for purposes
purposes of
of clause
clause(i).
(i). is
is the
the highhigh.
graph (24);
er of—
for
particular
program
purposes,
the
for
particular
program
purposes.
and
the
perper.
(2)
(2) by
by striking
strikingthe
the period
period at
at the end
end of
of sonnel
access to
sonnel permitted
permitted access
to such
such data:
data; and
and
"(I)
(I)80
80percent.
percent, or
paragraph (25) and inserting ":
'; and";
paragraph
and": and
and
"(C) ensure
"(C)
ensure that data obtained or disclosed
"(II)the
thepercentage
percentage otherwise applicable
"(II)
(3) by adding after paragraph
the folfol- for
paragraph (25) the
for aa limited
limitedprogram
programpurpose
purpose isis not
not used
used or to Federal payments to the State under sublowing:
redisciosed
redisclosed for another.
another, impermissible pur- paragraph (A)
(A) (as
(as adjusted pursuant to sec(26) provide
provide that
that the
the State
State shall use
"(26)
use the pose.
tion 458).".
tion
458).'.
definitions established
established under
definitions
under section
section 452(a)
452(a)(5)
(5)
(2) SYSTEMS CONTROLS—Systems controls
controls
(c)
CONFORI1INC
CONFORIflNC
AMENDMENT—Section
AMENDMENT—Section
in
collecting and reporting information
in collecting
as (such as
information as
as passwords
passwordsororblocking
blockingof
of fields)
fields) to 123(c) of the Family Support Act of
of 1988 (102
required
required under
under this
thispart.",
part.'.
ensure strict
ensure
strict adherence
adherence to
to the
the policies
policies speci- Stat. 2352; Public Law 100—485)
100—485) isis repealed.
repealed.
fied
under
paragraph
(1).
SEC. 315.
SEC.
315.AUTOMATED
AUTOMATED DATA
DATA PROCESSING
PROCESSING RERE- fied under paragraph (I).
(d) ADDITIONAL PROV15IONS.—For
PROVISIONS—For addiQUIREMENTS.
QUIREMENTS,
"(3)
(3)MONTIORING
MONrORINc OF ACCE5S.—Routine
ACCESS.—Routjne monmon- tional
tional provisions
provisions of
ofsection
section454A,
454A.as
as added
added by
by
(a) REVISED REQUIRZMEN-rS._
REQUIREMEN-rS._
itoring
itonng of
ofaccess
access to and use of the automated subsection (a) of
of this
this section,
section, see
see the amend(I) Section
(1)
Section 454(16)
454(16) (42 U.S.C. 654(16)) is system, through methods such as
as audit
audit trails ments made
made by
by sections 21. 322(c). and 333(d)
amended—
Act,
and
and feedback
feedback mechanism,
mechanism, to
to guard
guard against
against of this Act.
(A) by striking ", at
and
promptly
promptly
identify
identify
unauthorized
unauthorized
access
access
at the
the option
option of
of the
the
SEC. 316.
316, DIRECTOR
DIRECTOROF
OFCSE
CSEPROGRAM:
PROGRAM; STAFFING
STAFFING
State,";
State,":
or use,
use.
STUDY.
(B)
(4)
TRAINING
(B) by inserting "and
TRAiNINC AND INFORMATION—The
"and operation by
by the
the
(a) REPORTING
REPORTINC TO SECRETARY—Section
State
agency"after
after'for
"forthe
theestablisl-u'nent";
establisl'u'nent"; State agency
State agency'
agency shall
shall have
have in
in effect procedures 452(a) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)) is amended in the
(C) by
by inserting
inserting "meeting
'meeting the requirements
requirements to ensure
ensure that
that all
all personnel
personnel (including
(including State
State matter preceding paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) by
by striking
striking
of section 454A" after 'information
"information retrieval and local agency
agency staff
staff and
and contractors)
contractors) who
who "directly".
'directly'.
system
system";
may have access
access to or be required
required to
to use
use sensen(b) STAFFING
STAFFINC STUDIES,—.
STUDIES.—
(D)
and localities
localities sitive or confidential program data
(D) by
by striking
striking"in
'in the
the State and
data are
arefully
fully
(1) SCOPE—The Secretary of Health and
as (A)"
(A)" arid
thereof, so as
and inserting
inserting "so
"so as";
as':
informed of
of applicable
applicable requirements
requirements and
and pen- Human Services
informed
Services shall,
shall, directly
directly or by con(E) by striking '(i)":
'(i)": and
and
alties. and
a.lties.
and are
areadequately
adequately trained
trained in
in security
security tract.
tract, conduct studies
studies of
of the
the staffing
staffing of each
each
(F) by striking
(F)
striking "(including"
(including and
and all that procedures.
State
child
child support
support
enforcement
enforciient
program
program
follows and
follows
and inserting
inserting aa semicolon,
semicolon.
(5) PENAL'nES.—The
(5)
State
PENALTXES.—The
Stateagency
agencyshall
shall under
under part D of title
title IV
IVofofthe
theSocial
SocialSecuSecu(2) Part
Part D
D of
of title
title IV (42 U.s.C.
U.S.C. 651—669) is have in effect administrative
administrative penalties
penalties (up to rity
nty Act.
Act. Such
Such studies
studies shall include a review
amended
amended by inserting after
after section
section 454 the arid
and including
including dismissal from employment) of the staffing
staffingneeds
needs created by requirements
following new
following
new section:
section:
for
to. or
or disclosure
disclosure or for
for unauthorized
unauthorized access
access to.
for automated
automated data
data processing,
processing. maintenance
use of,
use
of. confidential
confidential data.".
of a central case
registry and centralized colcase registry
"AUTOMATED
AUTOMATEDDATA
OATAPROCESSING
PROCESSINC
(3) RECUI'flONS.—Section
RECIJLATIONS.—Section 452
452 (42 U.S.C. lections of child
child support,
support, and
and of
of changes
changes in
in
"SEc.
"SEC. 454A. (a)
(a) IN GENERAJ,.—In
GENR&L—In order
order to 652) is amended by adding at the end
end the
the folfol- these
needsresulting
resulting from
from changes
in such
such
these needs
changes in
meet the
the requirements
requirements of
of this
this section.
section, for
for lowing:
requirements, Such studies
requirements.
studies shall
shall examine
purposes of
of the requirement of
of section
section
The Secretary
"(j) The
prescribe final
final reg- and report
Secretary shall prescribe
report on
on effective
effective staffing practices
practices
434(16). a State
454(16),
State agency
agency shall
shall have
havein
in oper- ulations for implementation of
of
the
the
require- used by the States and
and on recommended
ation a single statewide automated data ments
of
section
454A
not
later
than
22years
ments
of
section
454A
not
later
than
years
staffing procedures.
staffing
procedures.
processing and
processing
and information
information retrieval system after the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of this sub(2) FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY OF
OF STUDIES—The
STUDIES—The Secretary
Secretary
which has
which
has the capability to perform
perform the
the section,",
section. •
the first
first staffing study reshall complete the
tasks
specified in this section. and perform
tasks specified
(4)
(4) IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLENTATION TUvTA3LE.—Section
TIMETABLE—Section quired under paragraph (1) by
by October
October 1,
1. 1997.
1997.
such tasks
tasks with
with the frequency and in the 454(24) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654(24)),
654(24)),as
as amended
amended by secsec- and may conduct additional studies
Studies subsesubsemanner specified
specified in
in this part or in regula- tions
manner
304(a)(2)
and
3l4(b)(l)
of
this
Act,
is
tions
304(a)(2)
and
314(b)(1)
of
this
Act.
is
quently
at
appropriate
intervals.
tions or guidelines of
of the
the Secretary.
amended
to read
read as
asfollows:
follows:
amended to
(3) REPORT
(3)
CONGRESS—The SecREPORTTO
TOTilE
T} CONCRESS.—The
Sec'(b) PROGRAM
PROCRAMMANAGEMENT—The
MANACEi.—The autoauto"(24)
will have
"(24) provide
provide that
that the State
State will
have in efef- retary shall submit
submit aa report
report to
to the
the Congress
system required
required under this section fect an automated data processing
mated system
processing and
and inforinfor- stating the findings
findings and
and conclusions
conclusions of
of each
each
shall perform
perform such
such functions
functions as
as the Sec. mation retrieval system—
study conducted under this subsection,
subsection.

')

.
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SEC. 317.
317.FUNDING
FUNDING FOR
SEC.
FOR SECRETARIAL
SECRETARIAL ASSIST.
ASSIST.
ANCE TO
ANCE
TO STATE PROGRAMS.

Section
452 (42
Section .152
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.652).
652).as
as amended
amended by
section
section 115(a)(3)
115(a)(3)ofofthis
thisAct,
Act, is amended by

the end
end the
the following
adding at the
following new
new subsubsection:

(k) FuNDIr.c
FOR FER ACTIVITIES
'(k)
FurINc FOR
ACTIVI-flESAsAsSISTINC STATE
SIS'flNC
STATEPROGRAMS.—(I)
PROGRAJ.—(I) There
There shall be

available to the Secretary. from amounts appropriated for fiscal year 1996 and each suc-

ceeding fiscal year for payments to States
under
under this
this part.
part, the
theamount
amount specified
specified in
paragraph (2) for the costs to the Secretary
for—

(A) information dissemination
dissemination and
and techtech.
nical assistance to States, training of State
and Federal staff, staffing studies, and relat-

ed activities needed to improve programs
(including technical assistance concerning

State automated systems):
(B) research, demonstration,
demonstration, and
and special
special
projects
projects of
of regional
regional or
or national
natrnnal significance
significance

relating to the operation of State programs

under this part: and
(C) operation of the Federal Parent Loca-

tor Service under section 453, to the extent
such costs are not recovered through user
fees.

"(2)
() The
Theamount
amount specified
specified in
in the paragraph
for a fiscal year is the amount equal to a per-
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(D) by
and
CD)
bystriking
striking clause
clause (iv);
(iv): and

"(3)
(3) UPDA'nNG
UPDATING AND
ANDMONTrORINC.—The
MONrrogJNc._The

State
(E) by
CE)
byredesignating
redesignating clause
clause (v)
Cv) as clause agency
agency shall
shall prompUy
promptly establish and main(vii), and inserting after clause (iii) the fol- tain, and regularly monitor, case records in
in
lowing new clauses:
the
the registry
registry required
required by this subsection, on
"(iv)
(iv) the total amount of support collected the basis of—
during
during such
such fiscal
fiscal year
year and
and distributed
distributed as
as
(A) information
information on
onadministrative
adminisative actions
actions
current
current support;
support:
and administrative and judicial proceedings
"(v) the total amount of support collected and orders relating to paternity and support:
support;
during such fiscal year and distributed as ar''(B)
(B) information obtained from matches
rearages:
with Federal. State, or local data sources;
sources:
"(vi) the total amount of support due and
(C)
(C) information on support collections
unpaid for all fiscal years;
years: and",
and".
and distributions: and
(3)
Section 452(a)(lQ)(G)
452(a)(lO)(G)
(42
(42
U.S.C.
"(D)
(D) any
any other
other relevant information.
652(a)(lO)(G)) is amended
amended by
by striking
striking "on
'on the
(f) DATA
'(f)
MATCHES
AND
OThER
DATA
MATCHES
AND
Omst DISCLOuse of Federal courts and",
SURES OF
OF INFORMA'flON.—The
1NFoR1lxriON.—The automated
automated sys(4) Section
452(a)(1O)
(42
U.S.C.
652(a)(lO))
is
Section 45(a)(1O) (4 U.S.C. 652(a)(IO))
tem required under this section shall have
amended
amended by
by striking
striking all
all that
that follows
follows subsub- the capacity, and be used by the State agen.
agenparagraph
paragraph (I).
(U.
cy. to extract data at such times, and in such
(b)
ANDREPORTING.—
REPOgiINC.—Sec(b) DATA
DATA COLLECTION
COLLECTION AND
Sec- standardized format or formats, as may be
tion 469 (42
(4 U.S.C.
U.S.C.669)
669)isisamended—
amended—
required by the Secretary, and to share and
(I) by
by striking
striking subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and
and (b)
(b) and
and match data with, and receive data from.
(I)
from,
inserting the following:
other data bases and data
data matching
matching services,
services.
"(a) The Secretary shall collect and main- in order to obtain (Or
(or provide)
provide) information
tain, on a fiscal year basis, up-to-date statis- necessary to enable the State
State agency
agency (Or
(or
tics, by State, with respect to services to es- Secretary or other State or Federal agentablish paternity and services to establish cies) to carry out responsibilities under this
child support obligations, the data specified part. Data matching activities of the State
in subsection (b). separately stated, in the agency shall include at least the following:
-

case of each such service, with respect to—

"(I) DATA BANK OF
OF Cl-OLD
C-flLD SUPPORT
SUPPORT OROR-

"(I)
(1)
(or dependent children) re- DERS—Furnish to the Data Bank of Child
centage of the reduction in Federal
Federai pay- ceivingfamilies
aid under plans approved under part Support Orders established under section
ments to States under part A on account of A (orE): and

child support (including arrearages) col-

"(2) families not receiving
receiving such
such aid.
aid.

lected in the preceding fiscal year on behalf
(b) The data referred to in subsection (a)
of children receiving aid under such part A arein such preceding fiscal
fiscal year
year (as
(as determined
determined
(I) the
the number
number of cases in the caseload of
on the basis of the most recent reliable data the(1)
State agency administering the plan
available to the Secretary as of the end of under this part in which such service is needthe third calendar quarter following the end ed;
ed: and
of such preceding fiscal year). equal to—
"(2)
(2) the
the number
number of such cases in which the
(A)
percent. for the activities specified service has
has been
been provided.":
provided.': and
in subparagi-aphs
subparagraphs (A)
(A) and (B) of paragraph
(2) in
in subsection
Cc),bybystriking
striking"(a)
'(a)(2)"
subsection Cc),
(2)"
1

(I); and

(B) 2 percent,
percent. for the activities specified

in subparagraph (C) of
of paragraph
paragraph (1).".
(I).".

SEC. 318,
SEC.
318, REPORTS
REPORTS AND
AND DATA
DATA COLLECTION
COLLECTION

BY

THE SECRETARY.

ArNUA1, REPoRT
CONCSS.—(1)
(a) ANNUAL
Rzpot'r ToTO
CONGRESS
—(I) Section 452(a)(1O)(A)
452(a)(lO)(A) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652(a)(10)(A))
652(a)(l&)(A)) is
amended—

and inserting
and
inserting
'(b) ('.
"(b)CZ)".
(c) EFFEc'rIvE DATE—The

453(h) (and update as necessary,
necessary. with information including notice of expiration of orders) minimal information (to be specified by
the Secretary)
Secretary) on
on each
each child
childsupport
supportcase
caseinn
the central case registry.
(2)FEDERAL
FEoER PARENT
"(2)
PAREr LOCATOR
LOCATORSERVICE.—
SERVICE.—
Exchange data with the Federal Parent Locator Service for the purposes specified in
th

section 453.
453,

"(3)
(3) AFDC AND MEDICAiD
MEDICAID ACENCIES,—Ex-

change
change data with State agencies (of the

State and of other States) administering the
amendments programs under part A
A and
and title
title XIX.
XIX, asasnecnecmade by this section shall be effective with essary for the performance of State agency
respect to fiscal year 1996 and succeeding fis- responsibilities under this part and under
cal years.
Subtitle C—Locate and Case Tracking

321. CENTRAL
CENTRAL STATE AND CASE REGISTRY.
SEC. 321.
REGISTRY.
Section
454A. as
Section 454A,
as added
added by
by Section
section 315(a)
3l5(a)(2)
(2)

such programs.

"(4)
(4)
INTRAAND
INThRSTATE
INTERSTATE
DATA
MATCHES—Exchange data
MATCHES—Exchange
datawith
withother
other agenagen-

cies of the State. agencies of other States.
States,
(A) by striking "this part;"
part:" and
and inserting
inserting
and interstate information
information networks,
networks, as
as necnec'this part,
part, including—":
including—": and
'this
of
of this
this Act, is amended by adding at the end essary and appropriate
appropriate to
tocarry
carryOut
out (Or
(or assist
(B) by adding at the end the following in- the following:
other States to carry Out)
out) the
the purposes
purposes of

dented
dented clauses:
(i) the
the total
total amount
amountofofchild
childSUppoi-t
support pay-

"(e)
CASEREGISTRY.—
REGISTRY.—
(e)CEWrRAI,.
CEwra1. CASE
this part.".
part.'.
"(I)
(I) IN CENERAL.—The
GENERAL—The automated
automated system
system SEC.
SEC. 322.
322.CENTRALIZED
CENTRALIZEDCOLLECTION
COLLECTiON AND
AND DISments collected as a result of services fur- required under this section
section shall
shall perform
perform the
the
BURSEMENT OF
BURSEMENT
OF SUPPORT
SUPPORT PAY.
PAYfiscal year to individuals
individuals functions,
nished during such fIscal
functions, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
MEWrS.
MENTS.
receiving services under this part:
of this subsection, of a single central reg(a) STATE
STATE PLAN
PLAN REQUIREMEN'r.—Section
REQflREMEN'r.—Section 494
454
"(ii) the cost to the States and to the Fed- istry containing records with respect to each (42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by sections 304(a)
eral Government of furnishing such services

to those
those individuals:
individuals: and
and
to
"(iii) the number of cases
cases involving
involving famifamlies—

"(I)
(I) who became ineligible for aid under
part A during a month in such fiscal year:
and

CII)with
(II)
withrespect
respect to
to whom
whom a child support
payment was received in the same month:".
(2)
Section 452(a)(lO)(C)
45(a)(lO)(C)
652(a)(lO)(C)) is
652(a)(lO)(C))
is amended—.
amended—

(42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

(A) in the matter preceding
preceding clause
clause (1)—
(i)—
(i)

by striking "with
'with the data required

under
under each
each clause
clause being
being separately
separately stated
stated for
for

cases" and inserting "separately stated for
(I) cases":

case in which services are being provided by and
and 314(b)
314(b) of
of this
this Act,
Act, is
is amended—
amended—
the State agency (including.
(including, on and after Oc(I) by
(1)
by striking
striking "and"
"and" at the end of paratober 1,
I, 1998,
1998, each
each order specified in section graph (25):
466(a)(12)), using
466(a)(l2)),
using such
such standardized
standardized data ele(2)
(2) by
by striking
striking the period at the end of
ments (such as names, social security num- paragraph (26) and inserting ":
"; and": and
bers or other uniform identification num(3) by adding after paragraph (26) the folbers, dates of birth, and case identification lowing new paragraph:
paragraph:
numbers), and containing such other infor"(27) provide that the State agency, on and
mation (such as information on case status) after October 1.
1, 1998—
as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
may require.
require.
(A) will
will operate
operate aa centralized,
centralized, automated
automated
"(A)
"(2) PAYENT
PAyiwr R,EcOiwS.—Each
REC0RDS.—Eachcase
caserecord
record unit for the collection and disbursement of
in the central registry shall
shall include
include aa record
record child support under orders being enforced
of—
under this part, in accordance with section
(A) the amount of monthly (or other peri- 454B: and
odic) support owed under the support order.
order,
"(B)
(B) will
will have sufficient State staff (conand other amounts due
due or
or overdue
overdue (including
(including sisting of State employees),
employees). and (at State op-

(ii) by striking "cases where the child was arrears, interest or late payment penalties,
penalties. tion) contractors reporting directly to the
formerly receiving'
formerly
receiving"and
andinserting
inserting "or
or for- and fees):
State agency to monitor and enforce support
merly received":
received":
"(B)
'(B) the date on which or circumstances
through such centralized unit,
unit. in(iii)
by inserting 'or
"or 1912" after under which the support obligation will ter- collections
cluding carrying Out the automated data
''471(a)(17)":
"471
(a)(17)": and
(iii)

minate
minate under
under such
such order:
order:
processing responsibilities specified in sec(iv) by inserting
inserthg "(2)" before "all
"all other":
other':
"(C)
(C) all
all child
child support and related amounts tion 454A(g) and to impose.
impose, as appropriate in
(B) in each of clauses (i) and (ii), bystrik- collected (including such amounts as fees,
fees.
particular cases,
particular
cases,the
theadministrative
administrativeenforce—
enforceing
ing ", and
and the total amount of such obliga- late payment penalties, and interest on arment
remedies
remedies
specified
specified
in
in
section
section
tions";
tions":
rearages):
466(c) (1).
466(c)
(1).",
(C) in clause (iii).
(iii), by striking 'described
described
"(0)
(D)the
thedistribution
distribution of
of such
such amounts
amounts col(b)
ESTABLISHJNTOF
(b)
ESTABLISHNNT
CENTRAUZED
COLOF
CENTRAUZED
in" and all that follows and inserting 'in lected: and
LECTION UNrr.—Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C.
which support was collected
collected during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
(E) the birth date of the child for whom 651—669) is amended by adding after section
year:";
year:';
the child support order is entered.
454A the following new section:
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COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT
• 'CENTRALIZED
'CENTRAL1ZEI COLLECTION
D1SBURSEMEN'
OF
OF SUPPORT PAYMENTh
PAYMENTS
'SEC. 454B. (a)
"SEC.
(a) IN GENaa.—In order to

(B)

UNDER CERTAIN ORDERS PREDATING

CH&j4GEININ
CHANGE
REQUIREMENT,_.Procedures
REQU1RF._Procedures under
under

IN G&i—In order to which all child support orders issued
issued (Or
(or

meet the requirement of
of Section
section 454(27). the
State agency must operate
operate aa single
single central-

modified) before October
October 1.
1, 1996, and which

-

shall be—

contractor responsible directly to the State

agency: and

"(2)
collection and
and disburse(2) used for the collection
disbursement (including interstate collection and

disbursement) of payments under support orders in all cases being enforced by the State
454(4).
pursuant to section 454(4),
(b) REQUIR.ED
REQUIRED PROCEDUpFESThe
PROCEDURES_Thecentralcentralized collections
collections unit
unit shall
shall use
ized
use automated
automated
procedures, electronic processes, and comcom.
puter-di-iven technology
technology to the maximum exputer-driven

tent feasible, efficient, and economical, for
the
the collection
collection and
and disbursement
disbursement of
of support
payments,
payments,including
includingprocedures—
procedures_
(1) for receipt of payments from parents.
parents,
employers, and other States, and for disdis.

(2)
(2)

Section
Section 466(a)(8)
466(a)(8) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(a)(8))
666(a)(8)) is
repealed.
(3) Section
Section 466(b) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(b)) is
is
amended—

• (2)
(2)

tribution in
in accordance
accordance with
with this
this part.";
part.":
for accurate identification
identification of
of paypay- tribution
(D) in
in paragraph
paragraph (6)
(6) (A)
(A) (ii),
(ii), by
by inserting
inserting
(D)

(3) to ensure prompt disbursement
disbursement of
of the
custodial parent's share
custodiaj
share of
of any
any payment:
payment; and
(4) to
to furnish to either parent, upon re'(4)
quest. timely information on the current
status
status of support payments.".
payments,",
(c) USE
(c)
USEOF
OF
AuoN'i'ED
Auo SYSTEM—Section
SYSTEM—Section
454A. as added by section
section 315(a)
315(a)(2)
(2) of this Act
and as amended by section 321 of this Act, is
amended by adding at the end the following

new subsection:
(g)
(g) CErrrRAuz,
CErz COLLECTION
COLLECTION AND
AND DISDIsTRBt.mON
Suor PAYMEiçj'—.e
TR1BJI'ION
OFOF
SUPPOR'r
PAYMENTS _,The automated system required under this section

for the purpose of establishing parentage,
establishing,
establishing. setting
setting the
the amount
amount of.
of. modifying. or enforcing
ing,
enforcingchild
childsupport
supportobligations—
obligations_
'(1) information on,
"(I)
on. or facilitating the dis.
discovery of.
of, the location of any individual—
"(A) who is under an obligation to pay

(A) in the matter preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph (1),
(1).
by
by striking
striking "subsection
"subsection (a)(l)"
(a)(l)" and
and inserting child support:
(B) against whom
"(B)
whom such
such an obligation is
"subsection (a)(l)(A)":
is
sought;
sought: or
(8) in
(B)
in paragraph
paragraph(5),
(5).by
bystriking
striking all
all
that
"(C)
to
"(C)
whom
such
an
obligation
follows "administered
is
owed,
is
owed,
"administered by'
by" and inserting
individuals social security
'the State
"the
State through
through the centralized collec- including such individual's
(or numbers),
(Or
numbers), most recent
tions Unit
unit established
established pursuant to
recent residen.
residento section number
name, address, and em4548, in
434B,
in accordance
accordancewith
withthe
the requirements
requirements of tial address, and the name.
ployer identification number of such individsuch section
section 454B.":
454W':
individ.
uals employer:
ual's
employer: and
(C)
(C) in
in paragraph
(6)(A)(i)—
paragraph (6)
(A) (i)—
'(2) information
"(2)
information on
on the
the individual's
individual's wages
(i) in inserting ",
". in accordance with time(or other
other income)
income) from.
from, and
and benefits of.
tables established by the
the Secretary,"
Secretary," after (Or
of. ememployment (including rights
rights to
to or enrollment
"must be required": and
coverage); and
(ii) by striking "to the appropriate agen- in group health care coverage):
"(3) information on the type, status, locacy" and all that follows and
and inserting
inserting "to
loca.
tion, and amount of any assets of. or debts
the State centralized collections
collections unit within tion,
individual,": and
S
5 working days after the date such amount owed by or to, any such individual.":
and

bursements to custodial parents and other
obligees, the State agency, and the State would (but for this subsection) have been
paid or credited
credited to
to the
the employee,
employee, for
agencies of other States;
for disdismerits:
ments:

Iri-

(a) EXPANDED
AUTHORrri'TO
To LOCATE INDIEXPANDEr) AUTHORm'

AND ASSETS—Section 453 (42 U.S.C.
are not otherwise subject to withholding VIDUALS
653) is amended—
under subsection (b).
(b), shall become subject to
(1) in subsection (a),
(I)
(a). by striking all that
withholding from wages as provided in sub"subsection
"subsection (c))'
(c))" and
and inserting
inserting the
the
section (b) if arrearages occur, without the follows
following:
need for a judicial or administrative hear-

ized, automated unit for
for the
the collection
collection and
disbursement of support payments, coordinated with the automated data system required under section 454A, in accordance
ing.".
with the provisions of this section,
section. which
which ing.
'(1)
(1)operated
operateddirectly
directly by
by the
the State
State agency
(or by two or more State agencies under
under a regional cooperative agreement), or by a single
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SEC. 325. EXPANDED
EXPANDED FEDERAL PARENT
PARENT LOCATOR
LOCATOR
SERVICE,
SERVICE.

"be

in a standard format prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the SecSecretary.
retary, and" after "shall": and
in paragraph
paragraph(6)(D)—..
(6)(D)—
(E) in

discharges'
(i) by striking "employer who discharges"
inserting "employer who—(A) discharges":
charges':
(ii)
(ii) by
by relocating
relocating subparagraph
subparagraph (A),
(A), as designated, as an indented subparagraph after
and below the introductory
introductory matter:
matter;
(iii) by striking the period at the end;
end: and
and
(iv)
(iv) by adding after and
and below
below subparasubparagraph (A) the following new subparagraph:
(B) fails to withhold support from wages,
wages.
or to pay such amounts to the State centralized collections unit in accordance with
with this
subsection subsection."
and

(2) in subsection (b)—

(A)
(A) in
in 'the
the matter preceding paragraph
paragraph (I),

(1),
by striking "social
"social security"
security' and all that

follows through "absent parent" and inserting "information specified in subsection
(a)": and
(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting before the

period ".
", or from
from any
any consumer
consumer reporting
reporting
agency (as defined in section 603(f) of the
Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 US.C.
U.S.C.
1681a(f))";
l681a(f))":

(3) in subsection (e) (1), by inserting before
before
", or by consumer reporting agenthe period ".
cies",
cies".

F-

(b)
FOR DATA
FROM FED(b)REIMEURSEMENT
REui-r FOR DATA
FROM
ERAL AGENCIES—Section
AGENCIES_Section 453(e)(2)
453(e)(2) (42 U.S.C.

653(e)(2)) is amended in the fourth sentence
by inserting
inserting before
before the
the period
period"in
'in an amount

shall be used, to the maximum extent feawhich the Secretary determines to be reasible. to assist and facilitate collections and
sonable
sonable payment
payment for
for the data exchange
disbursement of support payments through
(b)
CONFORIVONG
CONFORVnNG
the centralized
payment for
AMLN'Ej'I_..Secon
centralized collections
AMENDMENT,_.Section (which amount shall not include payment
collections unit
unit operated
operated 466(c)
the costs of obtaining, compiling, or mainrepealed.
(42 U.S.C. 666(c)) is repealed,
pursuant to section 454B,
4548, through the per(c) DEF1NITXON
Cc)
DEFINITION OF
OF TERMS,—The
formance of functions including
including at
TERMS.—TheSecretary
Secretary taining the data)".
at aa minimini(c) ACCESS TO CONSUMER
CONSuMER REPORTS
mum—

shall promulgate regulations providing defidefi-

UNDER

FAIR CREDIT
CRDrr REPORTING
REPORTINGACT.—
ACT.—
(1) generation of orders and notices
purposes of
of part
partDDof
of title
title IV of FAIR
(I)
notices to nitions, for purposes
Section 608 of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act. for the term
employers (and other debtors) for the with- the Social Security Act,
term "in- Act(1)(15
(15 U.S.C.
U.S.C.1681f)
l6slf) is
is amended—
amended—
come' and
come"
and for
for such
such other
other terms
terms relating to
holding of wages (and other income)—
to
(A) by striking ". limited to" and inserth'ig
inserting
under section
section 466(b)
466(b) of
"(A)
(A) within
within two working days after receipt income withholding under
such Act as the Secretary may
(from the directory of New
New Hires
Hires
may find
find it nec- "to a governmental agency (including the

established
define,
under section 453(i) or any other source) of essary or advisable to define.
notice of and the income
income source subject to SEC. 324. LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM

entire consumer report,
report. in the case of a Federal, State, or local agency administering a
STATE NETWORJ(S,
program under part D of
NETWORKS,
of title
title IV
IV of
of the
the SoSo
such withholding: and
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended cial Security Act, and limited to" and
(B) using uniform formats directed by
the
by
the
(B)
by
striking
(8)
by
striking
"employment,
to a governSecretary;
by section 323(a)
(2) of this Act, is amended
323(a)(2)
"employment,
"(2)
(2) ongoing
ongoing monitoring to promptly iden- by inserting after paragraph (7) the following mental agency" and inserting "employment.
in
the
case
of
any
other
governmental
new
paragraph:
new
paragraph:
agentify failures to make timely payment: and
cy)".
"(8)
(8) LOCATOR
LOCATORINFORMATION
1NORMATION FROM
FROM INTER.
"(3)
(3) automatic
automatic use of enforcement mechaINTER(2)
RMEUpS_jj'FOR
REPORTS
(2)
Rmups-iFOR
REPORTS
nisms (including mechanisms
STATE
NETWORKS_Procedures
ensuring
BY
STATE
that
mechanisms authorized
authorized STATE NE'rwoRics._Procedures ensuring that
453
pursuant to section 466(c)) where payments the State will neither provide funding for, AGENCIES AND CREDIT BUREAUS_Section 453
(42 U.S.C. 653) is amended by adding at the
nor use for any purpose
purpose (including
(including any
are not timely made.".
any purpur- end
the
following
new
subsection:
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The
pose
unrelated
to
the
purposes
part).
pose
of
this
part),
DATE—The amendments
amendments
"(g)
-,
(g) The Secretary
Secretary is
is authorized
authorized to reimmade by this section shall become effective any automated interstate network or system
burse costs to State agencies and consumer
used to
to locate
locateindividuals—
individuals_
on October 1, 1998.
"(A) for purposes relating to the use of credit reporting agencies the costs incurred
SEC. 323,
SEC.
323.AMENDMEN'rS
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING
CONCERNING INCOME
by such entities in furnishing information
INCOME
motor vehicles: or
WITHHOLDING,
WITHHOLDING.
requested by the Secretary pursuant to this
(B) providing information
"(B)
information for
for law
law enforceenforce- section
(a) MANDATORY
MANDATORY INCOME
INCON WrrH}IOWING._(l)
WrnfioLEINc....(l) ment
in an amount which the Secretary
ment
purposes
purposes
(where
(where
child
child
support
support
enforceenforceSection 466(a)(l) (42 U,S,C,
U.S.C. 666(a)(l)) is ment
ment agencies
agencies are
are otherwise
otherwise allowed
allowed access determines to be reasonable payment for the
amended to read as follows:
data exchange (which amount shall not inby State and Federal law),
law),
(1)INCOME
INCOr WIThHOLDINC._
(I)
WITHHOLDING....,.
clude payment for the costs of obtaining.
obtaining,
unless
all
Federal
and
State
agencies
adrninadmin- compiling,
(A) UNDER ORDERS ENFORCED UNDER THE
compiling. or maintaining the data).",
data).".
istering
programs
under
this
part
(including
STATE PLAN—Procedures described in sub- the entities established under
(d) DISCLOSURE
(d)
DISCLOSURE
OFOF
TAN
T.x
RETURN
REru INFORM?.INF0R,MAsection 453) TION.—(l)
TION.—(1) Section
section (b) for the Withholding
withholding from income
Section 6103(1)
6103(l)(6)(A)(iI)
(6) (A) (ii)ofofthe
theInInhave
access
to
information
in
such
such system or ternal
of
of amounts
amounts payable
payable as
as support in cases sub- network
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by
by
network
to
to
the
the
same
same
extent
extent
as
any
other
striking
".
",
ject to enforcement under the State plan,
but
only
if"
if'
and
and
all
all
that
follows
plan.
user of such system or
or network.",
network.'.
and inserting a period.
-

INTER.
INTER-
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(8)(A) of the Internal Rev- tIon
(2) Section
Section 6103(I)
6103(l)(8)(A)
3402
3402 of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue Code of lishment
enue Code
lishrnent and enforcement
enforcement of
of child
child support.
Code of
enue
of 1986
1986isisamended
amended by
by inserting
inserting tion
support,
1986.
1986.
the Secretary
Secretary shall—
shall—
"Federal."
"Federal," before
before"State
'State or
or local".
local.
(C)
EMPLoy
DEFINED—For
EMPLOYEE
DEFINED—For
purposes
of
purposes
(e) TEcnNlc.A.J,,
TEC C.I.AMENDMEN-I-S._
(A)
the directory
directory of New
(A) match
match data in the
(e)
AMr.j--,_
this paragraph.
paragraph, the term
term 'employee'
employee' means Hires
against the
the child
child support order ab(I) Sections
452(a)(9). 453(a).
Sections 452(a)(9),
453(b).463(a).
463(a), any individual
ab453(a). 453(b).
individual
subject
subject
to
the
requirement
requirement
of
of
stracts
in
the
and
Data
and 463(e)
stracts
in
the
Data
Bank
of
463(e) (42 U.S.C.
Bank ofChild
Child Support
Support
U.S.C. 652(a)(9),
652(a)(9), 653(a).
653(a). 653(b), section
3402(fl(2) ofofthe
section
3402(0(2)
the
Internal
Revenue
Internal
Revenue
663(a).
Orders
not
less
often
than
every
2
working
less often than every 2 working
663(a). and
and 663(e))
663(e)) are each amended by
by inin- Code of 1986.
days: and
serting "Federal'
"Federal" before "Parent"
Parent" each
each
'CD)
(D)
PAPERWORK
PAPERWORJ<
REDUCTION
REQUIRE(B)
report
report
information
informationobtained
obtained from
place it
it appears.
appears.
MEt'Tr.—As
trr.—As
required
required
byby
thetheinformation
information re- such a match to concerned State agencies
(2) Section
Section 453 (42 U.S.C.
(2)
U.S.C. 653)
653) isis amended
amended in sources
sources management
management policies
policies published by operating programs under this part not later
the headmg
headingbybyadding
adding"FEDERAL"
'FEDERAL" before
before the
the Director
Director of
of the
the Office
Office of Management
Management than 2 working
working days
days after
after such
such match.
match.
'PARENT"
PARENT",and Budget
Budget pursuant
pursuantto
tosection
section3504(b)(l)
3504(b)(l)of
of
(3) DATA
DATA MATCHES
MATCHES AND
AND DISCLOSURES
DISCLOSURES OF
(I)
NEw COMJ'ONEr'ITS._Sectjon
(0 NEW
COMPONfl'S,_Section 453 (42 title
title 44.
44. United
UnitedStates
States Code, the Secretary. DATA
DATAIN
INALL
ALLRECISTR.IES
REGISTRIESFOR
FOR TITLE
TITLE IV PROU.S.C. 653).
653), as amended
amended by
by subsection
subsection (c)(2)
(c)(2) in order to minimize
minimize the
the cost
cost and
and reporting CRAM
GRAMPURPOSES—The
PURPOSES—The Secretary
Secretaryshall—
shall—
of this
this section.
section. is
is amended
amended by adding at the burden on employers, shall not require
rere(A) perform
(A)
performmatches
matches of
ofdata
data in
ineach
each comend
thefollowing:
following:
end the
porting pursuant
porting
pursuant to this
this paragraph
paragraph if
if an
an alal- ponent of the Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator ServOFCmj SuPPORT
(h) DATA
DATABac
B OF
ORSIJPPOR1OR- ternative reporting
reporting mechanism
mechanism can
can be develdevei- ice maintained under this section against
DERS.—
oped that either relies on existing Federal
Federal or data in each
each other
other such
such component
component (other
(other
"(1)
"(I) IN CENERAL.—NOt
CENERAL —Notlater
laterthan
thanOctober
October I.
I.
State reporting or
or enables
enables the Secretary to than the matches required pursuant to
1998.
to parapara1998.InInorder
ordertotoassist
assistStates
States in administer- collect
the
needed
information
in
collect the needed information in aa more
more graph (I)). and report
report information
information resulting
ing their
their State
State plans under this part
part and cost-effective and equally expeditious
expeditious man- from
from such matches to State agencies operatparts A. F. and C. and for the other purposes ner. taking into
into account
account the
the reporting
reporting costs
costs ing programs under this part and
and parts
partsA.
A. F.
F.
specified in
in this
this section,
section, the
the Secretary
Secretary shall on employers.
and C: and
establish and maintain in
in the
the Federal
Federal Parent
Parent
CIVIL MON'EY
(E) CIVIL
MONEY PENALTY
'(B)
(B) disclose data in such registries to
PENALTYON
ONNON-COMPLYNON-cOMpLyLocator Service
Locator
Service an
an automated registry to be ING
EEMPLOYERS.—(j)
Anyemployer
employer that
that fails such State agencies.
1_OYERS._(j) Any
the Data
Data Bank
Bank of
of Child
Child Support INC
known as the
to
make aa timely
timely report in
in
accordance
accordance
with
with to the extent,
extent, and
and with
with the
the frequency,
frequency, that
that
Orders, which shall contain abstracts
abstracts of this
this paragraph
paragraphwith
with respect
respectto
toan
anindividual
individual the Secretary
Secretary determines
determinesto
to be
beeffective
effective in
in
child support
support orders and
child
and other
other information
information shall be subject
subject to
to aacivil
civil money penalty,
penalty, for
for assisting such
such States
Statesto
tocarry
carry out
out their
their reredescribed in paragraph (2) on each case
case in
in each
each calendar
calendaryear
yearininwhich
which the
the failure
failure oc- sponsibilities
under such
such programs.
programs.
sponsibilities under
each State
State central
central case
case registry
registry maintained curs,
curs. of the lesser
lesser of $500 or 1 percent of the
(k)FEES.—
(k)
Fs.—
pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section454A(e),
454A(e). as
as furnished
furnished wages or other compensation paid by such
(I) FOR
"(I)
Secretary
FORSSA
SSAVERIFICATION—The
VERIFICATION_The Secretary
(and regularly
regularly updated),
updated), pursuant to section "employer
employer to
to such
such individual
individual during
during such
such cal- shall reimburse the Commissioner of
of Social
Social
454A(f).
454A(f),by
byState
State agencies
agencies administering pro.
pro- endar year.
Security, at
Security,
at a rate negotiated between
between the
under this
this part.
part.
grams under
"(ii)
(ii)
Subject
Subject
to
to
clause
clause
(iii).
(iii),
the
the
provisions
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, the costs
Secretary and the
(2) CASE
CASE INFORMATION._The
INFOR,Mgflor,J_The information
information of section 1l28A
costs
(otherthan
thansubsections
subsections (a)
ll28A (other
(a) incurred by the
the Commissioner
Commissionerin
in performing
performing
(1). as specified by
referred to in
in paragraph
paragraph (1),
by and (b)
(b) thereof) shall
shall apply
apply to aa civil
civil money the verification
verification services
services specified in subthe Secretary,
Secretary,shall
shallinclude
includesufficient
sufficient inforinfor- penalty under clause
clause (i) in
in the
the same
same manner
manner section
section (j).
(j).
mation (including
(including names,
names, social security as
as
they
they
apply
apply
to
to
a
a
civil
civil
money
penalty
or
(2) FOR
(2)
FORINFORIVLTION
UVFORMTIONFROM
FROM SESAS.—The
SESA5.—The
numbers or
numbers
or other
other uniform identification proceeding under section 1128A(a).
1 l28A(a).
Secretary
costs incurred
incurred by
by
Secretary shall reimburse costs
and State
Statecase
caseidentification
identification numnumbers, and
"(iii)
Any
employer
with
respect
to
whom
"(iii)
Any
employer
with
respect
State employment
employment security
security agencies
agenciesininfurfurbers) to
to identify
identify the individuals who owe or a penalty under this subparagraph
bers)
subparagraph is
is upheld
upheld State
nishing data as
as required
required by subsection
subsection (j)(3).
(j)(3).
are owed
Owed support
support (or
(Orwith
with respect
respect to
to or on after an administrative hearing shall be
be lialia- at rates
rates which
which the Secretary determines
determines to
to
behalf of whom support obligations
obligations are ble to pay all costs of the Secretary
Secretary with
with re- be reasonable
reasonable (which
(which rates shall not include
include
sought to
to be
be established),
established), and
and the
the State
State or spect to such hearing.
costs of
of obtaining,
obtaining, compilcompilpayment for the costs
States which
States
which have established or modified.
modified,
(3) EMPLOYMEN-T
EMPLOY!VN-T SECURITY
"(3)
SECURITYINFORMATION.—
INFORMATION.— ing,
maintaining such
such data).
data).
ing. or maintaining
or are enforcing or
or seeking
seeking to
to establish,
establish, such
(A)
REPORTING
REQUiRENT._Each
State
(A)
REPORTING
REQUjRENT
—Each
State
(3)
FOR
INFORMATION
an order.
"(3) FOR INFORMATION FURNISE{ED
TO STATE
FURNISHED TO
agency administering
agency
administering aa State
Stateunemployi-nent
unemployment AND
AND FEDERAL
FEDERALACENCIES—State
ACENCIES.—Stateand
and Federal
Federal
(i)
(i) DIRECTORY
DIRECTt)RY OF NEw
NEW HIRES.—
HIRES.—
approved by the Secretary agencies
compensation
law
agencies
receiving
data
or
information
from
"(I)
receiving
data
or
information
from
October1,1. of Labor
(1) IN
IN GENERAL—Not
GENERAL—Not later
later than
than October
under
the
Federal
Unemployi-pent
Labor under the Federal Unemployrpent the Secretary pursuant
pursuant to
to this section shall
1998.
to assist
assist States
1998, In order to
States in
in administeradminister- Tax Act
Act shall
shall furnish
furnish to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of reimburse
reimburse the
the costs
costs incurred
incurred by the Secing their
their State
State plans under this part and Health
Human Services extracts
extracts of
of the
such data
dataor
orinfoi-rnainformain furnishing such
parts A. F. and C. and for the other purposes
purposes reports and
to the Secretary
concerning retary
Secretary of
of Labor concerning
tion, at
tion,
at rates which the Secretary deterspecified in this section, the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall the wages and
and unemployment
unemployment compensation mines to be reasonable
reasonable(which
(which rates
rates shall
shall ininestablish
establish and maintain in
in the
the Federal
Federal Parent paid
paid to
to individuals
individualsrequired
requiredunder
under section
section clude payment
for the costs
costs of
of obtaining.
Locator Service an automated
automated directory
directory to 303(a)
(6), in
303(a)(6),
inaccordance
accordance with
withsubparagraph
subparagraph verifying,
verifying, maintaining,
maintaining,and
and matching
matching such
be known as the
be
the directory
directory of New Hires, con- (B).
data or
or information).
information).
data
taining—
(B) MANNER
MAr'II'is OF
(B)
OFCOMPLIANcE—The
COMPLIANCE—The
extracts
extracts
(I) RESTRICTION ON DISCLOSURE
DISCLOSURE AND
AND USE.—
USE,—
(A) information
(A)
mformationsupplied
supplied by
by employers
employers on required under subparagraph
subparagraph(A)
(A) shall be
be furfur- Data in the Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator Service.
each newiy
newly hired individuaj,
individual, in
each
inaccordance
accordance nished to
to the
Secretary
the
Secretary
of
Health
and
Health
and
and
and information
information resulting
resulting from matches
matches
with paragraph
with
paragraph (2);
(2) and
Human Services on aa quarterly
quarterly basis,
basis, with
with using such data, shall not befrom
used or dis(B) information
informationsupplied
supplied by
by State
State agen- respect
respect
beginning
on
to
calendar
quarters
beginning
on
closed except
except as
asspecifically
specifically provided
provided in this
cies administering State unemployment
and after October 1, 1996. by such dates,
dates, in
in section.
section,
compensation laws,
compensaron
laws, in
in accordance
accordance with
with para- such
such
format,
format,
and
and
containing
containing
such
such
informainforma"(m)
RE-I-EN-IION
DATA—Dataininthe
the
(m) REErnOr'
OFOF
DATA—Data
graph (3).
tion as requireci
required by
by that
that Secretary
Secretary in
in regularegula- Federal
Parent Locator Service, and data re(2) EMPLOYER INFORMATION._
(2)
INFORMATION._
retions.
sulting
from
matches
from
matches
performed
pursuant
to
(A) INFORMATI0r4
INFORMXI-IONREQUIRED—Subject
REQIflREt.—5ubject to
(j)
(j) DATA
DATA MATCHES
DIScLO- this section, shall be retained for such period
MATCHES AND
AND OTHER
OThER DISCLOsubparagraphCD).
subparagraph
(0). each
each employer
employer shall
shall furfur- SURES—
SURE$.—
(determined by
(deter-mined
bythe
theSecretary)
Secretary) as
as appropriate
Secretary, for
for inclusion in the dinish to the Secretary,
di(1)
VERIFICATION BY
BY SOCIAL
(1) VERIFICATION
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY ADAD- for
the data
data uses
uses spedfied
for the
specifiedin
in this
this section.
section,
rectory established under this subsection. MINISTRATION._(A)
MThflSTRATION._(A)
The Secretary shall
"(n)
(n) INFORMATION
INFORMATIONINTEGRITy
INTECRrrY AND
AND SECUnot later than 10 days after the date (on or transmit data on individuals
individuals and
and employers
employers RITY—The
Secretary shall
shall establish and
and imimafter October 1.
1, 1998)
1998) on
on which
which the
the employer
employer maintained under this section to the Social RITY—The Secretary
with respect
plement safeguards
safeguards with
respect to the entientihires a new employee (as
(as defined
defined in subparasubpara- Security Admistration to the extent
necestablished under this section designed
graph (C)),
(C)). a report containing the name. essary
essary for
for verification
verification in accordance
accordance with
with ties
to—
date of birth,
birth, and
and social security number of
date
of subparagraph
subparagraph (B).
(B).
(I)
(1)ensure
ensurethe
theaccuracy
accuracy and
and completeness
completeness
such
employee, and
andthe
theemployer
employeridentificaidentificasuch employee,
Security Administration
Administration of information
(B) The Social Security
informationininthe
theFederal
Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator
tion number of
of the
the employer.
employer.
shall
verify
the
of.
correct
or
verify
the
accuracy
supService;
Service:
and
(B) REPORTING
REPORTINGMETHOD
METHOD AND
AND FORMAT,—The
FORMAT.—The piy
to
the
extent
necessary
and
feasible,
and
ply
to
the
extent
necessary
and
feasible,
arid
(2)
(2) restrict access
accesstotoconfidential
confidential infoririforSecretary shall
shall provide
provide for
for transmission of report to the
the Secretary,
Secretary,the
thefollowing
followinginforinfor- mation
matjon in
in the
the Federal
Federal Parent Locator Servthe
reports required
the reports
required wider
under subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) mation in
in
data
data
supplied
by
the
Secretary
Secretary
ice to authorized
authorized persons,
persons, and restrict use of
using formats and
and methods
methodswhich
whichminimize
minimize pursuant to subparagraph
subparagraph(A):
(A):
such information
information to
to authorized
authorized purposes.
purposes.
the burden on
on employers,
employers, which
which shall in'(i)(i)the
thename,
name, social
social security
security number, and
and
(o) LIMrr
"(o)
Secretary
LIMITON
ONLIABIUTY,—The
LIABILITY—The Secretary
clude—
birth date
birth
date of each
each individual;
individual: and
shall not be liable to
to either
either aa State or
or an thin"(i)
(1)automated
automatedor
or electronic
electronic transmission
"(ii)
the
employer
identification
number
of
"(ii) the employer identification
divxdual
dividual for
forinaccurate
inaccurate information
information provided
provided
of such reports:
each employer.
each
employer.
to
a
component
a
component
of
the
Federal
Parent
Locaof
Parent
Loca"(ii)
(ii)transmission
transmission by
by regular
regular mail:
mail; and
(2) CFULD
CFULoSIJppOpr
SUPI'ORTLOCATOR
LOCATORMATCHES—For
MATCHES—For
Service
Service section
section and
and disclosed
disclosed by
by the
the SecSec"(iii)
"(iii)transmission
transmission of
ofaa copy of the form re- the purpose
purposeof
of locating
locating individuals
individuals for pur- tor
with this section.".
retary in accordance
accordance with
section,".
quired for
for purposes
purposes of compliance with
with sec- poses
poses of
of paternity establishment and estab(g) CONORIUNC
COr'JFoRIflNCAMENDMENTS,—
AMENDMENTS.—
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(I)
ToPART
Psj- Do OF TrTLE
(1) To
TITLE JV
IV OF
OF THE
THE SOCIAL SE'(i)
(i) involving
involvingan
an order
order established
established or modiCURrry
CURITYACF.—Seon
ACF.—Seon 454(8)(B)
(9)
by
by
redesignating
redesignating
subsections
subsections
(i)
(i) and (g)
454(8)(B) (42
(42 U.S.C.
USC. fied in
in one
one State
State and
andfor
for which
which a subsequent
654(8) (B))
read as
(B)) isis amended
amended to read
as subsections
as
subsections(g)
(g) and
and (h).
(h). respectively:
respectively:
as follows:
follows:
modification
is
sought
in
another
State:
modification
is
sought
in
another
State:
or
(B)
(B) the
the Federal Parent
Parent Locator Service
(10) by inserting
inserting after
after subsection
subsection (e)
Service
"(ii) in which interstate
(e) the
activity is reinterstate activity
established under section 453;".

established under sectiOn 453:".
(2) TO
TOFEDERAL
FEDER&lUNEMPLOYMEN'r
UNEMPLOYMEr TAX ACT.—
(2)
Revenue Code
Section 3304(16) of the Internal Revenue
Code
of 1986 is amended—
(A) by
(A)
by striking
striking "Secretary
"Secretary of Health, Edu-

quired to enforce an order.
order,

"(C)
(C)JURISDICTION
JURISDICTION TO MODIFY
MODIFy ORDERS—The
ORDERS—The

State law adopted pursuant to subparagraph
subparagraph
(A)
(A)of
ofthis
thisparagraph
paragraph shall contain the
folthe following provision
lowing
provision in
in lieu
lieu of
of section
section 611(a)(l) of
of
the
the Uniform
UniformInterstate
Interstate Family
Family Support
Support Act
described in
described
in such
such subparagraph
subparagraph(A):
(A):
"'(I)
'(1)the
thefollowing
followingrequirements
requirements are
are met:
''(i)
(i)the
the child,
child, the
the individual obligee.
obligee, and
and
the obligor—
the
obligor—
"'(I)
(I)do
donot
notreside
resideininthe
theissuing
issuing State:
State: and
'(U)
'(II) either reside
reside in
in this State or are subsub.
ject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
ofthis
thisState
State pursu-

following:
(f) RECOCNTI'ION
RECOCNITION OF CHILD
CHILDSuppog'r
Suppog'r OR.
OR.
DERS.—If one
DERS.—If
one or more child support orders

have
have been issued in this or
or another
another State
with
with regard
regard to an obligor and a child, a court
cation, and
Welfare'
and Welfare" each
such tei-rn
each place such
term
shall apply
apply the
the following
following rules
rules in
in deterrnin.
determinappears and
appears
andinserting
inserting "Secretary
"Secretary of
of Health
Health
which order
order to recognize for purposes of
ing which
and Human Services":
exclusive
jurisdiction
continuing,
and en(B)
(B). by striking "such
(B) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (B).
"such
forcement:
information" and
and all
all that
that follows
follows and
and insertinformation"
(1)
(1) If
If only
onlyone
one court
courthas
has issued
issued a child
ing
ing "information
'informationfurnished
furnishedunder
under subparasubparasupport order, the order of that court must
graph (A) or
or (B)
(B) isis used
used Only
only for the purposes
be recognized,
recognized.
authorized under
authorized
undersuch
suchsubparagraph:":
subparagraph;;
"(2) IfIftwo
twoorormore
morecourts
courtshave
haveissued
issued child
"(2)
(C) by
by striking
striking"and"
'and" at
at the
the end of sub- ant to Section
section 201: and
support orders
support
orders for the same
obligor and
same
obligor
paragraph
(A):
paragraph (A);
'(ii)(in(in
"'(ii)
any
anycase
casewhere
whereanother
another State
State is child,
child. and
and only one of the courts would have
(D) by
by redesignating
redesignating subparagraph
subparagraph (B)
(D)
(B) as
as exercising or seeks
seeks to
to exercise
exercise jurisdiction
jurisdiction continuing.
under this
continuing. exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
subparagraph
(C): and
subparagraph (C):
to modify
modify the
the order) the conditions of sec- section, the order of that court must
be rec(E) by
CE)
by inserting
inserting after subparagraph (A)
must
be
rec(A) the
the tion
tion 204
204are
are met
met to
to the
the same
same extent as re- ognized.
following
followingnew
newsubparagraph:
subparagraph:
for
proceedings
to
establish
quired
for
proceedings
orders;
orders:
"(3)
If
two
or
more
courts
have
issued
"(3) If two or more courts have issued child
(B)
(B)wage
wage and
and unemployment compensa- or'.
child
support
supportorders
orders for the same obligor
obligor and
information contained
contained in the
and
tion information
the records of
OF
PROCESS—The
(D)
SERVICE
OF
PROCESS—The
State
State
law
law
child, and
child,
and only one of the courts would have
such agency shall be furnished to the Secadopted
pursuant
to
subparagraph
subparagraph
(A)
(A)
shall
retary of Health
continuing. exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdictionunder
under this
Health and
and Human Services (in accontinuing,
as valid,
valid, for
for purposes
purposes of any pro- section.
cordance with
cordance
with regulations promulgated by recognize as
section, an
an order
order issued
issued by
byaa court in the
the
ceeding
subject
such
State
law.
ceeding
subject
to
such
State
law,
service
service
of
such Secretary) as necessary
necessary for
for the purcurrent home State
State of
of the child must be rec
recprocess
process
upon
upon
persons
persons
in
in
the
the
State
State
(and
(and
proof
proof
poses of
poses
of the
the directory
directory of
of New Hires estabestab- of Such
but ififan
an order
orderhas
has not
not been
been issued
such service) by
by any
any means
means acceptable in ognized,
lished under
Section453(i)
453(i) of
of the
the Social
Social Secu- of
undersection
the current
current home
home State of the child,
child, the
the
another State
another
Statewhich
which is
is the
the initiating
initiating or re- in
rity Act,
rity
Act,and",
and'.
order most recently issued must be recogsponding State in such proceeding.
(3) TO
To STATE
PROGRAM UNDER
STATE CRAX'.'T
CRAX''T PROGRAM
nized,
UNDER TITLE
"(E)
(E) COOPERATION BY
By EMPLOYERS_The
EMPLOYERS_The
Ill OF THE SOCIAL
Ill
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY ACT,—Section
ACT—Section
"(4) IfIftwo
"(4)
twoorormore
morecourts
courtshave
have issued
issued child
child
State law adopted pursuant to
to subparagraph
303(a) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 503(a))
503(a)) is
is amended—
amended—
obligor and
orders for the same
same obligor
(A)
(A)
shall
shall
provide
for
for
the
the
use of procedures support
use
(A) by
(A)
by striking
striking"and"
'and" at
at the
the end of para- (including Sanctions
child. and
and none
none of
of the courts
courts would
would have consanctions for noncompliance) child,
graph (8):
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction under this
State (includ- tinuing, exclusive
(B) by striking
striking the
the period at the end of under which all entities in the State
court may
may issue
issue a child support
nonprofit, and governmental section, aa court
ing for-profit,
for-profit, nonprofit,
support
paragraph (9) and inserting ":
'; and":
paragraph
and'; and
and
which must
must be recognized,
recognized.
employers) are required to provide
provide promptly, order, which
(C) by
by adding
adding after paragraph (9)
(9) the
the folfol- in
"(5)
"(5) The
The court
courtthat
thathas
has issued
issued an order recin response
response to aa request by
by the
the State
State agency
lowing new
lowing
new paragraph:
paragraph:
under this subsection is the court
"(10)
(10)The
The making
making of
of quarterly
quarterly electronic of that or any other State administering a ognizedcontinuing,
exclusivejurisdicon,";
jurisdiction.":
under this
this part,
part, information
information on the having continuing, exclusive
reports, at such dates,
dates, in
in such format,
format, and program under
(II) in
(11)
in subsection
subsection(g)
(g) (as
(asso
soredesignated)
redesignated)_
employment, compensation,
compensation arid
and benefits
benefits of
containing such
such information,
information, as
required by employment,
as required
(A)
by striking "PRIOR"
"PR,IOR" and
individual employed
employed by such entity as
and inserting
inserting
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Health and Human Services any individual
"MODIFIED"; and
and
"MODIFIES":
or contractor.".
contractor",
under section
under
section453(i)(3),
453(i)(3), and
and compliance
compliance with an employee or
(B) by
by striking
striking "subsection
"subsection (e)" and insert332. IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEME TOTO
FULL
FULLFAITH
FAITH AND
such provisions
provisions as
as such Secretary may find SEC. 332,
CREDIT FOR
FOR CHILD
CHILDSUPPORT
SUPPORT OROR- ing "subsections (e) and
and (f)';
(f)';
CREDIT
necessary to
to ensure
ensure the
the correctness
correctness and
necessary
verand verDERS,
DERS.
(12) in
(as so
soredesignated)
redesignated)_
ification
in subsection (h) (as
ifIcationof
ofsuch
such reports,".
reports.".
Section 1738B
1738B of
of title 28, United States
(A)
(A) in
in paragraph
paragraph (2), by inserting "includSEC. 326.
SEC.
326, USE
USEOF
OFSOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY NUMBERS,
"includNUMBERS.
Code,
is
amended—
amended—
of current
current payments
payments and
ing the duration of
(a) STATE
STATELAW
LAWREQUIREMENT_Section
REQLJIRSfl'_Section
and
(1)
(I) in subsection
striking "sub- other obligations of support" before
subsection (a)(2), by striking
466(a) (42
466(a)
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)),
666(a)). as
as amended
amended by
before the
the
by secsec- section (e)" and inserting "subsections"sub(e).
comma; and
(e), comma:
tiOn
tion 301(a) of this Act,
Act, isisamended
amended by
by adding (f), and (i)';
(i)':
in paragraph
paragraph (3),
(B) in
(3), by
by inserting
inserting 'arrears
new paragraph:
at the end
end the
the following
following new
paragraph:
(2) in
(b). by inserting after the under"
in subsection
subsection (b).
under" after
after "enforce":
"enforce"; and
and
(13)SOCIAL
SOCIALSECURITY
SECURITY NUMBERS
NUMBERS REQUIRED.—
"(13)
REQUIRED—
2nd
undesignated
undesignated
paragraph
paragraph
the
the
following:
following:
(13) by adding at the end
end the
thefollowing:
following:
Procedures requiring
Procedures
requiring the recording of social
"'child's home
"'child's
homeState'
State' means
means the State in
'(i) RECISTRATION FOR MODIFICATION,._If
security numbers—
MODIFICATION..,.,If
which
a
with
a
child
lived
with
a
parent
parent or
there is no individual
individualcontestant
contestant or child reor aa person
person there
"(A)
(A)ofofboth
bothparties
parties on
on marriage
marriage licenses
licenses acting as parent for at least
six consecutive siding in
and divorce
divorce decrees:
decrees: arid
and
in the
the issuing
issuing State.
State, the party or supmonths
immediately
preceding
the
months
immediately
preceding
the
"(B)
(B)ofofboth
bothparents,
parents, on birth records and
time
time of
enforcement agency
agency seeking
seeking to
to modify.
modify,
filing of
filing
ofaapetition
petitionor
orcomparable
comparable pleading port
child support
child
support and paternity orders.".
or to modify
modify and
child support
and enforce, aa child
for
support
and,
if
a
child
child
is
is
less
less
(b) CLARIFICATION
than six
CLARIFICATION
FErp POLICY.—
OFOF
FEDERAL
POLICY.—
issued in another State shall
shall register
register
the child order
Section
months old, the State in which
which the
Section
205(c)(2)(C)(U)
2O5(c) (2) (C) (ii)
(42
order in
in aa State
Statewith
with jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
that order
U.S.C.
lived
from
birth
birth
with
with
any
any
of
of
them.
them.
405(c)(2)(C)(ij)) is amended
405(c)(2)(C)(ii))
A
A
period
period
by striking
striking the of temporary absence
amended by
the nonniovant
nonrnovant for
forthe
the purpose
purpose of
of modificamodificaof temporary absence of any of them is the
third sentence
sentence and
andinserting
inserting "This
tion,".
tion,",
"This clause
clause counted
shah
counted
as
as
part
part
of
of
the
the
six-month
six-month
period.";
period.':
shall not be considered to authorize disclodisclo(3)
(3) in subsection
333.STATE
STATELAWS
LAWS PROVIDING
PROVIDING EXPEDITED
SEC. 333.
subsection Cc).
(c). by
by inserting
inserting "by
"by a SEC.
sure of such numbers except as provided
EXPEDITED
provided in court in
PROCEDURES.
of
of aa State" before "is made":
made";
the preceding sentence.".
sentence."
subsection (c)(1),
LAWREQUIR.EMEN''S
REQUIREMENTS._Seon
(a) STATE
STATE LAW
Secuon 466
(4) in subsection
(c) (I), by inserting "and
Subtitle D—Streamlining
D—Streamlining and
and Uniformity of
subsections
subsections(e),
(e), (f).
(f). and
and(g)'
(g)"after
after "located";
"located": (42 U.S.C. 666) is amended—
Procedures
(5)
in
subsection
(d)—
subsection
(d)—
(1) in subsection
(a)(2), in the first sensubsection (a)(2),
SEC.
331.ADOPTION
ADOPTION OF
OFUNIFORM
UNIFORM STATE
SEC. 331,
STATE LAWS,
LAWS.
(A) by
by inserting "individual"
before -"con(A)
"individual" before
tence, to
to read
read as
asfollows:
follows: "Expedited
'con- tence,
Expedited admin.
Section466(a)
adminSection
(42
U.S.C.
666(a)),
466(a)
(42
U.S.C.
666(a)),
as amended
as amended
testant":
testant"; and
istrative and judicial
judicial procedures
procedures (including
(including
by sections 301(a) and
and 328(a)
328(a) of
of this Act, is
by striking
striking "subsection
"subsection (e)" and
(B) by
in subsection
subsection (c)) for
and insert- the procedures specified in
amended by
amended
by adding at the end the following ing "subsections
(e) and
and(f)';
(f)';
"subsections (e)
establishing paternity and for establishing.
new paragraph:
establishing,
(6)
in
subsection
subsection
(e),
(e).
by
by
striking
striking
modifying, and
"make a modifying,
and enforcing
enforcing support obliga"(14)
(14)INTERSTATE
INTERSTATEENFORCEMENT,_
ENORCEMENT,_
obligamodification
of
a
child
support
order
modification
of
a
child
support
order
tions,";
and
tions.":
and
with re"(A) ADOPTION
ADOPTIONOF
OFUIFSA.—Procedw.es
UIFSA.—Procedures under
"(A)
spect
to
a
child
spect
to
a
child
that
is
made"
and
inserting
(2) by adding after subsection (b) the
which the
the State
State adopts
which
adopts in
in its entirety (with
folthe fol(with "modify
"modify aa child
child support
support order issued":
lowing
lowing new
new subsection:
subsection:
the modifications
modifications and
and additions specified
specified in
in
in
subsection
(e)(1).
by
inserting
(7)
in
subsection
(e)
(I),
"pursu'(c)
(c)
EXPESrI-ES
ExpEDrr
PRQCEDLjR_The
PROCEOURES._The
this paragraph) not later than January
proceJanuary 1,1,
(i)' before
beforethe
the semicolon:
semicolon:
dures
subsection are
dures specified
specified in this subsection
1997,
1997, and
and uses
uses on
on and
and after
after such
such date, the ant(8)toinsubsection
the folfolare the
subsection
(e)(2)—
subsection (e)(2)—
lowing:
Uniform Interstate
Interstate Family
Family Support
Support Act,
Uniform
Act, as
as
(A) by
by inserting "individual"
(A)
"individual" before
before
"con(I)
approved by the National Conference of
ADJMSTRATIVE
ACTION BY STATE
ArMSTRA'r1VE ACTION
of Com- testant" each place such term
appears; and
appears:
missioners on
on Uniform
Uniform State
State Laws in
ACENCY,_Procedures which
whichgive
givethe
the State
State
in Au(B)
(B) by
by striking
striking "to
"tothat
that court's
court's making the AGENCY_Procedures
gust,
1992,
gust. 1992.
the authority
authority (and
(and recognize
recognize and
and enmodification and
modification
and assuming"
assuming" and inserting agency
"(B)
(B)EXPANDED
EXPANDED APPUCATION
APPUCATION OF
OF UIFSA.—The
the authority of
of State
State agencies of
UIFSA,—The "with
"with the
the State
State of continuing, exclusive ju- force
State law adopted pursuant to
States),
States), without
without the
the necessity of
of obto subparagraph
subparagraph risdiction
risdiction for
foraa court
court of
of another
another State to other
(A) shall
(A)
shall be
be applied to any case—
taining an order from
from any other
other judicial
judicial or
modify the
modify
the order
order and
and assume":
assume";
administrative tribunal (but subject to due
'
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process safeguards, including (as appropriate) requirements for notice.
priate)
notice, opportunity
opportunity
to contest the action,
action. and opportunity for an
appeal on the record to an independent ad-

ministrative or judicial tribunal), to take

the following actions relating to establish-

ment or enforcement of orders:
(A) CENETIC
(A)
CEr'rIc TESTINC.—TO
order genetic
genetic
TESTING.—To order
testing
the purpose
testing for
for the
purpose of
of paternity
paternity estabestablishment as provided in section 466(a) (5).
(B) DEFAULT ORDERS—To enter a default

(ii) to attach
attach arid
seize assets
and seize
assetsof
of the
the oblioblj-

gor
gor held
heldby
byfinancial
financialinstitutions:
institutions:

"(iii)
"(iii) toto attach
private retireretireattach public
public and
and private
ment funds
fundsininappropriate
appropriate cases,
cases, as
as deterdetermined by the Secretary: and

March 24, 1995
(F) subsection
(F)
subsection (c)
(c)

(concerning
(concerning expedited
procedures), other
other than
thanparagraph
paragraph (I)(A)
thereof
thereof (concerning
(concerning establishment
establishment or modimoth-

fication of support amount).",
amount).".

AUTOMATIONOF
OFSTATE
STATEACENC''
AGEC' FUNC(d) AUTOMATION
FUNC-

"(iv)
(iv) to
to impose
impose liens
liens in
in accordance with TIONS—Section 454A,
454A, as
as added
added b'
b' Section
section

paragraph (a)(4) and,
and. in appropriate cases, to 115(a) (2) of this Act and as amended by secforce sale
sale of
of property
anddistribution
distribution of
of proproperty and
protions 121 and 122(c) of this Act, is amended
ceeds.
by adding at the end the following new sub(H) INCREASE
(H)
INCREASEMONTHLY
MONTHLY
PAYS.—For section;
PAYMENTS—For
section:
the
the purpose
purposeof
ofsecuring
securingoverdue
overduesupport,
support, to
'(h)
to
(h) EXPEDITED
Eori- ADIINISTVE
PROCEAD11N1STRATIVE
PROCEorder, upon a showing of service of process increase the amount of monthly support payURES.—The automated system
DURES—The
system required
reçuired
and any additional
additional showing
showing required
required by
by ments to include amounts
amounts
for
arrearages
for
arrearages
under
this
section
shall
be
used,
to
the
maxiState law—
(subject to such conditions or restrictions as mum
mum extent
extent feasible,
feasible, to
toimplement
implementany
an' expe(i) establishing paternity, in the case
of
case of the State may provide).
dited administrative
administrative procedures rquired
required
any putative father who refuses to submit to
'(I)
SUSPENSION OF
(I) SUSPENSION
OF DRIVERS'
DRIVERS' LiCENSES—To
LICENSES—To under section 466(c),",
466(c).".
genetic testing: and
and
suspend drivers licenses of individuals
thdividuals owing
Subtitle E—Paternity Establishment
"(ii)
(ii) establishing or modifying a support
support past-due
past-due support, in accordance with sub•

SEC.
SEC. 341.
341. STATE LAWS CONCERNING
obligation, in the case
case of
of aa parent
parent (Or
(or other section (a)(16).
CONCERNING PATERNITY
PATERNITY
ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
obligor or obligee) who fails to respond to
to
(2)
SuBsrpJrrIvE
SUBSTANTIVE
AND
PROCEDURAL
PROCEDIJR&j,
(a)
STATE LA
LAWS
REQUIRED—Section
notice
notice to
to appear
appear at
at aa proceeding
proceeding for
for such
such RLJLES.—The
REQUIRED—Section
R(JLES.—The expedited
expedited procedures required 466(a)(5) STATE
purpose.
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)(5)) is amended—
under subsection (a)(2) shall include the fol- 466(a) (5) (42
(I)
fol(1)by
by striking
striking "(5)"
"(5)" and inserting the fol(C) SUBPOENAS.—TO
SUBPOENAS.—To subpoena any finan- lowing rules and authority, applicable with
lowing;
lowing:
cial or other information
information needed
needed to
to estabestab- respect to all proceedings to establish pater.
paterlish, modify,
(5) PROCEDURES
PROC JR CONCERNING
(5)
CONCERNINGPAT'TY
PAT'TY ESESlish,
modify, or
or enforce
enforce an
an order,
order, and
and to nity or to establish, modify,
modify. or enforce sup- TABLI5HMENT.—"TABLISHMENT,—":
sanction failure to respond to any such sub- port
port orders;
orders:
(2)

poena,
poena.
CD)
(D) ACCESS
ACCESS TO
TO PERSONAL
PERSONAL AND FINANCIAL
'INANCIAL
INFORMATION_TO
INFORMATION_Toobtain
obtain access,
to
access, subject to

safeguards on privacy and information security. to the following records (including
access. in the case of records
automated access,
maintained in automated data bases):

(2) in subparagraph (A)—

(A) LOCATOR
LOCATOR lNFORMfiTION:
INFORMATION PRESUMPTIONS
PRESUMPTIONS
CONCERNING
CONCER11NG
NOTICE—Procedures
NOTJCE.—Pi-ocedures
under

following:

(i)
(i) the parties
parties to
to any
any paternity or
or child
child
support proceedings
support
proceedingsare
arerequired
required(subject
(subject to
to
privacy safeguards) to file with the tribunal
privacy

(A)ESTABLISHMEN'T
"(A)
PROCESS
AVAILABLE
ESTABLISHMENT
PROCESS
A\ILABLE
BIRTH UNTIL
UT'IL ACE
FROM BIRTH
ACE EIGHTEEN.—(j)":
EIGHTEEN.—(i)"- and
(B) by indenting clauses
clauses (i)
(i) and
and (ii)
(ii) 50
SC that
that

which—

striking "(A)(i)"
(A) by striking
' (A)(i)"
and
andinserting
inserng the

the left margin of such
such clauses
clauses is
is 22 ems to
before entry of an order, and to update as apap- the right of the left margin of paragraph (4):
(4);
propriate.
propriate,
information
information
on
on
location
location
and
and
ideniden(3) in subparagraph (B)—
el-nment agencies,
ernment
agencies, including—
including—
(mcluding Social Security number,
number. resitity (including
(A) by striking "(B)"
"(B)' and inserting the fol(I) vital statistics (including records of dential
dential and
and mailing
mailing addresses.
addresses, telephone lowing:
marriage,
marriage, birth,
birth, and
and divorce):
divorce):
number,
driver's
license
license
number,
number,
and
and
name,
name,
(B)
PROCEDURES CONCERNING
"(II)
(II) State
State and
and local
GENETIC
G'JETIC
local tax
tax and
and revenue address, and telephone number of employer);
employer): TESTIr'JG.—(j)":
TESTING.—(i)";
records (including information on residence and
(B)
in
clause
(i)
(B) clause (i). as
asredesignated,
redesignated,by
by insertinsertaddress, employer,
employer. income and assets);
(ii) ininany
"(ii)
anysubsequent
subsequentchild
child support
support enen- ing before
before the
the period
period ", '.where
wheresuch
suchreqtlest
request is
is
"(111)
recordsconcerning
concerningreal
realand
andtitled
titled forcement
"(III)
records
forcement
action
action
between
between
the
the
same
same
parties.
parties.
supported by a sworn statement (I) by such
personal property:
the
the tribunal shall be authorized,
authorized. upon suffisuffi- party alleging paternity setting forth facts
"(IV)
(IV) records
records of
of occupational
occupational and profes- cient
cient showing
showing that
that diligent
diligent effort
effort has
has been
been establishing a reasonable
reasonable possibility
possibilit' of
of the
the
sional licenses,
lcenses, and
and records
records concerning the made to ascertain such
such party's
partys current loca- requisite sexual
sexualcontact
contactofofthe
theparties,
pai-ti. or (II)
Ownership and
and control of corporations,
ownership
corporations, partpart- tion, to deem due process requirements for requisite
by such party denying paternity setting
nerships,
nerships, and
and other
other business
businessenUties;
entities;
notice and service of process to be met, with forth facts establishing a reasonable possiCV) employment security records;
records:
(VI) records of agencies administering respect to such party, by delivery to the bility of the nonexistence of sexual contact
most recent residential or employer address of the parties:";
parties;':
public assistance programs;
programs:
so filed pursuant
pursuant to
to clause
clause(1).
(i).
ciause (i)
(C) by inserting after and below clause
'(VII)
records
(VII) records of the motor vehicle departdepart(B) STATEWIDE JURISDICTION—Procedures
(i) records of other State and local gov-

ment;
ment: and

corrections records;
(VIII) corrections
records: and

"(ii)
private entienti'(ii) certain records held by private

ties. including—
- '(I)
(I)

customer records of public utilities

and Cable
cable television
television companies;
companies; and
"(II)
(II) information (including information

on assets and liabilities) on individuals who
owe or
or are
are owed
owedsupport
support(Or
(oragainst
against or
or with
with

tive or judicial tribunal with authority to

(as redesignated) the following new clause:
(ii) Procedures
"(ii)
State
Procedures which
which require
require the State
agency. in
agency.
inany
anycase
caseininwhich
whichsuch
such
agency
ag-y ororders genetic testing—

statewide jurisdiction over the parties,
parties. and

recoupment (where
(where the
the State
State so
so eleczs)
elects) from

under which—

'(i)(i)the
theState
Stateagency
agency and
and any
any administra-

hear child support and paternity cases exerts

orders issued in such cases have statewide effect:
fect; and

(ii) (in the case of a State in which orders

in such cases are issued by local jurisdicrespect to whom a support obligation is tions) a case may be
be transferred
transferred between
betweenjujusought) held by financial institutions (sub- risdictions in the State without need for any
ject to limitations on liability of such enti- additional
additional filing
filing by
by the
the petitioner,
petitioner, or
or service
service
ties arising from affording such access).
of process upon the respondent, to retamjuretain ju.
(E)
WITHHOLDThJG._Toorder
order inin- risdiction over the parties.
(E) INCoME
UCo %TrHHoLDINc.—To
parties.",
come withholding in accordance with subEXCEPTIONS FROM
FROM STATE
STATE LAW
LAw REQuiRE(c) EXCEPTIONS
REQUIREsection (a)(l) and (b) of section 466.
CHGE ININ PAYEE.—(In
-. (F)
(F) CHANGE
PAVEE.—(In cases where

support
support is
is subject
subject to
to an
an assignment
assignment under
under

section
section 402(a)
(26). 47l(a)(ll),
471(a)(l7), or
or 1912,
1912,or
or to
402(a)(26).
to aa
requirement to
requirement
to pay
pay through
through the
the centralized
centralized
collections unit
collections
unit under
under section
section454B)
454B) upon

providing notice
notice to
providing
to obligor
obligorand
and obligee.
obligee. to
to
direct
direct the obligor or other
other payor
payor to
to change
change
the payee to the appropriate government en-

tity.

(C) SECURE ASSETS TO SATISFY ARREAR-

ACES—For the purpose of securing overdue
AGES—For
support—

'(i)
(1)to
tointercept
intercept and
and seize
seize any
any periodic or
or

lump-sum payment to
to the
the obligor
obligor by
by or

through a State or local government agency.
agency.
including—

(I) unemployment
unemployment compensation,
compensation, workworkers' compensation
ers
compensation,and
and other
other benefits;
benefits;

"(II)
(II) judgments
judgments and
and settlements in
in cases
cases
under the jurisdiction of the State or local

government: and
"(III) lottery
lottery winnings;
winnings:

(I) to pay
pay costs
costs of
ofsuch
suchtests.
tests,subject
suject to

the punitive father if paternity is estab-

lished; and
lished:
(II) to
to obtain
'(II)
obtainadditional
additionaltesting
testinginn any

case where an original
original test
test result
result is
is disdisputed, upon
puted.
upon request
request and
andadvance
advancepayment
pavient by
by

party.":
the disputing party,";
(4) by striking
striking subparagraphs
subparagraphs(C)
(C)and
ad (D)
(D)
and inserting the following:
following;
"(C)
(C)PATERNrI-'s'
PA7ERNrrYAC1O'OWLEOGMEWT.—(i)
ACKNOWLEDGVWT._(i) ProPro-

cedures
voluncedures for a simple civil process for voluntarily acknowledging paternity under which
the State must provide that, before a mother
(1)
(1) by
by striking
striking "(d)
"(d) If'
If' and
and inserting
inserting the
the and a putative father can sign an ackriowlfollowing;
following:
edgment of paternity, the putative father
(d)
FROM REQUIREMENTS.—
(d) EXEMPTIONS
EXET1ONS FROM
REQUIRENNTS._
and the mother must be given notice, orally.
orally,
'(1)
(I) IN
IN GENERAL—Subject
GENERAL—Subject to paragraph (2). in writing,
writing, and
and in
inaalanguage
languagethat
thate.acr1
each can
if': and
understand,
of
the
alternatives
to.
te
understand, of the alternatives to. 'the legal
legal
(2)
(2) by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end the
the following
following new
new consequences
consequencesof.
of.and
andthe
therights
rights (including,
(including, if
paragraph:
paragraph:
I parent is a minor,
minor. any rights afforded due
(2)
(2) NONEJVT
REQLflREMENTS.—The
NONEXEMPT
REQUIREMENTS.—TheSecSec- to minority
minoritystatus)
status)and
andresponsibilities
responsibi1i that
that
retary
retary shall
shall not
not grant an exemption from the arise from. signing
signing the
the acknowledgment.
acknowledgmnz.
requirements of—
"(ii) Such procedures must include a hos"(A)
'(A) subsection (a)(5)
(a)(5) (concerning proce- pital-based
pital-based program
programfor
forthe
thevoluntary
volunry acacdures for paternity establishment):
establishment);
knowledgment of paternity focusing on the
(B)subsection
subsection (a)(lO)
(a)(1O)(concerning
(concerning modimodi- period immediately before or after the birth
"(B)
fication of orders):
of a child,
child.
"(C) subsection
subsection (a)(12)
(a)(l2) (concerning recordrecord"(iii)
"(iii) Such
Such procedures
procedures must
must require
requre the
ing of orders in the central
central State
State case
case regreg- State agency
agency responsible
responsiblefor
formainzaining
maintaining
istry);
istry);
birth records to offer voluntary paternity es(D) subsection (a) (13) (concerning record- tablishment services,
services.
ing of Social Security numbers):
"(iv)
(iv)The
TheSecretary
Secretaryshall
shallprescribe
prescriberegularguia"(E) subsection
subsection(a)(14)
(a)(14) (concerning inter- tions governing voluntasy
voluntary paterntv
paternt' estabestabenforcement): or
state enforcement);
lishment services offered by hospitals
hospitais and
MENTS.—Sectjon 466(d)
MEN'rS.—Secuon
466(d) (42 U.S.C. 666(d)) is
amended—
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birth record agencies. The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
"(I) NO RIGHT
TRJAL,—Procedures
RICHT TO JURY TRJAL.—Procedures
prescribe regulations specifying the types of
child
support
order,
and
an
application
order.
for
that the parties to an action to es- child support services;".
services:",
other entities that may offer voluntary pa- providing
tablish
paternity
are
not
entitled
to
jury
(b) ENHANCED
ENHANC FED&i
MATCHJNC._Sect,jon
(b)
FEDjt&j,,
MATCHING_Section
ternity
ternity establishment
establishment services,
services, and
and govern- trial.
ing the provision of such services,
455(a)(l)(C) (42 U.S.C. 655(a)(l)(C)) is amend455(a)(I)(C)
services, which
which
(J)TEMPOR.ARY
(J)
Tipory suppoRT
SUPPORT
ORDER
ORDER BASED ON ed—
shall include a requirement that such an enPATERNTrY IN CONTESTED
CON1ESTED CASES.—
CASES.—
(I) by inserting '(i)"
tity must use the same notice provisions PROBABLE
'(i)" before
before "laboratory
costs'S, and
used by. the same materials
materials used
used by.
by. provide Procedures which require that a temporary costs",
order
be
issued,
upon
motion
by
a party,
party. rethe personnel providing such services with
(2) by inserting before the semicolon '.'. and

quiring the provision of child support pendthe same
same training
training provided
provided by.
by. and
and evaluate
the
evaluate ing an administrative or
orjudicial
judicial determinadeterminathe provision
provision of
of such
such services
servicesin
in the
the same
same tion of parentage,
parentage. where there is clear and
and
manner
establish.
manner as, voluntary paternity establishevidence
evidence of
of paternity
paternity(on
(on the
the
ment programs of hospitals and birth record convincing
basis
of
genetic
tests
or
other
evidence).
agencies.
(v) Such procedures must require the
Cv)
State and those required to establish pater.
pater-

nity to
to use
nity
useonly
onlythe
theaffidavit
affidavitdeveloped
developed
under section 452(a)(7) for the voluntary acac

knowledgnient
knowledgment of
of paternity.
paternity,and
and to give
give full
faith and credit to Such
such an affidavit signed in
any other State,
State.
(D)
CD)

STATUS
STATUS

OF

SICNED

PATERNiTY
PATERI'Jrry

(ii) costs of outreach programs designed to
encourage voluntary acknowledgment of papaternity".
ternity".
(c) EFFECTIVE DA'rES.—(l)
DArES.—(l) The amendments

made by subsection (a) shall become effec1997,
tive October 1. 1997.
(2) The amendments made by subsection
under
under which bills for pregnancy, childbirth.
childbirth. (b) shall be effective with respect
respect to calendar
and genetic testing are admissible as evi- quarters
quarters beginning
beginning on
on and
and after
after October
October 1,
dence without requiring
requiring third-party
third-party foundafounda- 1996.
tion testimony,
testimony. and shall constitute prima
facie evidence of amounts incurred for such Subtitle F—Establishment and Modification
of Support Orders
services and testing on behalf of the child.
(K) PROOF
PROoF OF CERTAIN SUPPORT
SUPPORT AND PATERNrrY ESTABLISHMENT
TERNrry
EsrALI5HiE-r COSTS—Procedures
COSTS—Procedures

(L)
CL) WAIVER OF STATE
STATE DEBTS
DEBTS FOR
FOR COOPERACOOPERA-

SEC. 351,
351. NATIONAL CHILD SUPPORT GUIDE.
GUIDE

considered
considered a legal finding of
ject
ject to the right of any signatory to rescind nity and support has discretion to waive
rights to all or part of amounts owed to the
the acknowledgment within 60 days.
'(ii) (I)Procedures
Procedures under
under which,
which, after the State (but not to the mother) for costs relat"(ii)(I)
60-day period referred to
to in
in clause
clause (i), a ed to pregnancy, childbirth, and genetic testsigned acknowledgment of paternity may be ing and for public assistance paid to the famchallenged in court only
Only on the
the basis
basis of ily where the father cooperates or acknowlor after
after genetic
fraud, duress, or material mistake of fact,
genetic testfact. edges paternity before or
with the burden of proof upon the challenger, ing.
(M) STAND1NC
and under which the legal responsibilities
"CM)
STANDING OF
OF PtTrATIVE
PtrrATIvE FATHERS,—
FATHERS..—
(including child support obligations) of any Procedures ensuring that the putative father
opportunity to initiate a
has a reasonable Opportunity
signatory arising from the acknowledgment has
paternity action,",
action.'.
may not be suspended during
during the
the challenge.
challenge. paternity

(a)
(a) ESTA.BL1S.IJrI'._There
ESTAL1SHi,_There isishereby
hereby esestablished a commission to be known as the
'National Child Support
Support Guidelines
Guidelines Commis"National
Commission" (in this section
section referred
referred to
to as
as the
the
"Commission').
"Commission"),

KN0wLEC,.fl'._
(i) Proceduresunder
under which
KNOwicr._(i) Procedures
which

a signed acknowledgment of paternity

is
paternity, subsub-

-

TION—At the
TION.—At
the option
option of
of the
the State.
State. procedures
under which the tribunal establishing paterpater-

LINES COMMISSION,
COMMISSION.

(b) GENE
(b)
GEr DImES—The
DITflES.—The

Commission

shall develop a national child support guideline for consideration by the Congress that is
based on
on aa study
study of
of various
various guideline
based
guideline models.
models,
the benefits and deficiencies of such models,
any needed
neededimprovements.
improvemen
and any

(c) M5pJp,_

(c) MEMBERSHIP.—
(I)
NUER.' APP01NEw1,_..
(1) NUMBER;
APPOINTh11W1._

except for good cause
cause shown.
shown.
(II) Procedures under which, after the 60day period referred to in clause (i).
(i). a minor
who signs an acknowledgment
who
acknowledgment of
of paternity
paternity

ACKNOWLEDCM,(b) NATIONAL
NATIONALPATER1TIY
PATER1TIY
ACKNOWLEDC
AFF]DAVIT.—Section
AFFIDAVIT,—Section 452(a)(7) (42 U.S.C.
652(a)(7)) is amended by inserting ". and de-

(A) IN
IN GENERAj,,,—The
CENERAL,_The Commission
Commission shall be
composed
composed of
of 12
12 individuals
individualsappointed
appointed jointly
jointly
by the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Congress, not later than Janu-

administrative proceeding, until the earlier
"(aa)
(aa) attaining
attaining the age of majority;
majority: or
or
(bb) the date of the first judicial or adad.
rninistrative
ministrative proceeding brought (after the
signing) to establish a child support obligation. visitation rights, or custody rights with
respect to the child whose
whose paternity
paternity is the
subject of the
the acknowledgment.
acknowledgment and
and at
at which
which
the minor is represented by a parent, guardguard.
ian ad litem.
litern, or
or attorney.":
attorney:';

colon.

and 1I shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed by the ranking mi-

velop an affidavit to be used for
for the volother than in the presence
presence of
of a parent or untary acknowledgment
1997, of which—
acknowledgment of
of paternity
paternity which
which ary 15. 1997.
shall
include
the
social
security
(i) 2 shall be appointed by the Chairman of
court-appointed guardian
Court-appointed
guardian ad
ad litem may reaccount
scind the acknowledgment in a judicial or number of each parent" before
before the
the semisemi- the Committee on Finance of the Senate.
Senate,

of—
of—

(5) by striking subparagraph (E) and inserting the following;
following:
CE)BAR
(E)
Bj ON
ON ACKNOWLEDCMN-I'
ACKNOWLEDG'I' RATIFICATON PROCEE1NCS_Procedures
'flON
PROCEEDINCS...Proceduresunder
under which
which
no
judicial or
or administrative
administrative proceedings
proceedings are
nojudicial
required or permitted to ratify
ratify an
an unchallenged acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of paternity.";
paternity:':
(6) by striking subparagraph (F) and inserting the following:
• (F)
(F) ADMISSIBp,J'r-y
ADMISSIBILITY OF
OF GENETIC
CENETIC TESTING
TZSTINC RE-

SULTS.—Procedures._..
SULTS—Procedures_

(i) requiring that the State admit
(i)
admit into
thto
evidence, for purposes of establishing paternity. results
results of
of any
anygenetic
genetictest
testthat
thatis—
is—
(I) of a type generally acknowledged, by
accreditation bodies designated by the SecSec.
retary, as
as reliable
reliable evidence
evidence of
of paternity;
retary.
paternity: and
and
(II)
performed by
(II) performed
byaalaboratory
laboratoryapproved
approved
body:
by such an accreditation body;
"(ii) that any objection to genetic testing
result_smust
mustbe
bemade
made in
in writing not later
results
than a specified number of days before any
hearing at which such results may be introduced into
into evidence
evidence(or.
(Or.atatState
State option,
option, not
later than a specified number
number of
of days after
receipt of such results);
results): and
"(iii)
(iii) that,
that, if no objection is made,
made. the test
results
results are
are admissible
admissible as
as evidence
evidence of
of paterpaternity without the need for foundation testimony or other proof of authenticity
authenticity or accuracy:';
racy. ': and
and
(7) by adding after subparagraph (H) the

following new subparagraphs:

(c) TECHNICAL A? ND.4EriT._Section
nority member
member of
of the
the Committee;
Committee:
NDMEwr._Section 468 (42 nority
U.S.C. 668) is amended by striking "a
(ii) 2 shall be appointed by the Chairman of
'a simple
simple
civil
civil process
process for
for voluntarily
voluntarily acknowledging
acknowledging the Committee on Ways and Means of the
paternity and",
and".
House of Representatives,
Representatives, and
and 1I shall be aprankthg minority member of
pointed by the ranking
SEC. 342. OUTREACH
OUTREACHFOR
FORVOLUNTARY
VOLUNTARy PATERPATER
the Committee;
Committee: and
NITY
NITY ESTAELI5HMp'I'.
ESTAEL1SHMEr
6 shall be appointed by the Secretary
(a) STATE
STATEPLAr'4
PLANREQUIREMNT._SeCtion
REQUjRMT._Section of (iii)
Health and Human Services.
454(23) (42 U.S,C.
U.S.C. 654(23)) is amended by addQUALIFICATIONS
QUALIFICATIONSOF
OFMEMBERS
MEMBERS,—Members
—Members
ing at
at the
the end
end the
the following
following new subpara- of (B)
ing
the Commission shall have expel—use
expertise and
and
graph:
graph;
experience
in
the
evaluation
arid
developand
develop(C) publicize the availability and encour- ment of child support guidelines. At
least
1I
age the use of procedures
procedwes for voluntary es- member shall represent advocacy
groups for
tablishment of paternity and child support custodial
custodial
parents,
parents.
at
least
1
I
member
member
shall
through
through aa variety
variety of
of means,
means, which—
which—
advocacy groups for noncustodial
"(i)
(j) include
include distribution of written mate- represent
and at least I member shall be the
rials as health care facilities (including
(thcluding hos- parents,
of a State program under part D of
pitals and clinics),
clthics), and other
other locations
locations such director
title IV of the Social Security Act.
as schools;
schools:
(2)
TMS OF
(2) TERMS
OFOCE,—Each
OFTICE,Each member
merrwer shall
"(ii)
(ii) may include pre-natal programs to be
be appointed
appointed for
for aa term
term of
of 22 years, A vacancy
educate
educate expectant couples on
on individual
individual and in the Commission shall be years.
filed in the manjotht rights and responsibilities with respect
joint
respect
in which the original
original appointment
appointment was
th
to paternity (and may require all expectant ner
made,
recipients of assistance under part A to
to parpar(d) COMiVOSSION
COMMISSIONPoWERS.
POws. COMPENSATION.
COMPENSATION.

pre-natal programs,
programs as an ACCESS TO
ticipate in such pre-natal
TO INFORMATION,
INFORJTION AND
o SUPERVISION....
SUPERVISjON_
element of cooperation with efforts to estab- ACCESS
The first sentence of subparagraph
subparagraph (C),
(C). the
lish paternity and child support);
support):
first and
and third
thirdsentences
sentencesofofsubparagraph
subparagraph
"(iii) include,
include. with
with respect
respect to
to each
each child (D). subparagraph (F) (except with
respect
to
discharged from a hospital
hospital after
after birth
birth for
for the conduct of medical studies), clauses
clauses (ii)
(ii)
whom paternity or child support
supporthas
has not and (iii) of subparagraph (G).
(G), and subparasubparabeen established, reasonable follow-up ef- graph
graph (H)
(1-I)ofofsection
sectionI886(e)(6)
1886(e)(6)of
ofthe
the Social
forts (including at least one
one contact of each Security
Security Act
Act shall
shall apply
apply to
to the
the Commission
Commission
parent
parent whose
whose whereabouts
whereabouts are
are known.
known, except in
the same manner in which such provisions
to believe
believe such
where there is reason to
such follow- apply to the Prospective Payment
up efforts would put mother or child at risk),
providing—

Assess-

ment Commission.
Commission,
(e) REPORT—NOt
REPORT—Not later
later than
than 2 years after

(I) in the case of a child for whom pater- the appointment of members, the Commisnity has not been established, information sion
shall submit to the President. the Comon the benefits of and procedures for estab- mittee
mittee on
on Ways
Ways and
and Means
Means of
of the
the House
House of
of
lishing paternity;
paternity: and
Representatives.and
andthe
theCommittee
Committ on Fi"(II) in the case of a child for whom pater- Representatives,
nance
of
the
Senate.
a
recommended
nanity has been established but child
support tional child support guideline and a final ashas not been established,
established. information on
on the
the
of issues relating to such a probenefits of and procedures for establishing a sessment
posed national child support guideline.
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(f) TERNATION.—The
TERNAT1ON—The Commission shall
shall

"(B) to or on behalf of the child to whom
363. AUTHORITy
A1.rFHORITYTO
TO COLLECT
COLLECT SUPPORT
terminate 6 months after the submission of the support was owed, in the case of past-due SEC. 363.
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES,
FROM FEDERAl.
EMPLOYEES.
the report
report described
described in
in subsection
subsection (e).
support not
not so
so assigned,":
assigned.';
(a) CONSOLIDATION
CONSOLIDATIONAND
ANDSTREAMLINING
STREAMLININC OF
OF
SEC. 35Z.
PROCESSFOR
35Z. SIMPUFIED
SIMPUFIED PROCESS
FORREVIEW
REVIEW AND
AND

ADJUSTEIENT
ADJLJSThENT OF CHILD SUPPORT

ID)
(D) in
in paragraph
paragraph(3)—
(3)..

(i) by striking
(i)
(2)"each
eachplace
place itit apstriking "or
'or (2)'
ap-

Au'rHORri-iEs.—
AUThORITIES,—

(1) Section 459 (42 U.S.C. 659) is amended in
pears; and
the
captionbyby
inserting
'INCOX
the caption
inserting
"INCOME
WITHHOLDwTrHHOw(a) IN
(ii)
in
suboaragraph
subparagraph
(B).
(B),
by
by
striking
striking
"under
'under
IN GENERAL—Section
GENAL.—Section 466(a)(j0)
INC,' before
466(a)(lO) (42
ING."
before "cARN1sHMEr,-r",
'CARNISHMENT'.
paragraph
paragraph
(2)"
(2)'
and
inserting
inserting
"on
'on
account
of
(2) Section 459(a) (42 U.S.C. 659(a)) is
U.S.C. 666(a)(iO))
666(a)(lO)) is amended to read as fol(2)
past-due support described in paragraph amended—
lows:
ORDERS.

•'(lO)
FOR
(10)PROCEDURES
PRoc&)tJR,s FOR
MODIFICATION
OF SUPSUPMODIFICATION OF
PORT ORDERS.—

"(A)(i) Procedures under which—

(2)(B)''.
(2)(B)".
(2)

Section
Sectior

amended—

464(b)

(42

U.S.C. 664(b))

is

(b)(l)' arid
(A) by
by str'ik.tng'
striking "(b)(l)"
and inserting
inserting "(b)
'(b)

(1)

(A) by
by striking
striking "(a)"
(a)' and
andinserting
inserting"(a)
' (a)

CONSEN7
TOSUPPORT
SLIPPORT
ENFORCEMT.—
CONSENT TO
ENFORCEMENT.—
(B) by
(B)
by striking
striking '"section
section 27"
th7' and inserting

(I) every 3 years. at the request of either
parent subject to a child support order, the
State shall review and, as appropriate, adjust the order in accordance
accordance with
with the
the guideguide.
lines established under section 467(a) if the
amount of the child support
support award
award under
under the
the
order differs from the amount that would be

(B) by striking paragraph (2),
(2).
(3) Section 464(c) (42 U.S.C. 664(c)) is
amended—

of either such parent.
parent,

child support obligation owed with respect to wise
wise provided
provided herein.
herein. each
each entity
entity specified
specified in
in

RECJI_vrxONs,—' and
REC1JLATIO,—";

'section 207
"section
207 of
of this Act and 38 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 5301";
5301':

and

(C) by striking all that follows
follows "aa private
' towithholding
person," and inserting "to
withholding in
in acac-

cordance with State law pursuant to sub(A) by siking "(c)(l) Except as provided sections (a)(l) and (b) of section 466 and regulations of the Secretary thereunder,
thereunder. and to
NmOrz.—As": and
awarded in accordance with such guidelines. NITION,—As":
any other legal process brought.
brought, by a State
(B)
by
striking
paragraphs
(2)
and
(3).
agency administering a program under this
without a requirement for any other change
(c)TREAmIENT
TR ThN'r OF
OF LUMP.SUM
(c)
LUMP-SUMTAN
TAXREFUND
REFUND part or by an individual obligee,
in circumstances:
circumstanc and
obligee. to enforce
in
and
UNDER
AFDC.—
UrER
AFDC.—
the
legal
obligation
of
such
individual to
(II) upon request at any time of either
"(H)
(1) EXEMPTION
EXE!TIoN FROM
LUMP-SliM
RUI,.E.—SecFROM
LUMP-SUM
RULE—Sec- provide child support or alimony.".
parent subject to a child support order, the
U.S.C. 602(a)(17))
602(a)(I7)) is amend(3) Section 459(b) (42 U.S.C. 659(b)) is
State shall review and, as appropriate, ad- tion 402(a)(17) (42 U.S.C.
just the order in accordance with the guide- ed by adding at the end the following: "but amended to read as follows:
re(b)
C0N5EN'r
(b) CONS'r
TOTO
REQUIREMEN'TS
REQUIREMEN-rSAPPUCAAPPLICAlines established under section 467(a) based this paragraph shall not apply to income reon a substantial change in the circumstances ceived by a family that is attributable to a BLE TO PRIVATE PERSON—Except as otherin paragraph (2). as" and
and inserting
inserting '(c)
'(c) DEFI.
DEn-

family and
and that
that is
is paid
paid to
to
"(ii) Such procedures shall require both a member of the amounts
withheld
withheld from
from aa
parents subject to a child support order to be the family from amounts
Federal
income
tax
refund
otherwise
payable
notified of their rights and responsibilities
provided for under clause (i) at the time the to the person owing such obligation, to the

subsection (a) shall be subject, with respect

to notice to withhold income pursuant to
subsection (a)(l)
(a)(l) or
or (b)
(b) of
ofsection
section466,
466. or to
any other order or process
process to
to enforce
enforce support
support
extent
that
such
income
is
placed
in
a
qualiorder is issued and in the annual information fied
obligations against an individual (if such
fied
asset
account
(as
defined
in
section
exchange form provided under subparagraph
order or process contains or is accompanied
406(j)) the total amounts in which, after such by sufficient data to permit
(B).
permit prompt
prompt identiidentiplacement.
placement,
does
not
exceed
exceed
$10,000:",
$10,000;'.
"(B) Procedures under which each child
"(B)
fication of the individual
individual and
and the
the moneys
moneys inin(2)
Qu,u
(2) Qu?.ui
ASSET
ASSET
ACCOUNT DEFINED.—

support order issued or modified in the State
after the effective date of this subparagraph
shall require the parents subject to the order
to provide each other with a complete statement of their respective financial condition
annually
annuallyon
onaaform
form which
which shall
shall be estabhshed
lished by the Secretary and provided by the
State. The Secretary shall establish regulations for the enforcement
enforcement of
of such
such exchange
exchange
of information,".
information;.
Subtitle C—Enforcement of Support Orders
SEC.
FEDERAl. INCOME
INCOME TAX
SEC. 361.
361. FEDERAl.
REFUND OFFOFF.
TAX REFUND
SET.
(a)
(a) CHANGED
CHANGEDORDER
ORDER OF
OF REFUND
REFUND DISTRIBUDISTRIBUTION
TIONUNDER
UNDER INTERNAL
IN ERA]., REVENUE
REVENUECODE—SecCODE—Sec-

tion 6402(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 is amended—

(I)
amount" and
and inserting
(1) by
by striking
striking"The
The amount"
'(1)
(1)IN
INGENERAL.—The
CENERAL,—The amount":
amount';

paid to
(2) by striking
striking '"paid
to the
the State.
State, A
A reducreduction" and inserting
inserthig "paid
'paid to
to the
the State.

"(2)
(2) PRIORITIES
PRIORITIES FOR
FOR OFFSET—A
OFFSET.—Areduction":
reduction';

(3)
(3) by
by striking
striking "has
"has been
beenassigned
assigned" and ininserting
serting "has
'has not been
been assigned",
assigned', and
and
(4) by striking "and shall be applied" and

all that follows
follows arid
and inserting
inserting "and
'and shall

to satisfy
satisfy any
any past-due
thereafter be applied to
past-due
support that has been so assigned.",
assigned.".
ELIMINATION OF
(b)
OF DISp.A,grflEs
(b) ELDtINATRIN
DISARmES IN
IN TREATTRLATMENT
O ASSICNED
ANDNON-ASSIGNED
NON-ASSJCN) ARMENT OF'
ASSIGNED AND
ARREARACES.—(l) Section
REARAGES.—(l)
Section 464(a) (42 U.S.C.

664(a)) is amended—

(A) by
(A)
bystri.kix
striking "(a)"
(a)" and
and inserting
inserting"(a)
'(a)

OFFSET AUTHORIZED.—';
AUTHORIZED._:
OFFSET

(B) in paragraph (1)—

(i) in the first sentence,
sentence, by
by striking
striking "which
'which
has been assigned to such
such State
State pursuant
pursuant to
to
section 402
section
402(a)
(a) (26) or section
section 471
471(a)
(a)(17)':
(17)': and
and

(ii) in the second sentence,
sentence, by
by striking
su'iking"in
'in
accordance with section 457 (b)(4) or (d)(3)"
inserting "as
"as provided
providedin
inparagraph
paragraph(2)":
(2):
and inserting
(C) in paragraph (2). to read as follows:
"(2) The State agency shall distribute
amounts paid by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph'(1)—
(1)—
"(A)
in accordance
accordance with
with section
section 457 (a)(4)
'(A) in
or (d)(3), in the case of past-due support assigned to
to a State pursuant to section
402(a) (26)
(26) or
or section
section471(a)
471(a)(l7):
arid
(17): and

ACCOUNT DEFINED.— volved), to the same requirements as would
Section 406 (42 U.S.C. 606),
606). as amended by apply if such entity were a private person.",
person,".
section 302(g)(2) of this Act, is amended by
(4) Section 459(c) (42 U.S.C. 659(c)) is redesadding at the end the following:
ignated and relocated as paragraph

(2) of
"(j)(I)
asset account'
account' subsection (1), and is amended—
"O)(l) The term 'qualified
qualified asset
means a mechanism approved by the State
(A) by striking
striking "responding
'responding to interrog(such as individual retirement accounts, eses- stories
atones pursuant to requirements imposed by
crow accounts, or savings bonds) that allows section
section461(b)(3)'
461(b)(3)"and
andinserting
inserting "taking
taking acsavings of a family receiving aid to families tions necessary to comply
with the requirewith dependent children to be used for quali- ments of subsection (A) with regard to any
fied disthbut.jons.
distributions,
individual";
and
individual; and
"(2) The term 'qualified distribution'
distribution
(B) by striking
striking "any
any of his duties"
duties' and all
means
a
disti-ibution
from
a
qualified
asset
means a disibution from a qualified asset that follows and inserting "such
suchduties.".
duties.',
account for expenses directly
directly related
related to
to 1I or
(5) Section 461 (42 U.S.C. 661) is amended by
more of the following purposes:
striking subsection (b).
(b), and section 459 (42
"(A)
(A) The attendance of a member of the U.S.C. 659) is amended by inserting after subfamily at any education
family
education or u'aining
training program. section (b) (as added by
by paragrapn
paragraph (3)
(3) of
of this
this
The improvement
(B) The
"(B)
improvement of
of the
the employfollowing:
the following:
ability (including self-employment) of a subsection)
(c) DESIGNATION
DESICNATON OF
OFAGENT;
ACE'r: RESPONSE
RESPONSE TO
member of zne
the family (such as through the NOTICE
ORPROCESS.—(1)
PRocESS.—(l) The head of each
each
NGTCE OR
purchase of an automobile).
agency subject to the requirements
requirements of
of this
this
"(C)
(C) The
The purchase of a home for the fam- section shall—
ily.
(A) designate an agent or agents to re"CD)
CD) A
A change
changeof
ofthe
thefamily
familyresidence,".
residence.',
ceive orders arid
and accept
accept service
service of
of process;
process;
(d)
(d) EFjw
DATE—The
amendments
EFFECtIW
DATE—The
amendments and
made
made by
by this
th.s section shall become effective
"(B) publish
publish (i)
(i) in
in the
the appendix
appendii of such
such regregOctober 1, 1999.
ulations. (ii)
(ii) in each subsequent republicaSEC. 362. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE COLLEC- tion of such regulations.
regulations, and (iii) annually in
TION OF ARREARS.
Federal Register. the
the designation
designation of
of such
such
(a) A-r
(a)
Arei'rr
TO 1N1NAL
'to Ir-ri REVENUE
REVENUE the
agent or agents, identified by title of posiCODE,—Secrjon6305(a)
6305(a) of
of the Internal ReveCODa—Section
Reve- tion, mailing address,
address. and telephone num-

nue Code of 1986 is amended—

ber.".
ber,".

(1) in paragraph (1), by inserting "except as
(6) Section 459 (42 U.S.C. 659) is amended by
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph (5)"
(5)"after
after"collected";
'collected": striking subsection (d) and by inserting after
(2) by striking "and"
"and' at
at the
the end
end of para- subsection (c)(I)
(c)(l) (as added by paragraph (5) of
graph (3);
this subsection) the following:
following;
(3) by striking the period at the end of
(3)
(2) Whenever sri
an agent designated pursupursuparagraph (4) and inserting a comma;
ant
ant to
to paragraph
paragraph (I)
(I) receives
receives notice
notice pursuant
pursuant
(4) by adding after paragraph (4) the follow- to subsection (a)(l) or (b) of section 466.
466,
or is
ing new paragraph;
paragraph:
effectively served with any order,
order. process, or
(5) no additional fee may be assessed for interrogatories,
interrogatories. with respect to an individadjustments
adjustments to
to an
an amount
amount previously
previously cercer- ual
ual's5 child support
support or
or alimony
alimony payment
payment oblioblitified
452(b) with
with retifIed pursuant to such section 452(b)
re- gations,
gations. such agent shall—
obligor.": and
spect to the same obligor.";
(A) as soon as possible (but not later than
(5) by striking
striid.ng"Secretary
'Secretary of Health. Edu- fifteen days) thereafter, send written notice

cation. and Welfare" each place it appears of such notice or service (together with a
and inserthg
insercmg"Secretary
"Secretary of
ofHealth
Health and
and copy thereof) to such individual at his duty
Human
Human Services",
Services'.
station or last-known home
home address:
address:
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
(B) within 30 days (or such longer period
made by this section shall become effective as may be prescribed by applicable State
October 1,
1. 1997.

law) after receipt of a notice
notice pursuant
pursuant to
to
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subsection (a)(I)
(a)(l) or (b) of
ofsection
section 466.
466. comply
comply
with
all applicable
applicable provisions
with all
section
provisions of such Section

compensation
compensation paid
paid by
by such
such Secretary
Secretary to
to aa
former member of the Armed Forces who isis
466: and
retainer pay
in receipt of retired or retainer
pay ifif such
such
(C) within 30 days (or such longer period
period
member has waived a portion of his
as may be prescribed by applicable State former
retired pay in order to receive such comlaw) after
after effective
effectiveservice
serviceofofan'
an' other
other such
such pensation);
pensation): and
order, process, or interrogatories
interrogatories, respond
respond
"(iii)
(iii) worker's compensation benefits
benefits paid
paid
thereto.".
thereto.",
under Federal or State law:
law; but

(7) Section 461 (42 U.S.C. 661) is amended by
by
(B) do not
'(B)
not include
includeany
anypayment—
payment_
striking subsection (c). and
and section
Section459
459(42
(42
(i) by way of reimbursement or otherwise,
U.S.C. 659) is amended by inserting after subsubdefray expenses incurred by such individsection (c) (as
(as added by paragraph (5) and to
duties associated
associated with
ual in carrying Out
out duties
with
amended by paragraph (6) of

amended by paragraph (6) of this subsection)
the following:
(d) PRIOrry
"(d)
OFOFCLjMS.—In
the
PRIORITY
CLAJMS.—In
the event
event
that a governmental entity
entity receives
receives notice
notice
or is served with process, as provided in this
amounts owed
owed by
by an insection. concerning amounts
dividual to more than one person—
(1) support
(I)
support collection
collection under section 466(b)

must be given priority over any other proc.
proc-

ess. as provided in section
ess,
section 466(b)
466(b) (7):
(7):
'(2)
(2)allocation
allocationof
ofmoneys
moneys due
due or payable
payable to

H 3757
H3757
rected in accordance with such part D)" before "in
fore
'in an amount
amount sufficient".
sufficient'.
(4) RELATIONSHIP TO PART D OF TITLE IV.—

Section 1408 of such title
title is
is amended
amended by
by addadd.
ing at the end the following new subsection:
"(j)
RELATIONSHiP
TO
OThER
LAWS—In
(j) RELATIOrSSHJP TO OThER LAWS—In any
any
case involving a child support order against
a member who has never been married to the

other parent of the child,
child. the provisions of
this
this section
section shall
shall not
not apply,
apply. and
and the
the case
shall be subject to the provisions of section

459 of the Social
Social Security
SecurityAct,",
Act.',
employment; or
his employment:
(d) EFFECTIvE
EFFECTIVE DATE—The
DATE—The amendments
'(ii) as allowances for members of the uni"(ii)
uni- made by
this section shall become effective 6
formed services payable pursuant to chapter
7 of title 37, United States Code,
Code. as pre- months after the date of the enactment of
Act.
scribed by the Secretaries
Secretaries concerned
concerned (defined
(defined this Act,
by
by section
section 101(5)
101(5) of
of such
suchtitle)
title) as necessary
necessary SEC.
SEC. 364.
364. ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT OBefficient performance
performanceof
ofduty."
duty.'.
for the efficient
LIGATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE
(12)
(12) Section
Section 462(g)
462(g) (42
ARMED FORCES.
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.662(g))
662(g))isis redesignated and relocated as section 459(i) (42
(a) AVAILABILITY
LOCATOR
INFORMAAvAxIIu-ry OF OF
LOCATOR
INFORMA-

U.S.C. 659(i)).
(13) (A)
(13)(A)

Section

TION,—
TION.—

462

(42
(42

U.S.C. 662)

an individual among claimants under section
466(b) shall be governed by the provisions of

amended—

such process being satisfied out of such mon-

by adding at the end the following:

is
is

(1)

MAINT'ENANCE
MAiNTENANCE OF ADDRESS INFORMAINFORMA-

Secretary of
of Defense
Defense shall estabTION—The Secretary
in subsection (e)(1), by redesignating TION.—The
lish a centralized personnel locator service
such section 466(b) and regulations there- subparagraphs (A). (B),
service
(B). and (C) as clauses (i).
(i), that includes the address
under; and
under:
address of
of each
each member
member of
of
(ii), and (iii): and
the
Armed
Forces
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
Armed
Forces
under
the
jurisdiction
of
"(3)
(3) such
such moneys as remain after complicompli(ii) in
in subsection
subsection (e).
(e), by redesignating the Secretary. Upon request of the Secretary
ance with subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall be paragraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A)
of Transportation,
Transportation. addresses for members of
available to satisfy any other such processes and (B),
(B).
the Coast Guard shall be included in the cenon a first-come,
fIrst-come, first-served basis, with any
any
(B) Section 459 (42 U.S,C.
U.S.C. 659) is amended

eys as remain after the satisfaction of all

(i)

(j)

DEFINITION5.—For purposes of
DEFINITIONS.—For
of this
this

such processes which have been previously section—".
section—",
served.".
served,",
(C) Subsections (a) through (e) of section
(8) Section 459(e) (42 U.S.C. 659(e)) is
462 (42 U.S,C.
U.S.C. 662),
662). as
as amended
amendedby
bysubparasubpara
amended by striking "(e)"
"(e)' and
and inserting the graph (A)
of this paragraph,
paragraph. are relocated
following:
following:
paragraphs (1)
(1) through
through
Ce)
No REQ.j- To VARY
(e) No
TO VARY
PAY CY- and redesignated as paragraphs

tralized personnel locator service.
(2) TYPE OF ADDRESS.—

RESIDENTL&t ADDRESS—Except
(A) RESIDENTLAL
ADDRESS—Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the address for
vided
for a
member of the Armed Forces shown in the
member
the

locator service shall be the residential ad-

dress of that member.
member,
(B)
(B) DuTy
Du'ryADDRESS—The
ADDRESS—The address
address for a
(4), respectively of section 459(j) (as added
added by
by member of the Armed Forces
Forces shown
shown in
in the
the
subparagraph (B) of
of this
this
paragraph,
paragraph.
(42
(9)
locator service shall be the duty address of
(9) Section
Section 459(f) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 659(f))
659(f)) isis amend- U.S.C. 659(j)).
of
and
the
left
margin
of
each
659(j)),
of
that member in the case of a member—
ed by striking "(f)' and inserting the follow- such paragraphs (1) through (4) is indented
2
ing:
(i) who is permanently assigned overseas,
ems to the right of the left
left margin
margin of
of subsub- to
to aa vessel,
vessel. or
or to
to aa routinely
routinely deployable
deployable unit:
unit:
'(f)
(f)RELIEF
RELIEFFROM
FROMLIABiui-'.—(l)",
LIAnJ-ry.--(1)
section (1)
(i) (as
(as added
added by
by paragraph
paragraph (12) of this or
(10) Section 461(a) (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.661(a))
66I(a)) is re- subsection)
subsection).(ii) with
designatd and relocated as section 459(g),
(ii)
with respect
respect to
to whom
whom the
the Secretary
Secretary
459(g).
(b)
(b) CONFORMiNG
CONFORMThJCADN-I-S._
Ar'ori-rs._.
and is amended—
concerned makes a determination that the
(1)
TO
To
PART
PART
D
D
OF
OF
TITLE
TITLE
1V,—Sections
IV.—Sections
461
and member's residential address
(A) by striking "(g)
"(g)" and
address should
should not be
and inserting
inserting the
the fol- 462 (42 U.S.C. 661), as amended by subsection
lowing:
disclosed due to nadonal
national security
security or safety
(a)
of
this
section,
are
repealed.
concerns,
concerns.
"(g)
(g) REGULA-rIoNs._"
REGULATIONS,_..": and
and
To TITLE
(2) TO
TrrLE 5,5,UNTI"ED
UNTrEDSTATES
STATES CODE—SecCODE—Sec(3) UPDATING
(3)
UPDATINGOF
OFLOCATOR
LOCATOR INFORMATION,—
INFORMATION.—
(B) by striking
striking "section
"section459"
459' and
and inserting tion
5520a
of
title
5,
United
States
Code,
is Within 30 days after a member listed in the
'this section".
"this
section".
in subsections
amended,
subsections
(h)(2)
and
(h)(2) and (i),
(i), by
by locator service establishes a new residential
(11) Section
Section 462
462 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.662)
662) is
is amended
amended striking "sections
459, 461,
461. and
and 462 of the So'sections 459.
So- address (Or
(or aa new duty address, in the
the case of
by striking subsection (f). and section
section 459
459 (42
(42 cial Security Act (42 U.S.C.
U5.C.
659.
659,
661.
661.
and
and
662)"
U.S.C. 659) is amended by inserting the
paragrapn (21(B)),
(2)(B)), the
the fol- and inserting "section 459 of the Social Secu- a member covered by paragraph
Secretary Concerned
concerned shall
shallupdate
updatethe
thelocator
locator
lowing after subsection (g) (as added by para- rity Act (42 U.S.C. 659)".
graph (10) of this subsection):
service to indicate the new address of the
(c)
MILITARY RE'fl
(c)
MILiTARY
RETiREi
AND
RETAINER
PAY.—
AND
RETAINER
PAY.—
member,
member.
(h)Mors
MONS
SUBJECT
'(h)
SUBJECT
10 'ID
PROCESS,—(1)
PR0CESS.—(I)
(I)
(1) DEFThTrION
DEF'INTrIONOF
OFCOURT—Section
COURT—Section 1408(a)(1)
l408(a)(l)
(4) AVAII.ABII,,rrY
Subject to subsection (i).
Av.AjjIrry OF INFORMATION—The
OF INFORMATION_The
(i), moneys paid or of title 10,
10.
United
States
Code,
is
amended.
amended—
payable
payable to an individual which are considSecretary of Defense shall make information
(A)
by
striking
(A)
by
striking
"and"
at
the
end
of
'and"
at
the
end
of
subsubered to be based upon remuneration
remuneration for
regarding
regarding the
the address
address of
of aa member
member of
of the
the
for emem- paragraph (B);
(B):
Armed Forces listed in the locator service
ployment, for purposes of this section—
(B) by striking the period at the end
end of
of available, on request,
(A) consist of—
request. to the Federal Parent
inserting ":
'; and": and Locator Service,
(C) and inserting
Service.
(i) compensation
Ci)
compensation paid
paid or
or payable
payable for per- subparagraph
(C)
(C) by adding after subparagraph (C) the
sonal services of such individual,
individual, whether
(b)
FACILITATING
GRANTING OF LEAVE FOR
whether following new paragraph:
ATrENDANCE AT
ATTENDANCE
AT HEARINGS,—
HEARINCS.—
such compensation is denominated as wages.
wages,
any
administrative
or
judicial
"CD)
administrative
or
judicial
tribu(1)
salary, commission, bonus,
bonus, pay.
(1) REGULATIONS—The
RECLJLATIONS.....TheSecretary
Secretary of each
pay, allowances,
allowances, nal of a State competent
competent to
to enter
enter orders
orders for military
or otherwise (including severance pay,
militarydepai-tmnent.
department, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
pay. sick support or maintenance (including a State
pay, and incentive pay):
pay);
Transportation with respect to the Coast
Coast
agency
administering
a
State
program
under
operating as a service
"(ii) periodic benefits (including
(including a periodic part D of title IV of the Social Security Guard when it is not operating
in the Navy.
Navy, shall prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations to
benefit as defined in section
section 228(h)(3))
228(h)(3)) or Act)
Act),";
other
other payments—
payments—
facilitate the granting of leave to a member
(2)
DEFINITION
DEFiNITION
OF
COUR1COURT
ORDER—Section
ORDER—Section
(I) under the insurance system estab"(I)
of the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction
1408(a) (2)ofofsuch
l408(a)(2)
suchtitle
titleisisamended
amended by
by insertinsert- of
lished by title II;
of that
that Secretary
Secretary in
in aa case
case in
in which—
which—
ing
"or
a
court
order
for
the
payment
of
(II) under any other system or fund estab- child
(A) the leave is needed for the member to
support
not
included
in
or
child
support
not
included
in
or
accompanied
lished by the United States which provides by such a decree of settlement,"
attend a hearing described in paragraph (2);
(2):
before
for the payment of pensions,
(B) the member is not serving in or with a
pensions. retirement
retirement or
or "which—".
retired pay,
unit deployed in a contingency operation (as
pay. annuities, dependents'
dependents or survi(3) PUBUC
Pusuc PAyEE—Section
PAYEE—Section1408(d)
1408(d) of such defined in section 101 of title
vors' benefits, or similar
similar amounts
amounts payable
payable on
10, United
10.
on title is amended—
States Code): and
account of personal services performed by
(A) in the heading. by striking
striking "to
'to spouse'
spouse"
the individual or any other individual:
(C)
the
exigencies
of
military
service
(as
and inserting
inserting"to
"to(Or
(or for
for benefit
benefitof)";
of)'; and
and
determined by the Secretary
Secretary concerned)
concerned) do
(III) as compensation for death under any and
do
(1),
(B)
in
paragraph
(1).
in
the
first
sentence, not otherwise require that such leave not be
Federal program:
program;
(or for the benefit
inserting "(Or
benefit of
of such
such granted
(IV) under any Federal program estab- by inserting
spouse or former spouse to a State central
(2)COVERED
(2)
COvit HEARINGS—Paragraph
1-IEARINCS.—Paragraph (1)
(1) aplished to provide 'black lung' benefits: or
or
collections unit or other public payee desCLES.—".

REQ'-r

PAY CY-

"(V)
(V) by
by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs
as pension,
pension. or as compensation for a serviceconnected disability or death (except any

ignated by a State, in accordance with part
D of title IV of the Social Security Act,
Act, as
directed by court order,
order. or as otherwise di-

plies to a hearing that is conducted by a
court or pursuant to an administrative process established under State law, in connection with a civil action—
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(A)
(A) to
to determine
determinewhether
whether a member of
of the
the
Armed
Armed Forces
Forcesisisaanatural
natural parent
parent of aa child:
child:
or
(B)
an obligation
obligation of a member
(8) to determine an
prov]de child supof the Armed
Armed Forces to provide
port.
port.
(3) DEFINITIONS—for
DEFINTflONS.—for purposes
(3)
purposes of this subsection:

(II) affording
(II)
owingthe
thearrears
arrears
affording the person owing
or
or other
other titleholder
titleholder to contest the
the amount
amount of
of
arrears
arrearsor
orto
toobtain
obtainaarelease
re'easeupon
uponfulfilling
fulfilling
the support
support obligation:
obligation:
"(iv)
(iv) such a lien has precedence
precedence over
over all
all
other encumbrances
encumbrances on
on aa vehicle
vehicle title
title other
other
purchasemoney
money security
security interest:
interest:
than a purchase

and
The
The term
term 'court"
court' has
has the
themeaning
meaning
"(v)
(v) the individual
individual or
or State
State agency
agency owed
owed
given that term
term in
in section
section 1408(a)
1408(a)of
oftitle
title ID.
10. the arrears may execute on, seize,
seize, and
and sell
sell
United States
States Code.
United
the property in accordance
accordance with
with State
State law.".
law.".
(B) The
The term
term "child
'child support'
support' has the SEC.
SEC. 366.
366.VOIDING
VOIDINC OF FRAUDULENT
FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS.
TRANSFERS.
meaning given
given such
such term
term in
in section 462 of
meaning
Section
Section 466(a)
466(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)). as
as amended
amended
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 662).
and 331
331 of
of this Act,
Act.
(c) PAYNEWr
(c)
PAYMENT
OFop
MILITARY
MxurfiJy RETIRED
RE'rmD PAY
PAY IN
IN by sections 301(a). 328(a). and
is amended
amended by
by adding at
at the
the end
end the
thefollow.
followC0MPucE
CopuANcE
wrrH
CHILD
SUPPORT
WiTh
CEW..D
SijpPor-1-ORDERS.—
ORDERS.—
ing
new
paragraph:
(1)
DATE OF CERTIFICATION
CERTIFKATION OF
OF COURT
COURT
"(15)
(15)FRAUDULENT
FRAUDuLT TRANSFERS.
TRANSFERS.—Procedures
—Procedures
ORDER—Section 1408 of title
title 10.
10. United
under
under which—
which—
States
Code, is amended—
States Code,
"(A)
(A) the State
State has
hasin
in effect—
effect—
(A)
(A) by
by redesignating
redesignating subsection
subsection (1)
(I) as
as sub(i) the
'(i)
theUniform
Uniform Fraudulent
Fraudulent Conveyance
section Ci):
0): and
section
and
of 1981.
1981.
(B) by
(B)
by inserting
inserting after
after subsection
subsection (h) the Act of
"(ii)
(ii) the Uniform
Uniform Fraudulent
Fraudulent Transfer
Transfer Act
Act
following new
following
new subsection
subsection (I):
(i):
(A)
(A)

•

'(i)
(i) CERTIFICATION DATE—It
DATE—It is
is not
not necnec-

essary that
essary
that the
the date
dateof
of aacertification
certification of the
authenticity
of aa copy
copy of
of aa
authenticity or
or completeness
completeness of
Court order
order or
or ao
an order of
of an administrative
court
process
processestablished
establishedunder
underState
Statelaw
lawfor
forchild
child
support received by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned
for
recent in
in
for the
the purposes of this section be recent

relation to
relation
to the
the date
date of
of receipt
receipt by
by the
the SecSecretary.".
retary.•
PAYNTs COr'.'SISTENT
PAYNEN-TS
CONSISTENTTrH
TrHASSIGNASSIGNOF
OF RIGHTS
RicErrS 'ID
To STATES—Section
STAlES—Section
1408(d) (1) of
of such
such title
is amended
amended by
title is
by insert(2)

MEN.TS
MENTS

ing after the first sentence
sentence the
thefollowing:
following: "In
"In
the case
case of
of a spouse
spouse or
or former
former spouse who,
pursuant to section 402(a)(26) of the Social

Security Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602(26)),
602(26)),assigns
assigns to
to aa

State the
State
the rights
rights of the spouse
spouse or
or former
former

of 1984.
1984, or

March 24, 1995

(A) FINPu.rry.—Procedures"
FINAu-ry._Procedures:
"(A)
redesignatingsubparagraphs
subpararaphs(A),
(A). (B),
(B).
(2) by redesignating
and (C) as
as clauses
clauses(1),
(i), (ii).
and (iii).
(iii),respecrespec'
(ii). and
tively,
and by
byindenting
indentingeach
eachof
ofsuch
suchclauses
clauses
tively, and
2 additional ems
ems to the right; and
and
(3) by
by adding
adding after
after and
and below
belowsubparagraph
subparagraph
(A), as
(A),
as redesignated,
redesignated, the
the following
following new
new subsub'
paragraph:
(B) STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS—Procedures
L1MiTATIOS.—Procedures

under which the statute
statute of
of limitations
limitations on
any arrearages
arrearages of
of child
child support extends at

least until the child
child owed
owed such
such support is 30
years of
years
of age.".
age.'.
(b)

APPLICATION OF REQUUtEMENT,—The
REQUIREMENT—The

amendment made
made by
by this section shall not be
read to require any State
State law
law to revive any
payment obligation which
which had
had lapsed
lapsed prior
to the effective date of such State
State law.
law.
SEC.
SEC.370.
370. CHARGES
CHARCES FOR
FOR ARREARAGES.
ARREARACES.
(A) STATE
STATE LAw
LAW REQUIREMENT,—Section
REQLflREMENT,—Section

466(a) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)).
666(a)). as
as amended by section 301(a).
301(a), 328(a).
328(a), 331. 366, and
and 367
367 of
of this Act.

(iii) another
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
theend
endthe
thefollowfollow"(iii)
anotherlaw,
law, specifying
specifying indicia
indicia of is amended

fraud which
which create
create a prima facie
facie case
Case that
that aa
debtor transferred income or property
property to
to
avoid payment to aa child
child support creditor.
creditor,
which
which the
the Secretary
Secretary finds
finds affords comcomparable rights
parable
rights to child support creditors; and
"(B)
(B)ininany
anycase
case in
in which
which the
the State
State knows
of
of aa transfer
transfer by
by aa child
child support
support debtor
debtor with
with
respect
case is
respect to
to which
which such aa prima
prima facie case
is
established, the State
established.
State must—
must—
'(i)
(i) seek
seekto
tovoid
void such
such transfer:
transfer: or
or
"(ii)
(ii) obtain a settlement
settlement in
in the best
best interinterests of
ests
of the
the child
child support
support creditor.".
creditor.'.
SEC.
SUSPENSION
SEC. 367.
367.STATE
STATELAW
LAW AUTHORIZING
AUTHORIZINC SUSPENSION
OF LICENSES.

Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended
amended
by sections 301(a). 328(a).
328(a), 331.
331, and 166 of
of this
this
Act, is
folAct,
is amended
amended by adding at the end the following new
lowing
new paragraph:
paragraph:

spouse
to receive support, the Secretary conspouse to
the child
child support paycerned may make the
ments referred to
to in
in the
thepreceding
precedingsentence
sentence
to that State in amounts consistent
consistent with
with
'(16) AUThORITY TO
"(16)
TO WITHHOLD
WT}*IOLD OR
ORSUSPEND
SUSPEND
that
that assignment of rights.".
rights.".
LICENSES—Procedures under which the State
UCENSES.—Procedw-es
(3) ARREARAGES
(3)
ARJJWES OWEZ)
OWEDBY
BY MEisERS
MEMEERS OF
OF THE has
has (and
(and uses
usesin
in appropriate
appropriate cases)
cases)authority
authority
UNWORMED SERVICES—Section
UNIFORMED
SERVICES—Section 1408(d)
1408(d) of
of such
such (subject to
to appropriate
appropriatedue
dueprocess
process safesafetitle is
title
is amended
amended by adding at the
the end
end the
thefolfol- guards)
guards) to withhold
withhold or
or suspend,
suspend, or to restrict
lowing new
lowing
new paragraph:
paragraph:
the use
use of
of driver's licenses,
licenses, professional
professional and
and
"(6)
(6) In
In the
the case
case of a court
court order
order or
or an
an order
order occupational licenses, and recreational liof an
an administrative
administrative process
process established
established censes
censesof
ofindividuals
individuals owing overdue child
under State
Statelaw
law for
for which effective service is support or failing,
failing, after receiving appromade on the Secretary concerned
concerned on
on or after priate notice, to comply
comply with
withsubpoenas
subpoenas or
or
the date of the enactment of this paragraph warrants relating to paternity or child
child supsupand which provides for payments from the port proceedings.".
disposable retired pay of a member to satisfy SEC. 368.
368. REPORTING
REPORTINC ARREARAGES
ARR.EARAGES TO
TO CREDIT
the amount
amount of
of child support set forth in
in the
BUREAUS.
order, the authority provided in
in paragraph
paragraph
Section 466(a)(7) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(7)) is
(1) to make payments from the disposable
disposable rere- amended
amended to
to read
read as
asfollows;
follows:
of aa member to satisy the amount
tired pay of
"(7)
BU(7) REPORTING
REPORTING ARREARACES
ARREARACES TO CREDIT BUof child
child support
support set
set forth in
in aa court or
or an REAUS.—(A)
Procedures (subject to safeorder of
of an
an administrative
administrativeprocess
process estab- guards pursuant
pursuant to
to subparagraph
subparagraph(B))
(B)) requirrequirlished under State
pay. ing the State to report periodically
State law
law shall apply to payperiodically to
ment of any amount of child
child support
support arreararrear- consumer reporting
reporting agencies
agencies (as defined in
ages
as well as to section
ages set
setforth
forth in
th that order as
section 603(f)
603(f) of the Fair Credit Reporting
amounts of
of child support that currently be- Act
amounts
Act
(15
(15
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
1681a(f))
l68la(f))
the name of any abcome due.".
parent who
who is delinquent by 90 days or
sent parent
SEC. 365.
SEC.
LIENS.
365. MOTOR
MOTOR VEHICLE
VEHICLE LIENS.
more in the payment of
of support,
support, and
and the
Section
Section 466(a)(4)
466(a)(4) (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)(4)) is amount of
of overdue
overdue support owed
owed by
by such
such parparamended—
ent.
(1) by striking
striking "(4)
(4) Procedures" and insert"(B)
Procedures ensuring that, in
(B) Procedures
in carrying
ing the
the following:
following:
out subparagraph
subparagraph(A),
(A). information
information with re(4) LIENs.—
"(4)
LIS.—
spect to an absent
absent parent
parent is
is reported—
reported—
(A)IN
INGENERAL_Procedures":
GENERAL._Procedures": and
'(A)
and
(i) only
'(i)
parent has
has been afafonly after such parent
(2) by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end the following
foLlowing new
new forded
forded all
alldue
due process
process required
required under
underState
State
subparagraph:
law. including
law,
includingnotice
noticeand
andaareasonable
reasonable opporoppor(B) MOTOR VE'flCLE
VEHICLELIENS.—Procedures
LIENS—Procedures for
for tunity
tunity to
to contest
contest the accuracy
accuracy of
of such
such inforinforof child support on
on mation: and
placing liens for arrears
arrears of
motor vehicle
vehicle titles
titles of
of individuals
individuals owing
owing
'(ii) only
"(ii)
onlytotoan
an entity
entitythat
that has
has furnished
such arrears
such
arrears equal
equal to
to or
or exceeding
exceeding two
two evidence satisfactory
to the
the State
State that
that the
the
satisfactory to
months of support,
support. under
under which—
which—
entity is
is aa consumer reporting
reporting agency.".
agency.".
entity
'(i)
(i) any person owed
owed such
such arrears may
may SEC.
SEC. 389.
389.EXTENDED
EXTENDED STATUTE
STATUTE OF
OF LIMITATION
LIMITATION
place such aa lien:
lien;
COLLECTION OF ARREARAGES.
ARREARACES.
FOR COLLECTION
"(ii)
the State
State agency administering the
(ii) the
(a) A
AMENI'IE'rs.—Section
NDMErrs.—Section 466(a) (9) (42
program
program under this part,
part. shall systemati- U.S.C. 666(a)
656(a) (9)) is amended—
cally place
place such liens;
cally
(1) by
by striking
striking "(9)
(I)
insert'(9) Procedures" and insert(iii) expedited
expedited methods
"(iii)
methods are
areprovided
provided for—
for— ing the
the following:
following:
"(I)
(I) ascertaining the amount of arrears:
(9)LEGAL
LEGAL TREATMENT
TREATMENT OF ARREARS.—
"(9)
ARREARS.—

ing new
new paragraph:
paragraph:

"(17)
'(17) CHARGES FOR ARREARAGES.—ProceARREARAGES.—Proce-

dures providing
dures
providing for the calculation and collectiori
lection of
of interest
interest or
or penalties
penalties for
for arrearages
arrearages
child support,
support, and for distribution
distribution of
ofsuch
such
of child
interest or penalties
penalties collected
collected for
for the benefit
child (except
(except where the right to
to supof the child
port has
port
has been assigned to the State).".
(b)
(b) RECULATIONS,—The
RECULATIOrS._The Secretary
Secretary of
of Health

and Human Services shall establish by regulation a rule to resolve
resolve choice
choice of
of law
law conconflicts arising
flicts
arising in
in the
the implementation
implementation of
of the
the
amendment made
made by
by subsection
subsection (a).
(a).
(c)

CONFORiuNG
CONFORMING

AMENDMENT—Section
AMENDMENT—Section

454(21) (42 U.S.C. 654(21))
654(21)) is
is repealed.
repealed.
(d)
(d)

ECTxvE
DATE—The
amendments
EFFECTIVE
DATE—The
amendments
made
made by
by this section
section shall
shall be
be effective
effective with
with
respect to arrearages
arrearages accruing
accruing on
on or after
October
October 1.
1, 1998.
1998.
DENIAL
OF
PASSPORTS
PASSPORTS
FOR
NONPAYMENTOF
OF CHILD
CHILDSUPPORT.
SUPPORT.
NONPAYMENT
i-fl-ISCERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION PROCEIXJRE.—
(a) HHS
PROCEDURE.—

SEC.
SEC.

371,
371.

(1) SECRETARIAL
SECRETARIALRESPONSIBILITY—Section
RSPONSI8JLrry.—Section

452 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 652).
652). as
as amended
amended by
by sections
sections
315(a)(3) and
and 317
317 of
of this Act, is amended
amended by
by
adding at the
the end
endthe
thefollowing
following new subsection:
'(1)
(1)CCERTIFICATIONS
FOR
PURPOSESOF
OFPASSPASSflFCATIONS FOR
PURPOSES
PORT RESTRICTIONS,—
RESTRICTIONS.—

Secretary rerethetheSecretary

(1)
(1) IN
INGENERAL—Where
GENERAL—Where

ceives aa certification
by aa State
State agency
certification by
agency in
in

accordance
with the requirements of section
accordance with
454 (28) that
454(28)
that an
an individual
individual owes
owes arrearages
arrearages of
of
child support
child
support in
in an
an amount
amount exceeding $5,000
or in an amount exceeding
exceeding 24
24 months'
months' worth
worth

of child
child support.
support, the
the Secretary
Secretary shall transmit such
mit
such certification
certification to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State for
State
for action (with
(with respect
respect to denial.
denial, revocation, or
ocaton.
or limitation
limitationofofpassports)
passports) pursuant
pursuant

to section
section 171(b)
171(b) of
of this
this Act.
Act.
"(2) LIMIT
LIMiT ON
ON LIABILrry.—The
LIABILrrY.—TheSecretary
Secretary
shall not be
be liable
liable to an
an individual
individual for
for any
action with
respect to aa certification
by aa
with respect
certification by
State agency
agency under
under this
this section,".
section.".
(2)

STATE CSE
CSEAGENCY
AGENCYRESPONSIBILITY.—
RESPOrSIBIU'TY.—

Section 454 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654).
654), as
as amended
amended by
sections 304(a).
sections
304(a), 314(b),
314(b). and
and322(a)
322(a)of
ofthis
thisAct,
Act,
is amended—
(A) by
(A)
bystriking
striking '"and"
and" at
at the end of para(26);
graph (26):

(B) by
by striking
striking the
the period
period at the end
end of
of

paragraph (27)
paragraph
(27) and
andinserting
inserting":"; and":
and': and
and
(C) by adding after paragraph
paragraph (27)
(27) the
thefolfollowing new
lowing
new paragraph:
paragraph:
(28) provide that the
the State
Stateagency
agencywill
will
"(28)
have in effect a procedure (which may be
combined
combined with
with the procedure
procedure for
for tax refund
offset under
under section
section464)
464)for
for certifying
certifying to the
the
Secretary, for
for purposes
purposesof
of the
the procedure
procedure
under section 452(1) (concerning denial of
passports)
passports) determinations
determinations that
that individuals
individuals
owe arrearages
arrearagesof
of child
child support
support in
n an
an amount
exceeding $5,000 or in
in an
an amount
amount exceeding
exceeding 24
24
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months'
worth of
of child
child support,
months' worth
support,under
under which
which

procedure.—.
procedure—
(A) each
(A)
each individual
individual concerned
concerned is afforded
notice of
of such
such determination and the consequences
sequences thereof,
tnereof, and
and an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to
contest the
and
the determination:
determination' and
(B) the
(B)
the certification
certificationby
bythe
theState
State agency
is furnished to
to the
the Secretary in such format,
and accompanied by such supporting docudocumentation,
as the Secretary may
may require.".
require.'.
mentation, as
(b) STATE
STATE D9'pjmr-r PROCEDURE
FOR
PROCEDURE
FORDEDE-

MAI,,
N]AL OF PASSPORTS.—
PAsSPOIe'rs,—

H3759

of the
the plan
plan merely
merelybecause
because itit operates
operates in
in acac- except that the amendment made by subcordance with this
this paragraph.
paragraph.
section (a)(4) shall take effect on October 1.
1,
Subtitle 1—Effect
I—Effect of
of Enactment
Enactment
996.
1996.
SEC. 391.
391. EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATES,
SEC.
DATES.
(A)
(A) IN
INGENERAL—Except
GEERAL.—Except as
as otherwise
otherwise spespe-

cifically
provided (but
(butsubject
subject to
to subsections
subsections
cifically provided
(b) and (cfl—
(c))—

TITLE VT—EFFECTiVE
VI—EFFECTIVE DATE
SEC. 601. EFFECTIVE DATE.

Except as otherwise
Except
otherwiseprovided
provided
Act,
in in
thisthis
Act,
(1) provisions of this title requiring
requiring enactenact- this
Actand
andthe
theamendments
amendments
made
by this
this Act
made
by this
ment or amendment of
of State
State laws
laws under
under secsec- Act
Act shall take effect on October
October 1,
1, 1996.
1996.
tion 466 of the Social
Social Security
Security Act,
Act, or
or revireviThe CHAIRMAN.

sion of
of State
State plans under section 454
454 of
of such
such
Act, shall
Act,
shall be
be effective
effective with
withrespect
respect to
to periods
periods
beginning on and
and after
after October
October 1,
I. 1996: and

The CHAIRMAN,Pursuant
Pursuantto
to the
the

rule the
gentlewoman from
the gentlewoman
from Hawaii
Hawaii
[Mrs. MINK]
MINK}will
willbeberecognized
recognized for
for 30
30
upon certification
certification by
of Health
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
(2)
and Human Services,
Services, in
in accordance
accordancewith
with secMember opposed
opposed will
will be
be
(2) all
all other
other provisions of this title shall minutes and aa Member
tion 452(1) of
of the
the Social Security Act,
Act, that
that an
enactment.
recognized
recognized for 30 minutes.
an become effective upon enactment,
(b)
GRACE
individual
PEmOD FOR STATE LAW
PERIOD
individualowes
owesarrearages
arrearages of child
child support
The
The Chair
Chair recognizes
recognizes the gentlein excess of S5.000,
S5,000, shall refuse to issue a CHANCES—The
provisions
CHANGES—The
provisions
thistitle
titleshall
shall woman
ofofthis
woman from
fromHawaii
Hawaii[Mrs.
[Mrs.MINK].
MINK],
passport to
passport
to such
such individual,
individual, and
and may
may revoke,
revoke, become effective
withrespect
respect to
toaa State
State on
effective with
Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
(1)
(I) IN
IN CENERAL
CENERAL.—The
Secretaryof
of State,
State,
—The Secretary

restrict. or limit
restrict,
limitaapassport
passport issued previously
to such
such individual.
individual.
ONLIABILITY—The
LLA.ZILITY._TheSecretary
Secretary of
(2) LIMiT
LinT ON
State
State shall
shall not
not be
be liable
liable to
to an individual
individual for
any
any action with
with respect
respect to aa certification
certification by
State agency
agency under
under this
this section.
section,
a State
DATE—This
sectionand
and the
the
(c) EFFECTIVE
EECi'ivE DATE—This
section
amendments made
made by
by this
this section shall beamendments
come effective October 1, 1996.

later of—
of—
the later
(1) the date
date specified
specified in
in this
this title,
title, or
(2) the effective
effective date
date of
of laws
laws enacted
enacted by the
implementing such
legislature of
of such
such State implementing
such

provisions,
provisions, but
butininno
noevent
eventlater
laterthan
thanthe
the
first
quarter beginbegin.
first day
day of
of the
the first
first calender
calender quarter
close of
of the
the first
first regular sesning after the close
sion of
of the
the State
State legislature
legislature that
that begins
begins
after the date
date of
of enactment
enactmentof
of this
this Act.
Act. For
SEC.
CHILD SUPPORT
SEC. 372.
372.INTERNATIONAL
INTERN'AflON CHILD
SUPPORT ENENpurposes of the previous sentence, in the
purposes
FORCEMENT.
FORCEMEN'r,
(A)
OFr 'THE
CONCRESS
THAT
(A)SENSE
SsE OF
CONGRESS
THAT
THE
THEUNITUNIT-

ED STATES
STATES SHOLL1)
SHOULD RATIFY
RATIFY n't UNITED NA'flONS
CONVEITION OF
'nor's Cor'JvEI'-rIoN
OF 1956—It
1956.—ft is the sense
of
sense of

Congress that
that the
the United
United States
the Congress
States should
should
ratifythe
theUnited
UnitedNations
NationsConvention
Conventionofof1956.
ratify
1956.

(b)
(b) TR,RAm-T
TRm-r oF INTERNXflONAL
OF INTTERNATIONAj.,CEULD
CEULD

SUPPORT
CASES AS
SUPPORT CASES
AS INTERSTATE
IfrrERSTATE CASES—SecCASES—Section
tion 454
454 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 654),
654),as
as amended
amended by secsectiOns 304(a).
304(a). 314(b),
314(b), 322(a), and
tions
and 37l(a)(2)
371(a)(2) of this

Act,
Act, is amended—

(I)
of para(I) by
by striking
striking "and"
"and" at
at the
the end
end of
para-

graph (27);

(2)
(2) by striking
striking the
the period
period at
at the
the end
end of
of
paragraph (28) and inserting ":
': and": and
and
(3)
fol(3) by
by inserting
inserting after
after paragraph
paragraph (28) the fol-

lowing:

(29) provide
"(29)
providethat
thatthe
theState
State must treat

international child
childsupport
supportcases
cases in
in the
the same
international

as the
the State
State treats
treatsinterstate
interstatechild
child
manner as
cases.".
support cases.",
Subtitle H—Medical
H—Medical Support

SEC. 381.
SEC.
381. TECHNICAL
TECHNICAL CORRECTION
CORRECTION TO
TO ERISA

DEFEcITION OF
DEFINITION
OF MEDICAL
MEDICAL CHILD

SUPPORT
SUP'ORT ORDER.
ORDER

(a)
(a) CENRj—Section
the
GENERfij,,_Section609(a)(?)(B)
609(a) (2) (B) of
of the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (29
(2) (B))
(B)) is amended—
(29 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1169(a)
ll69(a) (2)

(1) by
(I)
by striking
striking "issued
'issued by a court of competentjurisdion".
petent jurisdiction"

I yield
yield myself
myself such
such time as I may
consume.
consume,

(Mrs. MINK
MINKofofHawaii
Hawaiiasked
asked and
and was
given permission to
to revise
revise and extend
her remarks,)
remarks.)

Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
I rise today to speak
speak for
for the
the millions
millions of
women and children
Children whose
whoselives
lives will
will be
be
In the
the
case
of a State
State that
that has
has aa2-year
2-year legislative
legislative deeply affected by what we do. In
case of
name of
of reform, we are about to dedesession, each
each year
year of such session shall be name
deemed to be a separate
separate regular
regular session
session of
of stroy the foundations which
which have
have been
been
the State
State legislature,
legislature.
built over
built
over the
the years to build a frame(c) GRACE
(c)
GRAcEPERIOD
PER]ODFOR
FOR STATE
STATECONSTITUCONsTrrU- work
work of
of support
support and help. What was a
TIONAL
AMENDriErr.—A
Stateshall
shallnot
'flONAL
Ar.—A State
notbe
be reform effort
effort has
has now turned into a
found Out
out of
of compliance
compliance with any requirerequiresavage effort
effort to cut
cut away
away needed
needed funds
ment enacted
enactedby
bythis
this title
title if itit is
is unable
unable to savage
for our
our most vulnerable children in
comply without
withoutamending
amending the
the State con- for
order to pay for the tax cuts for the
until the
the earlier of—
stitution until
(1) the date one year
year after
after the
the effective
effective wealthiest
wealthiest in
in America.
America, Changing
Changing the
date
State constitutional
constitutional AFDC
date of
of the
the necessary
necessary State
AFDCProgram
Program from
from an
an entitlement
entitlement to
amendment,
amendment, or
or
a block grant
grant means
means that you
you blow
blow
years after
after enactment
enactment of
of away its foundation of
(2) the date five
five years
of support.
support. Chang
this title.

ing the National School Lunch Program from an entitlement to a block
grant means
means that you place every
schoolchild in jeopardy that their
school may have
have to
to drop out of the program. What good is itit to
to say
say that
that there
there
are
funds for
for needy
needy children
children if
are funds
if the
the
schools they attend have no school
lunch program at all? Changing the
TITLE IV—REAUTHORIZATJON
IV—REAUTHORIZATION OF
TITLE
OF CHILD
child care
child
care programs from entitlements
CARE
CARE AND DEVELOpMEr.J'r
BLOCK GRANT to block grants means that you diminDEVELOPMENT BLOCK
block grants means that you diminSEC.
431.REAUTHORIZATION
REAUTHORIZATION OF CHILD
CHILD CARE ish the level of
SEC. 431.
of commitment
commitment to child
AND DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOpMENT BLOCK
BLOCKGRANT.
GRANT.
as
the
most
important
care
as
the
most
important element rereSection 658B of the Child Care and
and DevelDevelachieve work
work and
arid self-suffiself-suffito achieve
opment Block
opment
Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. quired
ciency.
9858) is amended
amended to
to read
read as
asfollows:
follows:
The Republican attack against our
SEC. 658B. AUTHORIZATION
AUTHORIZATION OF
OF APPROPRJA.
APPROPRIA.
TIONS.
efforts to build back aa future
future for
for wel"There are authorized to be appropriated fare families
families by Job
job training, job
SEC. 392. SEVERABILITY.
SEVERABILITy,

If any provision of this title
title or
or the
the application thereof
thereof to
to any
any person
person or circumstance is
tion
held
held invalid,
invalid, the
the invalidity
invalidityshall
shallnot
not affect
affect
ocher
other provisions
provisions or
or applications
applications of
of this
this title
title
which can be
be given
given effect
effect without
without regard
regard to
the invalid provision
provision or
or application,
application, and
and to
this end the
the provisions
provisions of this title
title shall
shall be
be
severable.

(2)
(2) by
by striking
striking the
the period
period at
at the
the end of
clause
clause (ii)
(ii) and inserting a comma; and
(3)
by
(3) by adding,
afterand
andbelow
below
clause
adding. after
clause
(ii),(ii),
the following:
following: "if'Ifsuch
suchjudgment,
judgment,decree,
decree, or
or
(I) is
is issued
issued by
by aa court
court of
ofcompetentjuorder (I)
competentju(II)isisissued
issued by an
risdiction or (II)
administrato carry Out this subchapter—
subchapter—
an
search, and
search,
and child
child care argues
argues that
that all
all
tive
tive adjudicator
adjudicator and
and has
has the force and effect
(1)
(1)such
suchsums
sumsas
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for fisfis- we do is defend
defend the
the Status
status quo.
quo, For
For
of law under applicable State law:'.
law.",
cal year 1995:
1995;
most
most of
of this century America has stood
stood
(b)
DATE.—
(b)EFFEcTIVE
EEcmt DATE.—
(2) $1.000,000,000
$l,000.000.000 for fiscal year 1996;
1996:
"(2)
tall as aa country
country that helped its poor,
(1) IN
—The amendments
IN CENERAL
GENERAL—The
amendments made
made by
(3) $1,500,000,000
for fiscal year 1997:
$1,500,000,000 for
by
and fed its children,
children, and
and nursed its
this section shall take
take effect
effect on
on the
the date
date of
"(4)
(4)$2,000,000,000
$2,000,000,000 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1998:
1998;
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
sick. If
If this
this isis the
the status
status quo, I am
"(5)
1999:
"(5) $2,500,000,000
$2,500,000,000 for fiscal year 1999;
(2) PL,r.,i
PL,r ADNN NOT NOT
REQUIRED
REQUIRE!) UNTIL
because this
proud to defend itit because
this is
is what
"(6)
(6)53.000.000.000
$3,000,000,000 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 2000:
2000; and
and
JA.NUARYI, I,1996.—Any
1996—Anyamendment
amendment to a plan
JANIJARy
"(7)
(7)$3,500,000,000
$3,500,000,000 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 2001.".
2001.",
I believe America
America is
is all
all about,
about.
required to
to be
be made by an amendment made
It is
It
is not
not about
about bashing women as
TITLE V—AMENDMENTS
V—AMENDMENTS TO
TO THE
as ililrequired to be
by this section shall not be re*uired
INTERNAL REVENUE
INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE
licitand
and unfit
unfitmothers,
mothers. ItIt isis not
not about
about
licit
made before
made
before the
the first
first plan year
year beginning
beginning on
SEC. 501,

or after Januaz-v
.Januarv 1,1.1996.
1996,if—
if—

(A)
duringthe
the period
period after
after the
the date
date before
(A) during
before
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactmentof
of this
this Act
Act and befIrst plan
fore such fIrst
plan year.
year, the
the plan
plan is
is operated
operated
with the
in accordance with
the requirements
requirements of
of the
the

made by
by this section, and
amendments made
(B)
such plan
plan amendment
amendment applies retro-ac(B) such

tively to
tively
to the
the period
period after
after the
the date
date before the
the
date of
of the enactment
enacnnentof
of this
this Act
Act and
arid before
date
before
such first plan
plan year.
year.
A plan
asfailing
falling to be
A
plan shall
shall not
not be treated
treated as
operated in
in accordance
accordancewith
with the
the provisions
provisions
operated

bashing
bashing legai
legal aliens. It is
is not
not about
about
bashing Children
children because
because they were
born out of wedlock.
of the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986
1986 are
America is
America
is about
about having
having the
the greatamended
by striking
striking "35" and inserting
amended by
ness
to offer
offer help where needed. I rise
ness to
'36.25":
"36.25":
today because
passionately reject
reject the
because II passionately
(1)
Section11(b)(1).
ll(b)(l).
(1) Section
INCREASE IN
SEC. 501. INCREASE
IN TOP
TOP MARGINAL
MARGINAL RATE
UNDER SECTION 11.

(a)
(a) IN
INGE
GEiL—The
following
JtAl.,—The
followingprovisions
provisions

meanness that
that II see
see and
and hear.
hear, II reject
reject
meanness
that the poor are less
less deserving
deserving of
of our
love and affection.
affection,
(b) EF'c'nvE
EFECTWE
DATE—Theamendments
amendments
DATE—The
The facts my colleagues
colleagues is
is what
what gives
made
made by this section shall apply to taxable me
me the
the spirit
spirit to fight back today. The
years beginning
years
beginning on or after October 1.
1, 1996.
1996, facts, if
you care
care to read, tell you that
if you
(2) Section
Section11(b)(2),
ll(b)(2).
(3) Section 1201 (a).
(a).
(4) Paragraphs
Paragraphs (1)
(I) and
and (2)
(2) of
of section
section 1445(e)
1445(e)
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50 percent of the adult poor on welfare. self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency through
throughemployment.
employment.It Itpropro- liminary
liminary assessment
assessment of
of the
the self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency
work. You don't
dont need
need to force them to vides the resources
resources necessary
necessarytotogive
givewelfare
welfare needs
needs of
of the
the family
family and whether they qualify
qualify

get up everyday like you think. They
struggle to feed their families. They
know that they want something better
for themselves. They don't
dont need a law
to force them to love their children.

education job training. job
recipients the education.job
job re- for
for the
the JOBS
JOBSprogram
program is.srequired.
required.A
A more
more
search assistance
assistance and
and child
child care that they detailed self-sufficiency
plan must
must be
be develdevelself-sufficiency plan
need to find
ajob and
and sets
sets them on a course oped
need
find ajob
for
for every participari
participae in the JOBS protoward employment
employment through
through the
the Job
Job Cre- oped
The plan will
explainhow
howthe
the State
State
will explain
ation and Work Experience program. It
It also
also gram.
will help
recipient will
will do
help and
and what the recipient
do to
includes a strong
strong work
work requirement and
and inin- will
pursue employment.
identify the
the eduedupursue
employment.ItIt will
will identify
More than half of the adults on welfare creases
creases state
stateflexibility.
flexibility.
cation.
training and
and support
support services
services that
that
cation, training
have 4 years of work experience. They
Foremost is
pro. will
is the
the fact
fact the
the Mink
Mink plan probe provided
provided to
to react'
reach the goal of
be
of self-sufare not lazy and seeking dependency as tects children,
does not allow
states to will
children. It
It does
allow states
and it will set aa timetable
ficiency. and
timetable for
and chilchil- ficiency,
a way of life. They are despondent be- deny benefits to teenage
teenage mothers and
achieving the
the goals.
born into
into families
families already
already on
on AFDC.
AFDC. It
It achieving
cause of events beyond their
their control.
control, dren born
Work Requirement—Every recipient with
Work
does not
not allow children
children to
tobe
be Out
out on the
sickness, being laid off ajob because of does
work after
after edustreet because
becausethey
theyhave
havebeen
beenthrown
throwr off
off of a self-sufficiency plan must work
corporate downsizing. divorce, or street
training, job
job search
search or any other prewelfare after two years. It helps to keep
keep chilchil- cation. training,
death.
paratory activity
activity required by their self-suftiself-suffidren and
dren
andfamilies
familiesoff
off of
of welfare
welfare by
by allowing
allowing paratorv
Our substitute bill that we offer is health care, child care, housing and Food clency
ciency plan. If
If the
the recipient
recipient cannot
cannot find
find aa
the truth about America. It acknowlacknowl- Stamp benefits to continue for
job. the state
state must
must provide
provide aa subsidized
subsidized job
job
for aa short term job,
Job Creation
Creatio, and Work
Work Experiedges that States should have greater after
after the
thefamily
family is off of AFDC.
AFDC. ItItincreases
increases through the Job
ence program for
for at
at leasz
least two
child support enforcement so that single-par- ence
two years.
flexibility in designing the job training child
contribution from the abComponents
Components of
of the Job
Job Creation
Creation and
and Work
Work
and child care programs. But we guar- ent families have aa contribution
sent parent
parent to
to help
help sustain
sustainthe
thefamily.
family. And
And Experience Program—Each
Program—Each State
State designs
designs its
its
antee the funds with which to do it. If sent
eliminates the
the discrimination
discrimination of two par- own program to provide employment in the
Federal funds are to be spent there
there ititenteliminates
families in
in the AFDC
AFDC system
system.
public or private sector
sector for
for AFDC recipients.
must be uniformity throughout the NaThe major differences between
between the
the Mink
Mink
must pay at least
least Federal
Federal minimum
minimum
tion on such things as eligibility stand- plan and other welfare proposals are: retains Thejobs
wage and may be
be subsidized.
subsidized. Child
Child care and
and
ards. but beyond that the States must entitlement status
status of
of the
the program:
program; no
no arbiarbi- Medicaid eligibility must be sustained
have
the
ability
trary cut off
off of
of benefits
benefits (people
(people who
who refuse
refuse to
to throughout the program.
have the ability to
to decide
decidehow
how to trary
program. Protections
Protections against
against
work or
or turn
turn down
down ajob
ajob are
are denied
denied benefits):
benefits); displacing
achieve the goals of job placement work
displacing existing
existingemployees
employees at
at aa company
protects
children
because
it
does
not
include
protects children because it does not include or organization particioathig
which are required in this bill.
particiiath'ig in
inaa subsidized
subsidized
to deny benefits to teenage
teenage job program
program are
are included.
included.
—
We reward families that work by not requirement
mothers
mothers
or
or children
children who are
are born
born to
to families
families
Time limits—There
liinits.—Thereare
are no
no arbitrary
arbitrary time
pulling them Out
out of essential support already on AFDC:
AFDC:rewards
rewardsstates
states for
for successsuccess- limits
on AFDC
AFDCbenefits.
benefits. Requires
Requires a recipilike food stamps, housing, and child fully
fully moving
movingwelfare
welfare recipients
recipients into
into jobs;
jobs: limits on
care.
makes the investments necessary to prepare ent to get a job once they have completed
trainingas
as detex-niined
determined by
by their
their
recipients for
for work; helps
helps families
families education or training
We extend support to low-income
low-income welfare recipients
self-sufficiency plan.
plan. IfIf ajob
ajob is
is not
not available.
stay off
off of welfare by allowing
allowing them
them to re- self-sufficiency
working families not on welfare, but as stay
in the
the Job Creation
Creation and
and
health. child
care, housing and Food they must be placed in
child care,
much in need of help, by providing tain health,
Work
WorkExperience
Experienceprogram
program for
for at
at least
least two
Stamp
benefits
for
for
up
up
to
to
two
two
years.
years.
and
and
does
does
them with child care services
services as
as well.
well.
years. Any
Any one who refuses
refuses to
to work
work or turns
finance welfare by denying benefits to years.
In truth,
truth. Mr. Chairman, this sub- not
dowr aa job will
down
willbe
be cut
cut off
off of
of welfare,
welfare. Howlegal immigrants.
imnigrants.
stitute bill which has 75 cosponsors is
ever. AFDC recipients who play by the rules
1. WORK
1.
AND REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS
WORK OPPORTUNITIES
0PPORTtJNrrIES AND
but cannot find
find aa job
jobbecause
because there are
are no
no
an expression of belief and hope which
Work
Work
for
work
are
essential
and
preparing
work
are
essential
jobs do not get
get punished
punishedby
bybeing
beingcut
cutoff
off of
of
is the icon of American ideology. Best elements
elements in
in aa welfare
welfare reform.
reform. The
The Mink
Mink plan welfare.
no one because they provides welfare recipients with
of all it demeans rio
the eduwith the
Jobs and
funding—The Job Creation
Creation
Jobs
and work
work fundinE.—The
are poor, and it protects children and cation.
cation, job
job training
trainingand
and child
childcare
carenecessary
necessary and
Experience Program is a new prolegal aliens by refusing to segregate to obtain
obtain ajob
ajob and
and stay
stay employed.
employed. State
State are gramWork
under
under JOBS.
JOBS. Funding
Funding for
for JOBS
JOBS will
will
more flexibility
flexibility in
in implementing
implementing continue
their rights and privileges because
because of
of provided more
tobe
bebased
basedon
onaaFeder-alJState
FederallState
prepare welfare
welfare continue to
status, and assures stability of Federal the JOBS program to help prepare
share arid
and remain a capDed
capped entitlement
entitlement to.
for
for work
workand
andenhances
enhances JOBS with
with share
support while allowing maximum flexifiexi- recipients
the States
Statesatatthe
thefollowing
followi,g levels (including
(including
a new work program (The Jobs Creation and
and the
the
bility
States to
to provide
provide for
forjobs,
SI billion
Si
bthty to the States
jobs. Work
currently authorized for
currenzlv
Work Experience
Experience Program). This is not a JOBS):
$1.5
S1.5billion
billion in
in rzFY 1997:
1997:$1.9
$1.9billion
billion in
in
job training and child care. Yes, it cuts one-size
one-size fits
fits all approach. It eliminate cumcum1998: $2.8
$2.8billion
billionininF"?
FY1999:
1999;93.7
3.7 billion
billion in
off support if the parent refuses
refuses a job bersome
bersome requirements
requirements under
under the
the JOBS
JOBS propro- FY 1998:
F'? 2000.
2001.
2000. and
arid$5.0
$5.0billion
billionin
ir FY 2001.
offer, but it does not set an arbitrary gram and
and allows
allows states
statesflexibility
flexibility in
in deterdeter- FY
Rewards success—Increases Federal share
share
mining who
whoisis required to participate in
time limit which could not be met ei- mining
of
the
JOBS
program
program
and
and
Transitional
Transitional
Child
Child
ther by the State or by the commu- JOBS and who is exempt. There is no arbi- Care program by 10 percent
perce,z for
for States
States which
which
trary time
time limit
limit for
for AFDC
AFDC benefits
benefits but alnity. To cut off a family in need when trary
successraze
razein
in moving
moving famifamilows states
statestotowork
workwith
with individual
individual families
families meet a certain success
there is neither job, nor job offer, is to
lies
on
welfare
into
urk
(actual
rate
inon
welfare
into
rk
(actual
rate
indetermine what
detex-niine
what is necessary
necessary to
to get them
cruel. What will the children do to sur- off
creasefor
for JOBS
JOBS program
program would
would equal 70% or
off of welfare and become
becomeself-sufficient
self-sufficient crease
vive? Separate the siblings in foster through employment.
the Federal
Federal Medicaid
Medicaid Match plus 10%). In
care, in
to receive
receive the
the increased
increased federal
federal share
share
care,
in orphanages?
orphanages? A job must be The Mink
Mink plan
plan includes
includes a strong work re- order to
participants who
who leave
quirement. Every
Everyrecipient
recipientwith
with aa self-suffiself-suffi- the number of JOBS parzicipants
found before any funds are cut. That is quil-ement.
AFDC
AFDC program
program due to employment (does
(does
the object,
object. isn't
isnt it?
it? Help
Help families find ciency plan must be in a job after the edu- the
subsidized employment)
employment) within
within
training or
or job
job search
search activities re- not include subsidized
work that earns their way off of wel- cation.
must equal:
equal: V.
¼ ofofJOBS
in
ix their self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency plan
plan are
are com- the given year must
JOBS parfare. This is our goal. This is the goal quired
fiscal year
year 1998,
1998. ½ of JOBS parIf they cannot find
find aa job
job they must ticipants in fiscal
of an American that cares. This is not pleted.
participate in the Job
Job Creation
Creation and
andWork
Work ExEx- ticipants in
in fiscal
fiscal year
year 1999.
1999. and
and ½ of JOBS
the status quo,
quo. because there is no such perience Program for
for two
two years.
years. States
States are participants in fiscal
fiscal year
year 2000 or any year
goal in current law. Vote for the Mink given maximum
maximum flexibility
flexibilitytoto design the
the thereafter.
substitute.
substitute,
Promotes families.
Work
Work program
program to
to fit
fit the needs
needsof
oftheir
theirAFDC
AFDC
families—Eliminates
—Eliminates requiretheir
community.
families
and
ments discriminating
discriminating against
FAZflLY STABXLrIY
STABXLI-IY AND
against two-parent
FA!flLY
ANDWORK
WORKACT
AcT (H.R. 1250)
1250)
The
basic
components
components
of
of
this
this
program
program
are:
are:
families.
families.
SPONsoRED
BYCONGRESSWO..N
CONG S5wo?.N PATSY
SPoNsoIo
BY
PATSY T.
Participation
rates.—States
decide
who
Participation
rates—States
decide
who
MINK
ii.ci'cLn
cimcARE
ii.
CARE
participates and who is
is exempt,
exempt, so
so long
long as
as
5U.1ARY
SUie.1ARY
the following participation rates are
Child
Child Care
Care is
is essential
essentialin
inorder
orderfor
for AFDC
AFDC
are
The Welfare
Welfare debate
The
debate has
been
centered
has been center-ed achieved:
achieved: 15
15 percent
percentofofAFDC
AFDC families
families in
in FY
FY mothers to work or participate in an eduaround getting people off
off of
of welfare through 1997: 20
20 percent
percentof
ofAFDC
AFDC families
families in
in F'Y
F'Y 1998;
1998; cation orjob training
training program.
program. Child
Childcare
care is
limits and
and denying benefits
arbitrary time limits
benefits to
to 25 percent
FY 1999:
1999: 30 often the most
percent of
of AFDC
AFDC families in FY
most difficult
difficult support
support service for
teenage mothers
teenage
mothersand
andchildren
children born
born into
into wel- percent
percent of
of AFDC
AFDC families in
in FY
FY 2000;
2000: 35
35 per- mothers to find
and the
the most expensive. The
find and
fare families, all
all in
in an
an attempt to reduce
reduce fedfed- cent of
of AFDC families
families in
in FY
FY2001;
2001: 40
40 percent
percent Mink
Mink plan
planincreases
increases the
the Federal
Federal investment
investment
eral welfare spending.
spending. Very
has cen- of AFDC
Very little
little has
AFDC families
familiesininFY
FY2002:
2002:and
and 50
50 percent
percent in
in child
child care
care so
so that
that .AFDC
.AFDC mothers can
tered around what is truly
truly necessary
necessary to help of AFDC
AFDC families
familiesininFY
FY2003
2003and
andeach
each sucsuc- work to
to support their fan'ilies
families and
and extend
families get off
off of
of welfare
welfare and
and stay off.
ceeding year.
transitional
childcare
careassistance
assistance so
so that
transitional child
The Mink
plan is
is aa forthrigltt
forthrightand
and honest
honest
Mink plan
Self-sufficiency plan—Within
plan—Within 30
30 days
days of
of families
families who
who have
have left
left the
the AFDC
AFDCsystem
systemcan
can
to move
move welfare
welfare families
families to
to being determined
plan which seeks
seeks to
determinedeligible
eligible for
for AFDC,
AFDC, a prepre- stay
stay off
off of welfare. In
In addition,
addition. the
theMink
Mink
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plan makes
makes a significant
significant investment in child
child
care for
for other
families through
other low-income
low-income families
through
the At-Risk
Child
At-Risk Child Care
and the
Care program
program and
Child Care Development Block Grant program.
Child Care
Care Guarantee—Retains
Guarantee_Retains the
the Child
Child

interstate child
interstate

through:
through:

support

enforcement

Establishment of state automated systems
on child support orders;
Establishment of a Federal automated system which will include state data on child
support orders and a directory
directory of
of new
new hires:
hires:

Care Guarantee for AFDC recipients and
JOBS participants. Extends the Transitional
all states
states to
to adopt
adoptthe
theUniform
Requiring all
Uniform
Child Care program for families who leave Interstate
Family Support Act, which estabAFDC
AFDC for
for an
an additional
additional year.
year. (current
(current pro- lishes a framework
for determining
gram
gram is
is one
one year).
year). Families
Families who
who leave
'eave AFDC state retains jurisdiction of interstate which
cases
would be eligible for transitional child care and
and governs
governs the
the relationship
relationship amongst states
for two years or until their
their family
family income
income in this area.
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Such an approach removes a whole
layer of expensive Federal bureaucracy
that will free up more resources,
resources, more
more
resources, Mr. Chairman, to try innoresources.

vative, new approaches at the local
level to truly change people's lives.
This substitute
substitute before
before us does not
not do
that, It keeps the same expensive
that.

Washington
Washington welfare bureaucracy in
place,
Improved sanctions including, state guide- place. and, in fact, increases costs and
Increase Federal Match—Increases
Match—Increases the lines for driver's
drivers license
license suspension, and the Federal requirements. It requires
requires
federal share for the AFDC & Transitional denial of passports for individual
individual who
who are
are States, as an example, to provide a
Child Care
Care by
by 10%.
10%.
Child
reaches 200% of poverty.

Child Care for Non-AFDC families—Increases the Federal Match for the At-Risk
Child Care program by 10% and increases
increases
capped entitlement to: $800 million in fiscal
year 1997;
year
1997;$1.3
1.3 billion
billion in fiscal
fiscal year
year1998:
1998:$1.8
1.8

more than $5000 or 24
24 months
months arrears;
arrears;
Granting families who are owed child sup-

port first right of access to an IRS refund
credited to a delinquent non-custodial par.
parent:
ent;

fare in
In the first place,
place. We must reward AFDC

recipients who go to work and not punish
them by taking away necessary assistance
which will help stabilize the family. The
Mink plan allows AFDC families to retain
short-tei-rn
assistance in the areas of health.
short-term assistance
health,

housing,
housing. nutrition and child care to help stabilize the family
family and
and assure
assure that
that they
they will
will
not fall
fail back into welfare,
welfare. including:
incluthng:
Rewards work—Eliminates
work—Eliminates disincentives
disincentives
for AFDC recipients to work by increasing
the amount of earned income not included in
calculation of AFDC benefits from $120 per
month to $200 per month in the 1st
1st year and
$90 to $170 after fir first
first year.
Transjtjol
Transitional health benefits_Extends
Medicaid benefits
Medicaid
benefits for
for an additional
additional year
year
(with state option to require families to
to pay
a portion of the premium) after a family
leaves AFDC and extends Medicaid benefits
for the children until they reach 18 years of
of
age or the family's
familys income reaches 200 percent of poverty.
Transitional nutrition
Transitional
nutrition benefits_Income
earned by
by AFDC
AFDC recipients
recipients and
and former
former AFDC
earned

raises the jobs program participation

annually. and it
Increasing the Federal matching rate from requirements 5 percent annually,
66% to 75% and including incentive pay- guarantees former AFDC
AFDC families
families child
child
ments of up to 15% for state's based on pater- care indefinitely, until their income
nity
nity establishment
establishment and
and overall
overall performance
performance reaches 200 percent of poverty. It is
is the
of state program. 80% Federal matching rate status quo, as
the gentlewoman from
for the development of automated systems.

billion in fiscal year 1999: $2.3 billion in fiscal
billionin
infIscal
fiscal year 2001.
year 2000, and
and $2.8
2.8 billion
Reauthorizes
Reauthorizes the Child Care Development
Block Grant program for five years with the
following authorization
authorizationlevels:
levels:$1.0
1.0 billion in
following
fiscal year 1996; $1.5 billion in fiscal year
V. F'INANCINC
FINANCINC
1997; $2.0
billion
in
fiscal
2.0 billion in fiscal year
year1998;
1998:$2.5
$2.5 bilCorporate America
America benefits
benefits from
from billions
billions
lion in fiscal year 1999; $3.0 billion in fiscal ofCorporate
dollar worth of corporate welfare—subwelfare_subyear 2000, and $3.5 billion in fIscal year 2001. sidies.
sidies. tax breaks, credits, direct federal
In. MAKING
MAKING WORK
WORK PAY
PAY
spending-_every major corporation and busispending—every
busiHelping former AFDC families stay off of ness receives some kind of benefit from the
welfare
welfare must be one of our
our prirnai-y
primary goals. Federal government, Corporations must do
Currently over I,' of the AFDC population cy- their share in investing in our nation's most
cles on and off of welfare. Low wage jobs vulnerable in our society.
which do not provide enough money to susThe Mink bill is financed through raising
raising
tain a family coupled with
with the
the loss
loss of
of health the top corporate income rate by 1.25% to
care, child care, housing and food stamps. 36.25 percent. This is estimated to raise $20.25
often
often puts
puts aa family
family right
right back
back into
into the
the dire billion over 5 years.

financial situation which
which put
put them on wel-

public sector or subsidized private sector job paying minimum wage for at
least 2 years for each recipient. It

Hawaii IMrs.
IMrs. MINKI
MINKI has
has said,
said, but
but it is

more than that. It is more of the same.
same,
Again. I believe this substitute traps
Again,
us in the failed welfare system of the
the
past, so what we need to do is we
we need
need
to end the perverse incentives of the
past. We need to make people work, we
need to encourage families to stay together. we need to slash the
the costly and
ineffective Federal welfare bureaucracy.

Thomas Jefferson once said, "I bebe.
that the States
States can
best govern
Mr. Chairman,
can best
Chairman. I reserve the balance
govern
balance lieve
of my time.
our home
homeconcerns,"
concerns," II think
think he was
was
The CHAIRIvIAN. For what purpose right. Many of today's thinkers echo
words. sociologist James Q.
does the gentleman from Pennsylvania those words,
Q. Wil[Mr. 000DLING]
[Mr.
GOODLING] rise?
son among others. Quite frankly.
frankly, Mr.
GOODLING, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman I rise Chairman, we have to oppose this subMr. GOODLING.
increases the
the buin Opposition to the amendment in the stitute because it just increases
bunature of a substitute,
substitute
reaucracy and the failed welfare sysThe CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRIvIAN, The gentleman tem. We need to look ahead. We need to
from Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania[Mr.
[Mr.
from
GOODLINGI
G00DLINGI is support the committee bill which gives
recognized for 30 minutes.
our State partners the flexibility they
Mr. GOODLING.
GOODLING, Mr. Chairman, I need.
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Hawaii, Mr. Chairman,
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii.
EMr, PORTMAN].
PORTMANI,
Ohio EMr.

Mr.
Mr. PORTMAJ'J.
PORTMAN. II

I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman
[Mr. WILLIAMS],
from Montana EMr,
WILLIAMS] aa memthank the gen- from

tlernan for yielding this time to me.
tleman
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise in opposition
Opposition to
the Mink substitute.
substitute, I believe it is an
expansion of our current system rather
than real reform.
reform,

Mr. Chairman
Chairman the
thefundamenra
fundamenr difdii'ference with the substitute, of course,

ber of my Committee on Economic and
Educational Opportunities.
Opportunities.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, along

with the gentlewoman.
gentlewoman

too, along
too.
spent a lot of time thinking about welfare and trying to figure out how to reform it. a thing that this Congress has
times. by the way, since
done many times,
I.

with many of my colleagues,
colleagues have

is that it retains the entitlement stathe AFDC,
AFDC.But
Butititgoes
tus of the
goesbeyond
beyond
that, it increases
increasesthe
theadministrative
administrative welfare was first created. It is not
not easy.
easy,
burdens and imposes costly new un- but there are some
some clear conclusions
funded
funded Federal mandates on the that one arrives at. clear conclusions
benefits.
States. It is mostly deficient for what
First. and the American people agree
First,
Transitional housing benefits_Income
benefits—Income
do, It does not give the with
earned by AFDC recipients and former AFDC it does not do.
this more than anything else, we
recipients will not be counted for the purposes of Food Stamp eligibility until the
familys income
family's
income reaches
reaches 200% of poverty or
for two years after the termination
terminationofofAFDC
AFDC

recipients will not be counted for the purposes of Federal Housing assistance eligibility or rent determination until the familys income reaches 200% of poverty
poverty or
or for
for

two year after the termination of AFDC benefits.
IV.
Cl-OLD SUPPORT
iv. CHILD
SUPPORT

Failure to
toenforce
enforcechild
child payments plays a
key role in keeping single parent families ina

poverty. The FSWA incorporates the child
support enforcement provisions developed by
by
the Women's
Womens Caucus.
Caucus. It improves state and

States the flexibility to respond to the have got to make being off of welfare
crisis we have before us.
more profitable than being on it. This
Mr. Chairman, during our Committee bill
does that better than any bill beon Ways and Means hearings on welfare fore us.
us, The American people say,
reform we repeatedly heard from Gov- "You've
'Youve got
gotto
toeducate
educate people.
people, you got
ernors and others closer to the delivery to job train them to take that job
once
of public assistance that in
in order
order to afget on welfare."
welfare,"
fect real welfare reform, we need to they
Now check it.
it, This bill.
bill, Mr. Chair.
stop the
the one-size-fits-all
one-slze-fitsall Federal
Federal ap- man,
man. the gentlewoman from Hawaii's
proach and let
let States
States design
design welfare
welfare bill,
bill. does that better than
bill that
programs that are designed to meet the is before us. I say to my any
colleagues.
colleagues,
real needs of the population.
"You
You have to improve employment
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services so that the former welfare re- While they are in this make-work job.
So
let
us
make
a
deal.
Deal tried to
cipients now trained for ajob can actu- they must earn more than they
they did
did on do it last night. My colleagues would
afly find a job." No bill does that betally
bet- AFDC.
AFDC.
not accept his substitute.
ter than this bill offered by the gentleThe corporate tax rate is going to
to be
Let us make a deal and show
show that
that the
the
woman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK], and it increased by 1.25 percent to subsidize
does something else. It is tough. It re- welfare workers who are doing make- substitute offered by the gentlewoman

from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK]
MINKI delivers a betquires that the States
States increase
increase the
the
jobs.
ter trail, it delivers better jobs,
jobs, itit dedenumber of recipients who take jobs work
The Mink substitutes does not ad- livers better
better work,
work, itit delivers
from the current 15 percent up to 50
delivers better

percent, and I think it does that better
percent.
than any bill that
that is
is before
before us.
us.
I say to my colleagues,
colleagues. "If
'If you ask
the American people what
what they
they don't
dont
want to do in welfare reform, they'd
say. 'For heaven's sakes, dont
say,
dont cut
cut the
the
kids nutrition programs, dont cut
school
This bill
schoollunch.'
lunch.'' This
billdoes
doesnot
not cut
it.

'

Mr. Chairman, I voted for the Deal
bill last night because I thought it was
a lot better than the Republican substitute. I say to
to my
my colleagues.
colleagues. "I1 like
like
Mrs. MINK's
MINK's bill
bill even
even better
betterthan
than the
bill,"
Deal bill."

Now let me finally say a word about
the Republican substitute. I know it is

dress out-of-wedlock births at all. Mr.
Chairman, by the year 2000,
2000. 80 percent
of minority children and 40
40 percent of
of
all children in this country are going
to be born Out
out of
of wedlock.
wedlock. The
The younger

benefits for poor people.
Now let me tell my colleagues something about helping people on welfare.

The substitute offered by the gentlewoman from Hawaii does this,
this. does job
that a woman has a child, the more
more training,
training. it does education, itit will
will put
put
likely it will be that she will end

likely it will be that she will end up on emphasis on quality child care.
welfare and stay there for at least 8 to
I ask.
ask, "How
'How do
do you
you expect people to
10 years.
work, mothers, if they don't
dont have child
We know. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, statis- care?
care?" Knowing that their babies are
are
tically—I am not saying that welfare safe will make them have some incenchildren are bad. I do not believe that. tive to go Out
and find
find aajob.
out and
job. ItIt will
will put
Many children turn Out
out extremely
extremely well,
well. emphasis on school lunches, that chilbut we know from statistics and stud- dren are hungry.
hungry. Go
Go Out
out there in the
ies that children who get started in the community, and my colleagues
colleagues will
will see
see
welfare system get a very bad start in these hungry children.
life sometimes. They do not have a lot
It is time to do the real reform. We

a major part of the contract, almost of structure in their life. Frequently do not care about labels. I say to my
the crown jewels of the contract,
contract, and they do not have a father. Sometimes colleagues, "It's not what you call me,
Republicans talk a lot about change. they do not even have enough food and it's what I answer to.,.
Now here is their great idea for change clothing.
clothing, and statistically we
we know
know Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chairon welfare reform: Pass the buck to the that throughout their life
life they are man, I yield 2½ minutes to the gengenGovernors. Let the Governors do it.
going to have more trouble with edu- tleman from
from Oklahoma
Oklahoma [Mr.
[Mr.WATrS].
WA'rrs].
I ask,
ask, 'Is
that the
thebest
bestyou
and
crime.
We
Is that
can
do
in
cation,
health
We
are
you can do in
conconMr. WATTS of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma, Mr. Chairyour contract? Is that the only
only change
change signing people to a very bad life when man,
it
appears
that the Mink subyou could think of for welfare reform.
reform, we expand this
this system,
system, and
and I vigorI

vigor- stitute is yet another
another form
form of
of big
biggovgov-

if we dont know how to do
do it.
it, let's
let's let ously oppose the Mink substitute.
the Governors do it?"
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,
No wonder the American people want I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman
their money back on the contract.
from Florida IMrs. MEEK].
Mr. COODLING,
GOODLING. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman I ask

unanimous consent that my time be
controlled by the gentlewoman from
Kansas [Mrs.
Kansas
[Mr. MEYERS].
MEYERS].

The CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN. Is there objection

to the request of the gentleman from

Pennsylvania?
There was no objection.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair-

man.
man, I yield myself such time as I may
consume.
consume,

Mr. Chairman, I oppose the Mink

substitute.
substitute, It maintains the entitlement
ment nature
nature of
of this
this program,
program,and
and I
think that is a serious mistake. ItI

vastly expands the welfare state. It
means a $13 billion increase in
in exexpanded jobs training programs. It
means a $14.9 billion increase in expanded child care programs. It extends

ernment—more money. more bureaucracy, fewer answers. For more than 30
years we have tried welfare one way.
What do we have to show for it?
(Mrs. MEEK of Florida asked and was
We have a system that penalizes famgiven permission to revise and extend ilies. that penalizes a mother for wanther remarks.)
ing to marry the father of her children,
Mrs. MEEK of Florida. Mr. Chair- that penalizes savings,
savings. and penalizes
man. I stand to support the substitute the person who wants to own property.
man,
offered by the gentlewoman from Ha- The Mink substitute increases spendwaii
waii [Mrs.
[Mrs.MINK].
MINK].She
Shedefinitely
definitely rere- ing by at least $1 billion over 5 years
forms AFDC, and that is where
where most of just for transitional child care. And,
And.
the problems are.
only one tiny part. For example,
I say to my colleagues. "Now, you that's
it expands the JOBS program by $14.9
can put any label on us as you want to. billion and that program has not been
You can call us liberals or conserv- proven effective. And it also increases
atives. But the main thing the children taxes to the point where business may
and the people of this country want: not be able to provide the very jobs we
Benefits. They want services. They are training them to fill.
youre in.
don't care what party you're
in, and And that isjust the beginning.
they don't
don't care
carewhat
what rhetoric
rhetoric you
you
I would ask all of us to consider.
spout. When a hungry stomach is hun- What do we have to show for 30 years of
gry. they care nothing about whether throwing money at a problem?
youre conservative
you're
conservative or
or liberal.
liberal, That's
We have more people on welfare with
why PATSY MINK is saying,
saying, 'Get
Get a way no hope of getting off.
off, One of the other
to get us out of this morass,
morass, get
get some
some results is an
an inflated,
inflated,overextended
overextended
jobs, define them, show them how to
to budget. Currently. the bankrupt budget
get there.'"
burdens families with excessive taxes.
Now there are jobs out there, and I We need to get beyond the old law.

Medicare coverage for an additional
additional
year after beneficiary begins working.
They already have 1 year Medicaid. I
believe. It lets welfare beneficiaries
earn more and still collect welfare.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,all
all of this will add say to my colleagues,
colleagues. "Don't let anyover $30 billion a year to the $70 billion one fool you, there are jobs, but you
that we spend on the AFDC population must train people to get to the jobs,
now.
what PATSY MINK does. She
After 2 years in a job training pro- and that'sthem
to work, but with some
gram, the Federal Government requires requires
skill so they can keep those jobs and
States to provide make-work public not
get on this hamburger chain from
jobs or subsidized employment for at one
McDonald's
one
McDonald's and
and one
one Burger
Burger King
King to
to
least 2 years under the substitute of- the other
because
of
all
these
ill-defered by the gentlewoman from Hawaii,
Hawaii. fined job programs that just making
Now, while in this make-work job, the people who started this train of ilbeneficiaries must earn more than they literacy and poor work habits get on
did on AFDC. In other words.
words, the Gov- the train and not help them as they've
ernment is required
job. never been."
required to
to give
give them
themaajob.

We're the government and we're to
help to the point where we can say,
say.

and we're
we're going
we're the
the govel-rirnent
government and
to get out of the way and let you dream
your dreams.

Beyond the problems of the Mink

substitute, there is aa philosophical
philosophical
shift that needs to be made here.
here. We
We

need to make sure that we no longer

measure compassion
compassion by
by how
how many
many peopeomeasure
ple

are on welfare and
andhow
how much
much

money we throw at welfare but by how
few people are on welfare and how little money we take from our
our citizens
citizens to
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get those who are down and
arid Out
out ad- born prematurely because his mother
dicted to the government dole.
is denied WIC services, shame on this
We have tried it one way
way for
for 30
30 years Congress. If one child dies
dies from
now and it hasn't worked. Throwing malnourjshment
because a tax cut was
more money at the problem and in- malnourishment
given to the rich, shame on this Concreasing the bureaucracy is not the an- gress, and on those insensitive voters
swer.
who are supporting the callous
The answer lies in restoring
restoring hope—ofhope-_of- sions of this obnoxious ContractproviWith
fering a helping hand—in the
the form
form of America.
temporary assistance and then
then giving
giving a
I urge my Republican colleagues to
hand up not just a hand out.
out. The
The Mink support the Mink substitute. It prosubstitute is not the answer. I urge a tects our Nation's children from prothe
"no"
'no' vote.
nightmare of the Republican bill.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
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have not found these jobs that you are
talking about.
We have offered.
offered, you know,
know, a work
responsibility provision in the welfare
reform package,
package. but
but II cannot
cannotfind
find it in
in
the Republican bill.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii,
Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,

Iyield 22 minutes
I.yield
minutes to
to the
the distinguished
gentlewoman
SCHROEDERI,
ScHoEDER1.

from

Colorado

fMrs.
LMrs.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman

I

thank the gentlewoman from Hawaii
for yielding.

Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. ChairI yield 2 minutes to our distinguished man,
I yield
yield 1½
l'/2 minutes
minutes to
to the
the gengen- Mr. Chairman, I proudly stand here
ranking member, the gentleman
gentleman from
from tleman from Indiana [Mr. SOUDER].
for her bill. Her substitute is the right
SOUDERI.
Missouri [Mr. CLAY).
substitute. and let me add to what the
substitute,
0 1115
(Mr. CLAY asked and was given perpergentleman from Tennessee
Tennessee [Mr.
[Mr. FORD)
FoRD)
mission to revise and extend
extend his
his reMr. SOUDER. Mr. Chairman, listen- just said. You know, early on
on the
the Remarks.)
ing to this debate. I am struck by selfappointed June O'Neill. She
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I am proud doubt. Maybe the Democrats are right. publicans
their appointee to be head of the
the
to serve as a cosponsor of the
the Mink
Mink Maybe we are being too rash and too is
Budget Office.
Office, and
and she
she
substitute because it is the most hu- impulsive in trying to change the wel- Congressional
their bill is weaker on work than
mane of the three proposals before us. fare system from the last three dec- says
the current system. The Washington
The Mink substitute is justifiably si- ades.
Post editorial says theirs is weaker on
lent on the nutrition issues that have
John Lennon said give peace
than the current system.
system.
so divided this House during the wel- chance. Maybe my friends are correcta work
The question today,
today. ladies and genfare reform debate. It says nothing that we just need to give the welfare
tlemen, is do we want reform, which is
about these issues because itit doesn't
doesnt state a chance. After all,
all. we have only the Mink bill,
bill. which helps people go to
need to say anything. Existing Federal
Federal been at it for about 30 years.
years. Nearly
Nearly work, or do we want to be totally retro,
nutrition programs work remarkably two-thirds
two-thirds of
ofthe
thehouseholds
households at
at the
the do we want to go back to orphanages or
well. Leave the system alone. Each lowest one-fifth of the income distribuday. 26 million children are fed school tion are headed by persons who work. do we want to go back to really makthis almost a poor house mentallunches, and 7 million women, infants.
infants, Today that has declined by one-third. ing
ity?
and children participate in the WIC But maybe we should just giveone-third.
it a litdo not think so. I think we want to
Program. The Mink substitute reminds tle bit more time and spend
spend just
just a lit- goI forward.
Americans
That is what Americans
us not to throw the baby out with the tle bit more money.
bath water.
In 1966 when the war on poverty want to do. They want to help teach
Mr. Chairman, not one witnesses who began, the poverty rate was 14.7 per- people to fish. This is the teach people
to fish bill. We have heard them say
testified before the Committee on Eco- cent. Today's poverty rate
is even
nomic and Educational Opportunities worse.
worse, 15.1 percent. But maybe we are there is perverse incentives in this bill.
Oh, yeah? I do not know what is wrong.
this session supported block granting being rash on this side and we should Oh.
Federal nutrition programs.
perverse incentive
incentive
not really try to reform the system and How can you call a perverse
Our Republican colleagues keep de- just put a little bit more money in and the fact that if you are offered a job
nying that their bill will hurt women
women that will help. Should we wait until il- you have to take it. That is a wonderand children. In fact they have become legitimacy rates reach 95.
ful incentive. I would not call that per95, 100
rather angry, complaining that they in our public housing projects? percent
Should verse at all.
are being unfairly accused of
of cutting
cutting we wait until 50 to 75 percent of white
We also hear people saying.
saying, "Oh.
'Oh,
WIC and school lunch and breakfast babies and over 90 to 100 percent of Af- well, we like the block grants so much
better.'
programs. But the truth is. the Repub- rican-American babies are out of wed- better." What
What you are really saying
saying
doesnt just
lican bill doesn't
just cut these nutrithere is let us take all these problems
nutri- lock?
tion programs, it decimates them. NaAt what point do we decide that the and throw them at the Governors and
and
tional nutrition standards, gone:
gone; sum- system is broken, that the way we are hope it works.
mer food programs, gone:
gone; child care doing it does not require just a little
Let me tell you.
you, it is not going
going to
gone; the guarantee bit more money or a little bit more work in States like mine because
food programs, gone:
because the
that all children will be protected from
from
program,
program, but
butrather
rather that we
we block grants are always going to be
hunger, gone: the automatic trigger to Federal
hunger.
need a radical overhaul, that we need much lower than the population inincrease nutrition support when the to put it back to the States where peo- crease. There will be States
States getting
getting our
our
economy worsens, gone. The Repub- ple can look at the local level, see what
money based on prior censuses, and we
lican proposal relieves the Federal is working,
got their
their people.
people.
working. see what is not working.
working, got
Government of all responsibility and tinker
real shortshortwith the edges rather than havSo we are going to have aa real
havblame.
fall.
So
this
reform
is
really
really
going
going
ing
it
directed
from
here
in
Washingto
Mr. Chairman, my Republican col- ton?
crunch growing States. But
But basically
basically
leagues claim the will increase funds
As you go around and see young chil- this goes to the dignity of work. It goes
goes
for nutrition programs. This is part of dren
and see that hope out of their to the dignity of the individual. This
the distortion. It is the big lie.
lie. They
They eyes,
they are not getting it from this goes to what this country was about. In
quote authorizations as appropriations. eyes.
system. Maybe this system will other nations you were what your parAt least 6 million children will go to welfare
not
be
that
much better, but it can not ents were. In this Nation you are what
bed hungry every night if this bill be- be worse, and
economic oppor- your children become. But your chilcomes law. This Republican bill is not tunity and jobswith
we
can
at least try to dren cannot become much if you candesigned to address the programs of put hope back in children's
children's lives.
lives.
not help them work and go
go forward.
forward.
those on welfare, but to relieve the
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Chairman, I want to put a poem
well-to-do of any tax obligations. It is I yield
15 seconds to the gentleman in the RECORD
RECoRD from a woman from my
nothing more than a money-laundering from Tennessee
[Mr. FORD].
FORDI.
district.
game; take from the
scheme, a shell game:
Mr. FORD.
FORI. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. can I ask
poor and give to the rich.
(By Lisa R. Spano,
Spano. Colorado)
my colleague, what page do you find Such a little
Mr. Chairman, if one
thing missing
one child
child goes hun- the
jobs
on
that
is
in
the
Republicans
gry because of the Republican proposal.
simple tool
tines on this sirriple
Responsibility Act,
Act. because II Theyou
shame on this Congress. If one child is Personal
see without them being there
there
have been looking for the last week. II But
My food just slips right through
My
food just slips right through
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Noodles
Noodles won
wont work and neither will
will chicken
chicken minister
minister the
the programs,
programs, and
and it has
And most
most of
of us
us don't
don't like
likesquid
squid
failed taxpayers who fund the proBut how
howcan
canIIexpect
expectyou
you to
to listen
listen to me
grams. The Federal programs which
When Umjust
When
I'mjust aa little kid?
make up the welfare system
system have
have asasI don't know
know how
how itit got
got there
sisted folks with basic needs such as
This hole in the middle of my spoon
spoon
My mommy says it's
its a budget cut
food and shelter. However,
However, they
they have
have
But to me its
just less food at noon
it'sjust
not supported—and in fact have been a

wont work,
vrk. ititjust
Soup wont
justfalls
fallsright
right through
through

That holes just too darn big
But how can I expect you to understand
When I'mjust a little kid.

I

In this debate, my party has been un- idea of reform, however, is to cut and slash

drome. to stay there.
H.R. 4 offers a responsible, humane
solution to reducing and discouraging
discouraging
out-of-wedlock births. While
While this
this bill
bill

ends direct cash benefits to teenage
teenage

mothers, it ensures that both children—mother arid
and child—receive proper
care. H.R. 4 provides teenage mothers
with the education
and parenting
parenting skills
eduarjon and
acrijeve self-reliance
self-reliance and
and econeeded to achieve
economic indepenoence.
independence.

high
high sctioo!.
school. After graduating, she took her
State nursing boards and became a licensed

practical nurse. Since she was pregnant at the
time and tacked
lacked a pharmnacoogy
pharmacology certificate,

she was not able to take a nursing job.

In-

Ms. McAdams began working full
fufi time
major roadblock—for people who want stead,
McDonalds, making $3.35 an hour.
out of
to get up. off, and. Out
of public
public assist- at After
the baby was born,
bom, Ms. McAdams was
ance,
ance.

The Mink substitute does not fix
I thank the gentlewoman from Ha- what
is broken. It does not take
take steps
steps
waii for getting the right idea, and I to curb
fraud and abuse in the Food
hope everybody votes for her
her amendamend- Stamp Program:
Program; it does not consoliment.
date and streamline employment
employment and
and
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- training programs;
programs:
arid
and
it
does
not
adman. I yield 1½ minutes to the gen- dress the endless cycles of poverty.
tleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. GREEN- What this bill does do is promise more
WOOD).
woon].
and more benefits with no end in sight
Mr. GREENWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I and preserve the failed welfare system.
thank the gentlewoman for yielding
I urge my colleagues to start measurtime to me.
ing compassion by how few people are
Mr. Chaii-man,
Chairman, II rise
rise today
today in opposi- on welfare, and not by how much
tion to the Mink substitute. It not only money the Federal
Government
Government pours
pours
retains our failed social welfare sys- into the welfare system. I urge my coltem, but embodies the tenets
tem.
tenets that
that have
have leagues to oppose "business as usual"
usual'
converted our social safety net into a and oppose the Mink substitute.
trap of deoendency and irresponsibilMrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
ity. The Mink substitute retains AFDC I yield such time as she may consume
as an entitiernent
entitlement program and continthe gentlewoman from Illinois [Mrs.
IMrs.
ues the failed practice of providing to
COLLINS].
COWNs).
cash benefits to teenage mothers.
(Mrs. COLLINS of Illinois asked and
It is not compassionate to simply was
permission to revise and exgive a girl.
girl, with a child, a meager tend given
her remarks.)
monthly check. I worked with abused
Mrs. COLLINS of Illinois. Mr. Chairman,
and neglected children, and I know rise in
n strong
strong support
support of
of the Mink substitute.
from experience that cash assistance is
Mr. Chairman, I rise
rise in strong support of the
not the ordv
on.h assistance
assistance a pregnant substitute
substitute by Representative
Representative PATSY
PATSY MINK
to
MINK to
child needs. She needs guidance
guidance to
to asas- H.R. 4, theby
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act.
Act.
Person&
sume the resoonsibility
responsibility of being a parThe Republicans have been claiming that
ent.
they wish
they
wishtotoreform
reform the
the welfare system. Their
fairly accused of not caring for children. But the real brutality, the
the true
true
cruelty is
ts to turn our eyes away
away from
from
the existing failed system and allow
children, trapped in the welfare syn-
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Beta
Beta Society
Society and National Honors Society
Society in
in

every program that helps feed and care for
children and guts every
every attempt
attempt to
to help
help poor
poor
Americans get back on their feet. It fails to
create a
a single
create
singlejob
job and
and instead
instead hits poor

on welfare for 2 months, but returned
retumed to her

at McDonalds
McDona'ds when her child was 4
months old. However, her $3.50 salary was
not enough to make ends meet and pay the
$350 monthly
month'y rent so she obtained a loan to
job

go back to school to become a medical assistant. She had completed her program and intemship when she unexpectedly became
ternship
became pregpregnant again. Unlike her mother, Ms. McAdams
decided to keep her babies and not give them
up. Unfortunately, at this time, her grandmother was recovering
recovering from
from surgery
surgery and
and her
her
grandfather from a stroke. Ms. McAdams mar-

ried her baby's father and they began to receive general assistance aid. She soon had to
leave her husband because of domestic violence and rear her children on her own.
Currently, Ms. McAdams is going to college
coflege
certifi•
I day a week to get her pharmacology certificate in order to obtain a job as a nurse. She
is also
also volunteering
volunteering atat her
her children's
children's Head
Head
Start Program and trying to get into Project
Chance which would help her with child care
and transportation while she looks for a job.
When asked about the welfare reform proposals being debated,
debated, Ms.
Ms. McAdams
McAdams said:
said:
All the things that the politicians are talking about just makes me tired. They want to

cut everyth]ng
everything that helps, even housing.
housing.
Where are we going to go if we lose our

apartment? I can't imagine me and my kids
out on the street. I'm trying to hurry myself

through school, but there's no guarantee
that I'll get a job. I'm
Fm trying but each time

I try it seems
get another
another roadblock.
seems Like
like II get
I want to be a good role model for my children. II want
want to
to have
have aa good
good job
job and
and aa better
better
Americans from all sides simply because they dren.
place to live. But I know I can't do it by myare in need of a helping hand,
hand.
By contrast, the Mink substitute offer real re- self. Sometimes Ijust get so tired.
Mr. Chairman, the vast majority of welfare
form
form
by increasing funding
tund:ng for education, job
training, employment services, and child care recipients are like Ms. McAdams. They are tryin order to provide Americans in poverty a ing as best as they can to make their lives
for their
their children.
children. Maybe
Maybe
chance to improve their lives and their chil- better and to provide for
hft some roadblocks though and
dren's lives. Instead of cutting welfare to pay they have hit
for a tax cut for the wealthy, the Mink sub- need additional assistance to get back on their
stitute increases
increases the
the corporate
taxon
on the
corporate tax
the feet.
The Mink substitute would help to put Ms.
wealthiest companies to pay for a path out of
poverty for poor Americans.

McAdams on a self-sufficient course because

rI encourage all of my colleagues to
I was in my district for a townhall meeting it invests in welfare recipients by preparing
vote "no"
'no" on
on the
the Mink substitute.
earlier
earlier this
this month
month and
and had
had the
the opportunity
opportunity to
to them for work and rewarding States that sucMrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- talk
task with one of my constituents, Ms. Donna cessfully move them into jobs.

man, II yield
man,
genyield 22 minutes to the gen-

tleman from Missouri IMr. EMERSON].
EMERSON).
Mr.
Mr. EMERSON.
EMERSON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman, Ir

thank the gentlewoman from Kansas

McAdams.
McAdams. II would
would like
hke to relate the story that
she shared with me because,
because, inn my
my view,
view. it
describes exactly why H.R. 4 is so nefarious
and should be rejected and why the Mink sub-

It

promotes

work by providing the training and education

needed to obtain jobs and guarantees child
recipients and
and job
job training
training participarticcare for aid recipients
pants and increases funding for child care for
at-risk families so that parents do not have to

for yielding trüs
this time to me.
stitute is so important and deserves our supMr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise in opposition
opposition to
to port,
port.
choose between caring for their children or
the substitute bill offered by Mrs. MINK
Ms. McAdams lives in the Robert Taylor maintaining a job. More
More importantly,
important'y, the Mink
Mink

of Hawaii. As I looked through the Homes in my district in
in Chicago
Chicago with
with her
her three
three substitute does not contain any of the extremim- children.
Mink substitute I arrived at the irnchildren. She
She did
did not
not grow
grow up
up on
on welfare.
welfare. She
She ist measures of H.R. 4 that punish newborns
pressiori
pression that this bill is simply more was reared by her grandparents in Englewood because their parents are not married or are
"business as usual" for the current on Chicago's south side because her mother already on welfare and have other children. It
failed welfare system. Indeed, it exacexac- abandoned her when she was 6 months old also does not take away children's school nuerbates it.
and she never knew her father. her grand- trition programs to pay for a tax break for
First, the Mink substitute fails to ac- mother was a registered surgical nurse and

knowledge that our Nation's current her grandfather worked for the railroad. They
welfare system has failed—it has failed worked hard to raise Ms. McAdams who studrecipients, it has failed those who ad- ied hard and was a member of the National

wealthy Americans.
Americans,
I

urge my colleagues to reject the Repub-

licans' tax cut for the wealthy out of the mouth
of babes plan
p'an and support the Mink substitute.
substitute.
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the bureaucracy to control everybody's
Mrs.
MEYERS
of
Kansas.
Mr.
ChairI yield such time as she may consume life. Why? Because that gives them the man. I yield myself 5 seconds to
say
to the gentlewoman from Texas IMs. power to dole
dole Out
out the money to get re- that the States will structure the work
JACKSON-LEE].
JACKSON-LEEI.
elected. That is what the real answer is programs,
programs. and what CBO said was that
(Ms. JACKSON-LEE asked and was here.
our standards were tougher. not easier.
given permission to revise arid
and extend
They
are
fighting
to
keep
their
preMr. Chairman. I yield 3 minutes
minutes to
to
her remarks.)
cious bureaucracy. We are increasing the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. TRAFIMs. JACKSON-LEE. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II the amount for kids for food,
food, we
we are
are inin- CANT].
rise in stronZ
stronz support
support of the Mink sub- creasing
creasing the
the responsibility,
responsibility, we are •(Mr.
(Mr.TRAFICANT
TRAFICANT asked
asked and
and was
was
stitute.
bringing deadbeat dads together, we
permission to revise
revise and
and extend
extend
Mrs.
Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. are bringing families together. What given
I yield 1½ minutes to the gentlewoman they cannot stand is that we are taking his remarks.)
ROYBAL-ALLARD].
from California Ms. ROYBAL-ALLARDI.
0 1130
their power of big bureaucracy away.
Ms. ROYB.AL-ALLARD.
ROYBAL-ALLARD, Mr. ChairMrs.
Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Chairman. I
man, I rise in strong support of the II yield
man.
yield 22 minutes
minutes to
to the gentleman voted for the Deal substitute. I will not
Mink substitute to H.R. 4.
from California [Mr. MILLER].
vote for this substitute. I will vote for
Mr. Chairman, this substitute pro(Mr. MILLER of California asked and H.R. 4.
vides a realistic framework for creat- was given permission to revise
revise and
and exexI was raised in a poor home as everying a positive and lasting reform that tend his remarks.)
body else. Our policies in the welfare
promotes self-sufficiency and the
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Chair- system penalize achievement and work.
elimination of poverty through job man,
man. Members of the House, I want to promote illegitimacy, reward dependtraining and supportive services, not strongly associate myself with the re- ency. destroy family.
simply
the reduction of AFDC marks of the gentlewoman from Hawaii a class system.family, and have created
simply through
throu'n the
numan cost.
rolls at any human
[Mrs. MINK]
MINK] a woman of great strength
lMrs.
We have talked about the middle
As compared to the punitive ap- and of great principle. I want to associ- class
this floor. It is not
not aa Freudian
Freudian
proach of the Republican bill, the Mink ate myself with her remarks and pro- slip. Isonthere
an upper class. Congress?
substitute is compassionate and recog- motion of her amendment,
amendment. because
because
there now a lower class in America?
nizes that all people have human and what her amendment does is promote Is
We/they,
they/we, politics of race, policivil rights, especially the 68 percent of child nutrition over the Republican al- tics of fear,
politics of division, politics
across this
this country ternative
AFDC recipienr.s
recipients across
that
slashes
$7
billion
from
ter'rlative
that
slashes
$7
billion
of a welfare system.
who are children.
child nutrition programs.
programs, $2 billion Uncle Sam was never supposed to be
The Mink substitute helps to move
move from the School Lunch Program. $145 mom
and dad. We do not have mom and
families Out
out of
of the
the perpetual cycle of million in 1996 alone.
dads in America anymore.
poverty by providing opportunities
opportunities to
to
It promotes work over the Repub- I do not think the
the Republicans
Republicans are
are
gain permanent employment with suf- lican proposal where CBO
CBO says
says none
none of trying to cut anybody's head off at all.
ficient secur-tv
and advancement.
advancement. The the
securtv and
the States,
none
none of
of the
the States
States can We have a system that does not work.
Mink substitute distinguishes itself makeStates,
the work program in the Repub- Schools now teach morality.
morality. Police
Police arid
and
from other welfare reform proposals lican bill work for people on welfare. It judges
straighten Out
out the kids. Food
through its realism and its sensitivity
sensitivity promotes child protections for children stamps straighten
feed our kids. HUD gives them
to human need.
who are abused over no Federal protecMr. Chatrrnan.
Chairman, it deserves the sup- tions in the Republican bill. It pro- a roof.
What a sad deal for our country.
port of every Member of Congress who motes protection for severely disabled Where
mom and dad?
values promoting long-term
long-term economic
economic children rather than throwing them off I canisremember
an interview with
self-sufficiency for American
American families
families of the SSI rolls, seriously disabled chil- Wes Unseld. What was
they
over a quick-fix approach based solely dren with mental disabilities, with asked him, what is thesignificant,
greatest thing
on reducing the assistance to the need- physical disabilities, children suffering your dad ever did for you?
you? And
And do
do you
you
iest in our society. Support the Mink from cerebral palsy and other afflic- know what he said,
said. "The greatest thing
substitute for meaningful and effective tions like that.
my dad did for me is my dad
dad loved
loved my
my
welfarerefor-rri.
welfare
reform.
No,
No. the Republicans throw them off. mom,"
mom."
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- What we cannot stand about the ReWe are destroying families.
families. We
We are
are
man,
man. I yield 1½ minutes to the gen- publican bill is its cruelty. its con- playing
politics.
tlemari
tleman
from
California
[Mr. certed attack on America's children.
I liked Deal better and maybe when
CUNNINGHAM].
Whether they are infants, whether they
comes back from the Senate there
Mr. CUNNINGHAM.
CUNNINGHAM Mr. Chairman. I are in the womb, whether they are tod- it
will
be some Democrat language
language in
in
would like to recognize that the gen- dlers. whether they are in child care, there,
But I am not going to stand
tleman from Georgia
Georgia lMr.
Mr. DEAL] has whether they are in school, the Repub- there.
today and vote for the status quo. I am
worked in a bipartisan mariner
manner in the licans attack them.
them, That is what
what we
we not going to do that. And this vote
past. but to gain support from the lib- cannot stand.
past,
does not help me. It hurts me politieral membe.-s
members of
of his
his party, he had to inBut we have a choice. We are going cally.
crease the soending
and
raise
taxes,
the
spending
to have a choice in a few minutes to I think it is time we do what
what is
is best
best
liberal answers to meet all problems.
vote for the Mink substitute, .a sub- for our country. Our kids have
have been
been
He referred to Cmderella.
Cinderella. The Mink stitute that promotes work.
promotes
work,
on the street.
street. They
They are
are strung
strungOut.
out.
bill, and the gentlewoman.
gentlewoman, II want
want to child protection, promotes child nutri- left
They need a mom:
mom; they need a dad.
make clear I am talking about the bill tion. That isswhat
what Americans
Americans want. I am a Democrat as well as anybody
is a friend,
friend. They want people on welfare
because the
the gentlewoman
entlewomari is
welfare to
to go
go to else. But the Democrats have had 40
but the bill is the ugly sister of all sis- work. And yet the Republicans have
years. The problem is.
is, there are no
ters.
constructed a dynamic that is not fa- damn jobs. And the Democrats in 40
This bill increases the deficit
deficit by
by even
even vored by the people in the States who years
have not done a thing aboutjobs.
billions of dollars and also increases run work programs: it is not favored by Our jobs
gone overseas. The Retaxes. The Question
question has
has been
been should
should we the WIC directors: it is not favored by publicarishave
give them
them any
any jobs.
jobs.
give to
give
to the
theStates
States the
the power.
power. The the school lunch people. And these are There is nocannot
jobs Out
out there. The DemoStates have proven that they have been supposedly the people that know best crats cannotjobs
give them any jobs. Trade
able to manage the welfare programs because they are closest, and they are
are policies have taken our work overseas,
much better than the Federal Govern- saying do not do what the Republicans
and then we
we talk
talk about
abouttrying
trying to
to
ment.
want to do to nutrition and to work
work.
We happen to believe that the Gov- and to the women and infants and chil- incentivize
Ladies and gentlemen, let me say
ernment works best the closest to peo- dren's programs. Stop the cruelty.
cruelty, stop this: Uncle
Utcle Sam
Sam is
is not
not aa good
good parent.
parent.
ple. The Karl Marx Democrats
Democrats want
want the cruelty, and vote for PATSY MINK.
Uncle Sam is a great country but was
Mrs.
Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,
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not designed to be the parents for the less, unnecessary Federal regulations ied alligators can no longer survive on
children of this
this Nation.
Nation. And
And .you
you are and bureaucrats by returning power
own.
not going
goingtotoresolve
resolve it with any of and flexibility to the States and com- their
Now, I know people
people are
are not
not alliallithese bills. But I am not going to vote munities where help for the needy can gators.
but
but I submit to you that with
to sustain the status quo. and I am not best be delivered. Let us not take steps gators.
current handout, nonwork welfare
going to demean the bill that has come backward. Instead, let us move forward our
system.
system,
we have upset the natural
from the other side of the aisle.
and make substantive and fundamental
We have failed to understand the
Anybody who supports the status changes in our current welfare system order.
simple warning
warnin9 signs. We have created
quo. in my opinion, is antifamily. for our future generations. Vote
quo,
Vote "no"
no" a system of dependency.
antikids and,
and. damn it, anti-American. I on the Mink substitute.
The author of our Declaration of
will have no part of it.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman Independence, Thomas Jefferson, said
it best in three words: "Dependence
Dependence beI yield 1 minute to the gentleman from from North Carolina IMrs.
[Mrs. CLAYTON].
Pennsylvania [Mr. FATTAH].
FATTAH).
Mrs. CLAYTON.
Mrs.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, support
CLAYTON. Mr.
FATTAJ-j. Mr.
Mr. FA'l'T.AJ-L
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, we have this substitute.
substitute. The
bill corrects
corrects a popular
The Mink
Mink bill
some tough cowboys here on the floor misconception. The
The Mink
Mink bill
billprovides
providesaa real
real
of the House. This is a new interesting opportunity for
for people
people on
on we!fare
welfare to dem-

gets servitude."
Let us heed these warnings. Today we

have a chance to restore that natural
order. to break the change of dependorder,
ency and stop the enslavement of an-

kind of wagon train in which
which the
the cowcow- onstrate
onstrate that
thatthey
theyare
are
willing
willingtoto
work.
work.
They
They
boys have decided to throw the women want to work. Throughout this debate, there other generation of Americans.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
and infants and the children and
and the
the has been a recurring
recurring and
and underlying
undetlying theme.
theme.
senior citizens Out
out of
of the
the wagon
wagon train Members have suggested, and many believe, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman

so they can get where they are going
faster.

that people
that
peopte on
on welfare
welfare want
want that
that status.
status. That
That from the District of Columbia [Ms.
NORTON].
NORTON).
belief ignores certain, real situations.
(Ms. NORTON asked and was given
Yesterday morning
morning II was
was at
at breakfast
breakfast with
with a
a
single mother of six children. She was married permission to revise and extend her remarks.)
at one time, then divorced. Her children need- marks,)
Ms. NORTON. Mr. Chairman. I want
ed to be fed.
fed. She
She got
goton
onwelfare.
weltare. She
She had no

It is cruel. And for anyone, Democrat
or Republican, to defend this approach
really questions the credibility of this
entire Congress, because no one among
the tough guys have offered to do any- choice. But, she was willing to work. She
thing about
thing
about the 85 billion
billion dollars
dollars' wanted
wanted to work. Alone, she
she obtained
obtained the
the
worth of welfare subsidies for corporate G.E.D.
G.E.D. She then graduated from college,
coflege, with
America in this year's budget. No one a 3.7 grade point average.
average. She
She is
s now
now pursupursustood up to do anything about the $150
S150 ing a master's degree at the University of
billion of tax giveaways and loopholes North Carolina. And, she is working. She is
to American corporations.
wilkng to work,
willing
work. She wants to work. Her's is a

Aid to Dependent Corporations, as
the Cato Institute has said, is driving a

hole in the Federal budget. But we

to say.
say, do not feed the alligators
alligators but
but
please feed the children.

Seldom, my friends, does this body
have the opportunity to make wholesale change in a bad and a dysfuncdysfunc-

tionai system, and we are about to
tional

blow it if we do not support the Mink
substitute,
substitute. because the Republican bill
her.
her. They
They are
are willing
wifling to
to work.
work. They
They want
want to
to fails the reality test.
story that is old and new. There are many like
work. They prefer a chance over charity.

It is an invitation to do welfare on

man. I yield 1½ minutes to the gen9en-

reasonable and affordable
affordable child
child care.
care. In short,
short,

Do my colleagues know what the

amendment flies in the face of the will
S20
of the people by increasing taxes by $20

Lunch Program. It does not remove thousands
Lunch
thousands
of women, infants and children from the WIC
Program. And,
Program.
And, it does not
not eliminate
eIminate national
nutrition standards. It retains one standard for

costia. my friends, no one ever says to
costia,
me, "Brother,
'Brother, can you
you spare
spare aadime"
dime or
me.

have all of these willing people who are
nothing,
The Personal Responsibility Act is weak on the cheap. A State has to do nothing.
so eager to lighten the load
load of
of America
America work. The Mink bill isis strong
strong on
on work.
work. It pro- nothing to provide jobs. And they will
by casting aside the poor.
vides tunding
funding to ensure that, when a person do nothing. We know that from what
This is an unfortunate moment in leaves welfare, a job
job is
is available.
avaiIabe. Welfare rere- happened in the 1987 bill.
the history'
of this
this country.
country, and I would form
history of
torni without a job is
If we provide an unemployment office
s no
no reform.
reform. The
The Mink
Mink bill
say to some of my millionaire col- does not impose arbitrary time limits on finding for people who have been recently
recently atatleagues that they are on the wrong side a job, removing
and provide
provide
removingrecipients
recipientsonly
only ifif there
there is a tached to the work force and
today. in
m this debate and on job. ItIt recognizes
of history today,
recognizes that, in this economy, jobs nothing to people who have never had a
this subject.
to find.
find. And,
And, the
are not easy to
theMink
Minkbill
billretains
retains job. how do we expect them to get off
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- child care programs. Working mothers need of the rolls?
Ueman from California [Mr. HERGER).
tiernan
Mr.
Mr. Chairman, the Mink bill provides a serious inner city unemployment for people
Mr. HERGER. Mr. Chairman, the
the and realistic framework for moving from wel- who have recently had work was in
Mink substitute substitutes common- fare and into work. Mink is strong on work.
1993? In this city it was 88.6 percent; in
sense
sensewelfare
welfarereform
reform with
with increased
increased Finally, Mr. Chairman, I support the Mink bill Detroit. it was 13.7 percent. And I could
taxes.
taxes. . Instead of
of bringing
bringing real
rea' change because
because it
it does
does not provide for block
block grants.
grants. go on down that list.
to our broken welfare system.
system, this
this ItIt does
does not
not slash
slash the
theSchool
SchoolBreakfast
Breakfast and
and
When I go across the river to
to AnaAna-

billion. Clearly, a $20 billion tax in-

crease is not what the voters asked for
last November,
November. This substitute retains
the failed welfare status quo by retaining AFDC entitlements that have created a cycle of big Government dependency
ency for
formillions
millions of Americans. It
AFDC families
families
guarantees that former AFDC
will continue receiving benefits almost
indefinitely.
This
substitute is
antigroth and
and ant4job
antijob arid
and does little
to fix a failed welfare system that has
already consumed over S5
$5 trillion in
taxpayer dollars since its inception 30
years ago. Mr. Chairman, the Republican welfare reform proposal promotes
personal resoonsibility
rewonsibility and creates incentives for families to remain intact
instead of creating lifelong dependency
on welfare. It discourages illegitimacy
by not rewarding unwed mothers
mothers that
that
have additional children. It cuts end-

our children.
children. The
The Mink
Mink bill
bill is
is strong
strong on
on work
work
our
and sensitive to poor families and children.
And, that
that is
is as
as itt should be.
Mrs. MEYERS of
of Kansas.
Kansas. Mr.
Mr. ChairChair-

"give
give me some more welfare." They
say, "Sister, can you get me a job."
say.
This bill will not get anybody a job

and that is what we need to do.
do. This
This
bill does exactly what the American
people told us not to do. It repeals the
man, I yield 1½ minutes to the gen- entitlement of children to food and
man.
tleman from Florida [Mr. MICA].
shelter. It is a bill that allows a State
shelter,

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I represent
Florida where we have many lakes and
reserves. If you visit
natural reserves,
visit these
these
areas, you may see a sign like this that
reads,
reads, "do
alligators."
do not feed the alligators.'
We post these signs for several reasons. First, because if left in a natural
state, alligators can fend for themselves. They work, gather food and care
for their young.
Second. we post these warnings beSecond,
cause unnatural feeding and artificial
care creates dependency. When dependency sets in.
in, these otherwise able-bod-

to refuse to put up a single dollar of its
own money to support its own children.
People told us what to do. They told
up help get the parents off
off welfare.
welfare. Do
Do
you make things worse for the kids.
Your bill,
Your
bill, the Republican bill,
bill. betrays the public trust,
trust. It is not welfare
reform. It is welfare fraud.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman.

woman from Maryland IMrs.
[Mrs. MORELLA].

Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Chairman,

I

gentiewoman for yielding
thank the gentlewoman
time to me.
me,
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What I want to do is engage, very ing
ing as
asmuch
muchfunding
funding as
aspossible
possiblefor
for direct
direct evaporate; they
briefly, in a colloquy with the chair- services.
services. HR.
HR. 4 gives States
States final
final say
say over
over

man of the subcommittee on

edu-

Chairman. After considering the
unique purpose of the Family Violence

but we
we believe
believe that
that in
inmost
mostcases,
this matter, but
cases,
funding for
funding
fordirect
directservices
servicesisisthe
thebest
best use
use of
of
funding by
funding
by the
the State.
State.
Finally, regarding
Finally,
regarding quality
quality improvement,
improvement, accreditation continues to
to be an appropriate
means of
of quality
quality improvement. We would enmeans
courage States
States to
to use
useaavariety
variety of
of child
child care
care

Mr. Chairman, as the House
House has
has debated
debated

the task and will deal with what has

cational and
cationa.l
and economic
economic opportunities
opportunities,

A clarification,
clariflcation, I am requesting,
requesting. Mr.

Prevention and Services Act. I understand that the Committee on Economic
and Educational Opportunities decided program accreditations
accreditations and
and various
various teacher
teacher
not to authorize the Committee on training
training and
and credential programs
programs in
in adthtion
addition to
Ways and Means to consolidate
consolidate the
the act
act the Child Development Association Program.
into the child protection grant.
Mrs.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii.
Hawaii, Mr. Chairman,
I am asking,
asking. Mr. Chairman, if you I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
would confirm that this was, in fact. Minnesota [Mr.
LMr.VENTO].
VEI'no].
the case and that the Committee on
(Mr. VENTO asked and was
was given
given
Economic and Educational Opportuni- permission to revise and extend
extend his
his rereties chose not to consolidate
consolidate the
the pro- marks.)
gram into the block grant but to keep
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, II am here
here
it as it was intended?
to speak for the Mink substitute.
substitute,
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman. which puts work first, which invests in
will the gentlewoman yield?
people, which builds upon
upon what
what is
is funcfuncMrs. MORELLA. I yield to the gen- tioning in our society.
tlewoman from California,
There are many successful examples
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman. of programs in place, and they
acbecause of the importance of the act. countable. Problems today in ourare
comthe gentlewoman is correct.
munities are because they
they are
are on
on overoverMrs.
Mrs. MORELLA.
MORELLA.I I thank the gengen- load. poverty, unemployment.
unemployment. Job
Job proprotleman.
grams, fully funded, will accomplish
Mr.
the Personal
PersonalResponsibility
Responsibility Act,
Act, H.R.
H.R. 4,
4, I have
been
asked to
to clarify
clarify the
been asked
the purpose
purpose of
of certain
certain

provisions in
in the
the new child
child care
care block
block grant
grant
which simplifies
simpl'rfiesand
andextends
extends the
the child
child care
care
and development block
blockgrant.
grant
I have
have been asked
asked if
if itit is
the
is the
the intention of the
Child
child care block grant to retain the preeminence of
eminence
of parent choice
choice through
through certificates
to parents. The House
House strongly
strongly believes that
child care
parental choice in child
care should be maintained and that the use
use of
of parent
parent certificates
certificates is
preferable over
preferab'e
over contracts
contracts or
or grants
grants for
for child
care subsidy assistance.
assistance.We
Wehave
havesimplified
simplified
of the child
child care
many aspects
aspects of
care and developdevelopment block grant,
parent choice
choice proviproviarant, but the parent
are sound
sound and
andhave
havenot
notbeen
beenmodified.
modified.
sions are
Because of
Because
of this,
this, the
the administration
administration should not
need to
need
to make
make significant
significant regulatory
regulatory changes
changes
regarding parent choice.
In addition,
addition, we
we inserted
inserted a program
program goal
goal into
into
the block grant regarding consumer
consumer information. This
tion.
This was
was written
writtentotoensure
ensure that
that parents
parents
wilt
inforrnawilt be
be provided with
with full
fufland
and accurate
accurate information about their right
right to
to choose
choose child care arrangements,their
their right
right to
to aa child
child care
carecertificertifirangements.
cate, information
information about
cate,
about complaint
complaint procedures
procedures
ensure parent
parent choice,
choice, and
and
and recourse to ensure
complete information
information about
about the child care options available
lions
available to
to them,
them,including
including religious
religious pro.
viders.
I would
would also
afso like
liketo
toaddress
address the important
issue of
extended families in
in caring
caring
issue
of the role of extended
for children.
children. We
We believe
believe a child
child is
is best
best cared
cared
for by
for
by aa member
member of
of his
his or
or her
her own
ownextended
extended
family. We
family.
We understand
understand this is not always possible. But in the interest of encouraging
encouraging the
the
strengthening of families, we encourage
States to
States
to pursue
pursuepro-family
pro-family policies. Applicants
for
funded by
by this block grant should
for services funded
be asked
askedwhether
whetheraaqualified
qualifiedfamily
family member
member
can provide care
care before
before counselors
counselorsdirect
direct their
their
child
chiid into
into other
other settings.
Regarding directing
directingthe
theStates
States to
to spend
spend aa
specific amount of funds for direct services,
services,
the child
child care
care block
b'ock grant does not take
take this
this
approach. But I want to be clear that the
House has
has removed
removed the
the current
current law's
law's 25-per25-percent
cent set-aside
set-asidefor
for the
the specific
specific purpose
Purposeof
of freefreeI

I

become a growing human
human deficit
deficit in
in our
our

society, not just a fiscal deficit but aa
human deficit, those on poverty.
Mink incorporates child support and
fully funds the program,
program. not just paper

promises.

A vote for Mink is a vote for moving
families into the world of work, in to

the mainstream of our society,
society. taxpaying families, independent, not dependent.
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will persist as
as the
the poverty
poverty
numbers grow; the homeless
homeless and
and aagroup
group of
of
folks
folks without
withouthope
hopeor
orrecourse.
recourse. That is not the
future or
or vision
visionof
ofthe
thepeople
peoplewe
werepresent,
represent
but is the policy path of this GOP proposaL
proposal.

Despite what some
some would
would have you think

there have been many
many successes
successes as aa result
result
of the JOBS Program, which was signed
signed into
into
law in
in 1988.
1988. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately,the
theprogram
program has
has
been
underfunded, leaving States unable
unable to
to
been underfunded,
as many
many people
peopleinto
into the
the work
work force as
as
move as
all had sought.
sought.Well,
Well, ififwe
wepass
pass the Republican bill
bill we
we will
willbe
beincreasing
increasing the
the burden on
States while
while we
we cut
cut the
the funding
funding for child care,
States
care,
for temporary
for child
child protection
for
temporary assistance,
assistance, for
and
child nutrition. The Mink substitute
would
and child
substitute would
help the States
Statesto
to achieve
achievethe
thegoal
goalof
ofmoving
moving
people toward independence and into
into the
world of
world
of work.
work. The
The Mink
Minksubstitutes
substitutes sets
sets aa rerequirement that
that people
peoplebe
beininwork
workor
orin
in training
training
to
to work
workand
and backs
backs itt up with the
the real
real resources
for child
sources for
childcare
care and
and temporary
temporaryassistassistance to
ance
to families
families who have
have found
found itit impossible
to make
make itit on the
the minimum
minimum of tow-wage job,
job,
without
health care benefits
without health
benefits that
that they
they are able
to find. The Mink
Mink substitute
substitute is a realistic approach to the
the needs
needsof
oflow-income
low-income children
children
and families struggling
struggling to
to support
support themselves.
themselves.
Individuals in
Individuals
inour
oursociety
societyare
are upset
upset about
the amount of taxes that they pay. We should
be 'ooking
looking at the corporations
corporations in
in our country
who are receiving
who
receiving benefits
benefitsininthe
theform
form of corcorporate
porate welfare
welfare and
and paying
paying less
less in
in corporate
corporate
taxes than
than they
they were paying 25 years ago.
ago. We
We
intershould not
not be
be responding
responding to
to those
those same
same interest
est by
by further depreciating the programs of the
poor taking food away from
from children
children as
as an exneed to
to look
look at the
the benefits
benefits which
which
ample. We need
the corporations are
are receiving
receiving from
from the Federa
eralGovemment
Government and
and whether
whether they
they are
are perperfor our
our Nation
Nation or simply
simply for
for the
the bottom
forming for

The Republican legislation is legisla- line.
tion by negative anecdote. It is demonSupport aa bill
Support
bill that will
will do
do something
something to help
izing people who
who have
have devoted
devoted.their
their children and families and reform the current
current
lives to helping those in need. The Re- welfare system,
system, support
support the
the Mink
Mink substitute.
substitute.
publican program has no entitlement.
The numbers do not count. No State
1145
00 1145
match. That money is not going to be
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chairput in place. It takes 1I million kids and man. I yield
minutes to
to the
the genyield 11/2
1½ minutes
disabled off the Social Security supple- tleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
[Mr.
GUNDERGUNDERmental.
SON].
It gives a new meaning to "women
(Mr. GUNDERSON
GUNDER5ON asked and was
and children first." the wrong mean- given
permission to revise and extend
ing.
ing.
his remarks.)

Welfare
Welfare isismeant
meant to
to be
be aa safety
safety net for
for peopeople in
in times
times of
of need.
need. Children
Childrenare
are 70
70 percent
percent
of the recipients
recipients of
of welfare.
welfare.The
Thechildren
childrenwill
will
suffer as
as a result
suffer
result of
of this Republican
Republican bill.
bill. Our
focus in reforming
reforming the
the system
system should not destroy
stroy the
the social safety net. Our Nation must
maintain a safety
the servsafety net
net while
while providing
providing the
services need
into the
the
need to
to move
move welfare
welfare recipients into
famines off
without reasonwork force. Cutting families
off without
reasonable support in terms of child
child care
care and
and eduand job
job training will
cation and
willnot
nothelp
helpthe
the States
States
to achieve the
the work
work requirements
requirements which
which the
Republicans want to establish. The CBO
CBO reexplicitly. Services
port pointed that fact out explicitly.
Services
help people to achieve aa stable
stable lifestyle
lifestyle and
independence.
independence, The
TheRepublicans
Republicansidea
ideaof
offlexiflexibility
forthe
theStates
States isis to
to set
set work
workrequirements
requirements
bility for
and cut the
the funding
funding the States need
need to
achieve such standards. The Republican's
Republican's
proposal gives up on people abandoning people in need.
need. This
This bill
bill would
wouldhave
have us
us give up on
low-income families,
low-income
families, give
give up
up on
on noncitizens
noncitizens
and give up on disabled
disabled children.
children. But giving
giving

Mr. GUNDERSON,
GUNDERSON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, can

we make an agreement here this morning that we are all for children? Can we

start from that premise that nobody
has a bad motive, that nobody
nobody has
has suspicious intent?

The question we are going to face
here is. What is the delivery system?
That is the real question here,
here. If you
only believe in a Washington bureaucracy. if you are only convinced that noracy,
body can protect children but Washington. DC,
DC. then vote against the
the RepubRepub-

lican welfare reform proposal. Then
vote for the status quo. If that is what
you believe, and that is a legitimate
opinion, but that is the debate. It is
not a debate about whether we are for
or against children.

We have these discussions about
school lunch. It seems to me
me that
that pretpretty soon we are going to agree that we
are increasing the numbers on school
up on the poor will
wilt not
notmake
make the
the problems
problems lunch every year.
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would ask my Democratic colThe
system
that
we
have
has
not
bom to unwed mothers younger than
children born
leagues,
leagues, take a second
second and
and consider
consider worked. We expanded the program in
and,
and, ifif States
States so
so choose,
choose, 21,
21, the
the RepubRepubwhat
what happens
haopens ifif we
we do
do nothing
nothing with 1988 by $13 billion. We said we would 18
hcan alternative
lican
altemative will cause suffering—or
school
school lunch
lunch in this proposal. Is there have job training. job readiness, job worse—for
millions of innocent children nationany one of
of you
youwho
whoreally
reallybelieves
believes that search, day care,
care. and 5 years later less wide.
wide,
in
the context of deficit reduction
in the
reduction we
we than
percent of the welfare popuThe costs of the Republican
Republican welfare
welfare reform
reform
should subsidize every school student,
student. lation is working. Let us not expand it proposal
would
wouid be vast. While children would
every
I

1

every full-price-paying
full-price-paying student, every again.
bankers child
banker's
child to
to the
the tune
tune of
of 18
18 cents
cents aa
Mr. Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the
lunch, which is $516 million a year?
gentleman from
California
[Mr.
You take S5l6 million out
Out of
of the
the exex- BILERAY].
BILBY].
isting school lunch program and tell
Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Chairman, I hapme. how are you going to run that sys- pen to be an individual that comes
tem?
from a working-class background with
What have we done? We have elimi- a neighborhood where there are a lot of
nated the means testing and we have welfare recipients but also a lot of midincreased by 4.5 percent a year the dle-class working people.
guarantee to the States to run that I also happened to have been priviprogram.
leged to serve as a supervisor of a welMrs.
Mrs. i\HNK
MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman, fare system that was larger than the
I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman majority of the States of this Union.
from New York
York [Ms.
[Ms. VELAZQUEZJ.
VELAzQUEzJ.
Let roe
me tell you the frustration those of
(Ms.
(Ms. VELAZQUEZ
VELAZQUEZasked
asked and
and was us that were trying to provide progiven permission to revise and extend grams to the poor, especially
especially when
when the
the
her
her remarks.)
remarks.)
Federal Government would stop us
Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr. Chairman,.
Chairman.. I from doing innovative things.
things.
rise in strong support of the Mink subI think the problem here is a credibilstitute. It is the most responsible, com- ity gap. We did not hear about this 10
prehensive. and
prehensive,
and humane
humane measure
measureofr
of years ago. In 1978 when my county profered in this debate. It addresses the posed an idea,
idea. we were called cruel.
cruel, we
real problems confronted by poor fami- were called inhumane,
inhumane. we were called
lies today offering them the tools they terrible, because we proposed a concept
need to achieve self-sufficiency and called workfare in 1978. and the gendignity through work.
tleman arid
and the gentlewomen from the
By contrast, the
the Republican bill
bill other side of the aisle attacked us in
plays a cruel game on many
many people
people of
of San Diego County for that.
this country. It is a game where there
We proposed that people who get
are clear winners and losers.

part-time jobs should not have their
In the Republican bill, by the year money taken away from them dollar
for dollar in their benefits if they try
to work out. The Federal bureaucracy
has fought us for 10 years in this program. We just finally got them to get

2000. up to 2 million children will lose
school lunches so that wealthy families
with incomes of £200,000
£200000 will
will get
get aa $500
tax break for each child.
The winners? The wealthy.
The losers? Two million children.

off our back so we can help the poor.

The fact is roy
my working-class people

In the Republican bill, more than complain about the abuses of the wel-

700.000 disabled children will lose assistance so that families making over
$200,000 will gain from a reduced capital gains tax.
The winners? The wealthy.

I

floor.The
Theamendment
amendment called
called for the
the F-louse
House floor,
Federal Govemment to pay for the additional
direct and indirect costs
costs incurred
incurred as
as aa result
result of
of
reduced funding to certain Federal
Federa' social pro-

grams. So, for example, States would not be
burdened with the additional long-term costs
of treating the brain damage caused in children by malnutrition resulting from elimination

of WIC and other nutritional programs. This
amendment,
amendment, which
which would
would have
have helped
helped States
States
deal financiafty
financially with the long-range
long-range devastation
devastation
caused by the Repubflcan
Republican bill was
was rejected
rejected for
for

consideration on the floor of the House. It
would seem that some merely want to cut
benefits for children now, without addressing
the long-term harm that would
wou'd result, and the
long-term costs that would be incurred.
The substitute
substitute before
before us
us now
nowisis aa much
much
more effective means of facilitating and rewarding independence. The Mink substitute

emphasizes work and education, improves

child support collections,
coHectons, and invests in child
low-income working
working parparcare assistance for tow-income
ents. It also invests in nutrition programs, and
in health coverage to protect the well-being of
mothers and children. It encourages work by
investing in real training. It does not discriminate against tax-paying, legal immigrants by
denying them benefits. And it does not punish
children by imposing an arbitrary cutoff of benefits,
efits. This substitute would result in real opportunities
tunities for
for those
those currently
currently receiving
receiving assistance
assistance
instead of arbitrarily penalizing those in need.
urge my colleagues to support this very positive amendment.

fare system. It is not the rich,
rich. powerful
people who complain. It is the people
that are in the neighborhoods who see
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,
the abuses. When they say they want I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
I

fight the abuses.
to fIght
abuses, it is the Federal

The losers? Seven hundred thousand bureaucracy that stands in the way.

disabled children.

suffer,
suffer, States would be left to bear the financial burden of the long-term damage the bill
would cause.
would
authored an amendment which the Rules
Committee did not permit to be considered on

New York [Mr. ENGELJ.
ENGELJ.

Mr. ENGEL. I thank the gentlegentlewoman for yielding me the time.
I ask that we oppose the amendment
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I rise today in strong

Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman.

In the Republican bill.
bill, 15 million
children will be punished as a result of and support the Republicans because
so-called reform while the contract they are the only ones with credibility.
so-called
calls for a S700 billion tax cut over 10
Mrs.
Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
years with half the benefits going to I yield such time as he may
may consume
consume to
to

support of the Mink substitute and

against the mean-spirited Republican
bill which takes food Out
out of
of children's
children's

mouths and gives tax breaks to the
the gentleman from New York IMr.
[Mr. wealthy.
The Mink substitute
substitute provides
provides for
for
The losers? The rest of the American
(Mr. NADLER asked and was given education and job training, two essen-

families making
making over
over $100,000
$100,000 aa year.
year.
families
The winners? The wealthy.

NADLERJ.
NADLERJ.

people.

permission to revise arid
and extend his re- tial components to get people off welIt is for these reasons that I am sup- marks.)
fare. The Republican plan does not,
not.
porting the Mink substitute,
substitute. a bill that
Mr.
Mr. NADLER.
NADLER. Mr. Chairman, rise in supThe
Mink
proposal
provides
for
child
is strong on work and job training,
training. port
substitute offered
offered by the
port of the substitute
thegentlegentle- care which is important if welfare peostrong on child care opportunities, and
woman from Hawaii.
Hawaii.

I

consider this
this substitute
consider
substitute

strong
strong on
on giving
giving poor
poor families
families and chil- to be the most viabie
viable welfare
welfare reform
reform bill
bill before
before
dren a chance to succeed.
dren
us today.
Mr. Chairman, we don't need a public
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
the Republican
Republican welfare
weflare rereassistance
assistarce program that is strong on form bill is nothing
an assault
assaultononAmerinothing but an
Amerihomelessness. hunger,
homelessness,
hunger. arid
and despair.
despair. ca's children,
children, and on America's future. It
That is not about teaching people a les- would cut $46 billion from vital family survival
son.

ple are going to go to work. The Republican plan does not.
The Mink plan maintains child nutri-

tion and school lunches. The Republican plan does not.

The Mink plan ensures that welfare
recipients are better off economically
programs, denying benefits to millions
mil'ions of chil- by taking aajob
job than
than by staying on wel-

The choice is clear: Pork on the dren who are in desperate need,
need. During this
The Republican plan does not.
fancy china of the wealthy or food on debate, my colleagues have eloquently de- fare.
Block
grants, my friends, only work
our children's
childrens plates.
scribed the great harm to children that would if you fully fund them. If you do not
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- result from the Republican
Republican bill.
bilLFrom
FromCuts
cuts in fully fund them, you are literally robman, I yield myself 30 seconds.
nutrition programs, to eliminating AFDC for

bing children, particularly with this
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proposal that you can take 20 percent find
find a permanent,
permanent,well-paying
well-paying job, the Demo- fare window

of
of funds and move them around.

ChairI am for welfare reform. Mr. Chair.
man, but the Republican plan is meanspirited and goes too far. Support the
Mink substitute.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the gentleman

crats would
would permanently
permanently reduce
reduce welfare
welfarecosts,
costs,
raise worker productivity,
productivity,and
and increase
increase reverevenues.
The Republican
Republican plan
plan ignores
ignores this reality,
and
and now
now does
does not
not even pretend to use
use their
spending cuts
cuts for
for deficit
deficit reduction.
reduction.Instead,
Instead, the
the
Republicans would
Republicans
would give the rich the $69 billion
biUion
they took from the poor.
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II am
am gravely
gravely disappointed
disappointed in
in
Republicans and
and their
their plan.
plan. We
We all
all want
the Republicans
want
to break
break
change, but this plan does not begin to
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fare windowdressing
dressingand
and fake,
fake,sound
sound bite
bite reform.

Mrs. MINK
Mr-s.
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
I yield such time as he may consume to

the gentleman from California
WAXMANJ.
WAXMANI.

(Mr.
IMr.

(Mr. WAXMAN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise
marks.)
in support of the Mink amendment.
Mrs.
Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
Mr. FORBES. Mr. Chairman, the tale the cycle
cycle of dependency. It
It breaks
breaks the backs
being weaved by Democrats, grown the
of our families
families and
and children,
children, and
and does
does nothing
nothing I yield such time as she may consume
to the gentlewoman from California
California
adults who are misleading the Amer- to demand
work.
demand work.
Ms. WOoLsEyJ.
WooLsEyj.
ican public, is really a travesty. We are
Mrs. MINK
Mrs.
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. I yield such (Ms.
talking about building the future, re- time as he may consume to the genand was
was given
given
(Ms. WOOLSEY asked and
storing decency and dreams for all tleman from Illinois (Mr.
permission to revise and extend
extend her
her rereRUSHJ.
[Mr.
RUSH).
Americans.
(Mr. RUSH asked and was given per- marks.)
Children, parents and families who mission to revise and extend his reMs.
Ms. WOOLSEY.
WOOLSEY. You
You see,
see, Mr.
Mr. ChairChairhave had a tough go of it deserve
deserve to
man, I was on welfare, I know that the
to marks.)
have a break. This Republican bill reMr, RUSH. Mr. Chairman, I rise in Mink amendment is the right way to
Mr.
stores hope,
hope. it restores opportunity, re- strong
support of the Mink substitute. go.
spect. and the Democrats who have
Mr, Chairman, as the only
Mr.
only Member
this
Mr. Chairman, I rise
Member of th!s
Mr.
rise today
today in
in strong
strong support
been protectors of a broken, demeaning of the substitute offered by my colleague
body who has actually been aasingle,
single, working
working
from body
from New York lMr.
[Mr. FORBESJ.
FORBESI.
(Mr. FORBES
FORBES asked
asked and
and was
was given
given
permission to revise and extend his rere-

system ought to be ashamed of themselves for misleading the American
American

Hawaii,PATSY
Hawaii,
PATSYMINK.
MINK.

do so as an original cosponsor of her propropublic.
posal
pos& because in the real world, it helps peopeoMrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairrrian,
Chairman, ple
real solutions
ple find
find real
solutions to
to their
their real problems:
problems:
I yield such time as he may consume to Jobs.
the gentleman from California
California [Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,I Ihave
have listened
listened to the debate
FAZIOJ.
I

surrounding the welfare
welfare reform
reform bill.
bill.

(Mr.
(Mr. FAZIO of California
California asked
asked and
and
I have been disturbed to hear the name of
was given permission to revise and ex- aa constituent
constituent of
of mine
mine who
who was
was killed
killed last year,
tend his remarks.)
young Eric
Eric Morse.
Morse.
Mr. FAZIO of California. Mr. ChairHis name was invoked several times by maman, I rise in support of the Demo- jority
party members as a way of compelling
compeiling
cratic alternatives and in strong oppo- support
support for H.R. 1214.
sition to the Republican bill.
agree with
with those
those Members
agree
Members that
that

mother on welfare,
rise to give my strong
support to the Mink substitute.
My ideas about welfare reform do not come
Chairman, They
from books or theories, Mr. Chairman.
come from experience
experience and
and know
know the Mink
substituteisiswhat
whatwe
substitute
we need,
need.
I

II

I

know the weffare
know
welfare system
system is
is broken,
broken.

It

doesn't work
work for
for recipients
recipients and itit doesn't
doesn't work
work
for
for taxpayers,
taxpayers. ItItneeds
needs fundamental change,
change.
jobs that
that pay
First, we must have jobs
pay a livable
wage.
wage. If,
If, in the end, a recipient is
is better
betteroff
off on
on
welfare
welfare than
than in
in the
the work
workforce,
force, we have wastwasted the taxpayers'
taxpayers' money.
Second, we
we must
must help
help recipients make the
Eric's
Enc transition
death was a senseless tragedy, and that Eric
transitionfrom
fromwe!fare
welfare to
to work
workby
byincreasing
increasing
and nearly 100,000 of
of my constituents who
who re- funding
funding for
for education,
education, job training,
training, child
child care,
side in
in public
public housing
and health
health care.
housinglive—and
live—and sometimes and
care.
die—amidst great hardship.
Third,
Third, we
we must be fiexibie
flexible about transition
vigorously disagree
However, I vigorously
disagree with
with the
the confrom welfare
welfare totowork.
work. ItIttook
tookme
me33 years
years to get
con- from
my Republican
Republican colleagues
clusions that my
colleagues draw
welfareand
and I I was
was educated,
educated, healthy, and
draw off welfare
from his
from
his death.
working.
Mr. Chairman, it escapes me why those
Fourth,
those
Fourth, ifif we
we collected
collectedall
all the child
child support
who support the coldblooded, coldhearted Re- owed by
by deadbeat
deadbeat parents,
parents, we
we could
could move
publican bill
bill feel
feel that
that anything
anything itit contains
contains could
could 300,000
300,000 mothers, and over half
half aamillion
million chilhave
have prevented Eric's death.
dren, off
dren,
off the welfare
welfare rolls
rolls immediately—tomorimmediately—tomoralso
fail
to
understand
I
fail to understand why all
all of
of the disdis- row.
cussions have merely been
been about
about symptoms
symptoms
The
The Mink
meets each
each of
of these criMink substitute
substute meets
cnrather than diseases.
tena,
teria, and
and I commend the gentlewoman from
from
There is certainly no better example of that Hawaii
Hawaii on
on this
this excellent
excellent bill.
bill. It is a fair and just
sort
sort of public
pubhc policy nonsense than HR. 1214. plan that moves recipients into work by supchallenge each Member
Member from
from the
the other
other porting
porting poor
poor women
women and
and children, not by punpunside of the
I

I

Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
the current
current welfare system is
is

national embarrassment and outrage.
national
outrage. DemoDemocrats are
are committed
committed to reforming
reformingaa system
system that
that
work ethic,
ethic, and
and uncontradicts the American work
dermines the
demines
the American dream
dream for
for millions.
millions. As
a nation, we cannot
cannot afford
afford to support aa proprogram that encourages
encourages able-bodied
able-bodied adults to
stay at home
home rather
rather then
thenlook
look for
for a job.
Economic self-sufficiency
self-sufficiencymust
mustbe
be the
the priprimary goal of any valid proposal, and the
this issue
issue head-on.
Democrats face this
The Deal substitute's
substitute's work
work requirement for
the first
first year
year is
is four
four times
times higher
higher than
than the Rethe
Republicans'.
pubhcans'.
Welfare recipients must
Welfare
must have
have the opporopportunity
skills to
tunity to
to leam
learn marketable
marketable skills
to find
find better
better
jobs—opportunities the Democrats provide.
Endurthg
skills will
Endunng job skills
prevent repeat
repeat visits
will prevent
visits to side of the aisle
aisle to
of
to come
come to the south side of
the welfare rolls
rolls and
and end
end the
the cycle
cycle of
of dependdepend- Chicago and ask
ask aadozen
dozen of
of my
my constituents
constituents
ency.
what
what is
is the
missing element
the most important missing
element in
in
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, the
the Republican
Republican proposal
proposal is
is their lives
lives or
or in
in their
their communities.
communities.
only
an
outrageous
pretense
at
real
only an outrageous pretense at real welfare
welfare
I guarantee to you that every single one of
reform.
that random
random group
group would
have one
would have
one answer
answer
The Personal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act does not and one answer only: We need jobs.
create
single viable
viable avenue
avenue to
to move
move families
families
create aa single
And that,
that, Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, is
is the reason why
away from
from dependency
dependency and in
in to work. In- weAnd
Congresswoman MINK'S
MINK's submust attach Congresswoman
stead, itit cuts essential programs, such as day stitute
stead,
stitute to
to the
theunderlying
underlying bill.
bill.
care services
enable parents to go
services Which
which enable
go to
to
For, despite the Republican bill's
bill's requirework
work while leaving their children in
in safe,
safe, relireli- ment that
that recipients
recipientswork,
work, itit does
does nothing
nothing to
able
ab'e day
day care.
care.
and keep real jobs.
help them find
find and
The Republicans would
would force
force the
the States
States to
Nor
this bill
bill make
Nor does this
thatjobs
jobs are
make Sure
sure that
create work programs
programs at
at a breakneck speed,
speed, made
made available
availab'e in
in areas
areaslike
likemy
mydistrict
districtwhich
which
without
without regard
regard to
to effectiveness.
effectiveness. The resulting tiave astronomical unemployment
unemployment rates.
rates.
Republican programs could not be
be anything
anything
Mr. Chairman, I urge
Mr.
urge my colleagues,
colleagues, if
if you
you
but sloppy
sloppy and
and cheap.
cheap.
indeed have genuine respect
respect for
for the memory
Tremendous savings
Tremendous
savings can
can be
be earned
the of
eamed in
in the
of little
little Eric Morse,
Morse, to
to vote
vote in
in favor
favor of
of the
the Mink
Mink
long run through an
an initial
initial investment
investment in
in job
job substitute
to provide
substitute to
providejobs.
jobs.
preparednessand
preparedness
andplacement.
placement.By
By providing
providing
Only by
Only
by doing
doing so
so can
can this
this Congress
Congress bring
welfare recipients with a real opportunity to about
genuine welfare
welfare reform
about genuine
reform instead
insteadof
of welwela

I

I

ishing them.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
Mr.
the choice
choice comes
comes down
down to
ths:
this: We either
either punish
punish poor
poor children,
as the
children, as
the
Republican bill
bifl does, or, as in my case, we
we inin-

vest in families so they can get
get off
offwelfare
welfare
permanently. Let's do
do what is
is right
right for
for our
our children. Support the Mink substitute.

Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
I yield such time as he may
may consume
consume to

the gentleman from New York [Mr.
(Mr.
SERr'oJ.
SERRANO).

(Mr. SERR.AI"JO
askedand
and was
was given
given
SERRANO asked
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr.
Mr. SERRANO.
SERRANO. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise
rise
in strong support of the Mink amend-

ment and against the mean-spirited.
mean-spirited.

anti-children Republican amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in emphatic opposition
opposition
to the so-called Personal Responsibility Act.
It has long been clear to most thinking people that our
our current
current welfare
welfare system
system is tailing
failing
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the
the very people
people it is meant to help.
help. But
But the
the apapproach of the Personal Responsibitty
Responsibility Act
Act will
will
make the situation of the poor much worse,
not better.
Perhaps the clearest sign that this bill is totally wrong-heaced
wrong-headed is that is saves so much
money. Everyone know it takes more spending, not less, to give poor mothers the tools
they need to aet and
and keep
keep jobs
jobs and
and to
to escape
escape
poverty—they need education, training, job
search
search assistance,
assistance, day
day care
care for
for their
their children,
children,
jobs. Cost is the main
main reason
reason Congress
Congress has
has
been slow to face welfare reform in the past.
But this
this bill
bill Jts
cutsthe
theprograms
programsthat
that sustain
sustain
our neediest families
families at
at the
the same
same time
time itit cuts
cuts
the programs that might give them a hand up.
And why? To cut taxes for big corporations
and the well-to-do. What a scandal.
A very, very big problem with this bill is how

it treats our children.

I

begin.

hardly know where
where to
to

separate
separate standards will make uniform national
data collection and evaluation impossible. This
bill won't Just
permit States
States to
to substitute
substitute Kooljust permit

Aid for milk if they're short of funds, it will
make itt impossible
impossible to
to tell
tellwhat
what the
the nutrition
nutrition
picture is nationally or by State.
Mr. Chairman,
could go on about the
the
failings of this ugly,
ug'y, mean-spirited bill—frozen
block grants, transfers among grants, distribution formulas that stress participation rates but
not serving the neediest.
But instead, Mr. Chairman, will just mention that I am a cosponsor and strong supI

I

porter of the Family Stability and Work Act,
which the gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs.
MINK] is offering as a substitute. Her approach
is, I believe, the right one.
Mrs. MINK'S
MINK's amendment seeks to move welfare
fare families
families to
to self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency through
through work.
work.
It

retains entitlement status for the safety
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Let me repeat this: If you are a U.S. citizen
citizen
from
benefits.
from Guam you are ineligible for SSI benefits.
Wherever you stand on noncitizens qualifying
for SSI, we should
should all
all support
support aH
all U.S. citizens
receiving
SSI benefits.
benefits.
recevng SSI
In this debate, I've heard supporters of the
Republican
Republican bill
bill have
have argued
argued that
that they
they resent
resent
people on welfare and that their bill does not
punish children unfairly. Are we to conclude
that
that welfare
welfare policy should be based on resent-•
resentment
ment and
and punishing
punishing children
children fairly?
fairly? We
We must
must
resist all efforts to turn welfare reform into an
an
effort to tap into resentment, an effort to punpunish rather than reward; ifit we
we have learned
nothing from rearing
rearing children
children or
or the
the developdevelopment of pubflc
public pohcy,
policy, it is that punishment
does not work—and that abuse begets abuse;
let us work at attacking poverty, not attacking
poor people.

The Democratic alternatives to welfare reform are
are fair
fair to
to children,
children, realistic
realistic on
on work
work exform
bom too small to thrive.
number of babies born
It invests in preparing welfare recipients for pectations,
pectations, and generous on resources that
that
We punish the neediest children because work.
support welfare to work programs. I urge my
we don't approve of their parents' conduct.
It does not automatically cut anyone's bene- colleagues to vote for the Mink substitute and
We shortchange child
child care
care even
even as
as we
we atat- fits unless they refuse to work or refuse a job. the Deal substitute;
substitute; let
let us
us get
get off
off the
the welfare
welfare
tempt to force more mothers into the work
It continues critical benefits for up to 2 years debate and let's
jet's get on with the business of
force.
after
after aa family
family gets
gets off
off welfare.
welfare.
helping to improve the lives of innocent chilWe leave abused and neglected children in
It doesn't overreach by fooling
foohng around
around with
with dren, the elderly,
e}derly, and the less fortunate
grave danger tor
for lack
lack of
of chHd
child protection
protection re- existing nutrition, child care, or child welfare amongst us.
sources.
programs.
Mrs. MINK
MINK of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
We
We put
put children's
children's nutrition
nutrition at
at risk,
risk, threatenthreatenIt rewards States for success in moving wel- I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
from
ing their ability to team
team and
and grow
grow into
into healthy
healthy fare recipients into the work force.
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania IMr.
IMr.
FOGLIETTAJ.
FOGLIETTAJ.
adults and productive participants in our econIt does not finance itself on the backs of
Mr. FOGLIETTA.
FOGLIETTA. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II
omy.
legal immigrants.
support the Mink amendment.
This bill
bifl slashes the safety net for poor chilMr. Chairman, I believe this is the right way
Why must we divide America to cure
dren and families. It removes the entitlement— to go. urge all my colleagues to reject the
the guarantee that some modest assistance Personal Responsibility Act and support the welfare?
Let me give an example of what I am

If we pass this bill, we risk increasing the

net.
net.

It protects children.

I

will be there for those families whose des-

Mink substitute.

•perate
perate circumstances
circumstances make
make them
them eligible. If
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman.
Federal funds
Federal
funds run
run out, what recourse will I yield such time as he may consume to
these wretched families have?
the gentleman from Guam [Mr.
It
It cuts
cuts off whole classes of people—most UNDERWOODJ.
UNDER W0OD.
legal immigrants,
immigrants. babies born to unwed moth(Mr. UNDERWOOD asked and was

ers under 18, people who have received 5
years of assistance—however
assistance—however dire
dire their
their circir-

given permission
given
permission to revise and extend

his remarks.)

talking about.
Just recently a township in my State
decided to do away with and
and refuse
refuse the
the
Federal School Lunch Program. They
decided instead to have a sharing table
where
where less
less fortunate children could
come to the sharing table and take up
the scraps.
scraps, the half sandwiches and the
unfinished cokes that were left by the
more affluent students.
I believe this is dehumanizing. I believe this is destructive of any kind of
self-esteem and pride, and I believe

cumstances. And that is in good times, never
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. Chairman. I
mind recession.
rise in support of the only welfare bill
Mr. Chairman, another big problem with the that feeds children, not alligators.
bill
bill is
s title
title IV,
IV, the
the provisions
provisions related to immiMr. Chairman, I join my colleague from Hagrants. That the United States is a nation of waii in strong support of her substitute to the
immigrants is a cliché precisely
preciseiy because it is Republican
Republican welfare
welfare reform. The Mink
Mink subsubtrue. We all have roots beyond the borders of stitute
destitute is a fair and comprehensive plan dethe United States; we
we all
afi have
have ancestors,
ancestors, as
as voted to moving people from welfare to work.
near as parents or as remote as many-time- It ensures that adequate
adequate funds
funds are
are available
avaiIabe
great grandparent.s,
grandparents, who,
who, willingly
willingly or not, came for education, job training,
training, employment
employment servservto America.
Amenca.
ices, and child care while at the same time
We know that
ttat immigrants
immigrants do
do not
not come
come for providing incentives not punishment in order to

that this is what would happen
happen when
when
we give the States and localities the
authority to handle the problems as
they see fit.
I have heard, No. 1, some horrible
statements today. I will attempt
attempt my
my

members already here and to provide a better

the statement comparing welfare re-

public assistance;
assistance; they
they come
cometo
tojoin
joinfamily
famy
Jife
life

for their children.
cnildren. They work, they pay

taxes, they participate in community life, and
they play by the rules. Why should they be
targeted
targeted by
by this
this bill?
bill?
If these restrictions were only to affect future
immigrants, who would know the rules before
they immigrated, well,
well, would disagree with
the policy but it would be a little fairer. However, title IV, in cutting off people who are already here—and who face horrendous backlogs when they try to naturalize—makes sense
only as a spending offset. It
it is certainly not fair
to immigrants or their families and sponsors.
A
relatively smafl
A re'atively
problem,Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
small problem,
Chairman,
but one with a big impact is that under this bill,
there will be no national nutritional standards
for the nutrition block
niock grants. Nutritional needs
the States,
States, and
and 50-plus
do not vary among
anong the
I

help welfare recipients
emotion to
to ignore
ignore
recipients move
move into
into the
the work
work best to overcome my emotion
force.

I want to raise two points missing from the
current debate: First, the impact of the Republican bill on non-State areas such as Guam
and, second, the denial
denial of
of SSI
SSI benefits
benefits to
to U.S.
U.S.
citizens in the territories.

cipients to alligators made by my very
wealthy
wealthy friend
friend the
the gentleman
gentleman from
Miami.

Before you vote for final passage,
passage, think
think of
of
your own child or grandchild cowering in

Many colleagues are upset about the GOP shame as he approaches the sharing table.
plan to cap Federal spending of antipoverty
That's not the America
America I want
want to
to see
see for
for our
our
programs over the next
next 55 years.
years. Guam
Guam is
is alal- children.
ready operating under caps on AFDC and the
Mrs. MEYERS
MEYERS of
of Kansas. Mr.
Mr. ChairChairend result is that the local government pro- man.
man, II yield
yield 22 minutes
minutes to the genvides 80 percent, with only 20 percent from tleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. GooDFederal grants.

the Republican bill is approved, Guam
stands
stands to
to lose
lose $35
$35 million
million more
more from
from existing
existing
fate
caps. Local
Local governments
governmentstake
takenotice—this
notice-this fate
If

awaits you.
Second, it is not clearly known that not all

U.S. citizens participate in the SSI Program.

LING].

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, I was

asked whether I wanted to get up and

correct all the
the misstatements
misstatements that

were made in relationship to school
lunchlchild nutrition programs. The
lunchichild
answer is no.
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If they
they dont believe
the nonbelieve what the
non- it for the children. Is that because
because you from the Committee on Rules adopted
partisan entities tell us, they there
there is
elderly, you are show- by the House.
mad at the elderly.
not anything I can do to correct that. are
ing how tough you are?
Mr. GIBBONS. I was under the imWhat I can say,
say. however, is. "Don't
Nonsense. It is because they have the pression you could ask unanimous confeed the bureaucrats
bureaucrats. Feed
Feed the chil- political clout
clout to
to
out of your sent to do almost anything around
dren. That is exactly what we
dren."
we are
are scheme, and I am gladget
they do.
here. Mr. Chairman. That has always
doing in H.R. 4.
The same with food stamps.
stamps. You
You alal- been my understanding. Unanimous
We can talk about what everybody most
all voted against an effort to real- consent waives all of the rules includapparently agrees on.
on, at least that is ly block-grant
food stamps yesterday ing the Committee on Rules' rules.
what I get for the last 3 weeks,
weeks. 4 weeks because the farmers
did not want you think the Chair is wrong. Mr. Chair-I
of our discussion. Everybody agrees the to do that.
man.
present system has failed millions of
Americans, has enslaved them, has pre-

vented them from ever getting an opportunity to get part of the American
dream.
So what can we do?

approaches, I
Well, there are three approaches.

suppose.
Suppose.

We can hope and pray. If you think
hoping and praying will do it, then just
just
hope and pray. I do not believe
believe itit will.
will.
Or we can put more money
money into
into the
the

same failed system. That is the usual
approach the Federal Government has
taken. If you just do more programs.
programs,
more money.
money, it will all correct itself. I
do not believe that will happen.
There is a third alternative.
alternative. The
The

third alternative is to admit the

syssys-

0 1200

The ParliamentarParliamentarThe CHAIRJvIAN.
CHAIRMAN. The
ian has advised me if the time is allot-

As a matter of fact we here all of ted equally on both sides as the rule
these arguments against even
even entitle- provides, the Committee of the Whole
ments. II will be waiting
waiting to
to see
see my
my can do that.
friend from Kansas and my friend from
Mr. GIBBONS. I wanted to allocate
Wisconsin when we talk about the it. This is an important debate and
antimeans testing of entitlements in there are lots more speakers.
America,
America. the ones that go to wealthy
The CHAIRMAN. Is the gentleman
gentleman
farmers and the wealthier you are the making a unanimous-consent request?
more you are entitled to get. Let us see
Mr. GIBBONS. Yes,
Yes. I am making a
how antientitlement
antientjtlement you are then.
unanimous-consent request.
Finally,
Finally. we have a jobs program in
The CHAIRMAN. Five minutes each
this bill and it is a public jobs program side?
because we do not believe everybody
Mr. GIBBONS. Five minutes addinow on welfare is going to be hired in tional on each side.
the private sector, especially with the
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
Fed trying to slow it down.
to
the request of the gentleman from
What does that bring forward? Deni- Florida?

tem failed, which I think everybody is.
is,
and then do something to correct it.
gration. The gentlewoman from Kansas
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Reserving
I believe that in H.R. 4 we have fi- sneers at "make-work
"make-workjobs."
jobs." Well, the right to object. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman,
nally given those who have been when you sneer at public service jobs what
requesting. how
the gentleman requesting,
how
trapped all these years an opportunity in that tone you are hardly showing a much isadditional
time?
to get a part of that American dream. respect for the work ethic.
GIBBONS. If the gentlewoman
Mr. GIBBONS,
I would hope that that is the approach Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- will
yield.
yield,
it gives you 5 minutes and
take. We
We owe
owe itit to
tothose
thosepeowe would take.
peo- man, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman gives Mrs. MINK an additional 5 minple who have been trapped.
pie
from Nebraska [Mr.
IMr. CHRISTENSEN].
CHRISTENSEN]
utes, that is all. That is reasonable.
Mrs.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHRISTENSEN. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Reserving
II yield
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman the Mink substitute contains many bad
the right to object—
from Massachusetts
Massachusetr [Mr.
[Mr. FRANKI.
FRANKI.
provisions, but the one I want to focus
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr. on, that I believe is one of the worst, is from
Kansas has the reservation.
Chairman, one of the speakers on the the fact that it is going to increase the
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Chairsaid, "Can
'Can we
other side said.
we accept
accept that
that we
we tax rate for corporations from its cur- man, will the gentlewoman
gentlewoman yield?
yield?
are all for children?"
children?'
rent 35 percent to 36.25 percent.
percent.
Mrs.
MEYERS
of
Kansas.
I yield to
Well, we can't for a couple
couple of
of reasons.
The Democrats raised income
income
the gentleman from Indiana.
First of all when one of the Members and they raised corporate incometaxes
tax
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Chairon that side used the analogy of feed- in 1993 and now they
they want
want to
do
to
do
it man, let me just say that the rules
ing alligators as the basis for his argu- again.
ment for cutting off welfare entitle- This income tax rate increase makes have been established for debate, and
occasion exexments. I heard no protests on that side. absolutely no sense. The point of wel- we have already on one occasion
previous
He cited the Declaration of Independ- fare reform is to take people off of the tended the debate time on aaprevious
ence, Apparently in his version it says welfare rolls and to put them on the bill, and it seems to me that we should
ence.
object to this. Arid
And if the gentlewoman
all men are created equal to alligators tax rolls.
will not, I will.
and we will treat them equally. That
That
How are current welfare recipients
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
gentlewoman
kind of dehumanizing and degrading going to move into the work force if we
we
take serianalogy is why we cannot take
seri- have a job-killing tax increase? This is from Kansas still controls the time.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chairously that profession.
profession,
a tax increase on big corporations,
corporations. man,
after consultation with the two
There is another reason. You are not
Corporations
do
not
pay
taxes.
People
chair-meninvolved
involved in
in this,
this, II would
would reblock-granting everything here
rehere and
and pay taxes. This is a tax increase on the chairmen
that we have an additional 5 minyou say. "Well, why is that a prob- little guy,
guy. employees of large corpora- quest
Because itit is
is very
very clear.
clear.When tions.
lem?" Because
tions, the people who own stock utes for each side.
Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my resthe Republican Party cares When
about through a pension plan or a mutual ervation
of objection.
something, they don't block-grant it.
and the people who supply prodThe
CHAIRMAN.
there objection
When they were worried about manu- fund
ucts and services to large corporations,
corporations. to the request of the Is
gentleman
gentleman from
from
facturers' liability, they went
went into the
the They are the ones that ultimately
ultimately
will Florida?
States, took itit Out,
out, and brought itit up. pay for this tax increase.
There was no objection.
When the elderly complained
complained about
about
Republicans want to create jobs. We
The
CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
elderly nutrition being block-granted.
block-granted, need
to not pass this bill.
from
from
Kansas
Kansas
[Mrs.
[Mrs. MEYERS]
MEYERS] has
has 8$ minminthey dropped it out of their bill.
GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, this is
is utes remaining, the gentlewoman from
If taking it arid
and block-granting
block-granting it is anMr.
am
going
to
important
debate
and
I
am
going
Hawaii [Mrs. MINK] has 7½ minutes resuch a good thing for the children, are ask unanimous consent that
we be al- maining.
we to believe you are penalizing the el- lowed to extend the debate time
equalMrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
derly?
ly divided by 5 minutes on each side.
II yield
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman
I mean, you were originally
originally going
going to
unanimous-conThe CHAIRMAN. A unanimous-conmemblock-grant elderly lunches and chil- sent request in the Committee of the from New York [Mr. RANGEL], aa member of the Committee on Ways and
dren's lunches. Now you are
are only doing Whole cannot overrule aa resolution
resolution Means.
Means.
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(Mr. RA.NGEL
asked and
and was
was given
given centives, when you take away their this welfare child,
RkNGEL asked
child. it has paid off for
permission to revise and extend his re- freedom, when you take away their America and for
our people.
marks.)
marks.)
dignity, they have to be provided for.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. ChairRANGEL. Mr. Chairman, the reaMr. RANCEL.
The biologists are now giving incen- man, I yield 1½ minutes to the genson I support the Mink substitute is be- tives outside of the gates. trying to get tleman
BURTONI.
tleman from Indiana [Mr. BURTONJ.
cause it is about jobs. All II can
can say
say is
is them out. What a great idea.
Mr.
BURTON
of
Indiana.
Mr. Chairthat we did not promise $200 billion to
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, man.
man, I listen to the Democrats, and it
the richest people in America. We did will the gentlewoman yield?
sounds like to me they have a corner
not promise $780 billion. We did not
Mrs. CUBIN. No. I will not yield. on the market as far as poverty is conpromise a 50-percent tax cut in capital What a great idea. Give more welfare.
Believe it or not, some of the
gains.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman cerned.
Republicans grew up in very difficult
But we do not blame you for doing it. will suspend. The Committee
Committee will
will be
be in
in situations. I myself did. You do not beIt worked for you. But worse than order. This is not adding to the dignity lieve that. Listen to this.
making a bad campaign promise is of this debate.
My mother was a waitress for 18
keeping it. We cannot afford to give Mrs. CUBIN. Just like any animal in
and
and II shined
shinedshoes
shoesat
at aa place
place
away that type of revenue with the def- the species, any mammal, when
when you
you years
called J.D. Rushtori's
Rushton's Barber
Barber Shop
Shop and
and
icit we have.
take away their freedom and their dig- we
did not get welfare back in those
But more importantly, we cannot do nity and their ability, they cannot prodays. They did not have it. You had to
it by taking $68 billion away from the vide for themselves, and that
that is
is what
what go
to the township trustees.
poorest among us. If you want people the Democrats'
Democrats proposal does on welwelBut one of the great things we had
to have jobs.
jobs, for God's
Gods sake, give them fare.
training, give them an education, a Let us give our folks dignity and ini- going for us was we lived in America
and we were a land of opportunity, and
place to live, give them hope,
hope. give tiative and jobs.
them an opportunity to be productive.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, we would pick ourselves up by our
and move
move Out
out of the white
But you do not cut off a child who did I yield 15 seconds to the gentleman bootstraps and

not ask to be born just to show how from Florida
Florida LMr.
[Mr. GIBBONS].
GIBBONS).
mean you can be. You do not really Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, in my
,just tell
tell somebody
somebody they
they cannot get as- 34 years here I thought I had heard it
just
sistance when there are no jobs avail- all,
all. but we have a millionaire l'rom
able.
Florida comparing children to alli-

ghetto and make something of our-

result. my brother, my sisselves. As a result,
ter.
ter, and I have succeeded to a degree.
Now let me just tell you this. The dependency that has been created by the
If you really want a strong America,
America. gators and we have a gentlewoman in Great Society back in the 1960's has led
you do not beat up on immigrants. but red over here comparing children to us to the condition we are in today
give them a chance to become partici- wolves. That tops it all.
where the vast majority of the people
pating and productive so that we can
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman, on welfare are in a cycle of dependency
become competitive.
I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman and they cannot get out. That was why
There is an opportunity to have a tax from California [Ms. WATERS).
the people of this country changed the
WATERS].
cut when we get rid of the deficit and
(Ms. WATERS asked and was given way Congress was made up last Novemwe all move for-ward
together in a more permission to revise and extend her re- ber. They want that cycle of dependforward together
equal way. But you will have it on your marks.)
ency broken,
broken. and we are trying to do

by passing the Govern- Ms. WATERS. Mr. Chairman. I rise in it.
ments responsibility
ment's
responsibility and say pass it on support of the Mink proposal. I support
You keep telling the people of this
to the Governors. One day the Gov- it because I know something
something about
about this
this country we are trying to take money
ernors are going to come back and say subject matter.
and food Out
out of
of the
the mouths
mouths of
of hungry
hungry
we do not have the money and then
As a little girl growing up in St. children. That is insane. We are spendwhat are we going to do?
ing4'/2
4½ percent
percent more on the Children's
Louis in a welfare family, I know what ing
This is a great opportunity under the it means to be hungry, to be cold,
cold. to be Lunch Program than we were before.
Mink substitute, not for welfare but for without health care,
care. to have to put we are giving more, but we are taking
jobs. That is what we want. And if you cotton in a cavity because there is no it away from the bureaucrats and givare not prepared for a job you cannot preventive care.
ing it to the Governors so they can
get employment.
I know what it means to be
be aa frightfright- handle it within block grants.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair- ened little child,
child. thinking everybody
everybody We want to break the cycle of deman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentle- hates you. I often said that if I ever pendency and you do not. You
You want
want to
to
woman from
from Wyoming
Wyoming (Mrs.
[Mrs.CUBIN).
CuBIN].
had the opportunity to support chil- keep the people of this country dependMrs. CUBIN.
CUBIN, Mr. Chairman, in view dren, to be an advocate, to talk about ent on you so you can get
get reelected
reelected and
and
of the fact that the alligator analogy
analogy what you could do to get families off reelected and reelected.
was hissed and booed. I thought I welfare, I would do that.
The times have changed. The times
should bring up another story that is
This proposal gives me that oppor- have
have changed.
changed.
near and dear to roy
my State. My home tunity. It provides child care. That is
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman,
State is Wyoming. and recently the what my mother needed. She needed how much time do we have remaining?
Federal Government introduced
introduced wolves
wolves some training.
training, she needed to
to be
be eduedu- The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
into the State of Wyoming, and
and they
they cated. This proposal would allow that. from Kansas [Mrs.
(Mrs. MEYERS] has 5 minput them in pens and they brought elk She needed a transition period in which utes remaining, and the gentlewoman
venison to
to them
themevery
everyda3t.
day.
and venison
to wind off welfare. This proposal pro- from Hawaii [Mrs.
(Mrs. MINK]
MINK) has 3½ minThis is what I call the wolf welfare 'ides
vides that.
that.
utes remaining.
program. The Federal Government inDo not be mean,
mean. do not be cruel, do
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chairconscience

troduced them and they have since not knock children on disability off man,
man. I yield 1 minute to the gentlethen provided shelter and they have welfare. Do not make the children vic- woman from Washington
[Ms. DUNN].
DUNN).
provided food, they have provided evtims.

Ms. DUNN of Washington. Mr. ChairI know what it takes and I would ask man,
man. I thank the gentlewoman for
existence.
Members to listen to me. Let
Let us
us have
have aa yielding time to me.
Guess what? They opened the gate to fair proposal in the form of the Patsy
Mr. Chairman.
Mr.
Chairman. would like to relet the wolves Out
out and
and now
now the
the wolves Mink proposal that really speaks for spond to some ofIthe
comments we
will not go. They are cutting
cutting the
the fence
fence the needs of welfare families.
families.
have heard in this discussion this
down to make
make the
the wolves
wolves go
go Out
out and
If you want to make families inde- morning. Americans are a generous
the wolves will not go.
pendent, let a welfare child tell you people and they have long dempendent.
demWhat has happened with the wolves. how to do it. It can happen. And let me onstrated
onstx-atedtheir
theircommitment
commitment to help
just like what happens with human reiterate,
reiterate. whatever penny,
penny. whatever their neighbors and families and chilbeings, when you take away their in- dollar,
dollar. whatever dime was invested in dren in need. But the American people

erything that the wolves need for their
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drug. This is why the Mink substitute
is talking about empowering our children and our poor by giving them job
training, by giving them child care, so
they can go Out
out and be more productive
productive

also demand results for their invest- assumptions
assumptionsthat
that poor people have no work
work
me nt.
ment.
ethic.
We all know and
and itit is
agreed
upon
is
upon
It protects
It
protects children
children because
because it does not inthat the American welfare system clude
dude aa requirement to deny benefits to teenright now is a $5 trillion failure. We age
age mothers
mothersor
orchildren
children who
who are
areborn
bomto
tofamifamihave talked about the School Lunch lies already on AFDC.
Program that the Republican plan inH.R. 1250, helps families in the critical
critical trantrancreases that by 4½ percent a year.

But I want to mention something
else that was inserted as an amend-

ment on the floor by the women Repub-

licans, and that is the Day-Care Pro-

gram.
Mr. Chairman, the Day-Care Program
in the Republican plan adds $2.1 billion

a year for child day-care for women
who are working off of the welfare rolls
on to work. We know it can be a problem for them, and the Republican day-

care plan helps individuals meet that
responsibility by giving them peace of
mind as they move off the welfare rolls
back into work.
Mr. Chairman, last Saturday at home

met with a group of Head Start

I

women who were unanimous and emphatic in their desire to get off AFDC

and off welfare. The one thing they
asked for was help in child care. Help

them find good, safe, child care and
they will find work in the private secsec-

sition from
from welfare
welfare to
to work
workbecause
because it retains
crucial
crucial support
support systems
systemsthat
thatallow
allowfamilies
families to
to
keep
keep health,
health, child
child care, housing, and
and food
food
stamps for
they accrue
accrue the
stamps
for up to 2 years, until
until they
security to do itit themselves.
themselves.
Three weeks ago, offered
offered an
an amendment
amendment
during Economic and Educational Opportunities deliberations on
on welfare
welfare reform that would
protect our Nation's children. My
My amendment
amendment
would allow
family income fall
allow children,
children, whose
whose family
under 130 percent
percent of
of poverty,
poverty, to continue to
receive free meals
meals at
at school.
school. This
This program
was
was eliminated
eliminated in
in H.R. 999, the Welfare Reform
Act. My
Myamendment
amendment was
form Consolidation Act.
unilaterally
unilaterallydefeated
defeated by
by the
the supporters
supporters of the
so-called contract.
And
since under this rule, I am not perAnd since
milled to offer
offer the
the amendment
amendment during
during this
process, I have
have introduced
introducedthe
themeasure
measure as
as a
House resolution.
resolution,
So what if
if we
we go
go into
intoanother
another recession?
recession?
We can't meet
meet existing
existing need.
need. There
There isis no
nofailfailsafe
safe approach
approachfor
forAmerican
Americanchildren
children in the
I

members of society.

If this bill, this underlying bill, is not
mean spirited.
spirited, I do not know what is.

The way we can help America is by
not giving them a handout but a hand.

This country needs a hand, and the

Mink substitute accomplishes that.
The Republicans have said that they

have accomplished it. but all we see

with them is the operation is a success,
but the patient dies.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman
man.
from Pennsylvania [Mr.
tMr. WALKER}.
WALKER].

Mr.
Mr. WALKER.
WALKER Mr. Chairman, perper-

haps not by design, but certainly by ex-

perience. the welfare system has beperience,
come corrupt and immoral. The Mink
substitute seeks not to end that welfare system, not to reform that welfare
system, but to expand it.

Why would anyone want to spend
more on a system that has not only
failed but has become corrupt and im-

moral? It is immoral to take money
America.
Contract With America.
Are young
Are
young people,
people, who
who have
have no
no agenda,
agenda, no away from hard-working middle-class
tor.
important because
because they don't Americans and give it to people who
I urge rejection of the Mink amend- vote, any less important
Personal Responsibility
Responsibiiity Act,
Act, bebe- refuse to work.
ment and support of the Republican vote? If the Personal
The welfare system defines corrupcomes law,
comes
law, States
Statesor
orschool
schooldistricts
districts will
will dedebill, H.R. 4.
bill.
cide whether or not to provide
provide any free meals tion. Study after study has shown it is
at all;
at
all; States
Stateswill
will not be required to serve fraught with waste, fraud, and abuse.
0 1215
1215
meals to
to children
children who cannot
cannot afford
afford to pay for Studies of the Food Stamp Program
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman, meals
have shown up to 20 percent of the
I yield such time as he may consume to them.
fraud, and
and
As a former teacher,
teacher, II know
know that you cannot
cannot money ends up in waste, fraud,
the gentleman from American
American Samoa
Samoa teach
aa hungry
hungry child, because
because hunger
hunger impairs
impairs abuse. Why do we want to expand that
tMr. FAL.EOMAVAEGA].
[Mr.
system?
ability
to learn.
learn.
ability to
(Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA asked and their remember
the
the deep
deepconviction
conviction of the
One of the speakers who was on the
was given permission to revise and ex- American
American people
people and their compassion for the floor here from the other side a few
tend his remarks.)
fortunate, urge my cotleagues
colleagues to con- minutes ago proposed a couple of years
Mr. FALEOMAVAECA. Mr. Chair- less fortunate.
that tradition
tradition by supporting
supporting the
the Family
Family ago to give $100 a week to
to people
people to
to
man, II rise in support of the Mink tinue
man,
and Work
Stability and
Work Act.
keep
well
groomed.
We
cannot
afford
amendment. Block grant,
grant. Mr. Chair- Mrs.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, this, folks. We have got to stop the imI

I

man, is a copout.
man.
1½ minutes to the gentleman
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I yield
California [Mr.
tMr. TUCKER].
I yield such time as he may consume to from
TUCKER. Mr. Chairman. I thank
the gentleman from New Jersey IMr. theMr.
gentlewoman for yielding.
PAYJ.
PAYNE].
Mr.
we are not talking
(Mr. PAYNE of New Jersey asked and about Chairman,
alligators. We are not talking
talking

was given permission to revise and ex- about wolves. We are talking about
tend his remarks.)
children. We are talking
Mr. PAYNE of New Jersey. Mr. America's
about human beings.
Chairman, I rise in strong support of The Republicans have gotten on the
the Mink substitute.
floor. They have said that some
some of
of
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, today
todayII rise
rise in
in support
support of
of H.R.
I-LR. them have come from less than meri1250, the
1250.
the Family
Family Stability and Work Act be- torious beginnings. If that is true, then
cause the
cause
the Personal
PersonalResponsibility
Responsibility Act
Act is
is an
an they need to remember those humble
all-out assault
on America's
America's children,
children, on Amer- beginnings, because but for the grace of
all-out
assault on
icas e'derly, on
ica's elderly, on America's poor, on our most
most

vulnerable populations.
populations.
vulnerable

My colleagues
My
colleagues claim
claim that
that they
they are
are not out to
to
get
get women
women and
and children,
children,that
thatthe
the Personal
Personal ReResponsibility Act
sponsibility
Actdoes
does not
not punish
punish poor
poor people,
people,

morality. We have got to stop the corruption.
Reform the system. Do not vote for
the
the Mink
Mink amendment.
amendment.
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,

II yield
yield 30
30 seconds
seconds to the gentleman
from California [Mr.
WAXMAN].
tMr. WAXMANJ.
Mr. WAXMAN.
Mr.
WAXMAN. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,

I

thank the gentlewoman for yielding

time.
I cannot think of anything more corrupt than to take from the poor to give

tax breaks for the rich, and II cannot
cannot
think of anything more immoral than
to punish people who are poor just be-

God, there go you. We are talking
talking cause
cause they
they are
are poor.
poor.
about human beings.
Reject the bill before us and support
You said that there are no cuts. the Mink amendment.

Sixty-six billion dollars' worth of cuts:
Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
We are concerned about these cuts, be- I yield such time as he may consume to
that we need
need to have an honest discussion
discussion cause this is food that could go
go into
into the gentleman from California IMr.
tMr. MIabout this proposal.
the mouths of our children. This is NETA].
NETAJ.
don't know
knowthat
thatwe
wecan
canhave
have an
an honest
honest money that you are going to use to put
(Mr. MINETA asked and was given
discussion about
about legislation
legislation that was
was built
built on in the hands of rich people who do not
permission to revise and extend
extend his
his reredistortions and
and misperceptions.
need a tax break. This is what we are marks.)
are hurt.
hurt, The
The Family
Family talking about.
The truth is that kids are
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise
rise in
in
Stability
and Work
Work Act
Actdoes
does not
not set arbitrary
Stability and
II

Mr. Chairman, we are talking about

strong
strong support
support of
of the
the ,Mink
Mink amendtime !imfts
limits on
on poverty,
poverty,because
because there is no cut not crippling our Nation's poor,
poor. but we ment.
off
off of
of benefits
benefitsfor
forthose
thosewho
whomake
makeaa concerted
concerted are talking about empowering them.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, II rise
Mr.
rise in strong
strong support
support of
of the
the
effort to
effort
to find
find work
workThere
There isis no
no pandering
pandering to Yes, we know that welfare can be a Mink
Mink amendment.
amendment,
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This amendment embodies the belief all of
us say we share: that our welfare system wifl
wili
never be a success
success until
until it becomes a system
which actively works to make itself obsolete.
The Republican
RepubIcan proposal downsizes welfare
simply by kicking out the most vulnerable in
our society to sink or swim. ft will succeed
only in perpetuating the cycle of hopelessness

into which far too many American families
famhes
have fallen.
It would say to immigrants who have chosen

to make the United States their home that—
despite the taxes they pay, despite the businesses they have formed, despite the educational success of their children which contribute so much to this Nation—their well-being
isn't any cause for concern.
concem.
Those who have become
become the
the most
most strident
strident
in cnticiz:ng
criticizing immigrants in America
America frequently
frequently
use the same criticism that has been used for
generations—that immigrants are not assimiiating into American society quickly enough.
lating
Yet the Republican bill actively pushes
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In order for
for

Republicans
Republicans to save
Investing in jobs is the best investmoney, they do not
not have
have to
to take
take ment we can make. A full employment
money away from the free lunches. We economy is an economy that grows and
do
not have
do not
have to
to tell
tell the
the children of can afford to do more. People
People with
with jobs
jobs

America there is a fiscal crunch, and produce goods and services, generate
this Nation needs their lunch. We do income, buy goods and services,
services, pay
pay
not have to do that.
taxes, and consume less government
government
We can save money in many other transfer payments such as Aid to Famways. Sixteen billion dollars
dollars is
is spent
spent ilies with Dependent Children [AFDCI
[AFDC]
on
on aid
aid to
to children;
children; $16 billion is spent and unemployment insurance. Even the

on aid to rich farmers. Rich farmers receive the welfare without any meanstesting. Let us take some of the money
away from rich farmers to pay for the
training and job experience in this bill.
I urge my colleagues to support
support this
this
bill. It is the only effective proposal for
welfare reform. Vote for the Mink substitute.
Mr.
Chairman. II rise in strong supMr. Chairman.

Congressional Budget Office
Office [CBO]
[CBO] has
has

acknowledged that a I-percent
I-percent reducreduction in the unemployment rate leads to
a net gain in the U.S. Treasury of $40
to $50 billion.

In a report to the Ways and Means

Committee last Monday.
Monday, the CBO con-

cluded that States will not be able to
work requirements
requirements in
in H.R.
HR.
meet the work

public assistance that
that moves
moves Americans
Americans in
in

calling for 50 percent involvement
port of the Mink substitute for H.R. 1214
in
job
training or work programs by
1214. Congresswoman MINK's
MINK'S substitute
substitute 2003. arid
1214.
and 90 percent involvement for
is the most comprehensive welfare re- 2003.
families. That conclusion
form plan that we are considering this two-parent
should
not
be
Welfare-toweek because it focuses on what wel- work programssurprising.
have
been
fare recipients need and want most— underfunded. Specifically, consistently
the JOBS
jobs.
has only received about $1 bilAmerican
American voters
voters have
have spoken
spoken loud
loud program
and clear about theirjob fears and anx- lion a year even though it would need
caiety. In the interviews at the exit polls $6 billion a year to operate at full caon November 8,
8. working people ex- pacity and enable all eligible AFDC recipients to participate.

need
need toward
toward independence—through
independence—through job
job traintraining, child care, and educational assistance.
It is fair, it is workable, and it is just. To me,

glect. In contrast to the Mink Sub-

these newest Americans toward the margins
of our society.
Well,
WeH, Mr. Chairman,

can assure every
Member of this Chamber that the Asian Pacific-American
and Latino
Latino communities in
cificAmerjcan and
in this
this
I

Nation Will
will never forget that insult
insult

In contrast to the punitive proposals in the
Republican bill, the Mink amendment takes

steps necessary to tru'y
the steps-necessary
truly build a system of

that is the definition of good public policy.
urge my colleagues
colieagues to support the Mink
I

amendment, and enact meaningful welfare reform for America.

Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairrrian,
Chairman,

I yield the balance of my time to the

distinguished gentleman from New
York [Mr.
[Mr. OwENs]
OwEs] for
forclosing
closing on
on our
our
side,
side.

(Mr.
(Mr. OWENS
OWENS asked
asked and was
was given
given
revise and
permission to revise
and extend
extend his remarks.)
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, of all the
proposals on the table, only the Mink
substitute insures
substitute
insures that families
families are
are
given
given the tools they need to obtain living-wage
ing-wage jobs
jobs and
arid achieve
achieve self-suffIself-sufficiency, independence, and dignity.
We have welfare in this country because welfare is so much cheaper than
full employment. The average welfare
payment per month is about
about $350.
$350, $350
35D
to survive. That is far different
different than a
minimum-wagejob. The substitute also

contains the most
most stringent
stringent work
workrere
quirements we will see on the House
floor. Every welfare
welfare recipient
recipient with
with aa
self-sufficiency plan must be in a job
after the various education and jobtraining activities are completed. Investing in jobs is the best investment
investment
we can make.
Even the Congressional Budget
Budget Office
Office

plained their anger. Wages
Wages are
are too
too low.
low,
Corporate downsizing, streamlining.
streamlining,
and the pursuit of slave labor in Mexico and
and China
China have intensified the fears
of those who are working today
today about
about
losing their jobs tomorrow. And among

In H.R.
1214, Republicans
Republicans are merely
HR. 1214,
continuing this
continuing
this patter-n
pattern of hostile ne-

stitute, the Republican bill provides no
job or
job training
training guarantees,
guarantees, and it is
orjob
the millions who have been unem- not funded with any additional money
work.
ployed for many months, and some for to make sure that people work.
CBO has estimates that it will cost
years, all hope of ever getting a decent
$11,440 a year to place just one welfare
job is fading fast.
Welfare recipients have the same mother in a welfare-to-work program.
Welfare
care.
fears and anxiety. They wonder what That includes the costs of child care,
will happen to them and their children paying supervisors, job training, and
subsidies. But my friends
if their benefits are taken away, but paying wage subsidies,
education, job training, child care, and on the other side of the aisle are not
job search assistance are not provided interested in such details. Their mesupper-income
for them. Of all the proposals
proposals on the sage to the middle- and upper-income
table,
table, only
only the Mink substitute ensures
ensures earners in this country is as follows:
that families are given the tools they
they we are going to save money by stripneed to obtain living
living wage
wage jobs
jobs and
and ping poor people of the few benefits
achieve
achieve self-sufficiency,
self-sufficiency, independence, they have so that we can give you a tax
and dignity.
cut. We will talk about how we want
Instead of eliminating the current poor people to go to work, but we are
Job Opportunities
Opportunities and
and Basic
Basic Skills
Skills not going to spend one dime or create
[JOBS] program, the Mink substitute a single job to make that happen. That
money, and
and our
our
cum- would cost too much money,
sensibly enhances it by striking curnbersome mandates and increasing the economy depends on the existence of
States' flexibility to determine who is an underclass of serfs anyway.
The Republicans
Republicans have
have completely
The
required to participate in JOBS and
completely
who is exempt. There is no arbitrary skewed the welfare reform
reform debate.
debate. We
We
time limit for
for AFDC
AFDC benefits,
benefits, but
but the
the should not be talking about cutting
substitute allows states
states to work
work with
with one form of welfare in this country
families to
to determine
determine what
what isis nec- without talking about cutting all
essary
essary to get them off welfare and into forms of welfare,
welfare. If sacrifices must be
jobs.
budget, then evmade to balance the budget.
The substitute also
also contains
contains the eryone must share in the pain.
most stringent work requirement we
In order for the Republicans to save
will see on the House floor. Every wel- money, they do not have to single out

has acknowledged a 1-percent reduction in the unemployment rate leads to fare recipient with a self-sufficiency
a net gain of $40
S40 to $50
S50 billion
billion to the plan must be in a job after the various
Treasury. Let us put people to work.
education and job training activities
Republicans do not support
support bills
bills that
that are completed. If they are unable to
put people to work.
work. In
In H.R.
HR. 1214. Re- find ajob on their own, then they still
publicans are merely continuing a hos- must
must go
go to
to work
work at
at aa job
job that
that either
tile pattern of neglect that they have has
created or
has been
been created
or isissubsidized
subsidized by
by
always had toward
jobs.
towardjobs.
their State.

AFDC, In 1993. the Federal Government
spent $16 billion on AFDC, but the Fed-

eral Government also spent $16 billion
on commodity price and farm income
support programs.
Despite the fact that the Government
Government
has been spending the same amount of

money on programs for tobacco and
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peanuts as the AFDC program. Repubaway, after these been
Then the jobs went away.
been
successful
at
getting
people
off
the
wetsuccessful
at
getting
people
off
the
wel.
licans have not attacked the agriagri- people who they themselves and their fare
fare rolls
rolls and
and getting
getting them
them into
into productive
productive
culture expenditures as
as vigorously. ancestors built the greatest economic jobs, but
but so
so have the Federal programs.
programs.
Somehow, it's airight to subsidize agri- machine on the face of this Earth. So
The
problem,
Mr.
Chairman,
is that not all
business.
business, but it's not alright to make when the
jobs left
left the
the big cities and the States operate
thejobs
operatewith
with the same
sameefficiency,
efficiency, and I
sure that single mothers and
and their chil- mines closed, why did not the same States
can Just
different bubucan
just imagine that with 50 different

dren continue to have food on the people who were the children of the
table, roofs over their heads, and shirts

ones who came to the factories, who

on their backs. There is a double stand- came to the cities seeking a better way
ard here that smacks of racism.
of life, why did they not follow suit?
Therefore, the test of a true and comcom- Why did they not go where there were
were
prehensive welfare reform plan is not better jobs and better opportunities?
merely whether it is vigilant about re- They did not because the Congress of
forming the AFDC program. but wheth- the United States, this Government,
er it is just as vigilant about reforming put into place a welfare system that
our welfare system for agribusiness and was corrupt, although well-meaning.
well-meaning,

all other corporations. For, wealthy

corporations in this country are spoon-

fed a whole variety of pork,
pork, ranging
ranging

from huge tax breaks for multinational
corporations which export American
jobs overseas, to hundreds of millions
of dollars to agribusiness corporations
to market and promote their products

abroad. The Mink substitute passes
this test.

The Mink substitute pays for the

cost of welfare reform by attacking the
hundreds of billions of dollars in handouts to corporations by increasing the

top corporate income tax rate by a

modest 1.25 percent. That sends the
right message to working-class Americans—that the fat-cat freeloaders can
no longer belly-up to the Government
trough.

Mr. Chairman, the Mink substitute
substitute

represents real welfare reform because
it ensures that everyone who is willing

and able to work will obtain a minimum wage job. It therefore addresses

the deficit about which Americans
Americans are
most concerned—the jobs deficit. I enthusiastically endorse
thusiastically
endorse this
this approach
approach
and urge all of my colleagues
colleagues to
to vote
vote
for the Mink substitute.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. Chair-

reaucracies,
reaucracies, with
with 50
50 different
differentsets
setsof
oflaws
aws and
regulations, with 50 different
different State
State court rulrul-

ings, with 50 different budgetary priorities—
well, let
well,
let me
me just
Just say
say that I suspect the result
will
will be
be utter
utter chaos
chaos and
and confusion.
confusion,We
We are
are
going to have people moving from
from one
one State
to another just to obtain better benefits. But of
of
course the States
States that
that provide
provide the better benefit packages
will be overwhelmed and will
packages will
have to
have
to lower
lower the quality of their
their packages
packages to
to
was destructive, although thought to that of their neighbors so
so they
they do
do not
not continue
continue
be kind and gentle, and for generations to be overwhelmed.
overwhelmed, And
And ifif I am correct, Mr.
now, we have seen this destructive wel- Speaker,
when you block
block grant
Speaker, when
grant aa Federal propro.
fare system stay in place and keep peo- gram to a State, the States
States have
have considerably
considerably
ple where they are, a system that is de- more latitude with
with the
the funds, and they do
do not
not
structive of future self-esteem, dede- necessarily have to spend the funds as
as ConConstructive of family, destructive of the gress
gress would
would like
like or
or have
have intended.
basic moral fiber that has held this NaH.R.4,4,which
whichdoes
does nothing
nothing more
Unlike ftR.
more
tion together and the work ethic that than cut the funds expected to be needed
needed to
to
we have been so proud of as Americans. support our nation's children,
children,Congresswoman
Congresswoman
Now is the time to sweep this away. MINK'S
MINK's substitute
substitute is an
an honest
which
honest plan which
The gentleman from Georgia yester- seeks
seeks to
tomove
movew&fare
welfare families
families off welfare
welfare by
by
day and again the day before said that training them and
and putting
putting them
them to
to work.
work.
now the Republicans are coming for Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
the Congressional
Congressional Budget
the poor and the children.
children, Yes, they Office
has estimated that all 50 States
Office has
Stateswill
will
are. We are coming for them to pull likely
likely fail
failtotomeet
meetthe
the job
jobrequirements
requirements conthem Out
out of
of the
the life of dependency and tained in
in H.R.
H.R.4.
4.Shouldn't
Shouldnt that
that send
send a mespoverty, and we are going to ask you sage
sage to
across the
to our
our friends across
the aisle?
aisle? Shouldn't
Shouldn't
the Democrat side, after the passage of that
with the
the abiHty
abitty totochange
that alert those
those with
change this
this
welfare reform, hopefully some before, bill
bill to
to do
do so
so now? Are they simply going to
to join with us.
us, because we are only on say it's not true, or itit doesn't
doesn't matter, we can
the first
the
first step
step to the road of doing fix
fix ititininconference?
conference?
something about taking people
people Out
out of
Mr. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, I would
would find that position
poverty. We are sweeping away a de- rather
rather embarrassing
embarrassing to
to be assodated
associated with,
with,
structive system, and we are putting in and I want to use this opportunity
opportunity to
to state
state una system that can work.
work,
equivocafly my
equivocally
mystrongest
strongest opposition
opposition to
to H.R.
H.R. 4,
4,
But we cannot now walk away from and my strongest
strongest support
support for
for the
the Mink
Mink subI

it. because the road of the
the poor
poor is
is going
going

stitute.

to be a tough road. It is going to be a
Mr.
Mr. STOKES.
STOKES. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, rise today to
treacherous road. It is going to be a express
my support
supportfor
for the
theFamily
Family Stability
Stability
express my
road
that
we
in
the
Congress
are
going
and Work
Work Act. I commend my distinguished
man, I yield such time as he may to have to do more after the passage of and
man.
colleague from
colleague
from Hawaii,
Hawaii, PATSY
PATSY MINK,
on her efMINK, on
consume to the gentleman from Penn- welfare reform
reform to
to take
take people
people Out
out of forts in
in crafting
crafting meaningful
meaningful legislation in resylvania [Mr.
[Mr. WELDOIJJ.
WELDO1J.
I

poverty in this country.
sponse to
sponse
to the
the issue
issueof
ofwelfare
welfare reform.
reform.
(Mr. WELDON of Pennsylvania asked
For once, after we pass this, let us
us
The Family and Stability
Stability Act
Actreplaces
replaces the
and was given permission to revise and join together in a new meaning of the
punitive measures
measures of
punitive
of H.R.
H.R. 4 with a much more
more
extend his remarks.)
American spirit and solve the problem

Mr. WELDON of Pennsylvania. Mr. of poverty in this country to
to give
give peoI rise
rise to
to correct
correctobvious
obvious ple back self-dignity, to discourage ilmisstatements by a colleague
colleague on
on the
the
to promote the family and
other side about a school district in my legitimacy,
to
promote
the
values that have
have made
made
district.
this country great.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Mr. ChairI urge a "yes" vote on H.R. 4. I urge
urge
man. I yield 3 minutes. the remainder a "no" vote on the Mink substitute,
substitute.
Chairman,
Chairman.

of my time, to the gentleman from
Florida [Mr. SHAw].
SHAwl.

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman. I thank
the gentlewoman for yielding and a]al-

lowing me to close on this debate.
The hollering and shouting, the
innuendoes and name calling are hopefully now over, and we will be asked in
not too long to decide between the status quo and the Republican welfare reform bill.

History tells us that they came from
farms, they came from all over this Nation in search of a better life for themselves and their families. They settled

in the cities, they settled in the coal

mines, and they were hard-working because there was a hard-work ethic.

Mr. FALEQMAVAEGA,
FALEOMAVAEGA Mr. Chairman, rise
today
today in
in support of
of the
the Mink
Mink substitute, and
and in
in
opposition to H.R. 3.
Mr.
Chairman, I submit
Mr. Chairman,
submit to
to my
my distinguished
distinguished
colleagues
the lives and well-being of
colleagues that
that the
some 21.6
some
21.6 million
million of
of our
our Nation's
Nation's children
children are
are
I

at risk ifif we
we allow
allowthe
the Republican
Republican welfare
welfare rereform bill
billtotobecome
becomelaw,
aw.
form
We are
are all
all in agreement
agreement that
that our
our welfare
welfare
programs need
need reform.
reform. And
And in fact,
fact, Democrats
Democrats
to reform
reform these
theseprograms
programsthis
this year'
year
intended to
however, as
as the people
however,
people of
of this country are
are
seeing, our
our minority
minority status
is now
now working
working to
seeing,
status is
the detriment of our Nation's children.
Some of my friends
friends across
across the aisle
aisle have
have
best way
way to
to administer our
repeatedly said the best
welfare programs is to give block grants to the
the
States. Wfthout
States.
Without question,
question, some
some States
States have

realistic and focused alternative. It is sound,
sensible and compassionate and deserves
deserves the
full support
full
support of
of this
this House.
House. II am
am supportive
supportive of
this
this legislation
legislationbecause
because ititprovides
providesaasafety
safetynet
net
of training
training and
and support services
services to
to help
help welwelfare recipients
recipients into
into gainful employment. In addition, this
not impose
imposetime
timelimfts
limits on
dition,
this plan
plan does
does not
recipients, or repeal the entitlement status
status of
essential nutritional
nutritional and child care programs.
programs.
essential
The Mink
Mink substitute
substitute logically
logically attempts
attempts to reform our
our Nation's
Nation's welfare
welfare system.
system. It demform
dem.

onstrates that
onstrates
that we
wecan
caneffectively
effectively reform the
without hurting the very people
people
welfare system
system without
that it is
is designed
designed to help. This alternative
altemative rec-

ognizes that
that reducing
reducing other
other programs
programs which
which

assist the poor siscounterproductive.
assist
counterproductive.
Of
Of the
the 14
14 million
million people
people on
onAFDC,
AFDC, 10
10 milmillion
ion are children. This
This substitute
substitute sensibly ininvests in those programs
programs that
that most
most benefit
benefit our
Nation's youth. Furthermore,
Furthermore it takes
takes necnecessary steps toward
toward ensuring
ensung that
thatrecipients
recipients
are helped
helped out
out of dependency
dependency and
and into
into selfselfsufficiency.
Work and
Work
and preparing for
for work
workare
are essential
essential
elementsin
in welfare
welfare reform.
reform. The
TheMink
Mink plan
plan
elements
provides welfare recipients with
with education
education and
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job training necessary to obtain a job and stay

employed. The Mink substitute
substitute guarantees
guarantees
child care to parents who are working, or in
work preparation programs. According to the
Department of Health and Human Services,
378,000
378000 chdren
children from
from low-income
ow-income families
struggling to get off welfare or remain independent would no longer have Federal child
care
care assistance
assistance under
under the
the Republican
Republican proproposal. It is irTational
irrational and
and unrealistic to expect
expect
young mothers to get into the work force without adequate child care.
The
The welfare
welfare plan
p'an proposed by my colleague

from Hawaii would attempt to exercise compassion for welfare recipients without encouraging dependency. It includes provisions
which
which do
do not
not impose
impose time
time limits
limits for
for low-income
low-income

The Mink substitute
substitute would
wouldprovide
provide
families
families
with real opportunities to get off welfare and
lead a successful self-sufficient lifestyle.
Yes, Mr. Chairman, we do need to change
the welfare system;
But it is cruel and mean-spirited to disniandismantle altogether
tie
a!together the safely
safety net
net and
and basic
basic services
services
for poor families
famlfles and disadvantaged children.
The Republican's answer to welfare reform

As we continue our debate on welfare reform, and stress personal responsibility, let us
not forget our own responsibility as legislators,
as leaders, and as a voice for those who cannot speak in the this Chamber. For these reasons, I urge my colleagues to support the
Mink substitute.

Ms. BROWN of Florida,
Florida. Mr. Chairman, I rise
today in support of the Mink substitute which
will transform the AFDC Program into a program that will really move people off welfare
and into real jobs.

The Mink substitute
substitute significantly
signficantIy increases
the funding for education, job training, employ-

family violence, substance abuse, and health
prob'ems.
problems.

We have an opportunity to improve the lives

poor in
in this
of the poor
thiscountry
countryby
bychanging
changing the
the
welfare system in a positive, not punitive, effort.
I

urge my colleagues to support the Mink

substitute.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
Mink substitute
substitute biD
bill because it
support of the Mink
lunch program, deny basic assistance to lawful demands work and responsibility from recipiImmigrants who pay Federal
immigrants
Federal taxes,
taxes, pit
pit foster
foster ents,
ents, but
but does
does not
not pay
pay for
for future
future tax
tax cuts
cuts by
by
children against victims of domestic violence punishing legal immigrants and children.
for
for the
the same
same scarce
scarce funds,
funds, eliminate
eliminate assistassistThe Mink bill sets aggressive work requirements, and
ance to disabled kids, and cut programs to re- ments,
and is tough on those who do not
duce
duce child abuse.
work—recipients who refuse to work will have
In the State of Hawaii, we stand to lost $68 their benefits terminated.
Unlike
current Republican
Republican proposals,
Unlike current
million over the next 5 years in Aid to Families
proposals, the
With Dependent Children under the Personal Mink bill makes the investments necessary in
is

to drop hungry children from the school

individuals receiving aid to families with dependent
pendent children
children [AFDC].
[AFDC]. In
In aa congressional
congressional
district such as mine, more than 40 percent of
Responsibility Act.
Act
the population lives below
be'ow poverty. I believe Responsibility
The Republican plan caps cash assistance
the Mink substitute addresses this issue by
disregard for
for the
the unique
unique economic
economic
tot& disregard
helping families stay off of welfare, and allow- with total
ing them to retain essential health, housing, situations in each State.
Last year Hawaii experienced an unexunexand food stamp benefits for up to 2 years.
One of the most unjustifiable aspects of the pected increase in enrollment for AFDC.
February, Hawaii's
HawaIs Department
Human
In February,
Department of Human
personal responsibility act is the block-granting
of
highly successful
successful nutrition
of highly
nutrition and
and childcare
chiidcare Services Director Susan Chandler testified beinprograms. Under the Mink welfare substitute, fore the Hawaii State Legislature that this in.
the entitlement status of important services creased caseload was the direct result of the
like AFDC, nutrition programs, child care pro- depressed economy in Hawaii and its growing
grams and child welfare programs would be unemployment rate.
As a result the Department requested an
retained,
retained, thereby
thereby ensuring
ensuring that
that poor
poor families
families
emergency appropriation of $8 million for the
and children are protected.
The challenge that our Nation faces is to State share of AFDC payments to be matched
Govemment.
provide aid to those in need while ensuring by $8 million from the Federal Government.
Without
Without this appropriation Hawaii's poor
adequate training and support to enable recipients to move into gainful employment. The families would have been cut off from AFDC
welfare reform package proposed by Rep- for 4 months.
This emergency appropriation would be imresentative MINK addresses this problem by
Republican's wetfare
welfare rereeffectively assisting recipients to overcome possible under the Republican's
barriers to work.
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form
form proposal.
proposal.

Under their bill, AFDC payments would not

education and training to prepare recipients for
work, and this is critical.

We must not adopt legislation, merely for
the sake of change, that ignores the root
causes of poverty—otherwise we will be faced
with many
many more
more years
years of
of failed
failed policy.
policy.
with
makes work
work pay.
pay. It provides
The Mink biU
bill makes
short-term nutrition, medical, and housing assistance to stabilize families as they move, into
the work force.

The Mink bill
bili gives States flexibility: States
may design work and education programs
may
programs to
to
fit local needs, and States are not forced to
interfere with family size or family planning.
The Mink biH
bill strengthens
strengthens child
child support
support colcotlection methods so that primary responsibility
for children is
s where
where itit belongs: With their parents.

Finally, the Mink bill is not financed by denying help to children and legal immigrants; rather, it cuts corporate welfare by asking compa-

nies who make in excess
excess of
of $10
$10 million
million in
in
profits per year to pay
pay an
an additional
additional 1.25
125 per-

increase accordingly with changes
changes in
in the
economy or unemployment rate.

cent in taxes.
Mr. Chairman, the
the Mink
Mink bill
bill departs
departs from
from the
the
If the Republican proposal had been law, status
status quo
quo by
by creating
creating responsible,
responsible, realistic
realistic
Hawaii's
Hawaii's AFDC
AFDC recipients—rnost
recipients—mostof
ofthem
themchilchil- welfare reforms.
The CHAIRMAN. Al] time has exdren—would have been left to fend for themselves, abandoned by the Government
Govemment in their pired.
time of greatest need.
The question is on the amendment
amendment in
in

The Mink substitute would reform the wel- the nature of a substitute
substitute offered
offered by
fare system without causing undue suffering the gentlewoman
gentlewomanfrom
from Hawaii
Hawaii IMrs.
IMz-s.
for our poor families.
MINK].
The
It provides the resources necessary to give
The question was taken; and the
welfare recipients the education, job training, Chairman announced
announced that
that three-fifths
three-fifths
present not
not having
having voted in
job search assistance, and child care that they of those present
need to find a job and
and get
get off
off welfare.
welfare.
the affirmative,
affirmative, the
thenoes
noes appeared
appeared to
to
It includes a strong work requirement and
have it.

ment services, and child care for welfare recipients. These components are essential
essentaI to
to
any program to help
help people
people move
niove into
into the
the increases State flexibility.
work force.
work

RECORDED
RECORDW VOTE

It allows children and families to continue to
receive vital assistance such as health
heafth care,

Mrs. MINK
MINK of
ofHawaii.
Hawaii.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,
H.R. 4 is the wrong way to go. It eliminates
I demand a recorded vote.
the entitlement status of important programs child care, housing and food stamp benefits
A recorded
A
recorded vote was ordered.
ordered.
and ends our long-term national commitment for a short term after
after the
the family
family leaves
eaves the
The vote was taken
The
taken by
by electronic
electronic dedeto make sure that aU
all Americans
Americans have a safety AFDC rolls.
vice, and
and there
therewere—ayes
vice,
were—ayes96.
96, noes
noes 336.
336,
net Block grants to the States is not the way
We need to recognize that simply eliminat- not
not voting 2,
2, as
asfol]ows:
follows:
to go.
ing assistance for poor families does not elimi-

H.R.
H.R. 44 is
is weak
weak on
on work.
work. The
The work
work requirerequire- nate their needs.
ments in the Republican's bill
bifl are weaker than
Most importantly, we cannot forget who is
current
current law.
law. Even
Even the
the Congressional
Congressional Budget
Budget receiving the assistance.
Office says the GOP plan will not put people
In Hawaii, approximately 42.698
42,698 children reto work,
work. It will only hurt children, the elderly, ceived AFDC benefits in fiscal year 1994.
and the Nation's veterans.
If we pass
pass the
the Republican
Republican bill we will be
Beware Republicans.
Republicans. American's
Americans will not be abandoning our children.
hoodwinked for tong.
long.
Mr. ABERCROMBIE. I rise in strong support

of the Mink substitute because it addresses
the causes of poverty rather than penalizing
people for falling on hard times.

We know that family poverty harms children
significantly and places young children at risk.

Ultimately society will suffer for the abandonment of families and States will have to
shoulder
homelessness, crime,
crime,
shou)der the burden of homelessness,

IRoll No.
tRoll
No. 2671
2671
AYES—96
Ackerman
Becerra
Bishop

Bonior
Boriior
Brown
Brown (FL)
Clay
Clayton
Clyburn
Coleman
Collins (IL)
(IL)

Conyers
Coyne
de Ia Garza
dela
Garza

Filner
Filncr

Dellurns
Dellums
Oicks
Dicks
Dirigdll
Dingell
Dixon
Engel

Ford
Ford

Evans

Farr
Fattah
Fazio

Flake
Fogliecta
Foghecta
Frank (MA)
Frost
Gcjdenson
Gcphardt
Gibbons
Gonzalez
Green

Gucierrec
Guerrez
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Hastings (FL)
Hasting5
(1L)
Hilliard
Hililard

•

Hinchey
Jackson-Lee
Johnson.
Johnson. E. 5.
8.
Johnston
Kennedy (RI)
(RI)
Kenrselly
Kennelly
Lantos
Lewis (GA)
(GA)
Loigren
LoIgrcn
?.lartincz
Martinez
Matsui
McDermott
McKinney
McKinncy
Meek
Mfume
Miller (CA)
Mineta
Mincta
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Mink
Nadlcr
Nadler
Oberstar
Oberstar
Olver
Ortiz
Owens

Pastor
Payne (NJ)
Pelosi
Rahall
Rangel
Reynolds
Richardson
Rivers
Roybal-Allard
Rush
Sabo
Sanders

Sawyer

Scott

Obey

Serrano

Orton
Oxley
Packard
Pallone
Parker
Paxon
Payne (VA)

Stark
Stokes
Stokes
Studds
Studds
Thompson
Towns

Tucker
Vclazqucz
Velazquez
Vento
waters
Waters
Watt (NC)
Waxman

Williams
williams
Woolsey
wlscy
Wynn
Yates

NOES—336
Allard
Andrews

Archer
Archer
Armey
Bachus
Baesler
Bacslcr
Baker (CA)

Baker (LA)
Baldacci
Ballenger
Bal longer
Barr
Barr
Barrett (NE)
Barrett (WI)

Bartlett
Barton
Bass

Bateman
Beilenson
Bentsen
Bcntsen
Bereuter
Berman

Bevill
Bilbray

Bilirakis
Biliraks
Bliley
Butc
Blute
Bochlert
Boehlert
Boehncr
Boehner

Bonilla
Bono

Borski
Boucher
Brewster
Browder
Brown (OH)
Brownback

ryant
Bryant(TN)
(TN)
Bryant (TX)
Bunn
Sunning
Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Calvert
Camp
Canady

Cardin
Castle
Chabot
Chambliss
Chapman
Chenoweth
Christensen
Chrysler
Clement
Clinger
Coble
Coburn
Collins (GA)
Combest
Condit
Cooley
Costello
Cox

Cramer
Crane
Crapo
Cremeans
Cubin
Cunningham
Danner
Davis
Deal
DeFazjo
DeFazio
DeLauro
DeLauro
DeLay
DeLay

Deutsch
Dcutsch
Diaz-Balart
Dias-Balar-t

Dickey
Dickcy
Doggett
Ooggett
Dooley

Doolittle
Doolittle
Dornan
Doyle
Drcier
Dreier
Duncan
Duncan
Dunn
Dunn
Durbin
Edwards
Ehiers

Ehrlich
Emerson
English
Ensign
Eshoo

Everett
Everett
Ewing
Fawell
Fields (TX)
Flanagan
flanagan
Foley
Forbes
Fowler
Fox
Fox
Franks(CT)
(Cfl
Franks
Franks (NJ)
Frelinghuysen
Frisa
Funderburk
Gallegly
Gaflegly
Ganoke
Ganske
Gekas
Geren

Gilchrest
Gilchrest
Gillmor
Cilman
Oilman
Goodlatte
Coodlatte
Goodling
Cordon
Gordon
Goss
Coss

Graham
Greenwood
Gunderson

Gutknecht
Hall (TX)
Hamilton
Hancock
Hansen
Harman
Hastert
Haster-t
Hastings (WA)
(WA)
Hayes
Hayworth
Haywor-th
Hefley
Hefner
Heineman
Herger

Hilleary
Hobson

Hoekstra
Hoke
Hoko
Holden
Horn

Hostettler
Houghton
Hoyer
Hunter
Hutchjnson
Hutch jnson
Hyde

inglis
Istook
Jacobs

Jefferson

Johnson
(Cfl
Johnson (CT)
Johnson (SD)
(SD)
Johnson
Johnson. Sam
Johnson,
Jones
Kanjorski
Kaptur
Kas,ch

Kelly
Kennedy
Kildee
Kim
King
Kingston
Kleczka

Peterson (FL)
Peterson (MN)
(MN)
Peterson
Petri
Petri

Picket
Pickett
Pombo
Pomeroy

Porter
Portrnan
Portman
Pryce

Quillen
Quinn
Radanovich
Ramstad
Reed

Regula
Riggs
Roberts
Roomer
Roemer
Rogers

Rohrabacher
Rohrabacher
Ros-Lehtinen
Rose

LaHood

Largent
Latham
Latham
LaTourette
Laughlin
Lazio
Leach
Levin
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (KY)

Lightfoot
Lincoln
Linder
Lipinskl
Lipinski
Livingston
LoBiondo
Langley
Longley
Lowey
Lucas

Luther
Maloney
Manton
Manzullo
Manzujlo
Markey
Martini
Mar-tini
Mascara
McCarthy
McCollum
McCrery
McDade
McHale
McHaJe
McHugh

Mclnnis
Mcintosh
McKeon

McNulcy
MtNulty
Meehan
Menendez
Menendez

Metcalf
Meyers
Mica

MillMiller(FL)
(FL)
Minge

Moakley
Molinari
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moorhead
Moran

Morella
Murtha
Myers

Myrick
Neal

Nethercutt
Neumann
Neumann
Ney
Norwood

Taylor (MS)
Taylor (NC)
Tejeda
Thomas

Thornbri-v
Thornbcrrv
Thornton
Thurman
Tiahrt
Torkildsen
Torkildscn

Schiff
Schumer
Seastrand
Senscnbrenncr
Senseobrenner
Shadegg
Shaw
Shays
Shuster

Torricelli
Torricclli
Traficant
Traficant
Upton
Visclosky
Visciosky

Sisisky
Ssisky

Volkmer

Skaggs
Skeen

Vucanovich
Waldhokz
Waldholtz
Walker

Skelton
Slaughter
Smith (Ml)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Smith (WA)

Walsh
Wamp
Wamp
Ward

Watts (OK)
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White

Solomon
Souder
Spence

Spratt

Whitfield
wicker
Wicker

Stearns
Stenholm
Stockman
Stump
Stupak

Roth
Roukema

Talent
Tanner
Tate

Royce

Tauzin

Wilson
Wise

wolf
Wolf
Wyden

Young (AK)
Young (FL)

Zliff
Zdliff

Zimmer

NOT
NJOT VOTINC—2--

Klink

Klug
KIug
Knollenberg
Knolleriberg
Kolbe
LaFalce

Salmon
Sanford
Saxton
Scarborough
Schaefer

Brown (CA)

Furse
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McINTOSH.
McINTOSH. HEFNER.
HEFNER. and
and
MOAKLEY
MOAKLEY changed
changed their vote from
from
aye" to "no...
'aye'
Mr.
Mr. GEJDENSON
GEJDENSONchanged
changedhis
his vote
vote
from
from "rio'
"no" to aye."
aye.'
So.
So, three-fifths
three-fifths of
of those
those present
present not
having
having voted
voted in
in the
the affirmative, the
amendment in
amendment
inthe
thenature
nature of a subMessrs.
Messrs.

stitute
stitute was rejected.
The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.
recorded,
Mr.
Mr. QUINN.
QUINN. Mr. Chairman, rise
rise today in
support of
of the
the family-based
family-based nutrition block
grant contained in H.R. 4, the Personal Responsibility Act, which combines funding for
I
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be at
be
at nutritional nsk.
risk. This leads to
to

health and decreased medical costs.

better

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 4 will help us to continue to
to meet
meet the
the needs
needs of
of low-income
iow-income chilchiltinue
dren and pregnant and nursing mothers and
actually increase funding
funding by
by $500
$500 million
million over
5 years.

.1 am pleased to support the family-based
nutrition block grant.
hope that opponents'
fears will be diminished when they see how
effectively the States can administer these important nutrition programs while at the same
time
time retaining
retaining the
the quality
quality demanded
demanded of
of them.
them.
Mr. LUTHER. Mr. Chairman, everyone
agrees
agrees that
that the
the current
current welfare
welfare system
system in
in
America is broken
broken and
and needs
needs to
to be
be fixed.
fixed. The
The
I

American people are fed up with inefficient
spending and questionable
questionabte programs that reresuit in little or no bang for the taxpayer buck.
While I support strong efforts to reform our
Nation's welfare system, I am
am concerned
concemed by
the direction in which
which some
some have
have chosen
chosen to
to
take this
this debate.
debate. Partisan
take
Partisan policies
the
policies and the
quest for a quick fix have resulted in proposed
policies that simply fail to take a long-term
counterproductive to
to our
our counview and are counterproductive
counI

ti'\Js
try's future.
future.

Welfare abuses exist today and they need
to be dealt with strictly. But, many Americans
aren't
aren't proud
proud to
to be
be on
on welfare
welfare and
and they
they don't
don't
aspire to make it a way of life. in
In many cases,
they
are on welfare
welfare because we have
they are
have failed
failed to
to
create the
the proper
properincentives
incentives to move
move them
them
from welfare to work. The focus of welfare reform
form must
must be on getting these people off welfare and to work as quickly as possible. To do
do
this,
we need
this, we
need to
to give
givepeople
peoplethe
thesupportive
supportive
environment necessary to get a job. Welfare
can then serve as the temporary safety net it
was meant to be.
Representative
Representative NATHAN
Dt.L's substitute
NATHAN DEAL's
substitute
welfare
reform bill
we'fare reform
bill has
has the
the necessary
necessary ingrediingredients to get people off the welfare rolls and into

the work force. While setting
sethng a time limit in
which one can receive
receive assistance,
assistance, itit requires
requires
people to actively search for a job or get the
WIC, the Child Care Food Program, the SumWIC,
Sum- necessary training. The Deal plan rewards
mer Food Program, and the Homeless Chil- work by raising asset thresholds which, for
dren
dren Nutrition
Nutrition Program.
Program.
years, have been a disincentive to getting a
There have been concerns
concems raised regarding job. The plan also consolidates and expands
the future of the WIC program under this propro- child care Opportunities
opportunities and maintains the inposal.
believe, however, it will
wifi work well. tegrity of the Head Start, school lunch,
unch, and
and
States are often in a better position
position than
than Meals on Wheels programs. Finally, the Deal
Dea'
Washington to
to determ;ne
determine what is best for their substitute
Washington
substituteworks
works to
to reduce the deficit. By
area and how funds could be used most effi- streamlining
streamlining existing
existing programs,
programs, fighting
fighting fraud
fraud
ciently.
and
the
and abuse, and moving people into jobs, the
Funds under the block grant must be used Deal
Dea' plan will
wH cut
cutlong-term
long-termcosts
costs as
as it infor those in greatest
greatest need—the low-income
sow-income creases the number of Americans contributing
families who require assistance,
assistance, not
not the
the adad- productively in our society.
ministrators.
A provision
capsthe
thepercentage
percentage
mjnjstto. A provision
caps
Let's rise above partisan politics today and
of funding that may be used for administrative restore the opportunity for millions of Amencosts, once again less money for bureaucrats, cans to
cans to live
ive aa better
better life than they are living
WIC is
certainly not forgotten—at least 80 per-

cent of the funding under
under the
the grant
grant is
is earearmarked for the WIC Program,
Program.
The
The quality of the

also not left beWIC Is
s also
hind. The nutrition standards provision in the
bill provides for the development of model nutrition standards
standards for
for the
trition
the programs.
programs. This
This makes
makes
good
good nutritional
nutritiona' sense and wilt
will ensure healthy
supplemental foods.

today.

Mrs. MEEK of Florida. Mr. Chairman, there

jisno
noquestion
question that
that our
our welfare
welfare system
system needs
needs
to be reformed. The American people want a
welfare system that
that is
is tough,
tough, but
but fair.
fair. They
They
want welfare checks to be replaced with paypay-

checks and they want vulnerable children protected while their parents work.

But the American people also want the job

Mr. Chairman, the value of the WIC Pro- done right, not a rush job like this one, which
gram cannot be disputed.
disputed. It finds bipartisan is being rammed through the House to meet
support because ititis
is effective
effective in
in improving the

nutrition and health of low-income pregnant,
postpartum, and breastfeeding women as well
infants

an arbitrary deadline set by the Contract With
America. The terribly
terribly flawed
flawed bill
bill before
before us is
is
not reform; it is a sham. It isisweak
weak on
on work,
work,
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women. ItIt punishes
punishes the
thepoor
poorinstead
instead
of helpof helpmainstream
ing them
themtotomove
moveinto
intothethe
mainstream economy.

The driving force behind the Republican

years—more than $1.2 biUlon
billion from the State

of Florida alone.
The
The authors
authors of
of this
this bitt
bill boast that it will
wifi save

$7.2 billion in nutrition funding over the next 5
welfare reform bill is not concern
concem for the least years.
years. But at what cost? This bill
bill puts the
fortunate in our society—the vast majority
majorfty of health and development of little
ttle children at
whom are children.
chfldren. The real purpose of this risk, needlessly, in the name of cost savings.
bill is not to help poor people aggressively This kind of false economy is unconscionable.
prepare for work and look for a job.
Finally, the bill is terribly unfair to legal U.S.
Rather, the purpose of this bill is to scrape immigrants. These are lawful U.S. residents
up dollars to fund tax breaks for the already who played by the rules
rules and
and became
became legal
egaI
weif-off. Because
welt-off.
Because of
of this
this bill, the people of residents by faithfully following our laws.
Florida
Florida will
wifl have
have to
to pay
pay $3.87
$3.87 billion
billion over
over the
the
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, U.S.
U.S. immigration
immigrationlaw
law is
is aa
next 5 years to fund
fund tax
tax relief
relief for
for the
the wealthy
wealthy matter of national policy. The Federal GovernGovemat the expense of the poor. Instead of saving ment decides how many legal immigrants are
money, this bill simply
shifts costs
costs onto
onto State
State allowed into our country each year—not Dade
smply shths
and
and ocaI
local taxpayers.
taxpayers.
County, and not the State of Florida.
Florida.Since
Since
This bill also demonstrates
demonstrates to
to all
all what
what the
the these are Federal decisions, the Federal Govemment must
must pay.
pay. But
But this
this biH
bill says that local
opportunity society
society Contemplated
contemplated by the Con- ernment
tract With America really means—seizing the taxpayers must pay.
Legal immigrants are
are not
not aa drain
drain on
on our
opportunity to exploit the vulnerable and the
our
economy; in
in fact,
fact, they
they earn
earn an
an estimated
estimated $240
$240
poor for the benefit of privileged special inter- economy;
ests.
billion each year and pay over $90 biUion
in
billion
billion in
It is good policy to promote
promote work
work and
and rere- taxes in the United States. Many of them
quire it of those capable of holding a job. But serve in our Armed Forces. By working, paywhat is needed to help people
peop'e get off and stay ing taxes, and creating jobs, legal immigrants
off welfare
welfare is
is not
not to
to be
be found
foundininthis
thisbiU:
bill: EduEdu- more than carry their weight. The fact that
cation; job training; .day care so that parents they are not yet U.S. citizens in no way incan safely leave their children while they work; creases the burden on the Government.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, this
this biD
bill punishes children for
Mr.
health care; and counseling for people who
have never written a resume or called an em- the sin of being born to a family on welfare.
punshes children,
children, until the mother is 18
18
ployer for an interview. This bill assumes that It punishes
years of age, for being
being born
bom out
out of
of wedlock.
wedlock. ItIt
wifl somehow just happen.
work will
punishes children
children ifif aa State
State drags
drags its
its feet
feet on
on
The bill proposes a new, consolidated child- punishes
establishment. it eliminates guarancare block grant program that will mean a cut paternity establishment,
nationally of $2.4 billion in funding over the teed foster care to any child who is abused or

next 5 years. In Florida alone, more than
20,000 children are
are awaiting
awaiting chfld
child care
care servservparents can
can work.
work. This
This bill
bill iggices so that their parents
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compelled to help all Americans, particularly
our neighbors struggling to survive in the poorest neighborhoods. Our current social
socia' welfare
policies
pohcies have
have not
not demonstrated
demonstrated compassion
compassion to
to

those trapped by poverty,
poverty, rather,
rather, they
they have
have
failed them miserably. Those who would continue these policies are doing the same. There
is no compassion in that.

Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Chairman,

I

rise to
rise
to

speak on the subject of the Personal Responsibility
sibility Act.
There is considerable disagreement within
this body, and certainly among the American

public at large, about the legislation that we
have, before us today.
today. Yet
Yet there
there is
s one point
upon which we can all agree—our present
welfare system has failed,
failed. It has failed our
families in poverty, itit has
has failed
failed our
our children
who depend upon it, and
and itit has failed the
American
American taxpayers
taxpayers who
who support
support it.
it.
The question than, Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman, is not
whether we should implement far-reaching reforms in

our welfare system but how we

should implement these reforms. After many,

many months of debate on this issue, after
countless meetings
meetings with
with constituents,
constituents, social
social
workers, "welfare mothers," business people,
peop'e,
and others, I concluded that the best proposal
for overhauling our Nation's welfare system
was the one proposed by Congressman NATHAN
ofGeorgia.
Georgia.
THAN DEAL
DaL of
I
voted for the Deal proposal because it
struck a wise balance between the need for

comprehensive reform and our duty as a society to maintain a basic safety net for our citizens. This proposal, which was put forth by a
neglected.
group of respected, moderate Members, emThis bill is neither compassionate
compassionate nor
nor fair.
fair. It braced the center—rather than either the left
is not reform.
reform. Itillsisthe
of or the right wing extreme—of
the legislative
legislative equivalent
equivalent of
extreme—of the
the wettare
welfare dede-

clearcutting a forest—cut,
forest—cut, cut,
cut, cut,
cut, with
with little
little bate.
bate.
regard to the consequences.
contarned work
work requirements
requirements
The Deal bill contained
Mr. LAZIO of New York. Mr. Chairman,
This bill merges the
the National
National School
School Lunch
Lunch
that were more stringent, yet more effective,
Program with other school-based nutrition
nutntion pro- rise today to support H.R. 4, the Personal Re- than those in the Personal Responsibility Act.
Act The
The vast
vast social
social welfare
welfare poli- It would have placed a 4-year limit—rather
grams, completely eliminates Federal
Federai nutrition sponsibility Act.
standards, and caps
caps the
the funding.
fundng. The only cies of the past 30 years have been a miser- than the 5-year limit contained in the Personal
have failed
failed to
to adequately
adequately Responsibility Act—for
Act—for individuals
individuals to
to remain
remain
reason they are attacking these programs, able failure. They have
Dea' bill would have required
which work
work quite
quite well,
well, is to fund the Repub- serve our needy neighbors, and in the proc- on AFDC. The Deal
ess, they have ripped apart our communities AFDC recipients to work for benefits or particilican
ican tax breaks.
and hurt us all. This bill
bifl is the first step on the pate in mandatory education and training proMr. Chairman, on Monday of this week,
visited Frederick Douglass Elementary School road to rejecting these policies, healing our grams aimed at transitioning them to private
and helping
helping our
our children.
children.
sector employment. The Personal Responsibilin the Overtown neighborhood in Miami. This communities, and
The reality in 1995 is that far too many of ity
ity Act,
Act, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, contains
contains no
no job
job
neighborhood is so poor that 97 percent of the
our Nation's communities contain deep pock- training or other mechanisms
children there are
mechanisms to
to ensure
ensure that
that
are eligible for free
free school ets of
of poverty and dependence. Inri some
lunches.
individuals can get—and keep—a job. If we're
for
low-skilledindividuals
indMduas for
I ate lunch there with a group of third grad- urban areas, an alarming 8 in 10 children are not willing to train low-skilled
nores the problem, at a loss to Florida of an
estimated $388 million.

I

I

bom out of wedlock, many into a world of povborn
erty.
erty. The
The unfortunate
unfortunate fact
fact is
is that
that these
these children
children
are three times more likely than children from
families
famiiies with married parents to go on welfare

private sector employment, how do we expect
them to stay off of welfare?
weffare?
them
Second, the Deal proposal would have
guaranteed
guaranteed child
child care
care for
for mothers
mothers with
with young
young
as adults. We have learned that a spending children who participate in the bill's
bifl's mandatory
gry."
that is not value-driven is a recipe for work programs. The Personal
Persona! Responsibility
And, Mr. Chairman, I can report that there policy
failure. ItIt sisimperative
imperative that
that this
this cycle
cycle be bro- Act, on the other hand, does not contain a
were no picky eaters in that cafeteria; the food ken.
guarantee of child care. How can we ensure
was good, and
arid these children ate everything.
have visited Job Corps sites in the South
For most, this was their best meal of the day. Bronx and met young women who had never that mothers on welfare will enter and stay in
never the workforce if they have no safe place to
The authors of this bill should come to my dis- learned
teamed how to open a checking account, write leave their children during the day? Clearly,
tnct and eat with these children. They are not a résurné,
résumé, or go on a job interview. The sys- without some
some guarantee
guarantee of
of child
child care,
care, our
our efefstatistics or numbers on some ledger book. tem that fostered this must be changed to pro- without
They are the little ones who need our help the vide these young people with the incentive forts to transition mothers from welfare to work
cannot succeed.
most—and this bill pushed them aside in the and toots
tools to enter the job market and become
put forth
forth by
by Mr.
Mr. DEAL
Third, the proposal put
DEAL
name of fiscal responsibility.
productive members of the community. Itt is preserves the highly successful nutritional proThe bill also repeals the supplemental nutri- time to look to the future.
future. These
These young
young people
people grams upon which many poor and working
tion
bon program for women, infants, and children are where our energies
energies must
must lie.
lie. They
They provide
provide class Americans have come to depend—in
IWIC)—widely regarded as one of the most ef- us the opportunity to help break the dead-end
particular, WIC and the school lunch program.
fective Federal
programs ever—and
Federal programs
ever—and other
other cycle of poverty and dependence. They will be
These programs enjoy broad bipartisan
biparbsan supchild nutrition programs and replaces them the key to healing our communities.
port, and there is widespread agreement that
with a family nutrition
nutrition block
block grant.
grant. ItIt cuts
cuts food
food
We must not be deterred by those who they are remarkably
remarkably effective
effective in
in their
ther current
stamp spending by $14.4 billion
billion over 5 claim that we are not compassionate. We are
form. These
These programs
programs work.
work. Millions
Millions of
of poor
poor
form.
ers, and I asked them what they thought about

lunch. One little girl was particularly loquacious. "Oh,
"Oh, the
the lunches
'unches are
aregood,"
good" she said.
said.
"If we didn't get our lunch, we would be hun-

I
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and
and working
working class
fedfed
cheaply
classchildren
childrenareare
cheaply under our plan funding for
for school
school lunch
lunch and
and child or grandchild
grandchild cowering
coweringininshame
shame as he
he
and
and nutritiously
nutritiously thorough
thoroughthese
these programs.
programs. We
We breakfast
breakfast programs
programs would
would actually
actually increase
increase by
by
do not need to toss
toss them
them into
into the
the jumble
jumble of
of Si billion over 5 years. By eliminating the Fed- approaches the sharing table.
the welfare debate.

In addition, Mr. Chairman, in its well-intentioned efforts to discourage illegitimacy and
teen-age births, the Personal
Persona! Responsibility
Act contains some
some measures
measures which
which are
are so punitive as to be completely illogical. For instance,
stance, the
the bill
bill cuts
cuts the
the cash
cash assistance
assistance grant
grant
of children whose paternity is not legally
legal!y established, yet it makes no distinction between
children whose paternity
patemity is unestablished as a
result of their
their mother's
mothers failure
failure to cooperate
with State officials,
officials, and
and children
children whose
whose paternty is
in spite
spite of
of the
nity
is unestablished
unestablished because, in
mother's
full cooperation,
cooperation, the father has sucmothers full
successfully
cessfully evaded
evaded State
State officials
officials or
or managed
managed to
to
escape a DNA test. The Deal proposal on the
other hand, recognizes that parents—not children—are the
should be
be penalized
penalized
dren—ai-e
the ones who should
for evading their families responsibilities.
In addition to these points, Mr. Chairman,
believe that the Deal
Deal substitute
substitute is
is preferable
preferable to
the
because itit prethe Personal
Personal Responsibility Act because
serves, subject
subject to
to time
time limits
limits and
and other
other restricrestricserves,
I

eral middle man, and block granting funds, the

savings we achieve now could be used for
providing increased assistance to needy chil-

[From the
Daily News.
the Philadelphia Daily
News. Mar.
Mar. 23.
23,
1995)

dren.

LUNCH? TRY
No Li.micH?
Th ma
THE"SHARiNG
SHARiNG TABLE"
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, in
in the
the name
name of
of short-term
short-term
TABLE"
There is
compassion we
we have
have inflicted
inflicted long-term
long-term crucruis aa fanciful.
fanciful. down-the-rabbjthole
compassion
dowrl-the-rabbithole
quality totoRepublican
Republican welfare
welfare "reform"
elty. Let
Let us
us pass
pass this
this legislation
legislation so
so we
we can quality
"reform' legelty.
legislation being
beingdebated
debated in
in the
the House
House of
of RepRepoffer hope
hope for
for our
our children's
children'sfuture,
future, not
not dede- islation
resentatives.

spair.

Mr. FOGLIETT& Mr. Chairman, why do we
we
have to divide America to cure welfare?

We divide America when
when we
we pull
pull families
famiIes
apart.

We divide America when we make teenage
mothers give up their children, or encourage
them to have abortions.

We divide America when we use arbitrary
deadlines that will move families who have de-

pended on welfare because they can't get
jobs, into homelessness.
homelessness,
We divide America when we punish children
by dismantling the school
schoo! lunch program.

Amencans can turn
tum in times
times of
of need.
need. The
The PerPerAmericans

We divide America when we use hot rhetoric like
like we
we heard
heardininthis
thisdebate—when
debate-when one

Responsibihty Act,
Act, on
on the
the other
other hand,
sonal Responsibility
hand,

alhcompares people on welfare to wolves or alli-

tions, a basic safety net to which indigent

That's not the America I want to see for our
our
children.

gators, when one compares welfare to the
Government of responsibility in the realm of $600 toilet seat of the Pentagon, when one
public assistance. In its effort to seek greater says that he would not let some welfare mothflexibility
ftexbillty for State governments—a
governments—a goal
goal with
with ers take care of a cat.
which
We didn't need this kind of talk, and we
wholeheartedly
wholeheartedly agree—the
agree—the Personal
Personal
Responsibility Act weakens the modest safety don't need to create two Americas to reform
goes too far in its effort to devolve the Federal

I

net that we, as a society, believe should be in
n welfare.
place for our citizenry.
Our Republican colleagues may insist that
Finally, the Deal bill
bifi contained important and they are not engaging in the politics of divihistoric reforms in our
our Nation's
Nation's child
child support sion,
sion, but
but that's
that's just
just what
what happened
happened during
during this
this
enforcement laws—reforms that, as Repub- debate over welfare reform.
lican cochair of the Congressional
Congressiona' Caucus for
Let me give you an example of how one asfor
Women's Issues,
bil! will encourage a divihave advocated for many pect of the majority bill
years. In particular, the Deal bill adopted child sive America.
support legislation that II had
had coauthored
coauthored with
The Philadelphia Inquirer told a story the
the caucus earlier
earlier this
this year—the
year—the Child
Child Support
Support other day of a suburban township near my disResponsibility Act of 1995. also worked suc- trict.
cessfully to incorporate these reforms into
cessfully
into the
Many years ago, they decided to reject Fedthe
Personal Responsibinty
Responsibility Act and am gratified eral school lunch dollars, and do away with rethat they were, in fact, included in the final bill.
duced price school lunches for low-income
bUt.
I commend
commend the
theRepublican
Republicanleadership
leadership for in- children. In its
ts place,
place, they
they use
use aa so-called
so-called
corporating these provisions into the act. On sharing table—a
placewhere
whereaahungry
hungry student
student
table-a place
balance, however, the child support reforms in can pick up a left-over peanut buffer
butter and jelly
the
the Personal Responsibility Act were not sandwich that a better-off student left behind.
enough to overcome my other objections to
Some people like the idea of the sharing
the bill.
table, but
table,
but II don't. To me, it sounds
sounds like
like "Oliver
"Oliver
Mr. Chairman, you can be assured that I will
will Twist"
work with my colleagues in the Senate to encan't think of anything more humiliating for
sure that Congress enacts meaningful, far- a young child than having to rely on leftovers
reaching, and comprehensive welfare reform.
from their classmates. This deepens the divide
Mr. OXLEY.
OXLEY. I rise today in strong support of in our society between the haves and the
the Contract With Amenca's
Personal
America's
ResponRespon- have nots.
sibihty Act. Welfare has become a way of life
sibility
What's worse, I'm afraid that it will teach
for too many recipients. By making it easier to kids to beg—that's not what American kids
collect a hand Out
out than
than to work, the system should be learning in school.
school.
wanted
wanted to
has
has destroyed
destroyed individual
individualinitiative
initiativeand
and actually
actually share with my colleagues an editorial from the
the
perpetuated poverty. Bureaucratic barriers
Philadelphia Daily News, lest there be any
frustrate motivated recipients who want to get confusion about my criticism of this program.
program.
a job or acquire an education. We've seen an
supported the Mink
Mink substitute
substitute because
because itit
alarming breakdown of the family occur under would have worked to accomplish the goal
we
programs that simply are not working.
all want to accomplish—movirig
accomplish__moving people
people from
from
will reform
The Personal Responsibility Act wilt
reform welfare to work. It didn't use gimmicks, or arbiour welfare system to provide a helping hand, trary deadlines. It
it also didn't feed into the cynnot a handout, to millions of Americans caught
caught ical politics of hate, division and making chilin this dead-end trap. I've heard a lot of talk dren victims.
lately that the Republican plan would be hard
hard
What II don't want to see are begging tables
What
on children. This couldn't be further from the at schools across America.
truth. Our p!an
plan wHI
will actually
actually increase
increase funding
funding
I hoped before my colleagues voted for this
for many children's services. For example
legislation, that they could think of their own
I

I

I

II

I

In the wonderland inhabited by Newt Ging-

crowd.
rich and the Contract with America crowd,
the outrageous
outrageousidea
ideathat
that "less
more" has
less is more
has
become an article of faith.

But not to worry. Instead of scrambling to
close the funding gaps likely to be created by
welfare
reform social-service
welfare "reform,"
and
social-service agencies
agencies and

public schools can find a model for Life

Under the Contract close to home—in Upper
Darby. Delaware County.
County.
Back in 1982. Upper
Upper Darby
Darby dropped
dropped Out
out of
the federal sthool lunch program, and with

it.
it, federal nutrition standards. Local offi-

cials made the move because the program
was losing money, kids didn't like the food

and free lunches weren't needed.
Replacing the free- and reduced-price
reduced-price

lunch meals is the "sharing
lunch
sharingtable"
table' sort
sort of a

give.whatyoucanJtakewhaty0u.fle approach to combating
On the
combating child
child hunger.
hunger On
sharing table
sharing
table sits
sitsaa 'sharing
for spare
sharing can" for
spare
change.

It works like this: If Johnny
Johnny eats
eats Only
only one

of his two sandwiches,
sandwiches he
he leaves
leaves the extra on
on
the "sharing table,"
table,' where
where Sarah—who
Sarah—who perhaps came to school without breakfast—can
have if free, along with
with some
some coins
coins to buy aa

drink.

It's a simple
simple neighbor-he1pingneighbor
neighbor-helping-neighbor
kind of thing.
But what if Sarah is
is too
too embarrassed
embarrassed to
to
come to the sharing table? And what if children who regularly show up without lunches
or lunch money turn
turn down
down offers
offers of
of "sharing
'sharing
table" assistance out of pride and fear of
being stigmatized?

Doing
Doing without
without the
the federal
federal lunch
lunch program
program
would
would be
be less
less problematic
problematic iff Upper Darby
were
were aa wealthy
wealthy community—which
community—which itit isn't.
isn't.
Welfare rolls are
are growing—up
growing—up 15 percent
since last year.
year, to 956
956 children.
children. Yet
Yet Only
only 300
kids
kids signed
signed up
up recently
recently for
for aa free
free milk
milk program—perhaps a sign of reluctance to expose
their need.

Upper Dabry school officials explain it
with denial. The need just isn't that great
great

they
they say.

Denial is likely to be
be aa useful
useful tool
tool when
when
the full GOP welfare reform package hits
town.

Following the Upper Darby
Darby model,
model, we
we

should start with the premise that those lazy
olpoor people
ol'poor
people don't
don't need any assistance, And
for those who do (destitute teen mothers, for

instance), we could erect
erect "sharing
'sharing tables"
everywhere_near
everywhere_near steam
steam grates,
grates, bus
bus stops,
stops.
homeless shelters, soup kitchens and
schools.

For disable kids cut from SSI,
SSI. there could
be medical sharing
sharing tables.
tables, from
from which
which to borrow walkers, wheelchairs, prescriptions and
other medical services.
The possibilities are endless
And absurd.
Every credible analysis of poverty and ille-

gitimacy acknowledges that making the
chronically dependent self-sufficient will
cost more in
in the
the neainear future rather
rather than
than
less—because of multiple expenditures for
child care, education and training,
training. and pub-

lic works jobs if the private sector cannot
provide employment.

"Sharing
Sharing tables"
tables" and
and denial
denial obscure
obscure that
that
reality—but can't
reality—but
cant change it.
it.
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GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, during this
debate, the Democratic record on welfare reform has been regularly maligned.
maligned. lRepubRepublicans have frequently suggested that Democrats are simply defenoers
defenders of the status quo—
Mr.

who have done little or nothing in the 40 years
that we controlled the House of Representatives to improve the programs that serve our
most vulnerable citizens. Any responsible examination of the record
record quickly
quickly Shows
shows this is
not the case.

In the past decade alone, Democrats have
enacted reforms to virtually every part of our
social safety net—usually without much support
port from
from Republicans.
Republicans. Those
Those reforms
retorms have
have
been carefully crafted to improve the system
without inflicting irresponsible and unnecessary damage on the families who have turned
to us for support.
For example, in the 103d Congress.
Congress, Demo-

crats passed and the President signed into
law:

The Family Preservation and Support Act.—

This was the first 'significant
significant reform of child
welfare programs in 12 years. It provides flexible funds to States to strengthen families and
prevent child abuse and neglect.
neg'ect. It will atso
also
help State courts assess and expedite judicial
child welfare proceedings, so that more foster
children find permanent
permanent homes.
homes.

Legislation making these reforms was ve-

toed once by President Bush in 1992 but
signed into law in 1993.
1993. The
The reforms
reforms are
are Just
just
now taking effect, yet the Republican majority
wants to dismantle them in favor of untested
block grants that leave
leave abused
abused and
and neglected
neglected
children with no guarantee of foster care when
they need it.

OBRA 93.—Amendments included
budget reconciliation

bill

in

encouraged

this
mar-

fled for SSI benefits based on the income of
their sponsor.
sponsor. The
The Republican
Republicanproposal—.-inproposal—in-
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The Child Support
Support Enforcement Amend-

ments

1984.—These
1
984.—These

of

comprehensive

cluded in this bilI—enies
duded
bill—deniesvirtually
virtuallyall
allbenefits
benefits amendments created the Intemal Revenue
to legally admitted aliens.
Service collection mechanism to withhold
wfthhold from
In the 102d Congress.
Congress, Democrats passed Federal tax refunds any past-due child support
and the President signed into law
owed to children of non-AFDC families, exThe Child Support Recovery Act of 1992.— panded the child support enforcement proThis bill imposed aa Federal
Federal criminal
criminal penalty
penalty for
for gram to nonwelfare families,
fami'ies, required States to
willful failure to pay a past-due child support develop
develop uniform guidelines for setting child
obligation.
obligation.
support award amounts, extended research
Democrats
Democrats also
also passed
passed the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of and demonstration authority for States to test
1992 which President Bush vetoed. That bill innovative approaches
approaches to
to child
child support
support enwould have established
established aa tax
lax deduction
deduction for
for the
the forcement, and
authorized special project
costs of adopting children with special needs,
grants to improve the
the collection
collection of
of interstate
interstate
such as those with a physical or mental im- child support orders.
orders.
pairment,

encouraged

welfare

families

to

to
Mr.
MFUME. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in
Mr. MFUME.
save—up to $10,000—for education, to puropposition
to H.R.
opposition
'H.R. 4,
4, the
the Personal
Personal ResponResponchase a home, or to move to a safer neighborsibility Act
Act as
as offered.
offered. This
This legislation,
legislation, the
the ReRehood, and allowed
allowed welfare
welfare famibes
families to save—
save— sibility
publican
publican version
version of
of welfare
welfarereform,
reform,iss aa wolf
woll in
in
up to S10,000—to
S10,000—to Start
start a business.
In the 101st
Congress,Democrats
Democrats passed
passed sheep's clothing.
l0lst Congress,
This legislation has significant ramifications
and the President signed into law:
OBRA 90.—This law guaranteed child care for Americans both poor and nonpoor. We
on being
being one
one of
of the
the most
most carcarfor low-income families at risk of going onto pride ourselves on
welfare, improved
welfare,
improvedthe
thequality
quality of
of child
child care
care ing, compassionate, and advanced countries
services, and required States to report known in the world. Yet, for a variety of reasons, this
instances of child abuse or neglect of children bill takes food from the mouths of babies, and
receiving AFDC, foster care, or adoption as- cuts mothers off welfare, for the purpose of

sistance.

funding
funthng an

upcoming

tax

break
break for

the
the

wealthy.
OBRA 89.—This law reformed the AFDC wealthy.
Clearly, the Nation's welfare system is in
quality controt
control program to improve
improve protections
protections

against fraud and abuse in the AFDC system.
In the 100th Congress, Democrats passed
and the President signed into law:
The Family Support Act of 1985.—This
1988.—This
comprehensive welfare reform
measure
strengthened work, education, and training requirements for welfare recipients and, for the
first time, required mothers of young children
to actively participate
participate in
in work
work and
and training.
training. It
also barred
barred discrimination
dscrimnation against
against needy twoparent families
families and
andguaranteed
guaranteed transitional
child care and health
health benefits
benefits for
for famUies
families leaving AFDC for work. Under the law, increasing

riages for families on welfare
we!fare by relaxing the
rules for counting the income of a stepparent,
made certain that children owed child support
also
get
health
insurance when the
the
noncustodial parent has such coverage, sig- numbers of welfare recipients must be ennificantly expanded the earned
eamed income tax gaged in work-related
work-re'ated activities. As a result,
credit to encourage work and offset Federal 595,000 families are now engaged in work actaxes paid by low-income working families. tivities.
tivities.
OBRA 93 also
a'so authorized
authorized empowerment
The Family Support
Support Act
Act contained
contained child
child rerezones and
and enterorise
enterorse communities
to test forms as well. It mandated State use of unicommunities to
comprehensive solutions to the problems of form guidelines for child support awards, redistressed areas.
quired States to initiate the establishment of
The Social Security Administrative Reform paternity
for aH
all children
patemity for
children under the age of 18,
Act of 1994.—This reform bill limited
imfted the
the SSI set paternity establishment standards for the
eligibility of substance abusers to no more States and encouraged them to create simple
simpie
than 3 years. Itt aiso
also created
created the
the Commission
Commission civil procedures for
for establishing
establishing paternity
paternity inn
on Childhood DsabiQty
Disability to recommend
recommend ways
ways to
to contested cases.
eliminate fraud in the SSI children's program—
Finally,
Finally, the act provided
provided Federal
Federal financial
financial
report due in 1995. Legislation authorizing the assistance to States to improve the quality
Commission was vetoed once by President and licensing of child
child care
care services.
seMces.
Bush in 1992. Instead of waiting for the ComIn the 99th Congress, Democrats passed
mission report, Republicans are attempting to and the President signed into law:
dismantle the SSI children's program in this
The Tax Reform Act of 1986.—This combill.
prehensive reform of our Nation's tax system
The Social Security Administrative Reform
Refomi eliminated the tax obligations
obligations of
of millions
millions of
of
Act of 1994 also included reforms to the child America's
Amenca's poorest
poorest families
families and
and provided
provided adopadopwelfare and foster care programs. If reduced tive families with a one-time payment to offset
paperwork burdens
burdens for
for State
State child
child welfare
welfare propro- the costs associated with adopting children
grams by
grams
by modifying
modifying the reviews required with special needs, such as those with a menunder section 427 of
of the
the Social
SocaI Security Act. tal or physical disability.
Legislation making these reforms was vetoed
In the 98th Congress, Democrats passed
once
once by President
Presioent Bush in 1992.
and the President signed into law:
The Unemployment
Unemployment Compensation
CompensationAct
Act of
of
The Social Security Disability Amendments
1 993.—Misceflaneous amendments
amendments attached
attached of 1980.—This
1993.—Miscellaneous
law established
established the require1980.—Ths law
to
to this
thisunemployment
unemployment compensation
compensation bill
bill re- ment that sponsored aliens, for the first 3
formed the SSI program
program to
to require
require that
that Sponspon- years after their entry in the United States,
sored aliens, for the first 5 years after the must include the income of the sponsor to be
alien's entry into the United States, be quali- eligible for SSI.

need of repair. No
No community
community yearns
yeams more
more for
for
welfare
weUarereform
reformthan
than the
the people
people of
of my
my district.
district.

But they have said overwhelmingly, do not
support reform for the sake of reform.
Most want, and I support, reform that genuinely allows America's poor to move from wel-

fare to work. The I-louse
GOP bill
bill will
will not
not do
do
House GOP
that. I stand
stand opposed
opposed to
to this
this bill
bill both
both for
fo what
it will and will not do. This bill does not meet
I

our community's desperate need for jobs. Suc-

cessful reform of welfare means jobs, jobs,
and more jobs; it means child care for both
poor women and men, and it means a comensure the
the rights
rights of
of all
al children.
mitment to ensure
However, this bill fails to create a single job,
but requires we!f
welfare
are recipients
recipients to
to work
work after
after 24

months and
months
and be
be tossed
tossed off the
the rolls
rolls after
after 5
years. This bill
bU provides no additional funding
to support the welfare-to-work transition, but
requires Slates
States to have an increasing percent-

age of their
their welfare
welfare population
population in the work
force.

Since cash assistance would no longer be
an entitlement and States could determine
who and how many get aid, States could increase their work participation rate simply by
denying aid to a large
large number
number of
of currently
currently elieligible
families.
gibe families.
In addition, this bill cuts resources for child

care, health care, transportation, and other
necessary support services; factors keeping
many
more
many on welfare today. Under this act more
than 7,500 children would lose their Federal
child care assistance in my State of Maryland
Mary'and
alone. Mr. Chairman, more than 1,700 children
in Maryland will lose all SSI benefits and Medicaid benefits under this bill.
bill, I am mindful of
the difficult fiscal choices
choices facing
facing us
us at
at this
this time
time
and must evaluate the competing claims on
our Nation's diminishing
diminishing discretionary resources, but
do not believe that children
I

should be the losers.
Furthermore, the bill ignores the
the Nation's
Nations
economic trends. In
In an
an economy
economy in
in which

wages have declined for the working poor
since the mid-i 970's and in which the number
of working poor has grown phenomenally, this
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bill is a dismal failure. We must consider wel-

fare reform in the context of our Nation's
Nations overall economic conthtion.
condition.
This bill forces children, who may be the object
ject of
of violence
violence and sexual abuse in
in some
some

cases,
cases, back
back to
to the
the homes
homes where
where the
the abuse
abuse
took place. Our children
children are
are our
our future.
future. UnforUnfortunately, the
tunatey,
the Personal
Personal Responsibility Act is not
likely to be an investment at our children's fu-

ture. America cannot afford to leave its children dangling in the
the wind.
wind.

We were elected to represent the views of
our constituents on issues
issues of
of national,
national, ecoeco-

nomic, and social significance. The opportunity
for welfare reform is one of the most important

issues facing America. In this critical time in
our Nation's history, we should not allow poliwith the
the responsibility
responsibility to
to be
be fair
fair
tics to interfere with
to our children. Today, we have an opportunity
to demonstrate the gravity of our commitment
to children, the poor, to deficit reduction, and

limiting administrative overhead, section after
section of
of this
this legislation
egislationmakes
makesgreater
greater reresources available for those trying to put themselves back on their feet. As they do this, by
taking advantage of
of the
the federally-funded-—but
federally-funded—but
State and locally run—job training and child
care programs to get off the welfare rolls, an
even smaller pool of welfare recipients will
have access to even more help.
ities.
By cutting layer upon layer of Washington
Despite the misleading rhetoric of those opopposed to this legislation,
egislation, the Personal Respon- bureaucracy Out of the equation and allowing
State and local governments to care for their
their
sibility Act offers far greater hope for children State
will create a more
more effective,
effective,
than the current system. Aside from its tough own people, we wifl
less
tess costly system that will truly put children
enforcement of child
child support—which
support—which ensures
ensures
that parents, not the taxpayers, care for their and families first.
This legislation
This
does not
not threaten
threaten needy
legislation does
needy
children—the legislation significantly increases
Americans willing
willing to take responsibility for
the
the funds
funds that
that will
will actually
actually go
go toward
toward serving
serving Americans
their
lives.
their lives. It threatens
threatens Washington
Washington bureaubureauthe needs of our Nation's
Nation's children.
children.
Currently, programs that provide school
school crats and entrenched lobbyists that make their
lunches and breakfasts, low-cost milk for chil- living tending to the cruel, ineffective welfare

our
our commitment
commitment to
to redirecting
redirecting our
our efforts
efforts to
to dren, and nutritional supplements for
pregnant
the critical needs of the American people.

women and infants
infants are
are aH
all run
run from
from WashingWashing.
urge my colleagues to vote for our chil- ton with separate rules
rules for
for eiigibility
eligibility, regulareguladren, vote for our future, and vote against the tions for operation, and sources of funding.
bill as offered.
While Congress will
will continue
continue to
to fund
fund these
these
Mr. YOUNG of Florida.
Florida.Mr.
Mr.Chairman,
Chairman,
I I rise
rise programs, their day-to-day operations will be
in
in strong
strong support
support of
of H.R.
H.R. 4,
4, the
the Personal
Personal ReRe- left to the States, who know how to meet
meet the
the
sponsibility Act.
needs of their own residents far better than
The American voters spoke last November bureaucrats in Washington, who attempt
to
and demanded a change in the way GovernGovem- design one program that meets the needs of
ment operates. For too long, past Congresses people in 50 very different States. As a result,
a result,
saw Washington as the solution to every prob- the funds spent helping
helping children,
children, as opposed
lem, and created Federal program after Fed- to feeding the bureaucracy, will as opposed
actually ineral program in an attempt to eliminate povpov- crease
crease under
under this
this bill.
bill.
erty. Unfortunately, those programs,
programs, many
many
For example by capping administrative
I

costs
which were
were bom
born during
during the
the Great
Great Society in State agencies
agencies administering
administering child
child care pro-

push of 30 years ago, failed. After spending grams at 5 percent, the Personal Responsibilmore than $5 trillion
trillion on
on Federal
Federal weffare
welfare propro- ity Act will make 95 cents of every dollar availgrams, the number of welfare
we'fare recipients, ille- able for direct child services. This is in sharp
gitimate births,
births,and
andfraudulent
fraudulentwelfare
welfareclaims
cams contrast to the 68 cents per dollar that
gitimate
curhave skyrocketed. We have to change the
the rently
rently goes
goes directly
directly for child care services.
welfare system that has failed so badly to Thirty-two cents of every dollar is being lost
in
meet the needs of our society.
With this legislation,
legis'ation, Congress
Congress can begin to

break the cycle of poverty
poverty and
and hopelessness
hopelessness
that has trapped generation after generation of
of
Americans. It is a welfare system that often
penalizes those trying to break their reliance
on Government
Govemment subsidies, money doled out by
a Federal bureaucracy that has become too
big, too inefficient, and too expensive. To free
the
the nexf
next generation
generation of
of Americans
Americans from
from this
trap, the Personal Responsibility Act, one of
the most critical components of the Republican Contract With America,
Anienca, promises comprehensive reform of
of the
the American
American welfare
welfare

system.
system.

The present system penalizes the working
poor, and offers little incentive to leave the
welfare rolls once they
they begin
begin receiving
receiving benebenefits. We must reform these programs to discourage people from ever becoming dependent on welfare in the first place, and do everything we can to get them off as quickly as
possible. This bill gives States broad flexibility
to design work training and education programs, and tells welfare recipients they will
have to work in order to receive cash benefits.
The Personal Responsibility Act will teach
people job Skills,
skills, assist them in assuming
assuming
more productive
productive roles
roles in
in society, and help
them earn
eam the dignity that comes
comes from
from working
for a living.
For too long, many welfare recipients have
have
taken their benefits
benefits for
for granted,
granted, and
and forgotten
forgotten
that their actions have consequences. This bill
would deter teen pregnancies by ending cash
cash
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payments to
to unwed
unwedmothers
mothers
under
under
18.18.
States
States
could use these savings to establish programs
programs
to help young mothers with pregnancy prevenhon and counseling, adoption
tion
adoption services,
services, smallsmallgroup homes, and other helpful innovations.
Additionally, the bill
bill streamlines
streamlines procedures
procedures to
to
collect child support and implements strict policies
to enforce
enforce child
child support
support orders, to ensure
ces to
ensure
that both parents live up to their responsibil-

layers of bureaucracy and centralized
centrallzed planning
activities.
Eliminating

administrative

overhead

will

trap that has developed over 30 years. We
have an opportunity
opportunity with
with this
this legislation
legislation to

bring about real reform
reform that
that makes
makes those
those who
who
have opposed progress
progress for
for decades
decades uncomuncomfortable. They had 30 years to change a crumbling and ineffective welfare system, and did
nothing. Now they are forced to defend the
status quo where only_one of every 250 people on welfare work,
work, where
where one-third
one-third of
of the
children born
children
born in our country are to unwed
mothers, and where the average welfare family receives benefits on-and-off for 13 years.
This must change.
Mr. Chairman, the welfare reform provisions
of the Contract With
With America
America are
are designed
designed to
give people a way out
Out of
of poverty,
poverty, not
not surround
them with
them
with itt for
These
for the
the rest
rest of their lives. These
bold reforms are expected to put 1.5 million
welfare recipients to work and save the American taxpayer almost
almost $80
$80 billion
billion over
over the
the next
5 years. The emphasis
emphasis on
on self-reliance
self-reliance will
will
make welfare a program of temporary assistance,
ance, not
not aa way
way of
of life.
life. Americans
Americans who
who believe
believe
in a day's pay for aa day's
day's work
work are
are the
the cornerstones of our society.
sodety. The
The programs
programs Congress
Congress
passes should foster this attitude, instead of
encouraging millions of people to depend on
the American taxpayers
taxpayers for
for their
their livelihood.
livelihood.
The Personal Responsibility Act meets this
goal, fulfills our contract
contract promise,
promise, and
and re-

make available $162 million more for direct
child care services
services next
next year
year alone.
alone. In
In addiaddition,
tion, with the adoption of
of an
anamendment
amendment
Wednesday, which
strongly supported, we
provide another $150
$150 million
million per
per year to care
care
for children so their parents can work. This
This sponds
sponds to the wishes and demands of the
I

means with the additional funding and admin-

istrative savings, there will be $322 million
more available for direct child care services
next year, an increase
increase of
of 17.5
17.5 percent.
percent

There are also increases in other areas.
areas.

Many of my constituents
constituents and
and many
many State
State and
and
local officials from Florida from whom I have

Input on this legislation, stress the
received input
success and importance of the Women, InChildren Program,
Program or
fants, and Children
or WIC. This
legThis legislation addresses those concerns by guaran-

teeing that not less than 80 percent
percent of
of the
the

funds provided for family nutritional programs
Will go
go to
to WIC,
WIC, ensuring
ensuring an increase of $588
will
million over the next 5 years.
With regard to the School Lunch Program,
this
this legislation
legislationprovides
providesfor
foraa$1.2
$t2 billion,
billion, or
17.5-percent increase
increase in
in funding
funding over the next
5 years. Moreover, States would be required

to devote not less
tess than 80 percent of these
funds to meet the needs of low-income children. No more than
than 22 percent
percent of
of the
the funds
funds
may be spent on administrative costs.

By ending cash benefits to certain groups
such as noncitizens, unwed mothers under 18,
and individuals with fraudulent claims, and by

American people.
people.
Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I voted for
the rule on H.R. 1214
1214 and
and I support
support passage
of this legislation. do, however, want to exI

I

press my concern
concem with the Rules Committee
failure
failure to make in order an amendment which
which
would have reaffirmed our Nation's obligation
to American Indian communities.
A bipartisan
bipartisanamendment
amendment, offered
offered by
by ReResources Chairman DON YOUNG, would have
set aside 3 percent of appropriations for block
grants to native American communities. This
amendment
amendment was
was important
important because
because itit would
would
have recognized the unique nature of the Federal Government's relationship with native
American tribes.
My concern
concem is that direct block grants to the
States may adversely affect tribes for two reasons:
sons: One,
One, States
States do
do not
not have
have the
the same
same obliobligations
gations to
to tribes
tribes that
that the
theFederal
FederalGovernment
Govemment
has; and two, some tribes, like the Navajo Nation, cross State borders and would have to
petition more than one State for funding. The
Young amendment would have addressed this
concern, and
and I regret that it was not made in
I

order.
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Mr. Chairman,

want to assure concerned
tribal leaders that, although the Rules Committee did not make this amendment in order, our
bipartisan efforts to secure protections in HR.
1214 for native Americans will continue.
Mr. ORTON. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to
tion
to the
theArcher-Kasich
Arer-Kasjch amenDment.
amendment.
It
It is
is absurd
absurd to
to call
call this
this measure
measure aa technical
technical
correction. In
n actuality,
actuality, this
this amendment
amendment strikes
language in the bill which prohibits savings in
the bill
bifl from being used to pay for tax cuts.
If we are ever to balance
ba'ance the budget, we
must make cuts in Federal spending which are
sacnfice, and reduce benefits
difficult, require sacrifice,
to individuals. Savings
to
Savings from
from Such
such spending
cuts should reduce the deficit, not be spent on
tax cuts.

Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, we all agree
that reform of the welfare system is long overdue. The current system is costing billions of
dollars and is
s not
not solving
solving the
the problem.
problem. ItIt isis not
not
putting people to work but instead has created
an unhealthy cycle of dependency.
WORK

In reforming the welfare system, our focus
must
must be
be on
on moving
moving people
people into
into real
real jobs.
jobs. wifi
will
vote against the Republican
Republican bill
bill for
for many
many reareasons—but primarily because it makes no guarmove into
antee that welfare recipients
recipients wiU
will move
work. In fact, a recently released Congressional Budget Office report found that their bill
is doomed to fail in achieving that end. Furthermore, under that bill, there is less accountability for the dollars spent than under the current system. They do nothing to improve access
cess to
to and
and the
the quality
quality of
of existing
existing education
education
and
and training,
training, so
so that
that people
peoplehave
havethe
theSkills
skills
they need to get a job.
Last year, I introduced my own Work First
welfare reform plan that was designed to get
people off of welfare
welfare and
and into
into jobs.
jobs. My
My biH
bill removed the crazy disincentives to work that
exist in the current welfare system. The majority of Americans get up every morning and go
to work to support themselves and their families—and they resent the fact that billions of
tax
tax dollars
dollars are
are spent
spent supporting
supporting people
people who
who
don't
don't have to do the same. We must reform
reform
welfare to assure able-bodied
able-boaied Americans
work. That is a matter of simple fairness.
I

EFF
ECTIVE
PR3GaA.IS—CHi
EFFEcTIvE
PR3GAMS
C}-IILC) cARE
ND NUTRITION
cARs .ND
NuTRm0N

We cannot afford to
to fail
fail in this effort. But
moving to the extreme—as the majority's proposal will do—'-will
do—will only
onlycreate
createanother
anothersystem
system
that fails
that
failsfamilies
families arid
and taxpayers.
taxpaye!s. Their proposal will push families with young children
into the Street
street and create a whole class of

women and children with no hooe of becoming

self-sufficient The Republican proposal cuts
child care and nutrition—programs
nutrition—prog-arns that are
critically important to supporting working families. Why does this bill block grant the WIC
Program—when leaders of corporate America
have testified to its cost-effective benefits to
the health of women and children? Why does
this
this bill
bill do
do away
away with
with the
the School
Schoo' Lunch
Lunch ProProgram
gram as
as we
we know
know it,
it, when
when this
this program
program helps
helps
children from working families get the nutrition
they need to succeed in school? Why does
this bill
this
bill cut
cut assistance
ass!stance for
for child
child care, when
Americans
Amencans know that child care is crucial to
the ability of people who truly want to work to
stay in the work force?
TNAGE
PREGNANCY
TEENAGE PREGNANCY
There
There is
is another
another area
area of
of critical
critica] importance
importance

on which this bill fails
fails the
the American
American people—
people—
the crisis of teenage pregnancy. Earlier this
year, I introduced a bifl
bill to: First, require
require teenteen-

agers who are parents themselves to live with
an adult family member or in an appropriate
adult-supervised setting
adult-supervised
setting in order to receive
receive
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the means
means to
to do
doso—instead
so—insteadofofbeing
beingsuosu-

ported by taxpayers. Finally, the Deal amendment helps address the crisis of teenage pregbenefits; and second,
second, require
require teenage
teenage parents
parents nancy and provides communities with the reto continue to receive education and training sources
sources they
they need
need to
to prevent
prevent teenage
teenage pregpregin order to receive assistance. In addition, my nancy.
nancy. In
In short,
short, the
the Deal
Deal substitute
substitute provides
provides
bill would provide grants to localities to design sensible responses to the American publics
teen pregnancy prevention programs. This apdemand for reform, but does not in the procproach
proach balances
balances responsibility with
with opporopportunity. It promotes responsibility so that teen- ess hurt vulnerable children or simply shift
costs to other programs.

age parents understand
understand that
that they
they must
must asassume responsibility
responsibility for
for the
the consequences
consequences of
of
their action. At the same time, it invests in preventing teenage pregnancy so that fewer children
dren are
are born
born to
to teens.
teens.
The
The majority's
majonty's bill denies most benefits to

The Deal substitute does reform legal immigrants' eligibility for benefits. It builds on good
ideas
deas that
that already
already exist
existininthe
thelaw,
law,but
butwhich
whict
have not worked as they should. First
First and
and
foremost, legal immigrants would be required

teenage parents and their children, but goes
no further. It includes no provisions to encourage responsible behavior among teenage parents—and no provisions to realistically
realistically disdiscourage teenagers
teenagers from
from becoming
becoming parents
parents in
in
the first place. Most troubling, the majority bill
punishes innocent newborns for the actions of

to have sponsors who agree—in a

their parents.

the citizenship status of the immigrant and that
sponsorship is
is not
sponsorship
not a legally
legafly binding
binthng obligaobligation—and effectively corrects them.

CHILD
cHZLD SUPPORT
SUPPORT ENFoRcEMENT
ENFORCEMENT

There's another issue of great importance in
There's
this debate: Child support enforcement. The
Republican bill was
was originally
originally silent on the
need for parenfäl
parenfl responsibility
responsibility for
for child
child supsupport—in spite of the fact that each year deadbeat parents fail to pay more than $5 billion
biliion
they owe to support their own offspring. Many
of their children are reliant on welfare as a result. This is more than 40 percent of the entire
Federal cost of AFDC. At the beginning of this
Congress, I cosponsored HR. 785, the Child
Support Responsibility Act of 1995, along with
other members of the Congressional Caucus
for Women's Issues. The caucus leadership
testified on behalf of our bill before the Ways
and Means
Means Committee,
Committee. I am pleased
p'eased that—as
a result of persistence on our part—the bill
has now been modified to include strong child

legally
legalty

binding document—that
document—that they
they will
will be
be financiatty
financially
responsible for the immigrant for the life of the

immigrant or until the immigrant becomes a
citizen. This amendment recognizes the problems that exist in current law—that sponsorship currently ends after 5 years regardless of

I

urge my colleagues
cofleagues to support the Deal

substitute. We must reform the welfare system
to
to move
move people
people from
from welfare
welfare to
to work.
work. We
We cancannot afford to fail.
Mr. PORTMAN. Mr. Chairman, we are in the

midst of a historic effort to change Government
ment as
as we
we know
know it.
it. Not
Not since
since the
the New
New Deal
Deal
has
has Congress
Congress had
had such
such an
anactive
activelegislative
egislative
agenda to address the
the most
most pressing
pressing probproblems of our day. But our philosophy of governgoveming is very different from the New Deal and
different from the President's
Presidents approach: consistent with the Founders of this great country,
our goal is to
togive
give government
government back to the
people.

In addressing the role of the Federal Government, Thomas
Thomas Jefferson
Jeffersononce
oncesaid,
said,"I"Ibebenforcement provisions.
do,
do, of lieve that the states can best govern our home
course, support these provisions and hope concerns." We share Jefferson's fundamental
fundamenta!
that they will become
become law
law through
through some faith
faith in the ability of people to organize in
in their
their
means
means very
very soon.
soon.
neighborhoods, towns, cities, counties, and
THE
DEAl. SUBSTITUTE
ThE DEAL
5LISSTTTUTE
States all across our Nation to identify and reThe Deal
The
Deal substitute
substitute provides a balance in solve
solve our
our toughest
toughest problems.
problems. As
As aa result,
result, we
we
this debate. It is tough on work, requiring participants
to establish
establish contracts
contracts detailing what have already begun to shrink the Federal Govticbants to
ernment and
and return
return power
power to
to communities,
communities, to
to
they will actually do to secure private sector ernment
employment. The
The substitute
substitute provides
provides aa serious
serious the people back home where it does the most
good.
deadline: Participants
Participants can
can participate in a
Our new ideas to reduce the size and scope
workiare program for 2 years. After 2 years
woridare
are up, States have some flexibility to work of government and give States and communities the
the freedom
freedom to
to fashion
fashion solutions that
with these populations—but ultimately people nties
must work, or they lose their cash benefits. work are embodied in our proposal to fix our
we'fare system. The current system is
The Deal substitute
substitute also
also provides
provides States
States with
with failing welfare
resources to improve existing workfare sys- broken, big Government programs are lifeless
irnpersona and it has become clear that
tems, so that participants
participants actually
actually obtain
obtain the
the and impersonal
'arge bureaucracies based in Washington do
skitls
skills they need to get and hold a job. Without large
poor, U
It is a bad system that
those skills,
skifls, any employer will tell you, they little to uplift the poor.
is cruel to children, and cruel to families.
just won't
find work.
work.
wont find
Republicans recognize that Washington
The Deal amendment increases State reafl the answers and are willing
sources for child care, so families can work does not have all
rea' flexibility and resources to
while ensuring adequate
adequate care
care for
for their
their chilchil- to give States real
dren. The Deal amendment preserves the nu- try what they find works. We know today's
full of
trition programs that are essential underpin- welfare system is full
of perverse
perverse incentives
incentives
ning for the health of our Nation's children.
that destroy families, denigrate the work ethic
supDort the
supoort
the Deal substitute because it reforms and trap people in a cruel cycle of government
welfare
dependency. We're
welfare programs
programs without
without destroying
destroying programs
programs dependency.
We're committed
committed to
to replacing
that have proven effective and important to that
that failed
failed system
system of despair with reforms
miHions of
millions
of working
working Americans
Americans and
and their fami- based on the dignity of work and the strength
lies. The Deal amendment
amendment includes
indudes tough pro- of
of families,
families, and
and yes,
yes, parental,
parental. responsibility.
responsibility. By
By
visions to strengthen the current child support not
not accepting
accepting the
the status
status quo
quo in
in Washington,
Washington,
enforcement systems so that millions of young we are moving solutions closer to home where
people will be supported by parents who have we offer real hope for the future.
support
support

I

I
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Today, the House
house passed
passed a new plan to fix

wetfare that returns power and
welfare
and flexibdity
flexibility to
States, cutting out a whole level of Federal bu-

reaucracy and giving the States the ability to
respond in innovative ways to real needs. By
reducing the role of
of the
the large
large and
and costly
costly bubureaucracy, and by stashing redtape, we will
free up more resources to try new local programs that wit
help change
change peoples
peoples lives.
wl help
The defenders of the status quo have had
every opportunity to fix the failed welfare syssystem. But they chose
chose not
not to
to do
do so.
so. Now,
Now, they
they
continue to fight change—using irresponsible
scare tactics to blur the debate and confuse
the American people about our plan. It's simple. Our plan does three things: it makes people work; it stresses personal and parental responsibility and creates incentives for families
to remain intact; and it cuts the endless, unnecessary Federal regulations and bureaucracy typical of the current system.
Mr. ALLARD.
ALLARD. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, rise
Mr.
rise to
to say
say itit
is about time. Since
Since President
President Johnson
Johnson dedeI

clared a war on poverty 30 years ago, we
have spent over $5 trillion and created 336
programs to
to fight
fight this
this war.
war. So,
So, who
who won?
won? No
No
programs
one. Not the welfare recipient or the taxpayer.
The amount we spend in a year on welfare is

roughJ three times the amount needed to

raise the incomes
incomes of
of all
all poor
poor Americans
Americans above
above
the income thresholds.
My constituents teD
tell me
me that
that the
the current welfare system does not work, they want reform.
Those who oppose reform continue to say that
the number of people
people on
on welfare
welfare will
wifl grow and
thus more money is needed. If that is the case
then this system can only be called aa massive
massive

failure. Misguided policy incentives have resulted in a program that encourages economic
dependence rather than independence. Welfare is supposed to help people become responsible and self
self sufficient.
sufficient.
Responsibflty Act
The Personal Responsibility
Act will
will give
give the
decisionmaking back
back to
to the
the States.
States. State
State offiofficials know what will work best. The "one size

fits all"
afl' approach
approach of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government
has
has not
not worked.
worked. The
The States
States have
have consistently
consistently
been the places where new ideas have been
allowed to grow and
and work.
work. It is time to allow
the States to have
have the
the fiexibiuty
flexibility and resources
to get people back to
to work
work and
and off
off the
the dedependence treadmill.

This bill has a tough
tough work
work requirement
requirement, itit is
is
tough on
On illegitimacy,
illegitimacy and tough on deadbeat
parents. No longer will alcoholics and drug addicts get cash payments to help them continue
their addiction with taxpayer money.
Contrary to what the other side is saying,
this bill will not cut off assistance to kids. LowLowincome children will still receive school lunch
and WIC benefits, but no longer
longer will the
money be micromanaged by the Federal Government middle man. This means that more
money will
will make
make itit to
to women
women and
and children
children in
in
money
need, instead of Federal bureaucrats.
Reforming the welfare system should not
cost more money or add more people to the
rolls. It should save money and be more effirolls,
cient than the current
current system.
system. The
The Personal
Personal
Responsibility Act saves $66.3 billion over 5
years by slowing the growth of welfare spendiflg—without
ng—without eliminating
eliminating the safety net for
those who truly need it. We should not measure compassion for
for the
the poor
poor by
by how
how much
much the
the
Govemment spends on welfare
Government
welfare or
or the
the number
number
of people
people collecting
collecting checks.
checks. We
We should
should measof
ure compassion by
by how
how few
few people
people are
trapped in welfare and dependent on the Gov-

emment. If we want to protect our children,
then we must reduce Government spending,
balance the budget, and foster an economy
that will create opportunities and jobs. That is
why I am
4, the
the Personal Ream supporting
supporting H.R.
hR. 4,
sponsibility Act.

Mr. GANSKE. Mr. Chairman, there
there has
has
been a lot of talk about the welfare problem
plaguing our country. Everyone agrees that
something must
must be
be done:
done; everyone
everyone that
that is,
is, but
but
something

my colleagues
cofleagues on the other side of the aisle
who seem content with the status quo. I fail to

understand how opponents can be satisfied
with a welfare state that has seen aa 25-per25-percent
cent increase
increase in out-of-wedlock births since
1960. There are areas in my hometown of
Des Moines, IA, where
where the
the iUegitimacy
illegitimacy rate is
as high
high as
as 60
60 percent.
percent.
as

This is totally unacceptable.
unacceptable. We
We must
must propro.
vide incentives that help get individuals off of

welfare. We can no longer reward

young

mothers for having more children out-of-wedlock. We can no longer be satisfied with the
lifestyle of welfare dependency being passed
from
from generation
generation to
to generation.
generation.
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years after their arrival in this country is unfair
and cruel.
cruel. IfIf the
the aim
aim of
of the
the Personal
Personal Responsibility Act is to teach welfare recipients about
work, family and responsibility, then why does
it scapegoat a group that is the embodiment of
these values?
Under

the

Republican

proposal

States

amount of money block
would get the same amounl
granted to
to them
themeach
each year—regardless
year—regardless of
changes in the number of needy children or
changes
or
newcomers.
newcomers. This
This would
would result
result in
in some
some States
States
being hurt disproportionately.
disproportionately. Fewer
Fewer immiimmigrants and disabled children will be eligible for
supplemental security
securityincome
incomeESSI],
[SSI], with legal
legal
supplemental
immigrants being denied AFDC, food stamps
and Medicaid as wefi.
well.
This bill would be a disaster for my home
State of California,
Califomia, which alone stands to lose
$15177
$15.177 billion
billion over
over the next 5 years.
years.The
The
House Republican welfare
welfare proposal
proposal would
wou'd
eliminate Federal funding for family preservation
several other
other programs
hon and support and several
programs
that work to prevent child abuse and neglect
ft would restrict welfare for legal immigrants,
It
immigrants
in aa $7.777
$7777 billion loss in Federal
resulting in
Federal
funding
funding for
for California's
Califomia's residents.
residents. California
Califomia
would
would also
also receive
receive $2.486
$2486 billion less in funding for food stamps and $1 .099 billion less in
in

was encouraged
encouragedtoto see
see the
the language
language
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act
Act
which provides an incentive to States to decrease their rate of illegitimate births, a provi- nutrition assistance.
I

added
added to the

sion
sion I recommended during my testimony earlier this year before the Ways and Means
lier

Committee. This is clearly a step in the right

direction.

Let's continue this step in the right direction
and pass the Personal Responsibility Act.
Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Chairman, I would
would like

to add my voice to the
the debate
debate on
on welfare
welfare
form.

re-

A
A true
true welfare
welfare reform
reform proposal
proposaj should
should seek
seek
to end dependency, promote employment and
offer a helping
hefping hand to those who deserve it.
What the Republican majority has offered us

Not only does this bill cut much needed assistance, but it
it does
little in the
does shamefully
shamefully little
way of moving welfare recipients into the work
force. Those individuals who can work should
work. But the GOP bill offers no help to people
pie who
who need
need training
training or
orother
otherassistance
assistance to
to
get and hold a job.
Unfortunately, the Republican
Republican bill
bill is filled
with rigid guidelines and unrealistic mandates.
It compounds these drawbacks with a surprislack of practical solutions, such as the oping tack
portunity for recipients to improve their education
cation or
or gain
gain practical
practical work
work experience.
experience. SimSimply
ply cutting
cutting off
off assistance
assistance will
will not
not prepare
prepare recipients to join the
the work
work force
force or
or provide
provide them
them
with jobs. True ref
reform
orrn would
would offer
offer education,
education,
training and transitional assistance to those in-

H.R. 4,
4, the
the Personal
Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act,
however, is nothing more than another giveaway to
away
to big
big business
business and the wealthy. By
adopting Mr. ARCHER'S amendment Republicans assured that the savings from this legis- dividuals who want to exchange a welfare
wellare
lation will go directly toward the funding of the check for a paycheck.
paycheck.
GOP tax cut bill.
The so-called Personal Responsibility Act is
The
The Republican
Republican welfare
welfare reform
reform bill
bili cuts
cuts vital
vital nothing more than a tax gift for the rich and
programs that provide financial and nutritional a surrender of responsibility to the States.
tt
assistance to low-income families. According attacks
attacks the
the very
very elements
elements of
of our
our society
society we
we
to the Congressional Budget Office, the GOP should most want to help—needy children who
bill will likely cause nearly 3 million families to do not vote, have done nothing wrong, and
lose S2.8 billion in benefits over the next 5
desperately need our assistance to survive,
survive. It
years. After that, the situation only get worse. erodes basic American values by denying surare reduced
reduced 50
50 percent
percent by
by the
Cash payments are
the vival assistance to children and equal treatyear 2003. Needy families will suffer these ment under the law to all. This is certainly not
losses through the elimination or reduction of my
my idea
idea of
of welfare
welfare reform
reform and
and you
you can
can be
be asasprograms like aid to families with dependent sured that I will
will oppose
oppose itit at every turn.
children IAFDCJ, food stamps, school lunches,
As a member of the board of supervisors for
disability payments,
payments, foster
foster care
care and
and nutrition
nutrition Santa Clara County for 14 years, leamed
learned a
supplements for pregnant women and infant lot about welfare. The county administers the
children.
welfare programs for the Federal and State
Children and legal immigrants
immigrants are the real governments.
govemments. I know very well the need to
victims of this bill. No needy child should be
be change welfare—to make it more effective,
denied lunch at
at school
school or
or food
food stamps
stamps at
at less bureaucratic and to promote work. The
home because his or her parents applied after Republican bill does none of this.
It is not rethe set allocation
aflocation had dwindled. Withdrawing form, but is instead
instead just
just aa budget
budget cut
cut and
and a
assurance of help to children who are needy, cost shift to local government.
govemment.
hungry, abused, or disabled is simply unacMr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, our current
ceptable. Children should not suffer because welfare epidemic continues to erode the Amertheir parents cannot provide.
ican
ican family
family and
and work
work ethic.
ethic. For
For aa growing
growing segNor should legal immigrants who have
Nor
ment of the population,
population, America
America no
no longer
longer reDrepplayed by the rules and paid taxes be denied resents the land of opportunity but rather the
in their time of need. Making legal immigrants land of the welfare check. Our current welfare
inehgible for
for public
pubuc assistance
assistance should
should they
they beineligible
be- system discourages work and promotes Govcome sick, disabled or unemployed
unempfoyed 10 or 20 ernment dependency. Republican reforms
in

I
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work to get people off of the Government dole
and back on their own feet.

I

deeply
deeply regret
regret that
that we
we could
could not
not vote
vote on
on

March 24,
March
24, 199.5
1995
Finally, the savings from this bill
bill are
are not

just the Ways and Means Committee's welfare going to deficit reduction or even to programs
reform plan today. It is my hope that cooler
cooler that will help people leave welfare. Instead,
heads will
heads
prevail in the Senate and that the
will preva
the $69.4
$69.4 billion
billion is
is going
going to
to finance
finance aa number
number
Chamber will leave child nutrition intact while of
of tax
tax cuts
cuts proposed
proposed in
in the
the Contract
Contract With
returning to the House true welfare
retuming
welfare reform.
reform. IfIf America. I can not support
support aa bill
bill that takes
and when that occurs, stand ready and will- from the poor in order to provide tax cuts to
by how few people are on welfare?
ing to support it.
businesses and wealthy Americans, especially
especaUy
Our
Our Personal
Personal Responsibility Act, I-LR.
l-LR. 4 puts
Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Chairman, have long when Congress is working to balance the Fedthe
welfare roUs
rolls supported reforming our Nation's welfare sys- eral
the millions
millions of people now on the welfare
erai budget.
onto payrolls.
payrolls. Republicans
Republicans replace
onto
replace aa failed
failed tem,
II support
support the
the Deal
Deal substitute
substitute for
for welfare
welfare reretern, because
because II believe
believe our
our current
current system
system disdiswelfare system of despair
despair with
with aa more
more comcom- courages welfare recipients from going to work form, because I feel this plan would successpassionate solution focusing on work and of- and encourages our children to have children fully move recipients
recipients from
from we!fare
welfare to
to work.
work. The
The
fering hope for the future. Our bill encourages without the means to provide for them in their plan helps welfare recipients move into the
people to earn
eam the freedom, responsibility, and future. supported President Clinton's
C'inton's efforts work force by increasing funding for education,
dignity that comes with working.
child care.
care. In
In addition,
addition, itit crelast year to reform welfare, and strongly be- job training, and child

Currently, there are over 5 million families
famiiies
on welfare. Only 20,000 of those people work.
For 30 years we have been measuring compassion by how many people are on welfare.
Isn't ii time we began measuring compassion

I

I

I

I

The welfare message of the past 30 years
is clear. Liberal Federal handouts promote
Govemment reliance and dependency. We
Government

lieve we must continue to work to create a
welfare system that truly assists people.

Though the Personal Responsibility Act atmust end this depressing trend. Working today tempts to reform our current welfare system,
prevents welfare
we'fare despair
despair and
and dependency
dependency toto- am afraid it takes us in the wrong direction.
morrow. Our Republican Personal Respon- This bill takes away benefits from our Nation's
sibility Act restores lost dignity and promotes poor without
withoutproviding
providing a
a sensible
sensible path
path for
a strong work ethic.
ethic.
them
them to
to find
find and
and maintain
maintain work.
work.
Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Chairman,
was
was preThis bill cuts funding that would provide
pared to vote for true welfare reform today. As child
child care services to welfare recipients. How
How
the only Democrat on the House Ways and can we expect those on welfare to go to work
Means Committee to support that panel's re- when they are unable to pay for any type of
form proposal earlier this month, I believe it child care? The bill mandates States to require
represented real change of our welfare sys- welfare recipients to go to work after receiving
tem.
benefits for 2 years,
years, but
but itit fails
fails to
to provide
provide for
Though weH-intentioned,
well-intentioned, that system
system is
is inin- increased funding for needed welfare-to-work
defensible and in dire need of massive prog
programs.
rams.
changes. II encourages a cycle of poverty,
Instead, the bill repeals the Job Opportunihopelessness, and despair. At the same time, ties and Basic Skills Program, which currently
it discourages family cohesiveness, construc- provides 90 percent Federal matching funds
tive
tive behavior,
behavior, and
and self-reliance.
self-reliance.
for education, training, and support services
The Ways and Means bill, while not perfect, for welfare recipients. The bill also includes no
would have started us down the path to dra- requirements for States to include education,
matic, yet meartingfu!
meaningfu! reform.
reform. worked long training, and support services in their welfare
and hard on the plan's SSI reforms and am programs.
proud of the outcome in that area. Moreover,
The bill also replaces our Nation's School
turning welfare over to the States is a bold Lunch and School Breakfast Programs with a
step forward and it represents an improvement school-based
school-based nutrition
nutrition block
block grant.
grant. By
By convertconvertover the status quo.
ing these important nutrition programs tarUnfortunately, the bill that passed the House geted
geted at
at our
our children
children into
into aa block
block grant,
grant, we
we
today contains
contains aa fatal
fatal flaw
flawthat
that I could not,
not, in
in would be capping these
these benefits
benefits and
and ultigood conscience, support. Namely, it reduces mately, we would be cutting access to this
funds for child nutrition in the name of welfare
we'fare program to some 2 million children.
reform. Because of this mean-spirited proviIn the 19th Congressional District, over 1.3
sion,
sion, will vote against this measure.
million meals are subsidized by this program
According to Congressional
Conaressional Budget Office each year, and can
can not
not imagine
imagine having
having to
to
statistics—the most reliable and non-partisan turn
tum away one child who looks to this program
figures available—this
available—thislegislation
legislation is projected
prolected for their only nutritious
nutntious meal of the day. As
to underfund child nutrition programs
programs by rural Americans face high unemployment in
S11.77 billion over the next 5 years. At that their communities, these programs are often
level, funds will not keep pace with demand: necessary to bridging the gap between the
CBO says child nutrition
nutrition dollars
dollars wiU
will increase loss of work and future economic stability.
by only 2.1 percent
percent per
per year,
year, while
while demand
demand
Uke many of the block grants created in this
has historically
historcaIIy grown
grown at
at aa much
much higher
higher level.
level. bill, States would get a fixed amount of money
For example, the Agriculture Department re- to
to fund
fund school-based
school-based nutrition
nutrition programs.
programs. IfIf aa
ports that between the 1990 and 1994 school recession occurred, States would receive no
years,
years, demand
demand for
for school
school lunches
lunches increased
increased additional Federal funding to assist the inby 23 percent.
creased number of children who would be eliIn my judgement. that lower level is uncon- gible for this program. During the last recesscionable. We have the compassion to meet sion, the number of low-income children rethe basic nourishment needs of our children. ceiving meals under this program increased by
Surely feeding children is not too much to ask 1.2
1.2 million.
million.
of this great Nation.
I believe the State of Illinois will be seriously
senously
All along, I have been clear about my oppo- affected
affected by
by this
this block
legislation that
block grant legislation
that
sition to these changes in the child nutrition would reduce Federal support for child welfare
program. In a letter
letter to
to Speaker
Speaker GINGRICH
GINGRIcH 'ast
last by $5.6 billion over 5 years. This would mean
week,
week, I indicated that while I could support the a 5-year loss of $512 million in Federal child
Ways and Means bill because it represents welfare
we!fare funds
funds to Illinois between 1996 and
true welfare reform, the school lunch program 2000.
2000. In
In an
an attempt
attempt to
to put
put parents
parents back
back to
to
shou'd not be included in the bill. My request work,
should
work, we
we would
would end
end up
up only
only punishing
punishing the
the
unfortunately was ignored by the Speaker.
children
children caught
caught in
in this
this difficult
difficult situation.
situation.
I

I

I

I

I

ates a work first program that puts people

back to work, and requires States to increase
participation by welfare recipients in this program over 8 years.
The Deal substitute limits welfare benefits
going to a recipient after 2 years. Welfare re-

cipients would then be eligible, for an additional 2 years, for either a workfare job or a
job placement voucher. The Deal plan is reasonable and workable, because it contains
provisions to ensure that welfare recipients are

better off economically by taking a job rather
than staying on welfare.
It is vital that we pass
pass welfare
welfare reform
refomi that
puts people back to work, but it is equally important to do it in a reasonable manner. The
Republican bill clearly fails to provide art
an opportunity to welfare recipients, because it cuts

or eliminates important programs that allow
people to make the transition into the workp'ace. Unless we can guarantee welfare replace.
cipients
fair and
and sensible
sensible chance to go back
cpients aa fair
to work, Congress must continue to develop a
reform package that helps and not hurts people in need.
Mr. RICHARDSON.
RICHARDSON. Mr.
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, the
the legislegisMr.
lation
ation before us today, the Personal Responsibility Act, H.R.
HR. 4,
4, will
will drastically
drastically alter the welfare system in our Nation. I support welfare re-

form, but there are serious flaws in this bilL
One
bill is that
One of the primary problems of the biD
it does not even mention the 1.2 million Native

Americans or the 553 federally recognized
American Indian
Indian tribes who reside
reside in this
country. To remedy
remedy this
this situation,
situation,Members
Members
from both sides of the aisle worked together to
develop an amendment
amendment to
to allow
allow Indian
Indian tribes
tribes
access to the block
block grant
grant provisions
provisions in
in the
the bill.
bill.
Mr. Young of Alaska, the distinguished chairman of the Resources Committee, and I sponspon-

sored this amendment, but remarkably, the
Rules Committee would not accept it for presentation on the floor. I am outraged that the

Rules Committee has chosen to ignore the
recommendations of
of the
the Resources
Resources CommftCommittee, and more importantly, the vital needs of
Native Americans.

The amendment would restore existing
existing
block grants to tribal governments that have
been repealed by H.R. 4. The amendment is
consistent with many current Federal statutes,
including a 3 percent allocation to tribes under
the child care and development block grant
and a 3.3 percent allocation to tribes under
the Job Training Partnership Act,
Act. It is
is also
a'so
con sistent with
consistent
with longstanding
longstanding policy,
policy, endorsed
by every administration since the early 1960's,
that we must maintain govemment-to-govemment relationships with tribes,
tnbes, and further Native American self-determination.
These principles take on heightened signifisignffi-

cance as we restructure our welfare system.
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spending,
spending, and reduce
depend- making
reduce welfare dependmaking aa unanimous-consent request
request
ence, pursuant
ence.
pursuant to
to House
House Resolution
Resolution 119, that time for
for debate
debate on the motion to
he reported
reported the
the bill
bill back to the House recommit
recommit be
be extended to 10 minutes a
with
an amendment
amendment adopted by the side: is that correct?
with an
Committee of the Whole.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Yes.
Yes, I make that
Mr.
The SPEAKER pro
pro tempore.
tempore. Under unanimous-consent request.
the rule, the previous question is orpro tempore.
tempore. Is
Is there
there
The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
dered.
objection to
objection
to
the
the
request
request
of
the genIs a separate
separate vote
vote demanded
demanded on
on any tleman from Florida?
further amendment
further
amendment thereto?
Mr. ARCHER.
Mr.
ARCHER. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, reserving
reserving
If not,
will put
If
not, the Chair will
put them
them en the right to object, the motion to regros.
commit
It is
is an
an issue
issue
COmmit is
is very
very simple. It
The amendments were agreed to.
been debated
that has been
for hours in this
debated for
The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore.
tempore. The House already. II see
see no reason
reason why the
the
question
question is on the engrossment and standard
rules of
of operation
operation of
of 10
10 mmminstandard rules
third reading
reading of
of the
thebill.
bill.
utes on
utes
on aamotion
motion to
to recommit
recommit with
with inThe bill
billwas
wasordered
ordered to
tobe
be engrossed
engrossed struCtions
structions should
should not
not be
befollowed
followed as
as itit
and read
read aa third
third time, and was read the routinely
routinely has
has
been
been
over
all
all
the
the
years
third time.
that
that II have been
beenin
in this
this House
House of
of RepRepMOTION TO RECOMT
RECOMMIT
OFFERED
OFFEREDBY
BY ?.
MIt.
CIBBONS resentatives.
CIBBON5
these views.
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS.Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, I offer aa
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker. II object.
Tribes have developed local
loca' infrastructures
The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore.
tempore. Objecto rnanage
manage funds and administer
administer prograrns
programs dede- motion to recommit.
tion is
is heard.
heard.
The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore.
tempore. Is
Is the
the tion
spite the fact that their
their access
access to
to Federal
Federal fundfundopposed to
to the
the bill?
bill?
ing
ng has been inconsistent and below arnounts
amounts gentleman opposed
PARLIA?NTARY INQUIRIES
PARLIAMENTARY
INQUIRIES
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. II certainly
certainly am.
am, Mr.
given to States. Tribal
Trib& programs
programs include
include cash
cash
Mr. ROEMER.
Mr.
ROEMER. Mr.
Mr.Speaker.
Speaker, II have
have aa
Speaker.
Speaker.
assistance, child care, education, job training,
parliamentary inquiry.
inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The parliamentary
and law enforcement.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gengenwillreport
reportthe
themotion
motiontotorecomrecomam deeply concerned that State block Clerk will
tleman will
will state
state his parliamentary inmit.
Establishing direct allocations to Native Amencans
cans provides
provides tribal governments with the
sarne meaningful opportunity
same
opportunity to
to develop
develop new
new
prograrns that is being
assistance programs
being afforded
afforded
each of the 50 States. Indian tribes are not
subunits of State governments. Their relationship is on a government-to-government basis
with the Federal Government.
Tribes and tribal organizations are service
providers and are in
tn the best position to develop and administer services in their communities. Tribal governments are no different than
State and local governments in understanding
they have unique knowledge and qualifications
critical to providing effective services to their
communities. Political leaders and program
administrators throughout the United States
recognize
recognize that
that community-based
cornrnunity-based assistance
assistance
prograrns are typically cost effective and deprograms
liver better services, and tribal leaders share

I

grants and spending cuts will have acute effects on Native Arnencans.
Americans. Tribal
Tribal communities
communities
experience some of the highest levels of poverty of any group in the United States. According to the 1990 census, 31 percent of Indian
people live below the poverty line, the highest
rate of any single group reported. Nearly 40
percent of Native American
Arnerican children live in
poverty. Certain State rates for Indian children
living in poverty are astounding: 63 percent inin
South Dakota, 58 percent in North Dakota, 57
percent in Nebraska, 50 percent in New Mexico, 49 percent in Wyoming, and 47 percent in

quiry.
quiry.
Mr. ROEMER.
Mr.
ROEMER. Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, is itit not
Mr. GIBBONS
Mr.
GIBBONS of
of Florida
Florida moves
moves to
to recommit
recommit
of
the bill
bill H.R.
HR. 4 to the Committee on Ways considered proper under the rules of
House for
for the manager
manager of
of the
the maand
and Means
Meanswith
with instructions to report the the House
time to
to ask
ask for
for up
up to
to an
an hour of
same
back to
to the
the House
Houseforthwith
forthwith with
with the
jority's time
same back
the jority's
The Clerk read as
as follows:
follows:

followingamendment:
following
amendment:

At
add the
the following
following new section:
At the
the end, add
SEC.

. DEFICIT REDUCTION

from the
Reductions in outlays from
the enactment
of this Act
reducethe
thedeficit
deficit
Act shall
shall be
be used
used to reduce
and shall not be taken
taken into
into account for purposes of
poses
of section
section 252
252 of
of the Balanced Budget
and Emergency
and
EmergencyDeficit
Deficit Control
Control Act
Act of
of 1985.
1985.

PARLIAIVNTARY INQUIRY
PARLIAIvNTAJty
INQUIRY
Utah. Tribal families face serious challenges to
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
have a parliamenbecoming self-sufficient:
self-sufficient: 27
27 percent
percent are
are headheadGIBBONS. II have
becoming
inquiry. Mr.
Mr.Speaker.
Speaker.
ed by wornen
women with no husband
husband present,
present, and
and tary inquiry,
50 percent of those
those families
families five
live in
in poverty.
poverty. InInThe SPEAKER pro tempore. The gengen-

creased funding and
and locafly-based
locally-based services
will state
state his parliamentary inservices tleman will
are critical to improving these statistics.

As currently proposed,
proposed, State
State block
block grants
grants
wou'd resutt
would
result in disparate treatment for Native
Amencans. Native Americans
Americans.
Amencans will be treated
differently from State to State, even where
their tribal boundaries spread across State
lines, which is illogical and unfair. Also States
may overlook the unique cultural, geographic,
and economic needs of Native Americans.

Mr. Chairman, the Rules Committee must
accept personal responsibility for destroying
current block grants to Native Americans. By
denying Mernbers
Members the opportunity
opportunity to
to vote
vote on
our bipartisan amendment,
amendrnent, tribal governments
have been shut out of welfare reform. Native
Americans had the first contract with America;
Amenca;
once again, we have failed to honor that con-

quiry.
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS.Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, as
as I ununderstand the procedure we are under
now, the
the proponents and the opponents
of the motion to recommit
recommit have
have aa total
of 5 minutes
minutes each.
each.
Is that correct?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That
That is
is
correct. Under the rules of
of the
the House
House
the gentleman is recognized
reCognizedfor
for 55 minminutes.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. A
A further
further parliamenparliamentary inquiry,
Mr.Speaker.
Speaker.
inquiry. Mr.
The SPEAKER pro tempore.
tempore. The
The gentleman will
will state
state his parliamentary
parliamentary ininquiry.
Mr. GIBBONS. Would itit be
be in order
order ifif

I were to
to request
request by unanimous conThe CHAIRMAN.
that the
the gentleman
gentleman from
from Texas
Texas
CHAIRMAN. Under
Under the
the rule,
rule, the sent that
Committee rises.
rises.
[Mr.
[Mr. ARCHER]
ARCHER)have
have 5 additional minutes and
and that
that the
the gentleman
gentlemanfrom
from FlorFlor0 1245
0
1245
ida, myself, have 5 additional minutes?
Accordingly
Accordingly the
the Committee
Committee rose,
rose, and
The
The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore.
tempore. The genthe Speaker
Speakerpro
protempore
tempore(Mr.
(Mr.KOLBE)
KOLBE) tleman's request
request is
is in
in order by a unanihaving
assumed the chair.
having assumed
chair. Mr.
Mr. LINDER,
LINDER, mous-Consent
mous-consent request.
tract.

of the
the Committee of
of the
the
Chairman of
Whole House on the State
State of
of the
the Union.
Union,

REQUEST FOR
REQUEST
FORADDrnONAL
ADDrnONAL DEBATE
DEBATE TI?
TI? ON
ON
MOTION TO RECOMMIT

reported that that Committee, having
Mr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
GIBBONS. Mr.
Mr.Speaker.
Speaker, I make a
bill (H.R.
had under consideration the bill
(HR. unanimous-Consent
unanimous-consent request.
request.
4) to restore the American
American family,
family, rere The SPEAKER pro tempore. The genduce illegitimacy, control welfare
tleman from
tleman
from Florida
Florida [Mr.
[Mr. GIBBONSI
GIBBONS] is

debate on
debate
on aamotion
motion to
to recommit?
recommit? Is
Is
that not correct?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. If
If the
the
majoritymanager
manager of
of the
the time
time requests
requests
majority
it, yes.
Mr.
Mr. ROEMER.
ROEMER.So,
So, under
under the
the rules,
Mr. Speaker,
Mr.
Speaker. it would be OK to
to get an
hour, and we are
are asking
asking for
for 5 minutes.
The
The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro tempore. The
unanimous-consent request
request was
was to
to exextend time by 5 additional
additional minutes
minutes on
on
each
side. Objection
Objection was
each side.
was heard under
the
the rules of
of the
the House.
House.
The Chair
Chair recognizes
recognizes the gentleman
from Florida [Mr.
for 5 mmmin[Mr. GIBBONS]
GIBB0NsI for
utes.
Mr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
GIBBONS. A
A further
further parliamenparliamentary inquiry.
inquiry. Mr.
Mr.Speaker.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gengentleman will
will state
state his parliamentary inquiry.

Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Did
Didthe
the Chair
Chair say I

can ask for an hour?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gengentleman from Florida is incorrect.

Under the rules the manager of the
bill, the
bill,
the gentleman
gentleman from
from Texas
Texas[Mr.
[Mr.
ARCHER]. could
ARCHERI.
could ask
ask for
for up
up to
to an
an hour.
Mr. GIBBONS.
Mr.
GIBBONS.Oh.
Oh.he
he could?
could?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gengen-

tleman is correct.
The chair recognizes the gentleman
from Florida [Mr.
[Mr. GIBBONS]
GIBBONSI for 5 minutes.
Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS. II yield myself 1
minute.
Mr. Speaker,
Mr.
Speaker. the
the motion
motion to recommit
is very straightforward and very easily
understood. ItIt has
has passed
passed this House on
record vote on this
this issue
issue by
by substantial
substantial

bipartisan support.
support. II hope
hope itit will
will be
be
adopted on a bipartisan basis.
Mr. Speaker,
Mr.
Speaker. it says
says simply
simply that the
70 billion
billion dollars'
dollars' worth
worth of
ofsavings
savings here
here
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$1
$1million
millionon
oninterest
interest on
on the
the national
It makes no
no provisions
provisions for
for providing real
debt. That is not going toward prin- jobs, real training and child care that would
cipal, that is
just the
the interest.
cipal.
isjust
free
free the minds of welfare parents
parents from
from their
Now in a moment the people in this worries
worries about
about their
their children's
children's safety
safety and
and care
care
Chamber will
will have
have an
an opportunity
opportunity to while
while they
they struggle to turn
tum their lives around;
make a vote toward reducing the defift fails
It
fails to
to protect
protect the very health
health of
of our chilchilcit and, hopefully,
hopefully. reducing the debt.
debt, dren
by cutting into
into longstanding,
longstanding, bipartisan
bipartisan
or my colleagues can vote no and give school and
and family
family nutrition programs that,
that, for
for
millionaires another tax break.
decades,
decades,
helped
helped
form
form
the
the
foundation
foundation
of
our
I say to my colleagues:
humanity; and
and
Nation's very humanity;
can only be used for deficit
deficit reduction.
reduction,"
If you care about the people of this counIt seems fair that, if we are going to try.
Most egregious of all, Mr.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, is the
vote
to
reduce
the
deficit.
If
you
are
take this money from these children.
children,

that comes Out
out of
of the mouths of hungry children can only be spent
spent for
for defIdeficit reduction.
Now charges have
have been made that
that
$70 billion
this $70
billion will
will be
be spent for
for an untimely tax
tax reduction
reduction for
for some people
whose names I will not mention, but
this is very simple.
simple, very
very straightstraightforward. It takes this money. puts it in
a lockbox and
and says.
says. "This
'This $70 billion

we at least ought to not leave
leave them
them

what you told the people back home last fall.
be a real conservative and vote to reduce the

with debt.
deficit.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the
PARUAMENTARY INQUIRY
Tennessee [Mr.
[Mr. FORDJ.
F0RDJ.
gentleman from Tennessee
Mr. GIBBONS.
CIBBONS. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. may I
Mr. FORD. Mr. Speaker, let us do the make
another parliamentary inquiry?
math.
The
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gengenMr. Speaker, let us see if we can fig- tleman
shall state his parliamentary
ure out how the Republicans will pay inquiry.
for those tax cuts they have promised inquiry.
GIBBONS.
CIBBONS. I would like to yield
their rich friends. Look at this
this chart
chart toMr.
a few Members for unanimous-conand see how it would work,
work.
want itit to
to
The tax cuts cost about $200 billion sent requests, but I do not want
correct
over the next 5 years with nearly a half come out of my time. Am I correct
of that going to people earning
earning more that unanimous-consent requests do
not come out of the remaining 3 minthan $100,000
$100,000aa year.
year.
utes that
that II have?
have?
Who pays for this gift from Uncle utes
The
SPEAKER
pro tempore. The genSam to the privileged few in this councoun- tleman from Florida
CIBBONS] has
[Mr. GIBBONS]
try? Let us take a look at it.
Twenty-four billion dollars is do- 2 minutes remaining, and the time for
nated by poor families with children. unanimous-consent requests does not
Food stamp recipients contribute $19 come out of his remaining 2 minutes
not make
make
billion. Kids who lose school lunches, providing the Members do not
child care.
care, WIC. ante
ante up another $12 speeches when they ask for unanimous
billion. Abused and neglected children consent to revise and extend.
Mr. GIBBONS.
CIBBONS. I understand that, Mr.
Mr.
pay $2 billion. Legal immigrants contribute about
about$21
$21 billion. The only Speaker, yes, that is fair.
Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as she
thing we can be certain of now is that
may consume
consume to
to the
the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from
the $70 billion is going to be taken may
from the children and the poor of this Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE].
(Ms. JACKSON-LEE asked
asked and
and was
was
country to go to the rich.
revise and
and extend
extend
I say to my Republican colleagues,
colleagues. given permission to revise
her remarks.)
Pick on someone your own size.
Ms. JACKSON-LEE.
JACKSON-LEE. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, II
PARLIAMENTARY
PARUAMEWrARY INQUIRY
to support the motion to recommit
Mr. CIBBONS.
GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, may I rise
in opposition
OppositiontotoH.R.
HR. 4.
make another parliamentary
parliamentary inquiry?
inquiry? and
Mr.

The SPEAKER, pro tempore. The
gentleman may state his parliamen-

tary inquiry.
Mr. GIBBONS.
CIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. I was
wondering if the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. ARCHER)
ARCHER] would like to yield to
some Republican at this point.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-

tleman from Florida must use his time

now, and the gentleman from Texas

[Mr. ARCHER)
ARCHER] has his 5 minutes after
the gentleman from Florida [Mr. GIB-

As a member
As
member of
of our
our Democratic
Democratic task
task force
force
on welfare reform, I join
join my
mycolleagues
colleagues in
in acacknowledging
that the current welfare
weffare system
system is
knowledging that
be fixed.
fixed.
broken and must be
We want to reform the system
system so
so itit can
can tru'y
truly
fulfill its
fulfill
itsoriginal
originalpurposes
purposes and
and promises—to
promises—to lift
lift

peop'e out
people
out of
of poverty,
poverty, move them
them into
into real
completed.
empower them
themtotobecome
becomeindependndependMr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. I yield I jobs, and empower

minute to the gentleman from MisMr. TAYLOR of Mississippi. Mr.

productive citizens.
ent, self-supporting and productive
To achieve these
these goals,
goals,welfare
welfare reform
reform must
senseof
ofindividual
individual responinclude a renewed sense
sibility
sibilitythrough
throughaa commitment
commitment to
to work.
work.

spends $1
Si million
million on interest on the na-

Real jobs, real job training
training and
and transitional
transitioria

Speaker, every 2 minutes this Nation

child care
care must be aa part
part of
of any
any bill
bill that we
tional debt, every 2 minutes. I say to child

my colleagues:
In a morrient
moment youre going to have
have an
an opopportunity to say enough is enough, that
we're
going to
to save
save some money.
money, but we're
were going
going to take that money and apply to towards the deficit and apply it towards the
debt rather than giving millionaires
niillionaires a tax
break.

Mr. Speaker, again I would like to
make the point that every 2 minutes
the citizens of this country are paying

the majority for
for tax
tax breaks
breaks for many of our
most well-to-do
well-to-do citizens.
citizens.
This $66-billion redistribution of wealth—
from the
from
the very poor to the rather comfortab'e—
comfortable—

disregards entirely
entirely the
the will
will of the American
disregards
people who have made
made it
it clear that, what they
want most,
most, is
is deficit
deficit reduction.
Mr. Speaker,
Mr.
Speaker, my Democratic colleagues,
colleagues, Mr.
Mr.
DEAL and
DEAL,
and Mrs.
Mrs. MINK,
MINK, offered
offered welfare
welfare bills
bills comcomprising real reform, and
and
voted to support
those bills.
those
bills.
Mr.Speaker,
Speaker, also voted to recommit the
Mr.
short-sighted and
short-sighted
andpunitive
punitiveH.R.
ftR. 4 to the
the Ways
Ways
and Means
Means Committee
Committee for revisions.
re'iisions.
will
willcontinue
continuetotoraise
raise my
myvoice
voiceininsupport
support
of effective,
effective, constructive
constructive welfare reform
reform that
that
I

I

I

includes heavy
heavy doses
doses of both
both compassion
compassion and
and
individual responsibility.

Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. I yield
yield 30
30
seconds to the gentlewoman
gentlewoman from
from
Michigan (Ms.
[Ms. RIVERS].

Ms. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I rise in
support of this motion to recommit.
recommit. ItIt
is a clear choice between bringing down
the deficit and spending money on tax
cuts.
Make no mistake about it. This is an

opportunity to do something good for
children. A
children.
A'"no"
no' vote
vote isis an
an insult
insult to in-

jury. We will hurt children today by.
by

taking food out
Out of
of their
their mouth
mouth and the
programs they need,
need. and we will hurt
Mr. Speaker, rise
rise in strong opposition to children tomorrow by leaving them a
HR. 4, it is bad
bad public
public pohcy
policy and
and itit is
is bad
badpolipoli- staggering national debt.
There is no possible justification for
tics.
a "yes"
'yes" vote.
vote.
The Amencan
Americanpeople
people sent both Republicans
Republicans
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
and Democrats here to reform
reform our
ourwelfare
welfare
such time as he may consume to the
system.

BONS] has

sissippi [Mr. TAYLOR].
sissippi
TAYiORJ.

fact
fact that
that the
the purported
purported budget
budget savings
savings of
of l-f.R.
H.R.
4 have been
been earmarked
earmarked by
by my
my colleagues in

gentleman from
from California
California[Mr.
[Mr.DDCON].
DIXON].
(Mr. DIXON asked and was given per-

mission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr.
DIXON. Mr.
Mr. DIXON.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,
rise today in
Restrong opposition to H.R.
H.R. 4,
4, the
the Personal
Personal Responsibility Act.
sponsibility
Act.The
The Republicans
Republicans claim
claim that
that
their bill
bill will
wiflbreak
break the
the cycle
cycle of poverty for welfare families. Nothing
Nothing can
can be further from
from the
the
truth. The
The measure
measure does
does not
not provide
provide the edueducation and training people need
need to
to move
move from
from
welfare to work,
work, would
wouldallow
allowStates
States to
to produce
produce
illusory
work program
program participation
participation rats,
rats, and
and
illusory work
punishes children. I thought the goal of reI

I

reaflsticafly
expectto
tochange
change things for
for the
the forming
formingthe
the welfare
welfaresystem
system was
was to provide
provide
realistically expect
better,
better.
people with
people
with real opportunities to become
become selfselfMr. Speaker,
Speaker, H.R.
Mr.
H.R.44 ignores
all of
gnores all
sufficient, not
not to
to set
set up faulty work
work requirerequireof these
these sufficient,
criticallyimportant
importantaspects
aspects of true reform,
critically
reform.

cast my
my vote
vote against
againstthe
thebill
bi because: It
It
slashesbenefits—most
slashes
benefits—mostof
ofwhich
which go
goto
tochilchil-

ments and
and to
to place
place children
children at risk.
risk.

Contrary to the Republican rhetoric, there
are no
no real
real work
work requirements
requirementsin
in this
this fegistalegislaare
dren;
tion.
tion. Itt only
only requires States
States to
to run
run welfare-towelfare-toIt fails
It
fails to
to articulate
articulate guidelines
guidelines and
and principles
principles work
work programs
programs and
and increase participation
for
forthe
the States
States as
as it washes
washes the Federal Gov- rates to 50 percent by 2003.
2003. l-LR.
H.R. 44 repeals
repeals
emment's hands
ernment's
handsof
of aaresponsibility
responsibility that has
has the Job
Job Opportunities
Opportunities and
andBasic
BasicSkills
Skills [JOBS]
[JOBS]
had
had bipartisan
bipartisan support
support for
fordecades;
decades;
Program under
under the
theFamily
Family Support
Support Act,
Act, which
I
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go for tax breaks, tax cuts for people

provided education and training to enable people to find employment. According to the Department of Health and Human Services, as of

making up to $190,000
5190.000 a year.

Vote for the motion to recommit.

fiscal year 1993, 17 percent of the AFDC Vote for children.
caseload is working or participating in JOBS.

Under H.R.
HR. 4,
4, only
only 4 percent of a States
States
caseload has to be participating in any kind of
work activity in fiscal
fisca' year 1996.
Moreover, in calculating the number of people who must be engaged in work activities,
States may count people kicked off
oft the rolls
as being employed or working toward employemp'oyment. This does not appear to be a good incentive for the States to provide work opportunities. Indeed, we may
may be
be creating
creating aa system
system
that
that encourages
encourages States
States to
to disqualify
disqualify as
as many
many
welfare recipients
recipients as
as possible
possible in
in order
order to
to meet
meet
welfare
participation
participation requirements.
requirements.

By ending the entitlement status of nutrition
programs, such as the School
Schoo' Breakfast and

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. I yield

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from
from Texas
Texas LMr.
jMr. COLEMAN].

(Mr. COLEMAN asked and was given

permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Speaker, I rise in
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Speaker.
favor of the motion to recommit.
Mr. Speaker,
rise to state my vociferous
opposition to
to the Republican welfare bill that is
I

being considered today.
Mr. Speaker, the Republican welfare reform
proposal does not succeed in delivering to the

American public what they want:
want; a welfare
system
system that
that encourages
encourages parents
parents to
to work
work to
to

support their families and protects vulnerable
Lunch Programs, the Child and Adult Care children.
Food Program, and the Special Supplemental
The American people want a welfare plan
Food Program for Women, Infants, and Chil- that replaces a welfare check with a paycheck.
dren [WIC], this legislation removes the safety The Republican bill, however, takes the State
net for the most vulnerable in
to the
the extreme
extreme by
by block
block grantgrantin our
our society.
society. flexibility aspect to
Over
Over 55 years,
years, the
the block
block grants
grants and
and meager
ng programs to the States with few stnngs
strings atmeager ing
funding levels
'evels provided in H.R. 4 will have the tached. For example, the Republican bill subeffect of taking $6.6 billion from children's nu- jects only 4 percent of the caseload to a work
requirement in
in 1996. It effectively lets the
in' requirement
trition programs when the number of poor in"
creases due to rescissions. According to the States do nothing for 2 years, then it cuts peooft without a safety
safety net.
net, Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, this
this
Children's Defense Fund,
Fund, cuts
cuts to
to the
the child
child pie off
care food program
program alone
alone would
would resuft
result in
in 11 milmil- is not a work-based welfare system.
There is also no requirement for education,
lion children losing meals in the fifth year of
the act's implementation.
training, and support services. If we truly want
The bill
The
bill even
even eliminates
eliminates national
national nutrition
nutrition welfare families to support themselves, education, training,
training, and
and job
job placement
placement services
standards
standards that
that guarantee
guarantee America's
America's children
children cation,
each State
State program.
program.
access to healthy meals at school, standards must be a part of each
Let me also cite a few facts of the Ways
developed over 50 years of the programs' operations.
and Means passed version of this bill affecting
Through their faulty
fau'ty work requirements and children:
The Republican bill punishes a child—until
child—untiI
the elimination of nutritious meals for children,
years old—for
old—for being
being born
bom
the Republican welfare plan offers nothing but the mother is 18 years
continuing
continuing unemployment,
unemp'oyment, hunger, and home- out-of-wedlock to a young parent—title I.
The Republican bill punishes a child—for his
lessness. I strongly urge my colleagues to opoppose
pose these
these misguided
misguided efforts
efforts to
to reform
reform our
our or her entire childhood—for the sin of being
born
bom to a family on welfare, even though the
welfare system.
child did
did not
not ask
ask to
to be
be born—title
bom—title I.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. II yield
yield child
such
such time as he may consume to
to the
the The Republican bill punishes a child, by degentleman from
from New
New York
YorkLMr.
IMr. FLAKE]. nying cash aid, when a State does not estabMr. FLAKE. Mr. Speaker. I rise in lish paternity in a reasonable time.
The Republican
Republican bill
bill leaves
leaveschildren
childrenOut
out in
in
support of the motion to recommit.

State runs
runs Out
out of Federal
cold when a State
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. I yield the
money—title I.

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from North Carolina IMr.
HEFNER].

The Republican bill throws some medicallydisabled children off SSI because of bureaucratic technicalities.
technicalities.
The Republican
Repubkcan bill eliminates our most precious national entitlement,
that foster
foster care will
entitlement that
be guaranteed to any child who is abused or

(Mr. HEFNER
HEFNER asked
asked and
and was
was given
given
permission to revise and extend his reremarks.)
marks.)
Mr. HEFNER. Mr. Speaker. I rise in neglected-title II.
support of the recommittal motion.

And finally, the Republican bill cuts aid to

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. I yield 30
children to pay for tax cuts for the rich,
seconds to the gentleman from Indiana poor
as stated by the Budget
Budget Committee
Committee chairman
chairman
fMr.
IMr. ROEMER].
ROEMER].

the
the other
other day.

0 1300

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, it is
lunchtime in Indiana,
Indiana. and the Repub-

lican meat ax has fallen, not just on
licari
chicken and sausage.
sausage, but on carrots.
carrots,

peas, milk, and
arid orange
orange juice.
juice. Now,
Now, we
we
can have on this amendment,
amendment, ifif you
you are
are
going to take those nickels and dimes
and quarters from children, you have
the opportunity to at least put it to

deficit reduction if you vote for the

motion to recommit. Or if you do not.
that nickel arid
and dime and quarter will

For my State of Texas, the effects of the
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Further, block grant funding will not make all
the States share equally in the reduced cost of

formulas disproportionately
disproportionat&y
Federal aid. The formulas
hurt States that have
have aa growing
growing Dopulation,
population,
especially the States with high percentages of
young
young people
people in
in poor
poor and
and near-poor
near-poor families
families
and that have historically
historically been
been conservative
conservativein
in
paying
paying for their federally aided social services
services
programs.
programs. That
That description
description fits
fits Texas
Texas to
to aa T'.
T'.
Texas will lose in welfare-related programs,
from Medicaid to AFDC to nutrition to nursing
homes, while richer, no-growth, higher benefit

because the
the block
block grants
grants are
are
States gain because
based on what States are doing for whom
right now. Texas is growing. It is
is like
like buying a

full wardrobe for an adolescent boy. Pretty
Pretty
soon
soon he
he will
will need
need new
new clothes.
clothes.
Even more,
more, the
the community
community that
that represent,
Even
represent
El Paso, TX, has historically never done well
in block grant funding distributed by our State
I

capital. My district, located almost 600 miles
from Austin, has recently been the focus of a
court of inquiry exploring the reasons why it
has never received
received funding
funding at
at the
the levels
levels of
of
other similarly sized Texas cities. When the
Federal Government
Govemment abdicates its responsibilities to the States, El Paso will again be the
overlooked sibling.

The Republicans finance their plan by cutting welfare
weffare to legal immigrants. Mr. Speaker,

this is the wrong way
way to
to go.
go. We
We are
are talking
talking
about taxpaying residents of this country.
Legal immigrants are less likely than nativebom citizens to use welfare. A legal immigrant
born
who has worked hard, paid his taxes, and has
an unforeseen disaster is ineligible for benefits
under SSI, temporary family assistance block
grant [AFDC},
IAFDC), the child protection block grant,
and the title XX block
block grant
grant regardless
regardless of
of the
the
circumstances.
circumstances. In
In addition,
addition, the
the Republican
Republican bill
bill
encourages States and localities to deny
oeny assistance
sistance to
to legal
legal immigrants.
immigrants.
But there is a provision hidden away in this
bill that gives benefits to a special category of
agricultural workers known as foreign agricultural guestworkers [H—2A's). Mr. Speaker,
Speaker,
H—2As are
these H—2A's
are made eligible for public ben-

efits, while our hardworking and poor American farmworkers who are displaced from
these
these very
very jobs
jobsare
aremade
madeineligible
neligiblefor
fo those
same
same benefits.
benefits. This
This provision
provision is
is surely
surely an
an agriagribusiness
business handout
handout from
from the
the committee
committee of
of jurisjurisdiction.

Our Nation's
Nations welfare
welfare system
system needs
needs an
an overoverhaul. It locks many families in generational

poverty. It creates disincentives for fathers to
their families.
families. ItIt fails
faIs to offer
live at home with their
a clear road back to the work force for those
who have stumbled along the way. However,
the Republican proposal is clearly not a better
alternative. ItIt would
altemative.
would force
force single
single parents
parents to
choose between the dignity of work and safety
of
of their
their children.

Personal Responsibility Act could be devastating. By replacing the Aid to Families with Dependent Children [AFDC],
IAFDC], Emergency Assistance EEA],
childcare,
care,child
child welfare,
welfare, and
and nutrinutrifEA], child
tion assistance with block grants to the States,
this bill will ensure that Texas and its residents

Despite the stereotypes,
stereotypes, welfare
welfare IS
is not a
way of
of life
life for most AFDC recipients. Most

will receive less funding for welfare related

more than we!fare.
welfare. Other categories
categories of
of Thand"handouts" extend billions of Federal benefits to corporate recipients. Where is the Republican
outrage over
over that
that kind
kind of
of dependency?
dependency?
outrage

programs.

A recent Department of Health and Human
Services study showed that Texas could lose

$5,208
of
S5.208 billion over 5 years. The number of
Texas children )osing
losing AFDC benefits because
because
of block granting is estimated at 297,000.

leave welfare within 2 years, and many do not

retum. Much of what lies at the core of this
return.
debate is divisive and hypocritical. Other national problems burden the Federal Treasury

Mr. Speaker, in their eagerness
eagemess to deliver
on their campaign promise, the Republicans

are rushing to act on
on the
the welfare
welfare question
question

H 3788
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stitute showed their true colors. They card and we are
going to be able to
are going
proposed to increase welfare spending vote on balancing the budget.
budget.
by S70 billion more than our proposal,
Now, let me tell you.
you, I saw one of my
a vain
va;n attempt to fix this bill. Let me tell my and they raised taxes on middle-in- American
American heroes
heroes this
thismorning.
morning. I see
colleagues on the other side that if they adopt come working Americans to pay for him every morning. You know who
he
some of these amendments, the bill will
wifi not be their extra spending.
is?
He
is
Out
out
in
in
Crystal
Crystal
City.
City.
He
He
sells
wifl be worse than before. The Senate
fixed; it will
Mr. Speaker, that is going precisely newspapers. He runs from one car to
will be forced to start from scratch to develop in the wrong direction. Government is
another car to another car. He is Out
out
we'fare proposal,
proposai, because
because this
this bill
bill is too too big and it spends too much. Repub- there when it is raining,
their welfare
raining. he
he is
is Out
out there
extreme.
licans intend to cut the size of Govern- when it is snowing, he
he is
is Out
out there
Mr. Speaker, this is the wrong
wrong bill
bill to
to ad- ment and, in doing so.
when
it
is
hot,
he
is
out
there
when it
so,
to
give
the
taxdress the welfare dilemma. I oppose
oppose it, and payers a well-deserved tax refund. The is cold. He is wet. He does his job. And
urge my colleagues to do the same.
taxpayer-sshould
shouldnot
nothave
have to
to pay
pay again
again you know what? If we are going to take
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker. I yield taxpayers
pocket. it better
again so that bureaucrats in Wash- any money out of his pocket,
such time as he may consume to the and
be for real good things. Government
ington
can
add
more
failure
to
the
gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. WARDJ.
WARD].
welfare state. That is why I am does not have a right to take more
(Mr. WARD asked and was given per- failed
proud
that
bill cuts spending by $66 than what it needs out of that gentlemission to revise and extend his re- billion, andour
man's pocket. And do you know what
we do not raise taxes.
marks.)
Make
Make no mistake about it,
it. the Amer- we are going to do?
Mr. WARD. I rise in support of the ican
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
people are overtaxed. And when
motion to recommit for children.
House will be in order.
you
look
at
the
broken
welfare
system
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I yield I that we stand on the verge of fixing.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I have a
minute to the gentleman from Texas you
can see why. As we fix welfare, of parliamentary inquiry.
[Mr. STENHOLMJ,
thethegranddaddy
(Mr.
STENHOLMJ,
granddaddyof
of the
the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the
we intend to stop making taxeconomy drive around here, and the course,
gentleman
from Ohio [Mr.
(Mr. KASICH]
KASICH)
payers
pay
for
failure.
We
intend
to
let
granddaddy of the balanced
balanced budget
budget
yield
for
a
parliamentary
inquiry?
the
working
people
of
this
country
amendment.
Mr. KASICH. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker. does it go
(Mr. STENHOLM
(Mr.
STENI-IOLM asked
asked and was keep more of the money that they off my time?
given permission to revise and extend make.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Yes, it
When it comes to welfare reform, I
his remarks.)
does.
believe
Congress
should
say
to
the
taxMr. STENHOLM. Mr. Speaker, this
Mr.
Mr. KASICH. Mr. Speaker, I will not
beneficiaries, satismotion to recommit could not be more payers and welfare benefIciaries,
yield if it goes off my time.
faction
guaranteed
or
your
money
clear. It is the exact same motion that
SPEAKER pro
The SPEAKER
pro tempore.
tempore. The genI wished to give as part of the
the regular
regular back. The failed welfare state has not tleman
from Ohio
Ohio[Mr.
(Mr.KA,SICI-I]
KASIC1-] has 15
15
anyone. not tleman from
bill, but was denied under the rule. It guaranteed satisfaction to anyone,
remaining. The gentleman may
says simply reductions in outlays
outlays rere- to welfare beneficiaries, and certainly seconds
proceed.
sulting from this act shall be used to not to taxpayers. It is time that tax- Mr. KASICH. Mr. Speaker, roy
my dad
payers
got
their
money
back.
After
all.
all,
reduce the deficit.
carried
mail
on
his
back.
You
know
Proponents of H.R. 4 have claimed it is their money to begin with. It is
he wants us to have a prosperous
impressive savings from their welfare not ours. We have no business taking it why
through capital gains? So his
reform, trusting that the public will from them in the first place if we are country
kid could become educated and become
only
going
to
spend
it
on
a
failed
proword 'savings
hear the wo'rd
'savings" and
interpret
and interpret
welfare, Mr. a Congressman.
that to mean deficit reduction. I want gram. We are fixing welfare.
Let me tell you one other thing. You
to make it perfectly clear, on this vote Speaker, and the taxpayers deserve a know who hates the rich? You know
there is not 1 cent of the Republican piece of the fix.
Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the who hates the rich? Guilty rich people
without taking the time to examine their reforms. This bill is so bad that the Rules Committee approved more than 30 amendments in

I

welfare reform guaranteed to go for
deficit reduction, unless we approve
this motion to recommit. Do not be
fooled into believing anything to the
contrary.
I am appalled that organizations
organizations

gentleman from
from Ohio
Ohio (Mr.
[Mr.K.ASICH],
KASICH], the
the hate the rich. That is who hate the
chairman of the Committee on the rich.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker. II yield
yield 1I
Budget.
Texas
minute
to
the
gentleman
from
Mr. KASICH. Mr. Speaker. I want ev- [Mr.
(Mr. ARIvIEYJ.
ARMEY]. the
the majority
majority leader.

erybody on both sides of the
the aisle
aisle to
to Mr. ARMEY.
ARJVIEY.Mr.
Mr.Speaker.
Speaker, I thank
know that
that in May,
May. we are all going to the
which have claimed to be for deficit re- know
gentleman for yielding.
have
this
great
opportunity
to
vote
on
duction have now chosen to key vote in
Mr. Speaker, we have come to the
opposition to recommittal. It is one the largest deficit reduction package end
of a long and arduous task. Over 33
thing to say you support the reforms in achieved by spending cuts in the his- years our
our minority
minorityleader,
leader. Mr.
Mr. Michel.
Michel.
this bill, which many do. and that is an tory of this Congress. This May we are created the first task force on welfare
honest position to hold. It is entirely going to vote on it. and we are going to reform because he knew we
we roust
must do
different to say that you do not want watch how we all vote.
system. not beabout this system,
Mr. Speaker, it is truly incredible something
to guarantee deficit reduction.
cause people abuse the system,
system. but beMy friends who have always claimed when we come back in April we are cause the system
system
so
so
much,
much, so
so often.
often,
that deficit reduction is of the
the highest
highest going to lay down a package that not abuses the people.
priority, vote yes on this motion
motion to
to rere- only give American taxpayers some of
In those days when we were in the
commit. and be for deficit reduction. their money back, but it is going to minority
we had only a task force with
We may not have many more opportu- have $60 billion in greater deficit re- which to take recourse to try to denities.
duction than the President's package. velop legislative initiatives, and we deThe SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore
tempore (Mr. In fact, his package when scored under spaired of the unwillingness of the maKOLBE). The time of the gentleman actual 1995 spending,
spending. sends up the defi- jority to address the issue.
from Florida [(Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS]
GIBBONSJ has ex- Cit
cit by
by over
over S30
$30 billion.
billion. We have done
We took heart during the campaign
pired.
better than what the President has of 1992 when the Democrat
Democrat candidate
candidate
The gentleman from Texas [Mr. AR- done in just March, arid
and we have not for President said we must do someCHER) is recognized for 5 minutes.
CHER]
even got until May. when we are going thing to end welfare as we know it, beMr. ARCHER.
ARCHER. Mr.
Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, IIyield
yield to lay the whole package down.
cause it is as we know it too cruel to
myself 2 minutes.
Let me suggest to all of you here. the Nation's children,
children. and we thought
Mr. Speaker, I strongly oppose the come May. and
and II am
am not
notjust
just talking to
reform would come forward when
Democrats latest
Democrats
latest attempt
attempt to dress my friends on the Democrat side. I am real
they won their majority in both houses
their big spending, big taxing ways in talking to my colleagues as well,
well, in
in and the White House.
the clothes of a deficit cutter. Just yes- May we are going to come through
It did not happen. It did not come
terday the Democrats' welfare sub- these doors
doors and
and we are
are going
going to have a forward. Last November.
November, we had a new
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charge and a new responsibility, a new Cramer
Cramcr
Kcnncdy (MA)
Kennedy
Poshard
Kelly
KcIIy
Danncr
Danrier
Opportunity, a new
Kcnnedy (RI)
Kennedy
Rahall
new opportunity
Kim
opportunity to do
Ia Garza
Garza
Kcnnclly
Kennelly
Rangc)
Range)
move beyond task forces and into the dc
King
Dcal
Deal
Kildcc
Kildec
Reed
Kingston
committees, and three committees DeFazio
committees
DcFazio
Klcc2ka
Klec2ka
Rcynods
Reynolds
Kiug
KIug
have worked long arid
Klink
and hard and
arid worked
worked DeLauro
Richardson
Knollcnbcrg
LaFalce
LaFalcc
in
in a way that has been more inclusive Dcllums
Rivers
Kobe
Kolbe
Dcutsch
Dcuth
Lantos
Roomer
Roemcr
LaHood
than I have ever seen before, including Diaz'Balart
Diaz-Balart
Laughlin
Ros-Lchtincn
Ros-Lehtinen
Largcnt
Largenc
all the Governors with whom we would Dicks
Djcks
Lcvin
Lcviri
Rosc
Rose
Latham
Dingcll
Dingo))
charge this responsibility.
Lcwzs
(GA)
Lewis (CA)
Roybal.Allard
Roybal.AIIard
LaTourcttc
LaTourettc
Dixon

viduals

Dixon
Doggctt
Doggect
Doolcy
Dooley
Doylc
Doyle
Durbin
Durbin

gentlemanly.

Eshoo

We have created
created aa truly
truly compascompassionate
sionate reform. This reform effort has

been
been

assaulted. We have often as mdi-

been assaulted, all too often Edwards
twards
with language that is neither kind nor
nor Engel
Now

they use this motion to recommit to try to stop
stop the
the contract
contract because
because
they could not stop this reform.
Mr. Speaker, I ask my colleagues to
vote no on this motion to recommit:
vote yes on the bill.
PA
Al NTARY
PAJL&Jrry
INQUIRIES
INQUIRIES
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker, I have a
parliamentary inquiry.

The
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-

tleman from Florida
Florida will
will state
stateit.
t.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, could
could we
we
possibly get as much time as the majority leader spent?
The SPEAKER pro ternpore.
tempore. The gentleman has not stated a parliamentary
tlernan
inquiry.
Mr. DELAY. Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, I have a
parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Texas will state it.
Mr. DELAY. Has it not been the longstanding
standing tradition of this House to
allow the majority leaders of both
both parparties, including the Speaker of both parparties, to have a little extra time when
they are
are speaking?
speaking?
0 1315

The
The

SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
KOLBE). The gentleman is making an
observation, not stating a parliainentary inquiry.
All time on the motion to recommit
has expired.

Without
Without objection, the previous ques-

tion is ordered on the motion to recommit.
There was no objection.

hoo
Evans

Farr
Parr
Fatcab

Fazio
Fields (LA)
FeIds
Filner
Flake
Foglietta
Fogliecta
Ford
Frank (MA)

Frost
Fur5c
Fume
Gjdenson
Gejdenson
Gephardt
Geren

Gibbons
Gonzalez
Gordon

Green
Green
Gutierrcz
Gutierrez
Hall (OH)
(OH)
Hall (TX)
(TX)
Hamilton
Harman
Hastings (FL)

Hayes
Hefner
Hefncr
Hilliard
Hinchey
Holden
Holdcn
Hoyer
Hoycr
Jackson-Lee

Jacobs
JefTcr5on
Jefferson

Johnson (SD)
(5D)
Johnson. E.5.
Johnson.
E.B.
Johnston
Kanjorski
Kanjor5k
Kaptur

cy
ey

Bachus
Bachus
Baker (CA)
(CA)
Baker (LA)
Balienger
Barr

The SPEAKER
SPEAKER pro
pro tempore.
tempore. The Barrett (NE)

voTE
RECORDED vOTE

Bilbray
Bilirakjs
Bilirakis
Bliley
Blute

mand a recorded vote,
marid
vote.
Bochlert
Boehlert
A recorded vote was ordered.
ordered.
Boehner
The vote
vote was
was taken
taken by
by electronic
electronic dede- Bonilla
vice, and
205. noes
and there were—ayes 205.
noes 228,
228, Bono

not voting 2, as follows:

Brownback

jRoll No. 2681
jRol)
2681
AYES—2o5
Abercronibie
Abercrombie
Ackerman
Baesler
Bacslcr
Baldacci
Barcia
Barrett (WI)
Bccerra
Becerra
Belcnson
Beilenson
Bentscn
Bentsen
Berman

Bevill
BeviIl

Bishop
Bonior

Bcr5k
Bcrskm
Boucher
Bcuchcr
Brewster
Browdcr
Browder

Brown (FL)
Brown (OH)

Bryant (TX)
(TX)
Bryant
Cardin
Chapman

Clay
Clayton
Claton
Clement
Clyburn
Coleman

Collins (IL)
Collins (MI)
(Ml)
Coridic
Cordjt
Coner5
Convers
Costello
Covme
Covne

Mascara
Mascara
Macsui
Matsul

McCarthy
McDermott
McHale
McHaIe
McKinncy
McKirincy

McNu]ty
McNulty
Mechan
Mcchan
Meek
Mcck
Mcncndcz
Moncndez

Mfumc
Mfume
Miller
Millcr (CA)
Mincta
Minces
Mingc
Minge

Mink
Moaklcy
Moakley
Montgomery
Montgomcry
Moran
Morclla
Morella
Murcha
Murtha
Nadler
Neal
Ober5tar
Oberstar
Obey
Olver

Ortiz
Orton
Owcns
Owens

Pallonc
Parker
Pastor
Paync
Payne (NJ)
.Paync
(vA)
Payne (VA)
Pclosi
Pelosi
Peterson
Pcterson (FL)
(FL)
Peter5on (MN)
(MN)
Peterson
Pickett
Pickect
Pomeroy
Pomeroy

Rush

Sabo
sabo
5ander5
Sanders
5awycr
Sawyer
5chrocdcr
Schroeder
Schunser
5chumer
Scott
Scott
scrrano
Serrano
szsisky
Sisisky
skaggs
Skaggs

5kclton
Skelton
slaughtcr
Slaughter
spratt
Spract
stark
Stark
Stenholm
5tcnholm
Stokes
stokes
Studds
studds
stupak
Stupak

Tanner
Tanncr
Tauzin
Taylor (MS)
Taylor
5)
Tcjcda
Tejeda
Thompson
Thornton
Thurman
Ton-es
Torres

Torricdil,
Torricefli

Bryant (TN)
(TN)
Bunn
Bunning
BunBurr
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Calvert
Camp
Canady

Castle
Chabot
Chambliss
Chenoweth

Chrysler

Traficant
Tucker
vdazqucz
Velasquez
vento
Venco
visclosky
Visclosky
volkmcr
Volkmer
Ward
Watcr5
Waters

Wynn
Yates

Gilchrcst
Gilchrest
Glilmor
Gilman
Gingrich
Goodlatce
Goodlatte
Goodling

Emer5on
Emerson
English
Ensign

Everett
Ewing
Fawcll
Fawell
Fields (TX)
Flanagan
Foley
Forbes
Fowler
Fox
Franks (CT)
Franks (NJ)
Frclnghuysen
Frclinghuysen

Porter
Portcr
Portman

Talent

Prycc
Pzyce

Tate
Taylor (NC)
Thomas
Thornbcrry
Thornberry

Quillen
Quillcn
Quinn
Radanovich
Ramstad
Regula
Rcgula

Tiahrt
Torkildscn
Torkildsen

Riggs
Riggs
Roberts
Rogcr5
Rogers

Upton

McColium
McCrcry

Rohrabacher
Rohrabachcr
Roth
Roukcrna
Roukema

Walker
Walkcr
Viaish
'..aish

McDade
McDadc
McHugh

Roycc
Royce

Vatts (OK)
%Aatts

salmon
Salmon
sanford
Sanford
Saxton
Scarborough
SchacIcr
Schaefer

Weldon
Wcldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White

Lucas

Manzullo

Maruni
Martini

Mclnnis
Mcintosh
McIntosh
McKcon
McKeon

Mctcalf
Metcalf
Mcycr5
Meyers
Mica

Millcr (FL)
Miller
Molinari
Moorhead
Myers
Myers

ucanovich
'ucanovich
.aldho]tz
aldholts
Wamp

Whitfield
Whitficid
Wzcker
Wicker
Wolf

Schiff
schiff
scastrand
Seastrand
Sensenbrenner
Sensenbrenncr
5hadcgg
Shadegg
shaw
Shaw
5hays
Shays

Young (AK)
Young
(FL)
oung (FL)

Zeliff

Zimmcr
Zimmer

NOT VOTING—2
VOTING—2
NOT
Brown (CA)
(CA)

Mollohan

0 1332
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So the motion to recommit was rejected.
The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.

The SPEAKER. The question
question is
is on

The question was taken: and the

peared to have it.

R.ECORDED MOTE
RECORDED
vOTE

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Speaker.
Mr.
Speaker, I demand a.
recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.

Collins (GA)
(CA)

Ehrlich

Solomon
Souder
Soudcr
Spence
spcnce
Stcarns
Stearns
5tockman
Stockman
5tump
Stump

Speaker announced that the ayes
ayes apap-

Funderburk
Fundcrburk
GalIcgly
Gallegly

Dornan
Drcier
Dreier
Duncan
Dunn
Ehler5
Ehlem

Smith (MI)
5mith (NJ)
Smith
5mith (TX)
Smith
5mith (WA}
Smith
(WA)

Ney

Wise
Wise
Woolsey
Wydcn
Wyden

Ganske
Ganskc
Gekas
Gckas

Doolittlc
Doolitle

LoBiondo
Longcy
Longley

Ncumann
Neumann
Norwood
Nussle
Nuslc
Oxlcy
Oxicy
Packard
Paxon
Pctri
Pecri
Pombo
Pornbo

the
the passage
passage of
of the
the bill.
bill.

Clinger

Cunningham
Davis
Davzs
DeLay
Dickcy
Oickev

Lightfoot
Lindcr
Linder
Livingston

Shuster
Shustcr
Skeen
Skeen

Watt (NC)
Waxman
Williams
Wifliams
Wilson
Wilson

Coble
Coble
Coburn
Cobu

Combest
Cooley
Cooley
Cox
Crane
Crapo
Cremeans
Cremeans
Cubin

Lazio
Leach
Lcach
Lcwis (CA)
Lewis
Lewis
Lcwis (KY)

Towns

NOES—228

Allard
Andrews
Archer

question is on the motion to recommit. Bartlett
The question was taken: and the Barton
Bass
Speaker pro tempore announced that
that Bateman
Bateman
the noes appeared to have it.
Bereuter
Bei-euter

Mr.
Mr. GIBBONS.
GIBBONS.Mr.
Mr. Speaker. I de-

Lincoln
Lipinski
Lipiriski
Lofgrcn
Lofgren
Lowcy
Luthcr
Luther
Maloncy
Maloney
Manton
Markoy
Markcy
Martrncz
Martinez

H3789
Myrick
Ncthcrcutt
Nethercutt

Goss

Graham
Graham
Greenwood
Gunderson

Gutknccht
Cutknecht
Hancock
Hansen

Hastert
Hastings (WA)
Hayworth
Hefley
Heineman
Hcineman
Herger
Hilleary
Hobson

Hoekstra
Hoke
Horn

Hostettler
Houghton
Hunter
Hutchinson
Hyde

Inglis
lstook
Istook
Johnson (CT)
Johnson. Sam
Jones

The SPEAKER. This is a 15-minute

vote.

The vote was taken by electronic de-

were—ayes 234.
234, noes
vice, and there were—ayes
noes 199.
199,
not voting 2, as follows:
tRoll No,
No. 269]

AYES234
AYES234
Allard
AZIard

Calvert

Andrews
Archcr
Archer

Ehie.-s
Ehiers

Camp
Camp
Canady
Canady
Castle
Chabot
Chamnbliss
Chambliss
Chenoweth

Ehrlich

Armey
Bachus
Baker (CA)

Bakcr (LA)
Baker
Ballenger
Baflenger
Barr
Barrctt (NE)
Barrett

Bartlett
Barton
Bass

Bateman
Bereuter

Bi]bray
Bilbray

Bilirakis
Bilirakis
Bliley
Blute
Blutc
Boehlcrt
Boehlert
Boehncr
Boehner

Bonilla
Bono

Brownback
Bryant (TN)
Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer

Christensen
Chrysler
clinger
C'inger
Cable
Coble

Coburn
Collins
Collins (GA)
(GA)
Combest
Cooey
Cooley
Cox
Ccx
Cramer
Crane
Crapo
Cremeans
Cubrn
Cubin

Emerson

English
Ensign
Everett
Ewing
Fawell
Fawell
Fields (TX)
flanagan
Flanagan
Foley
Forbes
Fowler
Fov.'ier
Fox
Franks (CT)
Franks
(Cfl
Pranks (NJ)
Franks
Frclinghuysen
Frelinghuysen
Frisa
Fr'isa
Funderburk
Galiegly
Canske
Ganske

Cunningham
Davis
Davzs
DeLay
Dickcy
Dickey

Gekas

Doolittic
Doolittle

Cing-ich
Gingrich
Coodiatte
Coodiacte

Dornan
Dreier
Duncan

Cilchrest
Gilimor
Gilirnor
Gilxnan
Ciixnan

Goodling
Goodlrng

H 3790
Greenwood
Gunderson
Gunder5on
Gucknccht
Gutknccht
Hall (TX)
Ha13
(TX)

LoBlondo
LoBondo
Longicy

Hancock
Haococi
Hansen
Hansen

Martini

Hastert
Hastings
Hastings (WA)
(WA)
Hayes

Hayworth
Haorth
Hefley
Hcfley
Heineman
Hcineman
Hcrgcr
Herger

Hillcary
Hobson

Lucas
Lucas

Manzulio
McCollurn
Mccollum
McCrery
Mccrcry
Mcbade
Mcbadc
McHugh
Mclnnis
Mcintosh
McKcon

Metcalf
Mctca]t
Meyers
Mica

Hockstra
Hoke
Horn
Hostettler
Hostcttcr
Houghton
Hunter
Huntcr
Hutchanson
Hutchinson

Millcr (FL)
Miller

Hydc
Hyde

Neumann
Ney
Nay
Norwood
Nussle
Nussic
Oxlcy
Packard
Packard
Paxon
Paxon

Inglis
lnglis
istook
Johnson (CT)
(CT)
Johnson.Sam
Johron.
Sam
Jones
Jones

Kasich

Mel
Mo] man

Montgomery
Moorhcad

Mcr
Mers

Myrick
Ncthcrcutt
Nethcrcutt

Sanford
Saxton
Scarborough
Scarborough
Schacfer
Schacfcr
&hiff
Schiff
Seastrand
Scastrand
Senscnbrenner
Scnscnbrcnncr
Shadegg
Shadcgg
Shaw
Shaw
Shays

Shuster
Shustcr
Skccn
Smith (MI)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Smith (WA)
Solomon
Soudcr
Soudar
Stearns
Stockman
Stump

Talent
Talcnt
Tate
Tatc
Tauzin
Taylor (NC)
(I'Ic)
Thomas
Thomas
Thornberry
Thornberry

Tiahrt
Tiahrt
Traficant

Petri
Petri

King
Kingston
KIug
KIug
Knollenbcrg
Knollenberg
Kolbe
Kolbe
LaHood
LaHood
Largent
Latham
LaTourette
LaTourettc
Lazio
Leach
Lewis (CA)
Lewis
Lcwis (KY)

Porter
Portcr
Portman
Portman

Rose
Rosc

Lightfoot
Linder
Lipinski
Livingston
Livingston

Whitfield
Whitficld
Wicker
Wolf
Wolf

Roth
Roukema

Young
Young (AK)
(AK)
Young (FL>
Young
(FL)

Royce
Salmon

Zeliff
Zclifr

Abercrombic
Abercrornbic
Ackerman
Baesler
Baldacci
Barcia
Barrttt
Barrett (WI)
Becerra
Bcilrison
Beilerison
Bent.sen
Bentscn
Bcrman
Berman
Bevill
5evlI
Bishop
Senior
Sonior
Borski
Boucxier
Soucher
Brewster
Brewster
Browder
Broder
Brown (FL)
(FL)
Brown
Brown
Brown (OH)
(OH)
Bryant (TX)
Bunn
Sunn
Cardin
C3rdin
Chapman
chapman
clay
Clay

clayton
Clement
clyburn
Clyburn
Coleman

Collins (IL)
collins
Collins
(Ml)
collins (ML)
condit
Condit

coer

Conyers
Costello
core
Coyne
Danner
de la Garza
Garta
Deal

DeFazio
DcFazio
DcLauro
DeLauro
Deflums
Dellums
Deutsch

Diaz-Balart
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Doggett
Doetr
Dooley
Doy'e
Doyle
Durbmn
Durbin

Pryce
Quillen
Quillcn
Quinn
Radanovich
Ramstad
Regula
Riggs
Roberts
Roberts
Rogcrs
Rogers

Rohrabaher
Rohrabather

NOES—199
Edwards
Edwards
Engel
Eshoo
Evans

Farr
Fattah
Factah
Fazio
Fields
Ficlds (LA)
.A)

Filncr
Filner

Flake
Flakc
Foglietta
Fogliccta
Ford
Frank (MA)
Frost
Furse
Gejdenson
Gephardt
Geren
Gibbons
Gonzalez
Gordon
Green

Gutierrez
Guderrcz
Hall (OH)
Hamilton
Harman
Hastings (FL)
Hefner
Hefncr

Hilliard
Hinchey
Holden
Hoyer
Jackson-Lee
Jacobs
Jefferson
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. E.B.
Johnston

Kanjorski
Kanjorki
Kaptur
Kapcur

Kenncdy (MA)
Kennedy

Kennedy
Kennedy (P.1)
(Ri)
Kcnnelly
Kennelly
Kildee
Kleczka
Kieczka

Klink
Klink

LaFalce
Lantos

Laughlin

Richardson
Rivers
Rivcr
Rocmcr
Roomer

Stertholm
Sccnholm
Stokes

Ros'Lchtincn
RosLchtincn
Roybal.Aflard
Roybal.Ailard

Stupak
Tanner
Tanncr
Taylor
Taylor (MS)
(MS)

Watt (NC)
Waxman

Tejeda
Tcjeda
Thompson

Wilson

Thornton
Thurman
Torkildsen
Torkildscn

Woolsey
Woolscy
Wydcn
Wynn
Yates

Rush
Sabo
Sandcr
Sanders
Saycr
Sawyer
Schrocdcr
Schroeder
Schumcr
Schumer

Upton
Vucanovich
Waldholtz
Waldholtz
Walker
Walker
Walsh
Walsh
Wamp
Warnp
Watts (OK)
(OK)
Watts
Weldon (FL)
(FL)
Weldon
Weldon(PA>
(PA)
Weldon

Weller
White

Zimmcr
Zimmer

Studds
Scudds

Scott

Torres

Serrano
Sisisky
Sasisky

Towns

Spcncc
Spence

Kelly
Kim

Pombo
Pombo
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Rahall
Skaggs
Tucker
find
out
what
the
process
would
Out
what
the
process
would be by
Rangcl
Slaughter
Veiazquez
Vclazqucz
which we would go to conference, who
Reed
Spratt
Spratc
Vento
Vcnto
Reynolds
conference, and
and when
Stark
Visciosky
would be on that conference,
vc}osky
when

Torrill
Torrinslli

Volkmcr
Ward
Waters
Watcrs

Williams

Wi
Wise

NOT vo-rINc-—2
Brown (CA)
(cA)

Skelton

0
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Luther
Maloney
Manton
Markey
Martinez
Mascara
Matsui
Mccarthy
McCarthy
MCDermott
McDermott
MtHale
MHale
McKirincy
McKinncy

MNulty
MtNulty

Machan
Methan
Meek
Menendez
Mfume
Mtume

Miller (CA)
Miller
(cA)
Mineta
Minge
Mink
Moakley
Mollohan
Moran
Mor2n
Morelia
Morella

Murtha
Nadlcr
Nadler
Neal
Obertar
Oberstar
Obey

Olver
Olven

Ortz
Ortiz
Orton
Owens

Pallone
Parker
Pastor
Payne (NJ)
Payne
Payne (VA)
(VA)
Pelosi
Peterson (FL)
Pcteron
Peterson(MN)
(MN)
Pickett
Pickect
Pomeroy
Ponseroy
Poshard
POSrd

utes ago that II was
was informed
informed what the
decision had been. No opportunity was
decision
given to me to consult the members of
my committee who would not be contemplated as being conferees
conferees and
no
and no
consultation was made on this side
side of
the aisle about the wisdom of dividing

conferees between the defense conference and the domestic conference,
conference.
even though it is the apparent intentiOn
of the
tion of
the majority
majority party
party to raid domestic
mestic programs
programs in
in order
order to
to finance
finance dede-

fense add-ons.
So the bill was passed.
It was
wasexplained
explained to us that the
The result of the vote was announced Speaker was even considering the unas above recorded.
precedented action of
of reducing
reducing the
the
A motion to reconsider was laid on number of Democratic conferees below
the table.
the ratio that we hold on the commitPERSONAL EXPLANATION
California. Mr.
Mr. SpeakSpeakMr. BROWN of California.
er. on roilcall
rollcall Nos. 267,
267. 268.
268. and
and 269,
269, II

was unavoidably detained away from

the Capitol. Had I been present,
present. II would
would
have voted "yes
"yes' on
onroilcall
rolicallNo.
No. 267,
267,
'yes"
yes" on
onNo.
No.268.
268.and
and"no"
'no" on No. 269.
.

AUTHORIZING THE
THE CLERK TO
MAKE
CORRECTIONS
IN
ENGROSSMENT OF H.R. 4.
4,
PER-

SONAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF
1995

Levin
Lcvin
Lewis (GA)
Lincoln
Lofgren
Lowcy
Lowey

this motion
motion would
would be
be made.
made.
this
It was not until
until literally 2 or 3 mm-

tee in order to provide a stacked deck
for the conference. We had no knowledge about who would be on the conference until just several moments ago.
Given the fact that I have had no opportunity at all to consult with Members on my side of the aisle and given
the fact that the majority party apparently intends to go to conference on
Tuesday and given the fact that they
can still do that if they wait until next
week to make this motion,
motion. I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Objection is heard.
(Mr. LIVINGSTON asked and was
given permission to address the House

Mr.
Mr. ARCHER.
ARCHER. Mr. Speaker. I ask for 1 minute.)
unanimous consent that in the engrossMr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker. as
ment of the bill.
bill. H.R.
HR. 4. the clerk be the gentleman from Wisconsin
Wisconsin readily
readily
authorized to make technical correc- knows, for the last 40 years it has been
tioris
tions and conforming changes. and to the rules of this House for the Speaker
correct section references, in the bill,
of the House to determine the conThe SPEAKER. Is there objection to ferees.
ferees, and we have always. as Members
the request of the gentleman from of the former minority, been told who
Texas?
the conferees would be and have had to
There was no objection,
objection.
adhere to the restrictions laid down by
the Speaker.
But the gentleman also might know
REQUEST FOR APPOINTMENT OF that
I hold in my hand a list of proCONFEREES ON H.R. 889, EMER posed conferees dated March 23, 1995,
1995,
GENCY SUPPLEMENTAL APPROAPPRO which we gave to the gentleman
gentleman as
as far
far
PRIATIONS
AND RESCISSIONS back as yesterday—
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF DEMr.
Mr. OBEY.
OBEY. Two
Two minutes
minutes ago.
ago.
FENSE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1995
Mr.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.
LIVINGSTON. Yesterday the
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker. I ask gentleman had this exact list, either
unanimous
unanimous consent
consent to
to take from the directly or
or through
through his
hisStaff.
staff. It isis exexSpeaker's table the bill (H.R. 889) mak- actly what we have been talking with
ing emergency supplemental appropria- the Speaker about and have gotten
tions and rescissions to preserve and agreement on.
enhance the military readiness of the The gentleman's objections are way
Department of Defense for the fiscal off base. I would simply urge all Memyear ending September 30, 1995, and for bers to let us go to conference as rapother purposes,
purposes. with Senate amend- idly
possible.
idly as
a possible.
ments thereto, disagree to the Senate
(Mr. OBEY aSked
asked and was given per.

amendments, and agree to the con- mission
misSion to
to address the House for

1

ference asked by the Senate.
minute.)
The SPEAKER pro ternpore
tempore (Mr. SENSENMr. OBEY. Mr. Speaker. I would simSENBRENNER).
Is there
SENBRENNER).
Is there
objection
objectionto
to the
the

ply note with all due respect to my

ana?

that it is true that we were given a

request of the gentleman from Louisi- friend the gentleman from Louisiana.

Mr. OBEY. Mr.
Mr. Speaker,
Speaker, reServing
reserving tenative list of conferees yesterday but
the right to object. I take this time
time to at the same
Same time
time we
we were
were told
told by
by perpersimply note that for the last 2 days, sons on that side of the aisle that the
this side of the aisle has been
been trying
trying to
to Speaker was contemplating changing

—
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104TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To restore the American family, reduce illegitimacy, control
welfare spending and reduce welfare dependence.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Personal Responsibility

4

5 Act of 1995".
6 SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

The table of contents of this Act is as follows:

7
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1 TITLE I—BLOCK GRANTS FOR
2
3

TEMPORARY
ASSISTANCE
FOR NEEDY FAMILIES

4 SEC. 100. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS.
5

It is the sense of the Congress that—
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(1) marriage is the foundation of a successful

1

2

society;

3

(2) marriage
(2)
marriage is
is an
an essential
essential social
social institution

4

which
which promotes
promotes the interests of children and society

5

at large;

6

(3) the negative consequences of an out-of-wed-

7

lock birth on the child, the mother, and
and society
society are
are

8

well documented as follows:

9

(A)

the illegitimacy rate among black

10

Americans was 26 percent in 1965, but
but today
today

11

the rate is 68 percent and climbing;

12

(B)

the illegitimacy rate among white

13

Americans has risen tenfold, from 2.29 percent

14

in 1960 to 22 percent today;

15

(C) the total of all out-of-wedlock births

16

between 1970 and 1991 has risen from 10 per-

17

cent to 30 percent and if the current trend con-

18

tinues, 50 percent of all births by the year 2015

19

will be out-of-wedlock;

20

(D) 3/4 of illegitimate births among whites

21

are to women with a high school education or

22

less;

(E) the 1-parent family is 6 times more
more

23

24

likely to be poor than the 2-parent family;
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1

(F) children born into families receiving

2

welfare assistance are 3 times mOre likely than

3

children not born into families receiving welfare

4

to be on welfare when they reach adulthood;

5

(G)

teenage single parent mothering is the

6

single biggest contributor to low birth weight

7

babies;

8

(H) children born out-of-wedlock are more

9

likely to experience low verbal cognitive attain-

10

ment, child abuse, and neglect;

11

(I)

young people from single parent or

12

stepparent families are 2 to 3 times more likely

13

to have emotional or behavioral problems than

14

those from intact families;

15

(J) young white women who were raised in

16

a single parent family are more than twice as

17

likely to have children out-of-wedlock
out-of-wedlock and to be-

18

come parents as teenagers, and almost twice as

19

likely to have their marriages end in divorce, as

20

are children from 2-parent families;

21

22

(K) the younger the single parent mother,
the less likely she is to finish high school;

23

(L) young women who have children before

24

finishing high school are more likely to receive

25

welfare assistance for a longer period of time;
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(M) between 1985 and 1990, the public

2

cost of births to teenage mothers under
under the
the aid
aid

3

to families with dependent children program,

4

the food stamp program, and the medicaid pro-

5

gram has been estimated at $120,000,000,000;

6

(N) the absence of a father in the life of

7

a child has a negative effect on school perform-

8

ance and peer adjustment;

9

(0) the likelihood that a young black man

10

will engage in criminal activities doubles if he

11

is raised without a father and triples if he lives

12

in a neighborhood with a high concentration of

13

single parent families; and

14

(F) the greater the incidence of single par-

15

ent families in a neighborhood, the higher the

16

incidence of violent crime and burglary; and

17

(4) in light of this demonstration of the crisis
(4)

18

in our Nation, the reduction of out-of-wedlock births

19

is an important government interest and the policy

20

contained in provisions of this title address the

21

crisis.

22 SEC. 101. BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES.
23

Title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601

24 etetseq.)
24
seq.) is amended by striking part A, except sections
25 403
403(h)
(h) and
and 417,
417, and
and inserting
inserting the following:
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22
3

4
5

"PART A—BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES FOR

TEMPORARY
FOR NEEDY
TEMPORARYASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE FOR
NEEDY FAMILIES
FAMILIES
"SEC. 401. PURPOSE.

"The purpose
purpose of
of this
this part
part is
is to
to increase
increase the flexibility
of States in operating a program designed to—

6

"(1) provide assistance to needy families so that

7

the children in such families may be cared for in

8

their homes or in the homes of relatives;

9

"(2) end the dependence of needy parents on

10

government benefits by promoting work and mar-

11

riage; and

12
13

"(3) discourage out-of-wedlock births.
"SEC. 402. ELIGIBLE STATES; STATE PLAN.

14

"(a) IN GENERAL.—As used in this part, the term

15

'eligible State' means, with respect to a fiscal year, a State

16 that, during the 3-year period immediately preceding the
17

fiscal year, has submitted to the Secretary a plan that in-

18

cludes the following:

19

"(1) OUTLINE OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE PRO-

20

GRAM.—A written
GRAM.—A
writtendocument
document that
that outlines
outlines how
how the

21

State intends to do the following:

22

"(A) Conduct a program designed to—

23

"(i) provide
provide cash
cashbenefits
benefits to needy

24

families with children; and

25

"(ii)

26

provide parents of children in

such families with work experience, assistHR 4 EH1S

11
1

ance in
in finding employment, and other
ance

2

work preparation activities• and support

3

services that the State considers appro-

4

priate to enable such families to leave the
the

5

program and become self-sufficient.

6

"(B) Require at least 1 parent of a child

7

in any family which has received benefits
benefits for
for

8

more than 24 months (whether or not consecu-

9

tive) under the program to engage in work active)
ac-

10

tivities (as defined by the State).

11

"(C) Ensure that parents receiving assist-

12

ance under the program engage in work activi-

13

ties in accordance with section 404.

14

"(D) Treat interstate immigrants, if fami-

15

lies including such immigrants are to be treated

16

differently than other families.

17

"(E) Take such reasonable steps as the

18

State deems necessary to restrict the use
use and
and

19

disclosure of information about individuals and

20

families receiving benefits under the program.

21

"(F) Take actions to reduce the incidence

22

of out-of-wedlock pregnancies, which may in-

23

dude providing unmarried mothers and unmar-

24

ned fathers with services which will help

25

them—
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"(i)

avoid subsequent

3

"(ii)

provide adequate care to their

4

children.

5

"(G) Reduce
"(G)
Reduce teenage pregnancy,
pregnancy, including

6

(at the option of the State) through the provi-

7

sion of education and counseling to male and

8

female teenagers.

9

"(2) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATIONTHAT
THAT THE
THE STATE
STATE WILL
WILL

10

OPERATE A CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PRO-

11

GRAM.—A certification
certification by
by the
the Governor
Governor of
of the State

12

that, during the fiscal year,
year, the
the State
State will
will operate
operate a

13

child support enforcement program under the State

14

plan approved under part D, in a manner that corncom-

15

plies with the requirements of such part.

11

pregnancies;

and

2

16

"(3) CERTIFICATION THAT
THAT THE STATE WILL

17

OPERATE A CHILD PROTECTION PROGRAM.—A cer-

18

tification by the Governor of the State that, during

19

the fiscal year, the State will operate a child protec-

20

tion program
program in
in accordance
accordance with
with part B, which inin-

21

cludes a foster care program and an adoption assist-

22

ance program.

23

"(b) DETERMINATIONS.—The Secretary shall deter-

24 mine whether aa plan
plan submitted
submitted pursuant to subsection (a)
(a)
25 contains the material required by subsection (a).
HR 4 EH1S
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2
3

"SEC. 403. PAYMENTS TO
TO STATES.
STATES.

"(a) ENTITLEMENTS.—
ENTITLEMENTS.—
"(a)
"(1) GRANTS
"(1)
GRANTSFOR
FORFAMILY
FAMILYASSISTANCE.—
ASSISTANCE.—

4

IN GENERAL.—Each eligible State

"(A)

5

shall
shall

be entitled to receive from the Secretary

6

for each of fiscal years

7

1999, and 2000 a grant in an amount equal to

8

the State family assistance grant for the fiscal

9

year.
year.

"(B)

10

1996, 1997,

1998,

GRANT
INCREASED TO
GRANT INCREASED
TOREWARD
REWARD
THAT

11

STATES

12

BIRTHS.—The amount of the grant payable to

13

a State under subparagraph (A) for fiscal year

14

1998 or any succeeding fiscal year shall be in-

15

creased by—

REDUCE

OUT-OF-WEDLOCK

16

"(i) 5 percent if the illegitimacy ratio

17

of the State for the fiscal year is at least

18

1

percentage point lower than the illegit-

19

imacy ratio of the State for fiscal year

20

1995; or

21

"(ii)

10 percent if the illegitimacy

22

ratio of the State for the fiscal year is at

23

least 2 percentage points lower than the il-

24

legitimacy ratio of the State for fiscal year

25

1995.
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"(2) SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS TO ADJUST FOR

1

2

POPULATION INCREASES.—In addition

3

under paragraph (1), each eligible State shall be en-

4

titled to receive from the Secretary for
for each
each of fiscal

5

years

6

amount

7

$100,000,000.

8

"(b) DEFINITIONS.—AS
DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section:

9

to any grant

1997,
1997, 1998,
1999, and
and 2000,
2000, a grant in an
1998, 1999,

a grant in an

equal
equal

to
to

the
the

State
State

proportion
proportion

of
of

"(1) STATE FAMILY ASSISTANCE GRANT.—

10

"(A) IN GENERAL.-.---The
GENERAL.----The

term 'State fam-

11

ily assistance grant' means, with respect to a

12

fiscal year, the provisional State family assist-

13

ance grant adjusted in accordance with sub-

14

paragraph (C).
paragraph
(C).

15

"(B) PROVISIONAL
"(B)
PROVISIONAL STATE FAMILY ASSIST-

16

ANCE
ANCE GRANT.—The
GRANT.—The term

17

family assistance
family
assistance grant'
grant' means—

18

'provisional
'provisional
State
State

"(i)
"(i)the
thegreater
greaterof—
of—

19

"(I) '/3
"(I)
'/3 of
of the total amount
amount of
of ob-

20

ligations to the State under section
403 of this title (as in effect before

21

22

October
October

23

1992,

24

with respect to amounts expended for
for
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1,
1,

1995)

for
for fiscal
fiscal
years
years

1993, and 1994

(other
(other than
than

15
1

child care
care under
under subsection
subsection(g)
(g) or (i)
(i)

2

of such section); or

3

"(II) the total amount of obliga-

4

tions to the State under such section

5

403 for fiscal year 1994 (other than
403

6

with respect to amounts expended for

7

child care under subsection (g) or (i)

8

of such section); multiplied by

9

"(ii) (I) the total amount of outlays to

10

all of the States under such section 403

11

for fiscal year 1994 (other than with re-

12

spect to amounts expended for child care

13

under subsection

14

tion); divided by

(g) or

(i)

of such sec-

15

"(II) the total amount of obligations

16

to all of the States under such section 403

17

for fiscal year 1994 (other than with re-

18

spect to amounts expended for child care

19

under subsection

20

tion).

21

"(C) PROPORTIONAL ADJUSTMENT.—The

22

Secretary
determine the percentage (if
Secretary shall
shall determine

23

any) by which each provisional State family as-

24

sistance grant must be reduced or increased to

25

ensure that the sum of such grants equals
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or

(i)

of such sec-
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11

$15,390,296,000, and shall adjust each provi-

2

sional State
sionall
State family
family assistance
assistance grant
grant by the per-

3

centage so determined.

4

"(2) ILLEGITIMACY RATIO.—The term 'illegit-

5

imacy
imacy ratio'
ratio' means,
means, with
with respect
respect

6

fiscal year—

7

to
to a State and a

"(A) the sum of—

8

"(i)

the number
number of
of out-of-wedlock

9

births
births that occurred in the State during

10

the most recent fiscal year for which such

11

information is available; and

12

amount (if
(if any)
any) by
by which
"(ii) the amount
which the

13

number of abortions performed in the

14

State during the most recent fiscal year for

15

which such information is available exceeds
exceeds

16

the number
number of
of abortions
abortionsperformed
performed in the

17

State during the fiscal year that imme-

18

diately precedes such most recent fiscal

19

year; divided by

20

"(B) the number of births that occurred in

21

the State during the most recent fiscal year for

22

which such information is available.

23

"(3) STATE PROPORTJON.—The term 'State

24

proportion' means, with respect to a fiscal year, the

25

amount that bears the same ratio to the amount
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1

specified in subsection (a) (2) as the increase (if any)

2

in the population of the State for the most recent

3

fiscal year for which such information is available

4

over the population of the State for the fiscal year

5

that immediately precedes such most recent fiscal

6

year bears to the total increase in the population of

7

all States which have such an increase in population,

8

as determined by the Secretary using data from the

9

Bureau of the Census.

10

"(4)

FISCAL YEAR.—The term 'fiscal year'

11

means any 12-month period ending on September 30

12

of a calendar year.

13

"(5) STATE.—The term 'State' includes the

14

several States, the District of Columbia,
Columbia, the
the CornCom-

15

monwealth of Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin

16

Islands, Guam, and American Samoa.

17

"(c) USE OF GRANT.—

18

"(1) IN GENERAL.—A
GENERAL.—AState
Statetotowhich
whichaa grant
grant

19

is made under this section may use the grant in any

20

manner that is reasonably calculated to accomplish

21

the purpose of this part, subject to this part, includ-

22

ing to provide noncash assistance to mothers who

23

have not attained 18 years of age and their children

24

and to provide low income households with assist-

25

ance in meeting home heating and cooling costs.
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Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, a

2

State to which a grant is made under section 403

3

may not use any part of the grant to provide medi-

4

cal services.

5

"(2) AUTHORITY
AUTHORITYTO
TOTREAT
TREAT INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE IMMIIMMI-

6

GRANTS UNDER
GRANTS
UNDER RULES
RULES OF
OF FORMER
FORMER STATE.—A State

7

to which a grant is made under this section may

8

apply to a family the rules of the program operated

9

under this part of another State if the family has
has

10

moved to the State from the other State and has re-

11

sided in the State for less than 12 months.

12
13

"(3) AUTHORITY TO USE PORTION OF GRANT
FOR OTHER PURPOSES.—

14

"(A) IN GENERAL.—A State may use not

15

more than 30 percent of the amount of the

16

grant made to the State under this section for

17

a fiscal year to carry out a State program pur-

18

suant to any or all of the following provisions

19

oflaw:
of
law:

20

"(i) Part B of this title.

21

"(ii) Title XX of
of this Act.

22

"(iii) Any provision of law, enacted

23

into law during the 104th Congress, under

24

which grants are made to States for food

25

and nutrition.
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"(iv) The Child Care and Develop-

1

2

ment Block Grant Act of 1990.

3

"(B) APPLICABLE RULES.—Any amount

4

paid to the State under this part that is used

5

to carry out a State program pursuant to a pro-

6

vision
vision

7

shall not be subject to the requirements of this
shall

8

part, but shall be subject to the requirements

9

that apply
apply to
to Federal
Federal funds provided directly
directly

10

under the provision of law to carry out the

11

program.

12

"(4)

of law specified in subparagraph

AUTHORITY

TO

RESERVE

(A)

CERTAIN

13

AMOUNTS FOR EMERGENCY BENEFITS.—A State

14

may reserve amounts paid to the State under
under this
this

15

section for any fiscal year for the purpose of provid-

16

ing emergency assistance under the State program

17

operated under this part.

18

"(5) IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC BENE-

19

FIT TRANSFER SYSTEM.—A State to which a grant

20

is made under this section is encouraged to imple-

21

ment an electronic benefit transfer system for pro-

22

viding assistance under the State program
program funded
funded

23

under this part, and may use the grant for such
such

24

purpose.
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1

"(I) 50 percent of the amount of

2

the grant payable to the State under

3

this section for the fiscal year; or

4

"(II) $100,000,000.
"(B)

5

QUALIFIED

STATE

DEFINED.—A

6

State is a qualified State for purposes of sub-

7

paragraph (A) if the unemployment rate of the

8

State (as determined by the Bureau of Labor

9

Statistics) for the most
most recent 3-month period

10

for which such information is available is—

11

"(i) more than 6.5 percent; and

12

"(ii) at least 110 percent of such rate

13

for the corresponding 3-month period in ei-

14

ther of the 2 immediately preceding cal-

15

endar years.

16 "SEC. 404. MANDATORY WORK REQUIREMENTS.
17
18

19

"(a) PARTICIPATION RATE REQUIREMENTS.—

"(1) REQUIREMENT APPLICABLE TO ALL FAMIFAMILIES RECEIVING ASSISTANCE.—
ASSISTANCE.—

20

GENERAL.—A
"(A) IN GENERAL.
—A State to which a

21

grant is made under section 403 for a fiscal

22

year shall achieve the minimum participation

23

rate specified in the following table for the fis-

24

cal year with respect to all families receiving as-
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1

sistance under the State program funded under

2

this part:
The minimum
"If the fiscal year is:

participation
rate is:

1996

10

1997
1998
1998
1999
1999
2000
2001
2002

15
20
25
27
29
40

2003 or thereafter

50.

3

"(B) PRO
PRO RATA
RATAREDUCTION
REDUCTION OF
OF PARTICIPAPARTICIPA-

4

TION RATE
RATE DUE
DUE TO
TOCASELOAD
CASELOADREDUCTIONS
REDUCTIONS

5

NOT

6

mum participation rate otherwise required by

7

.

REQUIRED BY FEDERAL LAW.—The mini-

subparagraph (A) for a fiscal year shall be resubparagraph

8

duced by a percentage equal to the percentage

9

(if any) by which the number of families receiv-

10

ing assistance during the fiscal year under the

11

State program funded under this part is less

12

than the number of families that received aid

13

under the State plan approved under part A of

14

this title (as in effect before October 1, 1995)

15

during the fiscal
fiscalyear
yearimmediately
immediately preceding
preceding

16

such effective date, except to the extent that the

17

Secretary determines that the reduction in the

18

number of families receiving such assistance is

19

required by Federal law.
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"(C) PARTICIPATION RATE.—For purposes

1

of this paragraph:

2
3

"(i) AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE.—The
RATE.—The

4

participation rate of a State for a fiscal

5

year is

6

rates of the State for each month in the

7

fiscal year.

the average of the participation

"(ii)

8

9

MONTHLY

PARTICIPATION

RATES.—The
RATES.—Theparticipation
participation rate
rate of
of a State

for a month is—

10

"(I) the
"(I)
thenumber
number of
of families
families re-

11

12

ceiving cash assistance

13

State program funded under this part

14

which include an individual who is en-

15

gaged

16

month; divided by

in

work

under the

activities

for

the

17

"(II) the total number of families

18

receiving cash assistance under the

19

State program funded under this part

20

during the month which include an in-

21

dividual who has attained 18 years of

22

age.

23

"(iii) ENGAGED.—A recipient is en-

24

gaged in work activities for a month in a

25

fiscal year if the recipient is making
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1

progress in such activities for at least the

2

minimum average number of hours per

3

week specified in the following table during

4

the month, not fewer than 20 hours per

5

week

6

ity described
described in
in subparagraph
subparagraph

7

(C), or (D) of subsection (b) (1) (or, in the

8

case of the first 4 weeks for which the re-

9

cipient is required under this section to

10

participate in work activities, an activity

11

described in subsection (b) (1) (E)):

of which are attributable to an activ-

"If the month is
in fiscal year:
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

2003 or thereafter

12
13

(A), (B),

The minimum
average number of
hours per week is:
20
20
20
25
25
30
30
35
35.

"(2) REQUIREMENT APPLICABLE TO 2-PARENT
FAMILIES.—

14

"(A) IN GENERAL.—A State to which a

15

grant is made under section 403 for a fiscal

16

year shall achieve the minimum participation
participation

17

rate specified in the following table for the fis-

18

cal year with respect to 2-parent families receiv-

19

ing assistance under the State program funded

20

under this part:
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The minimum

participation
rate is:

"If the fiscal year is:
1996
1997

50
50
90.

1998 or thereafter

"(B) PARTICIPATION RATE.—For purposes

1

of this paragraph:

2
3

"(i) AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE.—The

4

participation rate of a State for a fiscal

5

year

6

rates of the State for each month in the

7

fiscal year.

is the average of the participation

"(ii)

8

9

MONTHLY

PARTICIPATION

RATES.—The participation rate of a State

for a month is—

10
11

"(I) the number of 2-parent famfam-

12

ilies receiving cash assistance under

13

the State program funded under this

14

part which include at least

15

who is engaged in work activities for

16

the month; divided by

1

adult

17

"(II) the total number of 2-par-

18

ent families receiving cash assistance

19

under the State

20

under this part during the month.

21

"(iii) ENGAGED.—An adult is
is engaged

22

in work activities for a month in a fiscal
HR 4 EH1S
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1

year if the adult is making progress in

2

such activities for at least 35 hours per

3

week during the month, not fewer than 30

4

hours per week of which are attributable to

5

an

6

(B), (C), or (D) of subsection (b) (1) (or, in

7

the case of the first 4 weeks for which
which the
the

8

recipient is required under this section to

9

participate in work activities, an activity

activity described in subparagraph (A),

10

described in subsection (b) (1) (E)).

11

"(b) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section:

12
13

"(1) WORK
WoRK ACTIVITIES.—The
ACTIVITIES.—The term
term 'work
'work ac-

tivities' means—

14

"(A) unsubsidized employment;

15

"(B) subsidized private sector employment;

16

"(C) subsidized public sector employment

17

or work experience (including work associated

18

with the refurbishing of publicly assisted hous-

19

ing) only if sufficient private sector employment

20

is not available;

21

"(D) on-the-job training;

22

"(E) job search and job readiness assist-

23

ance;

24

"(F) education directly related to employ-

25

ment, in the case of a recipient who has not atHR 4 EHIS
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11

tamed 20 years of age, and has not received a

2

high school diploma or a certificate of high

3

school equivalency;

4

"(G) job skills training directly related
related to

5

employment; or

6

"(H) at the option of the State, satisfac-

7

tory attendance at secondary school, in the case

8

of a recipient who—
"(i)

9

10

has not completed secondary

school; and

11

"(ii) is a dependent child, or a head of

12

household who has not attained 20 years

13

ofage.
of
age.

14

"(2) FISCAL
FISCALYEAR.—The
YEAR.—The term 'fiscal year'

15

means any 12-month period ending on September 30

16

of a calendar year.

17

"(c) PENALTIES.—

18

"(1) AGAINST
AGAINST INDIVIDUALS.—
INDIvIDUALS.—

19

"(A) APPLICABLE TO ALL FAMILIES.—A

20

State to which a grant is made under section

21

403 shall ensure that the amount of cash as-

22

sistance paid under the State program funded

23

under this part to a recipient of assistance

24

under the program who refuses to engage (with-
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1

in the meaning of subsection (a) (1) (C) (iii)) in

2

work activities required under this section shall

3

be less than the amount of cash assistance that

4

would otherwise be paid to the recipient under

5

the

6

other exceptions as the State may establish.

program, subject to such good cause and

"(B)

7

APPLICABLE TO 2-PARENT FAMI-

8

LIES.—A State to which a grant is made
made under
under

9

section 403 shall reduce the amount of
of cash
cash asas-

10

sistance otherwise payable to a 2-parent family

11

for a month under the State program funded

12

under this part with respect to an adult in the

13

family who is not engaged (within the meaning

14

subsection (a)(a)(2)
of subsection
(2)(B)
(B) (iii))
(iii)) in work activities

15

for at least 35
for

16

of the
the
month, pro rata (or more, at the option of

17

State) with respect to any period during the

18

month for which the adult is not so engaged.

hours

per week during the

19

"(C) LIMITATION ON FEDERAL AUTHOR-

20

ITY.—No officer or employee of the Federal

21

Government may regulate the conduct of States

22

under this paragraph or enforce this paragraph

23

against any State.

24

"(2) AGAINST STATES.—
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1

"(A) IN GENERAL.—If the Secretary
Secretary deter-

2

mines that a State to
to which
which aa grant
grant is made

3

under section 403 for a fiscal year has failed to

4

comply with subsection (a) for the fiscal year,

5

the

6

percent the amount of the grant that would (in

7

the absence of this paragraph
paragraph and
and subsections
subsections

8

(a) (1) (B) and (e) of section 403) be payable to

9

the State under section 403(a) (1) (A) for the

10

Secretary shall reduce by not more than 5

immediately succeeding fiscal year.

11

"(B) PENALTY BASED ON SEVERITY OF

12

FAILURE.—The Secretary shall impose
impose reducreduc-

13

tions under subparagraph (A) based on the de-

14

gree of noncompliance.

15

"(d) RULE OF INTERPRETATION.—Thjs section shall

16 not be construed to prohibit a State from offering recipi-

17 ents of assistance under the State program funded under
18

this part an opportunity to participate in an education or

19 training program, consistent with the requirements of this

20 section.
21

"(e) RESEARCH.—The Secretary shall conduct
conduct re-

22 search on the costs and benefits of State activities under
23 this section.

24

"(f) EVALUATION OF INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO

25 EMPLOYING RECIPIENTS OF ASSISTANCE.—The
ASSI5TANCE.—The SecHR 4 EHIS
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1

retary shall evaluate innovative approaches to employing

22

recipients
recipientsof
ofassistance
assistance under
under State
State programs
programs funded

3 under this part.
4
5

"(g) ANNUAL RANKING OF STATES AND REVIEW OF
MOST AND LEAST SUCCESSFUL WORK PROGRAMS.—

6

"(1) ANNUAL
ANNUALRANKING
RANKINGOF
OF STATES.—The
STATES.—The Sec-

7

retary shall rank the States to which grants are paid

8

under section 403 in the order of their success in

9

moving recipients of assistance under the State pro-

10

gram funded under this part into long-term
long-term private
private

11

sector jobs.

12

"(2) ANNUAL REVIEW OF MOST AND LEAST

13

SUCCESSFUL WORK PROGRAMS.—The Secretary shall

14

review the programs of the 3 States most recently

15

ranked highest under paragraph

16

States most recently ranked lowest under paragraph

17

(1) that provide parents with work experience, as-

18

sistance in finding employment, and other work

19

preparation activities and support services to enable

20

the families of such parents to leave the program

21

and become self-sufficient.

22

"(h) SENSE
complying with
with
SENSEOF
OFTHE
THECONGRESS.—In
CONGsS.—In compilying

23

this section, each State that operates a program funded

(1)

and the

3

24 under this part is encouraged to assign the highest prior-
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1

ity to requiring families that include older preschool or

2 school-age children to be engaged in work activities.
3

"(1)
"(i)

SENSE OF THE CONGRESS THAT STATES

4 SHOULD

IMPOSE

CERTAIN

REQUIREMENTS

ON

5 NONCUSTODIAL,
NONCUSTODIAL, NONSUPPORTING
NONSUPPORTING MINOR PARENTS.—It
PARENTS.—It

6 is the sense of the Congress that the States should require
7

noncustodial, nonsupporting parents who have not at-

community work
8 tamed 18 years of age to fulfill community
work obligaobligations and
99 tions
andattend
attendappropriate
appropriate parenting
parenting or money manage-

10 ment classes after school.
11

12

"SEC. 405. PROHIBITIONS.

"(a) IN GENERAL.—

13

"(1) No ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILIES WITHOUT A

14

MINOR CHILD.—A State to which aa grant
grant is
is made
made•

15

under section 403 may not use any part of the grant

16

to provide assistance to a family, unless the family

17

includes a minor child.

18

"(2) CERTAIN
CERTAIN PAYMENTS
PAYMENTSNOT
NOTTO
TO BE
BE DISDIS-

19

REGARDED IN DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF AS-

20

SISTANCE TO BE PROVIDED TO A FAMILY.—

21

"(A) INCOME SECURITY PAYMENTS.—If a

22

State to which a grant is made under section

23

403 uses any part of the grant
grant to provide as-

24

sistance for any individual who is receiving a

25

payment under a State plan for old-age assistpayment
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1

ance approved under section 2, a State program

2

funded under part B that provides cash pay-

3

ments for foster care, or the supplemental secu-

4

rity income program under title XVI (other

5

than service benefits provided through the use

6

of a grant made under part C of such title),

7

then the State may not disregard the payment

8

in determining the amount of assistance to be

9

provided to the family of which the individual is

10

a member under the State program funded

11

under this part.
"(B)

12

CERTAIN SUPPORT PAYMENTS.—A

13

State to which a grant is made under section

14

403 may not disregard an amount distributed

15

to a family under section 457(a) (1) (A) in deter-

16

mining the income of the family for purposes of

17

eligibility for assistance under the State pro-

18

gram funded under this part.

19

"(3) No ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN ALIENS.—

20

Notwithstanding section 403(c) (1), a State to which

21

a grant is made under section 403 may not use any

22

part of the grant to provide assistance for an mdi-

23

vidual who is not a citizen or national of the United

24

States, except consistent with title IV of the Per-

25

sonal Responsibility Act of 1995.
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"(4) No ASSISTANCE FOR OUT-OF-WEDLOCK

1

2

BIRTHS TO MINORS.—

3

"(A) GENERAL RULE.—A State to which a

4

grant is made under section 403 may not use

5

any

6

for a child born out-of-wedlock to an individual

7

who has not attained 18 years of age, or for the

8

individual, until the individual attains such age.

9

"(B) EXCEPTION FOR RAPE OR INCEST.—

10

Subparagraph (A) shall not apply with respect

11

to a child who is born as a result of rape or in-

12

cest.

part of the grant to provide cash benefits

13

"(C) STATE OPTION.—Nothing in subpara-

14

graph (A) shall be construed to prohibit a State

15

from using funds provided by section 403 from

16

providing aid in the
the form
form of
of vouchers
vouchers that may
may

17

be used only to pay
pay for
for particular
particular goods
goods and

18

services specified by the State as suitable for

19

the care of the child such as diapers, clothing,

20

and school supplies.

21

"(5) No ADDITIONAL CASH ASSISTANCE FOR

22

CHILDREN BORN
BORN TO
TO FAMILIES
FAMILIESRECEIVING
RECEIVING ASSISTASSIST-

23

ANCE.—

24

"(A) GENERAL RULE.—A State to which a

25

grant is made under section 403 may not use
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1

any part of the grant to provide cash benefits

2

for a minor child who is born to—

"(i) a recipient of benefits under the

3

program operated under this part; or

4

"(ii) aa person
personwho
whoreceived
received
such
such
benebene-

5

6

fits at any time during the 10-month pe-

7

nod ending with the birth of the child.

8

"(B) EXCEPTION FOR VOUCHERS.—Sub-

9

paragraph

(A)

shall not
not apply
apply to vouchers

10

which are provided in lieu of cash benefits and

11

which may be used only to pay for particular

12

goods and services specified by the State as

13

suitable for the care of the child involved.

14

"(C) EXCEPTION FOR RAPE OR INCEST.—

15

Subparagraph (A) shall not apply with
with respect
respect

16

to a child who is born as a result of rape or in-

17

cest.

18

"(6)

19

No ASSISTANCE FOR MORE THAN

5

YEARS.—

20

"(A) IN GENERAL.—A State to which a

21

grant is made under section 403 may not use

22

any part of the grant to provide cash benefits

23

for the family of an individual who, after at-

24

taming 18 years of age, has received benefits

25

under the program operated under this part for
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1

60 months (whether or not consecutive) after

2

the effective date of this part, except as pro-

3

vided under subparagraph (B).

4

"(B) HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.—

5

"(i) IN
INGENERAL.—The
GENERAL.—The State may ex-

6

empt a family from the application of subempt

7

paragraph (A) by reason of hardship.

8

"(ii) LIMITATION.—The number of

9

families with respect to which an exemp-

10

tion made by a State under clause (i) is in

11

effect shall not exceed 10 percent of the

12

number of families to which the State is

13

providing assistance under the program op-

14

erated under this part.

15

"(7) No ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILIES NOT CO-

16

OPERATING

17

CHILD

18

403(c)(1),
403(c)
(1),aa State
State to which
which aa grant
grant is
is made
made under

19

section 403 may not use any part of the grant to

20

provide assistance to a family that includes an mdi-

21

vidual whom the agency responsible for
for administeradminister-

22

ing the State plan approved under part D deter-

23

mines is not cooperating with the State in establish-

24

ing the paternity of any child of the individual, or
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PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT OR

SUPPORT.—Notwithstanding
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1

in establishing, modifying, or enforcing a support

2

order with respect to such a child.

3

"(8) No ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILIES NOT AS-

4

SIGNING SUPPORT RIGHTS TO THE STATE.—Not-

5

withstanding
withstandingsection
section403(c)
403(c)(1),
(1), a State to which a

6

grant is made under section 403 may not use any
grant

7

part of
of the
the grant
grant to provide assistance to a family

8

that includes an individual who has not assigned to

9

the State any rights the individual may have (on be-

10

half of the individual or of any other person for

11

whom the individual has applied for or is receiving

12

such assistance) to support from any other person

13

for any period for which the individual receives such

14

assistance.

15

"(9) WITHHOLDING OF PORTION OF ASSIST-

16

ANCE FOR FAMILIES WHICH INCLUDE A CHILD

17

WHOSE PATERNITY IS NOT ESTABLISHED.—

18

"(A) IN GENERAL.—A State to which a

19

grant is made under section 403 may not fail

20

to—
"(i)

21

withhold

assistance under the

22

State program funded under this part from

23

a family which includes a child whose pa-

24

ternity is
is not
not established,
established, in an amount

25

equal to $50 or 15 percent of the amount
amount
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1

of the amount of the assistance that would

2

(in the absence of this paragraph) be pro-

3

vided to the
the family
family with
withrespect
respect to the

4

child, whichever the State elects; or

5

"(ii) provide to the family the total

6

amount of assistance so withheld once the

7

paternity of the child is established, if the

8

family is then eligible for such assistance.

9

"(B) EXCEPTION
EXCEPTIONFOR
FOR RAPE OR INCEST.—Sub-

10

paragraph (A) shall not apply with respect to a child

11

who is born as a result of rape or incest.

12

"(10) DENIAL
DENIALOF
OFASSISTANCE
"(10)
ASSISTANCE FOR 10 YEARS

13

TO A PERSON FOUND TO HAVE FRAUDULENTLY MIS-

14

IN ORDER
ORDER TO
TO OBTAIN
REPRESENTED RESIDENCE IN
OBTAIN

15

BENEFITS IN 2 OR MORE STATES.—An individual

16

shall not be considered an eligible individual for the

17

purposes of this title during the 10-year
lO-year period that

18

begins with the date the individual isisfound
found by a

19

State to have made, or is convicted in Federal or

20

State court of having made a fraudulent statement

21

or representation with respect to the place of resi-

22

dence of the person in order to receive benefits or

23

services simultaneously from 2 or more States under

24

programs that are funded under this part, title XIX,

25

or the Food Stamp Act of 1977, or benefits in 2 or
HR
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1

more States under the supplemental security income

2

program under title XVI.

3

"(11) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR FUGITIVE

4

FELONS AND PROBATION AND PAROLE VIOLA-

5

TORS.—

6

"(A)
"(A) IN
INGENERAL.—A
GENERAL.—AState
Statetotowhich
which a

7

grant is
grant
is made under section 403 may not use

8

any part of the grant to provide assistance to

9

any individual who is—

10

"(i) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or

11

custody or confinement after conviction,

12

under the laws of the place from which the

13

individual flees, for a crime, or an attempt

14

to commit a crime, which is a felony under

15

the laws of the place from which the mdi-

16

vidual flees, or which, in the case of the

17

State of New Jersey, is a high mis-

18

demeanor under the laws of such State; or

19

"(ii) violating a condition of probation

20

or parole imposed under Federal or State

21

law.

22

"(B) EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
INFORMATION WITH
WITH

23

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES.—If a State to

24

which a grant is made under section 403 estab-

25

lishes safeguards against the use or disclosure
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1

of information about applicants or recipients of

2

assistance under the State program funded

3

under this part, the safeguards shall not pre-

4

vent the State agency administering the pro-

5

gram from furnishing a Federal, State, or local

6

law enforcement officer, upon the request of the

7

officer, with the current address of any recipi-

8

ent if the officer furnishes the agency with the

9

name of the recipient and notifies the agency
that—

10

(i) such recipient—

11

12

(I) is fleeing to avoid prosecution,

13

or custody or confinement after con-

14

viction, under the laws of the place

15

from which the recipient flees, for a

16

crime,

17

crime,
crime, which
whichisis a felony under the

18

laws of the place from which the re-

19

cipient flees, or which, in the case of

20

the State of New Jersey, is a high

21

misdemeanor under the laws of such

22

State;

or an attempt to commit a

23

(II) is violating a condition of

24

probation or parole imposed under

25

Federal or State law; or
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1

(III) has information that is necnec-

2

essary for the officer to conduct the

3

official duties of the officer; and

4

(ii) the location or apprehension of the

5

recipient is within such official duties.
recipient

6

"(12) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR MINOR

7

CHILDREN WHO ARE ABSENT FROM THE HOME
HOME FOR
FOR

8

A SIGNIFICANT PERIOD.—

9

"(A) IN
"(A)
INGENERAL.—A
GENERAL.—AState
Statetotowhich
which a

10

grant is made under section 403 may not use

11

any part of the grant to provide assistance for

12

a minor child who has been, or is expected by

13

a parent (or
(orother
othercaretaker
caretaker relative)
relative) of the

14

child to be, absent from the home for a period

15

of 45 consecutive days or, at the option of the

16

State, such period of not less than 30 and not

17

more than 90 consecutive days as the State

18

may provide for in the State plan submitted

19

pursuant to section 402.

20

"(B) STATE AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH

21

GOOD CAUSE EXCEPTIONS.—The State may es-

22

tablish such good cause exceptions to subpara-

23

graph (A) as the State considers appropriate if

24

such exceptions are provided for in the State

25

plan submitted pursuant to section 402.
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1

"(C) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR REL-

2

ATIVE WHO FAILS TO NOTIFY STATE AGENCY

3

OF ABSENCE OF CHILD.—A State to which a

4

grant is made under section 403 may not use

5

any

6

an individual who is a parent (or other care-

7

taker relative) of a minor child and who fails to

8

notify the agency administering the State pro-

9

gram funded under this part, of the absence of

10

the minor child from the home for the period

11

specified in or provided for under subparagraph

12

(A), by the end of the
the 5-day
5-day period
period that begins

13

with the date that it becomes clear to the par-

14

ent (or relative) that the minor child will be ab-

15

sent for such period so specified or provided

16

for.

part of the grant to provide assistance for

17

"(b) MINOR CHILD DEFINED.—AS used in sub-

18

section (a), the term 'minor child' means an individua1—
individual—

19

"(1) who has not attained 18 years of age; or

20

"(2) who—

21

"(A) has not attained 19 years of age; and

22

"(B) is a full-time student in a secondary

23

school (or in the equivalent level of vocational

24

or technical training).
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1

"SEC. 406. DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING.

"(a) IN
IN GENEIAL.—Each
"(a)
GENEIAL.—EachState
Statetotowhich
whichaa grant
grant is

2

3 made under section 403 for a fiscal year shall, not later

4 than 6 months after the end of the fiscal
fiscal year,
year, transmit
transmit
5

to

the Secretary the following aggregate information on

6 families to which assistance was provided during the fiscal

7 year under the State program operated under this part
8

9

10
11

12

or an equivalent State program:

"(1) The number of adults receiving such
such asassistance.

"(2) The number of children receiving
receiving such
such assistance and the average age of the children.

13

"(3) The employment status of such adults, and

14

the average earnings of employed adults receiving

15

such assistance.

16

"(4) The number of 1-parent families in which

17

the parent is a widow or widower, is divorced, is sep-

18

arated, or has never married.

19

20
21

22

"(5) The age, race, and educational attainment
of the adults receiving such assistance.

"(6) The average assistance provided to the
families under the program.

23

"(7) Whether, at the time of application for as-

24

sistance under the program, the families or any

25

member of the families receives benefits
benefits under
under any
any

26

of the following:
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1

"(A) Any housing program.

2

"(B) The food stamp program under the
Food Stamp Act of 1977.

3

4

"(C) The Head Start programs carried out
under the Head Start Act.

5

6

"(D) Any job training program.

7

"(8) The number of months, since the most re-

8

cent application for assistance under the program,

9

for which such assistance has been provided to the

10

families.

11

"(9) The total number of months for which as-

12

sistance has been provided to the families under the

13

program.

14
15

"(10) Any other data necessary to indicate
whether the State is in compliance with the
the plan

16

most recently submitted by the State pursuant to

17

section 402.

18

"(11) The components
components of
of any program carried

19

out by the State to provide employment and training

20

aètivities
activities in order
order to
to comply
comply with
with section
section 404,
404, and
and

21

the average monthly number of adults in each such

22

component.

23

"(12) The number of part-time job placements

24

and the number of full-time job placements made

25

through the program referred to in paragraph (11),
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1

the number of cases with reduced assistance, and

2

the number of cases closed due to employment.

3

"(b) AUTHORITY OF STATES TO USE ESTIMATES.—

4 A State may comply with the requirement to provide pre5

cise

numerical information described in subsection (a) by

6 submitting an estimate which is obtained through the use
7 of scientifically acceptable sampling methods.
8

"(c) REPORT ON USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS TO
TO

COVERADMINISTRATIVE
9 COvER
ADMINISTRATIVECOSTS
COSTSAND
ANDOVERHEAD.—The
OVERHEAD.—The

10 report required by
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) for
for a fiscal year shall
11

include a statement of the percentage of the funds paid

12 to
12
to the
the State
State under
under this
this part
part for
for the fiscal year that are
13

14

used to cover administrative costs or overhead.
"(d) REPORT ON STATE EXPENDITURES ON PRO-

15 GRAMS FOR
FOR NEEDY
NEEDY FAMILIES.—The
FAMILIES—The report required by
by

16 subsection (a) for a fiscal year shall include a statement
17 of the total amount expended by the State during the fis18

19

cal year on programs for needy families.
"(e) REPORT ON NONCUSTODIAL PARENTS PARTIcI-

20 PATING IN WORK ACTIVITIES.—The report required by
21

subsection (a) for a fiscal year shall include the number

22 of noncustodial parents in the State who participated in
23 work activities
activities (as
(asdefined
definedininsection
section404
404(b)(l))
(b) (1)) during
during the

24 fiscal year.
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1

"SEC. 407. RESEARCH, EVALUATIONS, AND NATIONAL STUD-

2
3

IES.

"(a) RESEARCH.—The Secretary may conduct re-

4 search on the effects, costs, and benefits of State pro5

6

grams funded under this part.

"(b)
"(b) DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENTAND
ANDEVALUATION
EVALUATION OF INNOVA-

7 TIVE APPROACHES
APPROACHES TO
TO EMPLOYING
EMPLOYINGWELFARE
WELFARE RECIPIREcIPI-

8 ENTS.—The Secretary may assist States in developing,
9 and shall evaluate, innovative approaches to employing re10 cipients
10
cipientsof
of cash
cash assistance
assistance under programs funded under
11

this part. In performing such evaluations,
evaluations, the
the Secretary
Secretary

12

shall, to the maximum extent feasible, use random assign-

13 ment to experimental and control groups.
14

CA5ELOADS.—The Sec"(c) STUDIES OF WELFARE CASELOADS.—The

15

retary may conduct studies of the caseloads of States oper-

16 ating programs funded under this part.
17

"(d) DISSEMINATION
DISSEMINATION OF
OF INFORMATION.—The
INFORMATION.—The Sec-

18 retary
18
retaryshall
shalldevelop
develop innovative
innovative methods
methods of
of disseminating
disseminating

information on
on any
19 information
anyresearch,
research,evaluations,
evaluations, and studies con20 ducted under this section, including
including the facilitation of the
21

sharing of information and best practices among States

22 and localities through the use of computers and other
23 technologies.
23
technologies.
24 "SEC. 408. STUDY BY THE CENSUS BUREAU.
25

"(a) IN GENERAL.—The Bureau of the Census shall

26 expand the Survey of Income and Program Participation
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11

as necessary to obtain such information as will enable in-

2 terested persons to evaluate the impact of the amendments

3 made by title I of the Personal Responsibility
Responsibility Act
Act of
of 1995
1995

4 on a random national sample of recipients of assistance
5

under State programs funded under this part and (as ap-

6 propriate) other low income families, and in doing so, shall

7 pay particular attention to the issues of out-of-wedlock
8

birth, welfare dependency, the beginning
beginning and
and end
end of
of welwel-

9 fare spells, and the causes of repeat welfare spells.
10
11

"(b) APPROPRIATION.—OUt
APPROPRIATION.—Out of

any money in the

Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,

12 the
12
theSecretary
Secretaryof
ofthe
theTreasury
Treasuryshall
shall pay
pay to
to the
the Bureau of
13

the Census $10,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1996,

14

1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000 to carry out subsection (a).".

15

SEC. 102. REPORT ON DATA PROCESSING.

16

monthsafter
after the
the date
(a) IN
IN GENERAL.—Within
GENEIL.—Within 66months

17

of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and

18 Human Services shall prepare and submit to the Congress

19 aareporton—
report on—
20

(1) the status of the automated data processing

21

systems operated by the States to assist manage-

22

ment in the administration of State programs under

23

part A of title IV of the Social Security Act (wheth-

24

er in effect before or after October 1, 1995); and
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(2) what woulid
would be
be required
required to establish a sys-

11

2

tern capable of—

3

(A)

4

tracking participants in public pro-

grams
time; and
grarns over tirne;

5

(B)

checking case records of the States to

6

deterrnine whether individuals are participating
determine

7

in public prograrns
programs of 2 or rnore
more States.
States.

8

(b) PREFERRED CONTENTS.—The report required by

99 subsection
subsection (a)
(a)should
shouldinclude—
include—
10

(1) a plan for building on the autornated
automated data

11

processing systems
systerns of the States to establish a sys-

12

tern with the capabilities described in subsection

13

(a)(2); and

14

(2) an estirnate
estimate of the amount
arnount of tirne
time required

15

to establish such a system and of the cost of estab-

16

lishing such a system.
systern.

17 SEC. 103. TRANSFERS.
18

(a) CHILD SUPPORT REVIEW PENALTIES.—

19

(1) TRANSFER OF PROVISION.—Sectjon 403
403 of
of

20

the Social Security
Security Act,
Act, as
as added
added by
by the
the arnendrnent
amendment

21

rnade by section 101 of this Act, is arnended
made
amended by add-

22

ing at the end subsection (h) of section 403, as in
in

23

effect immediately
irnrnediately before
before the
the effective
effective date
date of
of this
this

24

title.
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1

(2)

CONFORMING

AMENDMENT.—Sectjon
AMENDMENT.—Section

2

403 (h) (3) of such Act, as in effect pursuant to para-

3

graph (1) of this subsection, is amended by striking

4

", section 402(a) (27),".

5

(b) ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
SECRETARY FOR
FOR FAMILY SUPPORT.—

6

(1)

REDESIGNATION OF PROVISION.—Section

7

417 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 617), as in effect imme-

8

diately before the effective
effective date
date of this title,

9

amended by striking the following:

10

is

"ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FAMILY SUPPORT

11

"SEC. 417."

12

and inserting the following:

13

"SEC. 409. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FAMILY SUPPORT.".

14

(2) TRANSFER OF PROVISION.—Part A of title

15

IV of such Act, as added by the amendment made

16

by section 101 of this Act, is amended by adding at

17

the end the section amended by paragraph (1) of

18

this subsection.

19

(3)

CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 409

20

of such Act, as added by paragraph (2) of this sub-

21

section is amended by striking ", part D, and part

22

F" and inserting "and part D".

23 SEC. 104. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL
24
25

SECURITY ACT.

(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II.—
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1

(1) Section 205(c) (2) (C) (vi) of the Social Secu-

2

rity Act (42 U.S.C. 405 (c) (2) (C) (vi)), as so redesig-

3

nated by section 321(a) (9) (B) of the Social Security

4

Independence and Program Improvements Act of

5

1994, is amended—

6

(A) by inserting "an agency administering

7

a program funded under part A of title IV or"

8

before "an agency operating"; and

(B) by striking "A or D of title IV of this

9

10

Act" and inserting "D of such title".

11

(2) Section
Section228(d)
228(d)(1)
(1) of
of such
such Act (42 U.S.C.

12

428(d)
(1)) is amended by
428(d)(1))
by inserting
inserting "under
"under a State

13

program funded under" before "part A of title IV".

14

(b) AMENDMENTS TO PART D OF TITLE IV.—

15

(1) Section 451 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 651) is

16

amended by striking "aid" and inserting "assistance

17

under a State program funded".

18

19

(2)

Section 452(a) (10) (C) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 652(a) (10) (C)) is amended—

20

(A) by striking "aid to families with de-

21

pendent children"
pendent
children" and inserting "assistance

22

under a State program funded under part A";

23

and

24
25

(B) by striking "such aid" and inserting
"such assistance"; and
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1

(C) by
(C)
by striking "under section 402(a) (26)"

2

and inserting "pursuant
"pursuant to
to section
section 405
405(a)
(a) (8)".

3

(3)

4

Section 452(a) (10) (F) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 652(a) (10) (F)) is amended—

5

(A)

by striking "aid under a State plan ap-

6

proved" and inserting
inserting "assistance
"assistance under
under a State

7

program funded"; and

(B) by striking "in accordance with the

8

9

standards

referred

10

402
(a) (26)
(26) (B) (ii)"
402(a)

11

State".

12

(4)

to

in

inserting

and

section

"by

the

Section 452(b) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.

13

652(b)) is amended in the last sentence by striking

14

"plan approved under part A" and inserting "pro-

15

gram funded under part A".

16

(5)

of such Act (42

Section 452(d) (3) (B) (i)

amended by striking

17

U.S.C. 652(d) (3) (B) (i))

18

"1115(c)" and inserting "1115(b)".

is

19

(6) Section 4S2(g) (2) (A) (ii) (I) of such Act (42

20

U.S.C. 6S2(g)
652(g) (2) (A) (ii) (I)) is amended by striking

21

"aid is being paid under the State's plan approved"

22

and inserting "assistance is being provided under

23

the State program funded under".

24
25

(7)

Section 452(g)
452 (g) (2)
(2) (A)

of such Act

(42

U.S.C. 652(g) (2) (A)) is amended in the matter folHR 4 EHIS
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1

lowing clause (iii) by striking "aid was being paid

2

under the State's plan approved" and inserting "as-

3

sistance was being provided under the State pro-

4

gram funded".

5

(8)

Section 452(g)
4S2(g)(2)
(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

6

652(g)
(2)) is
is amended
amended in the matter following sub6S2(g)(2))

7

(B) —
paragraph (B)

8

(A) by striking "who is a dependent child

9

by reason of the death of a parent" and
and insertinsert-

10

ing "with respect to whom assistance is being

11

provided under the State program funded under

12

part A"; and

13

(B) by inserting "by the State agency ad-

14

ministering the State plan approved under this

15

part" after "found";

16

(C) by striking "under section 402(a) (26)"

17

and inserting "pursuant to section 405(a) (8)";

18

and

19

(D) by
(D)
by striking
striking "administering
"administering the
the plan

20

under part E determines (as provided in
in section

21

454(4) (B))" and inserting "determines".

22

(9)

Section 452(h) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

23

652(h)) is amended
amended by
by striking
striking "under section

24

402 (a) (26)" and
and inserting
inserting

25

405(a)(8)".
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2

(10)

Section 454(5) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

654(5)) is amended—

3

(A) by striking "under section 402(a) (26)"

4

"pursuant to
to section
section 405(a)
405(a) (8)
(8)";
and inserting "pursuant
";

5

and

6

(B)

by striking "except that this para-

7

graph shall not apply to such payments for any

8

month following the first month in which the

9

amount collected is sufficient to make such

10

family ineligible for assistance under the State

11

plan approved under part A;".

12

454(6)(D)
(11) Section 454(6)
(D) of
of such
such Act (42 U.S.C.

13

654(6)(D)) is amended by striking "aid under a

14

State plan approved"
approved" and
and inserting "assistance

15

under a State program funded".

16

(12) Section 456 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 656)

17

is amended by striking "under section 402(a) (26)"

18

each place such term appears and inserting "pursu-

19

ant to section
section 405
405(a)
(a) (8)".

20

(13)

Section 466(a) (3) (B) of such Act (42
amended

21

U.S.C.

22

"402(a) (26)" and inserting "405(a) (8)".

666 (a) (3) (B))

is

by

striking

23

(14) Section 466(b)
466(b)(2)
(2) of
of such
such Act (42 U.S.C.

24

666(b) (2)) is amended by striking "aid" and insert-

25

ing "assistance under a State program funded".
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1

(c) REPEAL OF PART F OF TITLE IV.—Part F of

2

title IV of such Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 68
681—687)
1—687) is hereby re-

3

pealed.

4

(d) AMENDMENT TO TITLE X.—Section 1002(a)
l002(a)(7)
(7)

5 of

6

such Act (42 U.S.C. 1202(a) (7)) is amended by striking

"aid to families with dependent children under the State

7 plan approved under section 402 of this
this Act"
Act" and
and insert8

ing "assistance under a State program funded under part

9A
AoftitlelV".
of title IV".
10

(e) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI.—

(1) Section 1108 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1308)

11

12

is amended—

(A) by striking subsections (a), (b), (d),

13

14

and (e); and

(B) by striking
striking "(c)
"(c)".
".

15

16
17
18

19

(2) Section 1109 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1309)

is amended by striking "or part A of title IV,".
(3)

l315(a)) is
l3l5(a))
is amended—
amended—

20
21

(A) in the matter preceding paragraph (1),
by striking "A or";

22
23

Section
Section 1115(a)
1115(a)of
ofsuch
suchAct
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
u.s.c.

(B) in paragraph (1), by striking "402,";
and

24

(C) in paragraph (2), by striking "403,".
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1

2

(4) Section 1116 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1316)
is amended—

(A) in each of subsections (a) (1), (b), and

3

4

(d), by striking "or part A of title IV,"; and
(B)

5

in

subsection

(a) (3),

by

striking

6

"404,".

7

(5) Section 1118 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1318)

8

is amended—

(A) by striking "403(a),";

9

(B) by striking "and part A of title IV,";

10
11

and

12

(C) by striking ", and shall, in the case of

13

American Samoa, mean 75 per centum with re-

14

spect to part A of title IV".

15

(6) Section 1119 of such Act (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1319)
1319)

16

is amended—

17

(A) by striking "or part A of title IV";
IV": and

18

(B) by striking "403(a),".

19

(7)

Section 1133(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

20

1320b—3(a)) is amended by striking "or part A of

21

title IV,".

22
23

24
25

(8)

Section 1136

of such Act

(42

U.S.C.

1320b—6) is hereby repealed.
(9)

Section

1137

1 320b—7) is
1320b—7)
is amended—
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(A)

1

in subsection (b), by striking para-

2

graph (1) and inserting the following:
following:

3

"(1) any State program funded under part A of

4

title IV of this Act;"; and
(B) in subsection (d) (1) (B)—

5

6

(i) by striking "In this subsection—"
(i)

7

and all that follows through "(ii) in" and

8

inserting "in
"In this
this subsection,
subsection, in";
in"; and
and

9

(ii)

by redesignating subclauses (I),

10

(II), and (III) as clauses (i), (ii), and (iii);

11

and

(iii) by moving such redesignated ma-

12

terial 2 ems to the left.

13

14
15

(f)

AMENDMENT

TO

TITLE

XIV.—Section

1402 (a) (7) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1352(a)
1352(a) (7))
(7)) is amend-

16 ed by striking "aid to families with dependent children
17 under the State plan approved under section 402 of this

18 Act" and inserting "assistance under a State program
19 funded under part A of title IV".
20

(g) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XVI
XVI AS IN EFFECT WITH

RESPECT TO
TO THE
THE TERRITORIES.—Sectjon
TERRITORIES.—Section1602(a)
l602(a)(1(11)
21 RESPECT
1) of

22 such Act, as in effect without regard
regard to the amendment
23 made by section 301 of the Social Security Amendments

24 of 1972, (42 U.S.C. 1382 note) isis amended by striking
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1

"aid under the State plan approved" and inserting "assist-

2 ance under a State program funded".
funded".
(h) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XVI AS IN EFFECT WITH

3

4 RESPECT TO THE STATES.—Section
STATES.—Section 1611(c)
1611(c) (5)
(5) (A)
(A) of
5

such

U.S.C. 1382(c)
1382(c)(5)(A))
Act (42 U.S.C.
(5) (A))isisamended
amended to
to read
read

6 as follows: "(A) a State program funded under part A of
7

title IV,".

8

SEC. 105. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LAWS.

9

(a) Subsection (b) of section 508 of the Unemploy-

10 ment Compensation Amendments of 1976 (42 U.S.C.
11

12

603
a) isis amended
amended to read as follows:
603a)
"(b)

PRovISIoN FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF ExPRovIsIoN

13 PENSES.—For
13
PENSES.—Forpurposes
purposesof
ofsection
section 455
455 of
of the
the Social
Social SecuSecu-

14 rity Act, expenses incurred to reimburse State employment
15

offices for furnishing information requested of such of-

16 fices—
17

"(1) pursuant to the third sentence of section

18

3(a) of the Act entitled 'An Act to provide for the

19

establishment of a national employment system and

20

for cooperation with the States in the promotion of

21

such system, and for other purposes', approved June

22

6, 1933 (29 U.S.C. 49b(a)),

23

"(2) by a State or local agency charged with

24

the duty of carrying a State plan for child support
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approved under part D of title IV of the Social Se-

2

curity Act,

3

shall be considered to constitute expenses incurred in the

4 administration of such State plan.".
5

(b)

Paragraph (9) of section 51(d) of the Internal

6 Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking all that folfol7 lows "agency as" and inserting "being
"being eligible
eligible for
for financial
financial
8

assistance under part A of title IV of the
the Social
Social Security
Security

9 Act and as having continually received such financial as10 sistance during the 90-day period which immediately pre11

cedes the date on which such individual is hired by the

12 employer."
13

(c) Section 9121 of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-

14 ation Act of 1987 (42 U.S.C. 602 note) is hereby repealed.
15

(d) Section 9122 of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-

16 ation Act of 1987 (42 U.S.C. 602 note) is hereby repealed.
17

(e) Section 221 of the Housing and Urban-Rural Re-

18 covery
18
coveryAct
Actof
of1983
1983(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.602
602note),
note), relating
relating to
to treattreat-

19 ment under AFDC of certain rental payments for federally
20 assisted housing, is hereby repealed.
21

(f) Section 159 of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Respon-

22 sibility
22
sibilityAct
Actof
of 1982
1982 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 602
602 note) isishereby
hereby rere23 pealed.
23
pealed.
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Section 202(d)
(g) Section
202 (d) of
(g)
of the
theSocial
Social Security
Security Amend-

2 ments of 1967 (81 Stat. 882; 42 U.S.C. 602 note) is here3 by repealed.
4
5

(h) Section 233 of the Social Security Act Amendments

of 1994 (42 U.S.C.
u.s.C. 602
602 note)
note) is
is hereby
hereby repealed.

6

(i) Section 903 of the Stewart B. McKinney Home-

7

less Assistance Amendments Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C.

8

11381 note), relating to demonstration projects to reduce

9 number of AFDC families in welfare hotels, is amended—
10

(1) in subsection (a), by striking "aid to fami-

11

lies with dependent children under a State plan ap-

12

proved" and inserting "assistance under
under aa State
State propro-

13

gram funded"; and

14

(2) in subsection (c), by striking "aid to fami-

15

lies with dependent children in the State under a

16

State plan approved" and inserting "assistance in

17

the State under a State program funded".

18 SEC.
SEC.106.
106.CONTINUED
CONTINUEDAPPLICATION
APPLICATIONOF
OFCURRENT
CURRENT STANDSTAND-

19

20

ARDS UNDER MEDICAID PROGRAM.

(a) IN GENE1L.—Tit1e
GENEIL.—Title XIX
XIX of
of the
the Social
Social Security

21
21 Act
Actisisamended—
amended—

22

(1)

in section 1931, by inserting "subject to

23

section 193
19311(a),"
(a)," after "under this title," and by re-

24

designating such section as section 1932; and
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(2)
(2) by
by inserting
inserting after
after section
section1930
1930 the
the following
following

1

2

new section:

3

"CONTINUED APPLICATION OF AFDC STANDARDS

4

"SEC. 1931. (a) For purposes of applying this title

5

on

and after October 1, 1995, with respect to a State—

6

"(1) except
"(1)
except as
as provided
provided in
in paragraph (2), any

7

reference in
reference
in this
this title (or other provision of law in

8

relation to the operation of this title) to a provision

9

of part A of title IV of this Act, or a State plan

10

under such part, shall be considered a reference to

11

such provision or plan as in effect as of March 7,

12

1995, with respect to the State and eligibility for

13

medical assistance under this title shall be deter-

14

mined as if such provision or plan (as in effect as

15

of such date) had remained in effect on and after

16

October 1, 1995; and

17

"(2) any reference in section 1902(a)
l902(a) (5) or

18

1902(a)(55)
1902(a) (55) to a State plan approved under part A

19

of title IV shall be deemed a reference to a State

20

program funded under such part (as in effect on and

21

after October 1, 1995).

22

"(b) In the case of a waiver of a provision of part

23 A of title IV in effect with respect to a State as of March
24 7,
24
waiver affects
affectseligibility
7,1995,
1995, if
if the waiver
eligibility of individuals for

25 medical assistance under this title, such waiver may con-

26 tinue to be applied, at the option of the State, in relation
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to this title after the date the waiver would otherwise

2 expire."
3

(b) PLAN AMENDMENT.—Section
AMENDMENT.—Sectjon 1902(a) of such

4 Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)) is amended—
5

6

(1)

(61),

(2) by striking the period at the end of para-

7
8

graph (62) and inserting "; and", and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (62) the fol-

9
10

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

lowing new paragraph:

11

"(63) provide for continuing to administer eligi-

12

bility standards with respect to individuals who are

13

(or seek to be) eligible for medical assistance
assistance based
based

14

on the application of section 1931.".

15

(c)

16

CONFORJVIING
CONFORMING

AMENDMENTS.—(1)

Section

1902(c) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(c))
1396a(c)) is
is amended
amended by
by

17 striking
17
striking"if—"
"if—"and
and all
all that
that follows
follows and
and inserting
inserting the fol18

lowing: "if the State requires individuals described in sub-

19 section (1) (1) to apply for assistance under the State propro-

20 gram funded under part A of title IV as a condition of
21

applying for or receiving medical assistance under this

22 title.".
23

(2) Section 1903(i) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396b(i))

24 is amended by striking paragraph (9).
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(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by

2 this
2
thissection
sectionshall
shallapply
apply to
to medical
medical assistance furnished for
3

calendar quarters beginning on or after October 1, 1995.

4 SEC. 107. EFFECTIVE DATE.
5

(a) IN
(a)
INGENERAL.—Except
GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in

6 this title, this title and the amendments
amendments made by this title
7
8

shall take effect on October 1, 1995.
(b) DELAYED APPLICABILITY OF AUTHORITY To

9 TEMPORARILY REDUCE ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN FAMI-

10 LIES WHICH INCLUDE A CHILD WHOSE PATERNITY IS
11 NOT
NOT ESTABLI5HED.—Section
ESTABLI5HED.—Sectjon405
405(a)
(a)(9)
(9) of the Social Se12 curity
12
curityAct,
Act, as
as added
added by
by the
the amendment
amendment made
made by section
section
13

101 of this Act, shall not apply to individuals who, imme-

14 diately
14
diatelybefore
before the
the effective
effective date of this title, are recipients
15

of aid under a State plan approved under part A of title

16 IV of the Social Security Act, until the end of the 1-year
17

(or, at the option of the State, 2-year) period that begins

18 with such effective date.
19

(c) TRANSITION RULE.—The amendments made by

20 this title shall not apply with respect to—
21

(1)

powers, duties, functions, rights, claims,

22

penalties, or obligations applicable to aid or services

23

provided before the effective date of this title under

24

the provisions amended; and
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(2) administrative actions and proceedings corn-

2

menced before such date, or authorized before such

3

date to be commenced, under such provisions.
provisions.

4
5

TITLE 11—CHILD PROTECTION
BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

6 SEC.
SEC.201.
201.ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENTOF
OF PROGRAM.
PROGRAM.
7

Part B of title IV of the Social Security Act (42

8 U.S.C.
U.S.C.620—635)
620—635)isis amended
amended to read as follows:
8

9

"PART B—BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES FOR THE

10

PROTECTION OF CHILDREN

11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18

19

"SEC. 421. PURPOSE.

"The purpose of this part is to enable eligible States
to carry out a child protection program to—

"(1) identify and assist families at risk of abusing or neglecting their children;

"(2) operate a system for receiving reports of
abuse or neglect of children;

"(3) investigate families reported to abuse
abuse or
neglect their children;

20

"(4) provide
providesupport,
support, treatment, and family

21

preservation services to families which are, or are at

22

risk of, abusing or neglecting their children;

23

24

"(5) support children who must be removed
from or who cannot live with their families;
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"(f) REPORTS.—Each panel established under sub-

11

2 section (a) shall make a public report of its activities after
3

each meeting.

4 "SEC.
"SEC.426.
426.CLEARINGHOUSE
CLEARINGHOUSE AND HOTLINE ON MISSING
5

AND RUNAWAY CHILDREN.

"(a) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General of the

6

7 United States shall establish and operate by contract a
8 clearinghouse
dearinghouse of information on children who are missing

9 or have run away from home, including a 24-hour toll10 free telephone hotline which may be contacted for informa11

tion on such children.

12

"(b) LIMITATION ON AUTHORIZATION OF APPRO-

13 PRIATIONS.—To carry out subsection (a), there are au-

14 thorized to be appropriated to the Attorney General of the
15

United States not to exceed $7,000,000
$7,000,000 for
for each
each fiscal
fiscal

16 year.
17
17

18

"SEC.
"SEC.427.
427.DATA
DATACOLLECTION
COLLECTION AND REPORTING.

STATE CHILD
CHILD WELFARE
"(a) ANNUAL REPORTS ON STATE
WELFARE

19 GOALS.—On the date that is 3 years
years after
after the effective

20 date of this part and annually thereafter,
thereafter, each State to
21 which a grant is made under section 423 shall submit to
22 the Secretary a report that contains quantitative informa23 tion
23
tionon
on the
the extent
extent to which the State isis making
making progress
progress

24 toward achieving the goals of the State child protection
25 program.
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1

"(b) ANNUAL STATE DATA REPORTS.—EaCh State

2 to which a grant is made under section 423shall annually

3 submit to the Secretary of Health and Human Services
4 a report that includes the following:
5

"(1) The
The number
number of
of children
children who were
were reported

6

to the State during the year as abused or neglected.

7

"(2) Of the number of children described in

8

paragraph (1), the number with respect to whom

9

such reports were substantiated.

"(3) Of the number of children described in

10
11

paragraph (2)—

12

"(A) the number that did not receive serv-

13

ices during the year under the State program

14

funded under this part;

15

"(B) the number that received services
services

16

during the year under the State program fund-

17

ed under this part or an equivalent State pro-

18

gram; and

"(C) the number that were removed from

19

20

their families during the year.

21

"(4)
The number
number of
of families
families that received pre"(4) The

22

ventive services from the State during
during the
the year.
year.

23

"(5) The number of children who entered foster

24

care under the responsibility of the State during the

25

year.
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1

"(6) The number
number of
of children
children in
in foster care

2

under the responsibility of the State who exited from

3

foster care during the year.

"(7) The types of foster care placements made

4

the State during the year, and the

5

by

6

monthly number of children in each type of place-

7

ment.

"(8) The average length of the foster care

8

9

average

placements made by the State during the year.

10

"(9) The age, ethnicity, gender, and family in-

11

come of the children placed in foster care under the

12

responsibility of the State during the year.

13

"(10) The number of children in foster care

14

under the responsibility of the State with respect
respect to

15

whom the State has the goal of adoption.

16

"(11) The number of children in foster care

17

under the responsibility of the State who were freed

18

for adoption during the year.

19

"(12) The number of children in foster care

20

under the responsibility of the State whose adoptions

21

were finalized during the year.

22
23

24
25

"(13) The number of disrupted adoptions in the
State during the year.
"(14)

Quantitative

measurements

showing

whether the State is making progress toward the
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child protection goals identified by the State under

2

section 422(a)(9).

3

"(15) The number of infants abandoned in the

4

State during the year, and the number of such in-

5

fants who were legally adopted during the year and

6

the length of time between the discovery of the aban-

7

donment and such adoption.

8

"(16) The number of children who died during

9

the year while in foster care under the responsibility

10

of the State.

11

"(17) The number of deaths in the State dur-

12

ing the year resulting from child abuse or neglect.

13

"(18) The number of children served by the

14

independent living program of the State.

15

"(19) Any other information which the Sec-

16

retary and a majority of the States agree is appro-

17

priate to collect for purposes of this part.

18

"(20) The response of the State to the findings

19

and recommendations of the citizen review panels es-

20

tablished by the State pursuant to section 425.

21

"(c) AUTHORITY OF STATES TO USE ESTIMATES.—

22 A State may comply with a requirement to provide precise

23 numerical information described in subsection (b) by sub-

24 mitting an estimate which is obtained through the use of
25 scientifically acceptable sampling methods.
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"(d) ANNUAL REPORT BY THE SECRETARY.—Wjthjn
SECRETARY.—Within

1

22 66months
monthsafter
afterthe
theend
end of
of each
each fiscal year, the Secretary
3

shall prepare a report based on information provided by

4 the States for the fiscal year pursuant to subsection (b),
5 and

shall make the report and such information available

6 to the Congress and the public.
7

"(e) SCOPE OF STATE PROGRAM
PROGRAM FUNDED
FUNDED UNDER
UNDER

8 THIS
PART.—As used
used in subsection (b), the term 'State
THIs PART.—As

9 program funded under this part' includes any equivalent
10 State program.
11

12

"SEC. 428. RESEARCH AND TRAINING.

"(a) IN GENERAL.—The
GENERAL.—The Secretary
Secretary shall conduct
conduct re-

13 search
13
searchand
andtraining
training in
in child
child welfare.

14

"(b) LIMITATION ON AUTHORIZATION OF APPRO-

15 PRIATIONS.—To carry out subsection (a), there are au-

16 thorized to be appropriated to the Secretary not to exceed
17 $10,000,000 for each fiscal year.
18 "SEC.
"SEC.429.
429.NATIONAL
NATIONALRANDOM
RANDOM SAMPLE STUDY OF CHILD
CHILD
19

WELFARE.

20

"(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall conduct a

21

national study based on random samples of children who

22 are at risk of child abuse or neglect, or are determined
23 by States to have been abused or neglected.
24

"(b) REQUIREMENTS.—The study required by sub-

25 section (a) shall—
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1

"(1) have a longitudinal component; and

2

"(2) yield data reliable at the State level for as

3

many States as the Secretary determines is feasible.

4

"(c) PREFERRED
"(c)
PREFERREDCONTENTS.—In
CONTENTS.—In conducting
conducting the

5

study required by subsection (a), the Secretary should—

6

"(1) collect data on the child protection pro-

7

grams of different small States or (different groups

8

of such States) in different years to yield an occa-

9

sional picture of the child protection programs of

10
11

12
13

14

such States;
"(2) carefully
carefully consider
considerselecting
selecting the sample

from cases of confirmed abuse or neglect; and

"(3) follow each case for several years while ob-

taming information on, among other things—

15

"(A) the type of abuse or neglect involved;

16

"(B) the frequency of contact with State

17

or local agencies;

18

"(C) whether the child involved has been

19

separated from the family, and, if so, under

20

what circumstances;

"(D) the number, type, and characteristics

21

22

of out-of-home. placements of the child; and

"(E) the average duration of each place-

23

24
25

ment.
"(ci)
REPORTS.—
"(d) REPORTS.—
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"(1) IN GENERAL.—From time to time, the

2

Secretary shall
Secretary
shall prepare reports summarizing the rere-

3

suIts of the study required by subsection (a), and

4

should include in such
such reports
reports aa comparison of the

5

results of the study with the information reported by

6

States under section 427.

7

"(2) AVAILABILITY.—The Secretary shall make

8

available to the public any report prepared under

9

paragraph (1), in writing or in the form of an elec-

10

tronic data tape.

11

"(3) AUTHORITY TO CHARGE FEE.—The Sec-

12

retary may charge and collect a fee for the furnish-

13

ing of reports under paragraph (2).

14

"(e) FUNDING.—Out of any money in the Treasury

15

of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the Sec-

16 retary
16
retary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall pay
pay to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of Health

17 and Human Services $6,000,000 for each
each of fiscal years
18

1996 through 2000 to carry out this section.

19 "SEC.
19
"SEC. 430. REMOVAL OF BARRIERS TO INTERETHNIC

20
21

ADOPTION.

"(a) PURPOSE.—The purpose of this section is to de-

22 crease the length of time that children wait to be adopted
the placement
23 and to prevent discrimination in the
of children
children
placement of
24 on the basis of race, color, or national origin.
25

"(b) MULTIETHNIC PLACEMENTS.—
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"(1) PROHIBITION.—A
State
PRoi-IIBITI0N.—A
Stateor
orother
other entity

2

that receives funds from the Federal Government

3

and is involved in adoption or foster care placements

4

may not—

5

"(A)
"(A) deny
deny to
to any person the opportunity to

6

become an adoptive or a foster parent, on the

7

basis of the race, color, or national origin of the

8

person, or of the child, involved; or

9

"(B) delay or deny the
the placement
placement of
of aa

10

child for adoption or into foster care, or other-

11

wise discriminate in making a placement deci-

12

sion, on the basis of the race, color, or national

13

origin of the adoptive or foster parent, or the

14

child, involved.

15

"(2) PENALTIES.—

"(A) STATE VIOLATORS.—A State that

16

during a period shall

17

violates paragraph

18

remit to the Secretary all funds that were paid

19

to the State under this part during the period.

20

"(B) PRIVATE VIOLATORS.—Any other en-

21

tity that violates paragraph (1) during a period

22

shall remit to the Secretary all funds that were

23

paid to the entity during the period by a State

24

from funds provided under this part.

25

"(3) PRIVATE CAUSE OF ACTION.—
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"(A) IN GENERAL.—Any individual
individual who
who is

2

aggrieved by a violation of paragraph (1)
(1) by
by a

3

State or other entity may bring an action seek-

4

ing relief in any United States district court.
court.

5

"(B) STATUTE OF LIMITATIQNS.—An
LIMITATIQNS.—An ac-

6

tion under this paragraph may not be brought

7

more than 2 years after the date the alleged

8

violation occurred.".

9 SEC. 202. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
10
11

(a) AMENDMENTS TO PART D OF TITLE IV OF THE
SOCIALSECURITY
Soci&i
SECURITY ACT.—
ACT.—

12

(1) Section 452(a) (10) (C) of the Social Security

13

Act (42 U.S.C. 652(a) (10) (C)), as amended by sec-

14

tion 104(b) (2) (C) of this Act, is amended—

15

(A) by striking "(or foster care mainte-

16

nance payments under part E)" and inserting

17

"or cash payments under aa State
State program
program

18

funded under part B"; and
(B) by striking "or 471(a) (17)".

19

20
21

(2)

Section 452(g)
452 (g) (2)
(2) (A)

of such Act

(42

U.S.C. 652(g) (2) (A)) is amended—

22

(A) by striking "or E" the 1st place such

23

term appears and inserting "or benefits or serv-

24

ices are being provided under the State pro-

25

gram funded under part B"; and
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(B) by striking "or E" the 2nd place such

2

term appears and inserting "or benefits or serv-

3

ices were being provided under the State pro-

4

gram funded under part B".

5

(3)

Section 456(a) (1) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

6

656(a) (1)) is amended by striking "foster care
care main-

7

tenance payments" and inserting "benefits or serv-

8

ices under a State program funded under
under part
part B".
B".

9

(4)

Section 466(a) (3) (B)

of such Act

(42

10

U.S.C.

11

104(b) (13) of this Act, is amended by striking "or

12

471(a)(17)".

13

(b) REPEAL OF PART E OF TITLE IV OF THE SOCIAL

666(a) (3) (B)),

as

amended

by

section

14 SECURITY ACT.—Part E of title IV of such Act (42
15

16

U.S.C. 67 1—679) is hereby repealed.
(c) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XVI OF THE SOCIAL SE-

17 CURITY ACT AS IN EFFECT WITH RESPECT TO THE
18 STATES.—Section 1611(c) (5) (B) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
19

1382(c) (5) (B)) is amended to read as follows: "(B) the

20 State program funded under part B of title IV,".
21

(d) REPEAL OF SECTION 13712 OF THE OMNIBUS

22 BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1993.—Section 13712
23

of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (42

24 U.S.C. 670 note) is hereby repealed.
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(e) AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT TO
(e)
TO SECTION
SECTION 9442
9442 OF
OFTHE
THEOMNIBUS
OMNIBUS

1

2 BUDGET
3

RECONCILIATION

ACT

OF

1986.—Section
i986.—Section

9442(4) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

4 1986 (42 U.S.C. 679a(4)) is amended by inserting "(as
5 in
in

6

effect before October 1, 1995)" after "Act".
(f) REPEAL OF SECTION 553 OF THE HOWARD M.

7 METZENBAUM
8

MULTIETHNIC

PLACEMENT
PLACEMENTACT
ACT OF
OF

l994.—Section 553 of the Howard M. Metzenbaum

9 Multiethnic Placement Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C. 51
15a; 108
108
5l15a;

10 Stat. 4056) is hereby repealed.
11

(g) REPEAL OF SUBTITLE C OF TITLE XVII OF THE

12 VIOLENT CRIME CONTROL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT ACT

13 OF 1994.—Subtitle C of title XVII of the Violent Crime
14 Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 is hereby re15

pealed.

16 SEC. 203. CONTINUED APPLICATION OF CURRENT STAND17
18

ARDS UNDER MEDICAID
MEDICAID PROGRAM.
PROGRAM.

Section 1931 of the Social Security Act, as inserted

19 by section 106(a)
(2) of this Act, is amended—
l06(a) (2)
20

(1) in subsection (a) (1)—

21

(A) by striking "part A of", and

22

(B) by striking "under such part" and in-

23

serting "under a part of such title"; and

24

(2) in subsection
subsection (b),
(b), by
by striking
striking "part A of".
of".
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2

SEC. 204. EFFECTIVE DATE.
(a) IN
IN GENERAL.—This
(a)
GENERAL.—This title
title and
and the
the amendments

3 made by this title shall take effect on October 1, 1995.
1995.
4
5

(b)TRANSITION
TNsmoN RULE.—The
(b)
RULE.—Theamendments
amendments made
made by
this title shall not apply with respect to—

6

(1)

powers, duties, functions, rights, claims,

7

penalties, or obligations applicable to aid or services

8

provided before the effective date of this title under

9

the provisions amended; and

10

(2) administrative actions and proceedings
proceedings corncom-

11

•menced
menced before
before such
such date,
date, or authorized before such

12

date to be commenced, under such provisions.

13 SEC. 205. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS REGARDING TIMELY
14
15

ADOPTION OF CHILDREN.

It is the sense of the Congress that—

16

(1) too many children who wish to be adopted

17

are spending inordinate amounts of time in foster

18

care;

19

(2) there is an urgent need for States to in-

20

crease the number of waiting children being adopted

21

in a timely and lawful manner;

22

(3) studies have shown that States spend an ex-

23

cess of $15,000 each year on each special needs

24

child in foster

25

amounts of
of money if they offered incentives to fami-

26

lies to adopt special needs children;
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(4) States

1

should allocate sufficient funds under

2

this title for adoption assistance and medical assist-

3

ance to encourage more families to adopt children

4

who otherwise would languish in the foster care sys-

5

tern
tem

6

rimental to their development;

for a period that many experts consider det-

7

(5)

families
States should offer incentives for families

8

that adopt special needs children to make adoption

9

more affordable for middle-class families;

10

(6) when it is necessary for a State to remove

11

a child from the home of the child's biological
biological parpar-

12

ents, the State should strive—

13

(A) to provide the child with a single foster

14

care placement and a single coordinated case

15

team; and

16

(B) to conclude an adoption of the child,

17

when adoption is the goal of the child and the

18

State, within one year of the child's placement

19

in foster care; and

20

(7) States should participate in local, regional,

21

or national programs to enable maximum visibility of

22

waiting children to potential parents. Such programs

23

should include a nationwide, interactive computer

24

network to disseminate information on children eligi-
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ble for adoption to help match them with families

2

around the country.

3 TITLE
TITLE 111—BLOCK
Ill—BLOCK GRANTS
GRANTS FOR
FOR
4
CHILD CARE AND FOR NUTRI5

6

TION ASSISTANCE

Subtitle A—Child Care Block
Grants

7

8 SEC.
SEC.301.
301.AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTSTO
TOTHE
THECHILD
CHILD CARE
CARE AND
AND DEVEL9

OPMENT BLOCK GRANT ACT OF 1990.

10

(a) GOALS.—Section 658A of the Child Care and De

11
11

veopment
velopmentBlock
BlockGrant
GrantAct
Actof
of1990
1990(42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 9801
9801 note)

12 is amended—
13

14
15

16

(1) in the heading of such section by inserting
"AND GOALS" after "TITLE",

(2) by inserting "(a) SHORT TITLE.—" before

"This", and

17

(3) by adding at the end the following:

18

"(b) GOALS.—The goals
goats of this subchapter are—

19

"(1) to allow each State maximum flexibility in

20

deve'oping
developing child
child care
care programs
programs and policies that best

21

suit the needs of children and parents within such

22

State;

23

"(2) to promote parental
parenta' choice to empower

24

working parents to make their own decisions on the

25

child
child care that best suits their family's needs;
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(g) INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION AND
AND PROSECUTION OF CHILD

2 ABUSE
ABusE CASES.—Subtitle
CASES.—Subtjtle A
A of
of title
title II of the Victims of
3

Child Abuse Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 13001—13004) is re-

4 pealed.
5

(h) REPEAL OF FAMILY UNIFICATION PROGRAM.—

6 Subsection (x) of section 8 of the United States Housing
7 Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437f(x)) is repealed.
8

Subtitle D—Related Provisions

SEC.381.
9 SEC.
381.REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENTTHAT
THATDATA
DATA RELATING TO THE IN-

10

CIDENCE OF POVERTY IN THE UNITED

11

STATES BE PUBLISHED AT LEAST EVERY 2

12

YEARS.

13

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall, to the extent

14 feasible, produce and publish for each State, county, and
15

local unit of general purpose government for which data

16 have been compiled in the then most recent census of pop-

17 ulation under section 141
14 1(a)
(a) of title 13, United States
18
18

Code,
Code,and
andfor
for each
each school
school district,
district, data relating to the in-

19 cidence of poverty. Such data may be produced by means
20 of sampling, estimation, or any other method that the Sec21

retary determines will produce current, comprehensive,

22 and reliable data.
23

(b) CONTENT; FREQUENCY.—Data
FREQUENCy.—Data under this sec-

24 tion—
25

(1) shall include—
(1)
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(A) for each school district, the number of

2

children age 5 to 17, inclusive, in families
families below
be'ow

3

the poverty level;
'evel; and

4

(B) for each State and county referred to

5

in subsection (a), the number of individuals age

6

65 or older
o'der below the poverty level; and

7

(2) shall be published—

8

(A) for each State, county, and local
loca' unit

9

of general purpose government referred to in

10

subsection (a), in 1996 and at least every sec-

11

ond year thereafter; and

(B) for each school district, in 1998 and at

12
13

14
15

least every second year thereafter.
(c) AUTHORITY To AGGREGATE.—
(1)

IN GENERAL.—If reliable data could not

16

otherwise be produced, the Secretary may, for pur-

17

poses of subsection (b) (1) (A), aggregate
aggregate school
schoo' dis-

18

tricts, but only to the extent necessary to achieve re-

19

liability.

20

(2) INFORMATION RELATING TO USE OF AU-

21

THORITY.—Any data produced under this subsection

22

shall be appropriately identified and shall be accom-

23

panied by a detailed explanation as to how and why

24

aggregation was used (including the measures taken

25

to minimize any such aggregation).
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(d) REPORT To BE SUBMITTED WHENEVER DATA

2 IsIsNOT
NOTTIMELY
TIMELYPUBLISHED.—If
PUBLISHED.—If the
the Secretary
Secretary is unable
3

to produce and publish the data required under this sec-

4 tion for any State, county, local unit
unit of general
general purpose
5

government, or school district in any year specified in sub-

6 section (b) (2), a report shall be submitted by
by the Secretary
7

to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the

8 House of Representatives, not
not hater
later than 90 days before
9 the start of the following year, enumerating each govern-

10 ment
ment or
or school
schooldistrict
districtexchluded
excluded and giving the reasons
11

for the exclusion.

12

(e) CRITERIA RELATING TO POVERTY.—In carrying

13

out this section, the Secretary shall use the same
same criteria
criteria

14 rehating
relating to poverty as were used in the then most recent
15

census of population under section 141 (a) of title

13,

16 United States Code (subject to such periodic adjustments
17
18
18

19

as may be necessary to compensate for inflation and other

similar
similar factors).
(f)

CONSULTATION.—The
CONSULTATION.—TheSecretary
Secretary shall consult

20 with the Secretary of Education in carrying out the re21

22

quirements of this section relating to school districts.
(g) DEFINITION.—FOr
DEFINITION.—For the purpose of this section,

23 the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Health and
24 Human Services.
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(h) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—There

2 are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section
3

for each
$1,500,000 for
each of
of fiscal
fiscal years 1996 through 2000.

SEC.382.
4 SEC.
382.DATA
DATAON
ONPROGRAM
PROGRAMPARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION AND
AND OUTOUT-

5

6

COMES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall produce
produce data

7 relating to participation in programs authorized by this
8 Act by families and children. Such data may be produced

9 by means of sampling, estimation, or any other method
10 that the Secretary determines will produce comprehensive
11

12

and reliable data.
(b) CONTENT.—Data under this section shall include,

13 but
13
butnot
not be
be limited
limited to—

14

(1) changes in participation in welfare, health,

15

education, and employment and training programs,
programs,

16

for families and children, the duration of such par-

17

ticipation, and the causes and consequences of any

18

changes in program participation;

19

(2) changes in employment status, income and

20

poverty status, family structure and process, and

21

children's well-being, over time, for families and chil-

22

dren participating in Federal programs and, if apap-

23

propriate, other low-income families and children,

24

and the causes and consequences of such changes;

25

and
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(3) demographic data,
data, including
including househoild
household corncom-

2

position, marital status, relationship of householders,

3

racialland
racial
andethnic
ethnic designation,
designation, age,
age, and educational

4

attainment.

5

(c)

FREQUENCY.—Data under this section shall re-

6 flect the period 1993 through 2002, and shall be published

7 as often as practicable during that time, but in any event
8

9

no later than December 31, 2003.

(d) DEFINrrION.—For
DEFINrrI0N.—For the purpose of this section,

10 the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Health and
11 Human Services.
12
13

(e)

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPPJATIONS.—There
APPROPRIATIONS.—There

are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section

14 $2,500,000 in fiscal year 1996, $10,000,000 for each
each of
of
15

fiscallyears
fiscal
years 1997
1997 through
through 2002,
2002, and $2,000,000 for fiscal

16 year 2003.

17 Subtitle E—General Effective Date;
18
Preservation of Actions, Obliga19
tions, and Rights
20 SEC. 391. EFFECTIVE DATE.
21

Except as otherwise provided in this title, this title

title shall
22 and the amendments made by this title
shall take effect
23 on October 1, 1995.
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SEC. 392. APPLICATION OF AMENDMENTS AND REPEALERS.

2

An amendment or repeal made by this title shall not

3

apply with respect to—

4

(1)

powers,
powers, duties,
duties, functions, rights, claims,

5

penalties, or obligations applicable to financial as-

6

sistance provided before the effective date of amend-

7

ment or repeal, as the case may be, under the Act

8

so amended or so repealed; and

9

(2) administrative actions and proceedings
proceedings corncom-

10

menced before such date, or authorized before such

11

date to be commenced, under such Act.

12 TITLE IV—RESTRICTING WEL13
FARE AND PUBLIC BENEFITS
14
15

FOR ALIENS
SEC. 400. STATEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY CONCERNING

16
17

WELFARE AND IMMIGRATION.

The Congress makes the following statements con-

18 cerning national policy with respect
respect to welfare and immi-

19 gration:
20

(1) Self-sufficiency has been a basic principle of

21

United States immigration law since this country's

22

earliest immigration statutes.

23

24

(2) It continues to be the immigration
immigration policy
policy of
of

the United States that—

25

(A) aliens within the nation's borders not

26

depend on public resources to meet their needs,
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but rather rely on their own capabilities and the

2

resources of their families, their sponsors, and

3

private organizations, and

(B) the availability of public benefits not

4

an incentive for immigration to the

5

constitute

6

United States.

7

(3)

Despite the
Despite
the principle of self-sufficiency,

8

aliens have been applying for and receiving public

9

benefits from Federal, State, and
and local
local governments
governments

10

at increasing rates.

11

(4) Current eligibility rules for public assistance

12

and unenforceable financial support agreements have

13

proved wholly incapable of assuring that individual

14

aliens not burden the public benefits system.

15

(5)

It is a compelling government interest to

16

enact new rules for eligibility and sponsorship agree-

17

ments in order to assure that aliens be self-reliant

18

in accordance with national immigration policy.

19

(6) It is a compelling government
government interest to re-

20

move the incentive for illegal immigration provided

21

by the availability of public benefits.
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2

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Federal
Benefits Programs

3

SEC. 401. INELIGIBILITY OF ILLEGAL ALIENS FOR CERTAIN

1

4
5

PUBLIC BENEFITS PROGRAMS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

6 sion of law and except as provided in subsections (b) and
7

(c), any alien
alien who
who isis not
notlawfully
lawfully present in the United

8

States shall not be eligible for any Federal means-tested

9 public benefits program
(d) (2)).
program (as
(as defined
defined in
in section
section431
431(d)
10
11

(b)

EXCEPTION FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.—

Subsection (a) shall not apply to the provision of non-cash,

12 in-kind
12
in-kindemergency
emergency assistance
assistance (including emergency
emergency medi13

cal services).

14

(c)

TREATMENT OF
OF HOUSING-RELATED
HOUSING-RELATEDASSISTASsIsT-

15 ANCE.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to any program for

16 housing or community development assistance adminis17

tered by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-

18 ment, any program under title V of the Housing Act of
19 1949, or any assistance under section 306C of the Consoli-

20 dated Farm and Rural Development Act, except that in
21

the case of financial assistance (as defined in section

22 214(b) of the Housing and Community Development Act
23 of 1980), the provisions of section 214 of such Act shall

24 apply instead of subsection (a).
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SEC. 402. INELIGIBILITY OF NONIMMIGRANTS FOR CER-

2

TAIN PUBLIC BENEFITS PROGRAMS.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding
GENE1AL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

3

4 sion of law and except as provided in subsections (b) and
5

(c),

any alien who is lawfully present in the United States

6 as a nonimmigrant shall not be eligible for any Federal
7 means-tested public benefits program.
8

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—

9

(1) EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.—Subsection (a)

10

shall not apply to the provision of non-cash, in-kind

11

emergency assistance (including emergency
emergency medical
medical

12

services).

13

(2)
(2) ALIENS
ALIENS GRANTED
GRANTED ASYLUM.—Subsection
ASYLUM.—Subsection (a)
(a)

14

shall not apply to an alien who is granted asylum

15

under section 208 of the Immigration and National-

16

ity Act or whose deportation has been withheld

17

under section 243(h) of such Act.

18

(3)

TREATMENT OF TEMPORARY AGRICUL-

19

TURAL WORKERS.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to

20

a nonimmigrant admitted as a temporary agricul-

21

tural worker under
under section
section 101
101(a)
(a) (15) (H) (ii) (a) of

22

the Immigration and Nationality Act or as the

23

spouse or minor child of such a worker under section

24

101(a)
(15) (H) (iii)of
ofsuch
such Act.
Act.
101(a)(15)(H)(iii)

25

(c)

TREATMENT OF HOUSING-RELATED ASSIST-

26 ANCE.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to any program for
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housing or community development assistance adminis-

2 tered by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop33

ment,any
anyprogram
programunder
undertitle
titleVVof
of the
the Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of
ment,

4 1949, or any assistance under section 306C of the Consoli5 dated

Farm and Rural Development Act, except that in

6 the case of financial assistance (as defined in section
7

214(b) of the Housing and Community Development Act

8

of 1980), the provisions of section 214 of such Act shall

9 apply instead of subsection (a).
10

(d) TREATMENT OF ALIENS PAROLED INTO THE

11 UNITED
11
UNITEDSTATES.—An
STATES.—An alien
alien who is paroled
paroled into
into the
the

12 United States under section 212(d) (5) of the Immigration

13 and Nationality Act for a period of less than 1 year shall
14 be considered, for purposes of this subtitle, to be lawfully
15 present
15
presentininthe
theUnited
United States
States as
as aa nonimmigrant.

16 SEC. 403. LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF IMMIGRANTS FOR 5
17

SPECIFIED FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

18

GRAMS.

19

(a) IN GENERL.—Notwithstanding
GENEFL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

20 sion of law and except as provided in subsection (b), any
21

alien who is lawfully present in the United States shall

22 not be eligible for any of the following Federal means-test23 ed public benefits programs:
24
25

(1)

SSI.—The supplemental security income

program under title XVI of the Social Security Act.
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(2) TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMI-

2

LIES.—The program of block grants to States for

3

temporary assistance for needy families under part

4

A of title IV of the Social Security Act.
Act.
(3) SocIAL
SOCIALSERVICES
SERVICESBLOCK
BLOCK GRANT.—The
GRANT.—The pro-

5

of block grants to States for social services

6

gram

7

under title XX of the Social Security Act.

8

9
10

(4) MEDICAID.—The program of medical assist-

ance under title XIX of the Social Security
Security Act.
Act.
(5) FOOD STAMPS.—The program under the

11

Food Stamp Act of 1977.

12

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—

13

(1)

TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION

FOR REFUFOR
REFU-

14

GEES.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to an alien

15

admitted to the United States as a refugee under

16

section 207 of the Immigration and Nationality Act

17

until 5 years after the date of such alien's arrival

18

into the United States.

19

(2)

CERTAIN LONG-TERM, PERMANENT RESI-

20

DENT, AGED ALIENS.—Subsection

21

apply to an alien who—

22
23

(A)

(a)

shall not

has been lawfully admitted to the

United States for permanent residence;
(B) is over 75 years of age; and

24
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(C) has resided in the United States for at

1

2

least 5 years.

3

(3) VETERAN
VETERANAND
ANDACTIVE
ACTIVE DUTY
DUTY EXCEPTION.—
EXCEPTION.—

4

Subsection (a)
(a) shall not apply to an alien who is
Subsection

5

lawfully
lawfullyresiding
residingin
in any
any State
State (or
(or any
any territory
territory or

6

possession of the United States) and is—

7

(A) aa veteran (as defined
(A)
defined in
in section
section 101
101 of
of

8

title 38, United States Code) with a discharge
discharge

9

characterized as an honorable discharge,
discharge,

10

(B) on active duty (other than active duty

11

for training) in the Armed Forces of the United

12

States,
States, or
(C)

13

the spouse or unmarried dependent

14

child of an individual described in subparagraph

15

(A) or
(A)
or (B).
(B).

16

Subparagraph
case of
of aa
Subparagraph(A)
(A)shall
shallnot
notapply
applyin
in the
the case

17

veteran
who has
servveteran who
has been
been separated
separated from
frommilitary
military serv-

18

ice
ice on
on account
accountof
of alienage.
alienage.

19

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.—Subsection
ASSISTANCE. —Subsection (a)
(4) EMERGENCY
(4)

20

shall not apply to the provision of non-cash, in-kind

21

emergency assistance (including emergency medical

22

services).

23

(5)

TRANSITION

FOR

CURRENT

BENE-

24

FICIARIES.—Subsection
(a)shall
shallnot
notapply
apply to
to the eliFICIARIES.—Subsection (a)

25

gibility of an alien for
for aa program
program until
until 11 year after
after
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the date of the enactment of this Act if, on such

2

date of enactment, the alien is lawfully
lawfully residing
residing in

3

any State or any territory or possession of the
the

4

United States and is eligible for the program.
program.

5

(6) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT AND DIS-

6

ABLED ALIENS.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to

7

an alien who—

8

(A)

has been lawfully admitted to the

United States for permanent residence; and

9
10

(B) is unable because
because of
of physical
physical or devel-

11

opmental disability or mental impairment (in-

12

cluding Alzheimer's disease) to comply with the

13

naturalization
naturalization requirements
requirements of
of section
section 312(a)
3l2(a) of

14

the Immigration and Naturalization Act.

15

16

SEC. 404. NOTIFICATION.

Each Federal agency that administers a program to

17 which section 401, 402, or 403 applies shall, directly or

18 through the States, post information and provide general
19

notification to the public and to program recipients of the

20 changes regarding eligibility for any such program pursu21 ant to this subtitle.
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1 Subtitle B—Eligibility for State
2

and Local Public Benefits Pro-

3

grams

SEC.411.
4 SEC.
411.INELIGIBILITY
INELIGIBILITYOF
OFILLEGAL
ILLEGALALIENS
ALIENS FOR
FOR STATE
STATE

AND LOCAL
LOCAL PUBLIC
PUBLIC BENEFITS
BENEFITS PROGRAMS.

5

6

(a) IN
(a)
IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding
GENEL.—Notwithstanding any
anyother
otherproviprovi-

77 sion
sion of
oflaw
lawand
andexcept
except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in

this sec-

8

tion, no alien who is not lawfully present in the United
tion,

9

States

(as determined in accordance with regulations of

10 the Attorney General) shall
shall be
beeligible
eligible for any State
11

means-tested public benefits program (as defined in sec-

12 tion
don 431(d) (3)).
13

(b)

EXCEPTION FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.—

14 Subsection (a) shall not apply to the
the provision
provision of
of non-cash,
non-cash,
15

in-kind emergency assistance (including emergency medi-

16

cal services).

17 SEC. 412. INELIGIBILITY OF NONIMMIGRANTS FOR STATE
AND
LOCAL PUBLIC
PUBLIC BENEFITS
BENEFITS PROGRAMS.
PROGRAMS.
AND LOCAL

18

19

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding
GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
any other
other 'proviprovi-

20 sion of law and except as otherwise provided in this sec21

tion, no alien who is lawfully present in the United States

22 as a nonimmigrant shall be eligible for any State means-

23 tested public benefits program (as defined in section
24 431(d)(3)).
25

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
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(1) EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.—The limitations

2

under subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall not
not apply
apply to the provision
provision

3

of non-cash,
non-cash, in-kind
in-kind emergency assistance (including

4

emergency medical services).
(2)
(2) ALIENS
ALIENS

5

GRANTED
GRANTED ASYLUM.—Subsectjon
ASYLUM.—Subsectjon (a)
(a)

6

shall not apply to an alien who is granted
granted asylum
asylum

7

under section 208 of the Immigration and National-

8

ity Act or whose deportation has been withheld

9

under section 243(h) of such Act.

10

(3)

TREATMENT
TREATMENT OF
OFTEMPORARY
TEMPORARY AGRICULAGRICUL-

11

TURAL WORKERS.—Subsectiori
WORKERS.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to

12

a nonimmigrant admitted as a temporary agricul-

13

tural worker under
under section
section 101
101(a)
(a) (15) (H) (ii) (a) of

14

the Immigration and Nationality Act or as the

15

spouse or minor child of such a worker under section

16

101 (a) (15) (H) (lii)ofofsuch
such Act.
Act.
101(a)(15)(H)(ijj)

17

(c) TREATMENT OF ALIENS PAROLED INTO THE

18 UNITED STATES.—An alien who is paroled
paroled into the

19 United States under section 212(d) (5) of the Immigration

20 and Nationality Act for a period of less than 1 year shall
21

be considered, for purposes of this subtitle, to be lawfully

22 present in the United States as a nonimmigrant.
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SEC. 413. STATE AUTHORITY TO LIMIT ELIGIBILITY OF IM-

2

MIGRANTS FOR STATE AND LOCAL MEANS-

3

TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS PROGRAMS.

IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding
IN
GENEL.—Notwithstanding any
any other provi-

4

(a)

5 sion

of law and except as otherwise provided in this section

66 or
or section
section 412,
412, aa State
Stateisisauthorized
authorized to
to determine
determine eligi7

bility requirements for aliens who are lawfully present in

8

the United States for any State means-tested public bene-

9 fits program.

10
11

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1)

TIME-LIMITED

EXCEPTION FOR REFU-

12

GEES.—The authority under subsection (a) shall not

13

apply to an alien admitted to the United States as

14

a refugee under section 207 of the Immigration and

15

Nationality Act until 5 years after the date of such

16

alien's arrival into the United States.

17

(2)

CERTAIN LONG-TERM, PERMANENT RESI-

18

DENT, AGED ALIENS.—The authority under sub-

19

section (a) shall not apply to an alien who—

20
21

(A)

has been
been lawfully
lawfullyadmitted
admitted to
to the

United States for permanent residence;

22

(B) is over 75 years of age; and

23

(C) has resided in the United States for at

24

least 5 years.

25

(3) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—

26

The authority under subsection (a) shall not apply
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to an alien who is lawfully residing in any State (or

2

any territory or possession of the United
United States)
States) and
and

3

is—

4

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of

5

title 38, United States Code) with a discharge

6

characterized as an honorable discharge,

7

(B) on active duty (other than active duty

8

for training) in the Armed Forces of the United

9

States, or
or

10

(C)

the spouse or unmarried dependent

11

child of an individual
individual described
described in
in subparagraph

12

(A) or (B).

13

Subparagraph (A) shall not apply in the case of a

14

veteran who has been separated from military serv-

15

ice on account of alienage.

16

(4)
(4) EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.—The
ASSISTANCE.—Theauthority
authority

17

under subsection (a) shall not apply to the provision

18

of non-cash, in-kind emergency assistance (including

19

emergency medical services).

20

(5)

TRANSITION.—The authority under sub-

21

section (a) shall not apply to eligibility of an alien

22

for a State means-tested public benefits program

23

24

until 1 year after the date of the enactment of this
Act if, on such date of enactment, the alien is law-

25

fully present in the United States and is eligible for
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benefits under the program. Nothing in the previous

2

sentence is intended to address alien eligibility for

3

such a program before the date of the enactment of

4

this Act.

5

6

Subtitle C—Attribution
C—Attribution of Income
and Affidavits of Support

ATFRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RE7 SEC. 421. ATTRIBUTION
RE8

SOURCES TO

9

GRANTS.

FAMILY-SPONSORED

IMMI-

10

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding
GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
any other
other provi-

11

sion of law and except as provided in subsection (c), in

12 determining the eligibility and the amount of benefits of
13 an alien for any means-tested public benefits program (as
14 defined in section 431(d)) the income and resources of the
15

alien shall be deemed to include—

16

(1) the income and resources of any person who

17

executed an affidavit of support pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section

18

21 3A of the Immigration and Nationality
Nationality Act
Act (as
(as

19

added by section 422) in behalf of such alien, and

20

(2) the income and resources of the spouse (if

21

any) of the person.

22

(b) APPLICATION.—Subsection (a) shall apply with

23

respect to an alien until such time as the alien achieves

24 United States citizenship through naturalization pursuant
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to chapter 2 of title III of the Immigration
Immigration and
and NationalNational-

2 ityAct.
3

EXCEPTION FOR
EXCEPTION
FOR HOUSING-RELATED
HOUSING-RELATEDASSISTAssIsT-

(c)

4 ANCE.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to any program for

5 housing or community development assistance adminis-

6 tered by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop7 ment, any program under title V of the
the Housing
Housing Act
Act of
8

1949, or any assistance under section 306C of the Consoli-

9 dated Farm and Rural Development Act.
10 SEC. 422. REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTs FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF
11

SUPPORT.

12

(a) IN
IN GENERAL.—Title
GENERtL._Title IIIIofof the
the Immigration
Immigration and

13

Nationality Act is amended by inserting after section 213

14 the following
following new
new section:
section:
15 "REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT
16

"SEc.
"SEC. 213A.
213A. (a)
(a) ENFORCEABILITY.—NO
ENFORCEABILITY.—NO affidavit of

17 support may be accepted by the
the Attorney
Attorney General or by
18 any consular officer to establish that an alien is not ex19 cludable as aa public
under section
public charge under
section 212(a)
212(a) (4)
(4) unless
unless
20 such affidavit is executed as a contract—
21

"(1) which is legally enforceable against the

22

sponsor by the Federal Government and by any

23

State (or any political subdivision of such State)

24

which provides any means-tested public benefits pro-

25

gram, but not later than 10 years after the alien last

26

receives any such benefit; and
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"(2) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to

2

the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the

3

purpose of actions brought under subsection (e) (2).

4 Such contract shall be enforceable with respect to benefits
5 provided

to the alien until such time as the alien achieves

6 United States citizenship through naturalization pursuant
7

to chapter 2 of title III.

"(b) FORIvIS.—Not
FORMS.—Not later
later than
than 90
90 days after the date

8

9 of enactment of this section, the Attorney General, in con-

10 sultation with the Secretary of State and the Secretary
11

of Health and Human Services, shall formulate an affida-

12

vit of support consistent with the provisions of this sec-

13

tion.

14

"(c) STATUTORY
STATUTORY C0NsTRUcTION.—Nothing
C0NsTRUcTI0N.—Nothing in this

15

section shall be construed to grant third party beneficiary

16 rights to any sponsored alien under an affidavit of
of
17 support.
18

"(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDREss.—(1)

19 The sponsor shall notify the Federal Government and the

20 State in which the sponsored alien is currently resident
21

within 30 days of any change of address
address of
of the
the sponsor
sponsor

22 during the period specified in subsection (a) (1).
23

"(2) Any person subject to the requirement of para-

24 graph (1) who fails to satisfy such requirement shall be
25 subject to a civil penalty of—
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"(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000,

1

2

or

3

"(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that

4

the sponsored alien has received any benefit under

5

any

6

than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

7

"(e)

8
8

means-tested public benefits program, not less

REIMBURSEMENT

OF

GOVERNMENT

Ex-

PENSES.—(1)
PENSES.—(1)(A)
(A)Upon
Upon notification
notification that a sponsored alien

9 has received any benefit under any means-tested public
10 benefits program, the appropriate Federal, State, or local
11

official shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in the

12 amount of such assistance.
13

"(B) The Attorney General, in consultation with the

14 Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall prescribe
15 such regulations as may be necessary to carry out sub16 paragraph (A).

"(2) If within 45 days after requesting reimbursethe appropriate
18 ment, the
appropriate Federal,
Federal, State, or
or local
local agency has
17

19 not received a response from the sponsor indicating a will20 ingness to commence payments, an action may be brought
21

against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

"(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repayment
23 terms established by such
such agency, the agency
agency may, within
22

24 60 days of such failure, bring an action against the spon25 sor pursuant to the affidavit of support.
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"(4) No cause of action may be brought under this

2 subsection later than 10 years after the alien last received

3 any benefit under any means-tested public benefits pro-

4 gram.
5

"(f) DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of this sec-

6 tion—
7
8

"(1) SPONSOR.—The term 'sponsor' means an
individual who—

9

"(A) is a citizen or national of the United

10

States or an alien who is lawfully admitted to

11

the United States for permanent residence;

12

"(B) is 18 years of age or over; and

13

"(C) is domiciled in any State.

14

"(2) MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

15

GRAM.—The term 'means-tested public benefits pro-

16

gram' means a program of public benefits (including

17

cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and so-

18

cial services) of the Federal Government or of a

19

State or political subdivision of a State in which the

20

eligibility of an individual, household, or family eligi-

21

bility unit for benefits under the program, or the

22

amount of such benefits, or both are determined on

23

the basis of income, resources, or financial need of

24

the individual, household, or unit.".
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(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of contents

inserting after
after the item relating
2 of such Act is amended by inserting
3

to section 213 the following:
'Sec. 213A. Requirements for
for sponsors
sponsors affidavit
affidavit of
of support.
support.'.

4

(c) EFFECTIVE
(c)
EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsect
DATE.—Subsection
ion (a) of section

5

21
213A
3Aof
ofthe
the Immigration
Immigration and Nationality Act, as inserted

6 by subsection (a) of this section, shall apply to affidavits
77

ofofsupport
support executed
executed on
on or after a date specified by the

8 Attorney General, which date shall be not earlier than 60

9 days (and not later than 90 days) after the date the Attor10 ney General formulates the form for such affidavits under
11

12

subsection (b) of such section.

Subtitle D—General Provisions

13
13 SEC.
SEC.431.
431.DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

14

(a)
(a) IN
IN GENERAL.—EXCept
GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in

15

this section, the terms used in this title have
have the same

16 meaning given such terms in section
(a) of the Immisection 101
101(a)
17
17

18

gration
grationand
and Nationality
Nationality Act.
(b) LAWFUL PRESENCE.—For purposes of this title,

19 the determination of whether an alien is lawfully present
20 in the United States shall be made in accordance with reg21

ulations of the Attorney General. An alien shall not be

22 considered to be lawfully present in the United States for
23 purposes of this title merely because the alien may be con-

24 sidered to be permanently residing in the United States
25 under color of law for purposes of any particular program.
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(c) STATE.—AS
used in
in this
this title, the term "State"
STATE—AS used

2 includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
3

Islands, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and Amer-

4 ican Samoa.
5

(d)

PUBLIC BENEFITS PROGRAMS.—As used in this

6 title—
7

(1)

MEANS-TESTED

PROGRAM.—The

term

8

"means-tested public benefits program" means a

9

program of public benefits (including cash, medical,

10

housing, and food assistance and social
social services)
services) of
of

11

the Federal Government or of a State or political

12

subdivision of a State in which the eligibility of an

13

individual, household, or family eligibility unit for

14

benefits under the program, or the amount of such

15

benefits, or both are determined on the basis of in-

16

come, resources, or financial need of the
the individual,
individual,

17

household, or unit.

18

(2)

FEDERAL MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENE-

19

FITS PROGRAM.—The term "Federal means-tested

20

public benefits program" means a means-tested pub-

21

lic benefits program of (or contributed to by) the

22

Federal Government and under which the Federal

23

Government has specified standards for
for eligibility
eligibility

24

and includes the
the programs
programs specified in section

25

403(a).
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(3) STATE MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS

2

PROGRAM.—The term "State means-tested public

3

benefits program" means a means-tested public ben-

4

efits program of a State or political subdivision of a

5

State under which the State or political subdivision

6

specifies the standards for eligibility, and
and does
does not

7

include any Federal means-tested public benefits

8

program.

9 SEC. 432. CONSTRUCTION.

10

Nothing in this title shall be construed as addressing

11

alien eligibility for governmental programs that are not

12 means-tested public benefits programs.

14

Subtitle E—Conforming
Amendments

15

SEC.
SEC. 441.
441.CONFORMING
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS RELATING
RELATING TO ASAS-

13

16

SISTED HOUSING.

17

(a) LIMITATIONS ON ASSISTANCE.—Sectjon
ASSI5TANCE.—Sectjon 214 of

18
18

the
theHousing
Housingand
and Community
Community Development
Development Act
Act of
of 1980

19

20

is amended—
amended—
(42 U.S.C. 1436a)
l436a) is
(1)

by striking "Secretary of Housing and

21

Urban Development" each place it appears and in-

22

serting "applicable Secretary";

23

(2)

in subsection (b), by inserting after "Na-

24

tional Housing Act," the following: "the
"the direct
direct loan
loan

25

program under
program
under section
section502
502 of
of the Housing Act of
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(a) (2) (A), or
1949 or section 502(c)
502(c) (5)
(5) (D),
(D), 504,
504, 521
521(a)

2

542 of such Act,
Act, subtitle
subtitle A
A of
of title
title III
Ill of the Cran-

3

ston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act,";

(3) in paragraphs (2) through (6) of subsection

4

by striking "Secretary" each place it appears

5

(d),

6

and inserting "applicable Secretary";

7

(4)

(d), in
in subsection
subsection (d),
in the
the matter
matter following

8

paragraph (6), by striking "the term 'Secretary"

9

and inserting "the term 'applicable Secretary"; and

10

(5) by adding at the end the following new sub-

11

section:

12

"(h) For purposes of this section, the term 'applicable

13

Secretary' means—

14

"(1) the Secretary of Housing and Urban De-

15

velopment, with respect to financial assistance ad-

16

ministered by such Secretary and financial assist-

17

ance under subtitle A of title III of the Cranston-

18

Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act; and

19

"(2) the Secretary of Agriculture, with respect

20

to financial assistance administered by such Sec-

21

retary.".

22

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section 501(h) of

23 the Housing
Housing Act
Act

of 1949

24 aamended—
mended—
25

(1) by
(1)
by striking
striking "(1)";
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"by the
the Secretary
Secretary ofofHousing
(2) by striking "by
Housing

1

2

and Urban Development"; and

(3) by striking paragraph (2).

3

4 TITLE V—FOOD STAMP REFORM
5 AND COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION
6 SEC. 501. SHORT TITLE.
7

This title may be cited as the "Food Stamp Reform

8 and Commodity Distribution Act".
9

Subtitle A—Commodity

10

Distribution Provisions

11

12
13

SEC. 511. SHORT TITLE.

This subtitle may
may be
be cited as
as the
the "Commodity Distribution Act of 1995".

14 SEC. 512. AVAILABILITY OF COMMODITIES.
15

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

16 Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter in this subtitle re17

ferred to as the "Secretary") is authorized during fiscal

18 years 1996 through 2000 to purchase a variety of nutri19 tious
19
tiousand
anduseful
useful commodities
commodities and distribute
distribute such
such commodcommod-

20
20 ities
itiesto
to the
the States
States for distribution
distribution in
inaccordance
accordance with
with this
21

22

subtitle.

(b) In addition to
to the
the commodities
commodities described in sub-

23 section
23
section(a),
(a), the
the Secretary
Secretary may
may expend
expend funds
funds made availavail-

24 able to carry out section 32 of the Act of August 24, 1935
25

(7 U.S.C. 612c), which are not expended or needed to
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(2) waive such a claim if the Secretary deter-

2

mines that to do so will serve the purposes of this

3

subtitle.

4

(b) Nothing contained in this section shall be con-

5 strued

to diminish the authority of the Attorney General

6 of the United States under section 516 of title 28, United
7 States Code, to conduct litigation on behalf of the United
8

States.

9 SEC. 528. REPEALERS; AMENDMENTS.
10
11

12
13

14

(a) The Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983 (7
U.S. C. 612c
U.S.C.
61 2cnote)
note) is
is repealed.
repealed.
(b) AMENDMENTS.—
(1) The Hunger Prevention Act of 1988 (7
(1)

U.S.C. 612c note) is amended—

15

(A) by striking section 110;

16

(B) by striking subtitle C of title II; and

17

(C) by striking section 502.

18

(2) The Commodity Distribution Reform Act

19

and WIC Amendments of 1987 (7 U.S.C. 612c note)

20

is amended by striking section 4.

21

(3) The Charitable Assistance and Food Bank

22

Act of 1987 (7 U.S.C. 612c note) is amended by

23

striking section 3.

24
25

(4) The Food Security Act of 1985 (7 U.S.C.
612c note) is amended—
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(A) by striking section 1571; and

2

(B)

in section 1562(d), by striking "sec-

3

tion 4 of the Agricuiltural
Agricultural and Consumer Pro-

4

tection Act of 1973" and inserting "section 110

5

of the Commodity Distribution Act of 1995".

6

(5) The Agricultural and Consumer Protection
Protection

7

Act of 1973 (7 U.S.C. 612c note) is
is amended—
amended—

8

(A)

in section 4(a), by striking "institu-

9

tions (including hospitals and facilities caring

10

for needy infants and children), supplemental

11

feeding programs serving women, infants and

12

children or elderly
eldedy persons, or both, wherever

13

located, disaster areas, summer camps for chil-

14

dren" and inserting "disaster areas";

15

(B)

in subsection 4(c), by striking "the

16

Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983" and

17

inserting "the Commodity Distribution Act of

18

1995"; and
1995";
and

19

(C) by
(C)
by striking
striking section
section 5.
5.

20

(6)
The Food,
Food, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Conservation,
Conservation, and
(6) The
and

21

Trade Act of 1990 (7 U.S.C. 612c
612c note)
note) is
isamended
amended

22
22

by striking section 1773(f).
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2
3

4
5

Subtitle B—Simplification and
Reform of Food Stamp Program
SEC. 531. SHORT TITLE.

This subtitle may be cited as the "Food Stamp Simplification and Reform Act of 1995".

6 CHAPTER 1—SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP
7
PROGRAM AND STATE ASSISTANCE
8

FOR NEEDY FAMILIES

9 SEC. 541. ESTABLISHMENT OF SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP
10
11

PROGRAM.

Section 4(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

12 U.S.C. 2013(a)) is amended—
13

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)"; and

14

(3)

by adding at the end the following new

15

paragraph:

16

"(2) At the request of the State agency, a State may

17 operate a program, as provided in section 24, within the

18 State or any political subdivisions within the State in
19 which households with one or more members receiving reg-

20 ular cash benefits under the program established by the
21

State under the Temporary Assistance
Assistance for
for Needy
Needy Families
Families

22 Block Grant will be issued food stamp benefits in accord23 ance with the rules and procedures established—
24

"(A) by the State under the Temporary Assist-

25

ance for Needy Families Block Grant or this Act; or
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"(B) under the food stamp program.".

11

2 SEC. 542. SIMPLIFIED
SIMPLIFIED FOOD
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.
3

(a) The Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et

4 seq.) is amended by adding the following new section:
5 "SEC. 24. SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.

6

"(a) If a State elects to operate a program under sec-

7 lion
tion 4(a) (2) within the State or any political subdivision
8

within the State—

9

"(1) households in which all members receive

10

regular cash benefits under the program established

11

by the State under the Temporary Assistance for

12

Needy Families Block Grant shall be automatically

13

eligible to participate in the food stamp program;

14

and

15

"(2) benefits under such program shall be de-

16

termined under the rules and procedures
procedures established

17

by the State or political subdivision under the TernTem-

18

porary Assistance for Needy Families Block
Block Grant
Grant

19

or under the food stamp program, subject to sub-

20

section (g).

21

"(b) In approving a State plan to carry out a propro-

22 gram under section 4(a) (2), the Secretary shall certify
average level
level of
offood
23 that the average
food stamp benefits per
per household
household

24 participating in the program under such section for the
25 State or political subdivision in which such program is in
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operation is not expected to exceed the average level of

2 food stamp benefits per household that
that received
received benefits
benefits
3 under
3
underthe
theprogram
programestablished
established by
by aa State
State under
under part A

4 of title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et
5 seq.)
seq.)

in such area in the preceding fiscal year, adjusted

6 for any changes in the thrifty food plan under section 3(o).

7 The Secretary shall compute the permissible average level
88

of
for each
each
offood
foodstamp
stamp benefits
benefits per
per household each year for

9 State or political subdivision in which such program is in

10 operation and may require a State to report any informa11

tion necessary to make such computation.

12

"(c) When the Secretary determines that the average

13
13

levelof
offood
foodstamp
stamp benefits
benefits per
per household
household provided by the
level

14 State or political subdivision under such program has ex15

ceeded the permissible average level of food stamp benefits

16 per household for the State or political subdivision in
17 which the program was in operation, the State or political

18 subdivision shall pay to the Treasury of the United States

19 the value of the food stamp benefits in excess of the per20 missible average level of food stamp benefits per household
21

in the State or political subdivision within 90 days after

22 the notification of such excess payments.
23

"(d)(1) A household against which a penalty is im-

24 posed (including a reduction in benefits or disqualifica25 tion) for noncompliance with the program established by
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the State under the Temporary Assistance for Needy

2 Families Block Grant may have the same penalty imposed
3

against it (including a reduction in benefits or disqualifica-

4 tion) in the program administered under this section.
"(2) If the penalty for noncompliance with the pro-

5

6 gram established by the State under the Temporary As77 sistance
sistancefor
forNeedy
NeedyFamilies
Familiesblock
block grant
grant is aa reduction
reduction in
8

benefits in such program, the household shall not receive

9 an increased allotment under the program administered
10 under this section as a result of a decrease in the house11

hold's income (as determined by the State under this sec-

12 tion) caused by such penalty.

"(3) Any household disqualified from the program

13

14 administered under this subsection may, after such dis15

qualification period has expired, apply for food stamp ben-

16

efits under this Act and shall be treated as a new appli-

17 cant.
17
cant.
18

"(e) If a State or political subdivision, at its option,

operates aa program
19 operates
program under
under section
section 4(a)
4(a) (2)
(2) for households

that include
include any
20 that
anymember
memberwho
who does
does not
not receive
receive regular
21

cash benefits under the program established by the State

22 under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Block
23

Grant, the Secretary shall ensure that the State plan pro-

24 vides that household eligibility shall be determined under
25 this
25
thisAct,
Act, benefits
benefits may
may be
be determined
determined under
under the rules and
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procedures established by the State under the Temporary

2 Assistance for Needy Families Block
Block Grant
Grant or
or this
this Act,
Act,
3 and benefits provided under this section
section shall
shall be
be equitably
equitably
4 distributed among all household members.
5

"(f) (1) Under the program operated under section

6 4(a) (2), the State may elect to provide cash assistance in
7

lieu of allotments to all households that include a member

8 who is employed and whose employment produces for the

9 benefit
benefitofofthe
themember's
member'shousehold
householdincome
income that
that satisfies
satisfies
10 the requirements of paragraph (2).
11

"(2) The State, in electing to provide cash assistance

1,2

under paragraph (1), at a minimum shall require that

13 such earned income is—
14

"(A) not less that $350 per month;

15

"(B) earned from employment provided by a

16

nongovernmental employer, as determined by the

17

State; and

18

"(C) received from the same employer for a pe-

19

nod of employment of not less than 3 consecutive

20

months.

21

"(3) If a State that makes the election described in

22 paragraph (1) identifies each household that receives cash
23
23 assistance
assistanceunder
under this
this subsection—
subsection—

24

"(A) the Secretary shall pay to the State an

25

amount equal to the value of the allotment that such
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household would be eligible to receive under this sec-

2

tion but for the operation of this subsection;

3

"(B) the State shall provide such
such amount to the

4

household as cash assistance in lieu of such allot-

5

ment; and

"(C) for
"(C)
for purposes of the food stamp program

6
7

(other than this section and section
section 4(a) (2))—

"(i) such cash assistance shall be consid-

8

ered to be an allotment; and

9
10

"(ii) such household shall not receive any

11

other food stamp benefit for the period for

12

which such cash assistance is provided.

13

14

"(4) A State that makes the election in paragraph
(1) shall—

15

"(A) increase the cash benefits provided
provided to

16

households under this subsection to compensate for

17

any State or local sales tax that may be collected on

18

purchases of food by any
anyhousehold
household receiving
receiving cash

19

benefits under this subsection, unless the Secretary

20

determines on the basis of information provided by

21

22

the State that the increase is unnecessary on the
basis of the limited nature of the items subject to

23

the State or local sales tax; and

24
25

"(B) pay the cost of any increase in cash benefits required by paragraph (1).
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"(5) After a State operates a program under this sub-

2 section for 2 years, the State shall provide to the Secretary
33 aawritten
writtenevaluation
evaluationof
ofthe
the impact
impact of
of cash
cash assistance.
4

"(g) In operating a program under section 4(a) (2),

5

the State or political subdivision may follow the rules and

6 procedures established by the State
State or
or political
political subdivision
subdivision
7 under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Block

8 Grant or under the food stamp program, except that the
9 State or political subdivision shall comply with the require-

10 ments of—
11

12

"(1) subsections (a) through (g) of section 7
(relating to the issuance and use of coupons);

13

"(2) section 8(a) (relating to the value of allot-

14

ments, except that a household's income may be de-

15

termined under the program established by the State

16

under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

17

Block Grant);

18

19

20
21

22

"(3) section 8(b) (allotment not considered income or resources);

"(4) subsections
subsections (a),
(a), (c), (d), and (n) of section
11 (relating to administration);

paragraphs
"(5)
"(5) paragraphs

(8),

(12), (17), (19), (21),

23

(26), and (27) of section 11(e) (relating to the State

24

plan);
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"(6) section 11(e)
11(e) (10)
(10) (relating
(relating to
to aa fair hear-

2

ing) or a comparable requirement
requirement established by the

3

State under the Temporary Assistance for
forNeedy
Needy

4

Families Block Grant; and
"(7)
(7) section 16 (relating to administrative cost-

5

6

sharing and quality control).".

7

(b) Section 11(e) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

8 U.S.C. 2O20(e))
2020(e)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (24), by striking
striking "and"
"and" at the

9

10

end;

(2) in paragraph (25), by striking the period at

11

12

the end and inserting "; and";
and"; and
and

13

14

(3)

by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:

15

"(26) the plans of the State agency for operat-

16

ing, at the election of the State, a program under

17

section 4(a) (2), including—

18

"(A) the rules and procedures to be fol-

19

lowed by the State to determine food stamp

20

benefits;

21

"(B) a statement specifying whether the

22

program operated by the State under section
section

23

4(a) (2) will include
include households that include

24

members who do not receive regular cash bene-

25

fits under the program established by the State
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under the Temporary Assistance for Needy

2

Families Block Grant; and

3

"(C) a description of the method by which

4

the State or political subdivision will carry out

5

a quality control system under section 16(c).".

6 SEC.
SEC.543.
543.CONFORMING
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.
7

(a) Section 8 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
(a)

8 U.S.C. 2017) is amended by striking subsection (e).
9

(b) Section 17 of the Food Stamp• Act of 1977 (7

10 U.S.C. 2026) is amended—
11

(1) by striking subsection (i); and

12

(2) by redesignating subsections (j), (k), and (1)

13

14
15

16

as subsections (i), (j),
(j), and (k), respectively.

CHAPTER 2—FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
SEC. 551. THRIFTY FOOD PLAN.

Section 3(o)
Section
3(o) of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act of 1977 (7

12(o)) is amended by
17 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 20
2012(o))
by striking
striking "(4)
"(4) through
through Jan-

18 uary 1, 1980, adjust the cost of such diet every January
19

1 and July 1" and all that follows through the end of the

20 subsection, and inserting the following:
following: "(4)
"(4) on
on October
October
21

1, 1995, adjust the cost of the thrifty food plan to reflect

22 103 percent of the cost of the thrifty food plan in June
23

1994 and increase such amount by 2 percent, rounding

24 the result to the nearest lower dollar increment for each
25 household size, and (5) on October 1, 1996, and each OcHR 4 EHIS
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tober 1 thereafter, increase the amount established for the

2 preceding October 1, before such amount was rounded, by
3

2 percent, rounding the result to the nearest lower dollar

4 increment for each household size.".
5 SEC.
SEC.552.
552.INCOME
INCOMEDEDUCTIONS
DEDUCTIONS AND
AND ENERGY
ENERGY ASSISTANCE.
ASSISTANCE.
6
7

(a) Section 5(d) (11) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2014(d)
2014(d) (1
(11))
1)) is amended—

8

(1) by striking "(A)"; and

9

(2) by striking "or (B) under any State or local

10

laws," and all that follows through "or impracticable

11

to do so,".

12

(b) Section 5(e) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

13

14

U.S.C. 2O14(e))
2014(e)) is amended to read as follows:
"(e) (1) DEDUCTIONS FOR STANDARD AND EARNED

15 INCOME.—
16

"(A) In computing household income, the Sec-

17

retary shall allow a standard deduction of $134 a

18

month for each household,
household, except
except that households in

19

Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands of the

20

United States shall be allowed a standard deduction

21

of $229,
of
$229, $189,
$189, $269,
$269, and
and $118,
$118, respectively.
respectively.

22

"(B)
All
"(B) Ail

households
households with
with earned
income shall
earned income
shall

23

also
be allowed
allowed
also be

24

cent of all earned income (other than that excluded

25

by subsection (d) of this section and that earned
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under section 16(j)), to compensate for taxes, other

2

mandatory deductions from salary, and work ex-

3

penses, except that such additional deduction shall

4

not be allowed with respect to earned income that a

5

household willfully or fraudulently fails (as proven in
household

6

a proceeding provided for in section 6(b)) to report

7

in a timely manner.

8

"(2) DEPENDENT CARE DEDUCTION.—The Sec-

9 retary shall allow households a deduction with respect to
10 expenses other than
than expenses
expenses paid
paid on
onbehalif
behalf of the house11

hold by a third party or amounts made available and ex-

12 cluded for the expenses under subsection (d) (3), the
the maximaxi-

13 mum allowable level of which shall be $200 a month for

14 each dependent child
child under
under 22 years
years of
of age
ageand
and$175
$175 a
15 month for each other dependent, for the actual cost of
16 payments necessary for the care of a dependent when such
17
17

care
careenables
enables aa household
household member
member to
to accept
accept or
or continue
continue

18 employment, or training or education
education which
which is
is preparatory
preparatory
19 for employment.
20
21

"(3) EXCESS SHELTER EXPENSE DEDUCTION.—

"(A)

The Secretary shall allow
households,
allow households,

22

other than those households containing an elderly or

23

disabled member, with respect to expenses
expenses other
other

24

than expenses paid on behalf of the household by a

25

third party,
third
party, an
an excess
excess shelter expense deduction to
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the extent that
that the
the monthly
monthly amount
amountexpended
expended by a

2

household for shelter exceeds an amount equal to 50

3

percent of monthly household income
income after
after all
all other
other

4

applicable deductions have been allowed.

5

"(B) Such excess
excess shelter
shelter expense
expense deduction
deduction

6

shall not exceed $231 a month in the 48 contiguous

7

States and the District of Columbia, and shall not

8

exceed, in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, and the Virgin Is-

9

lands of the United States, $402, $330, $280, and

10

$171 a month, respectively.

11

'(C)
"(C) (i)
(i) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding section 2605(f)
2605 (f) of the

12

Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Act of 1981

13

(42 U.S.C. 8624(f)), a household may not claim as

14

a shelter expense any payment received, or costs

15

paid on its behalf, under the Low-Income Home En-

16

ergy Assistance Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 8621 et

17

seq.).

18

"(ii) Notwithstanding section 2605(f)

of the

19

Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Act of. 1981

20

(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 8624
8624(f)),
(f)), a State agency may use a

21

standard utility allowance as provided under sub-

22

paragraph (D) for heating and cooling expenses only

23

if the household incurs out-of-pocket heating or cool-

24

ing expenses in excess of any payment received, or

25

costs paid
paid on
on its
its behalf, under the Low-Income
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Home Energy Assistance Act of 1981 (42 U.s.c.

2

8621 et
etseq.).
seq.).

3

"(iii) For purposes of the food stamp program,

4

assistance provided under the Low-Income Home

5

Energy Assistance Act of 1981 shall be considered

6

to be prorated over the entire heating or cooling sea-

7

son for which it was provided.

8

"(iv) At the end of any certification period and

9

up to one additional time during each twelve-month

10

period, a State
5tate agency shall allow a household to

11

switch between any standard utility allowance and a

12

deduction based on its actual utility costs.

13

"(D) (i) In computing the excess
excess shelter
shelter expense
expense

14

deduction, a State
5tate agency may use a standard utility

15

allowance in accordance with regulations promul-

16

gated by the Secretary,
5ecretary, except that a State
5tate agency

17

may use an allowance which does not fluctuate with-

18

in a year to reflect seasonal variations.

19

"(ii) An allowance for a heating or
or coolkig
coolkig exex-

20

pense may not be used for a household that does not

21

incur a heating or cooling expense, as the case may

22

be, or does incur a heating or cooling expense
expense but
but

23

is located in a public housing unit which has central

24

utility meters and charges households, with regard

25

to such expense, only for excess utility costs.
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"(iii) No such allowance may be used for a

2

household that shares such expense with, and lives

3

with, another individual not participating
participating in the food

4

stamp program, another household participating in

5

the food stamp program, or both, unless the allow-

6

ance is prorated between the household and the

7

other individual, household, or both.

8

"(4)

HOMELESS SHELTER
SHELTER DEDUCTION.—
DEDUCTION.—(A)
(A) A

9 State shall develop a standard homeless shelter deduction,

10 which shall not exceed $139 a month, for the expenses
11

that may reasonably be expected to be incurred by house-

12 holds in which all members are homeless but are not re13

ceiving free shelter throughout the month.
month. Subject
Subject to sub-

14 paragraph (B), the State shall use such deduction in de15 termining eligibility and allotments
allotments for such households.
16

"(B) The Secretary may prohibit the use of the

17 standard homeless shelter deduction for households with
18 extremely
18
extremely low
low shelter costs.

19

"(5) ELDERLY AND DISABLED HOUSEHOLDS.—

20

"(A) The Secretary shall allow households con-

21

taming an elderly or disabled member, with respect

22

to expenses other than expenses paid on behalf of

23

the household
household by
by a third party—

24

"(i) an excess medical expense deduction

25

for that portion of the actual cost of allowable
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medical expenses, incurred by elderly or dis-

2

abled members, exclusive of special diets, that

3

exceed
exceed $35
$35 aa month; and

"(ii) an excess shelter expense deduction to

4

extent that the monthly amount expended

5

the

6

by a househoild
household for
for shelter
shelter exceeds an amount

7

equal to 50 percent of monthly household in-

8

come after all other applicable deductions
deductions have
have

9

been allowed.

10

"(B) State agencies shall offer eligible house-

11

holds a method of claiming a deduction for recurring

12

medical expenses that are initially verified under the

13

excess medical expense deduction provided for in

14

subparagraph (A), in lieu of submitting information

15

or verification on actual expenses on a monthly

16

basis. The method described in the preceding sen-

17

tence shall be designed to minimize the administra-

18

tive burden for eligible elderly and disabled house-

19

hold members choosing to deduct their recurrent

20

medical expenses pursuant to such method,
method, shall
shall rely
rely

21

on reasonable estimates of the member's expected

22

medical expenses for the certification period (includ-

23

ing changes that can be reasonably anticipated

24

based on available information about the member's

25

medical condition, public or private medical insurHR 4 EHIS
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ance coverage, and the current verified medical ex-

2

penses incurred by the member), and shall not re-

3

quire further reporting or verification of a change in

4

medical expenses if such a change has been anticiantici-

5

pated

6

"(6) CHILD SUPPORT DEDUCTJON.—Before
DEDUCTION.—Before deter-

for the certification period.

7 mining the excess shelter expense deduction, the Secretary
8

shall allow
allow all
all households
households a deduction for child support
support

9 payments made by a household member to or for an mdi10 vidual who is not a member of the household if such house11

hold member was legally obligated to make such payments,

12 except that the Secretary is authorized to prescribe by reg13

ulation the methods, including calculation on a retrospec-

14

tive basis, that State agencies shall use to determine the

15 amount of the deduction for child support payments.".
16

(c) Section 11(e) (3) of the Food Stamp Act
Act of 1977

17

(7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (3)) is amended by striking "Under the

18

rules prescribed by the Secretary, a State agency shall de-

19 velop
velop standard
standard estimates"
estimates"and
andall
allthat
thatfollows
follows through
through the

20 end of the paragraph.
21

22

SEC. 553. VEHICLE ALLOWANCE.

Section S(g)
5(g) (2) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

23 U.S.C.
(2))isis amended
amended by striking "a level set by
U.S.C. 2O14(g)
2Ol4(g)(2))

24 the Secretary, which shall be $4,500 through August 31,
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1994," and all that follows through the end of the para-

2 graph, and inserting "$4,550.".
3

4
5

SEC. 554. WORK REQUIREMENTS.

(a) Section 6(d) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 20
15(d)) is
is amended—
amended—
2015(d))

6

(1) in paragraph (1) (A) (ii), by striking
striking "an
"an em-

7

ployment and training program under paragraph

8

(4), to the extent required under paragraph (4), in-

9

cluding any
clluding
anyreasonable
reasonable employment
employment requirements
requirements as

10

are prescribed by the State agency in accordance

11

with paragraph (4)" and inserting "a State job

12

search program";
(2) in paragraph (2) (A)—

13

14

(A) by striking "title IV of the Social Se-

15

curity Act (42 U.S.C. 602)" and inserting
inserting "the
"the

16

program established by the State under the

17

Temporary Assistance

18

Block Grant"; and

for Needy

Families

(B) by striking "that is comparable to a

19

20

requirement of paragraph (1)"; and

21

(3) by amending paragraph (4) to read as fol-

22

lows:

23

"(4) (A) Except as provided in subparagraphs (B),

24 (C), and (D), an individual shall not be denied initial eligi25

bility but shall be disqualified from the food stamp proHR 4 EH1S
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gram if after 90 days from the certification of eligibility

2 of such individual the individual was not employed a mini-

3 mum of 20
20 hours
hours per
perweek,
week, or does not participate in a
4 program established under section
section 20
20 or
or a comparable
5 program

6

established by the State or local government.
government.

"(B) Subparagraph
"(B)
Subparagraph (A)
(A) shall
shall not
not apply
apply in the case

77 ofofan
anindividual
individual who—
8

"(i) is under eighteen or over fifty years of age;

9

"(ii) is
"(ii)
is certified
certified by aa physician
physician as
as physically
physically or
or

10

mentally unfit for employment;

11

"(iii) is a parent or other member of a house-

12

hold with responsibility for the care of a dependent;
"(iv)

13

is participating a minimum of 20 hours

14

per week and is in compliance with the requirements

15

of—

"(I) a program under the Job Training

16
17

Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.);

under section
"(II) a program under
section236
236 of the

18

19

Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2296); or

20

"(III) a program of employment or train-

21

ing operated or supervised by an agency of

22

State or local government which meets stand-

23

ards deemed appropriate by the Governor; or

24

"(v)

25

section (d) (2).
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"(C) Upon request of the State, the Secretary may

2 waive the requirements of subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) in the case
3

of some or all individuals within all or part of the State

4 if the Secretary makes a determination that such area—

"(i) has an unemployment rate of over 10 per-

5

6

cent; or

7

"(ii) does not have a sufficient number of jobs

8

to provide employment for individuals subject to this

9

paragraph. The Secretary shall report to the Com-

10

mittee on Agriculture of the House of Representa-

11

tives and the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition,

12

and Forestry of the Senate on the basis on which

13

the Secretary made such a decision.

14

"(D) An individual who has been disqualified from

15 the food stamp program under subparagraph (A) may re-

16 establish eligibility for assistance if such person becomes
17 exempt under subparagraph (B) or by—
18

"(i) becoming employed for a minimum of 20

19

hours per week during any consecutive thirty-day pepe-

20

nod; or

21

"(ii)

participating in a program established

22

under section 20 or a comparable program estab-

23

lished by the State or local government.".

24

(b) Section 16 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

25 U.S.C. 2025) is amended—
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(1) by striking subsection (h); and

2

(2) by redesignating subsections (i) and
and (j)
(j) as
as

3

subsections (h) and (i), respectively.

4

(c)
(c)

5

U.S.C.

Section
Section 17
17 of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act.
Act. of
of 1977
1977 (7
(7

2026), as amended by section 543(b), is amend-

66 ed—
ed—
7

(1) by striking subsection (d); and

8

(2) by redesignating subsections (e) through (k)

as subsections
subsections (d)
(d) through
through (j),
U) respectively.
respectively.

9

(d) Section 20 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

10
11

U.S.C. 2029) is amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 20. (a) (1) The Secretary shall permit a State

12

13 that
13
thatapplies
applies and
and submits aaplan
plan in
in compliance
compliance with
with guideguide-

14
14

lines
linespromulgated
promulgated by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary to operate a program

15 within the State or any political subdivision within the
16 State,
16
State, under
under which
which persons who are required to work

17 under section 6(d) (4) may accept an offer from the State
18
18

or
orpolitical
politicalsubdivision
subdivisiontotoperform
performwork
work on its behalf, or

19 on behalf of a private nonprofit entity
entity designated
designated by
by the
20 State or political subdivision, in order to continue to qual21

ify for benefits after they have initially
initially been
been judged
judged eligieligi-

22 ble.
23

"(2) The Secretary shall promulgate guidelines pur-

paragraph (1)
(1) which,
which,to
tothe
themaximum
24 suant to paragraph
maximum extent
25 practicable, enable a State or political subdivision to deHR 4 EHIS
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sign and operate a program that is compatible and consist-

2 ent with similar programs operated by the State or politi3

cal subdivision.

"(b) To be approved by the Secretary, a program

4
5 shall

provide that participants work, in return
return for
for corncom-

6 pensation consisting of the allotment to which the house7 hold is entitled under section 8(a), with each hour of such
8 work entitling that household to a portion of its allotment
9 equal in value to 100 percent of the higher of the applica10 ble
10
bleState
Stateminimum
minimum wage
wage or
or the
the Federal
Federal minimum hourly
11

12

rate under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938.

"(c) No State or political subdivision that receives

13 funds provided under this section shall replace any em14 ployed worker with an individual who is participating in
15 aaprogram
15
program under
under this
this section
section for
for the
the purposes of comply-

16 ing with section
section 6(d)
6(d)(4).
(4). Such an individual may be placed
17

in any position offered by the State or political subdivision

18 that—
19

"(1) is a new position;

20

"(2) is a position that became available in the

21

normal course of conducting the business of the

22

State or political subdivision;

23

"(3) involves performing work that would other-

24

wise be performed on an overtime basis by a worker
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who is not an individual participating in such pro-

2

gram; or

3

"(4) that is a position which became available

4

by shifting a current employee to an alternate posi-

5

tion.

6

"(d) The Secretary shall allocate among the States

7

or political subdivisions in each fiscal year, from funds ap-

8

propriated for the fiscal year under section
section 18(a)
18(a) (1),
(1), the

9 amount of $75,000,000 to assist in carrying out the pro10 gram under this section during the fiscal year.
11

"(e) (1) In making the allocation required
required under sub-

12
12

section
section(d),
(d),the
theSecretary
Secretary shall
shall allocate
allocate to each
each State
State operoper-

13

ating a program under this section that percentage of the

14

total funds allocated under subsection (d) which equals the

15

estimate of the Secretary of the percentage of participants

16 who are required to work under section 6(d) (4) that reside
17

in such State.

18

"(2) The State shall promptly notify
notify the Secretary

19

if such State determines that it will not expend the funds

20 allocated it under paragraph (1) and the Secretary shall
21

reallocate such funds as the Secretary deems appropriate

22 and equitable.
23

"(f) Notwithstanding subsection (d), the Secretary

24 shall ensure that each State operating a program under
25

this section is allocated at least $50,000 by reducing,
reducing, to
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the extent necessary, the funds allocated to those States

22 allocated
allocatedmore
more than
than $50,000.
3

"(g) If, in carrying out such program during such

4

fiscal year, a State or political subdivision incurs costs

5

that exceed the amount allocated to the State agency

6 under subsection (d)—
7

"(1) the Secretary shall pay such State agency

8

an amount equal to 50 percent of such additional

9

costs, subject to the first limitation in paragraph

10

(2); and

11

"(2) the Secretary shall also reimburse each

12

State agency in an amount equal to 50 percent
percent of

13

the total amount of payments made or costs
costs inin-

14

curred by the State or political subdivision
subdivision in
in concon-

15

nection with transportation costs and other expenses

16

reasonably necessary and directly related to partici-

17

pation in a program under this section, except that

18

such total amount shall not exceed an amount rep-

19

resenting $25 per participant per month for costs of

20

transportation and other actual costs and such reim-

21

bursement shall not be made out of funds allocated

22

under subsection (d).

23

"(h) The Secretary may
may suspend
suspend or cancel some or

24 all of these payments, or may withdraw
withdraw approval
approval from
from a

25 State or political subdivision to operate a program, upon
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a finding that the State or political subdivision
subdivision has
has failed
failed

2 to comply with the requirements of this section.".
3

(e) Section 7(i) (6) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

4 (7 U.S.C. 2016(i)(6))
5

is amended by striking "section

17(f)" and inserting "section 17(e)".

6 SEC. 555. COMPARABLE TREATMENT OF DISQUALIFIED
7
8

INDIVIDUALS.

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
U.S.C.

9 2015) is amended by adding at the end the following new
10 subsection:
11

"(i) An
"(1)
An individual
individual who is a member of a household

12 who would otherwise be eligible to participate in the food

13 stamp program under this section and who has been dis14 qualified for noncompliance with program requirements

15 from the program
program established
established by
by the State
State under part A

16 of title IV of the Social Security Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C. 601 et
17

seq.) shall not be eligible to participate in the food stamp

18 program during the period such disqualification
19

is in

effect.".

20 SEC. 556. ENCOURAGE ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER
21

22

SYSTEMS.

(a) Section 7(i) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

23 U.S.C. 20
2016(i))
16(i)) is amended—
24

(1)

25

follows:
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to read
to
read as
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"(1) (A) State agencies are encouraged to implement

1

2 an on-line electronic benefit transfer system in which
3

household benefits determined under section 8(a) or sec-

4 tion 24 are issued from and stored in a central data bank
5

and

electronically accessed by household members at the

6 point-of-sale.
7

"(B) Subject to paragraph (2), a State is authorized

8

to procure and implement an on-line electronic benefit

9 transfer system under the terms, conditions, and design
10 that the State deems appropriate, except
except that
that each
each elecelec11

tronic benefit transfer card shall bear a photograph of the

12 members of the household to which such card is issued.
13

"(C) Upon request of a State, the Secretary may

14 waive any provision of this Act prohibiting the effective
15

implementation of an electronic benefit transfer system

16 under this subsection.";
17

(2) in paragraph (2)—

18

19

(A)

by striking "effective no later than

April 1, 1992,";

20

(B) by striking "the approval of";

21

(C) in subparagraph (A) by striking ", in

22

any 1 year,"; and

23

24

(D)

by amending subparagraph

read as follows:
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1

"(D) (i) measures to maximize the security of

2

such system using the most recent technology avail-

3

able that the State considers appropriate and cost-

4

effective and which may include (but
(but is
is not
not limited

5

to)

6

graphic identification on electronic benefit transfer

7

cards, and other measures to protect against fraud

8

and abuse; and

personal identification numbers (PIN), photo-

9

"(ii) effective
"(ii)
effective not
not later
later than
than 22 years
years after the

10

date of the enactment of the Personal Responsibility

11

Act of
of 1995,
1995, measures that permit such system
system to

12

differentiate items of food that may be acquired with
with

13

an allotment from items of food that may not be ac-

14

quired with an allotment."; and

15

(3) in paragraph (3), by striking "the Secretary
Secretary

16

shall not approve such a system unless—" and in-

17

serting "such system shall provide that—".

18

(b) The Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et

19 seq.), as amended by section 542(a),
542(a), is amended by adding

20 at the end the following new section:
21

"SEC. 25. ENCOURAGEMENT OF ELECTRONIC BENEFIT

22
23

TRANSFER SYSTEMS.

"(a) Upon fully implementing an electronic benefit

24 transfer system which operates in the entire
entire State,
State, a State

25 may, subject to the provisions of this section, elect to reHR 4 EHIS
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1

ceive a grant for any fiscal year to operate a low-income

2 nutrition assistance program in such fiscal year in lieu of
3

4

the food stamp program.

"(b) (1) A State that meets the requirements of this

5 section

and elects to operate such program, shall receive

6 each fiscal year under this section the sum of—
7

"(A) (i) the total dollar value of all benefits is-

8

sued under the food stamp program by the State

9

during fiscal year 1994; or

10

"(ii) the average per fiscal year of the total dol-

11

lar value of all benefits issued under the food stamp

12

program by the State during fiscal years

13

through 1994; and

1992

14

"(B) (i) the total amount received by the State

15

for administrative costs under section 16(a) for fis-

16

cal year 1994; or

17

"(ii)

the average per fiscal year of the total

18

amount received by the State for
foradministrative
administrative

19

costs under section 16(a) for fiscal
fisca' years
years 1992

20

through 1994.

21

"(2) Upon approval by the Secretary of
of the
the plan
plan subsub-

22 mitted by a State under subsection (c), the Secretary shall

23 pay to the State at such times and in such manner as
24 the Secretary may determine, the amount to which the
25
Stateisiseligib'e
25 State
eligibleunder
undersubsection
subsection (b) (1).
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1

"(c) To be eligible to operate a low-income nutrition

2 assistance program
program under
under this
this section,
section, a State shall sub33 mit
mitfor
forapproval
approval each
each fiscal
fiscal year
year aaplan
planofofoperation
operationspeci—
speci

4 fying the
the manner
mannerin
in which
which such
such a program will be con5

ducted by the State. Such plan shall—

6

"(1) certify that the State has implemented a

7

state-wide electronic benefit transfer system in ac-

8

cordance with section 7(i);

9

"(2) designate a single State agency responsible

10

for the administration of the low-income nutrition

11

assistance program under this section;

12
13

"(3)

needy persons residing in the State;

"(4) limit the assistance to be provided under

14
15

16
17

assess the food and nutrition needs of

this section to the purchase of food;

"(5) describe the persons to whom such assistance will be provided;

18

"(6) assure the Secretary that assistance will be

19

provided to the most needy persons in the State and

20

that applicants for assistance shall have adequate

21

notice and fair hearings comparable to those re-

22

quired under section 11;

23

"(7) provide that, in the operation of the low-

24

income nutrition assistance program, there shall be
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1

no discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion,

2

national origin, or political beliefs; and

3

"(8) include other information
information as
as may
may be re-

4

quired by the Secretary.

5

"(d) Payments made under this section to the State

6 may be expended only in the fiscal year for which such

7 payments are distributed, except that the State may re-

88 serve
serveup
upto
to55 percent
percent of
of the
the grant received for a fiscal
9 year to provide assistance under this section in subsequent
10

fiscal years: Provided, That such reserved funds may not

11

total more than 20 percent of the total grant received

12 under this section for a fiscal year.
13

"(e) The State agency shall keep records concerning

14 the operation of the program carried out under this sec15 tion
15
tionand
andshall
shallmake
make such
such records
records available
available to the Secretary

16 and the Comptroller General of the United States.
17

"(f) If the Secretary finds that there is substantial

18

failure by a State to comply with the requirements of this

19

section, regulations issued pursuant to this section, or the

20 plan approved under subsection (c), then the Secretary
21

shall take one or more of the following actions:

22

"(1) Suspend all or part of such payment au-

23

thorized by subsection (b) (2) to be made available to

24

such State, until the Secretary determines the State
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1

to be in substantial compliance with such require-

2

ments.

3

"(2) Withhold•
Withhold all or part of such payments

4

until the Secretary determines that there is no

5

longer failure to comply with such requirements, at

6

which time the withheld payment may be paid.

7

"(3) Terminate
Terminate the
the authority
authority of
of the State to
to

8

operate the low-income nutrition assistance
assistance program.

9

"(g) (1) States which receive grants under this section

10 shall provide for—
11

"(A) a biennial audit, conducted in accordance

12

with the standards of the Comptroller General,
General, of

13

expenditures for the provision of nutrition assistance
assistance

14

under this section; and

15

"(B) not later than 120 days after the end of

16

each fiscal year in which an audit is conducted, pro-

17

vide the Secretary with such audit.

18

States shall make the report of such audit available for

19 public inspection.
20

"(2) Not later than 120 days after the end of the

21

fiscal year for which a State receives a grant under this

22 section, such State shall prepare an activities report com-

such fiscal
23 paring actual expenditures for such
fiscal year for nutri-

24 tion assistance under this section with the expenditures
25 for such fiscal year predicted in the plan submitted in ac-
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1

cordance with subsection (c). Such State shall make the

2 activities report available
availab'e for public inspection.
3

"(h) Whoever knowingly and willfully embezzles,

4 misapplies, steals, or obtains by fraud, false statement, or
5 forgery,

any funds, assets, or property provided or fi-

6 nanced under this section shall be fined not more than

7 $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than 5 years, or
8

both.".

9 SEC. 557. VALUE OF MINIMUM ALLOTMENT.

10
11

Section
Section8(a)
8(a) of
of the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 (7

U.S.C. 20
17(a)) is
is amended
amended by striking ",
2017(a))

and

shall be

12 adjusted
12
all that
that foillows
follows through
adjusted on
on each
each October 1" and all
13

the end of such subsection, and inserting a period.

14 SEC. 558. INITIAL MONTH BENEFIT DETERMINATION.
15

Section 8(c) (2) (B) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

16

2017(c)
(7 U.S.C. 20
17(c) (2)
(2) (B))
(B)) is amended by striking "of more

17 than one month" after "following any period".
18 SEC. 559. IMPROVING FOOD STAMP PROGRAM MANAGE19

20
21

MENT.

(a) Section 13(a) (1) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2022(a) (1)) is amended—

22

(1) in the fifth sentence, by inserting "(after a

23

determination on any request for a waiver for good

24

cause related to the claim has been made by the Sec-

25

retary)" after "bill for collection"; and
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(2) in the sixth sentence, by striking "1 year"

1

2

and inserting "2 years".

3

(b) Section 16(c) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

4 U.S.C. 2025(c)) is amended—
5

(1)

6

(C)—
in paragraph (1) (C)
—
(A)

by

striking "national performance

7

measure" and inserting "payment error toler-

8

ance level"; and

9

(B) by striking "equal to—" and all that

10

follows through the period at the end and in-

11

serting the following:

12

"equal to its payment error rate less such tolerance

13

level times the total value of allotments issued in

14

such a fiscal year by such State agency. The amount

15

of liability shall not be affected by corrective action

16

under subparagraph (B).";

17

(2) in paragraph (3) (A), by striking "120 days"
days"

18

and inserting "60 days (or 90 days at the discretion

19

of the Secretary)";

20

(3) in the last sentence of paragraph (6), by in-

21

serting "shall be used to establish a payment-error

22

tolerance level. Such tolerance level for any fiscal

23

year will be one percentage point added to the lowest

24

national performance measure ever announced up to

25

and including such fiscal year under this section.
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The payment-error tolerance level" after "The an-

2

nounced national performance measure"; and

(4) by striking paragraphs (8) and (9).

3

SEC.560.
4 SEC.
560.WORK
WORKSUPPLEMENTATION
SUPPLEMENTATIONOR
ORSUPPORT
SUPPORT PROPRO-

5

GRAM.

6

(a) Section
(a)
Section 11(e)
11(e)of
ofthe
the
Food
FoodStamp
Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 (7
(7

7
7

U.S.C.
U.S.C.2020(e)),
2020(e)),as
asamended
amendedby
by section
section 542(b),
542(b), is amend-

8 ed—
(1) in paragraph (25), by striking "and";

9

10
11

(2)

and inserting "; and" at the end; and

12
13

in paragraph (26), by striking the period

(3)

by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:
paragraph:

"(27) the
the plans
plans of
of the
the State
State agency
agency for includ-

14

stamp recipients in a work

15

ing eligible food

16

supplementation or support program under section

17

16(j).".

18

(b) Section 16 of the Food Stamp Act of
of 1977
1977 (7
(7

19 U.S.C. 2025), as amended by section 554(b), is amended
20 by adding at the end the following new subsection:
21

"(j) WORK SUPPLEMENTATION OR SUPPORT PRO-

22 GRAM.—
23

"(1) A State may elect to use the sums equal

24

to the food stamp benefits that would otherwise be

25

allotted to participants under the food stamp proHR 4 EHIS
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1

gram but for the operation of this subsection for the

2

purposes of providing and subsidizing or supporting

3

jobs under a work supplementation or support pro-

4

gram established by the State.

5

"(2)

If a State that makes the election de-

6

scribed in paragraph (1) identifies each household

7

that participates in the food stamp program which

8

contains an individual who is participating in such

9

work supplementation or support program—
program—

10

"(A) the Secretary shall pay to the State

11

an amount equal to the value of the allotment

12

that the household would be eligible to receive

13

but for the operation of this subsection;
subsection;

14

"(B) the State shall expend such amount

15

in accordance with its work supplementation or

16

support program in lieu of the allotment that

17

the household would receive but for the oper-

18

ation of this subsection;

"(C) for purposes of—

19

20

"(i) sections 5 and 8(a), the amount

21

received under this subsection shall be ex-

22

cluded from household income and re-

23

sources; and

24

"(ii) section 8(b), the amount received

25

under this subsection shall be considered
HR
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11

as the value of an allotment provided to

2

the household; and

3

"(D) the household shall not receive an al-

4

lotment from the State agency for the period

5

during which
during
which the
the member
member continues
continues to
to participartici-

6

pate in the work supplementation program.

7

"(3) No
"(3)
No person
person shall be excused by reason of

8

the fact that such State has a work supplementation

9

or support
or
support program
program from
from any work requirement

10

under section 6(d), except during the periods in

11

which such individual is employed under such work

12

supplementation or support program.

13

"(4) For purposes of this subsection, the term

14

"work supplementation or support program" shall

15

mean a program in which, as determined by the Sec-

16

retary, public assistance, including any benefits pro-

17

vided under a program established by the State and

18

the food stamp program, is provided to an employer

19

to be used for hiring a public assistance
assistance recipient.".
recipient.".

20 SEC. 561. OBLIGATIONS AND ALLOTMENTS.
21

Section 18 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

22 2027) is amended—
23

(1) in subsection (a)—

24

(A) in paragraph (1)—
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1

(i) by striking "are authorized to be
(i)

2

appropriated such sums as are necessary

3

for each of the fiscal years 1991 through

4

1995" and inserting the following:

5

"is provided to be obligated, not in excess of the cost esti-

6 mate made by the Congressional Budget Office for this

7 Act, as amended by the Personal Responsibility Act of
8

1995, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, with

9 adjustments for any estimates of total obligations for addi10 tional fiscal years made by the Congressional Budget Of11

lice
fice to reflect the provisions contained
contained in the Personal Re-

12 sponsibility Act of 1995";
13

(ii) by striking "In each monthly re-

14

port, the Secretary shall also state" and

15

inserting "Also, the Secretary shall file a

16

report every February 15, April 15, and

17

July 15, stating"; and

18

(iii) by striking "supplemental appro-

19

priations"

20

obligational authority"; and

21

(B) in paragraph (2), by striking "author-

22

ized to be appropriated" and inserting "obli-

23

gated";

24

(2) in subsection (b)—
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1

(A) in the first sentence, by striking "ap-

2

propriation" and inserting "total obligations

3

limitation provided"; and

4

(B)

in the second sentence, by striking

5

"appropriation"

6

in subsection
subsection (a)
(a)(1)";
amount provided in
(1)";

7

(3) in subsection (c)—
(A)

8

9

(B)

by inserting "or under section 24"
by inserting "or under section 24"

after "under section 5(c)";

(C) by striking "and" after "or otherwise

12
13

"obligational

after "under sections 5(d) and 5(e)";

10
11

and inserting
and

disabled"; and

(D) by inserting before the period at the

14
15

end ",

16

ommendations on how to equitably achieve such

17

reductions"; and

18

(4) in subsection (f), by striking "No funds ap-

19

propriated" and inserting "None of the funds obli-

20

gated".
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CHAPTER 3—PROGRAM INTEGRITY

1

2 SEC. 571. AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH AUTHORIZATION
3

4

PERIODS.

Section 9(a) (1) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

5 U.S.C.

2018(a)(1)) is amended by adding at the end the

6 following new sentence:

7 "The Secretary shall establish specific time periods during

8 which authorization to accept and redeem coupons, or to
9 redeem benefits through an electronic benefit transfer sys10 tem, under the food stamp program shall be valid.".
11

SEC. 572. CONDITION PRECEDENT FOR APPROVAL OF RE-

12

TAIL FOOD STORES AND WHOLESALE FOOD

13

CONCERNS.

14

Section 9(a) (1) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

15 U.S.C. 2018(a)(1)), as previously amended by this title,
16

is amended by adding at the end the following new sen-

17 tence:
17
tence:

18 "No retail food store or wholesale food concern shall be
19 approved for participation in the food stamp program
program Unun-

20 less an authorized employee of the Department of Agri21

culture, wherever possible, or an official of the State or

22 local government designated by the
the Department
Department of
of AgriAgri23 culture, has visited such retail food store or wholesale food

24 concern for the purpose of determining whether such retail
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1

cate" and inserting "type of certificate, authorization
authorization

22

cards,
cards,cash
cashororchecks
checksissued
issued in
in lieu
lieu of
of coupons,
coupons, or access
access

3

devices, including, but not limited to, electronic benefit

4 transfer cards or personal identification numbers".
5

SEC.

578. DOUBLED PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING FOOD

6
7
8

STAMP PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS.

Section 6(b) (1) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2015(b)
2015(b)(1))
(1)) is amended—

(1) in clause (i), by striking "six months" and

9
10

inserting "1 year":
year"; and

(2) in clause (ii), by striking "1 year" and in-

11

12

serting "2 years".

13

SEC. 579. DISQUALIFICATION OF CONVICTED INDIVIDUALS.

14

Section 6(b)
Section
6(b)(1)
(1)(iii)
(iii)ofofthe
theFood
FoodStamp
StampAct
Act of
of 1977
1977

15

(7 U.S.C. 20
2015(b)
15(b) (1)
(1) (iii))
(iii)) is amended—

16
17
18

19

20
21

(1)

in subclause (II), by striking "or" at the

end;

(2) in subclause (III), by striking the period at
the end and inserting "; or"; and
and
(3)

by adding at the end the following new

subclause:

22

"(IV) a conviction of an offense under
under subsub-

23

section (a) or (b) of section 15 involving items

24

referred to in such subsection having a value of

25

$500 or more.".
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1

SEC. 580. CLAIMS COLLECTION.

2

(a) Section 11(e) (8) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

3

(7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (8)) is amended by inserting before the
the

4 semicolon at the end "or refunds of Federal
Federal taxes as au5 thorized pursuant to section 3720A of title 31 of the Unit-

6 ed States Code".
7

(b) Section 13(d) of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2022(d))
2022(d)) is

8 amended—
9

10

(1)

by striking "may" and inserting "shall";

and

11

(2) by inserting before the period at the end

12

"or refunds of Federal taxes as authorized pursuant

13

to section 3720A of title 31 of the United States

14

Code".

15 SEC. 581. DENIAL OF FOOD STAMP BENEFITS FOR 10 YEARS
16

TO INDIVIDUALS FOUND TO HAVE FRAUDU-

17

LENTLY MISREPRESENTED RESIDENCE IN

18

ORDER TO OBTAIN BENEFITS SIMULTA-

19

NEOUSLY IN 2 OR MORE STATES.

20
21

22

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2015) is amended by adding at
at the
the end the following:

"(I) An individual shall be ineligible to participate in

23 the food stamp program as a member of any household
24 during the 10-year period beginning on the date the mdi-

25 vidual is found by a State to have made, or is convicted

26 in Federal or State court of having made, a fraudulent
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1

statement or representation with respect to the place of

2 residence of the individual in order to receive benefits si3

multaneously from 2 or more States under the food stamp

4 program or under programs that are funded under part
5 A
A of
5
oftitle
titleIV,
IV,title
title XIX,
XIX, or
or benefits
benefits in
in 22 or
or more States

6 under the supplemental security income program under
7

title XVI.".

8 SEC.
SEC.582.
582.DISQUALIFICATION
DISQUALIFICATIONRELATING
RELATING TO
TO CHILD SUP9

10
11

12

PORT ARREARS.

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2015) is amended by adding at the end the following:

"(i)
(i) No
No individual
individual is eligible to participate in the food

13 stamp program as a member of any household during any

14 period such individual has any unpaid liability that is
15 both—
16
17
18

19

"(1) under a court order for the support of a
child of such individual; and

"(2) for which the court is not allowing such individual to delay payment.".

20 SEC. 583. ELIMINATION OF FOOD STAMP BENEFITS WITH
21

RESPECT TO FUGITIVE FELONS AND PROBA-

22

TION AND PAROLE VIOLATORS.

23

(a) INELIGIBILITY FOR FOOD STAMPS.—Section 6 of

24 the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2015),
2015), as
as amended
amended
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1

by section 555, is amended by adding at the end the fol-

2 lowing:
"(j) No member of a household who is otherwise eligi-

3

4 ble to participate in the food stamp program shall be eligi5

ble

to participate in the program as a member of that or

6 any other household while the individual
individual is—
7

"(1) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or custody or

8

confinement after conviction, under the laws of the

9

place from which he flees, for a crime, or an attempt

10

to commit a crime, which is a felony under the laws

11

of the place from which he flees, or which, in the

12

case of the State of New Jersey, is a high mis-

13

demeanor under the laws of such State; or

14

"(2) violating a condition of probation or parole

15

imposed under Federal
Federal or State law.".

16

(2) EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH LAW EN-

17 FORCEMENT OFFICERS.—Sectjon
OFFICERS.—Section 11(e) (8) of such Act (7
18
18

U.S.C.
U.S.C. 2020(e)(8))
2O20(e) (8))isisamended—
amended—

(1) by striking "and (C)" and inserting "(C)";

19

20

and

21

(2) by inserting before the semicolon at the end

22

the following: ", (D) notwithstanding any other propro-

23

vision of law, the address of a member of a house-

24

hold shall be made available, on request, to a Fed-

25

eral, State, or local law enforcement officer
officer if the ofHR 4 ElliS
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ficer furnishes the State
State agency
agency with
with the
the name of

2

the member and notifies the agency that

3

member (I) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

4

tody or confinement after conviction, under the laws

5

of the place from which he flees, for a crime, or an

6

attempt to commit a crime, which is a felony under

7

the laws of the place from which he flees, or which,

8

in the case of the State of New Jersey, is a high

9

misdemeanor under the laws of such State, or is vio-

10

lating a condition of probation or parole imposed

11

under Federal or State law, or (II) has information

12

that is necessary for the officer to conduct the offi-

13

cer's official duties, (ii) the location or apprehension

14

of the member is within the official duties of the of-

15

ficer, and (iii) the request is made in the proper ex-

16

ercise of the duties, and".

17
18

(i)

the

Subtitle C—Effective Dates and
Miscellaneous Provisions

19 SEC. 591. EFFECTIVE DATES.

20

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), this title and

21 amendments made by this title shall take effect on October
22
23

1, 1995.

(b) The amendments made by section 559 shall take

24 effect on October 1, 1994.
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1

SEC. 592. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS.

2

It is the sense of the Congress that States that oper-

3

ate electronic benefit systems to transfer benefits provided

Stamp Act
Act of
of 1977
1977 should
4 under the Food Stamp
should operate
operate elec5

tronic benefit
benefit systems
systems that are compatible with each other.
other.

SEC.593.
6 SEC.
593.DEFICIT
DEFICITREDUCTION.
REDUCTION.

7

It is the sense of the Committee on Agriculture of

8
8

the
theHouse
Houseof
of Representatives
Representatives that reductions in
in outlays
outlays

9 resulting from subtitle B shall not be taken into account
10 for purposes of section 252 of the
the Balanced
Balanced Budget and
11 Emergency
11
EmergencyDeficit
Deficit Control
Control Act
Act of 1985.

12
13

TITLE VI—SUPPLEMENTAL
SECURITY INCOME

14 SEC. 601. DENIAL OF SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
15

BENEFITS BY REASON OF DISABILITY TO

16

DRUG ADDICTS AND ALCOHOLICS.

17

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1614(a)(3) of the Social

(3)) is amended by add18 Security Act (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1382c(a)
1382c(a)(3))
19 ing at the end the following:
20

"(I) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), an individ-

21

ual shall not be considered to be disabled for purposes of

22 this title if alcoholism or drug addiction would (but for
23 this
23
this subparagraph)
subparagraph) be a contributing factor material to
24 the Commissioner's determination that the individual is

25
25 disabled.".
disabled.".

26
26

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
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(1)

1

2

1382(e)) is amended by striking paragraph (3).
(2) Section 1631 (a) (2) (A) (ii) of such Act (42

3

4

Section 1611(e) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

U.S.C. 1383(a) (2) (A) (ii)) is amended—

by striking "(I)"; and

5

(A)

6

(B) by striking subclause (II).

7

(3)

1631(a)
(a)(2)
(2) (B)
(B) of such Act (42
Section 1631

8

U.S.C. 1383(a) (2) (B)) is amended—

9

(A) by striking clause (vii);

(B) in clause (viii), by striking "(ix)" and

10
11

inserting "(viii)";
(C) in clause (ix)—

12

by striking "(viii)" and inserting

13

(i)

14

"(vii)"; and

15

(ii)

in subclause (II), by striking all

16

that follows "15 years" and inserting a pe-

17

nod;

18

(D) in clause (xiii)
(xiii)—

19

(i)

by striking "(xii)" and inserting

"(xi)"; and

20
21

(ii)

by striking "(xi)" and inserting

22

"(x)"; and

23

(F) by redesignating clauses (viii) through

24

(xiii) as clauses (vii) through (xii), respectively.
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(4) Section 1631(a) (2) (D) (i) (II)

1

of such Act

2

(42 U.S.C.

3

striking all that follows "$25.00 per month" and in-

4

serting a period.
(5)
(5)

5

1383 (a) (2) (D) (i) (II))

is• amended by

Section 1634 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383c)

is amended by striking subsection (e).
(e).

6
7

(6)

Section 201 (c) (1) of the Social Security

8

Independence and Program Improvements Act of

9

1994 (42 U.S.C. 425 note) is amended—

10

(A) by striking "—"

and

all that follows

11

through "(A)" the 1st place such term appears;

12

(B) by striking "and" the 3rd place such
term appears;

13

14

(C) by striking subparagraph (B);

15

(D) by striking "either subparagraph (A)

16

or subparagraph (B)" and inserting "the pre-

17

ceding sentence"; and

(E) by striking "subparagraph (A) or (B)"

18

and inserting "the preceding sentence".

19

20

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by

21

this section
section shall
shall take
take effect
effect on October 1, 1995, and shall
shall

22 apply with respect to months beginning on or after such
23 date.

24

(d) FUNDING OF CERTAIN PROGRAMS FOR DRUG

25 ADDICTS AND ALCOHOLICS.—
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1

(1) IN GENERAL.—Out of any money in the

2

Treasury not otherwise appropriated, there are here-

3

by appropriated—

(A) for carrying out section 1971 of the

4
5

Public Health
Health Service
Service Act
Act

6

paragraph (2) of this subsection), $95,000,000

7

for each of the fiscal years 1997 through 2000;

8

and

(as amended by

9

(B) for carrying out the medication devel(B)

10

opment project to improve drug abuse and drug

11

treatment research (administered through the

12

National Institute on Drug Abuse), $5,000,000

13

for each of the fiscal years 1997 through 2000.

14

(2) CAPACITY EXPANSION PROGRAM REGARD-

15

ING DRUG
DRUG ABUSE
ABUSE TREATMENT.—Section
TREATMENT.—Section 1971
1971 of
of the
the
INC

16

Public Health Service Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 300y)
300y) is

17

amended—

18

(A) in subsection (a) (1), by adding at the

19

end the following sentence: "This paragraph is

20

subject to subsection (j).";

(B) by redesignating subsection (j) as sub-

21

22

section (k);

23

(C) in subsection (j) (as so redesignated),

24

by inserting before the period the following:
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1

"and for each of the fiscal years 1995 through

2

2000"; and

(D) by inserting after subsection

3

4
5

(i)

the

following subsection:
FORMULA

"0)

GRANTS FOR CERTAIN

FISCAL

6 YEARS.—
7

"(1) IN GENERAL.—For each of the fiscal years

8

1997 through 2000, the Director shall, for the pur-

9

pose described in subsection (a)
(a)(1),
(1), make
make aa grant
grant to
to

10

each State that submits to the Director an applica-

11

tion in accordance with paragraph (2). Such a grant

12

for a State shall consist of the allotment determined

13

for the State under paragraph (3). For each of the

14

fiscal years 1997 through 2000, grants under this

15

paragraph shall be the exclusive grants under
under this
this

16

section.

17

"(2) REQUIREMENTS.—The Director may make

18

a grant under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) only
only if,
if, by
by the date

19

specified by the Director, the State submits to the

20

Director an application
application for
for the
the grant that is
is in
in such

21

form, is made in such manner, and contain such

22

agreements, assurances, and information as the Di-

23

rector determines to be necessary to carry out this

24

subsection, and if the application contains an agree-

25

ment by the State in accordance with the following:
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1

"(A) The State will expend the grant in

2

accordance with the priority described in sub-

3

section (b)(1).

4

"(B) The State will comply with the condi-

5

tions described
tions
described in each of subsections (c), (d),

6

(g), and (h).

7

"(3) ALLOTMENT.—

8

"(A) For purposes of paragraph (1), the

9

allotment under this paragraph for a State for

10

a fiscal year shall, except as provided in
in subsub-

11

paragraph (B), be the product of—

12

"(i) the amount appropriated in sec-

13

tion 601 (d) (1) (A) of the Personal Respon-

14

sibility Act of 1995 for the fiscal year, to-

15

gether with any additional amounts appro-

16

priated to carry out this section for the fis-

17

cal year; and

18

'(ii) the percentage
"(ii)
percentage determined
determined for
for

19

the State under the formula established in

20

section 1933(a).

21

"(B) Subsections (b) through (d) of section

22

1933 apply to an allotment under subparagraph

23

(A) to the same extent and in the same manner

24

as such subsections apply to an allotment under

25

subsection (a) of section 1933.".
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11

SEC. 602. SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS

2
3

FOR DISABLED CHILDREN.
(a) RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR CASH BENE-

4 FITS.—
5

(1)

IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 16 14(a) (3) (A) of the

6

Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a) (3) (A)) is
Social

7

amended—

8

(A) by inserting "(i)" after "(3) (A) ";

9

(B) by
(B)
by inserting "who has attained

10

years of age" before "shall be considered";

(C) by striking "he" and inserting "the inin-

11

12

18

dividual";

13

(D) by striking "(or, in the case of an mdi-

14

vidual under the age of 18, if he suffers from

15

any medically determinable physical or mental

16

impairment impairment of comparable sever-

17

ity)"; and

(E) by adding after and below the end the

18

19

following:

20

"(ii) An individual
individual who
whohas
has not attained 18 years of

21

age shall be considered to be disabled for purposes of this

22 title for a month if the individual—
23

"(I) meets all non-disability-related require-

24

ments for eligibility for cash benefits under this title;

25

"(II) has any medically determinable physical

26

or mental impairment (or combination of impairHR 4 EHIS
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1

ments) that meets the requirements, applicable to

2

individuals who have not attained 18' years of age,

3

of the Listings of Impairments set forth in appendix

4

1 of subpart P of part 404 of title 20, Code of Fed-

5

eral

6

that is equivalent in severity to such an impairment

7

(or such a combination of impairments); and

Regulations (revised as of April

1,

1994), or

8

"(III) (aa) for the month preceding the first

9

month for which this clause takes effect, was eligible

10

for cash benefits under this title by reason of disabil-

11

ity; or

12
13

"(bb) as a result of the impairment (or corncombination of impairments) involved—

14

"(1) is in a hospital, skilled nursing facil-

15

ity, nursing
nursing facility,
facility, residential
residentialtreatment
treatmentfacilfad-

16

ity, intermediate care facility for the mentally

17

retarded, or other medical institution; or

18

"(2) would be required to be placed in

19

such an institution if the individual were not re-

20

ceiving personal assistance necessitated
necessitated by
by the
the

21

impairment (or impairments).

22

"(iii) As used in clause (ii) (III) (bb) (2), the term 'per-

23 sonal assistance' includes at least hands-on or stand-by
24 assistance, supervision, or cueing, with activities of daily
25 living and the administration of medical
medical treatment
treatment (where
(where
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1

applicable). For purposes of the preceding sentence, the

2 term 'acitivities of daily living' means eating, toileting,
33

dressing,
dressing,bathing,
bathing, and
and transferring.".
transferring.".

4

(2) NOTICE.—Within 1 month after the date of

5

the

6

cial Security shall notify each individual whose eligi-

7

bility for cash supplemental security income benefits

8

under title XVI of the Social Security Act will termi-

9

nate by reason of the amendments made by para-

10

enactment of this Act, the Commissioner of So-

graph (1) of such termination.

11

(3) ANNUAL REPORTS ON
ON LISTINGS OF IMPAIR-

12

MENTS.—The Commissioner of Social Security shall

13

annually submit to the Congress a report on the

14

Listings of Impairments set forth in appendix 1 of

15

subpart P of part 404 of tide 20, Code of Federal

16

Regulations (revised as of April
April 1,
1, 1994),
1994), that are
are

17

applicable to individuals who have not attained 18

18

years of age, and recommend any necessary revisions

19

to the listings.

20

(b)

ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM

OF BLOCK

21 GRANTS REGARDING CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES.—

22

(1) IN GENERAL.—Tjtle
GENERAL.—Title XVI of the Social Se-

23

curity Act (42 U.S.C. 1381 et seq.) isisamended
amended by

24

adding at the end the following:
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1

"PART C—BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES FOR

2

CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

3

"SEC. 1641. ENTITLEMENT TO GRANTS.

4
5

"Each State that meets the requirements of section
1642
1642

for fiscal year 1997 or any subsequent fiscal
fiscal year
year

6 shall be entitled to receive from the Commissioner for the
7

fiscal year a grant in an amount equal to the allotment

8

(as defined in section 1646(1)) of the State for the fiscal

9 year.
10 "SEC. 1642. REQUIREMENTS.
11

"(a) IN GENERAL.—A
GENEr.pt.—A State
Statemeets
meetsthe
the requirements
requirements

12 of
12
16411 for a fiscal
ofthis
thissection
section for
for aa grant
grant under section 164

13 year if by the date specified by the Commissioner, the
14 State submits to the Commissioner an application for the
15
15

grantthat
thatisisin
in such
such form,
form, is
is made
made in
in such manner, and
grant

16 contain such agreements, assurances, and information as
17

the Commissioner determines to be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out

18

this part, and if the application contains an agreement by

19 the State in accordance with the following:
20

"(1) The grant will not be expended for any

21

purpose other than providing authorized services (as

22

defined in section 1646(2)) to qualifying children (as

23

defined in section 1646(3)).

24

"(2) (A)
"(2)
(A) In providing authorized services, the

25

State will make every reasonable effort to obtain

26

payment for the services from other Federal or State
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I1

programs that provide payment for such
such services
services

2

and from private entities that are legally liable to

3

make the payments pursuant to insurance policies,

4

prepaid plans, or other arrangements.

5

"(B) The State will expend the grant only to

6

the extent that payments from the programs and en-

7

tities described in subparagraph (A) are not avail-

8

able for authorized services provided by the State.

"(3) The State will comply with the condition

9
10
11

described in subsection (b).

"(4) The State will comply with the condition

12

described in subsection (c).

13

"(b) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT.—

14

"(1) IN GENERAL.—The
GENERAL—The condition referred to

15

in subsection (a) (3) for a State for a fiscal year is

16

that, with respect to the purposes described in para-

17

graph (2), the State will
will maintain
maintain expenditures
expenditures of
of

18

non-Federal amounts for such purposes at a level

19

that is not less than the following, as applicable:

20

"(A) For the first fiscal year for which the

21

State receives a grant under section
section 1641,
1641, an
an

22

amount equal to the difference between—

23

"(i) the average level of such expendi-

24

tures maintained by the State for the 2-

25

year period preceding October 1, 1995 (exHR 4 EHIS
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1

cept that, if such first fiscal year is other

2

than fiscal year 1997, the amount of such

3

average level shall be increased to the ex-

4

tent necessary to offset the effect of infla-

5

tion occurring
tion
occurring after October 1, 1995); and

6

"(ii) the aggregate of non-Federal ex-

7

penditures made by the State for such 2-

8

year period pursuant to section 1618 (as

9

such section was in effect for such period).

10

"(B) For each subsequent fiscal year, the

11

amount applicable under subparagraph (A) in-

12

creased to the extent necessary to offset the ef-

13

fect of inflation occurring after the beginning
beginning of
of

14

the fiscal
fiscal year
year to
towhich
whichsuch
suchsubparagraph
subparagraphap—
ap-

15

plies.

16

"(2) RELEVANT PURPOSES.—The purposes de-

17

scribed in this paragraph are any purposes designed

18

to meet (or assist in meeting) the unique needs of

19

qualifying children
qualifying
children that
that arise
arise from
from physical and

20

mental impairments, including such purposes that

21

are authorized to be carried out under title XIX.

22

"(3) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.—With respect

23

to compliance with the agreement made by a State

24

pursuant to paragraph (1), the State has discretion

25

to select, from among the purposes described in
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1

paragraph (2), the purposes for which the State

2

pends the non-Federal amounts reserved by the

3

State for such compliance.

ex-

4

"(4) USE OF CONSUMER PRICE INDEX.—Deter-

5

minations under paragraph (1) of the extent of inminations

6

flation shall be made through use
flation
use of the consumer
consumer

7

price index for all urban consumers, U.S. city aver-

8

age, published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

9

"(c) ASSESSMENT OF NEED FOR SERVICES.—The

10 condition referred to in subsection (a)
(a) (4)
(4) for
for a State for
11

a fiscal year is that each qualifying child will be permitted

12
12

totoapply
applyfor
for authorized
authorized services,
services, and will be provided
with
provided with

13 an opportunity to have an assessment conducted to deter14 mine the need of such child for authorized services.
15 "SEC. 1643. AUTHORITY OF STATE.
16

"The following decisions are in the discretion of a

17 State with respect to compliance with
with an agreement made
18 by the State under section 1642(a) (1):
19

20
21

22

"(1) Decisions regarding which of the authorized services are provided.

"(2) Decisions regarding who among qualifying
children in the State receives the services.

23

"(3) Decisions regarding the number of services

24

provided for the qualifying child involved and the

25

duration of the services.
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1

"SEC. 1644. AUTHORIZED SERVICES.

2

"(a) AUTHORITY OF COMMISSIONER.—The Commis-

3

sioner, subject to subsection (b), shall issue regulations

4 designating the purposes for which grants under section
5

6

1641

are authorized to be expended by the States.
REGARDING SERVICES.—The
SERvICES.—The
"(b) REQUIREMENTS REGARDING

7 Commissioner shall ensure that the purposes authorized
8 under subsection (a)—
9

"(1) are designed to meet (or assist in meeting)

10

the unique needs of qualifying children that arise

11

from physical and mental impairments;

"(2) include medical and nonmedical services;

12
13

and
"(3) do not include the provision of cash bene-

14
15

fits.

16 "SEC. 1645. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
17

"(a)

ISSUANCE

OF

REGULATI0NS.—Regulations
REGuLATIONs.—Regulations

18 under this part shall be issued in accordance with proce-

19 dures established for the issuance of substantive rules
20 under section
section 553
553 of title
title 5, United States Code. Pay-

21 ments under grants under section 1641 for fiscal year
22 1997 shall begin not later than January 1, 1997, without

23 regard to whether final rules under this part have been

24 issued and without regard to whether such rules have
25 taken effect.
26

"(b) PROVISIONS REGARDING OTHER PROGRAMS.—
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1

"(1) INAPPLICABILITY
INAPPLICABILITY OF
OF VALUE
VALUE OF
OF SERVSERV-

2

ICES.—The value of authorized services provided

3

under this part shall not be taken into account in

4

determining eligibility for, or the amount of, benefits

5

or

6

program.

services under any Federal or federally-assisted

7

"(2) MEDICAID PROGRAM.—For purposes of

8

title XIX, each qualifying child shall be considered

9

to be a recipient of supplemental security income

10

benefits under this title (without regard
regard to
to whether
whether

11

the child has received authorized services under this

12

part and without regard to whether the State in-

13

volved is receiving a grant under section 1641). The

14

preceding sentence applies on and after the date of

15

the enactment of this part.

16

"(c) USE BY STATES
STATES OF
OF EXISTING
EXISTINGDELIVERY
DELIVERYSYsSys-

17 TEMS.—With respect to the systems
systems utilized
utilized by
by the States
18 to
18
todeliver
deliverservices
servicesto
toindividuals
individuals with
with disabilities
disabilities (including

19 systems utilized before the date of the enactment of the

20 Personal Responsibility Act of 1995), it is the sense of
21

the Congress that the States should utilize such systems

22 in providing authorized services under this part.
23

"(d) REQUIRED
REQUIRED PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION OF
OF STATES.—SubSTATE5.—Sub-

24 paragraphs (C) (i) and (E) (i) (I) of section 205(c) (2) shall

State that
that does
does not
25 not apply to a State
notparticipate
participate in the proHR 4 EHIS
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11

gram established in this part for fiscal year 1997 or any

2 succeeding fiscal year.
3

4
5

"SEC. 1646. DEFINITIONS.

"As used in this part:
"(1)

ALLOTMENT.—The

term

'allotment'

6

means, with respect to a State and a fiscal year, the

7

product of—

"(A) an amount equal to the difference be-

8

9

tween—

10

"(i) the number of qualifying children
children

11

in the State (as determined for the most

12

recent 12-month period for which data are

13

available to the Commissioner); and

14

"(ii) the number of qualifying children

15

in the State receiving cash benefits under

16

this title by reason of disability (as so de-

17

termined); and

18

"(B) an amount equal to 75 percent of the

19

mean average of the respective annual totals of

20

cash benefits paid under this title to each quali-

21

fying child described in subparagraph (A) (ii)

22

(as so determined).

23

"(2) AUTHORIZED SERVICE.—The term 'au-

24

thorized service' means each purpose authorized by

25

the Commissioner under section 1644(a).
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"(3) QUALIFYING CHILD.—

1

2

"(A) IN
"(A)
IN GENERAL.—The
GENERAL—The term 'qualifying

child' means an individual who—

3

4

"(i) has not attained 18 years of age;
and

5

6

"(ii) (I) is eligible

for cash benefits

7

under this title by reason of disability; or

8

"(II) meets the conditions described
in subclauses

9

(I)

and

(II)

of section

(by

reason

10

1614(a) (3) (A) (ii),

11

subclause (III) of such section) is not
not eligieligi-

12

ble for such cash benefits.

13

"(B)

but

RESPONSIBILITIES

OF

of

COMMIS-

14

SIONER.—The Commissioner shall provide for

15

determinations of whether
whether individuals
individuals meet the

16

criteria established in subparagraph (A) for sta-

17

tus as qualifying children. Such determinations

18

shall be made in accordance with the provisions

19

otherwise applicable
applicable under
under this
this title
title with
with rere-

20

spect to such criteria.".

21

(2) RULE REGARDING CERTAIN MILITARY PAR-

22

ENTS;

23

DREN.—Section 16
14(a) (1) (B) (ii) of the Social SeDREN.—Section
1614(a)

24

curity Act (42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 1382c(a)
1382c(a) (1)
(1) (B)
(B) (ii))
(ii)) is amend-

25

ed by striking "United States, and who, for the
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1

month" and all that follows and inserting the follow-

2

ing: "United States, and—

3

"(I) who, for the month before the parent rere-

4

ported for such assignment, received a cash benefit

5

under this title by reason of blindness, or

6

"(II) for whom, for such month, a determina-

7

tion was in effect that the child is a qualifying child

8

under section 1646(3).".

9

(c) PROVISIONS RELATING TO
TO SSI
SSI CASH
CASH BENEFITS
BENEFITS

10 AND SSI SERVICE BENEFITS.—
11

(1)

CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS FOR

12

CERTAIN CHILDREN.—Section
CHILDREN.—Section1614(a)
1614(a)(3)
(3)(G)
(G)of
of such
such

13

Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)
1382c(a) (3)
(3) (G))
(G)) is
is amended—
amended—

14

(A) by inserting "(i)" after "(G)"; and

15

(B) by adding at the end the following:

16

"(ii) (I) Not less frequently than once every 3 years,

17 the Commissioner shall redetermine the eligibility for cash
18

benefits under this title and for services under part C—

19

"(aa) of each individual who has not attained

20

18 years of age and is eligible for such cash benefits

21

by reason of disability; and

22
23

"(bb) of each qualifying child (as defined in sec-

tion 1646(3)).
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11

"(II) Subclause (I) shall not apply to an individual

2

if the individual has an impairment (or combination of im-

3 pairments) which is
is (or
(or are)
are) not
notexpected
expected to improve.".
4

(2) DISABILITY
DISABILITY REVIEW
REVIEW REQUIRED
REQUIRED FOR SSI RE-

5

CIPIENTS WHO ARE 18 YEARS OF ACE.—

6

(A) IN
(A)
14(a) (3) (G)
INGENERAL.—Sectjon
GENERAL.—Section16
l614(a)

7

of
of

such
such Act
Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(G)),
1382c(a)(3)(G)), as

8

amended by paragraph (1) of this subsection,
subsection, is
is

9

amended by adding at the end the following:

10

commissioner shall
"(iii) (I) The Commissioner
shall redetermine the eli-

11

gibility of a qualified individual for supplemental security

12 income benefits under this title by reason of disability, by
13
13

applying
applying the
the criteria
criteria used
used in determining eligibility for

14 such benefits of applicants who have attained 18 years of
15

16

age.

"(II) The redetermination required
required by subclause (I)

17 with respect to a qualified individual shall be conducted
18 during the 1-year
period that begins on the date the qualii-year period
19

fied individual attains 18 years of age.

20

"(III) As used in this clause, the term 'qualified mdi-

21

vidual' means an individual who attains 18 years of age

22 and for whom, for the month preceding the month in
23 which the individual attained such age, a determination
24 was in effect that the individual is a qualifying child under
25 section 1646(3).
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1

"(IV) A redetermination under subclause (I) of this

22

clause
clauseshall
shallbe
be considered
considered a substitute for a review re-

3

quired under any other provision of this subparagraph.".

4

(B)

REPORT TO THE CONGRESS.—Not

5

later than October 1, 1998, the Commissioner

6

of Social Security shall submit to the Commit-

7

tee on Ways and Means of the House of Rep-

8

resentatives and the Committee on Finance of

9

the Senate a report on the activities conducted

10

under
14(a) (3)
(3) (G)
(G) (iii) of the Social
under section
section16
l6l4(a)

11

Security Act.

12

(C) CONFORMING REPEAL.—Sectjon
REPEAL.—Section 207

13

of the Social Security Independence and Pro-

14

gram Improvements Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C.

15

1382 note; 108 Stat. 1516) is hereby repealed.

16

(3) DISABILITY
DIsABILITY REVIEW REQUIRED FOR LOW

17

BIRTH WEIGHT BABIES WHO HAVE RECEIVED SSI

18

BENEFITS FOR 12 MONTHS.—Section
MONTH5.—Section 1614(a)(3)(G)
1614(a)(3)(G)

19

such Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.1382c(a)
1382c(a)(3)(G)),
of such
(3) (G)), as amended
amended

20

by paragraphs

21

amended by adding at the end the following:

22

"(iv) (I) The Commissioner shall redetermine
redetermine the eli-

(1)

and (2) of this subsection, is

23 gibility for—

24

"(aa) cash benefits under this title by reason of

25

disability of an individual whose low birth weight is
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1

a contributing factor material to the Commissioner's

2

determination that the individual is disabled; and

3

"(bb) services under part C of an individual

4

who is eligible for such services by reason of low

5

birth weight.
weight.

6

"(II) The redetermination required by subclause (I)

7 shall be conducted once
oncethe
the individual
individual has received
received such
such
8

9

benefits for 12 months.

"(III) AAredetermination
redeterminationunder
undersubclause
subclause(I)
(I) of
of this

10 clause shall be considered a substitute for a review re11

quired under any other provision of this
this subparagraph.".
subparagraph.".

12

(4) APPLICABILITY
APPLICABILITY OF
OF MEDICAID
MEDICAID RULES RE-

13

CARDING COUNTING OF

14

TRUSTS OF CHILDREN.—Section
CHILDREN.—Section 1613(c)
l613(c) of the So-

15

cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1382b(c))
1382b(c)) is
is amended
amended

16

to read as follows:

CERTAIN ASSETS AND

17

"TREATMENT OF CERTAIN ASSETS AND TRUSTS IN

18

ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS FOR CHILDREN

19

"(c) Subsections
Subsections (c)
(c) and
and (d)
(d) of
of section 1917 shall

20 apply to determinations of eligibility
eligibility for
for benefits under
21

this title in the case of an individual who has not attained

22 18
22
18years
yearsof
of age
age in
in the same manner as such subsections

23 apply to determinations of eligibility for medical assistance

24 under a State plan under title XIX, except that—
25

26

"(1)

the

amount

19 17(c) (1) (E) (i) (II)
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1

benefits payable
payahle under this title to an eligible
eligib'e mdi-

2

vidual who does not have an eligihie
eligible spouse
spouse and
and who
who

3

has no income or resources;

4

"(2) the look-back
took-back date specified in section

5

1917(c)
19
17(c)(1)
(1)(B)
(B)shall
shallbe
bethe
the date
date that
that is
is 36
36 months

6

before the date the individuall
individual has
has applied for bene-

7

fits under this title; and

8

"(3) any
"(3)
any assets in
in aa trust
trust over
overwhich
which the mdi-

9

vidual has control shall be considered assets of the

10

individuaL".
individual.".

11

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
AMENDMENTS.—
(1) Subsections

12

(b)(1), (b)(2), (c)(3), (c)(5),

13

and (e) (1) (B) of section 1611 of the Social Security

14

Act (42 U.S.C. 1382 (b)(1),

15

and
and

16

"cash" before "benefit under this title".

(e) (1) (B))

each amended
each
amended by inserting
inserting

(A) by striking "a benefit" and inserting
"benefits";
"benefits";

(B) by striking "such benefit" and insert-

21

22

(c)(5),

1382(c) (1)) is amended—

19

20

(c)(3),
(c)(3),

(2) Section 1611(c) (1) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

17
18

are
are

(b)(2),

ing "the cash benefit under this title"; and

23

(C) by striking "and the amount of such
such

24

benefits" and inserting "benefits under this
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1

title and the amount of any cash benefit under

2

this title".

3

(3) Section
(2) of such
Section 1611(c)
1611(c)(2)
such Act
Act (42
(42U.S.C.
U.s.c.

4

l382(c) (2))
1382(c)
(2)) is
is amended—
(A)

5

6

ing "the cash benefit";

(B) by inserting "cash" before "benefits"

7
8

by striking "such benefit" and insert-

each place such term appears; and

9

(C)

in

subpargraph

(B),

by

inserting

10

"cash" before "benefit".

11

(4) Section
(3) of
of such
such Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
5ection 1611(c)
1611(c)(3)

12

1382(c) (3)) is amended by inserting "cash" before
1382(c)(3))

13

"benefits under this title".

14

(5)

Section 1611(e) (1) (G) of such Act (42

15

U.S.C.

16

"cash" before "benefit of".

1382(e)(1)(G))
1382(e)
(1) (G))

is

amended by inserting

17

(6) Section 1614(a)
(4) of
of such
such Act (42 U.S.C.
1614(a)(4)

18

1382c(a)(4))
1382c(a) (4)) is amended by inserting "or impair-

19

ment" after "disability" each place such term ap-

20

pears.

21

16 14(f) (1)ofofsuch
suchAct
Act(42
(42U.S.C.
u.s.c.
(7) Section 1614(f)(1)

22

1382c(f)(1))

23

amount of benefits" and inserting "benefits under

24

this title and the amount of any cash benefit under

25

this title".
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(8)

1

Section 1614(f) (2) (A)

of such Act

(42

2

U.S.C. 1382c(f)(2)
(A)) is
is amended
amended by striking "and
1382c(f)(2)(A))

3

the amount of
of benefits"
benefits" and
and inserting
inserting "benefits

4

under this title and the amount of any
any cash
cash benefit".
benefit".
(9)

5

Section 16 14(f) (3) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

6

1382c(f)(3)) is amended
amended by
by striking "and the

7

amount of benefits" and inserting "benefits under

8

this title and the amount of any cash benefit under

9

this title".

10

16(e) (1)
(1) of
of such Act (42 U.S.C.
(10) Section 16
1616(e)

11

1382e(e) (1)) isis amended
amended by
by inserting "cash" before
1382e(e)(1))

12

"supplementaf'.
"supplemental".

13

(11) Section
Section1621
1621(a)
(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

14

l382j
(a)) is amended by striking "and the amount
1382j(a))
amount

15

of benefits" and inserting "benefits under this title

16

and the amount of any cash benefit under this title".

17

(12) Section 1631 (a) (4) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

18

1383(a)(4)) is amended by inserting "cash" before

19

"benefits" the 1st place such term appears
appears in
in each
each

20

of subparagraphs (A) and (B).

21

(13) Section 1631
1631(a)
(a) (7)
(7) (A)

amended by inserting

22

U.S.C.

23

"cash" before "benefits based".

24
25

1383(a)
1383
(a) (7)
(7) (A))

is

of such Act (42

(14) Section 1631 (a) (8) (A)

of such Act (42

U.S.C. 1383(a)(8)(A)) is amended by striking "benHR 4 EH1S
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1

efits based on disability or blindness under this

2

title" and inserting "benefits under this title (other

3

than by reason of age) ".

(15)
(c) of
(15)Section
Section1631
1631(c)
of such
such Act (42 U.S.C.

4
5

1383(c)) is amended—

6
7

(A) by striking "payment" each place
place such
such

term appears and inserting "benefits"; and

8

9

10

(B)

by striking "payments" each place

such term appears and inserting "benefits".

(16) Section 1631(e) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

11

1383(e)) is amended—

12

(A)

in

paragraph

(1) (B),

by

striking

13

"amounts of such benefits" and inserting

14

"amounts of cash benefits under this title";

15

(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting "cash"

16

before "benefits" each place such term appears;

17

(C) by
(C)
by redesignating the 2nd paragraph

18

(6) and paragraph (7) as paragraphs (7) and

19

(8), respectively;
respectively: and

20

(D) in paragraph (7) (as so redesignated),

21

by inserting "cash" before "benefits" each place

22

such term appears.

23

(17) Section l63l(g)(2) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

24

1383(g) (2)) is amended by striking "supplemental
l383(g)

25

security income" and inserting "cash".
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1

(18) Section 1635(a) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

2

1383d(a)) is amended by striking "by reason of dis-

3

ability or blindness".

4

(e) TEMPORARY
TEMPORARYELIGIBILITY
ELIGIBILITY FOR CASH BENEFITS

5 FOR
FORPOOR
POORDISABLED
DISABLEDCHILDREN
CHILDREN RESIDING
RESIDING IN STATES

6 APPLYING
APPLYING ALTERNATIVE
ALTERNATIVEINCOME
INCOMEELIGIBILITY
ELIGIBILITYSTANDSTAND-

7 ARDS UNDER MEDICAID.—
(1)

8

IN GENERAL.—For the period beginning

9

upon the 1st day of the 1st month that begins 90

10

or more days after the date of the enactment of this

11

Act and ending upon the close of fiscal year 1996,

12

an individual described
described in
in paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) shall be

13

considered to be eligible for cash benefits under title

14

XVI of the Social Security Act, by reason of disabil-

15

ity notwithstanding that the individual does not

16

meet any of the
the conditions
conditions described
described in
in section
section

17

16 14(a) (3) (A) (ii) (III) of such Act.

18

(2)

REQUIREMENTS.—For purposes
REQUIREMENTS.—For
purposes of
of parapara-

19

graph (1), an individual described in this paragraph

20

is an individual who—

21

(A) has not attained 18 years of age;

22

(B)

meets the conditions described in

23

subclauses

24

1614(a) (3) (A) (ii) of the Social Security Act;
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11

(C) resides
(C)
residesinin a State that, pursuant to
to

2

section 1902(f) of such Act, restricts eligibility

3

for medical assistance under title XIX of such

4

Act with respect to
to aged,
aged, blind,
blind, and
and disabiled
disabled in-

5

dividuals; and
(D) is not eligible for medical assistance
(D)
assistance

6
7

under the State plan under such title XIX.

8

(f) REDUCTION IN CASH BENEFITS PAYABLE TO IN-

9 STITUTIONALIZED CHILDREN WHOSE MEDICAL COSTS

10 ARE

COVERED

BY

PRIVATE

INSURANCE.—Section
INSURANCE—Section

of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

11

1611(e)(1)(B)
1611(e)
(1) (B)

12

1382(e)(1)(B)) is
1382(e)(1)(B))
is amended
amended by
by inserting "or under
under any

13

health insurance policy issued by a private provider of

14 such insurance" after "title XIX".
15

(g) APPLICABILITY.—

16

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in para-

17

graph (2), the amendments made by subsections

18

(a) (1), (c), (d) and (f), and section 1645(b) (2) of the

19

Social Security Act (as
(as added
added by
by the
the amendment
amendment

20

made by subsection (b) of this section),
section), shaH
shall apply

21

to benefits for months beginning 90 or more days

22

after the date of the enactment of this Act, without

23

regard to whether regulations have been issued to

24

implement such amendments.
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(2) DELAYED APPLICABILITY TO CURRENT SSI

2

RECIPIENTS OF ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS.—The
RESTRICTION5.—The

3

amendments made by subsection

4

apply, during the first 6 months that begin after the

5

month in which this Act becomes law, to an individ-

6

ual who is a recipient of cash supplemental
supplemental security
security

7

income benefits under title XVI of the Social Secu-

8

rity Act for the month in which this Act becomes

9

law.

10
11

(a) (1)

shall not

(h) REGULATIONS.—Wjthjn
REGULATIONS.—Withjn 3 months after the date

of the enactment of this Act—

12

(1) the Commissioner of Social Security shall

13

prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to

14

implement the amendments made by subsections

15

(a) (1), (c), (d), and (f) and to implement subsection

16

(e); and

17

(2) the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

18

ices shall prescribe such regulations as may be necnec-

19

essary to implement section 1645(b) (2) of the Social

20

Security Act, as added by the amendment made by

21

subsection (b) of this section.
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1

SEC. 603. EXAMINATION OF
OF MENTAL
MENTAL LISTINGS
LISTINGS USED
USED TO
TODEDE-

2

TERMINE ELIGIBILITY OF CHILDREN FOR SSI

3

BENEFITS BY REASON OF DISABILITY.

4

Section 202(e) (2) of the Social Security Independ-

5

ence

and Program Improvements Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C.

6 1382 note) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

7
8

graph (F); and

9

(2) by redesignating subparagraph (G) as sub-

10

paragraph (H) and inserting after subparagraph (F)

11

the following:

12

"(G) whether the criteria in the mental dis-

13

orders listings in the
the Listings
Listings of
of Impairments
Impairments set

14

forth in appendix 1 of subpart P of part
part 404
404 of
of title
title

15

20, Code of Federal Regulations, are appropriate to

16

ensure that eligibility of individuals who have not at-

17

tamed 18 years of age for cash benefits under the

18

supplemental security income program by reason of

19

disability is limited to those who have serious dis-

20

and for
for whom
whom such
such benefits
benefits are necessary to
abilities and

21

improve their condition or quality of life; and".
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1

SEC. 604. LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO PUERTO RICO,

2

THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND GUAM UNDER

3

PROGRAMS OF AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, OR

4

DISABLED.

5

6

Section

1108 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

1308), as amended by section 104(e) (1) of this Act, is

7 amended by inserting before "The total" the following:
8

"(a) PROGRAMS OF AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, OR

9 DISABLED.—The total amount certified by the Secretary

10 of Health and Human Services under titles I, X, XIV, and

11 XVI (as in effect without regard to the amendment made
made

12 by section 301 of the Social Security Amendments of
13 1972)—
14
15

16
17
18

"(1) for payment to Puerto Rico shall not exceed $18,053,940;

"(2) for payment to the Virgin Islands shall not
exceed $473,659; and
"(3) for payment to Guam shall not exceed

19

$900,718.

20

"(b) MEDICAID PROGRAMS.—".

21

SEC. 605. REPEAL OF MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT REQUIRE-

22

MENTS APPLICABLE TO OPTIONAL STATE

23

PROGRAMS FOR SUPPLEMENTATION OF SSI

24

BENEFITS.

25

Section 1618 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

26 l382g)
26
1 382g)isishereby
herebyrepealed.
repealed.
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1

SEC. 606. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR 10 YEARS TO INDI-

2

VIDUALS FOUND TO HAVE FRAUDULENTLY

3

MISREPRESENTED RESIDENCE IN ORDER TO

4

OBTAIN
OBTAIN BENEFITS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN 2 OR

5

STATES.
MORE STATES.

6

Section 16
1614(a)
14(a) of
of the
the Social
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

7

1382c(a)) is amended by adding at the end the following:

8

"(5) An individual shall not be considered
considered an eligible

9 individual for purposes of this title during the 10-year pe-

10 nod beginning on the date the individual is found by a
11

State to have made, or
orisisconvicted
convictedin
inFederal
Federal or State

12 court of having made, a fraudulent statement or represen13

tation with respect to the place of residence of the individ-

14 ual
14
ualininorder
orderto
toreceive
receivebenefits
benefits simultaneously
simultaneously from 2 or

15 more States under programs that are funded under part
16 A of title IV, title XIX, or the Food Stamp Act of 1977,
17

or benefits in 2 or more States under the supplemental

18

security income program under title XVI.".

19 SEC. 607. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR FUGITIVE FELONS
20
21

AND PROBATION AND PAROLE
PAROLE VIOLATORS.
VIOLATORS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon
GENERAL.—Sectjon 16
1611(c)
11(c) of the Social Se-

22 curity Act (42 U.S.C. 1382(e)), as amended by section
23 601(b)
601 (b)(1)
(1) of this Act, is amended by inserting after para24 graph (2) the following:
25

"(3)
"(3) A
A person shall not be an eligible individual

26

or eligible spouse for purposes of this title with reHR 4 EH1S
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spect to any month if, throughout the month, the

2

person is—

3

'(A) fleeing
"(A)
fleeing to
to avoid
avoid prosecution,
prosecution, or cus-

4

tody or confinement after conviction, under the

5

laws

6

for a crime, or an attempt to commit a crime,

7

which is a felony under the laws of the place

8

from which the person flees, or which, in the

9

case of the State of New Jersey, is a high mis-

10

demeanor under the laws of such State;
State; or

"(B) violating a condition of probation or

11

12
13

of the place from which the person flees,

parole imposed under Federal or State law.".
(b) EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE OF
OFINFORMATION
INFORMATION WITH LAW EN-

14 FORCEMENT AGENCIES.—Section 1631 (e) of such Act (42

15 U.S.C. 1383(e))
l383(e)) is
is amended by inserting after paragraph
16
17

(3) the following:
(3)
following:

"(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

18 Commissioner shall furnish any Federal, State, or local
19 law enforcement officer, upon the request of the officer,
20 with the current address of any recipient of benefits under
21

this title, if the officer furnishes the agency with the name

22 of the recipient and notifies the agency that—
23

"(A) the recipient—

24

"(i) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

25

tody or confinement after conviction, under the
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laws of the place from which the person flees,

2

for a crime, or an attempt to commit a crime,

3

which is a felony under the laws of the place

4

from which
which the
the person
personflees,
flees, or which, in the

5

case

6

demeanor under the laws of such State;

of the State of New Jersey, is a high mis-

7

"(ii) is violating aa condition
condition of
of probation
probation or

8

parole imposed under Federal or State law; or

9

"(iii) has information that is necessary for

10

the officer to conduct the officer's official du-

11

ties;

12

the recipi"(B) the location or apprehension of the
recipient is within the official duties of the officer; and

13

"(C) the request is made in the proper exercise

14
15

of such duties.".

16

TITLE Vu—CHILD SUPPORT

17 SEC.

700. REFERENCES.

18

Except as otherwise specifically provided, wherever in

this title
this
title an
an amendment is expressed in terms of an
20 amendment to or repeal of a section or other provision,
19

21

the reference shall be considered to be made to that sec-

22 tion or other provision of the Social Security Act.
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2

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Services;
Distribution of Payments

3

SEC. 701. STATE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE CHILD SUPPORT

1

4
5

ENFORCEMENT SERVICES.
(a)

STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS.—Section 454 (42

6 U.S.C. 654) is amended—
7
8

9

(1) by striking paragraph (4) and inserting the
following:

"(4) provide that the State will—

10

"(A) provide services relating to the estab-

11

lishment of paternity or the establishment,

12

modification, or enforcement of child support

13

obligations, as appropriate, under the plan
plan with
with

14

respect to—

15

"(i) each child for whom cash assist-

16

ance is provided under the State program

17

funded under part A of this title, benefits

18

or services are provided under the State

19

program funded under part B of this title,

20

or medical assistance is provided under the

21

State plan approved under title XIX, un-

22

less the State agency administering the

23

plan determines (in accordance with para-

24

graph (28)) that it is against the best in-

25

terests of the child to do so; and
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"(ii) any other child, if an individual

2

applies for such services with respect to

3

the child; and

4

"(B) enforce any support obligation estab-

5

lished with respect to—

6

"(i) a child with respect to whom the

7

State provides services under the plan; or
"(ii)

8

child."; and

9

10

(2) in paragraph (6)—

(A) by striking "provide that" and insert-

11

12

ing "provide that—";

(B) by striking subparagraph (A) and in-

13

14

the custodial parent of such a

serting the following:

15

"(A) services under the plan shall be made
made

16

available to nonresidents on the same terms as

17

to residents;";

18

(C) in subparagraph (B), by inserting "on

19

individuals not receiving assistance under any

20

State program
programfunded
fundedunder
under part A" after

21

"such services shall be imposed";

22
23

(D)

in each of subparagraphs (B),

(C),

(D), and (E)—

24

(i) by indenting the subparagraph in
(i)

25

the same manner as, and aligning the left
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margin of the subparagraph with the left

2

margin of, the matter inserted by subpara-

3

graph (B) of this paragraph; and

4

(ii)

by striking the final comma and

5

inserting a semicolon; and

6

(E)

7
8

9

each of clauses (i) and (ii) 2 additional ems.
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
(1)

10

amended

11

"454(4)".

12

in subparagraph (E), by indenting

(2)

Section
by

452(b)

striking

Section

(42

U.S.C.

"454(6)"

4S2(g) (2) (A)

652(b))

and

is

inserting

U.S.C.

(42

13

6S2(g) (2) (A)) is amended by striking "454(6)" each
652(g)

14

place it appears and inserting "454(4) (A) (ii)".

15

(3)

Section

466(a) (3) (B)

(42

U.S.C.

16

666
(a)(3)
(3)(B))
(B))isisamended
amendedby
bystriking
striking"in
"inthe
the case of
666(a)

17

overdue support which a State has agreed to collect

18

under section 454(6)" and inserting "in any other

19

case".

20

(4)

Section

466(e)

(42

U.S.C. 666(e))

is

21

amended by striking "paragraph (4) or (6) of sec-

22

tion 454" and inserting "section 454(4)".
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SEC. 702. DISTRIBUTION OF CHILD SUPPORT COLLEC

2
3

TIONS.

(a) IN
IN GENERiL.—Sectjon
(a)
GENERAL.—Sectjon457
457(42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.657)
657) is

4 amended to read as follows:
5 "SEC. 457. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED SUPPORT.

6

"(a) IN GENERAL.—An amount collected on behalf

7 of a family as support by a State pursuant to a plan ap8 proved under this part shall be distributed as follows:
9

"(1) FAMILIES
FAMILIEs RECEIVING
RECEIVING CASH ASSISTANCE.—

10

the case
case of
ofaafamily
In the
familyreceiving
receiving cash assistance
assistance

11

from the State, the State shall—

12
13

"(A) retain, or distribute to the family,
family, the
State share of the amount
so collected;
collected; and
amount so

"(B) pay to the Federal Government the

14
15

Federal share of the amount so collected.

16

"(2)

FAMILIES THAT FORMERLY RECEIVED

17

CASH ASSISTANCE.—In the case of a family that for-

18

merly received cash assistance from the State:

19

"(A) CURRENT SUPPORT PAYMENTS.—To
PAYMENTS.—To

20

the extent
extent that
that the
the amount
amountsosocollected
collected does
does not

21

exceed the amount required to be paid to the

22

family for the month in which collected, the

23

State shall distribute the amount so collected to

24

the family.

25

"(B) PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS OF
OF ARREARAGES.—TO
ARREARAGE5.—To the

26

extent that the amount so collected exceeds the
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amount required to be paid to the family for

2

the month in which collected, the State shall

3

distribute the amount so collected as follows:

4

"(i) DISTRIBUTION TO THE FAMILY

5

TO SATISFY
TO
SATISFYARREARAGES
ARREARAGES THAT
THAT ACCRUED
ACCRUED

6

BEFORE OR AFTER THE FAMILY RECEIVED

7

CASH ASSISTANCE.—The
ASSISTANCE.—TheState
Stateshall
shall dis-

8

tribute the amount so collected to the famfam-

9

ily to the extent necessary to satisfy any
ily

10

support arrears with respect to the family

11

that accrued before or after the family re-

12

ceived cash assistance from the State.
"(ii)

13

REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERN-

14

MENTS FOR ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO

15

THE FAMILY.—To the extent that clause

16

(i) does not apply to the amount, the State

17

shall retain the State share of the amount

18

SOcollected,
so
collected,and
andpay
pay to
to the
the Federal
Federal GovGov-

19

ernment the Federal share of the amount

20

50 collected,
so
collected, to the extent necessary to re-

21

imburse amounts paid to the family as

22

cash assistance from the State.

23

"(iii) DISTRIBUTION OF THE REMAIN-

24

DER TO THE FAMILY.—To the extent that

25

neither clause (i) nor clause (ii) applies to
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amount so collected, the State shall

1

the

2

distribute the amount to the family.

3

"(3) FAMILIES THAT NEVER RECEIVED CASH
CASH

4

ASSISTANCE.—In the case of any other family, the

5

State shall distribute the amount so collected to the

6

family.

7

"(b) DEFINITIONS.—AS
DEFINITIONS.—As used in subsection (a):
"(1) CASH
CAsH ASSISTANCE.—The

8

9

term 'cash as-

sistance from the State' means—

10

"(A) cash assistance under the State pro-

11

gram funded under part A or under the State

12

pilanapproved
plan
approved under
under part
part A of this title (as in

13

effect before October 1, 1995); or

14

"(B) cash benefits under the State pro-

15

gram funded under part B or under the State

16

plan
pilanapproved
approved under
under part
part B or E of
of this
this title
title

17

(as in effect before October 1, 1995).

18

"(2)

FEDERAL SHARE.—The
FEDERAL
SHARE.—The term 'Federal

19

share' means, with respect to an amount collected by

20

support obligation
obligation owed
the State to satisfy aa support
owed to
to a

21

family for a time period—

22

greatest Federal
Federal medical
"(A) the greatest
medical assist-

23

ance
ance percentage in effect for the State for fiscal
fiscal

24

year 1995
1995 or
or any
any succeeding
succeeding fiscal year; or
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"(B) if support is not owed to the family

2

for any month for which the family received aid

3

to families with dependent children under the

4

State plan approved under part A of this title

5

(as
(as

6

eral reimbursement percentage for the fiscal

7

year in which the time period occurs.

8

"(3) FEDERAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PERCENT-

9

AGE.—The term 'Federal medical assistance per-

10

in effect before October 1, 1995), the Fed-

centage' means—

11

"(A) the Federal medical assistance per-

12

centage (as defined in section 1118), in the case

13

of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and

14

American Samoa; or

15

"(B) the Federal medical assistance per-

16

centage (as defined in section 1905(b)) in the

17

case of any other State.

18

"(4)

FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT PERCENT-

19

AGE.—The term 'Federal reimbursement percentage'

20

means, with respect to a fiscal year—

21

"(A) the total amount paid to the State

22

under section 403 for the fiscal year; divided by

23

"(B) the total amount expended by the

24

State to carry out the State program under

25

part A during the fiscal year.
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"(5) STATE SHARE.—The term 'State share'

1

2

means 100 percent minus the Federal share.

3

"(c) CONTINUATION OF SERVICES FOR FAMILIES

4 CEASING To RECEIVE ASSISTANCE UNDER THE STATE
5 PROGRAM FUNDED UNDER PART A.—When

a family with

respecttotowhich
6 respect
whichservices
services are provided
provided under
under a State plan

7 approved under this part ceases to receive
receive assistance
assistance
8
8 under
under the
the State program
programfunded
fundedunder
under part
part A, the State
9 shall
shallprovide
9
provideappropriate
appropriate notice
notice to the family and continue

10 to provide such services, subject to the same conditions
11
11

and
andon
onthe
thesame
samebasis
basis as
as in
in the
the case
caseof
ofindividuals
individuals to

12 whom services are furnished under section 454, except

13 that an application or other request to continue services

14 shall not be required of such a family
familyand
and section
section
15

16

454(6)
(B) shall
shall not apply to the family.".
454(6)(B)
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

17

(1) GENERAL RULE.—Except as provided in

18

paragraph (2), the amendment made by subsection

19

(a) shall become effective on October 1, 1999.

20

(2) EARLIER EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RULES RE-

21

DISTRIBUTION OF
OF SUPPORT
SUPPORT COLLECTED
LATING TO DISTRIBUTION
COLLECTED

22

FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING
RECEIVING CASH
CASH ASSI5TANCE.—Sec-.
ASSISTANCE.—Sec-

23

tion 457(a) (1) of the Social Security Act, as added

24

by the amendment made by subsection (a), shall be-

25

come effective on October 1, 1995.
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2
3

SEC. 703. PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS.

(a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT.—Section 454 (42

U.S.C. 654) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

4
5

(23);

(2) by striking the period at the end of para-

6
7

graph (24) and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (24) the follow-

8

9

ing:

10

"(25) will have in effect safeguards, applicable

11

to all confidential information handled by the State

12

agency, that are designed to protect the privacy

13

rights of the parties, including—

14

"(A) safeguards against unauthorized use

15

or disclosure of information relating to proceed-

16

ings or actions to establish paternity, or to es-

17

tablish or enforce support;

18

"(B) prohibitions against the release of in-

19

formation on the whereabouts of one party to

20

another party against whom a protective order

21

with respect to the former party has been en-

22

tered; and

23

"(C) prohibitions against the release of in-

24

formation on the whereabouts of one party to

25

another party if the State has reason to believe

26

that the release of the information may result
result
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in physical or emotional harm to the former
former

2

party.".

3

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment
amendment made
made by
by

4 subsection (a) shall become effective on October 1, 1997.
5

6

Subtitle B—Locate and Case
Tracking

7 SEC.
SEC.711.
711.STATE
STATECASE
CASEREGISTRY.
REGISTRY.
8

Section 454A, as added by section 745(a)
745(a) (2)
(2) of
of this

9 Act, is amended by adding at the end the following:
10

"(e) STATE CASE REGISTRY.—

11

"(1) CONTENTS.—The automated system re-

12

quired by this section shall include a registry (which

13

shall
shaH be
be known
known as the 'State case registry') that con-

14

tains records with respect to—

15

"(A) each case
casein
inwhich
which services
services are being

16

provided by the State agency under the State

17

plan approved under this part; and

18

"(B) each support order established or

19

modified in the State on or after October 1,

20

1998.

21

"(2)

LINKING OF LOCAL REGISTRIES.—The
REGISTPJES.—The

22

State case registry may
maybe
beestablished
established by
by linking

23

local case registries of support orders through an

24

automated information network, subject to this sec-

25

tion.
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"(3)

1

USE OF
USE
OFSTANDARDIZED
STANDARDIZED

DATA

ELE-

2

MENTS.—Such records
MENTS.—Such
recordsshall
shalluse
usestandardized
standardized data

3

elements for both parents (such as names, social se-

4

curity numbers and other
other uniform
uniform identification
identification

5

numbers, dates
dates

6

numbers), and contain such other information (such

7

as on case status) as the Secretary may require.

of
of birth, and case identification

8

"(4) PAYMENT RECORDS.—Each case record in

9

the State case registry with respect to which services

10

are being provided under the State plan approved

11

under this part and with respect to which a support

12

order has been established shall include a record

13

of—

14

"(A) the amount of monthly (or other pen-

15

odic) support owed under the order, and
and other
other

16

amounts
amounts (including
(including arrears, interest or late

17

payment penalties, and fees) due or overdue
overdue

18

under the order;

"(B) any amount
amount described
described in
in subparasubpara-

19

20

graph (A) that has been collected;

21

"(C) the distribution

22

of such collected

amounts;

23

"(D) the birth date of any child for whom

24

the order requires the provision of support; and
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"(E) the amount of any lien imposed with

1

2

respect

3

466(a)(4).
466(a) (4).

4

"(5)
"(5) UPDATING
UPDATINGAND
ANDMONITORJNG.—The
MONITORJNG.—TheState
State

to the

order pursuant to

section

5

agency

6

this section shall
shall promptly
promptly establish
establish and
and maintain,
maintain,

7

and
and regularly
regularly monitor,
monitor, case records in the State case
case

8

registry with respect to which services are being pro-

9

vided
vided under
under the State plan

10

operating the automated system required by

approved under this part,

on the basis of—

11

"(A) information on administrative actions

12

and administrative
administrative and
and judicial
judicial proceedings
proceedings and

13

orders relating to paternity and support;

14

"(B) information obtained from compari-

15

son with Federal, State, or local sources of in-

16

formation;

17
18

"(C) information
information on support
support collections
collections

and distributions; and

19

other relevant
relevant information.
"(D) any other
information.

20

"(f)
"(f) INFORMATION
INFORMATION COMPARISONS
COMPARISONSAND
ANDOTHER
OTHER Dis-

21
21

CLOSURES
CLOSURESOF
OFINFORMATJON.—The
INFQRMATJQN.—The State
State shall
shall use the

22
automated system
22 automated
system required
required by this section to extract infor-

23 mation from (at such times, and in such standardized for-

24 mat or formats, as may be required by the Secretary), to
25 share
share and
25
and compare information with, and to
to receive
receive infor-
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mation from, other data bases and information compari-

2 son services, in order to obtain (or provide) information
3

necessary to enable the State agency (or the Secretary or

4 other State or Federal agencies) to carry out this part,
to section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of

5

subject

6

1986. Such information comparison activities shall include

7 the following:
8

"(1) FEDERAL CASE REGISTRY
REGISTRY OF
OF CHILD
CHILD SUPSUP-

9

PORT ORDERS.—Furnishing to the Federal Case

10

Registry of Child Support Orders established under

11

section 453(h) (and update as necessary, with infor-

12

mation including notice of expiration of orders) the

13

minimum amount of information on child support

14

cases recorded in the State case registry that is nec-

15

essary to operate the registry (as specified by the

16

Secretary in regulations).

17

"(2) FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR SERVICE.—

18

Exchanging information with the Federal Parent

19

Locator Service for the purposes specified in section

20

453.

21

"(3) TEMPORARY FAMILY ASSISTANCE AND

22

MEDICAID AGENCIES.—Exchanging information with

23

State agencies (of the State and of other States) ad-

24

ministering programs funded under part A, pro-

25

grams operated under State plans under title XIX,
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and other programs designated by the Secretary, as

2

necessary to perform State agency responsibilities

3

under this part and under such programs.

4

"(4) INTRA- AND INTERSTATE INFORMATION

5

COMPARISONS.—Exchanging information
COMPARISONS.—Exchanging
informationwith
with other

6

agencies of the State, agencies of other States, and

7

interstate information networks, as necessary and

8

appropriate to carry out (or assist other States to

9

carry out) the purposes of this part.".

10 SEC. 712. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT OF SUPPORT
11

PAYMENTS.

12

(a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT.—Sectjon 454 (42

13

U.S.C. 654), as amended by section 703(a) of this Act,

14 is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

15

16

(24);

(2) by striking the period at the end of para-

17

18

graph (25) and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (25) the follow-

19

20
21

22

ing:

"(26) provide that, on and after October
1998, the State agency will—

23

24

1,

"(A) operate a State disbursement unit in
accordance with section 454B; and
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"(B) have sufficient State staff (consisting

2

of State employees) and (at State option)
option) concon-

3

tractors reporting directly to the State agency
agency

4

to—

5

"(i)
"(I) monitor and enforce support col-

6

lections through the unit (including carry-

7

ing out the automated data processing re-

8

sponsibilities described
sponsibilities
describedininsection
section45
454A(g));
4A (g));

9

and

"(ii) take the actions described in secsec-

10

tion 466(c) (1) in appropriate cases.".

11

12

(b)

ESTABLISHMENT OF STATE DISBURSEMENT

13 UNIT.—Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669), as
14 amended by section 745(a) (2) of this Act, is amended by
15

inserting after section 454A the following:

16 "SEC. 454B. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT OF SUP17
18

PORT PAYMENTS.

"(a) STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT.—

19

"(1) IN GENERAL.—In order for a State to

20

meet the requirements of this section, the State

21

agency must establish and operate a unit (which

22

shall be known as the 'State disbursement unit') for

23

the collection and disbursement of payments under

24

support orders in all cases being enforced by the

25

State pursuant to section 454(4).
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"(2)

1

2

OPERATION.—The

State disbursement

unit shall be operated—

3

"(A) directly by the State agency (or 2 or

4

more State agencies under a regional coopera-

5

tive

6

by a contractor responsible directly to the State

7

agency; and

agreement), or (to the extent appropriate)

"(B) in coordination
coordination with
with the
the automated
automated

8

9

system

established by the State pursuant to

10

section 454A.

11

"(3)

LINKING

OF

LOCAL

DISBURSEMENT

12

UNITS.—The State disbursement unit may be estab-

13

lished by linking local disbursement units through

14

an automated
automated information
information network,
network,subject
subject to this

15

section. The Secretary must agree that the system

16

will not cost more nor take more time to establish

17

than a centralized system. In addition, employers

18

shall be given 1 location
location to which income withhold-

19

ing is sent.

20

"(b) REQUIRED
"(b)
REQUIREDPROCEDURES.—The
PROCEDUI5.—The State disburse-

21 ment unit shall use automated procedures, electronic proc22
22

esses,
esses,and
andcomputer-driven
computer-driven technology to the maximum

23 extent feasible, efficient, and economical, for the collection

24 and disbursement of support payments, including proce25 dures—
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"(1) for receipt of payments from parents, em-

2

ployers, and other States, and for disbursements
disbursements to

3

custodial parents and other obligees, the State agen-

4

cy, and the agencies of other States;

5

"(2) for accurate identification of payments;

6

"(3) to ensure prompt disbursement of the cus-

7

todial parent's share of any payment; and
todial

"(4) to
to

8

furnish
furnish to
to any
any parent,
parent, upon request,

9

time'y information on the current status of support
timely

10

payments under an order requiring payments to be

11

made by or to the parent.

12

"(c) TIMING OF
OF DISBURSEMENTS.—The
DISBURSEMENTS.—TheState
State dis-

13 bursement unit shall distribute all amounts
amounts payalile
payable under
under

14 section 457(a) within 2 business days after receipt from
15

the employer
emp'oyer or other source of periodic income, if suffi-

16 cient
dent information
information identifying
identifying the payee is provided.
17

"(d) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED.—AS used in this sec-

18

tion, the term 'business day' means a day on which State

19 offices
officesare
are open
open for
for regular
regular business.".
19

20

SYSTEM.—Section 454A, as
(c) USE OF AUTOMATED SYSTEM.—Sectjon

21 added
addedby
bysection
section745(a)
745(a)(2)
21
(2) of this Act and as amended

22 by section 711 of this Act, is amended by adding at the
23 end the following:
24

"(g) COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPORT

25 PAYMENTS.—
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"(1) IN GENERAL.—The State shall use the

2

automated system required by this section,
section, to
to the
the

3

maximum extent feasible, to assist and facilitate the

4

disbursement of
of support
support payments
collection and disbursement
payments

5

through the State disbursement unit operated under
through

6

section 454B, through the performance of functions,

7

induding, at
including,
at aa minimum—
minimum—

8

"(A) transmission of orders and notices to

9

emplloyers (and
employers
(and other
other debtors)
debtors) for
for the withhold-

10

ing of wages (and other income)—

11

"(i) within
within 22 business
"(i)
business days after rere-

12

ceipt (from a court, another State, an em-

13

ployer,
the Federal
Federal Parent
Parent Locator Service,
poyer, the

14

or another source recognized by the State)

15

of notice of, and the income source subject

16

to, such withholding; and

17

"(ii) using uniform formats prescribed

18

by the Secretary;

19

"(B) ongoing monitoring to
to promptly
promptly iden-

20

tify failures to
to make
make timelly
timely payment of support;
support;

21

and

22

"(C) automatic use
use of
of enforcement
enforcement proceproce-

23

(induding procedures
dures (including
procedures authorized pursu-

24

ant to section 466(c)) where payments are not

25

timely made.
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"(2) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED.—As used in

2

paragraph (1), the term 'business day' means a day

3

on which State offices are open for regular busi-

4

ness.".

5

(d)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by

6 this
thissection
sectionshall
shallbecome
becomeeffective
effective on
on October
October 1, 1998.
7 SEC.
SEC.713.
713.STATE
STATEDIRECTORY
DIRECTORYOF
OFNEW
NEW HIRES.
8

(a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT.—Sectjon 454 (42

amended by
by sections
sections 703(a)
703(a)and
and7712(a)
9 U.S.C. 654), as amended
12(a)
10 of this Act, is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph
paragraph

11

12

(25);

(2) by striking the period at the end of para-

13

14

graph (26) and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (26) the follow-

15

16

ing:

17

"(27) provide that, on and after October

18

1997, the State will operate a State Directory of

19

New Hires in accordance with section 453A.".

20

(b) STATE DIRECTORY
DIRECTORY OF
OF NEw
NEWHIRES.—Part
HrnEs.—Part D
D of

21

title IV
IV (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.65
651—669)
1—669) is
is amended
amended by inserting

22 after section 453 the following:
23 "SEC.
"SEC.453A.
453A.STATE
STATEDIRECTORY
DIRECTORYOF
OFNEW
NEW HIRES.
HIRES.

24

"(a) ESTABLISHMENT.—
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"(1) IN GENERAL—Not later than October 1,

2

1997, each State shall establish an automated direc-

3

tory (to be known as the 'State Directory of New

4

Hires') which shall contain information supplied in

5

accordance

6

labor organizations on each newly hired employee.

7

with subsection

(b)

by employers and

"(2) DEFINITIONS.—AS used in this section:

"(A) EMPLOYEE.—The
EMPLOYEE.—The term
term 'employee'—
'employee'—

8

9

"(i) means an individual who is an

10

employee within the meaning of chapter 24

11

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and

12

"(ii) does not include an employee of

13

a Federal or State agency performing in-

14

telligence or counterintelligence functions,

15

if the head of such agency has determined

16

that reporting pursuant to paragraph (1)

17

with respect to the employee could endan-

18

ger the safety of the employee or corncom-

19

intelpromise an ongoing investigation or Intel-

20

ligence mission.

21

"(B) GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYERS.—The

22

term 'employer' includes any governmental en-

23

tity.

24
25

"(C)

LABOR ORGANIZATION.—The
LABOR
ORGANIZATION.—The term

'labor organization' shall have the meaning
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1

given such term in section 2(5) of the National

2

Labor Relations Act, and includes any entity

3

(also known as a 'hiring hail')
hall') which is used by

4

the organization and an employer to carry out

5

requirements described in section 8(f) (3) of

6

such Act of an agreement between the organiza-

7

tion and the employer.

8

9

"(b) EMPLOYER INFORMATION.—

"(1) REPORTING
"(1)
REPORTINGREQUIREMENT.—
REQUIREMENT.—

10

"(A) IN GENERAL—Except
GENERAL.—Exceptas
as provided
provided in

11

subparagraph (B), each employer shall furnish

12

to the Directory of New Hires of the State in

13

which a newly hired employee works a report

14

that contains the
the name,
name, address,
address, and
and social
social Sese-

15

curity number of the employee, and the name

16

of, and identifying number assigned under sec-

17

tion 6109 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

18

to, the employer.

19

"(B) MULTISTATE EMPLOYERS.—An em-

20

ployer who has employees who are employed in

21

2 or more States may comply with subpara-

22

graph (A) by transmitting the report described

23

in subparagraph (A) magnetically or electroni-

24

cally to the State in which the greatest number

25

of employees of the employer are employed.
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"(2) TIMING OF REPORT.—The report required

2

by paragraph (1) with respect to an employee shall

3

be made not later than the later of—

"(A) 15 days after the date the employer

4
5

hires the employee; or

6

"(B) the date the employee first receives

7

wages or other compensation from the em-

8

ployer.

9

"(c) REPORTING
REPORTING FORJvIAT
FORMAT AND
AND METHOD.—Each
METHOD.—Each re-

10 port required by subsection (b) shall be made on a W—
11

4 form or the equivalent, and may be transmitted by first

12 class mail, magnetically, or electronically.
electronically.
13

CIVIL MONEY
MONEYPENALTIES
PENALTIESON
"(d) CIVIL
NONCOMPLYING
ON
NONCOMPLYING

14 EMPLOYERS.—
15

"(1) IN GENERAL.—An employer that
that fails
fails to

16

comply with subsection (b) with respect to an em-

17

ployee shall be subject to a civil money
money penalty
penalty of—

18

"(A) $25; or

19

"(B) $500 if, under State law, the failure

20

is the result of a conspiracy between the em-

21

ployer
supply the replloyerand
and the
the employee
employee to not suppily

22

quired report or to supply
supply aa false
false or
orincomplete
incomplete

23

report.

24

"(2) APPLICABILITY OF SECTION 11128.—Section
128.—Section

25

1128 (other than subsections (a) and
and (b)
(b) of
of such
such
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section) shall apply to a civil money penalty under

2

paragraph (1) of this subsection in the same manner

3

as such section applies to a civil money
money penalty
penalty or
or

4

proceeding under section 112
11 28A
8A (a).

5

"(e) INFORMATION COMPARISONS.—

6

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Not later than October 1,

7

1997, an agency designated by the State shall, di-

8

rectly or by contract, conduct automated compari-

9

sons
sons

of the social security numbers reported by emem-

10

ployers pursuant to subsection (b) and the social seSe-

11

curity numbers appearing in the records of the State

12

case registry for cases being enforced under the

13

State plan.

14

"(2) NoTIcE OF MATCH.—When an information

15

comparison conducted under paragraph (1) reveals a

16

match with respect to the social security number of

17

an individual required to provide support under a

18

support order, the State Directory of New Hires

19

shall provide the agency administering the State

20

plan approved under this part of the appropriate

21

State with the name, address, and social security

22

number of the employee to whom the social security

23

number is assigned, and the name of, and identify-

24

ing number assigned under section 6109 of the In-

25

ternal Revenue Code of 1986 to, the employer.
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"(f) TrNsMIssIoN
TINsMIssIoN OF INFORMATION.—
"(1) TRANsMISSION
OFWAGE
WAGE
"(1)
TNsMIssIoN OF

2

WITHHOLDING

3

NOTICES TO EMPLOYERS.—Within 2 business days

4

after the date information regarding aanewly
newly hired
hired

5

employee

6

Hires, the State agency enforcing the employee's

7

child support obligation shall transmit a notice to

8

the employer of the employee directing the employer

9

to
to

is entered into the State Directory of New

withhold from the wages of the
withhold
the employee
employee an
an

10

amount equal to the monthly (or other periodic)

11

child support obligation of the employee, unless the

12

employee's wages are not subject to withholding pur-

13

suant to section 466(b) (3).

14

15

"(2)TRANSMISSIONS
Ti ISMISSIONSTO
"(2)
TOTHE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL DIRECDIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.—

16

"(A) NEW HIRE INFORMATION.—Wjthjn
INFORMATION.—Within 4

17

business days after the State Directory of New

18

Hires receives information from employers pur-

19

suant to this section, the State Directory of

20

New Hires shall furnish
furnish the
the information
information to the

21

National Directory of New Hires.

22

"(B) WAGE AND UNEMPLOYMENT

23

PENSATION INFORMATION.—The State Direc-

24

tory of New Hires shall, on a quarterly basis,

25

furnish to the National Directory of New Hires
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extracts of the reports required under section

2

303 (a) (6)
303(a)
(6) to
to be
be made
made to
to the
the Secretary of Labor

3

concerning the wages and unemployment com-

4

pensation paid to individuals, by such dates, in

5

such format,
such
format, and containing such information

6

as the Secretary of Health and Human Services

7

shall specify in regulations.

8

"(3) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED.—As used in this

9

subsection,
subsection, the
the term 'business day'
day' means
means

a day on

10

which State offices are open for regular business.

11

"(g) OTHER USES OF NEW HIRE INFORMATION.—

12

"(1)

LOCATION OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLI-

13

GORS.—The agency administering the State plan ap-

14

proved under this part shall use information received

15

pursuant to subsection

16

for purposes of establishing paternity and establish-

17

ing, modifying, and enforcing child support obliga-

18

tions.

(e) (2)

to locate individuals

19

"(2) VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR
CERFOR CER-

20

TAIN PROGRAMS.—A State agency responsible for

21

administering a program specified in section 1137(b)

22

shall have access to information reported by employ-

23

ers pursuant to subsection

24

purposes of verifying eligibility for the program.
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"(3) ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYMENT SECU-

2

RITY AND
AND WORKERS
WORKERSCOMPENSATION.—State
COMPENSATION.—State agen-

3

cies operating
des
operating employment
employment security and workers'

4

compensation programs shall have access to informa-

5

tion reported by employers pursuant to subsection

6

(b)

7

grams.".

for the purposes of administering such pro-

8 SEC. 714. AMENDMENTS CONCERNING INCOME WITHHOLD9
10

ING.

(a) MANDATORY INCOME WITHHOLDING.—

11

12
13

(1)

IN

GENERAL.—Sectjon
GENERAL.—Section

466(a) (1)

(42

U.S.C. 666(a) (1)) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) INCOME WITHHOLDING.—

14

"(A) UNDER ORDERS ENFORCED UNDER

15

THE STATE PLAN.—Procedures described in

16

subsection (b) for the withholding from income

17

of amounts payable as support in cases
cases subject
subject

18

to enforcement under the State plan.

19

"(B) UNDER CERTAIN ORDERS PREDATING

20

CHANGE IN REQUIREMENT.—Procedures under

21

which the wages of a person with a support ob-

22

ligation imposed by a support order issued (or

23

modified) in the State before October 1, 1996,

24

if not otherwise subject to withholding under

25

subsection (b),
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holding as provided in subsection (b) if arrear-

2

ages occur, without the need for a judicial or

3

administrative hearing.".

4

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
(A)

5

Section 466(a) (8) (B) (iii) (42 U.S.C.

666 (a) (8)
(8) (B)
(B) (iii))
(iii)) is
is amended—
amended—
666(a)

6
7

(i) by striking "(5),"; and
(i)

8

(ii) by inserting ", and, at the option

9

of the
of
the State, the requirements of sub-

10

section (b) (5)" before the period.

11

(B) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is

12

amended in the matter preceding paragraph

13

(1), by striking "subsection (a) (1)" and insert-

14

"subsection(a)
(a)(1)(A)".
ing "subsection
(1) (A)".

15

Section

(C)

466(b) (5)

(42

U.S.C.

16

666(b)(5)) is amended by striking all that fol-

17

lows

18

State through the State disbursement unit

19

tablished pursuant to section 454B, in accord-

20

ance with the requirements of section 454B.".

21

22

"administered by" and inserting "the

(D)

Section

466(b) (6) (A)
466(b)(6)(A)

(42

es-

U.S.C.

666(b) (6) (A)) is amended—

23

(i)

in clause (i), by striking "to the

24

appropriate agency" and all that follows

25

and inserting "to the State disbursement
disbursement
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unit within 2 business days after the date

2

the amount would (but for this subsection)

3

have been paid or credited to the employee,
emp'oyee,

4

for distribution
for
distribution in accordance with this

5

part.";

6

(ii)

in clause
dause (ii),
(ii), by inserting "be in

7

a standard format prescribed by the Sec-

8

retary, and" after "shall"; and
(iii) by adding at the end the follow-

9

10

ing:

11

"(iii) As used in this subparagraph, the term

12

'business day' means a day on which State offices

13

are open for regular business.".

14

(E)

Section

466(b)(6)(D)

(42

U.S.C.

15

666(b)(6)(D)) is amended by striking "any em-

16

ployer"
and all
all that
that follows
follows and inserting the
poyer" and

17

following:

18

"any employer who—

19

"(i) discharges from employment, refuses

20

to employ, or takes disciplinary action against

21

any absent parent subject to wage withholding

22

required by this subsection because of the exist-

23

ence of such withholding and the obligations
obligations or
or

24

additional obligations which is imposes upon the

25

employer; or
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"(ii) fails to withhold support from wages,

2

or to pay such amounts to the State disburse-

3

ment unit in accordance with this subsection.".

4

(F) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is
by adding at the end the following:

5

amended

6

"(11) Procedures under which the agency ad-

7

ministering the State plan approved under this part

8

may execute a withholding order through electronic

9

means and without advance notice to the obligor.".

10

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Sectjon
AMENDMENT.—Sect!on 466(c) (42

11

U.S.C. 666(c)) is repealed.

12 SEC. 715. LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM INTERSTATE NET13

14

WORKS.

Section 466(a)
Section
466(a) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a)) is amended by

15 adding at the end the following:
16

"(12) LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM INTER-

17

STATE NETWORKS.—Procedures
NETWORK5.—Procedures to ensure that all

18

Federal and State agencies conducting activities

19

under this part have access to any system used by

20

the State to locate an individual for purposes relat-

21

ing to motor vehicles or law enforcement.".
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SEC. 716. EXPANSION OF THE FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR

2
3

SERVICE.
(a) EXPANDED AUTHORITY To LOCATE INDIVID-

4 UALS AND ASSETS.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is
5 amended—
(1)
(1)

6

in subsection (a), by striking all that follows

7

"subsection (c))" and inserting ", for the purpose of
"subsection

8

establishing parentage,

9

amount of,
of, modifying,
modifying, or enforcing child support ob-

10
11

12

"(1) information on, or facilitating the discovof, the location of any individual—
ery of,

"(A) who is under an obligation to pay
child support;

"(B) against whom such an obligation is

15

16

setting the

ligat ions—
ligations—

13

14

establishing,

sought; or

17

"(C) to whom such an obligation is owed,

18

including the individual's social security number (or

19

numbers), most recent address, and the name, ad-

20

dress, and employer identification number of the in-

21

dividual's employer; and

22

"(2) information on the individual's wages (or

23

other income) from, and benefits of, employment (in-

24

cluding rights to or enrollment in group heafth
health care

25

coverage) ."; and
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1

in subsection (b), in the matter preceding

2

paragraph (1), by striking "social security" and all

3

that follows through "absent parent" and inserting

4

"information described
described in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a)".
".

5

(b) REIMBURSEMENT FOR INFORMATION FROM FED-

6 ERAL

AGENCIES.—Section

453(e) (2)

(42

U.S.C.

7 653(e) (2)) is amended in the 4th sentence by inserting
8

"in an amount which the Secretary determines to be rea-

9 sonable payment for the information exchange (which
10 amount shall not include payment for the costs
costs of obtain11

ing, compiling, or maintaining the information)" before

12 the period.
13

(c)

REIMBURSEMENT FOR REPORTS BY STATE

14 AGENCIES.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is amended by
15 adding at the end the following:
16

"(g) The Secretary may reimburse Federal and State

17 agencies for the costs incurred by such entities in furnish18 ing information requested by the Secretary under this sec-

19 tion in an amount which the Secretary determines to be
20 reasonable payment for the information exchange (which
21 amount shall not include payment for the costs of obtainthe information)
information).".
22 ing, compiling, or maintaining the
.".
23

(d) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.—

24

(9), 453(a),
453(a), 453(b), 463(a),
(1) Sections 452(a)
452(a)(9),

25

463(e), and 463(f) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(9), 653(a),
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653(b), 663(a), 663(e), and 663(f)) are each amend-

2

ed by inserting "Federal" before "Parent" each

3

place such term appears.

4

(2) Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is amended in

5

the heading by adding "FEDERAL" before "PAR-

6

lENT".
ENT".

7

(e) NEW
(e)
NEWCOMPONENTS.—Sectjon
COMPONENTS.—Sectjon453
453(42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.

8

653), as amended by subsection

(c)

of this section, is

9 amended by adding at the end the following:
10

"(h) FEDERAL CASE REGISTRY OF CHILD SUPPORT

11 ORDERS.—
12

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Not
GENERAL—Not later than October 1,

13

1998, in order to assist States in administering pro-

14

grams under State plans
plans approved
approved under
under this
this part

15

and programs funded under part A, and for the

16

other purposes specified in this section,
section, the Sec-

17

retary shall establish and maintain in the Federal

18

Parent Locator Service an automated registry

19

(which shall be known as the 'Federal Case Registry

20

of Child Support Orders'), which shall
shall contain
contain ab-

21

stracts of support orders and other information de-

22

scribed in paragraph (2) with respect
respect to each case

23

in each State case registry maintained pursuant to

24

section 454A(e),
454A(e), as
as furnished
furnished (and
(and regularly
regularly up-
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dated), pursuant to section 454A(f), by State agen-

2

cies administering programs under this part.

3

"(2) CASE
CASE 1INFORMATION.—The
INFORMATION.—The information
information re-

4

ferred to in paragraph (1) with respect to a case

5

shall

6

specify in regulations (including the names, social

7

security numbers or other uniform identification

8

numbers, and State case identification numbers) to

9

identify the individuals who owe or are
are owed
owed support
support

10

(or with respect to or on behalf of whom support ob-

11

ligations are sought to be established), and the State

12

or States which have the case.

13

"(i) NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.—

be such information as the Secretary may
may

14

"(1) IN GENERAL.—In order to assist States in

15

administering programs under State plans approved

16

under this part and programs funded under part A,

17

and for the other purposes specified in this section,

18

the Secretary shall, not later than October 1, 1996,

19

establish and maintain in the Federal Parent Loca-

20

tor Service an automated directory to be known as

21

the National Directory of New Hires, which shall

22

contain the information supplied pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section

23

453A(f)(2).

24
25

"(2)

ADMINISTRATION

OF

FEDERAL

TAX

LAWS.—The Secretary of the Treasury shall have
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access to the information in the Federal Directory of

2

New Hires for purposes of administering section 32

3

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or the ad-

4

vance payment of the earned income tax credit

5

under

6

claim with respect to employment in
in a tax return.

7

"(j) INFORMATION
"0)
INFORMATION COMPARISONS
COMPARISONS AND
DISANDOTHER
OTHER
Dis-

section 3507 of such
such Code,
Code, and
and verifying
verifying a

8 CLOSURES.—
9

10

"(1) VERIFIcATION
VERIFICATION BY
BY SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY ADMINISTIATION.—
MINISTRATION.—

11

"(A) The Secretary shall transmit informa-

12

tion on individuals and employers maintained

13

under this section to the Social Security Admin-

14

istration to the extent necessary for verification

15

in accordance with subparagraph (B).

16

"(B) The Social Security Administration

17

shall verify the accuracy of, correct, or supply

18

to the extent possible, and report to the Sec-

19

retary, the following information supplied by

20

the Secretary pursuant to subparagraph (A):

21

"(i) The name, social security num-

22

ber, and birth date of each such individual.

23

"(ii) The employer identification num-

24

ber of each such employer.
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"(2)

1

INFORMATION COMPARISONS.—For

the

2

purpose of locating individuals in a paternity estab-

3

lishment case or a case involving the establishment,

4

modification, or enforcement of a support order, the

5

Secretary shall—

6

"(A) compare information in the National
National

7

Directory of New Hires against information
information in
in

8

the support order abstracts in the Federal Case

9

Registry of Child Support Orders not less
less often
often

10

than every 2 business days; and

11

"(B) within 2 such days after such a corncom-

12

parison reveals a match with respect to an mdi-

13

vidual,

14

agency responsible for the case.

15

"(3) INFORMATION COMPARISONS AND DISCLO-

16

SURES OF INFORMATION IN ALL REGISTRIES FOR

17

TITLE IV PROGRAM PURPOSES.—To the extent and

18

with the frequency that the Secretary determines to

19

be effective in assisting States to carry out their re-

20

sponsibilities under programs operated under this

21

part and programs funded under part A, the
the SecSec-

22

retary shall—

report the
report
theinformation
information toto the
the State
State

23

"(A) compare the information in each
each corncom-

24

ponent of the Federal Parent Locator Service

25

maintained under this section against the inforHR 4 EH1S
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mation in each other such component (other

2

than the comparison required by paragraph

3

(2)), and report instances in which such a corn-

4

parison reveals a match with respect to an mdi-

5

vidual

6

grams; and

7

to State agencies operating such pro-

"(B) disclose information in such registries

8

to such State agencies.

9

"(4) PRovisioN OF
OF NEW
NEW HIRE
HIRE INFORMATION
INFORMATION

10

TO THE SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITYADMINIST1RATIQN.—The
ADMINISTPATION.—The

11

National Directory of New Hires shall
shall provide
provide the
the

12

Commissioner of Social Security with all information

13

in the National Directory, which shall be used to de-

14

termine the accuracy of payments under the supple-

15

mental security income program under title XVI and

16

in connection with benefits under title II.

17

"(5) RESEARCI-i.—The
RESEARCH.—The Secretary may provide

18

access to information reported by employers pursu-

19

ant to section 453A(b) for research purposes found

20

by the Secretary to be likely to contribute to achiev-

21

ing the purposes of part A or this part, but without

22

personal identifiers.

23

"(k) FEES.—

24

"(1) FOR SSA VERIFICATION.—The Secretary

25

shall reimburse the Commissioner of Social Security,
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at a rate negotiated between the Secretary and the

2

Commissioner, for the costs incurred by the Corn-

3

missioner in performing the verification services de-

4

scribed in subsection (j).

5

"(2) FOR
FORINFORMATION
INFORMATIONFROM
FROM STATE
STATE DIRECDIREC-

6

TORIES OF NEW HIRES.—The Secretary shall reim-

7

burse costs incurred by State directories of new

8

hires in furnishing information as required by sub-

9

section (j) (3), at rates which the Secretary deter-

10

mines to be reasonable (which rates shall not include

11

payment for the costs of obtaining, compiling, or

12

maintaining such information).

13

"(3) FOR INFORMATION FURNISHED TO STATE

14

AND FEDERAL AGENCIES.—A State or Federal agen-

15

cy that receives information from the Secretary pur-

16

suant to this section shall reimburse the Secretary

17

for costs incurred by the Secretary in furnishing the

18

information, at rates which the Secretary determines

19

to be reasonable (which rates shall include payment

20

for the costs of obtaining, verifying, maintaining,

21

and comparing the information).

22

"(1) RESTRICTION ON DISCLOSURE AND USE.—In-

23 formation in the Federal Parent Locator Service, and in24 formation resulting from comparisons using such informa25 tion, shall not be used or disclosed except as expressly pro-
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vided in this section, subject to section 6103 of the Inter-

2 nal Revenue Code of 1986.
"(m) INFORMATION INTEGRITY AND SECURITY.—

3

4 The Secretary shall establish and implement safeguards
5 with

respect to the entities established under this section

6 designed to—
7

"(1) ensure the accuracy and completeness of

8

information in the Federal Parent Locator Service;

9

and

10

"(2) restrict access to confidential information

11

in the Federal Parent Locator Service to authorized

12

persons, and restrict use of such information to au-

13

thorized purposes.".

14

(f) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

15

(1) To PART D OF TITLE IV OF THE SOCIAL SE-

16

CURITY

17

654(8) (B)) is
is amended
amended to read as
asfollows:
follows:

ACT.—Section
ACT.—Sectjon

454(8)
454
(8) (B)

(42

U.S.C.

"(B) the Federal Parent Locator Service

18

19

established under section 453;".

20

(2) To FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT.—

21

Section 3304(a) (16) of the Internal Revenue Code of

22

1986 is amended—

23

(A) by striking "Secretary of Health, Edu-

24

cation, and Welfare" each place such term ap-
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1

pears and inserting "Secretary of Health and

2

Human Services";
(B)

3

in subparagraph

(B),

by striking

4

"such information" and all that follows and in-

5

serting "information furnished under subpara-

6

graph (A) or (B) is used only for the purposes

7

authorized under such subparagraph;";

(C) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

8

9

paragraph (A);

(D) by redesignating
redesignating subparagraph
subparagraph(B)
(B) as

10
11

subparagraph (C); and

(E) by inserting after subparagraph (A)

12
13

the following new subparagraph:

14

"(B) wage and unemployment compensa-

15

tion information contained in the records of

16

such agency shall be furnished to the Secretary

17

of Health and Human Services (in accordance

18

with regulations promulgated
promulgated by such Sec-

19

retary) as necessary for the purposes of the Na-

20

tional Directory of New Hires established under

21

section 453(i) of the Social Security Act, and".

22

(3) To STATE GRANT PROGRAM UNDER TITLE

23

III OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—Section 303(a)

24

(42 U.S.C. 503(a)) is amended—
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(A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

1

graph (8);

2

(B) by striking "and" at the end of para-

3

4

graph (9);

5

(C)

6

by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (10) and inserting "; and"; and

(D) by adding after paragraph
paragraph(10)
(10) the
the

7
8

following:

9

"(11) The making of quarterly electronic re-

10

ports, at such dates, in such format, and containing

11

such information, as required by the Secretary of

12

Health and Human Services under section
453(i)
section 453
(i) (3),

13

and compliance with such provisions as such Sec-

14

retary may find necessary to ensure the correctness

15

and verification of such reports.".

16 SEC. 717. COLLECTION AND USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY
17

NUMBERS FOR USE IN CHILD SUPPORT EN-

18

FORCEMENT.

19

(a) STATE LAW REQUIREMENT.—Section
REQUIREMENT.—Sectjon 466(a) (42

20 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by section 715 of this Act,
21

is amended by adding at the end the following:

22

"(13) RECORDING
RECORDING OF
OF SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY NUM-

23

BERS IN CERTAIN
CERTAIN FAMILY
FAMILY MATTERS.—Proceclures
MATTER5.—Procedures

24

requiring that the social security number of—
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"(A) any applicant for a professional

1

liii-

2

cense, commercial driver's license, occupational

3

license, or marriage license be recorded on the

4

application;

5

"(B) any individual who is subject to a di-

6

vorce decree, support order, or paternity deter-

7

mination or acknowledgment be placed in the

8

records relating to the matter; and

9

"(C) any individual who has died be placed
placed

10

in the records relating to the death and be re-

11

corded on the death certificate.".

12
13

(b)

CONFORMING

AMENDMENTS.—Section

205(c) (2) (C) (42 U.S.C.
205(c)(2)(C)
U.S.C. 405(c)
405(c)(2)(C)),
(2) (C)), as
as amended
amended by

14 section 321(a) (9) of
of the
theSocial
Social Security
Security Independence
Independence and
15 Program Improvements Act of 1994, is amended—
16
17

(1) in clause (i), by striking "may require" and
inserting "shall require";

18

(2) in clause (ii), by inserting after the
the 1St
1st sen-

19

tence the following: "In the administration of any

20

law involving the issuance of a marriage certificate

21

or license, each State shall require each party named

22

in the certificate or license to furnish to the State

23

(or political subdivision thereof) or any State agency

24

having administrative responsibility for the law in-

25

volved, the social security number of the party.";
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(3) in clause (vi), by striking "may" and insert-

1

2

ing "shall"; and
(4) by adding at the end the following:

3

4

"(x) An agency of a State (or a politi-

subdivision thereof) charged with the

5

cal

6

administration of any law concerning the

7

issuance or renewal of a license, certificate,

8

permit, or other authorization to engage
engage in
in

9

a profession, an occupation, or a commer-

10

cial activity shall require all applicants for

11

issuance or renewal of the license, certifi-

12

cate, permit, or other authorization to pro-

13

vide the applicant's social security number

14

to the agency for the purpose of admin-

15

istering such laws, and for the purpose of

16

responding to requests for information

17

from an agency operating pursuant to part

18

D of title IV.

19

"(xi) All divorce decrees, support or-

20

ders, and paternity determinations issued,

21

and all paternity acknowledgments made,

22

in each State shall include the social secu-

23

rity number of each party to the decree,

24

order, determination, or acknowledgement

25

in the records relating to the matter.".
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1

2
3

4
5

6

Subtitle C—Streamlining and
Uniformity of Procedures
SEC. 721. ADOPTION OF UNIFORM STATE LAWS.

Section 466 (42 U.S.C.
U.SC. 666)
666) isis amended
amended by
by adding
adding
at the end the following:

UNIFoi INTERSTATE

"(f)

FAMILY

SUPPORT

7 AcT.—
8

"(1) ENACTMENT
ENACTMENTAND
ANDUSES—In
USE.—In order
order to
to satsat-

9

isfy section 454
454(20)
(20) (A)
(A) on
on or after January 1, 1997,

10

each State must have in effect the Uniform Inter-

11

state Family Support Act, as approved by the Na-

12

tional Conference of Commissioners on Uniform

13

State Laws in August 1992 (with the modifications

14

and additions specified in this subsection), and the

15

procedures required to implement such Act.

16

"(2) EXPANDED
ExPANDED APPLICATIONS—The
APPLICATION.—The State law

17

enacted pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be applied

18

to any case involving an order which is established

19

or modified in a State and which is sought to be

20

modified or enforced in another State.

21

"(3) JURISDICTION
JURIsDIcTIoN TO
TOMODIFY
MODIFY ORDERS.—The
ORDERS.—The

22

State law enacted pursuant to paragraph (1) of this

23

subsection shall contain the following provision in

24

lieu of section 611(a) (1) of the Uniform Interstate

25

Family Support
Support Act:
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"'(1) the following requirements are met:

1

"'(i) the child, the individual obligee, and

2

the obligor—

3

"'(I) do not reside in
in the
the issuing
issuing

4

State; and

5

6

"'(II) either
eitherreside
residein
inthis
thisState
State or
or

7

are subject to the jurisdiction of this State

8

pursuant to section 201; and

9

"'(ii) (in any case where another State is

10

exercising or seeks to exercise jurisdiction to

11

modify the order) the conditions of section 204

12

are met to the same extent as required for pro-

13

ceedings to establish orders; or'.

14

"(4) SERVICE
SERvIcE OF PROCESS.—The State law en-

15

acted pursuant to paragraph (1) shall provide that,

16

in any proceeding subject to the law,
law, process may be

17

served (and proved) upon persons in the State by

18

any means acceptable in any State which is the initi-

19

ating or responding State in the proceeding.".

20 SEC. 722. IMPROVEMENTS TO FULL
FULL FAITH AND CREDIT
21

FOR CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.

22

Section 1738B of title 28, United States Code, is
23 amended—
24
25

(1) in subsection (a)
(a)(2),
(2), by
by striking "subsection
(e)" and inserting "subsections (e), (f),
(e)"
(f), and (i)";
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(2) in subsection (b), by inserting after the 2nd

11

2

undesignated paragraph the following:
following:

3

"'child's home State' means the State in which

4

a child lived with a parent or a person acting as par-

5

ent for at least six consecutive months immediately
immediately

6

preceding the time of filing of a petition or corncom-

7

parable pleading for support and, if a child is less

8

than six months old, the State in which the
the child
child

9

lived from birth with any of them. A period of terntem-

10

porary absence of any of them is counted as part of

11

the six-month period.";

12
13

14
15

16

(3) in subsection (c), by inserting
inserting "by
"by a court
of a State" before "is made";
(4) in subsection (c) (1), by inserting "and subsections (e),
sections
(e), (f), and (g)" after "located";

(5) in subsection (d)—

(A) by inserting "individual" before "con"con-

17

18

testant"; and

(B) by striking "subsection (e)" and in-

19

20

serting "subsections
"subsections (e)
(e) and
and(f)
(f)";
";

21

(6) in subsection (e), by striking "make a modi-

22

fication of a child support order with respect to a

23

child that is made" and inserting "modify a child

24

support order issued";
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(7) in subsection (e) (1), by inserting "pursuant

1

2

to subsection (i)" before the semicolon;

3

(8) in subsection (e) (2)—

4

(A) by inserting "individual" before "contestant" each place such term appears; and

5

6

(B) by striking "to that court's making the

7

modification and assuming" and inserting
inserting "with
"with

8

the State of continuing, exclusive jurisdiction

9

for a court of another State to modify the order

10

and assume";

11

(9) by redesignating
(9)
redesignatingsubsections
subsections(f)
(f) and (g)
as
(g) as

12

subsections (g) and (h), respectively;

(10) by inserting after subsection
subsection (e)
(e) the
the followfollow-

13

14

ing:

15

"(f) RECOGNITION OF CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.—

16

If one or more child support orders have been issued in

17

this or another State with regard to an obligor and a child,

18

a court shall apply the following rules in determining

19 which order to recognize for purposes of continuing, exclu20 sive jurisdiction and enforcement:
21

"(1) If only one court has issued a child sup-

22

port order, the order of that court must be recog-

23

nized.

24

"(2) If two or more courts have issued child

25

support orders for the same obligor and child, and
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only one of the courts would have continuing, exclu-

2

sive jurisdiction under this section, the order of that

3

court must be recognized.

4

"(3) If two or more courts have issued child

5

support orders for the same obligor and child, and

6

only one of the courts would have continuing, exclu-

7

sive jurisdiction under this section, an order issued

8

by a court in the current home State of the child

9

must be recognized, but if an order has not been is-

10

sued in the current home State of the child, the

11

order most recently issued must be recognized.

12

"(4) If
"(4)
If two
two or
or more
more courts have issued child

13

support orders for the same obligor and child, and

14

none of the courts would have continuing, exclusive

15

jurisdiction under this section, a court may issue a

16

child support order, which must be recognized.

17

"(5) The court that has issued an order recog-

18

nized under this subsection is the court having con-

19

tinuing, exclusive jurisdiction.";

20

(11) in subsection (g) (as so redesignated) —

21

22

(A)

by striking
striking "PRIOR"
"PmoR" and
and inserting
inserting

"MODIFIED"; and
"MoDIFIED";

(B) by striking "subsection (e)" and in-

23

24

serting "subsections (e) and (f) ";

25

(12) in subsection (h) (as so redesignated) —
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(A) in paragraph (2), by inserting "includ-

2

ing the duration of current payments and other

3

obligations of support" before the comma;
comma; and

4

(B) in paragraph (3), by inserting "arrears

5

under" after
after "enforce"; and

6

(13) by adding at the end the following:

7

"(i) REGISTRATION FOR MODIFIcATIQN.—If
MODIFIcATION.—If there is

88

no
in the
the issuing
noindividual
individual contestant
contestant or child residing in
issuing

9

State, the party or support enforcement agency seeking

10 to modify, or to modify and enforce, a child support order
11

issued in another State shall register that order in a State

12 with jurisdiction over the nonmovant for the purpose of
13

modification.".

14 SEC. 723. ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT IN INTERSTATE
15

CASES.

16

Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by

17

sections 715 and 7717(a)
17(a) of
of this
this Act,
Act, is
is amended
amended by
by adding
adding

18

at the end the following:

19

"(14)

20

ADMINISTRATIVE

ENFORCEMENT

IN

INTERSTATE CASES.—Procedures under which—

21

"(A) (i)

the State shall respond within 5

22

business days to a request made by another

23

State to enforce a support order; and
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1

"(ii) the term 'business day' means a day

2

on which State offices are open for regular

3

business;

"(B) the State may, by electronic or other

4

transmit to another State a request for

5

means,

6

assistance in a case involving the enforcement

7

of a support order, which request—

8

"(i) shall include such information as

9

will enable the State to which the request

10

is transmitted to compare the information

11

about the case to the information in the

12

data bases of the State; and
"(ii) shall constitute a certification by

13

the requesting State—

14
15

"(I) of the amount of support

16

under the order the payment of which

17

is in arrears; and

18

"(II) that the requesting State

19

has complied with all procedural due

20

process requirements applicable to the

21

case;

22

"(C) if the State provides assistance to an-

23

other State pursuant to this paragraph with re-

24

spect to a case, neither State shall consider the
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1

case to be transferred to the caseload of such

2

other State; and

3

"(D) the State shall maintain records of—

4

"(i) the number of such requests for
assistance received by the State;

5

6

"(ii) the
"(ii)
the number
number of cases
cases for
for which

7

the State collected support in response to

8

such a request; and

9

"(iii)

10

support.".

11

12
13

SEC. 724. USE OF FORMS IN INTERSTATE ENFORCEMENT.
(a)

16
17

PROMULGATION.—Section 452(a)
PROMULGATION.—SeCtion

(42

U.S.C.

652(a)) is amended—

(1) by striking
striking "and"
"and" at the end of parargraph
parargraph

14
15

the amount of such collected

(9);

(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (10) and inserting "; and"; and

18

(3) by adding at the end the following:

19

"(11) not later than
than June
June 30,
30, 1996,
1996, promulgate
promulgate

20

forms to be used by States in interstate cases for—

21

"(A) collection of child support through in-

22

come withholding;

23

"(B) imposition of liens; and

24

"(C) administrative subpoenas.".
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(b) USE BY STATES.—Sectjon 454(9) (42 U.S.C.

2 654(9)) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

3

4

graph (C);

5

6

(2)

by inserting "and" at the end of subpara-

graph (D); and

7

(3) by adding at the end the following:

8

"(E) no later than October

1,

1996, in

9

using the forms promulgated pursuant to sec-

10

tion 452(a) (11) for income withholding, imposi-

11

tion of liens, and issuance of administrative

12

subpoenas in interstate child support cases;".

13

SEC. 725. STATE LAWS PROVIDING EXPEDITED PROCE-

14
15

DURES.

(a) STATE LAW
LAW REQUIREMENTS.—SectiOn
REQUIREMENTS.—Section 466 (42
(42

16 U.S.C. 666), as amended by section 714 of this Act, is
17 amended—
18

(1) in subsection (a) (2), by strking the
the 1St
1st sen-

19

tence and
and inserting
insertingthe
thefollowing:
following:"Expedited
"Expeditedadmin—
admin-

20

istrative and judicial procedures (including the pro-

21

cedures specified in subsection (c)) for establishing

22

paternity and for establishing, modifying, and en-

23

forcing support obligations."; and

24
25

(2) by inserting after subsection (b) the following:

HR
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"(c)

EXPEDITED PROCEDURES.—The procedures

2 specified in this subsection are the following:
3

"(1) ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION BY STATE AGEN-

4

CY.—Procedures which give the State agency the au-

5

thority to take the following actions relating to es-

6

tablishment or enforcement of support orders, with-

7

out the necessity of obtaining an order from any

8

other judicial or administrative tribunal
tribunal (but
(but subject
subject

9

to due process safeguards, including (as appropriate)

10

requirements for notice, opportunity to contest the

11

action, and opportunity for an appeal on the record

12

to an independent administrative or judicial
judicial tributribu-

13

nal), and to recognize and enforce the authority of

14

State agencies of other States) to take the following

15

actions:

16

"(A) GENETIC TESTING.—To order
order genetic

17

testing for the purpose of paternity establish-

18

ment as provided in
in section
section 466
466(a)
(a) (5).

19

"(B) DEFAULT ORDERS.—To enter a de-

20

fault order, upon a showing of service of proc-

21

ess and any additional showing required by

22

State law—

23

"(i) establishing paternity, in the case

24

of a putative father who refuses to submit

25

to genetic testing; and
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1

"(ii) establishing or modifying a sup-

2

port obligation, in the case of a parent (or

3

other obligor or obligee) who fails to rere-

4

spond to notice to appear at a proceeding

5

for such purpose.

6

SUBPOENAS.—To
"(C) SUBPOENAS.—TO

subpoena any fi-

7

nancial or other information needed to estab-

8

lish, modify, or enforce a support order, and to

9

impose

10

penalties for failure to respond to such

a subpoena.
"(D)

11

ACCESS TO PERSONAL AND FINAN-

12

CIAL INFORMATION.—To obtain access, subject

13

to safeguards on privacy and information secu-

14

rity, to the records of all other State and local

15

government agencies (including law
law enforcement
enforcement

16

and corrections records), including automated

17

access to records maintained in automated
automated data
data

18

bases.

19

"(E) CHANGE
CHANGEIN
INPAYEE.—In
PAYEE.—In cases
cases where
where

20

support is subject to an assignment in order to

21

comply with a requirement imposed pursuant to

22

part A or section 1912, or to a requirement to

23

pay through the State disbursement unit estab-

24

lished pursuant to section 454B,

25

ing notice to obligor and obligee, to direct the
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1

obligor or other payor to change the payee to

2

the appropriate government entity

3

"(F) INCOME WITHHOLDING.—To order

4

income withholding
income
withholding in
in accordance
accordance with
with subsub-

5

sections (a) (1) and (b) of section 466.

"(C)
"(G)

6

SECURING ASSETS.—In

cases in

7

which there is a support arrearage, to secure

8

assets to satisfy the arrearage by—
"(i) intercepting or
orseizing
seizing periodic
periodic or

9

lump sum payments from—

10
11

"(I) a State or local agency (in-

12

cluding unemployment compensation,

13

workers' compensation, and other ben-

14

efits); and

"(II) judgments, settlements, and

15

16

lotteries;

17

"(ii)

attaching and seizing assets of

18

the obligor held in financial institutions;

19

and

20

"(iii) attaching public and private re-

21

tirement funds.

22

"(H) INCREASE MONTHLY PAYMENTS.—

23

For the purpose of securing overdue support, to

24

increase the amount of monthly support pay-

25

ments to include amounts for arrearages (subHR 4 EH1S
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ject to such conditions or limitations as the

2

State may provide).

3

"(2) SUBSTANTIVE AND PROCEDURAL RULES.—

4

The expedited procedures required under
under subsection
subsection

5

(a)
(a)

6

ity,
ity, applicable
applicable with
with respect
respect to
to all
all proceedings
proceedings to
to eses-

7

tablish paternity or to establish, modify, or enforce

8

support orders:

(2) shall include the following rules and author-

"(A) LOCATOR
LOCATORINFORMATION;
INFORMATION;PRESUMPPRESUMP-

9

10

TIONS

11

under which—

CONCERNING

"(1)
"(i)

12

NOTICE.—Procedures
NOTICE .—Procedures

each party to any paternity or

13

child support proceeding is required (sub-

14

ject to privacy safeguards) to file with the
the

15

tribunal and the State case registry upon

16

entry of an order, and to update as approappro-

17

priate, information on location and identity
identity

18

of the party (including social security num-

19

ber, residential and mailing addresses, tele-

20

phone number, driver's license number,

21

and name, address, and name and tele-

22

phone number of employer); and

23

"(ii) in
"(ii)
in any
any subsequent
subsequent child support

24

enforcement action between the parties,

25

upon sufficient showing that diligent effort
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has been made to ascertain the location
location of
of

2

such a party, the tribunal may deem State

3

due process requirements for notice and

4

service of process to be met with respect to

5

the

6

to the most recent residential or employer

7

address filed with the tribunal pursuant
pursuant to
to

8

clause (i).

9

"(B) STATEWIDE
STATEWIDEJURISDICTION.—ProceJURISDICTIQN.—Proce-

10

party, upon delivery of written notice

dures under which—

11

"(i) the State agency and any admin-

12

istrative or judicial tribunal with authority

13

to hear child support and paternity cases

14

exerts statewide jurisdiction over the par-

15

ties; and

16

"(ii) in a State in which orders are is-

17

sued by courts or administrative tribunals,

18

a case may be transferred between admin-

19

istrative areas in the State without need

20

for any additional filing by the petitioner,

21

or service of process upon the respondent,
respondent,

22

to retain jurisdiction over the parties.".

23

(b) AUTOMATION OF STATE AGENCY FUNCTIONS.—

24 Section 454A, as added by section 745 (a) (2) of this Act
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11

and as amended by sections 711 and 7712(c)
12(c) of
of this
this Act,
Act,

2 is amended by adding at the end the following:

"(h) EXPEDITED ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES.—

3

4 The automated system required by this section shall be
5 used,
used,

to the maximum extent feasible, to implement the

6 expedited administrative procedures required by section

7 466(c).".
8

Subtitle D—Paternity

9

Establishment

10 SEC. 731. STATE LAWS CONCERNING PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT.

11

12
13
13

14
15

(a) STATE LAWS REQUIRED.—Section 466(a) (5) (42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.666(a)
666(a)(5))
(5))isisamended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(5) PROCEDURES CONCERNING PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT.—

"(A)

16
17

ESTABLISHMENT PROCESS

AVAIL-

ABLE FROM BIRTH UNTIL AGE 18.—

18

"(i) Procedures which permit the es-

19

tablishment of the paternity of a child at

20

any time before the child attains 18 years

21

of age.

22

"(ii) As of August 16, 1984, clause (i)

23

shall also apply to a child for whom pater-

24

nity has not been established or for whom

25

a paternity action was brought but disHR 4 EIi1S
EH1S
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missed becasue a statute of limitations of

2

less than 18 years was then in effect in the

3

State.

4

"(B) PROCEDURES CONCERNING GENETIC

5

TESTING.—

6

"(i) GENETIC
GENETICTESTING
TESTING REQUIRED
REQUIRED IN

7

CERTAIN CONTESTED CASES.—Proceclures
CASES.—Procedures

8

under which the
the State
State isis required,
required, in
in aa

9

contested paternity case, to require
contested
require the
the

10

child and all other parties (other than mdi-

11

viduals found under section 454(28) to

12

have good cause for refusing to cooperate)

13

to submit to genetic tests upon the request

14

of any such party if the request is sup-

15

ported by a sworn statement
statement by
by the

16

party—

17

"(I) alleging paternity, and set-

18

ting forth facts establishing a reason-

19

able possibility of the requisite sexual

20

contact between the parties; or

21

"(II) denying paternity, and set-

22

ting forth facts establishing a reason-

23

able possibility of the nonexistence of

24

sexual contact between the parties.
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"(ii) OTHER REQUIREMENTS.—Proce-

2

dures which require the State agency,
agency, in

3

any
any

4

netic testing—
netic

case in which the agency orders ge"(I) to pay costs of such tests,

5

6

subject to recoupment

7

State
State

8

ther if paternity is established; and

(where

the

so
so elects)
elects) from the alleged fa-

9

"(II) to obtain additional testing

10

in any case where an original test re-

11

suit is contested, upon request and

12

advance payment by the contestant.
VOLUNTARY PATERNITY
"(C) VOLUNTARY
PATERNITYACKNOWLACKNOWL-

13

14

EDGMENT.—

15

"(i) SIMPLE CIVIL PROCESS.—Proce-

16

dures for a simpie
simple civil process for volun-

17

tarily acknowledging paternity under
under which
which

18

the State must provide that, before a

19

mother and a putative father can sign an
an

20

acknowiedgment of paternity, the mother
acknowledgment

21

and the putative father must be given no-

22

tice, orally, in writing, and in a language

23

that each can understand, of the alter-

24

natives to, the legal consequences of, and

25

the
the rights
rights (including, if
HR 4 EH1S
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minor, any rights afforded due to minority

2

status) and responsibilities that arise from,

3

signing the acknowledgment.

4

"(ii)

HOSPITAL-BASED PROGRAM.—

procedures must include a hospital-

5

Such

6

based program for the voluntary acknowl-

7

edgment of paternity focusing on the pe-

8

nod immediately before or after the birth

9

of a child.

10

"(iii)

11

PATERNITY

ESTABLISHMENT

SERVICES.—

12

"(I)

STATE-OFFERED

SERV-

13

ICES.—Such procedures must require

14

the State agency responsible for main-

15

taming birth records to offer

16

untary paternity establishment serv-

17

ices.

18

vol-

"(II) REGULATIONS.—

19

"(aa)

SERVICES OFFERED

20

BY

21

RECORD

22

retary shall prescribe regulations

23

governing voluntary paternity es-

24

tablishment services offered by
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hospitals and birth record agen-

2

cies.

3

"(bb)

SERVICES OFFERED

4

BY OTHER ENTITIES.—The Sec-

5

retary shall prescribe regulations

6

specifying the types of other entiend-

7

ties that may offer voluntary pa-

8

ternity

9

and governing the provision of

10

such services, which shall include

11

a requirement that such an entity

12

must use the same notice provi-

13

sions used by, use the same ma-

14

terials used by, provide the per-

15

sonnel providing such services

16

with the same training provided

17

by, and evaluate the provision of

18

such services in the same manner

19

as the provision of such services

20

is evaluated by, voluntary pater-

21

nity establishment programs of

22

hospitals and birth record agen-

23

cies.

24

establishment

services,

"(iv) USE OF FEDERAL PATERNITY

25

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

HR 4 EH1S
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procedures must require the State and

2

those required to establish paternity to use

3

only the affidavit developed under section

4

452(a)(7)
452(a)
(7) for the voluntary acknowledg-

5

ment

6

and credit to such an affidavit signed in

7

any other State.

8

"(D) STATUS OF SIGNED PATERNITY AC-

9

of paternity, and to give full faith

KNOWLEDGMENT.—

10

"(i)

LEGAL

FINDING

OF

PATER-

11

NITY.—Procedures under which a signed

12

acknowledgment of paternity is considered

13

a legal finding of paternity, subject to the

14

right of any signatory to rescind the ac-

15

knowledgment within 60 days.

16

"(ii)

CONTEST.
—Procedures
CONTEST.—Procedures

under

17

which, after the 60-day period referred
referred to
to

18

in clause (i), a signed acknowledgment of

19

paternity may be challenged in court only

20

on the basis of fraud, duress, or material

21

mistake of fact, with the burden of proof

22

upon the challenger, and under which the

23

legal responsibilities (including child sup-

24

port obligations) of any signatory arising

25

from the acknowledgment may not be susHR 4 EH1S
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pended during the challenge, except for

2

good cause shown.

3

"(iii) RESCISSION.—Procedures under
under

4

which, after the 60-day period referred to

5

in clause
in
cJause (i), a minor who has signed an

6

acknow'edgment of paternity other than in
acknowledgment

7

the presence of a parent or court-appointed

8

guardian ad litem may rescind the ac-

9

knowledgment in a judicial or administra-

10

tive proceeding, until the earlier of—

"(I) attaining the age
age of
of major-

11

ity; or

12
13

"(II) the date of the first judicial

14

or administrative proceeding brought

15

(after the signing) to establish a child

16

support obligation, visitation rights, or

17

custody rights with respect to the

18

child whose paternity is the subject of

19

the acknowledgment,
acknow'edgment, and at which the

20

minor is represented by a parent or

21

guardian ad litem, or an attorney.

22

"(F) BAR ON ACKNOWLEDGMENT RATIFI-

23

CATION

24

which judicial or administrative proceedings are
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not required or permitted to ratify an unchal-

2

lenged acknowledgment of paternity.

"(F)ADMISSIBILITY
ADMISSIBILITY OF
"(F)
OFGENETIC
GENETIC TESTING
TESTING

3

4

RESULTS.
—Procedures—
RESULTS.—Procedures—

5

"(i) requiring the admission into evi-

6

dence, for purposes of establishing pater-

7

nity, of the results of any genetic test that

8

is—

9

"(I) of a type generally acknowl-

10

edged as reliable by accreditation bod-

11

ies designated by the Secretary; and

12

"(II) performed by a laboratory

13

approved by such an accreditation

14

body;

15

"(ii) requiring an objection to genetic

16

testing results to be made in writing not

17

later than a specified number of days be-

18

fore any hearing at which the results may

19

be introduced into evidence (or, at State

20

option, not later than a specified number
number

21

of days after receipt of the results); and

22

"(iii) making
making the
the test results admissi-

23

ble as evidence of paternity without the

24

need for
need
forfoundation
foundationtestimony
testimony or other
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proof of authenticity or accuracy, unless

2

objection is made.

3

"(G)

PRESUMPTION OF PATERNITY IN

4

CERTAIN CASES.—Procedures which create a re-

5

buttable or, at the option of the State, conclu-

6

sive
sive presumption of paternity upon genetic test-

7

ing results indicating a threshold probability

8

that the alleged father is the father of the child.

9

"(H) DEFAULT ORDERS.—Procedures re-

10

quiring a default order to be entered in a pater-

11

nity case upon a showing of service of process

12

on the defendant and any additional showing

13

required by State law.

14

"(I) No RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL.—Proce-

15

dures providing that the parties to an action
action to
to

16

establish paternity are not entitled to a trial by

17

jury.

18

"(J) TEMPORARY SUPPORT ORDER BASED

19

ON

20

CASES.—Procedures which require that a terntem-

21

porary order be issued, upon motion by a party,

22

requiring the provision of child support pending

23

an administrative or judicial determination of

24

parentage, where there is clear and convincing
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evidence of paternity (on the basis of genetic

2

tests or other evidence).
PROOF OF
OF CERTAIN
CERTAINSUPPORT
"(K) PROOF
SUPPORT AND
AND

3

4

PATERNITY

5

dures
dures

6

birth,
birth, and
and genetic
genetic testing are admissib'e
admissible as evi-

7

dence without requiring third-party foundation
foundation

8

testimony, and shall
shall constitute
constitute prima
prima facie
fade evi-

9

dence
dence

10

ESTABLISHMENT

COSTS.—Proce-

under which
which bills
bills for
for pregnancy, childunder

of amounts incurred for such services or

for testing on behalf of the child.

11

"(L) STANDING OF PUTATIVE FATHERS.—
FATHERS.—

12

Procedures ensuring that the putative father
father

13

opportunity to
to initiate
initiate a paterhas a reasonabile
reasonable opportunity

14

nity action.

15

"(M) FILING OF ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS AND

16

ADJUDICATIONS IN STATE REGISTRY OF BIRTH

17

RECORDS.—Procedures
RECORD5.—Procedures under which voluntary

18

acknowledgments and adjudications of paternity

19

by judicial or administrative processes
processes are filed

20

with the State registry of birth records for corncom-

21

parison with information in the State case regreg-

22

istry.".

23

(b) NATIONAL PATERNITY ACKNOWLEDGMENT AFFI-

24 DAVIT.—Section 452(a) (7)

25 amended by inserting ",
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used for the voluntary acknowledgment of paternity which

22

shall
shallinclude
includethe
thesocial
socialsecurity
security number
number of
of each parent"

3 before the semicolon.

4
5

TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Sectjon 468

(c)

(42

U.s.c. 668)
U.S.C.
668)isisamended
amended by
by striking
striking "a simple civil process

6 for voluntarily acknowledging paternity and".
7 SEC. 732. OUTREACH FOR VOLUNTARY PATERNITY ESTAB8

9

LISHMENT.

Section
5ection 454(23) (42 U.S.C. 654(23)) is amended by

10 inserting "and will publicize the availability and encourage
11

the use of procedures for voluntary establishment of pater-

12 nity
12
nityand
andchild
child support
support by
by means the 5tate
State deems appro13

priate" before the semicolon.

14 SEC. 733. COOPERATION
COOPERATION BY
BY APPLICANTS
APPLICANTS FOR
FOR AND
AND RECIPIRECIPI15

16
17

ENTS OF TEMPORARY FAMILY ASSISTANCE.

Section
5ection 454 (42 U.S.C. 654), as
as amended by sections
703(a), 712(a), and 7 13(a) of this Act, is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph
paragraph

18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

(26);

(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (27) and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (27) the following:

"(28) provide that the State
5tate agency responsible
for administering the State
5tate plan—
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"(A) shall require each individual who has

2

applied for or is receiving assistance under the

3

State program funded under part A to cooper-

4

ate with the State in establishing the paternity

5

of, and in establishing, modifying, or enforcing

6

a support order for, any child of the individual

7

by providing the State agency with the
the name of,

8

and such other information as the State agency

9

may require with respect to, the father of the

10

child, subject
subject to
to such
such good
good cause and other exex-

11

ceptions as the State may establish; and

"(B) may require the individual and the

12

child to submit to genetic tests.".

13

14
15

Subtitle E—Program
Administration and Funding

16 SEC. 741. FEDERAL MATCHING PAYMENTS.
17

(a)

INCREASED BASE
BAsE MATCHING
MATCHING RATE.—Section

18 455(a) (2)
(2) (42
(a) (2)) is amended to read as
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.655
655(a)
19 follows:

20
21

22

"(2) The percent specified
specified in
in this
this paragraph for any
quarter is 66 percent.".
(b) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT.—Section 455 (42

23 U.S.C. 655) is amended—
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quirements of this part relating to expedited processes
processes and

2 timely case processing) to be applied in following such pro3 cedures"
cedures"before
before the
the semicolon.
semicolon.

4
5

STATE PLAN
PLAN REQUIREMENT.—SeCtiOn
REQUIREMENT.—Sectjon 454 (42
(b) STATE

U.s.c.
U.S.C.

654), as amended by sections 703(a), 712(a),

13(a), and
and 733
733 of
of this
this Act,
Act, is amended—
6 7713(a),

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

7
8

(27);

(2) by striking the period at the end of para-

9

10

graph (28) and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (28) the follow-

11

12

ing:

13

"(29) provide that the State
5tate shall use the defi-

14

nitions established under
under section
section 452
452(a)
(a) (5) in col-

15

lecting and reporting information as required under

16

this part.".

17 SEC. 745. AUTOMATED DATA
DATA PROCESSING
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS.
REQUIREMENTS.
18

19

20

(a) REVISED REQUIREMENTS.—
(1)

amended—
(A) by striking ", at the option of the
(A)

21

22

State,";
(B) by inserting
inserting "and
(B)
'and operation
operation by the

23

24

5ection 454(16) (42 U.S.C. 654(16)) is
Section

State agency" after "for the establishment";
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(C) by
(C)
by inserting "meeting the requirements
requirements

2

of section
of
section 454A"
454A" after
after "information retrieval

3

system";

4

(D) by striking "in the State and localities
thereof, so as (A)" and inserting "so as";
thereof,

5

6

(E) by striking "(I)";
"(i)"; and

7

(F) by striking "(including" and all that

8

follows and inserting a semicolon.

9

(2) Part D of title IV
1—669) is
IV (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 65
651—669)

10

amended by inserting after section 454 the follow-

11

ing:

12 "SEC. 454A. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING.
13

GENERAL.—In order for a State to meet the
"(a) IN GENERAL.—IrI

14 requirements of this section, the State agency administer15 ing
15
this part
ing the
the State
State program under this
part shall
shall have in operoper-

16 ation a single statewide automated data processing and
17 information retrieval system which
which has
has the
the capability
capability to

18 perform the tasks specified in this section with the fre19 quency and in the manner required by or under this part.
20

"(b) PROGRAM MANAGEMENT.—The automated sys-

21 tem required by this section shall perform such functions

22 as the Secretary may specify relating to management of
23 the State program under this part, including—
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"(1) controlling and accounting for use of Fed-

2

eral, State, and local funds in carrying out the propro-

3

gram; and

4

"(2) maintaining the data necessary to meet

5

Federal reporting requirements under this part on a

6

timely basis.

7

"(c)

CALCULATION

OF PERFORMANCE

INDICA-

8 TORS.—In order to enable the Secretary to determine the

9 incentive and penalty adjustments required by sections
10 452(g) and 458, the State agency shall—
11

"(1) use the automated system—
"(A)

12

to maintain the requisite data on

13

State performance with respect to paternity eses-

14

tablishment and child support enforcement in

15

the State; and

16

"(B) to calculate the IV—D paternity es-

17

tablishment percentage and overall performance

18

in child support enforcement for the State for

19

each fiscal year; and

20

"(2) have in place systems controls to ensure
ensure

21

the completeness, and reliability of, and ready access

22

to, the data described in paragraph (1) (A), and the

23

accuracy of the calculations described in paragraph

24

(1)(B).
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"(d) INFORMATION
INFORMATION INTEGRITY
INTEGRITY AND SECURITY.—The

2 State agency shall have in effect safeguards on the integ3

rity, accuracy, and completeness of, access
access to,
to, and
and use of

4 data in the automated system required by this section,
5

which shall include the following (in addition to such other

6 safeguards as the Secretary may specify in regulations):
7

"(1) POLICIES
POLICIEs RESTRICTING
RESTRICTING ACCESS.—Written
ACCESS.—Wrjtten

8

policies concerning access to data by State agency

9

personnel, and sharing of data with other persons,

10

which—

11

"(A) permit access
access to
to and
and use of data only

12

to the extent necessary to carry out the State

13

program under this part; and

14

"(B) specify the data which may be used

15

for particular program purposes, and the per-

16

sonnel permitted access to such data.

17

"(2) SYSTEMS CONTROLS.—Systems controls

18

(such as passwords or blocking of fields) to ensure

19

strict adherence to the policies described in para-

20

graph (1).

21

ACCE55.—Routine mon"(3) MONITORING OF ACCESS.—Routine

22

itoring of access to and use of the automated sys-

23

tem, through methods such as audit trails and feedtern,

24

back mechanisms, to guard against and promptly
promptly

25

identify unauthorized access or use.
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"(4) TININc
"(4)
ANDAND
INFORMATIQN.—ProceTRAINING
INFORMATION.—Proce-

2

dures to ensure that all personnel (including State

3

and local agency staff and contractors) who may

4

have access to or be required to use
use confidential
confidential propro-

5

gram data are informed of applicable requirements

6

and penalties (including those in section 6103 of the

7

Internal Revenue Code of 1986), and are adequately

8

trained in security procedures.

9

"(5) PENALTIES.—Administratjve
PENALTIES.—Administrative penalties (up

10

to and including dismissal from employment) for un-

11

authorized access to, or
or disclosure
disclosure or
or use
use of, concon-

12

fidential data.".

13

(3) REGULATIONS.—The Secretary of Health

14

and Human Services shall prescribe final regulations

15

for implementation of section 454A of the Social Se-

16

curity Act not later than 2 years after the date of

17

the enactment of this Act.

18

(4)

IMPLEMENTATION

TIMETABLE.—Sectjon
TIMETABLE.—Section

19

454(24) (42 U.S.C. 654(24)), as amended by sec-

20

tions 703(a) (2) and 7712(a)
12(a) (1)
(1) of
of this
this Act,
Act, is amend-

21

ed to read as follows:

22

"(24) provide that the State will have in effect

23

an automated data processing and information re-

24

trieval system—
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"(A) by October 1, 1995, which meets all

2

requirements of this part which were
were enacted
enacted on

3

or before the date of enactment of the Family

4

Support Act of 1988; and

5

"(B) by October 1, 1999, which meets all

6

requirements of this part enacted on or before

7

the date of the enactment of the Personal Re-

8

sponsibility Act of 1995, except that such dead-

9

line shall be extended by 1 day for each day (if

10

any) by which the Secretary fails to meet the

11

deadline imposed
imposed by
by section
section745
745(a)
(a) (3) of the

12

Personal Responsibility Act of 1995.".

13

(b) SPECIAL FEDERAL MATCHING RATE FOR DE-

14 VELOPMENT COSTS OF AUTOMATED SYSTEMS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon
GENERAL.—Section455(a)
455(a) (42 U.S.C.

15

16

655
(a)) is amended—
655(a))

17

(A) in paragraph (1) (B)
(B)—
—

18

(i)

by striking "90 percent" and in-

19

serting "the percent specified in paragraph

20

(3)";

21

(ii) by striking "so much of"; and

22

(iii) by striking "which the Secretary"

23

and all that follows and inserting ", and";

24

and

25

(B) by adding at the end the following:
following:
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"(3) (A) The Secretary shall pay to each State, for

2 each quarter in fiscal year 1996, 90 percent of so much
3

of the State expenditures described in paragraph (1) (B)

4 as the Secretary finds are for aasystem
systemmeeting
meeting the
the re5

6

quirements specified in section 454(16).

"(B) (i) The Secretary shall pay to each State, for

7 each quarter in fiscal years 1997 through 2001, the per8 centage specified in clause (ii)
(ii) of so much of the State
9 expenditures described in paragraph (1) (B) as the Sec-

10 retary finds are for a system meeting the requirements
11

12
13

ofsections454(16) and 454A.

"(ii) The percentage specified in this clause is the
greater of—

14

"(I) 80 percent; or

15

"(II) the percentage otherwise applicable to

16

Federal payments to the State under subparagraph

17

(A) (as adjusted pursuant to section 458).".

18
19

(2)

TEMPORARY LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS

UNDER SPECIAL FEDERAL MATCHING RATE.—

20

(A)

IN

GENERAL.—The

Secretary

of

21

Health and Human Services may not pay more

22

than $260,000,000 in the aggregate under sec-

23

tion 455
(a) (3)
(3) of
of the
the Social
Social Security Act for fis455(a)

24

cal years
years 1996,
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, and
and 2000.
2000.
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ALLOCATION OF
(B) ALLOCATION
OFLIMITATION
LIMITATION AMONG
AMONG

2

STATES.—The total amount payable to a State

3

under section
section 455(a)
455(a)(3)
(3) of
of such Act for fiscal

4

years
1996, 1997,
years 1996,
1997, 1998,
1998, 1999,
1999, and
and 2000
2000 shall
shall

5

not exceed
exceedthe
thelimitation
limitation

6

State by
State
by the
theSecretary
Secretaryofof
Health
Health
and
and
Human
Human

7

Services in regulations.

determined
determined for the

8

(C) ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION FORMULA.—The
(C)
FORMULA.—The regularegula-

9

tions referred to in subparagraph (B) shall pre-

10

scribe a formula for allocating the amount spec-

11

ified in subparagraph (A) among States with

12

plans approved under part D of title IV
IV of
of the

13

Social Security Act, which shall take into ac-

14

count—

(i) the relative size of State caseloads

15

under such part; and

16
17

(ii) the level of automation needed to

18

meet the automated data processing re-

19

quirements of such part.

20

(c) CONFORMING
CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section
AMENDMENT.—Section123(c)
123(c) of

21

the Family Support Act of 1988 (102 Stat. 2352; Public

22 Law 100—485) is repealed.
23 SEC. 746. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

24

(a) FOR TRAINING OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL AND
ANDSTATE
STATE STAFF,
STAFF,

25 RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS,
PROGRAMS, AND SPE-
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1

CIAL PROJECTS OF REGIONAL OR NATIONAL SIGNIFI-

2 CANCE.—Section 452 (42 U.S.C. 652) is amended by add3

4

ing at the end the following:

"(j)
Out of
of any money in the Treasury of the United
"0) Out

5 States

not otherwise appropriated, there is hereby appro-

6 priated to the Secretary for each fiscal year an amount
7 equal to 1 percent of the total amount paid to the Federal
8 Government pursuant to section 457(a) during the imme—
9 diately

preceding fiscal year (as determined on the basis

10 of the most recent reliable data available to the Secretary
11

as of the end of the 3rd calendar quarter following the

year), to
to cover
12 end of such preceding fiscal year),
cover costs
costs incurred
incurred
13 by the Secretary for—
14

"(1) information dissemination and technical

15

assistance to States, training of State and Federal

16

staff, staffing studies, and related activities needed

17

to improve programs under this part (including tech-

18

nical assistance concerning State automated systems

19

required by this part); and
"(2)

20

research,

demonstration,

and

special

21

projects of regional or national significance relating

22

to the operation

23

part".

24

(b)

of State programs under this

OPERATIONOF
OPERATION
OFFEDERAL
FEDErj PARENT
PARENTLOCATOR
LOCATOR

25 SERVICE.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653), as amended by
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1

section 716(e) of this Act, is amended by adding at the

2 end the following:
3

"(n) Out of any money in the Treasury of the United

4 States not otherwise appropriated, there is hereby appro-

55 priated
priatedto
tothe
the Secretary
Secretary for each fiscal year
year an amount
6 equal to 2 percent of the total amount paid to the Federal
457(a) during
during the
the imme7 Government pursuant to section 457(a)
imme8

diately preceding fiscal year (as determined
determined on the basis

9 of the most recent reliable data available to the Secretary

10 as of the end of the 3rd calendar quarter
quarter following
following the
the
11

end of such preceding fiscal year), to cover costs incurred

12 by the Secretary for operation of the Federal Parent Loca13

tor Service under this section, to the extent such costs are

14 not recovered through user
user fees.".
15 SEC. 747. REPORTS AND DATA COLLECTION BY THE SEC16
17
18

19

RETARY.

(a) ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS.—
(1)

452(a)(10)(A)

(42

U.S.C.

652(a) (10) (A)) is amended—

20
21

Section

(A) by striking "this part;" and inserting
"this part, including—"; and

22

(B) by adding at the end the following:

23

"(i) the total amount of child support

24

payments collected as a result of services
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1

furnished during the fiscal year to individ-

2

uals receiving services under this part;

3

"(ii) the cost to the States and to the

4

Federal Government of so furnishing the

5

services;

and

"(iii) the number of cases involving

6

families—

7
8

"(I) who became ineligible for asas-

9

sistance under State programs funded

10

under part A during a month in the

11

fiscal year; and

12

"(II) with respect to whom a

13

child support payment was received in
in

14

the month;".

15

16

(2)

Section

452(a) (10) (C)

(42

U.S.C.

652(a) (10) (C)) is amended—

(A) in the matter preceding clause (i)—

17
18

(i) by striking "with the data required

19

under each clause being separately stated

20

for cases" and inserting "separately stated

21

for (1) cases";

22

(ii) by striking "cases where the child

23

was formerly receiving" and inserting "or

24

formerly received";
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(iii)

1

by inserting
by
inserting "or 1912" after

"471 (a)
(a) (17)";
"471
(17)"; and
and

2

by inserting
by
inserting

(iv)

3

(iv)

4

other";
other";

5

(B) in
in

6

ing ",

7

tions";
tions";

and

"(2)"
"(2)"

before
before

"all
"all

each
each of
of clauses
clauses(i)
(i) and
and(ii),
(ii), by
by strikstrik-

the total amount of such obliga-

88

(C) in clause (iii), by striking "described

9

in" and all that follows and inserting "in which

10

support was collected during the fiscal year;";

11

(D) by striking clause (iv);

12

(E) by redesignating clause (v)
(v) as clause

13

(vii), and inserting after clause (iii) the follow-

14
14

ing:
ing:

(vii), and inserting after clause (iii) the follow-

15

"(iv) the total amount of support col-

16

lected
during such
lected during
suchfiscal
fiscal year
year and
and distribdistrib-

17

uted as current support;

18

"(v) the total amount of support col-

19

lected during such fiscal year and distrib-

20

uted as arrearages;

21

"(vi) the

"(vi) the total amount of support due

22
23

and unpaid for all fiscal years; and".
(3)
(3)

Section
Section

452(a) (10)
452(a)
(10) (G)
(G)

(42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.

24

652(a) (10) (G)) is amended by striking "on the use

25

of Federal courts and".
of
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1

(4) Section 452(a)(10) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(10))

2

is amended by striking all that follows subparagraph

3

(I).

4

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by

(a) shall be effective with respect to fiscal year

5

subsection

6

1996 and succeeding fiscal years.

7

Subtitle F—Establishment and

8

Modification of Support Orders

9 SEC.
SEC. 751. SIMPLIFIED PROCESS FOR REVIEW AND ADJUST-

10
11

MENT OF CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.

Section 466(a) (10) (42 U.S.C. 666(a) (10)) is amend-

12 ed to read as follows:
13

"(10) REVIEW AND ADJUSTMENT OF SUPPORT

14

ORDERS.—Procedures under which the State shall

15

review and adjust each support order being enforced

16

under this part. Such procedures shall provide the

17

following:

18

"(A) The State shall review and, as appro-

19

priate, adjust the support order every 3 years,

20

taking into account the best interests of the

21

child involved.

22

"(B)
(i) The
The State
State may
may elect
elect to review and,
'(B) (i)

23

if appropriate, adjust an order pursuant
pursuant to
to subsub-

24

paragraph (A) by—
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1

"(I) reviewing and, if appropriate, ad-

2

justing the order in accordance with the

3

guidelines•
guidelines established
established pursuant
pursuant to section

4

467 (a) if the amount of the child support

5

award

6

amount that would be awarded in accord-

7

ance with the guidelines; or

under the order differs from the

8

"(II) applying aacost-of-living
cost-of-living adjust-

9

ment to the order in accordance with a for-

10

mula developed by the State and permit ei-

11

ther party to contest the adjustment, with-

12

in 30 days after the date of the notice of

13

the adjustment, by making a request for

14

review and, if appropriate, adjustment of

15

the order in accordance with the child sup-

16

port guidelines established pursuant to sec-

17

tion 467(a).

18

"(ii) Any adjustment under clause (i) shall
shall

19

be made without a requirement for proof or

20

showing of a change in circumstances.

"(C) The State may use automated meth-

21

22

ods

23

wage or State income tax data) to identify or-

24

ders eligible
ders
eligible for review, conduct the review,

25

identify orders eligible for adjustment, apply
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1

the appropriate adjustment to the orders eligi-

2

Ne for adjustment under the threshold estabble

3

lished by the State.

4

"(D) The State shaH,
shall, at the request of ei-

5

ther parent subject to such an order or of any

6

State child support enforcement agency, review

7

and, if appropriate, adjust the order in accord-

8

ance with the guidelines established pursuant to

9

section

467(a) based
based upon
upon a substantial
substantia' change

in the circumstances of either parent.

10
11

"(E) The State shall provide notice to the

12

parents subject to such an order informing

13

them of their right to request the State to re-

14

view and, if appropriate, adjust the order pur-

15

suant to subparagraph (D). The notice may be

16

included
incjuded in the order.".

17 SEC. 752. FURNISHING CONSUMER REPORTS FOR
FOR CERTAIN
CERTAIN
18

PURPOSES RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT.

Section 604 of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15

19

20 U.S.C. 1681b) is amended by adding at the end the follow21

ing:

22

"(4) In response to a request by the head of a

23

State or
or local
oca child
childsupport
support enforcement
enforcement agency (or

24

a State or local government official authorized by

25

the head of such an agency), if the person making
the
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1

the request certifies to the consumer reporting agen-

2

cy that—

3

"(A) the consumer report is needed for the

4

purpose of establishing an individual's capacity

5

to make child support payments or determining
determining

6

the appropriate level of such payments;

7

"(B) the person has provided at least 10

8

days prior notice to the consumer whose report

9

is requested, by certified or registered mail to

10

the last known address of the consumer, that

11

the report will be requested, and

12

"(C) the consumer report will be kept con-

13

fidential, will be used solely for a purpose de-

14

scribed in subparagraph (A), and will not be

15

used in connection with any other civil, admin-

16

istrative, or criminal proceeding, or for any

17

other purpose.

18

"(5) To an agency administering a State plan

19

under section 454 of the Social Security Act
Act (42
(42

20

U.S.C. 654) for use to set an
an initial
initial orormodified
modified

21

child support award.".
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2
3

4

Subtitle G—Enforcement of
Support Orders
SEC. 761. FEDERAL INCOME
INCOME TAX
TAX REFUND
REFUND OFFSET.
(a) CHANGED ORDER OF REFUND DISTRIBUTION

5 UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE CODE.—

6

(1)

Subsection (c) of section 6402 of the Inter-

Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking

7

nal

8

the third sentence and inserting the following new

9

sentences:

"A reduction under this subsection shall

10

be after any other reduction allowed by subsection

11

(d) with respect to the Department of Health and

12

Human Services and the Department of Education

13

with respect to a student loan and before any other

14

reduction allowed by law and before such overpay-

15

ment is credited to the future liability for tax of

16

such person pursuant to subsection (b). A reduction

17

under this subsection shall be assigned to the State

18

with respect to past-due support owed to individuals

19

for periods such individuals were receiving assistance

20

under part A or B of title IV of the Social Security

21

Act only after satisfying all other past-due sup-

22

port.".

23

24

(2) Paragraph (2) of section 6402(d) of such
Code is amended—
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1

(A) by striking "Any
"Any overpayment"
overpayment" and inin-

2

serting "Except in the case of past-due legally

3

enforceable debts owed to the Department of

4

Health and Human Services or to the Depart-

5

ment

6

loan, any overpayment"; and

of Education with respect to a student

7

(B) by striking "with respect to past-due

8

support collected pursuant to an assignment

9

under section 402 (a) (26) of the Social Security

10
11

Act".
(b) ELIMINATION OF DISPARITIES IN TREATMENT

12 OF ASSIGNED AND NON-ASSIGNED ARREARAGES.—
13

14

(1)

(42

U.S.C.

664(a))

is

amended—

(A) by striking "(a)" and inserting
inserting "(a)

15

16

Section 464(a)

OFFSET AUTHORIZED.—";
AUTHORIZED.—";

(B) in paragraph (1)—

17

18

(i)

in the
the 1st sentence, by striking
in

19

"which
"which has
has been
beenassigned
assigned to such State

20

to section
section 402
402(a)(26)
pursuant to
(a) (26) or
or section
section

21

471(a)
(17)"; and
and
471(a)(17)";

22

(ii)

in the
the 2nd
2nd sentence,
sentence, by
by striking
striking

23

accordance with
with section
section 457(b)
"in accordance
457(b)(4)
(4) or
or

24

(d) (3)"

25
25

graph (2)
";
graph
(2)";
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para-
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(C) by striking paragraph (2) and insert-

1

ing the following:

2
3

"(2) The State agency shall distribute amounts paid

4 by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to paragraph
5

(1)——

6

"(A) in accordance with section 457(a),
457(a), in
in the
the

7

case of past-due support assigned to a State pursu-

8

ant to requirements imposed pursuant to section

9

405(a) (8); and

10

"(B) to or on behalf of the child to whom the

11

support was owed, in the case of past-due support

12

not so assigned."; and

(D) in paragraph (3)—

13

14

(i)

by striking
striking "or
"or (2)"
(2)"each
each place
place

such term appears; and

15

16

(ii)

in subparagraph (B), by striking

17

"under paragraph (2)" and inserting "on

18

account of past-due support described in

19

paragraph (2)
(2)(B)
(B)".
paragraph
".

20
21

(2)

24

(42

U.S.C.

664(b))

is

amended—

(A) by striking "(b) (1)" and inserting the

22
23

Section 464(b)

following:

"(b) REGULATIONS.—"; and

(B) by striking paragraph (2).

25
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2

Section 464(c)

(3)

1

(42 U.S.C.

664(c))

is

amended—

3

(A) by striking "(c) (1) Except as provided

4

in paragraph (2), as" and inserting the follow-

5

ing:

6

"(c) DEFINITI0N.—As"; and

(B) by striking paragraphs (2) and (3).

7

8 SEC.
SEC.762.
762.AUTHORITY
AUTHORITYTO
TOCOLLECT
COLLECT SUPPORT FROM FEDFED9
10

ERAL EMPLOYEES.
EMPLOYEES.

(a) CONSOLIDATION AND STREAMLINING

OF Au-

11 THORITIES.—Sectjon
11
THORITIE5.—Section459
459 (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 659)
659) is amended
amended to

12 read as follows:
13 "SEC. 459. CONSENT BY THE UNITED STATES TO INCOME

14

WITHHOLDING, GARNISHMENT, AND SIMILAR

15

PROCEEDINGS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD

16

SUPPORT AND ALIMONY OBLIGATIONS.

17

"(a) CONSENT TO
TO SUPPORT
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT.—NOtENFORCEMENT.—Not-

18 withstanding any other provision of law (including section

19 207 of this Act and section 5301 of title 38, United States

20 Code), effective January 1, 1975, moneys (the entitlement
21

to which is based upon remuneration for employment) due

22 from, or payable by, the United States or the District of
23 Columbia (including any agency, subdivision, or instru-

24 mentality thereof) to any individual, including,
including members
members
25 of the Armed Forces of the United States, shall be subject,
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1

in like manner and to the same extent as if the United

2 States or the District of Columbia were a private person,
3

to withholding in accordance with State
State law
law enacted
enacted purpur-

4 suant to subsections (a) (1) and (b) of section 466 and
and reg5

ulations of
ullations
of the
the Secretary
Secretary under such subsections, and to

6 any other legal process brought, by a State agency admin7

istering a program under a State plan approved under this

88 part
partororby
byan
anindividual
individualobligee,
obligee, to
to enforce
enforce the legal obliga-

9 tion of the individual to provide child support or alimony.
10

"(b) CONSENT TO REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO

11 PRIVATE
11
PRIVATEPERSON.—With
PERSON.—Withrespect
respect to
to notice
notice to
to withhold
withhold in-

12 come pursuant to subsection (a) (1)
(1) or
or (b)
(b) of
of section
section 466,
13

or any other order or process to enforce support obliga-

14 tions against an individual (if the order
order or process con15

tains or isisaccompanied
accompanied by
by sufficient
sufficient data to permit

16 prompt identification of the individual and the moneys in17

volved), each governmental entity specified in subsection

18

(a) shall be subject to the same requirements as would

19 apply if the entity were a private person, except as other20 wise provided in this section.
21

"(c) DESIGNATION OF AGENT; RESPONSE TO NOTICE

22 OR PROCESS—
23

24

"(1) DESIGNATION OF AGENT.—The head of

each agency subject to this section shall—
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1

"(A) designate
designate an
an agent
agent or agents to re-

2

ceive orders and accept service of process in

3

matters relating to child support or alimony;

4

and

5

"(B) annually publish in the Federal Reg-

6

ister the designation of the agent or agents,

7

identified by title or position, mailing address,

8

and telephone number.

9

"(2) RESPONSE TO NOTICE OR PROCESS.—If an

10

agent designated pursuant to paragraph (1) of this

11

subsection receives notice pursuant to State proce-

12

dures in effect pursuant to subsection (a) (1) or (b)

13

of section
section466,
466, or
or is
is effectively served with any

14

order, process, or interrogatory, with respect to an

15

individual's child support or alimony payment obli-

16

gations, the agent shall—

17

"(A) as soon as possible (but not later

18

than 15 days) thereafter, send written notice of

19

the notice or service
service (together
(togetherwith
with a copy of

20

the notice or service) to the individual at the

21

duty station or last-known home address
address of
of the
the

22

individual;

23

"(B) within 30 days (or such longer period

24

as may be prescribed by applicable State law)

25

after receipt of a notice pursuant to such State
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procedures, comply with all applicable provi-

1

sions of section 466; and

2
3

"(C) within 30 days (or such longer period
"(C)

4

as may be prescribed by applicable State law)

5

after effective service of any other such order,

6

process, or interrogatory, respond to the order,

7

process, or interrogatory.

8

"(d) PRIORITY OF CLAIMs.—If a governmental entity

99 specified
notice or is served with
specIfiedininsubsection
subsection (a)
(a) receives notice

10 process, as provided in this section, concerning
concerning amounts
11

owed by an individual to more than
than 11 person—

12

"(1) support collection under section 466(b)

13

must be given priority over any other process, as

14

provided in section 466(b) (7);

15

"(2) allocation of moneys due or payable to an

16

individual among claimants under section 466(b)

17

shall be governed by section 466(b) and the regula-

18

tions prescribed under such section; and

19

"(3) such moneys
moneys as
as remain after compliance

20

with paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be available to

21

satisfy any other such processes on aafirst-come,
first-come,

22

first-served basis, with any such process being satis-

23

fied out of such moneys as remain after the satisfacfled

24

tion of all such processes which have been previously

25

served.
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"(e) No REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENT TO
TO VARY
VARYPAY
PAYCYCLES.—A
CY0LEs.—A

1

2 governmental entity that
3

is

affected by• legal process

served for the enforcement of an individual's
individual's child
child support

4 or alimony payment obligations shall
shall not
not be
be required
required to
5 vary

its normal pay and disbursement cycle in order to

6 comply with the legal process.
7

"(f) RELIEF FROM LIABILITY.—

8

"(1) Neither the United States, nor the govern-

9

ment of the District of Columbia, nor any disbursing

10

officer shall be liable with respect to any payment

11

made from moneys due or payable from the United

12

States to any individual pursuant to
to legal
legal process
process

13

regular on its face, if the payment is made in ac-

14

cordance with this section and the regulations issued

15

to carry out this section.

16

"(2) No Federal employee whose duties include
include

17

taking actions necessary to comply with the require-

18

ments of subsection (a) with regard to any
any individindivid-

19

ual shall be subject under any law to any discipli-

20

nary action or civil or criminal liability or penalty

21

for, or on account of, any disclosure of information

22

made by the employee in connection with the carry-

23

ing out of such actions.

24

"(g) REGULATI0NS.—Authority
REGULATIONS.—Authorityto
topromulgate
promulgate regu-

25
25 lations
lationsfor
forthe
theimplementation
implementationof
ofthis
thissection
section shall,
shall, insofar
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1

as this section applies to moneys due from (or payable

2 by)--—
3

"(1) the United States
States (other
(other than the
the legislalegisla-

4

tive or judicial branches of the Federal Government)

5

or

6

vested in the President (or the designee of the Presi-

7

dent);

the government of the District of Columbia, be

8

"(2) the legislative branch of the Federal Gov-

9

ernment, be vested jointly in the President pro terntem-

10

pore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of

11

Representatives (or their designees),
designees), and

12

"(3) the judicial branch
branch of
of the
the Federal
Federal GovernGovern-

13

ment, be vested in the Chief Justice of the United

14

States (or the designee of the Chief Justice).

15

SUBJECT TO
"(h) MONEYS SUBJECT
TOPROCESS.—
PROCESS.—

16

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2),

17

moneys paid or payable to an individual which are

18

considered to be based upon remuneration for em-

19

ployment, for purposes of this section—

20

"(A) consist of—

21

"(i) compensation paid or payable for

22

personal services of the individual, whether
whether

23

the compensation is denominated as wages,

24

salary, commission, bonus, pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances,
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1

or otherwise (including severance pay, sick

2

pay, and incentive pay);

3

"(ii)

periodic benefits (including a

4

periodic

5

228(h) (3)) or other payments—

6

benefit as defined

in

section

"(I) under the insurance system

7

established by title II;

8

"(II) under any other system or

9

fund established by the United States

10

which provides for the payment of

11

pensions, retirement
retirement or
or retired
retired pay,
pay,

12

annuities, dependents' or survivors'

13

benefits, or similar amounts payable

14

on account of personal services per-

15

formed by the individual or any other

16

individual;

17

"(III) as compensation for death

18

under any Federal program;

19

"(IV)

under any Federal pro-

20

gram established to provide 'black

21

lung' benefits; or

22

"(V) by the Secretary of Veter-

23

ans Affairs as pension, or as corncom-

24

pensation for a service-connected dis-

25

ability or death (except any compensaHR 4 EHIS
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11

tion paid by the Secretary to a mem-

2

ber of the Armed Forces who is in re-

3

ceipt of retired or retainer pay if the

4

member has waived a portion of the

5

retired pay of the member in order to
retired

6

receive the compensation):
compensation); and

7

"(iii) worker's compensation benefits

8

paid under Federal or State law but

9

"(B) do not include any payment—

10

"(i) by way of reimbursement or oth-

11

erwise, to defray expenses incurred by the

12

individual in carrying out duties associated

13

with the employment of the individual; or

14

"(ii) as allowances for members of the

15

uniformed services payable
payable pursuant
pursuant to

16

chapter 7 of title 37, United States Code,

17

as prescribed by the Secretaries concerned
concerned

18

(defined by section 101(5) of such title) as

19

necessary for the efficient performance of

20

duty.

21

"(2) CERTAIN AMOUNTS EXCLUDED.—In deter-

22

mining the amount of any moneys due from, or pay-

23

able by, the United States to any individual, there

24

shall be excluded amounts which—
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"(A) are owed by the individual to the

1

2

United States;

3

"(B) are required by law to be, and are,

4

deducted from
from the
the remuneration
remuneration or other paypay-

5

ment involved, including Federal employment

6

taxes,

7

court-martial;

and fines and forfeitures ordered by

8

"(C) are properly withheld for Federal,

9

State, or loca1
local income
income tax purposes, if the with-

10

the amounts
amounts isis authorized
holding of the
authorized or re-

11

quired by law and if amounts withheld are not

12

greater than would be the case if the individual

13

daimed all
claimed
all dependents
dependents to which he was entitled

14

(the withholding of additional amounts pursu-

15

ant to section 3402(i) of the Internal Revenue

16

Code of 1986 may be
be permitted
permitted on1y
only when the

17

individual presents evidence of a tax obligation

18

which supports the
the additiona1
additional withholding);

"(D) are deducted as health insurance pre-

19

20

miums;

21

"(E) are deducted as norma1
normal retirement
retirement

22

contributions (not including
induding amounts
amounts deducted
deducted

23

for supp1ementary
supplementary coverage); or

24

"(F) are deducted as norma1
normal life
life insurance

25

premiums from salary or other remuneration
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1

for employment (not including amounts de-

2

ducted for supplementary coverage).

3

4

"(i)
"(1) DEFINITIONS.—As
DEFINITIONS.—ASused
used in
in this
this section:
section:
"(1)

UNITED

STATES.—The

term

'United

5

States' includes any department, agency, or instru-

6

mentality of the legislative, judicial, or executive

7

branch of the Federal Government, the United

8

States Postal Service, the Postal Rate Commission,

9

any Federal corporation created by an Act of Con-

10

gress that is wholly owned by the Federal Govern-

11

ment, and the governments of the territories and

12

possessions of the United States.

13

"(2) CHILD SUPPORT.—The term 'child sup-

14

port', when used in reference to the legal obligations

15

of an individual to provide such support,
support, means
means penpen-

16

odic payments of funds for the support and mainte-

17

nance of a child or children with respect to which

18

the individual has such an obligation, and (subject

19

to and in accordance with State law) includes pay-

20

ments to provide for health care, education, recre-

21

ation, clothing, or to meet other specific needs of

22

such a child or children, and includes attorney's

23

fees, interest, and court costs, when and to the ex-

24

tent that the same are expressly made recoverable as

25

such pursuant to a decree, order, or judgment issued
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in accordance with applicable State law by a court

2

of competent jurisdiction.

3

ALIMONY.—The term
"(3) ALiIMONY.—The
term 'alimony',
'alimony', when
when used
used

4

in reference to the legal obligations of an
an individual
individual

5

to

6

funds for the support and maintenance of the spouse

7

(or former spouse) of the individual, and (subject to

8

and in accordance with State law) includes
includes separate
separate

9

maintenance, alimony pendente lite, maintenance,

10

and spousal support, and includes attorney's fees,

11

interest, and court costs when and to the extent that

12

the same are expressly made recoverable as such

13

pursuant to a decree, order, or judgment issued in

14

accordance with applicable State law by a court of

15

competent jurisdiction. Such term does not include

16

any payment or transfer of property or its value by

17

an individual to the spouse or a former spouse of the

18

individual in compliance with any community prop-

19

erty settlement, equitable distribution
distribution of
of property,
property, or
or

20

other division of property between spouses or former

21

spouses.

provide the same, means periodic payments of

22

"(4) PRIVATE PERSON.—The term 'private per-

23

son' means a person who does not have sovereign
sovereign or

24

other special immunity or privilege which causes the

25

person not to be subject to legal process.
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"(5) LEGAL
LEGAL PROCESS.—The
PROCESS.—Theterm
term 'legal
'legal procproc-

2

ess' means any writ, order, summons, or other simi-

3

lar process in the nature of garnishment—

4

"(A) which is issued by—

5

"(i) a court of competent jurisdiction

6

in any State, territory, or possession of the

7

United States;

"(ii) a court of competent jurisdiction

8

in

9

any foreign country with which the

10

United States has entered into an agree-

11

ment which requires the United States to

12

honor the process; or

13

"(iii) an authorized official pursuant

14

to an order of such a court of competent

15

jurisdiction or pursuant to State or local

16

law; and

17

"(B) which is directed to, and the purpose

18

of which is totocompel,
compel,aa governmental
governmental entity

19

which holds moneys which are otherwise pay-

20

able to an individual to make a payment from

21

the moneys to another party in order to satisfy

22

a legal obligation of the individual to provide

23

child support or make alimony payments.".

24

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
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(1) To PART D OF TITLE IV.—Sections 461 and

1

2

462 (42 U.S.C. 661 and 662) are repealed.

3

(2) To TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE.—Sec-

4

tion 5520a of title 5, United States code, is amend-

5

ed,

6

tions 459, 461, and 462 of the Social Security Act

7

(42 U.S.C. 659, 661, and 662)" and inserting "sec-

8

tion 459 of the Social Security Act (42
(42U.S.C.
U.S.C.

9

659)".

10

in subsections (h) (2) and (i), by striking "sec-

(c) MILITARY RETIRED AND RETAINER PAY.—

11

(1)

DEFINITION

12

1408(a)
1408
(a) (1)

13

amended—

(B) by striking the period at the end of
subparagraph (C) and inserting "; and"; and

(C) by adding after subparagraph (C) the

18

19

of title 10, United States Code, is

paragraph (B);

16
17

COURT.—Sectjon

(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

14
15

OF

following:

20

"(D) any administrative or judicial tribu-

21

nal of a State competent to enter
enter orders
orders for
for

22

support or maintenance (including a State

23

agency administering a program under a State

24

plan approved under part D of title IV of the

25

Social
Social Security Act),
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subparagraph,
subparagraph, the
the term
term 'State' includes the

2

District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of

3

Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and

4

American Samoa.".

5

(2)

DEFINITION
OF COURT
COURT ORDER.—Section
ORDER.—Section
DEFINITIoN OF

6

1408
1408(a)
(a)(2)
(2)of
ofsuch
such title
title is
is amended
amended by
by inserting "or

7

a court order for the payment of child support not

8

included in or accompanied by such a decree or set-

9

tlement," before
tiement,"
before "which—".
"which—".

10
11

(3) PUBLIC PAYEE.—Section
PAYEE—Section 1408(d) of such
title is amended—

(A) in the heading, by inserting "(OR FOR

12
13

BENEFIT OF)" before
before "SPOUSE
"SPOUSE OR";
OR" and

14

(B) in paragraph (1), in the first sentence,

15

by inserting "(or for the benefit of such spouse

16

or former spouse to a State disbursement unit

17

established pursuant to section 454B of the So-

18

cial Security Act or other public payee des-

19

ignated by a State, in accordance with part D

20

of title IV of the Social Security Act, as di-

21

rected by court order, or as otherwise directed

22

in accordance with such part D)" before "in an

23

amount sufficient".
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(4)
(4) RELATIONSHIP
RELATIONSHIP TO
PART D
D OF
OF TITLE IV.—
TO PART

2

Section
Section 1408
1408 of
of such title is amended
amended by
by adding at

3

the end the following:

4

"(j) RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LAWS.—In any case

55

involving
involvingan
anorder
order providing
providing for payment
payment of
of child
child support

6 (as defined in section 459(1)
459(i) (2)
(2) of
of the
the Social
Social Security Act)

7 by a member who has never been married to the other
8 parent of the child, the provisions of this section shall not

9 apply, and the case shall be subject to the provisions of
10 section 459 of such Act.".
11

12
12
13

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by

this
thissection
sectionshall
shallbecome
becomeeffective
effective66months
months after
after the date
of the enactment of this Act.

14 SEC. 763.
763. ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF CHILD
CHILDSUPPORT
SUPPORT OBLIGAOBLIGA15

16
17

TIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES.
(a) AVAILABILITY OF LOCATOR INFORMATION.—
(1)

MAINTENANCE OF ADDRESS

INFORMA-

18

TION.—The Secretary of Defense shall establish a

19

centralized personnel locator service that includes

20

the address of each member of the Armed Forces

21

under the jurisdiction of the Secretary. Upon re-

22

quest of the Secretary of Transportation, addresses

23

for members of the Coast Guard shall be included in

24

the centralized personnel locator service.

25

(2) TYPE OF ADDRESS.—
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(A)

1

RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.—Except as

2

provided in subparagraph (B), the address for

3

a member of the Armed Forces shown in the lo-

4

cator service shall be the residential address of

5

that member.

6

(B)
(B) DUTY
DUTYADDRESS.—The
ADDRESS.—The address for a

7

member of the Armed Forces shown in the loca-

8

tor service shall be the duty address of that

9

member in the case of a member—

(i) who is permanently assigned over-

10
11

seas,

12

deployaMe unit; or
deployable

13

to

(ii)

a vessel,

or

to

a

routinely

with respect to whom the Sec-

14

retary concerned makes a determination

15

that the member's residential
residentia' address

16

should not be disclosed due to national
nationallSese-

17

curity or safety concerns.

18

(3) UPDATING OF LOCATOR INFORMATION.—

19

Within 30 days after a member listed in the locator

20

service establishes a new residential address (or a

21

new duty address, in the case of a member covered

22

by paragraph (2) (B)), the Secretary concerned shall

23

update the locator service to indicate the new ad-

24

dress of the member.
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(4) AVAILABILITY
AVAILABILITY OF
OF INFORMATIQN.—The
INFORMATION—The Sec-

2

retary of Defense shall make information
information regarding
regarding

3

the address of a member of the Armed Forces listed
listed

4

in the locator service
service available,
available, on
onrequest,
request, to the

5

Federal Parent Locator Service established under

6

section 453 of the Social Security Act.

7

(b) FACILITATING GRANTING OF LEAVE FOR AT-

8 TENDANCE AT
AT HEARINGS.—
HEARINGS—
9

(1)

REGULATIONS.—The
REGULATIONs—The Secretary

of each
of
each

10

military department, and the Secretary of Transpor-

11

tation with respect to the Coast Guard when
when itit isis

12

not operating as a service in the Navy, shall pre-

13

granting of
of leave
scribe regulations to facilitate the granting
leave

14

to a member of the Armed Forces under the juris-

15

diction of that Secretary in a case in which—

(A) the leave is needed for the
the member to

16
17

attend a hearing described in paragraph (2);

18

(B) the member is not
notserving
serving in or with

19

a unit deployed in a contingency operation (as

20

defined in section 101 of title 10, United States

21

Code); and

22

(C) the exigencies of military service (as

23

determined by the Secretary concerned) do not

24

otherwise require that such leave not be grant-

25

ed.
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(2) COVERED HEARINCS.—Paragraph
HEARINCs.—Paragraph (1) ap-

2

plies to a hearing that is conducted by a court or

3

pursuant to an administrative process established

4

under State law, in connection with a civil
civil action—
action—
(A)

5

to determine whether a member of the

6

Armed Forces is a natural parent of a child; or

7

(B) to determine an
an obligation
obligation of
of a mem-

8

ber of the Armed Forces to provide child supsup-

9

port.
(3) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes of this sub-

10
11

section:

12

(A) The term "court" has the meaning

13

given that term in section 1408(a) of title 10,

14

United States Code

15

(B) The term
term "child
"childsupport"
support" has
has the

16

meaning given such term in section 459(i) of

17

the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659(i)).

18

(c) PAYMENT OF MILITARY RETIRED PAY IN C0M-

19 PLIANCE WITH CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.—

20

(1)

DATE

OF

CERTIFICATION

OF

COURT

21

ORDER.—Sectjon
ORDER.—Section 1408 of title 10, United States

22

Code, as amended by section 762(c) (4) of this Act,

23

is amended—

24
25

(A) by redesignating subsections (i) and
and U)
(j)

as subsections
subsections U)
(j) and
and (k),
(k), respectively;
respectively; and
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(B) by inserting after subsection (h)
(h) the
the

1

2

following:

"(i) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION DATE.—It
DATa—It is
is not necessary that

3

4 the date of a certification of the authenticity
authenticity or complete—
complete5 ness

of a copy of a court order for child support
support received
received

6 by the Secretary concerned for the purposes
purposes of
of this
this section
section

7 be recent in relation to the date of receipt by the Sec8

retary.".

9

(2)

PAYMENTS CONSISTENT WITH ASSIGN-

10

MENTS
TOSTATES.—Section
STATES.—Section 1408(d)
1408(d) (1)
MENTS OF
OFRIGHTS
GHTS TO

11

of such title is amended by inserting after the 1st

12

sentence the following: "In the case of a spouse or

13

former spouse who, pursuant to section 405 (a) (8) of

14

the Social Security
Security Act
Act (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 605
605(a)
(a) (8)), as-

15

signs to a State the rights of the spouse or former

16

spouse to receive support, the Secretary concerned

17

may make the child support payments referred to in

18

in amounts conthe preceding sentence to that State in

19

sistent with that assignment of rights.".

20

(3) ARREARAGES OWED BY
BY MEMBERS OF THE

21

UNIFORMED SERVICES.—Sectjori
SERVICE5.—Section 1408(d)

22

title is amended by adding at the end the following:

23

"(6) In the case of a court order for which effective

of such

24 service is made on
onthe
theSecretary
Secretaryconcerned
concerned on
on or
or after

25 the date of the enactment of this paragraph
paragraph and
and which
which
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provides for payments from the disposable
disposable retired
retired pay of

2 a member to satisy the amount of child support set forth
3

in the order, the authority provided in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) to
to

4 make payments from the disposable retired pay of a mem5

ber

to satisy the amount of child support set forth in a

court order
order shall
shall apply
apply to
to payment
paymentof
ofany
6 court
anyamount
amount of
of child

7 support arrearages set forth in that order
order as
aswell
well as to
8 amounts of child support that currently become due.".
9

(4) PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS.—The Secretary of

10

Defense shall begin payroll deductions within 30

11

days after receiving notice of withholding, or for the

12

first pay period that begins after such 30-day pe-

13

nod.

14 SEC. 764. VOIDING OF FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS.
15

Section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666), as amended by section

16 721 of this Act, is amended by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end the
the
17
18

following:
"(g) LAWS VOIDING FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS.—In

19 order to satisfy section
section 454
454(20)
(20) (A), each State must have

20 in effect—
21

"(1) (A)

22

Actof
Act of 1981;

"(B) the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act

23

24

the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance

of 1984; or
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"(C) another law, specifying indicia of

2

fraud which create a prima facie case that a

3

debtor transferred income or property to
to avoid
avoid

4

payment to a child support creditor, which the

5

Secretary finds affords
affords comparable
comparable rights
rights to
to

6

child support creditors; and

7

"(2) procedures under which, in any case in

8

which the State knows of a transfer by a child sup-

9

port debtor with respect to which such a prima facie

10

case is established, the State must—

11

"(A) seek to void such transfer; or

12

"(B) obtain a settlement in the best interests of the child support creditor.".

13

14 SEC. 765. SENSE OF THE CONGRESS THAT STATES SHOULD
15

BUSINESS, AND
AND OCCUPASUSPEND DRIVERS', BUSINESS,
OCCUPA-

16

TIONAL LICENSES OF PERSONS OWING PAST-

17

DUE CHILD SUPPORT.

18

It is the sense of the Congress that each State should

19

suspend any driver's license, business license, or occupa-

20 tional license issued to any person who owes past-due child
21 support.

22 SEC. 766. WORK REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONS OWING
23

24

PAST-DUE CHILD SUPPORT.

Section 466(a) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

25 666(a)), as amended
amended by
by sections
sections 70
7011(a),
(a),715,
715,7717(a),
17(a), and
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723 of this Act, is amended by adding at the end the

2 following:
3

"(16) PROCEDURES TO ENSURE THAT PERSONS

4

OWING PAST-DUE SUPPORT WORK OR HAVE A PLAN

5

FOR PAYMENT OF SUCH SUPPORT.—
SUPPORT.—

"(A) Procedures requiring the State,

6

in

7

any case in which an individual owes past-due

8

support with respect to a child receiving assist-

9

ance under a State program funded under part
ance

10

A, to seek a court order that requires the mdi-

11

vidual to—

"(i) pay such support in accordance

12

with a plan approved by the court; or

13

"(ii)

14

if the individual

is

subject to

15

such a plan and is not incapacitated, par-

16

ticipate in such work activities (as defined

17

in section 404(b)
404(b)(1))
(1)) as the court deems

18

appropriate.

19

"(B) As used in subparagraph (A), the

20

term 'past-due support' means the amount of a

21

delinquency, determined under a court order, or

22

an order of an administrative process estab-

23

lished under State law, for support and mainte-

24

nance of a child, or of a child and the parent

25

with whom the child is living.".
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SEC. 767. DEFINITION OF SUPPORT ORDER.

2

Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) as
asamended
amended by
by sections

3

716 and 746(b) of this Act, is amended by adding at the

4 end the following:
5

"(o)
"(o) SUPPORT
SUPPORTORDER
ORDER DEFINED.—As
DEFINED.—AS used in this

6 part, the term 'support order' means an order issued by
77

aacourt
courtor
oran
anadministrative
administrative process
process established
established under

8

State law that requires support and maintenance of a child

9 or of a child and the parent with whom the child is living.".
10
10 ing.".
11

12
13

14

SEC. 768. LIENS.

Section 466(a)
(4) (42
(42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 666(a) (4)) is amended
466(a)(4)
to read as follows:

"(4) Procedures under which—

15

".(A) liens arise by operation of law against

16

real and personal property for amounts of over-

17

parent who
who redue support owed by an absent parent
re-

18

sides or owns property in the State; and
and

19

"(B) the State accords full faith and credit

20

to liens described in subparagraph (A) arising

21

in another State, without registration of the un-

22

derlying order.".
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SEC. 769. STATE LAW AUTHORIZING SUSPENSION OF LI-

2
3

CENSES.

Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by

4 sections 715, 717(a), and 723 of this Act, is amended by
5 adding at the end the following:
6

"(15) AUTHORITY TO WITHHOLD OR SUSPEND

7

LICENSES.—Procedures under which the State has

8

(and uses in appropriate cases) authority to withhold

9

or suspend, or to restrict the use of driver's licenses,

10

professional and occupational licenses, and rec-

11

reational licenses of individuals owing overdue sup-

12

port or failing, after receiving appropriate notice, to

13

comply with subpoenas or warrants relating to pa-

14

ternity or child support proceedings.".

15

Subtitle H—Medical Support

16 SEC. 771. TECHNICAL CORRECTION TO ERISA DEFINITION
17

OF MEDICAL CHILD SUPPORT ORDER.

18

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 609(a) (2) (B) of the Em-

19 ployee Retirement
Retirement Income
Income Security
Security Act
Act of
of19'74
1974

(29

20 U.S.C. 1169(a) (2) (B)) is amended—
21

22
23

24
25

26

(1) by striking "issued by a court of competent
jurisdiction";

(2) by striking the period at the end of clause
(ii) and inserting a comma; and

(3) by adding, after and below clause (ii), the
following:
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"if such judgment, decree, or order (I) is issued

2

by a court of competent jurisdiction or (II) is

3

issued through an administrative process estab-

4

lished under State law and has the force and ef-

5

fect of law under applicable State law.".

6

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

7

(1) IN GENERAL.—The
GENERAL.—The amendments
amendments made
made by
by

8

this section shall take effect on the date of the en-

9

actment of this Act.

10

(2) PLAN AMENDMENTS NOT REQUIRED
REQUIRED UNTIL
UNTIL

amendment to a plan re-

11

JANUARY 1, 1996.—Any
1996.—Any

12

quired to be made by an amendment made by this

13

section shall not be required to be made before the

14

first plan year beginning on or after January 1,

15

1996, if—

16

(A) during the period after the date before

17

the date of the enactment of this Act and be-

18

fore such first plan year, the plan is operated

19

in accordance with the requirements of the

20

amendments made by this section; and

21

(B) such plan amendment applies retro-

22

actively to the period after the date before the

23

date of the enactment of this Act and before

24

such first plan year.
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A plan shall not be treated as failing to be operated

2

in accordance with the provisions of the plan merely

3

because it operates in accordance with this para-

4

graph.

5

6
7

Subtitle I—Enhancing Responsibil-

ity
ity and
and Opportunity
Opportunity for Nonresidential Parents

8 SEC.
SEC.781.
781.GRANTS
GRANTSTO
TO STATES
STATES FOR ACCESS
ACCESS AND
AND VISITATION
VISITATION

9

10
11

PROGRAMS.

Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669) is amended
by adding at the end the following:

12 "SEC. 469A. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ACCESS AND VISITAVISITA13

14

TION PROGRAMS.

"(a) IN GENERAL.—The Administration for Children

15 and Families shall make grants under this section to en16 able States to establish and administer programs to sup17 port and facilitate absent parents' access to and visitation
18

of their children, by means of activities including medi-

19 ation (both voluntary and mandatory), counseling, edu20 cation, development of parenting plans, visitation enforce21 ment (including monitoring, supervision and neutral drop-

22 off and pickup), and development of guidelines for visita23 tion
23
tionand
andalternative
alternative custody
custody arrangements.
arrangements.
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"(b) AMOUNT OF GRANT.—The amount of the grant

2 to
2
for aafiscal
tobe
bemade
madeto
to aa State
State under
under this section for
fiscal year
33

shaH
shallbe
be an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to the lesser of—

"(1) 90 percent of State expenditures during

4
5

the

6

(a); or
(a);
or

7

fiscal year for activities described in subsection

"(2)

the allotment of the State under sub-

8

section (c) for the fiscal
fisca' year.

9

"(c) ALLOTMENTS TO STATES.—

10

"(1) IN GENERAL.—The allotment of a State

11

for a fiscal year is the amount that bears the same

12

ratio to the amount appropriated for grants under

13

this section for the fiscal year as
as the
the number
number of chil-

14

dren in the State living with only 1 biological
biologica' parent

15

bears to the total number of such children in all

16

States.

17

"(2) MINIMUM ALLOTMENT.—The Administra-

18

tion for Children and Families shall adjust allot-

19

ments to States under paragraph (1) as necessary to

20

ensure that no State is allotted less than—

21

22

"(A) $50,000 for fiscal year 1996 or 1997;
or

"(B) $100,000 for any succeeding fiscal

23

24

year.
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1

"(d) No SUPPLANTATION OF STATE EXPENDITURES

2 FOR SIMILAR AcTIvITIEs.—A State to which a grant is

3 made under this section may not use the grant to supplant

4 expenditures by the State for activities specified in sub5

section

(a), but shall use
use the
the grant
grant to
to supplement
supplement such

6 expenditures at a level at least equal to the level of such
7 expenditures for fiscal year 1995.
8

"(e) STATE ADMINISTRATION.—EaCh
ADMINISTRATION.—Each State to which

9 a grant is made under this section—
10

"(1) may administer State programs funded

11

with the grant, directly or through grants to or con-

12

tracts with courts, local public agencies, or non-prof-

13

it private entities;

14
15

"(2) shall not be required to operate such programs on a statewide basis; and

16

"(3) shall monitor, evaluate, and report on such

17

programs in accordance with regulations prescribed

18

by the Secretary.".

19

Subtitle J—Effect of Enactment

20 SEC. 791. EFFECTIVE DATES.
21

(a) IN GENERAL.—Except
GENERL.—Except as
asotherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically

22 provided (but subject to subsections (b) and (c))—
23

(1) the provisions of this title requiring the en-

24

actment or amendment of State laws under section

25

466 of the Social Security Act, or revision of State
HR 44 EHIS
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1

plans under section 454 of such Act, shall
shall be
be effeceffec-

2

tive with respect to periods beginning on
on and
and after
after

3

October 1, 1996; and
(2) all other provisions of this title shall become

4
5

effective upon enactment.
effective

6

PERIOD FOR
FOR STATE
STATE LAW
LAW CHANGES.—The
(b) GRACE
GRAcE PERIOD

7 provisions of this title shall become effective with respect
8

to a State on the later of—
(1) the date specified in this title, or
(1)

9

10

(2) the effective date of laws enacted by the leg-

11

islature of such State implementing such provisions,

12 but in no event later than the first day of the first cal13 endar quarter beginning after the close of the first regular

14 session of the State legislature that begins after the date
15

of the enactment of this Act. For purposes of the previous

16 sentence, in the case
case of
of aa State
State that
that has
has aa2-year
2-year legislalegisla17

tive session, each year of such session shall be deemed to

18 be a separate regular session of the State legislature.
19

(c)
(c)

GcE
PERIOD
FOR
STATE
CONSTITUTIONAL
GRACE
PERioD
FOR
STATE
CONSTITUTIONAL

20 AMENDMENT.—A State shall not be found out of compli21

ance with any requirement enacted by this title if the State

22 is unable to so comply without amending the State con-

23 stitution until the earlier of—
24
25

(1)

1 year after the effective date of the nec-

essary State constitutional amendment; or
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(2) 5 years after the date of the enactment of

1

2
3

4
5

6

this title.

TITLE VIII—MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS
SEC. 801. SCORING.

Section 251(b)
Section
251(b) (2)
(2) of
of the
the Balanced
Balanced Budget
Budget and
and EmerEmer-

7 gency Deficit Control Act of 1985 is amended by adding
8

at the end the following new subparagraph:

9

"(H)
"(H) SPECIAL
SPECIALALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCEFOR
FOR WELFARE
WELFARE RE-

10

FORM.—For any fiscal year, the adjustments shall

11

be appropriations for discretionary programs result-

12

ing from the Personal Responsibility Act of 1995 (as

13

described in the joint explanatory statement accom-

14

panying a conference report on that Act) in discre-

15

tionary accounts and the outlays flowing in all years

16

from

17

amounts authorized for those programs by that Act

18

for that fiscal year) minus appropriations
appropriations for
for corncom-

19

parable discretionary programs for fiscal year 1995

20

(as described in the joint explanatory statement ac-

21

companying a conference report on that Act.".

such

appropriations

(but

not to

exceed

22 SEC. 802. PROVISIONS TO ENCOURAGE ELECTRONIC BENE23

24

FIT TRANSFER SYSTEMS.

Section 904 of the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (15

25 U.S.C. 1693b) is amended—
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(1) by striking "(d) In the event" and inserting

1

2

"(d)

3

OTHER THAN

4

TIONS.—

APPLICABILITY

TO

CERTAIN

SERVICE

PROVIDERS

FINANCIAL

INSTITU-

5

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Jn
GENERAL.—Jnthe
theevent";
event";and
and

6

(2)
(2)

7

paragraph:
"(2) STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELEC-

8

9

by adding
at the
the end
endthe
adding at
thefollowing
following new
new

TRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER PROGRAMS.—

10

"(A) EXEMPTION GENERALLY.—The dis-

11

closures, protections, responsibilities, and rem-

12

edies established under this title, and any regu-

13

lation prescribed or order issued by the Board

14

in accordance with this title, shall not
not apply
apply to

15

any electronic benefit transfer program estab-

16

lished under State or local law or administered

17

by a State or local government.
"(B) EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION FOR
FOR DIRECT
DIRECT DEPOSIT

18

19

INTO

20

(A) shall not apply with respect to any elec-

21

tronic funds transfer under an electronic benefit

22

transfer program for deposits directly into a

23

consumer account held by the recipient of the

24

benefit.
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11

"(C) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.—No provi-

2

sion of this paragraph may be construed as—

3

"(i) affecting or altering the protec"(I)

4

tions otherwise applicable with respect
respect to
to

5

benefits

6

local law; or

7

established by FederaL
Federal, State, or

"(ii) otherwise superseding the appli-

8

cation of any State or local law.

9

"(D)

ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER

10

PROGRAM DEFINED.—For purposes of this

11

paragraph, the term 'electronic benefit
benefit transfer
transfer

12

program'—

13

"(i) means a program under which a

14

government agency distributes needs-tested

15

benefits by establishing accounts to be

16

accessed by recipients electronically, such

17

as through automated teller machines, or

18

point-of-sale terminals; and

19

"(ii) does not include employment-re-

20

lated payments, including salaries and pen-

21

sion, retirement, or unemployment benefits
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established by Federal, State, or local gov-

2

ernments.
ernments.".

Passed the House of Representatives March 24,
1995.
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SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCE; TABLE OF CON-

2

TENTS.

(a) SHORT

3

TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the

4 Fami1y
'FamilySelf-Sufficiency
Self-SufficiencyAct
Act of
of 1995".
1995".
(b) REFERENCE
REFERENCE TO
TO SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITYAACT.
CT —Except
—Except

5

6 as otherwise specifically provided, wherever in this Act an

7 amendment is expressed in terms of an
an amendment
amendment to
to or
8

repeal of a section or other provision, the reference shall

9

be

considered to be made to that section or other provision

10 of the Social Security Act.
11

(c) TABLE
— The table
TABLEOF
OFCONTENTS.
CONTENTS.—The
tableof
ofcontents
contents of this
this

12 Act is as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title; reference; table
table of
of contents.
contents.

TITLE I—BLOCK GRANTS FOR TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR
NEEDY FAMILIES
Sec.
Sec. 101.
101. Block
Block grants to States.

Sec. 102. Report on data processing.
Sec. 103. Continued application of current standards under medicaid program.
Sec.
Sec. 104.
104. Waivers.
Sec. 105.
Sec.
programs
105. Deemed
Deemed income
income requirement for Federal and federally funded programs
under the Social Security Act.
Act.
Sec.
Sec. 106.
106. Conforming
Conforming amendments
amendments to the Social Security Act.
Sec.
Sec. 107. Conforming amendments to the Food Stamp Act of 1977 and related
provisions.
Sec.
Sec. 108.
108. Conforming
Conforming amendments
amendments to other laws.
Sec. 109. Secretarial submission of legislative proposal for technical and conforming amendments.
Sec. 110. Effective date; transition rule.

TITLE Il—MODIFICATIONS TO THE JOBS PROGRAM
Sec. 201. Modifications to the JOBS program.
Sec. 202. Effective date.
TITLE 111—SUPPLEMENTAL
SECURITY INCOME
Ill—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY

Subtitle A—Eligibility Restrictions
Sec. 301. Denial of supplemental security income benefits by reason of disability
to drug addicts and alcoholics.
Sec. 302. Limited eligibility of noncitizens for SSI benefits.
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303. Denial of SSI benefits for 10 years to individuals found to have fraudu
lently misrepresented residence in order to obtain benefits simultaneously in 2 or more States.
States.
Sec. 304. Denial of SSI benefits for fugitive felons and probation and parole vioSec.
Sec.

lators.
Sec. 305. Effective dates; application to current recipients.

Subtitle B—Benefits for Disabled Children
Sec. 311. Restrictions on eligibility for benefits.
Sec. 312. Continuing disability reviews.

Sec. 313. Treatment requirements for disabled individuals under the age of 18.
Subtitle C—Study of Disability Determination Process
Sec. 321. Study of disability determination process.

Subtitle D—National Commission on the Future of Disability
Sec. 331. Establishment.
Sec. 332. Duties of the Commission.
Sec. 333. Membership.
Sec. 334. Staff and support services.
Sec. 335. Powers of Commission.
Sec. 336. Reports.
Sec. 337. Termination.
TITLE I V—CHILD SUPPORT

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Services; Distribution of Payments
Sec. 401. State obligation to provide child support enforcement services.
Sec. 402. Distribution of child support collections.
Sec. 403. Rights to notification
notification and
and hearings.
hearings.
Sec. 404. Privacy safeguards.

Subtitle B—Locate and Case Tracking
Sec. 411. State case registry.
Sec. 412. Collection and disbursement of support payments.
Sec. 413. State directory of new hires.
Sec. 414. Amendments concerning income withholding.
Sec. 415. Locator information from interstate networks.
Sec. 416. Expansion of the Federal parent locator service.
Sec. 417. Collection and use of social security numbers for use in child support
enforcement.

Subtitle C—Streamlining and Uniformity of Procedures
Sec. 421. Adoption of uniform State laws.
Sec. 422. Improvements to full faith and credit for child support orders.
Sec. 423. Administrative enforcement in interstate cases.
Sec. 424. Use of forms in interstate enforcement.
Sec. 425. State laws providing expedited procedures.

Subtitle D—Paternity Establishment
Sec. 431. State laws concerning paternity establishment.
Sec. 432. Outreach for voluntary paternity establishment.
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Sec.

433. Cooperation by applicants for and recipients of temporary family assistance.

Subtitle F—Program
E—Program Administration and Funding
Sec. 441. Federal matching payments.
Sec. 442. Performance-based incentives and penalties.
Sec. 443. Federal and State reviews and audits.
Sec. 444. Required reporting procedures.
Sec. 445. Automated data processing requirements.
Sec. 446. Technical assistance.
Sec. 447. Reports and data collection by the Secretary.

Subtitle F—Establishment and Modification of Support Orders
Sec. 451. National Child Support Guidelines Commission.
Sec. 452. Simplified process for review and adjustment of child support orders.
Sec. 453. Furnishing consumer reports for certain purposes relating to child support.

Sec. 454. Nonliability for depository institutions providing financial records to
State child support enforcement agencies in child support cases.
Subtitle G—Enforcement
C—Enforcement of Support Orders
Orders
Sec. 461. Federal income tax refund offset.
Sec. 462. Internal Revenue Service collection of arrearages.
Sec. 463. Authority to collect support from Federal employees.

Sec. 464. Enforcement of child support obligations of members of the Armed
Forces.

Sec. 465. Voiding of fraudulent transfers.
Sec. 466. Work requirement for persons owing child support.
Sec. 467. Definition of support order.
Sec. 468. Reporting arrearages to credit bureaus.
Sec. 469. Liens.
Sec. 470. State law authorizing suspension of licenses.
Sec. 471. Denial of passports for nonpayment of child support.

Subtitle H—Medical Support
Support
Sec. 475. Technical correction to ERISA definition of medical child support
order.
order.

Sec. 476. Enforcement of orders for health care coverage.

Subtitle I—Enhancing Responsibility and Opportunity for Nonresidential
Parents
Sec. 481. Grants to States for access and visitation programs.

Subtitle I—Effect of Enactment
Sec. 491. Effective dates.
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2
3

TITLE I—BLOCK GRANTS FOR
TEMPORARY A SSIS TANCE FOR
NEEDY FAMILIES

4 SEC. 101. BLOCK GRANTS TO STA TES.
5

Part A of title IV (42 US. C. 601 et seq.) is amended

6 to read as follows:
follows.

7 "PART A—BLOCK
A—BLOCK GRANTS
GRANTS TO
TO STA
STATES
TES FOR TEM8

PORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES

9

WITH
WiTH MINOR CHILDREN

10
11

"SEC. 401. PURPOSE.

"The purpose of this part is to increase the flexibility

12
12 ofofStates
Statesin
in operating
operating a program
program designed to—

"(1) provide
'71)
provide assistance
assistance to needy families with

13

14

minor children,
children;

"(2) provide job preparation and opportunities

15

16

for such families;
families, and
'73)
"(3) prevent and reduce the incidence of out-of-

17
18

19

wedlock pregnancies.
"SEC. 402. ELIGIBLE STA TES; STATE PLAN.
"SEC.

20

"(a)
'(a) IN GENERAL.
GENER4L. —As
—As used in this part, the term 'eli-

21

gible State' means, with respect to a fiscal year, a State

22 that has submitted to the Secretary a plan that includes
23

the following:
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"(1)
'(1)

1

OUTLINE OF FAMIL
FAMILY
Y ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE PROPRO-

2

GRAM. —A
CRAM—A

3

State in
tends to
to do
do the following:
intends

4

written document that outlines how the

"(A) Conduct
"(A)
Conduct aa program
program designed
designed to serve
serve

all political subdivisions in the State to—

5

6

"(i) provide assistance to needy fami-

7

lies with not less than 1 minor child; and

8

"(ii) provide a parent or caretaker in

9

such
such

families with work experience, assist-

10

ance

in finding employment, and other

11

work

preparation activities and support

12

services
services

13

to

14

and become self-sufficient.

15

"(B) Require
"(B)
Require aa parent
parent ororcaretaker
caretaker receivreceiv-

16

ing assistance under the program for more than

17

24 months
the
months(whether
(whetherorornot
notconsecutive),
consecutive),or
or at
at the

18

option of
of the
the State,
State, aa lesser
lesserperiod,
period, to
toengage
engage in
in

19
19

work activities
activitiesinin
accordancewith
with section
section404
404
accordance

20

and part F.
F

21

enable such families to leave the program

"(C)

22

that the State considers appropriate

Satisfy the minimum participation

rates specified in section 404.

"(D) Treat—

23

24

"(i) families with minor children mov-

25

ing into the State from another State; and
•HR 4 RS
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"(ii)
"(ii) noncitizens
States.
noncitizensofofthe
theUnited
United
States.

1

2

"(E) Safeguard and restrict the use and
"(E)

3

disclosure of
disclosure
ofinformation
information about
about individuals
individuals and
and

4

families receiving assistance under the program.

5

"(F) Take action to prevent and reduce
reduce the
the

6

incidence of out-of-wedlock pregnancies,

7

special emphasis on teenage pregnancies.

8

"(2) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATIONTHAT
THATTHE
THESTATE
STATE WILL
WILL OP-

9

ERA TE
ERA
TE A
A CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENTPROGRAM.
PROGRAM —

10

A certification
A
certification by
by the
the chief executive officer of the

11

State that, during the fiscal year, the State will oper-

12

ate aa child
child support
support enforcement
enforcement program
program under
under the

13

State
State plan approved under part
part D,
D, in
in a

14

complies with the requirements of such part.
complies

with

manner that

15

"(3) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATIONTHAT
THA TTHE
THESTATE
STATE WILL OFOP-

16

ERATE A CHILD PROTECTION PROGRAM.—A certifiERATE

17

cation by
by the
the chief
chief executive
executive officer
officer of
of the State that,

18

during the
the fiscal
fiscal year,
year, the
the State
State will
will operate
operate a child

19

protection program in accordance with part B.

20

"(4) CERTIFICATION THAT
THAT THE
THE STATE
STATE WILL
WILL OPOP-

21

ERA
ERATE
TEAAFOSTER
FOSTER CARE
CARE AND
AND ADOPTION
ADOPTION ASSISTANCE

22

PROGRAM.—A
PROGRAM—Acertification
certificationby
bythe
thechief
chief executive
executive offi-

23

cer of the State that, during the fiscal year, the State
cer

24

will operate
will
operate aa foster
foster care
care and adoption assistance

25

program in accordance with part H.
E.
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"(5) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICA TION THAT
THAT THE
THE STATE
STATE WILL
WILL OP-

2

ERA
ERJ4TE
TE A
A JOBS
JOBS PROGRAM.—A
PROGRAM —A certification by the chief

3

executive

4

year, the State will operate a JOBS program in ac-

5

cordance with
cordance
with part F.

officer of the State that, during the fiscal

6

"(6) CERTIFICA
CERTIFICA TION
TION THAT
THATTHE
THESTA
STA7TE
TE WILL PAR-

7

TICIPA
TICIPATE
TEIN
INTHE
THEINCOME
INCOMEAND
ANDELIGIBILITY
ELIGIBILITY VERIFICA
VERIFICA -

8

TION

9

officer

of the State that, during the fiscal year, the

10

State

will participate in the income and eligibility

11

verification system required by section 1137.

12

SYSTEM
SYSTEM. —A
—A certification
certification by the chief executive

"(7) CERTIFICATION OF THE ADMINISTRATION

13

OF THE
— The chief
THEPROGRAM.
PROGRAM.—The
chiefexecutive
executive officer
officer

14

State shall certify which State agency or agencies are

15

responsible

16

the

of the
the

for the administration and supervision of

State program for the fiscal year.

17

"(8) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION THA
T REQUIRED REPORTS
THAT

18

WILL

19

ecutive

20

the

21

part and part F

22

BE SUBMITTED. —A certification by the chief ex-

officer of the State that the State shall provide

Secretary with any reports required under this

"(9) ESTIMATE
ESTIMA TE OF
OF FISCAL
FISCAL YEAR STATE AND

23

LOCAL

24

amount

25

State program for the fiscal year.
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EXPENDITURES.
—An estimate
EXPENDITURES.—An

of the total

of State and local expenditures under the

422

"(b)
(b) DETERMINATIONS. — The

11

2 mine
3

4

Secretary shall deter-

whether a plan submitted pursuant to subsection (a)

contains the material required by subsection (a).
"(c) DEFINITIONS.—FOr
DEFINITIONS. —For purposes of this part, the fol-

5 lowing definitions shall apply:
6
7

"(1) MINOR
MINORCHILD.
CHILD.—The
— The term
term

'minor
minor child'

means an individual—
"(A) who—

8

"(i) has not attained 18 years of age;

9

or

10

"(ii) has—

11

"(I)
(I) not attained 19 years of age;

12

and

13

14

"(II) is a full-time student in a

15

secondary school (or in the equivalent

16

level
level

17

ing);
ing);and
and

of vocational or technical train-

"(B) who resides with such individual's cus-

18

19

todial parent or other caretaker relative.

20

"(2)
'(2) W0RX
WORK ACTIVITY.
ACTIVITY—The
— The term
termwork
'workactivity'
activity'

21

means an activity described in section 482.

22

"(3)

FISCAL

23

means

24

of a calendar year.
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YEAR.
— The
YEAR.—The

term

'fiscal
fiscal

year'

any 12-month period ending on September 30

423
1

"(4) STATE.
—Theterm
term'State'
'State' includes
includes the 5evSTATE—The
sev-

2

era] States, the District of Columbia,' the CommonCommon-

3

wealth

4

lands, Guam, and American Samoa.

of Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Is-

5

"SEC. 403. PA YMENTS TO STA TES.

6

"(a)
"(a) ENTITLEMENT.
ENTITLEMENT. —
"(1)
IN GENERAL.
GENERAL. —Subject to the provisions of
"(1) IN

7
8

section 406,
the
406, the

Secretary
Secretary shall
shall pay to each eligible

9

State for each of fiscal years 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999,

10

and 2000 a grant in an amount equal to the State

11

family assistance grant for the fiscal year.
"(2) APPROPRIATION.
—
APPROPRIATION.—

12

"(A) STA
TES. — There are
STATES.—There
areauthorized
authorized to
to be

13
13

and

14

appropriated

15

$16, 779,000,000

16

paragraph (1) for the purpose of paying State

17

family assistance grants to States under such

18

paragraph.

there

are

appropriated

for each fiscal year described in

"(B) INDIAN TRIBES.—There are authorized

19

be appropriated and there are appropriated

20

to

21

$7,638,474

22

paragraph (1) for the purpose of paying State

23

family assistance grants to Indian tribes under

24

such

25

482(i).
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1

"(b) STATE
STATE FAMILY
GRANT
FAMILYASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE
GNT —

"(1) IN GENERAL.
—For purposes
purposes of subsection
GENERAL.—For

2

a State family assistance grant for any State for

3

(a),

4

a fiscal year is an amount equal to the total amount

5

of the Federal payments
of
payments to
to the
the State
State under
under section
section

6

403 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1994
1994 (as such section was in effect

7

before October 1, 1995).

8

"(2)
'72) STATE APPROPRIATION OF GRANT. —Not-

9

withstanding any other provision of law, any funds

by a State under this part shall be expended

10

received

11

only in accordance with the laws and procedures ap-

12

plicable to expenditures of the
the State
State 'ss own revenues,

13

including appropriation by the State legislature, con-

14

sistent

15

this part.
this

16

with the terms and conditions required under

"(3) SPECIAL
SPECIAL RULE
RULE FOR
FORINDIAN
INDIAN TRIBES.
TRIBES.—For
—For

17

amount of a State family assistance grant for a fiscal

18

year for an Indian tribe, see section 482(i).

19

'7c) USE OF
"(c)
OF GR4NT.
GRANT—
—

20

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject
GENERAL.—Subjectto
tothis
this part,
part,

a State

which a grant is made under this section may use

21

to

22

the

23

cula
culated
ted

grant in any manner that is reasonably calcalto accomplish the purpose of this part.

24

"(2) AUTHORITY
A UTHORI7Y TO
TO TREAT
TREAT INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE IMMIIMMI-

25

UNDER RULES
RULES OF
OF FORMER
FORMERSTA
STATE.—A
GRANTS UNDER
TE. —A State
State
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which a grant is made under this section may

11

to

2

apply to a family the rules of the program operated

3

under

4

moved to the State from the other State and has re-

5

sided in the State for less than 12 months.

this part of another State if the family has

6

"(3) AUTHORITY TO RESERVE CERTAIN AMOUNTS

7

FOR ASSISTANCE.—A State may reserve amounts

8

paid to the State under this part for any fiscal year

9

for the purpose of providing, without fiscal year limi-

10

tation, assistance under the State program operated

11

under this part.

"(4) A UTHORI TO PROVIDE CHILD CARE AND

12

SERVICES. —A State to which a grant

13

TRANSITIONAL

14

is made under this section may provide, at the State's
State s

15

option, child care and transitional services to—
option,
"(A) families at risk of becoming eligible for

16

under the program if child care is not

17

assistance

18

provided;
pro
vided; and
and
"(B) families that cease to receive assistance

19

under the program because of employment.
under

20
21

"(d) TIMING OF PA YMENTS. — The Secretary shall pay

22 each

grant payable to a State under this section in quar-

23

24

terly installments.
"(e) LIMITATION
LIMITA TION ON
ON FEDERAL
FEDERAL AUTHORITY — The Sec-

25 retary
25
retarymay
maynot
not regulate
regulate the
the conduct
conduct of
of States under this
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1

part or enforce any provision of this part,
part, except
except to
to the
the

2 extent
extent expressly provided in this part.
3

"(f) SUPPLEMENTAL ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMI-

4 LIES FEDERAL
FEDER4L LOAN FUND. —
5

"(1) ESTABLISHMENT.—There
is hereby
hereby estabestabESTABLISHMENT—There is

6

lished in the Treasury of the United States a revolv-

7

ing loan fund which shall be known as the 'Supple-

8

mental Assistance for Needy Families Federal Loan

9

Fund'.

10

"(2) DEPOSITS
INTOFUND.
FUND.—
DEPOSITS INTO

11

"(A) APPROPRIATION.
—Outofof any
any money
APPROPRIATION. —Out
money

12

in the Treasury of the United States not other-

13

wise

14

appropriated for fiscal year 1996 for payment to

15

the

16

Federal Loan Fund.

appropriated, $1,700,000,000 are hereby

Supplemental Assistance for Needy Families

"(B) LOAN
REPAYMENTS.
YMENTS. — The Secretary
Lov REPA

17
18

shall

deposit into the fund any principal or in-

19

terest

payment received with respect to a loan

20

made under this subsection.

21

'73) AVAILABILITY—Amounts
"(3)
in the fund
AvAILABILITy—Amounts in

are

22

authorized

23

limitation for the purpose of making loans and re-

24

ceiving

25

loans, in accordance with this subsection.
subsection.
.HR 4 RS
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payments of principal and interest on such
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"(4) USE OF FUND. —

1

2

"(A) LOANS
T.ES. —The Secretary
Secretary
LOANS TO
TOSTA
STATES.—The

3

shall make loans from the fund to any loan-eligiloan-eligi-

4

ble State, as defined in subparagraph (D), for a

5

period to maturity of not more than 3 years.

6

"(B)
RATEOF
OF INTEREST—The
INTEREST— The Secretary
"(B) R4TE

7

shall charge and collect interest on any loan

8

made

9

the

10

under subparagraph (A) at a rate equal to

Federal short term rate, as defined in section

1274(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
"(C)

11

MAXIMUM LOAN.—The

cumulative

12

amount of any loans made to a State under sub-

13

paragraph (A) during fiscal years 1996 through
through

14

2000

15

family assistance
assistance grant
grant under subsection (b) for

16

a

shall not exceed 10 percent of the State

fiscal year.

17

"(D) LOAN-ELIGIBLE STATE.—For purposes

18

of subparagraph (A), a loan-eligible State is a

19

State which has not had a penalty described in
State

20

section

21

to

22

"(5) LIMITATION ON USE OF LOAN. —A State

23

shall use a loan received under this subsection only

24

for—

•HR 4 RS
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"(A) the purpose of providing assistance

2

under the State program funded under this part;
under

3

or

4

"(B)
(B) welfare
welfare anti-fraud activities, systems,

5

or initiatives, including positive client identity

6

verification

7

matching and analysis.

8
9

computerized

data

record

"SEC.
"SEC. 404. MANDA TORY WORK REQUIREMENTS.
(a) PARTICIPATION
"(a)
RATE
PARTICIPATION RA
YE REQUIREMENTS. —

"(1)
(1) REQUIREMENT APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE TO
TO ALL
ALL FAMIFAMI-

10
11

and

LIES
LIES RECEIVING
RECEIVING ASSISTANCE.
ASSISTANCE. —
—

12

"(A)
'(A) IN GENER4L. —A State to which a

13

grant is
year
is made
made under section 403 for a fiscal year

14

shall achieve the minimum participation rate
shall

15

specified in the following table for the fiscal year

16

with respect to all families receiving
with
receiving assistance
assistance

17

under the State program funded under this part:
under

The miziimum
minimum

"If the fiscal year is:
1996

....................................

participation
rate is:

2000

20
30
35
35
40
45

2001 or thereafter

50.

1997
1998
1999

18

(B) STATE
"(B)
FORPARTICIPATION
STATEOPTION
OPTION FOR
PARTICIPATION

19

REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENTEXEMPTIONS.
EXEMPTIONS.—For
—Forany
any fiscal

20

year before fiscal year
year 1999,
1999, aa State
State may opt to

21

not
not require an individual described in section
•HR4RS
.HR
4 RS
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(as such section was in effect on

1

402(a) (19) (C)

2

September 30, 1995) to engage in work activities

3

and may exclude such individuals from the de-

4

termination of the minimum participation rate

5

specified for such fiscal year in subparagraph

6

(A).

7

(C) CHILD
CHILDCARE
"(C)
CAREFOR
FORINDIVIDUALS
INDIVIDUALS WITH
WITH

8

CHILDREN UNDER 6 YEARS OF AGE.—If a State

9

requires

an individual described in section

10

402 (a) (19)
402(a)
(1 9)(C)
(C)(iii)
(iii)(II)
(II) (as
(as such
such section
section

11

fect

12

activities, the State shall provide the individual

13

with child care.

was in ef-

on September 30, 1995) to engage in work

"(D) PARTICIPATION RATE.—For purposes

14

of this paragraph:

15

16

(i) AvERcE
"(i)
AVERAGE
MONTHLY
MONTHLYRATE.—The
RATE.—The

17

participation rate of a State for a fiscal

18

year is the average of the participation

19

rates of the State for each month in the fis-

20

cal year.
"(i.z)
(ii)

21

MONTHL Y
MONTHLY

PARTICIPATION

participation rate of a State

22

RATES. — The

23

for a month, expressed as a percentage, is—

24

"(I) the number of families receiv-

25

ing assistance under the State program
•HR 4 RS
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under this part which include

1

funded

2

an individual who is engaged in work

3

activities for the month, divided by

4

"(II) the total number of families

5

receiving assistance under the State

6

program funded under this part dur-

7

ing the month.

8

"(iii) .ENGAGED.—A recipient is en-

9

gaged
gaged in
in work activities [or
for a month
month in
in a

10

fiscal year if the recipient is participating,

11

per the State
requirement which
which must be
State's's requirement

12

at least 20 hours each week in the month,

13

in work activities described in clause (i),

14

(ii), (vi), (vii),
(ii,),
(vii),

15

482(d) (1) (A),

16

weeks

for which the recipient is required

17

under

this section to participate in work

18

activities, an activity described in any such

19

clause
clause

20

section).

(or, in the case of the first 4

or in clause (iii), (iv), or (v) of such

"(2) REQUIREMENT APPLICABLE TO 2-PARENT

21
21

22

(viii), (ix), or (x) of section
(viii,),

FAMILIES.—

23

"(A) IN GENERAL.
GENERAL.—A
—AState
State to
to which
which aa

24

grant is
is made
made under
under
section
section
403 403
[or a[or
fiscal
a fiscal
yearyear

25
25

shall achieve the minimum participation
participation rate
.HR 4 RS
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specified in the following table for the fiscal year

2

with respect to 2-parent families receiving assist-

3

ance

4

part:

under the State program funded under this
The minimum

participation
rate is:

"If the fiscal year is:
1996

60

1997 or 1998
1999 or thereafter

90.
90.

75

"(B) PARTICIPATION RATE.—For purposes

5

of this paragraph:

6
7

"(i) A
VERA GE MONTHLY
MONTHLY RATE.
AVERAGE
RATE.—The
— The

8

participation rate of a State for a fiscal

9

year is the average of the participation

10

rates of the State for each month in the fis-

11

cal year.

"(ii)

12

MONTHLY

PARTICIPA
TION
PARTICIPATION

participation rate of a State

13

RATES.—The

14

for a month is—

(I) the
"(I)
thenumber
number of
of 2-parent
2-parent fami-

15

16

lies

17

State

program funded under this part

18

which

include at least 1 adult who is

19

engaged

20

month; divided by

receiving assistance under

the

in work activities for the

21

"(II)
'(II) the total number of 2-parent

22

families receiving assistance under the

•HR 4 RS
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program funded under this part

1

State

2

during the
the month.
month.

3

"(iii) ENGA
GED. —An adult
adult is
is engaged
ENGAGED.—An

4

in work activities for a month in a fiscal

5

year if the adult is making progress in such

6

activities, per the State s

7

must be
be at
at least
in aa
must
least 30
30 hours
hours each
each week
week in

8

month,

9

clause (vi),
(vi), (vii),
(vii), (viii),
(viii),

activities, per the State's requirement
requirement which
which

in
in

work

activities described
described in
in
activities

(ix), or (x) of sec-

(ix), or (x) of sec-

10

tion 482
(d) (1)
482(d)
(1) (A)
(A)(or,
(or,in
in the
the case
caseofofthe
thefirst
first

11

4 weeks
weeksfor
for which
whichthe
therecipient
recipient is
is required
required

12

under this
this section
section to
to participate
participatein
inwork
work

13

activities, an
an activity
activity described
described in
inany
any such
such

14

clause

15

section).

16

or in clause (iii), (iv), or (v) of such

or in clause (iii), (iv), or (v) of such

"(b)
'(b) PENALTIES
PENAL TIES AGAINST INDIVIDUALS.
INDIVIDUALS.—
—

17

"(1)
'(1) APPLICABLE TO
TO ALL
ALL FAMILIES.
FAMILIES.—If
—If an adult

18

in a family receiving assistance under the State pro-

19

gram funded under this part refuses to engage (within

20

the

21

tivities required under this section, a State to which

22

a

meaning of subsection (a) (1) (C) (iii))
(iii)) in work acac-

grant is made under section 403 shall—

23

"(A)
"(A)

24

reduce the amount of assistance that

would otherwise be payable to the family; or

"(B) terminate such assistance,

25
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to such good cause and other exceptions as the

1

subject

2

State may establish.

3

"(2)
'(2) APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE TO
TO 2-PARENT
2-PARENTFAMILIES.
FAMILIES—If
—If an

4

adult in a 2-parent family refuses to engage (within

5

the meaning of subsection (a) (2) (B) (iii)) in work ac-

6

tivities for at least 30 hours per week during any

7

month, a State to which a grant is made under sec-

8

tion 402 shall—

"(A) reduce the amount of assistance other-

9

wise

10

payable to the family; or
"(B) terminate such assistance,

11

to such good cause and other exceptions as the

12

subject

13

State may establish.

14

"(3) LIMITATION
LIMITA TION ON
ON FEDERAL
FEDERAL AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY —No

15

officer or employee of the Federal Government may

16

regulate

17

or enforce this paragraph against any State.

18

19

the conduct of States under this paragraph

"SEC. 405.
405. LIMITATIONS.

"(a) No ASSISTANCE FOR MORE THAN 5 YEARS. —
"(1) IN GENERAL. —Except as provided under

20
21

paragraph (2),
(2), a State to which a grant

is made

22

under section 403 may not use any part of the grant

23

to

24

who

25

ated under this part for the lesser of—

provide assistance to a family of an individual

.HR 4 RS
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"(A) the period of time established at the

1

option of the State; or

2

"(B) 60 months (whether or not consecutive)

3

4

after September 30, 1995.

5

"(2) MINOR
MINoR CHILD
CHILD EXCEPTION. —If an individ-

6

ual received assistance under the State program oper-

7

ated under this part as a minor child in a needy

8

family, any period during
during which
which such
suchindividual
individual's

9

family received assistance shall not be counted for

of applying the limitation
limitation described
described in

10

purposes

11

paragraph (1) to an application for assistance under

12

such program
programbybysuch
suchindividual
individualasas the
the head
head of
of aa

13

household of
needy family
family with
with minor
minor children.
of aa needy
children.

—

14

"(3) HARDSHIP
HARDSHIP EXCEPTION. —

"(A) IN
INGENERAL.
GENERAL. — The State may exempt

15

family from the application of paragraph (1)

16

a

17

by reason of hardship.

18

"(B) LIMITATIoN.
——The
The number
LIMITATION.
numberof
offamilies
families

19

with respect to which an exemption made by a

20

State

21

fiscal year shall not exceed
exceed 15
15 percent
percent of
of the
the aavv-

22

erage

23

State is providing assistance under the program

24

operated under this part.

.HR 4 RS
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in effect
effect for
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"(b) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR 10 YEARS TO A PER'7b)

11

2

SON

FOUND To HA VE F UDULENTL Y MISREPRESENTED

3 RESIDENCE IN ORDER To OBTAIN ASSISTANCE IN 2 OR

4 MORE STATES.—An individual shall not be considered an
5

eligible individual for the purposes of
of this
this part
part during
during the
the

6

10-year period that begins on the date the individual is con-

7

victed in Federal or State court of having
having made
made a fraudu-

8

lent statement or representation with respect to the place

9

of residence of the individual in order to receive assistance

10 simultaneously from 2 or more States under programs that
11

are

funded under this title, title XIX or the Food Stamp

12 Act of 1977, or benefits in 2 or more States under the sup13 plemental security income program under title XVI.

14
15

"(c) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE FOR
FORFUGITIVE
FUGITIVEFEL
FELONS
ONS
AND PROBATION AND PAROLE VIOLA TORS. —

"(1) IN GENERAL.—An individual shall not be

16

an eligible individual for the purposes of

17

considered
considered

18

this part if such individual is—

19

"(A) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or custody

20

or confinement after conviction, under the laws

21

of the place from which the individual flees, for

22

a

crime, or an attempt to commit a crime, which

23

is

a felony under the laws of the place from

24

which the individual flees, or which, in the case
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is a high mis-

11

of the State of New Jersey,

2

demeanor under the laws of such State; or

"(B)

3

4

violating a condition of probation or

parole imposed under Federal or State law.

5

"(2) EXCHANGE OF INFORIvIA TION WITH LA
LAW
W EN-

6

FOR CEMENT AGENCIES. —Notwithstanding any other

7

provision of law, a State shall furnish any Federal,
provision

8

State,

9

quest of the officer, with the current address of any

10

recipient of assistance under this part, if the officer

11

furnishes the agency with the name of the recipient

12

and notifies the agency that—

or local law enforcement officer, upon the re-

"('A) such recipient—
"(A)

13

"(i) is
"(i)
is described
described in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)

14

or (B) of paragraph
paragraph (1,);
(1); or

15

16

"(ii) has information that is necessary

17

for the officer to conduct the officer's official

18

duties;

19

"(B) the location or apprehension of the re-

and

20

cipient is within such officer's official duties.

21

"('d) STATE OPTION To PROHIBIT ASSISTANCE FOR
"(d)

22 CERTAIN ALIENS. —

"(1) IN GENERAL. —A State to which

23

a grant is

24

made under section 403 may, at its option, prohibit

25

the use of any part of the grant to provide assistance
.HR 4 RS
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the State program funded under this part for

1

under

2

an

3

United States.

individual who is not a citizen or national of the

4

'72)
"(2) DEEMING
DEEMING OF
OFINCOME
INCOMEAND
ANDRESOURCES
RESOURCES IF
IF

5

ASSISTANCE IS PROVIDED.
PRO VIDED.—For
—For deeming of income

6

and resources requirements if assistance is provided

7

to an individual who is not a citizen or national of

8

the
the

9

United States, see section 1145.

"SEC. 406. STATE
TIES.
STATE PENAL
PENALTIES.

10

"(a)
"(a) IN CENERAL.—Subject to the provisions of sub-

11

section (b), the Secretary shall deduct from the grant other-

12

wise
wise payable under section 403 the following penalties:

"(1) FOR USE OF GRANT IN VIOLATION OF THIS

13

14

PART.
PART—If
—If

15

of
of title 31, United States Code, finds that an amount

16

paid to a State under section 403 for a fiscal year

17

has
has

18

retary shall reduce the amount of the grant otherwise

19

payable to the State under such section for the imme-

20

diately succeeding fiscal year quarter by the amount
amount

21

50
so

22

without regard to this section).

been used in violation of this part, then the Sec-

used, plus 5 percent of such grant (determined

23

24

an audit conducted pursuant to chapter 75

"(2) FOR FAIL URE TO SUBMIT REQUIRED REPORT.—

.HR4RS
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"(A) IN GENERAL. —If the Secretary deter-

1

that a State has not, within 6 months

2

mines
mines

3

after the end of a fiscal year, submitted the rere-

4

port required by section 408 for the fiscal year,

5

the
the

6

amount of the grant that would (in the absence

7

of this section) be payable to the State under sec-

8

don
tion 403 for the immediately succeeding fiscal

9

year.

Secretary
Secretary shall reduce by 5 percent
percent the
the

10

"(B) RESCISSION
RESCISSION OF
OF PENALTY.
PENALTY — The Sec-

11

retary shall rescind a penalty imposed on a

12

State

13

report for a fiscal year if the State submits the

14

report before the end of the immediately succeed-

15

ing fiscal year.

16

"(3)
'(3) FOR FAIL
FAILURE
URE TO SA
SATISFY
TISFY MINIMUM PARPAR-

17

under subparagraph (A) with respect to a

TICIPA TION RATES. —

18

"(A) IN GENERAL. —If the Secretary deter-

19

mines that a State
State has
has failed
failedtotosatisfy
satisfythe
themini—
mini-

20

mum participation rates specified in section 404

21

for a fiscal year, the Secretary shall reduce by

22

not more than 5 percent the amount of the grant

23

that would (in the absence of this section) be

24

payable

25

immediately succeeding fiscal year.
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"(B) PENALTY BASED
BASED ON
ON SE
SEVERITY
VERITY OF

11

Secretary shall impose reduc-

2

FAIL
FAILURE—The
URE. — The

3

tions under subparagraph (A) on the basis of the

4

degree of noncompliance.

5

"(4) FOR FAIL URE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE IN-

6

COME

7

the Secretary determines that a State program funded

8

under

9

year in the income and eligibility verification system

10

required by section 1137, the Secretary shall reduce

11

by not more than 5 percent the amount of the grant

12

that would (in the absence of this section) be payable

13

to

14

succeeding fiscal year.

AND ELIGIBILITY
ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION
VERIFICATIONSYSTEM.
SYSTEM—If
—If

this part is not participating during a fiscal

the State under section 403 for
for the
the immediately
immediately

15

"(5) FOR FAIL URE TO COMPLY WITH PATERNITY

16

ESTABLISHMENT AND CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

17

REQUIREMENTS UNDER PART D. —

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding
GENERAL—Notwithstanding any

18

provision of this Act, if a State
State'ss program

19

other

20

operated

21

a

22

452(a) (4)
452(a)
(4) of

23

stantially
stan
tially with
with the
the requirements
requirements of
of such
such part for

24

any quarter beginning after September 30, 1983,

25

and the Secretary determines that the State 's
s
•HR 4 RS
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result of a review conducted under section
this title not to have complied sub-
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1

program is not complying substantially with

2

such

3

made,

4

State under section 403 for such quarter and

5

each subsequent quarter, prior to the first quar-

6

ter throughout which the State program is found

7

to be in substantial compliance with such re-

8

quirements,

9

graph (2)) by—

requirements at the time such finding is
the amounts otherwise payable

to the

shall be
be reduced
reduced(subject
(subject to para-

"(i) not less than 1 nor more than 2

10

percent;

11

12

"(ii) not less than 2 nor more than 3

13

percent, if the finding is the second consecu-

14

tive such finding made as a result of such

15

a

review; or

"(iii) not less than 3 nor more than 5

16

if the finding is the third or a sub-

17

percent,

18

sequent consecutive such finding made as a

19

result of such a review.

20

"(B)
'(B)

SUSPENSION OF REDUCTIONS. —

21

"(i) IN GENER4L.
— The reductions
GENERAL.—The
reductions rere-

22

quired under subparagraph (A) shall be sus-

23

pended for any quarter if—

24

"(I)
"('I)

25

the State submits a corrective

action plan, within a period prescribed
.HR4RS
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1
1

by the Secretary following notice of the
by
the

2

finding

3

which

4

achieve substantial compliance within
within

5

timeperiod
period which
which the
the Secretary
a time
Secretary

6

finds to be appropriate,'
appropriate;

under

subparagraph

(A),
(A,).

contains steps necessary to

'711)the
the Secretary approves such
"(21)

7

action

plan

(and any

8

corrective

9

amendments thereto) as being
being sufficient
suthcient

10

to achieve substantial
substantial compliance,'
compliance; and

11

"(III)
"(211) the Secretary finds that the
action plan

(and any
any
(and

12

corrective
corrective

13

amendments approved
approved under
use
undersubcla
subclause

14

(II))
(11))

15

State and that the State is progressing
State

16

in accordance with the timetable con-

17

tamed in the plan to achieve substan-

18

compliance with such
tial compliance
requiresuch require-

19

ments,
ments.

20

"(ii)

is being fully implemented by the

COIsrHNUATION
CONTINUATION

OF

SUSPEN-

21
21

SION. —A suspension of the penalty under
sIcw—A

22

clause
clause

23

the

time as
(i) shall
shall continue
continueuntil
untilsuch
suchtirneas

Secretary determines that—
"(I)
"(1)

24

the State has achieved sub-

stan
tial compliance;
stantial
compliance;

25
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"(II) the State is no longer imple-

1

2

men
menting
ting its corrective action
action plan;
plan; or
or

"(III) the State is implementing

3

4

or has implemented its corrective ac-

5

tion
don plan but has failed to achieve sub-

6

stan
tial compliance
compliance within the approstantial

7

priate time period

8

clause (i)(I)).

9

"(iii)

10

(as

specified in

EXCEPTIONS.—
"('I) ACHIEVES COMPLIANCE—In
"(I)

case of a State whose penalty sus-

11

the

12

pension ends pursuant
pursuant to
to clause
dause (ii) (I),

13

the

penalty shall not be applied.

"(II) No LONGER IMPLEMENTING

14
15

CORRECTIVE
CORRECTIVEACTION
ACTION PLAN—In

16

case

of a State whose penalty suspen-

17

sion

ends pursuant to clause (ii)(II),
(ii) (II),

18

the

19

suspension had not occurred.

penalty shall be applied as if the
"(III)

20

the

FAIL URE TO A CI-JIEVE COM-

21

PLIANCE WITHIN APPROPRIATE TIME

22

PERIOD.—In

23

penalty suspension ends pursuant to

24

clause (ii) (III),

25

applied to all quarters ending after the
'HR 4 RS

the case of a State whose

the penalty shall be
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1

expiration of the time period specified

2

in such clause and prior to the first

3

quarter throughout which the State

4

program is found to be in substantial

5

compliance.
' (C)
"(C)

6

DETERMINA TION
DETERMINA
TION OF SUBSTANTIAL
SUBSTANTIAL

7

COMPLIANCE. —For purposes of this paragraph

8

and section
section452(a)
452(a)(4)
(4)of
ofthis
this title,
title, aa State which

9

is

not in full compliance with the requirements

10

of part D shall be determined to be in substan-

11

tial compliance with such requirements only if

12

the

13

ance

14

ture which does not adversely affect the perform-

15

ance of the child support enforcement program.

16

"(6) FOR
FOR FAIL
Y REPA Y A SUPPLEFAILURE
URETO
TOTIMEL
TIMELY

17

MENTAL ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES FEDERAL

18

LOAN.—If

19

failed to repay any amount borrowed from the Sup-

20

plemental

21

Loan

22

the

23

any interest owed on such loan, then the Secretary

24

shall

25

able to the State under section 403 for the imme-

Secretary determines that any noncompliwith such requirements is of a technical na-

the Secretary determines that a State has

Assistance for Needy Families Federal

Fund established under section 403(f) within

period of maturity applicable to such loan, plus
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1

diately succeeding fiscal year quarter by the outstand-

2

ing loan amount, plus the interest owed on such out-

3

standing amount.

4

'(b) REQUIREMENTS. —
"(b)

5

"(1)
LIMITATION ON
ON AMOUNT
AMOUNT OF
OF PENALTY. —
'(1) LIMITATION

6

"(A)
7A) IN GENERAL. —In imposing the pen-

7

alties described in subsection (a), the Secretary

8

shall

9

State by more than 25 percent.
State

not reduce any quarterly payment to a
"(B)

10

CARR
YFOR WARD
WARD OF
OF UNRECOVERED
UNRECOVERED
CARRYFOR

the extent that subparagraph

11

PENAL TIES. — To

12

(A)

13

ing a fiscal year the full amount of all penalties
penalties

14

imposed

15

prior fiscal year, the Secretary shall apply any

16

remaining amount of such penalties to the grant

17

otherwise

18

for the immediately succeeding fiscal year.

19

"(2) STATE FUNDS TO REPLA CE REDUCTIONS IN

prevents the Secretary from recovering dur-

on a State under subsection (a) for a

payable to the State under section 403

State which
which has
has aa penalty
penalty imposed

20

GRANT—A

21

against it under subsection (a) shall expend addi-

22

tional State funds in an amount equal to the amount

23

of the penalty for the purpose of providing assistance

24

under the State program under this part.

.HR
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"(3)

1

REASONABLE

CA USE FOR NONCOMPLI-

2

ANCE. — The
ANCE.—The

3

a

4

mines that the State has reasonable cause
cause for
for failing
failing

5

to comply with a requirement for which a penalty is

6

imposed under such subsection.

7

Secretary may not impose a penalty on

State under subsection (a) if the Secretary deter-

"SEC. 407. RELIGIOUS CHARACTER AND FREEDOM.

"Notwithstanding any
'Notwithstanding
other provision
provision of
of law,
law, any
anyrelireliany other

8

9 gious

organization participating in the State program
program

10 funded under this part shall retain its independence from
11

Federal,

State, and local government, including such an or-

12 ganization s control
control over
overthe
thedefinition,
definition,development,
development, prac13

tice,

and expression of its religious beliefs. However, a reli-

14 gious

organization participating in the State program

15

under this part shall not deny needy families and children

16

any assistance provided under this part on the basis of reli-

17 gion,
gion,

a religious belieI
belief or refusal to participate in a reli-

18 gious practice.

19

"SEC. 408. DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING.

20
21

"(a) IN GENERAL. —Each State to which
made

a grant is

under section 403 for a fiscal year shall, not later

22 than 6 months after the end of fiscal year 1997, and each
23 fiscal year thereafter, transmit to the Secretary the follow-

24 ing aggregate information on families to which assistance
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was

provided during the fiscal year under the State pro-

2 gram operated under this part:

"(1) The number of adults receiving such assist-

3

4

ance.

"(2) The number of children receiving
receiving such as-

5

6

sistance and the average age of the children.

"(3) The
The employment
employment status
status of such adults,
adults, and

7

average earnings of employed adults receiving

8

the

9

such assistance.

10

"(4)

The age, race, and educational attainment

11

at the time of application for assistance of the adults

12

receiving such assistance.
"(5)

13

14

sistance

The average amount of cash and other as-

provided to the families under the program.

15

"(6) The
"(6)
The number
number of months, since the most recent

16

application for assistance under the program, for

17

which such assistance has been provided to the fami-

18

lies.

19

"(7)

20

sistance

21

program.

22
22

The total number of months for which as-

has been provided to the families under the

"(8) Any other data necessary to indicate wheth-

23

er

24

cently submitted by the State pursuant to section 402.

the State is in compliance with the plan most re-
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"(9) The components of
of any
any program carried out

11

the State to provide employment and training ac-

2

by

3

tivities in order to comply with section 404 and part

4

F, and the average monthly number of adults in each

5

such component.
such

6

"(10) The number of part-time job placements

7

and the number of full-time job placements made

8

through

9

the

10

the program referred to in paragraph (11),

number of cases with reduced assistance, and the

number of cases closed due to employment.
"(11)

11

12

The number of cases closed due to section

405(a).

13

"(12)

The increase or decrease in the number of

born out of wedlock to recipients of assist-

14

children

15

ance

16

"(b) AUTHORITY OF
OF STA
STA 7TES
TES To
ToUSE
UsE ESTIMA TES. —

under the State program funded under this part.

17 A State may comply with the requirement to provide pre18

cise

numerical information described in subsection (a) by

19 submitting

an estimate which is obtained through the use

20 of scientifically
scientifically acceptable
acceptable
sampling
methods.
sampling
methods.
21

"(c) REPORT ON USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS To Co VER

ADMINISTRJLiITIVE COSTS
22 ADMINISTRATIVE
COSTSAND
ANDOVERHEAD.
OvERHEAD.—The
report re— The report

23 quired by subsection (a) for a fiscal year shall include a

24 statement of—
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"(1) the total amount and percentage of the Fed-

11

funds paid to the State under this part for
for the
the

2

era]
eral

3

fiscal year that are used to cover administrative costs

4

or overhead; and
"(2)

5

the total amount of State funds that are

6

used to cover such costs or overhead.

7

"(d) REPORT ON
ON STATE
STATE EXPENDITURES
EXPENDITURES ON
ON PROPRO-

8

CRAMS FOR
— The report
FOR NEEDY
NEEDYFAMILIES.
FAMILIES.—The
reportrequired
required by
by subsub-

(a) for a fiscal year shall include a statement of

9 section

total amount expended by the State during the fiscal

10

the

11

year on the program under this part and the purposes for

12

which such amount was spent.

13

"(e) REPORT
REPORTON
ONNONCUSTODIAL
NoNcusToDI PARENTS
PARENTSPAR
PAR TICITICI-

14 PA
PATING
TINC IN
ACTIVITIES. — The report
IN W0RX
Wox ACTIVITIES.—The
report required
required by sub15 section
section

(a) for a fiscal year shall include the number of

16 noncustodial parents
17 activities
18

in the State who participated in work

during the fiscal year.

"(f) REPORT
'7f)
ONCHILD
CHILDSUPPORT
SUPPORT
COLLECTED.
REPORT ON
COLLECTED.
— The

19 report

required by subsection (a) for a fiscal year shall in-

20 dude
dude the total amount of child support collected by the
21

State agency administering the State program
program under
under part
part

22 D on behalf of a family receiving assistance under this part.
23

"(g) REPORT
REPORTON
ONCHILD
CHILDCARE.
CARE.—The
reportrequired
required
— The report

24 by subsection (a) for a fiscal year shall include the total

25 amount expended by the State for child care under the pro.HR 4 RS
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1

gram under this part, along with a description of the types

2

of child care
careprovided,
provided,
including—
including—
"(1)

3

child care provided in the case of a family

4

that has ceased to receive assistance under this part

5

because of employment; or

6

'(2) child care provided in the case of a family
"(2)

7

that is not receiving assistance under this part but

8

would be at risk of becoming eligible for such assist-

9

ance

if child care was not provided.

10

"(h) REPORT ON TRANSITIONAL SERVICES. — The re-

11

port required by subsection (a) for a fiscal year shall in-

12

dude the total amount expended by the State for providing

13

transitional services to a family that has ceased to receive

14 assistance
assistance

under this part because of employment,
employment, along
along

15

with aa description
description of
of such
such services.

16

"SEC. 409. RESEARCH, EVALUATIONS, AND NATIONAL STUD-

17

18
19

IES.

"(a) RESEARCH. — The
search

Secretary may conduct re-

on the effects and costs of State programs funded

20 under this part.
21

"(b) DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF INNOVATIVE

22 APPROACHES
APPROA CHES To EMPLOYING WELFARE RECIPIENTS. — The
23

Secretary may assist States in developing, and shall evalu-

24 ate, innovative approaches to employing recipients of assist-

25 ance under programs funded under this part. In performing
•HR 4 RS
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such

evaluations, the Secretary shall, to the
the maximum
maximum exex-

2 tent
tent feasible, use random assignment to experimental and
3

4
5

control groups.

"(c) STUDIES
STUDIESOF
OFWELFARE
WELFARECASELOADS.
CASELOADS.—The
— The Sec-

retarymay
retary
of the
caseloads
of States
opera t-operatmayconduct
conductstudies
studies
of the
caseloads
of States

6 ing
ingprograms
programsfunded
funded under
under this
this part.
7

"(d) DISSEMINATION
DISSEMINATIONOF
OFINFORIVIA
INFORMATION.
TION. — The Sec-

8

retary shall develop innovative methods of disseminating

9

information on any research, evaluations, and studies con-

under this section, including the facilitation of the

10

ducted

11

sharing of information and best practices among States and

through the use of computers and other tech-

12 localities
13 nologies.
nologies.

14

"(e) ANNUAL RANKING OF STA
STA TES
TES AND
AND REVIEW
REVIEW OF
OF

15 MOST AND LEAST
LEAST SUCCESSFUL
SUCCESSFULWORK
WORK.PROGRA
PROGRAMS.
MS. —
16

'(l) ANNUAL RANKING OF STATES.—The Sec"(1)

17

retary shall rank annually the States to which grants

18

are

paid under section
section 403
403 in the
the order
order of
of their
their suc-

19

cess

in moving recipients of assistance under the

20

State

21

private sector jobs.

program funded under this part into long-term

22

"(2) ANNUAL
ANNUAL REVIEW
REVIEW OF MOST AND LEAST SUC-

23

CESSFUL WORK
— The Secretary
WORKPROGRAMS.
PROGRAMS.—The
Secretaryshall
shall re-

24

view

25

ranked highest under paragraph (1) and the 3 States
States
•HR 4 RS
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of the
the 33 States
the programs of
States most
mostrecently
recently
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1

most recently ranked lowest under paragraph (1) that

2

provide parents with work experience, assistance in

3

finding employment, and other work preparation ac-

4

tivities and support services to enable the families of

5

such parents to leave the program and
and become
become seif-sufself-suf-

6

ficient.

7

"(f)
'(f)

8

URES.—
URES. —

STUDY ON ALTERNATIVE OUTCOMES MEAS-

9

"(1) STUDY.
— The Secretary
STUDY—The
Secretary shall,
shall, in
in coopera-

10

tion with the States, study and analyze outcomes
outcomes

11

measures

12

ing individuals out of the welfare system through em-

13

ployment as an alternative to the minimum partici-

14

pation rates described in section 404. The study shall

15

include
include a determination
determination as
as to
to whether
whethersuch
such alter-

16

native outcomes measures should be applied on a na-

17

tiona]
tional or a State-by-State basis.

for evaluating the success of a State in mov-

"(2) REPORT.
—Not later
later than
than September
September 30,
REPORT —Not

18

the Secretary shall submit to the Committee on

19

1998,

20

Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways

21

and Means of the House of Representatives a report

22

containing the findings of the study described in

23

paragraph (1).
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"SEC. 410. STUDY
STUDY BY
BY THE
THECENSUS
CENSUSBBUREAU.
UREA U.

2

"(a) IN GENERAL.—The Bureau of the Census shall

3

expand the Survey of Income and Program Participation

4 as necessary to obtain such information as will enable in5

terested persons to evaluate the impact of the amendments

6 made by titles I and II of the Family Self-Sufficiency Act
7 of 1995 on a random national sample of recipients of assist8

ance

under State programs funded under this part and (as

9 appropriate)
appropriate)other
9
doing so,
otherlow-income
low-incomefamilies,
families, and in doing
so,

10 shall
11

attention to
to the
the issues
issues of
ofout-ofout-of-wedlock
pay particular attention
wedlock

births, welfare dependency, the beginning and end of welfare

12 spells,

and the causes of repeat welfare spells.

"(b) APPRQPRIATION.—Out
APPROPRIATION. —Out of any

13

money in the

14

Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,

15

the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
theTreasury
Treasuryshall
shallpay
pay to
to the
the Bureau
Bureau

16

the

17

1998,

18

"SEC. 411. ASSISTANT SECRETARY
SECRETARYFOR
FOR FAMILY
FAMILY SUPPORT.

of

Census $10,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1996, 1997,

1999, and 2000 to carry out subsection (a).

"The

19

programs under this part, part D, and part F

20 of this title shall be administered by an Assistant Secretary
21

for Family Support within the Department of Health and

22 Human Services, who shall be appointed by the President,
23

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and who

24 shall

be in addition to any other Assistant Secretary of

25 Health and Human Services provided for by law.
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"SEC. 412. STATE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS.

"Nothing

2
3

a State
's
State's

in this part shall be construed as limiting

ability totoconduct
ability
projects
for the
conductdemonstration
demonstration
projects
for the

4 purpose of identifying innovative or effective program de5

signs in 1 or more political subdivisions of the State.

6

"SEC. 413. NO INDIVIDUAL ENTITLEMENT.

7

'Notwithstanding
"Notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
provision of
of law,
law, no
no mdi-

8

vidual is entitled to any assistance under this part or any

9 service

underpart
under
part F.
F '1
".

10 SEC.
10
SEC. 102. REPORT ON DATA PROCESSING.
(a)

11

IN GENERAL.
CENERAL.—NOt
—Not later than 6 months after the

12

date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health

13

and Human Services shall prepare and submit to the Con-

14 gress

a report on—

15

(1)

the status of the automated data processing

16

systems

opera
ted by
by the
the States
States to
to assist
assist management
operated

17

in the administration of State programs under
under part
part

18

A

19

effect

of title IV of the Social Security Act (whether in
before or after October 1, 1995); and

20

(2)

21

capable of—

22

what would be required to establish a system

(A)

tracking participants in public pro-

grams over time; and
grams

23

24

(B) checking case records of the States
States to
to dede-

25

termine whether individuals are participating in

26

public programs in 2 or more States.
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(b) PREFERRED CONTENTS.—The

report required by

2 subsection (a) should include—

a plan for building on the automated data

(1)

3

4

processing systems of the States to establish a system

5

with the capabilities described in subsection
subsection (a) (2);

6

and

(2) an estimate of the amount of time required

7

establish such a system and of the cost of establish-

8

to

9

ing such a system.

10 SEC. 103. CONTINUED APPLICATION OF CURRENT STAND11

ARDS UNDER MEDICAID PROGRAM.

IN GENEpL.—Title
GENERAL—TitleXIX
XIX(42
(42 US.C.
US.C. 1396 et seq.)

12

(a)

13

is amended—

14

(1)

in section 1931, by inserting "subject
"subject to
to sec-

15

don 1931(a)," after "under this title," and by redestion

16

igna
ignating
ting such
such section
section as
as section
section 1932; and

17

(2)

18

new section:

19

20
21

by inserting after section 1930 the following
following

'CONTINUED APPLICATION OF AFDC STANDARDS
"CONTINUED

SEC.
"SEc.

1931. (a) For purposes of applying this title on

and after October 1, 1995, with respect to a State—

22

' (1)
"(1)

except as provided in paragraph (2), any

23

reference

in this title (or other provision of law in re-

24

lation to the operation of this title) to a provision of

25

part A of title IV of this Act, or a State plan under

26

such
•HR 4 RS
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vision

or plan as in effect as of June 1, 1995, with

2

respect

to the State and eligibility for medical assist-

3

ance

4

provision or plan (as in effect as of such date) had

5

remained in effect on and after October 1, 1995; and
remained

under this title shall be determined as if such

"(2)

6

any reference in section

1902 (a) (5)

or

7

1902(a) (55) to a State plan approved under part A

8

of title IV shall be deemed a reference to a State pro-

9

gram

funded under such part (as in effect on and

10

after October 1, 1995).

11

"(b)

In the case of a waiver of a provision of part

12 A

of title IV in effect with respect to a State as of June

13

1995, if the waiver affects eligibility of
of individuals
individuals for
for

1,

14 medical

assistance under this title, such waiver may, at the

15

option of the State, continue to be applied in relation to

16

this title after the date the waiver would otherwise expire. ".

17

18

(b)

PLAN AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT—Section
—Section 1902(a)
1902(a) (42
(42 US.
US.C.
C.

l396a
1396a(a))
(a)) is amended—

19

20

(2)

by striking the period at the end of para-

graph (62) and inserting ' and"; and

23

24

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

(61);

21

22

(1)

(3)

by inserting after paragraph (62) the follow-

ing new paragraph:
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"(63) provide for continuing to administer eligi'(63)

2

bility standards with respect to individuals who are

3

(or seek to be) eligible for medical assistance based on

4

the application of section 1931. ".

5

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS. —(1) Section 1902(c)

6

(42
C. 1396a
(42 US.
U S.C.
1 396a(c))
(c))isisamended
amendedby
by striking
striking "if—"
"if—" and

7

all that follows and inserting the following: "if the State

8 requires

individuals described in subsection (1) (1) to apply

9 for assistance under the State program funded under part

10 A
11

12

13

14

of title IV as a condition of applying for or receiving

medical assistance under this title. ".
(2)

Section 1903(i) (42 US. C. 1396b(i)) is amended

by striking paragraph (9).
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
amendments made
made by
by this
this

shall apply to medical assistance furnished for cal-

15

section

16

endar quarters beginning on or after October 1, 1995.
endar

17

SEC. 104. WAIVERS.

18

(a) CONTINUATION OF WAIVERS.—

para-

19

(1) IN
—Except as
IN GENERAL.
GENERAL.—Except
asprovided
provided in
in

20

graph (2), if any waiver
waiver granted
granted to
to a State under sec-

21

tion 1115 of the Social Security Act or otherwise

22

which

relates to the provision of assistance under
under a

23

State

plan under part A of title IV of such Act
Act (42
(42

24

US. C. 1396 et seq.), is in effect or approved by the

25

Secretary of Health and Human Services
Services (in
(in this
secthis sec.HR 4 RS
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tion referred to
to as
as the
the "Secretary')
Secretary') as of October 1,

2

1995,

3

apply with respect to the State before the expiration

4

(determined without regard to any extensions) of the

5

waiver to the extent such amendments are inconsist-

6

ent with the terms of the waiver.

7

the amendments made by this Act shall not

(2)

FINANCING

LIMITATION. —Notwithstanding

8

any other provision of law, beginning with fiscal year

9

1996,

a State operating under a waiver described in

10

paragraph (1) shall receive the payment described for

11

such

12

the

13

lieu of any other payment provided for in the waiver.

14

(b) STATE OPTION To TERMINATE
TERMINATE WAIVER.
WAIVER. —

State for such fiscal year under section 403 of

Social Security Act, as added by section 101, in

CENERAL.—A
(1) IN GENERAL.
—A State may terminate a

15

16

waiver

17
17

tion of
of the

described in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) before
before the
the expiraexpirawaiver.

18

(2) REPORT
Statewhich
whichterminates
terminates aa waivREPoRT. —A
—A State
waiv-

19

er under
under paragraph
paragraph(1)
(1)shall
shall submit
submitaareport
report to
to the
the

20

Secretary summarizing the waiver and any available
Secretary

21

information concerning the result or effect of such

22

waiver.

23

(3)

HOLD HARMLESS PRO VISION. —
(A) IN
IN

24

GENERAL.—A
GENERAL.—A State that, not later

than the date described in subparagraph (B),

25
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a written request to terminate a waiver

1

submits

2

described

3

for accrued cost neutrality liabilities incurred
incurred

4

under the terms and conditions of such waiver.

5

(B) DATE DESCRIBED. — The date described

in subsection (a) shall be held harmless

in this subparagraph is the later of—

6
7

(i) January 1, 1996; or

8

(ii) 90 days following the adjournment

9

of the first regular session of the State legis-

10

lature that begins after the date of the en-

11

actment of this Act.

12
13

(c)

SECRETARIAL .ENCOURA
ENCOURA CEMENT
CEMENT OF
OF CURRENT
CURRENT

WAIVERS. —
The
—The

Secretary shall
shall encourage
encourage any
any State operoper-

14 ating a waiver described in subsection (a) to continue such
15

waiver and to evaluate, using random sampling and other

16 characteristics

of accepted scientific evaluations, the
the result
result

17 or effect of such waiver.
18

SEC.

105. DEEMED INCOME REQUIREMENT FOR FEDERAL

19

AND FEDERALLY FUNDED PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS UNDER
UNDER

20

THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

21

(a) IN GENERAL.—Part
CENERL.—Part AAofoftitle
C. 1301—
titleXI
XI(42
(42US.
US.C.
1301—

22 1320b-.-14)
1320b—14) is amended by adding at the end the following
23 new section:
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"DEEMED INCOME REQUIREMENT FOR FEDERAL AND

2

FEDERALLY FUNDED
FUNDED PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS

"SEc. 1145. (a) DEEMING
DEEMING REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENT FOR FED-

3

4 ERAL AND FEDERALLY FUNDED PROGRAMS. —For purposes
5

of determining the eligibility of an individual (whether a

6

citizen or national of
of the
the United
United States
States or
or an alien) for

7

assistance, and the amount of assistance, under any Federal

8

program of assistance authorized under this Act, or any

9 program

of assistance authorized under this Act funded in

10 whole or in part by the Federal Government for which eligi11

bility is based on need, the income and resources described

12

in subsection (b) shall, notwithstanding any other provision

13

of law, be deemed to be the income and resources of such

14 individual.
15

"(b) DEEMED INCOME AND RESOURCES. — The income

16

and resources described in this subsection include the follow-

17

ing:
"(1) The income and resources of any person
person

18

as a sponsor of such individual's entry into the

19

who,

20

United States (or in order to enable such individual

21

lawfully to remain in the United States), executed an

22

affidavit of support or similar agreement with respect

23

to

such individual.

24
25

"(2) The income
income and
and resources
resources of
of such
such sponsor's
sponsor s

spouse.
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"(c) LENGTH OF DEEMED INCOME PERIOD. — The re-

2 quirement of subsection (a) shall apply for the period for
3

which the sponsor has agreed, in such affidavit or agree-

4 ment, to provide support for such individual, or for a pe5 nod of 5 years beginning on the date such individual was
6

first lawfully in the United States after the execution of

7 such affidavit or agreement, whichever period is longer.
8

9

"(d) DEEMED INCOME AUTHORITY TO STATE AND
LOCAL AGENCIES. —

"(1) IN GENERAL.
GENERAL—For
—Forpurposes
purposes of
of determining

10

eligibility of an individual (whether a citizen or

11

the

12

national of the United States or an alien) for assist-

13

ance,

14

or local program of assistance authorized under this

15

Act for which
which eligibility
eligibilityisisbased
basedon
onneed,
need, or any

16

need-based

17

this Act and administered by a State or
or local
local govern-

18

ment other than a program described in subsection

19

(a),

20

ing any other provision of law, require that the in-

21

come

22

deemed

23

vidual.

and the amount of assistance, under any State

program of assistance authorized under

the State or local government may, notwithstand-

and resources described in subsection

(b) be

to be the income and resources of such mdi-

24

"(2) LENGTH OF DEEMING PERIOD. —A State or

25

local government may impose a requirement
requirement described
described
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1

in paragraph (1) for the period described in sub-

2

section
section (c). ".

3

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS. —

4

(1) Section 1621(42 US. C. 1382j)
1 382j)isisrepealed.
repealed.

5

(2) Section 1614(f) (3) (42 US. C. 1 382c (f) (3)) is

6

amended by striking "section 1621" and inserting

7

"section 1145".

8

SEC.

106. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL SE-

9
10

CURJTY ACT.
CURITY

(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II.
II. —

Section

(1)

11

205(c) (2)
205(c)
(2)('C',)
(C) (vi)
(vi)

(42

US. C.

12

405(c) (2,)
(2) (C)
(C) (vi)),
(vi)),

13

321 (a)(9)(B)
321(a)
(9) (B)of
ofthe
the Social
Social Security
Security Independence and

14

Program Improvements Act of 1994, is amended—

15

(A)

as so

redesignated by section

by inserting "an agency administering
administering

program funded under part A of title IV or"

16

a

17

before

18

"an agency opera ting" and

(B)

by striking "A or D of title IV of this

19

Act" and inserting
inserting "D
"D of
of such
such title
title".
".

20

(2) Section 228(d) (1)

(42 US.
US.C.
C. 428(d)
428(d) (1))
(1)) is

by inserting "under a State program funded

21

amended

22

under" before 'oart A of title IV".

23

(b)

AMENDMENT TO PART B OF
OF TITLE
TITLE IV.—Section
IV—Section

24 422(b)(2)
422 (b) (2) (42 US. C. 622(b) (2)) is amended by striking
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1

"under the State plan approved" and inserting "under the

2 State program funded. '1
".
3

(c) AMENDMENTS TO PART D OF TITLE IV —

4

(1) Section 451 (42 US. C. 651) is amended by

5

striking "aid" and inserting "assistance under a

6

State program funded".

7
8

Section

(2)

(42

US.C.
US.
C.

652(a) (10) (C)) is amended—

9

(A)

10

pendentt
penden

11

under

12

and

by striking "aid to families with de-

children" and inserting

"assistance

a State program funded under part A ";

by striking "such
'such aid" and inserting

(B)

13

"such assistance
"such
assistance";
"; and

14
15

(C)

16
17

452(a)
452 (a) (10)
(1 0) (C)

by striking "402(a) (26) or".

Section

(3)

452(a)
(10)
452 (a) (1
0) (F)

(42

US.C.
U
S.C.

652(a)
652 (a) (10)
(1 0)(F))
(F))isisamended—
amended—
(A)

18

by striking "aid under a State plan ap-

19

proved" and inserting "assistance under a State

20

program funded"; and

21

(B)

22

standards

23

402 (a)

24

(4)

25

by striking "in accordance with the
referred

to

in

section

(26) (B) (ii)" and inserting "by the State".

Section 452(b) (42
(42 U
US.C.
S.C. 652(b))
652(b)) is amend-

ed in the first sentence by striking "aid under the
ed
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11

2
3

State

plan approved under part A" and inserting
inserting

"assistance under a State program funded
funded under
under part
A'1
A'

4

(5)

Section

452(d)
452(d) (3)
(3)(B)
(B)(1)
()

652(d) (3)
(3) (B)
(B) (1))
(i))

6

and inserting "1115(b) ".
(6)

U S. C.

is amended by striking "1115(c)"
"1 115(c)"

5

7

(42

Section

452 (g) (2)
(2) (A)
(A) (ii)
(ii)(I)
(I)

(42

US. C.

is amended by striking "aid is

8

652(g)
652
(g) (2)
(2) (A)
(A) (ii) (I))

9

being paid under the State's plan approved under

10

part A or .E"
F" and
and inserting
inserting "assistance
"assistance is
is being pro-

11

vided under the State program funded under part A

12

or aid is being paid under the State 'ss plan approved

13

under
part E".
F".
underpart
Section

14

(7)

15

652(g) (2) (A))

16

clause (iii) by striking "aid was being paid under the

17

State
plan approved
approved under
under part A or E" and insertState's's plan

18

ing "assistance was being provided unaer the State

19

program funded under part A or aid was being paid

20

under the State's plan
plan approved
approved under
under part
part.E".
F".

452g) (2)
452(g)
(2) (A)
(A)

(42

US. C.

is amended in the matter following

21

(8) Section 452(g) (2) (42 US. C. 652(g)
652(g) (2))
(2)) is

22

amended in the matter following subparagraph (B)—

23

(A) by striking "who is a dependent child

24

by reason of the death of a parent" and inserting

25

"with respect to whom assistance is being pro.HR4RS
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under the State program funded under

1

vided

2

partA";

3

(B)

by inserting "by the State agency ad-

4

ministering the State plan approved under this

5

part" after "found"; and

6

(C) by striking "under
"under section
section 402
402(a)
(a) (26)"

7

and inserting "with the State in establishing pa-

8

ternity".
ternity'

9

(9)

10

Section 452(h) (42 US.C. 652(h)) is amend-

ed by striking "under section 402 (a) (26) ".

(10) Section 453(c) (3)

11

U S.C. 653(c)
653(c) (3))
(3)) is
(42 US.C.

by striking "aid" and inserting "assistance

12

amended

13

under a State program funded".
(11) Section 454 (42 US. C. 654)) is amended—
(1])

14
15

(A)

in paragraph (5) (A)—
(i)

16

by

striking

"under

section

402(a)
402
(a) (26)
"; and
(26)";
and

17
18

(ii) by striking "except that this para-

19

graph shall not apply to such payments for

20

any
any

21

which

the amount collected is sufficient to

22

make

such family ineligible for assistance

23

under
under

the State plan approved under part

24

A; "; and
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1

(B)
(B) in paragraph
paragraph (6)
(6)(D),
(D), by striking "aid

2

under
under aa State
State plan approved" and inserting "as-

3

sistance under a State program funded".

4

(12) Section
Section 456
456 (42
(42 US.
US.C.
C. 656)
656) is amended by

5

striking "under section 402 (a) (26)" each place it ap-

6

pears.
Section

7

(13)

8

666(a)
666(a) (3)
(3) (B,))
(B))

9

or".

10

(14)
(14)

466 (a) (3)
466(a)
(3) (B)

(42

US.C.
US.
C.

is amended by striking "402(a)
'402 (a) (2
(26)
6)
'

Section 466(b)
466(b)(2)
(2) (42
(42 US.C.
U S. C.666(b)
666(b)(2,))
(2)) is

11

amended
amended by
by striking
striking "aid"
"aid" and
and inserting
inserting "assistance

12

under a State program funded".

13

14

Section

(15)

469(a)

(42

US. C.

669(a)) is

amended—

15

(A)
(A) by
by striking
striking "aid
"aid under
under plans approved"

16

and inserting "assistance under State programs

17

funded";
funded"; and

18

(B)
(B)

"such
"such assistance".

19

20

by striking "such aid" and inserting

(d) AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS TO PART E OF TITLE IV. —
(1)
(1)

21

Section 470 (42 US. C. 670) is amended
amended by
by

22

striking "the
"the State
State s'splan
plan approved"
approved" and inserting "a

23

State program funded".

24
25

(2)

Section 471(17)

(42 US. C. 671
671(17))
(17)) is

amended by
amended
by striking
striking"plans
'lans approved
approved under
under parts A
•HR 4 RS
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1

2

and D" and inserting
funded under
under part A
inserting 'orogram
'rogram funded
and plan approved under part D ".
(3)

3

4

Section 472(a) (42 US.
U S.C.
C. 672(a)) is amend-

ed—

5

(A) in the matter preceding paragraph
paragraph (1),
(1),

6

by striking "would meet the requirements of sec-

7

tion 406(a) or of section 407 but for his removal

8

from the home of a relative (specified in section

9

406(a))" and inserting "would
'would be
be aa minor
minor child

10

in a needy family under the State program

11

funded under part A but for the child's removal

12

from the home of the child's custodial parent
parent or
or

13

caretaker relative.'; and

14

(B)

in paragraph (4)—
(i)
(1)

15

in subparagraph (A), by striking

16

"aid under a State plan approved under

17

section

18

under

19

A";and

402" and inserting "assistance
a State program funded under part

(ii) in subparagraph (B)—

20

(I) in clause (i),
(i), by
by striking
striking 'said
"aid"

21

22

and inserting "assistance"; and

23

(II) in clause (ii), by striking

24

"relative specified in section 406(a)"
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1

and inserting

2

parent or caretaker
caretaker relative
relative".
'1

3

(4)

"the child s custodial

Section 472(h) (42 US. C. 672(h)) is amend-

4

ed to read as follows:

5

"(h)(l) For purposes of title XIX,
"(h)(l)
XIX any child with
with rere-

6 spect to whom foster care maintenance payments are made
7

under this section shall be deemed to be a dependent child

8

as

defined in section 406 (as in effect as of June 1, 1995)

9 and

shall be deemed to be a recipient of aid to families

10

with dependent children under part A of this title (as so

11

in effect). For purposes of title XX any child with respect

12

to

13

this section shall be deemed to be a minor child in a needy

whom foster
foster care
care maintenance
maintenancepayments
paymentsare
are made
made under
under

14 family
15

under a State program funded under part A and

shall be deemed to be a recipient of assistance under such

16 part.
17

"(2) For purposes of paragraph
paragraph (1),
(1), aachild
child whose
whose costs

18

in a foster family home or child care institution are covered

19 by the foster care maintenance payments being made with

20 respect to
s minor
to the
the child
child's
minor parent,
parent, as provided in section
21

475
475(4)
(4) (B'),
($), shall
shall be considered a child with respect to whom

22 foster care maintenance payments are made under this sec23

tion.".
tion. '1

24
25

(5)

Section 473(a) (2) (42 US.
US.C.
C. 673(a)
673(a)(2))
(2)) is

amended—
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(A) in subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A)(i)—
(i)—

1

2

(i) by striking "met the requirements

3

of section 406(a) or section 407" and all

4

that follows through "specified in section

5

406(a))," and inserting "was a minor child

6

in a needy family under the State program

7

funded under part A or would have met

8

such

9

moval from the home of the child's custodial

a standard except for the child
child'ss re-

parent or caretaker relative,"; and

10

(ii) by striking
striking "(or
"(or403)
403)";";

11

(B)

12

in subparagraph

(B) (i), by
by striking
striking

13

"aid under the State plan approved under sec—

14

tion

15

State program funded under part A ";

16

402" and inserting "assistance under the

(C)

subparagraph(B)
(B)(ii)—
in subparagraph
(ii) —
(i)

17
17

in subclause (I), by striking "aid"

and inserting
inserting "assistance";
"assistance' and

18

(ii) in subcla
subclause
use (II)—

19

20

(I) by striking "a relative speci-

21

fied
fled in section 406(a)" and inserting

22

"the
"the

23

taker relative"; and
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child's custodial parent or care-
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(II) by striking "aid" each place

1

term appears and inserting "as-

2

such

3

sistance ".".

U S.C.
(6) Section 4 73(b) (42 US.
C. 673(b)) is amend-

4
5

ed to read as follows:

6

"(b) (1)For
Forpurposes
purposesof
oftitle
titleXIX
XIX any
any child
child who is
"(b)(l)

7

described in paragraph (3) shall be deemed to be a depend-

8

ent child as defined in section 406 (as in effect as of June

9

1,

1995) and shall be deemed to be a recipient of aid to

10 families
11

(as
(as

so in effect) in the State where such child resides.

12
13

"('2)
"(2)

For purposes of title X)( any child who is de-

scri
scribed
bed in
in paragraph (3) shall be deemed to be

14 child
15

with dependent children under part A of this title

a minor

in a needy family under a State program funded

under part A and shall be deemed to be a recipient of assist-

16 ance under such part.
17
18

"(3)

A child described in this paragraph is any

child—

"(A)(i) who is a child described in sub-

19

20

section

(a)(2), and

21

"(ii) with respect to whom an adoption as-

22

sistance agreement is in effect under this section

23

(whether

24

are

25

made under
under this
this section),
section), including
including any
any such
•HR 4 RS
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provided under the agreement or are being
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child who has been placed for adoption in acac-

1

2

cordance

with applicable State and local law

3

(whether

or not an interlocutory or other judi cia]
cial

4

decree of adoption
adoption has
has been
been issued),
issued), or

5

"(B) with respect to whom foster care main-

6

tenance payments are being made under section

7

472.

8

"(4) For purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2), a child

9

whose costs in a foster family home
home or child-care institution

10

are covered by the foster care maintenance payments being

11

made with respect
s minor parent, as
respect to
to the
the child
child's
as provided
provided

12

in section
75(4) (B), shall
section 4475(4)
shall be
be considered
considered aa child
child with rere-

13

spect to whom foster care maintenance payments
payments are being

14

made under section 472. ".

15

(e) AMENDMENT TO TITLE X —Section 1002(a) (7) (42

16

US. C. 1202 (a) (7)) is amended by striking
striking "aid
"aid to families

17

with dependent children under the State plan
plan approved
approved

18

under section 402 of this Act" and inserting "assistance

19

under a State program funded under part A of title IV".

20

(f) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI. —

21

22

(1)

Section 1109 (42 US.C.
USC. 1309)
1309) is amended

by striking "or part A of title IV '1
".

23

(2)

24

Section 1115 (42 U
US.C.
S.C. 1315)
1315) is amended—
(A)

in subsection (a)(2)—
(i) by inserting "(A)"
'(A)" after
after '72)
"(2) ";

25
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1

(ii) by striking "403, ",

2

(iii) by striking the period at the end
and inserting
inserting",",and";
and"; and

3

4

(iv) by adding at the end the following
(iv)

new subparagraph:

5

6

"(B) costs
"(B)
costs of
of such
such project
projectwhich
which would
would not
not other-

7

wise
permissible use
use of
of funds
funds under
under part
part A
A of
of
wise be
be aa permissible

88

title IV and which are not included as part of the

9

costs

of projects under section 1110, shall to the extent

10

and for
for the
the period
period prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, be
be rere-

11

garded as
as aa permissible
permissible use
use of
of funds
funds under
under such
such

12

part.

";

";

and
(B)

13
13

in subsection
(c)(3),
in
subsection (c)
(3),by
by striking
striking"under
"under

14
14

the program
programofofaid
aid to
to families
families with
with dependent
dependent

15

children"
children" and
andinserting
inserting"part
"partAAofofsuch
suchtitle
title ".
".

16

(3) Section
1116 (42
(42 US.C.
U S. C.
1316)
amended—
Section 1116
1316)
is is
amended—

(A)

17

in each
in
each of
of subsections
subsections(a)
(a) (1),
(1),

(d), by
"or part
by striking
striking "or
partAA

18

(b),
and
(b), and

of
"; and
of title
title IV,
IV, ",

19

(B) in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a)(3),
(3), by
by striking
striking "404,
"404, ".
'1

20

(4) Section
Section 1118
1118 (42
(42 US.C.
US. C.1318)
1318)isis
amended—
amended—

by striking "403(a), '

21

(A)

22

(B) by
by striking
striking "and
"andpart
partAAofoftitle
title IV,
IV, ""

and

23
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(C)

1

by striking ",", and shall, in the case of

2

American Samoa, mean
mean 75
75 per
per cen
centum
turn with re-

3

spect

4

(5) Section 1119 (42 US.C. 1319) is amended—

5

(A) by striking "or part A of title IV";
IV", and

6

(B) by striking "403(a), ".

S.C. 1320b—3(a))
(6) Section 1133(a) (42 U
US.C.
1 320b—3 (a)) is
is

7
8

amended

9

10

pealed.

Section 1137
1137 (42
(42 U
US.
S. C. 11320b—7)
320b— 7)is
is amend-

(8)

ed—
(A)

13

in subsection (b), by striking paragraph

and inserting the following:

14

(1)

15

"(1)

16

by striking "or part A of title IV, ".

Section 1136
1136 (42
(42 US.C.
U S.C.1320b—6)
1320b—6) is re-

(7)

11

12

to part A of title IV".
IV",

any State program funded under part A of

title IV
IV of
of this
this Act;
Act;"' and
(B) in subsection (d)(1)(B)—

17

(i) by
(1)
by striking "In this subsection—"

18

all that follows through "(ii) in" and

19

and

20

inserting
inserting "In this subsection, in ",
";

21

(ii) by redesignating subclauses (I),

22

(II), and (III) as clauses (i), (ii), and (iii);

23

and

(iii) by moving such redesignated ma-

24

terial 2 ems to the left.

25
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1

(g) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XIV.—Section
XIV—Section 1402 (a) (7)

2

(42 US.
Us. C.
C.1352
1352(a)
(a)(7))
(7))isisamended
amendedby
by striking
striking "aid
"aid to fam-

3

ilies with dependent children under the State
5tate plan approved

4 under section 402 of this Act" and inserting "assistance
5

under a State
5tate program funded under part A of title IV".
(h) AMENDMENT
(h)
AMENDMENT TO TITLE XVI AS IN EFFECT WITH

6

7 RESPECT TO THE TERRITORIES. —Section 1602(a) (11), as
8

in effect without regard to the amendment made by section

9

301

of the Social
5ocial Security Amendments of 1972 (42 US.
Us. C.

note), is amended by striking "aid under the State
5tate

10

1382

11

plan approved" and inserting "assistance under a State
5tate

12 program

funded".

(1) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XVI AS IN EFFECT WITH
(i)

13

14

RESPECT TO THE
TES. —Section 1611(c)
(5) (A)
THE STA
STATES.—5ection
1611(c)(5)(A)

15

US. C. 1382
1382(c)
(c) (5)
(5) (A))
(A)) isis amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "(A)

16 a
17

State
5ta te program
program funded
funded under
under part
part A of title IV, ".

SEC. 107. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO THE FOOD STAMP

ACT OF 1977 AND
TED PROVISIONS.
AND RELA
RELATED

18

19

(42

(a)

5ection 5 of the Food Stamp
Section
5tamp Act of 1977 (7 US.
U5. C.

20 2014) is amended—
(1)

21

in the second sentence of subsection (a), by

22

striking "a State
5tate plan approved" and inserting "a

23

State
program funded";
funded",
5ta te program

24

(2)
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in subsection
subsection (d)
(d)(5)—
(5)—
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(A)

1

by striking "assistance to families with

children" and inserting "assistance

2

dependent

3

under a State program funded"; and

4

(B) by striking paragraph (13) and redesig-

5

nating paragraphs (14), (15), and (16) as para-

6

graphs (13), (14), and (15), respectively;

7

(3) in subsection (I), by striking "a State plan

8

approved" and inserting
State program
program funded ";
inserting "a
a State

9

and

10

(4)

in subsection (k) (1)
(1) (A),
(A), by
by striking
striking "a
'a regu-

11

lar
Jar

12

penses

13

pendent children approved" and inserting "assistance
'assistance

14

payable to the household under a State program fund-

15

ed".

16

(b)

benefit payable
payable to
to the
cxthe household
household for living exunder a State plan for aid to families with de-

Section 6 of such Act (7 US.C. 2015) is amend-

17 ed—
18

(1)

in subsection
subsection (c)(5),
(c) (5),by
bystriking
striking "the
"the State
State

19

plan approved" and inserting "the State program

20

funded";

21

(2)

22

in subsection (d)(4)—
(A)

subparagraph (B)
(B)(i),
in subparagraph
(i), by striking "in

23

subparagraphs (A) and (B) of section 402(a) (35)

24

of part A of title IV of the Social Security Act"

25

and inserting "under the State program funded
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under

1

part A of title IV of the Social Security

Act";

2

(B)

3

in subparagraph (I) (i) (II), by striking
striking

4

"benefits under part A" and inserting "assist-

5

ance under a State program funded under part

6

A";and

7

(C)

in subparagraph

8

"training"; and

9

(3)

(L) (ii)

by striking

in subsection (e)
(e)(6),
(6), by
by striking
striking "aid to fami-

10

lies with dependent children" and inserting "assist-

11

ance

12

(c)

13

under a State program funded".

Section 8(e)
8(e) of
of such
suchAct
Act(7(7US.
USC.
C. 2017(e)) is

amended—
(1)

14

in paragraph (1)(A)(i),
(l)(A)(i), by
by striking "aid to

15

families with
with dependent
dependent children"
children" and inserting "as-

16

sistance under a State program ";
(2)

17

in paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2)(A)(ii)
(A) (ii)(I),
(I), by
by striking
striking "ben-

paid to such household under a State plan for

18

efits

19

aid to families with dependent children approved"

20

and inserting "assistance paid to such household

21

under a State program funded"; and

22

(3)

in paragraph (3), by striking 'such aid to

23

families with dependent children" and inserting "the

24

assistance

25

A of title
title IV
IVof
of the Social
Social Security
SecurityAct".
Act".
•HR4RS
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(d)

1

Section 11 of such
such Act
Act (7
(7 U
US.
S. C. 2020) is amend-

22ed—
3

(1)

in subsection (e) (2), by striking "the aid to

4

families with dependent children program" and in-

5

serting "the State program funded"; and

6

(i) (1),
(2) in subsection (1)
(1), by striking "the aid to

7

families with dependent children program" and
and in
in--

8

serting 'The
"the State program funded".

9

(e)

Section 16(g) (4) of such Act (7 U
US.
S. C.
C. 2O25(g)
2O25(g) (4))
(4))

10 is amended by striking "State plans under the Aid to Fami11

lies with Dependent Children Program under" and insert-

12

ing "State programs funded under part A of".
of'

13

(f)
( Section
Section

17 of such Act (7 US. C. 2026) is amend-

14 ed—
15

(1)

16

in subsection (b)—
(A)

the first sentence of
of paragraph
paragraph (1)(A),
(l)(A),

17

by striking "aid to families with dependent chil-

18

dren" and inserting "assistance under

19

program funded"; and

20

(B)

21

a State

in paragraph (3)—
(i)

in the first sentence of subpara-

22

graph (B), by striking "aid
"aid to
to families
families with
with

23

dependent

24

of the Social Security Act (42 US. C. 681 et

25

seq.)" and inserting "assistance under part
•HR 4 RS
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of title IV of the Social Security Act (42

11

A

2

USC. 601 et seq.) ";

(ii) in subparagraph (C)—

3

4

(II) in the first sentence, by strik-

5

ing "subsections (a) (19) and (g)" and

6

all

7

402(g)
402 (g) (1)
(1) (A))
(A)) and";
and", and

that

follows

through

"section

8

(III) in the second sentence, by

9

striking "'aid
'aidto
to families
families with
with dependdepend-

children'" and inserting "'assist-

10

ent

11

ance

12

under part A' "; and
and

13

(iii) in subparagraph
by striking
subparagraph CE),
(E), by

under the State program funded

14

"the

provisions of section 402, and sections

15

481

through 487," and inserting "sections

16

481

through 487"; and

17

(2)

18

in subsection
subsection (i)
(i)—
—
(A)

in paragraph (1), by striking "benefits

19

under a State plan" and all that follows through

20

"and without regard" and inserting "assistance

21

under

22

title IV of the Social Security Act (42 US. C.

23

601

24

'eligible household) shall be issued monthly allot-
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following the rules and procedures of the

1

ments

2

program, and without regard"; and
(B)

3

4

in paragraph (2)—
(i) in subparagraph (D)—

5

(I) in the first sentence, by strik-

6

ing "benefit provided under" and in-

7

serting "assistance
"assistance provided
providedunder
under a

8

State program funded
funded under";
under'l and

9

(II) in the first sentence, by strik-

10

ing "section 402
402 (a)
(a) (7)
(7) (C)"
(C)"and
and all that

11

follows to the end period and inserting

12

"any nonrecurring lump-sum income

13

and income deemed or allocated to the

14

household under
household

15

funded under such part"; and

16

(ii) in subparagraph (E)—

the

State program

(I) in the first sentence, by strik-

17
18

ing "section
"section402(a)
402(a)(8)
(8)ofofthethe
Social
Social
Se-Se-

19

curity
curi
ty Act (42 US. C. 602
602(a)
(a) (8))" and

20

inserting "the State program funded

21

under

22

Security Act"; and

part A of title IV of the Social

23

(II) in the second sentence, by

24

striking "the
'The earned income disregards

25

provided under 402(a) (8) of the Social
.HR4RS
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Act" and inserting "any
'any

1

Security

2

earned

3

under the State program funded under

4

such part".

income

disregards provided

(g) Section 5(h) (1) of the Agriculture and Consumer

5

6 Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law 93—186; 7 US. C. 612c

7 note) is amended by striking "the program for aid to fami8 lies

with dependent children" and inserting "the State pro-

9 gram funded".

10
11

(h)

Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act (42

US. C. 11758)
758) is
is amended—
amended—

12

(1)

in subsection (b)—

13

(A) in paragraph (2) (C) (ii) (II), by striking

14

"program for aid to families with dependent
'orogram

15

children" and inserting "State
"State program
program funded";
funded '

16

and
(B)

17

in paragraph (6)—

18

(1) in subparagraph
(i)
subparagraph (A)
(A)(ii),
(ii), by strik-

19

ing "an AFDC assistance unit (under the

20

aid to families with dependent children pro-

21

gram authorized" and inserting "a family

22

(under the State program funded"; and

23

(ii) in subparagraph (B'), by striking

24

"aid to families with dependent children"

25

and inserting "assistance under the State
State
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program funded under part A of title IV of

11

2

the

3

seq.) ",
";

Security Act
Act(42
(42UUS.C.
Social Security
S. C. 601 et
and

4

(2) in subsection (d) (2) (C), by striking "program

5

for aid to families with dependent children" and in-

6

serting "State
'State program
program funded".
funded".

7

(i) Section 17 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42

8

US. C. 1786) is amended—
(1)
(1)

9

in
in subsection
subsection (d) (2) (A) (ii) (II), by striking

10

"program for aid to families with dependent children

11

established" and inserting "State program funded";

12

(2)

(4) (A),by
bystriking
striking"program
'orogram
in subsection (e)
(e)(4)(A),

13

for aid to families with dependent children" and in-

14

serting "State program
program funded";
funded" and

15

(3)
(3)

in
in subsection
subsection(f)
(f)(1)
(1)(C)
(C)(iii),
(iii),bybystriking
striking "aid
"aid

families with dependent children," and inserting

16

to

17

"State
Sta te program
program funded
funded under part A of title IV of the

18

Social Security Act
Act (42
(42 US.
US.C.
C. 601 et seq.) and with

19

the".

20 SEC. 108. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LA
LA WS.
WS.
21

(a)

Subsection (b) of section 508 of the Unemployment

22

Compensation Amendments of 1976 (Public Law 94-566;

23

90 Stat. 2689) is amended to read as follows:

24

"(b)
(b)

PROVISION FOR REIMBURSEMENT

OF Ex-

PENSES.—For
25 PENSES.
—For purposes of section 455 of the Social Security
•HR 4 RS

481
1

Act, expenses incurred to reimburse State employment of-

2 [ices
fices for furnishing information
in formationrequested
requested of
of such
such offices—
offices—
"(1)

3

pursuant to the third sentence of section

4

3(a) of the Act entitled 'An Act to provide for the

5

tablishment of a national employment system and for

6

cooperation with the States in the promotion of such

7

system, and for other purposes', approved June 6,

8

1933 (29
(29 UUSC.
S. C.49b(a)),
49b (a)), or

"(2)

9

es-

by a State or local agency charged with the

10

duty of carrying a State plan for child support ap-

11

proved under part D of title IV of the Social Security
Security

12

Act,

13

shall be considered to constitute expenses incurred in the

14 administration of such State plan. '1
".
(b) Section 9121 of the Omnibus Budget
(b)
Budget ReconciliReconcili-

15

16

ation Act of 1987 (42 US. C. 602 note) is repealed.

17
18

(c)

Section 9122 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act of 1987 (42
(42 US.
USC.
C.602
602note)
note) is
is repealed.
repealed.

19

(d)

Section 221
22] of the Housing and Urban-Rural Re-

20 covery Act of 1983 (42 U
US.
S. C.
C. 602
602 note), relating to treat21

ment under AFDC of certain rental payments for federally

22 assisted housing, is repealed.
23

(e)

Section 159 of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Respon-

24 sibility Act of 1982 (42 US. C. 602 note) is repealed.
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1

2
3

(f)

Section 202(d) of the Social Security Amendments

of 1967 (81 Stat. 882; 42 US. C. 602 note)
note) is repealed.
(g)

Section 233 of the Social Security Act Amendments

4 of 1994 (42 US. C. 602 note) is repealed.
5

(h) Section 903 of
of the
the Stewart
Stewart B.
B. McKinney
McKinneyHomeless
Homeless

6 Assistance Amendments
Amendments Act
Act of
of 1988
1988(42
(42UUSC.
S.C. 11381
11381 note),
note),
7

relating to demonstration
demonstration projects
projects to
to reduce
reduce number
number of

8 AFDC

families in welfare hotels, is amended—

9

(1)

in subsection (a), by striking "aid to families
families

10

with dependent
dependent children
childrenunder
underaa State
State

11

proved" and inserting "assistance under a State pro-

12

gram funded"; and

13

(2)

plan
plan apap-

in subsection (c), by striking "aid to families

14

with dependent children in the State under a State

15

plan approved"
approved" and inserting "assistance in the State

16

under a State program funded".

17

(i) The Higher
Higher Education
EducationAct
Actof
of1965
1965(20
(20US.
USC.
C. 1001

18

et seq.) is amended—

19

(1)

section 404C(c)
in section
404C(c) (3)
(3) (20 U
US.
S. C. 1lO7Oa—
070a-

20

23(c)(3)), by striking "(Aid to Families with Depend-

21

ent Children)
" and
Children)";

22

(2)

in

section

480(b) (2)

(20

US. C.

23

l087w(b)(2)),
1087vv(b)(2)), by striking "aid to families with de-

24

pendent

25

inserting "assistance under a State program funded".
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)

11

(j) The
The Carl
Carl D.
D. Perkins
Perkins Vocational and Applied Tech-

2

nology Education Act (20 U
US.
S. C.
C. 2301
2301 et seq.) is amend-

3 ed—
3ed—

4

(1)

in section

231(d) (3) (A) (ii)

(20 U
U S.
S.C.
C.

5

2341 (d) (3)
2341(d)
(3)(A)
(A)(ii))
(ii)),bybystriking
striking "the
"the program for aid

6

to dependent children" and inserting "the State pro-

7

gram funded";
gram
funded'

,

8

(2)

in

section

232(b) (2) (B)

(20

US. C.

9

2341a (b) (2) (B)),by
2341a(b)(2)(B)),
bystriking
striking"the
"theprogram
program for
for aid to

10

families with dependent children" and inserting "the

11

State program

12

(3)

in

funded"; and
section

521(14) (B) (iii)

(20

U S.
S.C.
C.

13

2471(14) (B) (iii)), by striking "the program for aid to

14

families with dependent children" and inserting "the

15

State program funded".

16

(k)

17

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

1965 (20 US. C. 2701 et seq.) is amended—

18

(1)

in section 1113(a) (5) (20 US. C. 6313(a) (5)),

striking "Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-

19

by

20

dren

21

under

22

Program" and inserting "State program
program funded
funded
part A of title IV of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act'
Act",',

(2)

in section
section 1124(c)
1124(c)(5)
(5)(20
(20US.
US.C.
C. 6333(c)
6333(c)(5)),
(5)),

striking "the program of aid to families with de-

23

by

24

penden t
pendent
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1

and inserting "a State program funded under part A

2

of"; and

3

(3)

4

7233 (b) (2))—
7233(b)
(2))—

in

section

5203(b) (2)

(20

US. C.

5

(A) in subparagraph (A) (xi), by striking
(A)

6

"Aid to Families with
with Dependent
Dependent Children
Childrenbenebene-

7

fits" and inserting "assistance under a State

8

program funded under part A of title IV of the

9

Social Security
Security Act";
Act ' and

10

(B)

in subparagraph (B) (viii), by striking

11

"Aid to Families with Dependent Children" and

12

inserting "assistance under the State program

13

funded under part A of title IV of the Social Se-

14

curity
curityAct".
Act".

15

(1)

Chapter VII of title I of Public Law 99—88 (25

16

U
US.
S.C.
to to
read
C. 13d—l)
13d—l)isisamended
amended
read
as follows: "Provided fur-

17

ther, That general assistance payments made by the Bureau
ther,

18

of Indian Affairs shall be made—

19

"(1)

after April 29, 1985, and before October 1,

20

1995,

21

Children (AFDC) standards of need; and

22

on the basis of Aid to Families with Dependent

"(2)

on and after October 1, 1995, on the basis

23

of standards of need established under the State pro-

24

gram funded under part A of title IV of the Social

25

Security Act,
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1

except that
except
that where
where aa State
State ratably
ratably reduces
reduces its AFDC or State

programpayments,
2 program
payments,the
theBureau
Bureau shall
shall reduce
reduce general assist3

ance
ance payments
payments in
in such
such State by the same percentage

as the

Statehas
4 State
hasreduced
reducedthe
theAFDC
AFDCor
orState
State program
program payment. ".
5

(m) The Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986
1986(26
(26UUS.C.
S.C. 1

6 et seq.) is amended—
7

(1) in
in section
section51(d)
5l(d)(9)
(9) (26
(26 US.
USC.
C. 51(d)(9)),
51(d) (9)), by
by

8

striking all that follows "agency
striking
as" and
and inserting
inserting
agency as"

9

"being eligible
"being
eligible for
for financial assistance under part A

10

of title IV of the Social Security Act and as having
of

11

continually received such financial assistance during

12

the 90-day
the
90-day period
period which
which immediately
immediately precedes the

13

date on which such individual is hired by the emdate

14

ployer.
",
ployer. ";

15

(2)

in

section

3304(a) (16)

(26

US. C.

16

3304(a)
3304
(a) (1
6)) , by
(16)),

17

ices,"
ices," and all that follows
follows through
through "children
children apap-

18

proved" and inserting
inserting "eligibility
proved"
eligibilityfor
forassistance,
assistance, or

19

the
the amount of such assistance,

20

funded";

21

(3)

striking
striking "eligibility
'eligibility for
for aid or serv-

in section

under a State program

6103(1)
6103
(1) (7)
(7) (D)
(D) (1)

(26

US. C.

22

6103
6103(1)
(1) (7)
(7) (D)
(D) (i)),
(i)), by
by striking
striking "aid to families with

23

dependent children
dependent
children provided
provided under
under a State plan ap-

24

proved" and inserting
inserting "a
a State
State program
program funded",
funded";
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(4)

11

in

section

6334(a) (11) (A)

2

6334(a)
6334
(a) (11)
(1 1)(A)),
(A)), by
by striking
striking "(relating

3

ilies with dependent
"; ";and
dependentchildren)
children)

4

(5)

in

section

7523
(b) (3)
(3) (C)
7523(b)

(26

US. C.

to aid to [amfam-

(26

U S.C.
US.
C.

5

7523(b) (3)
7523(b)
(3) (C)),
(C)), by striking
striking "aid
"aid to families with de-

6

pendent children" and inserting "assistance under a

7

of title
title IV
IV of
of the
State program funded under part A of
the

8

Social Security Act".

9

(n) Section 3(b) of the Wagner-Peyser Act (29 US.
U S.C.
C.

10

49b(b)) is amended by striking "State plan approved under

11

part A of title IV" and inserting "State program funded

12

under part A of title IV".

13

(o) The Job

14

et seq.) is amended—

Training Partnership
Partnership Act
Act (29
(29 U
US.
S. C. 1501

15

(1)

16

1516(b)

17

with dependent
dependent children
children records," and inserting
inserting

18

"records

19

under part
A of
IV of
of the
theSocial
Social Security
Security Act";
part A
of title
title IV
Act";

in
(6) (C)),

section

106(b)
106
(b) (6)
(6) (C)
(C)

by striking

collected
collected under
under

21
21

striking

22

and

23

funded";
funded",

US.C.
USC.

"State aid to families
families

the State program funded
the

(2) in
in section
section 501(1)
501(1) (29
S. C.
C.
(29UUS.

20

(29

1791(1)), by
1791(1)),
by

"aid to
"aid
to families
families with
with dependent
dependent children"
children"

inserting
inserting "assistance
"assistance under
under the
the State
State program
program

24

(3) in
in section
section 506(1)
506(1) (A)
(A) (29
(29 US.
US. C.
C. 1
1 791e(1)
791e(l) (A)),
(A)),

25

by striking "aid to families with dependent children"
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1

and inserting

2

funded";', and
funded'

3

(4)

in

assistance under
'assistance
under the State program

section

508(a)
508
(a) (2)
(2) (A)

(29

US. C.

4

1 791g(a)
791g(a)(2)
(2)(A)),
(A)),by
bystriking
striking said
"aid to
to families
families with de-

5

pendent children" and inserting "assistance under the

6

State program funded".

7

(p) Section 3803(c) (2) (C) (iv) of title 31, United States

8

Code,

is amended to read as follows:

9

"(iv) assistance under a State program

10

funded under part A of title IV of the Social

11

Security Act".

12
13

Section 2605
(b) (2)
(2) (A)
(A) (i)
(i) of the Low-Income Home
2605(b)

(q)

Energy Assistance Act of 1981 (42 US. C.
C. 8624
8624(b)
(b) (2)
(2) (A)
(A) (i))

14 is amended to read as follows:
15

"(i) assistance
"(1)
assistance under
under the
the State

16

gram funded under part A of title IV of the

17

Social Security Act; ".

18

19

(f) (2)
(2) of
of the
the Family
Family Support Act of
Section 303
303(f)

(r)

1988 (42 U
S. C. 602
602 note)
note) is
is amended—
amended—
U.S.C.

20

(1)

7A) ";"; and
by striking "(A)
and

21

(2)

by striking subparagraphs (B) and (C).

22
23

(s)

The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con-

trol Act of 1985 (2 U
S.C.
US.
C. 900 et seq.) is amended—

24
25

pro-

(1)

in section 255(h) (2
(2 US.
US.C.
C. 905(h),
905(h), by strik-

ing "Aid
to families
families with dependent children (75—
'Aid to
(75—
•HR4RS
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0412—0—1—609);"

1

2

States

3

and

4

and inserting 'Block grants

to

for temporary assistance
assistance for
for needy
needy families;
families;";'

(2) in section
section 256
256 (2
(2 US.
US.C.
C. 906)—

5

(A) by striking subsection (k); and

6

(B) by redesignating subsection (1)
assub—
sub(1) as
section (k).

7

(t)

8

9

1101

The Immigration and Nationality Act (8 US.C.

et seq.) is amended—

10

(1)

in section 210(f) (8 US.
C. 1160(f)), by strikU S.C.

11

ing "aid under a State plan approved under" each

12

place

13

State program funded under";

14

it appears and inserting "assistance under
under a
(2) in section
section 245A
245A(h)
(h)(8
(8UUS.S.C.
1255a(h))—
C. 1255a
(h)) —

15

in paragraph

(A)

(1)(A)(i),

by striking

16

'orogram of aid to families with dependent chil"program

17

dren" and inserting "State program of assist-

18

ance"; and

19

(B)

in paragraph (2) (B), by striking "aid

20

to

21

ing "assistance under a State program funded

22

under

23

Act"; and
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(3)

1

in section
section 412(e)
412(e)(4)
(4)(8
(8UUS.
c. 1522(e)
S. C.
1522(e) (4)), by

2

striking "State plan approved" and inserting "State

3

program funded".

4

(u) Section 640(a) (4) (B) (i) of the Head Start Act (42

5

US. C. 9835
(a) (4)
(4) (B)
(B) (i))
(i)) is amended by striking 'rogram
9835(a)

6 of aid to families with dependent children under a State
7 plan approved" and inserting "State program of assistance
8

funded".
(v)

9

Section 9 of the Act of April 19, 1950 (64 Stat.

chapter 92; 25 US. C. 639) is repealed.

10

47,

11

SEC. 109. SECRETARIAL SUBMISSION OF LEGISLATIVE PRO-

12

POSAL FOR TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING

13

AMENDMENTS.

Not later than 90 days after the date of the enactment

14
15

of this Act, the Secretary of Health and Human Services,

16

in consultation, as appropriate, with the heads of other Fed-

17

eral agencies, shall submit to the appropriate committees

18

of Congress a legislative proposal providing for such tech-

19 nical

and conforming amendments in the law as are re-

20 quired by the
Act.
theprovisions
provisionsofofthis
this
Act.
21

22
23

SEC. 110. EFFECTIVE DATE; TRANSITION RULE.

(a)

IN GENERL.—Except
CENEL.—Except asasotherwise
otherwise provided
provided in

this title, this title and the amendments made by this title

24 shall
shall take effect on October 1, 1995.
25

(b) TRANSITION RULE.—
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(1)

1

2

STATE OPTION TO CONTINUE AFDC PRO-

GRAM.—

3

(A) 6-MONTH
6-MONTI-!EXTENSION.
EXTENSION. —A
—A State
State

4

continue a State program under parts A and F

5

of title IV of the Social Security Act, as in effect

6

on September 30, 1995 (for purposes of this

7

paragraph, the "State AFDC program') until

8

March 31, 1996.

9

(B)

REDUCTION OF FISCAL

YEAR

may

1996

10

GRANT—In the case of any State opting to concon-

11

tinue the State AFDC program pursuant to sub-

12

paragraph (A), the State family assistance grant

13

paid to such State under section 403(b) of the

14

Social Security Act (as added by section 101

15

and as in effect on and after October 1, 1995) for

16

fiscal year 1996 (after the termination of the

17

State

18

amount equal to the total Federal payment to
to

19

such

20

rity Act (as in effect
effect on September 30, 1995) for

21

such fiscal year.

22

(2) CLAIMS,
CLAIMS, ACTIONS,
ACTIONS,AND
ANDPROCEEDINGS.
PROCEEDINGS.—The
— The

AFDC program) shall be reduced by an

State under section 403 of the Social Secu-

23

amendments

24

respect to—
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made by this title shall not apply with
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(A)

1

powers, duties, functions, rights, claims,

2

penalties, or obligations applicable to aid, assist-

3

ance,

4

of this
this title under the provisions amended;
amended, and

5

(B) administrative actions and proceedings

6

commenced before such date, or authorized before

7

such date to be commenced,
commenced, under
under such
such pro
provivi-

8

sions.

9
10
11

or services provided before the effective date

TITLE H—MODIFICA TIONS TO
THE JOBS PROGRAM
SEC. 201. MODIFICATIONS TO THE
THE JOBS
JOBS PROGRAM.
PROGRAM

12

(a) INCREASED EMPLOYMENT AND JOB RETENTION. —

13
13

(1) JOB OPPORTUNITIES
OPPORTUNITIES AND
AND BA
BASIC
SIC SKILLS. —

14

The

S.C.
heading for part F of
of title
title IV
IV (42
(42 U
Us.
C. 681 et

15

seq.)
seq.)

is amended by striking 'TRAINING
"TRAINING".
".
(2)

16

PURPOSE. —Section

481 (a)
481(a)

17

681(a))
681 (a)) is amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:

18

"SEC. 481.

19

(42

US. C.

(a) PURPOSE.
PuRPOsE.—It
—Itisisthe
thepurpose
purpose of this

part to assist each State in providing such services as the

20 State determines to be necessary to—
"(1)

21

enable individuals

receiving assistance

22

under part A to enter employment as quickly as pos-

23

sible;

24
25

"(2) increase job retention among such individ-

ua]s;
uals; and
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"(3) ensure that needy families with children
children obob-

1

the supportive services that will help
help them
them avoid
avoid

2

tam

3

long-term welfare dependence. '1
".

4

(b) ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT AND
AND OPERA,
OPERATION
TION OF
OF STATE
STATE PROPRo-

5 GRAMS.—
6
7

(1) STATE PLANS FOR JOBS PROGRAMS. —Section

482(a) (42
(42 U
US.C.
S. C.682(a))
682(a)) is
is amended—
amended—

8

(A) in the heading, by
by striking
striking "TRAINING
'TRAINING ";
".

9

(B)

in paragraph (1)—
(i) in subparagraph (A)—

10

(I)

11

by striking "of aid to families

with dependent children ";
",

12
13

(II) by striking
striking "training";
"training" and

14

(III) by striking "under a plan

15

approved" and all that follows through

16

the

17

(ii) in subparagraph
subparagraph
(B)(B)—
—

period and inserting a period;

(I) in the matter preceding clause

18

by striking "plan for establishing

19

(i),

20

and operating the program must de-

21

scribe" and inserting "shall submit to

22

the

23

frequently

24

describing";

Secretary periodically, but not less

than every 2 years, a plan

(II) in clause (ii)—

25
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(aa)

1

by striking "the extent

2

to

which such services are expected

3

to

be made available by other

4

agencies on a nonreimbursable

5

basis, "; and

6

(bb)

by striking 'rogram,

7

and" and
and inserting
inserting'rogram.
'rogram.";'

8

and

9

(III) by striking clause (iii);

10

(iii) by striking subparagraph (C);

11

(iv)

in subparagraph (D) (i), by strik-

12

ing 'Not
'Not later
later than
than October 1, 1992, each

13

State

shall make" and inserting "Each

14

State

shall make appropriate services of";

15

and

16

(v)

by redesigna
ting subparagraph
subparagraph (D)
redesignating

subparagraph (C),
(C);

17

as

18

(C)

in paragraph (2)—
(i) by
by striking
striking "(2)
"(2) The"
The"

19

20

and
and inserting
inserting

"(2)(A) The";
The";

21

(ii) by striking
striking"approved";
"approved' and

22

(iii) by adding at the end the following

23

24

new subparagraphs:
subparagraphs:

"(B) The State agency shall establish procedures
procedures to—
to—
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1

"(i)
'(i) encourage
encourage the
the placement
placement of participants in

2

jobs as quickly as possible, including using perform-

3

ance

4

other management practice as the State may choose,
choose;

5

and

measures that reward staff performance, or such

"(ii) assist participants in retaining employ-

6
7

ment after they are hired.

8

"(C)
(C) The Secretary shall provide technical assistance

9 and

training to States to assist the States in implementing

10 effective
11

management practices and strategies in order to

achieve the purpose of this part. "; and

12

(D)

13

14

(2)

by striking paragraph (3).

EMPLOYABILITY PLAN.
EMPLOYABILITY
PLAN.—Section
—Section

482(b)(])
482(b) (1)

(42 US. C. 682(b) (1)) is amended—
(42

15

(A)

in subparagraph (A), by inserting "the

16

employability of each participant under the pro-

17

gram and, in appropriate circumstances, a sub-

18

sequent

19

'assessment of'
"assessment
of".
', and

20

(B)

21

assessment which may include" after

in subparagraph (B)—
(i) by striking "such
'such assessment" and

22

inserting "the subsequent
subsequentassessment
assessment";
"; and
and

23

(ii) by striking the last sentence.

24
25

(3)

PRO
VISION
PROVISION

OF

INFORMATION. —Section

6'. 682(c))
682(c)) is
is amended—
amended—
482(c) (42 US.
US.C.
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1

(A) in
(A)
in paragraph
paragraph (1), by striking "aid to
to

2

families with dependent
families
dependent children"
children' and inserting

3

"assistance under the State program funded

4

under part A '

5

(B) in paragraph (2), by striking "aid to

6

families with dependent children" and inserting

7

"assistance under the State program funded

8

under
partA";
under part
A"

9

(C) in
(C)
in paragraph
paragraph (4),
(4), by
by striking "aid to

10

families with
families
with dependent
dependent children of the grounds

11

for exemption from participation in the program

12

and the
theconsequences
consequences of
of refusal
refusal to
to participate if

13

not exempt"
exempt" and
and inserting
inserting "assistance under the

14

State program funded under part A of the concon-

15

sequences
sequencesofofrefusal
refusalto
toparticipate
participate in the pro-

16

gram under
underthis
thispart
part";' and
(D) by striking paragraph (5).
(D)

17

(4) SERVICES
(4)
ACTIVITIES.—Section
SER VICES AND A
C TI VI TIES. —Section 482(d)
482(d)

18

19

(42 US.C. 682(d)) is amended—
(42

20

(A) in
(A)
in paragraph
paragraph (1) (A), by striking "Such

21

services and
services
and activities—"
activities—" and
and all that follows

22

through the period and inserting "Such services
through

23

activities shall
shall be
be designed
designed to improve the
and activities

24

employability
employabilityof
ofparticipants
participants and may include

25

any combination of the following:
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1

"(i) Educational activities (as appropriate), in-

2

cluding high school or equivalent education (combined

3

with training as needed), basic and remedial edu-

4

cation to achieve a basic literacy level, and education

5

for individuals with
with limited
limited English
English proficiency.
proficiency

6

"(ii) Job skills training.

7

"(iii) Job readiness activities to help prepare

8

participants for work.
"(iv) Job development and job placement.

9

10

"(v) Group and mdi vidual job search.
'7v)

11

"(vi) Onthe-job training.
training.
On-the-job

12

"(vii)
"('vii)

13

Work supplementation
supplementation programs
programs as de-

scribedin
scribed
in subsection
subsection (e).
(e).

14
14

"(viii) Comm
unitywork
workexperience
experience programs as
Community

15

described in
in subsection
described
subsection (1),
anyother
other
community
(f), ororany
community

16

service programs
programsapproved
approvedbybythe
theState.
State.

"(ix) A
A job
job placement
placement voucher
voucher program, as
asde—
de-

17
18

scribed in
in subsection
subsection (g).
(g).

"(x) Unsubsidized
Unsubsidized employment.
employment. ";
";

19

(B) in
in paragraph
paragraph (2),
(2), by
bystriking
striking the
the last
last

20

sentence; and

21
21

22

(C) in
in paragraph
paragraph(3)—
(3)—

(i) by
by

23
23

striking
striking "the
"the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall

24

permit up
to 55 States
up to
States to"
to" and
and inserting
inserting "A
"A

25
25

State may";
State
may"; and
and
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(ii) by striking the last sentence.
(ii)

1

2
3

(5) WORK
WORKSUPPLEMENTATION
SUPPLEMENTATIONPROGRAM.
PROGRAM. —Sec—Sec-

tion 482(e) (42
tion
(42 U
Us.
S.C.
C. 682(e))
682(e)) is
is amended—

(A) in paragraph (1)—

4
5

(i) by
(1)
by striking
striking "aid
"aid to
to families
families with

6

dependent children" each place it appears

7

and inserting 'assistance under the State

8

program funded
funded under
under part A "; and

9

(ii) by
by striking
striking 'aragraph
"paragraph(3)
(3)(C)(i)
(ii)
(C) (i)

10

and (ii)"
and
(ii)" and inserting
inserting"paragraph
'aragraph (3)
(3) "
";

11

and

12

(B) in paragraph (2)—
(B)
(i) by striking subparagraphs
(i)
subparagraphs (A),
(A), (C),
(C),

13

(D), (F), and (C);
(D),

14

(ii) in subparagraph (B), by striking

15

'approved";
"approved";

16

(iii)
(iii) in subparagraph
subparagraph (H)—
(E)—

17
18

(I) by striking
striking "aid
(I)
'aid to
to families

19

with dependent children" and inserting
with

20

"assistance";
"assistance ";

(II) by
(II)
by striking "(as determined

21

22

under subparagraph (D)) "; and

23

(III) by striking "State plan ap(III)

24

proved" and inserting "State
proved"
'State pro-

25

gram";
gram
"; and
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(iv) by redesignating
redesignating subpara
subparagraphs
graphs

1

and (E) as subparagraphs (A) and (B),
(B),

2

(B)

3

respectively;

4

(C) in paragraph (3) to read as follows:
"(3) For purposes of this section, a subsidized job is

5

6 a job provided to an individual for not more than a 127 month period—
"(A) by the State or local agency administering

8

9

the

State plan under part A; or
or
"(B) by any other employer for which all or
or part
part

10

of the wages are paid by such State or local agency.

11

State may provide or subsidize under the program any

12

A

13

type ofjob which such State determines to be appropriate. ";

by striking paragraph (4);

14

(D)

15

paragraph (5)
(5)(A)—
(F) in paragraph
(A)—

(i)
() by striking "eligible" each place it

16
17

appears;

and

(ii) by redesignating such paragraph

18

paragraph (4);

19

as

20

(F)

21

in paragraph (6)—
(i)

by striking "aid to families with

22

dependent

23

proved" each place it appears and inserting

24

"assistance";
"assistance "; and
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(ii) by redesignating such paragraph

1

paragraph (5),
(5); and

2

as

3

(G)

4
5

by striking paragraph (7).

(6) COMMUNITY WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM. —

482(f) (42
(42 U
Us.
Section 482(f)
S.C.
C. 682(f))
682(f)) is
is amended—
amended—
(A) in
(A)
in paragraph
paragraph (1)—

6

(i) in subparagraph (B)—

7

(I) in clause (i), by striking "aid

8

9

to

families with dependent children

with respect to the family of

10

payable

11

which

such individual is a member

12

under

the State plan approved under

13

this

14

payable

15

which

16

under the State program funded under

17

part A "; and

part" and inserting "assistance
with respect to the family of

such individual is a member

18

(II) in clause
clause (ii), by striking

19

"aid to families with dependent chil-

20

dren payable with respect to the family

21

of which such individual is a member

22

under

23

this

part (excluding
(excludingany
any portion
portion of

24

such

aid" and inserting "assistance
'assistance

25

payable with respect to the family of
.HR4RS
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such individual is a member

11

which

2

under the State program funded under

3

part A (excluding
(excluding any portion of such

4

assistance ",
";

5

(ii) by striking subparagraph (C),•

6

(iii) in subparagraph (D)—

7

(I) by striking "approved"; and

8

(II) by striking "community work

9

experience

program" and all that fol-

10

lows

11

"community service program. "; and

12

(iv) by redesignating
redesignating subpara
subparagraphs
graphs

through the period and inserting

13

(D)

14

respectively.

15

(B)

and (E) as subparagraphs (C) and (D),

in paragraph (3)—

16

(i)
(1)

17

by striking
by
striking "any program of job

search under subsection (g), "; and

(ii) by striking "aid to families with

18

19

dependent
dependent

20

ance

21

partA";
part
A "; and

22

(C)

children" and inserting "assist-

under the State program funded under

by striking paragraph (4).

23

(7) JOB PLA CEMENT VOUCHER PROGRAM. —Sec-

24

tion 482(g) (42 US.
C. 682(g))
682(g)) is
is amended to read as
US.C.

25

follows:
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1

"(g) JOB
—(1)
The
JOB PLA
PLA CEMENT
CEMENTVOUCHER
VOUCHERPROGR.4M.
PROGRAM.
—(1)
The

2 State
State agency may establish and operate a job
job placement
placement
3

voucher

program for individuals participating in the pro-

4 gram under this part.
5

"(2) A State that elects to operate a job placement

6 voucher program under this subsection—
7

"(i) shall
shall establish
establish eligibility
eligibility requirements for

8

participation in the job placement voucher program;

9

and

"(ii) may establish other requirements for such

10
11

voucher program

as the State deems appropriate.

12

"(3)
'(3) A job
job placement
placement voucher
voucher program
programopera
operated
ted by a

13

State under this subsection shall include the following re-

14 quirements:

"(A)

15

The State shall identify, maintain, and

available to an individual applying for or re-

16

make
make

17

ceiving

18

proved job placement organizations that offer services

19

in the area where the individual resides and a de-

20

scription of the job placement and support services

21

each

22

may be publicly or privately owned and operated.

assistance under part A a list of State-ap-

such organization provides. Such organizations

23

"(B) (i) An individual determined to be eligible

24

for assistance under part A shall, at the time the in-

25

dividual becomes eligible for such assistance—
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'(I) receive

1

the list and description

de-

scribed in subparagraph (A);

2

"(II) agree, in exchange for job placement

3

4

and support services, to—

5

"(aa) execute,
"('aa)
execute, within a period of

6

time permitted by the State, a contract
contract

7

with a State-approved job placement

8

organization which provides that the

9

organization shall attempt to find em-

ployment for the individual;
individual, and

10

"(bb) comply with the terms of the

11

contract; and

12

"(III) receive a job placement voucher (in

13

amount to be determined by the State) for

14

an

15

payment to a State-approved job placement or-

16

ganization.

17

"(ii) The State shall impose the sanctions pro-

18

vided

19

does

20

a

for in section 404(b) on any individual who
who

not fulfill the terms of a contract executed with

State-approved job placement organization.

21

"(C)

At the time an individual executes a con-

22

tract with a State-approved job placement organiza-

23

tion,

24

with the job placement voucher that the individual re-

25

ceived pursuant to subparagraph (B).
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1

"(D)(i)
"(D)(i) A State-approved job placement organi-

2

zation may redeem for payment from the State not
zation

3

more than 25 percent of the value of a job placement
more

4

voucher upon the initial receipt of the voucher for

5

payment of costs incurred in finding and
and placing
placing an
an

6

individual in an employment position. The remain-

7

ing value of such voucher shall not be
be redeemed
redeemed for
for

8

payment from the State until the State-approved job

9

placement organization—

10

"(I) finds
"(I)
finds an employment position (as de-

11

termined by
termined
by the
the State)
State) for
for the
the individual
individual who
who

12

provided the
the voucher; and

13

"(II) certifies
"(II)
certifies to
to the
the State
State that the individ-

14

ual remains employed with the employer that the

15

organization originally placed the individual
organization

16

with for the greater of—

17

"(aa) 6 continuous months; or

18

"(bb) a period determined by the State.
7bb)

19

"(ii) A
"(ii)
A State
State may modify, on a case-by-case

20

basis, the requirement of clause (i) (II) under such

21

terms and conditions as the State deems appropriate.
terms
appropriate.

22

"(H) (i) The State shall establish performance"(E)

23

based standards to evaluate the success of the State
based

24

job placement
placement voucher
voucher program
program operated
operated under this

25

subsection in achieving employment for individuals
.1-IR 4 RS
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1

participating in such voucher program. Such stand-

2

ards shall take into account the economic conditions

3

of the State
State in
in determining
determiningthe
therate
rateofofsuccess.
success.

4

"('ii) The
"(ii)
The State
State shall, not less than once a fiscal

5

year, evaluate the job placement voucher program op-

6

era ted under this subsection in accordance with the

7

performance-based standards established under clause

8

(i).

"(iii) The State shall submit
submit a report containing

9

results of an evaluation conducted under
under clause
clause

10

the

11

(ii) to the Secretary and a description of the perform-

12

ance-based

13

in such form and under such conditions as
as the
the Sec-

14

retary shall
shall require.
require.The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shallreview
review each
each

15

report submitted
report
submitted under
under this
this

16

the State
revise
State to
to revise

17

the Secretary
Secretary determines
determinesthat
thatthe
the State
State is
is

18

ing an adequate rate of success for such
such State.
State. '1
".

standards used to conduct the evaluation

clause
clause and may require

the
the performance-based
performance-based standards if
not achiev-

19

(8) DISPUTE RESOLUTION
RESOLUTIONPROCEDURES.
PROCEDURES. —Sec-

20

tion 482(h) (42 US. C. 682(h)) is amended by strik-

21

ing "or
ing
"or

22

to section
no
section 402(a)
402(a)(4);
(4); but
but in
in no

23

ilies with dependent
dependent children"
children" and
andinserting
inserting";" but in

24

no

25

funded under
funded
underpart
part A
A ".
'1

through the
through
the provision
provision of
of aahearing
hearing pursuant
pursuant

event shall aid to fam-

event shall assistance under the State program
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(9) PRO VISIONS RELA TING TO INDIAN TRIBES. —

1

2

Section

482(i) (42 US.C. 682(i)) is amended—
(A)

3

4

in paragraph (1)—
(i) by striking "training"
"training" each
each place
place it

appears;
appears, and

5

6

(ii) in the second sentence, by inserting
for fiscal years before 1996," after

7

",

8

"State";

9

(B)

in paragraph (2), by inserting

",

for

fiscal years before 1996," after 'oaragraph (1) '

10

(C)

11

in paragraph (3)—
(i) by striking "training" each place it

12
13

appears,

and

(ii) by striking "402
' '402 (a) (19)" and in-

14
15

serting "404";
"404",

16

(D)

in paragraph (4)—

17

(i) by striking "training";
'training' ' and

18

(ii) by striking "and the maximum

19

amount" and all that follows through the

20

period at the end of the second sentence and

21

inserting

22

paid under section 403 to the State within

23

which the tribe or Alaska Native organiza-

24

don
tion

25

portion of the amount retained by the Sec.HR 4 RS

"and the amount that may be

is located shall be increased by any
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1

retary with respect to such program (and

2

not payable to such tribe or Alaska Native

3

organization

4

curred). ";

5

(E)

in paragraph
in
paragraph

(7) (D),

by striking

"training" each place it appears;

6

by

7

(F)

8

through

9

spectively;

(0)
(C)

10

redesign ating
redesignating

paragraphs

(3)

(8) as paragraphs (4) through (9), reand

by inserting after paragraph (2),

the

following new paragraph.
paragraph:

11

12

for obligations already in-

"(3) For
For any
anyfiscal
fiscal year
year after
after 1995,
1995, the
the

amount of

13 payment to
any tribe
to any
tribeor
or organization
organization received
received under this

14 subsection
15

16
17

shall be an amount equal to the amount
amount such
such

tribe or organization
tribe
organization received
received for
for fiscal
fiscal year
".
year 1994. '1
(c)

COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS. —Section 483 (42

US.C.
US.
C. 683) is amended—

18

(1)

in subsection (a) (2), by striking "not less

19

than 60
60 days before
before its
its submission
submission to
to the Secretary, ";

20

(2) in
in subsection
subsection (b),
(b), by
by striking
striking"education
"education and
and

21

training services"
services" and
and inserting
inserting "necessary
'necessary and
and supsup-

22

portive assistance
assistance for
foremployment";
employment"; and

23

(3) in
subsection (c),
by striking
striking"approved".
"approved".
in subsection
(c), by

24

(d) PROVISIONS GENERALLY APPLICABLE.—Section

484(42
25 484
is amended—
(42US.
US. C.
C. 684)
684) is
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(1)

1

in subsection (a)—

2

(A)

in paragraph (1), by striking
striking "family
'family

responsibilities, "; and

3

(B) in paragraph (5), by striking

4

",

the

5

participant's circumstances, ";
'1

6

(2) in subsection (c), by striking the last sensentence; and

7

(3)

8

gram" and inserting "State program funded
funded under
under

9

parrA".
partA".

10
11

12

in subsection (e), by striking "AFDC
"AFDC pro-

CONTRACT
485 (42
(42 US.
US.C.
CONTRA CT AUTI-JORITY—Section
AUTHORITY. —Section 485
C.

(e)

685)

is amended in subsections (a) and (c), by striking "ap-

13 proved"

each place it appears.

14

PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCESTANDARDS.—Section
STANDARDS.—SeCtIon487(c)
487(c) (42

(1)
(1)

15 UUS.
15
S.C.C.687(c))
687(c))isisamended
amendedby
bystriking
striking"matching
"matching rate"
rate" and
and

16

inserting 'ayment
"paymenttotothe
theStates
Statesunder
undersection
section 403".
403".

17 SEC. 202. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This title and the amendments made by this
this title
title shall
shall

18

19

take
take

effect on October 1, 1995, unless a State has exercised

20 the option described in section 110(b).
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1

2
3

TITLE 111—SUPPLEMENTAL
Ill—SUPPLEMENTAL
SECURITY INCOME
Subtitle A —Eligibility Restrictions

SEC.301.
4 SEC.
301.DENIAL
DENIALOF
OFSUPPLEMENTAL
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
SECURITY INCOME
INCOME

5

BENEFITS BY REASON OF DISABILITY TO

6

DRUG ADDICTS AND ALCOHOLICS.

7
8

(a)
INCENEPL.
(a) IN
—Section 1614(a)
(3)
CENERL.—Section
1614(a)(3)

(42
US.C.
(42 U
S. C.

1382c
1382c(a)
(a)(3))
(3)) isis amended
amended by
by adding
adding atatthe
the end
end the
the following
following

9 new subparagraph:
10

"(I) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), an mdi
individvid-

11

ual shall not be considered to be disabled for purposes of

12 this title if alcoholism or drug addiction would (but for this

be a contributing factor material to

13

subparagraph)

14

Commissioner's

15

abled. '1
".

16

(1)

amended

19

20

determinationthat
determination
thatthe
theindivid)aJ
individJ is dis-

(b) CONFORIVING
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS. —

17

18

(2)

Section 1611(e)

(42
(42 US.
US.C.
C.

1382(e))

is

by striking paragraph (3).
Section

1631(a) (2) (A) (ii)

(42

US. C.

1383 (a) (2) (A) (ii)) is amended—

21

(A) by striking '71)
"(I) "; and

22

(B) by striking subcla use (II).

23

24

the

(3)

Section

1631
(a) (2)
(2) (B)
1631(a)

1383 (a) (2) (B)) is amended—

25

(A) by striking clause (vii);
.HR 4 RS
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US.C.
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(B)
(B)

1

clause (viii),
(viii), by
by striking
striking "(ix)" and
in clause

inserting "(viii)
"(viii) ";'

2

(C)

3

in clause (ix)—

(i) by striking "(viii)" and inserting

4

"(vii)";
and
"(vii) "; and

5
6

(ii) in subcla
subcla use
use (II),
all
(II), by
by striking
striking all

7

that follows
that
follows "15
"15 years"
years" and
and inserting
inserting aa pepe-

8

nod;

9

(D) in
clause (xiii)
(xiii)—
in clause
—

(i) by
by

10

striking
striking "(xii)"
"(xii)" and
and inserting
inserting

"(xi)'and

11

(ii) by
by striking
striking "(xi)"
"(xi)" and
and inserting
inserting

12
13

"(x)'and

14

(H) by
(E)
by redesignating
redesignatingclauses
clauses (viii)
(viii) through
through

15

(xiii) as
as clauses
clauses (vii)
(vii)through
through (xii),
(xii),respectively.
respectively.

16

(4)

17
17

1383(a)
1

18

follows "$25.00 per month" and inserting a period.

1631(a)(2)(D)(i)(II)
1631(a)
(2) (D) (i) (II)

(42
(42

USC.

US. C.

383 (a)(2)
(2)(D)(i)
(D) (i) (II)) is amended by striking all that

19

20

Section

(5)

Section 1634
Section
1634(42
(42UUS.C.
S. C. l383c)
1 383c)isisamended
amended

by striking
striking subsection
subsection (e).
(e).
(6)

21
21

Section 201(c) (1) of the Social Security Inde-

22

pendence and Program Improvements Act of 1994 (42

23

US.
U
S. C.
C. 425
425 note)
note) is amen ded—

24

(A)

by striking
striking 'a—"
"—"

through "(A)"
through
"(A)"the
the 1st
1st place
place

25
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(B)

1

2

by striking 'and"
sand" the
the 3rd
3rd place
place it ap-

pears;

striking subparagraph
subparagraph(B),•
(B);
by striking

3

(C)

4

(D) by striking "either subparagraph (A) or

5

subparagraph
preceding
subparagraph (B)"
(B)" and
and inserting
inserting"the
the preceding

6

sentence"; and

(E) by striking "subparagraph
isubparagraph(A)
(A) or
or (B)"
(B)"

7

and inserting "the
precedingsentence
sentence".
the preceding
'1

8

9 SEC. 302. LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF NONCITIZENS FOR SSI

10
11

12

BENEFITS.

Paragraph (1) of section
section 1614(a)
1614(a) (42
(42UUs.
S. C.
C. 11 382c
382c (a))

is amended—

13

(1)

in subparagraph
subparagraph (B)
(B) (i),
(i), by
by striking
striking "either"
ei ther"

or" and inserting "(I)
(I)

14

and all that follows
follows through
through ",,

15

a

16

under

17

ity Act or whose deportation has been withheld under

18

section

19

than

20

5tates; (III)
States;
(III)

21

United States
5tates as a refugee under section 207 of such

22

Act for not more than such 5-year period; (IV) a

23

noncitizen,

24

ritory or possession of the United States),
5tates), who is a

25

veteran (as defined in section 101
10] of title 38, United

citizen; (II) a nonci
tizen who
who is
is granted
granted asylum
noncitizen
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section 208 of the Immigration and National-

243(h) of such Act for a period of not more

5 years after the date of arrival into the United

aa noncitizen
noncitizen who
who is
is admitted
admitted to
to

the

lawfully present in any State
5tate (or any ter-

511

Code) with a discharge characterized as an

1

States

2

honorable

3

or who is the spouse or unmarried dependent child

4

of such veteran; or (V) a noncitizen who has worked

5

sufficient calendar quarters of coverage to be a fully

6

insured individual for
for benefits
benefits under
under title
titleII,
II, or"; and
and

7

(2) by adding at the end the following new flush
sentence:

8

9

discharge and not on account of alienage

'For purposes of subparagraph (B) (i) (Tk2,
(TkL the determina-

10 tion

of whether a non
noncitizen
citizen is
is lawfully
lawfully present in the

11

United States shall be made in accordance with regulations

12

of the Attorney General. A noncitizen shall not be consid-

13

ered

to be lawfully present in the United States for purposes

14 of this title merely because the noncitizen may be considered
15

to be permanently residing in the United States under color

16 of law
17

SEC.
SEC.

for purposes of any particular program. ".
'1

303. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR 10 YEARS TO INDI-

18

VIDUALS FOUND
FOUND
TOTO
HA HA
VE FRAUDULENTLY
VE FRAUDY

19

MISREPRESENTED RESIDENCE IN ORDER TO

20

OBTAIN BENEFITS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN 2 OR

21

MORE STA TES.

22

Section

1614(a) (42 USC'.
USC. 1382c('a,),)
1382c('a,),) is amended by

23 adding at the end the following new paragraph:

24

"(5)

An individual shall not be considered an eligible

25 individual for purposes of this title during the 10-year pe'HR 4 RS
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11

nod beginning on the date the individual is convicted in

2

Federal or State court of having made a fraudulent state-

3

ment or representation with respect to the place of residence

4

of the individual in order to receive assistance simulta-

5

neously from 2 or more States under programs that are

6

funded under part A of title IV, title XIX,
or the Food
XIX or

7

Stamp Act of 1977, or benefits in 2 or more States under

8

the supplemental security income program under title

9 XVI.,,.
xvi,,.
10 SEC.
SEC. 304. DENIAL OF 551
FUGITIVE FELONS
FELONS
SSI BENEFITS FOR FUGITIVE
11

12

AND PROBATION
PROBATIONAND
PAROLE VIOLA
VIOLATORS.
AND
AND PAROLE
TORS.

(a)

IN

GENERAL.
—Section
CENERAL.—Section

1611(e)

(42

US.C.
US.
C.

13

1382(e)), as amended by section 301(b) (1) of this Act, is

14

amended by inserting after paragraph (2) the following new

15

paragraph:

16

"(3)
A person
person shall not be an eligible
('3) A
eligible individual or

17

eligible spouse for purposes of this title with respect to any

18

month if during such month the person is—

19

('A) fleeing
"(A)
fleeing to
to avoid
avoid prosecution,
prosecution, or custody or

20

confinement after conviction, under the laws of the

21

place from which the person flees, for a crime, or an

22

attempt to commit a crime, which is a felony under

23

the laws of the place from which the person flees, or

24

which, in the case of the State of New Jersey, is a

25

high misdemeanor under the laws of such State; or
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"(B) violating a condition of probation or parole

1

2

imposed under Federal or State law. ".
'1

3

(b) EXCHANGE OF INFORMA
INFORMATION
TION WITH
WITH LAW ENFORCE-

4 MENT
MENT AGENCIES.
AGENCIES.—Sectjon
—Section 1631(e)
1631(e)(42
(42UUS.C.
S. C. 1383(e))
1383(e)) is

5 amended by inserting after paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) the
the following
following new

6 paragraph.
7

"('4) Notwithstanding
"(4)
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

8

Commissioner shall furnish any Federal, State, or local
local Jaw
law

9

enforcement

officer, upon the request of the officer, with the

10 current address of any recipient of benefits under this title,
11

if the officer furnishes the agency with
with the
the name of the re-

12

cipient and notifies the agency that—
"(A) the recipient—

13

14

"(1) is fleeing to aavoid
"(i)
void prosecution,
prosecution, or cus-

15

tody or confinement after conviction, under the

16

laws of the place from which the person flees, for

17

a

crime, or an attempt to commit a crime, which

18

is

a felony under the laws of the place from

19

which

20

the

21

under the laws of such State;

the person flees, or which, in the case of

State of New Jersey, is a high misdemeanor

22

"(ii) is violating a condition of probation

23

or parole imposed under Federal or State law;
law, or
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'7111) has in
"(Iii)
formation that
that is
is necessary
necessary for
information

1

2

the

3

and

4

"(B) the location or apprehension of the recipi-

5

officer to conduct the officer's
officer s official duties;

en
within the
the officer's
officer s official
official duties.
duties. ".
enttisis within

6 SEC. 305. EFFECTIVE DATES; APPLICATION TO CURRENT
7

RECIPIENTS.

8

(a) SECTIONS 301 AND 302.—

9

(1) IN
—Except as
IN GENERAL.
GENERAL—Except
asprovided
provided in
in

10

graph (2), the
the amendments
amendments made
madeby
bysections
sections301
301 and

11

302 shall apply to applicants for benefits for months

12

beginning on or after the date of the enactment of this

13

Act, without regard to whether regulations have been

14

issued to implement such amendments.

15

para-

(2) APPLICATION TO CURRENT RECIPIENTS. —

16

(A) APPLICATION AND NOTICE.—Notwith-

17

standing any other provision of law, in the case

18

of an individual who is receiving supplemental

19

security income benefits under title XVI of the

20

Social

21

ment
merit

22

benefits

23

ments

made by section 301 or 302, such amend-

24

ments

shall apply with respect to the benefits of

25

such individual for months beginning on or after
•HR 4 RS
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of this Act and whose eligibility for such
would terminate by reason of the amend-
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1

January

2

cial Security shall so notify the individual not

3

later than 90 days after the date of the enact-

4

ment of this Act.

1,

1997, and the Commissioner of So-

(B) REAPPLICA
TION. —
REAPPLICATION.

5
6

(i)
(1) IN GENERAL.
GENERAL. —Not later than 120

7

days after the date of the enactment of this
days

8

Act,

9

subparagraph (A)
(A) who
whodesires
desires to reapply

10

for benefits under
under title
title XT/I
XVI of the Social Se-

11

curity Act, as amended by this title, shall

12

reapply to the Commissioner of Social Secu-

13

rity.

each individual notified pursuant to

14

(ii)

15

BILITY.
—Not
BILITY—Not

16

date

17

missioner of Social Security shall determine

18

the

19

reapplies

20

suant to the procedures of such title.

21

(b) OTHER
— —The
The amendments
OTHERAMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.
amendmentsmade
made by
by

22 sections
23

DETERMINATION

OF
OP

ELIGI-

later than 1 year after the

of the enactment of this Act, the CornCom-

eligibility of each individual who

for benefits under clause (i) pur-

303 and 304 shall take effect on the date of the

enactment of this Act.
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1

2
3

Subtitle B—Benefits for Disabled
Children
SEC. 311. RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS.

4

(a) DEFINITION OF CHILDHOOD DISABILITY —Section

5

1614(a) (3)
(3) (42
(42 US.
U S.C.
C. 11382c(a)
382c (a) (3)), as amended by section

6 301(a),
301(a),isisamended—
amended—
7

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "An mdi-

8

vidual" and inserting "Except as provided in sub-

9

paragraph (C), an individual;

10

(2)

in subparagraph (A), by striking "(or, in the

of an individual under the age of 18, if he suffers

11

case

12

from any medically determinable physical or mental

13

impairment of comparable severity) ";

14

(3)

by redesignating subparagraphs (C) through

(I) as subparagraphs (D) through (J), respectively;

15

16

(4)

by inserting after subparagraph (B) the fol-

17

lowing new subparagraph:

18

"(C) An individual under the age of 18 shall be consid-

19

ered

disabled for the purposes of this title if that individual

20 has a medically determinable physical or mental impair21

ment, which results in marked, pervasive, and severe func-

22 tiona]
tional limitations, and which
which can
can be
be expected
expected to result in
23 death

or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a

24 continuous period of not less than 12 months. "; and
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(5)

11

2

in subparagraph

paragraph (3),
'

(F),

as redesignated by

by striking "(D)" and inserting

,

3

''

4

(b) CHANGES
CHANGES TO
TO CHILDHOOD
CHILDHOODSSI
SSIREGULATIONS.—
REGULATIONS. —

(F,)

5

(1) MODIFICATION TO MEDICAL
MEDICAL CRITERIA
CRITERIA FOR

6

EVAL UA TION OF
EVALUATION
OFMENTAL
MENTAL AND
ANDEMOTIONAL
EMOTIONAL

7

ORDERS.
— The Commissioner
ORDERS.—The
CommissionerofofSocial
SocialSecurity
Security shall
shall

8

modify sections 112.OOC.2. and 112.02B.2.c.
1l2.02B.2.c. (2) of ap-

9

pen dix 11 to
to subpart
subpart PP of
of part
part 404 of title 20, Code
pendix

10

of Federal
Federal Regulations, to eliminate references to

11

maladap
ti ye behavior
behavior in the domain of persona]!
maladaptive
personal!

12

beha vorial function.
behavorial

13

DIS-

(2) DISCONTINUANCE
DISCONTINUANCE OF
OF INDIVIDUALIZED
INDIVIDUALIZED FUNC-

Commissioner of Social

14

TIONAL ASSESSMENT
TIONAL
A SSESSMENT. — The

15

Security shall discontinue the individual functional
Security

16

assessment for
assessment
for children
children set
set forth
forth in
in sections
sections 416. 924d

17

and 416.924e
416. 924eof
oftitle
title20,
20, Code
Code of
of Federal
Federal Regulations.
Regulations.

18

(c) EFFECTIVE
(c)
EFFECTIVE DA TE APPLICA TION TO CURRENT RE-

19 CIPIENTS.
CIPIENTS. —
20

(1) IN
(1)
INGENER4L.—The
GENER4L.—The amendments
amendments made by

21

subsections (a)
subsections
(a) and
and (b)
(b) shall
shall apply to applicants for

22

benefits
benefitsfor
formonths
monthsbeginning
beginning on
on or
or after
after the
the date of

23

the enactment of this Act, without regard to whether
the

24

regulations
regulations have
have been issued

25

amendments.
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(2) APPLICATION TO
TO CURRENT
CURRENT RECIPIENTS.
RECIPIENTS. —
—

1

2

(A) CONTINUING DISABILITY RE VIEWS. —Not

3

later than 1 year after the date of the enactment

4

of this Act, the Commissioner of Social Security

5

shall redetermine pursuant to the procedures of

6

title XVI
title
XVI of
of the Social Security Act the eligi-

7

bility of any individual who is receiving supple-

8

mental security income benefits under title XVI

9

of the Social Security Act as of the date of the

of this Act and whose eligibility for

10

enactment

11

such

12

amendments made by subsection (a) or (b). The

13

Commissioner of Social Security shall give rede-

14

termination reviews under this subparagraph

15

priorityover
priority
overother
otherredetermination
redetermination reviews.
reviews.

16

benefits would terminate by reason of the

(B)

GRANDFA
GRANDFA
THERAND
ANDHOLD
HOLDHARMHARMTHER

17

LESS. — The amendments made by subsections (a)
LESS.—The
(a)

18

and (b), and the redetermination under subpara-

19

graph (A),
(A), shall
shall only apply with respect to
to the
the

20

benefits

21

graph (A)
(A) for
for months beginning
beginning on
on or after Jan-

22

uary 1, 1997, and such individual shall be held

23

harmless for any payment of benefits made until
harmless

24

such date.
date.
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(C)

1

NOTICE. —Not later
NOTICE.—Not
later than
than 90 days after

date of the enactment of this Act, the Corn-

2

the

3

missioner of Social Security
Security shall
shall notifly
notify an in-

4

dividual described
dividual
described in subparagraph (A) of the

5

provisions of this paragraph.

6

SEC.

7

CONTINUING DISABILITY
DISABILITYRE
REVIEWS.
312. CONTINUING
VIE WS.

(a) CONTINUING DISABILITY RE VIEWS RELA TING FOR

8

CERTAIN

9

l382c
1382c(a)
(a) (3)
(3) (H)),
(H)), as
as redesignated
redesignated by
by section 311(a) (3), is

CHILDREN. —Section 1614(a) (3) (H) (42 US. C.

10 amended—
11

(1)

12

(2)

by inserting '(i)" after
after "(H)
(H) "' and

by adding at the end the following new

13

clause:

14

"(ii) (I) Not less frequently than once every 3 years,

15

the

Commissioner shall redetermine the
the eligibility
eligibility for
for benebene-

16 fits under this title of each individual who has not attained
17 18 years of age and is eligible for such benefits by reason
18

of disability.
disability.

19

"(II) Subc]ause
Subclause (I) shall not apply to an individual

20

if the individual has an impairment (or combination of im-

21 pairments) which is (or are) not expected to improve. ".
22

23

(b) DISABILITY REVIEW
REVIEW REQUIRED
REQUIREDFOR
FORSSI
SSIRECIPIREcIPIENTS WHO ARE 18 YEARS OF A GE. —

24

25

(1)

U S. C.
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IN GENERAL.
GENERAL.—Section
—Section 161
4(a)(3)(H)
1614(a)
(3) (H)

(42

1382c(a) (3) (H)), as amended by subsection

520

is amended by adding at the end the following

1

(a),

2

new clause.

3

"(iii) If an individual is eligible for benefits
benefits under
under this
this

4 title by reason of disability for the month
month preceding
preceding the
the

5 month in which the individual attains the age of 18 years,
6 the Commissioner shall redetermine such eligibility—

"(I) during the 1-year period beginning on the

7
8

individual's 18th birthday; and

9

"(II) by applying the criteria used in determin-

10

ing such eligibility for applicants who have attained

11

the

age of 18 years.

12 A review under this clause shall be considered
considered
13

a substitute

for a review otherwise required under any
any other
other provision
provision

14 of this subparagraph during that 1-year period. ".
15

(2) REPORT
(2)
REPORT TO
TO THE
THE CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. —Not
—Not later
later than
than

16

October

17

shall submit to the Committee on Ways and Means of

18

the

19

Finance of the Senate a report on the activities con-

20

ducted under section 1614(a) (3) (H) (iii) of the Social

21

Security Act, as added by paragraph (1).

22

1, 1998, the Commissioner of Social Security

House of Representatives and the Committee on

(3)

CONFORMING REPEAL. —Section 207 of the

23

Social Security Independence and Program Improve-

24

ments

25

1516) is hereby repealed.
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Act of 1994 (42 US. C. 1382 note; 108 Stat.
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(c)

1

DISABILITY REVIEW
REVIEW REQUIRED
REQUIREDFOR
FORLOW
Low BIRTH
BIRTH

2

WEIGHT BABIES. —Section

3

1382c (a) (3) (H)),asasamended
1382c(a)(3)(H)),
amendedby
bysubsections
subsections (a)
(a) and (b), is

1614(a) (3) (H)

(42 U S. C.

4 amended by adding at the end the following new
clause:
new cla
use.
"(iv)
(I) Not
Not later
later than
than 12
12 months
months after the birth of
"(iv)(I)

5

6 an individual, the Commissioner shall redetermine the eli-

7 gibility for benefits under this title by reason of disability
8

of such individual whose low birth weight is a contributing

9 factor material
is determination
material to
tothe
theCommissioner
Commissioner's
determination that
10

the

individual is disabled.

"(II) A redetermination under subclause (I) shall be

11

12 considered
13

a substitute for a review otherwise required

under any other provision of this subparagraph during that

14 12-month period. ".
(d) EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE.
(d)
DATE.—The
— The amendments
amendmentsmade
made by
by this

15

16 section

shall apply to benefits for months beginning on or

17

after the date of the enactment of this Act, without regard

18

to

19

amendments.

20

SEC. 313. TREA TMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR DISABLED INDI-

21

VIDUALS UNDER THE AGE OF 18.

whether regulations have been issued to implement such

22

(a)

23

1
1383(a)

383 (a) (2))
(2)) isis amen
amended—
ded—

24
25

IN GENE
CENER4L.
R4L. —Section
—Section 1631(a)
1631(a) (2) (42 U
US.
S. C.

(1)

by redesignating subparagraphs (E) and (F)

as subparagraphs (F) and (C), respectively; and
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(2)

1

by inserting after subparagraph (D) the fol-

lowing new subparagraph:

2

7E)
'(E)

3

(i) Not later than 3 months after the Commis-

4 sioner determines that an individual under the age of 18
5

is eligible for benefits under this title by reason of disability

6

(and periodically thereafter, as the Commissioner may re-

7

quire), the representative payee of such individual shall file

8

with the State agency that makes disability determinations

9 on

behalf of the Commissioner of Social Security in the

10

State in which such individual resides, a copy
copy of
of the
the treattreat-

11

ment plan required by clause (ii).
("ii) The treatment plan required by this clause shall
"(ii)

12
13

be

developed by
developed
by the
the individual
individualis's treating
treating physician or other

14 medical provider, or if approved by the Commissioner, other
15

service

provider, and shall describe the services that such

16 physician

or provider determines is appropriate for the

17

treatment of such individual
individual'ss impairment
impairment or
or combination
combination

18

of impairments. Such plan shall be in such form and con-

19

tam

such information as the Commissioner
Commissioner may
may prescribe.

20

"(iii) The representative
representativepayee
payeeofofany
anyindividual
individualde—
de-

21

scribed in clause (i) shall
shallprovide
to
provideevidence
evidence of adherence to

22 the
23

treatment plan described in clause (ii) at
at the
the time
time of
of

any redetermination of eligibility conducted pursuant to

24 section 1614(a) (3) (C) (ii), and at such other time as the
25

Commissioner may prescribe.
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1

"(iv) The
"('iv)
The failure of a representative payee to comply

2

without good cause with the requirements of clause (i) or

3

(iii) shall constitute misuse of benefits to which subpara-

4 graph (A) (iii) (but not subparagraph (F)) shall apply. In

5 providing for an alternative representative payee as re6 quired by subparagraph (A) (iii), the Commissioner shall

7 give preference to the State agency that administers the
8

State plan approved under title XIX for the State in which

9

the individual described in clause (i) resides or any other

10 State agency designated by the State for such responsibility,
11

unless the Commissioner determines that selection of an-

12

other organization or person would be appropriate. Any

State agency
agency that
that serves
13 such State
serves as a representative payee shall
14 be
14
beaa'qualified
'qualified organization'
organization' for purposes of subparagraph
15

(D) of this paragraph.

16

"(v) This subparagraph shall not apply to the rep-

17

resen ta tivepayee
payeeofofany
anyindividual
individual with
with respect
respect to whom
resentative

18

the Commissioner determines such application would be in-

19 appropriate or unnecessary. In making
making such
such determinadetermina20
20 dons,
tions,the
theCommissioner
Commissionershall
shall take
take into
into consideration the
21

nature of the individual's impairment (or combination of

22 impairments) and the availability of treatment for such im-

23 pairment (or impairments). Section
Section 1631(c)
1631(c) shall
shall not apply
24 to a finding by the Commissioner that the requirements of
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1

this

subparagraph should not apply to an individual's rep-

2 resen
resentative
ta tive payee. ".
3

(b) A CCESS TO MEDICAID RECORDS.

4

(1) REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENT TO
TO FURNISH
FURNISH INFORMATION. —

5

Section 1902
Section
1902(a)
(a) (42 US.
US.C.
C. 1396a(a)),
1396a(a)), as amended by

6

section
section 103(b), is amended—

(A) by
by striking
striking "and"
sand" at the end of para-

7

graph (62);

8

9

(B)

by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (63) and
and inserting
inserting ";and";
and"; and

10
11

(C)

by adding after paragraph (63) the fol-

12

lowing new paragraph:

13

(64) provide that the State agency that admin"(64)

the plan described in this section shall make
make

14

isters

15

available to
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Social Security such

16

information as the Commissioner may request in con-

17

nection with the verification of information furnished

18

to

19

ant to section 1631 (a) (2) (E) (iii). ".

the Commissioner by a representative
representative payee pursu-

20

(2) REIMBURSEMENT OF STATE COSTS.—Section

21

1633 (42 US. C. 1
1383b)
383b) is
is amended
amended by adding

22

end the following new subsection:

23

(d) The Commissioner of Social Security shall reim"(d)

at the

24 burse a State for the costs of providing information pursu-
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1

ant to section 1902 (a) (64) from funds available for carrying

2 out this title. ".

REPORT TO THE CONGRESS. —Not later than the

(c)

3

4 last day of the 36th month beginning
beginning after
after the
the date
date of
of the
the
5

enactment of this Act, the Inspector General of the Social

6 Security Administration shall report to the Committee on
7

Ways and Means of the I-louse of Representatives and the
the

8

Committee on Finance of the Senate on the implementation

9 of this section.

10

(d)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section shall take effect

the 1st day of the 12th month that begins after the date

11

on

12

of the enactment of this Act.

14

Subtitle C—Study of Disability
Determination Process

15

SEC. 321. STUDY OF DISABILITY DETERMINATION PROCESS.

13

16

IN GENERAL. —Not later than 180 days after the

(a)

17

date of the enactment of this Act, and from funds otherwise

18

appropriated, the Commissioner of Social Security shall
shall

19 contract
con tract

with
withthe
theNational
National Academy
Academy of
of Sciences,
Sciences, or other

20 independent entity, to conduct a comprehensive study of the
21

disability determination process under titles II and XVI of

22 the Social Security Act, including the validity,
validity, reliability,
reliability,
23 equity, and consistency with current scientific knowledge

24 and standards of the Listing of Impairments set forth in
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1

appendix

1 of subpart P of part 404 of title 20, Code of

2 Federal Regulations.
3

(b) STUDY
STUDYOF
OFDEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.—The
studydescribed
described
— The study

in

subsection (a)
4 subsection
(a)shall
shall also
also include
include an examination of the ap-

5 propriateness of the definitions of disability in titles II and
6 XVI of the Social Security Act and the advantages and dis-

7 advantages of alternative definitions.
(c) REPORTS. — The

8

Commissioner of Social Security

9 shall, through the applicable
applicable entity,
entity, issue
issue an interim report

10 and
and a final report of the findings and recommendations re11

sulting from the study described in this section to the Presi-

12

dent

13

months,

and the Congress not later than 12 months and 24
from the
the date
date of
of the
the con
contract
respectively, from
tract for such

14 study
study.

Subtitle D—National Commission

15

on

16
17

the Future of Disability

SEC. 331. ESTABLISHMENT.

18

There

is established a commission to be known
known as the

19 National Commission on the Future of Disability (referred

20

to

21

which

22

the

23

SEC.

24

in this subtitle as the "Commission'), the
the expenses of
shall be paid from funds otherwise appropriated for

Social Security Administration.
332. DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.
(a) IN
— The
IN GENERAL.
GENERL.—The

Commission shall develop and

25 carry
cariy out a comprehensive study of all matters related to
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1

the

nature, purpose, and adequacy of all Federal programs

individuals with disabilities. In particular,

2

serving

3

Commission

the

shall study the disability insurance program

4 under title II of the Social Security Act and the supple5 mental security income program under
under title
title XT/I
XVI of
of such
such
6 Act.
7

(b) MATTERS STUDIED.—The Commission shall pre-

8

pare an inventory of Federal programs serving individuals

9

with disabilities, and shall examine—
examine—•

trends and projections regarding the size and

10

(1)

11

characteristics

12

disabilities, and the implications of such analyses for

13

program planning;

14
15

(2)

of the population of individuals with

the feasibility and design of performance

standards for the Nation 's disability programs;

16

(3)

the adequacy of Federal efforts in rehabilita-

17

tion research and training, and opportunities to im-

18

prove the lives of individuals with disabilities through

19

all manners of scientific and engineering research;

20

and

21

(4)

the adequacy of policy research available to

Federal Government, and what actions might be

22

the

23

undertaken to improve the quality and scope of such

24

research.
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(c) RECOMMENDATIONS.
RECOMMENDA TIONS. — The

1

Commission shall sub-

2

mit to the appropriate committees of the Congress and to

3

the

President recommendations and, as appropriate, pro-

4 posals for legislation, regarding—

(1) which (if any) Federal disability programs

5

6

should be eliminated or augmented;
(2) what
(2)
what new
new Federal
Federaldisability
disability programs (if

7
8

any) should be established,
established;

9

the suitability of the organization and loca-

(3)

10

tion of disability programs within the Federal Coy-

11

ernment,
ernment;

12

(4)

other actions the Federal Government should

to prevent disabilities and disadvantages associ-

13

take
take

14

a ted with disabilities; and
ated

15

16
17
18

(5)

ers

appropriate.

SEC. 333. MEMBERSHIP.

(a) NUMBER
NuMBER AND
AND APPOINTMENT
APPOINTMENT —

19

20

such other matters as the Commission consid-

(1)

GENERAL —The Commission shall be cornIN CENERAL.—The

posed of 15 members, of whom—

21

(A) five shall be appointed by the President,

22

of whom not more than 3 shall be of the same

23

major political party;

24

(B)
(.8)

25

three shall be appointed by the Majority

Leader of the Senate;
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(C)

1

two shall be appointed by the Minority
Minority

Leader of the
the Sena
Senate;
te,

2

(D) three shall be appointed by the Speaker

3

of the House of Representatives; and

4

(E) two shall be appointed by the Minority

5

6

Leader of the House of Representatives.

7

(2) REPRESENTATION. -f-- The Commission mem-

8

bers

shall be chosen based on their education, train-

9

ing,

or experience. In appointing individuals as

of the Commission, the President and the

10

members

11

Majority and Minority Leaders of the Senate and
and the
the

12

Speaker

13

resentatives shall seek to ensure that the membership

14

of the Commission reflects the diversity of individuals

15

with disabilities in the United States.

16

GENERAL.
(b) COMPTROLLER
— The Comptroller
COMPTROLLER
CENERAL.—The
ComptrollerCenCen-

17

eral shall serve on the Commission as an ex officio member

18 of

and Minority Leader of the House of Rep-

the Commission to advise and oversee
oversee the
the methodology
methodology

19 and approach of the study of the Commission.

20

(c) PROHIBITION
PROI-IIBITIONAGAINST
AGAINST OFFICER
OFFICER OR
OR EMPLO
EMPLO YEE. —

21 No officer or employee of any government shall be appointed
22 under subsection (a).
23

(d) DEADLINE
DEADLINE FOR
FOR APPOINTMENT,
APPOINTMENT;TEPiw
TEiw OF APPOINT-

24 MENT. —Members of the Commission shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed not
not
25 later
25
laterthan
than60
60days
days after
after the
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of this
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1

2

Act. The members
members shall
shallserve
serve on the Commission for the

life of the Commission.

3

(e)

MEETINGS.—The Commission shall locate its head-

4 quarters in the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
andshall
shallmeet
meet at
at the
5

call of the Chairperson, but not less than 4 times each year

6 during the life of the Commission.
(f) QUORUM. — Ten

7

members of the Commission shall

8

constitute a quorum, but a lesser number may hold hear-

9

ings.

10
10

(g)

CHAIRPERSON AND VICE CHAIRPERSON. —Not

11

later than 15 days after the members of the Commission

12

are appointed, such members shall designate a Chairperson

13

and Vice Chairperson from among the members of the CornCom-

14 mission.
15

(h) CONTINUATION
CONTINUA TION OF
OF MEMBERSHIP.
MEMBERSHIP. —If
—If a

member of

Commission becomes an officer or employee of any gov-

16

the

17

ernment after appointment to the Commission, the individ-

18

ual may continue as a member until a successor member

19

is appointed.

20
21

(i) VACANCIES.—A
VACANCIES. —A vacancy
vacancyononthe
theCommission
Commission shall
be

filled in the manner in which the original
original appointment
appointment

22 was made not later than 30 days after the Commission
Commission is
is
23 given notice of the vacancy.
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(i) COMPENSATION.
COMPENSATION. —Members

1

of the Commission shall

2

receive
receive no
no additional
additional pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, or benefits by reason

3

of their service on the Commission.

4

(k) T VEL EXPENSES. —Each member
member of
of the
the CornCom-

5

mission shall receive travel expenses, including per
per diem
diem in
in

66 lieu
lieuofofsubsistence,
subsistence,in
inaccordance
accordance with
with sections
sections 5702 and

7 5703 of title 5, United States Code.
8

SEC. 334. STAFF AND SUPPORT SERVICES.

(a) DIRECTOR. —

9

(1)
(1)

10

APPOINTMENT—Upon
APPOINTMENT—Upon consultation
consultation with
with the
the

11

members
members of
of the
the Commission,
Commission, the Chairperson shall

12

appoint
appoint aa Director
Director of
of the
the Commission.
(2) COMPENSATION.
— The Director
COMPENSATION.—The
Directorshall
shallbe
be paid
paid

13

14

the
the

15

Schedule.

16

(b) STAFF. — With the approval of the Commission, the

17

Director may appoint such personnel
personnel as the Director con-

18

siders appropriate.
(c)
(c)

19

rate of basic pay for level V of the Executive

APPLICABILITY
OF CIVIL
CIVILSERVICE
SERVICELA
LAwS.—The
APPLICABILITY OF
WS. — The

20
staffofofthe
20 staff
theCommission
Commissionshall
shallbe
beappointed
appointed without
without regard
regard
21

to
to

the
the provisions
provisions of
of title
title 5,
5, United
United States
States Code,
Code, governing
governing

22
appointmentsininthe
22 appointments
thecompetitive
competitive service,
service, and
and shall
shall be paid
23 without
without regard
regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and sub-

24
chapterIII
24 chapter
classificaIIIofofchapter
chapter53
53of
of such
such title
title relating
relating to classifica25

tion and General Schedule pay rates.
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(d) EXPERTS AND CONSUL TANTS. — With

1

2 of
3

the approval

the Commission, the Director may procure temporary

and intermittent services under section 3109(b) of title 5,

4 United
UnitedStates
States Code.
Code.
5

(e) STAFF OF FEDERAL AGENCIES. — Upon the request

66 ofofthe
theCommission,
Commission, the
the head
head of any Federal agency may
7

detail, on a reimbursable basis, any of the personnel of such

8

agency

to the Commission to assist in carrying out the du-

9 ties of the Commission under this subtitle.
10
11

(f) OTHER RESOURCES.—The Commission shall have

reasonable

12 and
13

access to materials, resources, statistical data,

other information from the Library of Congress and

agencies

and elected representatives of the executive and leg-

14 islative

branches of the Federal Government. The Chair-

15 person

of the Commission shall make requests for such ac-

16

cess

in writing when necessary.

17
18

(g)

PHYSICAL FACILITIES.—The Administrator of the

General Services Administration shall locate suitable office

19 space

for the operation of the Commission. The facilities

20 shall serve as the headquarters of the Commission and shall
21

include all necessary equipment and incidentals required

22 for proper functioning of the Commission.
23

24

SEC. 335. POWERS OF COMMISSION.

(a) HEARINGS.—The Commission
Commission

may conduct public

25 hearings or forums at the discretion of the Commission, at
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1

any time and place the Commission is able to secure facili-

2

ties

3

of the Commission under this subtitle.

and witnesses, for the purpose of carrying out the duties

4

(b) DELECA TION OF AUTHORITY.
AUTHORITY —Any
—Any member
member or

5

agent of the Commission may, if authorized by the Commis-

6

sion, take any action the Commission is authorized to take

7 by this section.
(c) INFORIVIATION.—The
INFORMATION—The Commission
Commission may
may

8

9

secure disecure

rectly from any Federal agency information necessary to

the Commission to carry out its duties under this

10

enable

11

subtitle. Upon request of the
the Chairperson
Chairperson or Vice Chair-

12 person

of the Commission, the head of a Federal agency

13

shall furnish the information to the Commission to the ex-

14

tent permitted by law.

15

(d) GIFTS, BEQUESTS, AND DEVISES. — The Commis-

16 sion

may accept, use, and dispose of gifts, bequests, or de-

17

of services or property, both real and personal, for the

vises

18 purpose
19

of aiding or facilitating the work of the Commis-

sion. Gifts, bequests, or devises of money and proceeds from

20 sales of other property received as gifts, bequests, or devises
21

shall be deposited in the Treasury and shall be available

22 for disbursement upon order of the Commission.
23

(e)

MAILS.—The Commission may use the United

24 States mails in the same manner and under
under the
the same
same condicondi25

tions as other Federal agencies.
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SEC. 336. REPORTS.

2
3

(a) INTERIM REPORT —Not later than 1

year prior

to the date on which the Commission terminates
terminates

pursuant

4 to section 337, the Commission shall submit an interim re-

5 port to the President and to the Congress.
Congress. The
The interim re6 port shall contain a detailed statement of the findings and
7

conclusions of the Commission, together with the Commis-

8

sion 's recommendations for legislative and administrative

9 action, based on the activities of the Commission.
10

(b)

FINAL REPORT —Not later than the date on which

11

the

12

to the Congress
Congress and
and to
to the
the President
President aa final
final report
report containcontain-

13

ing—

Commission terminates,
Commission
terminates, the
theCommission
Commission shall
shall submit
submit

14
15

(1)

a detailed statement of final findings, conclu-

sions, and recommendations; and
sions,

16

(2)

an assessment of the extent to which rec-

17

ommendations of the Commission included in the in-

18

terim report under subsection (a) have been imple-

19

mented.

20

(c) PRINTING AND PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.
DISTRIBUTION. — Upon

re-

21

ceipt of each report of the Commission under this section,

22

the President shall—

23

(1)

order the report to be printed; and

24

(2)

make the report available to the public upon

25

request.
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2
3

SEC. 337. TERMINATION.
TERMINATION

The

Commission shall terminate on the date that is

2 years after the date on which the members of the Commis-

sion have
44 sion
havemet
metand
anddesignated
designated aa Chairperson
Chairperson and Vice
5
6

7
8

Chairperson.
Chairperson.

TITLE IIV—
V—CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT
Subtitle A—Eligibility for Services;
Distribution of Payments

9 SEC. 401. STATE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE CHILD SUPPORT

10
11

12

ENFORCEMENT SERVICES.
(a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS.—SeCtion
REQUIREMENTS.—Section 454 (42

US. C.
C. 654) is amended—

13

14

(1)

by striking paragraph (4) and inserting
inserting the
the

following new paragraph:
"('4) provide that the State will—
"(4)

15

16

"('A) provide services relating to the estab"(A)

17

lishment of paternity or the establishment, modi-

18

fication, or enforcement of child support obliga-

19

tions,
tions,

20

spect to—

as appropriate, under the plan with re-

21

"(i) each
each child for
for whom
whom (I)
(I) cash
cash asas-

22

sistance is
provided under the State prois provided

23

gram funded under part A of this title, (II)

24

benefits

25

State
State

26

title, or (III) medical assistance is provided
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or services are provided under the

program funded under part B of this
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the State plan approved under title

1

under

2

XIX,
XIX unless the State agency administering
administering

3

the

4

paragraph (28)) that it is against the best
best

5

interests of the child to do so; and

plan determines (in
(in accordance
accordance with

6

"(ii) any other child, if an individual

7

applies for such services with respect to the

8

child; and

9

"(B) enforce any support obligation estabestablished with respect to—

10

"(i) aa child
child with
with respect
respect to whom the

11

State provides services under the plan; or
or

12

"('ii)
"(ii) the custodial parent of such a

13

14

child. "; and

15

(2)
(2) in
in paragraph
paragraph

16

(A)

(6)—

by striking
that" and
and insertinsertstriking 'orovide
'rovide that"

ing 'orovide
"provide that—
that—";'

17

(B) by
by striking
striking subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) and
and inin-

18

serting the
the following
following new
new subparagraph:
subparagraph:

19

20

"(A) services
"(A)
services under
under the
the plan
plan shall
shall be made

21

available to
to nonresidents
nonresidents on the same terms as to

22

residents; ";
";

23

(C) in
in subparagraph
subparagraph (B),
(B), by
by inserting
inserting "on
"on

24

individuals not
not receiving
receiving assistance under any
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1

State program funded under part A" after "such

2

services shall be imposed";
services
imposed' '

(D) in each of subparagraphs (B), (C), (D),
(D)

3

and (E)—

4
5

(i) by indenting the subparagraph in

6

the same manner as, and aligning the left

7

margin of the subparagraph with the left

8

margin of
of the
the matter
matter inserted
inserted by
by subpara-

9

graph (B)
(B) of
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph; and
(ii) by striking the final comma and
(ii)

10
11

inserting aa semicolon;
inserting
semicolon; and

12

(E) in subparagraph (F,),
(E)
(E), by indenting each

of clauses
clauses (i)
(i) and (ii) 2 additional ems.

13

14

(b) CONFORMING
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.

(1) Section 452(b)
(1)
452(b) (42
(42 U
US.
S. C. 652(b)) is amend-

15

16

—

ed by striking "454(6)"
'454(6) " and
ed
and inserting
inserting "454(4)
"454(4) ".

17

(2)

Section

452 (g) (2) (A)

(42

US.C.
US.
C.

18

652(g)
652(g)(2)(A))
(2) (A))isisamended
amendedby
bystriking
striking "454(6)"
"454(6)" each

19

place itit appears and inserting "454
"454(4)
(4) (A) (ii) ".
'1

20

(3)

Section

466(a) (3) (B)

(42

US. C.

21

666(a) (3)
666(a)
(3) (B))
(B)) isis amended
amended by
by striking "in the case of

22

overdue support
overdue
support which
which aa State has agreed to collect

23

under section 454(6)" and inserting
under
inserting "in
'in any other

24

case'l
case".
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(4)

11

Section 466(e) (42 US. C. 666(e)) is amended

2

by striking 'aragraph (4) or (6) of section 454" and

3

inserting "section 454(4) ".

4 SEC. 402. DISTRIBUTION OF CHILD SUPPORT COLLEC5

TIONS.

6

(a)

IN GENERAL.—Section
CENERAL.—Section 457 (42 US.C. 657) is

7 amended to
to read
read as
as folio
follows:
ws:
8

"SEC. 457. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED SUPPORT.

"(a) IN CENERAL.—An
GENERAL. —An amount
amount collected
collected on behalf of
of

9

family as support by a State pursuant to a plan approved

10

a

11

under this part
part shall
shall be
bedistributed
distributedasasfollows:
follows:

12

"(1) FAMILIES
FAMILIEs RECEIVING
CASH ASSISTANCE.
ASSISTANCE.—
RECEIVING CASH

13

In the case of a family receiving cash assistance from

14

the

State, the State shall—

"(A) retain,
retain, or distribute to the family, the

15

State share of the amount so collected; and

16

"(B)

17

pay to the Federal Government the

18

Federal share of the amount so collected.

19

"(2) FAMILIES THAT FORMERLY RECEIVED CASH

20

ASSISTANCE.—In

21

received cash assistance from the State:

22

the case of a family that formerly

"(A) CURRENT SUPPORT PA YMENTS. — To

23

the

24

exceed

25

family for the month in which collected, the
•HR 4 RS
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the amount required to be paid to the
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1

State shall distribute the amount so collected to

2

the

family.
"(B) PA YMENTS OF ARREARA GES.

3

To the

4

extent that the amount so collected exceeds the

5

amount required to be paid to the family for the

6

month in which collected, the State shall distrib-

7

ute the amount so collected as follows:

8

"(i)
(i) DISTRIBUTION
DIsTRIBuTION TO
TOTHE
THEFAMIL
FAMILY
Y TO

9

SATISFY ARREARJ4 GES THAT A CCRUED BE-

10

FORE

11

CASH
CASH ASSISTANCE.
— The State
ASSISTANCE.—The
Stateshall
shalldis
distribtrib-

12

ute

the amount so collected to the family to

13

the

extent necessary to satisfy any support

14

arrearages
arrearages

15

accrued
accrued before or after the family received

16

cash

OR AFTER THE FAMILY RECEIVED

with respect to the family that

assistance from the State.

17

"(ii) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERN-

18

MENTS FOR ASSISTANCE PRO VIDED TO THE

19

FAMIL Y.—
FAMILY.
— To

20

not apply to the amount, the State shall re-

21

tam

22

lected,

23

the

24

to
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necessary

to
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1

amounts

2

ance

paid to the family as cash assist-

from the State.

"(iii)

3

DISTRIBUTION OF THE REMAIN-

4

DER TO
TO THE
THEFAMILY.
FAMILY — To the extent that

5

neither clause (i) nor clause (ii) applies to

6

the amount so collected, the State shall dis-

7

tribute the amount to the family.

8

"(3) FAMILIES THAT NE
VER RECEIVED
RECEIVED CASH
CASH ASNEVER

9

SIS TANCE.—Inthe
SISTANCE.—In
thecase
caseofofany
anyother
otherfamily,
family, the
the State
State

10

shall distribute the amount so collected to the family.

11

"(b) DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.—As
—Asused
usedin
insubsection
subsection(a,):
(a):
"('1) CASH ASSISTANCE.—The
"(1)
A55I5TANCE.—The term 'cash assist-

12
13

ance

from the State' means—
"(A)

14

cash assistance under the State pro-

funded under part A or under the State

15

gram

16

plan approved under part A of this title (as in

17

effect
effect before October
October 1,
1, 1995,);
1995); or

18

"('B) cash benefits under the State program
"(B)

19

funded under part B or under the State plan ap-

20

proved

21

fect before October 1, 1995).

22

"(2) FEDERAL SHARE. — The term 'Federal share'

under part B or E of this title (as in ef-

with respect to an amount collected by the

23

means,

24

State to satisfy a support obligation owed to a family

25

for a time period—
.HR4RS
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"(A) the greatest Federal medical assistance
assistance

1

2

percentage

3

1995 or

in effect for the State for fiscal year

any succeeding fiscal year; or

4

"(B) if support is not owed to the family

5

for any month for which the family received aid

6

to families with dependent children under the

7

State plan approved under part A of this title

8

(as

9

reimbursement

in effect before October 1, 1995), the Federal

percentage for the fiscal year in

10

which the time period occurs.

11

"(3)
'(3) FEDERAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PERCENT-

12

ACE. —The

term 'Federal medical assistance percent-

13

age' means—

"(A) the Federal medical assistance percent-

14

(as defined in section 1905(b)) in the case of

15

age

16

any State for which subparagraph (B) does not

17

apply; or
"(B) the Federal medical assistance percent-

18

(as defined in section 1118), in the case of

19

age

20

Puerto Rico,

21

American Samoa.

22

"(4) FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTA CE. —

the Virgin Islands,

term 'Federal reimbursement percentage' means,

23

The

24

with respect to a fiscal year—
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"('A)
"(A)

1

amount paid to the
the tot1
totl amount
the State
State

2

under section 403 for the fiscal year; divided by
under

3

"(B) the total amount expended by the

4

State to carry out the State program under part

5

A during the fiscal year.

6

"(5) STATE SHARE.—The term

7

means 100 percent minus the Federal share.

8

"(c)
c)

9

'State share'

CONTINUATION OF SER VICES FOR FAMILIES

CEASING To RECEIVE ASSISTANCE UNDER THE STATE

10 PROGRAM FUNDED UNDER PART A. — When a family with

to which services are provided under a State plan

11

respect

12

approved under this part ceases to receive assistance under

13

the

State program funded under part A, the State shall pro-

14 vide appropriate notice to the family and continue to pro-

such services, subject to the same conditions and on

15

vide

16

the

same basis as in the case of individuals to whom services

17

are

furnished under section 454, except that an application

18

or other request to continue services shall not be required

19 of such a family
(6) (B)
family and
and section
section454
454(6)
(B) shall
shall not apply to
to

20
21

the

family. ".
(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS. —Section 454 (42 US. C.

22 654) is amended—
23

(1)

24

in paragraph (11)—
(A)

25

by striking
by
striking

"(11) (A)
"(11)
(A)";
"; and
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"('1 1)" and
and inserting
"(11)"
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(B)

1

2

and

3

(2)

by inserting after the semicolon
semicolon "and";
"and'

by redesigna
ring paragraph
paragraph (12) as subpararedesignating

4

graph (B) of paragraph (11).

5

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.

6

(1)

GENERAL RULE. —Except as provided in

7

paragraphs (2)
(2)and
and(3),
(3),the
the amendment
amendment made
made by sub-

8

section (a) shall become effective
effective on
on October
October 1,
1, 1999.
1999.

9

(2) EARLIER EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RULES RE-

10

LA TING TO DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPORT COLLECTED

11

FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING CASH ASSISTANCE. —Sec-

12

tion 457(a) (1) of the Social Security Act, as added by

13

the

14

effective on October 1, 1995.

amendment made by subsection (a), shall become

15

(3) CLERICAL
CLERICAL
AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS—The
amendments
— The amendments

16

made by subsection (b) shall become effective on Octo-

17

ber 1, 1995.

18

19

SEC. 403.
SEC.
403. RIGHTS
RIGHTS TO
TO NOTIFICATION
NOTIFICATION AND HEARINGS.

(a) IN GENERAL.
GENERAL.—Section
—Section 454 (42 US. C.

654), as

20 amended by section 402(b), is amended by inserting
inserting after
after
21

paragraph (11) the following new paragraph:
"(12) establish procedures to provide that—

22
23

"(A)
'(A)

individuals who are applying for or

receiving services under this part, or are parties

24
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cases in which services are being provided

11

to

2

under this part—

3

"(i) receive notice of all proceedings in

4

which support obligations might be estab-

5

lished or modified;
modified, and

6

"(ii) receive a copy of any order estab-

7

lishing or modifying a child support obliga-

8

tion,

9

fication) a notice ofofdetermination
determination that

or (in the case of a petition for modi-

10

there
there

11

the

12

after issuance of such order or determina-

13

tion; and
don;

14

"(B) individuals applying for or receiving

15

services
servicesunder
under this
this part
part have
have access
accesstoto aa fair

16

hearing or other formal complaint procedure that

17

meets

18

ensures

19

complaints (but the resort to such procedure shall

20

not
not stay the enforcement of any support order); '1

21

(b)

should be no change in the amount of

child support award, within 14 days

standards established by the Secretary and

prompt consideration and resolution of

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment
amendment made
made by sub-

22 section (a) shall become effective on October 1, 1997.
23

24
25

SEC. 404. PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS.

(a)

STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT.—Section
REQUIREMENT—Section 454
454 (42
(42

US.C. 654) is amended—
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1

2

(2)

by striking the period at the end of para-

graph (24) and inserting "; and";
and"; and
(3) by adding after paragraph (24) the following

5

6

by striking 'and" at the end of paragraph

(23),
(23);

3

4

(1)

new paragraph:

7

"(25) will have in effect safeguards, applicable to

8

all confidential information handled by the State

9

agency, that are designed to protect the privacy rights

10

of the parties,
parties,including-—including—
"(A) safeguards against unauthorized use or

11

of information relating to proceedings

12

disclosure

13

or actions to establish paternity, or to establish

14

or enforce support;

15

"(B)
"(B) prohibitions
prohibitions against the release of in-

16

formation on the whereabouts of 1 party to an-

17

other

18

with respect to the former party has been en-

19

tered;

20

party against whom a protective order
and
"(C)

prohibitions against the release of in-

21

formation on the whereabouts of 1 party to an-

22

other party if the State has reason to believe that

23

the

24

physical or emotional harm

25

party. ".
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1

(b)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by sub-

2 section (a) shall become
become effective
effective on October 1, 1997.
3

Subtitle B—Locate and Case

4

Tracking

5

SEC. 411. STATE CASE REGISTRY.

6

Section 454A, as added by section 445(a) (2) of this

77

Act,
Act,isisamended
amendedby
byadding
adding at
at the
the end
end the
the following new

8

9

subsections:
"(e) STATE
STATE CASE
CASE REGISTRY.
REGIS TRY—
—

10

"(1)

CONTENTS.—The automated system re-

11

quired by this section shall include a registry (which

12

shall

13

tains records with respect to—

be known as the 'State case registry) that con-

14

"(A) each case in which services are being

15

provided
provided by the State agency under the State

16

plan approved under this part; and
"(B)

17

each support order established or

in the State on or after October 1,

18

modified

19

1998.

20

'72)
"(2) LINKING OF LOCAL REGISTRIES. — The State

21

case

22

registries of support orders through an automated in-

23

formation network, subject to this section.

registry may be established by linking local case

24

"(3) USE OF STANDARDIZED DATA ELEMENTS. —

25

Such records shall
shall use
use standardized
standardized data elements for
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parents (such as names, social security numbers

1

both

2

and other uniform identification numbers, dates of

3

birth, and case identification numbers), and contain

4

such other information (such as on-case status) as the

5

Secretary may require.

6

"(4) PA YMENT RECORDS. —Each case record in

7

the State case registry with respect to which services

8

are

9

under

being provided under the State plan approved
this part and with respect to which a support

10

order has been established shall include a record of—

11

"('A) the amount of monthly (or other pen"(A)

support owed under the order, and other

12

odic)

13

amounts

14

payment penalties, and fees) due or overdue

15

under the order;

(including arrearages, interest or late

any amount described in subpara-

"(B)

16

graph (A) that has been collected;

17
18

"(C)

19

amounts;

the

distribution

of such

collected

"(D) the birth date of any child for whom

20
21

the

order requires the provision of support; and
"(E) the amount of any lien imposed with

22
23

respect
respect

24

466 (a) (4).
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"(5)
'(5)

11

UPDA TING
UPDA
TING AND
AND MONITORING.
MONITORING. — The

State

2

agency

3

this section shall promptly establish and maintain,

4

and regularly monitor, case records in the State case

5

registry
registry with
with respect
respect to
towhich
which services
services are
are being
being propro-

6

vided under
vided
under the
the State
State plan
plan approved
approved under
under this
this part,
part,

7

on
on the
the basis
basisof—
of—

operating the automated system required by

8

"(A) information on administrative actions

9

and administrative
administrative and
and judicial
judicialproceedings
proceedings and
and

10

orders relating
relating to
to paternity
paternityand
and support;
support;

11

"(B) information obtained from comparison

12

with Federal, State, or local sources of informa-

13

tion;

14

"(C) information on support collections and

distributions;
distributions; and

15

16

"(D) any other relevant information.
"(f) INFORIvIA TION COMPARISONS
COMPARISONS AND
AND OTHER
OTHER DIScLODI5cLO-

17
18

SURES OF
OFINFORMATION.
INFORIVIATION.—The
— The State
Stateshall
shall

19 mated

use
use the
the autoauto-

system required by this section to extract informa-

20 tion from (at such times, and in such standardized format
21

or formats, as may be required by the Secretary), to share

22 and compare information with, and to receive information
23 from, other data bases and information comparison serv-

24

ices,

25

to enable the State agency (or the Secretary or other State

in order to obtain (or provide) information necessary
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1

or Federal agencies) to carry Out
out this
this part,
part, subject to section

6103ofofthe
22 6103
theInternal
InternalRevenue
RevenueCode
Codeof
of1986.
1986. Such
Such informainforma3

tion comparison activities shall include the following:

4

SE REGISTRY
REGISTRY OF
OF CHILD
CHILD SUP"(1) FEDERAL CA
CASE

5

PORT ORDERS. —Furnishing to the Federal Case RegPORT

6

istry
is tryof
ofChild
ChildSupport
Support Orders
Orders established
established under sec-

7

tion 453(h) (and update as necessary, with informa-

8

tion including notice of expiration of orders) the mm-

9

imum amount
amount of
of information
information on
on child support cases

10

recorded in
recorded
in the
the State
State case
case registry
registry that is necessary

11

to
to

12

in regulations).
regulations).

operate the registry (as specified by the Secretary

"(2) FEDERAL
FEDERALPARENT
PARENT
LOCA
LOCATOR
TOR SER
SERVICE.—ExVICE. —Ex-

13

14

changing information with the Federal Parent Locachanging

15

tor Service
Service for
for the
the purposes
purposes specified
specified in
in section
section 453.

16

"(3) TEMPORARY
TEMPORARYFAMILY
FAMILY ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE AND MED-

information

with

17

ICAID

18

State agencies (of the State and of other States) ad-

19

ministering programs funded under part A, programs

20

operated under State plans under title XIX and other
operated

21

programs designated
designated by
by the Secretary, as necessary to

22

perform State agency responsibilities under this part
perform

23

and under
and
under such
such programs.
programs.

AGENCIES. —Exchanging

24

"(4) INTRASTATE
INTRASTATE AND
AND INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE INFORMATION

25

COMPARISONS. —Exchanging information with other
.HR4RS
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1

agencies

of the State, agencies of other States, and

2

interstate information networks, as necessary and apinterstate

3

propriate to carry out (or assist other States to carry

4

out) the purposes of this part. ".

5

SEC. 412. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT OF SUPPORT

6

PA YMENTS.

7

(a) STATE PLAN
PLAN REQUIREMENT—SectiOn
REQUIREMENT—Section 454 (42

8

U S.C. 654), as amended by section 404(a) of this
US.C.
this Act,
Act, is

9 amended—
amended—
10
11

by striking the period at the end of para-

(3)

'

by adding after paragraph (25) the following

new paragraph:
new
paragraph:

16
17

(2)

graph (25) and inserting "; and"
and and

14
15

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

(24);

12
13

(1)

"(26) provide that, on and after October 1, 1998,
the

State agency will—

18

"(A)

19

operate a State disbursement unit in

accordance

20

"('B)
"(8)

with section 454B; and

have sufficient State staff (consisting

21

of State employees), and (at State option) con-

22

tractors

23

to—

reporting directly to the State agency,

24

"(i) monitor and enforce support col-

25

lections through the unit (including carry•HR 4 RS
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1

ing out the automated data processing re-

2

sponsibilities described in section 454A (g)):
(g));

3

and

"(ii) take the actions
actions described
described in
in secsec-

4

tion 466(c) (1) in appropriate cases. ".

5
6

ESTABLISHMENT OF
ESTABLISHMENT
OF STATE
STATEDISBURSEMENT
DISBURSEMENT

(b)

7 UNIT—Part
UiVTT.—Part
D of
D title
of title
IVIV
(42(42
US.
Us.C.c.651—669),
651—669),as
as amended
amended
8

by

section 445(a) (2) of this Act, is amended by inserting

9 after section 454A the following new section:
10

"SEC.

454B. COLLECTION
COLLECTIONAND
ANDDISBURSEMENT
DISBURSEMENTOF
OF SUPPORT
SUPPORT
PA YMENTS.

11

12

"(a)
'(a) STATE DISBURSEMENT
DISBURSEMENT UNIT.
UNIT —
"(1) IN GENERAL.
—In order
order for a State to meet
GENERAL.—In

13

requirements of this section,
section, the State agency

14

the

15

must

16

known as the 'State
disbursement unit) for the collec5tate disbursement

17

tion and disbursement of payments under support or-

18

ders
ders

19

to

in all cases being enforced by the State pursuant

section 454(4).

20
21

establish and operate a unit (which shall be

"(2) OPERA TION.—The State disbursement unit

shall be operated—

'(A)
"(A)

22

directly by the State agency (or 2 or

23

more State agencies under a regional cooperative

24

agreement),
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1

contractor responsible directly to the State agen-

2

cy;and

3

"(B) in coordination with the automated

4

system established by the State pursuant to sec-

5

tion 454A.

6

"(3)

LINKING

OF

LOCAL

DISBURSEMENT

7

UNITS.—The State
UNITS—The
State disbursement
disbursement unit may be estab-

8

lished by linking local disbursement units through an

9

automated
automated information network, subject to this sec-

The Secretary must agree that the system will

10

tion.

11

not cost more nor take more time to establish
establish or operoper-

12

ate
ate

13

shall be given 1 location to which income withholding

14

is sent.

15

"(b) REQUIRED
"(b)
REQUIREDPROCEDURES.—The
PROCEDURES.—TheState
State disburse-

than a centralized system. In addition, employers

16 ment unit shall use automated procedures, electronic proc17

esses,

18

tent feasible, efficient, and economical, for the collection and

19

disbursement of support payments, including procedures—

and computer-driven technology to the maximum ex-

20

"(1)

for receipt of payments from parents,
emparents, em-

21

ployers,

22

custodial parents and other obligees, the State agency,

23

and the agencies of other States;

24

and other States, and for disbursements

"(2) for accurate identification of payments;
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"(3) to ensure prompt disbursement of the custo-

1

2

dial parent's share of any payment; and
"(4) to furnish

3

to any parent, upon request,

4

timely information on the current status of support

5

payments under an order requiring payments to be

6

made by or to the parent.

7

"(c) TIMING OF DISBURSEMENTS. —

8

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Except
GENERAL.—Exceptas
as provided
provided in
in parapara-

9

graph (2), the State disbursement unit shall distribute

10

all amounts payable under section 457(a) within 2

11

business

12

source

13

identifying the payee is provided.

days after receipt from the employer or other

of periodic income, if sufficient information

"(2) PERMISSIvE RETENTION OF ARREARA GES. —

14

State disbursement unit may delay the distribu-

15

The

16

tion of collections toward arrearages until the resolu-

17

tion of any timely appeal with respect to such arrear-

18

ages.

19

"(d) BUSINESS DAY
—As used in this secDAY DEFINED.
DEFINED.—As

20 tion, the term 'business day' means a day on which State
21

22

offices are open for regular business. '1
".
(c)

USE OF AUTOMATED
AUTOMATEDSYSTEM.—Section
SYSTEM.—Section454A,
454A, as

23 added by section 445(a) (2) of this Act and as amended by

24 section 411 of this Act, is amended by adding at the end
25 the following new
new subsection.'
subsection:
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"(g) COLLECTION
COLLECTIONAND
ANDDISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTIONOF
OFSUPPORT
SUPPORT

2 PA YMENTS.
YMENTS. —
—
3

"(1)
(1) IN
IN GENERAL.—The
GENERAL. — The State
Stateshall
shall use
use the
the auto-

4

mated system
system required
required by
by this section, to the maxi-

5

mum extent feasible, to assist and facilitate the collec-

6

tion and disbursement of support payments through
don

7

the State disbursement unit operated under section

8

454B,

9

ing, at a minimum—

through the performance of functions, includ-

10

"(A)

transmission of orders and notices to

11

employers

(and other debtors) for the withholding

12

of wages and other income—
"(i)
(i) within 2 business days after re-

13

from a court, another State, an emem-

14

ceipt

15

p]oyer,
ployer, the Federal Parent Locator Service,

16

or another source recognized by the State of

17

notice

18

such

o1
and the
the income
income source subject to,
of and

withholding; and

"(ii) using uniform formats prescribed

19

20

by the
the Secretary;
Secretary,

21

"(B) ongoing
ongoing monitoring
monitoring to
to promptly
promptly ideniden-

22

tify failures
failuresto
tomake
make timely
timely payment
payment of
of support;
support;

23

and

24
24

"(C) automatic
"(C)
automatic use
enforcement proceuse of
of enforcement
proce-

25

dures (including
dures
(including procedures
procedures authorized
authorized pursuant
pursuant
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section 466(c)) where payments are not timely

1

to

2

made.

3

"(2) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED.—As used in

4

graph (1), the term 'business day' means a day on
on

5

which
which State offices are open for regular business. '1
".

6

(d)
— The amendments
(d) EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVEDATE.
DATE.—The
amendmentsmade
made by
by this
this

para-

7 section shall become
become effective
effective on
on October
October],
1, 1998.
1998.
8

9

SEC.
SEC.

413. STATEDIRECTORYOFNEWHIRES.
STATEDIRECTORYOFNEWJIIRES.

STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT—Section
REQUIREMENT—Section 454
454 (42
(42

(a)

10

USC.
US.
C. 654), as amended
amended by
by sections
sections 404(a)
404(a) and
and 412(a)
4]2(a) of

11

this Act, is amended—

12

(1)

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

(2)

by striking the period at the end of para-

13

(25);

14
15

'

graph (26)
(26) and
andinserting
inserting";' and'
and and

16

(3)

by adding after paragraph (26) the following

17

new paragraph:

18

"(27)

provide that, on and
and after
after October
October 1,
1, 1997,
]997,

State will operate a State Directory of New Hires

19

the

20

in accordance with section 453A. ".

21

(b)

STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES. —Part D of

22 title IV (42 U
US.
S. C.
C. 651—669)
65]—669) is amended by inserting after
23 section 453 the following new section:

24
25

"SEC. 453A. STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.

"(a) ESTABLISHMENT.—
ESTABLISHMENT. —
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"(1) IN GENERAL.
—Not later
later than October 1,1,
GENERAL.—Not

1

2

1997,

3

tory (to be
be known
known as the 'State
State Directory
Directory of New

4

Hires) which shall contain information supplied
supplied in

5

accordance with subsection (b) by employers on each

6

newly hired employee.

7

each State shall establish an automated direc-

"(2)
DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section:
('2) DEFINITIONS.—AS
"(A) EMPLOYEE. — The term 'employee '—

8

"(i) means an individual who is an

9

10

employee
employee

11

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and
and

12

"(ii) does not include an employee of a

within the meaning of chapter 24

13

Federal

or State agency performing intel-

14

ligence

or counterintelligence functions, if

15

the head of such agency has determined that

16

reporting pursuant to paragraph (1) with

17

respect

18

safety of the employee or compromise an on-

19

going investigation or intelligence mission.

20

"('B) EMPLOYER.
"(B)
EMPLO YER. — The term 'employer' in-

21

to the employee could endanger the

cludes—

22

"(i) any governmental entity, and

23

('ii) any labor organization.
"(ii)

24

"(C)

25

LABOR

ORGAI\JIZAT.[ON.—The
ORGANIZATION.
— The

term

'labor
organization' shall have the meaning given
labor organization'
.HR 4 RS
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term in section 2(5) of the National Labor

1

such

2

Relations Act,
Act,

3

known

4

organization and
organization
and an
an employer
employer to carry out re-

5

quirements
(3) of
of such
such
quirementsdescribed
describedininsection
section8(f)
8(f)(3)

6

Act of
of an
betweenthe
the organization
organization
Act
an agreement
agreement between

7

and
the employer.
employer.
and the

8

and
and includes any entity

(also

as a 'hiring hall) which is used by the

' (b) EMPLOYER INFORMATION. —
"(b)

"(1)

9

REPORTING REQUIREMENT.
REPORTING
REQUIREMENT —Each

em-

10

ployer shall
shall furnish
furnish to
tothe
theDirectory
DirectoryofofNew
New Hires
Hires of
of

11

the State
whicha anewly
newlyhired
State ininwhich
hiredemployee
employeeworks,
works, a

12

report that
that contains
contains the
the name,
name, address,
address, and
and social
social sese-

13
13

curity number
number of
employee, and
name o1
of the
the employee,
and the
the name
oi' and

14

identifying number
number assigned
6109 of
the
assignedunder
undersection
section 6109
of the

15

Internal
Revenue Code
the employer.
employer.
Internal Revenue
Codeofof 1986
1986to,
to, the

—

16

"(2) TIMING
TIMINGOF
OFREPORT
REPORT—The
report required
required
The report

17

by paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) with
with respect
respect to
to an
an employee
employee shall
shall

18

be made
than the
the later
laterof—
of—
madenot
notlater
later than

"(A) 15
the date
datethe
theemployer
employer
15 days
days after
after the

19

20

hires the employee; or

21

"(B) in the case of an employer that reports

22

by magnetic or electronic means, the 1st business

23

day of the week following the date on which the
day

24

employee

25

tion from the employer.
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1

'(c) REPORTING
"(c)
REPORTINGFORMAT
FoR11A TAND
ANDMETHOD.
METHOD.—Each
—Eachreport
report

requiredby
2 required
bysubsection
subsection(b)
(b)shall
shallbe
bemade
made on
on aa W—4
W—4 form
3

or the equivalent, and may be transmitted by 1st class
class mail,
mail,

4 magnetically, or electronically.
5

"(d) CIVIL MONEY PENAL
PENAL TIES
TIES ON
ON NONCOMPL
NONCOMPLYING
YING EM-

6 PLOYERS.---PLOYERS.---7

'(1) IN GENERAL. —An employer that fails to

8

comply with
comply
with subsection
subsection (b)
(b) with
with respect to an em-

9

ployee shall be subject to a civil money penalty of—
ployee

10

"(A) $25; or
"(A)

11

'(B) $500 i1 under State law, the failure is
"(B)

12

the result of a conspiracy between the employer
the

13

and the
the employee
employee to
to not
not supply the required re-

14

port or
oror
incomplete
report.
or to
tosupply
supplya afalse
false
incomplete
report.

15

"(2) APPLICABILITY
APPLICABILITYOF
OFSECTION
SECTION 1128.—Section
1128.—Section

16

1128
1128

(other than subsections (a) and (b) of such secsec-

17

tion) shall
don)
shall apply to a civil money penalty under

18

paragraph (1)
(1)of
ofthis
this subsection
subsection in the same
same manner

19

as such
or
such section
section applies to a civil money penalty or

20

proceeding under
proceeding
l28A (a).
under section
section 1 128A

21

(e) ENTRY
"(e)
ENTRYOF
OFEMPLOYER
EMPLOYERINFORMATION.
INFORMATION. —Informa
—Informa--

22

tion shall be entered into the data base maintained by the
tion

23 State Directory of New Hires within 5 business
business days
days of
of rere-

24 ceipt
ceiptfrom
(b).
froman
anemployer
employer pursuant
pursuant to subsection (b).
25

'

"(f)
(f) INFORMATION
INFORMATION COMPARISONS.
COMPARISONS. —
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"(1) IN GENERAL.—Not
GENE £4L. —Not later
later than
than October
October

1

1,1,

an agency designated by the State shall, di-

2

1998,

3

rectly or by contract, conduct automated comparisons
comparisons

4

of the social security numbers reported by employers

5

pursuant to subsection (b) and the social security

6

numbers appearing in the records of the State case
case

7

registry for cases being enforced under the State plan.

8

"('2) NOTICE
"(2)
TCH — When ananinformation
NOTICEOF
OFMA
MATCH—When
information

9

comparison

conducted under paragraph (1) reveals a

10

match with respect to the social security number of an

11

individual required to provide support under a sup-

12

port order, the State Directory
Directory of
of New
New1-Iires
Hires shall
shall

13

provide the agency administering the State plan ap-

14

proved under this part of the appropriate State with

15

the
the name, address, and social security number of the

16

employee

17

signed,

and the name of and identifying number as-

18

signed

under section 6109 of the Internal Revenue

19

Code

20

"(g)
'7g) TRANsMIssIoN
TRANSMISSIONOF
OFINFORIvIA
INFORIvA TION.
TION. —

to whom the social security number is as-

of 1986 to, the employer.

21

'71) TRANsMIssION
"(1)
OF WAGE
WAGE WITHHOLDING
WITHHOLDING NOTRANsMIssIoN OF

22

TICES TO
— Within 2 2
business
TOEMPLOYERS.
EMPLOYERS.—Within
businessdays
days after

23

the

24

ployee

25

Hires,
1-Iires,the
theState
Stateagency
agencyenforcing
enforcingthe
theemployee
employee'ss child
•HR 4 RS
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1

support obligation shall transmit a notice to the em-

2

ployer of the employee directing the employer to with-

3

hold from the wages of the employee an amount equal

4

to the monthly (or other periodic) child support obli-

5

gation of the employee, unless the employee
employee s: wages
wages

6

are not subject to withholding pursuant to
to section
section

7

466
(b) (3).
466(b)(3).

"(2) TNsMIssIoNs TO THE NATIONAL DIREC-

8

9

TORY
TORY OF
OF NEW
NEW HIRES. —

"(A) NEW HIRE INFORMATION. — Within 2

10

days after the date information regard-

11

business

12

ing a newly hired employee
employee is
is entered
entered in
into
to the

13

State Directory of New Hires, the State DirecDirec-

14

tory of New I-fires
Hires shall
shall furnish
furnish the
the information
information

15

to
to

National Directory
Directory of
of New
New I-fires.
Hires.
the National
"(B)

16

WAGE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COM-

State Directory

17

PENSA TION INFORMATION. — The

18

of New Hires shall, on a quarterly basis, furnish

19

to

20

of the reports required under section 303(a) (6) to

21

be

22

wages

23

individuals, by such dates, in such format, and

24

containing such information as the Secretary of
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Directory of
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made to the Secretary of Labor concerning the
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Health and Human Services shall specify in reg-

1

2

ulations.

3

"(3) BUSINESS DA Y DEFINED. —As used in this

4

subsection, the term 'business day' means a day on

5

which State offices are open for regular business.

6

"(h) OTHER
TION. —
OTHERUSES
USESOF
OFNEW
NEWHIRE
HIREINFORiI1A
INFOR,1A TION.

"(1) LOCATION OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGORS.
OBLICORS. —

7

agency administering the State plan approved

8

The

9

under this
thispart
part shall
shall use
use information
information received pursu—

10

ant to subsection (f) (2) to locate individuals for pur-

11

poses

12

fying, and enforcing child support obligations.

of establishing paternity and establishing, modi-

"(2) VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR CERTAIN

13

State agency responsible for admin-

14

PROGRAMS.—A
PROGR4MS.—A

15

istering aa program
program specified in section 1137(b) shall

16

have
have

17

suant to subsection (b) of this section for purposes of

18

verifying eligibility for the program.

access to information reported by employers pur-

19

ADMINISTRATION
TIONOF
OFEMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT SECU"(3) ADMINISTR

20

RITY AND WORKERS' COMPENSATION. —State agencies

21

operating employment security and workers' corncom-

22

pensation programs shall have access to information

23

reported by employers pursuant to subsection (b) for

24

the

purposes of administering such programs. ".
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1

SEC. 414. AMENDMENTS CONCERJVINC INCOME WITHHOLD-

2
3

INC.
(a) MANDA TORY INCOME WITHHOLDING. —

4
5

(1) IN
(1)
IN GENERAL.—Sectjon
GENERAL. —Section466
466(a)
(a) (1)
(1) (42
(42 U
US.
S. C.

666(a) (1))
666(a)
(1)) isis amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:

6

"(1) (A)
"(1)
(A) Procedures
Procedures described
described in
in subsection
subsection

7

for the withholding from income of amounts payable

8

as

9

State

(b)

support in cases subject to enforcement under the

plan.
"(B) Procedures under which the wages of a per-

10

by a support
with a support obligation imposed by

11

son

12

order

13

1,

14

subsection (b), shall become subject

15

provided
provided in subsection (b) if arrearages occur,
occur, without
without

16

the

issued (or modified) in the State before October

1996, if not otherwise subject to withholding under

to withholding as

need for a judicial
judicial or
or administrative
administrative hearing.
hearing ".

17

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS. —

18

(A)

19

Section 466(a)
466(a)(8)
(8)(B)
(B) (iii)
(iii) (42 US. C.

666
(a) (8) (B)
666(a)
(iii)) is
is amended—
amended—
(B)(iii))

20

(i) by striking "(5), ",
"; and

21

(ii) by inserting

",

and,

at the option

22

of the State, the requirements of subsection

23

(b) (5)"

24

(B) Section 466(b) (42
C.
(42 US.
US.C.

25

before the period.

666(b))
666(b)) is

amended in the matter preceding paragraph (1),
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by striking "subsection

1

(a) (1)" and inserting

'isubsection
"subsection (a)(l)(A)".
(a)(1)(A)".

2

(C)

3

Section 466(b) (4)
(4) (42
(42 US.
US.C.
C. 666(b) (4))

4

is amended to
ws:
to read
read as
as folio
follows:

5

"(4) (A)Such
'74)(A)
Suchwithholding
withholding must
must be
be carried
carried out in

6

full compliance with all procedural due process re-

7

quirements of the State, and the State
State must
must send
send nono-

8

tice

9

plies—

to each absent parent to whom paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) apap-

"(i) that the withholding has commenced;

10

and

11

12

"(ii) of the procedures to follow if the absent

13

parent desires to contest such withholding on the

14

grounds that
that

15

withheld is improper due to a mistake of fact.

16

"(B) The notice under subparagraph (A) shall

the
thewithholding
withholding or
or the amount

the information provided to the employer

17

include

18

under paragraph (6) (A). ".
(D) Section
Section 466(b)
466(b) (5)
(5)(42
(42US.C.
USC. 666(b)
666(b)(5))
(5))

19

amended by striking all that follows "adminis-

20

is

21

tered
tered

22

State disbursement unit established pursuant to

23

section

24

ments of section 454B.
454B. "."
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(E)

1

2

Section

466(b) (6) (A)

(42

U S.C.

666(b) (6) (A)) is amended—

3

(i)

in clause (i), by striking "to the ap-

4

propri ate agency"
agency" and
and all
all that
that follows and
propriate

5

inserting "to
inserting
"to the
the State
State disbursement unit

6

within 2 business days after the date the

7

amount would (but for this subsection) have

8

been

9

distribution in accordance with this part. ";

10

(ii) in clause (ii), by inserting "be in

paid or credited to the employee, for

11

a
a

12

retary, and" after
after "shall
"shall";
"; and

standard format prescribed by the Sec(iii) by adding at the end the following

13

14

new clause:

"(iii) As
As used
used in
in this
thissubparagraph,
subparagraph, the term

15

16

'business

17

open for regular business. '1
".

18
18

day' means a day on which State offices are

(F)

Section

466(b)(6)(D)
466(b) (6) (D)

(42

US. C.
US.C.

19

666(b)
666(b)(6)(D))
(6) (D))isisamended
amended by
by striking
striking "any em-

20

ployer" and all that follows and inserting "any

21

employer who—

22

"(i) discharges from employment, refuses to

23

employ,

24

absent

25

quired by this subsection because of the existence
•HR4RS
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1

of such withholding
withholding and
and the
the obligations
obligations or addi-

2

tional obligations which it imposes upon the em-

3

ployer; or

4

"(ii) fails to withhold support from wages,

5

or to pay such amounts to the State disburse-

6

ment unit in accordance with this subsection. '1
".

7

(C) Section 466(b) (42 US.
US.C.
C. 666(b))
666(b)) is
by adding at the end the following new

8

amended

9

paragraph:
paragraph.

10

"(11) Procedures under which the agency admin-

11

istering the State plan approved under this part may

12

execute

13

and without advance notice to the obligor. ".

14

(b)

15

a withholding order through electronic means

CONFORMING AMENDMENT —Section 466(c) (42

US. C. 666(c)) is repealed.

16 SEC. 415. LOCA TOR INFORMATION FROM INTERSTATE NETwoRxs.
woxs.

17
18

19

Section 466(a) (42 US. C. 666(a)) is amended by add-

ing at
following
new
paraparagraph:
graph:
at the
theend
endthe
the
following
new

(12) Procedures to ensure that all Federal and
(l2)

20
21

State

agencies conducting activities under this part

22

have

access to any system used by the State to locate

23

an individual for purposes relating to motor vehicles
an

24

or law enforcement. '1
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1

SEC. 416. EXPANSION OF THE FEDERAL PARENT LOCA TOR

2
3

SERVICE.
(a) EXPANDED AUTHORITY To LOCATE INDIVIDUALS

4 AND ASSETS. —Section 453 (42
(42 US.
Us. C. 653) is amended—

(1) in subsection (a), by striking all that follows

5

6

"subsection (c))" and inserting

7

establishing parentage,

8

amount of
modifying, or enforcing child support obliof; modifying,

9

gations, or enforcing child visitation orders—

10
11

",

for the purpose of

establishing,

setting

the

"(1) information on, or facilitating the discovery
discovery

of the location of any individual—

12

'(A) who is under an obligation to
"(A)

13

child support or provide child visitation rights;

14

"(B) against whom such an obligation is

pay

sought;
sought,

15

16

"(C) to whom such an obligation is owed,
owed,

17

including the individual
individual ss social
social security number (or

18

numbers), most recent address, and the name, address,

19

and employer identification number of the individ-

20

ual's employer;

21

"(2)

information on the individual
individual ss wages
wages (or
(or

22

other income) from, and benefits of employment (in-

23

cluding rights to or enrollment in group health care

24

coverage);
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"(3)

1

information on the type,
type, status,
status,location,
location,

2

and amount of any assets
assets of;
of or
or debts
debts owed by or to,

3

any such
such individual.
individual.";' and

4

(2) in subsection

(b),

in the matter preceding

5

paragraph (1), by striking "social security" and all

6

that follows through "absent parent" and inserting

7

"information described in subsection (a) ".

8

(b) AUTHORIZED PERSON FOR INFORMATION REGARD-

9 INC

10

VISITATION RIGI-JTS.—Sectjon
RIGHTS. —Section 453(c)

(42 USC.
(42
US. C.

653(c)) is amended—
(1)

11

in paragraph (1),
(1), by
by striking
striking"support"
'support" and
and

12

inserting 'support or to seek to enforce orders provid-

13

ing child visitation rights";

14

(2)

in paragraph (2), by striking ", or any agent

15

of such court; and" and
and inserting
inserting "or
'or to issue an

16

order against a resident parent for visitation rights,

17

or any agent of such court; ";

18

19

(3)

graph (3) and inserting "; and"; and

20
21

by striking the period at the end of para-

(4)

by adding at the end the following new
new parapara-

graph:

22

"('4)
"(4)

the absent parent, only
only with
with regard
regard to
to a

23

court order against a resident parent for child visita-

24

tion rights. ".
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(c) REIMBURSEMENT
REIMBURSEMENT FOR
FOR INFORMA
INFORMATION
TION FROM
FROM FEDFED-

2

ERAL AGENCIES. —Section 453(e) (2) (42 US. C. 653(e) (2))

3

is amended in the 4th sentence by inserting "in an amount

4 which the Secretary determines to be reasonable payment
5

for the information exchange (which amount shall not in-

dude payment
paymentfor
forthe
thecosts
6 dude
costsofofobtaining,
obtaining, compiling,
compiling, or
7 maintaining the information) " before the period.
8

9

10
11

(d) REIMBURSEMENT FOR REPORTS BY STATE
STATE A
A GENCIES.
CIES.—Section
—Section

453 (42 US.
C. 653)
653) is amended by adding
US.C.

at the end the following new subsection:
"(g)

The Secretary may reimburse Federal and State

12

agencies for the costs incurred by such entities
entities in
in furnishing
furnishing

13

information requested by the Secretary under this section

14

in an amount which the Secretary determines
determines to
to be
be reason-

15

able payment for the information
information exchange
exchange (which
(which amount

16 shall not include payment for the costs of obtaining, compil17 ing, or maintaining the information). ".
18

(e) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS. —

19

(1)

Sections 452(a) (9), 453(a),
453(a), 453(b),
453(b), 463(a),
463(a),

20
20

463(e),

21

653(b), 663(a),
663(e), and 663(f)) are each amended
663(a), 663(e),

22

by

23

such term appears.

and
and 463(f)
463(f)

(42 US.C.
US.C. 652(a)(9),
(42
652(a)(9),

inserting
inserting "Federal"
'Federal" before
before

'iParen
t"
"Parent"

653(a),

each place
each

24

(2) Section
(2)
453 (42
(42 US.
US.C.
Section 453
C. 653)
653) is
is amended in

25

the heading by adding "FEDERAL" before "PARENT".
"PARENT".
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(f) NEw
COMPONENTS.—Section
NEW COMPONENTS.
—Section453
453(42
(42 US.C.
U S. C.653),
653),

1

2 as amended by subsection (d) of this section, is amended
3

by adding at the end the following new subsection:

4

"(h) (1) Not later than October 1, 1998, in order to as-

5

sist States in administering programs under State plans

6 approved under this part and programs funded under part
7 A, and for the other purposes specified in this section, the
8

Secretary shall

9

ent

Locator Service an automated registry (which shall be

10 known
11

as the Federal Case Registry of Child Support Or-

ders), which shall contain abstracts of support orders and

12 other
13

establish and maintain in the Federal Par-

information described in paragraph (2) with respect

to each
each case
case in
in each
each State
State case
case registry
registrymaintained
maintained pursupursu-

14 ant to
to section
section 454A
454A (e),
(e), as
as furnished
furnished (and
(and regularly
regularly upup15

dated), pursuant
dated),
pursuant to
to section
section 454A
454A (f),
(f), by
by State
State agencies
agencies adad-

16 ministering programs
underthis
thispart.
part.
programs under
17

(2) The
(2)
The information
informationreferred
referred to
to in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1)

18

with respect to a case shall be such information as the Sec-

19 retary may specify in regulations (including the names, so-

20 cial security numbers or other uniform identification num21

bers,
bers,

and State case identification numbers) to identify the

22 individuals who owe or are owed support (or with respect
23 to or on behalf of whom support obligations
obligations are
are sought
sought to
to

24

be

established), and the State or States which
which have
have the
the case.
case.
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'(i) (1)
'(i)
(1) In
In order
order to
to assist
assist States
States in administering pro-

1

22 grams
gramsunder
underState
Stateplans
plansapproved
approved under
under this
thispart
part and
and propro-

gramsfunded
33 grams
other purposes specfundedunder
under part
part A, and for the other

4 ified in this section, the Secretary shall, not later than Octo5

ber 1, 1996, establish and maintain in the Federal Parent

6 Locator Service an automated directory to be known as the

7 National Directory of New Hires, which shall contain the
8

information
information supplied
suppliedpursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 453A
453A (g)
(g) (2).
(2).
"(2) Information shall
"(2)
shall be
be entered
entered into
into the data base
base

9

10 maintained
maintainedby
10
bythe
theNational
National Directory
Directory of New Hires within
within
11

2 business
business days
days of
of receipt
receipt pursuant
pursuanttotosection
section453A
453A (g)
(g) (2).

12

"(3) The
"(3)
The Secretary of the Treasury shall have
have access
access

13

to
to

the information in the National Directory of New Hires

14 for
for purposes
14
purposesof
ofadministering
administering section
section 32 of the Internal
15 Revenue
Revenue Code
15
Codeofof1986,
1986, or the advance
advance payment of the

16 earned
earned income
16
undersection
income tax
tax credit under
section3507
3507 of
of such
such Code,
17 and
andverifying
17
with respect
verifying aa claim
claim with
respect to
toemployment
employment in
in a tax

18

return.

19

'7i)
(1)(A)
(A)The
TheSecretary
Secretaryshall
shall transmit
transmit information
information
"6) (1)

20

on individuals
individuals and
and employers
employers maintained
maintained under
underthis
this secsec-

21

tion to
to the
the Social
Social Security
Security Administration
Administration to
to the
the extent
extent necnec-

22

essary for
accordance
for verification
verificationinin
accordancewith
withsubparagraph
subparagraph

23

(B).

24
25

"(B) The
The Social
Social Security
Security Administration
Administrationshall
shall verify
verify
the
accuracy o1
the accuracy
of
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correct,
correct, or
or supply
supply to
to the
the extent
extent possible,
possible,
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1

and report to the Secretary, the following information sup-

2 plied by the Secretary pursuant
pursuant to
to subparagraph
subparagraph(A).•
(A).

"(i) The name, social security number, and birth

3

4

date of each such individual.

"(ii) The employer identification number of each

5

6

such employer.

7

"(2) For the purpose of locating individuals in a pa-

8

ternity establishment case or a case involving the establish-

9 ment,

modification, or enforcement of a support order, the

10 Secretary shall—

"(A)

11

compare information in the National Di-

12

rectory of New Hires against information in the sup-

13

port case
case abstracts
abstracts in
inthe
theFederal
FederalCase
Case Registry
Registry of
of

14

Child

15

business days;
business
days; and
and

Support Orders not less often than every 2

"(B) within
within 2
2 such
such days
days after
after such
such a comparison

16

a match with respect to an individual, report

17

reveals
reveals

18

the

19

case.

20

"(3) To
To the
the extent
extent and
and with
with the
the frequency
frequency that
that the
the SecSec-

21
21

retary determines to be effective in assisting
assisting States
States to
to carry
carry

information to the State agency responsible for the

22 out their responsibilities under programs operated under
23 this part and programs funded under part A, the Secretary

24 shall—
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"(A)

1

compare the information in each compo-

2

nent of the Federal Parent Locator Service main-

3

tamed under this section against the in formation in

4

each other such component (other than the compari-

5

son required by paragraph (2)), and report instances

6

in which such a comparison reveals a match with re-

7

spect to an individual to State agencies operating

8

such

programs; and
programs,
"(B) disclose information in such registries to

9

10

such State agencies.

11

"(4) The National Directory of New Hires shall pro-

12 vide the Commissioner of Social Security with all informainforma 13

tion in the National Directory, which shall be used to deter-

14 mine the accuracy of payments under the supplemental Sese15

curity income
curity
income program
program under
under title
title XVI
XVI and
and in
in connection

16

with benefits under title II.

17

"(5) The Secretary may provide access to information

18 reported by employers pursuant to section 453A (b) for re19

search

purposes found by the Secretary to be likely to con-

20 tribute to achieving the purposes of part A or this part,
21

22

but without personal identifiers.
"(k) (1) The Secretary shall reimburse the Commis-

23 sioner of Social Security, at a rate negotiated between the

24 Secretary and the Commissioner, for the costs incurred
incurred by
by
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1

the

Commissioner in performing the verification services de-

2 scribed in subsection c').
3

"(2)
'(2)

The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall reimburse
reimburse costs incurred by

4 State directories of new hires in furnishing information as
5

required

by subsection U) (3), at
at rates
rateswhich
which the
the Secretary
Secretary

66

determines
determines to
to be
be reasonable
reasonable (which
(which rates
rates shall
shall not
not include
include

7

payment
forthe
the costs
costs of
payment for
of obtaining,
obtaining, compiling,
compiling, or
ormain
main tamtam-

8

ing such
such information).
information).

9

'73) A
"(3)
A

State
State or
or Federal
Federal agency
agency that
that receives
receives informa
informa--

10

tion from
from the
the Secretary
Secretarypursuant
pursuanttotothis
this section
section shall reim-

11

burse the
the Secretary
Secretary for
for costs
costs incurred
incurred by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary in
in

12 furnishing the
the information,
at rates
information, at
rateswhich
which the
the Secretary
Secretary dede13

termines

to be
be reasonable
reasonable (which
include payto
(whichrates
rates shall
shall include
pay-

14 ment for
for the
the costs
costs of
ofobtaining,
obtaining,verifying,
verifying,maintaining,
maintaining, and
and
15

comparing the
the information).
information).

16

"(1)
"(1)Information
Information in
in the
the Federal
Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator ServServ-

17

ice, and
and information
information resulting
resultingfrom
from comparisons
comparisons using
using such
such

18

information, shall not be used or disclosed except as ex-

19 pressly provided

in this section, subject to section 6103 of

20 the Internal
InternalRevenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of 1986.
1986.
21

"(m) The Secretary shall establish and implement safe-

22 guards with respect to the entities established under this
23 section designed
designed to—
to—

24

"(1) ensure the accuracy and completeness
completeness of
of inin-

25

formation in the Federal Parent Locator Service; and
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"(2) restrict access
"(2)
access to
to confidential
confidential information
information in

11

2

the
the Federal Parent Locator Service

3

sons, and restrict use of such information
sons,
information to
to authorauthor-

4

ized purposes. '1

5

(f)

6

WAGE

REPORTING.—Sectjon

1137(a) (3)
(3) (42
(42UUS.S.C.
1137(a)
C. 1320b—
7(a) (3)) is amended—
1320b—7(a)(3))

(1) by inserting "(including governmental enti-

7
8

QUARTERLY

to authorized per-

ties)" after "employers";
"employers ";aand
nd
(2)
(2) by
by inserting
inserting

9

",
",

and except
except that
that no
no report
report

10

shall be filed with respect to an employee of a Federal

11

or State
State agency
agency performing
performing intelligence or counter-

12

intelligence functions,
intelligence
functions, ifif the
the head
head of
of such
such agency has

13

determined
determined that filing such aa report
report could
could endanger

14

the safety of the employee or compromise an ongoing
the

15

investigation or intelligence mission" after 'oara"para-

16

graph (2)".
(2) '1

17

(g) CONFORMING
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS. —

18

(1) To
To PART
PART D
(1)
D OF
OF TITLE IV
IVOF
OF THE
THE SOCIAL SE-

19

CURITY

20

654(8)
654
(8)(B))
(B)) is
is amended
amended to read
read as
asfollows:
follows:

21

ACT.
—Section
ACT.—Sectjon

454 (8) (B)

(42

U S.C.

"(B) the Federal Parent Locator Service
"(B)

22

tablished under section
section 453;".
453;"

23

(2)

es-

To FEDERAL UNEMPLO YMENT TAX
TAX A
A CT.
CT —

24

Section 3304
3304(a)
Section
(a)(16)
(16)ofof the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code of
of

25

1986 is
is amended—
amended—
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by striking
striking "Secretary
Secretary of Health, E'duEdu-

(A)

1

and Welfare" each place 'such term ap-

2

cation,
cation,

3

pears

4

Human Services ";

and inserting "Secretary of Health and

5

(B) in subparagraph
subparagraph (B),
(B), by
by striking
striking "such
'such

6

information" and all that follows and inserting

7

"information furnished under subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A)

8

or (B) is used only for
for the
the purposes
purposes authorized

9

under such subparagraph,";
subparagraph; "

10

by striking "and" at the end of sub-

(C)

paragraph (A),•

11

12

by redesignating subparagraph (B) as

(D)

subparagraph (C); and

13

14

(E)

by inserting after subparagraph (A) the

following new subparagraph:

15

16

"(B)
(B) wage and unemployment compensa-

17

tion information contained in the records of such

18

agency

19

Health and Human Services (in accordance with

20

regulations
regulations

21

necessary

22

tory of New Hires established under section

23

453(i) of the Social Security Act, and".

•HR4RS

shall be furnished to the Secretary of
promulgated by such Secretary) as

for the purposes of the National Direc-
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(3) To STATE GRANT PROGRAM UNDER TITLE III

1

2

OF

3

US. C. 503(a)) is amended—

4

THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT—Section 303(a) (42

(A) by striking "and"
"and" at the end of paragraph (8);

5

(B) by striking "and" at the end of parapara -

6

graph (9);

7

8

(C)

by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (10) and
and inserting
inserting";' and"; and

9

10

(D) by adding after paragraph (10) the fol-

11

lowing new paragraph:

12

"(11) The making of quarterly electronic reports,

13

at such dates, in such format, and containing such

14

information, as required by the Secretary of Health

15

and Human Services under section 453(1)
453(i) (3),
(3), and

16

compliance with such
such provisions
provisions as such Secretary

17

may find necessary to ensure the correctness and ver-

18

ification of such reports. ".

19 SEC. 417. COLLECTION AND USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUM-

20

BERS FOR USE IN CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCE-

21

MENT.

22

(a) STATE LA
LAW
W REQUIREMENT—Section
REQUIREMENT —Section466(a)
466(a) (42

23

US.C.
US.
C. 666(a)), as amended by section 415 of this Act, is

24 amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
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"(13)

1

2

Procedures requiring that the social secu-

rity number of—
'(A)
"(A)

3

any applicant for a professional iili-

4

cense, commercial driver's license, occupational

5

license, or marriage license be recorded on the

6

application;

'(B) any
"(B)
any individual
individual who is subject to a di-

7

decree, support order, or paternity deter-

8

vorce

9

mination or acknowledgment be placed in the

10

records

relating to the matter; and

"(C)

11

any individual who has died be placed

12

in the records relating to the death and be re-

13

corded on the death certificate. '1

14

(b)

CONFORMING
CONFORMING

AMENDMENTS. —Section

15 205(c) (2) (C)
(C) (42
(42UUS.C.
S.C. 405
405(c)
(c)(2)
(2)(C)),
(C)),as
asamended
amendedby
by secsec-

16

tion 321(a) (9) of the Social Security Independence and

17

Program Improvements Act of 1994, is amended—

18

19

(1)

in clause (i), by striking "may require" and

inserting "shall require '

20

(2)

in clause (ii), by inserting after the 1st sen-

the following: "In the administration of any

21

tence

22

law involving the issuance of a marriage
marriage certificate
certificate or
or

23

license,

24

the

25

litical subdivision thereof), or any State agency hay-

each State shall require each party named in

certificate or license to furnish to the State (or po-
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1

ing administrative responsibility for the law involved,

2

the social
the
social security number of the party.";

(3) in clause (vi), by striking "may" and insert(3)
insert-

3

4

ing "shall";
'shall"; and

(4) by adding at the end the following new

5

6

clauses:

7

"(x) An agency of a State (or a politi-

8

cal subdivision thereof) charged with the ad-

9

ministration of
ministration
of any
any law concerning the is-

10

suance
suance

11

permit, or
permit,
or other
other authorization to engage in

12

profession, an occupation, or aa commera profession,

13

cial activity shall require all applicants for
cial

14

issuance
issuance

15

cate, permit,
cate,
permit, or
or other authorization to pro-

16

vide the applicant
vide
applicant'ss social security number

17

to
to

18

ing such
ing
such laws,
laws, and for the purpose of re-

19

sponding to requests for information from
sponding

20

an
an

21

title IV

or renewal of a license, certificate,

or renewal of the license, certifi-

the agency for the purpose of administer-

agency
agency operating pursuant to part D of

22

"(xi)
Alldivorce
divorcedecrees,
decrees, support or"(xi) All

23

ders,
ders,

24

and all
allpaternity
paternity acknowledgments
acknowledgments made,

25

in each State shall include the social secu•HR4RS

and paternity determinations issued,
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1

rity number of each party to the
thedecree,
decree,

2

order,

3

in the records relating to the matter. ".
".

Subtitle C—Streamlining and
Uniformity of Procedures

4
5

6

SEC. 421. ADOPTION OF UNIFORM STATE LA WS.

Section 466
Section
466 (42
(42 U
US.
S. C.
C. 666)
666) is
is amended by adding

7
8

determination, or acknowledgement

at the end the following new subsection:

"(f)(l) In order to satisfy section 454(20) (A) on or
"(f)(1)

9
10 after

1, 1997,
January 1,
the
1997,each
eachState
State must
must have
have in effect the

11

Uniform Interstate Family Support Act, as approved by

12

the

13

State

National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform

Laws in August 1992 (with the modifications and

14 additions specified in this subsection), and the procedures
15

required to implement such Act.

16

"(2)

The State law enacted pursuant to paragraph (1)

17

may be applied to any case involving an order which is

18

established

19

be

20
21

or modified in a State and which is sought to

modified or enforced in another State.
State.
"(3)
'(3)

The State law enacted pursuant to paragraph (1)

of this subsection shall contain the following provision in

22 lieu of section 611(a) (1) of the Uniform Interstate Family
23

Support Act:

"'(1) the following requirements are met:

24
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"'(i) the child, the individual obligee, and

1

2

the

obligor—

"'(I) do not reside
reside in
in the
theissuing
issuingSta
State,
te,

3

4

and

5

"'(II) either reside in this State or are

6

subject to the jurisdiction of this State pur-

7

suant to section 201;
201, and

"'(ii) in any case where another State is

8

exercising or seeks to exercise jurisdiction
exercising

9

to

10

modify the order, the conditions of section 204

11

are

12

ceedings

to establish orders;
orders, or'.

"(4) The
The State
State law
law enacted
enacted pursuant
pursuant to
to paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1)

13
14

met to the same extent as required for pro-

shall

provide that, in
in any
any proceeding
proceeding subject
subject to the law,
provide that,

15 process
15
process may
may be
be served (and
(and proved)
proved)upon
upon persons in the

by any means acceptable in any State which is the
the

16

State

17

initiating or responding State in the proceeding. ".

18

SEC.

422. IMPROVEMENTS TO FULL FAITH AND CREDIT FOR

19

20
21

CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.

Section
amended—

22

23

(1)

(2), by
by striking
striking "subsection
in subsection (a)
(a)(2),

(e)"
(e)"and
and inserting "subsections (e), (f), and
and (i)
(i)";
";

24

25

1 738B of title 28, United States Code, is

(2)

in subsection (b), by inserting after the 2nd

undesigna ted paragraph the following.
following:
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"'child 's home State' means the State in which
"'child'S

1

child lived with a parent or a person acting as par-

2

a

3

ent for at least 6 consecutive months immediately pre-

4

ceding the time of filing of a petition ororcomparable
comparable

5

pleading for support and, if a child is less than 6

6

months old, the State in which the child lived from

7

birth with any of them. A period of temporary ab-

8

sence

9

period. ";

10
10
11

'

(3)
a

in subsection (c), by inserting "by a court of

State" before "is made";

12
13

of any of them is counted as part of the 6-month

(4)

in subsection (c) (1), by inserting "and sub-

sections (e),

14

(5)

(f), and
and (g)
(g)"" after "located";
"located";

in subsection (d)—
(A) by inserting "individual" before "con(A)

15

16

testant"; and

17

(B)

by striking '(subsection
"subsection (e)" and insert-

18

ing "subsections
'(subsections (e) and (f) ";

19

(6)

in subsection (e), by striking "make a modi-

20

fication of a child support order with respect to a

21

child

22

support
support order issued";

23

24

that is made" and inserting "modify a child

(7)
to

in subsection
(e) (1),by
byinserting
inserting"pursuant
'ursuant
subsection (e)(1),

subsection
(i)" before
subsection (i)"
before the
the semicolon;
semicolon;
(8) in subsection (e)(2)—

25
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(A)

11

2

by inserting "individual" before "con-

testant"
testan
t" each
each place
place such
such term
term appears; and
(B)

3

by striking "to that court
court'ss making the

4

modification and assuming" and inserting "with

5

the State of continuing, exclusive jurisdiction for

6

a court of another State to modify the order and

7

assume";

8

(9)

9

(f) and (g) as
by redesignating subsections (1)

subsections

10

(10)

(g) and (h), respectively;

by inserting after subsection (e) the follow-

11

ing new subsection:

12

"(f) RECOGNITION OF CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS. —If
'7f)

13

or more child support orders have been issued in this or

1

14 another State with regard to an obligor and a child, a court
15 shall

apply the following rules in determining which order

16

to

17

tion and enforcement:

recognize for purposes
purposes of
of continuing,
continuing, exclusive
exclusivejurisdicjurisdic-

18
19

"(1)

If only 1 court has issued a child support

order, the order of that court must be recognized.

20

"(2)

If 2 or more courts have issued child sup-

21

port orders for
for the
the same
same obligor
obligorand
andchild,
child, and only
only

22

1

23

diction under this section, the order of that court

24

must be recognized.

of the courts would have continuing, exclusive juris-
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"(3)

1

If 2 or more courts have issued child sup-

2

port orders
ordersfor
forthe
thesame
same
obligor
obligor
andand
child,
child,
and and
moremore

3

than 1 of the courts
courts would
wouldhave
havecon
continuing,
tin uing, exclusive

4

jurisdiction under this section, an order issued by a

5

court in the current home State of the child must be

6

recognized, but if an order has not been issued in the

7

current home State of the child, the order most re-

8

cently issued must be recognized.
"(4)

9

If 2 or more courts have issued child supsup-

10

port orders for the same obligor and child, and none

11

of the courts would have continuing, exclusive juris-

12

diction under this section, a court may issue a child

13

support order, which must be recognized.

14

'75) The
"(5)
The court that has issued an order recog-

15

nized under this subsection is the court having con-

16

tin uing, exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.";"
(11)

17

18

in subsection (g) (as so redesignated)—
(A)

by striking "PRIOR"
and inserting
inserting
'PRIOR" and

'

'MODIFIED
'MoDIFIED"; and

19

20
20

(B)

by striking "subsection (e)" and insert-

21

ing "subsections
"subsections (e)(e)
and
and
(f)";
(1) '

22

(12)

23

in subsection (h) (as so redesigna ted)—
(A)

in paragraph (2), by inserting "includ-

24

ing the duration of current payments and other

25

obligations of support" before the comma; and
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(B)
(B) in paragraph (3), by inserting

1

"arrears

2

under" after "enforce
"enforce";
and
"; and

3

(13) by adding at the end the following new sub(13)

4

section:

5

"(i) REGISTRATION FOR MODIFICATION. —If
"(.)

there is

6 no individual contestant or child residing in the issuing
7 State, the party or support enforcement agency seeking to
8

modify, or to
modify,
to modify
modify and
andenforce,
enforce, aa child
child support
support order is-

99 sued
sued in
inanother
anotherState
Stateshall
shall register
register that
that order
order

in
in aa State

10

with jurisdiction
with
jurisdiction over the nonmovant for the purpose of

11

modification.".

12

SEC. 423. ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT IN INTERSTATE
SEC.

13

CASES.

14

Section 466(a)
Section
466(a) (42
(42 US.
US.C.
C. 666(a)), as amended by sec-

15

tions 415 and 417(a) of this Act, is amended by adding
tions
adding

16 atatthe
16
theend
endthe
thefollowing
followingnew
newparagraph:
paragraph:
17

"(14) Procedures under which—
"(14)

18

"(A) (i)

the State shall respond within 5

19

business days
business
days to
to a request made by another State

20

to enforce a support order; and
to

"(ii) the
"(ii)
the term
term 'business
'business day'
day' means a day

21

22

on
on

23

ness;

which State offices are open for regular busi-

24

"(B) the
"(B)
the State may,
may, by
by electronic
electronic or other

25

means, transmit to another State a request for
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assistance

1

in a case involving the enforcement of

a support
support order,
order,which
whichrequest—
request—

2
3

"(i) shall
shall include
as
include such
such information
information as

4

will enable
will
enable the
the State
State to
to which
which the
the request
request is
is

5

transmitted to
transmitted
to
compare the
the information
information

6

about the
to the
about
the case
case to
the information
information in the

7

data bases
bases of
the State;
State; and
and
data
of the

"(ii) shall
shall constitute
constitute a
a certification
certification by
by

8

the requesting
requesting State—
State—

9

10

"(I) of
of the
the amount
amount of
of support
support

11

under the
the order
order the
thepayment
payment of
of which
which

12

is

in arrears; and

13

"(II) that the
the requesting
requesting State
State has
has

14

complied with
with all
all procedural
procedural due
due procproc-

15

ess requirements
ess
case;
requirementsapplicable
applicableto
to the
the case;

16

"(C)

if the
if
the State
State provides
provides assistance
assistance to
to anan-

17

other State
pursuant to
this paragraph
paragraph with
State pursuant
to this
with rere-

18

spect to
to aa case,
case, neither
neither State
State shall
shallconsider
consider the
the

19

case to
to be
be transferred
transferred to
to the
thecaseload
caseload of
of such
such

20

other State;
State; and
and

21

"(D) the
the State
State shall
shallmaintain
maintainrecords
recordsof—
of—

22

"(i) the
the number
ofsuch
suchrequests
requestsfor
for asasnumber of
sistance received
received by
by the
the State;
State;

23
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'(ii) the number of cases for which the
"(ii)

1

2

State collected support in response to such

3

a

4

request; and
"(iii) the amount of such collected sup-

port. ".

5

6 SEC. 424. USE OF FORMS IN INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE ENFORCEMENT.
ENFORCEMENT.
7

(a)

PROMULGATION. —Section

452(a)

(42
(42 UUS.
S. C.
C.

8

652(a)) is amended—

9

(1)

by striking
striking "and"
sand"atatthe
the end
end of
of paragraph
paragraph

(2)

by striking the period at the end of para-

10

(9),

11
11

12

graph

13

14

(3)

by adding at the end the following new para-

graph:
"(11)
"(11) not
not later
later than
than June
June 30,
30,1996,
1996,promulgate
promulgate

15

16

(10) and inserting
inserting ";and";
' and"; and

forms

to be used by States in interstate cases for—

17

"(A) collection of child support through in-

18

come

withholding;

19

(B) imposition of liens; and
"(B)

20

"(C) administrative subpoenas. '1

21

(b)

USE BY STATES.—Section 454(9) (42 US.C.

22 654(9)) is amended—
23

24

(1)

by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

graph (C);
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(2) by inserting "and" at the end of subpara(2)

1

2

graph (D);
(D); and
(3) by adding at the end the following new
(3)
new sub-

3

4

paragraph:

"(E) no
no later than October

5

1,

1996, in

6

using the forms promulgated pursuant to section

7

452(a) (11)
(1]) for
imposition of
of
for income withholding, imposition

8

liens, and
liens,
and issuance
issuance of
of administrative
administrative subpoenas

9

in interstate
in
'1
interstatechild
childsupport
supportcases;
cases;".

SEC. 425.
10 SEC.
425.STATE
STATELAWS
LAWSPROVIDING
PROVIDINGEXPEDITED
EXPEDITED PROCE-

11

12
13

DURES.
(a)
STATELAW
LA WREQUIREMENTS.—SeCtiOn
REQUIREMENTS. —Section 466
(a) STATE
466 (42
(42

US. C.
US.

666), as amended by section 414 of this Act, is

14 amended—
14
amended—
(1)
(1)

15

in subsection (a) (2), by striking the 1st sen-

16

tence and inserting the following: "Expedited admintence

17

istrative and
and judicial
judicial procedures
procedures (including the proce-

18

dures
dures

19

ternity
terni
ty and
and for
and
enforcing
for establishing,
establishing,modifying,
modifying,
and
enforcing

20

support obligations.
support
obligations. "; and

specified
specified in
in subsection
subsection (c))
(c)) for
for establishing
establishing papa-

(2) by inserting after subsection (b) the following
(2)

21

22

new subsection:

23

"(c) The procedures specified in this subsection are the
"(c)

24 following:
following:
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' '(1)
(1)

1

Procedures which give the State agency the

2

authority to take the following actions relating to eses-

3

tablishment or enforcement of support orders, without

4

the necessity of obtaining
obtaining an order
order from
from any otherju-

5

dicial or administrative tribunal, and to recognize
dicia]

6

agencies of
of other
and enforce the authority of State agencies
other

7

States) to take the following actions:

8

'(A)

9

pose

10

To order genetic testing for the purp ur-

of paternity
paternity establishment
establishment as
as provided in

section 466 (a) (5).

11

'(B)
"(B) To enter a default order, upon a show-

12

ing of service of process
process and
and any additional

13

showing

required by State law—

14

"('i) establishing paternity, in the case
"(i)

15

of aa putative father who refuses to submit to
to

16

genetic
genetic

testing; and

'(ii) establishing
"(ii)
establishing oror
modifying
a sup—
modifying
a sup-

17
18

port obligation, in the case of a parent (or

19

other obligor or obligee) who fails to respond
other

20

to

21

purpose.

22

"(C)

notice to appear at a proceeding for such

To subpoena any financial or other in-

23

formation needed to establish,
establish, modify,
modify, or
or enforce
enforce

24

a

25

ure to respond to such a subpoena.
.HR 4 RS
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1

'(D) To require all en ti
"(D)
titles
ties in
in the
the State (in-

2

cluding for-profit, nonprofit, and governmental
cludlng

3

employers)

4

request by the State agency of that or any other

5

State administering a program under this part,

6

information on the employment, compensation,

7

and benefits of any individual employed by such

8

entity as an employee or contractor, and to sanc-

9

don
tion failure to respond to any such request.

to provide promptly, in response to a

"(E)
'(E) To obtain access, subject to safeguards

10

privacy and information security, to the fol-

11

on

12

lowing records (including automated access, in

13

the

14

data bases):

case of records maintained in automated

'(i)
'(i) Records of other State and local

15

government agencies, including—

16

"(I)

17
18

records

19

vorce);

vital statistics

(including

of marriage, birth, and di-

"(II)
'(II) State and local tax and rev-

20

records (including information on

21

enue

22

residence

23

and assets);
assets),

address,

employer,

income

"(III) records
records concerning
concerning real
real and
and

24

titledpersonal
titled
personal property;
property;

25
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"(IV) records of occupational and

1

2

professional licenses, and records con—

3

cerning the ownership and control of

4

corporations, partnerships, and other

5

business entities;

6

"(V) employment security records;

7

"(VI) records of agencies administering public assistance programs;

8

"(VII) records of the motor vehicle

9

department; and

10

"(VIII) corrections records.

11

"(ii) Certain records held by private

12

entities, including—

13

14

"(I) customer records of public

15

utilities and cable television compa-

16

nies;

and

17

"(II) information (including in-

18

formation on assets and liabilities) on

19

individuals who owe or are owed sup-

20

port (or against
against or
or with
with respect
respect to

21

whom

22

held
held by financial institutions (subject

23

to

24

ties

25

cess).
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limitations on liability of such enti-

arising from affording such ac-
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'(F) In cases where support is subject to an
"(F)

1

in order to comply with a require-

2

assignment

3

ment

4

1912, or to a requirement to pay through the

5

State disbursement unit established pursuant
pursuant to
to

6

section 454B, upon providing notice to obligor

7

and obligee,
and
obligee, to direct the obligor or other payor

8

to

9

ment

imposed pursuant to part A or section

change the payee to the appropriate govern-

entity
"('0) To order income withholding in ac"(0)

10
11

cordance

12

tion 466.

with subsections (a) (1) and (b) of sec-

"(H) In
In cases
cases in
in which
which there
there is
is aa support
support

13
14

arrearage,

15

age

to secure assets to satisfy the arrearto secure assets to satisfy the

by—
' (i) intercepting or
"(i)
seizing periodic
periodic or
or
or seizing

16

lump-sum payments
payments from—
from—

17
18

"(I) aa State
'(I)
State or
or local
local agency,
agency, inin-

19

cluding unemployment
unemployment compensation,
compensation,

20

workers' compensation,
compensation, and
beneand other
other bene-

21
21

fits; and
and

"(II) judgments,
judgments, settlements,
settlements, and
and

22

23
23

lotteries;

24

"(ii) attaching
attaching and seizing assets of the
obligor held in financial institutions;

25
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"(iii) attaching public and private
re-

1

2

tirement funds,'
funds; and

3

"(iv) imposing liens in accordance

4

with subsection (a) (4) and, in appropriate

5

cases, to force sale of property and distribu-

6

don
tion of
of proceeds.
proceeds.

7

"(I) For the purpose of securing overdue

8

support, to increase the amount of monthly sup-

9

port payments to include amounts for arrear-

10

ages,

11

the
the

subject to such conditions or limitations as

State may provide.

12

Such
Such

13

guards,

including (as appropriate) requirements for

14

notice,

opportunity to contest the action, and oppor-

15

tunity for an appeal on the record to an independent

16

administrative or judicial tribunal.

17

procedures shall be subject to due process safe-

"(2)

The expedited procedures
procedures required
required under
under

18

subsection (a) (2) shall include the following rules
rules

19

authority, applicable with respect to all proceedings

20

to

21

force support orders:

and

establish paternity or to establish, modify, or en-

22

"(A) Procedures under which—

23

"(i)

each party to any paternity

or

24

child support proceeding is required (subject

25

to privacy safeguards) to file with the tribu•HR 4 RS
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1

nal and the State case registry upon entry

2

of

3

information on location and identity of the

4

party, including social security number,

5

residential and mailing addresses, telephone

6

number,

7

address, and name and telephone number
number of
of

8

employer;

an order, and to update as appropriate,

driver's license number, and name,

and

(ii) in any subsequent child support
"(ii)

9

the parties,

10

enforcement action

11

upon

12

has

been made to ascertain the location of

13

such

a party, the tribunal may deem State

14

due

process requirements for notice and

15

service

16

the

party, upon delivery of written notice to

17

the

most recent residential or employer ad-

18

dress

19

clause (i).

20

"(B) Procedures under which—

between

sufficient showing that diligent effort

of process to be met with respect to

filed with the tribunal pursuant to

21

"(i) the State agency and any admin-

22

istrative or judicial tribunal with authority

23

to

24

exerts

25

ties; and
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"(ii)
"(ii) in a State in which orders are is-

1

2

sued
sued

3

a

4

risdictions in the State without need for

5

any additional filing by the petitioner, or

6

service of process upon the respondent, to re-

7

tam jurisdiction over the parties. ".

8

(b)
(b) AUTOMATION
AGENCY FUNCTIONS.
AUTOMATION OF
OF STATE AGENCY
FUNCTIONS. —

9

Section 454A,
454A, as
as added
added by
by section
section 445(a)
445(a) (2)
(2) of this Act and

10 as
as

by courts or administrative tribunals,

case
localjucase may
may be
be transferred
transferred between locaiju-

amended
amended by
by sections
sections 411 and 412(c) of this Act, is

11

amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:

12

"(h) EXPEDITED
EXPEDITEDADMINISTRA
ADMINISTRATIVE
TIVE PROCEDURES.
PROCEDURES. —

13

The
The automated
automated system
system required
required by
by this
this section
section shall be used,
used,

14

to
to

15

administrative procedures required by section 466(c). ".

the maximum extent feasible, to implement the
the expedited
expedited

Subtitle
Subtitle D—Pa
D—Pa ternity
Establishment

16

17
18

SEC.
SEC.

431.
431. STATE
STATE LAWS
LAWS CONCERNING
CONCERNING PATERNITY ESTABES TAB-

19

20

LISHMENT.
(a)
(a) STATE
STATELAWS
LAWSREQUIRED.—Section
REQUIRED.—Sectjon 466(a)
466(a)(5)
(5) (42
(42

21
21 UUS.
S.C.C.666(a)
666(a)(5))
(5))isis amended
amended to read as follows:

22

'(5)
'(5) (A)
(A) (i) Procedures which

23

ment
ment

24

the
the child attains 21 years of age.
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permit the establish-

paternity of
of aa child
childatatany
of the paternity
anytime
timebefore
before
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1

"(ii) As of August 16, 1984, clause (i) shall also

2

apply to a child for whom paternity has not been es-

3

tablished

4

but dismissed because a statute of limitations of less

5

than 21 years was then in effect in the State.

or for whom a paternity action was brought

6

"(B)
(I)Procedures
Procedures under
under which
which the
the State
State is re"(B)(i)

7

quired, in a contested paternity case, unless otherwise

8

barred

9

parties (other than individuals found under section

10

454(28)
454 (28) to have good cause
erate)
cause for
for refusing
refusing to
to coop
cooperate)

11

to

12

party if the request is supported by a sworn statement

13

by the party—

by State law, to require the child and all other

submit to genetic tests upon the request of any such

14

"('I) alleging paternity, and setting forth
"(I)

15

facts establishing a reasonable possibility of the
facts

16

requisite sexual contact between the parties,'
parties; or

"('II) denying paternity, and setting forth
"(II)

17

establishing a reasonable possibility of the

18

facts

19

nonexistence
nonexistence

20

ties.

21

"(ii) Procedures which require the State agency
agency

22

in any case in which the agency orders genetic test-

23

ing—
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1

"(I) to pay costs of such tests, subject to

2

recoupment (where the State so elects) from the

3

alleged

father if paternity is established; and

4

"('II) to obtain additional testing in any
"(II)

5

case where an original test result is contested,

6

upon request and advance payment by the con-

7

testant.

8

' (C) (i) Procedures for a simple civil process for
"(C)

9

voluntarily acknowledging
acknowledging paternity
paternity under
under which
which the
the

10

State must provide that, before a mother and a puta-

11

ti ye father can sign an acknowledgment of paternity,
tive

12

the

13

tice,

14

legal consequences o1
of and the rights (including, if 1

15

parent isisaa minor,
parent
minor, any
any rights
rights afforded
afforded due to minor-

16

ity status) and responsibilities that arise from, sign-

17

ing the acknowledgment.

mother and the putative father must be
be given
given no-

orally and in writing, of the alternatives
alternatives to,
to, the
the

'(ii) Such procedures must include a hospital"(ii)

18

program for the voluntary acknowledgment of

19

based

20

paternity focusing on the period immediately before

21

or after the birth of a child.

'(iii) (I) Such procedures must require the State
"(iii)
State

22
23

agency

24

offer voluntary paternity establishment services.
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"(II) (aa) The Secretary shall prescribe regula-

1

governing voluntary paternity establishment

2

tions

3

services

offered by hospitals and birth record agencies.

4

"(bb) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations

5

specifying the types of other entities that may offer

6

voluntary paternity establishment services, and gov-

7

erning the provision of such services, which shall in-

8

dude

a requirement that such an entity must use the

9

same

notice provisions used by, use the same mate-

10

rials used by, provide the personnel providing such

11

services

with the same training provided by, and

12
12

evaluate
evaluate

the provision of such services in the same

13

manner as the provision of such services is evaluated

14

by,

15

hospitals and birth record agencies.

voluntary paternity establishment programs of

"('iv)
"(iv)

16

Such procedures must require the State to

and use an affidavit for the voluntary ac-

17

develop

18

knowledgment

19

mum

20

Secretary

21

acknowledgment

22

and

23

State according to its procedures.

of paternity which includes the mini-

requirements of the affidavit developed by the

under section 452(a) (7) for the voluntary

of paternity, and to give full faith

credit to such an affidavit signed in any other

24

"(D)(i)
"(D)
(i) Procedures
Procedures under which the name of the

25

father shall be included on the record of birth of the
.HR
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1

child only if the father and mother have signed an ac-

2

knowledgment of paternity and under which a signed

3

acknowledgment

4

finding of paternity, subject to the right of any signa-

5

tory to rescind the acknowledgment within 60 days.

6

"(ii) Procedures under which, after the 60-day

of paternity is considered a legal

7

period referred to in clause (i),

8

ment of paternity may be challenged in court only on

9

the

a

signed acknowledg-

basis of fraud, duress, or material mistake of fact,

10

with the burden of proof upon the challenger, and

11

under which the legal responsibilities (including child

12

support obligations) of any signatory arising from the

13

acknowledgment

14

challenge, except for good cause shown.

may not be suspended during the

15

"(E) Procedures under which judicial or admin-

16

istrative proceedings are not required or permitted to

17

ratify an unchallenged acknowledgment of paternity.
"(F) Procedures—

18

"(i) requiring
"('i)
requiring the
the admission
admissioninto
intoevidence,
evidence,

19

20

for purposes of establishing paternity, of the re-

21

sults of any genetic test that is—

"(I) of a type generally acknowledged

22

reliable by accreditation bodies des-

23

as

24

igna ted by the Secretary; and
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"(II) performed by a laboratory ap-

1

proved
proved by such an accreditation body;

2
3

"(ii) requiring an objection to genetic test-

4

ing results to be made in writing not later than

5

a specified number of days before any hearing at

6

which the results may be introduced into evi-

7

dence (or, at State option, not later than a sped-

8

fied number of days after receipt of the results);

9

and

"(iii) making the test results admissible as

10

of paternity without the need for foun-

11

evidence
evidence

12

dation

13

or accuracy, unless objection is made.

14

"(C)

testimony or other proof of authenticity

Procedures which create a rebuttable
rebuttable or,
or, at
at

option of the State, conclusive presumption of pa-

15

the

16
16

ternity upon genetic testing
testing results
results indicating a

17

threshold
threshold probability

18

ther of the child.

that the alleged father is the fa-

"(H) Procedures requiring a default order to be

19

20

entered

21

of process on the defendant and any additional show-

22

ing required
law.
requiredby
byState
State
law.

in a paternity case upon a showing of service

23

"(I) Procedures providing that the parties to an

24

action to establish paternity are not entitled to a trial

25

by jury.
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"(1) Procedures which
which require
require that
that aa temporary
temporary

1

be issued, upon motion by a party, requiring

2

order

3

the

4

trative or judicial determination of parentage, where

5

there is clear and convincing evidence of paternity

6

(on the basis of genetic tests or other evidence).

provision of child support pending an adminis-

7

"(K) Procedures
"(K)
Procedures under
under which bills for preg-

8

nancy, childbirth, and genetic testing are admissible

9

as

evidence without requiring third-party foundation

and shall constitute
constitute prima
prima facie
fade evidence

10

testimony,
testimony,

11

of amounts incurred for such services or for testing on

12

behalf of the child.

13

"(L) Procedures
Procedures ensuring
ensuringthat
thatthe
the putative
putative fafa -

14

ther has
has a
reasonable opportunity
a reasonable
opportunitytotoinitiate
initiate aa paterpater-

15

nity action.
action.

nity

"(M)

16
16

Procedures
under which
which voluntary
Procedures under
voluntary acac-

17

knowledgments and
and adjudications
adjudications of
of paternity
paternity byjubyju-

18

dicial or administrative
administrative processes are filed with the

19

State registry
registry of
of birth
birthrecords
recordsfor
forcomparison
comparison with
with inin-

20

formation in
in the
the State
State case
caseregistry.
registry. ".
'1

21

(b) NATIONAL PATERNITY
PATERNITYAACKNO
WLEDGMENT AFFIDA
AFFIDA CKNO WLEDGMENT

22

VIT.
VIT —Section 452(a)
452(a) (7)
(7) (42
(42 US.
C. 652(a)
652(a) (7))
(7)) isisamended
US. C.
amended

23

by inserting ", and develop an affidavit to be used for the

24 voluntary acknowledgment of paternity which shall include
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1

the

social security number of each parent" before the semi-

2 colon.
3

(c) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Section
AMENDMENT—Section 468
468 (42
(42 US.C.

4 668)
668) isisamended
"a simple
simplecivil
civilprocess
amended by
by striking "a
process for
for vol5

untarily acknowledging paternity and".

6 SEC. 432. OUTREACH FOR VOLUNTARY
TABVOLUNTARY PATERNITY
PATERNITY ES
ESTAB7

LISHMENT.

Section

8

9

454(23) (42 US.
C. 654(23))
654(23)) is amended by
US.C.

inserting "and will publicize the availability and encourage

use of procedures for voluntary establishment of parerpater-

10

the

11

nity and child support by means the State deems appro-

12

pria te" before the semicolon.

13

SEC. 433. COOPERATION BY APPLICANTS FOR AND RECIPI-

14
15

16

ENTS OF TEMPORARY
TEMPORARYFAMILYA55ISTANCE.
FAMILY ASSISTANCE.

Section 454 (42 US. C. 654), as amended by sections
404(a), 412(a), and 413(a)
413(a) of
of this
thisAct,
amended—
Act, is amended—

17
18

by striking the period at the end of para-

(3)

by inserting after paragraph (27) the follow-

ing new paragraph:
"(28) provide that the State agency responsible

23

24

(2)

graph (27) and inserting ",
"; and"; and

21

22

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

(26);

19

20

(1)

for administering the State plan—

.HR
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"(A) shall make the determination (and re-

1

at appropriate
appropriate intervals)
intervals) as
as to
to

2

determination

3

whether

4

receiving assistance under the State program

5

funded under part A is cooperating in
in good
good faith
faith

6

with the State in establishing the paternity
paternity of
of or

7

in establishing, modifying, or enforcing a sup-

8

port order for, any child of the individual by

9

providing the State agency with the name of

10

and such other information as the State agency
agency

11

may require with respect to, the father of the

12

child, subject to such good cause and other excep-

13

tions as the State may establish and taking into

14

account the best interests of the child;

an individual who has applied for or is

15

"(B)
"(B) shall require the individual to supply

16

additional necessary information and appear at

17

interviews, hearings, and legal proceedings;

18

"(C)

shall require the individual and the

19

child to submit to genetic
genetic tests
tests pursuant
pursuant to
tojudijudi-

20

cial or administrative order; and
cia]

21

"(D) shall promptly notify the individual

22

and the State agency administering the State

23

program funded under part A of each such deter-

24

mination, and if noncooperation is determined,

25

the basis therefore. ".
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1

Sub title E—Program

2

Administration and Funding

3

SEC. 441. FEDERAL M4 TCHING PA YMENTS.

4
5

(a)

INCREASED BASE MA
MA TCHING
TCHING RA
RATE.
YE. —Section

455(a) (2) (42 U
US.
S. C.
C. 655(a)
655(a) (2)) is amended to read as fol-

6 lows:
"(2) The percent specified in this paragraph for any

7
8

quarter is 66 percent. '1
".
(b) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT —Section 455

9

(42

10 US.C.
USC. 655) is amended—
11

(1)

in subsection (a) (1), in the matter preceding

12

subparagraph (A), by striking "From" and inserting

13

"Subject to subsection
subsection (c),
(c), from
from ";'1 and
and

14

(2)

by inserting after subsection (b) the following

15

new subsection:

16

"(c) Notwithstanding subsection (a), the total expenditures

under the State plan approved under this part for

18 fiscal

year 1997 and each succeeding fiscal year, reduced

17

19

by the percentage specified in paragraph (2) for the fiscal

20 year shall not be less than such total expenditures for fiscal
21 year 1996,
6666
percent.
". ".
1996,reduced
reducedbyby
percent.
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1

442. PERFORMANCE-BASED INCENTIVES AND PEN-

SEC.

AL
ALTIES.
TIES.

2
3

(a) INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS
TCJ-IING
ADJUSTMENTSTO
TOFEDERAL
FEDERALMA
MATCHING

4 R4TE.—Section
R4TE.—Sectjon 458 (42 US.C. 658)
658) is
is amended
amended to
to read
read
5

as follows:

6

"SEC.
"SEC. 458. INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS TO MATCHING RATE.

7

"(a) INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS. —

8

"(1) IN GENERAL.
GENERAL. —Beginning
—Beginningwith
withfiscal
fiscal year
year

9

1999,
1999, the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall increase
increase the
the percent
percent spedsped-

10

fied in section 455
455(a)
(a) (2)
(2) that
that applies
applies to payments to

11

a

12

in a fiscal year by a factor reflecting the sum of the

13

applicable incentive adjustments (if any) determined

14

in accordance with regulations under this section

15

with respect to the paternity establishment percentage
with

16

of the State for the immediately preceding fiscal year

17

and with respect to overall performance of the State

18

in child support
supportenforcement
enforcement
during
during
such
such
preceding
preceding

19

fiscal year.

State under section 455(a) (1) (A) for
for each
each quarter
quarter

20

"(2) STANDARDS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall

21

specify in regulations—

22

"(i) the
the levels
levelsofofaccomplishment,
accomplishment,
andand

23

24

rates of improvement as alternatives to such

25

levels, which a State must attain to qualify
qualify
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for an incentive adjustment under this sec-

1

tion; and

2
3

"(ii) the amounts of incentive adjust-

4

ment that shall be awarded to a State that
that

5

achieves specified accomplishment or im-

6

pro vem
ent levels, which amounts
vement
amounts shall.
shall be

7

graduated, ranging up to—
"(I) 12 percentage points, in con-

8

9

nection

10

with paternity establishment,
establishment;

and

"(II) 12 percentage
percentage points,
points, in

11

12

connection

13

child support enforcement.

with overall performance in

14

"(B) LIMITATION.—In setting performance
performance

15

standards pursuant to subparagraph (A)(i) and

16

adjustment amounts pursuant to subparagraph

17

(A) (ii), the Secretary shall

18

gate

19

centive

20

such

21

retary in estimates of the cost of this section as

22

of June 1994, unless the aggregate performance

23

of all States exceeds the projected aggregate per-

24

formance of all States in such cost estimates.
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"(3)
'(3) DETERMINATION
DETERMINATION OF INCENTIVE ADJUST-

1

2

MENT —The Secretary shall determine the amount
amount (if
(if

3

any) of the incentive adjustment due each State on

4

the basis of the data submitted by the State pursuant

5

to section 454(15)
454(15) (B)
(B) concerning
concerning the
thelevels
levels of
of accomaccom-

6

plishment (and rates of improvement) with respect to

7

performance indicators specified by the Secretary

8

pursuant to this section.

9

"(4) RECYCLING OF INCENTIVE
INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENT.
ADJUSTMENT —A

10

State to which funds are paid by the Federal Govern-

11

ment as a result of an incentive adjustment under

12

this section shall expend the funds in the State pro-

13

gram under this part within 2 years after the date
date

14

of the payment.

15

"(b) DEFINITIONS.—As
DEFINITIONS. —As used
used in this section:

"(1)

16

ESTABLISHMENTPER
PERCENTPATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT
CENT-

17

A GE. — The

18

means,

term a ternity establishment percentage'

with respect to a State and a fiscal year—
"(A)

19

the total number of children in the

20

State who were born out of wedlock, who have

21

not attained 1 year of age and for whom pater-

22

nity is established or acknowledged during the

23

fiscal year; divided by

24

"(B) the total number of children born out

25

of wedlock in the State during the fiscal year.
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"(2) OVERALL PERFORMANCE IN CHILD SUPPORT

1

'overallperformance
verall
performance in

2

ENFORCEMENT. — The

3

child support enforcement' means a measure or meas-

4

ures of the effectiveness of the State agency in a fiscal

5

year which takes into account factors including—

6

"(A)

term

the percentage of cases requiring a

7

support order in which such an order was estab-

8

lished;

"(B) the percentage of cases in which child

9

support is being paid;

10

"(C) the ratio of child support collected to

11

child support due; and

12
13

"(D) the cost-effectiveness of the State propro-

14

gram, as determined in accordance with standgram,

15

ards established by the Secretary in regulations

16

(after consultation with the States).

17

"(3) STATE DEFINED—The term 'State' does not

18

include any area within the jurisdiction of an Indian

19

tribal government. '1
".

20

(b)

21

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS. —Section 454(22) (42

US. C. 654(22)) is amended—

22

(1)

by striking "incentive payments" the 1st

such term appears and inserting "incentive ad-

23

place

24

justments"; and
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(2)

1

by striking "any such incentive payments

2

made to
to

the
the State
State for
for such
such period" and inserting

3

"any increases in Federal payments to the State re-

4

suiting from such
".
such incentive
incentive adjustments
adjustments".

5

(c) CALCULATION
CALCULATIONOF
OFIV—D
IV-D PATERNITY
PATERNITY ESTABLISHESTABLISH-

GE. —
6 MENT PERCENTA
PERCENTAGE.

(1) Section
Section452('g,)
452(g) (1) (42 U
US.
S. C. 652(g)
652') (1))
(1)) is

7
8

amended—

(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph

9

by inserting "its overall performance in

10

(A)

11

child support enforcement is satisfactory (as de-

12

fined in section 458(b) and regulations of the

13

Secretary), and" after "1994, ",
"; and

14

(B)

in each of subpara
subparagraphs
graphs (A) and (B),

15

by striking "75" and inserting "90".

16

(2)

17

652(g)
652
(g) (2) (A))

18

clause (I)—
(i)—

19

Section

(A)

452 (g) (2) (A)

(42

US. C.
US.C.

is amended in the
thematter
matter preceding
preceding
by striking 'joaternity
"paternity establishment

20

percentage" and inserting "IV—D paternity es-

21

tablishmen
tablishmentt percentage
"; and
percentage";

22

(B)

23

maybe)".

24

(3)

25

Section 4S2(g)
452(g) (3) (42 US. C. 6S2(g)
652(g) (3)) is

amended—
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(A)

1

by striking subparagraph (A) and re-

2

designating subparagraphs (B) and (C) as sub-

3

paragraphs (A) and (B), respectively,
respectively;

4

(B) in subparagraph (A) (as so redesig-

5

nated), by
by striking
striking 'The
'thepercentage
percentageof
of children
children

6

born out-of-wedlock in a State" and inserting

7

"the
"the percentage
percentage of
of children
children in a State

8

born out of wedlock or for whom support has not

9

been

10

who are
are

established"; and
(C)

in subparagraph (B) (as so redesig-

nated)—

11

(i) by
(i)
inserting 'sand
"and overall performby inserting

12

in child support enforcement" after

13

ance

14

''aternity establishment
'aternity
establishment percentages
percentages";
"; and
and
(ii) by inserting
inserting "and
.' 'and securing
securing supsup-

15

port" before the period.

16
17

(d) EFFECTIVE DATES. —
(1) INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS. —

18
19

(A) IN
— The amendments
IN GENERAL.
GENERAL.—The
amendments made

20

by subsections (a) and (b) shall become effective

21

on

22

in subparagraph (B).

October 1, 1997, except to the extent
extent provided
provided

23

(B) EXCEPTION. —Section 458 of the Social

24

Security Act, as in effect before the date of the

25

enactment of this section, shall be effective for
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1

purposes of incentive payments to States for fis-

2

cal years before fiscal year 1999.

3

(2)

PENALTY REDUCTIONS.—The amendments

4

made by subsection (c) shall become effective with re-

5

spect to calendar quarters beginning on and after the

6

date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of this Act.

7 SEC.
SEC.443.
AND AUDITS.
443.FEDERAL
FEDERALAND
ANDSTATE
STATE REVIEWS
REVIEWS AND
AUDITS.
8

9

(a)

US.C.
US.
C. 654) is amended—

10
11

(1)

(2)

by redesigna
redesignating
ting paragraph
paragraph (15) as subpara-

graph (B) of paragraph (14); and

14
15

in paragraph (14), by striking "(14)" and

inserting "(14) (A) ";
",

12

13

STATE AGENCY ACTIVITIES.—Section 454 (42

(3)

by inserting after paragraph (14) the follow-

ing new paragraph:
"(15) provide for—

16
17

"(A) a process for annual reviews of and re-

18

ports to the Secretary on the State program op-

19

era ted

20

part, which shall include such information as

21

may be necessary to measure State compliance

22

with Federal requirements for expedited proce-

23

dures,

24

are

25

State agency will determine the extent to which
.HR
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required by the
the Secretary,
Secretary under which the
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the

1

program is operated in compliance with this

2

part; and

3

(B)
'(B)

a process of extracting from the auto-

4

mated data processing system required by para-

5

graph (16) and transmitting to the Secretary

6

data and calculations concerning the levels of ac-

7

complishment (and rates of improvement)
improvement) with
with

8

respect to applicable performance indicators (in-

9

cluding IV—D paternity establishment percent-

and overall performance in child support

10

ages

11

enforcement)

12

of sections 452(g) and 458. ".

13

14

to the extent necessary for purposes

FEDERAL ACTIVITIES.
ACTIVITIES.—Section
—Section452
452(a)
(a) (4)

(b)

(42

US. C. 652(a) (4)) is amended to read as follows:
'(4)
(4) (A) review

15

data and calculations transmitted

16

by State agencies pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 454
454(15)
(15) (B) on

17

State program accomplishments with respect to per-

18

formance indicators for purposes of subsection (g) of

19

this section and section 458;

"(B) review annual reports submitted pursuant

20

section 454
454(15)
(15) (A)
(A) and,
and, as
as appropriate, provide to

21

to

22

the

23

or alternative corrective actions, and technical assist-

24

ance;

State comments, recommendations for additional
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1

"(C)
"(C) conduct audits, in accordance with the Coy-

2

ernment auditing standards of the Comptroller Cenernment

3

eral of the United States—
era]

4

"(1)
at least
]east once
once every 3 years (or more fre"(i) at

5

quently, in the case of a State which fails
fails to
to

6

meet the requirements of this part, concerning
concerning

7

performance standards and reliability of pro-

8

gram data)
data) to
to assess
assess the
the completeness,
completeness, reliability,

9

and security of the data, and the accuracy of the

10

reporting systems,
reporting
systems, used
used in calculating perform-

11

ance indicators under subsection (g) of this secance

12

tion and section 458,
458;

"(ii) of
"(ii)
ofof
financial
of the
theadequacy
adequacy
financial
managemanage-

13

14

ment of the State program operated under the
ment

15

State plan approved under this part, including
State

16

assessments of—
of—

17

"(I) whether
"(I)
whether Federal
Federal and
and other funds

18

made available to carry out the State promade

19

gram are
gram
arebeing
beingappropriately
appropriately expended,
expended,

20

and are
for;
are properly
properly and fully accounted for,

21

and

22

"(II) whether collections and disburse'711)

23

ments of support payments are carried out
merits

24

correctly and are fully accounted for,
correctly
for; and
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"(iii)
7iii) for such other purposes as the Sec-

1

retary may
".
mayfind
findnecessary;
necessary;".

2
3

(c)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

4 section shall be effective with respect to calendar quarters
5

beginning 12 months or more after the date of the enactment

6

of this section.

7 SEC.
SEC.444.
444.REQUIRED
REQUIREDREPORTING
REPORTINGPROCEDURES.
PROCEDURES.
8

9

(a) ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT. —Section
—Section 452(a)
452(a) (5)

(42 U S. C.

652(a)
652
(a)(5))
(5)) isis amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting ", and establish proce-

10 dures to be followed by States for collecting and reporting
11

information required to be provided under this part, and

12

establish
establish

13

enable

uniform definitions (including those necessary to

the measurement of State compliance with the re-

14 quirements
15

be
be

of this part relating to expedited processes) to

applied
applied in following such procedures" before the semi-

16 colon.
17

18

(b)

STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT.—SectIon
REQUIREMENT—Section 454 (42

US.
U
S.c.
C.654),
654), as
as amended
amended by sections 404(a), 412(a),
412(a), 413(a),
413(a),

19 and 433 of this Act, is amended—

20
21

(2)

by striking the period at the end of para-

graph (28) and inserting "; and"; and
graph

24
25

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

(27);

22
23

(1)

(3)

by adding after paragraph (28) the following

new paragraph:
•HR 4 RS
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"(29)

1

provide that the State shall use the defini-

2

tions established under section 452(a) (5) in collecting

3

and

4

part.".
part. ".

reporting information as required under this

5 SEC. 445. A
UTOMA TEDDATA
DATAPROCESSING
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS.
REQUIREMENTS.
AUTOMATED
6

(a) REVISED
REVISED REQUIREMENTS.
REQUIREMENTS. —

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section
454(16)
GENER4L.—Section 454
(16) (42 US.C.

7

8

654(16)) is amended—

9

(A)

10

State, ";
",

(B)

11

by striking

",

at

the option of the

by inserting
inserting "and
"and operation
operation by the

State agency" after "for the establishment";

12
13

(C)

by inserting "meeting the requirements

14

of section 454A" after "information retrieval sys-

15

tern";
tem";

16

(D)

by striking "in the State and localities

thereol
thereof so as (A)" and inserting "so as ";

17
18

(B)
(E)

by striking "(i) " and

19

(F)

by striking "(including" and all that

20

follows and inserting a semicolon.

21

(2) A UTOMA TED DATA PROCESSING. —Part D of

22

title IV (42 US. C. 651—669) is amended by inserting

23

after section 454 the following new section:
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1

"SEC. 454A. A UTOMA TED DATA PROCESSING.

"(a) IN
"(a)
IN GENERAL.
to to
meet
the the
GENERAL. —In
—In order
orderfor
fora aState
State
meet

2
3

requirements of this section, the State agency administering

4

the State program under this part shall have in operation

5 a single statewide automated data processing and informa6 don
6
tionretrieval
retrievalsystem
systemwhich
whichhas
hasthe
the capability
capability to
to perform
perform
7

the tasks specified in this section with the frequency and

8

in the manner required by or under this part.
'(b) PROGRAM MANAGEMENT — The

9

10 required
11

automated system

by this section shall perform such functions as the

Secretary may specify relating to management of the State

12 program

under this part, including—
"(1)

13

controlling and accounting for use of Fed-

State, and local funds in carrying out the pro-

14

era],
eral,

15

gram; and
"(2)

16

maintaining the data necessary to meet

reporting requirements under this part on a

17

Federal

18

timely basis.

19

"(c) CALCULATION
CALCULATION OF
OF PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCEINDICA
INDICATORS.
TORS. —

20 In order to enable the Secretary to determine the incentive
21

and penalty adjustments required by sections 452(g) and

22

458,

the State agency shall—
"(1) use the automated system—

23

"(A)

24

to maintain the requisite data on

State performance with respect to paternity es-

25
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1

tablishment and child support enforcement in the

2

State; and

3

"(B) to calculate the IV—D paternity estab-

4

lishment percentage and overall performance in

5

child support enforcement for the State for each

6

fiscal year; and

7

"(2) have in place systems controls to ensure the

8

completeness,

9

the

and reliability o1
of and ready access to,

data described in paragraph (1) (A), and the accuaccu-

10

racy of
of the
the calculations described in paragraph

11

(l)(B,).
(l)(B).

12

"(d) INFORMATION
INTEGRITYAND
ANDSECURITY
SECURITY—The
INFORMATION INTEGRITY
— The

13

State agency shall have in effect safeguards on the integrity,

14 accuracy,
15

and completeness o1
access to,
to, and
and use
use of
of data
data
oi access

in the automated system required by this
this section,
section, which
which

16 shall include the following (in addition to such other safe17 guards as the Secretary may specify in regulations):

"(1) POLICIES RESTRICTING A CCESS. — Written

18

concerning access to data by State agency

19

policies

20

personnel,

21

which—

22

and sharing of data with other persons,

"(A) permit access to and use of data only

the extent necessary to carry out the State

23

to

24

program under this part;
part, and
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1

"(B) specify the data which may be used for

2

particular program purposes, and the personnel

3

permitted access to such data.

4

"(2)
'(2)

SYSTEMS

CONTROLS. —Systems

controls

5

(such as passwords or blocking of fields) to ensure

6

strict adherence to the policies described in paragraph

7

(1).

8

"(3) MONITORING
MoNIToRING OF ACCESS.—Routine mon-

9

itoring of access to and use of the automated system,

methods such as audit trails and feedback

10

through

11

mechanisms,

12

unauthorized access or use.

to guard against and promptly identify

"(4) TRAINING AND INFORMATION. —Procedures

13

ensure that all personnel (including State and local

14

to

15

agency staff and contractors) who may have access to

16

or be required to use confidential program data are

17

informed of applicable requirements and penalties

18

(including those in section 6103 of the Internal Reve-

19

nue Code of 1986), and are adequately trained in se-

20

curity procedures.
"(5) PENALTIES.—Administrative penalties (up

21

and including dismissal
dismissal from
from employment)
employment)for
forUnun-

22

to

23

authorized access to,
to, or
or disclosure
disclosureor
oruse
useo1
oi con
confidenfiden-

24

tial data. ".
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(3) REGULATIONS.
— The Secretary
REGULATIONS.—The
SecretaryofofHealth
Health and
and

2

Human Services shall prescribe
prescribe final
final regulations
regulations for

3

implementation of section 454A of the Social Security
Security

4

Act not later than 2 years after the date
date of
of the
the enact-

5

ment of this Act.

6

(4)

IMPLEMENTATION

TIMETABLE. —Section

7

454(24) (42 US. C. 654(24)), as amended by sections

8

404 (a)(2)
404(a)
(2)and
and 412(a)
412(a) (1)
(1) of
of this Act,

9

read as follows:

10

"(24)

is amended to

provide that the State will have in effect

automated data processing and information re-

11

an

12

trieval system—

(A) by October 1, 1997, which meets all re"(A)

13

14

quirements of this part which were enacted

15

before the date of enactment of the Family Sup-

16

port Act of 1988; and

17

"('B)

on or

by October 1, 1999, which meets all re-

18

quirements

19

date

20

ciency

21

shall be extended by 1 day for each day (if any)

22

by which the Secretary fails to meet the deadline

23

imposed by section 445(a) (3) of the Family Self-

24

Sufficiency Act of 1995. ".
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(b) SPECIAL FEDERAL MA TCHING RATE FOR DE VEL-

1

2 OPMENT COSTS OF A UTOMA TED
TED SYSTEMS.—
SYSTEMS.—
(1)

3

4

IN GENERAL.—Section 455(a)

(42 US.C.

655(a)) is amen
amended—
ded—

(A) in paragraph (1) (B) —

5

6

(i) by striking "90 percent" and in(i)

7

serting "the percent specified in paragraph

8

(3)";

(ii) by striking
', and
striking "so
"somuch
muchof'
of";

9

(iii) by striking "which the Secretary"

10
11

and

12

and

13

(B)

all that follows and inserting ',", and";

by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:

14

"(3)(A) The Secretary shall pay to each State, for each
'73)(A)

15

16 quarter

in fiscal years 1996 and 1997, 90 percent of so

17

much

of the State expenditures described in paragraph

18

(1)
(l)(B)
(B)

as the Secretary finds are for a system meeting the

19 requirements

specified in section 454(16), but limited to the

20 amount approved for States in the advance planning docu21 ments of such States submitted before May 1, 1995.

22

"(B) (I) The Secretary shall pay to each State, for each

23

quarter in fiscal years 1998 through 2001, the percentage

24 specified in clause (ii) of so much of the State
State expenditures
expenditures
25

described in paragraph (1) (B) as the Secretary finds are
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1

for a system meeting the
the requirements
requirements of
of sections
sections454
454(1
(1 6)

2

and 454A.

3

"(ii) The percentage specified in this clause is the
"('ii)

4 greater
greaterof—
of—
5

"(I) 80
"(I)
80 percent;
percent; or

6

"(II) the percentage otherwise applicable to Fed-

7

eral payments to the State under subparagraph (A)

8

(as

9

10

adjusted pursuant to section 458). ".
'1
(2)

TEMPORARY LIMITATION
TEMPORARY
LIMITATIONON
ONPA
PAYMENTS
YMENTS

UNDER SPECIAL FEDERAL MA TCHING RATE.

11

(A) IN
— The Secretary
IN GENERAL.
GENERAL.—The
Secretaryof
of Health
Health

12

and Human Services may not pay more than

13

$260,000,000

14

455(a) (3)
(3)

15

years 1996,
1996, 1997,
1997, 1998,
1998, 1999,
1999, and
and 2000.
2000.

16

(B)

in the aggregate
in
aggregate under
under section

of the
of
the Social
Social Security
Security Act for fiscal

ALLOCATION OF
ALLOCATION
OF LIMITATION AMONG

17

STATES.—The total
total amount
amount payable
payabletoto aa State
State

18

under section
(3) of
of such
Actfor
for fiscal
fiscal
section 455(a)
455(a) (3)
such Act

19

years 1996,
1996, 1997,
1997, 1998,
1998, 1999,
1999, and
and 2000
2000shall
shall

20

not exceed
exceed the
the limitation
limitation determined
determined for the

21

State

22

Services

23

(C)

by the Secretary of Health and Human
in regulations.
ALLOCATION
ALLOCATIONFORMULA.
FORMULA.—The
regula— The regula-

24

tions

25

scribe a
a formula
formula for
allocating the
scribe
for allocating
the amount speci-
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1

fled In
in subparagraph (A) among States with

2

plans approved under part D of title IV of the

3

Social Security Act, which shall take into ac-

4

count—

5

(i)

the relative size of State caseloads

under such part; and

6
7

(ii)

the level of automation needed to

8

meet the automated data processing require-

9

ments of such part.

10

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT. —Section 123(c) of the

11

Family Support Act of 1988 (102 Stat. 2352;
2352; Public
Public Law
Law

12

100—485)
1

13

SEC. 446. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

14

00—485)isis repealed.
repealed.

(a) FOR TRAINING OF FEDERAL AND STATE STAFF,

15 RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS,
PROGRAMS,AND
ANDSPECIAL
SPECIAL

16 PROJECTS OF REGIONAL OR NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE. —
17

Section

452 (42 U
US.C.
S. C.652)
652)isisamended
amendedby
by adding
adding at
at the
the

18 end the following new subsection:
19

Out of any money in the Treasury of the United

"61)

20 States not otherwise appropriated, there is hereby appro21 priated
pria ted

to the Secretary for each fiscal year an amount

22 equal to 1 percent of the total amount paid to the Federal
23 Government pursuant to section 457(a) during the imme-

24 diately preceding fiscal year (as determined on the basis
25 of the most recent reliable data available to the Secretary
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as

of the end of the 3rd calendar quarter following the end

2 of

such preceding fiscal year), to cover costs incurred by

1

3

the

Secretary for—

4

"(1) information dissemination and technical as-

5

sistance to States, training
training of
of State
State and
and Federal
Federalstaff;
staff

6

staffing studies, and related activities needed to im-

7

prove programs under this part (including technical

8

assistance

9

quired by this part); and
"(2)

10

concerning State automated systems re-

research,

demonstration,

and

special

11

projects of regional or national significance relating

12

to

13

(b) OPERATION OF FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR SERV-

the operation of State programs under
under this
this part.
part. '1
'1

14 ICE. —Section 453 (42 U S.C. 653), as amended by section
15

416(f)

of this Act, is amended by adding at the end the

16 following new subsection:
17
18

"(n) Out of any money in the Treasury of the United
'7n)
States

not otherwise appropriated, there is hereby appro-

19 priated

to the Secretary for each fiscal year an amount

20 equal to 2 percent of the total amount paid to the Federal
21

Government

pursuant to section 457(a) during the immeimme-

22 diately preceding fiscal year (as determined on the basis
23 of the most recent reliable data available
available to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary

24 as of the end of the 3rd calendar quarter following the end
25

of such preceding fiscal year), to cover costs incurred by
.HR 4 RS
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1

the

Secretary for operation of the Federal Parent Locator
under this section, to the extent such costs are not

2

Service

3

recovered through user fees. ".

4 SEC.
SEC. 447. REPORTS AND DATA COLLECTION BY THE SECRETARY
RETARY.

5

6

(a) ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS. —

7
8

(1)

Section

452(a) (10) (A)

(42

US.
U S. C.

652(a) (10) (A)) is amended—

9

(A)

by striking "this part;" and inserting

"this part, including— ";
", and

10

(B) by adding at the end the following new

11

12

clauses:

'7i) the total amount of child support
"(i)

13

collected as a result of services

14

payments

15

furnished during the fiscal year to individ-

16

uals receiving services under this part;

"(ii) the cost to the States and to the

17
18

Federal

Government of so furnishing the

19

services;

and

"(iii) the number of cases involving

20

families—

21

22

.

"(I) who became ineligible for as-

under State programs funded

23

sistance

24

under

25

fiscal year; and
.HR 4 RS
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1

"(II) with respect to whom a child

2

support payment was received in the

3

month,".
month;".

4
5

Section

(2)

452(a) (10) (C)

(42

U S. C.

652(a)
652
(a) (10)
(1 0)(C))
(C))isis amended—
amended—

(A) in the matter preceding clause (i)—

6

(i) by striking "with the data required

7

each clause being separately stated

8

under

9

for cases" and inserting "separately stated
for (1) cases
cases ";

10

(ii) by striking "cases where the child

11

formerly receiving" and inserting "or

12

was

13

formerly received";

(iii) by inserting "or 1912" after

14

"471
"471 (a)
(a)(17)
(17)";
and
"; and

15

(iv)

16
17

other";

18

(B)

ing

19

20

",',

by inserting "(2)"

before

"all

in each of clauses (1)
(I) and (ii), by strik-

and the total amount of such obligations";

(C)

in clause (iii), by striking "described

21

in" and all that follows
follows and
and inserting
inserting "in
un which

22

support was collected during the fiscal year;";
support
year,";

23

(D)
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(E)

1

by redesignating clause (v) as clause

2

(vii), and inserting after clause (iii) the follow-

3

ing new clauses:

4

'(iv)
'(iv)

the total amount of support col-

5

lected during such fiscal year and distrib-

6

uted as current support;

7

"(v)
"('v)

the total amount of support col-

during such fiscal year and distrib-

8

lected

9

uted as arrearages;

"(vi) the total amount of support due

10

and unpaid for all fiscal years; and".

11

12

652(a)

14

Federal
(4)
(4)

15

452(a) (10) (C)

(42

U S.C.

(10) (C)) is amended by striking "on the use of

13

16

Section

(3)

courts
and'
courts and".
Section 452(a) (10) (42 US. C. 652(a) (10)) is

amended—

17

(A)

in subparagraph

(H),

by striking

"and";

18

(B) in subparagraph (I), by striking the pe-

19

nod and inserting
inserting ";";and";
and"; and

20
21

(C)

22

by inserting after subparagraph (I) the
the

following new subparagraph:

23

"(J) compliance, by State, with the stand-

24

ards established pursuant to subsections (h) and

25

(i)".
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(5)

1

Section 452(a) (10) (42 US. C. 652(a)
652(a) (10))
(10)) is
is

by striking all that follows subparagraph

2

amended

3

(1),

4

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by sub-

5

section (a) shall be effective with respect to fiscal year 1996

as added by paragraph (4).

succeeding fiscal
fiscalyears.
6 and succeeding
years.
7
8

Subtitle F—Establishment and
Modification of Support Orders

9 SEC. 451. NATIONAL CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES COMMIS10
11

SION.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT—There is hereby established a

to be known as the National Child Support

12

commission

13

Guidelines Commission (in this section referred

14

"Commission').
"Commission':).

15

(b) GENERAL DUTIES. —

16

17

to as the

(1) IN
— The Commission
IN GENERAL.
GENERAL—The
Commission shall
shall deter-

mine—

18

(A)

whether it is appropriate
appropriate to
to develop
develop a

19

national child support guideline for consider-

20

ation
a
tion by the Congress or for adoption by individ-

21

ual States; or

22

(B)

23

models,

24

els,
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(2) DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF
OFMODELS.
MODELS.—If
—Ifthe
theCommisCommis-

1

determines under paragraph
paragraph (1)(A)
(l)(A) that a na-

2

sion

3

tional child support guideline is needed or under

4

paragraph (l)(B)
(1) (B) that improvements to guideline

5

models are needed, the Commission shall develop such
models

6

national guideline or improvements.

7

(c) MA TTERS FOR CoNsIDEA TION BY THE COMMI5COMMIS-

8

SION.
SION.—In
—In making
making the
the recommendations
recommendations concerning
concerning guide-

99 lines
lines required
requiredunder
under subsection
subsection (b), the Commission shall
10

consider—
(1)

11

12

lines established pursuant to section 467;
467;
(2)

13

14

the adequacy of State child support guide-

orders,
orders,

matters generally applicable to all support

including—
(A)

15

the feasibility

of adopting uniform

terms in all child support orders;

16

(B)

17

how to define income and under what

circumstances income should be imputed,'
imputed; and

18
19

(C)

20

ments;

21

(3)

tax treatment of child support pay-

the appropriate treatment of cases in which

22

either or both parents have financial obligations to

23

more

24

be

than 1 family, including the effect (if any) to

given to—
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1

2

(A)

the income of either parent's spouse;

(B)

the financial responsibilities of either

and

3

4

parent for other children or step
stepchildren,
children,

5

(4)

the appropriate treatment of expenses for

6

child care (including care of the children of either

7

parent, and work-related or job-training-related child

8

care);

9

(5)

the appropriate treatment of expenses for

care (including uninsured health care) and

10

health
health

11

other extraordinary
for children
children with
extraordinary expenses
expenses for
with special
special

12

needs;
(6) the
the appropriate
1 or
appropriate duration
duration of
of support
support by
by 1
or

13

14

both parents,
parents, including—
including—
(A) support
support (including
(including shared
shared support)
support) for
for

15

16

postsecondary or
or vocational
vocational education;
education; and
and

17

(B)

support
for disabled
adult children;
support for
disabled adult
children;

18

(7) procedures
child supproceduresto
to automatically
automatically adjust
adjust child

19

port orders
changed
orders periodically
periodicallytotoaddress
address
changedeconomic
economic

20

circumstances, including
changes in
including changes
in the
theConsumer
Consumer

21

Price Index or
or either
either parent's
income
parent 's
income and
and expenses
expenses in
in

22

particular cases;

23

(8)

procedures to help noncustodial parents ad-

24

dress

25

ders to prevent such parents from withholding child
•HR 4 RS
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11

support payments until such grievances are resolved;

2

and

3

(9)

whether, or to what extent, support levels

4

should be
should
be adjusted
adjusted in cases in which custody is
is shared
shared

5

or in which the noncustodial parent has extended vis-

6

itation rights.

7

(d) MEMBERSHIP. —
(1) NUMBER,
NUMBER; APPOINTMENT —

8

(A) IN CENERAL.—The
GENERAL—The Commission shall be

9

of 12°
12 individuals
individuals appointed
appointed jointly by
by

10

composed

11

the

Secretary of Health and Human Services

12

and

the Congress, not later than January 15,

13

1997,

of which--which—

14

(z) 2
(i)
2 shall
shall be appointed by the Chair-

15

man of
man
of the
the Committee
Committee on Finance of the

16

Senate,

17

ranking minority member of the Committee;

18

(ii) 2 shall be appointed by the Chair-

19

man of the Committee on Ways and Means

20

of the House of Representatives, and 1 shall

21

be

22

ber of the Committee; and

and 1 shall
shallbe
beappointed
appointed by
by the

appointed by the ranking minority mem-

(iii) 6 shall
shallbe
beappointed
appointed
byby
thethe
SecSec-

23

retary of Health and Human Services.

24
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(B) QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS. —Mem-

1

2

bers

3

experience

4

child support guidelines. At least 1 member shall

5

represent advocacy groups for custodial parents,

6

at least 11 member
member shall
shall represent
representadvocacy
advocacy

7

groups for noncustodial parents, and at least 1

8

member

9

under

of the Commission shall have expertise and

in the evaluation and development of

shall be the director of a State program
program

part D of title IV of the Social Security

10

Act.

11

(2) TERIVIS
TERMs OF
OFOFFICE.
OFFICE.—Each
—Each member
member shall be

for a term of 2 years. A vacancy in the

12

appointed

13

Commission

14

the

15

(e) COMMISSION POWERS, COMPENSATION, A CCESS TO

shall be filled in the manner in which

original appointment was made.

16 INFORPvIA
INFORIvIATION,
TION, AND
AND SUPERVISION.
— The 1st
SUPER VISION.—The
1stsentence
sentence of sub17 paragraph

(C), the 1st and 3rd sentences of subparagraph

18

(D),

19

of medical studies), clauses (ii) and (iii) of subparagraph

20

(C),
(0),

21

cia]
cial Security Act shall apply to the Commission in the same

subparagraph (F) (except with respect to the conduct

and subparagraph
1886(e)(6)
subparagraph(H)
(H)ofofsection
section
1886 (e)of
(6)the
of Sothe So-

22 manner
manner in which such provisions apply to the Prospective
23 Payment Assessment Commission.

24

(f)

REPORT —Not
—Not later
later than
than22years
years after
after the
the appointappoint-

25 ment of members, the Commission shall submit to the Presi.HR 4 RS
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the Committee on Ways
Ways and
and Means
Means of
of the
theI-louse
House of

1

dent,

2

Representatives,

3

ate,

and the Committee on Finance of the Sen-

a recommended national child support guideline and

4 a final assessment of issues relating to such a proposed na5

6

tional child support guideline.
7IERIvJINA TION. — The Commission
(g)
(g) 7IER1vIINATION.—The
Commissionshall
shallterminate
terminate

7 6 months after the submission of the report described in sub8

section (e).

9

SEC. 452. SIMPLIFIED PROCESS FOR REVIEW AND ADJUST-

10
11

12

MENT OF CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.
Section 466(a) (10) (42 U
US.
S. C.
C. 666(a)
666(a) (10)) is amended
to read as follows:

"(10) Procedures under which the State shall
shall re-

13

and adjust each support order being enforced

14

view

15

under this part upon the request of either
under
either parent
parent or

16

the

17

shall provide the following.
following:

State if there is an assignment. Such procedures

18

"(A)
'(A) The State shall review
review and,
and, as appro-

19

pria te, adjust the support order every 3 years,

20

taking into account the best interests of the child

21

involved.

22

"(B)(i)
"(B)
(i) The
The State
State may
may elect to review and,

23

if appropriate, adjust an order pursuant to sub-

24

paragraph (A) by—
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1

"(I) reviewing and, if appropriate, ad-

2

justing the order in accordance with the

3

guidelines

4

467(a) if the amount of the child support

5

a ward under
under the order
award
orderdiffers
differs from
from

6

amount that would be awarded in accord-

7

ance with the guidelines; or

established pursuant to section

the

8

"(II) applying a cost-of-living adjust-

9

ment to the order in accordance with a formerit

10

mula developed by the State and permit ei-

11

ther party to contest the adjustment, within
within

12

30

13

adjustment,

14

and,

15

in accordance with the child support guide-

16

lines established pursuant to section 467(a).

17

"('ii)
'7iii) Any adjustment under clause (i) shall

days after the date of the notice of the
request for
for review
by making a request
review

if appropriate, adjustment of the order

18

be

19

showing of a change in circumstances.

made without a requirement for proof or

20

"(C) The State may use automated methods

21

(including aautomated
utoma tedcomparisons
comparisons with
with wage
wage or

22

State income tax data)
data) to
to identi3i
identify orders
orders eligible
eligible

23

for review, conduct the review, identify orders el-

24

igible for adjustment, apply the appropriate ad-
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justment to
justment
to the orders eligible for adjustment

1

under the threshold established by the State.

2
3

"(D)
'7D) The State shall, at the request of either

4

parent subject to such an order or of any State

5

child support enforcement agency, review and, if

6

appropriate, adjust the order in accordance with

7

the guidelines established pursuant to section

8

467(a) based upon a substantial change in the
467(a)

9

circumstances of either parent.
circumstances

10

'(E) The
"(E)
The State
State shall
shall provide
provide notice to the

11

parents subject to such an order informing them

12

of their right to request the State to review and,

13

if appropriate, adjust the order pursuant to subif

14

paragraph (D).
paragraph
(D). The
The notice
notice may be included in

15

the order.
".
order.'

16

SEC. 453. FURNISHING
SEC.
FUP.NISHING CONSUMER REPORTS FOR CERTAIN

17

PURPOSES RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT.
PURPOSES

18

Section 604
Section
604 of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15

19

US. C. 1681b) is amended by adding at the end the follow-

20
20 ing
ingnew
newparagraphs:
paragraphs:
21

"(4) In response to a request by the head of a
"(4)

22

State or
or local
local child
child support enforcement agency (or
(or aa

23

State or
State
or local
local government
government official
official authorized by the

24

head of such an agency), if the person making the re-
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1

2

certifies to the
the consumer
consumerreporting
reporting agency
agency

quest

that—

3

"(A) the consumer report is needed for the

4

purpose of establishing
establishing an
an individual
individual 'ss capacity

5

to make child support payments or determining

6

the appropriate level of such payments;

7

"(B) the paternity of the consumer for the

8

child to which the obligation relates has been es-

9

tablished or acknowledged by the consumer in ac-

10

cordance
cordance with State laws under which the obliga-

11

tion arises (if required by those laws);

12

"(C)

the person has provided at least 10

13

days' prior notice to the consumer whose report

14

is requested, by certified or registered mail to the

15

last known address of the consumer,
consumer, that
that the
the re-

16

port will be requested, and

17

"(D) the consumer report will be kept con-

18

fidential, will be used
used solely
solely for
for a purpose de-

19

scribed

20

used

21

istrative, or criminal proceeding,

22

other purpose.

23

"(5) To an agency administering

24

under
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U S. C. 654) for use to set an initial or modified child

1

support award. ".

2
3

454. NONLIABILITY FOR DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS

SEC.

4

PROVIDING FINANCIAL RECORDS TO STATE

5

CHILD
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
CHILD SUPPORT

6

IN CHILD SUPPORT CASES.
(a) IN GENERAL.
—Notwithstandingany
any other
other proviGENEL. —Notwithstanding
pro vi-

7
8

of Federal or State law, a depository institution
institution shall
shall

sion

9 not

be liable under any Federal or State law to any person

10 for

disclosing any financial record of an individual to a

11

State child support enforcement agency attempting to estab-

12 lish,
13

modify, or enforce a child support obligation of such

individual.

14

(b)

PROHIBITIONOF
PROHIBITION
OFDISCLOSURE
DIscLOsuRE OF
OF FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL

15
RECORDOBTAINED
15 RECORD
OBTAINEDBY
BYSTATE
STATECHILD
CHILDSUPPORT
SUPPORT ENFORCEENFORCE-

16 MENT AGENCY. —A State child support enforcement agency

obtains a financial record of an individual from a

17

which

18

financial institution pursuant to subsection (a) may dis-

19 close

such financial record only for the purpose of and to

20 the extent necessary in, establishing, modifying, or enforc21

22
23

ing a child support obligation of such individual.
(c)

CIVIL DAMA
CIVIL
DAMAGES
GES FOR
FOR UNA
UNAUTHORIZED
UTI-IORIZED DISCL0DISCLO-

SURE.—

24

(1) DISCLOSURE BY STATE OFFICER OR EM-

25

PLOYEE.
PL OYEE. —If
—If any
any person
person knowingly, or by reason of
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1

negligence,

discloses a financial record of an individ-

in violation of subsection (b),
(b), such individual

2

ual

3

may bring a civil action for damages against such

4

person in a district court of the United States.

5

(2) No LIABILITY FOR GOOD FAITH
FAITH BUT ERRO-

6

NEOUS

7

under this subsection with respect to any disclosure

8

which

9

pretation of subsection (b).

10

INTERPRETATION. —No
INTERPRETATION.
—Noliability
liabilityshall
shall arise
arise

results from a good faith, but erroneous, inter-

(3)

DAMAGES.—In any action brought under

11

paragraph (1), upon a finding of liability on the part

12

of the defendant, the defendant shall be liable to the

13

plaintiff in an amount equal to the sum of—

14

(A) the greater of—

15

(i) $1,000 for each. act of unauthorized

16

disclosure of a financial record with respect

17

to

which such defendant is found liable; or

(ii) the sum of—

18
19

(I) the actual damages sustained

20

by the plaintiff as a result of such un-

21

authorized disclosure; plus

22

(II) in the
the case
caseofofa a
willful
willfuldisclodisclo-

23

sure or a disclosure which is the result

24

of gross
gross negligence,
negligence,
punitive
punitive
damages;
damages;

25

plus
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(B)

1

2
3

the costs (including attorney's fees) of

the action.
(d) DEFINITIONS. —For purposes of this section:

(1) The term "depository institution" means—

4
5

(A) a depository institution, as defined in

6

section 3(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act

7

(12 US.C. 1813(c));
(B)

8

an institution-affiliated party, as de-

fined in section 3(u) of such Act (12 USC.
fined

9
10

1813(v));and

11

(C)

any Federal credit union or State credit
credit

as defined in section 101 of the Federal

12

union,

13

Credit Union
Act(12
(12UUS.C.
Union Act
S. C. 1752),
1752),including
including

14

an

15

union, as defined in section 206(r) of such Act
union,

16

(12 US.C. 1786(r)).

17

(2)

institution-affiliated party of such a credit

The term "financial record" has the meaning

such term in section 1101 of the Right to FjFi-

18

given

19

nancial Privacy Act of 1978 (12
nancialPrivacyActofl978
C. 3401).
(12 US.
US.C.

20

(3)

The term "State child support enforcement

21

agency" means a State agency which administers a

22

State

23

support obligations.
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1

Subtitle G—Enforcement of Support

2

Orders

3

4

SEC. 461. FEDERAL
FEDERAL INCOME
INCOME TAX
TAXREFUND
REFUND OFFSET.
OFFSET.

(a)

CHANCED
CHANGED

ORDER OF REFUND DISTRIBUTION

5 UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE CODE. —
6

(1)

IN GENERAL.—Subsectjon
CENERAL.—Subsection (c) of section 6402
6402

7

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to au-

8

thority to make credits or refunds) is amended by

9

striking the 3rd and 4th sentences and inserting the

10

following new sentences: "A reduction under this sub-

11

section

12

port, before any other reductions allowed by law (in-

13

cluding a credit against future liability for an inter-

14

nal revenue tax) have been made. A reduction under

15

this subsection shall be assigned to the State with re-

16

spect

17

nods such individuals were receiving assistance under

18

part A or B of title IV of the Social Security Act only

19

after satisfying all other past-due support. '1
".

20

shall be applied 1st to satisfy past-due sup-

to past-due support owed to individuals for pe-

(2)

CONFORMING AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT. —Paragraph
—Paragraph (2)
(2)

21

of section 6402(d) of such Code is amended by strik-

22

ing "with respect to past-due support collected pursu-

23

ant to an assignment under section 402(a)
402(a) (26)
(26) of
of the
the

24

Social Security Act".
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(b) ELIMINATION OF DISPARITIES IN TREA TMENT OF

1

2 ASSIGNED AND NONASSIGNED
NONASSIGNED ARREARA
ARREARAGES.
GES.
3

(1)

4

Section 464(a) (42 U S. C. 664(a)) is amend-

ed—

(A) by striking "(a)" and inserting "(a)

5

6

OFFSET AUTHORIZED.—";
AUTHORIZED.—";

(B) in paragraph (1)—

7

(i) in the 1st sentence,

8

9

by striking

"which has been assigned to such State pur-

10

suant to section

11

471 (a)
(a) (1
(1 7)";
7)"; and
and

402 (a) (2 6)

or section

12

(ii) in the
striking
the 2nd
2nd sentence,
sentence, by
by striking

13

"in accordance
withsection
section 457(b)
457(b) (4)
(4) or
accordance with
or

14

(d) (3)"
(3)" and
and inserting
inserting "as
"as provided
provided in
in parapara-

15

graph
(2)";
graph (2)
";

16

(C) by
by striking
striking paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) and
and inserting
inserting
the following
new paragraph:
following new
paragraph:

17

"(2) The
agency shall distribute amounts paid
The State
State agency
paid

18

19 by the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of

the Treasury pursuant to paragraph

20 (1)—
"(A) in
withsection
section457(a),
457(a), in
in the
in accordance
accordance with
the

21

22

case of
past—due support
of past—due
supportassigned
assignedtotoaaState;
State;and
and

23

"(B) to or on behalf of the child to whom the

24

support was owed, in the case of past-due support not

25

sO
assigned. ","; and
50 assigned.
and
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in paragraph (3)—

(D)

11

2

(i) by striking "or (2)"
(2)" each
such
each place such
term

3

appears,
appears; and

4

(ii) in subparagraph (B), by striking

5

"under paragraph (2)" and inserting "on

6

account of past-due support described in

7

paragraph (2) (B) '1
".

8

(2)

Section 464(b) (42
(42 US.
US. C.
C. 664(b))
664(b)) is amend-

ed—

9

10

(A)

by striking "(b) (1)" and inserting the

following:

11

12

"(b) REGULATIONS.—"; and

13

(B)

14

Section 464(c) (42 US. C. 664(c)) is amend-

(3)

15

by striking paragraph (2).

ed—

16

(A)

by striking "(c) (1) Except as provided

17

in paragraph (2), as" and inserting the follow-

18

ing:

19

"(c) DEFINITION.
DEFINITION.—As",•
—As" and

20
21

(B)
SEC.

462. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE COLLECTION OF

22
23

by striking paragraphs (2) and (3).

ARREARAGES.

(a) AMENDMENT TO INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE CODE.
CODE. —Sec—Sec-

24 tion 6305 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating
25

to collection of certain liability) is amended—
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(1)

1

in paragraph (1), by inserting "except as

provided in paragraph (5)"
(5) "after
after"collected";
"collected";

2
3

(2)

4

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

(3),•

(3) by striking the period at the end of para-

5

graph (4)
graph
(4) and
andinserting
inserting",' and'
and";

6

(4) by adding at the end the following new para-

7

graph:

8

9

"(5) no additional fee may be assessed for adjust-

10

ments

11

such

12

and

13

to an amount previously certified pursuant to

section 452(b) with respect to the same obligor. ";

(5)

by striking "Secretary of Health, Education,

Welfare" each place it appears and inserting

14

and

15

"Secretary of Health and
and Human
Human Services
Services".
".

16

(b)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

17

section shall become effective October 1, 1997.

18

SEC.

463. AUTHORITY TO COLLECT SUPPORT FROM FED-

19

20
21

ER4L
ERAL EMPLOYEES.
(a) CONSOL
TION AND
CONSOLIDATION
AND STREAMLINING
STREAMLINING OF
OF A
A UTI-IORIUTHORITIES. —Section 459 (42
(42 U
US.
S. C.
C. 659)
659) is amended

22 follows:
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1

459. CONSENT BY THE UNITED
UNITED STA
STATES
TES TO
TO INCOME

"SEC.

2

WITHHOLDING, GARNISHMENT,. AND SIMILAR
SIMILAR

3

PROCEEDINGS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD

4

SUPPORT AND ALIMONY OBLIGATIONS.

"(a) CONSENT To SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT.
ENFORCEMENT —Not-

5

6 withstanding any other provision of law (including section
77 207
207of
ofthis
thisAct
Actand
andsection
section 5301
5301 of
of title
title 38,
38, United States
8

Code),

9 to

effective January 1, 1975, moneys (the entitlement

which is based upon remuneration for employment) due

10 from,

or payable by, the United States or the District of
(including any agency, subdivision, Or instru-

11

Columbia

12

mentality thereof) to any individual, including members of

13

the

Armed Forces of the United States, shall be subject, in

14 like

manner and to the same extent as if the United States

15

or the District of Columbia were a private person, to with-

16

holding in accordance with State law enacted pursuant to

17

subsections

18

of the Secretary under such subsections, and to any other

19 legal

process brought, by a State agency administering a

20 program
21

(a)(l) and (b) of section 466 and regulations

under a State plan approved under this part or

by an individual obligee, to enforce the legal obligation of

22 the individual to provide child support or alimony.
23

'7b)
"(b) CONSENT TO REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE TO
TO

24 PRIVATE PERSON.—
PERSON. — With
Withrespect
respecttotonotice
noticeto
towithhold
withhold in-

25 come pursuant to subsection (a)
(a)(1)
(1) or
or (b)
(b) of
of section
section 466,
466,
26 or any other order or process to enforce support obligations
.HR 4 RS
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1

against an individual (if the
the order
order or
or process
process con
contains
rains or

2 is
3

accompanied by sufficient data to permit prompt identi-

fication of the individual
individual and
and the
themoneys
moneysinvolved),
involved), each

4 governmental entity specified in subsection (a) shall be sub-

5 ject to the same requirements as would apply if the entity
were aaprivate
66 were
private person,
person, except
except as otherwise provided in this

7 section.
section.
8

"(c) DESIGNATION
DESIGNA TIONOF
OFAAGENT;
GENT;RESPONSE
RESPONSETO
TONOTICE
NoTICE

9 OR
OR PROCESS—

('l) DESIGNATION OF A GENT. — The head of each
"(1)

10
11

agency subject
subject to
to this
thissection
sectionshall—
shall—

12

"('A) designate
"(A)
receive
designate an
an agent
agent or
or agents
agents to
to receive

13

orders and
and accept
accept service
service of
of process
process in
in matters
matters

14

relating to child support
support or
or alimony;
alimony and

15

"(B) annually publish in the Federal Reg-

16

ister the designation of the agent or agents, iden-

17

tified by title or position, mailing address, and

18

telephone number.
number.

19

"(2) RESPONSE TO NOTICE OR PROCESS. —If an
an

20
20

agent

21

subsection

22

dures

23

section 466,
or is
466, or
iseffectively
effectivelyserved
servedwith
with

24

process,
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this

receives notice pursuant to State proce-
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or interrogatory, with respect to an individ-
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11

ual 's
s child
child support
support or alimony
alimony payment
payment obligations,
obligations,

2

the

agent shall—

3

"('A) as soon as possible (but not later than
"(A)

4

15 days) thereafter, send written notice of the no-

5

tice
tice or
or service
service (together
(together with
with aa copy
copy of
of the
the notice
notice

6

or service)
or
service) to
to the
the individual
individual at
at the
the duty
duty station
station

7

or
homeaddress
addressofofthe
the individual;
individual;
or last-known
last-known home
"(B)
'(B) within
within 30
30 days
days (or
(or such
such longer
longer period
period

8

9

as

may be prescribed by applicable State law)

10

after receipt of a notice pursuant to such State
State

11

procedures,

12

sions of section 466; and

13

"(C)

comply with all applicable provi-

within 30 days (or such longer period

may be prescribed by applicable State law)

14

as

15

after effective
effective service
service of
of any
any other such order,

16

process,

17

process, or in
interrogatory.
terroga tory.

18

or interrogatory, respond to the order,

"(d)
(d) PRIORITY
PRIORITY OF
OF CLAIMS.
CLAIMS. —If a
a governmental
governmental entity
entity

19 specified

in subsection (a) receives notice or is served with

20 process, as provided in this section, concerning amounts
21

owed by
by an
an individual
individual to
to more
more than
than 1
1 person—

22

"(1) support collection under section 466(b) must

23

be

24

in section
section 466(b)
466(b) (7);
(7);

given priority over any other process, as provided
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'72)
"(2)

1

allocation of moneys due or payable to an

2

individual among claimants under section 466(b)

3

shall be governed by section 466(b) and the regula-

4

tions prescribed under such section; and

5

'73)
such moneys
'(3) such
moneysas
as remain
remain after
after compliance

6

with paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be available to sat-

7

isfy any other such processes on a 1st-come, 1st-served

8

basis,

9

such

with any such process being satisfied out of
moneys as remain after the satisfaction of all

10

such processes which have been previously served.

11

"(e)
'(e) No REQUIREMENT To VARY
VARY PA
PAY
Y CYCLES.
CYCLES. —A

12 governmental

entity that is affected by legal process served

13

for the enforcement
s child
enforcement of
of an
an individual
individual's
child support
support or all-

14

mony payment obligations shall not be required to vary its

15 normal pay

and disbursement cycle in order to comply with

16 the legal pro
process.
cess.
17

"(f) RELIEF FROM
FROM LIABILITY
LIABILITY—

'(1)
'71)

18

Neither the United States, nor the governgovern -

19

ment of the District of Columbia, nor any disbursing

20

officer

shall be liable with respect to any payment

21

made

from moneys due or payable from the United

22

States

to any individual pursuant to legal process
process

23

regular on its face, if the payment is made in accord-

24

ance

25

carry out this section.

.HR
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"(2)

1

No Federal employee whose duties include

2

taking actions necessary to comply with the require-

3

ments of subsection (a) with regard to any individual

4

shall be subject under any law to any disciplinary ac-

5

tion or civil or criminal liability or penalty for, or

6

on account oi' any disclosure of information made by

7

the employee in connection with the carrying out of

8

such actions.

9

"(g) REGuLAT.roNs.—Authority
REGuLATI0Ns.—Authority to promulgate regula-

10

tions for the implementation of this section shall, insofar

11

as

12

by)—

this section applies to moneys due from (or payable

13

"(1) the United States (other than the legislative

14

or judicial branches of the Federal Government) or

15

the government of the District of Columbia, be vested

16

in the President (or the designee of the President);

17

"(2) the legislative branch of the Federal Govern-

18

ment, be vested jointly in the President pro tempore

19

of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Rep-

20

resentatives (or their designees), and

21

"(3)

the judicial branch of the Federal Govern-

22

ment,

23

States (or the designee of the Chief Justice)

24

"(h) MONEYS SUBJECT To PROCESS. —
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"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject
GENERAL. —Subject to paragraph (2),

1

paid or payable to an individual which are

2

moneys

3

considered to be based upon remuneration for employ-

4

ment, for purposes of this section—
"(A)
'(A) consist of—

5

6

'(i) compensation paid or payable for

7

personal services of the individual, whether

8

the

9

salary, commission, bonus, pay, allowances,

10

or otherwise (including severance pay, sick

11

pay, and incentive pay),
pay);

compensation is denominated as wages,

"(ii) periodic benefits (including
(including a

12
13

periodic

14

228(h) (3)) or other payments—

benefit as

defined in

section

"(I) under the insurance system
'(I)

15

16

established

by title II;

17

"(II) under any other system or

18

fund established by the United States

19

which provides for the payment of pen-

20

sions,

21

ities, dependents' or survivors' benefits,

22

or similar amounts payable on account

23

of personal services performed by the

24

individual or any other individual,
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"(III) as compensation for death

1

under any Federal program;

2
3

"(IV)
'(IV) under any Federal program

4

established to provide 'black lung' bene-

5

fits; or

6

"(V) by the Secretary of Veterans

7

Affairs as pension, or as compensation

8

for a service-connected
service-connected disability
disability or

9

death

(except any compensation paid

the Secretazy
Secretary to a member of the

10

by

11

Armed Forces who is in receipt of re-

12

tired or retainer pay if the member has

13

waived

14

the

15

pensation); and

16

"(iii) workers' compensation benefits

a portion of the retired pay of

member in order to receive the corncom-

17

paid under Federal or State law; but

18

"(B) do not include any payment—
"(1) by
"(i)
by way of reimbursement or other-

19

20

wise,

21

dividual in carrying out duties associated

22

with the employment of the individual; or

to defray expenses incurred by the in-

"(ii) as allowances for members of the

23

services payable pursuant

24

uniformed

25

chapter 7 of title 37, United
United States
States Code, as
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1

prescribed by the Secretaries concerned (de-

2

fined by section 101(5) of such title) as nec-

3

essary for the efficient performance of duty.

4

"(2) CERTAIN AMOUNTS EXCL UDED. —In deter-

5

mining the amount of any moneys due from, or pay-

6

able by, the United States to any individual, there

7

shall be excluded amounts which—

are owed by the individual to

8

"(A)

9

United States;

the

"(B) are required by law to be, and are, dede-

10

from the remuneration or other payment

11

ducted

12

involved,

13

and fines and forfeitures ordered by court-mar-

14

tial;

including Federal employment taxes,

"(C)

15

are properly withheld for Federal,

or local income tax purposes, if the with-

16

State,

17

holding of the amounts is authorized or required

18

by

19

than would be the case if the individual claimed

20

all dependents to which he was entitled (the

21

withholding of additional amounts pursuant to

22

section

23

1986

24

presents

25

ports the additional withholding);
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"(D) are deducted as health insurance pre-

1

miums;
ml
urns;

2

"(E)

3

are deducted as normal retirement

4

contributions (not including amounts deducted

5

for supplementary coverage); or

6

"(F) are deducted as normal life insurance

7

premiums from salary or other remuneration for

8

employment (not including amounts deducted for

9

supplementary coverage).

10

"(i) DEFINITIONS. —As used in this section:

11

"(1) UNITED
TES. — The term
UNITEDSTA
STATES.—The
term'United
'United States'
States'

12

includes any department, agency, or instrumentality

13

of the legislative, judicial, or executive branch of the

14

Federal Government, the United States Postal Serv-

15

ice,

16

poration created by an Act of Congress that is wholly

17

owned

18

ments of the territories and possessions of the
the United
United

19

States.

20

the Postal Rate Commission, any Federal cor-

by the Federal Government, and the govern-

"(2) CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT—The
SUPPORT—Theterm
term'child
'child support',
support',

21

when

22

individual to provide such support, means periodic

23

payments of funds for the support and maintenance

24

of aa child
child or
or children
children with
with respect
respect to
towhich
which the
the mdimdi-

25

vidual has
vidual
has such
such an
an obligation,
obligation, and
and (subject
(subject
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1

accordance

with State law) includes payments to pro-

for health care, education, recreation,
recreation, clothing,
clothing,

22

vide
vide

3

or to meet other specific needs of such a child or chil-

4

dren, and includes attorney's fees, interest, and court

5

costs, when and to the extent that the same are ex-

6

pressly made recoverable as such pursuant to a decree,.

7

order, or judgment issued in accordance with applica-

8

ble

State law by a court of competent jurisdiction.
"(3) ALIMONY.
— The term
ALIMONY—The
termalimony',
alimony',when
when used

9

10

in reference
referencetotothe
the
legal
legal
obligations
obligations
of an
of individual
an individual

11

to

12

funds for the support and maintenance of the spouse

13

(or former spouse) of the individual, and (subject to

14

and in accordance with State law) includes
includes separate
separate

15

maintenance,

16

and spousal support, and includes attorney's fees, in-

17

terest,

and court costs when and to the extent that the

18

same
same

are expressly made recoverable as such pursuant

19

to

20

with applicable State law by a court of competentju-

21

risdiction. Such term does not include any payment

22

or transfer of property or its value by an individual

23

to

24

compliance with any community property settlement,

provide the same, means periodic payments of

alimony
alimony pendente
pendente lite,
lite, maintenance,

a decree, order, or judgment issued in accordance

the spouse or a former spouse of the individual in
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1

2

equitable

distribution of property, or other division of

property between spouses or former spouses.
"(4)
(4) PRIVATE PERSON. — The

3

term 'private
term
rivate perper-

4

son' means a person who does not have sovereign or

5

other special immunity or privilege which causes the

6

person not to be subject to legal process.
"(5) LEGAL PROCESS.—The term 'legal
7egal process'

7
8

means

any writ, order, summons, or other similar

9

process

in the nature of garnishment—
('A) which is issued by—
"(A)

10
11

"(i) aa court
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction

12

in any State, territory, or possession of the

13

United States;
States,'
"('ii) a court of competent jurisdiction
"(ii)

14
15

in any
anyforeign
foreign country
country with which
which

16

United States has entered into an agree-

17

men t which
ment
whichrequires
requires the
the United
United States to

18

honor the
the process,'
process; or

the

"('iii) an authorized official pursuant
"(iii)

19

20

to

21

risdiction or pursuant to State or local law,'
law;

22

and

23

"(B)
'(B) which is directed to, and the purpose

24

of which is to compel, a governmental entity

25

which holds moneys which are otherwise payable
.HR4RS
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an individual to make a payment from the

1

to

2

moneys

3

legal obligation of the individual to provide child

4

support or
or make
make alimony
alimony payments. ".

5

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS. —
(1) To
(1)
To PART
PART D
D OF
OF TITLE iv.—Sections
Iv.—Sections 461 and

6

7

462 (42 US. C. 661 and 662) are repealed.
(2) To TITLE 5,
5, UNITED
UNITED STA
STATES
TES CODE.
CODE.—Section
—Section

8

9

to another party in order to satisfy a

5520a

of title 5, United States Code, is amended, in
(h) (2) and (i), by striking "sections 459,

10

subsections

11

461,

and 462 of
C.
of the
the Social
SocialSecurity
SecurityAct
Act(42
(42US.
USC.

12

659,

661, and 662)" and
and inserting
inserting "section
'section 459 of the

13

Social Security Act (42 US. C. 659) ".

14

(c) MILITARY RETIRED AND RETAINER PA Y —

(1) DEFINITION OF COURT. —Section 1408(a) (1)

15

16

of title 10, United States Code, is amended—

17

(A)

by striking "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (B);

18

(B)

19

by striking the period at the end of sub-

paragraph (C) and inserting ' and";
and" and

20
21

(C)

by adding after subparagraph (C) the

following new subparagraph:

22
23

"(D)
'7D)

any administrative or judicial tribu-

24

nal of a State competent to enter orders for sup-

25

port or maintenance (including a State agency
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1

administering a program under a State plan ap-

2

proved under part D of title IV of the Social Se-

3

curity Act), and, for purposes of this subpara-

4

graph, the term 'State' includes the District of

5

Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the
the

6

Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. ".

7

(2)

DEFINITION OF COURT ORDER. —Section

8

1408(a) (2)

9

a

of such title is amended by inserting "or

court order
order for
for the
thepayment
paymentofofchild
childsupport
supportnot
notin—
in-

10

cluded

11

ment, "before
" before "which—".
"which— ".

12
13

in or accompanied by such a decree or settle-

(3) PUBLIC
PUBLIC PAYEE.—Section
PAYEE.—Section1408(d)
1408(d) of
of such
such

title is amended—

14

(A)

15

in the heading, by inserting "(OR FOR

BENEFIT OF)" before "SPOUSE OR"; and

16

(B)

in paragraph (1), in the 1st sentence,

17

by inserting "(or for the benefit of such spouse

18

or former spouse to a State disbursement unit es-

19

tablished pursuant to section 454B of the Social

20

Security Act or other public payee designated by

21

a

22

the

23

order,

24

with such
part D)"
suffisuch part
D)" before
before "in
"in an
an amount
amount suffi-

25

cient".
cient".
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1

(4)
(4) RELATIONSHIP
RELA TIONSJ-IIPTO
TOPART
PARTDDOF
OFTITLE
TITLEIV.
IV. —

2

Section 1408
1408 of
of such
such title
title is amended by adding at

3

the
the

4

RELA TIONSHIPTO
TO OTHER
OTHER LA
LA WS.
WS. —In any case
"U) RELATIONSHIP

5

involving an order providing for payment of child support

6

(as defined in section 459(i)(2) of the Social Security Act)

end the following new subsection:
subsection.

7 by a member who has never been married
married to
to the
the other
other parpar8

ent

of the child, the provisions of this section shall not

9 apply, and the case shall be subject to the provisions of sec10
11

tion 459 of such Act. '1
".
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

12 section shall become effective 6 months after the date of the
13

enactment of this Act.

14 SEC. 464. ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS
15

16

OF MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES.
(a) A VAILABILITY OF LOCATOR INFOR/vIA
INFORMATION.
TION —

(1) MAINTENANCE OF ADDRESS INFORMATION. —

17

Secretary of Defense shall establish a centralized

18

The

19

personnel locator service that includes the address of

20

each

21

tion of the Secretary. Upon request of the Secretary

22

of Transportation, addresses for members of the Coast

23

Guard shall be included in the centralized personnel
personnel

24

locator service.

25

member of the Armed Forces under the jurisdic-

(2) TYPE OF ADDRESS. —
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(A)

1

RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS. —Except

as

2

provided in subparagraph (B), the address for a

3

member

4

tor service shall be the residential address
address of
of that
that

5

member.

6

of the Armed Forces shown in the loca-

(B) DUTY ADDRESS. — The

address for a

7

member of the Armed Forces shown in the loca-

8

tor service shall be the duty address of that mem-

9

ber

in the case of a member—

10

(i) who is permanently assigned over-

11

seas,
seas,

12

unit; or

to a vessel, or to a routinely deployable

(ii) with
with respect
respect to
towhom
whom the
the Secretary
Secretary

13

14

concerned

makes a determination that the

15

member's

residential address should not be

16

disclosed

due to national security or
or safety

17

concerns.

18

(3)

UPDA TING OF LOCA TOR INFORMATION.
INFORMATION —
—

19

Within 30 days after a member listed in the locator

20

service

21

duty address, in the case of
of aamember
member covered
covered by

22

paragraph (2) (B)), the Secretary concerned shall upup-

23

date the locator service to indicate the new address of

24

the member.
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1

(4)
(4) A
AVAILABILITY
VAILABILITY OF
OFINFORMATION.
INFORMATION.—The
— The Sec-

2

retary of Defense shall make
make in
information
formation regarding

3

the

4

in the locator service available, on request, to the Fed-

5

era]
eral Parent Locator Service established under section

6

453

7

(b) FACILITATING GRANTING
GRANTING OF
OF LEAVE
LEAVE FOR
FOR A
A TTENDTrEND-

address of a member of the Armed Forces listed

of the Social Security Act.

8

ANCE AT HEARINGS.
HEARINGS.—
—

9

(1)

REGULA
TIONS.—The Secretary of each miiiREGULATIONS.—The
mili-

10

tazy department, and the Secretary of Transportation
tary

11

with respect to the Coast Guard when it is not opera t-

12

ing as a service in the Navy, shall prescribe regula-

13

tions to
to facilitate
facilitatethe
the
granting
grantingofofleave
leavetoto
a member
a member

14
14

of the
the Armed
Armed Forces
Forcesunder
underthethejurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of that
that

15

Secretary
Secretary in
in aa case
case in
in which—
which—
(A) the leave
leave is
is needed
needed for
for the
the member
member to
to atat-

16

tend

17

a hearing described in paragraph (2);

18

(B) the member is not
not serving
serving in
in or
or with
with aa

19

unit deployed
deployed in
in aa contingency
contingency operation
operation (as
(as dede-

20

fined in section
section 101
101 of
of title
title 10,
10,

21

Code); and

United States
States

22

(C) the
(C)
the exigencies
exigencies of
of military
military service
service (as
(as dede-

23

termined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary concerned)
concerned) do
do not
not 0thoth-

24

erwise require that such leave not be granted.
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1

(2) COVERED
(2)
COVEREDHEARINGS.
HEARINGS.—Paragraph
—Paragraph (1) ap-

2

plies to a hearing that is conducted by a court or
plies

3

pursuant totoan
anadministrative
administrative process
process established
established

4

under State law, in connection with a civil action—

5

(A) to determine whether a member of the

6

Armed Forces is a natural parent of a child; or

7

(B) to determine an obligation of a member

8

of the Armed Forces to provide child support.

9

(3) DEFINITIONS.—For
(3)
DEFINITIONS.—For purposes
purposes of this sub-

10

section:

11

(A)

The term "court" has the meaning

12

given that term in section 1408(a) of title 10,
given
10,

13

United States Code.

14

(B) The term "child support" has the mean(B)
mean-

15

ing given such term in section 459(i) of the So-

16

cial Security
Security Act
Act (42
(42 UUS.C.
S.C. 659(i)).

17

(c) PA
(c)
PA YMENT
YMENT OF MILITARY RETIRED PAY IN COMPLI-

ANCEWITH
18 ANCE
WITHCHILD
CHILDSUPPORT
SUPPORT ORDERS.
ORDERS. —
19

(1)

DATE

OF

CERTIFICATION

OF

COURT

20

ORDER.—Section
ORD.ER.—Section1408
1408ofoftitle
title10,
10,United
UnitedStates
States Code,
Code,

21

as amended
as
amended by
by section
section 463(c)(4) of this

22

amended—

23

Act, is

(A) by
(A)
by redesignating
redesignating subsections (i) and (i)
6)

24

as
as subsections
subsections &) and (k), respectively; and
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(B) by
by

1

inserting after subsection (h) the fol-

lowing new subsection:

2

"(1)
"(i) CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION
DADA
TE.TE.
—It—It
is notnecessary
necessarythat
that
is not

3

4 the date of a certification of the authenticity or completeness
completeness
5

of aa copy
copy of
of aa court
court order
order for
for child
child support
support received
received by
by the
the

6 Secretary concerned for the purposes of this section be recent
7

in relation to the date of receipt by the Secretary. '1
".
(2) PA YMENTS CONSISTENT WITH ASSIGNMENTS

8

9

OF

RIGHTS TO
TO STA
STATES.—Section
TES. —Section 1408(d)
1408(d) (1)
(1) of such

10

title is amended by inserting after the 1st sentence the

11

following: "In the case of a spouse or former spouse

12

who

13

former spouse to receive support, the Secretary con-

14

cerned
cerned

15

to in the preceding sentence to that State in amounts
to

16

consistent with that assignment of rights. ".

assigns to a State the rights of the spouse or
may make the child support payments referred

(3) ARREARAGES
ARREAR4GES OWED
OWED BY MEMBERS OF THE

17

SERVICES. —Section 1408(d) of such title

18

UNIFORMED
UNIFORMED

19

is

20

paragraph:

21

"(6) In
"(6)
In the
the case
case of
of aa court
court order
order for
for which
which effective
effective

amended by adding at the end the following new

22 service is made on the Secretary concerned on or after the
23

date

of the enactment of this paragraph and which provides

24 for payments from the disposable retired pay of a member
25

to satisfy the amount of child support set forth in the order,
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1

the

authority provided in paragraph (1) to make payments

2 from
3

the disposable retired pay of a member to satisfy the

amount of child support set forth in a court order shall

4 apply to payment of any amount of child support arrear5

ages set forth in that order as well as to amounts of child

6 support that currently become due. ".
(4)
YROLL DEDUCTIONS.
(4) PA
PAYROLL
DEDUCTIONS.—The
— The Secretary
Secretary of
of

7

shall begin payroll deductions within 30 days

8

Defense

9

after receiving notice of withholding, or for the 1st

pay period that begins after such 30-day period.

10
11

SEC. 465. VOIDING OF FRAUDULENT
FRA UDULENT TRANSFERS.
TRANSFERS.

12

Section

466 (42 U S.
S.C.
C. 666),
666), as
as amended
amended by section

followof this Act, is amended by adding at the end the fallow-

13

421

14

ing new subsection:

15

"(g) In order to
'7g)
to satisfy
satisfy section
section454
454(20)
(20) (A)
(A),, each
each

State

16 must have
have inineffect—
effect—
"(1) (A) the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act

17
18

of 1981;
"(B) the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act of

19

20

1984;

21

or

"(C)

another law, specifying indicia of fraud

22

which

23

ferred income or property to avoid payment to a child

24

support creditor, which the Secretary finds affords

25

comparable rights to child support creditors; and
.HR 4 RS
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'(2)
"(2)

1

procedures under which, in any case in

the State knows of a transfer by a child sup-

2

which

3

port debtor with respect to which such a prima facie

4

case is established, the State must—

5

"(A) seek to void such transfer; or

6

"(B) obtain a settlement in the best interests of the
the child
child support
supportcreditor.
creditor.".'

7
8

SEC.
SEC.

466. WORK REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONS OWING

9
10

CHILD SUPPORT.

Section 466(a) of the Social Security Act (42
(42 US.
C.
U S.C.

as amended by sections 401(a), 415, 417(a), and

11

666(a)),

12

423
423 of this Act, is amended by adding at the end the follow-

13

ing new
new paragraph:
paragraph:

14

"(16) Procedures
requiringthe
the State,
State, in
Procedures requiring
any
in any

15

case in
in which
an individual
individual owes
support with
with rerewhich an
owes support

16

spect

17

seek a
a court
order that
that recourt order
order or
or administrative
administrative order
re-

18

quires the
the individual
individualto—
to—

to a
a child
child receiving
receiving services
services under
to
underthis
this part,
part, to

"(A) pay
pay such
such support
support in
in accordance
accordance with
with

19

20

a plan
plan approved
approved by
bythe
the court;
court; or
or

21

"(B) if
if the
the individual
individual isisnot
notworking
working and
and

22

is not
not incapacitated,
incapacitated, participate
participate in
in work
work activiactivi-

23

ties (including,
(including, at
at State
State option,
option, work
work activities
activities

24

as

25

propria te. '1
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SEC. 467. DEFINITION OF SUPPORT ORDER.

2
3

Section

416

453 (42 US.
U S.c.
C. 653)
653) as
as amended by sections

and 446(b) of this Act, is amended by adding at the

4 end the following new subsection:

"(o) As used in
in this
this part,
part, the
the term
term 'support
support order'

5

6 means a judgment, decree, or order, whether temporary,
7

final, or subject to modification, issued
issued by
by aa court
court or
or an

8

administrative agency of competent jurisdiction, for the

9

support and maintenance of a child, including
including aa child
child who
who

10 has attained the age of majority under the law of the issuing

or a child and the parent with whom the child is

11

State,

12

living, which provides for monetary support, health care,

13

arrearages,

14

lated costs and fees, interest and penalties, income withhold-

15

ing, attorneys'fees, and other relief ".

or reimbursement, and which may include re-

16 SEC.
16
SEC. 468. REPORTING ARREARAGES TO CREDIT B UREA US.

17
18

Section 466
(a) (7)
466(a)
(7) (42 US. C.
c. 666(a)
666(a) (7)) is amended
to read as follows:

19

"(7)(A) Procedures (subject to safeguards pursu-

20

ant to subparagraph (B)) requiring the State to re-

21

port periodically to consumer reporting agencies (as

22

defined in section 603(f) of
of the
the Fair
Fair Credit
credit Reporting

23

Act (15 US.
C. 1681a(f))
1681a(f)) the
the name
name of any absent parUS.C.

24

ent who is delinquent in the payment of support, and

25

the amount of overdue support owed by such parent.
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Procedures ensuring that, in carrying out

"(B)

11

2

subparagraph (A), information with respect to

3

sent parent

is reported—

"(i)
only
"(i) only

4

an ab-

after
after such
such parent
parent has been af-

5

forded all due process required under State law,

6

including notice and a reasonable opportunity to

7

contest the accuracy of such information;
information, and

'(ii) only to an entity that has furnished
"(ii)

8

9

evidence

is a consumer reporting agency. '1
is
".

10
11

12
13

satisfactory to the State that the entity

SEC. 469. LIENS.

Section 466(a)
(4)
466(a)(4)

(42 US.C.
U S.C. 666(a)
666(a) (4))
(4)) is amended

to read as follows:

"(4) Procedures under which—

14
15

"(A) liens arise by operation of law against

16

real and personal property for amounts of over-

17

due

18

sides

support owed by an absent parent who reor owns property in the State;
State, and
"(B) the State accords full faith and credit

19

20

to

21

another State, without registration of the under-

22

lying order. ".
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1

SEC.

470. STATE LAW AUTHORIZING SUSPENSION OF LI-

2
3

CENSES.

Section 466(a) (42 US. C. 666(a)), as amended by sec-

4 tions 415, 417(a), and 423 of this Act, is amended by add5

ing at the end the following
following new
new para
paragraph:
graph:

6

"(15) Procedures under which the State has (and

7

uses in appropriate cases) authority to withhold or

8

suspend,

or to restrict the use of driver's licenses, pro-

9

fessional

and occupational licenses, and recreational

10

licenses

11

ing, after receiving appropriate notice, to comply

12

with subpoenas or warrants relating to paternity or
or

13

child support proceedings. ".

of individuals owing overdue support or fail-

14 SEC. 471.
471. DENIAL
DENIAL OF
OFPASSPORTS
PASSPORTS
FOR
FOR
NONPA
NONPA
YMENT
YMENT
OFOF
15

16

CHILD SUPPORT.
(a) I—IHS
I—LI-ISCERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATIONPROCEDURE.
PROCEDURE. —

17

(1) SECRETARIAL RESPONSIBILITY —Section 452

as amended by section

18

(42 US.
U S.C.
C.

19

amended by adding at the end the following new sub-

20

section:

21

"(k)(l)
"(k)
(1) If the
the Secretary
Secretary receives
receives a certification by a

652),

446,

is

22 State agency in accordance with the requirements of section
23

454
454(30)
(30) that an
an individual
individualowes
owesarrearages
arrearages of
of child
child support

24 in an amount exceeding $5,
$5,000
000 or
or in
in an
an amount
amount exceeding
exceeding
25 24
25
24months'
months'worth
worth of
of child
child support,
support, the Secretary shall

26

transmit such certification
certificationto
tothe
theSecretary
SecretaryofofState
Statefor
forac—
ac•HR4RS
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1

tion (with respect to denial, revocation, or limitation of

2 passports) pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 471
471(b)
(b) of the Family Self3

Sufficiency Act of 1995.

4

"(2) The Secretary shall
"(2)
shall not
not be
be liable
liable to
to an
an individual

5

for any action with respect to a certification by a State
for

6 agency under this section. ".
7

(2) STA
TB 'SE
CSEAGENCY
AGENCYRESPONSIBILITY
RESPONSIBILITY —SecSTATE

454 (42 US. C. 654), as amended by sections

8

tion

9

404(a), 412(b),
412(b), 413(a), 433, and 444(a), is amend-

10

ed—
(A)

11

by striking 'sand"
"and" at the end of para-

graph (28);

12
13

(B)

by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (29) and
and inserting
inserting";'; and'i
and"; and

14
15

(C)

by adding after paragraph (29) the fol-

16

lowing new paragraph:

17

"(30)

provide that the State agency will have in

a procedure (which may be combined with the

18

effect

19

procedure for tax refund offset under section 464) for
procedure

20

certifying
certifying to the Secretary, for purposes of the proce-

21

dure
dure

22

ports) determinations that individuals owe arrearages

23

of child support in an amount exceeding $5,000 or in

24

an amount exceeding 24 months' worth of child sup-

25

port, under which procedure—
.HR 4 RS
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"(A) each individual concerned is afforded

1

of such determination
determination and
and the
the con-

2

notice

3

sequences

4

the determination;
determination, and

thereof and an opportunity to contest

5

"(B) the certification by the State agency is

6

furnished to the Secretary in such format, and

7

accompanied by such supporting documentation,

8

as

9

the Secretary may require. '1
".

(b) STATE DEPARTMENT PROCEDURE FOR DENIAL
DENIAL OF

10 PASSPORTS.—
PASSPORTS. —
(1)

11

IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of State, upon

12

certification by the Secretary of Health and Human

13

Services,

14

cial Security Act, that an individual owes arrearages
cia]

15

of child support
support in
in excess
excess of
of $5,000
$5,000or
orinin an amount

16

exceeding

17

refuse

18

may revoke, restrict, or limit a passport issued pre-

19

viously to such individual.

20

in accordance with section 452(k) of the So-

24 months' worth of child support, shall

to issue a passport to such individual, and

(2) LIMIT
— The Secretary
LIMITON
ONLIABILITY.
LIABILITY—The
Secretaryof
of State
State

not be liable to an individual for any action

21

shall

22

with respect to a certification by a State agency

23

under this section.
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(c)

1

EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section and the amend-

2 ments made by this section shall become effective October
3

1,

1996.

4

Subtitle H—Medical Support

5

SEC. 475. TECHNICAL CORRECTION TO ERISA DEFINITION

6

OF MEDICAL CHILD SUPPORT ORDER.

7

(a)
(a) IN
IN GENEpL.—Sectjon
GENERAL.—Section609(a)
609(a)(2)
(2)(B)
(B) of
of the Em-

8

ployee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (29 US. C.

9

1169(a) (2)(B))
(2) (B)) is
is amended—
amended—

by striking "issued by a court of competent

10

(1)

11

jurisdiction ";
",

12

(2)

13

(ii) and inserting a comma; and

14
15

by striking the period at the end of clause

(3)

by adding, after and below clause (ii), the

following:

16

"if such judgment, decree, or order (I) is issued

17

by a court of competent jurisdiction or (II) is is-

18

sued

19

lished

20

fect

21

through an administrative process estabunder State law and has the force and ef-

of law under applicable State law. ".

(b) EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE.
DATE.—
—

22

(1)

IN GENERAL. — The

amendments made by

23

this section shall take effect on the date of the enact-

24

mentofthisAct.
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(2) PLAN AMENDMENTS NOT REQUIRED UNTIL

1

1, 1996.—Any amendment to a plan required

2

JANUARY

3

to

4

shall not be required to be made before the 1st plan

5

year beginning on or after January 1, 1996, if—

be made by an amendment made by this section

6

(A) during the period after the date before

7

the date of the enactment of this Act and before

8

such

9

cordance
cordance

1st plan year, the plan is operated in acwith the requirements of the amend-

ments made by this section; and

10

(B)

11

such plan amendment applies retro-

12

actively to the period after the date before the

13

date

14

1st

of the enactment of this Act and before such

plan year.

15

A plan shall not be treated as failing to be operated
A

16

in accordance with the provisions of the plan merely

17

because

18

graph.

it operates in accordance with this para-

19 SEC. 476. ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS FOR HEALTH CARE

20
21

COVERAGE.

Section
Section 466(a) (42 U S. C. 666(a)),
666(a)), as amended
by secamended by
sec-

22 tions 415, 417(a), 423, and 469 of this Act, is amended
23 by adding at the end the
the following
following new
new para
paragraph:
graph:

24
25

"(16)

Procedures under which all child support
support

orders enforced under
under this
this part
part shall
shall include
indude a provi.HR 4 RS
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sion for the health care coverage of the child,
child, and
and in
in

2

the

3

erage

4

provides health care coverage, the State agency shall
provides

5

transfer notice of the provision to the employer, which

6

notice shall operate to enroll the child in the absent

7

parent'ss health plan, unless the absent parent contests
parent

8

the notice. '1

9
10
11

case in which an absent parent provides such coyand changes employment, and the new employer

Subtitle I—Enhancing Responsibility and Opportunity for
Nonresidential Parents

12 SEC. 481. GRANTS TO
TO STA
STA TES
TES FOR ACCESS AND VISITATION
VISITATION
13

14

PROGRAMS.

Part D of title IV
IV (42
(42 U
US.C.
S. C.651—669)
651—669) is
is amended

15

by adding at the end the following new section:

16

"SEC. 469A. GRANTS TO STA TES FOR A
ACCESS
CCESS AND
AND VISITAVISITA-

17

TION PROGRAMS.
PROGRAMS.

18

"(a) IN GENERAL.
GENERAL—The
— The Administration
Administration for
for Children

19

and Families shall make grants under this section to enable

20 States to establish and administer programs to support and
21

facilitate absent parents' access to and visitation of their

22 children, by means of activities including mediation (both
23 voluntary and mandatory), counseling, education, develop-

24 ment of parenting plans, visitation enforcement (including

25 monitoring, supervision and neutral drop-off and pickup),
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1

and development of guidelines for visitation and alternative

2 custody arrangements.
3

"(b) AMOUNT OF GRANT—The amount
amount of
of the
the grant
grant

4 to be made to a State under this section for a fiscal year
5

shall be an amount equal to the lesser of—

6

"(1)
"(1) 90 percent of State expenditures during the
the

7

fiscal year for activities described in subsection (a); or

8

"(2) the allotment of the State under subsection

9
10

(c)

for the fiscal year.

"(c) ALLOTMENTS
ALLOTMENTS TO
TO STA
STATES.
TES. —

"(1) IN GENERAL.—The
GENERAL. —Theallotment
allotmentofofa aState
State for
for

11

12

a

fiscal year is the amount that bears the
the same
same ratio
ratio

13

to

the amount appropriated for grants under this sec-

14

tion for the fiscal year as the number of children in

15

the

16

to

State living with only 1 biological parent bears
the total number of such children in all States.

17

"(2) MINIMUM ALLOTMENT—The Administra-

18

don
tion for Children and Families shall adjust allotments

19

to

20

that no State is allotted less than—

States under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) as
asnecessary
necessary to
to ensure
ensure

"(A) $50,000 for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year1996
1996or
or1997;
J997

21

22

or

23

"(B) $100,000 for any succeeding fiscal

24

year.
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"(d) No SUPPLANTA
SUPPLANTA TION
TION OF
OF STA
STATE
YE EXPENDITURES
EXPENDITURES

2 FOR

SIMILAR AcTIvITIEs—A State to which a grant is

3

made

under this section may not use the grant to supplant

4 expenditures by the State for activities specified in sub5

section (a), but shall use the grant to supplement such ex-

6 penditures at a level at least equal to the level of such ex7 pen
ditures for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1995.
penditures
8

"(e) STATE ADMINISTRA
TION.—Each
—Each State
State to
to which
which a
ADMINITRA TION.

9 grant is made under this section—
"(1)

10

may administer State programs funded

11

with the grant, directly or through grants to or con-

12

tracts with courts, local public agencies, or nonprofit

13

private en
entities;
ti ties;

14

"(2)

15

shall not
shall
not be
be required
required to
to operate
operate such
such propro-

grams
onaa statewide
statewide basis; and
grams on

16

"(3) shall
shall monitor,
monitor, evaluate,
evaluate, and
and report
report on
on such
such

17

programs in accordance
with regulations
regulations prescribed
accordance with
prescribed

18

by the Secretary. '1
".

19

20
21

Subtitle J—Effect of Enactment
SEC. 491. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Except
GENERAL.—Except asas otherwise specifically

22 provided (but subject to subsections (b) and (c))—
23

(1)

the provisions of this title requiring the en-

24

actment or amendment of State laws under section

25

466 of the Social Security Act, or revision of State
.HR
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plans under section 454 of such Act, shall be effective

2

with respect
respect to
to periods
periods beginning
beginning on
on and
and after
after OctoOcto-

3

ber 1,
1996; and
and
1, 1996;

4

(2) all
(2)
all other
other provisions
provisions of
of this
this title
title
shall
shall
become
become

5

effective
upon the
the enactment
enactment of
Act.
effective upon
the date
date of
of the
of this
this Act.

6

(b) CRA
(b)
CRcE
CEPERIOD
FOR STATE
PERIOD FOR
STATE LA w

7
7
8

CHANGES. — The

provisionsof
ofthis
thistitle
provisions
shall
become
title
shall
become effective
effective with
with respect
respect
to a
State on
on the
the later
laterof—
of—
a State

9

(1)

the date specified in this title, or

10

(2)

the effective date of laws enacted by the legis-

11

lature of such State implementing such provisions,

12

but in no event later than the 1st day of the 1st calendar

13

quarter beginning after the close of the 1st regular session

14 of the

State legislature that begins after the date of the en-

15

actment of this Act. For purposes of the previous sentence,

16

in the case of a State that has a 2-year legislative session,

17

each

18

regular session of the State legislature.

19

year of such session shall be
to be
be aa separate
separate
be deemed
deemed to

(c)

CRA CE
CRA
CE PERIOD FOR STATE CONSTITUTIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL

20 AMENDMENT.—A
AMENDMENT—A State shall not be found out of compliance
21

with any requirement enacted by this title if the State is

22 unable to so comply without amending the State constitu23

tion until the earlier of—

24
25

(1)

1 year
year after
after the effective date of the necessary
1

State constitutional amendment; or
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(2) 5 years after the date of the enactment of this

1

title.

2

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to enhance
support and work opportunities for families with children,

reduce welfare dependence, and control welfare spending.".
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104TH CONGRESS

SENATE

1st Session
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1

REPORT
104—96

THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT OF 1995
JUNE 9 (legislative day, JUNE 5), 1995.—Ordered to be printed

Filed, under authority of the order of the Senate of June 8 (legislative day, June
5), 1995

Mr. PACKWOOD, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the
following

REPORT
together with
ADDITIONAL VIEWS
[To accompany
accompany H.R.
HR. 4]

The Committee on Finance, to which was referred the bill (H.R.
4) to amend the Social Security Act to replace the AFDC program
with block grants for needy families with children, to replace child
welfare, adoption assistance and foster care programs with a block
grant for child protection, to make various reforms to the Supplemental Security Income program, to strengthen the child support
enforcement program (along with various reforms to other programs under other laws), and which would restore the American
family, reduce illegitimacy, control welfare spending, and reduce
welfare dependence, having considered the same, reports favorable
thereon with an amendment in the nature of a substitute, and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.
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I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The Committee bill fundamentally
fundamentally reshapes
reshapes the
the Nation's
Nation's welfare
welfare
programs. The most important change is to devolve to the States
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(and U.S. territories) primary responsibility for
for the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) program and related programs
under the Social Security Act. The
The Committee
Committee bill
bill replaces the
present AFDC entitlement to cash welfare, and the myriad of comregulations for
for the
the AFDC
plicated Federal rules and regulations
AFDC program, with
block grants under which the States (and U.S. territories) are given
great latitude to design a program to assist needy families with
minor children become self-sufficient and productive members of
the work force. States determine
determine who
who will
will be
be eligible
eligible to receive assistance and the types of assistance to be provided. States
States are authorized to deny assistance to noncitizens if they so choose.
The Committee bill transforms welfare into
into a temporary program
that places strong emphasis on employment skills and work activities. Able-bodied adults who have received benefits for 2 years
must participate in JOBS activities for at least 20 hours a week.
The JOBS program for AFDC recipients is
is modified
modified to give States
more flexibility in serving the needs of welfare recipients and to
strengthen work requirements. Welfare is made temporary by limiting the receipt of benefits to 5 years except in the case of hardship.

The Committee bill also makes much needed reforms to the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) welfare program, which is funded
solely by Federal dollars and has experienced rapid growth of ceryears. The
The Committee
Committee bill changes SSI
tain populations in recent years.
eligibility for drug addiction and alcoholism impairments, for
noncitizens who enter the U.S. on
on the
the basis
basis that
that they
they not become
a public charge and who have not worked in the U.S. for specified
time periods, and for certain children with disabilities.
The Committee bill provides a uniform rule for "deeming" a sponsor's income and resources to noncitizens for all means-tested pro-

grams in the Social Security Act.
Act. The
The sponsor's
sponsor's income
income and
and reresources are deemed to the noncitizen for the greater of 5 years
after lawfully entering the U.S. or the time specified in the sponsor's affidavit of support.
The Committee bill strengthens the child support enforcement
program by requiring States to improve paternity establishment
programs, establish uniform tracking systems and a directory of
new hires, and adopt uniform laws to expedite interstate child support collections.

II. EXPLANATION OF PROVISIONS
TITLE I—BLOCK GRANTS FOR TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY
FAMILIES

Present law
The Aid to Families
Families with
with Dependent
DependentChildren
Children("AFDC")
("AFDC") program
was enacted in 1935 to provide Federal matching funds to allow
States to make cash payments on behalf of needy dependent children. AFDC programs are currently operated in all 50 States, the
District of Columbia, and three territories (Guam, Puerto Rico, and
U.S. Virgin Islands).
The original AFDC legislation imposed very few requirements on
States. Amendments to the program over the years have drastically
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increased requirements on States. Although States still set "standards of need" and benefit levels for the program, there is an extensive set of Federal eligibility rules, especially with respect to how
a family's income and resources are determined. Income and resources of a sponsor of a noncitizen are "deemed" to the noncitizen
for the first three years after lawfully entering the United States
in determining eligibility for the AFDC program.

States must submit, for approval by the Secretary of HHS, a

State plan that describes the cash benefits and services offered by
the State and explains how the State intends to comply with 43 requirements of present law.
States must also have in effect an approved child support program, an approved plan for JOBS, foster care and adoption assistance programs, and an eligibility and verification program.
Reasons for change

Consolidating the AFDC program and related programs into a
block grant provides States with much needed flexibility in the use

of Federal funds to help needy families with minor children.
Streamlining Federal requirements will allow States to devote

more time to serving needy families and to develop programs that
address the special circumstances of localities. States are guaranteed Federal funding for 5 years so they can make long-term plans
without fear of reduced funding. The primary condition placed on
Temporary Family Assistance funds is an increased commitment to
make able-bodied adults on welfare work. Removing the individual
entitlement to cash benefits sends a clear message to welfare recipients that welfare assistance is temporary and is not intended
to continue on year after year leading to welfare dependency.
Summary of principal provisions
1 Section
1.
Section 101.—Block
101.—Block grants to States.
a. AFDC programs consolidated into Temporary Family Assistance block grant program
The AFDC program along with related programs are consolidated
into a new grant to States called the "Temporary Family Assistance" grant to increase the flexibility of States in operating an assistance program for needy families with minor children. The Temporary Family Assistance grant replaces the following AFDC programs under the Social Security Act:
(1) AFDC cash benefits.
(2) AFDC administration.
(3) AFDC work-related child care.
(4) Transitional child care.
(5) At-risk families child care.
(6) Emergency assistance.
(7) Funding for the JOBS program.
b. Purposes

The purposes of the new grant program are to provide Federal
funds for temporary assistance to needy families with minor children so that such children can be maintained in their homes or the
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homes of relatives, to promote self-sufficiency of parents of needy
children by placing greater emphasis on job preparation and employment, and to prevent and reduce the incidence of
of out-of-wedlock pregnancies, generally understood to be one of the root causes
of welfare dependency.
c. State plan requirements
Under the Temporary Family Assistance
Assistance grant, States must submit to the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS), and update annually, a plan outlining
outlining how
how the
the State
State intends
intends to do the following:

(1) Offer a program to serve needy families with minor chil-

dren throughout the State (assistance may vary from locality

to locality within a State);
(2) Provide assistance to needy families with minor children
for up to 5 years (longer for hardship cases) and provide job

preparation and work experience to adults in the family
that they become self-sufficient;

so

(3) Require at least one parent in a needy family receiving
benefits for more than 24 months (whether or not consecutive)
to engage in work activities in accordance with section 404 and

IV—F (as
Title TV—F
(as amended
amended by the Committee bill);
(4) Meet participation rates for
for the
the JOBS
JOBS program;
program:
(5) If different from other recipients, provide benefits paid to
needy families moving into the State and to noncitizens:
noncitizens;
(6) Safeguard and restrict the use and disclosure of information about needy families receiving benefits; and
(7) Reduce the incidence of out-of-wedlock pregnancies with

special emphasis on teenage pregnancy.

States must certify annually that they will operate a child support enforcement program under Title IV—D; a child protection program under Title
adoption assistance and foster care proTitle TV—B;
IV—B; adoption
grams under Title
Title TV—F;
IV—E; a JOBS program under
under Title
Title IV—F;
IV—F; and
and

an income and eligibility verification system under section 1137.
States must certify which State agency or agencies are responsible
for the administration and supervision of the program. In this regard, a State may contract with public and private organizations
to provide services to welfare recipients. States must certify that
any reports required
required under
under Title
TitleTV—A
IV—A and IV—F will
will be
be filed
filed with
the Secretary of HHS and must provide an estimate of State funding for the program.
d. Eligibility for assistance
The Temporary Family Assistance grant is to be used to serve
needy families with minor children. A minor
minor child
child is an individual
individual
under 18 years old or, if a full-time
full-time student,
student, under
under 19
19 years
years old and
who resides with the individual's custodial parent or other caretaker relative.
States are to determine
determine standards
standardsof
ofneed,
need,eligibility
eligibility criteria,
criteria, and
types and levels of assistance under the State's program funded
under the Temporary Family Assistance grant, subject to work requirements and limitations on assistance under Title IV—A and IV—

F. States may reduce or deny assistance to families that refuse to
comply with work requirements. States may apply the rules of an-
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other State to families who move from the other State for up to 12
months. States are authorized to deny assistance to noncitizens, if
they so choose, and must "deem" the income and resources of a
sponsor to the noncitizen for five years after lawfully entering the
United States (longer if required in the affidavit of support).
A family cannot receive assistance under a State's program funded under the Temporary Family
Family Assistance
Assistance grant
grant for
for more
more than
than 60
60
months (whether or not consecutive) after September 30, 1995, unless the State exempts the family by reason of hardship. States determine what constitutes a hardship for this purpose and are limited to granting hardship for a maximum of 15 percent of the average monthly caseload for the fiscal year. The 60-month period begins for an individual who was previously a minor child in a needy
family when that individual becomes the head of household of a
needy family with a minor child.
Individuals receiving other Federal assistance payments, such as
Social Security benefits, Supplemental Security Income payments,

or foster care payments, are not eligible for assistance under a
State program funded under the Temporary Family Assistance

grant.
An individual who is convicted in a Federal or State court of having made a fraudulent statement or representation with respect to
the place of such individual's residence in order to receive assistance or benefits simultaneously from two or more States under programs in Titles IV, XVI, or XIX, or the Food Stamp Act of 1977 is
not eligible to receive assistance under a State program funded
under the Temporary Family Assistance grant for 10 years beginning with the date of conviction. An individual who is a fugitive
felon or who is violating probation or parole is not eligible to re-

ceive assistance under a State program funded under the Temporary Family Assistance grant.
e. Payments to States and uses of funds

The total amount of the Temporary Family Assistance grant is
$16,779,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1996 through 2000.
Each eligible State is entitled to receive a State Family Assistance
Grant equal to the actual Federal AFDC and related program ex-

penditures paid to the State for fiscal year 1994. Payments to

States are made quarterly. States are allowed to carry forward unused grant funds to future years. Federal grant funds may be sub-

ject to appropriation by a State legislature, consistent with the
terms and conditions of the Temporary Family Assistance grant.

Indian tribes and Alaska Native organizations currently operating
a JOBS program will continue to receive Federal funds directly at
the same level paid to them for fiscal year 1994.
States may use Temporary Family Assistance funds in any manner reasonably calculated to accomplish the purposes of Title IV—
A, including assistance to families who left welfare for employment
(for a transition period) and families at risk of going on welfare.
The Committee intends that the types of expenditures which were
authorized by Title TV—A
before the
the effective
effective date
date of the Committee
IV—A before
bill will continue to be an authorized use of funds. For example, authorized expenditures under present Title IV—A include cash bene-

fits; JOBS program services for recipients and noncustodial par-
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ents; work supplementation payments; child care services for recipients, families who left welfare for employment (for a transition
period) and families at risk of
of going
going on
on welfare;
welfare; transportation
transportation and
other work-related expenses for recipients and families who left
welfare for employment (for a transition period); pregnancy prevention education, medical and counselling services; emergency assistance to avoid destitution of a child or to provide temporary shelter;
reasonable administration costs, including quality control systems;
and welfare fraud detection. The Committee intends that Temporary Family Assistance funds not be used to pay expenses related to other federally funded programs, such as medical services
covered by Medicaid, or to supplant
supplant State
State funding
funding of
of such
such other
other
programs.

! Supplemental assistance for needy
needy families
families Federal
Federal loan
loan
fund
The Federal Government is authorized to establish a revolving
loan fund of $1.7 billion to be administered
administered by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
HHS for supplemental funding needs for State programs funded
under the Temporary Family Assistance grant. Loan funds may be
used to provide assistance under such State programs and welfare

anti-fraud activities. Eligible States
States may
may borrow
borrow from
from the
the revolving
revolving

fund if the State has not been found to misuse funds under the
Temporary Family Assistance grant. A State's outstanding loan

balance may not exceed 10 percent of the State Family Assistance

grant at any time. States must repay their loans, with interest
based on short-term Treasury rates, within three years. In the

event of default, the State's grant
grant for
for the
the quarter
quarter after
after the
the default
default

is reduced by the amount of the loan in default.
g. Penalties against States
The Secretary of HHS is authorized to collect the following penalties from States for noncompliance with Temporary Family Assistant grant requirements:
(1) Any amount found by audit to be in violation of this proprogram, plus 5 percent of such amount
amount as
as aa penalty
penalty (unless
(unless reasonable cause is shown), will be withheld from the next quarterly payment;

(2) 5 percent of the amount otherwise payable for a fiscal
year will be withheld if the State
State fails
fails to
to submit
submit an
an annual
annual rereport regarding the use of funds within 6 months after the end
of the fiscal year unless the Secretary of HHS determines the
State has reasonable cause for such failure (the penalty is rescinded if the report is submitted within 12 months);
(3) Up to 5 percent (within discretion of the Secretary of
HHS) of the amount otherwise payable for the next fiscal year
will be withheld if the State fails to meet the JOBS participation rates for a fiscal year;
(4) Up to 5 percent (within discretion of the Secretary of
HHS) of
HI-IS)
of the
the amount
amount otherwise
otherwise payable for the next fiscal year
will be withheld if the State fails to participate in the Income
and Eligibility Verification System designed to reduce welfare

fraud;
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(5) Up to 5 percent if the Secretary
Secretary of
of HHS
HHS determines
determines a
State fails to ensure that families are cooperating with the
child support enforcement agency
agency in
in establishing
establishing paternity
paternity or
assigning child support rights to the State;
State: and
(6) Any amount borrowed from the revolving loan fund which

is not repaid within 3 years, plus
plus interest,
interest, will
will be
be withheld
withheld

from the next quarterly payment.
The Secretary of HHS may not
not reduce
reduce any
any quarterly
quarterly payment to
the States by more than 25 percent. Any remaining penalty (above
25 percent) will be withheld from the State's payments during succeeding payment periods.

States must provide State funds to replace reductions in State

Family Assistance grants for the above penalties.
h. Mandatory work requirements
[See discussion at Title IT—Modifications to JOBS program.]
i. Religious character and freedom
freedom
The Committee bill provides that any religious organization participating in a State's program funded under the Temporary Family
Assistance grant shall retain its independence from Federal, State,
and local government, including such an organization's control over
all aspects of its religious beliefs, and must not deny needy families
and children assistance on the basis of religion, religious beliefs, or
refusal to participate in a religious practice.
j. Data collection and reporting
Each State receiving Temporary Family Assistance grant funds

is required, not later than six months after the end of each fiscal
year, to transmit to the Secretary of HHS an annual report describing the use of Federal funds and any State funds and providing agaggregate information on needy families receiving assistance under
the State's program funded under the Temporary Family Assistance grant during the fiscal year. States are to include the percentage of funds used for cash assistance, the JOBS program, child
care, transitional services, administrative costs and overhead; child
support received by the States for needy families receiving assistance; the number non-custodial parents participating in the JOBS

program; and aggregate information on needy families receiving assistance during the fiscal year.
k. Research, evaluations, and national studies
The Secretary of HHS may conduct research on the effects, costs,
and benefits of State programs funded under the Temporary Family Assistance grant. The Secretary of HHS may assist States in developing innovative approaches to helping welfare recipients attain
self-sufficiency through employment and shall evaluate the effectiveness of such approaches.
The Secretary of HHS is required annually to rank the States in

order of their success in moving individuals receiving assistance
into long-term private sector jobs. In addition, the Secretary is to
undertake an annual review and evaluation of the three States
most recently ranked highest and the three States ranked lowest.
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The Secretary of HHS is required to
to conduct aa study
study of outcomes
measures for evaluating the success of a State in moving individuals receiving assistance off of welfare through employment and report to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives not
not later
later than

September 30, 1998.
1. Study by the Census Bureau
The Bureau of the Census is directed to expand the Survey of Income and Program Participation as necessary to obtain information
to enable interested persons to evaluate the impact of
of State
State proprograms funded under the Temporary Family Assistance grant, with
particular attention to the issues of out-of-wedlock births, welfare

dependency, the beginning and ending of welfare spells, and the
cause of repeat welfare spells.
m. Assistant Secretary for Family Support
The Assistant Secretary for Family Support within
within the Department of Health and Human Services will administer the programs
under Title TV—A,
TV—A, TV—D,
IV—D, and TV—F.

n. State demonstration programs
The Committee bill is not intended
intended to limit in any
any way the ability
of a State to conduct demonstration projects in one or more political subdivisions directed at identifying innovative or effective programs.
o. No individual entitlement
The Committee bill ends the individual
individual entitlement to
to assistance

under the AFDC programs under Title TV—A and TV—F.
2. Section 102.—Report on data
data processing
processing

Not later than 6 months after the date of enactment, the Secretary of HHS is required to submit to the Congress a report on
the status of State automated data processing systems to assist in
managing the State's program funded under Temporary Family Asprogram participants,
participants, and
and checking
sistance grant, tracking program
checking for
for individuals participating in more
more than
than one State program.
3. Section 103.—Continued application of current standards under

Medicaid program
The Committee does not intend the changes to Title TV—A, made
in the Committee bill, to change Medicaid eligibility. Therefore, the
Committee bill
Committee
bill requires
requires States
States to
tocontinue
continueMedicaid
Medicaideligibility
eligibility
based on AFDC eligibility rules in effect on June 1, 1995. That is,

families who could have qualified under a State's June 1, 1995,
AFDC eligibility requirements will continue to qualify for Medicaid
in the future, even though such families may not qualify for assistfunded under
under the
the Temporary
Temporary Family
ance under a State program funded
Family
families receiving
Assistance grant. Similarly, families
receiving adoption assistance
and foster care maintenance payments under Title IV—E
TV—E will
will continue to qualify for Medicaid in the future based on eligibility requirements in effect on June 1, 1995.
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4. Section 104.—Waivers

States that have a waiver under section 1115 or otherwise relating to AFDC programs under Title TV—A in effect on October 1,
1995, may continue to operate a program under the terms of the
waiver notwithstanding any other
other provision
provision of
of the
the Committee
Committee bill.
bill.
The State is not, however, entitled to any Federal payments under
the waiver.
A State may terminate a waiver, if it so chooses, and must submit a report to the Secretary of HHS on the result or effect of such
waiver. A State is relieved of any accrued cost neutrality liabilities

under the waiver if the State terminates the waiver by the later
of January 1, 1996,
1996,or
or90
90days
days following
following the
the adjournment
adjournment of the
first regular session of the State legislature that begins after the

date of enactment of the Committee bill.
5. Section 105.—Deemed income requirement for Federal and federally funded programs under the Social Security Act
The present law-deeming rules for determining the eligibility of
noncitizens for selected programs under the Social Security Act are

replaced with a uniform deeming rule that applies to all meanstested programs under the Social Security Act. The uniform deeming rule requires that the income and resources of a sponsor and
the sponsor
sponsorss spouse
spouse be
be deemed
deemed to
to aa noncitizen
noncitizen for the later of 5
years beginning on the date the noncitizen lawfully entered the
United States or the period specified in an affidavit of support.

The uniform deeming rule applies to State means-tested pro-

grams that are funded under the Social Security Act, including programs funded under the Temporary Family Assistance grant, Medicaid, and Supplemental Security Income. However, noncitizens
will continue to be eligible for emergency medical services.
6. Section 106.—Conforming amendments to the Social Security Act
The Committee bill contains a series of technical amendments to
conform the provisions of the Committee bill to other provisions of
the Social Security Act.
7. Section 107.—Conforming
107.—Conforming amendments
amendments to
to the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp Act
Actof
of
1977 and related provisions
The Committee bill contain a series
series of
of technical
technical amendments
amendments to
to
conform the provisions of the Committee bill to the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 and related provisions.
8. Section 108.—Conforming amendments to other laws
The Committee bill contains a series of technical amendments to
conform the provisions of the Committee bill to other laws.
9. Section 109.—Secretarial submission of legislative proposal for
technical and conforming amendments
amendments

Not later than 90 days after the date of enactment of the Committee bill, the Secretary of HHS, in consultation with the heads
of appropriate other Federal agencies, must submit to the appropriate committees of the Congress, a legislative proposal providing
for such technical conforming amendments to the law as are required to fully implement the provisions of the Committee bill.
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child and demonstrate
demonstrate to
to SSA's
SSA's satisfaction
satisfactionthat
thatthey
theyfollowed
followed that
that
plan. Noncompliance would lead to appointment of another representative payee, not to termination of benefits. The bill also mandates several studies of disability issues.
The proposed cutbacks in children's SSI benefits would affect
spending in other programs. Food stamp outlays would increase,
under current law,
law, to
to replace
replace a portion of
of the
the cash
cash income
income lost
lost by
the children's families. Effects on two other programs, however, are
omitted from CBO's estimate. Under current law, approximately
half of the disabled children losing SSI benefits would be likely to
end up on the AFDC programs; but because that program would
be abolished in Title I and replaced by a fixed block grant to the
states, no extra spending would result. The cutback in children's
SSI benefits would have only negligible effects on the Medicaid program. Most children removed from SSI would still qualify for Medicaid-either through their eligibility for the program of temporary
assistance to needy families (the successor to the AFDC program)
or their poverty status.
Administrative costs.—Several provisions of Title III would affect
the administrative costs of the SSI
SSI program. Those costs are funded out of an overall discretionary appropriation that limits administrative expenses of the Social Security Administration. The most
significant burdens would be those involved in checking citizenship
status and conducting continuing disability reviews (CDRs). Title
III would presumably
presumably require
require SSA
SSA to check the citizenship
citizenship status
of all SSI
SSJ beneficiaries—those coded as citizens as well as those
identified as aliens—to verify their continued eligibility for benefits. CBO estimates the one-time cost of that effort
effort at about $50
million; some savings would materialize in later years, though, as
SSA would need to sift through fewer applications from legal
aliens. The disability-related provisions would, in CBO's judgment,
involve approximately $300 million in nonrecurring costs (principally in 1996) as SSA reviews
reviews drug
drug addicts
addicts and alcoholics
alcoholics and
disabled children for continued
continued eligibility,
eligibility, and
and about
about $100
$100 million
a year thereafter because of the permanent requirement for additional CDRs. SSA would save small amounts of money (less than
$5 million a year) from processing fewer benefit checks.
checks. Extra administrative costs are expected to total $0.3 billion in 1996 and
$0.1 billion a year thereafter.
Title IV:
IV. Child support enforcement
Title IV would change many aspects of the operation and financing of the federal and state child support enforcement system. CBQ
CBO

estimates that the change in spending relative to current law

would fluctuate between net costs or net savings of $100 million
annually over the seven-year estimation period (see Table 3). The
key provisions of Title IV would mandate the use of new enforcement techniques with a potential to increase collections, eliminate
a current $50 payment to welfare recipients for whom child support
is collected, allow former public
public assistance
assistance recipients
recipients to keep a
greater share of their child support collections, and authorize new
spending on automated systems.
systems. Similar
Similar to
to current
current law,
law, the bill
would require that states share with the federal government child
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support collected on behalf of families who receive cash assistance
through the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Block Grant.
New enforcement techniques.—Using reports on the performance
of various enforcement strategies at the state level, CBO estimates
that child support collections received by families on cash assistance in 2000 would increase under the bill by roughly 12 percent
over current projections (from $3.5 billion to $3.9 billion). Most of
the improvement would result from the creation of a new-hire regreg-

istry (designed to speed the receipt
receipt of
of earnings
earnings information
information on
on

noncustodial parents) and provisions that would expedite the procprocess by which states seize the assets of noncustodial parents who
are delinquent in their child support payments. Some states have
already applied the proposed enforcement techniques, thereby reducing the potential of improving collections further. CBO projects
that the additional collections would result in savings of roughly
$0.2 billion in 2000 to the federal government through shared child
support collections, as well as reduced spending in food stamps and
Medicaid.

Elimination of the $50 passthrough.—Additional federal savings
would be generated by eliminating the current $50 passthrough.
Under current law, amounts up to the first $50 in monthly child
support collected are paid to the family receiving cash assistance
without affecting the level of the welfare benefit. Thus, families for
whom noncustodial parents contribute
contribute child
child support
support get
get as
as much
much as
$50 more a month than do otherwise identical families for whom
such contributions are not made. Eliminating the $50 child support
payment beginning in 1996 would save the federal government between $0.1 billion and $0.2 billion annually.

Distributing additional child support to former AFDC recipi-

ents.—H.R. 4 would require states to share more child support collections with former recipients of public assistance, reducing federal and state recoupment of prior benefit payments. When someone ceases to receive public assistance, states continue to collect
and enforce the family's child support order. All amounts of child
support collected on time are sent directly to the family. If a state

collects past-due child support, however, it may either send the
amount to the family or to use the collection to reimburse itself and

the federal government for past AFDC payments. The proposal,
which would take effect in fiscal year 2000, would require states
to send a larger share of arrearage collections to families, which
would reduce recoupment by federal and state governments. Based
on a survey of child support directors, CBO estimates that this provision would cost the federal government $0.3 billion in 2000 and
$0.4 billion in 2001 and 2002.
Additional provisions with budgetary implications.—A number of
other provisions would increase federal outlays. First, H.R. 4 would

fund further improvements in states' automated systems at an estimated annual cost of $0.1 billion. Second, the bill would provide
about $50 million annually to provide about $50 million annually
to provide technical assistance to states and to operate a computer
system designed to locate non-custodial
non-custodial parents.
parents. Third,
Third, the
the bill
bill
would change federal cost sharing in enforcing child support. Al-

though individual states would see their share of federal funds
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change relative to current law, CBO estimates that the new funding formula would be cost neutral from the federal standpoint.
7. Pay-as-you-go considerations: The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 sets up pay-as-you-go procedures
for legislation affecting direct spending or receipts through 1998.
The pay-as-you-go effects of the bill are as follows.
millions 01
ot dollars]
doiars]
ISy liscal years. i n millions
1996

1995

1997

1999

Outlays

0

—954

—4376
—4,376

—5,637

Receipts

0
o

0

0

0

8. Estimated cost to State and local governments: In general,
H.R. 4 mandates no new or additional spending by state and local
governments and gives those governments the freedom to cut back

on some spending that they already incur. It is impossible that

state and local government will opt to spend more on certain activiactivities, but that choice would be up to them.
Title I of HR. 4 would change the structure of federal funding
funding
for cash assistance and job training for recipients of welfare benefits. THe bill would repeal the federal entitlement for these programs to individuals and would allow states to spend aaspecified
specified
amount of federal money provided in a block grant with a greater
degree of flexibility. To the extent that demand or eligibility for
these programs increases above the level of federal funding, states
could choose to increase their own
own spending
spending to keep pace
pace or could
reduce the amount of benefits or
or limit
limit eligibility
eligibility to maintain curcurrent levels of spending.
Title III's provisions, which would affect the SSI program, likewise could increase or decrease state and local spending, depending

on a variety of factors. State and local government spending for
legal immigrants would automatically
automatically be
be reduced
reduced by
by limiting
limiting
aliens' eligibility for two programs: SSI (which is typically supple-

mented by states) and Medicaid. Legal immigrants cut off from federal benefits, however, might turn to state- and locally-funded general assistance (GA) and general medical assistance (GMA) pro-

grams instead, raising the demand for such benefits. Elsewhere,
the bill permits but does not require states to deny benefits under

the new family assistance block grant to legal aliens.
The proposed removal of drug addicts and alcoholics from the SSI
and Medicaid rolls would probably
probably boost
boost demand
demand for
for general
general assistance payments but trim states' costs for Medicaid and for SSI supplements, with uncertain overall effects. Cutbacks in cash SSI benefits to disabled children will probably increase demands on state
and local welfare programs, but those are extensively restructured
by Title I in a way that affords states great latitude.
Title IV would increase child support collections and reduce the
reliance on welfare for certain families. CBO estimates the provisions would reduce state and local spending by $0.3 billion in 2002.
9. Estimate comparison: None.
10. Previous CBO estimate: On March 31, 1995, CBO issued an
estimate of H.R. 4 as passed by the House of Representatives. Comparisons between the House-passed version of H.R. 4 and
and this
this substitute are difficult to make because this bill amends only programs
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under the jurisdiction of the Committee on Finance (AFDC, Supplemental Security Income, Foster Care, Medicaid, and Child Support
Enforcement). The House-passed bill also addressed the Food
Stamp program, Child Nutrition
Nutrition programs,
programs, and
and the
the Child
Child Care
Care and
and
Development Block Grant. The following outlines the key modifications to the House bill made by the Committee on Finance.
Titles I and II: Temporary assistance for needy families block grant
and JOBS modification

The Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Block Grant is

funded at a higher level in the Finance Committee substitute
($16.8 billion rather than $15.4 billion a year). The difference

stems from two sources. First, the Finance version includes $1.0
billion for three AFDC-related child care programs. The House provided for such funding in a separate, discretionary child care block
grant. Second, the Finance Committee provides an additional $0.4
billion for the AFDC and JOBS programs.

In addition, the Finance Committee amended the House-proposed adjustments to the block grant, dropping the population adjustment and eliminating the adjustments based on the so-called illegitimacy ratio. The federal loan fund is increased from $1.0 billion to $1.7 billion.

Finally, the Finance Committee struck a number of requirements
in the House-passed version that
that would
would prohibit
prohibit states
states from
from providproviding cash assistance to children born while their mothers were receiving welfare and to families headed by a mother who is under
age 18 and who gave birth outside of marriage.
Title III: Supplemental
Supplemental Security
SecurityIn
Income
come
Restricting benefits for aliens.—H.R. 4, as reported by the Committee on Finance, would save more money by restricting SSI bene-

fits for aliens than would its counterpart passed by the House.
That is chiefly because the House
House bill
bill contains
contains two
two significant
significant exexemptions—namely, for legal aliens who are 75 years of age or older
or who are developmentally disabled—that are absent in this version. In contrast, the Finance Committee's bill exempts another
group (Social Security recipients who have paid enough in taxes to
collect benefits on their own record) that would not be spared by
the House. Although that is a large group, its average SSI benefit
is much lower than that for other aliens, and thus the exemption

is not particularly costly. CBO assumes that there would be a

stronger incentive for aged aliens to become naturalized under the
Finance Committee's version. Under the House-passed bill, many
elderly aliens could simply wait until age 75 to claim SSI benefits.
Since that possibility is blocked in the Senate bill, naturalization
would be the only way to obtain benefits.
HR.
H.R.4,
4,as
as passed
passed by
by the
the House,
House, would
would bar
bar most
most legal aliens from
the Medicaid and food stamp programs as well as from SSI. Those
provisions are absent in the Finance Committee-reported bill.
benefits for
for drug
drug addicts
addictsand
andalcoholics
alcoholics.—This
Restricting benefits
.—T his bill
bill
and the House-passed act have nearly identical restrictions on the
eligibility of drug addicts and alcoholics for SSI. The House approved a provision adding $100 million a year in budget authority
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beginning in 1997 to drug treatment and research programs. This

bill has no comparable provision.

Restricting benefits
benefits for
for certain
certain disabled
disabledchildren.—Both
children.—Both the
the
House-passed and Finance Committee-reported
Committee-reported bills
bills would
would limit
the provision of SSI benefits to disabled children by repealing IFAs
and tightening eligibility. The
The greatest
greatest contrast lies in
in the two bills'
emphasis on cash payments versus services. The House bill would
steer most children seeking SSI in the future toward noncash benefits. It would set up a program of block grants
grants to
to states
states enabling
enabling
them to offer services (chosen from a list authorized by the Commissioner of Social Security) to disabled children. All qualified children would be entitled to an evaluation of their need for services,
but no child would be entitled to a specific level or value of services. The total amount of the block grant would be set at just under
75 percent of the amount of cash benefits for which it would substitute. SSA could award cash benefits to future applicants only if
it were convinced that the child would otherwise be institutionalized. In contrast, the Finance bill would retain cash benefits for
disabled children.
Title IV: Child support enforcement

The differences between this substitute
substitute and
and the
the House-passed
House-passed
version are technical in nature and would have no effect on the federal budget. CBO's estimate of this substitute differs from that of
the House bill because CBO has revised its estimate
estimate of
of the
the proposal
proposal
to distribute additional child support to former AFDC recipients.
Information from states that was available to CBO at the time of
the House's action suggested that the policy would
would result in only
modest federal and state costs. Subsequent analyses by states in
early May indicate the proposal would be more costly than previously estimated.
Child protection
The major difference between the Finance Committee substitute
and the House-passed version is that the House bill
bill would transform Foster Care, Adoption Assistance, and other child welfare programs into a block grant. The House-passed version saved between
$0.3 billion and $0.8 billion in Child Protection programs annually.
The finance Committee's bill does not amend Child Protection programs.
11. Estimate prepared by: John Tapogna and Sheila
Sheila Dacey
Dacey (Titles I, II and IV), Kathy Ruffing (Title III), and Robin Rudowitz
(Medicaid).

12. Estimate approved by: Paul N. Van de Water, Assistant Director for Budget Analysis.
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SUMMARY TABLE—FEDERAL BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT. As reported by the

Senate Committee on Finance
[By fiscal
IBy
fiscal year,
year. in
in mIIion5
millions of dollarsj
dollars)

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

(998)

(1,429)
(1.429)

(1.713)
(1,713)

(2.065>
(2,065)

(2.355)

(2,650)

(943)

(1,384)

(1,678)

(2,030)

(2,312)

(2,615)

2002

1996—2000
196?O0O

1996—2000
1996—2000

(6.762)
(6,762)
(6,508)
(6,508)

(11,767)
(11.767)
(11.435)
(11,435)

Title I: Temporary Assist-

ance for
for Needy
Needy FamiFamiance
lies Block Grant
Direct spending:

Budget Authority
Authority
Outlays

(557)
(473)

Title II: Jobs Program
Direct spending:
Budget authority
Outlays

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

(547)

(3,419)

(405)

(3,375)

Title Ill: Supplemental
Security Income
Direct
spending:
Drect spending:
Budget authority
Outlays
Authorizations of appropriations:
Budget authority
authority
Outlays

(4,221)
(4,241)

(4,459)

(5,006)
(5.006)

(4.427)
(4,427)

(5.102)
(5,102)

(4,432)

(4,985)
(4.985)

(4,406)

(5,082)
(5.082)

(17,652)
(17,438)

(27,181)
(26,926)

300

125
125

100
100

100

100

NA

NA

125

100
100

100
100

100
100
100

100

300

100
100

100

NA

NA

(76)
(76)

(58)

(12)
(12)

(93)

112

(20)

(53)

(127)

(93)

112

(20)

(53)

(127)

(1,180)
(954)

(4,475)

(5,662)
(5.637)
(5,637)

(6,265)

(6,959)
(6,903)
(6.903)

(6,802)
(6,738)

(7,805)

(24.541)
(24,541)

(4,376)

(7,750)

(24,073)

125

100

100

125

100

100

Title IV: Child Support
Direct spending:
Budget
Budget authority
authority
Outlays

(58)

(200)
(200)

Totals: Titles —IV:
Direct spending:

Budget
Budget auauthority ....
Outlays
Authorizations
Authorizations

of appropriations:
Budget authority ....
Outlays

300
300

(6,203)

100
100
100

(39,148)
(38,561)

100

100

NA

NA

100

100

NA

NA

Notes—Numbers in parentheses
parentheses are
Notes—Numbers
arenegative
negativenumbees.
numbs.
Rows
Rows and
and columns
columnsmay
may not
not add
add because
because of rounding.
NA=not available.

Note—HR.
black grant
Noe.—HR. 4 creates aa new
new block
grant of tempovary
empaary assistance
assistance far
for needy
needyfamilies
farnUiesand
and specifies
specifiesfunding
funding levels
levelstlmough
twoughfiscal
fisCalyear
year2000.
2D.
COO's
2001 and
CBO'sestimates
estimatesfee
1 2001
and2002
2002 assume
assume that
that the level of
of the
the block
block grant
grant will
willremain
remain the
thesame
same as
as inin2000.
2000.

TABLE 1.—FEDERAL BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT, TITLES I AND II TEMPORARY
COMMI1IEE ON
ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES BLOCK GRANT AND JOBS, AS REPORTED BY THE SENATE COMMITtEE
FINANCE
[By fiscal year,
year. in millions of dollars)
dollarsj
ley
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

RepealAFDC,
Repeal
AFDC, Emergency Assistance,
JOBS, and Child Care Programs

Family support payments:
Budget authority
Outlays

(17,454)
(17,194)

(17,855)
(17,800)

(18,311)

(18,266)

(18,845)
(18.810)

(19.437)
(19,437)
(19.402)

(20,027)
(20.027)
(19,992)

(20,622)
(20.587)
(20,587)

Program: 11
Food
food Stamp Program:

Budget authority

50

175

Outlays

50

175

300
300

450

625

450

625

825
825

1,025

1,025
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TABLE 1.—FEDERAL BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT, TITLES

AND II TEMPORARY
ASSISTANCE FOR
FOR NEEDY
NEEDY FAMILIES
FAMILIES BLOCK
BLOCK GRANT
GRANT AND
AND JOBS.
JOBS. AS
AS REPORTED
REPORTED BY
BY THE
THE SENATE
SENATE COMMITTEE
ASSISTANCE
COMMITTEE ON
ON
I

FINANCE—Continued
[By fiscal year. in millions
miliions of dollars]
doflars]
1996

1997

1998

1909
t999

2000
2000

2002

2001

Medicaid:

Budget
Budget authority

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Outlays

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Authorize temporary
lemporary Family
Family Assistance
1ssistance
Block
Black Grant

Family support payments:
Budget authority
Outlays

16,187
16,18]
16619
16,619

16,787
16787
16,787

16,787
16787
16,787

16,787
1678]
16.787
16]8]

16.787
16i8]
16.787
16,78]

16.78]
16,787
16.78]
16,787

16,787
16,78]
16,787
1678]

10

10

10

10

0

10
10

10

10

10
10
10
10

0

2

8

0

Evaluation
Evaluation of
of Block
Block Grant
Family support
support paynoenls:
payments:
Budget authority
Outlays
PenalUes for
for State
State Failure to Meet Work
Penalties
Requirements

Family support payments:
Budget authority
Outlays

0

0

00

0

(50)

(50)

(50)

00

0

00

0

(50)

(50>
(50)

(50)

Budget authority

0

0

0

10
10

25

35

45

Outlays

0

0

0

10

25

35

45

Budget authority

00

0

0

100

400

00

0

0

100

200
200

300

Outlays

300

400

0
o

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

0

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

50
50

0

a0

o
0

0
o

0

0
o

50

0

00

0

0

0

0

Budget authority

0

(110)

(210)

(220)

(230)

0

(110)

(210)

(220)

(220)
(220)

(220)

Outlays

(220)

(230)

(60])
(607)

(1,058)
(1.058)

(1514)
(1,514)
(1,469)

(2,690)
(2,655)
(2655)

(3.885)

(1,003)

(2.048)
(2,048)
(2,013)

(3,290)

(523)

(3,24])
(3,247)

(3,850)

Incentive for
Incentive
for Stales
&aes to
to Pay
Pay Foster Care
rather than AFDC Benefits
Foster Care Program:

Incentive for States to
to Fund
FundTraining
Iraining
through the Food Stamp Employment
Emp'oyment
and Training Program
Food Stamp Program: 1

Denial of Benefits to Persons who
Misrepresent Residence

Food Stamp Program:'
Budget authority
Outlays

Fod States
hold
States FarmJess
Harmless for Cost-Neutrality
Liabilities
Family support payments:
Budget authority
Outlays

Impose Five-Year Deeming of Sponsors'
Income and Resources
Medicaid:
Meiicaid:

Total
Tota' Titles I and II.
II, by
by account:
account:
Family Support Payments:
Budget authority
Outlays
Outlays
Food Stamp Program:

Budget authority

50

170

295

Outlays

50

170

295

545
545

820
820

Budget authority

0

(110)

(210)

(220)

Outlays

0

(110)

(210)

(220)

(220)
(220)

Meicaid:2

1,120

1.420
1,420

1120
1,120

1,420
1.420

(220)

(230)

(220)

(230)
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TABLE 1.—FEDERAL BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT, TITLES I AND II TEMPORARY
ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES BLOCK GRANT AND JOBS, AS REPORTED BY THE SENATE COMMITtEE ON
FINANCE—Continued
[By Fiscal ye
year.
ar, in millions
millions of
of dollars]
dollars]
1996

1998

1997

1999

2000

2001

2002

Foster Care Program:

Budget authority

0

0

0

10

25
25

35

45

Outlays

0

0

0

10

25

35

45

Total,
all accounts:
accounts:
Total all
Budget authority
authority
Outlays

(557)

(998)

(1429)
(1,429)

(1713)
11,713)

(473)

(943)

(1384)
(1,384)

(1,678)

(2,065)
(2065)
(2,030)

(2,355)
(2312)
(2,312)

(2,650)
(2,615)

I Estimate assumes
assumes the
the Food
food Stamp
open-ended entitlement.
entitlement.
Stamp program is an open-ended
°Med,caid savings
Med,caid
savings shown
shownfor
br Title
Title I reflect only the effect of imposing a S-year
5-year sponsor-to-alien
sponsor-to-alien deeming
deeming requirement.
requirement. Other
Other language
language in
in
Title
Title I.I intended
temporary assistance
assistancefor
forneedy
needyfamilies,
(amilies,has
hasunclear
uncleareffects
effectsonon
intendedtotohold
holdMedicaid
Medicaidbeneficiaries
beneficiaries harmless
harmless from the switch to temporary

the Medicaid program. States may implement such
sud, provisions
provisions in
in aa number
numberof
ofways
wayspotentially
potentiallyresulting
resulting in
in small
small costs,
costs, small
small savings,
savings.
budget neutralily.
regulations.
neutrality. The impact of the legislation would be largely determined by the implementing
mplementing regulations.

or

Note.—e.R
assistanceror
forneedy
needyfamilies
familiesand
andspecifies
specifies funding
funding levels
levels throigh
throughFiscal
fiscal year 2000.
Note—H.R 4 creates
cteates a new block
block grant
grant of
of temporary
tempary assistance
2000.
C8O's
estimatesfor
for 2001
2001 and
and 2002
2002 assume
assume that the level of the
C80s estimates
the block
b'ock grant
grant will
will remain
remainthe
thesome
sameas
asinin2000.
2000.

TABLE 2.—FEDERAL BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT, TITLE III SUPPLEMENTAL

SECURI1Y INCOME, AS
SECURITY
As reported by the Senate
Senate Committee
Committee on
on Finance
Finance
[By fiscal year, in millions of dollars]
doilarsi
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

(170)

(2,190)
(2190)
(2,190)

(2,710)
(2,710)
(2710)

(2,710)
(2710)

(170)

(2.710)
(2710)

(2,900)
(2900)
(2.900)
(2900)

(2470)
(2,470)
(2,470)
(2470)

(2,760)
(2760)
(2,760)
(2760)

(10)

(180)

(260)

(180)

(230)
(230)

(240)

(10)

(240)

(260)
1260)

(270)
(270)

(290)
(290)

20

270
270

335
335
335

335

330
330
330

335

335

340
340

(200)
(200)

(215)
(215)

(249)

(260)

(230)

(249)

(260)

(230)

(280)
(280)

(186)
(186)
(142)

(166)
(186)

(193)

(214)

0

(166)

(193)

(235)
(214)

(255)
(235)

Budget authority
authority

(12)
(12)

(81)
181)

(117)

(125)

(12)

(81)

(89)
(89)

(108)

Outlays

(108)

(117)

(125)
1125)

(136)
(136)

Restricting Benefits for Legal Aliens
Supplemental Security Income:
Budget authority
Outlays
Medicaid:
Medicaid:1I

Budget authority
Budget
authority
Outlays
Outlays
Food
Food Stamps: 22

Budget authority
authonty
Outlays

20

335

Drag
Drug Addicts and Alcoholics3
Supplemental Security Income-Benefits:
Budget authority
Outlays

(29)
(29)

Supplemental Security Income-Referral and Monitoring Costs:
Budget authority
authority
Outlays

(142)

Medicaid:

Food Stamps:
Stamps: 22

Budget authority
authority

3

25

30

30

30

30

35

Outlays

3

25

25
25

30

30

30

35

(1,022)
(1,022)
(1022)

(1,371)
(1371)

(1.549)
(1549)
(1,549)
(1549)

(1865)
11,865)

(1,732)
(1732)

(1,865)
(1865)

(1732)
(1,732)

(2,056)
(2056)
(2,056)
(2056)

35

145

35

145
145

200
200

300

125

300

125

Disabled Children 2

Supplemental Security Income Benefits:
Budget authority
Outlays

(242)
(242)

Food Stamps:2
Stamps:2
Budget authority
Outlays

(1,371)

225

250
250

270
270
270

300
300

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
100

225

Additional administrative costs (authorization of
appropriations)
Supplemental Security Income:
Budget authority
Outlays

100
100

60
TABLE 2—FEDERAL
2—FEDERAL BUDGET
BUDGET EFFECTS
EFFECTSOF
OFTHE
THEFAMILY
FAMILYSELF-SUFFICIENCY
SELF-SUFFICIENCYACT,
ACT, TITLE
TITLE III
III SUPPLEMENTAL
SUPPLEMENTAL

SECURITY INCOME. As reported by the Senate Committee on Finance—Continued
IBY liscal
IBy
fiscal year,
year, in millions or
of dollurs(
dollars!
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

(583)
(441)

(3598)

(4462)
(4.462)
(4482)
(4.482)

(4,701)

(5.239)
(5,218)
(5218)

(4,667)
(4667)

(5.351)
(5,351)

(4,674)
(4.674)

(4,646)

(5,331)

(22)

(261)
(261)

(319)

(348)

(377)

(395)

(426)

(319)

(348)

(377)

(395)

(426)
1426)

560
560

590

675

590

610
610

635

560

635

675

(4,427)
(4,406)

(5,102)

Total Title III,
Ill, by account:
Supplemental security Income:
Budget authority ..................................
Outlays .................................................
........................................,..,.....
Medicaid:
Budget authority •.................................
Outlays

(22)

(3,554)

Food Stamps: 2

Budget
Budgetauthority
authority "..,.....................,

58
58

Outlays

58

440
440

(547)
(547)

(3,419)

(4,221)
(4.221)

(4,459)

(5,006)

(405)

(3,375)

(4,241)

(4,432)

(4.985)
(4,985)

Total, all accounts (direct spending):
Budget authority
Budget
authority ......................,
Outlays

....................,,...........

(5,082)
(5.082)

Authorization of appropriations:
Supplemental Security Income:
Budget authority

300

125

100

1000

Outlays

100

100
100

100

300

125
125

100

1000

100

100

100

•.......,............................,,,,,,

1The
Theproposal
proposalwould
wouldnot
notbar
baraliens
aliensexpircity
explicityfrom
fromMedicaid.
Medicaid.Howover.
Hoever. some
some aliens
aliens would
would lose
lose Medicaid
Medicaid coverage by virtue of losing their
csuerage by virTue of Inning their

551 eligibility.
Estimate assumes the Food Stamp program is air
an open-ended entitlemont.
entitlement,
3 Proposal
Proposalcould
couldincrease
increasecamber
numberofoftndrvbeoals
tndividualsparticipating
participatingininthe
theTemporary
TemporaryAssistance
Needy
Familiesblock
Assistanceforfor
Nee Families
grant;
however.
stichsuch
an on
bloCk
grant:
however.
increase would
federal
increase
wouldnot
notaffect
affect
fedaI spending.
sperting.

TABLE 3.—FEDERAL
BUDGETEFFECTS
EFFECTSOF
OFTHE
THEFAMILY
FAMILYSELF-SUFFICIENCY
SELF-SUFFICIENCYACT,
ACT,TITLE
3—FEDERAL BUDGET
TITLE IV
IV CHILD
CHILD SUPPORT
SUPPORT
ENFORCEMENT—AS REPORTED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 1
I fiscal
(By
localyear.
year.ininmillions
millions of
of dollarsj
dollars)
1996

1997

0
O

0

11

0

0

(2)

(10)

0
O

00

(8)

0

0

1998

1999
1999

2000

2001

2002
2002

New Enforcement
Exforcement Techniques
Techniques

State directory of new hires:
Stale
Family support payments
Food Stamp Program
Medicaid

Subtotal

State laws providing expedited enforcement of child support:
Family support payments
Food Stamp Program
Medicaid

Subtotal

State laws concerning paternity:
Family support payments
Food Stamp Program
Program
Medicaid
Subtotal

Suspend
Suspend drivers'
drivers' licenses:
licenses:
Family support payments
Food Stamp Program
Program
Medicaid
Subtotal

Adoption of uniform State laws:
Family support payments

(18)

(13)
(15)
(31)

2

(37)

(9)

(18)

(19)

(22)

(23)

(46)

(52)

(59)

(86)

(93)

(60)

(84)

(22)

(30)

(24)

(37)

0

0

00

(18)

0

0

0

(6)

0

0

0

(6)

(38)
(14)
(14)

0

0

0

(31)

(66)

(106)

(152)

(26)

0

(17)

(18)

(20)

(3)

(3)

(4)
(4)

(22)
(4)

(24)

0

(4)

(5)

0

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(4)

(5)

00

(22)

(24)

(26)

(29)

(32)

(36)

0

(8)

(17)

(27)

(37)

(39)

(41)

o
O

(2)

(5)

(8)

(12)

(13)

0

(2)

(4)

(6)

(12)
(10)

(11)

(12)
(12)

0

(12)

(26)

(41)

(59)

(62)

(66)

o
0

10

2

(8)

(13)

(18)

(24)
124)

61
TABLE 3.—FEDERAL BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT, TITLE IV CHILD SUPPORT

ENFORCEMENT—AS REPORTED BY THE SENATE COMMIITEE ON FINANCE 1—Continued
By riscal year,
year, in
in millions
millions of
of dollars)
doIlars
1996

1997

Food Stamp
Food
Stamp Program

0

0

(1)

(3)

Medicaid

0

0

(2)

(4)

0

10

(1)
11)

(23)

(250)
130
0

Subtotal

Subtotal,
Subtotal, New
New Enforcement
Enforcement

Eliminate $50 passthrough:
Family support
support payments
payments
Food Stamp
Stamp Program
Program
Medicaid
Subtotal

(120)

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

(5)

(7)

(9)

(7)

(11)
111)

(16)

(15)

(25)

(36)
136)

(49)

(49)

(151)

(239)

(323)

(396)

(270)

(290)

(320)

(360)

(390)

(420)

140

150

170

190

200
200

200
200

0

0

0

00

0

0

(130)

(140)

(150)

(170)
1170)

(190)

(200)

360

420

470

Distribute chald support arrears to former AFDC families first:
Family support payments

0

0

0

0

Food Stamp Program
Medicaid

0
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0

0

0

(60)

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

00

300

350

390

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

28

59

84

84

5

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

12
12

55

52

52

46

40

60

Subtotal

(70)

(80)
180)

Other Provisions with budgetaly
budgetary implications
implications
Automated data processing development:
Family support payments
Food Stamp Program
Medicaid
Subtotal

Automated data processing operation and maintenance:
Family support payments
Food Stamp Program
Medicaid
Subtotal

Technical assistance to State programs:
Family support payments

36
36

47

51

55

60

56
56

Food Stamp Program

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Medicaid

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36

47

51

55

60

56

60

Subtotal

State obligation to provide services:
Family support payments

0

0

0

3

11

22

39
39

Food Stamp Program

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

Medicaid

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

33

11

22

39

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Subtotal

Federal and State reviews and audits:
Family support payments
Food Stamp
Stamp Program
Program
Medicaid

Subtot&
Subtotal

Performance-based incentives:
Family support payments
Food Stamp Program
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10. Section 110.—Effective date,
date; transition
transition rule
rule

amendments made
made by
by Title
Title II of
of the
the CommitThe provisions and amendments
Committee bill are generally effective on October 1, 1995. States may elect

to continue their present law AFDC programs until March 31,
1996, and the State Family Assistance Grant for fiscal year 1996
will be reduced by the amount of Federal payments made before
April 1, 1996.

TITLE Il—MODIFICATIONS TO THE JOBS PROGRAM (AND TITLE I—
WORK REQUIREMENTS)
REQUIREMENTS)
WORK

Present law
The Family Support Act of 1988 established a new program, the

Job Opportunities and Basic Skill Training Program (JOBS), to
help needy families with children obtain the education, training
and employment needed to avoid long-term welfare dependence. A
JOBS program is currently operated in all 50 States, the District
of Columbia, and three territories (Guam, Puerto Rico, and the
U.S. Virgin Islands). In addition, Indian tribes and Alaska Native
organizations can operate a JOBS program and receive funds didirectly from the Federal Government.

States must make available a range
range of
of services
services and
and activities
activities
under the JOBS program. States are required to offer:
(1) Educational activities (as appropriate), including high
high
school or equivalent education (combined with training as
needed), basic and remedial education to
to achieve
achieve a basic literacy level, and education for individuals with limited English
proficiency;

(2) Job skills training;

(3) Job readiness activities to help prepare participants for

work; and
(4) Job development and job placement.
required to
to offer
offer atatleast
leasttwo
twoof
ofthe
thefollowing:
States are also required
following:
(1) Group and individual job search;
(2) On-the-job training;
(3) Work supplementation programs; and
(4) Community work experience
experience programs (CWEP) or other
approved work experience programs.

States may offer postsecondary education in appropriate cases
and such other education, training,
training, and
and employment
employment activities.
A work assignment under the JOBS program must not result in
the:

(1) Displacement of any currently employed worker or posi-

tion;

(2) Impairment of contracts for services or collectively bargained agreements;
(3) Filling of a position when an employee has been laid off
from an equivalent position or when an employer has reduced
its work force to create a vacancy for aa subsidized
subsidized worker;
worker; and
(4) Filling of any established position vacancy.
To the extent resources are available, a State must require nonexempt AFDC recipients to participate in the JOBS program.
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States must guarantee child care
care for
for AFDC
AFDC recipients
recipients who
who need
need
care for children under age 6 in
in order
order to
to engage
engage in
in JOBS
JOBS activities.
activities.
Recipients exempt from participation
participation in
in the
the JOBS
JOBS program
program are
those who are:

(1) A parent or other relative caring
caring for
for aa child
child under
under age 33

(younger at State option);

(2) A parent or other relative caring for a child under age 6
if the State does not guarantee child care;
(3) Employed 30 hours or more a week;
(4) Under age 16 attending school full time;
(5) Pregnant women past their first trimester;
(6) Living in areas where the program is not available;
(7) Ill, incapacitated, or of advanced age; and
(8) Needed in the home because of the illness or incapacity
of another household member.
The Congressional Budget Office estimates that 60 percent of the
AFDC caseload is exempt from participating in the JOBS program.
Beginning with FY 1990, a State must meet specified participation rates—i.e., a specified percentage of all non-exempt recipients
must participate in the JOBS program for at least 20 hours weekly.
Job search activities do not count as participation after the first 4

months of receiving benefits. The participation rate was set at 7
percent in FY 1990 and has risen to 20 percent by FY 1995. This
participation requirement expires at the end of FY 1995.

In addition, a State must meet specified participation rates for
two-parent families. At least one parent in a two-parent family
must participate at least 16 hours weekly in a work experience program, a work supplementation program, on-the-job training, or a
State-designed work program (or educational activities for a parent
under age 25 without a high school
school diploma).
diploma). The
The participation
participation rate
rate
for two-parent families is 50
50percent
percent for
for FY
FY 1995;
1995; 60 percent for
FY 1996; and 75 percent for FY 1997 and 1998. This participation
requirement expires at the end of FY 1998.
Five States are allowed to offer JOBS activities to non-custodial
parents.
Reasons for change

The Committee believes that the most effective way to escape
welfare and become self-sufficient is through employment. Ablebodied adults should not be allowed to stay on welfare year after
year without working. However, because of exemptions and weak
participation standards, less than 10 percent of welfare recipients

now participate in some type of job readiness or work activity

under the JOBS program. The Committee bill addresses this problem by strengthening participation requirements and modifying the
JOBS program to give States more flexibility in offering employment activities to welfare recipients.
Summary of principal provisions

States must continue to have a JOBS program to be eligible to
receive funds under the Temporary Family Assistance grant. Federal funding for the JOBS program is included in the State Family
Assistance Grant. Indian tribes and Alaska Native organizations
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currently operating
operating aa JOBS
JOBS program
program may
may continue to receive Federal
eras funding
funding (at
(at FY
FY 1994
1994 levels)
levels) directly for that purpose.
The JOBS program is modified to give States more flexibility in

offering JOBS
JOBS activities.
activities.States
States may
may offer
offer any
any combination
combination of
present law JOBS activities (instead of the six mandatory activities). Requirements for job search and work supplementation are
streamlined. New JOBS activities are authorized for community

service programs approved by the State and job placement voucher
voucher
programs. All States are allowed to open their JOBS program to

non-custodial parents. A work assignment under the JOBS pro-

gram may fill an established unfilled position vacancy.
States must guarantee child care for recipients who need
need care for
children under age 6 in order to participate in JOBS activities.
States must meet new minimum participation
participation requirements
based on the entire caseload:
Fiscal year:
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

2001 and thereafter

Percent

25
25
30
35
40
45
50

Participation rates are measured by averaging monthly participation rates for a year. The monthly
monthly participation
participation rate is equal to
the number of recipient
recipient families
families in
inwhich
which at
at least
least one
one parent
parent is engaged in JOBS program activities (job search is limited to the first
4 weeks) for at least 20 hours per week in a month divided by the
total number of recipient families that received cash benefit for the
month. For FY 1996, 1997 and 1998, States have the option to compute these participation rates using present law exemptions. After
FY 1998, no exemptions will be allowed in computing participation
rates.

Beginning with FY 1996, participation for two-parent families
means that one parent in a two-parent family must participate in
work activities for at least 30 hours a week. In addition, the participation rate for two-parent families will be increased to 90 percent for FY 1999 and thereafter.

States may reduce or terminate assistance
assistance for
for families
families who
who

refuse to participate in JOBS program activities.

States not meeting the required participation
participation rates in a fiscal
year will have their grant reduced by up to 5 percent the succeeding fiscal year.

The Secretary of HHS is to conduct research on the cost/benefit
of the JOBS program and to evaluate promising State
State approaches
approaches
to employing welfare recipients. The Secretary of HHS must also
rank the States in order of their success in moving recipients into
long-term private sector jobs, and review the three most and three
least successful programs. The Department of Health and Human
Services will develop these rankings based on data collected under

the bill.
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TITLE 111—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

General description

The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program was established by the 1972 amendments to the Social Security Act to provide cash assistance to needy aged (age 65 and over), blind, and
disabled individuals. Disabled individuals are those unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of a medically de-

termined physical or mental impairment expected to result in

death or last at least 12 months. The SSI program is entirely funded by the Federal Government (States may provide supplemental
payments).
SUBTITLE A—ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS

1. Section 301.—Denial of SSI benefits by reason of disability to
drug addicts and alcoholics.
Present law
Individuals whose drug addiction or alcoholism is a contributing
factor material to their disability are eligible to receive SSI cash
benefits for up to 3 years if they meet SSI income and resource requirements. These recipients must have a representative payee,
must participate in an approved treatment program when available
and appropriate, and must allow their participation in a treatment
program to be monitored. Medicaid benefits continue beyond the 3year limit unless the individual was expelled from SSI for failure
to participate in a treatment program.
Reasons for change
The number of SSI recipients whose alcoholism or drug addiction

is a contributing factor material to their disability has grown from
5,000 in 1985 to 101,000 in 1994. Costs have risen from $14 million
in 1985 to $433 million in 1994. The Committee believes this trend
is inappropriately diverting scarce Federal resources from severely
disabled individuals and is providing a perverse incentive, contrary
to the long-term interests of alcoholics and addicts, by providing
them with cash payments so long as they do not work.
Summary of principal provisions
provisions

An individual will no longer be considered disabled for the SSI
program if alcoholism or drug addiction is a contributing factor material to the individual's disability.
2. Section 302.—Limited eligibility of noncitizens for SSI benefits
Present law
Aged, blind, and disabled noncitizens can qualify for SSI cash
benefits if they meet SSI income and resource requirements. In determining a noncitizen's income and resources, the income and resources of a sponsor is deemed to be those of the noncitizen for 5
years after the noncitizen lawfully entered the United States.
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Reasons for change

Except for asylees and refugees, noncitizens granted entry into
the United States stipulate that they will be self-sufficient while
living in the United States and will not become a public charge.
Notwithstanding this stipulation, the number of noncitizens receiving SSI cash benefits have grown
grown dramatically
dramatically in
in the
the last
last decade
decade
from 240,000 in 1986 to 740,000 in 1994. Costs have risen
risen from
from
$684 million in 1986 to $2.9 billion in 1994. The Committee believes that noncitizens should abide to the condition of self-sufficiency under which they gained entry into the United States. Limiting SSI eligibility for noncitizens who have not worked in the
United States for significant time periods will ensure that scarce
Federal resources will continue to be available to needy citizens.

Summary of principal provisions
Noncitizens will no longer be eligible to qualify for SSI cash benefits unless they have worked in the United States for aa sufficient
sufficient
period to qualify for Social Security disability income (20 quarters
of work) or old age benefits (40 quarters of work). Noncitizens who

entered the United States as an asylee or refugee will be eligible
for SSI cash benefits for up to 5 years after entering the United
States (if they otherwise meet the SSI program requirements).
Noncitizens who served in the United States Armed Forces and
their spouses and dependent children will also be eligible for SSI
cash benefits.

3. Section 303.—Denial of SSI benefits for 10 years to individuals
found to have fraudulently misrepresented residence in order to
obtain benefits simultaneously in two or more States
An individual who is convicted in a Federal or State court of having made a fraudulent statement or representation with respect to
the place of such individual's residence in order to receive assistance or benefits simultaneously from two or more States under programs under Titles IV, XVI, or XIX, or the Food Stamp Act of 1977
is not eligible to receive SSI benefits
benefits for
for 10
10 years
years beginning
beginning with
with
the date of conviction.
4. Section 304.—Denial of SSI benefits for fugitive felons and probation and parole violators
An individual who is a fugitive felon or who is violating probation or parole is not eligible to receive SSI benefits
5. Section 305.—Effective dates; application to current recipients
The eligibility changes to the SSI program are generally effective
for months beginning on or after the date of enactment of the Committee bill.
Individuals receiving SSI cash benefits on the date of enactment
who will no longer qualify for
for SSI
SSI because
because of
of alcoholism
alcoholism or drug addiction or because of noncitizen
noncitizen status
status will
will continue
continue to
to receive
receive SSI
SSI
cash benefits until January 1, 1997 (if the individual otherwise continues to be eligible). The Social Security Administration must notify such individuals of the change in law within 90 days after the
date of enactment. An individual so notified who wishes to reapply
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for SSI benefits on another basis must reapply to the Commissioner of Social Security within 4 months after the date of enactment and the Commissioner must make a determination of such individual's eligibility within 1 year after the date of enactment.
SUBTITLE B—BENEFITS FOR DISABLED CHILDREN

Present law
There is no definition of childhood disability in statute. Instead,
a needy individual under age 18 is determined eligible for SSI "if
he suffers from any medically determinable physical or mental impairment of comparable severity" with that of an adult considered
disabled and eligible for SSI benefits.
Under current disability evaluation procedures, the Social Security Administration begins by collecting information about an individual's impairments(s) and ability to function from many sources,
including, as appropriate, parents, physicians, psychologists, other
health professionals, and teachers. With this information, the Social Security Administration first decides if the impairment(s) of an

individual under
under age
age 18
18 "meets
"meets or
or equals"
equals' an impairment
impairment in
in the
the
"Listing of Impairments"—over 100 specific physical or mental concon-

ditions relating to individuals under age 18 described in regula-

tions. If an individual does not have a listed impairment, the Social
Security Administration next determines if the individual's impairment is of sufficient severity to equal a listing. If indicated, the Social Security Administration may also consider whether the combined effect of all impairments are of sufficient severity to be dis-

abling (regardless of whether any single impairment is severe

enough to meet a listing), or whether an individual's overall functional limitations resulting from his or her impairment(s) are of
sufficient severity to be disabling.
If the Social Security Administration

finds that the
impairment(s) of an individual under age 18 cannot meet or equal
the Listing as described above, it applies another set of disability
evaluation rules, an "individualized functional assessment" (IFA).
Current law provides for continuing disability reviews of current
recipients to ensure that such individuals remain disabled. Under
the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act

of 1994 (P.L. 103—296), beginning on October 1, 1995, the Commissioner of Social Security is required to conduct at least 100,000 con-

tinuing disability reviews each year of disabled SSI recipients. The
provision expires on October 1, 1998.

Reasons for change

The Committee believes the provisions of the Committee bill are
the minimum changes needed to restore Congressional and public
confidence in the children's SSI program and to preserve the program for families with children with severe disabilities.
The Committee is concerned about significant program growth

experienced in recent years. Over the last 5 years the SSI rolls

have grown from 300,000 to over 900,000 children, and costs have
increased from $1.5 billion to $4.5 billion. Although a significant
amount of this growth followed from Congressional mandates to
the Social Security Administration, e.g., to conduct outreach pro-
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grams to locate children eligible for the program and to improve
the Listing for mental impairments, other growth resulted
resulted from
from
regulations issued in 1991 establishing the IFA that liberalized the
eligibility regulations beyond Congressional intent. Substantial further growth in this program is projected.
The lack of a childhood disability definition is a fundamental defect in the current statute, and has
has led
led to
to substantial
substantial confusion
confusion
over program eligibility. The Social Security Administration has
been required to translate what are
are essentially
essentially two definitions of
adult work disability in statute into a childhood disability defini-

tion.

The Committee bill establishes a statutory definition of
of childhood

disability. By this definition, the Committee intends that only
needy children with severe disabilities be eligible for children's SSI.
The Committee believes that the
the Listing
Listing and
and the
the other
other disability

determination regulations as modified
modified by
by the
the Committee
Committee bill
bill properly reflect the severity of disability contemplated by the statutory
definition. In those areas of the Listing that involve domains of
functioning, the Committee expects no less than two marked impairments as the standard for qualification. The Committee suggests the Social Security Administration revisit the Listing, as appropriate, to ensure that it meets this standard.
However, the Committee does not intend to suggest by its definition of childhood disability that every child need be especially evaluated for functional limitations, or that this definition creates a
supposition for any such examination. The Committee notes that
under the current procedure for writing individual listings, level of
functioning is an explicit consideration in deciding which
which impairments, with what medical or other findings, are
are of
of sufficient
sufficient severity to be included in the Listing. Nonetheless, the Committee does
not intend to limit the use of functional assessments and functional
information, if reflecting sufficient severity and are otherwise appropriate.
The Committee bill includes aa technical
technical change
change to the Listing for
mental disorders. The Committee has eliminated references
references to
to
maladaptive behavior in the domain of personal/behavioral function. Under the Listing for childhood mental disorders, maladaptive
behavior may be counted twice
twice in
in determining
determining disability;
disability; once in
the domain of personal/behavioral
personal/behavioral function,
function, and
and again
again in
in the domain of social function. Under the Committee bill, such behavior
may continue to be scored, but only once, and within the domain
of social function. This change has been endorsed by various expert
groups.

The Committee bill repeals the regulations establishing the IFA,
grounds for
for disability
disability determinations.
and IFAs are no longer grounds
determinations. In
the Committee's view, the IFA
IFA is
is aamisnomer.
misnomer.Although
Although the term
conjures up images of a special kind of evaluation of a child's ability to function, such as a unique medical examination or clinical assessment by a psychologist, or
or perhaps
perhaps special
special consideration
consideration of
of the
the
disabling effects of multiple impairments, in reality the IFA is a set
of regulations that permits individuals
individuals with
with modest
modest conditions or
impairments to be eligible for this program. The Committee is also
aware that there is considerable confusion about the use of functional information in making disability determinations. The
The ComCorn-
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mittee notes that findings from functional assessments are sub-

stantially considered in the current Listing, and will continue to be.
For example, a substantially improved Listing for childhood mental
disorders was promulgated by the Social Security Administration
in

1990, which emphasized functional assessment criteria and

added new listings for certain specific conditions, such as Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). As a disability determination methodology, the Committee also notes that the General Accounting Office in a March 1995 report sharply criticized the IFA,
citing a number of fundamental flaws.
The Committee urges those who seek changes in eligibility stand-

ards or other program features to resolve such matters directly
with Congress. As a general matter, it is impossible for Congress
to properly oversee any program, especially an entitlement pro-

gram, when rules are reinterpreted by a court and unilaterally implemented by an agency. The Committee is also deeply concerned
about the false hopes such behavior creates for individuals who
then expect to benefit from a program.
This circumstance certainly applies to children's SSI. As noted
above, in 1991 the Social Security Administration substantially liberalized program eligibility regulations. This action was prompted
by its reading of the Supreme Court decision in Sullivan v. Zebley.
The Zebley decision was based on limited legislative history and obscure statutory language regarding the children's SSI program,
which the Committee is now correcting. But the Committee notes
that several relevant bills were before the Congress at the time of
the Zebley decision, but that the Congress had not yet determined
to act on any of those measures. In the future, the Committee invites the Social Security Administration to consult with it on any
substantive matter to avoid such misunderstandings.
The Committee believes that the children's SSI program requires
further examination. The Committee bill requires both a study of
the disability determination process and a National Commission on
the Future of Disability. The National Commission also has the
larger purpose of examining dramatic projected growth in SSI, generally, and SSDI and the concerns of individuals with disabilities
about barriers to independence and employment created by these
programs.

For example, there is an ongoing controversy over the purpose of
the children's SSI program. According to history of the original SSI
legislation, the House Ways and Means Committee included children with disabilities in the SSI program to assist families with the
extra expenses associated with their child's disability (see H. Rpt.
92—231 at 147—148). The Senate Finance Committee did not agree,
believing the needs of children with disabilities were generally only

greater for health care, and that most children would qualify for
Medicaid (see S. Rpt. 92—1230 at 385). The Senate receded in conference.

The Committee believes this is an important issue that needs to
be revisited. It is easy to imagine extra expenses for a child with
a disability, and helping families with such expenses is an appropriate rationale for this program. However, the best data available
indicate that for many children receiving SSI their families do not
incur extra disability-related expenses on their behalf, and that SSI
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is often used for general household expenses. Moreover, there is a
small percentage of children who incur huge disability-related expenses barely touched by the SSI payment. These data raise fundamental questions of fairness and equity.
The Committee also believes there are many unmet needs for
children with disabilities, and is aware
aware of
of the
the controversy over
whether some children would be
be better
better served
served by
by services,
services, such as
mental health treatment or purchase of items of assistive
assistive techtechnology, rather than by cash payments. In the 23 years since the
SSI program was created, substantial new programs have been created to assist children with disabilities, including Federal funding
for special education and expansion of Medicaid. The impact of
these programs on cash needs of children with disabilities merits
careful evaluation as well.
The Committee is determined to treat fairly those current recipients affected by the rules changes, and has included explicit protection for appeal and due process procedures
procedures and a partial
grandfathering (until January 1, 1997), with a hold harmless provision for any overpayments. The Committee expects the Social Security Administration to be mindful
mindful of
of its
its experience
experience with
with the hazhazards of large scale continuing disability reviews and urges it to conduct these reviews in an orderly fashion.
Summary of principal provisions
1. Section 311.—Benefits for disabled children
Section 311 repeals the "comparable severity" test in statute for
determining disability of individuals under age 18, and adds a definition of childhood disability to the statute:

An individual under the age of 18 shall be considered

disabled for the purposes of this Title if that individual has
a medically determinable physical or mental impairment,
which results in marked, pervasive, and severe functional
limitations, and which can be expected
expected to
to result
result in
in death
death
or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12 months.
to mental
mental disorders,
disorders, the
the Social
Under the Listing that relates to
Social SeSecurity Administration is directed to eliminate references to
maladaptive behavior in the domain of personal/behavior functioning.

For children whose eligibility for SSI may be affected by provisions of this bill, the Commissioner shall conduct a continuing disability review within 1 year after enactment. However, no individual shall be removed until such review is completed, and an individual's right to appeal and other due process procedures are preserved. Notwithstanding such review, no individual shall be removed from the rolls until January 1, 1997. A recipient shall be
held harmless for any payments made until removed from the rolls.
2. Section 312.—Continuing disability reviews
The Commissioner is required to conduct a continuing disability
review every 3 years for every individual under age 18 except for
those individuals whose condition is not expected to improve. The
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Commissioner is required to redetermine
redetermine eligibility
eligibility for
for SST
SSI for an
individual whose low birth weight is a contributing factor to that
individual's disability determination no later than 12 months after
birth. The Commissioner is required to redetermine eligibility for
SSTfor
SSI
foran
anindividual
individual who
who has
has reached
reached 18
18 years
years of
of age.
age.
3. Section 313.—
Treatment requirements
requirements for
for disabled individuals
313.—Treatment
under age 18
Each representative payee of an individual under age 18 shall
shall
ensure that a treatment plan prepared by a physician for such individual is followed, and shall file a copy of the treatment plan with
the State agency that makes disability determinations.
SUBTITLE C—STUDY OF DISABILITY DETERMINATION PROCESS

1. Section 321.—Study of Disability Determination Process

The Commissioner
Commissionerisis directed to contract with the National

Academy of Sciences, or other independent entity, for a study of the
disability determination procedure,
procedure, of
of both
both individuals
individuals under
under age
age
18 and adults.
SUBTITLE D—NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE FUTURE OF DISABILITY

1. Section 331.—National Commission on the Future of Disability
A National Commission on the Future of Disability is established
to examine growth in the SSDT
SSDI and
and SSI
SSI and
and reported
reported barriers
barriers to
employment and independence of individuals with disabilities created by these programs; and to make appropriate recommendations.

TITLE TV—CHILD
IV—CHILD SUPPORT
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT

Present law
The Child Support Enforcement (CSE) program was enacted in
1975 to address the problem of nonsupport of children. The 1975
legislation added a new part D to Title TV of the Social Security
Act. This legislation authorized Federal matching funds to be used

for locating absent parents, establishing paternity, establishing

support obligation owed by the noncustodial parent, and obtaining
child and spousal support. The basic responsibility for administering the program is left to the States, but the Federal Government
plays a major role in funding, monitoring and evaluating State programs, providing technical assistance, and in certain instances, in
giving direct assistance to the State in locating absent parents and
obtaining support payments from them.
The current CSE program requires States to offer child support
enforcement services for both welfare and nonwelfare families. For
welfare families, services are automatic. Once an individual applies
for AFDC or Medicaid the individual is required to cooperate with
the State in establishing paternity and locating the father unless
she is found to have good cause for refusing to cooperate. If an individual does not have a good cause for noncooperation, the family's
AFDC benefit is reduced.

Applicants or recipients of AFDC must assign their rights to

child or spousal support to the State. If the State collects child sup-
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port from the noncustodial parent, the State and Federal government get to keep the amount of
needed to offset the costs
the State and Federal governmentmoney
incurred because the family was
on welfare. If any money is leftover, it is paid to the family. In an
attempt to get individuals to cooperate, the first $50 of any amount
collected goes to the family.

States that do not comply with their State child support plan

face a reduction of their AFDC matching funds by 1 to 5 percent,
percent,
depending on the severity of noncompliance. Penalties are
pended if the State submits a corrective action plan that is susapproved by the Secretary.
Reasons for change

The current child support system can be strengthened and improved to increase paternity establishment and collections of child
support. An important part of child support enforcement is the
ability to track a nonpaying, noncustodial parent. Because individuals can frequently change jobs to avoid paying support, a new
new system will be established
established to
to require
requireemployers
employers to
to send
send to State regregistries information on all new hires within a specified time period.
These new hire registries will match information with outstanding
support orders so support orders can be enforced more quickly.
Because most of the problems in the current system stem from
interstate cases, the current Federal Parent Locator Service is expanded to include information
information from
from the
the State registries so that support orders can be more easily matched with workers. In addition,
all States are required to adopt the Uniform Interstate Family
Support Act (UIFSA) so that all States have uniform laws and pro-

cedures governing child support.

Summary of principal provisions
The Committee bill strengthens
strengthens child support enforcement by increasing paternity acknowledgement, establishing more support orders, and increasing child support collections through additional
enforcement techniques. In addition, a new system will be established that will better track the noncustodial parent.
SUBTITLE A—ELIGIBILITY FOR SERVICES; DISTRIBUTION OF PAYMENTS

1. Section 401.—State
4Ol.—State obligation to provide child support enforcement services
States must provide child support services to recipients of programs under the Temporary Family
Family Assistance
Assistance grant, Medicaid,
and Title IV—E. In addition, child support services
must be provided to individuals who apply for services.
2. Section 4O2.—Distributjon
402.—Distribution of child support collections

The $50 passthrough to families is ended. Instead, States are
given the option of passing the entire child support payment
through to the family. If

a State elects this option, the State must
still pay the Federal share of the collection to the Federal Government. For arrearages that accrued before the custodial parent Went
on welfare, the money is first paid to the family if the family leaves
welfare. Only after all arrearages owed to the custodial parent
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have been repaid, any arrearages owed to the State and Federal

Government are repaid.
3. Section 403.—Rights to notification and hearings
All individuals involved in the process of establishing or modifying child support orders must be notified and have access to a fair
hearing or other formal complaint procedure.
4. Section 404.—Privacy safeguards
States must implement safeguards against unauthorized use or
disclosure of information relating to proceedings to establish paternity or to enforce child support. These safeguards must include proprohibitions on release of information where there is a protective order
or where the State has reason to believe a party is at risk of physical or emotional harm from the other party. This provision is effective October 1, 1997.
SUBTITLE B—LOCATE AND CASE TRACKING

1. Section 41
411.—State
l.—State case registry

States are required to collect information using automatic data

processing systems. These systems must include:
(1) Each case in which an order has been entered or modified

on or after October 1, 1998, and must use standard data elements such as name, Social Security number, and other uniform identification numbers;
numbers:

(2) Payment records for cases being enforced by the State
agency, including amount of current and past due support

owed, amounts collected and distributed, birth date of the child
to whom the obligation is owed, and the amount of any lien imposed by the State;

(3) Updates on case records in the State registry being enenforced by the State on the basis of information received from
judicial and administration actions, from proceedings, from orders relating to paternity and support, from data matches, and
from other sources; and
(4) Extracts for purposes of sharing and matching with Fed-

eral and State data bases and locator
locator services,
services, including
including the
the
Federal Parent Locator Service, and with the child support en-

forcement programs in other States.
2. Section 412.—Collection and disbursement of support payments
State child support agencies are required, beginning October 1,

1998, to operate a centralized, automated unit for collection and
disbursement of child support under orders enforced by the child
support agency. The purpose of the Disbursement Unit is to collect
and disburse support payments, to generate orders and notices of
withholding to employers, to keep an accurate identification of payments, to promptly distribute money to custodial parents or other
States, and to furnish parents with a record of the current status
of support payments. The Disbursement Unit must distribute all
amounts payable within 2 business days after receiving the money
and identifying information from the employer. The State Disburse-
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ment Unit may be established by linking local disbursement units
through an automated information network.
3. Section 413.—State directory of new hires

States are required to establish, by October 1, 1997, a State Directory of New Hires to which employers and labor organizations
in the State must furnish a W—4 form for each newly hired employee. Employers must submit the W—4 form within 15 days after
the date of hire or the first business day of the week following the
date the employee is first paid. The employer or
or labor
labor organization
may submit the report magnetically,
magnetically, electronically,
electronically, or
or by
by first
first class
class
mail. Government agencies are considered employers for purposes
of New Hire reporting.
An employer failing to make a timely report is subject to a $25
employee. There
There is
is also
a'so a $500 penalty on
fine for each unreported employee.
employers for every employee for whom they do not transmit a W—
4 form if, under the laws of the State, there is shown to be a conspiracy between the employer and the employee to prevent the
proper information from being filed.
By October 1, 1997, each State
State Directory
Directory of
of New
New Hires
Hires must conduct automated matches of the Social Security numbers of reported
reported
employees against
against the
the Social
Social Security
Securitynumbers
numbersof
ofrecords
records in
in the
State Case Registry being enforced by the State agency and must
report the information on matches to the State child support agency. Then, within 2 business days, the State must issue a withholding order directing the employer to withhold wages in accordance
with the child support order.
In addition, within 2 working days of receiving the W—4 information from employers, the State Directory of New Hires must furnish the information to the National Directory of New Hires for
matching with the records of other State case registries. The State
Directory of New Hires must also report quarterly to the National
Directory of New Hires information on wages and unemployment
compensation (this information is taken directly from a report that
States are currently required to submit to the Secretary of
of Labor).
Labor).
The State child support agency must use the new hire information for purposes of establishing
establishing paternity
paternity as well as
as establishing,
establishing,
modifying, and enforcing child support obligations.
New hire information must also
also be
be disclosed
disclosed to the Temporary
Family Assistance, Medicaid, Unemployment Compensation, Food
Food
Stamp, and territorial cash assistance programs for income eligibility verification; to the Social Security Administration for use in
determining the accuracy of Supplemental Security Income payments under Title XVI and in connection with benefits under Title
II of the Social Security Act; to the Secretary of the Treasury for
administration of the Earned Income Tax Credit program and for
verification of claims concerning employment on tax returns; to
State agencies administering unemployment and workers'
workers' comcompensation programs to assist determinations of the allowability of
claims; and to researchers (but without individual identifiers) conducting studies that serve the purposes of the child support en-

forcement program.
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4. Section 414.—Amendments concerning income withholding

Since January 1, 1994, States are required to use immediate
immediate

wage withholding for all new support orders, regardless of whether
a parent has applied for child support enforcement services. There
are two times when this rule does not apply:
(1) One of the parents demonstrates and the court
court or administrative agency finds that there is good cause not to do so; or
(2) A written agreement is reached
reached between
between both
both parents
parents
which provides for an alternative arrangement.
States must have laws providing that all child support orders issued or modified before October 1, 1996, which are not otherwise
subject to income withholding, will become subject to income withholding immediately if arrearage occurs.
5. Section 415.—Locator information from interstate networks
All State and Federal child support
support enforcement
enforcement agencies
agencies must
have access to the motor vehicle and law enforcement locator systems in all States.
of the
the Federal
Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator Service
Service
6. Section 416.—Expansion of
FPLS is already a central component of the Federal child support
effort, and is especially useful
useful in
in interstate
interstate cases.
cases.The
The FPLS
FPLS would
would
be expanded to include new sources of timely information that is
to be used for the purposes of establishing parentage and establishing, modifying, or enforcing child support obligations and locating
the custodial parent so that visitation orders can be enforced. With-

in the FPLS, an automated registry known as the Federal Case
Registry of Child Support Orders would be established. The Federal Case Registry contains abstracts of child support orders and

other information specified by the Secretary (such as names, Social

Security numbers or other uniform identification numbers, State
case identification numbers, wages or other income, and rights to
health care coverage) to identify individuals who owe or are owed
support, and the State which has jurisdiction over the case.
In addition to the Federal Case Registry, the provision establishes within the FPLS a National Directory of New Hires containing information supplied by State Directories of New Hires. When
fully implemented, the Federal Directory of New Hires will contain
identifying information on virtually every person who is hired in
the United States. In addition, the Federal Case Registry will contain quarterly data supplied by the State Directory of New Hires
on wages and unemployment compensation paid. Provisions are included in the bill to ensure accuracy and to safeguard information
in the FPLS from inappropriate disclosure or use.
The Secretary is required to match data in the National Directory of New Hires against the child support order abstracts in the
Federal Case Registry of Child Support Orders and to report information obtained from matches to the State child support agency reresponsible for the case within 2 days. The information is to be used
for purposes of locating individuals
individuals to
to establish
establish paternity,
paternity, and
and to
to
establish, modify, or enforce child support.
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7. Section 417.—Collection and use of Social Security numbers for
use in child support enforcement
States must have laws requiring that Social Security numbers be
be

placed on applications and in the files for professional licenses,
commercial drivers licenses, occupational licenses, marriage li-

censes, divorce decrees, death certificates, child support orders, and
paternity determination or acknowledgement orders.
SUBTITLE C—STREAMLINING AND UNIFORMITY OF PROCEDURES

1. Section 421.
421.—Adoption
—Adoption of
of uniform
uniform State
State laws

By January 1, 1997, all States must have UIFSA and the procedures required for its implementation in effect.
2. Section 422.—Improvements to full faith and credit for child support orders
The provision changes and expands the recently enacted Federal
law governing full faith and credit for child support orders by adding several provisions. One provision clarifies the definition of a
child's home State; another makes several revisions to ensure that
full faith and credit laws can be applied consistently with UIFSA;

another clarifies the rules about which child support order States
must honor when there is more
more than
than one
one order.
order.
3. Section 423.—Administrative enforcement in interstate cases

States are required to have laws that facilitate the enforcement
of child support orders across State lines. States are required to
have laws that permit them to send
send and
and receive,
receive, without
without registering the underlying order unless the enforcement action is contested
contested
by the obligor on the grounds of mistake of fact or invalid order.
The transmission of the order itself serves as
as certification
certification to the responding State of the arrears amount and of the fact that the initiinitiating State met all procedural due process requirements. No court

action is required or permitted by the responding State. In addition, each responding State must match the case against its data
bases, take appropriate action if
if aa match
match occurs,
occurs, and
and send
send the
the collections, if any, to the initiating State. States must keep records
records of
the number of requests they receive, the number of cases that resuit
sult in a collection, and the amount collected. States must respond
to interstate requests within 5 days.
4. Section 424.— Use of forms in interstate enforcement

The Secretary must issue standardized forms that all States

must use for income withholding, for imposing liens in interstate
cases, and for issuing administrative subpoenas in interstate cases.
The forms must be issued by June 30, 1996, and States must begin
using the forms by October 1, 1996.
5. Section 425.—State laws providing expedited procedures

States must adopt procedures to expedite both the establishment
of paternity and the establishment, enforcement, and modification
of support:
(1) Ordering genetic testing;
(2) Entering a default order;
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(3) Issuing subpoenas to obtain
obtain information
information necessary
necessary to
to establish, modify, or enforce an order;
(4) Obtaining access to records from State and local government agencies, law enforcement records, and corrections
records;

(5) Directing parties to pay support to the appropriate government entity;
(6) Ordering income withholding;

(7) Securing assets to satisfy arrearages by intercepting or
seizing periodic or lump-sum payment from States or local

agencies; these payments include unemployment compensation,
workers' compensation, judgments, settlements, lottery

winnings, assets held by financial institutions, and public and
private retirement funds; and
(8) Increasing automatically the monthly support due to include amounts to offset arrears.
SUBTITLE D—PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT

1. Section 431.—Stare
431.—State laws concerning paternity establishment

States must strengthen their paternity establishment laws by requiring that paternity may be established until the child reaches
age 21 and by requiring the child and all other parties to undergo
genetic testing upon the request of a party, where the request
request is
is
supported by a sworn statement establishing a reasonable possibility of parentage or nonparentage.
nonparentage. When
When the
the tests
tests are
are ordered
ordered by
by
the State agency, States must pay
pay for
for the
the costs, subject
subject to
to
recoupment at State option from the father if paternity is established.

States must have procedures that: create a simple civil process
for establishing paternity under which benefits, rights and responsibilities of acknowledgement are explained to unwed parents; establish a paternity acknowledgement program through hospitals
and birth record agencies (and
(and other
other agencies
agencies as
as designated
designated by
by the
the
Secretary) and that require the agencies to use a uniform affidavit
developed by the Secretary that is entitled to full faith and credit
in any other State;
State: create a signed acknowledgement of paternity
that is considered a legal finding
finding of
of paternity,
paternity, unless
unless rescinded
rescinded
within 60 days, and thereafter may be challenged in court only on
the basis of fraud, duress, or material mistake of fact; allow minors
who sign a voluntary acknowledgement to rescind it until age 18
or the date of the first proceeding to establish a support order, visitation, or custody rights; and provide that no judicial or administrative proceedings are required or permitted to ratify an acknowledgement which is not challenged by the parents.
States must also have procedures for admitting into evidence accredited genetic tests, unless any objection is made within a specified number of days, and if no objection is made, clarifying that
test results are admissible without the need for foundation or other
testimony; creating a rebuttable or, at State option, conclusive pre-

sumption of paternity upon genetic testing results indicating a
threshold probability that the alleged
alleged father
father is
is the
the father
father of
of the
the
child; requiring a default order to be entered in a paternity case
upon a showing of service of process on the defendant and any ad-
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ditional showing required by the State law; providing that parties
in a contested paternity action are not entitled to a jury trial; requiring issuance of an order for temporary support, upon motion of
a party, pending an administrative or judicial determination of parentage, where paternity is indicated by genetic testing or other
clear and convincing evidence; providing that bills for pregnancy,
childbirth, and genetic testing are admissible without foundation
testimony; ensuring that putative fathers have a reasonable opportunity to initiate paternity action; and providing for voluntary acknowledgements and adjudications of paternity to be filed with the
State registry of birth records for data matches with the central
registry established by the State.
The Secretary is required to develop
develop an affidavit to be used for
voluntary acknowledgement of paternity which includes the Social
Security number of each parent.
2. Section 432.—Outreach for voluntary paternity establishment

States will publicize the availability and encourage the use of
procedures for voluntary establishment of paternity and child support by means the State deems appropriate.
3.
3. Section
Section 433.—Cooperation
433.—Cooperation by
by applicants
applicants for
for and
and recipients
recipients of
temporary family assistance
Individuals who apply for or receive public assistance under the
Temporary Family Assistance Program must cooperate with child
support enforcement efforts by providing specific identifying information about the other parent, unless the applicant or recipient is
found to have good cause for refusing to cooperate. "Good cause" is
defined by States. States may also
also require
require the
the applicant
applicant and child
to submit to genetic testing. Responsibility for determining failure
failure
to cooperate is shifted from the
the agency
agency that
that administers
administers the
Temthe Temporary Family Assistance Program to the agency that administers
the child support program.
SUBTITLE E—PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND FUNDING

1. Section 441.—Federal matching
matching payments
payments

The Committee bill maintains the Federal matching payment for
child support activities at 66 percent.
2. Section 442.—Performance-based
442.—Performance-based incentives
incentives and penalties
Beginning in 1999, a new incentive
incentive system
system will
willbe
be put in place.
This system will reward good State
State performance
performance by
by increasing the
State's basic matching rate of 66
66 percent
percent by
by adding up to 12 percentage points for outstanding performance in establishing paternity and by adding up to an
an additional
additional 12 percentage
percentage points
points for
overall performance. The Secretary
Secretary will
will design
design the specific
specific features
of the system and, in doing so, will maintain overall Federal reimbursement of State programs through the combined matching rate
and incentives at the level projected for the current combined
matching and incentive payments to States.
The minimum paternity establishment
establishment ratio
ratio is either 90
90 percent
or:
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(a) If the State paternity establishment ratio is between 50
percent and 90 percent for the fiscal year, the paternity establishment ratio of the State for the immediately preceding fiscal
year plus 6 percentage points;
points; or
or
(b) If the State ratio is less than 50 percent for a fiscal year,
the paternity establishment ratio for the immediately preceding fiscal year plus 10 percentage points.
States are required to recycle incentive payments back into the
child support program.
3. Section 443.—Federal and State reviews and audits
The Committee provision shifts the focus of child support audits
from process to performance outcomes. This goal is accomplished by
adding a new State plan provision that requires States to annually
review and report to the Secretary, using data from their automatic
data processing system, both information adequate to determine
the State's compliance with Federal requirements for expedited
procedures and timely case processing as well as the information
necessary to calculate their levels of accomplishment and rates of
improvement on the new performance indicators established by the
Committee bill (percentage of cases in which an order was established, percentage of cases in which support is being paid, ratio of
child support collected to child support due, and cost-effectiveness
of the program). The Secretary is required to determine the amount
(if any) of incentives or penalties; the Secretary must also review
State reports on compliance with Federal requirements and provide
States with recommendations for corrective action. Audits must be
conducted at least once every 3 years, or more often in the case of
States that fail to meet Federal requirements. The purpose of the
audits is to assess the completeness, reliability, accuracy, and security of data reported for use in calculating the performance indicators and to assess the adequacy of financial management of the
State program.
These provisions take effect beginning with the calendar quarter
that begins 12 months after enactment.
4. Section 444.—Required reporting procedures

The Secretary is required to establish procedures and uniform
definitions for State collection and
and reporting
reporting of
of required
required informainformation necessary to measure State compliance with expedited processes and timely case processing
processing as
as well
well as
as the
the data
data necessary
necessary to
to
perform the incentive calculations.
5. Section 445.—Automated data processing requirements

States are required to have a single statewide automated data

processing and information retrieval system which has the capacity
to perform the following functions: to account for Federal, State,
and local funds; to maintain data for Federal reporting; to calculate
the State's performance for purposes of the incentive and penalty
provisions; and to safeguard the integrity, accuracy, and complete-

ness of, and access to, data in the automated systems (including

policies restricting access to data).

The statutory provisions for State implementation of Federal
automatic data processing requirements are revised to provide
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that, first, all requirements enacted
enacted in
in or before the Family Support Act of 1988 are to be met
met by
by October
October 1,
1, 1997,
1997, and
and second,
second, that
the requirements enacted in the Family Self-Sufficiency
Self-Sufficiency Act of 1995
are met by October 1,
I, 1999. The October 1, 1999 deadline will be
extended by 1 day for each day by which the Secretary fails to meet
the deadline for regulations.
6. Section 446.—Technical assistance

The Secretary can use 1 percent of the Federal share of child
support collections on behalf of families in the Temporary Family
Assistance program from the preceding year to provide technical
assistance to the States. Technical assistance can include training
of State and Federal staff, research and demonstration programs,
and special projects of regional or national significance.
The Secretary must use 2 percent of the Federal share of collections on behalf of Temporary Family Assistance recipients for operation of the Federal Parent Locator
Locator Service
Service to the extent that costs
of the Parent Locator Service are not recovered by
by user fees.
7. Section 447.—Reports and data collection by the Secretary
The Committee
Committee provision
provision amends
amends current
current data
data collection
collection and
and reporting requirements to conform the requirements to changes made
by this bill and to eliminate unnecessary
and duplicative
unnecessary and
duplicative informainformation. More specifically, States are required to
to report
report the
the following
data each fiscal year: the total amount of child support payments
collected, the cost to the State and Federal governments of furnishing child support services, the number of cases involving families
that became ineligible for aid under part A with respect to whom
a child support payment was received, the total amount of current
support collected and distributed,
distributed, the
the total
total amount
amount of
of past-due
past-due supsupand the
the total
total amount
port collected and distributed, and
amount of
of support due
and unpaid for all fiscal years.
years.
F—ESTABLISHMENT AND
AND MODIFICATION
SUBTITLE F—ESTABLISHMENT
MODIFICATION OF
OF SUPPORT
SUPPORT
ORDERS

1. Section 451.—National Child Support Guidelines Commission
child support
support guidelines
guidelinescommission
A national child
commission is
is established
established to
consider the adequacy of State child support guidelines, feasibility
of adopting uniform terms in all child support orders, how to define
income and under what circumstances income should be imputed,
and the tax treatment of child support payments. In addition, they
would recommend procedures to automatically adjust
adjust child support
orders periodically and to help noncustodial parents address grievances regarding visitation and custody orders.
2. Section 452.—Simplified process for review and adjustment of
child support orders
As under present law, States must
must review
review and,
and, ifif appropriate,
appropriate,
adjust child support orders enforced by the State child support
agency every 3 years. However, States are given two
twosimplified
simplified
means by which they can use automated means to accomplish the

review. First, States may adjust the order by applying the State
guidelines and updating the reward
reward amount.
amount.Second,
Second, States may
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apply a cost-of-living increase to the order. In either case, both parties must be given an opportunity to contest the adjustment.
States must also review and, upon a showing of a change in circumstances, adjust orders pursuant to the child support guidelines
upon request of a party. States are required to give parties one notice of their right to request review and adjustment, which may
may be
be
included in the order establishing the support amount.
3. Section 453.—Furnishing consumer reports for purposes relating
to child support
Authorized individuals seeking to establish or modify a child support order will be given access to the consumer report agency to determine the appropriate levels of payment.
4. Section 454. —Nonliabiity
—Nonliabilityfor
fordepository
depositoryinstitutions
institutionsproviding
providing11financial records to State child support enforcement agencies in
child support cases
A depository institution shall not
not be
be liable
liable under
under any Federal or
State law to any person for disclosing any financial record of an individual to a State child support enforcement agency attempting to
establish, modify, or enforce a child support obligation. An individual can only be sued for disclosing
disclosing information
information ifif they
they knowingly,
knowingly,
or by reason of negligence, disclosed a financial record of an individual for purposes other than those listed above.
SUBTITLE G—ENFORCEMENT OF SUPPORT ORDERS

1. Section 461.—Federal income tax refund offset

The offsets of child support arrears owed to individuals take priority over most debts owed to Federal agencies. It also eliminates
disparate treatment of families not receiving public assistance by
repealing provisions applicable only to support arrears not assigned
to the State.
2. Section 462.—Internal Revenue Service collection of arrearages.
No additional fee may be assessed for adjustments to an amount
previously certified with respect to the same obligor.
3. Section 463.—Authority to collect support from Federal employees
The rules governing wage withholding for Federal employees are
clarified and simplified by:

(1) Establishing that Federal employees are subject to wage
withholding and other legal processes to collect child support;
(2) Establishing rules that Federal agencies must respond to
wage withholding or other legal processes to collect support:
support;
(3) Deleting existing laws governing designation of agents to
receive and respond to process and replace with streamlined

provisions that require Federal agencies to designate agents
and publish their name, title, address, and telephone number
in the Federal registry annually;
(4) Requiring agents, upon receipt of process, to send written
notice to the individual involved as soon as possible;

(5) Amending existing law governing allocation of monies

owed by an individual to give priority to child support; and
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(6) Broadening the definition of income to include funds such

as insurance benefits, retirement and pension pay, survivor's
benefits, compensation for death and black lung disease, veteran's benefits, and workers' compensation.

4. Section 464.—Enforcement of child support obligations of members of the Armed Forces
The Secretary of Defense must establish a central personnel loca-

tor service that contains residential or, in specified instances, duty
addresses of every member of the Armed Services (including retirees, the National Guard, and the Reserves). The locator service
must be updated within 30 days of the individual member establishing a new address. Information from the locator service must
be made available to the Federal
Federal Parent
Parent Locator
Locator Service.
Service. The
The SecSecretary of Defense must issue regulations to facilitate granting of
leave for members of the Armed Services to attend hearings to establish paternity or to establish child support orders.
The Secretary of each branch of the Armed Forces (including retirees, the Coast Guard, the National Guard, and the Reserves) is
required to make child support payments directly to
to any State to
which a custodial parent has assigned support rights as a condition
of receiving public assistance. The Secretary of Defense must also
ensure that payments to satisfy current support or child support
arrears are made from disposable retirement pay. The Secretary of
Defense must begin payroll deduction within 30 days or the first
pay period after 30 days of receiving a wage withholding order.
5. Section 465.—Voiding of fraudulent transfers
States must have in effect the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance
Act of 1981, the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act of 1984, or an
equivalent law providing for voiding transfers of income or property
in order to avoid payment of child support.
6. Section 466.— Work requirement for persons owing child support
States must have
have laws
laws that
that direct
direct courts
courtsto
toorder
orderindividuals
individuals
owing past-due support with respect to a child receiving assistance
under the Temporary Family Assistance program either to pay sup-

port due or participate in work activities.
7. Section 467.—Definition of support order

A support order is defined as an order issued by a court or an
administrative process that requires support of a child or of a child
and the parent with whom the child lives.
8. Section 468.—Reporting arrearages to credit bureaus
States must establish procedures where the State must report
periodically to consumer reporting agencies the name of any parent
who is delinquent in the payment of support, and the amount of
overdue support owed by such parent.
parent. The
The parent
parent who
who is delindelinquent in payment of support must
must be
be afforded
afforded all
all due
due process required under State law, including
including notice
notice and
and reasonable
reasonable opportunity to contest the accuracy of such information.
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9. Section 469.—Liens

States must establish procedures under which liens are imposed
against real and personal property for amounts of overdue support
owed by an absent parent who resides
resides or
or owns
owns property.
property. States
States

must accord full faith and credit to liens established in another
State, without registration of the underlying order.
10. Section 470.—State law authorizing suspension of licenses

Each State must have in effect laws under which the State has
(and uses in appropriate cases) authority to withhold, suspend, or
restrict the use of driver's licenses, professional and occupational licenses, and recreational licenses of individuals owing overdue support or failing, after receiving appropriate notice, to comply with
subpoenas or warrants relating to paternity or child support proceedings.

11. Section 471.—Denial of passports for nonpayment of child sup-

port
If an individual owes arrearages of child support in an amount
exceeding $5,000 or in an amount exceeding 24 months of child
support, the Secretary shall transmit a certification to the Secretary of State to deny, revoke, or limit a passport.
SUBTITLE H—MEDICAL SUPPORT

1. Section 475.—Technical correction to ERISA definition of medical
child support order

This provision expands the definition of medical child support
order in ERISA to clarify that any
any judgment,
judgment, decree,
decree, or
or order
order that
that
is issued by a court of competent jurisdiction or by an administrative adjudication has the force and effect of law.
2. Section 476.—Enforcement of orders for health care coverage

Establishes procedures so that when a noncustodial parent provides health care coverage for a child, and the parent changes employment, the State agency shall transfer coverage to the new employer, unless the noncustodial parent contests the notice.
SUBTITLE I—ENHANCING RESPONSIBILITY AND OPPORTUNITY FOR
NONRESIDENTIAL PARENTS

1. Section 481.—Grants to States
States for
for access
access and
and visitation
visitation programs
programs

The Committee bill authorizes grants to States for access and

visitation programs including mediation, counseling, education, development of parenting plans, and visitation enforcement. Visitation enforcement can include monitoring, supervision, neutral dropoff and pick-up, and development of guidelines for visitation and alternative custody agreements.

The Administration for Children and Families at HHS will administer the program. States are required to monitor and evaluate
their programs and are given the authority to subcontract the program to courts, local public agencies,
agencies, or
or private
private non-profit
non-profit agencies.
agencies.
Programs operating under the grant will not have to be Statewide.
Funding is authorized as capped
capped spending
spending under
under section
section IV—D
IV—D of
of
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the Social Security
Security Act.
Act. Projects
Projects are required to supplement rather
rather
than supplant State funds.
The amount of the grant to a State is equal to 90 percent of the
State expenditures during the year
year for
for access
access and
and visitation programs or the allotment for the State for the fiscal year. The allotment to the State bears the same ratio to the amount
amount appropriated

for the fiscal year as the number
number of
of children
children living
living in the State
with one biological parent divided by the national number of children living with one biological parent. The Administration for Children and Families will adjust allotments
allotments to ensure that no State
is allotted less than $50,000 for fiscal year 1996 or 1997 or less
than $100,000 for any year after 1997.
SUBTITLE J—EFFECT OF ENACTMENT

1. Section 491.—Effective dates

Except as noted in the text of the bill for specific provisions, the
general effective date for provisions in the bill is October 1, 1996.
However, given that many of the
the changes
changes required by
by this
this bill must
be approved by State Legislatures, the bill contains a grace period
tied to the meeting schedule of State Legislatures. More specifically, in any given State, the bill becomes effective either on October 1, 1996 or on the first day of the first calendar quarter after
the close of the first regular session
session of
of the State Legislature
Legislature that
begins after the date of enactment
enactment of
of this
this bill.
bill. In
In the case of States
that require a constitutional amendment to comply with the requirements of the bill, the grace period is extended either 1 year
after the effective date of the necessary State constitutional amendment or 5 years after the date of enactment of this bill.
III. REGULATORY IMPACT OF THE BILL

In Compliance with paragraph 11(b) of rule XXVI
XXVI of the Standing Rules of the Senate, the following evaluation is made concerning the regulatory impact of carrying out the changes proposed in
the bill:
Individuals and
and businesses
businesses affected.—Because
affected—Because States will have
the flexibility to determine the assistance to be provided and who
will receive assistance
assistance under
under a State program
programfor
forneedy
needy families
families
with minor children funded under
under the
the Temporary
Temporary Family Assistance grant, the Committee is unable to estimate the numbers of individuals affected by this legislation. The Committee expects that
the restrictions on eligibility for the SSI program will disqualify
certain individuals from receiving SSI cash benefits. The Committee expects the child support provisions of the bill to have some impact on businesses as a result of the requirement to report new
hires. Because businesses already report such information to other
agencies, the impact will be minimal.
Economic impact of regulations
regulations on individuals, consumers, and
businesses.—The Committee
businesses.—The
Committeeunderstands
understands that
that there
there would
would be an
economic impact on individuals who fail to move off welfare within
the 5-year time limit. However, as shown in the unemployment
compensation program, it is expected that many of these individuals will find work shortly after being dropped from the roles. Because the Committee expects increased collections due to reforms
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in child support enforcement, there will be an economic impact for
individuals who are owed or owe child support.

Impact on personal privacy.—The Committee bill will have a

minimal impact on personal privacy due to the child support provisions which authorize increased access to credit reports and require
Social Security numbers on applications for a variety of licenses.
Amount of additional paperwork—The Committee bill will greatly reduce the amount of Federal restrictions placed on State pro-

grams that assist needy families with minor children. States will
receive a fixed sum of money to provide assistance to needy families with minor children in the manner that the State feels is most
likely to help the family avoid long-term welfare dependence.
States are required to provide data to show how the money
money is
is spent
spent
and who it is spent on. The Committee expects a temporary increase in processing SSI determinations for one year after the date
of enactment.

IV. VOTES OF THE COMMITTEE

In compliance with paragraph 77 of
of rule
rule XXVI
XXVI of
of the
the Standing
Standing
Rules of the Senate, the following statements are made concerning
the votes of the Committee in its consideration of the Committee
bill.

A. MOTION TO REPORT THE BILL

The Committee bill was ordered favorably reported by recorded
vote (12 yeas and 8 nays) on May 26, 1995, with a quorum present.
The following rolicall
rollcall vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler

Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
Mr. Baucus

NAYS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun
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B. VOTES ON AMENDMENTS

The Committee defeated an amendment
amendment in
in the
the nature of aa substitute (8 yeas and 12 nays) offered by Mr. Moynihan to enhance
the JOBS program, reform SSI for children, and improve child support. The roilcall
rollcall vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
Mr. Baucus

The Committee
Committee defeated
defeated an
an amendment
amendmentin
inthe
the nature of a substitute (8 yeas and 12 nays) offered by Mr. Conrad to block grant
JOBS, JOBS child care, AFDC administration, and emergency assistance, and require teen mothers to live at home. The rolicall
rollcall vote

was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler

Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowskj
Mr. Nickles
Mr. Baucus
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The Committee defeated an amendment in the nature of a substitute (8 yeas and 12 nays) offered by Ms. Moseley-Braun to emphasize job creation, provide State flexibility, and improve child
support. The roilcall
rollcall vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler

Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
Mr. Baucus

The Committee accepted a modification
modification offered
offered by
by the
the Chairman,
Chairman,
Mr. Packwood, to make various adjustments to the Committee bill.
The Committee defeated an amendment (9 yeas and 11 nays) offered by Mr. Breaux to require a State maintenance of effort. The
rollcall
roilcall vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Baucus
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS
NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler

Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
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The Committee defeated an amendment (8 yeas and 12 nays) offered by Mr. Graham to change
change the
the way block grant funds are distributed to States from FY 1994
1994 expenditures
expenditures for
for AFDC
AFDC and
and related programs to a poverty based
based formula.
formula. The
The rolIcall
rollcall vote was as
follows:

YEAS
YEAS

Mr. Baucus
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun
Mr. Nickles

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Murkowskj
Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Bradley
The Committee accepted an amendment (by voice vote) offered by
Mr. D'Amato to clarify that funds from the supplemental assistance
loan fund could be used for welfare anti-fraud activities.
The Committee defeated an amendment (10 yeas and 10 nays) offered by Mr. Conrad to tighten the eligibility for the children's SSI
program. The roilcall
rolIcall vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Baucus
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun
Mr. Chafee

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
The Committee accepted a provision (without objection) offered
by Mr. Moynihan to require that a representative payee of an individuals under age
age 18
18 ensure
ensure that
that a treatment plan prepared
prepared by a
physician is followed and that the
the treatment
treatment plan
plan is filed with the
State agency that makes disability determinations.
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The Committee defeated an amendment (8 yeas and 11 nays) offered by Mr. Nickles to require States to take action to reduce the
incidence of out-of-wedlock pregnancies without increasing the
number of pregnancy terminations. The roIlcall
rolIcall vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth

Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Simpson
Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Ms. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

The Committee defeated an amendment (9 yeas and 11 nays) offered by Mr. Rockefeller to provide a hardship waiver based on
good cause. The roll call vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. baucus
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler

Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles

The Committee accepted an amendment (without objection) offered by. Mr. Baucus to increase the hardship waiver from 10 percent to 15 percent.
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The Committee defeated an amendment (6 yeas and 13 nays) offered by Mr. Graham to remove the option for States to prohibit
assistance to certain noncitizens.
noncitizens. The
The roll
roll call
call vote
vote was
wasasasfollows:
follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Pressler

Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
Mr. Baucus
Mr. Rockefeller
'Mr. Pryor did not vote.

The Committee defeated an amendment (10 yeas and 10 nays) offered by Mr. Conrad to require teenage mothers to live with their
parents or in a foster home and to establish a new capped entitlement program to provide funding for supervised living arrangements. The roll call vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Baucus
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun
Mr. Nickles

NAYS
NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley
Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson
Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
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The Committee defeated an amendment (9 yeas and 11 nays) offered by Mr. Rockefeller to exempt individuals in high unemployment areas from the time limits
limits under
under the
the Committee
Committee bill.
bill. The
The roll
roll

call vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Baucus
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley

Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson
Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
The Committee defeated an amendment (9 yeas and 11 nays) offered by Ms. Moseley-Braun to provide that no child is denied assistance. The roll call vote was as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Baucus
Mr. Bradley
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley

Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson
Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
The Committee defeated an amendment (4 yeas and 16 nays) offered by Ms. Moseley-Braun to provide any child who is denied asassistance the right to bring an action
action in
in court.
court. The
The roll
roll call
call vote
vote was
was
as follows:
YEAS

Mr. Moynihan
Mr. Baucus
Mr. Bradley
Ms. Moseley-Braun

NAYS

Mr. Packwood
Mr. Dole
Mr. Roth
Mr. Chafee
Mr. Grassley

Mr. Hatch
Mr. Simpson
Mr. Pressler
Mr. D'Amato
Mr. Murkowski
Mr. Nickles
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Rockefeller
Mr. Breaux
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Graham
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C. AMENDMENTS OFFERED
OFFERED AND
AND WITHDRAWN
WIThDRAWN

Mr. Conrad offered an amendment to limit educational activities
to not more than 50 percent of a State's work participation rates

in 1996 and 1997.
Mr. Grassley offered an amendment to provide that a State operate a jobs program in accordance with Part F of the Social Security
Act or another work program to be defined by the State.
V. BUDGETARY IMPACT OF THE BILL

In compliance with sections 308 and 403 of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, and paragraph 11(a) of rule XXVI of the Standing Rules of the Senate, the following letter has been received from
the Congressional Budget Office
Office regarding
regarding the
the budgetary
budgetary impact of
the bill:
U.S. CONGRESS,
CONCRESS,
CONCRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
CONGRESSIONAL

Washington, DC, June 9, 1995.
Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
US. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has prepared the enclosed estimate of H.R. 4, the Family Self-Sufficiency
Act of 1995, as ordered reported
reported by
by the
the Senate
Senate Committee
Committee on Fi-

nance on May 26, 1995.
Enactment of H.R. 4 would effect direct spending and thus would

be subject to pay-as-you-go procedures under section 252 of the
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
of 1985.
1985.
If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased
to provide them.
Sincerely,
JUNE E. O'NEILL, Director.
CONGRESSIONAL
CONCRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE—COST ESTIMATE

1. Bill number: H.R. 4.
2. Bill title: Family Self-Sufficiency Act of 1995.

3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the Committee on Finance

on May 26,
26. 1995.

4. Bill purpose: To enhance support and work opportunities for
families with children, reduce welfare dependence, and control welfare spending.
5. Estimated cost to the Federal Government:
Direct spending
outlays in
in the
the following
The bill would effect federal outlays
following mandatory
programs: Family Support Payments,
Payments, Food
Food Stamps,
Stamps, Supplemental
Supplemental
Security Income, Medicaid, and Foster Care. The following table
shows projected outlays for these programs under current law, the
changes that would stem from the bill, and the projected outlays
for each program if the bill were enacted.
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[Outlays by
by fiscal
fiscal years.
years. in
in millions
millions of
of dollars]
dollars]
1995

1996
1995

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

1002

Projected spending under current
law:

Family Support Payments

18223
18,223

18.544
18544

19048
19.048

19,534
19534

20.132
20,132

20,793
20.793

21.477
21,477

22.184
22,184

Food Stamp Program

25.120
25120

25.930
25,930

27,400

28,900
28.900

30.390

32,030
32.030

33.600

35,100
35,100

24,322
24.322

24.497
24,497

29,894
29.894

32,967

36,109

42,749

39.481
39,481

46,807

89,216

99,292

110,021

122,060

134,830

148,116

162.600
162,600

177,800

3,540

4,146

4,508

4,930

5.356
5,356

5.809
5,809

6,290

6.798

160,421

172.409
172,409

190,871

208.391
208,391

226.817
226,817

249,497

263,448
263,448

288,689

Family Support Payments 1

0

—729

—1.192
—1,192

—1,603

—2,207
—2.207

—2.559
—2,559

—3.234
—3,234

—3,842

Food Stamps

0

238

745

993

1,274

1,511

1.818
1,818

2,155
2.155

Supplemental Security
Security InInSupplemental
come

Medicaid
Foster Care
Care
Total

Proposed changes:

Supplemental Security Income

0

—441

—3,554

—4,482

—4,674

—5.218
—5,218

—4.646
—4,646

—5,441

Medicaid

0

—22

—375

—545

—606

—662

—771

—777

Foster Care

0

0

0

0

10
10

25

35

45

0

—954

—4.376
—4,376

—5,637

—6,203
—6.203

—6,903

—6,738

—7,750

Total
Total

Projected spending under HR. 4:
Family Support Payments

18,223

17.815
17,815

17.856
17,856

17,931

17,925
17.925

18,234

18,243

18.342
18,342

Food Stamps

25,120

26,168
26.168

28,145

29,893
29,893

31,664

33,541
33.541

35,418

37,255

24,322
24.322

24,056

26,340

28,485

31,435

37.531
37,531

34,835

41,476

89.216

99,270
99.270

109,646

121,515

134,224

147,454
147.454

161.889
161,889

177,023

3540
3,540

4,146

4,508

4,930

5.366
5,366

5,834

6,325
6.325

6,843

160,421

171,455

186495
186,495

202.754
202754

220.614

242,594
242594

256,710
256.710

280.939
280,939

Supplemental Security Income

Medicaid
Foster Care
Total

Under current law. Family
Farniy Support
Support Payments
Payments includes
includes spending
spending on
on Aid
Aid to
to Families
families with
with Dependent
Dependent children
ChIdren (AFDCI,
(AbC), AFOC-related
AFOC-relatedchild
child
care, administrative costs tar
for child
chi'd support enforcement, net
not federal savngs
savingsfrom
fromchild
childsupport
supperscollections,
collections,and
andthe
theJob
JobOpportunities
Opportunitiesand
and
Basic Skills training
Trainingprogram
program(JOBSI.
(JOBS).Under
Underproposed
proposedlaw,
aw, Family
Family Support
Support Payments
Payments would
would include
include spending
spending on
on the
the Temporary
Temporary Assistance
Assistance For
br
Needy
Families
BlockGrant.
Grunt,administrative
administrativecosts
costs for
fo child
Nee Families
Block
collections.
childslJpport
support enlccement.
enforcement,and
andnet
netfedera!
federal savings
savings from child support colloctiuns.
R. 4 would create a new Temporary Assistance for Needy Families block grant and specifies
specifles funding levels through fiscal year 2000.
II B.
cBU's
CBCs estimates
estimates foe
for 2001 and 2002
2002 assume
assume that
that the
thelevel
levelof
ofthe
theblock
b'ockgrant
grantwill
willremain
remainthe
thesame
sameasasinin2000.
2000.
Note—Details may
Nose—Details
may not
mt add to totals because of rounding.

The

direct spending costs of this bill fall within budget functions

500, 550, and 600.
Authorizations of appropriations

The bill would increase the administrative costs of the Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
(SSI) program,
program, which
which are
are funded
funded by
by an
an anannual appropriation. Those extra costs stem from provisions of Title
III that would require program administrators to verif' the citizenof all
all SSI
SSI recipients
recipients and
and conduct
conduct reviews
reviewsof
ofsome
somedisabled
disabled reship of
cipients.

6. Basis of estimate: CBO estimates the enactment of H.R. 4, as
amended by the Committee on Finance, would reduce outlays for
direct spending programs by $1.0 billion in 1996 and $7.8 billion
in 2002. The bill would also increase the administrative costs of the
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program, which are funded by
an annual appropriation. These estimates incorporate the economic
and technical assumptions from CBO's March 1995 baseline and
assume an enactment date of October
October 1,
1, 1995.
1995. The
The remainder
remainder of
this section outlines the methodology used for the estimates. The
attached tables detail the estimates for each title of the bill.
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II. Temporary assistance for needy families block
Titles I and II:
grant and JOBS modification

Title I of H.R. 4 would alter the method by which the federal
government shares in the cost of providing cash and training asassistance to low-income families
families with
with children.
children. ItIt would
would combine
current entitlement programs—Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC), the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training
program (JOBS), and related child care programs—into a single
block grant with a fixed funding
funding level.
level. In
In addition,
addition, Title
Title II would
would
require that a sponsor's income be counted in determining an
alien's eligibility for the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
Block Grant, Supplemental Security Income, and Medicaid for five
years after arrival in the U.S. Title II would modify the definitions
of activities authorized under the JOBS program. By itself, Title II
would have no budgetary effects.
effects. The
The effects
effects of
of Titles
Titles II and
and IIII are

detailed in Table 1.
Effect
Effect of
of the
the block
block grant
granton
oncash
cashand
andtraining
trainingassistance.—The
assistance—The
new Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Block Grant would
replace federal participation for AFDC benefit payments, AFDC administrative costs, AFDC emergency assistance benefits, the JOBS
program, and three related child care programs. The bill would fix
the base level of the block grant at $16.8 billion annually through
through
2000. CBO assumes the block grant would continue at the same
level in 2001 and 2002, although the levels are not specified in the
bill. Each state would be entitled to aa portion
portion of
of the grant
grant based
on its recent spending in the AFDC, JOBS, and related child care
programs. In addition, the bill would authorize a loan fund (called

the Supplemental Assistance for Needy Families Federal Fund)
with an initial balance of $1.7 billion from which states could borrow during economic downturns. States would repay borrowed
amounts, with interest, within three years.'
CBO estimates federal savings in Title I by comparing current
law projections of AFDC, JOBS, and child care spending with the
block grant levels. In 1996, CBO projects that under current law
the federal government would spend $17.2 billion on AFDC bene-

fits, AFDC administration, AFDC emergency assistance, the JOBS
program, and related child care, or $0.6 billion more than the federal government would spend under the block grant.
grant.By
By2000,
2000, the
gap between spending projected under current law ($19.4 billion)
and spending permitted under the block grant ($16.8 billion) would
would
grow to $2.6 billion.
Criteria for state participation in the block grant.—To participate
in the block grant program, states
states would
would present an
an assistance
assistance
plan to the Department of Health and Human Services and would
ensure that block grant funds would be spent only on needy families with minor children. States would not be required to spend any
of their own resources to receive
receive the
the block
block grant amounts. How-

ever, states would have to satisfy certain conditions. Notably,

states would be prohibited from
from providing
providing federal
federal dollars
dollars to most
CBO
CBO estimates
estimates the
the creation
creation of
of the
the Supplemental
5uppiementai Assistance
Assistance for
for Needy
Needy Families
Families Federal
Federal
Fund
Fund would
would not
not generate
generate additional
additional outlays.
outlays. Although
Although up
upto
to$1.7
$1.7billion
billionwould
would be made availavail.
able to states
states for
for loans,
loans, CBO
BO assumes
assumesthat
thatevery
everystate
state borrowing
borrowing funds would repay its loans
with interest. Therefore,
Therefore. the program would involve no long-run loss to the federal government.
and under the credit reform provisions of the Congressional Budget Act.
Act, it would have no
no Cost.
cost.
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families who have received cash assistance for more than 5 years
since September 30, 1995. At their option, states could choose a
shorter time limit and could grant hardship exemptions for up to
15 percent of all families. Although
Although no
no family
family Would
would encounter a 5year time limit until October 1, 2000, the limit's effect on welfare
participation could be noticed sooner
sooner ifif recipients
recipients shortened
shortened their
their
stays on welfare or delayed childbearing in order to preserve access
to the system in future years. CBO estimates that the full, potential effect of such a limit would not be realized until 2003 or later.
Eventually, under current demographic assumptions, this provision
could reduce cash assistance rolls by 30 percent to 40 percent.
percent. The
actual effect of the time limit on families is uncertain however, because H.R. 4 would permit states and localities to provide cash assistance to such groups with their own resources. The inclusion of
the time limit in the legislation does not affect the CBO estimate
of federal costs because it would not directly change the amount of
block grant funds disbursed to the states.
Work and training requirements under the block grant.—Other
provisions in Title I would require states to provide work
work and
and
training activities for an increasing percentage of block grant recipients or face penalties of up to 5 percent of the state's share of
the block grant. States would face three separate requirements,
with each becoming increasingly difficult to satisfy over time. CBO
estimates that by 2000 most states would have difficulty satisfying
the requirements. The following discussion outlines the challenge
states would encounter in 2000.
First, states would have to show on a monthly basis that individuals in 45 percent of all families are
are engaged
engaged in
in an
aneducation,
education,
work, or training activity. (This requirement would rise to 50 percent in 2001 and thereafter.2) By contrast, program data for 1994
indicate that, in an average month, only about 11 percent of all
families were engaged in a JOBS activity or an
an unsubsidized
unsubsidized job
at 20 hours per work. Most states would be unlikely to satisfy this
requirement for several reasons. The costs of administering such a
large scale work and training program would be high and federal
funding is frozen at 1994 levels. Because the pay-off for such programs has been shown to be low in terms of reductions in the welfare caseload, states may be reluctant to commit their own funds.
Morever, although states may succeed in reducing their caseloads
through other measures, which would in turn free up federal funds
for training, the requirements would still be difficult to meet be-

cause the remaining caseload would likely consist of the most
needy individuals (incapacitated adults and parents with very
young children) who would be very difficult and expensive to train.

Second, while tracking the work requirement for all families,
states simultaneously would track a separate guideline for the
smaller number of families with two parents participating in the
AFDC—Unemployed Parent (AFDC—UP) program. By 2000, H.R. 4

would require that 90 percent of such families participate
participate in
in a nar2
CBO estimate
2The CBO
estimate assumes
assumes the
the work
work participation requirements would apply
apply to
to all
all families
families
assisted under
under the
the state
state plan
plan for
for needy
needy families
families and
and would
would not
not be
be limited
limited to
to those
those who
who receive
receive
assisted
federal
federal dollars.
dollars. Given
Given the
the lack
lack of
of aa maintenance
maintenance of
of effort
effort requirement
requirement in
in this
this bill,
bill, however,
however, itit
is
would have
have the
the authority
authority to
to impose
imposework
workrequirerequire.
is unclear
unclear whether the federal government would
ments
ments on
on individuals
individuals who
who receive
receive benefits
benefits funded
funded with
with State
state or local resources.
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row set of work-related activities. States attempted to implement
a similar requirement in 1994 for only 40 percent of AFDC—UP
families; although final participation figures have not been released
by the Department of Health and Human Services, preliminary
analyses indicate that roughly 40 states failed the requirement.
requirement.
Given the states' records to date,
date, CBO
CBO is
is not
not optimistic
optimistic about their
abilities to meet a 90 percent participation requirement.
Finally, states would also have to ensure that all parents who
have received cash assistance for
for more than two years
years would engage in work activities. CBO estimates that approximately 70 percent of all parents on the cash assistance rolls in 2000 would have
received such assistance for two years or more
more since the bill's effective date. The experience
experience of
of the
the JOBS
JOBS program to date suggests
suggests
that such a requirement is well outside the states' abilities to implement.
In short, each of three work requirement would represent a sig-

nificant challenge to states. Given
Given the
the costs
costs and
and administrative
administrative

complexities involved, CBO assumes
assumes that
that most
most states
states would
would simply
accept penalties of up to 5 percent
percent of
of their
their block
block grant
grant amounts
rather than implement the requirements. CBO further assumes—
con sistent with
with current
current practice—that
practice—that the
the Secretary
Secretary of Health and
consistent
Human Services
Services would
would impose
impose small
smallpenalties
penalties(less
(less than one-half
one-half
of one percent of the block grant) on non-complying states.
Effect of the block grant on the
the Food
Food Stamp
Stamp program.—The
program.—The fedfed-

eral savings estimated from the block grant conversion was reduced to account for higher estimated spending in the Food Stamp
program. CBO estimates that enactment of Title I would result in
families receiving lower average
average cash
cash payments relative
relative to current
law and consequently, higher food stamp benefits. Under current
rules, each dollar lost in cash would increase a participating family's food stamp benefits by an estimated 33 cents. CBO estimates
the incomes of AFDC families would decline relative to current projections by $2.2 billion in 2000, generating a food stamp cost in
that year of $0.6 billion. This estimate
estimate assumes that states—on
states—on avavfederal example
example and
and freeze
freeze their
their spending
spending
erage—would follow the federal
on cash benefits at their 1994 levels. Should states decide to spend
more or less than 1994 levels, the costs of the food stamp program
would be smaller or greater than the estimate.

Effect of the block grant on the Food Stamp Employment and

Training program.—The fixed federal contribution under the block
grant may inspire states to seek alternative means
means of
of financing
their training and child care programs. One possibility for states
would involve channeling AFDC families through the Food Stamp
Employment and Training program, which is not altered by this
bill and would remain an uncapped
uncapped entitlement
entitlement with
with the federal
federal

government matching 50 percent of state expenditures. With no
maintenance-of-effort
maintenance-of-effort requirement
requirementtotoreceive
receiveblock
block grant
grant funds,
states could use their shares of JOBS and JOBS child care expenditures (approximately $1.0 billion in 1994) to draw an equal amount
of federal funding. CBO assumes it would take a number of years
before states would turn to this alternative and estimates
estimates federal
federal
costs would rise from $100 million in 1999 to $400 million in 2002.
Effect of Title I on the Medicaid Program.—CBO estimates no
change in Medicaid spending associated with the conversion to a
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block grant, which reflects the bill's stated intention to preserve
current standards for Medicaid. How states implement these new
programs would determine the ultimate impact on the Medicaid

program. The requirement that states continue to provide Medicaid
benefits to all individuals who meet current eligibility criteria for
AFDC may increase the administrative burden in state agencies.
The creation of the block grant
grant could
could affect
affect Medicaid
Medicaid spending
spending in
in
a second way. Granting funds for cash assistance (with no requirement for state spending) while leaving Medicaid as a shared federal-state responsibility would provide states seeking to maximize
federal assistance with an incentive to spend more money
money on
on Medicaid. Under the bill, a state dollar
dollar spent
spent on
on cash
cash assistance
assistance would
would
no longer generate a federal matching payment while a state dollar
spent on Medicaid would. Consequently, states could decide to expand Medicaid eligibility, financing the expansion with state dol-

lars that otherwise would have been devoted to cash assistance.
CBO has little basis upon which to predict such behavior and

therefore has not estimated any change in Medicaid spending.
Title I also includes a provision
provision requiring
requiring counting
counting a sponsor's
sponsor's inincome (termed deeming) for a period of five years after an alien's arrival in the U.S. to determine the alien's eligibility for any
any needneedbased program authorized under the Social Security Act. Programs

potentially affected by such a provision include Aid to Families

with Dependent Children, Medicaid, and Supplemental Security Income. Since other provisions of the bill would replace AFDC with

a program of block grants to the states and would make most

aliens ineligible for SSI, however, the new deeming rule would af-

fect only the Medicaid program. CBO estimates that savings in
Medicaid would be about $0.1 billion in 1997 and $0.2 billion a

year thereafter. The population targeted by the provision comprises

primarily those and aged aliens who,
who, under
under current
current law,
law, would
would

seek SSI benefits within five years of arrival. Non-aged aliens are
are
less likely to have financial sponsors. CBO assumes that, in the absence of more specific instructions, deeming regulations like those
currently used in SSI would apply to Medicaid. CBO also
also assumes
assumes
that about 25 percent of the individuals that have financial sponsponsors would still be able to obtain Medicaid benefits because their

medical expenditures are high enough that they could still apply
for benefits as a medically needy recipient if their state has such

a program.
Effect of the block grant on the Foster Care program.—Although

H.R. 4 does not directly amend the foster care program, which
would remain an open-ended entitlement
entitlement with
with state
state expenditures
expenditures

matched by the federal government, the bill could affect foster care
spending in two ways. First, eligibility for foster care is currently
based on eligibility for AFDC payments in the home from which
the child is removed. Because this bill would repeal the sections of
the Social Security Act upon which AFDC eligibility is based, the
effect of the bill on foster care payments is unclear. Should states
adopt AFDC eligibility requirements that are more restrictive
restrictive than
than

current law, fewer children would be deemed eligible for foster
care, and foster care payments
payments could
could decline.
decline. Second,
Second, by
by retaining
retaining
the foster care program as a matched entitlement, the bill would
create an incentive for states to shift AFDC children who also are
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eligible for foster care benefit into the foster care program. AFDC
administrative data for 1993 suggest that roughly 500,000 children
(5 percent of all children on
on AFDC) fall into this category
category because
because
they live in a household without
without a parent. CBO assumes a number
of legal and financial barriers would
would prevent states
states from
from transferring a large share of such children
children and
and estimates
estimates states would collect an additional $10 million in foster care payments in 1996, rising to $45 million in 2002.
Title III: Supplemental security
security income
income

Title III of H.R. 4 would reduce spending in the
the Supplemental
Supplemental
Security Income program for three distinct groups of participants:
legal aliens, drug addicts and alcoholics, and disable children.
children. Net
savings are estimated to equal $5.1 billion in 2002 (see Table
Table 2).
2).
Legal aliens.—In general, legal aliens are now eligible for SSI
and other benefits administered by the federal government. Most
aliens, other than refugees, do not collect benefits during the first
few years in the U.S., because administrators must deem a portion
of a sponsor's income to the alien during the period when determining the alien's eligibility. H.R. 4 would eliminate SSI benefits altogether for most legal aliens. Exceptions would be made
made for groups
that make up about one-fifth of aliens on the SSI rolls: refugees
who have been in the country for less than five years, aliens who
receive a Social Security benefit based on their own earnings, and
veterans of the U.S. military. All
All other
other legal
legal aliens
aliens now on SSI
would be removed from the rolls
rolls on January 1, 1997.
CBO bases its estimate of savings on administrative records for
the SSI program. Those data suggested that there were about
700,000 non-citizen beneficiaries
beneficiaries in
in 1994,
1994, or 12 percent of all recipients of federal SSI payments in that year, and that their numbers
numbers
might be expected to continue to
to grow in the absence of a change
in policy. The administrative records, though, are of uncertain
quality. They are not likely to reflect changes in
in citizenship status
(such as naturalization) that may have occurred since the recipient
first began collecting
collecting benefits.
benefits. ItIt has
has not been important
important for
for agencies to keep citizenship status up-to-date so long as they have verified that the recipient is, in fact, legally eligible. That
That problem is
thought to be particularly acute for SSI, where some beneficiaries
identified as aliens have been on the program for many years. Recognizing this problem, CBO assumes that about one-fifth of SSI
beneficiaries coded as aliens are
are in
in fact
fact naturalized
naturalized citizens.
CBO estimates the number of noncitizen recipients
recipients who
who would be
removed from the SSI rolls by projecting the future caseload in the
absence of policy change and subtracting
subtracting the
the three groups (certain
refugees, Social Security recipients, and veterans) exempted under
the bill. CBO also assumes that some of the remainder will be
spurred to become naturalized. The rest, estimated by
by CBO at approximately one-half million legal aliens, would be cut from the SSI
rolls. Multiplying by the average benefits paid to such aliens—assumed to equal
equal 1994
1994 levels
levelsplus
plussubsequent
subsequentcost-of-living
cost-of-living adjustments, or about $4,700 per alien in 1997—yields annual federal
budgetary savings of between $2 billion and $3 billion a year.
Removing these aliens from the SSI rolls has indirect
indirect effects
effects on
two other programs: Medicaid and food stamps. In most states,
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Medicaid is automatically available to anyone on SSI. Although
H.R. 4 does not explicitly bar legal aliens from Medicaid, some
aliens who lose SSI would thereby lose their only route onto the
Medicaid program. CBO assumes that most aliens who lose SSI

disability benefits could keep Medicaid eligibility under other terms

of the program, only about half of those aliens who lose SSI oldage benefits, however, would be
be able
able to
to requalify
requalify as
as medically
medically
needy. Savings in Medicaid of $0.2 billion to $0.3 billion a year
would result. H.R. 4 is silent about legal aliens' eligibility for food
stamps, a program that is outside the jurisdiction of the Finance
Committee. Under current law, legal aliens who lose cash income
and who also get food stamps would
would automatically
automatically receive
receive larger
larger
benefits under that program. CBO assumes that only a fraction of
the SSI loss would be made up at the state and local level through
general assistance
general
assistance programs.
programs. For aliens participating in food
stamps, food stamp benefits are estimated to increase by about 33
cents for each dollar of cash income lost. Extra food stamp costs
would be approximately $300 million a year.

These estimates, and other CBO estimates concerning legal

aliens, are rife with uncertainties. First, administrative data in all
programs are of uncertain quality. Citizenship status is not recorded at all for about 8 percent of SSI recipients, and—as previously noted—some persons coded as aliens are certainly naturalized citizens
ized
citizens by
by now. Second, it is hard to judge how many
noncitizens would react to the legislation
legislation by
by becoming
becoming citizens.
citizens. At
At
least 80 percent of legal aliens now on the SSI rolls are eligible to
become citizens; the fact that they have not been naturalized may
be attributable, in part, to the lack of a strong financial incentive.
Heretofore, all legal immigrants have not been barred from most
jobs, from eligibility for benefits, or from most other privileges except voting. Because the naturalization process takes time and effort, CBO assumes that only about one-third of those whose benefits would otherwise be eliminated will become citizens by the year
2000.

Drug addicts and alcoholics.—For many years, the Social Secu-

rity Administration (SSA) has been required to identify certain
drug addicts and alcoholics (DA&As) in the SSI program, when the

substance abuse is a material contributing factor to the finding of
disability. Special provisions apply to those recipients: they must
comply with treatment if available, they must have representative
payees, as (as a result of legislation enacted last year) they can receive a maximum of 36 months' benefits. About 100,000 recipients
classified as drug addicts and alcoholics received benefits in December 1994.
CBO assumes that, under current law, the DA&A caseload would

grow to about 190,000 by 1997, fall in 1998 (as the first wave of
terminations under last year's legislation occurs), then resume
climbing gradually. Under H.R. 4, awards to DA&As would stop
immediately, and those already receiving benefits would be removed from the rolls on January 1, 1997, unless they had another
seriously disabling condition.
Estimating the number of DA&As who already have or will soon

develop another disabling condition is a thorny issue. A sample of
1994 awards with a primary diagnosis of substance abuse found
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that two-thirds identified a secondary disabling condition (predominantly mental rather than physical). That fact must
must be
be interpreted
interpreted
with caution. In order to be worth
worth noting,
noting, the
the secondary
secondary condition
must be quite severe—but not necessary disabling in its own right.
On the other hand, there is no requirement to record secondary
conditions; some of the one-third for whom none was recorded undoubtedly had them. And the health of many DA&A recipients certainly deteriorates over time, with or without continued substance
abuse. Thus, CBO
CBO assumes
assumes that
that only
onlyabout
aboutone-quarter
one-quarterof
of DA&A
DA&A
recipients would be permanently terminated from the program; the
rest could requalify by documenting that they have another suffisuffIciently disabling condition. Multiplying
Multiplying the
the number
number of
of recipients
terminated times an average benefit yields savings of $200 million
million
to $300 million a year in SSI benefits.

Besides saving on benefits, the Social Security Administration
would also be freed from the requirement to maintain contracts
with referral and monitoring agencies (RMAs) for its SSI recipients. Those agencies monitor addicts' and alcoholics' treatment sta-

tus and often serve as representative payees. Savings are esti-

mated at about $150 million to $200 million a year in 1997 through
2002. Savings
Savings in
in 1996,
1996,however,
however, are
are uncertain,
uncertain, as
asSSA
SSA will
will likely
likely

have to pay cancellation penalties on the contracts to be terminated.

The legislation would also eliminate Medicaid coverage for
DA&As terminated from the SSI program, resulting in another
$100 million a year or so in savings. And because former SSI recipients would experience a reduction in their cash income, food
food
stamp costs under correct law would increase slightly—by approximately $30 million a year.
Disabled children.—H.R. 4 would restructure the SSI program
for disabled
disabled children.
children. Under
Under current
current law,
law,low-income
low-income children can
can
qualify for the SSI program and its federal cash benefits of up to
$458 a month in two ways. They may match one of the medical
listings (a catalogue of specific impairments, with accompanying
clinical findings), or they may be evaluated under an individualized
functional assessment (IFA) that determines whether an unlisted
impairment seriously limits a child from performing activities normal for his or her age. Both methods are spelled
spelled out in regulation.
Until the Supreme Court's decision in the Zebley case in 1990, the
path to
to eligibility
medical listings were the sole path
eligibility for
for children.
children.
Adults, in contrast, could receive an assessment of their functional
and vocational capacities even
even if
if they
they did
did not
not meet their own set
of listings. The court ruled that sole reliance on the listings did not
comport with the law's requirement to gauge whether children's
disorders were
were of
of "comparable
"comparable severity"
severity"totoimpairments
impairments that
that would
would
disable adults.
H.R. 4 would eliminate childhood IFAs and their statutory underpinning, the "comparable severity" rule, as a basis for receipt.
Many children on the rolls as a result of an IFA (roughly a quarter
of children now on SSI) would
would be
be terminated,
terminated, and
and future
future awards
awards
based on an IFA would be barred.
barred. Thus,
Thus, the
the program would be restricted to those who met or equaled the listings. The bill would
also remove the reference to maladaptive behavior—behavior that
is destructive to oneself, others,
others, property,
property, or animals—from the
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personal/behavioral domain of
of the
the medical
medical listings,
listings, the
the only
only place
place
where it appears as a basis for award.
Even as it repealed the "comparable severity" language, the bill
would create a new statutory definition of childhood disability. It

states that a child would be considered disabled if he or she has
"a medically determinable physical or mental impairment which re-

sults in marked, pervasive and severe functional limitations [and
can be expected to last 12 months or lead to death]." That language
appears to be intended to preserve SSI eligibility for some of the

most severely impaired children who now qualify by way of an IFA.

The exact implications of this language would remain to be clarified through regulation (and perhaps court interpretation) and are
difficult for CBO to estimate definitively.

CBO estimated the savings from these changes by judging how
many present and future children would likely qualify under the
new criteria. CBO relied extensively on SSA program data and on
analyses conducted by the General Accounting Office and the Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human Services.

Approximately 900,000 children now collect SSI benefits, and CBO
projects that the number would reach 1.35 million in 2002 if policies were unchanged. CBO assumed that more than half of children
who qualify through an IFA would be rendered ineligible under the
proposed criteria-specifically, those who fail to rate a "marked" or

"extreme" impairment in at least two areas of functioning. CBO
chose that assumption because the bill's key phrase—marked, pervasive and severe functional impairments—might reasonably be interpreted to mean limitations in several different areas of functioning, a tighter standard than the one that now allows some children
with "moderate" limitations onto the program. CBO also assumes
that the provisions on maladaptive behavior would bar a small percentage of children from eligibility for benefits. Overall, approximately 21 percent of children who would be eligible under current
law would be rendered ineligible. Because of the room for regulatory interpretation, however, that figure is uncertain. A tight in-

terpretation might bar up to 28 percent of children; a loose one
might trim the rolls by about 10 percent or even less.

CBO estimates the savings in cash benefits relative to current

law by multiplying the number of children assumed to lose benefits

by the average benefit. That average benefit was about $430 a

month in December 1994 and would grow with inflation thereafter.
Children already on the rolls would be reviewed under the new criteria but could keep their benefits through December 1996 even if
found ineligible. CBO assumes that children who do not meet the
new criteria could be removed from the rolls even if their medical
condition has not improved since award—as is clearly intended by
the bill—even though current law generally requires that SSA document such progress before it terminates a beneficiary. New
awards would be affected immediately. Total savings in cash benefits would equal $0.2 billion in 1996 and $2.1 billion in 2002.
H.R. 4 would make several other changes to the SSI program for
disabled children, notably by stepping up requirements for continuing disability reviews (CDRs). Savings from that requirement are
embedded in CBO's estimate. The bill also requires that represent-

ative payees (usually parents) develop a treatment plan for the
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TABLE 3.—FEDERAL BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FAMILY SELF-SUFFICIENCY ACT, TITLE IV CHILD SUPPORT
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VI. ADDITIONAL VIEWS

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATORS MOYNIHAN, BRADLEY,
AND MOSELEY-BRAUN

It is just seven years since the Committee on Finance reported
out the Family Support Act of 1988. It seems almost unimaginable
today, but there was then a vast
vast bipartisan
bipartisan consensus
consensus on
on this
this great
great
issue. The final vote in the Senate was 96 to 1.
At the Rose Garden ceremony were Senators Dole, Bentsen, and
Brown, Speaker Foley, Mr. Michel, and Governors Clinton and Cas-

tle, representing the National Governors' Association. President

Reagan, on signing the bill, told the assembled company that "They
and the members of the administration
administration who
who worked
worked so
so diligently
diligently
on this bill will be remembered for accomplishing what many have
attempted, but no one has achieved in several decades: a meaningful redirection of our welfare system."
In large measure, he was right. The Family Support Act has performed well where it was implemented seriously. Every day a State
official reports on some new success, or there is an announcement
of some new initiative funded under the Act. A week ago, George
Allen, Republican governor of Virginia, announced such an effort.
"Virginia is again making history," he said. "It is the most sweeping, and, I think, the most compassionate welfare reform plan anywhere in the nation." And it is taking place, he might have added,
under the Family Support Act of 1988.

Yet the bipartisan consensus on welfare matters is gone, and
that there
there is
is simple
simple solution
solution to
to the
the
there is a newly coined view that
problem of mothers and children on welfare. Cut them off.
We have long called attention to the fact that a steadily growing
percentage of children are being
being born
born into
into single
single parent
parent homes.
homes. We
We
know that these are the children who are most likely to become dependent on welfare. The problem of a high and growing percentage
of births to single parents is one we share with other industrialized
nations.1

In the United States the proportion of births of children in single
parent families has reached 33 percent.
percent. When
When the
the Social
Social Security
Security
Act was enacted in 1935, it was around 4 percent. The ratio has
gone up every year since 1970. Year in, year out, it has risen at
an annual rate of about .86 percent. Some have concluded that the
answer is simply to repeal title IV—A of the Social Security Act,
and eliminate welfare benefits. That will somehow induce women
to stop having babies. The problem is, there is no evidence whatever to support that view.
'In 1992 the rate was 33 percent in France, and 31 percent in the United Kingdom.
(63)
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On March 9, Lawrence Mead, a professor at the Woodrow Wilson
Wilson
School at Princeton University, who would describe himself as a
conservative, testified before the Finance Committee on this point:
Can the forces behind growing welfare be stemmed?
Conservative analysts say that unwed pregnancy is the
greatest evil in welfare, the cause not only of dependency
but other social ills. On all sides, people call for a family
policy that would solve this problem.
But it is not that easy, says Dr. Mead:
The great fact is that neither policymakers nor researchers have found any incentive, benefit or other intervention
that can do much to cut the unwed pregnancy rate.
"We are told that ending AFDC will reduce illegitimacy," says
James .Q.
James
Q. Wilson, of the University of California at Los Angeles,
"but we don't know that. It is, at best an informed guess."
It seems inconceivable that anyone would propose ending the
basic protection afforded poor children in the Social Security Act
based on "an informed guess", yet apparently that is what we have
come to. In the midst of the Depression of the 1930s, when our
our ecoeconomic output was at one-eighth its present level, we could provide
for dependent children as a Federal
Federal responsibility.
responsibility. In
In the
1990's,
the 1990's,
with a $7 trillion
trillion economy,
economy, we
we are
areabout
abouttotoeliminate
eliminate the
the Federal
Federal
guarantee.
The bills passed by the House of Representatives and ordered
ordered rereported by this Committee pose an
an enormous
enormous fiscal
fiscal risk
risk for
for State
State
and local governments. The Federal law enacted in 1935 provided
the several States with a Federal guarantee that whatever
whatever amount
they provide by way of support for dependent children
children will be
matched, according to formula, by the Federal government. This is
what we mean when we speak of welfare as an entitlement. It is
an entitlement of the several States to support from the Federal
government. (In the 1960s children who meets the qualifications
became entitled to receive whatever benefits a State prescribes.
This is the result of a series of Supreme Court decisions under the
Equal Protection and Supremacy clauses of the Constitution.) The
decision by the Finance Committee majority to deprive States of
this entitlement is a formula for tumult, recrimination, regression
in which no doubt any number of political reputations will be won,
and only children lose.
There is an elemental fact here. Under the Social Security Act
arrangement, some States chose "low" benefits for children, with a
high Federal "match". Others chose
chose "high"
"high" benefits
benefits with
with a low
"match". This pattern was compounded by the advent
advent of
of food
food
stamps as a uniform national benefit paid for entirely by the Federal government. The lower the AFDC benefit, the higher the food
stamp benefit. Freezing this arrangement as a block grant invites
Federal factionalism
factionalism to
to aa degree
degree unknown
unknown to this century.
century. Example. According to the Department of Health and Human Services,
under the AFDC block grant as reported by the Senate Finance
Committee, Mississippi will receive $87 million per year; California
$3,706 million. Even before the Finance Committee acted
acted on this
legislation a group of "30 mostly conservative senators from the
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South and Southwest" as one editorial put it, complained to our
distinguished chairman that the present welfare bill would shortchange their States because they
they are
are so
so fast
fast growing.
growing. (Not
(Not all
all are;
are;
most are simply low benefit States. But it comes to the same
thing.) The group was led by the distinguished junior Senator from

Texas. Their demand can surely be met, and very likely will be.
But at the expense of the "high" benefit States. (Which are typically States with relatively high costs of living, which eat up much
of the nominal margin.) Thus Texas might benefit; but at the cost
of California, which surely will lose. As the electoral votes of both
States are thought crucial to victory in the next Presidential election, one can only await the high comedy of the various candidates
explaining their various positions to the respective constituencies.
It is indeed a constitutional moment. Of self-inflicted wounds,
which may not heal as readily as the mindless might, well, "think".
It would do no harm to give some thought also to the demographic facts which clearly indicate a rise in the number of child
births, and correspondingly of births of children out of wedlock.

Between 1980 and 1991, 15 to 19 year olds represented a de-

creasing share of women in childbearing ages, falling from about 20

percent to 14 percent. The downward trend ended in 1991, and
their share is projected to rise to 17 percent by 2005. Women in

this age group accounted for about 30 percent of all out-of-wedlock
births but only 13 percent of all births in 1992.
There is a similar trend for the larger population of women aged
15—24. This population as a share of all women in childbearing
ages is projected to rise from 29 percent in 1996 to 33 percent in
2005. Women aged 15—24 accounted for 65 percent of all births outof-wedlock and 40 percent of all births in 1992.
These are not the only problems with the bill approved on May
26 by the Finance Committee. Consider the work and training re-

quirement. Everyone is for putting welfare parents to work, but
paying for it is another matter. The Finance Committee bill says
that 45 percent of the adult AFDC caseload must participate in the
Job Opportunities and Basic Skills
Skills (JOBS)
(JOBS) program
program by
by the
the year
year
2000, but it freezes welfare funding at the 1994 level. To meet the

target, says the Congressional Budget Office, States would have to
devote 60 percent of their block grant dollars to work activities and
child care. Rather than do that, the CBO speculates, nearly all the

States will simply accept the 5 percent reduction in block grant
funding for failing to meet the standard. The work and training requirement will be a fiction.
The Family Support Act of 1995 (S.
(5. 828), has none of these fun-

damental flaws. It continues the entitlement and protects States
and localities against unforeseen and unforeseeable financial hazards. It provides sufficient Federal matching funds to enable States
to make participation in the JOBS program mandatory for welfare

parents. The work requirement is real—a critical point if we are
talking about making genuine change
change in
in the
the welfare
welfare system.
system. ItIt alallows States to enroll absent parents
parents who
who are
are unemployed
unemployed and
and ununable to pay child support in the JOBS program. S.
5. 828 requires
teen mothers to live at home and to go to school. It gives States
new tools to enforce child support. It provides flexibility so that
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States can test new ways to administer their AFDC and JOBS programs. It is fully paid for. And it is all we know.

The point is, welfare can be greatly
greatly changed
changed without
without repealing
repealing
one should
should pretend
pretend that
that we know how
essential guarantees. And no one
to end welfare without at this point causing enormous hardships
for children, as well as for State and local governments.
The group 'that has spoken out most eloquently on the subject of
welfare is the U.S. Catholic Conference. Almost alone, they have
raised the moral issue confronting us:
We cannot support "reform" that will make it more difficult for poor children to grow into productive individuals.

We cannot support reform that destroys the structures,

ends entitlements, and eliminates resources that have pro-

vided an essential safety net for vulnerable children or

permits states to reduce their commitment
commitment in
in this
this area.
area.
If the bishops do not persuade, consider Hippocrates. Prim urn

non nocere. First do no harm.

PATRICK MOYNIHAr'.I.
MOYNIHAN.
DANIEL PATRICK
BILL BRADLEY.
CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN.
MOSELEY-BRAUN.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR BRADLEY

This legislation comes before the Committee at a time of real opportunity to do something about the very serious problems with the
welfare system. We can have no illusions that the status quo is acac-

ceptable. We have an opportunity to transform Aid to Families
with Dependent Children into a short path to economic self-suffi-

ciency. We can build on innovations such as microenterprise, jobplacement vouchers, maternity homes, and the Riverside County,
California, approach to employment. We can bring down the barriers to success in the current system, from the long waits for federal waivers faced by states that want to innovate, to the penalties
on assets, income and marriage that make it almost impossible for
poor people to escape dependency through their own initiative.
In the weeks and months leading up to the Committee's brief deliberation on this bill, we held a series of hearings and heard scores
of suggestions about how to improve work participation, discourage
childbearing outside of marriage, reinforce parental responsibility,
give states flexibility, and make welfare transitional. What did not
emerge from these hearings, however, was any testimony in favor
of doing what this bill proposes to do.
Instead, at a moment of opportunity
opportunity to
to do
do something
something about
about welwelfare, this committee has chosen
chosen to
to do
do nothing.
nothing. Instead
Instead of
of any sub-

stantive reform, we have an open-ended, non-specific, grant of
money from the federal government to state politicians, for the

loosest of abstract purposes. It is neither compassionate nor tough.
It does nothing to ensure that people move quickly from welfare to
work, just as it does nothing to ensure that children in the neediest

families are protected from hunger, illness, homelessness, and

death. It doesn't send a clear message to individuals about their responsibilities or the limits of society's willingness to help. It neither

encourages innovation nor preserves the safety net. It doesn't
strengthen the partnership between the federal government and
the states but neither does it clearly hand responsibility to one
level of government or the other.

There are two strongly positive features of this bill. The first is
Title IV, the child support enforcement section. This section draws
heavily on provisions of S.
5. 456, which I introduced with a broad bipartisan coalition including members of this committee in February
1995. While I am disappointed by the substitution of some sections
of H.R. 4 for sections of S.
5. 456, on balance it will
will be
be aa positive
positive step
step

forward for parents, whether receiving welfare or not, who are

owed child support. I am disappointed by the committee's decision

to eliminate the $50 pass-through of child support payments to
families receiving welfare. While states will be permitted to pass
through any amount of child support to families on assistance, they
will have to reimburse the federal government for its share of the
amount passed through, making
making itit unlikely
unlikely that
that most
most states
states will
will
(67)
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pass through any amount. Thus, for a non-custodial parent
parent of
of aa
child on welfare, there will be no tangible benefit to the children
for paying child support. I appreciate that there is no consensus
among researchers as to whether the $50 passthrough has had the
desired effect of encouraging payment of support, but I would prefer to continue it until we can find an alternative means of achieving the same goal.
Further, with the elimination of
of the
the pass-through,
pass-through, the
the change
change in
in

child support distribution rules in this bill becomes all the more
provision, included
included in
in every
important. Under this provision,
every major
major child
child supsupport
port bill
bill introduced
introduced by
bymembers
membersof
ofeither
eitherparty
partyininthe
the1-louse
House or
Senate, when the state collects overdue child support
support arrearages
for a family that had been on welfare,
welfare, the
the family
family will
will first
first receive
receive
its share of arrearages accumulated before the family went
went on
on
AFDC, as well as any overdue support from after the family left
left
AFDC, before the state can take
take its
its share
share of
of child
child support to offset
costs during the family's time on AFDC. Families leaving welfare

will thus have some opportunity to become self-sufficient, and noncustodial parents will have some incentive to pay. I would urge the
committee to resist any effort to reverse this change or
or to
to view
view it
as merely technical or even accidental. It is a very deliberate policy
choice and one that should remain inviolate.
The second positive aspect of the bill is simply that it does not

indulge in the gratuitous meanness—towards legal immigrants,
children born to welfare recipients or teenagers, and disabled children—that characterizes
ofof
1-l.R.
dren—that
characterizesthe
theversion
version
H.R. 44 that
that passed
passed the
1-louse of
I-louse
of Representatives.

While this bill avoids the vicious symbolic politics of the House
bill, it offers nothing in their place. There is only one substantive
requirement upon states for receipt of the funds under this block
grant: they must meet a series of work requirements, ramping up
to a requirement that 50% of recipients be engaged in work activity
by the
the year
year 2000.
2000. Yet
Yet the
the Congressional
CongressionalBudget
BudgetOffice
Office predicts
predicts that
only six states will have the funds to meet these work requirements. The rest will simply absorb the five percent penalty and
continue doing business as usual, or even doing much less than
they are required to do under the current JOBS program. I appreciate the Chairman's willingness to consider the implications of this
unbiased opinion from the CBO, yet I would warn that it is not a
peripheral issue or an oversight,
oversight, but
but aa fatal
fatal flaw
flaw at the very
very heart

of this bill.

The driving idea behind this bill is state flexibility. Yet this is
not enough of a foundation on which to build substantive welfare
reform. The idea of state flexibility is compelling to
to anyone who has
has
watched the contortions a state like New Jersey has had to go
through to obtain waivers to try something new, usually
usua'ly something
that involves spending a little more money now, or loosening restrictions on recipients, in expectation of savings in the future. But
state flexibility is not an issue of controversy in this year's debate.
All three alternatives offered by Democrats on this committee flatly
eliminated or, in one case, scaled back this waiver process, and all

three alternatives would have given states all the freedom that
every governor ever asked for. This bill goes so much further be-
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yond flexibility that it would gut the very basics of the system of
assistance it seeks to reform.
Under this bill, states could conceivably do as little as merely re-

ferring needy families to a facility where some surplus cheese
might be available. This may sound absurd or extreme, and it is,
but it would be in full compliance with the bill's requirement that
the state have "a plan to assist needy families"—any kind of plan.
Under this bill states could do almost nothing without losing a
penny of federal funds.
it

While I think most states will make an effort to do something,

is quite easy to see what will happen when states are hard-

pressed for funds. They may provide minimal assistance in one region of the state. The will probably put very needy applicants on
a waiting list after the federal funds run out. They might let state
bureaucrats choose who to assist in a completely arbitrary manner.
There will be no clear rules, and without clear rules, there will be
none of the positive impact on behavior that proponents of the bill
expect.

Further, without basic standards, work requirements would become even more meaningless that CBO says they are, because

states would have no basic definition of who is eligible and therefore who should be in a work program. If a state has trouble meeting the work participation requirements under the bill, they can
simply stop serving those who are having the most trouble funding
work. States could thus artificially increase the percentage of those
receiving assistance who are working, without increasing the number who are working.
At the very least, states should be required to set for themselves
basic eligibility standards, basic benefits, rules governing assets
and outside income, just as they
they do
do under
under current
current law.
law. States
States must
must
also clearly define the groups they would make categorically ineligible for help, whether teen parents, additional children born to
welfare recipients, legal immigrants, or other categories. Washington would not tell the states what those rules should be, but states
must set those rules for themselves, and families must know what
the rules are. Then, states must be required to serve everyone who
qualifies under those rules, supplementing federal funds with state
funds if necessary.
Without such a minimal improvement, this bill will become a
dangerous web of unintended consequences. Instead of states experimenting with time limits for those who have been on welfare
for a long time, there will be waiting lists for those in need for the
first time. Instead of work requirements, states may do less then
they do under current law. Instead of clear rules that, over time,
change individuals' attitudes about work and childbearing, we will
have a muddle of ambiguity that will abandon some families that
are doing their best to become self-sufficient, while allowing others
who are more aggressive to continue exploiting the system. And instead of a clear funding mechanism that gives state full control of

the program, we will have a structure that rewards states that

choose to do the least, while leaving states that make a serious effort to reform welfare desperately strapped for funds.
A much better solution to all these problems, however, is to base

the funding in each state on the state's current level of need, as
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measured by the states' own eligibility
eligibility and
and benefit
benefit levels,
levels, and
and to
to
provide states with separate, flexible
flexible funding
funding streams for jobs and
training, and for child care. A number of alternatives offered in
including Senator
Senator Conrad's
Conrad'sand
andSenator
SenatorMoynihan's,
Committee, including
Moynihan's,
offer this funding structure along with all the flexibility states need
to really change the culture of welfare. Although they were hastily
rejected in Committee, they deserve full consideration on the Senate floor.

BILL BRADLEY.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER
IV
Iv

I concur with the view expressed by the distinguished ranking

member, Senator Daniel Patrick
Patrick Moynihan.
Moynihan.

Also, I would like to briefly summarize my own guiding prin-

ciples regarding the current effort to achieve welfare reform.
As the vote on the Chairman's mark demonstrated, the members
of the Committee disagreed on how to change the welfare system.
I regret that the opportunity was not used to achieve consensus as

a better route to making such important decisions affecting mil-

lions of children and families across America.
My view is that welfare reform should be a strong effort to expect
work and personal responsibility from parents. Welfare should not
be a hiding-place or a resting-place, and taxpayers have every rea-

son to expect real change. The current system fails on both fronts
of work and responsibility, although success requires enormous
commitment, focus, and honesty about the reasons so many families are so poor.

But I do not believe welfare reform should be the route to abandoning this country's protection of children. The Chairman's legislation abdicates the federal responsibility for vulnerable children,
which will punish and harm the innocent.
The legislation's shift to a block grant approach will place an arbitrary limit on funds to each state,
state, regardless
regardless of
of its
its future
future changes
changes
in population, regional economic downturns, or the unpredictable
changes affecting poor children and families.
State flexibility is important, but welfare reform legislation

should ensure that federal tax dollars will truly be used to get

AFDC parents into jobs with the necessary support of effective job
placement and child care.
These are my fundamental concerns
concerns and
and reflect
reflect issues
issues that
that are
are
especially important to my state of West Virginia.
I do appreciate the Chairman's recognition and support of some
basic provisions from the current JOBS programs designed to assure that existing workers are not displaced by community work
programs established by states under new programs. The point is
to move AFDC parents into work without displacing current workers and possibly pushing them into
into welfare.
welfare. Such
Such safeguards
safeguards for
for
hard working men and women are crucial and most be preserved.
These provisions had bipartisan support over the years in a variety
of federal programs, including the 1988 Family Support Act.

Also, I want to commend the Chairman's mark for supporting
current law on child protective services, which includes a commitment to maintaining the entitlement status of foster care and adop-

tion assistance. Services for abused and neglected children are
basic protection for the most vulnerable members of our society,
children who are unsafe in their own homes. Maintaining federal
(71)
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standards and support for child protective services is a fundamental and moral obligation.
Welfare reform is an extremely
extremely challenging
challenging and
and essential
essential endeavendeavor. The goal should be to promote independence and discourage de-

pendence, but the price should not be paid by children born into
poverty through no fault of their own. For decades, this country
country
has worked on promising opportunity
opportunity and
and hope
hope to every child, regardless of where they live. My
My hope
hope is
is that
that the
the Senate
Senate will
will find
find
a way to enact bipartisan legislation that keeps faith with both the
principal of responsibility and a commitment to children.

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR JOHN B. BREAUX

This bill does not reform welfare. It simply puts the welfare problems in a box and ships it to the states. When the states open that
box, they're going to find a whole
whole lot
lot of
of problems
problems and
and less
less money
money

to help solve them.
The fact is, our nation's welfare problems are big enough for the

federal and state governments, Democrats and Republicans, to
solve together. That's why I think welfare reform should continue
to be a state-federal partnership. Right now, the federal and state
governments share the costs of supporting children and putting
their parents to work. The Republican block grant plan would simply give states a check and require nothing in return. States could

spend the money they now spend
spend on
on poor
poor families
families on
on roads
roads or
or
bridges. That is not fair. We all know that states are more careful
spending money they have to raise themselves. I think both the

federal and state governments should commit resources to reform
welfare. That's why I offered an amendment in committee to encourage states to match federal welfare
welfare funds
funds as
as they
they now
now do
do in
in
most all federal state programs.
We need to move beyond the argument over whether the federal
or state governments should handle the welfare problems. The real
debate should be over how to best move people from welfare to
work. Today, we expect too little from those on welfare. Anyone
who can work,.
work, should.
should. Everyone
Everyone should
should do
do something
something as a condition of receiving assistance. Today, we also expect too little from
the welfare bureaucracy. Its mission should be to get people off of
welfare and into jobs—as soon as possible. Those who need help
finding jobs should get it. But work, not welfare, should be the
goal.

While we transform welfare into a work-based system, we should

continue to protect kids. Welfare
Welfare is
is aa safety
safety net
net for
for millions
millions of
of
American children living in poor or near-poor families. Most never
need it. But it's there just in case—in case their mother loses her

job or their father abandons the family. We should keep it that
way.

I had hoped that the Committee would report a bill that is not
just a budget cut disguised as welfare reform. A bill that doesn't
just ship the welfare problem off to the states, but instead requires

both levels of government to commit
commit to
to solving
solving the
the welfare
welfare problem.
problem.
One that promotes work but protects kids. Since this bill does not,
I had to oppose the measure. However, I remain hopeful that when

this measure comes up for full Senate debate we will be able to
produce a bipartisan product that will justify Presidential approval
and be true reform for all Americans.

JOHN B. BREAUX.
(73)

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN

Finance Committee
Committee reported
reported Out
A week and half ago the Finance
out sweepsweeping welfare reform legislation in the form of the Chairman's substitute to H.R. 4. It is likely that the full Senate will take up this
bill later this month. The Chairman's substitute has serious and
far reaching implications regarding this nation's commitment and
obligation to poor children.
The House moved through welfare reform hastily, and produced
an unworkable and ill conceived piece of legislation. Unfortunately,

the Senate bill is equally problematic. While the bills do "reform
welfare as we know it", neither of them deal with the underlying
expanding welfare
welfare rolls
rolls nor
problems that cause expanding
nor provide
provide viable sosolutions. What the House and Senate Finance Committee bills really
offer is a wholesale capitulation to those who would abandon the
war on poverty. These bills end the federal guarantee to income assistance to poor children and shift the problem of responding to
poverty to the states.
Welfare is a response to poverty. In 1993, 39.9 million Americans
were poor. 22% or 14.9 million children live in poverty in this country—nearly one out of every four American children. This is a 40%

increase since 1970. The U.S. rate is double that of Canada and
Australia, and more than four times that of France, the Netherlands, Germany, and Sweden. Female headed households account
for 23% of all families, and more than half of all female-headed
households (53%) are poor.

Since 1935 the federal government has sought to reduce poverty
and its consequences partly through income support to poor families. Poverty has been considered a national problem that required
federal involvement. Under the guise of state flexibility, the Senate
Finance bill, in effect, eschews any federal programmatic responsibility. The bill translates the universal frustration with the current system into an abdication of federal responsibility.
Welfare reform is clearly needed. Welfare policies should not encourage a lifetime of dependency. All recipients who can work
should work. Reform
Reform will
will not
not work,
work,however,
however,ififititdoes
does not
not attempt
attempt
to resolve issues of poverty and offer poor families opportunity.
The Finance Committee bill fails to address poverty or offer a realistic prescription for reform. The worst consequence
consequence is that it will
rob 4 million of children of opportunity to reach their full potential
because it eliminates any state or
or federal
federal obligation
obligation to
poor chilto poor
dren.

Several aspects of the bill are of particular concern to me:
Block grants are proposed as a solution.—The bill turns the welfare problem over to the states using a block grant mechanism. The
block grant mechanism in effect, eliminates the current federal and
state obligation to care for poor children. The federal government
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thus transfers its current obligation to serve people and replaces it
with a guarantee to provide funding to states.

This route was taken even though past history has shown that
many of the block grants established in the early 1980's failed to
achieve their intended goals. The lack of federal reporting requirements created a situation where targeted populations were not well
served, comparable data across states was unavailable, and the federal government could not account for how funds were spent. Over
time, funding for many of the block grants was reduced while the
number of targeted categorical programs increased.

Funding is inadequate and inflexible.—The bill provides $16.8
billion dollars to states for each of the next five years to care for
needy children. The funding is capped and cannot respond to
changes in caseload or population. Fast-growing states would be
penalized as would states experiencing
experiencing aa recession
recession or
or economic
economic
downturn. Federal funds would quickly disappear but the responsibility for caring for needy children would not.
The funding level is also inadequate. According to the Congres-

sional Budget Office (CBO), in the year 2000 two-thirds of the

funding will be necessary to meet the work and child care requirements alone. Only one-third of the
the funds
funds would
would be
be available
available for
for
cash assistance. CBO estimates that only 6 States could meet the
work requirements of the bill. Therefore the majority of the states
would be forced to incur penalties or reduce the amount of cash assistance available to families with dependent children.
The bill does not require maintenance of effort.—The bill would

set in stone the current funding allocations which are based on
what states spend. Grant levels vary widely among states. Children
would be treated differently due to the geography of their birth.

It is one thing to allow such discrepancies when it is based on
state decisions of how much to spend on poor families, as is the
case of the current allotment. But, under the Senate bill, states
would not have to spend state revenue to receive federal funds.
Benefits to poor families could be comprised solely of federal funds

If this is the case, federal dollars should be allocated more equitably based on need.

Welfare reform should be done fairly. During the mark-up the
decision to lock in the current funding distribution was defended
as the only workable solution; rewriting the formula, it was said,
would be too complicated. The current allocation system is faulty.
If it does not work we should not be swayed from change because
of the prospect of a formula fight.
The bill will create a race to the bottom".—There is a widely held
belief that states which set high benefit levels will become a mag-

net for poor families living in low benefit states. If poor people
move to states with generous benefits, state spending will have to
increase due to the inflexibility of the federal grant. This creates
either a hidden unfunded mandate or a powerful incentive to reduce benefits levels.

States are already competing to reduce benefit levels, even

through current benefits are lower than the poverty level in all 50
states. (In real dollar terms benefits levels have fallen 47% since
1970.)
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The bill assumes
assumes that
that states
stateswill
will'do
do the
the right
rightthing.
thing.n—While
'—While
there is merit in the notion that states are closer to the problems
of their constituents and some states have demonstrated the capacity to innovate, the absolute absence of a national commitment to
to
income assistance puts the poor at the mercy of geography and
chance. State flexibility is important,
important, but
but so
so fiscal
fiscal and
and programmatic accountability. We must not disregard the lessons
learned from the past.
States have the principal responsibility for caring for abused and

neglected children. 20 states, however,
however, are
are under
under court
court orders
orders to
improve their systems. It was the imposition of federal mandates
that are most often cited as the cause
cause for
for many
manyof
of the
the reforms
reforms of
the past 20 years. If states can not adequately care for our abused
and neglected children, we should not assume that states will do
a better job with other poor children.

The bill also ignores past welfare experience. We have learned
from successful state experiments, such as those in Michigan and
Wisconsin, that moving recipients into jobs can be done but it requires investment.
Investing in people is more expensive in the short run, but will
provide a greater return over time.
The bill does not include provisions for job creation.—Finally, the
bill assumes that recipients will be able to find jobs after the five
year time limit (which could be less at a state's opinion) but does
not provide funding for job creation or provide adequate funding for
support services that will aid recipients
recipients to
to obtain
obtain and
and keep
keep private
private
sector jobs. In many poor communities jobs simply do not exist and
those that are available are not easily accessible. Transportation
may be insufficient, unavailable and or expensive. This bill buys
into the "Field of Dreams" theory: If you kick them off welfare they
will work. It will be nearly impossible
impossible to
to move recipients into permanent private sector jobs if there are no jobs.
For those who do find work, salaries
salaries are
are low
low and
andbenefits
benefits are
nonexistent. Many current recipients who work combine work and
welfare benefits wages are not sufficient to support a family. This
bill fails altogether to address the needs of the marginal poor.
This nation has a 7 trillion dollar
dollar economy.
economy. ItIt is
is unfathomable
unfathomable
that the federal government is poised to turn its back on this nation's children. Less than 2% of the $1.5 trillion federal budget is
spent on AFDC, yet it is a target for billions in budget cuts.

This bill will exacerbate poverty and all of its attendant problems. Thirty years ago Senator Moynihan accurately predicted a
bleak future for poor communities with increasing numbers of oneparent families. I believe the future for poor communities will be
even more dire if this legislation passes. This bill does not provide
states with the tools to move recipients into permanent employment nor does it provide economic investment or opportunities for
impoverished communities.

The Senate should not rush through deliberations of welfare reform with inadequate concern for the consequences. I hope my colleagues will take the time to sort out the real issues that are involved here and consider meaningful, realistic reforms.
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I therefore will not support passage of the Senate Finance Committee mark.
CAROL
CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN.
MOSELEY-BRAUN.
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